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K Large Jobber \ *.

Receatly requested prices on Clipper bevel-geared bicyclfeti^" ^He

out establishing agencies, and almost every day they have a dem
the present time, none of our factories are making one. The
making a Chainless, but have not yet decided. ' We already have a very nice agent in-

>ta Chainle

e hj^e nine men
ta t:tiainlgg3^heel; but, up to

- Co. are talking about

who saj's he must have a Chainless wheel, and thinks he can sell a lot of them. We have agents in

eastern territory who say positiveh' they must have it, and will not attempt to run through the sea-

son without one."

The above is a fair sample of the many letters which we are receiving daily from dealers and
jobbers. Not every jobber, however, will admit so freely and frankly his need of Chainless. This

enterprising firm see the demand, and propose to supply it, no matter if his factories don't make
them. The dealer who follows his example, and jumps in while, he hdfe the opportunity, and secures

the agency for the best Chainless now in the market, will be the one who will do the business later

on, and he won't be obliged to "eat crow" next year, as some of his slow-going competitors are

sure to do.

If you haven't already secured the Clipper, better not put it off too long. If j'ou have it, and want to do business, say so in your local

papers. You'll be surprised to find many buyers and sales will come from sources you least expect. Try it.

**THE CLIPPER PEOPLE,"
Grand Rapids, Mich.

NEW YORK,
No. 944 8th Ave.

No. T 31.

ROCHRSTER,
No. 13 Everett St.

CLEVELAND, SAN FRANCISCO,
Pythian Temple Bldg. No. J J Golden Gate Ave.

The Sterling
it 11

BUILT LIKE A WATCH
THE HIGHEST TYPE OF QUALITY AND .CONSTRUCT

The successful agent is the one who identifies his own reputation with that of the bicycle he represents.

Securing the highest market price for an inferior wheel makes a sale, but not a friend.

THE BEST LOCAL ADVERTISEMENT IS A SATISFIED RIDER.
No wheel is TOO GOOD for the purchaser who pays for THE BEST.
Our proposition and catalogue are ready for energetic agents.

STERLING CYCLE WORKS,
"nl'mS" MENOSHLA., "WIS.

4077
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The Central Attraction

On road and boulevard, cycle path

and race track in 1899 will be

THE DHYT0N.
Its rider will be marked as an aristo-

crat of cycling, because his mount

will be instantl}^ recognized as

The Highest-Grade Wheel iviade.

'^'^*^ 'ii' 'j?"^ rl*rt?¥ 'j?tr 'X*^^'1^Ti? 'x''2^ rt!*

irjilTE AT ONCE FOM 1S9!> CATALOGUE.

THE DAVIS SEWING MACHINE CO.,
Kindly mention The Wheel. DAYTON, OHIO.
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' The Wheels of Progress R the

Reading Standard Bicycles

They R also the Wheels of Profit.

-M-

Agents desirous to increase their business by giv-

ing their customers the best wheels to be had for

the money and satisfaction, will investigate and

address

Reading Standard Mfg. Co,
"READING STANDARD BICYCLES

R IVIADE RIGHT AND SOLD RIGHT."

^^

a

READING, PA.

1^
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t ADVERTISERS—PRODUCT and PAGE, t
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NOTICE.
THE WHEEIi will be pleased to famish would-be buyers with the addresses of producers

in any line of goods made in the cycle trade and not shown in the following clasBification;

Asphalt Favetnents.

Barber Asphalt Paving Co., The, 11 B'way, N. Y.. 51

Assembling Stands.

New England Cycle Supply Co., Keene, N. H 52

Balls.

Excelsior Mach. Screw Co., Buffalo, N. Y 56

Standard Ball Co., New York 53

Steel Ball Co., The, 39 W. Randolph Ct., Chicago.. 59

Ball Retainers.

Star Ball Retainer Co., Lancaster, Pa 51

Bells.

Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn 54

Chapman Mfg. Co., Meriden, Conn 10

Miller, E., & Co., Meriden, Conn 54

Mossberg Co., Frank, Providence, R. 1 53

Nutter, Barnes & Co., Boston, Mass —

Bicycles.

Ames & Frost, Chicago, 111 5

Andrae, J., & Sons Co., Milwaukee, Wis 23

Black Mfg. Co., The, Erie, Pa —
Bradley, D., Mfg. Co., 63 N. Desplaines St., Chicago 54

Butler Co., The, Butler, Ind 23

Davis Sew. Mach. Co., Dayton, 2

Eclipse Bicycle Co., Elmira, N. Y 37

Electric City Wheel Co., Buffalo, N. Y 9

Elmore Mfg. Co., Clyde, 25

Frazer tS: Jones Co., Syracuse, N, Y 11

Grand Rapids Cycle Co., Grand Rapids, Mich 1

Heinz & Munschauer Cycle Wks., Buffalo, N. Y.. S

Hoffman Bicycle Co., Cleveland, O —
Indiana Bicycle Co., Indianapolis, Ind 35

Internatl. Cycle Fit. Co., New York 59

Keating Wheel Co., jMiddletown, Conn 11

Kirk Mfg. Co., Toledo, 12

League Cycle Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis 5

Lozier, H. A., & Co., Cleveland, 7

Manson Cycle Co., Chicago, 111 51

March-Davis Cycle Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111 13

Meiselbach, A. D., North Milwaukee, Wis 6

National Cycle Mfg. Co., Bay City, Wis 41

Olive Wheel Co., Syracuse, N. Y 37
^

Overman Wheel Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass -5^^

Pierce, Geo. N., & Co., Buffalo, N. Y 52

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn 60

Reading Standard Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa 2

Rockford Cycle Co., Rockford, 111 56

Schoverling, Daly & Gales, New York 58

Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, 55

Soudan Mfg. Co., New York, Chicago 52

Speed Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111 20

Stearns, E. C, & Co., Syracuse, N. Y 35

Sterling Cycle Works, Kenosha, Wis 1

Thomas Mfg. Co., Springfield, 39

Toledo Metal Wheel Co., Toledo, 58

Tryon, E. K., Jr., & Co., Philadelphia, Pa 41

Union Cycle Mfg. Co., Highlandville, Mass 54

Vim Bicycle Co., Chicago, 111 4

Waltham Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass 20

Worthington Co., Geo., Cleveland, 10

Brakes.

Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn 54

Eclipse Bicycle Co., Elmira, N. Y 37

Brazers.

National Cement & Rubber Mfg. Co., Toledo, O.. 10

Red Cross Rubber & Cement Co., Rochester, N. Y. 51

Carriers.

Cole & Co., G. W., New York, N. Y 55

Snow Wire Works, Rochester, N. Y 51

Cemetit.

National Cement & Rubber Mfg. Co., Toledo, C. 10

Red Cross Rubber & Cement Co., Rochester, N. Y. 51

Chains.

Bridgeport Chain Co., Bridgeport, Conn 57

Indiana Chain Co., Indianapolis, Ind 57

Indianapolis Chain & Stamping Co., Indianapolis. . 57

Lefever Arms Co., Syracuse, N. Y 51

Power Mfg. Co., Eloomfield, N. J 52

Stockton Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J 55

Thorsen Co., Chicago, 111 13

Torrington Chain Co., Torrington, Conn 50

Chain-Guards.

American Cycle Supply Co., Chicago, 111 52

Cranks.

Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn 58

Crank-Hangers.

Adams, H. B., Philadelphia, Pa 8

Iven Brandenburg Co., Chicago, 111 6

League Cycle Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis 5

Springfield Drop Forging Co., Springfield, Mass.. 49

Credit Information.

Cycle Credit E.xchange, Canton, 57

Crowns.

Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn 58

Shelby Steel Tube Co., Cleveland. 58

Cyclometers.

Miller, E., & Co., Meriden, Conn 54

Enamel.

National Cement & Rubber Mfg. Co., Toledo, O.. 10

Red Cross Rubber & Cement Co., Rochester, N. Y. 51

Enameling Ovens.

National Cement & Rubber Mfg. Co., Toledo, O. . 10

Red Cross Rubber & Cement Co., Rochester, N. Y. 51

Expanders.

Cycle & Tool Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass 57

Meilink Mfg. Co., Toledo, 56

Fittings.

Armstrong Tool Co., Chicago, III 56

Iven Brandenburg Co., Chicago, 111 6

Strauss, M., Buffalo, N. Y 56

Forgings.

Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn 58

Cortland Carriage Goods Co., Cortland, N. Y —
Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, 55

Fork-sides.

Ames Sword Co., Chicopee, Mass 51

'' Cortland Carriage Goods Co., Cortland, N. Y —
Shelby Steel Tube' Co., Cleveland, 58

Wilmot & Hobbs Mfg. Co., The, Bridgeport, Conn. 59

Grips.

Jarvis & Daniels, Grand Rapids, Mich 53

Handle-Bars.

Ames Sword Co.. Chicopee, Mass 51

Claus Handle-Bar Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis 41

Ideal Plating Co., Boston, Mass 57

Kelly Handle-Bar Co., Cleveland, 13

Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, 55

Holders.

Cole & Co., G. W., New York, N. Y 55

Snow Wire Works, Rochester, N. Y 51

Hotels.

Flavell's Sea View Hotel, Sea Cliff, L. 1 47

Hubs.

Adams, H. B., Philadelphia, Pa 8

Cortland Carriage Goods Co., Cortland, N. Y —
Iven Brandenburg Co., Chicago. Ill 6

Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, Q 55

Stockton Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J 55

liamps.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis 55

Breckenridge, E. P., Co., The, Toledo, O —
Bundy, F. E., Mfg. Co., Elmira, N. Y 41

Dietz, R. E., Co., 60 Laight St., New York City.. —
Hartley & Graham, New York 59

Miller, E., & Co., Meriden, Conn 54

Schumacher Acetylene Lamp Co., 84 La Salle St.,

Chicago, 111 12

I,iquid Rubber.

Glines Liq. Rub. Co., Providence, R. I —
I^ocks.

Ames Sword Co., Chicopee, Mass. 51

Machinery.

Barnes, W. F. & J., Co., Rockford, 111 —
Bridgeport Tubing Co., Bridgeport, Conn 50

Frasse, P. A., & Co., New York 23

Name-Plates.

Childs, S. D., & Co., Chicago, 111 56

Meyercord Co., The, Cham, of Commerce, Chicago. 56

Nickel-plating Outfits.

Hanson & Van Winkle, Newark, New York,

Chicago —
Zucker & Levett & Loeb Co., 526-30 W. 25th St,

New York 39

Oilers.

Cushman & Denison, 159 Ninth Ave., New York.. 49

Paper.

Niagara Paper Mills, Lockport, N. Y 49

Pedals.

Snell Cycle Fittings Co., Toledo, O 55

Stockton Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J , 55

Pedal Rubbers.

Straus Tire Co., 1^7 Duane St., New York 48

Plugs.

Straus Tire Co., 127 Duane St., New York 48

Pumps.

Smith, D. B., & Co., Utica, N. Y 49

Railroads.

Chicago & Northwestern Ry 50

West Shore Railroad 50

Repair Outfits.

N. y. Belting & Packing Co., Ltd., New York.... —
Rivets.

Standard Ball Co., New York 53

Rust Preventive.

Robinson, N. M., & Co., New York '.49

Saddles.

Brown Saddle Co., Elyria, 14

Butler & Ward Co., Newark, N. J 56

Cutting, Kaestner & Co., 241-7 South Jefferson St.,

Chicago, 111 57

Garford Mfg. Co., Elyria, 14

Gilliam Mfg. Co., Canton, 12

Hunt Mfg. Co., Westboro, Mass 14

Kirkpatrick Saddle Co., Springfield, 39

Riley, Wm. B., & Co., 324-6 Market St., Phila. Pa. —
Sundries.

Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn 54

Cole & Co., G. W., New York, N. Y 55

Hartley & Graham, New York 59

National Cement & Rubber Mfg. Co., Toledo, O.. 10

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn 60

Red Cross Rubber & Cement Co., Rochester, N. Y. 51

Schoverling, Daly & Gales, New York 58

Tires.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass 23

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 12

Kokomo Rubber Co., Kokomo, Ind 57

New Brunswick Rubber Co., New Brunswick, N. J.
—

N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., Ltd., New York.. —
Straus Tire Co., 127 Duane St., New York 48

Thorsen Co., Chicago, 111 13

Toe-Clips.

Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn 54

Cole & Co., G. W., New York, N. Y 55

Tools.

Barnes, W. F. & J., Co., Rockford, 111 —
Frasse, P. A., & Co., New York 23

McCabe Hanger Mfg. Co., New York 49

Trade Publications.

Cyclist, The Coventry, England 51

Irish Cyclist, The, Dublin, Ireland 49

Transfer Ornaments.

Meyercord Co., The, Cham, of Commerce, Chicago. 56

Trouser-Guards.

Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn 54

Stimpson, E. B., & Son, New York 49

Tubing.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., Cleveland, 58

Wilmot & Hobbs Mfg. Co., The, Bridgeport, Conn.. 59

Valves.

Clark Novelty Co., Rochester, N. Y 51

Schrader's Son, A., New York, N. Y 53

Vulcanizers.

National Cement & Rubber Mfg. Co., Toledo, O.. 10

Red Cross Rubber & Cement Co., Rochester, N. Y. 51

"Wrenches.

Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn 58

Springfield Drop Forging Co.. Springfield, Mass.. 49
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Ready For

'99

^^le can furnisb eitber>,..

28-in. or 30-in. in Men's Wheels

and 28-in. in Ladies' ^ dt dt t^

XIlt>s=togg)ate in every rcepect.

^K* ^^ ^^

€kctrlc €ity (Ubeel Coitipany.

57 F^ranklln Street,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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The League,A Wheel up-to-date.

t
t
t
t
t

ONE-PIECE

LEAGUE

HANGER.

28 and 30 INCH

WHEELS.

BALL-
RETAINERS

"and

DUST-PROOF
BEARINGS.

LEAGUE
HANDLE-BAR

and

SEAT-POST
BINDER.

• POPULAR PRICES. WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNT.

LEAGUE eveLE WORKS.
I.Kindly mention The WhceL

1 5th Street and St. Paul Avenue,

MILWAUKEE, WIS., U.S. A.

ir

J-

i-

4"
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A. D. MEISELBACH,
MANUFACTURER OF

BICYCLES FOR JOBBERS ONLY
No. Milwaukee, Wis.,

U. S. A.

Capacity — Largest in the world.

'WV^^
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Thor Eccentric Hangers,

1899.

NO
OR

UNSIGHTLY LUGS
SPLIT BRACKETS.

Internal Locking Device

Lock nut for the adjustable hanger cup is also a new feature of great importance, wliich, with the THOR two-piece crank,

makes the THOR ECCENTRIC HANGER unapproachable and sustains the THOR reputation for highest-grade goods.

aURORA HUTOMaXie MaeHINERY 6©.

IVEN BRANDENBURG CO., SOLE U. S.

SELLING AGENTS.

101 READE STREET, NEW YORK. 131-133 LAKE STREET, CHICAGO
Kindly mention The AX'Iieel.
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ELFIN JUVENILE BieveLES.

BEST OF THEIR KIND

All Juvenile, from pedals to grips. Latest
improvements and the Elfin Reversible

Crank-Bracket (a selling feature) that
allows the bicycle to be adjusted to fit

the growing child.

COMPARE IT WITH OTHERS,
THEN YOU WILL WRITE US QUICKLY ENOUGH.

Wm. Somervllle'8 Sons, 66 W, Broadway, New York,
Agrents for Greater New York and Foreign ^Distribution.

E. G. Eager & Co , Toledo, OMo,
Distributing Agents for Ohio, Miclilgan and Indiana.

FRAZER & JONES COMPANY,
Kindly mention The Wheel. 352 W. FAYETTE ST., SYRACUSE, N. Y

m
THERE IS NOTHING BETTER MADE THAN

S THE GUARANTEED

I -^ INDIANA TIRES.
PLEASE READ THIS.

^i:^t* SMELL To n/o '

The Thorsen Co.-,

Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen :-

Indc

Replying to your favor of the 16th, we beg to st^t^ that we"TiaJ7e

used quito a quantity of Indiana tires, and have four (Sr-Cttptajigrfeq-tjly

Add. List .^^
satisfactory, and we believe them to be the best raed,lum prl^arrGT

which we have seen.

yonra .very truly.

Dlct.K.i

5 For 1899 we have the best unguaranteed tires, the WABASH
m TIRES, made by

t THE INDIANA RUBBER & INS. WIRE CO.,
* JONESBORO, IND.

J SOI,D BY

t THE THORSEN COMPANY,
5 56 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

CROWN eHHINS.
The NEW CROWN DETACHABLE Chain.

The LATEST and the BEST. In FINISH and QUALITY Superior to Any.

WE ARE ADVERTISED BY OUR
WELL-SATISFIED CUSTOMERS.

Chicago, 111., Dec. 13,

The Thorsen Co. , City.

Gentlemen: We have your favor of the 8th inst., and in reply #
thereto we beg to state that we have used Crown chains, made by the !
Crown Elec, Mfg. Co., of St. Charles, 111., for several seasons, and •
found same very satisfactory. We shall use them on our entire out

put the coming season, a

as they have in the past.

put the coming season, and trust they will give us as good satisfaction -

Very truly yours,

MARCH-DAVIS CYCLE MFG. CO.

eR0WN CHAINS
MADE BY

THE CROWN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO., •

ST. CHARLES, ILL. •

SATISFACTORY PRICES QUOTED BY
SOEE SEI.LING AGENTS.

THE THORSEN COMPANY,
56 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

••••••••••••••••••••••••«••••••••••••••••••••••
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The.

HEINZ
IVXoael IS

AS IT APPEARS EQUIPPED WITH THE

CHAS. 0. BARNES . . .

...COASTER AND BRAKE.

THIS DEVICE is so constructed that a slight back pressure releases a sprocket

clutch, which allows the wheel to run indepsudent of the crank. The rider may then

coast with the feet remaining on the pedals. All that is necessary to set the brake is the

application of back pressure on the pedals. Forward pedaling instantly releases the

brake, regardless of whether the bicycle has been brought to a dead stop or not. We
cill especial attention to the fact that the brake does not come in contact with the tire,

consequently the tire receives no unnecessary wear, a feature that should appeal to

the conservative buyer.

All parts of the brake attachment are of metal, neatly arranged and clustered at the

crank-hanger, preserving the beauty of the bicycle in every detail.

-MANUFACTUKED BT-
4-

•J-

-I-

•{•

4-
4-
4-
-^

•I-

4-

Anj' of the Eig;lit models appearing in our
1899 Catalogue can be equipped witli this

device, when so ordered, at an advanced
price of

*io.oo.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES.

Heinz & Munschauer Cycle Works,
Kindly mention The Wheel. Buffalo, New York.
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Only Two Points of

Bearing Contact on

The Balls, ^ ^ ^
THE BALLS HAVE AS TRUE
A ROLLING MOTION AS A

CAR WHEEL ON A TRACK.
THE ONLY ANTI.FRICTION
SEPARATING BALL RETAIN-
ER ON THE MARKET.

48 Nortb Eleventli Street,

Phlladelpliia, Pa.,

U. S. A.

2 POINTS OFCONTACT

li?

f
Y

UNCONDITIONAL SURRENDER
Bicycles Equipped with Lake Hubs °^ ^H oW style BaU Bearings to the famous TWO-POINT CONTACT Lake ;BaIl Bearings.

will outcoast anything on earth.

(^% (^% ((?* t^*

HD A 1^ A IWIO Manufacturer of Lake Hubs
. D. MLJMIVIO, and Crank-Hangers.

"YYTT fyy DEWEY ride bicycles equipped with Lake Hubs? Because of their MERRITT and (on the SCHLEY), in a LONG run,W Jn I they all GRANT us MILES ahead of others using hubs of HOBSON'S choice. It matters not how ROUGH RIDER a

WHEELER is, nor how CERVERA test they are subjected to, they BOB up serenely with the strength of SAMPSON,
and—well they are all right anyhow. However, we WOOD like to C-U-B-A customer of ours.

t Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE STANDARD BAR
OF THE WORLD.

•5"

•K
+

4-

•i-

Has 15-inch adjustment and 25 positions

with no change in pitch of grips

THE KELLY HANDLE-BAR CO.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A,

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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J J

ADMIRAL
List $30.

M. & W. tires; 1^-in. flush-joints; two-piece

hanger; 3-16 in. chain; oval crown;

D rear forks ; large sprockets.

WE WANT A FEW MORE GOOD JOBBERS

TO HANDLE THIS FAST SELLER, ^ ^

March -Davis Cycle nig. Co.

MANUFACTURERS,

47 Warren Street,

<.ii.,i NEW YORK.
FACTORY 5

44th and North Avenues,

CHICAGO.
Ll- - - , .- Kindly mention The Wheel. „,.,--
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TIP THE WftlTER.
MR. BICYCLE DEALER

:

You are the waiter and we give you the tip that

Keating agencies are going fast, and you should send

in youi- application at once for the agency of the finest

bicycle on the market, the

ss

Incomparable
^R= KEATING

or your waiting will put dollars in the pocket of your
enterprising competitor, who didn't wait to write to ws.

.SS

We are building more wheels this year than ever

before— selling them, too. Why? Because we create

an increased demand each succeeding year by always

giving a reliable wheel in return for your money.
This season our list prices are $75.00, $50.00,

$40.00 and $35.00, with discount to you just as

popular.

The Keating Wheel is 365 days ahead of all

others.

Why not join us and lead the bicycle dealers of

your locality ?

.

\r-9s2 \- \^ /iA 1
I ffeE^^-l':

—

"^"^ ^*(& H

% ^"-^-^^M'x'T^ J^^^ Hsfei^
•

oS The Keating Wheel is the only one fitted with

§§ the Keating Noiseless Double Roller Chain—overcom-

S5 ing all objections to chain-driven wheels.

o§ Let us send you a catalogue, which also describes

05 our Pneumatic Tired Carriages.
o«
•o

i KEATING WHEEL CO.,

I MIDDLETOWN, CONN., U. S. A.

oS Formerly Holyoke, Mass.

o§ EASTERN DISTRIBUTING HOUSE:
25 SMITH, PATTERSON & CO.. 53 Summer St., Boston. Mass., for all

So trade in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island and Massachusetts
So (east of Worcester), and the Dominion of Canada.

o§ WESTERN DISTRIBUTING HOUSE:
•0 BROWN-LEWIS CO., 293 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III., fortrade west of

So Chicago.
SS NEW YORK CITY:

§g H. & D. Folsom Arms Co., 314 Broadway.
•o
SS Kindly mention The Wheel.

SS\AnBnaoanBi:)*oaO*OftO*0«0«Oaa*0*0»0«0«0»0«0»0«0«0«0«0*0*Q*0*0»0«0*0*0*0*0*0*0«0«0»0»Of(
^o«o«0«ofO«oto«o«o«oi*ao«o«o«o*o«o«o«o«o*o«o«o«o«oio«o«o«ototc^
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The "Reliable"
ESPEQALLY ADAPTED

FOR BICYCLE
REPAIR SHOPS

Screw^Cutting

JBwQine Xatbc.

The most complete tool of iis kind

made. Has power cross feed, friction

feed and screw feed, rise and fall tool

post, micrometer index, etc., etc, IVIadc

in two sizes, 10 x 25 inches and 10 x 36

inches between centres, either with

countershaft or foot motion.

List Price, 10 x 25 * 1 00.00
10x36 110.00

1 5-in. chuck fitted )

1 J4-in drill chuck fitted J-JS15.00 net.
1 Set 10 Tools

The Lnivcrsal Tube Cutter

^mmmmnrmwwwmiTfwmmmmiffiffmm^

The Record Stands

Cuts Tubing from ^ to 1^ inch dia-
meter, a square and accurate cut.
Has gauge and rest for tubing.

HAND MACHINE, as per accom-
panying cut $13.00

COMBINATION MACHINE,
Powerand Hand $16.00

CUTTERS, each 30

Send for '99 Fittings Catalogue, showing 2,000 combinations of Frame Sets.

" B-ITTINGS THAT B-IT."

PETER A. FRASSE & CO., « fultgn^s^t^,
^^^

Kindlv mention The Wheel.«
I

t

Silver C'ty
...BELLS...

Are distinguished from most cycle bells by a pecu-

liar SWEETNESS and LASTINGNESS of TONE
quite their own. We say this seriously. You are

invited to investigate it.

It applies to every bell in our line—the low, the

medium and the high priced.

They have a superior bell metal to begin with

;

smeltering to an exact nicety is another element

—

and then there's the knack that comes from fifteen

years of bell-making.

Catalogue free.

The Chapman Mfg. Co.,

MERIDEN,CONN.,U.S.A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.^*

up under the hardest usage. It

gives no trouble. When sold it

stays sold.

RECORD BICYCLES

are guaranteed for the season
of '99. Only the finest material
enters into their construction.

There is nothing cheap about
them except the price. We want
a few more agents. Write now.

THE BUTLER COMPANY,

BUTLER, IND.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

^iUiummiUiUiuuiiUiUiiyuiUiUiumiUiaiUiUE^

Aguinaldo's Liver May be
Affected....

But that doesn't cut even a small load of frozen water as com-
pared with the enormous business we are doing just now in

''High

Pressure"

Cements,

Vulcanizers,

Brazers,

Enameling

Ovens, and

General

Bicycle

Supplies.
" High Pressure" Brazing Forge No. 2.

Pink Pills for Poor People
Don't afford half the satisfaction to be gained by using the best

of this class of goods when you are obliged to obtain such sup-

plies. Always get the best; the best is always the cheapest.

Moral : Buy of the

National Cement & Rubber Manufacturing Co.,

TOLEDO, OHIO. U.S.A.
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What the YALE MAN

saw at the Cycle Shows.
BICYCLES—The wheels on exhibition

were without exception a fine lot. The Yale
was admired by everyone and ranked among
the best.

PI^ICES—Some people were quoting lower

prices than we have made, but we are posi-

tive that, quality considered, our prices are

as low as the lowest.

BUSI NESS—We did our share of the busi-

ness offered and came away satisfied.

CHAIN LESS—We found that the chain-

less machines attracted considerable atten-

tion and we have decided to offer our agents

Yale Chainless made with Sager Gear.

We want your business and will^^ guarantee to please you

THE KIRK MFG. CO.,
TOLEDO, OHIO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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I G00DYEAR TIRES
ARE MADE HERE.

SS

ss

So Our plant has a capacity of 1,500 pair tires per day.

SS We also make
oa

i Tire Tape, Inner Tubes, Valve Stems, Pedal
§s
•o
SS Rubbers, Frame Buffers, etc., etc.

SS

SS

SS

OOODYEAR (tC^ALITY IS STABIDARD. SS
o«
»o

Write for prices g

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO., §
•o

AKRON, O. is
•O

Kindly mention The Wheel. gg
•o
SS
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GILLIAM
SADDLES
m" iSSf For 1899.

You I>IANLFACTURE BICYCLES for the money

in it. If you build high-grade wheels you wish to

equip them with the best Saddle on the market.

GILLIAM SADDLES are practical Saddles,

and give the best results.

GILLIAM SADDLES are not only attractive-

looking Saddles, but are sold at attractive

prices.

BEFORE CLOSING YOUR 1899 CONTRACTS we would

be pleased not only to submit samples, but to have one of our

salesmen call upon you with our full line.

*************

GILLIAM MFG. COMPANY,
Canton, Ohio.

+
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Kindly mention The Wheel. T
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Before you place your orders for

GAS LAMPS t

be sure that you
can get delivery.

THE
))

wmu^ifjjiifiiiiim^

j3

'Acetylite
'99 MODEL

can be delivered

immediateily to

supply the SPRING

trade.

Sciiumaclier Acetylite

Lamp Company,

84 La Salle Street,

CHICAGO.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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PRICE $50.

One Model.

All parts interchangeable. Most of the parts of the Victoria
interchangeable with the Victor and the Spin-roller gear wheel,
which will be ready in March, is essentially the same model.

When You Buy a Victor

I t is in every part a new '99 wheel .

Think over that statement. Everything in process was made
up and crowded out of our factories last fall. Every last part
of the '99 Victor is new stuff.

Are Our Ninety-Niners Equal

Or superior to the product of previous years ?

And if so, how can it be done for J50.? This is being aslced

everywhere. You never bought a better Victor, whatever the

price paid, than you now buy for $50.

There Are Several Reasons Why.

This is one. We are making but one model.

If we made a half-dozen models at prices varying from $25 to

I75, we could not make as good a machine for the last-named

sum as we are now delivering for $50.

This Man Has An Argument.
He is a dealer.

This is his tale of woe. " Victor wheels are too everlastingly

well made. I am here to sell wheels and am obliged to sell a

customer more than once. You Victor folks go altogether too

far with this quality business."

If You Can Secure

An agency for Victor Wheels

You had better do it. You will have a product which will sell

and which is known everywhere as the best, and it will give

character to your business.

BRANCHES

JOBBERS

Overman 'Wheel Company, New York. N. T.
Overman Wheel Company, Chicago, 111.

Overman Wheel Company, Boston, Mass.
Overman Wheel Company, Portland, Ore,

C. W. Hackett Hdwe. Co., St. Paul, Minn.
E. T. Weiant, Denver, Colo.
The Geo. W^orthington Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
W^illls Arms & Cycle Co., Kansas City, Mo.
F. O. Bailey & Co., Portland, Maine.

©verman Wheel Co.
OFFICE AND FACTORIES,

Chrcopee Falls, Mass.
••••••
••••••
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SUMMED UP.

Local shows and opening days are on the
tapis.

General commercial conditions continue to

improve.

Several concerns have been severely .dam-
aged by fire.

Washington is the home of the installment-

payment fiend.

The report in this issue shows the value of

the L. A. W. to the trade.

Review of English trade, showing amount
invested, etc., in this issue.

TALK OF THE WEEK.

Last week, like its predecessor, was one of

reaction in the stock market. Fortunate that

it came so soon. Still the si.xty most active

railroad stocks did not drop much. They

closed Friday at an average of $72.04 per

share, against $72.16 the previous week and

$72.20 the week before that. January railroad

earnings were nearly 7 per cent greater than

last year, the gain being largest on the granger

roads. Clearing house payments for January

were 54 per cent more than last year. Wheat

and other exports show a marked increase.

That both foreign and domestic business may

in the near future be hampered in certain lines

is indicated in the unnatural raising of prices

by certain trusts, one of which at least col-

lapsed considerably several years ago after a

similar attempt at an all-hog procedure.

That the wave of prosperity has not

permeated the entire industrial system is

shown by the fact that there has as yet

been no increase in the demand for shoes

and woolens. The shipments of shoes from

Boston in January amounted to about 1-6

less than in January of last year, indicating

a decrease, but the demand for woolens has

now turned upward for the first time since

early last year. All these facts have a bearing

on the prospective buying of bicycles, although

it is well known that a man with the bicycle pricedw^achiii'lipftQeii wijp
X .S "

fever will get wha.t he wants, although he

may have holes in his shoes.

?"

Concerning " Free Pedal " Devices.

Having just read of the experiences of

prominent British riders with "free pedal"

devices, we do not see how their popularity on

this side can be prevented, in the light of the

favorable reports which come from the other

side of the water. A member of the Cyclists'

Touring Club, of England, -writing to the of-

ficial gazette of that organization, tells that in

a 74-mile ride he only pedaled 49 miles; in a

42-mile ride he pedaled only 28 miles, etc.

Editor Mecredy, of the "Irish Cyclist," has

tried a free pedal device several years and

vouches for the increased safety it affords on

greasy surfaces. He also says that its users,

not having to pedal rapidly on down grades,

are satisfied with comparatively low gears,

and that they coast more rapidly than other

riders, and can also dismount easily, even when

going at high speed. In fact, he is quite out-

spoken in favor of the idea. He believes that

it is of special value to ladies. The disad-

vantages of the device are increased weight

arched croTvns

omewhat 1S'ar»-4iffi«inf to market than for-

merly because that crown is becoming recog-

nized among some riders as a symbol of the

medium or cheap-grade m?chines. This is a

point which manufacturers will find worth

while consiaeiiiig.

Concerning the Cushion Frame.

It is noticed that several cycle makers show

no hesitancy this year in recommending the

cushion frame device, which is made an un-

obtrusive part of the upper rear stays. This

device is being given prominent place in these

makers' catalogues. There is no reason why

this idea and the expansion spring seat-post,

manufactured by an Indiana concern, should

not have considerable popularity. When a

device increases the comfort of the rider and

the life of the machine, without in any way

detracting from the appearance of the mount,

it is fit to be recommended.

Uses a Telegraph Code.

One of the commendable methods of cut-

ting down expenses for both himself and deal-

ers is the publication by a Western manufac-

and cost, and in using it a special brake of turer of a complete telegraph code of every

the ordinary kind or back-pedaling sort is ab-

solutely necessary.

»
Combination of Cycle Supply Houses.

There was talk some time ago of an in-

formal combination among New York jobbers

or cycle supply houses. Several meetings were

held without result. In Boston there has been

better success and an association was formed a

few days ago. It was brought out in the prelim-

inary meetings at Boston that a credit bureau

would be of great benefit to the firms inter-

ested. It is the custom of some small dealers

and repairmen to get as much credit as pos-

sible from one house and then transfer their

trade to another until, when the inevitable

failure is reached, the total indebtedness is un-

comfortably large. A mutual credit bureau

woivld discourage this sort of thing. There

are other benefits incident to association, such

as exchange of goods among members at a

uniform rate of discount, and last, but not

least, the promotion of good feeling among

competitors. Price agreement is something

that cannot very well be controlled.

About Arched Fork-Crowns,

It is noticed that some of the higher grades

among bicycles are fitted with arched fork-

crowns. This style of crown has been used

possible description or specification that can

be used in connection with the sale or ship-

ment of his line. The code is arranged in a

neat booklet and sent to every dealer on his

list. Other makers have tried this and dropped

it, but system is gradually taking the place in

the cycle trade that it deserves, and there is no

reason why the code should not succeed in

this business as it does in others.

Do Not Delay the Catalogue.

While there may be excellent reasons in cer-

tain cases for delay in giving publicity to the

new year's goods, it has been noticed that

among those who say that their catalogue will

not be out until the latter part of February, or

early ^March, there are some whose goods are

of such merit that they ought to be more pop-

ular than they are. In some cases the popu-

larity is not as great as it was two or three

years ago. Is it not possible that this is in

some degree due to the delay in issuing the

annual catalogue?

Encourage the Agent.

If it is true that cycle agents have made

offers to manufacturers of motor vehicles to

represent them locally and to buy sample

vehicles, is it not a mistaken policy on the part

of the manufacturers to discourage them?

in one first-class machine for many years and There is every reason why the cycle agent who

mechanically it is known to be an excellent

form of construction, so that the desire of

makers to continue its use on their high-grade

goods is a natural one. It has reached The

Wheel, however, that traveling salesmen in

the eastern, central and western sections of the

country report that dealers find the higher-

is likely to enthuse over the new vehicle,

whereas carriage dealers are quoted as being

opposed to it, should be educated and in every

way encouraged to take interest in the new

business. If you cannot sell them vehicles to-

day, perhaps you can to-morrow. Meantime,

send them printed matter. The oldest cycle-
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maker in the country kept right on advertising

after he found he could by no means fill the

orders on hand.

VALIE or THE L. A. W.

TO THE CYCLE TRADE.

We desire to invite the attention of

the trade to the League of American

Wheelmen. Not in pity, nor in a spirit

of ridicule. Purely as a matter of in-

formation.

Much has been said in recent years

about the decrepitude of this organiza-

tion. Although nvmierically it has long

been the largest of its kind in the world,

it has been regarded by the casually ob-

serving as a huge sponge, without much

solidity or usefulness except to those

who knew how to squeeze it.

Do you know that during the nineteen

years of its. existence this sponge has

been mainly responsible for all the road

improvement, all the recognition of

wheelmen's rights on the highways, all

the initiatory movements which have re-

sulted in the great power of the wheel in

the land to-day? Do you know that

through the League the cycle trade has

been benefited by the construction of

over a thousand miles of cycle paths in

the State of New York alone? Do you

know that over 20,000 riders engaged in

racing under the management of the

League last year?

You probably do. You know these

things in a nebulous sort of way. But

you have nevertheless discredited the

League. And very naturally. With all

its power for good, with all its real per-

formances, it has been a sponge. This

big affair, which has had streets asphalt-

ed in a number of cities, is in touch with

nearly half a million farmers, has placed

wheehnen in city councils, has induced

the United States Government to de-

mand of another Government a large in-

demnity for the murder of an American

wheelman abroad—this organization has

been honeycombed with carelessness,

soggy with incompetence, swelled with a

number of cheap political ambitions. It

has had presidents with grandiose ideas

and no financial ability, chief consuls and

committeemen with spending ability but

no brilliance.

And yet it has accompHshed all these

things. It has always had in it a certain

proportion of men who, with the numeri-

cal power of the organization behind

them, have worked efifectively for the

League, for cyclists, for the trade, for the

public. It has never had, with one brief

exception, satisfactory official journalistic

representation, and to-day its best per-

formances are recorded in small type on

the back pages of a publication, the

owner of which uses his front pages for

poetry, jokes and other hobbies instead

of giving prominent publicity to the

really great works of the organization he

is supposed to represent.

If you care for a correct look at the

true inwardness of this big sponge, read

the full report of its recent meeting, else-

where in this issue. It is a fuller report

than should be expected of a trade jour-

nal, but somebody has got to do the

housework, and the publisher of the of-

ficial organ will not do it.

Whether you read the report or not,

do not lose sight of the League of Amer-
ican Wheelmen. It is the biggest and

best thing that ever happened to the cycle

trade, and if its new officers and the pro-

posed Press Committee do not fall asleep

they can easily give ample proof of the

fact.

An Alderman in Hartford wants an ordi-
nance calling for bicycle lamps that will illumi-
nate for 200 feet. What acetylene lamp is that
Alderman interested in?

A new automobile for collecting street filth

and dust is being tried in Chicago. Perhaps
it may prove useful in sweeping the Chicago
river.

*
No, constant reader, The Wheel does not

find it necessary to fill up a third of its space
with scissored Governrmental reports.

Right is might, and the right way is the
only way in which the L. A. W. can hope to
control racing.

A cycling journal, like a shoe, may have
a bold front, but be subject to criticism as to
the heel.

Wonder how that century-a-day man up in

New England arranged matters the last few
days?

Apparently there are more law suits in
progress in the cycle trade now than ever be-
fore.

About Advertising.

There are many causes for the failure of ad-

vertising to produce satisfactory and antici-

pated results. The advertising of bicycles

and sundries which have solid and even unique

merits frequently fails to produce a satisfac-

tory volume of business, and the reasons

for this are an interesting study. One of

the most common causes is that the strong

point is not properly and adequately insisted

on; in otiher words, the advertiser does not

realize the strength of his own case. An-
other reason is that generalities are used

where specific statements might be made. A
yet further reason is that frequently the ad-

vertisement insists on >a purely subsidiary

circumstance, and, to a great extent, omits, or

delegates to a subordinate position, the really

main argument to which everything ought to

be directed. There is only one kind of ad-

vertising that is cheap in the end—that's the

good kind.

There are a few points regarding advertis-

ing in trade papers which it seems to us will

apply to those that represent any industry.

The first and most important is that the ad-

vertisements are read. They are an essential

part of the paper. They show what is new,

what others in the same line are doing, and

indicate the progress of the world. A man
who takes a paper devoted, say, to the gas

business, is interested in everything that per-

tains to the manufacture and sale of gas. He
looks at the paper from title to tail-piece, from

head-line to foot-slug. The care he puts in

looking at it depends on the time he has, but

he devotes a part of the time to the ads.

Do you know that Congress has appropri-
ated $25,000 for flying-machine experiments?

Had any snow 'round your way lately?

Ask a hundred men in the cycle trade or

elsewhere, "What is advertising?" and ninety-

nine of them will say that advertising is

—

advertising.

Advertising really is the announcement of

anything by any means.

Advertising is a commodity—as much so

as lamps, bells or bicycles.

Advertising is one of the five links in the

chain of business.

The advertising that does not pay is almost

always the advertising that has not been

given a chance to pay.

The average user of advertising writes the

advertisement with a blunt pencil upon a pad
of paper upon his knee, or quickly scribbles

ofif his name and address—and something else

—upon a pad upon his desk.

He pays good money for advertising space.

He fills that expensive place with the care-

less thought of a minute.

It is estimated that the world spends $2,000,-

000,000 a year on advertising.

An intelligent estimate has not been able

to assume that this same business world pays

out more than one two-thousandth of this

total expenditure for the preparation of its

advertising matter.

If advertising is worth anything—and every

successful business man in every line of trade

says that it is—then some care should be

given to its preparation, just as much as to

the management of any other part of busi-

ness.

After deliberate consideration it is safe to

state that there are to-day several acetylene

lamps upon the market.
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THE ENGLISH TRADE
IS CAREFULLY REVIEWED.

Bdltor Mecredy of the "Irish Cyclist" Has
Undoubtedly Given the Subject Very Minute

and Intelligent Study.

Editor Mecredy, of the "Irish Cyclist," is

apparently the first to satisfactorily analyze the

British cycle trade 'in 1898. He estimates the

correct aggregate of the capital in the entire

trade and its ramifications to be about $135,-

000,000. He finds that, taking the returns of

the leading companies whose aggregate capital

is $56,250,000, the net profit in 1897 averaged

about 13 per cent—^dividend-paying profit

—

while in 1898 the profit was only about 7 per

cent. This comparison he thinks can safely be

applied to the trade as a whole.

Out of the $56,250,000 mentioned, it was

found that the Dunlop Company held 40 per

cent, and that that company earned 56 per

cent of all the net profit earned by the aggre-

gate, or 16 per cent better than the average

of 7 per cent. The Palmer Tire Co. paid the

highest dividend of the year, 40 per cent, hav-

ing earned $120,950 on a capital of $245,000.

Looking in the other direction, the tube-

makers are found nearest the "small end of

the born," having lost considerable money.
Liquidation and price cutting will be severe

in 1899. A large proportion of the trade will

'be on $50 machines, and the biggest makers
will, at that price, earn about 10 per cent on
their turnover, but price cutting may place

the profits of even the largest makers below
that figure. In the cheapest grades it is also

admitted that the Germans and Belgians can

completely undercut the English.

The marketing of cheap wheels by the big

makers will hurt the assemblers and conse-

quently the parts makers.

The motor-vehicle trade is bound to be very

large and, all in all, will yield substantial profit

for some years.

The editor of "Wheeling" has also analyzed

the Britis'h trade, and sums up by saying:

(1) That 1899 will see a total sale of cycles

greater than in any previous year;

(2) That the makers must keep the stock,

and that the agents will order as required;

(3) That the tendency to lower prices

brings in new customers, but does not aflfect

the old to a great extent; and

(4) That the cheap machine suits the be-

ginner, but directly he has gained experience
he wants the higher grade.

That Georgia Tax.

John W. Clouse, of Toledo, contemplates
going into the cycle business in Georgia, but
hesitated after reading about the tax. The
Georgia law now provides that every dealer,

traveling salesman, or other person desiring

to sell bicycles in the State shall pay an annual
tax of $100 to the Comptroller of the State,

and until the law can be proven unconstitu-

tional it will be enforced. H. A. Lozier is

heading a movement to have it proved uncon-
stitutional. He will permit his Atlanta agent
to be arrested for refusing to pay the tax.

Then the matter will be carried into court.

A Big Fire in Chicago.

Chicago, Feb. 14,—Fire destroyed a big
six-story building here to-day. The loss is

$750,000 or more. The Manufacturers' and
Merchants' Warehouse Company's establish-

ment has been wiped out, the estimated loss

being $100,000, with insurance of $65,000. H.
E, Graves & Co., bicycle jobbers, lost $10,-

000, their insurance covering it. J. P. Barnett

& Co., cycle supplies, lost $5,000, no insur-

ance. David Kelley, owner of the Manufac-

turers' & Merchants' Company, recently sold

the property to the Butlers, wholesalers of

notions and bicycles, of New York and Chi-

cago. Mr. Kelley 's health has been unsatis-

factory and he may determine not to engage

in the bicycle business again. Secretary Col-

ley could not be seen to-day for particulars.

THE DEALERS' PROBLEM
IN THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

Cycle Shows and Opening Days.

March 1 has been chosen by the dealers

of Columbus, O., as their opening day. Prep-

arations are making for a thorough awakening

of cycling enthusiasm.

To-day, to-morrow and Saturday there will

be a cycle exhibition by twenty different deal-

ers of Hartford, Conn., in the Y. M. C. A.

rooms.

Yesterday, to-day and to-morrow marks the

duration of a cycle show held by the dealers

of Springfield, Mass.

New Bedford, Mass., is to have a local

show. Such exhibits as cycling suits will be

mcluded.

There may be a cycle show in Williamsport.

Pa., some time this month.

It is proposed to hold a cycle show in Tren-

ton, N. J.

Several Fires.

Fire and water caused some damage in the

Delamater Carriage Sz; Cycle Works, in Pough-
keepsie, a few days ago. The amount of dam-

age is not stated.

A loss of $2,000, fully insured, was incurred

by H. M. Snyder Co., cycle dealers, 'by a fire

which occurred in their store in Detroit Feb-

ruary 4.

The factory of the Manhattan Brass Co., in

East Twenty-eighth street, New York, was

destroyed by fire last Monday.

To Hamper Dishonest Bankruptcy.

The New York Credit Men's Association,

320 Broadway, New York, is preparing to

make things warm for dishonest bankrupts.

Members of the association notify the secre-

tary immediately they learn of the application

in bankruptcy of any debtor in whom they are

interested. Then the investigating and prose-

cuting committee looks after the matter.

The Saddle Trust Offices.

Cleveland, O., Feb. 14.—The American Sad-

dle Company are settled in fine offices in the

American Trust Building. S. S. Kentz is vice-

president; H&rman 'Ely, secretary-treasurer.

The Ashland Cycle Works, Ashland, Wis.,

now have seventeen single wheels and one

tandem in course of construction. Others have

been ordered. Parts .makers please note.

The board of relief in Middletown, Conn.,

has reduced the tax assessment valuation of

the Worcester Cycle Co. from $75,000 to $50,-

000, the same as last year.

C. H. Luscomb secured judgment in New
York, February 8, for $312 against Humber &
Co., America, Ltd.

How Installment Sales and Taking Old Wheels
as Part Pay Are Handled in the Worst In-

stallment-Sale City in the Country.

Washington, D. C, Feb. 9.—The approach-
ing season finds local dealers confronted by
two perplexing problems, the proper solution

of which will be found a matter of considerable

difficulty. The first problem relates to the ac-

ceptance of second-hand bicycles in part pay-

m-ent for new machines. This h'as already be-

come a great evil in the local trade, for the

reason that some dealers, in order to get their

wheels into the hands of certain riders for ad-

vertising purposes, have, in many instances, al-

lowed such riders two or three times as much
on their old .wheels 'as they were really worth.

This has naturally had a very demoraliziing

effect on the local trade in general and the

evil has in fact grown to such proportions

that many of the larger dealers have flatly

refused to allow one penny on old wheels in

exchange for new. The course taken by these

dealers has had a tendency to diminish their

sales to a certain extent, but it is believed

that their action will eventually redound to the

benefit of the trade in general.

'One prominent resident agent, wlio is fully

alive to all the conditions of the local cycle

trade, has apparently solved this problem to

his entire satisfaction. When a prospective

customer offers an old wheel in part payment
for a new one, he looks the wheel over and
places a fair value on it. When the old wheel
is in his possession it is sent to the workshop,
where it 'is thoroughly overhauled. If the

enamel is rusty-looking a fresh coat is put on;

if new tires are needed they are put on, and
when the wheel finally corries from the shop
it is in very good condition. The secret of

selling second-hand bicycles i's having them
put in good condition before offering them for

sale. Such repairs real}y cost very little, alid

they add a hundred per cent to the appearance
of the wheel; naturally a better price can be

obtained for them. When he gets a consider-

able stock of such wheels on hand the agent
in question ships them to the various small

towns adjacent to Washington, where they are

easily disposed of at a good profit.

That insidious business scheme known as

"installment sales," is worrying local dealers.

Perhaps in no other city in the country is the

installment plan in greater use than in the

National Capital. People here buy goods on
the installment plan when they are perfectly

able to pay cash, and unless dealers are pro-
tected by an iron-bound contract, they are

liable to lose by such transactions. This is

particularly true in the cycle trade, and many
dealers have sustained serious losses by rea-

son of the fact that they let their wheels out
on easy payments and had them thrown back
on their hands after the riding season was
over, with several months' installments yet

unpaid. It may be that the local trade will

formulate some plan to insure the payments
when once a wheel is sold 'On time payments.
There is urgent and daily increasing need for

some such plan and the quicker it is formu-
lated the better it will certainly be for the

local trade.

Zero weather is a low-down trick on the

thermometer of cycle trade.

The Codling Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn., re-

ceived four cars of cork the other day to be

manufactured into cork grips.
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WHAT THEY THINK ABOUT THE SHOWS.
plays attractive in the afternoon as well as at

night. Yours very truly,

W. H. Fauber.

David J. Post.

Hartford, Feb. G.—In response to your re-

quest for our opinion on the Chicago and

New York shows recently held, the time when

shows should be held next year, etc., we beg

to reply as follows.

We have always favored the holding of one

or two national cycle shows, but the price

charged for space, electricity, etc., combined

with other necessary expenses incidental to ex-

hibiting in former years made it impossible for

manufacturers to exhibit at a profit, and as

a consequence we, as well as most other

manufacturers, were glad to see the Board of

Trade take the stand it did against holding

further shows.

The recent shows given under the manage-

ment of Mr. Van Sicklen in Chicago and Mr.

Sanger in New York were conducted on busi-

ness principles and proved in our opinion

most economical advertising for the exhibit-

ors, and we are of the further opinion that if

the same managers hold similar shows under

a like policy next year, every space will be

promptly taken.

We favor the holding of shows late in No-
vember or early in December, for the reason

that buyers are then ready to order and stock

up, and many buyers will not order until after

the shows have been held. January and Feb-

ruary are quite suitable for local shows, but

not for national shows.

We patronize cycle shows for the same rea-

son that we advertise. We think we have a

desirable article and we want to let people

know it, and a cycle show gives a better op-

portunity to show it and explain it than does

any other medium.

For instance, it cost us somewhat over $300

to exhibit at the recent New York show. We
were able to show and describe our goods to

several thousand people, all interested in bi-

cycles and their equipments, and we closed

numerous orders. Add to the above the fact

that the bicycle business generally was im-

mensely advertised, the results of which we
expect to share in, and you will readily un-

derstand why we believe in cycle shows.

The memory of the Windsor Construction

Co. no doubt kept many from exhibiting this

year, but when manufacturers think they can

exhibit at a profit, we believe the shows will

be more popular and better patronized than

ever in the past. Yours very respectfully.

The Veeder Mfg. Co.

D. J. Post.

A Word from Mr. Brown.

Springfield, Mass., Feb. 6.—We believe that

the dates were as near right as they could be,

unless held a little earlier, say, two or three

weeks.

We would suggest that Madison Square
Garden be heated a little in the -morning, for

the convenience and health of those attend-

ing, as it is certainly very hazardous to one's

health, at this season of the year, to be placed

in a damp, cold atmosphere, such as we ex-

perienced at the recent show. Yours respect-

fully, The Cycle Tool & Mfg. Co.

W. C. Brown.

When 'a man loses his situation it is apt

to make him feel out of place in the trade.

W. H. Fauber.

Chicago, Feb. 10.—From the standpoint of

a manufacturer of specialties, I consider one

cycle show in Chicago and one show m New
York each year desirable.

Further, believe that manufacturers of bi-

cycles and automobiles generally will profit

by such exhibitions. The cycle and automo-
bile trade should by all means exhibit to-

gether, making it a joint afifair.

January is undoubtedly the best month in

which to hold the two shows.

While cycle shows may be held with profit

to the local trade in other cities, do not be-

lieve they can generally be niade profitable to

the majority of the trade, and as they will

detract more or less from the principal shows,

of which there should fee two—one in the

East and one in the West—do not favor them.

If the cycle and automobile manufacturers,

and the trade generally, will strive to make the

shows a success and the attraction they

should be, it would seem that in addition to

the benefits derived from bringing the trade

together, there would be a certain amount of

enthusiasm and interest created among the

riders and the public which would be good
for the trade.

As the recent shows held in Chicago and
New Y'ork have both been successful and
creditable to the managements, doubt if the

trade can serve their interests better than to

have the same managements conduct the

shows for the coming year.

However, it would appear to be a good
business proposition, that if the exhibitors in

their space rentals guarantee to the manage-
ments the foundation or principal expenses of

holding the shows, that the managements
should, in turn, refund .a certain amount of

such space rentals, proportionate to the re-

ceipts and financial success of such shows.

Under such an arrangement, the exhibitors

have had the privilege of making their dis-

plays at a minimum cost, and the manage-
ments have had the guarantee of the exhibi-

tors toward covering the expenses of making
the show.

The management of a cycle show requires

time, experience and ability, and means more
or less risk, for which such management is

entitled to good returns, but the trade should
not be called upon directly to swell handsome
profits when they practically guarantee the

first cost of the show, which it is understood
the space rentals amount to.

If in holding such shows it were possible

to have a track or floor on which to exhibit

bicycles and automobiles in motion, it would
prove an additional attraction.

The management of the New York show
deserves criticism in one or two particulars.

The exhibitors and the public were greatly

inconvenienced during the day on account of

the building not being sufficiently heated. This
was largely caused by the doors being opened
all day, receiving freight, and could easily

have been prevented by making proper ar-

rangements and giving sufficient heat.

Further than this, the exhibitors who go to

the expense of making the show, equipping
electric signs, etc., should have electric cur-

rent early in the afternoon, and make the dis-

incorporated in Minneapolis.

The American Bicycle Club Co. has been

incorporated in Minneapolis, Minn., for thirty

years. Object, the manufacture and sale of

bicycles and sundries; also the manufacture of

iron and steel articles and implements. Capi-

tal stock, $l«i.OiiO, in li:ii shares. The highest

amount of indebtedness at any time shall be

not over $5,000. The incorporators are F. R.

Reed, L. B. Reed and A. F. Nelson, of Min-
neapolis.

Cyclist Frozen to Deatli.

Webster City, la., Feb. 7.—Charles Craig

was frozen to death while trying to ride hi.i

bicycle from Madrid to Slater, a distance of

fifteen miles. 'He was making a short cut

across a field to save distance and evidently

fell from his wheel to the ground, when his

body was accidentally discovered this morning
frozen solid.

His Interests Were Varied.

Egbert Alsdorf, who was one of the incor-

porators of the recently formed Alsdorf Mfg.

Co., died in Newark, N. J., February 7, of

heart disease, brought on by acute indigestion.

He was a schoolteacher in Newburg, N. Y;,

a boat builder in Highland, the same State,

and ran a brick works in Paterson, N. J.

Judgment Against a Dealer.

Judgment for $(i,802 was on February 8 en-

tered in New York against George D. Fergu-

son, individually and as a surviving partner of

the firm of George D. Ferguson & Co., cycle

dealers at Mt. Vernon, a suburb. The judg-

ment was in favor of the Gormully & Jeflery

Mfg. Co. for bicycles sold in early '97.

Verdict for the Plaintiff.

A verdict awarding $5,800 was rendered

February 2 in the case of George N. Munn,
of Holyoke, Mass., versus Mary E. Johnson,

of the Iver-Johnson Arms & Cycle Works.
Munn claimed premature discharge from the

position of general -superintendent and sales-

man. The salary was $3,000 a year.

O^es Pope Company Considerable.

Claudius T. Harrell, real estate broker, has

filed a petition in bankruptcy in New York
City, with liabilities of .$42,291 and no assets.

The Pope Mfg. Co. is a creditor to the amount
of $7,500 for merchandise.

To Make Motor Vehicles?

The Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co., Freeport, 111.,

has certified to a change of object of incorpor-

ation, so that it may manufacture all kinds of

vehicles in addition to bicycles.

Trade Items.

Tonkin & Smith Co., Brooklyn, has been

incorporated to deal in bicycles. Authorized

capital, $10,000. Paid in, $1,000. Incorpora-

tors: G. Tonkin, G A. Smith, J. Tonkin.

Plans have been completed and proposals

solicited for the erection of a factory at Pon-

tiac, Mich., for the new Pontiac Wheel Co.

The Ewald Mfg. Co. has been incorporated

in Chicago, 111., to manufacture bicycles.

Capital stock, $15,000.
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Cleveland Bicycles
STANDARD VALUES.

^a?=*»?'!?!?

The line that brings success to the dealer and satisfaction to the rider.

WESTFIELD styles 3-4 for men and women; a thoroughly well-built and
^^^~~~^^^~ attractive bicycle at a low price ; the lightest low-priced wheel

on the'raarket; finished in standard black and "Westfield blue"
with gold stripe; detailed information on application.

/»i ruri AiUn Styles 61-62 for men and women; Cleveland quality throughout; $50.00t-VC'i-Hiu Riirnr^ii ^ngf-pr^nf sclf-oiUng bsarings ; Burwell tires; Cleve-

land hardened block and pin chain—features of excellence that

cannot be found with any other line. We believe this bicycle

to be the best value on the market at this price.

*»l
cwci Aiun Chainless, styles 73-74 for men and women; Sager gears and $75.QQ

bearings; the type of chainless on which the wonderful '9S re-
'

cords were made by "Major" Taylor; Burwell tires are regular
equipment with these patterns.

PI ryci AMQ Roadsters, styles 66-67 for men and women; Burwell Ball and $75.00
—^—^—^^—— Roller bearings, dust-proof and self oiling; new hubs with "ball- ^^^—

—

bearing" spokes; Burwell tires and other distinctive features.

The bicycle best adapted for all-round service.

PI ryci AMf) Special light roadsters, styles 64-65 for men and women; the $75.00
^^—^^^^^^ only bicycle on the '99 market that is entirely new. All Cleve- ^^—^—

land features are shown in these patterns; weight 21-22 lbs.,

depending on equipment.

/»i ryri AjUQ Racer, style 6S, designed especially for speed; equipped, if de- $75.00^^^——^^ sired, with the new Burwell racing tires, iji inch; the best all- —^-^—
round tire for racing purposes that has yet been perfected

;

weight 19 lbs.

firwci AM Q Style 69, 30-inch wheels; 23-25-inch frame especially recom- €75^00
^^^^—>—^— mended for tall men; is remarkable for easy running on rough

'

roads. All our improvements for the season of '99 are shown
with this pattern.

We invite correspondence from bicycle dealers seeking connection with a house whose

goods are dependable and whose policy is well established.

H. A. LOZIER & COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS,

Cleveland^ Ohio, U. S. A,
Branch Hottses and Distributing Points:

New York, 337 Broadway; Philadelphia, 830 Arch St.; Chicago, 307-309 Wabash Ave.; Boston, 396 Boylston St.; Buffalo,

615 Main St.; Detroit. 344 Griswold St.; San Francisco, 304-308 McAllister St.; Wm. McCallister, 321 West Baltimore St..

Baltimore, Md., Distributor for Southeastern Trade; Toronto Junction, Ont. ; London, W., 24 Orchard St., Oxford
St.; Paris, 6 Place de la Madeleine; Hamburg, Neuerwall 36.

Factories;

Toledo, Ohio; Westfield, Mass.: Toronto Junction, Ont.; Thompsonville, Conn.
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The Battle of Competition
t2^ t^* t^r* *2r* t^r* t^^

Hotter and fiercer than gun or sword ever made, a fight

is being waged to-day on the field of cycledom.

f^^ f^^ ^^r^ f^^ 9:2^ t2f^

MR. AGENT. enlist with a manufacturer who takes the initiative^ who forces the

fight, who takes advantage of every break in the lines of the

enemy, and share the FRUITS OF VICTORY with the

^^sestORIENT.
Progressive Agent,

Represent a

Progressive Manufacturer,

y^^
WALTHAM MFG. CO.,

^\ WALTHAM, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
327 Crescent Park.

^mmi!fmmmnfmiTfiTfmmmmi?fmmmmmi?f!TffTfnfnffTfmnfnfmmmtTf!!fmnfmmfTfmmfTrmnfK

;«X":~>'K«<~K">:'<"M''><*<"><'<'<*^<*<*<'<">*><*<*<*<">'><*<'<*<~H"><*<'<*'><*<*<'^ ^•^^•^••J'
These are

Thoroughbreds...

THERE ARE
JUVENILES AND JUVENILES.

?

f

t

t
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The ^^SPEED ff BOYS' and GIRLS'

WHEELS,

Sizes 16 to 26 inch.

Are Without a Blemish.

WE BUUil) FOR THE TRADE ONLY.

Will talk terr tory to

good people.

Agents Tvanted immediately
everywhere.

THE SPEED MANUFACTURING CO.,
Kindly mention The Whe'el.

,*VV%*V*VWVWVVVVv%*VVVVV*.*%

73 and 75 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, III.

;••:••>•:••:••>•:•;''VWVVV
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I EXPORT TRADE MATTERS. |
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Exports TJp to Date.

Exports from the port of New York for the

week ending Tuesday, February 14:

Antwerp.—78 cases bicycles, $3,355; 7 cases

bicycle material, $822.

Argentine Republic.—35 cases bicycles, $3,-

988.

British Guiana.—11 cases bicycles, $399.

Blagoweschtschenck.—1 case bicycles, $87.

British West Indies.—1 case bicycles, $20.

British Australia.—2 cases bicycles, $108; 6

cases bicycle material, $540.

Berlin.—2 cases 'bicycle material, $60.

Bremen.—2 cases .bicycles, $55; 4 eases bi-

cycle material, $120.

Brazil.—16 cases bicycles, $1,343.

Brussels.—2 cases bicycle material, $580.

British East Indies.—3 cases bicycles, $97;

2 cases bicycle material, $160.

Copenhagen.—10 cases bicycles, $500; 5

cases 'bicycle material, $170.

iCuba.—9 cases bicycles, $156.

Dundee.—^1 case bicycles, $50.

Glasgow.—6 cases bicycle material, $250.

Hamburg.^450 cases bicycles, $14,288; 219

cases 'bicycle material, $9,078.

Liverpool.—3 cases bicycles, $370.

London.—416 cases bicycles, $9,489; 54 cases

bicycle material, $2,664.

Lausanne.—10 cases bicycles, $500.

New Zealand.—17 cases bicycles, $153; 26

cases bicycle material, $871.

Porto Rico.—1 case bicycles, $88.

Prague.—3 cases bicycle material, $310.

Rotterdam.—102 cases bicycle material, $852

;

57 cases bicycles, $1,818.

Stockholm.— 5 cases bicycles, $176.

Uruguay.—10 cases bicycles, $420.

Venezuela.—2 cases bicycle material, .$21.

British Exports.

'Compared with earlier January of this year,

British exports show a decrease, although

larger than for the week ending January 20,

1898 ($38,700). The figures for that week this

year total $40,115, as follows:

Hong Kong $150
Invercargill 110
Kurrachee 1,2S0
Lyttleton 95
Madras 765
Melbourne 10,630
Ostend 145
Penang ISO
Perth 645
Port Elizabeth .... 2,735
Shanghai 240
Smyrna 95
Sydney 300
Wellington 1,265
Yokohama 95

Auckland ?70
Bermuda "75

Bombay 1,170
Bordeaux 855
Boulogne 1,525
Bremen 80
Brussels 50
Calcutta 1,185
Cape Town 2,210
Christchurch 1,870
Colombo 50
Durban 10,925
Flushing 940
Freemantle 350
Gibraltar 30

More About English Conditions.

Although it is reported from Coventry and
other cycle manufacturing centres of Eng-
land that works are busy for this time of

year, the known general conditions in Eng-
land, including the fact that the export trade of

that country is steadily falling ofif and the fact

of over-capitalization, the result of export
promoting, are not favorable. A contributor

to a cycle paper of London, who signs him-
self "Uncle Jack," has the following to say:

"Now I can give you a bit of wise advice,

in the words of a financial magnate who flour-

ished before the cycle boom or cycle slump
was ever dreamed of. He said 'cut your
losses,' which means get out of any shares

that are going down; and to apply this maxim,

I would recommend you to sell at the best

price you can get anything you hold in con-

cerns that are overloaded with capital,

choked by ornamental and expensive man-
agement, or run on expenses that are alto-

gether out of proportion to the profits that can

be made these hard times. You may depend

on it, some of these fancy companies are go-

ing from bad to worse as fast as they can.

"It is terrible hard work getting some of

them to pay their just and lawful debts, and

what with debenture holders not getting their

interest, and the banks wanting stronger se-

curities, it won't be long before you hear of

other big liquidations; just mark my words."

Japan and United States Setting the Pace.

The following shows the value of exports

from each of the countries named in 1897

compared with 1888, with percentage of in-

crease or decrease:

Percentage of
Increase (-1-) or

Decrease
Countries. Exports 1888. Exports 1897

$1,050,998,556
1,431,598,345
977,447,198
926,998,300

(-)
-1-51.0

-^1.4
-1-13.5''

-1-10.8

366,705,875§
594,617,049
547,593,475

-8.1§
1-33.6

-1-0.4

United States $695,954,507
United Kingdom.. 1,453,027,603
Germany 1,132,215,558*
France 836,687,612
Russia, including

Finland 399,174,663
Netherlands 444,851,631
Belgium 545,052,807
British India &
Straits Settlement 372,068,570

British Australasia 236,699,489
China 107,963,302

Japan 49,297,645
* The percentage of increase relates to the years

1891 and 1897; the export figures of prior years having
included through transit trade.

§ Exports of 1S96.

352,260,612§
26O,136,0D3§

127,531,8391 -l-i8.1§

80,406,737 - -63.1

-5.3§
9.9§

Trade in Australia.

Melbourne, Australia, Dec. 16.—There is not

the volume of trade this season that was an-

ticipated. The cause of this, I opine, is that

there are far too many in the business. 'Of

the American agencies, the iMassey-Harris Co.,

of Canada, are doing the best, and their suc-

cess is further assured by their machines win-

ning first and second in the Great Austral

Wheel Race. By the way, there were only

two Masseys with final out of sixteen, and the

winner used Palmer tires, Dunlop being sec-

ond. This appears very significant.

The Columbia depot, in Melbourne, has re-

linquished its hold upon the trade, and its

late premises are now occupied by the Raleigh

agents.

There have been a few auction sales during
the past six weeks, which has bad the effect

of partially paralyzing legitimate trading.

The Wrong Way to Do It.

If you really want export trade, don't refuse

to do business because the prospective cus-

tomer at the other end of the line does not

happen to write in your language. An Eng-
lish journal cites an instance in which a mer-
chant in Scutari wrote to a firm in Manchester

and received a reply which he did not under-

stand. He then asked the Manchester firm

to correspond in French or Italian. The sec-

ond reply received by him was a repetition of

the former letter, with these words added:

"There is no language which so aptly ex-

presses commercial wants as the English lan-

guage, and we regret to say that we do not

understand either French or Italian sufficiently

to enable us to correspond in them."

Australian Need of Fittings.

Although Australia still buys a large per-

cent of her bicycles complete from England,

the number of assemblers in the large towns

is increasing rapidly. This is an opportunity

for American makers of accessories, parts and

sundries. In this connection it is proper to

state that Australia had a dose of cheap Amer-
ican machines in '97, against which they re-

belled last year with vigor. Comparison

shows that for the first nine months of '97 the

shipments of cycles and parts from this coun-

try to Australia amounted to $358,885, while

in the same period in 1898, the value was only

$175,250, a decrease of about fifty per cent.

You Can Get Them Every Day.

If y-ou are interested lin export trade, and

even if you are not, you should write to the

Bureau of Statistics, at Washington, request-

ing that the advance sheets containing in-

formation from O'ur foreign consuls be sent

to you. These advance reports are often of

great interest to the cycle trade. We know
that this suggestion is an act of cruelty to

those cycling journals wMcli contain one-

third original matter and two-thirds clipped

governmental reports, but the suggestion is

made just the same.

Cheap American wheels are giving Cana-

dians a good deal of trouble, and the manu-
facturers of that country want the imposition

of a specific duty.

For the Year.

The following table shows the exports of cycles and parts to various countries in De-
cember, 1897-'98, and during the entire years 1896-'97-'98:

Destination.
United Kingdom
France
Germany 178,643
Other Europe
British North America
Central American States and British Hon-

duras
Mexico
Santo Domingo
Cuba
Porto Rico
Other West Indies and Bermuda
Argentina
Brazil
Colombia
Other South America
China ^

East Indies ; British
Hongkong
Japan
British Australasia
Other Asia and Oceanica
Africa
Other countries

December. Three years compared.
1897. 1898. 1896. 1S97. 1898.

87,300 67,913 1,306,408 2,128,491 1,699,127
24,686 37,947 135,202 283,910 517,183

178,643 161,930 303,096 1,378,558 1,636,207

47,773 177,594 484,731 1,110,599 1,362,199
23,406 27,709 557,577 744,889 608,190

727 404 75,063 21,295 7.091

5,450 3,129 51,887 69,391 57,947
24 33 1,873 3,939 631
574 790 4,833 8,836 5,286
317 70 8,179 4,285 2,631

8,771 6,941 66,016 126,528 72,464
6,046 18,598 22,196 52,244 131,624

9,071 5,494 22,934 54,082 99.232

2,131 614 20,904 22,091 7,986

4,687 6,916 42,915 61,303 54.104

874 1,543 11,278 26.300 27,863

3,878 12,831 10,155 31,583 155,265

289 66 (a) 7,118 9,355

8,450 3,127 41,386 80,874 128,752

21.091 26,439 530,339 445,529 247,146

2,340 10.051 34,784 65,399 79,166

21,146 16,238 64,266 174,730 181,009

40 762 1,739

Total 457,674 586,416 3,796,022 6,902,736 7,092,197
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Conservative Policy; Fitst-Class Goods.

The bicycle industry shows no better ex-

ample of the fact that conservative methods

and the production of first-class goods is the

winning policy than that of the Geneva Cycle

Co., of Geneva, O. The growth of this con-

cern has been steady, yet it has attracted com-

paratively little attention because of the dis-

position of the management to attend strictly

to their own affairs and make no radical de-

partures either in construction or in their

methods of doing business. The result is that

tlie complete output of the spacious factory

located close to the Lake Shore tracks in

Geneva has been contracted for for the com-

ing season. As has been their policy in years

past, their goods will be disposed of almost

altogether through jobbing houses. By giv-

ing the big middlemen exactly what they

want, the company have been enabled to re-

tain a list of connections which is the envy

of many a larger concern. Their wholesalers

for the season are as follows: Janney, Sample

& Co., Minneapolis; Wyeth Hardware Co.,

St. Joseph, Mo.; A. F. Shapleigh, St. Louis;

Fletcher Hardware Co., Detroit; Bindley

Hardware Co., Pittsburg; A. M. Schefifey &
Co., New York; and W. Mann & Co., Lon-

don, Ont. A remarkable example of the

popularity of the Geneva wheel in certain sec-

tions is shown by the fact that their agents

in Cleveland have sold over 600 machines at

retail during the past year.

The output for the coming season will be

close to 18,000 wheels, divided into four

grades, listing at $25, $30, $40 and $50. The

$25 machine is worthy of mention in that it

shows that a very good machine can be pro-

duced at this figure. Superintendent Thomp-

son, who showed the writer through the fac-

tory, seemed to take particular pride in ex-

plaining all the good points of this machine,

which he had been able to produce to soil at

such a low figure. Said he: "When we

started to get out our models I thought it

lijirdly possible to get out a machine for the

money which should be in keeping with the

reputation of this concern, but by close figur-

ing we have been able to bring out a wheel

which we are confident will give satisfaction.

It has drop-forged connections, seamless tub-

ing, good pedals, a very good medium-priced

tire, high-grade chain, first-class hubs and the

cups and cones are made of Sanderson tool

steel, guaranteed by one of the best known
makers of this class of goods in the country.

The wheel has good lines and is well finished.

\t the same time, of course, there is nothing

fancy about it."

It was suggested that, selling at such a low

figure, it would have been economy to use

brazed tubing, pressed metal cups and cones

and cheaper material in general, but the reply

showed very clearly the poHcy of the concern.

"Brazed tubing does well enough, as do the

other materials you mention, but we build

only high-gi-ade wheels. We could readily

have saved a dollar or even more on this ma-

chine, but we prefer to hold up the quality

and take less profit. If the 'other high-grade

makers who are building low-priced wheels

are living up to this policy as well as we do,

the so-called 'cheap wheel' and the cJass of

manufacturers who make it will soon be run

out of business. In fact I believe there is

no longer an excuse for the manufacture of

wheels built only to sell. At the lowest pos-

sible notch it can only bring the machine

a trifle undei- our figures, and the dealers for

their own protection should be willing to pay

the difference for a machine backed by the

reputation of a reliable house."

came a stern necessity rather than a venture

with them. The new addition to their factory

building came none too soon, as the shipping

of car-load lots of Crown and Cyrus bicycles

is a common occurrence these days at Laporte.

The general good product of John Lonn Sons

Co. in the past and the good business methods

the company employ and in addition having

an attractive price to buyers, is what has given

the firm a footing which caused the erection

of new buildings to take care of their trade.

The finish of the Lonn line has always been

of the best and the prices $30, $35 and $40 this

year will catch the dealer. A 30-inch high-

grade is listed at $55 and the famous hygienic

cushion-frame Crown is listed at $60.

Automatic Chain Brusli.

Men who study such things say that a dirty

chain on a bicycle necessitates fifty per cent

more power on the pedals. This fact if gen-

erally known will certainly help the sale of

Bullock's automatic chain brush, which has

been placed on the market by the Automatic

Chain Brush Co., of 14 North Canal stt-eet,

Chicago. This brush is attached to the rear

brace of the frame and keeps the chain clean

and properly lubricated all the time. The

brush attracted considerable attention at both

the New York and Chicago shows. The

Cycle Syndicate, 320 Broadway, New York,

represents the firm among the Eastern job-

bers.

John I^onn & Sons' Wne.

"High pressure" can best explain the ac-

tivity a Wheel representative saw at Jolin

Lonn & Sons Co., Laporte, Ind., last week.

The makers of the Crown and Cyrus bicycles

have had a steady growth and expansion be-

The Barnes Catalogue.

A strikingly beautiful cover design is used

on the '99 catalogue of the Barnes Cycle Co.,

Syracuse, N. Y. The familiar name of "White

Flyers," applied to the Barnes bicycles, is

symbolized in the cover design by a cluster

of white pigeons. The text and illustrations

are in the usual good taste exhibited by the

Barnes people. The models are the special.

No. 20, price $50; the road racer and track

racer. $65; the women's Superba, $50; the dia-

mond and combination tandems $100, and the

bevel-gear chainless, $75. Characteristic de-

tails of the Barnes are the double fork-crown,

the hubs shouldered for direct tangent spokes;

the Barnes bi-plane sprocket; the Barnes

seamless crank-hanger (made from tubing

upon which by successive operations are

formed the projections for the oval rear forks

and the clamping bolts), etc. The Canfield

back-pedaling brake is furnished at a slight

extra cost. So is the Morrow coaster and

brake.

Frontenac Acquires C. E. Wood.

The following letter comes from the Fron-
lenac Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y. : "We wish

to announce that with the general expansion

policy of the Frontenac Mfg. Co. we have se-

cured the services of C. Edward Wood, who
will have charge of our sales department. Mr.
Wood is well known in the cycle trade, and
very lately connected with the Hollenbeck
Saddle Co. We have decided upon an aggres-

sive policy, and as the Frontenac was the most
distinctive of high-class wheels exhibited at

the New York Cycle Show, it cannot fail to

secure general representation."

The National Cranlc-Hanger.

The '99 National has a hanger bearing which is a development along the line of con-

struction which has been followed by the National Cycle Mfg. Co. since 1894. It is

of the "slip in" type, of which
they were the original patentees.

The cups are heavy, and ground
inside and out after tempering.

The cones are likewise heavy, and
have a race specially ground on
their surface to insure the perfect

travel of the balls. The connec-

tion between both cups and cone.s

insures parallel bearings and per-

mits of the extreme possible dis-

tance between them. The com-
pany show many points of ad-

vantage in this bearing, but lack

of space compels a reference to

their catalogue for the balance.

This much can be said, generally,

concerning the National bicycle: It is ingeniously and sensibly constructed and the policy

of the company behind it is such as is most likely to secure and hold the friendship of both

dealer and rider.
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Fisk Tires
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BICYCLESiiisCARRIAGES
FULLY GUARANTEED.

Trade-Mark.

nSK RUBBER COMPANY,
Chicopee Falls, Mass.
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Plain Talks

ANDRAE Cycles
on

IX.—LIGHT ROADSTER FOR WOMEN, $50.

Some people think women don't know much about bi-

cycles. But they do.

Woman has an eye for beauty, style—she knows the

value of a dollar

Sell a woman an Andrae, you give her more beauty,

more style, greater value for the money than is

possible with any other bicycle.

The $50 Andrae Light Roadster for women is just like

the Andrae Roadster for men, except the frame.

There is no possible chance of the best trade of your
city going elsewhere if you handle the Andrae line.

The beauty, quality, reputation of the Andrae acts like

a magnet on the public.

And you're in business to make money. Write us.

7\NDR4E
Julius Andrae & Sons Go.

NEVER DISAPPOINTS
MILWAUKEE. WIS.

Kindlv mention The ^^'hcel.
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•99 MODELS
Monarchs,

Ariels,

Victors,

Defiance,

King and Queen, and Harvards.
A line known the world over—Handsome, Perfect in Design, Highest

Grade. Right Prices from $25.00 to $75.00. Write us for prices.
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THE GEO. WORTHINGTON CO., Cleveland.
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The New Warwick.

The entire factory, tools, etc., of the War-
wick Cycle Mfg. Co., of Springfield, Mass..

have been acquired by a new company known
as the Warwick Cycle Co. George A. Rus-

sell is president of the new company, and

A. O. Very treasurer and general manager.

It is the new company's intention to produce

a strictly high-grade line of chain-driven and

chainless wheels. Special attention will be

paid to equipment, which it is claimed will be

of the finest. The chainless wheels will be

made a feature. After a number of tests, the

company have decided on the bevel-gear prin-

ciple, and have adopted a new single-piece

crank-hanger on these wheels which is a de-

cided novelty in the chainless field. The fact

that the former president and mechanical ex-

pert of the company, Mr. Very, will give his

personal supervision to the construction of the

New Warwicks is a guarantee of the character

of the product. The company have decided

on a $50 list on the chain-driven wheels. In

general appearance these and the chainless

will be exactly the same, and on every part

of the new mounts , the company announce

they intend to sho'W character, style and

beauty, as well as strength and running quali-

ties. The 1899 product will be marketed at

34 Union Square, New York, where Mr. A.

H. Tennis, general sales agent, is in charge.

An Automatic Futnp.

There have been many novelties in bicycle

pumps introduced to the trade in the past few

years, but few which possess the merit and

practicability of that now being shown to the

jobbing trade by D. B. Smith & Co., of Utica,

N. Y., and known as the Banner automatic

adjusting pump. This pump, as can be seen

from the illustration, is entirely new in con-

struction. It has no hose to burst or nipple

to get lost. To use it one does not need to

stoop or fuss about the tire valve. When it is

desired to fiU a tire with this pump all that is

necessary is to unscrew the cap and place the

metal spout over the valve. This makes a per-

fectly air-tight connection. The Banner is

made in several grades and sells at about the

same price as the ordinary pump. It will

doubtless enjoy a big sale during the coming
season.

Peculiarly Musical Tone.

The Chapman Mfg. Co., of Meriden, Conn.,

are the manufacturers of the well-known "Sil-

s-er City" line of bells. They have been mak-
ing cycle bells for a number of years, and the

industry was to them, after fifteen years of

sleigh-bell manufacturing, a natural heritage.

The "Silver City" line is particularly complete

this year, and includes low-priced, medium
and high-priced products. Tliis concern has

always been conscientious in the quality of its

product. It uses the best quality of bell metal.

and is careful that every step of the manufac-

turing tends to the result of a perfect product.

A casual inspection of their lines shows that

their bells have an unusually musical sound
and length of tone.

The Viking Show.

While the Viking Mfg. Co. of Toledo were

not actual exhibitors at the New York show,

they were in particular evidence at the Ash-
land House, a hostelry near the Garden. R.

D. Alliger, Jr., was the representative of

Viking interests and had a full line of their

'99 models well displayed. It was noticeable

that a great many old friends and already

created Viking agents called to pass the comp-
liments of the week, and a thorough canvass

of Eastern agents, which had been previously

made by the company, brought to their own
little show many tradesmen who had not yet

settled their '99 selling programmes. The
Viking people have carefully gone over the

Eastern territory and have reaped the reward
usually attached to effort and a good product.

Mr. Alliger looks after all far Eastern terri-

tory with a New York office at 56 Pine street

as headquarters. The intention of the com-
pany is to even more fully increase their ca-

pacity for handling Eastern business with ease,

by carrying a full stock in New York. Inci-

dentally, a clever word-play on the style of

the Viking racing wheel, with 26-inch front

wheel and 28 rear, is the name they have be-

stowed on it
—"The Viking, 1:26."

WiUard Mfg. Co., Waterbury, Conn., con-

sists of an actual-sized poster, containing a

fine artotype illustration of the lamp. The
handsome appearance of the lamp contributes

almost, if not quite as much to the success of

the poster as the efforts of the artotyper.

:exhibited the Searchlight.

Happening to 'have a Searchlight gas lamp
with him at the National Assembly at Provi-

dence, and being asked to explain it, "Happy
Days" Pitman attracted quite a crowd in the

corridor in the Narragansett Hotel last night

and undoubtedly did the lamp considerable

good. In some way, too, every waiter in the

big dining-room, as well as a good many of

the delegates, wore one of the Searchlight

lapel pins.

Single-Bearing Swinger.

William Diebel, proprietor of the Phila-

delphia Bicycle Exchange, whose single-bear-

ing swinging pedal attracted no small amount
of attention at the New York show, is pre-

paring to introduce this invention to the trade

all over the country. The Diebel pedal is

made in a variety of patterns, one of which is

here illustrated. The new comer is similar in

appearance to the swinging pedals at present

on the market and sells at a very moderate
price.

The Perfection Brazer.

The Enterprise Machine Works, manu-
facturers of brazers and blow-pipes, Rich-

mond, Va., intend to push the Perfection

brazer which is herewith illustrated. This is

a new machine which they have just perfected.

It is altogether different from their other

brazers and sells for less than half the price.

I^ancaster Gas I/amp.

An excellent advertisement of the Lan-
caster gas lamp, made by the Matthews &

A I/ittle Pocket Companion.

A pleasant incident of the National Assem-
bly of the L. A, W., at Providence, was the

distribution by the Mechanical Fabric Co., of

that city, manufacturers of the Conqueror sin-

gle-tube tire, of a little leather vest-pocket-

book for carrying stamps, court-plaster, pins,

needles and thread. Each of these little me-
mentos cost the company 25 cents.
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The New Falcon Bicycle.

A catalogue describing the new Falcon

bicycle has been issued by H. C. Tillotson &
Co., successors to the Yost Mfg. Co., Toledo.

Models 28 and 29 list at $45 and models 30

and 31 at $35. Illustrations of the cheaper

machines are not shown in the catalogue.

The lines of the higher priced machines, illus-

trated by half-tones, are up-to-date, and these

wheels are evidently fitted with all the cus-

tomary equipments of a first-class machine.

The crank-hangers are of the two-piece sort.

Internal handle-bar and seat-post binders are

used.

Dangler Has His Dander Up.

The Kelly Handle-Bar Co., Cleveland,

promise to make things interesting for a

number of handle-bar manufacturers who they

claim are infringing their patents on adjust-

able bars. Their Greene patent, under which

the well-known Kelly bar is made, is claimed

to cover any adjustable bar in which the

clamping of the two arms is accomplished by

the use of serrations or teeth. Several con-

cerns have been notified that they are infring-

ing this patent, and if they do not come to

terms, suits will be brought at once.

The Rochester Plating Company.

The Rochester Plating Company, under the

management of Frederick Sager, is another

firm that is making a name for itself, as an in-

spection of the large number of bicycle parts

that are constantly being treated to nickel and

copper baths in the South Water street fac-

tory will demonstrate. A postal addressed to

this firm will bring any desired information,

as well as prices on any specified work.

Snell Business Is Good.

The Snell Cycle Fittings Co. are now em-

ploying a force of about 225 men, and are full

of orders. One car load of Snell wheels was

recently shipped to New York, another to

Portland, Ore., and still another to San Fran-

cisco. A large shipment of fittings has gone

to Zwolle, Holland, while a train load of Snell

Specials recently went to Sweden.

Nearly All Married Now.

H. F. Brandenburg, the youngest of the

Brandenburg brothers, followed the example

of his brothers George and Joseph, on Jan-

uary 18, when he married Miss M. J. Weber,

of Windsor Park, Chicago. Mr. and Mrs.

Brandenburg will reside at Windsor Park.

With the exception of their only sister, the

Brandenburgs are all married.

Gendron Used Twelve Thousand.

Over 10,000 of the Meilink expanders, manu-
factured by the Meilink Mfg. Co., have been

shipped to foreign countries, while thousands

upon thousands of them are used in this coun-

try, the Gendron Wheel Co., of Toledo, alone

using 12,000 of them last year.

layed them in the filling of orders, but they are

now filling their shop up with non-union men
and President Feltenhousen states that no

union man can return to his shop or run his

business. They propose to do that themselves.

"With our new help things are moving along

as nicely as could be expected, and inside of a

week we will never know that we have had a

strike."

The Janney-Semple Catalogue.

Janney, Semple, Hill & Co., the well known
Minneapolis jobbers, are sending out a 132-

page catalogue which they rightly call an en-

cyclopedia of cycle supplies and which at-

tests to the industry and good judgment of

their bicycle department manager. The com-
pany are northwestern distributors for many
leading manufacturers in the various lines of

supplies.

To Display Spring Frames.

The Foster Cycle Co., Cleveland, manufac-

turers of the spring-frame bicycle, described in

a recent issue of this paper, have opened a re-

tail store for the sale of their machine in the

Britton building, Erie street, near Euclid ave-

nue, that city. They are preparing to make
a fine display during the coming "opening

week" in that city.

Parts and Sundries Catalogue.

A catalogue containing considerable inform-

ation about frame sets and frames, stripped

bicycles, sundries and tools, has been issued

by the Chicago Tool Co., 217 East Washing-
ton street, Chicago. The well-known F. S.

Waters is president of this company; B. L.

Waters treasurer and F. S. Waters, Jr., sec-

retary.

Tire Fluid Is Popular.

L. M. Cabana, of the Buffalo Specialty Mfg.

Co., reports their business better than ever

before. This he attributes to the fact that the

tire men cannot dictate, or do not, as to a

form of repairs on tires, and further that the

discerning public fully appreciate that their

liquid for repairing punctures is a good
thing.

W. W. stall Takes the Management.

Joseph Friedenstein has disposed of his in-

terests in the American Cycle Fittings Co.,

New York, to W. W. Stall, who will continue

its management. Mr. Friedenstein is manag-
ing the South British Trading Co. in London.
This company will represent the interests of

the American company in Europe.
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Not a Serious Strike.

The Acme Malleable Iron Co.. Buffalo, are

contending with a strike, and have been for

the past two weeks, which has materially de-

A Valve for Repairmen.

There are only three parts to the Cla"k

automatic valve, made by the Clark Novelty

Co., Rochester, N. Y. It has no springs or

pins; opens at the top; has a positive check

and is claimed to _be the easiest pumping
valve made.

Clipper Business Booming.

Up to the first of January, this year, the

Grand Rapids Cycle Co. had received orders

for four times as many machines and had
shipped over five times as many as during any

entire previous year.
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ELMORE
Is Always an Elmore.

The name stands out promi-

nently as a synonym of high-

class workmanship.

We don't sell everyone. We
couldn't sell everyone, but

where they are sold they have

the reputation of giving the

least trouble of any wheel sold

in that place.

When you see a wheel that

lists as high or higher than the

ELMORE being quoted at a

less price, there is something

wrong, either with the list or

the price. That does not mean
that you should pay a fancy

price. A really good article is

not always known by its fancy

price. To sell wheels is our

business; to sell good wheels is

our ambition.

We should like to show sam-

ples to responsible dealers who
are looking for a first-class

wheel at a reasonable price.

Elmore Mtg. Co.,

CLYDE, OHIO, U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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The Famous Watchlike Wheel.

In the attractive brochure issued by the

SterHng Cj'cle Works, of Kenosha, Wis., a

story is related showing the high estimation

in which' the firm's products are held by re-

pair men. That the story is true, those who
have ever sold or ridden the Sterling bicycle

will vouch for. The wheel which is "Built

like a Watch" has demonstrated its superiority

in every competition in which it has appeared,

the winning of the grand prix at the great

National Exposition in Brussels, in 1897, be-

ing an example of its way of beating com-

petitors.

The Sterling line for 1899, which New
Yorkers can now see at Schoverling, Daly

& Gales', 325 Broadway, is thoroughly in keep-

ing with the high standard which has always

been identified with the Sterling, and with

the concern which handles it in New York.

Sterling frames are made of Mannesman
tubing, with flush-joint connections, re-

inforced at each joint. The new process of

dip-brazing enables the Kenosha people to

guarantee the perfect union of all portions

of a frame. The arch-fork, which has been

a characteristic feature of the Sterling for

several years past, with fork-sides of one con-

tinuous piece of weldless tubing, reinforced

at the crown, give to Sterling wheels a hand-

some and graceful appearance. The sprockets

are cold-forged, machined and milled. Be-

fore being fitted to the wheels they are tested

by micrometer measurement, and it is said

will not vary more than one two-thousandth

of an inch. The Sterling purchaser has the

choice of Record or Velox pedals, two of the

best on the market, and options are also given

on tires and saddles. The Sterling stand-

ard finish is in olive on all models, but those

who prefer black can have it. The prices are

$50 for the ladies' and men's roadsters; $75

for the chainless and $75 and $85 for tandems.

of the loop frame in this machine is particu-

larly graceful. The $40 models weigh about

2-li and 25^ pounds, respectively, for men and

women. These have the arch crown. The 30-

inch machines are unusually good, having

flush joints throughout and internal expand-

ers fore and aft.

The First Chainless Exhibited.

One of the most interesting exhibits at the

cycle show was a Spalding chainless bicycle

which was the first chainless bicycle ever

exhibited, it having been a prominent feature

of the Chicago show in 1897. The wheel has

been in constant use since then and shows

no ill eflfects from its travels of over 36,000

miles. The 1899 Spalding chainless, which is

exhibited alongside the above, shows the re-

markable progress which has been made in

chainless construction in the short space of

two years. In the Spalding chainless the

main driving gear is situated in the centre of

the crank axle, which adds greatly to the sym-

metry of the machine, insures greater strength

and divides the strain more equally on the

bearing. The gears used on the Spalding

chainless are cut by special machinery, are

theoretically correct and absolutely perfect.

After being cut they are carefully hardened to

prevent their being warped, twisted or thrown
out of line, as the slightest variation would

render them unsatisfactory in operation, if not

entirely useless. The Spalding chainless is

made in men's and women's models, finished

in black or blue enamel, with fine white strip-

ing and a red band striping on centre of rims.

The lines have been carefully studied, and
while exceedingly graceful, afford ample room
for free and easy action in riding. The price

has been fixed at $75 for the entire season of

1899.

Reading Standard Catalogue.

The Reading Standard models, made by the

Reading Standard Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa.,

range in price as follows: $50, $40, $30. The
$50 road racer weighs only about 21|- pounds.

It has all the up-to-date features. The dis-

tinguishing features are the neat converging

of the upper rear tubes at the seat-post clus-

ter, and the road racer crown, which was pat-

ented December 27, '98, and which combines

strength and beauty to an unusual degree. The
ladies' $50 model weighs 22} pounds and has

the same distinguishing features. The curve

The Remington Catalogue.

As the Remington Arms Co. manufacture

both bicycles and firearms, it is quite proper

that the cover of their '99 catalogue should

have a cyclo-military aspect. The Remington
line for this year consists of two $50 models

for men and women; two $35 models and two
models for boys and girls at $25. In the cost-

lier machines, the one-piece crank-hanger,

front and rear sprocket wheels, chain, seat-

post device, pedals, and other parts are made
by the Remington people themselves. These
are excellent machines indeed, and if they

were given regular publicity in the cycling

journals would cut a considerably larger fig-

ure in the trade. As it is, those dealers who
already handle the Remington or who run

across it accidentally think a good deal of it.

Northwestern Cycle Company Catalogue.

The Northwestern Cycle Co., 'Minneapolis,

Minn., have just issued their fifth annual cata-

logue, comprising 64 pages and cover, in

which are illustrated and described their line of

Fairy, Superbe and Fay Juvenile wheels, for

which they are large distributing agents. The
catalogue also describes a splendid line of

fittings and all kinds of supplies which the

firm carry. Messrs. Litzky and Rivers are

showing energy in their jobbing business.

Their retail stores of Minneapolis and St.

Paul are also doing very well.

Garford and Goodrich Efforts in England.

The Garford and Hartford single-tube tire

interests are being systematically looked after

in England. The representatives of these in-

terests over there are not only selling agents

but educators in the handling of single-tube

tires. The process of vulcanizing large holes

in these tires, which is now so well under-

stood in this country, is being carefully ex-

plained to English agents, who have, up to a

comparatively recent time, refused to handle
any but double-tube tires on account of their

experiences with cruder single-tubers and
single-tube repair methods.

ricyci.es...
Best Wheels on Eartb.

LOWEST PRICES.
Mgents Wanted Catalogue Free.

Vffl BICYCLE CO., Inc..

CHICAGO.
list Prices, NINE MODELS, $25.00 and $35.00

This cut shows only the appearance of the

i i AUTOMATIC,"
Which burns ACETYLEXE GAS.

It conveys no idea of the EXTREME PRACTICABILITY of the lamp.

NO ABSORBENTS.
NO ATTENTION REQUIREi.

NO REGULATING VALVES.
SELF-GOVERNING.

An interesting feature of the " Automatic " is its cost
to the trade, which suits the times. Send for the full story.

THE PLUI^IE & ATWOOD IvifG. CO.,
New York. Chicago.
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Credit Data for Farts-Makers.

The necessity for special information of a

reliable character is keenly felt by the credit

man, particularly in the cycle trade. Hereto-

fore, when prices were high, and the margin

of profit sufficiently great to permit of a cer-

tain degree of laxity in the matter of granting

credits, separate credit associations were not

considered necessary. At that time the larger

agencies were relied upon to give whatever in-

formation might be required regarding the

standing of firms asking credit; but at the

present time, owing to the many failures in the

trade, all this is changed. As is well known,

there has recently been formed an association

for the purpose of better guarding the credit

interests of the manufacturer and jobber of

parts. Such an association is The Cycle

Credit Exchange, with headquarters at Can-

ton, O., which has the advantage of being cen-

trally located as regards mail service, both

from the East and West. This association was

started early in September of last year by G.

C. Kimbark, who was formerly credit man
for the Gilliam Mfg. Co. Mr. Kimbark has

associated with him Mr. J. M. Gallagher, who
was for a number of years connected with the

American Wringer Co.

A credit man in name only is no advantage

to a business. No doubt many men at the

credit desk are not properly fitted for their

position, and some never can be; these should

be replaced; but whoever holds such a re-

sponsible position should be sustained against

opposition, and supplied with svifiicient clerical

force, and other requisites in the way of credit

information, to carry out his ideas. An effici-

ent man cannot show satisfactory results with-

out these essentials; an inefficient one cannot

do so with them.

Briefly, the plan of operation of The Cycle

Credit Exchange is an interchange of ledger

experience between members. The Exchange
has received the endorsement of the principal

parts-makers, and its working plans being the

result of the experience of a number of the

shrewdest credit men in the trade, the practical

reports which they are furnishing certainly

demonstrate the value of such a system for

the proper conducting of an up-to-date credit

department.

Handling Sundries In New England.

George S. Atwater, ex-Chairman of the

Racing Board, is now connected with the

Bay State Cycle Supply Co., 152 Franklin

street, Boston. This company are New Eng-

land agents for Baldwin chains, Drake wood
rims, Ramsdel Specialty Co.'s repair fork-ends

and cycle repair tools, Bufifalo Cycle Supply

Co.'s fittings and the Warren Toe-Clip Co.'s

toe-clips. In addition to this line they handle

the Congress bicycle, made specially for them,

and carry complete general lines of fittings,

sundries and supplies for cycle agents gen-

erally.

Two Good Tires.

A hand-made tire at $5.50 and a roadster

at $5.25 are the two tires which the New-
ton Rubber Works are placing upon the ma"-

ket, and whose value is such that they have

already found an exceptionally good trade

therefor. A talk with Mr. Alden, the man-
ager, last week by a Wheel man, revealed the

fact that this trade is so excellent that the

works at Newton Upper Falls have been run-

ning full for some time. The company's pol-

icy of making only reliable tires, and these at

as close a figure as it is possible to supply

such a line, has been the cause of its suc-

cess. The tires stand up and give satisfac-

tion, a fact which the trade is not slow to

appreciate.

The Hollenbeck Saddle Goes Well.

C. Edward Wood, who is booming the

well-known Hollenbeck Raw-Hide Saddle,

spent several days in Cleveland last week.

The "Raw-Hide Wonder," as Mr. Wood calls

it, is clearly one of the successes of the sea-

son in the sundry line, it being so different

from anything in the shape of a saddle now
on the market and possessing such advantages

that both manufacturers and jobbers seem to

take to it. Mr. Wood takes pride in display-

ing a list of sixty jobbers and thirty manu-
facturers who will use and catalogue this sad-

dle this season. While in Cleveland this list

was augmented by the addition of one jobber

and two well-known manufacturers.

Must Be Something in It.

It stands to reason that a crank-hanger in

which the ball bearings are wide apart is an

advantage to the rider, because his foot pres-

sure does not have so great a tendency to

bind the balls as it would if the ball races were

closer together. It must have been by this

simple argument that Burwell Tripp, a drug-

gist and stationer in a little town in the fruit-

growing district of Michigan, was able to sell

so many Racycles last season. What Agent

Tripp has done, other dealers can do. Send

to the Miami Cycle & Mfg. Co., Middletown.

Ohio, for their catalogue.

The Tribune Advertising.

The accepted theory in advertising is, first

of all, to attract attention, and, having secured

attention, to reach and hold the reasoning

faculties. This theory has been excellently

followed in the advertisements of the Black

Mfg. Co., makers. of the Tribune wheel. Their

advertisements contain no typographical

agony. They are telling a continuous story,

one chapter per week, in plain, simple Eng-
lish, intelligently illustrated.

Marion Cycle Works Busy.

A local paper in Marion, Ind., says that

from 210 to 225 men are employed ten hours

a day, and part of the force at night, in the

Marion Cycle Works, in which the Halliday

wheel is made. The dail}' output is said to

be about 150 machines. The works have

been running steadily since the reorganization,

a few months ago, but the first shipments were

not made until January 13.

but interesting announcement" that while no
expense is spared in production, in order to

make their tires worthy of the name of an

old-established concern, the prices of these

tires will surprise the buyer, who is invited

to write to the company if the Chase repre-

sentative has not already called.

Where Crates Are Made.

For some time past, E. E. Stone & Co.,

of Spencer, la., have been making a large

number of bicycle crates for the M. E. Dunbar
Bicycle Crate Mfg. Co. The whole control of

the Dunbar crate manufacturing business has

now passed into the hands of the local com-
pany, who are making plans to do an im-

mense business in that line. The Stone con-

cern will control the sale of their make of

crates in the United States, and have already

made arrangements to push them in all parts

of the country. The Spalding, Pope and other

companies are interested in the crate.

He Always Does Business.

Norman Church, who was with the Viking

people until Jan. 1, was acquired by the Snell

Cycle Fittings Co., who regard him as one

of the most successful bicycle salesmen on
the road. His reputation is that he always

does business. It is reported that he made a

large deal with J. E. Bloom & Co., of High
Holborn, London, the sale running well up
into three figures.

Standard Balls and Rivets.

After three years of careful search and ex-

haustive experiment, the Standard Ball Co.,

320 East Twenty-third street, New York City,

have placed upon the market a steel ball which

they say is second to none in accuracy of

measurement, durability and finish, and a

chain riyet as perfect and true to size as

human ingenuity can devise.

On a Sager Gear.

F. Chrestlik, of Buffalo, has for five years

ridden a century on New Year's day. His

ride this year ended at the home of J. H.

Sager, Rochester. He had a most difficult

ride, his two companions dropping out at

Millgrove. Chrestlik finished in about 12

hours, actual riding time. He used a Sager

roller gear, 108 1-16.

Will Change the Name July i.

The Hall-Shone Co., of Rochester, N. Y.,

has been granted permission to change its

name to the E. H. Hall Co., by County Judge

Sutherland. The change is to take place July

1. It is stated in the petition that all the

stock is now owned by E. H. and H. L. Hall

and families, and for that reason the change

of name is desired.

A Good American Idea.

The above heading appears on an article in

the "Scottish Cyclist," in which the seat-post

clamp used on National bicycles, by the Na-

tional Cycle Mfg. Co., Bay City, Mich., is

described and illustrated. It is regarded over

there as obviously superior to English de-

vices for holding the seat-post in place.

Surprising Tire Prices.

L. C. Chase & Co., Boston, well known as

makers of the Chase tires, make the simple

Eastern Lozier Factory Busy.

Orders are pouring into the Lozier factory

at Westfield, Mass., and prospects are said to

be bright for the employment of the present

force of 400 hands, with perhaps considerable

additions, into the middle of the summer.
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THE MOTOR VEHICLE.

The New Columbia Delivery Wagon.

It was brand-new, just out of the shop.

And it ran like a thing of life. It did not take

a Wheel man, who was fortunate enough to

be on the ground at the time, long to become

convinced that here was indeed the promised

new era of store delivery, if the perform-

ances of the automobile in actual use afford

any indication of its possibilities.

The vehicle was the first of the Pope Mfg.

Co.'s new delivery wagons, intended for store

and general service. In appearance it is the

neatest of its class which has thus far ap-

peared, differing very little from the ordin-

ary delivery wagons conspicuous in the de-

liveries of the great metropolitan stores. The
body and top are handsomely painted in car-

riage finish, in rich, dark colors, and there is

nothing about it to attract attention, the

mechanism being concealed under the seat

and below the rear axle. It is of the stor-

age battery type, with a maximum capacity

of four horse-power, but as the Pope Com-
pany allow one hundred per cent excess, this

can be raised under emergency to eight

horse-power. The vehicle embodies the de-

sirable features of not only neatness and

handsome appearance, but also of ease of

handling and direction.

It is operated by the ordinary controller

with which motor men turn the current off

and on on street cars, only instead of the

handle being horizontal, it is vertical. The
movement of the handle yields three speeds,

and the reverse motion is directed by means
of a small lever actuated by the foot. The
steering is under perfect control, a horizontal

lever in front of the driver directing the

course of the machine promptly and posit-

ively.

Mr. Goodrich, of the motor carriage de-

partment of the Pope Company, was in charge

of the wagon when the Wheel man en-

joyed the pleasure of a first trip, and although

it was his first experience on the road with

the machine, it was wonderful how perfectly

he had it under control. Start, stop, turn

and reverse were done almost automatically,

a touch of the lever and a movement of the

rod being all that was required.

The wagon is remarkably easy riding, be-

ing equipped with large solid rubber tires oi

pyramidal form, as these afford much greater

durability than the pneumatics which are

used for pleasure carriages. Although the

streets of Hartford, where the trial took place,

were extremely slippery, there was no skid-

ding whatever, and the wagon steered in and
out through the throng of street cars and
passing vehicles without the slightest dif-

ficulty.

Altogether the wagon marks a distinct ad-

vance in the manufacture of automobiles for

practical delivery purposes, and that trades-

men will appreciate it as its fullest value goes
without saying.

ing for those who desire to become distribut-

ors. There are a number of concerns prepared

to furnish successful motor-carriages, arid

every day brings reports of new concerns pre-

paring to enter the field, but it seems that

none of those concerns in a position to do
business are particularly anxious to establish

agencies, as can easily be seen when as a rule

they allow dealers 'only 10 per cent margin
while demanding cash with delivery. In speak-

ing of this condition of affairs a representative

of one of the leading motor-carriage concerns

now doing business said to a Wheel man the

other day: "Of course, we are aware that our
present policy is rather hard on those retailers

who are becoming interested in the motor-car-

riage 'business, 'but when you come to think of

it no one can blame us for making all we can
out of the business at the start. The immediate
demand far exceeds the supply, and those con-
cerns prepared to furnish goods are having a

dozen inquiries for every machine completed.

Of course, these conditions cannot last long,

but while it does we are inclined to make all

we can out of the business."

as much as it does to men abroad, demands a

leather coat and a leather cap made in the

general style of the yachting caps popular on
upper Broadway when the summer sets in.

This dress is neither beautiful nor fitted for

any other use, but abroad it is considered ab-

solutely essential for the automobile if the

owner would live up to such a vehicle.

The automobile as a private vehicle is still

comparatively rare here, although a few have

been seen in the streets. The automobile
most frequently seen is in charge of a young
man who gives the most dazzling exhibition

of his skill in dodging cable cars, to the ap-

parent delight of crowds that gather to watch
him. The prevalence of the hired vehicles is

no longer a matter of doubt uptown, however.

They are to be seen on all sides, and this

change is interesting when one considers the

positiveness with which it was prophesied that

these vehicles would never become popular

here at the time they were introduced. It is

in bad weather that the public demand for them
is greatest. One night last week, when a

snowstorm came up in the afternoon, an ap-

plicant for one of the new vehicles was told

that the orders for the theatre were already

far in advance of the number of cabs available.

Yet the first reception of the automobile in

New York was most discouraging.

Sure Slgru of Its Near Approach.

Even in the smallest detail the coming of

the automobile is following in the path blazed

out for it by the bicycle. Take the question
of costume, for example. In the early day
nothing brought more prejudice to the en-

joyment of cycling than the jeers of the mul-
titude at the costume riders wore, yet event-

ually it came to pass that everyone wore cy-

cling costume even when many of its wearers

had never ridden a bicycle. Now comes the

complaint that one serious obstacle to the pop-
ularity of the automobile as a private vehicle

must be the costume which is imposed by
good form on all who would manage their own
vehicles. This fashion, which refers to women

To Manufacture Rims.

The K. & C. Mfg. Co. has been organized

at Portland, Me., for the purpose of making
and dealing in a 'bicycle rim known as the

K. & C, with $100,000 capital stock, of which

$500 is paid in. The officers are: President,

E. K. Milliken, of Deering; treasurer, Clinton

Lovell, of Ayer, Mass. Certificate approved

FAruary 4, 1899.

A New Acetylene IVamp.

W. F. Cooper, a cyclist in Meriden, Conn.,

has invented an acetylene lamp which it is

claimed has .been eagerly sought after by the

J, W. Colt Company, of New York, and

others. The idea includes 'having the water

under the carbide instead of over it, so that

the height of the flame may be regulated.

Killing the Golden Bgg I,ayer.

The possibilities of the motor-carriage busi-

ness is being carefully looked into by many of

the leading bicycle dealers, even though just

at present the outlook seems rather discourag-

THE WAVERLEY ELECTRIC STANHOPE.
Weight, l,3oO lbs.; motor, tH h.p. : maximum speed, 14 miles per hour ; radius of action,

30 to 35 miles ; operating cost, Z cents per mile.
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Coming of a Boom.

An extremely conservative and shrewd ob-

server of men and matters is R. J. Menedy,

editor of the "Irish Cyclist," hence the follow-

ing remarks of his are worthy of more than

passing attention:

"When in Paris we received some interesting

information from a reliable source as to the

gigantic business being done in motors both

by cycle makers and others. Actual figures

were given to us showing that orders were

being placed, not simply for hundreds of ma-

chines, but for thousands. Needless to say

the profit in a new industry of this nature is

large. The English cycle makers are just

nibbling at the industry. They are hesitating,

because they are uncertain whether it will

prove lasting. They should hesitate no

longer. Though, personally, wt are not keen

on motoring, we can read the signs of the

times.! When these vehicles become a little

cheaper, and a little more reliable, the trade

in them will be vast. There are thousands

of people who are too lazy for active cycling,

but who like the exhilaration of the rapid rush

through the air and the change of scene. For

them motoring will just fill the bill.

"There is a still larger class who would not

desert their cycles, but who would like to

have an .occasional run on a motor. There is

yet a third class who, whether they are cyclists

or not, would substitute motor vehicles for

their horses, carriages, and vans, if they were

sure that the former were economical and re-

liable. No doubt the rank ana file of cyclists

cannot afford to keep motors, but now-a-

days the proportion of moneyed men who ride

cycles is very large. Yes! The motor boom
is coming, and those who are prepared for it

will reap the benefit. Cycle agents, too, in a

large way of business, would do well to turn

their attention to motors, and those who can

afford it should invest in one for their own
use, so that they may know something about

the subject when the demand arises."

Worse than Either.

Nothing shows th« fact that the automobile

has really arrived and is a dominating factor

more than the desire of the word manu-
facturer to toy with its nomenclature. An
exasperated correspondent writes: "Why will

you persist in using the word auto-truck? It is

inelegant, ungraceful and unauthorized by any

usage. Adopt a good old word in its place

—

Go-cart."

Candidly it seems as though "go-cart" is al-

most as bad as "auto-fcruck," but each is dis-

tanced by the Anglicism "petrolautoing," i. e.,

the art of propelling a vehicle by a gasolene

engine.

Consummation to Be Wished For.

It is to be hoped that a prejudice against

"auto-trucks" will not be created by the eu-

logy on them that has just been pronounced

by Mr. Richard Croker. Those who, like the

wheelmen, have been preaching for years the

doctrine that the horse is out of place in

city streets are a bit confused, of course, by

the accession of this new ally. It must be

remembered, however, that facts are facts and

arguments are arguments whatever their

source. "Auto-truck" under another name
and with another sponsor would be a cause

for more enthusiasm; there is no use denying

that; but still their merits all remain and so

do the inconveniences of the animal they will

certainly in time replace. The horse is a most
noble animal, but he takes up a lot of valu-

able and much-needed room in modern cities,

he makes necessary a lot of street cleaning

that otherwise would be unnecessary, and he
is a constant menace to the public health.

Without the slightest slanginess one may say

that there will be few or no flies on New
York after the horse has departed from its

limits.

Waverley Will W^ave.

F. M. Hoblitt, Eastern representative for the

Indiana Bicycle Co., is making a tour of

several of the Central States, showing the

Waverley line of wheels, and incidentally he is

talking of the new Waverley motor-carriage.

In a conversation with a Wheel man the

other day Mr. Hoblitt said: "The idea has

been conveyed to many people in the trade

that our company has decided not to go into

the motor-carriage business, but such is not

the case. We have simply severed our con-

nection with the American Electric Vehicle

Company, of Chicago, and are now preparing

to market a carriage of our own invention.

This carriage is operated by an electric stor-

age battery, and after numerous tests it has

been proven wholly satisfactory. We are now
establishing agencies for this carriage, Waver-
ley bicycle agents, of course, being given the

preference, and we shall be prepared to make
shipments within a very few months."

Calls It a Vapor-Motor.

Rochester, Feb. 11.—The only motor car-

riage that Rochester so far sports belongs to

and indeed is the invention of Jonathan B.

West, 105 Meigs street. Mr. West stated this

morning that a company may be organized

shortly for the manufacture of the automobile,

or as Mr. West calls it, the vapor-motor. H.

C. Paul, of New York, Eastern manager for

the Monarch Bicycle Company, has been in

town for a week investigating the machine in

behalf of his firm. A Chicago company is said

to be out after the "vapor-motor," too. The

carriage is propelled by steam or gas or any

other vapor.

Distance Racing No-w.

Something akin to the coasting and slow

races of cycling is the newly proposed con-

test of a Frenchman. Under the rules of this

affair any kind of motor vehicle is eligible

to start, distance, not speed, being the thing

aimed at. The motor which travels the

farthest without any re-charging of power

wins.

Hails from Hartford Now.

Hartford inventors are now said to have

succeeded in constructing an automobile car-

riage which is a marvel of simplicity and

cheapness. The carriage will cost consider-

ably less than $1,000. It will be propelled by

compressed air. The cost of running will be
nominal. It is expected to be on the market
this spring. Each day the public is getting

more and more chary of this compressed air

yarn w^iich is being worked for all it is worth
in the papers; the late lamented Mr. Penning-

ton has able successors in this air-motor game.

Chicago to Be Right in It.

There is an Automobile Club being formed
in ChicagiQ by the business men and those

interested in having good streets. The club

is going to inaugurate an Automobile Day,
the date of which will soon be decided upon.

All the horseless vehicles in Chicago and
some from Milwaukee, Joliet, and other

neighboring cities will be requisitioned, and

a parade will start from the Auditorium.

Mayor Harrison will probably accept an in-

vitation to lead the procession.

Another Maine Motor Concern.

Augusta, Feb. 13.—Eisenhuth Horseless

Vehicle Co., Portland, has been incorporated

with an authorized capital of $1,000,000. Paid

in, $7,000. Incorporators: J. W. Eisenhuth,

R. H. Hendricks, New York; G. C. McQuill-
an, J. N. Carlisle, Watertown; G. T. Schull,

H. P. Flynn, Carthage; D. Blyker, Kalama-
zoo, Mich.

Big Business.

It is said that the De Dion-Bouton Com-
pany, the leaders of the automoibile manufac-

turers in France, have over $600,000 worth of

work on hand for 1899. They employ several

hundred men and turn out about 200 vehicles

a month. The orders on hand cover about 12,-

000 motors.

New York's New Company.

The Horseless Vehicle Co., of New York,

has been incorporated at Albany with a capital

of $150,000. Directors: Frederick W. Dunton,

of HoUis; John H. Eldert and H. G. Fleck, of

Richmond, and Abraham Both and Harold

D. Bernstein, of New York City.

Van Wagner, Maybe.

There is a rumor that William Van Wagner,

superintendent of the Barnes Cycle Co., will

shortly start a factory in Syracuse city for the

manufacture of motor carriages. It is said

that the factory will give employment to about

100 hands.

Correct Lines, Best Materials.

Elk bicycles, made by the Arcade File

Works, Anderson, Ind., and sold by .'Mlerton,

Clarke & Co., 87 Chambers street. New York,

and 118 Lake street, Chicago, are built on cor-

rect lines and of the best materials, with fine

equipments. The prices are $50, $40 and $25.

There are six models.

Selling Hundreds of Gross.

The Straus curved plug, made by the Straus

Tire Co., 127 Duane street, New York, is a

good thing, and is almost selling itself. Al-

though the season is early, hundreds of gross

of this article have already been sold. Its

value is in its conforming readily to the in-

terior shape of the tire.

Shoe to Sit Upon.

William W. Shoe, the manufacturer of the

Shoe saddle, of 428 Walnut street, Philadel-

phia, is making a specialty of a two-bolt saddle

clamp which finds much favor with quite a

number of the prominent saddle manufacturers.
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TO THE TRADE: I

!
The American Saddle Co. begs to announce that its :|

I organization has been completed, and that its general offices |

I
are located in the American Trust Building, Cleveland, Ohio. |

I The American Saddle Co. has acquired the properties and t
v*» *J*

I
business of the following named companies: |

f

I THE QARFORD MFG. CO., Elyria, Ohio. |

I THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Detroit, Mich. I

I THE WHEELER SADDLE CO., Toronto, Ont. |

I THE G-ILLIAM MFQ. CO., Canton, Ohio. I

i THE HUNT MFG. CO., Westboro, Mass. I

I
THE P. & F. MFa. CO., Reading, Pa. I

!• AND A CONTROLLING STOCK INTEREST IN Ijl

I THE BROWN SADDLE CO., Elyria, Ohio. t
.;. .>> .J.

I
' The primary purpose of the new organization is to arrest |

:|: the calamitous conditions which have governed the saddle i

I industry for the past two seasons, and which have deprived |
** - ... *

I the makers of fair returns on their capital invested. |

I This it will strive to accomplish, not by the advancement |

I in price of its product to the trade, but by the reduction of |

I expenses and the cost of manufacture, through concentrated |

:|: management of its business, and the employment in its several %

I mills of the best special machinery and mechanical appliances >

known in the art of saddle building.

I It will constantly endeavor to better the grade of its pro- |

I duct, and by increased facilities extend better service than has |

I heretofore been possible.
'

%

All communications should be addressed to the Company |

I at Cleveland, Ohio. i
X t

I The American Saddle Co», I

'4 A. L. Garford, Prest. I
Jl^ Kindly mention The Wheel. Jt^
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I THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY. |
^ A RErORT THE TRADE SHOULD READ. ^

Recapitulation of Receipts and Expenses.

January i to December i, iSgS, Inclusive.

RECEIPTS.

Treasurer's balance $S,6S3 76

Secretary's balance 4,479 52

Racing Board balance l,S;i2 5S

Loan lund balance 800 00
$15,795 S6

Receipts Secretary's office 103,999 09

Receipts Treasurer's office, outside sources 112 10

Receipts Racing Board 9,046 42

$128,953 47

PAYMENTS.

Payments Secretary's office

Payments Treasurer's office

Voted Albert Mott
Expenses Racing Board
t Treasurer's balance $7,326 84
Secretary's balance 1,796 14
Racing Board's balance 162 73

$93,282 47

15,669 02
1,832 58
8,883 69

9,285 71

$128,953 47

THE FINANXES L\ BRIEF.

The item marked * in the above recapitulation does

not include $150, spent by order of the Executive

Committee .to have George Banker represent the L.

A. W. at the world's championships in Paris. That

expenditure, however, seems to have been all right.

The recapitulation also does not include $500 paid

by the Executive Committee to Mr. Miner, who is

President (now ex-president) Potter's law partner. As
near as can be learned by the statement given to the

National Assembly, that $500 was for defending

Messrs. Potter, Mott and Sturmey, representatives of

the L. A. W. and I. C. A. (International Cyclists' Asso-

ciation), against suit brought by Brady, et al., who
claimed some professional I'acing projects of theirs

had been injured.

The item above marked t did not include the

loan fund balance of $200. A fund was set apart from

the national treasury for the benefit of impecunious

State divisions. To Illinois was loaned $2,000; lo

Maryland, $1,000, and so on, the total so far loaned

being $6,700.

The recapitulation printed above is from the annual

report of the L. A. W. Auditing Committee, consist-

ing of J. Fred Adams, of Massachusetts, and George

C. Greenburg, of Illinois, on the finances of the

Secretary, Treasurer and Racing Board. Mr. Green-

burg reported on the Racing Board in such a way

as to create a sensation and, it is hoped, with the

result that a business-like system will be adopted by

the new Executive Committee for future Racing

Boards. The Racing Board received from sanctions,

fines and other sources from February 18, 1898, to

January 11, 1899, the sum of $9,046.42; of this there

was on hand $162.73. The balance was expended, $2,500

being Mott's salary and $500 going to each of the five

other Racing Board members. These allowances ag-

gregate $5,000, the remaining $3,883.69 having been

spent for stenographic services, etc., for the liacing

Board members, Mott's own stenographer getting

$799.

The recapitulation shows that the Secretary handled

a large sum. The Secretary received over $42,000 for

renewals and over $35,000 from new members. He
paid to State divisions over $48,000, to the "Bulletin,"

over $26,000, and to the Treasurer, over $13,000. The
Secretary's office expenses amounted to about one-

tenth the amount handled, the total being $11,478.06,

and covering the Secretary's salary, $3,000; other sal-

aries, $3,585.38; postage, $2,101.65. etc., etc.

The Treasurer's report, brought up to February 11

(?) showed the following financial condition:

Balance on hand January 1 $7,326 84
Receipts since 917 33

Total $8,244 17
Total expenditures to date 4.155 53

Balance on hand $4,088 64

This balance does not include the Secretary's
balance of nearly $2,000 nor fhe Racing' Board
balance of about S162. Durinq: the National
Assembly, Treasurer Tattersall received a bill

for I.OVING-CITPS, $1,850 (voted at the previ-

ous Assembly for ex-of&cers of the I/. A. "W.),

and there are other outstanding liabilities which
more than counterbalance the amount on hand.
The I/eague is therefore bankrupt and will prob-
ably remain so until the renewals beg:in.

The Treasurer's report also shows that $4,115.86 was

used by the Highway Improvement Committee.

Money well spent. Money spent for the good of the

trade, cyclists, and the public.

Another item is $2,862.67, money paid to Isaac B.

Potter, $2,625.00 being eight months' "allowance,"

$208.95 traveling expenses; $28.75 printing, etc. An-

other item of $1,053,12 was almost entirely for print-

ing, etc., for the Local Organization Committee—good
expenditure. Other committees ate up smaller sums.

OTHER MATTERS SUMMARIZED.

The Tuesday night meeting of Division offi-

cers showed a surprising lot of work done for

cycling, the trade and the public. Consuls were
mutually surprised to learn facts which should
have been prominently displayed in the " I/. A.
"W. Bulletin." You should read the report of

that meeting, showing how the publisher of the
official organ was questioned and how he an-
swered.

The "Good Roads" convention was dry, but neces-

sary. The "Good Roads" dinner was neither, but was
useful.

About 1,200 miles of cycle paths have been built

in New York State alone.

Nearly $4,000 worth of magazines have been bought
at reduced rates for L. A. W. members.

The League has a Touring Committee—did you see

it in the "Bulletin?" Of course not.

League members can take a long trip to Europe
this year, cheap. Several hundred know of it. Sev-

eral thousand would know it if the "Bulletin" were
more alive.

"With the exception of the prisje-bag-boom year
which preceded it, 1898 w^as numerically the
banner year in the I^eague's history. You would
never have know^n it without using a microscope
on the " Bulletin," which complacently dis-

cussed religion, anti-expansion, etc., while
people generally thought the I^eague was going
to the pollywogs.

The League, aided by the Government, has in hand
a magnificent work for the real enlightenment of

450,000 farmers. The "Bulletin" should spout about

these things, thus helping cycling, the trade, the pub-

lic.

Over 20,000 riders engaged in racing last year. The
trade got considerable good out of this.

The League is entering upon a splendid work of

local organization. In some States surprising results

have already been attained—streets paved, asphalt

strips laid, wheelmen placed in councils, on the bench,

in park boards, etc. This work will greatly benefit

the trade. Why hasn't the "Bulletin" shouted about

these things?

The League has plenty of spenders and has had,

perhaps, a few grabbers. President Keenan promises

to be the watch-dog of its finances.

Jacksonville, Fla., gets the Assembly next Febru-

ary. Philadelphia and Detroit wanted it. Attractive-

ness out-bid business. A bouquet defeated two icicles.

The League will try to continue the control of pro-

fessional racing. The professionals will be invited to

select someone to represent them in the Assembly

and unofficially on the Racing Board.

Faking amateurs will be reduced by the registration

process.

The national treasury will get 35 cents instead of

40 cents from each new membership and renewal.

The Government has demanded a large indemnity

from Turkey for the murder of Frank Lenz.

The League is to have a Press Committee, to boom
its good works in the newspapers. Its official organ

being preoccupied with jokes, verses and discourses

upon the whichness of the why, the committee is

needed.

Better read the whole report. It will interest you.

STORY OF THE ASSEMBLY.

Providence, Tuesday.—The president and

the next president came to town together.

Messrs. Potter and Keenan left New York
on the 1 p. m. train to-day and sat in close

consultation all the way up. Presumably
Potter, aibout to retire, was telling the man
who is evidently to succeed him all about

the whys and wherefores, the pleasures and
miseries—especially the miseries—of the lead-

ing position in the League. "Happy Days"
Pitman, George L. McCarthy and the writer

were the only others on that train, reaching

Providence at 6 p. m. Chief Consul Boyle

and others of the Philadelp'hia delegation ar-

rived a bit later. The Boston and Western
men drifted in all evening. Some delegates

had arrived as early as noon.

Providence is the same solid New England
city that it wa's when the writer saw it ten

years ago, on the day of the great March bliz-

zard. And the Narragansett Hotel is the

same dignified old hostelry, with paintings of

real merit on the walls of the corridors and

parlors.

At supper time the corridor was crowded
with delegates. The nature of bhe town—full

of factories and with Httle in it to tempt the

stranger to wander—kept most of the visitors

at the hotel. Outside, a sno-w storm. In-

side, the usual reunion of old-timers and the

initiation of nev^^comers. Some people pre-

tend to be bored by cycle shows and annual

L. A. W. assemblies and meets, but it is the

same old story—they are just as glad to come
as they are to go away.

There is a bit of romance in the fact of

the National Assemibly -being held in this

city. It was at Newport, R. I., on May 31,

1880, that the League of American Wheel-

men was ushered into existence. In the in-

tervening time the organization has grown
vastly, and has had its troubles, too. Its rep-

resentatives have wandered up and down and

across the continent, and now, after a lapse

of nineteen years, they come '"home" again.

Practically none of the founders are here.

Presumably Abbot Bassett is one of them.

The writer noticed him standing in the corri-

dor this evening. He is but little changed

since the writer's first acquaintance with him

in the early eighties. A little grayer, per-

haps; otherwise just the same. Pratt, the

first president of the League, would surely

be here to-night were he alive, for he more

than any other man was responsible for the

birth of the L. A. W. In one respect all of

the founders of the League are here to-night

—

by their signatures. "Happy Days" Pitman,

one of the founders, has with him an auto-

graph album containing the signatures of

those who signed the charter of the organiza-

tion. This invaluable alibum is the property
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of Mt. Woodward, secretary of the Metro-

politan Life Insurance Co., who was himself

one of the founders of the League and who
gathered the signatures a few years after the

organization occurred.

The local committee, headed by Messrs.

Cooke, Perkins and others, are on hand and

doing all in their power to make the visitors

comfortable. For the first time in the writ-

er's observation there is a printed programme
of the "doings" which are to characterize the

conclave. The local men are also presenting

their friends with a souvenir to be taken

home. They call it a "rubber neck." It is

a little clam, a beast which abounds on the

shores of this State. It is made of rubber,

pendant from an enameled pin bearing the

Rhode Island coat-of-arms, the word "Hope"
and an anchor.

Milwaukee, represented by Van Valken-

burg, is after the meet of 1900, and on most

of the coat lapels may be found a little

earthen "stein," appended by a ribbon.

MEETING OF DIVISION OFFICERS.

Shortly after 8 o'clock to-night there was

opened the second annual gathering of the

chief consuls and division secretary-treasurers.

These gatherings are called by President Pot-

ter, vviho originated the idea a year ago, "ex-

perience" meetings. To-nig^it's meeting was

attended by about thirty people, and the

writer frankly admits that it astonished him.

It was surprising in three respects. It brought

out the fact that the League of American

Wheelmen can be made, and lias been in a

number of instances, the vehicle for really

useful work in behalf of cycling, the trade and

the community generally. Another fact is

that the various chief consuls and other divis-

ion officers seem to have been ignorant of

each other's accomplishments. The meeting

also developed the fact that the performances

of the various divisions have been recited in

the official department of the "L. A. W. Bul-

letin." If the mutual ignorance which has

existed does not demonstrate the inefficiency

of the small-type official department and the

carelessness not to say incompetency of the

editorial management which monopolizes the

front pages of the journal, what other reason

can be assigned? The publisher of the "Bul-

letin" should regard it as his duty to give

prominent publicity to the genuinely meritori-

ous work of the divisions. He should cer-

tainly give considerable prominence to the

facts brought out at to-night's meeting. There
are those who believe that he is unlikely to

do so.

The meeting was called to order by Presi-

dent Potter, who suggested placing Abbot
Bassett in the chair. This was done unani-

mously and Mr. Nickerson, of Massachusetts,

was made secretary.

How to Get and Keep Members.

The first question for discussion was, "What
shall be done to increase membership in cities

and towns?" At this point the reader will

naturally say to himself that the subject is a

dry one, but if he will have patience to read

what follows, there may possibly be a change

of mind.

Sterling Elliott, as chief consul of Massa-
chusetts, told how he had ofTered a gold medal
for suggestions relative to the question. He
received about 85 different suggestions, but
not one which he had up to date considered
practicable. "I have an idea of my own," he
said, "which may be practicable, and that is to

secure the carrying of bicycles on all New
England railways free, or at a nominal price,

for the benefit of L. A. W. members only.

Carrying out that idea depends entirely upon
the fate of a bill now under consideration,

compelling railways to carry wheels free for

everybody. I believe the only influences that

will increase membership are those which will

give new members more for their money."
Mr. Boyle, chief consul of the largest divis-

ion in the League (Pennsylvania), is a man
who doesn't say much, but he seems to be a

born director. Apparently he is better able

than all his confreres to secure" and hold

workers in all parts of the State by mail. He
said in his quiet way that he thought the best

way to increase membership, was to secure

popular men as local consuls. "After eight

or ten years of experience," he said, "I find

this to be the best plan. I have found that in

Pennsylvania the idea of offering prizes has

played out. Sometimes we have requests from

consuls for expense money to reimburse them
for postage, etc. Of course, we meet these

requests, but in many cases no requests are

made."

Chief Consul Belding, of New York, the

second largest division, spoke of his local

organization scheme. He thought the prize

scheme had unquestionably ceased to be of

value, having found that enthusiasm in that

direction had dropped off. Mr. Belding's idea

in brief was to establish local consulates in all

towns. As will be seen later, chief consuls

have found it advisable to sometimes establish

two or more consulates in one town, accord-

ing to the size of the town. It will also be

seen that these consulates can be made suc-

cesses or failures, depending somewhat upon

circumstances, but mainly upon the methods

by which they are operated.

How Bidwell Kept Consols in I/lne.

Chairman Bassett told how George Bidwell,

one of the early chief consuls of the New
York Division, used to write a letter to each

of his local consuls every week. If a consul

failed to reply to two letters in succession, ofif

came his head. Mr. Bidwell would have no

fossils.

Chief Consul Mears, of Ohio, said he had

come to learn rather than to advise. He said

that in Ohio the prize idea was in vogue and

so far was somewhat successful. He consid-

ered the local coflsulate idea a very good

one.

Chief 'Consul Hines, of Michigan, asked

how Mr. Boyle, of Pennsylvania, and Mr,

Belding, of New York, succeeded in getting

the right men as consuls. Chairman Bassett

replied for both by saying that it was a matter

of natural gift rather than of method.

Chairman Bassett asked President Potter to

tell a certain story. Mr. Potter responded, "I

don't remember that story and suppose it is

my fault, and that reminds me of another

story. There used to be in St. Louis a queer

character who had money. He liked theatrical

people and spent his money on them. He
got to know Stuart Robson very well, and
among Thespians he came to be known as

'Old Generosity.' Not long ago Robson went
to St. Louis. His old friend did not turn up
and he inquired for him. They told him that

'Old Generosity' had died. -He visited the

generous man's grave, and what do you think

the inscription on the gravestone was? It

read, 'This is on me.'
"

Once Started, Hard to Stop.

Potter likes to start himself with a story.

Having started, he was hard to stop. He ex-

pounded plentifully and well. The writer is

not familiar with Mr. Potter's actual perform-

ances as former chief consul of New York
Division, but his talk showed an extraordin-

ary knowledge of methods which, with the

right men and willing men to push them, can

make the League successful for wheelmen and
others. Mr. Potter concluded: "We must
have more members, more money with which
to stand the expense of building side-paths,

etc. If we don't do this we will not progress

much beyond where we are now."
Chief Consul Howell, of Connecticut, only

recently took hold of that bankrupt and alto-

gether debilitated division. He said that on

taking hold he was somewhat discouraged,

but that he has a good secretary-treasurer to

assist him. He said that one great difficulty

in recruiting members was the lack of money,
but that the best possible was being done. The
list of consuls and hotels is being revised,

and a fairly good new organization is being

effected. Circulars are being frequently sent

to local consuls, to 'hotels, and to the board

of officers, as well as to others interested in

the work. The results are already apparent.

In one of the dullest months of the year the

membership has already increased. Mr.

Howell said: "I believe in the effectual cir-

cularization of local consuls and the board

of officers. It seems to work well. I person-

ally sign circulars and word them as I would

personal letters. We ihope to double the

membership at the end of the year."

Chairman Bassett spoke of the importance

of object lessons in recruiting work. He said

it would be of great advantage to be able to

say that a certain consulate had accomplished

certain unusual results, and that everything

possible should be done to create a few such

object lessons. He might have added that

having the object lessons, it was important

that they should have received proper publicity

—not back-page publicity—^in the "organ."

Mr. Elliott said he believed the New Bed-

ford consulate in Massachusetts would fill the

requirements mentioned by Mr. Bassett and

would be the pioneer in that respect.

Chief iConsul Van Valkenburg, of Wiscon-

sin, said he did not believe in local consulates,

but on the other hand believed that the L. A.

W. and L. A. W. consulates have no place in

social affairs. He did not believe, therefore,

that a consulate in a city the size of Milwau-

kee was likely to be a success, on account of

the social lines likely to be drawn. He
thought something more serious than mere

sociability was required. Mr. Van Valkenburg

is attorney for a new mutual bicycle insurance

association. The machinery of the Wisconsin

Division offers an economical method of pros-

elyting for this association, and it is purposed

to make a corresponding reduction in, the

price of insurance to L. A. W. members in

Wisconsin. He thought this might attract
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new members. In Wisconsin a determined

effort at road improvement is being made.

Everybody who believes in good roads is be-

ing asked to join the L. A. W. Mr. Van Val-

kenburg had found that while work was ac-

complished by the consulate in Milwaukee
socially, numerically it was not a success.

Most of the work had to be done by four or

five people.

Work of Value to the Trade and Public.

Mr. Potter held the theory that a consulate

in a large city could be a success. He told

what had been done in one big city—Brook-

lyn. What he told did not, however, bear out

his theory. There was formed there a good

roads association of wheelmen. That associa-

tion constructed a cycle path to Coney IsJand

and a return cycle path from Coney Island to

Brooklyn. It had succeeded in having asphalt

strips laid in certain streets. Certain other

important streets had been improved, and

generally speaking the association had become
a great political power. It was made up of L.

A. W. members almost entirely. To uphold

the theory that sociability was as great a re-

quisite as a more serious purpose in making
a success of a local consulate, he then said that

when the L. A. W. members, constituting the

road association, were asked to renew in the

L. A. W. they said, "W'hy, we belong to the

road association. That association is doing

work. The L. A. W., so far as we can see, is

not. We will continue in the road association,

but why should we continue in the other?"

Mr. Potter reiterated his belief in the neces-

sity for a predominant social character in the

local consulate. He said: 'The matter of so-

cial distinction is easily accommodated. There

can be many different consulates in one city,

and they need not be made up of wheelmen,

either. This is mentioned in the L. A. W.
rules, and is just as practicable as the fact that

there are many different Masonic lodges in

each large city."

Chief Consul Sams, of Maryland, said he did

not want to discourage Wisconsin, but that

the insurance plan had been found valueless

in Baltimore. Continuing he said: "In Balti-

more, we think, we have made a great success

of the local consulate idea. We have a local

consul in every ward of the city, and a sub-

local consul in every precinct. Every ward
consul has a carefully written list of all the

wheelmen in his ward, and generally speaking

we have carried on our work as a local pol-

itical machine would do it, and we have had
what I consider surprising success. We push-

ed the anti-cobblestone ordinance. You know
the peculiarly horrible cobbles we used to

have in Baltimore. We concluded that we
didn't want any more 'nigger heads' laid in

our streets, and succeeded. There will be no
more cobblestones laid in Baltimore. The
success of this ordinance was entirely because

it was pushed in the wards. We have done
other things which we were told we could not

accomplish. I may mention an experience

with the Standard Oil Co. You know they

have a great many delivery wagons. There is

no concern in the country more anxious to

have good roads. I found that their Maryland
representative had a chart showing the com-
parative cost of repairs to their wagons in dif-

ferent parts of the State. That representative

at our request distributed our literature by

means of these drivers and also got the drivers

to write to their representatives in the State

Legislature in favor of road improvement,

specifying the roads requiring improvement.

Another thing our local organization accom-

plished was the placing of a wheelman, one of

our workers, on the park board. We also se-

cured the improvement of two important

streets and thus won the respect of the horse-

men. As a sample of our activity I will say

that in January and February, '97, we distri-

buted 30,000 pieces of good roads literature.

This cost perhaps $200. Our lists of voting

wheelmen in the wards are absolutely correct.

Not the least feature of our local consulate

scheme is its social element. Baltimore's rep-

resentative cycling club, the Maryland Club,

has in it some of the best men in the city, and

is too expensive for many wheelmen, and the

general mfeetings of all the ward and precinct

consuls and the wheelmen generally, which

are held in the store of a bicycle agent, a friend

of mine, give to a great many wheelmen a

taste of club life which they would not other-

wise get.

"What 'has been done in Baltimore we hope

to do in other cities in the State. It is hard

work. I may say that the two chief require-

ments, beside money, are time and a good
secretary-treasurer. The chief consul is ex-

pected to talk, but the secretary has to sit right

down and grub. I can't speak too highly of

this local consulate idea. I believe it is going

to be the life of the League. I want to say.

too, that if it had not been for the money we
borrowed from the national treasury we could

not have accomplished the works I have men-

tioned."

Good Work in Detroit.

Mr. Hines, of Michigan, told of a local con-

sulate which was tried in Detroit. The ward

consuls met at the Detroit Wheelmen's club-

house, two from each of the seventeen wards.

The political power of the Detroit local con-

sulate has become such that recently the cit}'

council appropriated $11,000 for a cyclists' pa-

vilion on Belle Isle, that beautiful summer
spot in the river just in front of Detroit. Mem-
bers of the local consulate have been placed

in elective political positions. The council

has even considered cycle paths on Belle Isle,

although the wheelmen have not requested

them and do not need them. The old cedar

block paving which disfigured Detroit for so

many years is being knocked out. If a Detroit

cyclist finds tacks or glass on the road he has

only to telephone to the chief consul's office O"

to the office of the Detroit Wheelmen, where

in turn the board of public works is called up

and the chances are a man will be sent to clean

up the offensive articles before the complainant

can get back to the spot. Another result of

the local consulate's activity is that the news-

papers are on its side. A prominent wheelman

was made judge some time ago and is doing

for the bicycle thief very thoroughly, hav-

ing administered severe sentences to several oi

this tribe.

Chief Consul Cooke, of Rhode Island, said:

"We can say for our city of Providence what

no other city can say. We have renewed 80

per cent of our old members right along and

are getting new members besides. Of course.

we have a small State and can work it with

comparative ease. The population of our en-

tire State is hardly larger than that of Balti-

more. Owing to the smallness of the State

we consider the entire system as a sort of

local consulate. We have had great success

politically and have kept doiwn objectionable

ordinances. Last year we started a new
scheme. We divided the State into districts

and put a senior consul in charge of each dis-

trict. In Providence, there was a senior as

well as three junior consuls to assist him.

The plan fell through on account of the war
and other reasons. Now we may adopt the

local consulate idea."

Give Them More Cash.

Mr. Parsons, of Providence, well known
for his work on hig'nway improvement, made
a strong plea for more attention and more
cash for the highway improvement commit-

tees of the divisions. He told how gratifying

his work in the Rhode Island division has

been. Rhode Island has spent one-third of its

disbursements on its highway committee. This

made it possible for Mr. Parsons, who has

very important work of his own, to get assist-

ance. Among other accomplishments, a num-
ber of people have been convicted under the

Rhode Island anti-tack law. "If you expect

anything of your highway departments, back

them up. Remember that they can't do much
without financial aid. Give them cash."

Mr. Hines, of Michigan, suggested that

traveling salesmen be used as roving consuls.

He said that he was getting able assistance

from one such man in Michigan, and others

were being interested. He also said that

there should be a national press committee,

which should furnish the press of the country

with frequent bulletins.

Mr. Potter said that that was not a bad

idea theoretically; that he had tried it and

dropped it because he was charged with using

the bulletins for his own political benefit.

Mr. Keenan, of Pittsburg, vice-consul of the

Pennsylvania Division, said he expected to try

the local consul idea in Pittsburg on what he

termed a gigantic scale. Being a newspaper

publisher he probably can do what he said.

He said he had had success in getting as many
as 1,800 L. A. W. members to meet socially

in Pittsburg. That and the ideas suggested

by others at this present meeting encouraged

him to believe that the local consulate idea

could be operated on a large scale.

The Official Organ Discussed.

Chairman Bassett said the next subject

was the "L. A. W. Bulletin," its value as a

recruiting medium and its usefulness as an

official organ.

Mr. Potter said that in making up the pro-

gramme for the meeting he had included this

subject because he had received a number of

letters on the subject from officers of State

divisions. He had no doubt Mr. Elliott had

received similar letters. These letters offered

criticism and some suggested improvement.

He thought this was a good time to sit down
and talk the matter over in an old-fashioned

way.

Mr. Potter sat down and there was a pecu-

liar pause. It is very well known that what-

ever merit the editorial pages of the official

organ have as a compendium of jokes, poems,

appeals to patriotism, expoundings on religion

and other matters more or less irrelevant to

cy-Iing, the accomplishments of the League
in the way of local consulates and other mat-
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ters partly described in this article are pain-

fully neglected. It is generally known and

stated that it would be very difficult to call

the "L. A. W. Bulletin" a genuine .bicycle

paper. It is a fact commonly commented
upon that the present construction of the

paper does not come within the meaning oi

that clause in the contract between its pub-

lisher and the L. A. W. which specifies that

the official organ shall in appearance and con-

tents compare favorably with the other cy-

cling journals. Undoubtedly all this was felt

by those present at to'^Tiig-ht's meeting. Never-

theless there was hesitancy. Publisher Elliott

was in the room and some hesitated from

delicacy. Others, perhaps, were too solicitous

for their own political welfare to say anything

positive at this time on any subject. Finally

Mr. Mines, of Michigan, who has a mind and

tonpiie of his own, commented sarcastically:

"Well, it seems to be the opinion of the gen-

tlemen here that the 'Bulletin' can't be im-

proved."

Mr. Parsons, of Rhode Island, said that

since the "Bulletin" was changed in form,

January 1, it has 'been everything that a

League member could desire, and that the

League could ill consider any plan to do away

with it.

A Plea for Prominent Publicity.

Mr. Hines, who is a printer and ought to

know, said he had a suggestion which he

thought would be worth attempting. "Offi-

cers of the League know what the League has

done and can do, but I don't believe new
mem'bers see enough about these things.

Those matters done and to be done should

be given prominent pu'blicity in the official

organ, again, again and again. I think this

sort of matter should be given place in the

reading columns, rather than in the official

department. It is the reading columns which

catch the average reader."

Mr. Elliott made no response to this sug-

gestion, which placed the entire -matter in a

nutshell. It is hard to believe that Mr. Elliott

does not realize that his method of subordi-

nating news of the doings and purposes of the

L. A. W. is entirely opposed to the best in-

terests of the League and himself, and yet the

man is so honest that it is difficult to charge

him with evasion. He leaves one in doubt

as to why he does not or will not understand

the situation. He said with reference to JVIr.

Hines' talk that he desired to make the "Bul-

letin" as interesting as possible. Then, ignor-

ing the pointed suggestion Mr. Hines made,

he said generally that it reminded him that in

the first issue of the "Bulletin" he had pub-

lished a communication from every chief con-

sul on the" subject of what his division had

been doing, etc. He thought it was a good
thing to try again.

Mr. Potter said: "I have always felt that

I would like to pay larger dues—several dol-

lars a year, if necessary—and have a first-

class weekly official organ. I don't consider

the idea would be popular, and have never

proposed it seriously. We now pay 2.5 cents

a year and get good value for our money,
but perhaps the 'Bulletin' can be improved
and made a better recruiting factor than it is

now. I would like to have a 'Bulletin' that

every member would open every week, and

in which he would find unfailingly a sub-

stantial reason why he should retain his mem-
bership. We lose a large percentage of our

membership every year. The 'Bulletin'

reaches all our members every week. It

ought to be our strongest advocate."

, Again, apparently, Mr. Elliott failed to see

that the "Bulletin," as an advertising medium
for the League's good points, was being hit

at. He told how difficult it was to satisfy

everybody. He said he thought he got as

near to doing it as possible. Nobody laughed.

Chairman Bassett said that he, as secretary

of the L. A. W., had received many criti-

cisms against the "Bulletin," but that there

were many letters praising it. To a man not

in Mr. Elliott's corner of the room it was

apparent that Mr. Bassett desired to call at-

tention to the criticism, not the praise.

What Are You Going to Do About It ?

Veteran Pitman, who taught Colonel Pope

how to ride a bicycle, and who knows a good

many things about cycling, tried to make
Mr. Elliott understand by this pointed ques-

tion: "Mr. Elliott, do you think the 'Bul-

letin' should discuss religious or political

matters as prominently as it does?" Mr. El-

liott replied: "Nothing goes into the 'Bul-

letin' without my consent or knowledge."

Pitman: "But do you think it is for the

advantage of the League?"

Elliott: "I put it in because I think it is

a good thing to do, and whether I am right

or not is for me to decide. I judge, too, by

comparing the praise and the criticism I get."

Clearly this reply could be construed into

this form: "Gentlemen, I am giving you an

official organ for less money than the white

paper used in it would cost you. I give you
four pages a week for your own uses. The
rest of the paper I propose to use for venti-

lating my ideas on anything under the sun.

What are you going to do about it?"

W. M. Perrett, of Michigan, asked if the

value of the "Bulletin" would not be im-

proved if the "Miller joke-book" features

were eliminated or toned down. There was
a general laugh, and Mr. Elliott's reply, if any,

was lost in the shuffle.

Mr. Elliott broached the subject of making
the "Bulletin" a monthly, and asked for opin-

ions. There seemed to be no positive opin-

ion on that point. If the organ were a

monthly its publisher would be obliged to

pay higher postage in Boston, but not else-

where.

Mr. Sams, of Maryland, thought that offi-

cers of the League were somewhat to blame

in regard to the unpopularity of the "Bulle-

tin." He said that officers should encourage

the "Bulletin." Mr. Sams knows that an

onion called a rose would not smell the

sweeter. The officers of the League, and the

members of the League, can't be expected to

enthuse over the "Bulletin" as long as its

publisher insists upon conducting a journal

the character of which is not what is generally

known as a genuine bicycle paper. It has

been said, not altogether irrelevantly, that L.

A. W. matters are almost as completely

buried by being relegated to the small-type

official department in the tack pages of the

"Bulletin" as they would be on the back
pages of a medical journal, or one devoted

to numismatics or philatelies, or other mat-

ters foreign to cycling.

Mr. Worrell, of Pennsylvania, thought the

"Bulletin" should be more at the service of

local workers of divisions for publicity. In

the writer's experience, this sort of thing

encouraged is easily overdone. If the "Bulle-

tin" can be made a first-class general pro- .

moting medium, the strictly local details can

be well left to be worked out locally.

They Never Open the Wrapper.

Chief Consul Belding, of New York, said

six "Bulletins" came to League members in

his office. "These are always placed on my
desk, unopened, by the gentlemen to whom
they are addressed. No reason is given for

this except that the 'Bulletin' is not interest-

ing to those who receive it. Personally, I

never look at the 'Bulletin' outside of the

official news."

Secretary-Treasurer Gibbs, of the Rhode
Island Division, said that in his. experience

the "Bulletin" was highly appreciated by
Rhode Island members. He said: "If it does
not come to Providence on time members
come to my office to inquire about it." Mr.
Gibbs did not state whether the "Bulletin"

was appreciated as a joke book or a cycling

journal.

Mr. Elliott: "Well, gentlemen, you can
see by differences of opinion expressed right

here how difficult it is to please everybody.
I tell you what I think I will do. I have
offered, as you know, to return to any dis-

satisfied League member the 25 cents which
he pays as subscription to the 'Bulletin.' I

have thought of increasing that offer to one
dollar, and I think I will do it." That there

is wide-spread criticism against the "Bulle-
tin" is evident, and the character of the criti-

cism is that the "Bulletin" is not a genuine
bicycle paper. That Mr. Elliott has re-

ceived a small percentage of' this criticism by
letter is also evident. Is it not likely, there-

fore, that his prospective offer of one dollar

to every dis.satisfied League member who
has paid 25 cents to receive a satisfactory

official organ will be rejected in silence, pos-
sibly as an insult? League members do not
want to make 75 cents. What they want is

a satisfactory official organ for 25 cents or
whatever sum they may pay for it.

Mr. Van Valkenburg, of Wisconsin, asked
if it would be possible to print the official

matter in the "Bulletin'! in larger type. Sec-
retary Bassett explained that four pages was
the limit, and that the only way to enlarge
the type was to reduce the size of the reports.

And so ended the second annual confab of

chief consuls and secretary-treasurers. It

was a good-natured and lucrative meeting.
It was adjourned at 11 p. m.

Somehow nobody seems to take the empti-
ness of the L. A. W. treasury in a really car-

ious spirit.

"Fiddler Bob" Taylor, Governor of Tennes-
see, says that every candidate for a position is

a candidate for trouble.—Sams.

When a man is nominated and elected there

is tremendous applause. When he goes 'lut

of office—well, there is applause, too.

The L. A. W. does a lot for the trade, and
Sterling Elliott could prove it if he chose

to make a proper use of the official organ.
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GOOD ROADS DAY.

Providence, Wednesday.—There was a heavy

snow last night, and it continues this morn-

ing. The morning session of the good roads

convention, in Y. M. C. A. Hall, was not very

well attended in the morning. There were not

more than 100 present. Those who went,

however, were very much interested. Like a

good many other things, a good roads con-

vention is not necessarily as dry as it seems.

G. Richmond Parsons, resident member of

the National Highway Committee, presided.

President Potter called the meeting to order

and spoke in brief on the gro'wing importance

of cycle paths. "These paths," he said, "a'"e

becoming more and more valuable as object

lessons to farmers, in whom human envy and

emulation is aroused as they drag along over

miserable highways while cyclists go buzzing

past on cycle paths."

Farmer Harrison's Talk.

E. G. Harrison (Farmer Harrison), of the

Road Bureau in Washington, explained the

meaning of State aid, and told of its progress

in Louisiana, Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois, Ken-

tucky and other States. He deplored the

small appropriation made by Congress for the

Road Bureau, and hoped wheelmen and others

would use their influence to have it increased.

He said also that the combination of the

bicycle and good roads greatly aided free

postal delivery, the cost of which, by that

method, is less than the star route system.

Freelove O. Stanley, the automobile inven-

tor, said that he believed that the accumulated

knowledge of the last 50 years did not begin

to make motor carriages practicable to the

same degree that has been done by the im-

provement of the roads in the past few years.

"The American nation," he said, "will immedi-

ately surpass France in the use of the auto-

mobile, once good roads are here." He told

the .wheelmen in a non-technical way a good
deal about the different types of automobiles,

and the different driving powers. "Com-
pressed air," he said, "necessitates the use of

heavy compartments, and is not likely to

quickly become practicable."

Dr. Mendenhall, the well-known road-build-

ing expert, said that the agitation for better

roads in Massachusetts started about ten years

ago and culminated in the existing system of

State road building in that State. It was not

until 1893 that legislative action was secured,

providing for a committee authorized to in-

vestigate the whole subject. Outside of city

streets there are about 18,000 miles of roadway
ir Massachusetts, and the commission has

agreed that of this mileage not more than ten

per cent or 2,000 miles may become State

roads. Thus far these roads "have cost about
$10,0011 per mile, but this is decreasing with
experience. The value of adjacent farms has

been decidedly increased. This is a repetition

of the New Jersey experience.

At the afternoon session there was a larger

atteiidance. Between speeches there was
iimsic. The intern ions of the orchestra we-e
g.-'od, hut there was a misfit somewhere in the

acoustics. Probably the orchestra was too
big for the hall.

General Stone on Porto Rico.

Governor Dyer and Mayor Baker gave ex-

pression to the usual pleasing platitudes, both

very sincerely. Governor Dyer introduced

General Roy C. Stone, who has always been

hand-in-glove wifh the L. A. W. in its road

work, and who is in charge of the Road Bu-

-reau at Washington. General Stone was with

General Miles when Porto Rico was taken,

and told about Porto Rican roads in an in-

teresting, conversational manner. The Gen-

eral is not a great man, in point of size, but

he is a man of character, and some day per-

liaps the people of this country will stick a

long upright stone in the ground and put his

name upon it, together with an honorable

mention in connection with the growth of

roads. The General said that there were

some really good roads in Porto Rico.

Millions of dollars are expended in a mili-

tary road from San Juan to Ponce, but

it is interrupted by big bridgeless rivers.

Many of the roads, he said, were under

contract and in progress when the war
broke out, and construction should be taken

up again as soon as possible. He thought

that in a great measure the transportation

problem in Porto Rico would be solved by

the electric railways, there being numerous
waterfalls with which abundant power could

be developed. There are tremendous rains

and wagon roads on hillsides are often en-

tirely washed out.

A call was made on Sterling Elliott, but

he said it was one of Parsons' jokes, and that

he wanted to save all the good things he bad

to say for the good roads dinner in the even-

ing.

No Ice Water in His Veins.

Chief Consul Conway W. Sams, of Mary-
land, spoke on co-operative work between

horsemen and wheelmen. He told how form-

erly there was antagonism between the two in

Baltimore, and how they did not get together

until the wheelmen had proved their mettle

by having the streets paved with asphalt. That
won the respect and admiration of the horse-

men. 'Mr. Sams also told how he settled the

skepticism of a Maryland farmer. The farmer

said to him: "What are you, a Baltimore law-

yer, coming down here for to talk good roads?

What do you get out of it?" Mr. Sams' reply

was: "My friend, my veins are not full of ice

water, and I love the State of Maryland."

In the absence of Chairman Dorner, of Mil-

waukee, the Highway Committee of the L. A.

W. was represented by Joseph A. Latham, of

Providence, a civil engineer, who gave a stere-

opticon talk, describing many roads in New
England, also in Europe and India. This

ended the session.

Political Forecasting.

In the hotel corridor it is told with cer-

tainty that Keenan will be president, Foltz,

of Indiana, first vice-president, and either

Cooke, of Rhode Island, or Kingsbury, of

New Hampshire, second vice-president,

Kingsbury being rather favored on account
of his comparative youth and energy. On
the other hand, Mr. Cooke, who is a veteran

worker, is highly respected. For the Racing
Board chairmanship, Mears, of Cleveland;
Gerlach, of Chicago, and Henry Robinson, of

Boston, are mentioned as prospectives. Rob-

inson is not likely to accept if he is offered

the position. Gerlach is a patent lawyer in

Chicago, whose income ought to be sufficient

to prevent his "hankering after" the possible

$2,500 per year Racing Board "allowance,"

so that Mears is the most likely candidate.

He says that he is a candidate, but that he

has no promise from Keenan.

This evening most of the delegates are

either lounging about the hotel corridor or

attending the various theatres. A considera-

ble party has gone to a vaudeville house.

Later: They owned the house.

To-night there was a caucus, with racing

control the chief topic. Sterling Elliott, the

author of the proposition to drop racing,

urged his point, and, although the case seemed

hopeless, it was finally decided to let the mat-

ter go to the Assembly to-morrow for dis-

cussion.

There was also a Western caucus to-night.

Nothing significant was done, although it was

determined by most of the Westerners to

assist Detroit in her effort to secure the next

assembly. Jacksonville, Fla., has suddenly

bobbed up as a candidate. Philadelphia is

also in the field. Jacksonville is not unlikely

to win, regardless of any additional expense

which might be incurred to travel to Florida.

It may be a case of attractiveness versus

justice or utility.

The Good Roads Dinner.

Some of the cyclists present at the annual

dinner given to-night by the Providence

Horse Improvement Association are: Isaac

B. Potter, Sterling Elliott, Conway Sams, G.

Richmond Parsons, Abbot Bassett, Nelson
H. Gibbs, Louis C. LeRoy, Howard L. Per-

kins, H. B. Fullerton, George L. Cooke,

Charles S. Davol, Judge Charles E. Simms,

Jr., and others.

Steiliug Elliott was introduced as the in-

ventor of the bicycle sulky. He kept them
laughing. It will be remembered that when
Elliott's sulky, with small spider wheels and
pneumatic tires, made its first appearance on
the track among the old high-wheel sulkies,

one of the most famous drivers in the country

said he would not disgrace himself by going

to the grand stand on such an odd-looking

machine. An humbler man drove the sulky,

won the race, and to-day that is the preva-

lent style of sulky.

Freelove O. Stanley again spoke on the

horseless carriage. He talked this time more
sentimentally and less technically. He thought
the automobile would be the best thing that

ever happened to the horse.

Sams, of Maryland, is highly sympathetic,

and responded glowingly to many sentiments

expressed in Governor Dyer's talk. Sams'
speech was patriotic, contained allusions to

the friendliness between the North and South,

and when he concluded, th« company sang
"Maryland, My Maryland," accompanied by
the orchestra.

Abbot Bassett responded to the toast "The
League," in his usual quaint fashion. He
described the feast as a peace festival. He
said that when the League of American
Wheelmen was founded in this State nearly '

twenty years ago it was regarded as a declara-

tion of war by those horsemen who took any
notice of it at all.

The dinner began late and ended in the

wee sma' hours. The closing song was "My
Country, 'Tis of Thee."
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Stearns

Variety*
STEARNS bicycles for 1899 comprise J2 models of new

and advanced construction and of the highest tyf e, a variety

not offered by any other concern in the world.

The Chainless
—Models G and H, possesses all of the distinguishing charac-

teristics of the Stearns—grace, symmetry, economy of weight,

great rigidity and strength—and added to it perfect bevel-gear

mechanism. The bearings may be adjusted entirely indepen-

dent of the gear.

The Cushion Frame
—Models K and L, are more comfortable wheels than have ever

before been built. The Cushion Frame device takes up all

vibration and enables the rider to sit in the saddle w^ith ease over

rough roads and to ride loag distances with little fatigue.

The Specials
—in design are most graceful and are lighter than the models

of last year. They are probably the lightest regularly built road

wheels in the world, weighing but 2J^ and 23/^ pounds.

The Models E and F
—have the pronounced Stearns features—narrow tread, low

crank-hanger drop, light weight, the best saddle equipment,

and pedals of new design.

The 30-inch
—in other respects like the Stearns Special, will be furnished

to those who wish them.

The Track Racer
—has been especially designed for the many riders who prefer

the Stearns for racing. It weighs but 20 pounds.

The Tandems
—for t899 are also entirely new models, with extremely narrow

tread, centre-driving forward chain running over J6-tooth

sprockets, and other Stearns characteristics.

E* C* Stearns & Co*,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

210 McAllister Street, San Francisco.

67 Adelaide Street, West, Toronto, Ontario.

5^*^?*^*^*

THE TINKHAM COMPANY,
Metropolitan Agents,

306-3J0 West 59th Street,! ^ ^ jt NEW YORK.

•i-.f
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Waverley
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is a beautiful piece of skillful workmanship— beautiful

in design, beautiful in finish and every detail, and
beautiful in the sterling quality that gives endless satis-

faction.

We have tested and proved it

until we know its worth.^.^

And we have placed a price upon it that should be

w^ithin the reach of everybody

—

THE nNEST BICYCLE
EVER BUILT $40

For those who must have a lower priced bicycle,

yet want a good one :

THE rVANHOE SPECIAL, - $35

IVANHOE BICYCLES, $25 and $26

ELECTRIC MOTOR VEHICLES
The lightest, simplest, handsomest and most efficient

Motor Carriages yet placed before the public Entirely

beyond the experimental stage. We can now fill orders

for some styles at short notice. Good Waverley Agents

get the preference.

INDIANA BICYCLE CO.
INDL\NAPOLIS, IND.

^
»

»

^¥^¥#^l^^¥#^^^^!£^
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THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY—Continued.

FIRST DAY OF ASSEMBLY.

Providence, Thursday.—A clear, bright

day and growing colder. The mercury is

down at about zero. President Potter came
down to breakfast at about eight o'clock,

looking a trifle pale after his siege of a couple

of days and nights of conversation and
speech-making. Other delegates began the

day at about the same time, those who at-

tended the good roads banquet being a little

later than the others. There is no evidence

of debauchery; no drunks or anything of that

kind among the ninety-five delegates. Sec-

retary Bassett made the remark this morning
that this is his working day.

The National Assembly opened at 11 a. m.,

in Columbia Hall, which is usually occupied
by the Odd Fellows. It is a home-like sort

of place, and in the morning the ventilation

was found sufficient to carry oflf all the to-

bacco smoke. Before the roll was called

tickets were issued by the local committee for

the vaudeville entertainment in the evening.

There were 96 delegates personally present and
134 by proxy; 228 votes in all.

President Potter's Report.

President Potter said that the work of the

year was conducted under trying conditions.

There was the war and stagnation of business

to contend with. There was practically no gain

in membership. Virginia took her place with

ten other States by passing a law compelling
railways to carry bicycles as baggage. Cycle

paths developed considerably in their import-

ance. New York State has constructed about

1,200 miles in the past few years. Much active

work has been done in the department of local

organization, and Mr. Potter believed that this

work would be the most important in increas-

ing membership. The loaning of money from
the national treasury to the divisions was ex-

cused by pleading the importance of the local

work done by the divisions. Nearly one mil-

lion applications and renewal blanks were sent

out at the expense of the national treasury.

Nearly l?4,000 were received from members and
spent for them by the periodical-subscription

department, which secures magazines at re-

duced prices. Good work was done by the

Touring Committee, which was started in

1898. He recommended that this be made a

permanent committee. The Elwell European
tour for '99 was an assured success, several

hundred members having already written to

Mr. Elwell. The party will leave late in April

and remain about six weeks at an expense of

about $200 per man.

Bassett Denounces " Booms."

Secretary Bassett delivered his annual

classic, beginning "It is not for us this year

to sound a joyful note," and so on. The
League suffered in 1898 for the boom in 1897.

That boom, he said, was largely due to the

offering of prizes by the official organ. He
called attention to the fact that the L. A. W.
membership in the year just passed was the

largest in the organization's history, excepting

only the boom year, 1897. He told of good
works done in '97—the establishment of the

periodical department, through which mem-
bers bought at cost, last year, nearly $4,000

worth of magazines; the duty-free privilege for

members visiting Canada with their wheels;

the circulation among farmers of Otto Dor-
ner's remarkably able pamphlet; the circula-

tion of President Potter's books on "Cycle

Paths" and "Wide Tires," and so on. Of
the boom of 1897 he said: "On the ashes of a

mistaken idea let us erect an edifice that shall

more surely stand. Let us give a reason for

our existence that the world will endorse and

applaud." Good advice! With the League's

financial and racing interests in competent

hands and an official organ that will give

proper publicity, every week in the year, to the

good things the League has to offer wheelmen,

the organization ought to prosper.

With the consent of the Assembly, the re-

port of the Executive and Finance Committee
was omitted, on the ground, Mr. Potter said,

that all the information it contained was con-

tained in the reports of the secretary, treas-

urer and committees. Apparently this report

of the Executive and Finance Committee is

useless and ought to be discontinued unless

the new president sees to it that the Executive

Committee is in some way enabled to get a

more accurate control of the finances. As it

is now many have power to spend and there is

no watch-dog to the treasury.

Mr. Kingsbury, of 'New Hampshire, re-

ported that on account of the well-lubricated

machinery of the League the Membership
Committee had had only one-third as much
work to do as any of its predecessors. Twenty-
one cases were received and acted upon. Five

protests were dismissed and none were sus-

tained. Only one request for expulsion was
granted.

The Massachusetts Squabble.

Rights and Privileges Committee.—Mr.

Sams, of Maryland, submitted two reports,

one regular, one special. The regular report

stated that the committee's work had been

light. There were only three cases of im-

portance. Incidentally, too great a proportion

of the committee's work fell upon the chair-

man because, he thought, the addresses of the

other two members were not printed in the

official organ. The special report covered

the claim of Peck, of Massachusetts, that Mr.

Wolfson had been illegally elected secretary-

treasurer of Massachusetts Division. No
fraud was found. The count was properly con-

ducted. Both ballots used were irregular. In

view of this irregularity the election was not

entirely proper, but the irregularity was un-

essential and did not change the result to the

disadvantage of Peck, and the committee

recommended that the election be allowed to

stand. This Massachusetts election was close,

the winner being ahead only eight votes. The
comimittee's suggestion was followed by the

Assembly.

The Rules and Regulations Committee had

little to report. They had gone over the

amendments to be offered at the Assembly
and had published them in the "Bulletin."

A Roast from the Highway Committee.

Highway Improvement Committee.—In the

absence of Chairman Dorner, of Milwaukee,
the report was read by Mr. Mears. The dawn
of '99 shows the organization of the largest

farmers' association in the United States

backing up the good roads work of the L. A.

W. Out of the total of one million 40-page
pamphlets to be distributed among farmers,

300,000 have been circulated. The agitation

which has been carried on for eighteen years

is now really taking definite shape and splen-

did results are in prospect. Great progress

has been made in the efforts to secure State

aid, especially in Minnesota, where a con-

stitutional obstacle was removed by a vote of

70,000 against 30,000. Great pressure was
brought to bear on Congress by a delegation of

several hundred farmers from the national or-

ganization mentioned. At every session of the

New York Legislature the L. A. W. has been

represented for many years in behalf of State

aid, and at last success was attained and al-

ready 56 petitions have been filed in New
York State for such aid. The committee has

the addresses of 450,000 farmers. These ad-

dresses were secured through local consuls.

To 220,000 of these the literature has gone.

Envelopes for the balance have been ad-

dressed, but the pamphlets have not been

printed on account of having no cash. There
is also a list of over one million other ad-

dresses, in list form, also secured through the

consuls. No postage is required in mailing this

matter on account of the co-operation of the

Government. This means a saving of nearly

$3,000. The cost of printing, addressing and
mailing 100,000 pamphlets is about $575. The
report thanked Chief Consul Van Valkenburg,

of Wisconsin, for clerical aid furnished with-

out cost. The report complained emphatically

at the delay on the part of the Executive Com-
mittee in making appropriations. Chairman
Dorner was repeatedly in receipt of dunning

letters and telegrams, was twice threatened

with suit and at two different times advanced

$413 and $437 of his own funds to keep mat-

ters moving. One bill remained unpaid from

February, '98, till July, '98, after twenty letters

and several telegrams had been sent and while

the treasury contained several thousand dollars

lying idle. There was inability to pay clerical

help on account of similar delay. This caused

delay in mailing pamphlets to farmers until

January, '99, after legislatures had convened.

Valuable "bad roads" stereopticon slides had

been duplicated and are now in use in various

parts of the country. Good work has been

done in the direction of grooved rails for street

railways. It was a fine report and was en-

thusiastically applauded.

Potter Explains Away Domer's Complaint.

President Potter explained the financial dif-

ficulty. It appears that Chairman Dorner was

threatened with suit by St. Louis parties for

work in connection with Good Roads Day at

the National Assembly in St. Louis. Treas-

urer Clendening, of Kentucky, became a

traveling salesman and somehow there was

neglect in transferring his funds from the Ken-

tucky bank to the new treasurer in New Jer-

sey. The other case, inability to get money
with which to pay clerical help, was one in

which Dorner forwarded the papers to Presi-

dent Potter, who promptly forwarded them to

the first vice-president. That officer was called

away by military service. The papers went

to him at the front, were lost and never came

back. Mr. Potter also explained that while

the highway department work was very im-

portant there might have to be less expendi-

ture in future. The expenses during the past

year will probably be found to have been about

$5,000. The L. A. W. is now having hard

times financially and the absolute necessities
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of the divisions and national treasury must be

considered.

Mt. Van Valkenburg arose and said he had

in his hand a telegram from Chairman Dor-

ner saying that he had again been threatened

with suit and that the Assembly ought to see

that he received immediately the $500 neces-

sary to relieve him from this embarrassment.

The Assembly referred the matter to the new

Executive Committee with a plea to help Mr.

Dorner as quickly as possible.

The Transportation Committee report did

not come. Chairman Ayers is in New York

on very important business and probably has

been prevented from making his report.

The Racing Board Report.

The Racing Board's report was cause for

close attention. Conway W. Sams, of Mary-

land, explained Chairman Mott's absence by

saying that he was a Government employe,

that the nation was supposed to be at war and

that Mr. Mott couldn't get away. Mr. Sams

read the report, which covered thirteen type-

written pages. Mt. Mott personally granted

571 sanctions. Mr. Waite, of Poughkeepsie,

N. Y., granted 409; Robinson, of Massachu-

setts, 348; Foltz, of Indiana, 279; Sheridan, of

Missouri, 226; Doty, 106. Six hundred and

twenty-one professionals were registered and

over 20,000 wheelmen engaged in racing either

as professionals or amateurs. With the excep-

tion of a few of the larger cities, racing has

been financially successful for promoters and

racing men. The meets in the smaller towns

are more profitable because the proportion of

attendance to expense is larger. The report

discussed the amateur question. Many ama-

teurs frankly admit that they are such simply

because it is more profitable for them. The

racing rules, however, prohibit accepting

wheels, tires, saddles, etc. This rule covered

the Peabody case in Chicago. Some humor

entered into the work of the board: A rider

was transferred to the professional class; an

assistant secretary of state and two judges

joined in a plea to have the man transferred

back, on the ground that the main revenue

of the rider's widowed mother was from his

race winnings. He wanted to be a professional

and didn't know it.

The board beheved that the gain in League

membership, due to the racing department, is

by far greater than the loss through criticism

of that department. The practice of ama-

teurs entering as novices after winning many

prizes has become very common. Hence,

registration of amateurs is considered very

necessary so as to establish the identity of

the riders. There are nearly 5,000 profes-

sionals on the records, but only 621 partici-

pated in racing last year. Of these ninety-

eight are under suspension for riding in un-

sanctioned races.

How the Outlaws Begfan.

Chairman Mott attributes the outlaw racing

men's association to the refusal of the Na-

tional Assembly last year to admit profes-

sionals. He believes the racing men con-

sidered that action as meaning that the rac-

ing department would be discontinued after

this present Assembly.

The national circuit of '97 proved gener-

ally unsatisfactory to the racing men. First

prizes were $40, and the racing men thought

they should be $150. A live-and-let-live pol-

icy was agreed upon, and the result was a very

successful national circuit in 1898.

As the auditors' report shows, the earnings

of the Racing Board permitted Chairman

Mott to allow himself $2,500 for 1898, and to

each of his associates $500. This, his report

says, is unprecedented.

The ideal Racing Board is described by

Mr. Mott. He says that the chairmanship

should be as approximately permanent as that

of the secretary of the L. A. W., and he

should have no other occupation. In about

two years the chairman is only in the be-

ginning of his best usefulness. The mem-
bers of the board should be numerous, and

should be composed of experienced handi-

cappers, who should remain handicappers.

These assistants also should be appro.ximately

permanent and should be remunerated.

The voice of Wallace Sherwood, of Indiana,

chairman of the Committee on Local Organi-

zation, was almost inaudible through a cold.

The report will appear in the "Bulletin."

Sensational Auditor's Report Disposed of.

The report of the Auditing Committee was

not read, as it had been printed and circulated

among the members. The report contained

recommendations which by inference re-

flected seriously upon the bookkeeping done

by members of the Racing Board, with the

exception of Mr. Foltz, of Indiana. Mr.

Sams, in behalf of Mr. Mott, challenged the

recommendations made by Auditor Green-

burg, and which criticised Mr. Mott's method
of keeping accounts. It appears that Mr.

Mott has not kept books in the ordinary sense

of the term and engaged an expert to put

matters in ship-shape at the finish. There is

no use in rehashing here the details. Suffice

it to say that the Assembly, after a "hot old

time," with Sams as Mott's champion, re-

ferred the recommendations to the Executive

Committee, with the suggestion that a uni-

form system of bookkeeping be ado^vted for

the next Racing Board. Mr. Sams, aided by
Robinson and Foltz of the Racing Board,

satisfied the Assembly that there was nothing

crooked in the Racing Board.

Mr. Sams explained the $660 item (not

$800) outstanding against the Racing Board
at the close of its year. About $60 he said

had been paid to him for legal services. About
$500 was paid to Mr. Miner, who is Mr.
Potter's law partner, in the suit brought by
Brady, et al., against Mott and Potter, of the

L. A. W., and Henry Sturmey, of the Inter-

national Cyclists' Association in England.
That expenditure was made by the Executive
Committee, and should not be charged to the

Racing Board. During the discussion Mr.
Van Valkenburg called attention to the fact

that the money paid to the lawyers could
have been used to save the chairman of the

Highway Committee great embarrassment.
Mr. Potter wanted to explain the expendi-

ture of $150 in paying the way of George
Banker as American representative in the
world's championships at Paris. Banker was
in Paris. Chairman Mott informed the Ex-
ecutive Committee that the L. A. W. was
being criticised for not participating in in-

ternational events. The Executive Commit-

tee, therefore, made the appropriation, es-

pecially as it was known that the L. A. W.
would receive more in return in actual cash

than that amount—probably $200.

A recess was taken at 1 p. m.

The morning session had waked up the

element of boyishness and a desire to discuss,

and whereas the hotel dining room had pre-

viously been quiet, it became Hvely, though

not quite boisterous. The afternoon session

opened at 3.15 o'clock.

The E.xecutive Committee, which had been

instructed to examine into the feasibility of

turning over the control of racing to some

other body or organization, reported that it

had found no organization fit to relieve the

L. A. W. of that control.

New Officers £lected.

In a felicitous speech Van Valkenburg, of

Wisconsin, nominated Thomas J. Keenan, Jr.,

of Pittsburg, and at present first vice-presi-

dent of the L. A. W., for the office of presi-

dent. Messrs. Boyle, Kireker and Sterling

Elliott seconded the nomination. Of course

the election was unanimous, and once more
Secretary Bassett cast the ballot and re-

peated what has been heard at so many other

assemblies: "The secretary has cast the ballot

as instructed and finds that Mr. So-and-so

is unanimously elected." Mr. Keenan made
a short speech about the mantle of his giant

predecessors — Potter and Elliott— setting

loosely upon his shoulders. "I have no pol-

icy to announce, other than earnest concern

for the up-building of the League, and to

watch the affairs of the organization for the

interests of all concerned."

Mr. Sams, of Maryland, said Indiana had
asked him to nominate Herbert W. Foltz of

the Hoosier State for the first vice-presidency.

Mr. Foltz will make an admirable secretary

for the Executive Committee, and his nomina-
tion was seconded by Sterling Elliott and
George Bahl, of Florida, and was of course

unanimously put through.

Mr. Potter relinquished the chair to Mr.

Hines, of Michigan, and nominated Robert

T. Kingsbury, chief consul and formerly sec-

retary-treasurer of New Hampshire, for the

second vice-presidency. Cooke, of Rhode
Island, who had also been a candidate for the

position, seconded the motion. Unanimously
elected.

Mr. Sams, as will be shown throughout this

report, was very much in evidence at this

."Yssemhly as a speech-maker. He is a man
of considerable tact, a ready parliamentarian,

a Southerner in speech, handsome, fair-minded

and. all in all, is the most picturesque figure

in the Assembly of '99. Mr. Sams was asked

by New Jersey to speak for the re-election,

as treasurer, of J. C. Tattersall, of Trenton,

N. J. Chief Consul E. J. O'Brien, of Omaha,
had been thinking he would like the treasurer-

ship himself, but he seconded the nomination

cheerfully. Re-election unanimous.

A new Auditing Committee was found to

be necessary. Mr. Bassett said: "For the first

time in a great many years I am going into

politics. I am sorry I am not to nominale the

gentleman who has held the position of chair-

man of the Auditing Committee for so long.

Mr. Adams has been a good and faithful offi-

cer. Unfortunately for the League he declines

to be a candidate this year. And so I held a

caucus with myself last night. It lasted into

the small hours of the morning. (Laughter.)

I think it would be very graceful for this
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Trade Items.

Fred Wohlfahrt will open a bicycle store in

Westphalia, Mich.

G. Kilgore will open a bicycle store in

Grand Forks, N. D.

John Lindsay will build a bicycle repair

shop in Millbury, Mass.

William Drawbauch will open a bicycle

store in Carlisle, Pa.

P. Kneller, bicycle dealer, of Chicago, re-

cently gave bill of sale for $470.

The Wellston Cycle Co., Wellston, O., has

been succeeded by Lafayette Arthur.

The bicycle firm of Barkhuff & Conover,

of Amsterdam, N. Y., is reported to have

failed.

L. A. Jones, bicycle dealer of Miller's Sta-

tion, Pa., is reported to have given execution

for $559.

Cobb & Holmes, of Detroit, Mich., bicycle

dealers, are reported to have given judgment

for $188.

Garner & Shehan, bicycle dealers of New
Sharon, la., are reported to have dissolved

partnership.

W. S. Hunt, of Erie, Pa., will have charge

of the repair department of the Geneva Cycle

Co., Geneva, O.

Wn Schermerhorn, bicycle dealer of

Springfield, 111., has been succeeded by Scher-

merhorn & Cook.

J. D. Arnold, 1325 New York avenue,

Washington, D. C, is offering his bicycle

business for sale.

The bicycle firm of Reinwald & Gunther,

of Baltimore, Md., is reported to have dis-

solved partnership.

A new store will be opened up in Fairbury,

Neb., for the sale of hardware, sporting

goods, etc., by Howell Bros.

Frank Evans, of Chicago, 111., has sold his

bicycle shop to W. G. Gullung, who will

continue the business on a larger scale.

4- "A Thing Once Scientifically Correct is Forever Correct." i

Therefore we Announce the Same Line

for iSgg and Continue to make the. . .

.

FAMOUS OLD.
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Not a Fad
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Not a Freak

!

Scientifically Correct I

^^
Tested and Approved
by Thousands ofRiders
for Tears, now Made
Better Than Ever.

fioest Quality Saddle Ever Made.

PRICE * ALWAYS AND EVERYWHERE. $4-00
Have it on your wheel for 1899. Jobbers
and dealers can supply it. Send for book-
let, "Scientific Saddle Making."

Kirkpatrick Saddle Co., Springfield, Ohio.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Put up for Wheelmen
IN FLEXIBLE TUBES, PERFUMED.

KREMONIA.
The only ammonia preparation.
Harmless to the skin and all fabrics.

Excellent for cleaning hands after fixing- oily

wheels. Will remove grease spots from cloth-

ing instantly. Refreshing to bathe the face with
when beside any spring or brook when touring.

Soothing to the skin, making it soft, white
and smooth.

Removes odor of perspiration instantly.

When fatigued, invigorating to smell.
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For sale by all druggists, etc.

or by mail on receipt of 15c.

MANUFACTURED ONtT BT

ZUCKER & LEYETT & LOEB CO.,

521 West 25th Street,

NEW YORK CITY.
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An Extra Fine Wheel Lightest Running. Finest Wheel of '99.

'V
ADULTS, $35 to $75. JUVENILES, $20 to $30.

New Wheels. Up-To-Date.
A limited number of Live Agents wanted.

THE TH0I>1AS IMFG. CO., SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.

Thomas No. 29 Racer/

10 Warren Street, New York.
21 S. Market Street, Boston.

217 N. Broad Street, Phila.
48 S. Clinton Street, Chicago.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

ASK FOR
PRICES.
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Assembly to recognize in some manner our

hosts, and I propose Mr. Howard L. Perkins,

of Providence. He is an expert accountant

and can fill the office to your satisfaction." Mr.

Bassett nominated as Mr. Perkins' associates

Thomas M. Skiles and Clarence W. Small,

the latter of Portland, Me. Mr. Sams sec-

onded the nominations, said he had known all

of the gentlemen well for a long time and

they were of course elected.

Next Assembly in Florida.

The matter of the Assembly for February,

1900, developed rivalry between Philadelphia,

Detroit and Jacksonville. There was much

talk about railroad rates, business opposed to

pleasure, etc. George L. Bahl, of Florida, dis-

covered himself to be a funny talker of the

first water. His arguments in favor of Jack-

sonville were so quaint and taking that he car-

ried the Assembly with him. There was an

effort to refer the matter to the Executive

Committee with a recommendation favoring

Jacksonville, but finally the Assembly decided

the matter for itself. 'Someone said that if

the railways, knowing that the Assembly was

committed to Florida, proved arbitrary, dele-

gates could go down by boat. A Western

voice called out: "Have you any steamship

lines across the country?" A good point,

but everybody would be glad to get to Jack-

sonville somehow. There are six express

trains a day between that city and New York.

The service to and from the West is also ex-

cellent and the fares are very low. One and

one-third fare from New York would be

about $18, just about what it would cost to

go from New York to Detroit and return.

During the discussion about the next As-

sembly it appeared that while Mr. Keenan

might make a very effective president, he did

not seem to be quite in his element as pre-

siding officer. His parliamentary knowledge

v/as all right, however, and to-morrow's report

will show that he can be quite firm and busi-

nesslike in meeting.

Here They Filibustered.

At 5.10 p. m. the Assembly reached the

amendments to constitution and by-laws. The

first of these was on the control of racing. It

was a foregone conclusion that the League

would not give up the control of racing at

this time, but Sterling Elliott, convinced that

the public expected a discussion of the sub-

ject by the Assembly, and afraid that there

might be an attempt to rush matters so as to

close the Assembly to-night instead of to-

morrow, began filibustering, and at 6.40 an ad-

journment was had until to-morrow. The
filibustering was really good-natured, but it

had the aspect of a good old-time League
scrap, without which apparently no National

Assembly would be complete.

To-night nearly all of the delegates at-

tended a first-class, refined vaudeville show.

In a box were Mayor Baker, ex-Presidents

Elliott and Potter, President Keenan, Secre-

tary Bassett and Chief Consul Cooke.

Ask Them; They "Will Confirm It.

Edmond & Metzel, Chicago, makers of the

Perpetual pedal, which was recently illustrated

in The Wheel, say they received a large num-
ber of letters from the notice and orders suf-

ficient to warrant their moving into a larger

factory at 253 South Canal street.

SECOND DAY OF ASSEMBLY.

Providence, Friday.—A zero day. The

breakfasters got going about 9 a. m. There

was distributed this morning a beautifully en-

graved acknowledgment "by the Boston people

to each member of the National Assembly for

having given Boston the '99 meet. This was

decided by mail vote recently. Mr. Potter

went home last night. The delegates gathered

in the lodge room a little after 10 o'clock

and smoked and talked. On this, practically

the third day, individual characteristics began

to melt and the crowd became more like a

homogeneous bunch of good fellowship. The

lawyers have had their parliamentary frolics.

The round-tablers, who like to sit up and talk

all night, are now in proper condition, and

the whole affair is becoming very family-like.

The session began at 10.35.

The New President's Salary.

Boyle, of Pennsylvania, moved that the sum

of $8,500 be appropriated for the president;

this amount to include the president's personal

expenses. Unanimously carried.

Van Valkenburg, of Wisconsin, moved that

the secretary ascertain the names of members

who have been delinquent since April, 1898,

and who went into military service, and that

such members be placed upon the paid-up list.

Unanimously carried.

Before taking up the amendments Presi-

dent Keenan said that he had allowed con-

siderable latitude yesterday, but that expedi-

tion would be the rule to-day.

Important to Racing Men.

One hour had been agreed upon for each

of the two factions on the control of racing.

To tell in detail what followed would be to

substantially repeat the argument of years

gone by. Mr. Elliott spoke strongly and con-

sistently in favor of dropping the control of

racing—not that he believed the idea of con-

trolling racing to be bad, but that he con-

sidered the rules under which the L. A. W.

governed racing to be both unsuitable and

too numerous.

Judge Sims, of New York City, strongly

urged the dropping -of professional racing

only. His motion was lost—164 to 64, Massa-

chusetts, New York, New Hampshire and

Rhode Island supporting Sims.

Elliott's amendment was to cut out racing

entirely. That was lost by 161 to 69.

The amendment of Wallace Sherwood, of

Indiana, to strike the word "amateur" from

the constitution was lost, though the vote

was 114 in favor and 105 against.

Mr. Sams, of Maryland, introduced an

amendment affecting amateur racing men.

The by-laws provided that professionals, be-

fore entering races run under L. A. W. rules,

shall register with the Racing Board, the fee

being $2. Mr. Sams' amendment, which was

argued in the morning but unanimously

adopted in the afternoon, provides for regis-

tration a similar fee from amateurs who are

not L. A. W. members, and registration and

a 50-cent fee from those who are L. A. W.
members, the fees to be divided between the

Racing Board and the national treasury. One
of the objects of this amendment is to pre-

vent, by registration, the habit some amateurs

have of indulging in too many novice races

and otherwise enjoying themselves outside the

pale of honesty.

Mr. Sams introduced another important

motion, which was passed. It gives profes-

sionals "a sort of a kind of" representation

in the National Assembly. Informally, after

the meeting. President Keenan said the pros

would also be represented on the Racing

Board—not technically, but practically; one

of their number would, in effect, have a voice

in the board. Mr. Sams' measure, as adopted,

reads: "The professional racing men regis-

tered with the Racing Board shall have the

right to elect one representative, who shall

be a member of the Assembly; and said elec-

tion shall be held under such rules and regula-

tions as the Committee on Rights and Privi-

leges may hereafter formulate."

Mr. Foltz, for the Racing Board, presented

several applications for reinstatement as am-
ateurs. The reasons appeared to Be good,

and the requests were granted by the Assem-
bly.

Mr. Van Valkenburg made a strong effort

for the reinstatement of Earl W. Peabody, of

Chicago, who was professionalized by accept-

ing wheels and tires. The effort failed.

Abbot Bassett's amendment to discontinue

fining delinquent members was unanimously
carried. Those who drop their L. A. W.
membership may now renew at any time with-

out making new application, by simply paying
back dues.

National Treasury's Share Reduced.

After considerable argument, and especially

after a statement by President Keenan and
Secretary Bassett that the national treasury

could do with a per capita tax of 85 cents in-

stead of 40 cents, but not with less than 35

cents, Mr. Locke's amendment to increase the

division share by decreasing the national

share was put through on the basis of 35 cents

from each renewal or new membership fee.

In order to get along on this basis certain

economies will have to be instituted in the na-

tional department of the League. The presi-

dent so stated. Secretary Bassett stated that

if the national treasury's portion were made
25 cents instead of 35, the machinery of his

office would be paralyzed for seven months out

of the year.

Has-Beens Must Remain Has-Beens.

Mr. Mears' amendment to the constitution,

making all ex-presidents, ex-vice-presidents,

ex-chief consuls, and ex-secretary-treasurers

permanent members of the National Assembly,

was lost. A provision of the amendment was

that these ex-officers shall have served three

or more consecutive years in the capacities

mentioned, in divisions having a membership

of 1,000 or more. The measure was to have

been retroactive. There was some very ani-

mated discussion. Cooke, of Rhode Island,

objected because it meant an increase in the

power of large divisions in the Assembly and

would probably make the Assembly too large.

Mr. Elliott said that these ex-officers, being

men of experience and paying their own trans-

portation, would be highly desirable on the

floor of the Assembly. Secretary Bassett

stated merely as information that the measure

would immediately increase the Assembly by

twenty members andthat the increase from now
on would be greater in proportion than up to

this time. Bahl, of Florida, protested that the

measure discriminated against the small divis-
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A good ladies' wheel is an important feature in any dealer's

line. A bicycle whose appearance is attractive to that most criti-

cal buyer is a winner. There are many of them who want the best

they can buy, but the lines, finish and general appearance must

be perfect. The seat and handle-bar must be just the right dis-

tance apart. The machine must be easy to mount; the pedal

must be dainty and without project'ons to catch the dress; and,

above all, the finish must be superb.

We have considered all these points, and in the National

Model 26 you will find

THE Lady's Wheel of the Year.
Get Catalogue.

NATIONAL CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO.,
BAY CITY, MICH.

Have you ever thought how few bad accounts you make
on ladies' wheels?

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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The Mcllroy Automatic

•1

...Coaster and Brake.

NEAT, COMPACT. SERVICEABLE.

CAN BE FITTED TO ANY BICYCLE. PRICE $6.00. WRITE
FOR DESCRIPTION.

_&lso Manufacturers of THE BUNDY Gas Lamp.

The Frank E. Bundy Lamp Co.,

Elmira, N. Y., U. S. A.
•j* Kindly mention The Wheel.

THE GLAUS BAR
Heretofore we have urged dealers to specify

CLAUS BARS.
It was to their interest to do so. As soon

as they begin to sell to the rider they will find
it out.

We have been getting trade ready for deal-
ers. We are doing what no other handle-bar
maker is doing—advertising our bar before
the rider.

There will be many single Claus bars bought
this season. No sundry will be a better seller—a bigger money-maker than the Claus bar.
We want every dealer to be ready to meet

the trade we have got ready for him. We want
him to stock the Claus. The more he buys
the more he will sell. Write for prices to-day.

THE GLAUS HANDLE-BAR MANUFACTURING GG.

Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. A.

I
I
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Kindly mention The Wheel.
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WITHOUT A PEER

. . THE APOLLO .

.

m—FOR '99

—

m

AH the op-to-date features. Quality and Finish

Unsurpassed.

. . THE VESPER . .

Finest medium- grade bicycle on the market. Fauber

pattern hanger, solid seat-post cluster with

expander, etc.

,.THE DEVON.*
Good wheel to sell at cheap price—2-piece hanger, flush-

joints, etc.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE
CATALOGUE READY JANUARY 1st.

Edw* K* Tryon, Jr., & Co.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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ions. Seward, of Massachusetts, said this

meant the beginning of a House of Lords.

He pleaded for "an active, present, live or-

ganization, not a collection of relics of the

past." Mr. Belding said that New York State

was in favor of the amendment. An effort to

have the size of divisions 500 instead of 1,000

was lost. Later, Seward, of IMassachusetts,

set up a laugh by satirically saying with re-

gard to the use of proxy votes in the matter:

"It is very proper that dead sheets of paper

should represent dead people. If it were pos-

sible I would like to include those chief con-

suls who are dead." The vote on the amend-

ment was 126 for, 101 against.

At 1 o'clock recess was taken until 2 p. m.

The afternoon session opened at 2.45 p. m.

with about one-third of the delegates absent

—

gone home.

Secretary Bassett read a communication

from Charles H. Luscomb, ex-president of the

L. A. W. and now president of the New York
Military Athletic League, suggesting alliance

between these two organizations. Mr. Beld-

ing, of New York, moved that the matter be

referred to the Executive Committee and Rac-

ing Board. Carried.

President Keenan gave formal announce-

ment to the fact that Boston had secured the

'99 meet in competition with Buffalo. Boston

has had no League meet since 1896.

I,arge Indemnity for I^enz Demanded.

President Keenan also brought up the mat-

ter of Frank Lenz, the Pittsburg globe-girdlei'

who was murdered in Turkish dominions.

Mr. Keenan had brought the matter before a

previous Assembly, which had requested the

United States Government to ask for indem-

nity. The request was placed with Mr.

Keenan, who shortly afterward visited Wash-

ington and with Senator Quay pressed the

matter before Secretary of State Sherman.

The Government has been quietly active in

the matter and has made on Turkey a demand

for a large amount of indemnity. Turkey has

legally acknowledged the indebtedness and the

United States have a legal representative at

Constantinople to look after the claim. Mr.

Keenan suggested that this Assembly, in be-

half of Lenz's widowed mother, urge the Gov-

ernment to ask for speedy settlement. Quick-

ly and unanimously carried.

Kireker's amendment dealing with the mat-

ter of divisions dividing themselves into ter-

ritorial districts was carried.

Mr. Locke's amendment to the by-laws,

providing for the transportation of chief con-

suls, as well as their sleeping car fare and

hotel bills, in visiting National Assemblies, to

be paid out of the national treasury, was lost

by 172 to 34. A bad motion, well buried.

Mr. Cooke put through an amendment to

the by-laws affecting the annual League meet.

His amendment read: "There shall be an an-

nual meet^of the League, at such place as the

National Assembly, by secret mail vote in the

month of January, shall determine. The time

of the same shall be decided upon by the Ex-

ecutive Committee; provided, however, that if

there be any contest for place the Executive

Committee shall have full power in the mat-

ter."

Mr. Potter's amendment covering proxies

was carried by a vote of 153 to 59. The by-

laws now are so amended that any delegate

from a division may represent another mem-
ber thereof by proxy, or in case a division is

not represented personally in the Assembly,

proxies from such divisions may be filed with

the secretary with written instructions clearly

indicating in what manner such proxies are

to be used. The provisions as to the manner
of sealing such proxies seem to make the idea

a safe one.

Mr. Bassett's amendment requiring that di-

vision secretary-treasurers deposit all division

funds in the name of the division was unani-

mously carried.

Mr. Collins, of Pennsylvania, referring to

the official space in the "L. A. W. Bulletin,"

moved that the reports of the Racing Board
undergo the supervision of Secretary Bassett

before publication. This is done now, but

with the sentiment of the Assembly behind

him, Secretary Bassett will do the work more
vigorously.

Need of Better Financial Management.

Kireker, of New Jersey, hit the nail on the

head when he said that there was at present

no satisfactory method of watching the

finances of the League. Each committee was
a spending power unto itself. He introduced

a resolution placing the entire matter of pay-

ments in the hands of the treasurer. Secre-

tary Bassett said he sometimes had to issue

fifty checks a day and that carrying this meas-

ure would paralyze the national machinery.

President Keenan said: "While the motion
may be impracticable it is certainly time that

there should be some reorganization of the

finances of the League. Nobody can tell how
they stand. Committees are practically inde-

pendent bodies. Under the present methods
of spending our money we cannot conduct

the League on businesslike principles. The
Executive Co'mmittee does require some power
for reorganization." The matter was referred

to the Executive Committee with power to

act.

Thanks were extended to the officers of the

Rhode Island Division.

The adoption of the Racing Board report,

which was laid over yesterday, was carried

unanimously, but few voices responded.

A motion that the president appoint a Press

Committee in the interest of the L. A. W.
was carried.

Mr. Tattersall moved that the president be

empowered to appoint a Touring Committee.

Mr. Elliott seconded the motion and said it

was an extremely important matter. It was

carried.

Mr. Pitman, of New York, called attention

to the fact that the L. A. W. was born in this

State nineteen years ago.

A vote of thanks to the retiring officers was
passed.

The nineteenth annual National Assembly
closed at 4 p. m., and the exodus from Provi-

dence to the four points of the compass was
quick and without ceremony.

Gideon, of Pennsylvania, may be offered

the Racing Board chairmanship and is said

to be willing. A fine man. iHe was chairman
once before and earned the title "Eagle
Eye."

There were four or five graybeards among
the delegates.

Those personally present at the Assembly were;
Connecticut.—W. A. Howell, Rockville; O. H. Ham-

mond, Torrington; W. A. Wells, Norwich; R. F.

Kelsey, Hartford; Lyman P. Chase, Winsted.

Florida.—George L. Bahl, Jacksonville.

Illinois.—George D. Locke, Jerseyville.

Indiana.—Wallace Sherwood, Indianapolis; James A.

Allison, Indianapolis; H. W. Foltz, Indianapolis.

Kansas.—W. M. Glenn, Topeka. (?)

Kentucky.—R. F. Pelouze, Louisville.

Maine.—Clarence W. Small, Portland.

Maryland.—Conway W. Sams, Baltimore; Thomas
W. Skiles, Baltimore,

Massachusetts.—Sterling Elliott, Aaron Wolfson,

Boston; G. Arthur Babbit, Taunton; Walter B.

Brackett, Boston; Col. Alfred M. Chadwick, Lowell;

James S. Gray, Mattapan; T. P. Hall, Lowell; Alex-

ander R. Keltic, Boston; John C. Kerrison, Boston;

Frank A. McKee and D. Edward Miller, Springfield;

F. M. Miller, Pittsfield; Henry C. Nickerson, Win-
chester; A. K. Peck, Boston; Fred Howard Porter,

Boston; Arthur W. Robinson. Boston; John B.

Seward, Beachmont; Elmer G. Whitney, Boston; H.
S. Hutchinson, Boston.

Michigan.—E. N. Hines and W. M. Perrett, Detroit.

Missouri.—J. R. Williams, St. Louis.

Nebraska.—D. J. O'Brien, Omaha.

New Hampshire.—Robert T. Kingsbury, Keene;

Fred W. Shontell, Manchester; George V. Phinney,

Manchester.

New Jersey.—C. Frank Kireker, Paterson; M. B.

Kudderow, Merchantville; J. C. Tattersall, Trenton;

Herbert W. Knight, Newark; R. R. Chiswell, Pater-

son; T. J. Emery, Atlantic Highlands; Harry Trip-

pett, Montclair; George A. Cheever, Vineland; James
Barber, Englewood; Harvey Iredell, New Brunswick.

New York.—M. M. Belding, Jr., New York; H. B.

Fullerton, Brooklyn; W. S. Bull, N. Y. ; C. B. Benson,

Hudson; H. W. Bullard, Poughkeepsie; R. W. Dye,

Brooklyn; H. O. Folger, Cohoes; Dr. Louis C. Le
Roy, New York; Dr. F. A. Myrick, New York;

Charles J. Obermayer, New York; Will R. Pitman,

New York; Judge Chas. E. Sims, Jr., New York.

Ohio.—Charles W. Hears, W. H. Chubb, James A.

Sanford, Cleveland; Thomas L. Pogue, Cincinnati.

Pennsylvania.—S. A. Boyle, P. S. Collins, C. A.

Dimon, Joseph Estoelep, C. T. Harrop, George V.

Lokes, W. W. Randall, Harvey T. Uhler, H. B. Wor-

rell, all of Philadelphia; T. J. Keenan, Jr., Pittsburg;

F. O. Emery, Williamsport ; W. P. Swartz, York; A.

D. Knapp, Williamsport; Frank H. Roberts, Johns-

town; C. W. Houston, Pittsburg; Charles G. Keenan,

Pittsburg.

Rhode Island.—George L. Cooke, John H. Barrett,

N. H. Gibbs, H. L. Perkins, Perry A. Harden, G.

Richmond Parsons, James Smith, all of Providence.

Wisconsin.—F. O. Van Valkenburg, Milwaukee.

Ex-Officiis.- 1. B. Potter, New York; Abbot Bas-

sett, Boston; J. Fred Adams (auditor), Haverhill,

Mass.

Ex-Presidents and Vice-Presidents.—H. W. Hayes,

Boston; George A. Perkins, Boston; Charles F.

Cossum, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

The New Ofacers

The writer found, on conversation with

Thomas J. Keenan, Jr., the new president of

the League, that he was the originator of the

interviewing system which has made Pitts-

burg famous among newspaper men. The

plan is to assign reporters to duty at the

Pennsylvania Railway station. Many prom-

inent men passing through Pittsburg on lim-
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ited trains step off for a few moments' ex-

ercise on the platform. During these moments
they are interviewed.

Mr. Keenan is recognized as the L. A. W.
leader in western Pennsylvania. He has

served several terms as vice-consul of his

division. He does not greatly impress one

as the presiding officer in a meeting of

rather turbulent spirits, but it is said he is

suffering from grip. He has a high reputa-

tion in Pittsburg, however, as an organizer.

It is told that four years ago the L. A. W.
interests in that section were in deplorable

condition. The membership was small and

the L. A. W. was seldom heard of. Mr.

Keenan became vice-consul and the L. A. W.
in western Pennsylvania is now back where it

was in its best days. In 1895 he organized

the Associated Cycling Clubs of Alleghany

County, and is president of the organization.

He has spent considerable of his own money
in forwarding cycling interests.

Mr. Keenan started and largely owns the

"Pittsburg Press," an evening paper of which

he is editor-in-chief. He also organized the

Newsboys' Home and raised nearly $59,000

through his newspaper for the building the

newsboys occupy. He has filled every elec-

tive position in the Pittsburg Press Club,

and while president of it organized the In-

ternational League of Press Clubs, becoming

president of that also. He has been chairman

of its Executive Committee ever since, and

was selected to represent American press

clubs at the World's Press Congress at Stock-

holm, Sweden, last July.

Of those composing the Executive Com-
mittee, Keenan will be the master.

Herbert W. Foltz, who has been elected

first vice-president, is a Racing Board mem-
ber. Indiana is his State, and he has been

active in Indiana division matters for a num-
ber of years. He is essentially systematic

and well-meaning, and will be an excellent

secretary for the Executive Committee. His

Racing Board books are the ones which will

probably serve as models for the uniform

system which is to be adopted by the Racing
Board, which has never in its history been

systematic.

Robert T. Kingsbury, second vice-president,

is chairman of the National Membership
Committee, and lives in Keene, N. H. He is

chief consul of the New Hampshire Division,

and was previously its secretary-treasurer.

He is a big, handsome, lolling blonde, in-

genuous in manner and pleasant in speech.

James C. Tattersall, who has been re-elected

treasurer, has been secretary-treasurer of the

New Jersey Division for several years. He
is a business man in Trenton, and by reputa-

tion and appearance a man of absolute in-

tegrity. Small, spare, keen.

Too Much tog-Rolling.

Providence, Thursday.—Had a talk last

night with Mr. Adams, who has served the

League so many years as chairman of its

Auditing Committee. Asked him why it is

that the L. A. W. not only has outstanding

liabilities which more than equal the cash on

hand, but has loaned to various divisions

sufficient money to wipe out its liabilities.

Asked him if, as an accountant, he considered

that this condition of affairs warranted blam-

ing any particular person or system, or

whether it was what might be termed a fair

leeway between a one-man business estab-

lishment and a fraternal organization like the

L. A. W. Mr. Adams admitted that he

thought there was more than a fair leeway.

He intimated that if there were less rolling

of logs in League affairs they would be in

better financial condition.

Business Administration in Prospect.

To a man up a tree, the manner in which
President Keenan conducted the Friday ses-

sion and the general aspect of things indi-

cated a sincere and not improbably successful

attempt on the part of the new Executive
Committee to have a thoroughly business-

like administration. With due respect to the

brilliancy of Isaac B. Potter as a lobbyist

for big things and as the masterful handler
of an assembly or a topical speech, he cer-

tainly has not been a financier. He leaves to

the Keenan administration an uncomfortable
legacy of outstanding liabilities. Mr. Keenan,
however, has been a financial success in Pitts-

burg, as the organizer of a newspaper and
other enterprises, and he may put the good
old League back where it belongs—with a

normally large membership and a comfort-
ably full money box.

A Bail-Bearing Orator.

Van Valkenburg, of Wisconsin, was un-
questionably the most popular man at the As-
sembly. He is a big, lean, broad-shouldered,
square-jawed, Horace Greeley sort of a man.
Quick as a shot and sympathetic to a high
degree. A first-class pleader. He is a ball-

bearing, easy-running style of orator. No
man who is prominent in the League can more
easily rise from a very commonplace de-

meanor and vocabularic simplicity to the re-

quirements of almost any situation.

The First Cyclist in Providence.

"Happy Days" Pitman was the first bicycle

rider who ever came into Providence. That
was early in 1878. He came by train, and his

coming was foretold, for Colonel Pope, who
was then importing the Excelsior bicycle,

was behind Pitman and was sending him about

from one town to another to exhibit the won-
ders of the wheel. Strange as it may sound

to-day, there was a big crowd at the station

waiting for him and his arrival literally aston-

ished the natives.

Americans; but So Different.

This Assembly more than any other in the

writer's recollection brought out markedly the

facial and linguistic differences to be found in

this country. There was a great contrast be-

tween the men of New England, with their

strong, beaky faces and harwky English; the

fresh, spreading, jay-like, why-hello-Bill style

of the man from Nebraska, and the "when we
kem h'yur last yur" of the Marylander.

For This Relief, Much Thanks.

The L. A. W. is to have a press committee.

If it proves efficient, L. A. W. members may
look for news concerning their organization

in the daily newspapers—unless, of course,

they prefer to mull over the dry, stringy,

packed and embalmed typographical junk in

the official department of the "Bulletin."

A Few Proxies.

Chairman Potter:
—"Be it understood that

the reports are all printed in the 'Bulletin,'

but I have entertained these 'motions to have
them printed, so that members would have it

impressed on them where to look for the re-

ports." This was taken as a reference to the

obscurity of official matter in the "Bulletin"

and created a laugh.

Collins, of Pennsylvania, is called William
Penn. He looks more and more like Benja-

min Franklin. He holds an important posi-

tion on the "Ladies' Home Journal," and how
he finds time to be so active and useful a fig-

ure in national cycling matters is a mystery.

Not a few L. A. W. presidents have gone
out of office as though they were shot out of a

catapult. 'Not so with that member of the

Potter family surnamed "Ike." He bowed
himself out with a swish and a smile, and had

his powder dry to the last moment.

Perkins, of Massachusetts:—"There is hardly

enough money going into the treasury now."

O'Brien, of Nebraska:—"How about those

silver loving-cups which cost $1,850 and

which were given to ex-officers?"

When somebody urged the desirability of

having experienced ex-officers of divisions as

members of the Assembly, Hayes, of Massa-

chusetts, called out: "How about Eugene
Aaron?"

Perkins:
—"This Assembly seems to be go-

ing wild."

A Voice:—"Well, the Wild Man from Bor-

neo has the floor now."

Unless the representatives of its competitors

have wonderful memories, The Wheel's re-

port of the National Assembly will be found

the most complete.

A very large proportion of the chief consuls

in the L. A. W., as well as its national officers

and committee men, are either printers or

lawyers.

Hayes, of Massachusetts:
—
"Mr. Chairman,

I

have a thirst—for information—this morning."

Looks as though brilliance in the Executive

Committee is to be succeeded by system.

Keenan, of the Keystone State, the key to

the situation.—Van Valkenburg.

Chief Consul O'Brien, of Nebraska, is as full

of fun as a box of monkeys.

Sams, of Baltimore, was the Roscoe Conk-

ling of tliQ Assembly.
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The vexed question whether the shipper or

the express company shall pay for the revenue

stamp has again been passed upon by a court,

and this time the decision is in favor of the

express company, but solely on the ground

that several Federal courts had so decided,

and that uniformity was especially desirable.

The reasons therefor were not discussed.

The decision of the Supreme Court of

Michigan, in favor of the shipper, was pecu-

liar in its interpretation of the phrase "reason-

able charges." The court admitted the right

of the express company to fix its charges at

a point that would cover e.xpenses and afford

a profit, and such charges were held to be

reasonable. It was admitted that if the cost

of doing the business increased the company

would have a right to increase its charges, but

the court held that to add one cent to the

charge on a 25-cent package and one cent on

a $4-package was not reasonable; the increase

must bear something like a uniform ratio to

the previous charges.

But if the cost of doing the business is in-

creased one cent a package, irrespective of

weight, what could be more reasonable than

to increase the charges one cent a package?

If the cost of handling a 25-cent package

were increased one cent it would be as

unreasonable, as it would be impossible,

to add one mill to the charge against the

shipper. Oh the other hand, if the cost of

handling a $4-package were increased one

cent, would any one regard it as reasonable

to increase the charge 10 cents? There is no
reason why the increased charge must be ad

valorem if the increased cost be specific. In

thus case the increase of 'cost is due to a

•tax, but it might be due to the terms exacted

by the railway companies, or it might be due

to the drivers of the delivery wagons, who
might conceivably secure an increase of wages
of one cent or two cents a package irrespec-

tive of size.

With the Supreme Court of Michigan in

holding against the express companies is the

Superior Court of Cook County, Illinois. But
the latest decision, rendered by the Common
Pleas Court of Philadelphia, cites the fact

that the Attorney-General of the United States

and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
have decided that the express company and
the shipper must settle the matter between
themselves, as the law affords no authority for

an executive decision, and that the United
States Circuit Court for the Southern District

of New York and the United States District

Courts for the Western District of North
Carolina and for the Southern District of

California have refused to compel the com-
panies to pay the tax. Regarding this as one
of the class of cases where uniformity is the
most important factor the Philadelphia court
accepts the decisions of the Federal courts as

more likely than other decisions to become
uniform throughout the country, and refuses
to compel the express company to pay the
tax without an independent examination of
the case. The refusal to compel the company
to pay the tax of course leaves the tax upon
the shipper, for it leaves the express company
free to raise its charge just enough to cover
the cost of the revenue stamp.

nected with difficulties, inasmuch as cracks

appeared in the steel. To obviate this evil,

the following process has been adopted

in Germany: The steel is as usual coated

with a solution of whiting and varnish,

heated to cherry heat, and dipped for a

few seconds in acidulated water. Next,

it is, for about double the length of

time, dipped in rape oil and finally laid in a

moderately cooling bath, such as rock oil or

water mixed with whiting. By dipping the

steel first, for a short time, in water, the heat

is drawn away from the outer layer, so that

this layer becomes hard. If it were left

in the water until completely cooled, the in-

side core would cool off just as quickly, thus

rendering a cracking inevitable. But the fact

that the steel is left in the water for a few

minutes only, and is then dipped in rape oil,

causes a retarding of the cooling in the inter-

ior, although the outer layc also loses a little

of its original hardness thereby. To restore

the latter, the steel is finally placed in a mod-

erately cooling bath. By merely cooling it in

oil, it would not attain a sufficient hardness.

Some Inventive Figniies.

The total number of applications for patents

in the United Kingdom in 1898 was 27,639, a

falling off from the numbers in 1897 and 1896,

which were 30,958 and 30,193 respectively. The

boom in the cycle industry accounted for 6,000

and 5,000 respectively during these two years.

English inventors are giving more attention

than formerly to foreign patents, which often

prove more profitable than those of their own
country. On the other hand, the number of

foreigners taking out English patents appears

to be on the increase. Women inventors con-

tribute some hundreds of patent applications

yearly, the proportion continuing with a

strange regularity at 2.3 per cent of the whole.

The subjects include dress, cycles and even

mechanical and engineering devices.

Out of His I^atitude.

"Three years ago, at the Chicago cycle

show, I was amused," said a man well known
in the trade, "to note the get-up of one of the

racing men who had sprung into prominence

the season before. It was evident that he had
been told that he must wear a dress suit. But
the rig was enough to make an undertaker

laugh. He had on the dress suit, but instead

of other apparel to match, he wore a gaudy
Persian shirt front, tan shoes, turn-down col-

lar and a Fedora hat. He would have looked
better if he had worn nothing but his racing

suit."

New Steel Hardening Process.

Formerly the hardening of steel was con-

Recent Patents.

618.855. Bicycle. George A. Ennis and Hanford H.
Ross, Livingston, Mont. Filed Oct. 15, 1896. Serial

No. 608,945. (No model.)

618.856. Bicycle-Gear. Charles G. Evans, Union,
Canada. Filed April 23, 1897. Serial No. 633,457. (No
model.)

618,870. Chainless Gearing for Bicycles. Charles

'

W. Hamilton, Omaha, Neb. Filed April 21, 1898.

Serial No. 678,414. (No model.)

618,874. Bicycle. Horace E. Henwood, Chicago, III.

Filed Nov. 23, 1896. Serial No. 613,175. (No model.)
618,937. Toe-Clip for Velocipede Pedals. William J.

Grotenhuis, Chicago, III. Filed Sept. 7, 1897. Serial
No. 650,736. (No model.)

618,939. Combined Cycle Mud and Dress Guard.
Robert W. Hearnden, Maidstone, England. Filed
July 28, 1898. Serial No. 687,146. (No model.)

618,944. Parcel-Carrier for Bicycles. Francis E.
Liley and Charles E. Bennies, Atlanta, Ga. Filed
Aug. 4, 1897. Serial No. 647,070. (No model.)

618,985. Bicycle Bell. Cyril G. Hutchinson, Bir-

mingham, England. Filed Dec. 27, 1897. Serial No.
663,709. (No model.)

618,999. Bicycle-Support. Henry T. Sayer, London,
England. Filed Feb. 21, 1898. Serial No. 671,072. (No
model.)

619,021. Propelling Device. John Holt, Lawrence,

Mass. Filed April 30, 1898. Serial No. 679,348. (No
model.)

619,072. Bicycle-Brake. Henry Darby, London,

England, assignor to John Henry Punchard, same
place. Filed July 20, 1898. Serial No. 683,466. (No
model.)

619,103. Bicycle-Supporter. Henry V. Weyde, Lon-

don, England. Filed June 7, 1S98. Serial No. 682,798.

(No model.)

619,118. Bicycle. Nathan M. Barnes, Minneapolis,

Minn. Filed May 3, 1898. Serial No. 679,603. (No
model.)

619,126. Adjustable Handle-Bars for Bicycles. Jas.

M. Blashfield, Jackson, Mich. Filed April 2, 189S.

Serial No. 676,233. (No model.)

619,179. Bicycle-Saddle. Jonathan A. Hunt, West-

borough, Mass. Filed April IS, 1898. Serial No.
677,905. (No model.)

619,186. Repair and Assembling Jack. Harry T.

Kingsbury, Keene, N. H., Filed March 12, 1897. Serial

No. 627,160. (No model.)

619,204. Bicycle-Saddle. William N. Moore, Wash-
ington, D. C. Filed August 27, 1896. Serial No.
604,131. (No model.)

619,224. Water-Velocipede. Andreas Rasmussen,
Cobram, Victoria. Filed Sept. 1, 1898. Serial No.
690,022. (No model.)

619,226. Bicycle-Skate. Joseph A. Reece, Washing-

ton, D. C. Filed Jan. 20, 1898. Serial No. 667,317.

(No model.)

619,244. Bicycle-Saddle. William H. F. Young,
Muncie, Ind. Filed March 18, 1898. Serial No.

674,373. (No model.)

619,246. Wheel-Rim for Cycles or other Vehicles.

Claude W. Atkinson, Penarth, England. Filed Sept.

9, 1898. Serial No. 690,594. (No model.)

TRADE-MARKS.
32,484. Bicycle and Carriage Lamps. Calcium King

Lamp Company, Waterbury, Conn., New York, Phila-

delphia, Pa., Boston, Mass., Chicago, 111. and Cin-

cinnati, Ohio. Filed January 12, 1899.

TRADE ORGANIZATIONS.

National Wood Kim Association—Pres-
ident, E. S. Mead; vice-president, J. B.
Tucker; secretary-treasurer, W. W. Stall.

320 Broadway, New York.

Rubber Tire Associatioo — President,
Theodore A. Dodge; first vice-president,
L. K. McClymonds; second vice-presi-

dent, George T. Perkins; treasurer, Geo.
F. Hodgman; secretary, Kirk Brown,
Belleville, N. J.

Cycle Farts Manafactarers' Association.

—

President, R. H. Ramsey, Philadelphia,
Pa.; secretary, I. H. Dreyfus, Newark,
N.J.

ADLETS.
iFor Sale, Exchange, lEtc. — Twenty-five word's,

thirty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.
Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and Help "Wanted.— Answers received
in confidence and forwarded without charge. Rate:
25 words, one time, 50 cents; three times, $1.00; 50
words, one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00; 75 words,
one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-
tisements: One-half indh, one time, $1.00; four times,
$3.00; one inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner, patent attorney and^ mechanical expert, 608 F street, Washington, D.
C. Established 1883. I make an examination free of
charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

OALESMAN wanted to carry complete line bicycle^ sundries on commission. Clark, Horrocks & Co.,
Utica, N. Y. 2-23.

TT7ANTED.—District and local Agents to handle
'' our '99 detachable roller chains; the best seller

in the bicycle line. \\'ill make any wheel run one-
third easier. American Cycle Supply Co., 56 Fifth
Ave., Chicago, 111. 2-16.

WANTED GOOD AGENTS in all parts of the
• * United States and Canada to sell our contracts.
We are the oldest bicycle protective company in the
world. Our contracts sell easily. Write at once for
particulars and territory. Liberal commission. Union
Wheelmen's Protective Company, 618-630 The Temple,
Chicago, in. 2-16.
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ei8,583.
sS'^^Sv^'*'^'^^'^''^^'''^'*^^

John a Hlaveb. Coventry, and 6i8,6Tifi. ftEQISTERINrDEVlcti. Qborqb B. Bas3ett. BiIfTalo. fiiO'TfiQ BICYCLE-COUPUNO Trans Barto New York

l'!^^J:L':'''^^'^^!'.^^'^-^^^^''^
Filed Fel. 24. 1898. 3e- N. Y. FUed Mar, 3. 1897. Serial No. 626.843. (No model) ^ ^^id Au.^sV 1897^^^^^

"KY.

rial No. 671.475, (No model)
FUed Auff. 27, 1897. Serial No. 649,705. (No modeL)

Claim — I. The spoke tif^htcning device herein set forth and

pbowo consisting of a nipple holder or spanner driven by a train of

wheels or their equivalents from any convenient driving-spindle B
whether driven by hand or power but having a spring S or its equiw-

>alent interposed between the power applit^d and the nipple-holder for

'the purpose of measuring ant! limiting the strain put upon each spoke

as the nipple is screwed up.

~618.808. PNEUMATIC-TIRE PROTECTOR. William Stoffbl.

McHenry, IlL. aaslgnor of one-fourth to NIokolaus A. Heman. same
placa FUed May 28. 1898. Serial No. 682.042. (No model)

—The pneumatic-tire' protector herein described consist-
ing of the endless belt composed of the layers D, E. F, of gradually-
decreaaing width and each formed by folding the edges D', E'. and F
over to the center of the main body of the layer, the whole being
rigidly secured together substantially as described.

6-18,865. BICYCLE. «borqb A. Enhis and Hahford H. Ross,

UrtngstaD.Mont FUed Oct 15,1896. Serial No. 608,945. (No model)

Claim.—1. In a bicycle-fi"ame, the combination with the rear

members thfereof and the wheel-supporting axle, of means for re-

movably securing said axle in the frame comprising a stationary jaw

rigid with said members, a movable jaw pivotal'y attached to the sta-

tionary jaw, means for locking the movable to the stationary jaw

and an. apertured bearing-block adapted to rest between said jaws

M'ithin which block the axle is mounted, said bearing-block and the

frame being provided with intertitting recesses and projections adapted

to hold the block from movement when adjusted

B18,874. BICYCLE. Horace E- Hekwood. Chicago. Ill Filed

Kov. S3, 1896. Serial No. 613.175. (No model)

Claim.— ]. In a registering device, the combination with a head-
plate and pins rigid with respect to snid plate, of a hollow shaft mbun^
ed on one of said pins, figure-roller!? loosely mounted on said hollow
bbaft. a gear-wheel and a disk fast to said hollow shaft, means for
transmitting motion- to said goar-wheel and mutilated pinions on the
other pin for tranimitling motion from the disk fast on the hollow-

shaft to the fi^re-rollors, siibstftntiiilly as set forth.

6 1 8.5O 7 . BICYCLE-HOLDER. George Henderson and Charles
L HiBBARD. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, assignors of one-half to Isaac B. Snaith

and a LDows, Jr.. same place. Filed July 24. 1897, Serial No. 845.872.

(No model)

Claim.— 1. In a parcei-carrier for bicycles, a clamp adapted, to

6t the upper horizontal bar of the frame, two bars pivoted to said

clamp on each side thereof so as to swing in a horizontal plane, the

pair of said bars which extend for^^-ardly being each provided with

a hole a short distance from its pivotal point and axially at a right

angle to its axis of revolutfon thereon, a horizontally-projecting lug

on each side of said clamp so situated as to enter the corresponding

one of said holes when said arms are projected forwardly, and oper-

ating to remove shearing strain from the pivota of said arms, means

for limiting the forward movement of the other bar of each pair, a

flexible rod connecting the free fejids of the bare of each pair to-

gether and a flexible receptacle suspended fVoui each pair of bars,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

618,870. CHAINLESS QEAHINfl FOR BICYCLES; CHARLES W.
Hamiltoh, Omaha, Nebr. FUed Apr. 21, 1898. Serial No, 678,414.

(No model)

Claim.

H phir-ility

(lortioi

spring!

Claim.-— J. In a bicycle, the combination with the frame tbefeof,

an intermediate shaft provided with a cog-wheel, and a maitrdriv-

ing-shaf> having cone-plates of comparatively large diameter cen-

trally mounted upon it forming the entire shaft-hearing, each plate

having a flaring periphery and so bolted to each otlfer that the flar>

ing peripheries form an annular groove and one of which cone-plates

is provided with a cog-collar to intermeab with the cog-wheel on the

intermediate shaft, of a. hollow bracket consisting' of semicircular

sections, to the upper of which are attached the converging frame-

tubes and within which sections the main driving-shaft and cone-

of C-sprinirfj iiitprpoaed between said frame and an axial plates are Igcat^d. and an annulapf recess within said bracket oppo-
«3iA ftffieels. rtnd a spring < which engage-^ the aforesnid sitely disposed to the annular groove formed by the cone-ptatea..the

^Mtantially a» and_for thej)urposc spncified. itwo forming a race for the balls.

I
III a vehicle, the eorobinBtion ofa frame, with awheel.

Claim.— I. A bicycle-coupler provided with a croijs-frame made,
in two parts, the said parta being d^tachably connected with each

other at their free or inner ends by a bolt and provided with a block

|of elastic material 'between said ends, the outer cn'd of each part of

the said frame being pivotally connected with the bicycle-framea to

be conpled, substantially as described.

618,613. SADDiiE FOR CYCLES MiKAKL PEDKEfiEN, Dursley.

England. Filed Dec 28. 1897 Serial No. 664.049. (No model*

Claim.— 1. In a bicycle-holder, the combination of a supporting-

bracket provided with means for collapsing the expansible jaws of a

wheel-holding lever, and a lever pivoted to said bracket, and provided

with a fork at each end to engage the wheel-rim, the lower jaws .be-

ing adapted to automatically open when disengaged from the bracket,

and to close partially around and retain the wheet-rim wh^n forced

into contact with the bracket, substantially as described.

618,944". PAECEL-CARRIERFORBICYCLES.. FrancisE.Lilev

and CHARLES E.HENN1ES. Atlanta, Ga. Filed Aug. i 1897. Serial No

647 070 (No model)

Cairn.—A bicycle-saddie comprising among its members, the
front supporting-ring, the rear supporting-bar. a series of longitudi-

nal strands connecting said ring and bar, a series of transverse strands

interwoven with the longitudinal strands to prevent the lateral dis-

placement thereof, a series of springs connected to said bar at sepa-

rated points, a rear supporting device provided with a curved secur-

'ing-bolt, engaging the reftr ends of said springs, substantially as de-

scribed.

618,856. BICYCLE-GEAR. Charles Q. Evans, Union. Canada.

FUed Apr. 23. 1897. " Serial No 633.457 (No model)

Clain).— J. The combination with a sprqck'et-wKeel, ofa plurality

,of movable p4ate's mounted upon the side of the sprocket-wheel, each

^plate being adjustable toward and from the center of the wheel in a
plane parallel with that of the said wheel/wherebv the plates can

be set to project beyond the periphery of the wheel or to He within

!the periphery of the same. substHutially as and for the purpose set

'forth.

618,593. ACETYLENE-GAS GENERATOR. Edward L Wil-

liams, Chicago, m. Filed Sept 13. 1897.' Serial Ka 651,499. (No

model) -^ -

Claim.— i. A gas-generator comprising in combination agener-

ating-chamber, a liquid-chamber above the generating-chamber, and

a tube connecting said chambers and "having a portion packed with

a fibrous or porous material and constituting anexteuded fractionat-

Ing-passage with imperforate walls, wherein the liquid is minutely

subdivided and exposed ijp such condition to the gas-pressure, where-

'\>y the supply of liquid iV controlled proportionally to the gas-pres-
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6 18,626. BICYCLE. Charles l. Travis, Miuneapolis, Minn

Filed Nov, 3, 1897. Serial No. 657.255. (Mo modeL)

6 19,246. WHEEL-RIM FOR CYCLES OR OTHER VEHJCLEa
Clauds W. Atkinson, Penarth, England. Filed Sept 9, 1898. Serial

9 Mo. 690,594. (No model)

6 1 9,000. ACETYLEKE-GAS BURNER Adgost a. J. Schulejs,

Berlin, Oermany. Filed June 9, 1897. Serial No. 639.978. (No model)

Clium.- I In a bicycle, the combination of a pedal-shafl hanger;

a rear fork: and a wide flat plate connected at it3 ends across its en-

tire width to the hanger and fork respectively; whereby a rigid con-

nection is secured between the parts and torsional movemeots are

prevented.

618,4:34. PEDAL. asoRflB F, Marcbant, Chloago, HI Filed

Oct 18, 1897. Serial No. 655,603. (No modeL)

CIti'nn.— K Nvheel-riin comprising the parallel tubular side inem-

ben> adapted to withstand forces acting in the plane of the wheel

and a continuous medium connecting said side members and having

corrugations extending between said side raembers acroBs the con-

necting medium, said corrugations extending; alao partially around
the side members, substantially as described.

618,395. PNEUMATIC WHEEL-TIRE. ' George E Clark, Bos-

ton, Masa FUed Apr. 8, 1898, Serial No. 676,883. (No model)

Claim.— 1. Avelocipede-pedai comprising a frame having cross-

pieces, a sleeve removably secured to said cross-pieces, a crank-pin

removably and adjustably secured within the sleeve and ball-bearings

between the sleeve and crauk-pin, and independent of the frame

whereby the latter is deta'^hed without dismemberment and without

disturbing the bearings, substantially as described.

618,836. TIRE. William Bumdy. John M. Doak. and Scott

Heslet. Penn. Mich. FUed Oct. 12, 1897. Serial No. 654.961, (No

ClQ\m.~\. la a pneumatic wheel-tire, an air-tube, a cellular oi

porous tread-strip at the tread »ide thereof, and means interposed be-

tween said air-tube and tread-strip for preventing the rubber com-

posing the air-tube from entering the cells or pores of said tread-strip,

(said parts being attached together, substantially as described*.

818,755. PNEUMATIC TIRE. Arrah J. Whislee. Kokomo, Ind

FUed Aug. 1. 1898. Serial No. 687,441. (No model)

Claim.—An improved tire comprisiiif; an inner layei' of rubber,

ac oater layer of rubber and a layer of fabric intermediate the said

ioner and outer layers, said fabric being extended at one edge be-

yond the outer layer and at its other edge beyond the inner layer of

rubber whereby when the tire is formed the extended edge of fabric

will overlap and may be secured together, substantially as set forth.

6 1 8,93 9. COMBINED CYCLE MUD AND DRESS GUARD. ROB-

krt W. Hearhdeh. Maidstone, England. FUed July 28. 1898 Serial

No. 687,14^ (No modeL)

Claim -The herein-described tire for vehicle-wheels, comprising

outer and inner concentric tubes, and wrapped or folded OUiug of

sheet niaterial interposed between said tubes and snugly occupying

the annular space therebetween, and an inner tube-filling consisting

of continuous parallel strands arranged longitudinally of the tire to

resist stretching thereof, and maintain the tire at a uniform length,

substantially as specified,

619,244. BICYCLE-SADDLE. William H. F. YouKQ. Muncle.

Ind. Piled Mar, 18, 1898. SerialNo. 674.373. (No model)

Cia'"" '^- A pneumatic seat comprising a seat portion, a seat-

aupport having its front end connected to the front end of the seat

portion, the reai' end of the seat provided with a depending chamber,

having rigid wallsand an open lower end, a flexible diaphragm clos-

ing the open lower end of the chamber, a diaphragm-support situated

between the diaphragm and the-seat-BupRort and engaging the dia-

phragm, and a clamping member passing through the center of the

diaphragm and the support, whereby the diaphragm is permitted to

engage and disengage the support except at the central point of at-

tachment, Bubstantiallv as described.

619,072. BICYCLE-BRAKE. Hehr^ Darbt, London, England,

assignor to John Henry Punchard, same place. Filed July 20, 1898.

Serial No. 686,466. (No model)

Claim.— In a brake, the combination with the frame of a vehi-

cle provided with a bottom bracket and with frame-tubes diverging

therefrom, a shaft jounialed in said bracket aod a band-wheel mount-

ed on said abaft, of independent clips mounted on the diverging lubes

of said frame on each side of the bearing for said shaft, means for

adjusting the clips independently on said diverging tubes, a brake-

band supported at each end of said clips, and means for applying the

brake-band to aaid band-wheel, substantially as set forth

Claim,—Id an acetylene-gas burner tbe combioation of the jas-

cbamber with several capiUary tubes whose outlets comprise cham-

berB whose width and depth are aboui equal.

618,917. MANUFACTURE OF TUBES. RALPH C. Stiefbl, Ell-

wood City, Pa, aasignor to the Shelby Steel Tube Company, Plttaburg.

Pa. FUed May 24. 1897. Serial No 637.971. (No model)

Claim..— \. The combination of conical revolving boilies disposed

to form a pass between tbem the sides of which converge toward

its exit end, a piercing-mandrel located in said pass, the axes of the

revolving bodies and the lines of their working faces substantially

converging toward and intersecting a common point on the axial

line of the pass substantially as set forth.

618,937.' TOE-CLIP FOR VELOCIPEDE-PEDALS. William J.

GRo'TENauiS,'Chlcago, "lU. FUedSept 7, 1897. Serial No. 650.736. (No

model)

Cluim.- 1. A toe-clip for velocipede-pedals consisting of a metal

base-plate, a cover portion secured thereto and formed of leather or

similar yielding material, and a metal strip or strips secured to the

base-plate bent upwardly and over the cover portion and secured

thereto near its upper edge to assist in maintaining it in operative

position, substantially as described.

619,103. BiCYCLE-SUPPORTBR. Hekrt V. Wbyde, London.

England. Piled June 7, 1898. Serial No. 682.798. (No model)

Chim.^l. Tbe combiuatiou with a mud-guard M of stays s5 con-

necting the ends of said mud-guard, stays s' s' connected at one end

to said stays s s about midway thereof and at the other end to said

mud-guard about midway thereof such stays* s s s' bracing said mud-
guard independently of its attachment to a cycle-frame, and dresa-

guards attached to said mud-guard and stays and held distended

thereby independentiv of the cycle-frame.

6 18,580. TRICYCLa George R. Paine, Bridgewater. Haas.

Filed Iilay 9, 1898. Serial No. 680.110. (No model)

Claim.-- I. A biuycle-suppirtercomprising a pairofleors pivoted

to work upon universal joints at opposite sides of the rear part of

tlie main franie. in combination with springs so applied as to tend to

swing the legs dov.nward about their universal a.\.es and with con-

trolliiig-lijiks universally joined to the main frame and to the legs

whereby the 'egs art constrained to diverge outward \vhpn lowered,

and brou-rht close alongside tbe rear nheel when raised, substantiailv

a.^ .ipecified. _
619,084. CHILL-MOLD FOR CASTING GEAR-WHEELS. JoHN

a Miller, New Castle. Pa. Filed Apr. 28. 1898. Serial No, 679,139.

(No model)

Claim.— 1, A vehicle of the character specified, comprising a
driving-axle, a seat, two levers fulcrumed uide'by aide on the frame
of the vehicle, a handle-bar journaled in bearings in the upper ends
of said levers, a foot-supporting cross-bar connecting the lower ends
of the levers, driving connections between the levers and the driving-

axle, a .steering-fork having a steering-wheel, and connections be-

tween said fork and the handle-bar whereby rotary movements of

,lhe handle-bar are caused to operate the steering-fork.

Claim.— I. The combination in a mold for gear-wheels, of the
ring E, the chills; H, of segmental shape, adapted to fit anugly therein,

the templet, I, fitting within the chills, and the arms, L, secured upop
the upper face of the templet aod adapted to rest at their outer ends
upon the upper face of the ring E, substantially as described.
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Never Was One.

Breathes there a racer with soul so dead.

Who never to himself has said:

"Were I paid according to my worth,

I'd have a mortgage on the earth"?

What Michael Says.

Jimmy Michael, just prior to leaving New
Orleans, gave a Wheel correspondent a

synopsis of his plans for the immediate future.

Jimmy has positively left the cinder path for

good, and all according to his own story

given out to The Wheel man as a personal

friend, not even knowing that .he was a rep-

resentative of The Wheel. The little fellow

means just what he said, .and had no press

agent or foxy manager with him to work the

press for free advertising on fake stories, as

has been done in the past. Ever since Michael

went to New Orleans he attended to his train-

ing duties faithfully and was out at the Jockey

Club track at seven each morning riding

horses. Big Al Weinig, the Buffalo racing

man, was with him, not as a manager, but as

a companion, tor Al was often sleeping

soundly in the morning when the Midget
returned from his work. The pair were quar-

tered at the Cosmopolitan Hotel, where The
Wheel man found Jimmy one night lying on

the bed, half undressed, reading a copy of The
Wheel. After the usual "When did you get

in," etc., he said in substance: "I decided a

year ago to give up the cycle path and go to

riding horses and fully intended to carry out

my decision last spring, but about the time

the. first announcement to that effect was

made, the press throughout the country set up

a big howl, saying that I was afraid to meet

Tom Linton, Ed Taylore and the rest of the

foreigners who were coming over. Dave
Shafer, who saw he would lose a good thing

if I deserted him, also began to 'guy' me along

the same lines. It did not take me long to

decide to stay for one more season, and al-

though I had bad luck in two or three races, I

hardly think anyone will say there was a man
in the country that had a better right to the

title of champion than I. I have been as square

all during my career as anyone could be, and

if my manager and the association under

whose auspices I had agreed to ride did

crooked things, I certainly had nothing lo do

with them, and I do not fear that a public

who has watched my career will judge me
harshly. I am now out of the bicycle game for

good, and you can consider that final. It is

true that I have received a good offer to

race Harry Elkes, but I positively will not

enter another competition race with anyone.

I am riding horses, and I will make a success

of doing so, too. P.robably you will be sur-

prised to learn that I lost over $3,000 last

season, but it's a fact, and I can show it in

black and white. I simply paid out that much
more money for the pacing end than I received

in prizes. I was treated badly by several, but

I don't want to talk about that. I am not

going to the Coast to ride in the indoor

meet, although if they want to come to my
terms I will ride an exhibition or so. I am
going there the latter part of next week to

continue riding horses. I will not sign to ride

with any stable or owner until I get onto the

game a little better and know where I am at."

Jimmy rode his first race here and finished

third on a fifteen-to-one shot. He displayed

far better judgment and head work than did

Burns or O'Connor, the favorite jockeys at

the track. Burns told the writer that he

thought Michael would make a winning man
after he got used to the art, and that ex-

perience alone could get him "next" to the

tricks of the turf.

Waller Quits at 334 Miles.

San Francisco, Feb. 14.—Frank Waller, the

rider most feared in the six-day race which

started at Mechanics' Pavilion last night, was
forced to quit to-day, after riding 334 miles

and 1 lap without a dismount. His eyes went
back on him.

It was with difficulty that the veteran was
induced to withdraw. Only the statement by
the physician that he would be blind for life

if he did not stop caused him to quit. Chap-
man abandoned the struggle for a similar rea-

son. Turville, of Philadelphia, quit at 268

miles. The surprise of the race is the great

work of Ashinger, the old-timer, who is now
in second place.

The score at 6 p. m. follows:

L.M.
Pierce 375
Ashinger 374
Miller 372
Lawson 371
Gimm 370
Fredericks .... 368
Hale 368
Nawn 36S

L. M.
2 Barnaby 365 2
6 Aronson 365 7
3 Alberts 364 1
5 Stevens 362 7
5 I Julius 360 6
7 Pilkington .... 341 2
3 Hannant 328

Louis Gimm, the Pittsburg twenty-four-

hour champion, is clinging tenaciously to the

forward contingent. As Gimm has prepared

well for the fray, and has displayed clever

headwork during the first day of the struggle,

the rest of the grinders regard the Pennsyl-

vanian with fear. This race is a real six-day

race, as the riders will keep at their fearful

task for 144 hours. In all previous six-day

contests the riding was limited to 142 hours.

Five thousand people saw the 18 men start at

10.54 p. m. yesterday.

The Races in San Francisco.

San Francisco, Feb. 13.—The bicycle racing

began here last night at Mechanics' Pavilion

with a Sunday meet, made up chiefly of exhib-

itions. A large crowd was present and the

riders were well received. To-night the 144-

hour grind will begin.

Last night there was a mile match race be-

tween Orlando Stevens, of Ottumwa, la., and

Jay Eaton, of Elizabeth, N. J., paced by Henri

Fournier and his motor bicycle. Stevens won
the race in two straight heats. Summary:

One-mile heat race, best two out of three (Stevens
vs. Eaton).—First heat won by Stevens. Time, 2.04 1-5.

Second heat won by Stevens. Time, 1.59 3-5.

Half-mile handicap, professional.—Final won by
Lawson, Chicago (30 yards) ; Cotter, Tacoma, second
(55 yards); Chapman, Atlanta, third (20 yards). Time,
59 seconds.
Half Mile, unpaced.—Exhibition by Charles W.

Miller. Time, 59 2-5 seconds (world's indoor record.)

One-mile exhibition (paced).—Baby Gibson, Cincin-

nati. Time, 1.58 3-5.

Half-mile exhibition (paced).—Eddie Bald, Buffalo.

Time, 1 3-5.

Two-mile exhibition (paced).—Harry Elkes, Glens
Falls, N. Y. Time, 4:01 2-5.

One-mile motor cycle exhibition.—^Fournier, of

France. Time, 1:58 4-5.

One-mile exhibition (paced).—Jimmy Michael.
Time, 1.57 1-5.

A Crowd in Frisco.

In San Francisco there are now the follow-

ing riders and trainers: Charles W. Miller and
trainer, John West; Frank Waller and trainer.

King Ryan; Burns Pierce and trainer, Chas.

Ward; Charlie Turville and trainer, Clem Tur-
ville; Louis Gimm and trainer, Eddie Leonert;

Harry Elkes and trainer, W. D. Elkes, his

father; Jimmy Michael and trainer, Al Weinig;
Eddie Bald and trainer. Doc Morrow; Arthur
Gardiner, Earl Kiser, Owen Kimble, Jay
Eaton, Teddy Goodman, Floyd McFarland
and Orlando Stevens ("I and Stevie") and

their trainer, F. Ed. Juth; Harry Terrill, Clin-

ton R. Coulter, Howard Freeman, Charlie

Wells, Robert Terrill, Henri Fournier, of

France, with his infernal machine; Fredericks,

of Switzerland; Teddy Hale, Frank Albert, J.

W. Nawn, Oscar Julius, Oscar Aaronson,

John Lawson, Iver Lawson, Tom Barnaby,

John Chapman, George Hammant, Earl

Stevens, and Charles Schwarts, machinist of

the party. All of these are from Eastern

tracks. In addition to this party ten or more
went from Cleveland and Ohio points, and

a party of ten is being organized in the East

to follow.

Foreign Riders Displeased.

This is the way a foreign journal describes

the recent visit of Stephane and others to this

country: "Stephane, Frederick and Joyeux are

anything but satisfied with the treatment meted

out to them by the organizers of the last six

days' race at Madison Square Garden, New
York. Stephane aJleges that he has received

nothing. Frederick declared that he was prom-

ised $80, but received only $16 and a ticket

from New York to Southampton, having to

make the best of his way from the English

port to Paris. Joyeux is also dissatisfied, and

says that before French riders proceed to New
York they should see that whatever bonus is

promised should be deposited in bank before

they leave their native country. The profit on

the six days' race is said to have been between

$25,000 and $30,000."

What's What.

The organization behind the outlaw racing

men has been doing some tall talking as to

what it will do in this country, and as to the

probability as to its being recognized officially

by cycling organizations in other countries.

So far the organization itself has been ignored,

and although official recognition has been

taken of some of its members, it is not of the

desirable kind. In short, a number of riders

who competed in the Madison Square Garden

six-day race and others, including McDuffee
and Edouard Taylore, have been placed under

suspension by the organization in power in

France, and could not ride in that country

if they so desired without paying a fine of i

Announcement of the A. A. A.

On Tuesday it was announced that the At-

lantic Athletic Association, under the man-

agement of J. A. Blaurock, Al Reeves, Charles

H. Munger and others, would conduct a series

of big events at the Manhattan Beach track.

The opening meet will be held June 17.

Plugger Bill Martin is now racing in South

America.

Flavell'8 Sea View Hotel, Sea Cliff, I,. I.
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A Washington-to-Baltimore Path.

Washington, D. C, Feb. 9.—A delegation

from the Maryland Cycle Path Association of

Baltimore, consisting oi Conway W. Sams,

chief consul of the Maryland Division of the

L. A. W. ; Park Commissioner Casey, A. H..

Harvey, and R. A. Pfefienhofer, was in Wash-
ington last v^ieek in an endeavor to in-

terest local wheelmen in the project to con-

struct a cycle path between the two cities. The
Association was recently formed to construct

cycle paths leading from Baltimore, and more
especially of one between that city and Wash-
ington. The plan is to capitalize the Associa-

tion at $5,000 and issue 5,000 shares of stock

at the rate of $1 per share. It is desired to

place this stock in the hands of wheelmen,

who will also be called upon to pay an an-

nual fee of the same amount, in exchange for

which they will be given an emblem which will

entitle them to the use of all cycle paths built

by the Association.

The project of a cycle path between Wash-
ington and the Monumental City has been agi-

tated for a long time, but every plan so far ad-

vanced has come to nothing. The trip to Bal-

timore and back has always been a popular

one with wheelmen, but the condition of the

road between the two cities is very poor and

for that reason none but the best riders can

make the trip. The scheme advanced by the

new Association has met with the approval

of local wheelmen and they have promised

their hearty support to the movement.

Streets for Cycle Use.

A ruling of interest to cyclists has just been

made in the case of Edward A. Dufify. In

August, 1896, in Fortieth street, between
Park and Madison avenues, a hole in the

asphalt pavement caused him to be thrown
from his wheel and he was seriously injured.

He sued the city for $15,000 damages. The
city, through the Corporation Counsel, ad-

mitted that there had been a hole about two
feet square and five inches deep in the pave-

ment, but he moved that the complaint be dis-

missed, arguing that the street was in fit con-

dition for ordinary vehicles, such as trucks

and carriages, and that Duffy rode through it

at his own risk. Moreover, it was argued,

the city could not keep the streets safe at all

points for cyclists, and any person using a

bicycle on them must use a higher degree of

care than a driver, and especially at night.

Louis Steckler, for Dufify, argued that as the

city made better streets according to the de-
mands of civilization, it also assumed greater

responsibilities, and that as the asphalt pave-
ments had .been made largely for the accom-
modation 'of cyclists the city was responsible

for injuries to cyclists more than for those to

drivers of ordinary veliiicles. Judge McLean,
however, dismissed the complaint. DufTy ap-

pealed from this decision to the Appellate
Division of the Second Department in Brook-
lyn, and this court has reversed the decision

and ordered a new trial. It will be interest-

ing to see whether or not the principle will

stand a second trial and the probable appeal.

Second Department in Brooklyn has given ef-

fective recognition to wheelmen as agitators

for good roads by upholding the contention
that they are entitled to have asphalt pave-
ments kept in good repair for bicycles as well

as for ordinary vehicles. The court recognized
as valid the argument that, as cyclists had been
chiefly instrumental in securing such pave-
ments, the necessity of repair was to be meas-
ured by the higher requirements of the wheel.

With this weapon wheelmen can do still better

work for the cause they have at heart.

Toll Test Case.

In the Appellate Division of the New
York Supreme Court on Wednesday the

case of the Rochester and Charlotte Turnpike

Road Company, appellant, against Phineas C.

Joel, came up for argument. This action was
brought in the Supreme Court April 23, 1898,

by the turnpike company to recover from the

defendant the penalty of $10 for each of five

offenses of riding his 'bicycle past the tollgate

of the plaintiff without paying the amount of

2 cents each time demanded of him. The
question at issue is the right of the turnpike

company to collect for bicycles or velocipedes,

it being held by the defendant that that right

was taken away by chapter 151 of the laws

of 1898, and that all the acts complained of

were committed since the passage of the act

and constituted no offense against existing

law. Judgment was oijdered by Justice Wer-
ner for the defendant upon the merits with-

out costs and from this the appeal is taken.

Heavy Damages Gained.

A verdict of $24,500 was returned before

Supreme Court Justice Hirschberg in Brook-
lyn on Tuesday in a suit for $75,000 damages
brought by Walter E. Edgerly against the

Long Island Railroad Company for the loss

of both legs on Octo-ber 30, 1897. A motion
for a new trial, made in 'behalf of the defend-

ant, was denied. 'On the date named Edgerly

and Ensign McFarland of the battleship Ore-
gon rode a tandem bicycle across Atlantic

avenue at Sixth avenue. There was no evi-

dence of a train 'being in sight when they

started across the tracks. On leaving the

tracks the flagman lowered the gates, pin-

ning the 'bicycle fast and 'hurling Edgerly
back on the rails. A drill engine came along

and passed over his legs. McFarland was
unhurt.

Declared a Necessity.

The Minnesota Senate has passed a bill ex-

empting from execution one bicycle for each

person. Despite this recognition of the bi-

cycles as a necessity, there are some localities

where they are considered a luxury, and ef-

forts are being made to tax them. With the

various rulings against the legality of a tax,

and the above bill as a precedent, there should

be no trouble on the part of organized effort

to defeat all future efforts.

Important Decision.

A decision of the Appellate Division of the

Two-Day I^imit, Maybe.

Senator Foley has introduced a bill at Al-

bany prohibiting races in New York State

of a greater duration than forty-eight hours.

IN BLYING A

PAIR or SHOES

the average man prefers a

reputable brand, but who

pays an extra price for a

"guaranteed " shoe ?

Why not buy tires the

same wa}' ? Straus tires,

guaranteed and unguaran-

teed, are reputable. Our

old customers are our best

customers. We make no

extra charge for our repu-

tation. Most any dealer or

jobber can tell a good tire

when he sees it. Our tires

speak for themselves, just

as a good pair of shoes

does.

Why pay the prices asked

by manufacturers who not

only allow you a nominal

profit, but who also sell all

around you ? On our tires

you have a big margin of

profit, and we can put your

own brand on them, thus

shutting off competition.

Dealers and jobbers buy

good cheap bicycles. We are

selling lots of good cheap

tires. And our rubber cycle

sundries are sellers from the

word "go." Drop us a line.

STRAUS TIRE CO.,

127 DuANE St., New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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REPAIR AXLE
OR

CRANK-SHAFT

STEEL DROP FORCINGS,

BEVEL-GEAR BLANKS.
Forged from Special Gear Steel.

REPAIR AXLE or CRANK-SHAFT.
FRONT FORK REPAIR TIPS.

Bicycle Wrenches in Plain and Nickel Finish.

Estimates furnished on
any special forgings.

SPRINGFIELD DROP FORGING CO.,

Kindly mention The Wheel. Springfield, Mass.

Bevel-Gear Blanks for

Chainless Wheels.

An Excuse for Exiatence.

It is hardly to be supposed that the dress-

reforming spirit is a product of modern times,

since we find the necessity of it enjoined upon

women as far back as Bible times, but for

present purposes it is sufficient to go back to

forty years ago, when the women of this coun-

try began to look timidly and tentatively

(much as the little fish in the fable looked at

the fly on the hook) toward the mere possibil-

ity of such changes in the garments they wore

as should conform them, in some degree at

least, to the demands of beauty or health or

convenience or adequate bodily protection. A
few women, looking at the matter quite simply

and directly, and conceiving, therefore, that

dress-reform was a matter solely of individual

and private concern, shut themselves into the

privacy of their homes, snipped and sheared

and stitched industriously, coming forth at last

to shock the gaze of a waiting world with a

curious hybrid garment, neither male nor fe-

male, lacking the stern practicability of the

masculine garb, lacking also all the sweet ap-

peal of the flowing feminine line, lacking even

that long "petty-coat," without which, as the

acute Mr. Pepys observed, "nobody could

THE BANNER iUTOMiTIG ADJUSTING PUMP.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.
Patented Jan. 10, 1899, and others

pending. Entirely New In Construe-
lion. No stooping, no swivels to

leak air, no time lost in screwing
nipple to valve, no hose to burst

open. Simply place the metal spout

over the valve of tire and the con-

nection is made. Sells at sight.

D. B. SMITH & CO., mica,N.Y..U.S.A.

Cleveland Blui!<

(TRADE MA"RK.)
^

Jor Bicycle SpoK^*,
"KervesThem, PrevenlsR"''

^M. ROBINSON. &! CO.. M?f'
L '54 Maiden Lane, I^.V-C'tV.

"Cleveland Blue,"
(trade mark.)

for Bicycle Spies,

Preserves Them,
Prevents Rust.

Cleverand Blue."
Used by H. A. Lozier &
Co., Mfrs. of the cele-

brated Cleveland Wheel.

N.M. ROBINSON & GO.
Manufacturing Chemists,

154 & 156 MAIDEN LANE,

NEW YORK.

take them for women." It is not strange that

the reform received a blow, then and there,

from which it staggered along unsteadily, up-

held only by the occasional enthusiasm of a

business-like prophet, ot a Rainy Day Club,

OT a Woman's Congress (where it crept in

with other more popular and less necessary

reforms) until a few years ago. Then, with-

out any seeming movement, without declaring

itself at all, suddenly, like light at the crea-

tive fiat, it was. And it was, not through any

tempest of organization, or any whirlwind of

enthusiasm, but dirough cycling, bringing

forth the one thing that was necessary and had

been lacking all the time—reason enough.

Trade Items.

C. E. Wyeth, bicycle dealer of Newark, O.,

is reported to have given real estate mortgage

for $450.

The Spiral Journal Bearing Co., of St.

Louis, Mo., has opened a factory on North
Broadway.

C. E. Peterlein & Co., bicycle grip manu-
facturers of Grand Rapids, Mich., is reported

to have recorded chattel mortgage for $890.

John G. Meilink, of the Meilink Mfg. Co.,

of Toledo, O., recently gave real estate mort-

gage for .$5,000; released mortgage for $1,700.

TO MANUFACTURERS
A good oiler will not, of itself, usually sell a wheel, but it will exert a favorable influence;
and every little helps. A dealer or rider craves every "talking-point." In proportion
to the cost, nothing will give increased satisfaction equal to the "PERFECT" OILER.
They may not be able to distinguish between certain wheels, but can tell a high-grade
oiler at a glance. . . . .

"Straws show which way the wind blo>v9," and a w^heel with a cheap or inferior
oiler will be apt to be made of cheap and inferior material.

The " PERFECT " Pocket Oiler has already been adopted by the leading manufacturers
as being well worth the difference in price for really good wheels

CUSHMAN & DENISON,
Manufacturers,

159 NINTH AVE,, N. Y.SELF-CLOSING VALVE (OPENEO)

Repairmen
KNOW A GOOD THING.

The ^amboni Chain DRi^veter
is selling fast. Should be in every repair shop. No
other machine or device, other than those in the chain

factories, will do the work as quickly or as perfectly.

THE McCABE HANGER MFG. CO.,
532 W. 22d ST., NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Our Covers are the most attractive ever presented

for Catalogues, Booklets, etc.

The Colored Inserts used in this publication are

specimens of our product.

Co¥er(jBPaper

Send for Sample Books showing three distinct styles and
over thirty different Colors.

NIAGARA PAPER MILLS,
(Department " G.") LOCKPORT, N. Y., U. S. A.

The Best Advertising for the

Irish Trade is

THE
IRISH CYCLIST.

Specimen copy and advertising rates on
application to

R. J. MECREDY & CO., Ltd., Proprietors,

49 Middle Abbey St., DUBLIN.
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Morgan on Trusts.

F. W. Morgan, of Morgan & Wright, be-

lieves the era of trusts to be inevitable. In

studying the subject some time ago he waded

through about thirty books, beginning with

those treating on the tendencies of primitive

man and ending with latter-day books re-

lated more directly to the matter of industrial

combination and centralization. 'Morgan &
Wright having recently denied any connec-

tion with the newly formed mechanical rub-

ber trust, the editor of the "India Rubber

World," which opposes the trust, asked Mr.

Morgan to write something in the matter for

publication. If he expected to receive an art-

icle attacking the trust idea, he was disap-

pointed, for Mr. Morgan not only favored in-

dustrial centralization, but claimed it to be a

logical development, which began with the

cave dwellers. Mr. Morgan indexed this

progressive movement as follows:

The Cave Dwellers.

The Hut Dwellers.

The Hut Dwellers and Hunter with natural weapons.

The Hut Dwellers and Hunter with artificial

weapons.

The taming and domestica-tion of animaln.

The Shepherd as an individual.

The Shepherd in communit/.

The beginning of agriciltiue. No division of laud.

Agriculture in community. The r'ivision of land.

The Artisan, made possible by over-supply of food.

The Artisan in community. The beginning of the

Shop.

The Steam Engine. Combining of small shops into

large ones.

Use of Machines. Release of handicraft.

A LAMPI.IGBT COMPANION.
Between now and Spring time there will be many

opportunities of an evening to read up on the dii-

ferent portions of the Great Northwest.
To this end the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway Co. has printed for free distribution to
Eastern farmers a number of illustrated instructive
pamphlets regarding the various States traversed by
its lines.

In sending your address to W. E. Powell, General
Immigration Agent, Old Colony Building, Chicago,
[II., please say if your preference is for information
about Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, Northern Michi-
gan or North Dakota.
No charge for pamphlets or for replying to all

inquiries about any section of the Great West. 2-16.

IT BEATS THE BAND.
The newest and most inspiring piece of sheet music,

arranged for piano, is "The Pioneer Limited March,"
composed by Capt. Frederick Phinney, Bandmaster
United States Band, published by S. Brainard's Sons
Co., Chicago, 111.; distributed only by the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. Enclose fifty (50)
cents and address. Geo. H. Heafford. General Pas-
senger Agent, 555 Old Colony Building, Chicago,
111. 2-23.

X^^^l^^ Well-informed travelers %
f^^^^ going to X

,UF0BHi4
who appreciate the best of Jeverything, always travel by I

«•T0RRINGT0N" ©HaiNS.

THE Overland Limited
Because the equ Ipm en t, con-
sisting of modern double
Drawlng-Room Sleeping
Cars, Buffet- Smoking and
Library Cars with Barber,
Dining Cars In which meals
are served a la carte, and
Tourist Sleeping Cars, pro-
vides every comfort for all
classesof passengers. Train
leaves Chicago at 6.30 p.m.

EVERYDAY IN THE YEAR
THE PACIFIC EXPRESS
LEAVES AT 10.30 P. M.

ALL AGENTS SELL TICKETS VIA THE

Chicago & Nortii-Western Railway
PRINCIPAL agencies:

461 BKOADWAT NEW TORK.
8«8 WASHINGTON ST. BOSTON.
813 CLAUK ST CHICAGO.

3-16-inch and J^-inch widths only.

The KSSENTIAXS of a good chain are. Accuracy of Pitch, Accuracy of Alignment and Strength,
and are striking features in "Torrington" chains.

F. S. ODELL. Western Rep..

204 Lake Street, Chicago. THE TORRINGTON CHAIN CO., Torrington, Conn.

Diversified Industry. Compelled by ovsr supply of

food and of implements.

Combination of Diversified Industry. To increase

comfort and to ccouomize euort.

"Over-supply of any human necessity," Mr.

M-organ continties, "results in the setting free

of laibor, which has been invariably employed

to attack new forms of natural resistance.

"My conclusion, then, is that the present

development of combined effort simply shows

the need of our time. It is part and parcel of

our time. It is not a thing apart; it is an in-

tegral part. It is a natural condition, not an

artificial one. It will not be denied. It can

neither be hastened nor delayed.

"The straw in the grasp of the rapids might

as well shout, stop! as for a human voice to

hope to be heard in the roar of progress."

Campbell's New Departure.

Windsor O. Campbell, Sulphur Springs,

Ark., has taken out a patent on an invention

which provides independent pedal movement

of the lever type, and aftords means to adjust

the length of the stroke of each pedal-lever

while the bicycle is in motion. The invention

also embodies novel "uick-pitch screw con-

nections for the pedals, with motor-gearing

to drive the rear traction wheel, and provides

two-part traction wheels and two-part tires

for such wheels, together with means for join-

ing the parts of the wheels quickly and holding

the tire thereon.

L.

Trade Items.

A. Jones, bicycle dealer of Cambridge

Springs, Pa., is reported to have given execu-

tion for $559.

Snyder Bros., of Wolsey, S. D., hardware,,

sporting goods, etc., have been succeeded by

E. O. Snyder.

The bicycle stock of Rabbideau & French,

of West De Pere, Wis., has been purchased by

W. M. Workan & Co.

Bridgeport Handle^Bar Bender
{Filling or Heating,
Wrinkling,
Flattening,
Loss of Material.

With almost any

Drop'
Frontage,
Spread,
Pitch of Grasp.

Bends Vs, 18, 19, 20 Gauge rapidly, and for FRAMES
equally well. COPPER and BRASS TUBES for

many purposes.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

—MANUFACTURED BY—

BRIDGEPORT TUBING CO.^
Bridgeport, Conn , U. S. fl.

KUBBER TIKE CABS AND CARRIAGES.
The West Shore Railroad has incorporated a system whereby

passengers arriving or departing from its West Forty-second street
terminal. New York City, are supplied with cab, hansom, coach or
omnibus, as they may order. VVestcott Express messengers are
now on all through trains to sell tickets and engage such vehicles

as passengers desire. New York City has been
divided into six districts, each district having
its own number and its own rates. The ve-
hicles are all rubber-tired and will be maintained
jn first-class order. The new service has been
in effect since November 4th, and has been giving
excellent satisfaction.
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ASPHALT PAVEMENTS THE STANDARD PAVE-
MENT OF AMERICA.^ .^6

THE BARBER ASPHALT PAVING CO.,
Endorsed by the L. A. W. everywhere. Kindly mention The wh«i. No. II BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

SNOW HOLDERS
ARE ADJUSTABLE.

When Set Are Firm.
Wheels cannot fall over after being

put in holder. Used in bicycle stores,
public buildings, offices, stores,
churches, schools, factories, in fact
anywhere. No bicycle store complete
without them. Various styles furnished
in any finish. Write for prices.

SKO^r w^ire; ^vorks,
78-84 Exchange Street,

Established 1834. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Ask Your Jobber
...FOR.

Rel Cross

Brazers,

Vilcanizers,

EDameliiiE Oycds,

Gasoline Torcles,

Electros, Catalogues and

Price-lists on application.

RED CROSS
RUBBER & CEMENT CO.,

ROCHESTER. N. Y.

AKISW IL,n@Kl'ir©EI

/f'saiiBS from
to SO %
•opejlinc/

force.

NOTICE TO

Bicycle

Manufacturers.

The riders of 1 899
-will Insist upon
their TFheels be-
ing equipped with

"The Star

Ball Retainer"

Send us samples of
Cups and Cones and
write: for prices.

\LL. ROADS ARE EASr .^^^
V'vi-(^', 1/— WMEN THE •'"<^>«Ji»«T'Jf"'.*v, ,W

#%^N>.

If Defective PartsAre Found In

r''mN5ON BICYCLE
WeWillReplace Free And Pay All [XPRES5 Charges

MANSON CYCLE COJ^^^^H^^A^^^-^^-CH I CAOO.

_^^ HANDLE BARS"^
") FORK SIDES

^^^' PROTECTOR REVOLVERS
coRR.sPOHOENce PERFECTION PADLOCKS
soMcrcD^ AMES SWORD CO. CHICOPEE, MASS.'

All American wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the cycle in
Europe, its tracle, mechanics, and sport, should sub-
scribe to

THE CYCLIST
AND Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.

The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. Sent post free to any part of America
for one year, $3.25. American subscription agent,
F. P. Prial, 88 West Broadway, New York City.
American manufacturers having novelties in ma-

chines or sundries to introduce should advertise inTHE O^S^OLIST.
Terms on application to

ILIFFE SONS & STURMEY, Ltd.,

19 Hertford Strert, Coventry, England.
members of the American Trade visitin&r Cnpr-

land are invited to call at THE CYCLIST Office
nt Coventry, or at 3 St. Bride Street, Ludeate
Circus, London, E. C.

Our twenty-five years*

experience manufacturing LEFEVER GUNS has won an enviable
reputation for our

LEFEYER HRMS 60. eHflIN

They are built on honor. Each link-block and pin fits perfectly. They are properly case-hardened.

They are accurate as to pitch. The elongation after use is imperceptible. Built in four grades.

OVR HIGHEST ORADE IS BUILT OF NICKEL, AND TOOL-STEEL.

LEFEVER ARMS CO., Syracuse. N. Y.

CHICAGO. IVEN-BRANDENBURG CO.. 101 Reade St., NEW YORK.

Clark Valve
AUTOMATIC.

3 PARTS 3
No Springs, No Pins, Opens at Top,

Positive Check, Easiest Pumping Valve

made. Samples furnished on application.

THE CLARK NOVELTY CO., - Rochester, N. Y.
>-«-<•">^<» -c—«—*-*—»"*"*—*-^- -;

'^mmM\^ SUBSCRIPTION BLANK.
P 0. Box 444, N. Y. K" K" »?

I enclose $2.00 in payment of one year's subscription,

commencing with issue of .

Name,

Address,

City,

State,
,

„

> -&- <>--or-!>-?^-ft--»-©—> «--*--*--o--<; »«>»» ^ ^>-^-»-«>^ >-^"9"»-ai-'&-0"» o » » » -^^
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Cindly mention The Wheel.

NEW
KEENE
FLOOR
TRUING
STAND.

Takes wheel with or

without axle. Weight,

30 lbs.

Every repairer needs

it.

PRICE, $4.00.

Our new adjustable

Wheel-Assembling
Chuck is ready. Takes

26, 28 and 30 in. wheels.

NEW ENGLAND

CYCLE SUPPLY CO.

8G Myrtle St.,

KEENE, N. H.

j..j..;,^.!..i..!.^.J..J.4.^.5.^^J.^4.^.j.4.4.^.j..|..j..j.^.j.4..^^.j.^^^.j..j..{.^^^.<.^.j.

NICKEL STEEL CHAINS
BY THE

POWER MFG. CO., Bloomfield, N, J.

Made in 1-8 in,, S-IG in, ami 1-4 in.

Our chains can be obtained from the following jobbers:

W. A. Whitelaw & Co., 117 Chambers St..
New York.

Shone-Hanna Mf^. Co.. Rochester, N. Y.
Morgan & Ball, Springfield, Mass.
Ray State Cvcle Suoply Co., Boston. Mass.
Bridgeport Cycle Co.. Bridgeport, Conn.

Morley Bros., Saginaw, Mich.
Adams & Hart. Grand Rapids. Mich.
Geo. Hilsendegen. Detroit. Mich.
Geo. W. Strelinger. Detroit, Mich.
C. J. ?mith Cycle Supply Co., St. Paul,

Minn.

THE BLOCKS OF ALL OUR CHAINS ARE
MADE OF NICKEL STEEL.

.1.
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Perfection

Chain

Guard.
The above cut shows the style of Guard and Clamp fcr fastening same to wheel. 3.

Tile foMon'ing: sizes carried in stock: ^
No. I . For 20 tooth front sprocket wheel, Sheet Steel or Aluminum, 4-
No. 3. For 22

" " " '
.J-

No. 3. For 24
" " " " ^

No. 4, For 26
" " " " 4-

The Steel Guards are light and durable and do not require lacing. They are T
lined with felt or leather to prevent rattling, and when enameled or plated give a Y
verv handsome finish to the wheel. We furnish these guards in plain steel, not T
enameled, but with Complete Set of Braces for attaching to wheel also. yThe Aluminum Guards are made in four sizes, fitting 18 to 30 tooth front j"
sprockets and 6 to 12 rear sprockets. They are similar in design to the steel

"f"
guard, are highly finished and an ornament to the bicycle. Write for Trade Discount JAMKBICAN CYCLE SUPPLY CO., 56 Fiftli Ave., Chicago, 111. J,

""""""^'""•''"'VV^*"*"*"*'>.>*>:«;••::>.>:-:->»:• """"".

I i899-PierceTandems-i899

1

•:• Graceful. Staunch. Speedy. •:•

*?! Model 168, 33-in. 169, 84-in. *jl

*:• $85.oo. A

SPECIFICATIONS:
Frame, flush throughout. Color, black or carmine. Forks, full nickel.

Crown, plate nickel. Rims, white. Tires, Hartford, Palmer or Dunlop.
Saddles, Wheeler, Mesinger Special, Sager Flexible or Christy. Hubs,
flanged barrel Handle-bar, stationary, reversible or Kelly. Cranks, 6-6J2,
6!;^-7-in. Drop. 3^-in. Pedals, Star. Gears, 74. 80. 8-t. Chain K Lefever
nickel-steel. Lamp Bracket, Foot-rests and Brake optional.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. Your ten uory may be open.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO.
New Tork. Buffalo. Boston

Manufacturers for the Dealers and Export Trade. Our Prices the Lowest-
Quality the Best.

SOXJI3A.N- 1-IFO. CO., CHibago, 111.

New Y&rk Office, 107 CHAMBERS STREET,
EIJW. H. ALCOTT, Manager.

BICYCLES

When CoesMerieg

The Matter of

You will serve your own interests

and pocketbooks by obtaining es-

timates from :::::::

The Wheel Press,
88 "West Broad^^ray, New York,

Jot Down the Fact in Your
Memorandum Book.
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Handle-Bar Expander - - J, & D, " - LeattlCr GflpS

Used by 25 Largest Manufacturers.

Handled by nearly every jobber and retailer.

Expander is simplest and most effective made at least money. All sizes.

Send 20 cents for sample. It IS what you need.

JARVIS & DANIELS,
Manufacturers- Grand Rapids, Mich.

Guaranteed not to break or tips

come off. Always bright, new
and clean. You'll have big sale

for these. Send 20 cents for
sample pair.

J. & D. LEATHER GRIP.

Place your orders at once with us.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

MOSSBBRG TiRn BnhL,
JUST OUT.

New Mechanical Principle.

The Mossberg Bell is High Grade.

Price Low.

No. 1, Chime, - - - .75
No. 2, Smi^re Gong:, - - .SO

Sample by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.

No, 1 Chime.

Manufactured by pi^y\NK MOSSBERG CO., Pfovidence, R. I.

COE MFG. CO., 50 Warren St., New York, Selling Agents for U. S. A.

SCHRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE
Trade-Mark Registered April 30, 189S.

NOTICE.
Manufacturers of Bicycles, Jobbers

and Dealers:
In order to facilitate the
obtaining of

Parts of tDe ScDrader Universal Ualve

I have concluded to sell parts

only to the general trade.

Parts 99-1, 99-2, 99-3, 99-4, may be had from all

tire-makers, or from A. Schrader's Son. Price-

list and descriptions sent on application.
Kindly mention The

SIMPLE AND
ABSOLUTELY AIR-TIGHT.

MANUFACTURED BY

A. SCHRADER^S SON,
Established 1844.

99-3

Wheel.

30 and 32 Rose Street, \

c

NEW YORK, U. S. A.^<
NAME "STANDARD."
TRADE MARK STANDARD.
BALLS ARE STANDARD.

Standard Ball Co,,

320 East 23d St., - - New York.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Standard Steel Balls and Rivets.

9 WE WANT TO GET OUR BALLS IN YOUR FAGTORY, FOR ONCE USED YOU WILL USE NO OTHER.

Send for Sample of Our New Detachable Chain Siud.

Kindly mention The Wheel. J<>»
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BELLS AND SPECIALTIES..
We have as complete a line of bells to

select from as any jobber could wish for.

ALL HONEST-mAOE GOODS.
Over sixty years' experience in the man-
ufacture of bells alone.

Send for '99 catalogue.

BEVIN BROS.' Mro. CO., - - East Hampton, Conn.
Kindly mention Tlie Wheel. Bevin Bell.
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THEY ALL LOOK ALIKE

EXCEPT

m "kmm" "Tms Frame"

BICYCLKS.
IT HAS A STYLE AND MERIT OF ITS OWN.

THE OMY "TRUSS FRAME" BICYCLE SOLD BY AGENTS.

U there is no agent in your town for the "AMERICA" "TRUSS
FRAME" bicycle, we want one at once.

Our line is a matchless one. Good money-makers and good satis-

faction-givers.

AMERICA "Truss Frame" List, $50.00

The BRADLEY, 30-inch Special List, 45.00

The BRADLEY, 28-icch List, 40.00

The ORIOLE List, 35.00

AMERICA Truss Frame Tandem, with centre-drive

attachment List, 100.00

DAVID BRADLEY MFG. CO., oSTartment.

73 to 77 Fulton Street, Chicago. III., U. S. A.

"We have a record of

40 years as man-
ufacturers.

Export Department, 5 Broadway, New York City.
David Bradley & Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Bradley, Clark & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Bradley, Wheeler & Co., Kansas City, Mo.

>»>vvvvvvv

Kindly mention The Wheel.

•:-::<•:••:•:«:•• ;~>vvv*;~;'%~;";";">v%";*v%'>i '.-*>-•••'

Why pay big money for high-priced lamps when

• • •^t»The Everlit
is the best oil lamp at any price ?

^^ ^^ e^^

Thousands of riders

now using it send us

this verdict.

5^** tt^^ e^*

Right in line, same

^^^IJjJ^ class of manufacture,

BURDICK CYCLOMETER,

ROYAL BELLS

cTass^ GarSm^" ^^THE MAJESTIC ft

EDWARD MILIvER & CO.,
*:* meriden, Conn.
• Kindly mention The Wheel.
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^UNION Roller^Gear

eHAINLESS
Represents the Highest Type of Bicycle Construction. The Swiftest Bicycle Built.

The UNION has always been heard from, but never as it will be in 1899. The AGENCY IS VALUABLE.

UNION
UNION
UNION

REDHEAD,
WHITEHEAD,
ROLLER-GEAR CHAINLESS,

LIST $50.00
65.00
75.00

UNION "P"ERFECTION,
UNION "D'URABILITY,

UNION "Q"UALITY.
i i

BUILT ON A GOLD BASIS."

UNI0N eveLE MFG. C©., highlandville, mass.

•^
4-
4-

•i"

•h
•i-

•h
•I-

i-
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•i-
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+
4-

+
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4-
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I Not every man can become a RIDER HAGGARD and write books

;

|

I
But many a man becomes a HAGGARD RIDER because his wheel runs hard. t

I The SNELL is Easy Running! I

t — —
-i-

t +

t The Jobber who realizes this—the Dealer who realizes this—if they act *

+ accordingly they are wise. Be wise—our catalogue will help you. +

I THE SNELL CYCLE FITTINGS CO., I
+ *
1- Kindly mention The Wheel.

^^^^^ TOLEDOf OHIOa U. Sa A. +
^^4.^.J.^^.f.4.^.j..5..j,.i..^.|..j..j..j..|..|..j..^.{.^^.j.^^^^.j..;..5..j..5..j..j..j,.j..{..j..j..j..j.j|..j..j..[..j»j..^
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•I-

PACEMAKER CHAIN

LUBRICANT.
THE

OPENING
IS ONE
INCH
WIDE

REDUCED CUT.

Brush in Cap.

Price, 15 Cents.

Brush Tube.

Price, 10 Cents.

Oil

Two handy methods of applying- this Lubricant
to a chain or gear.

G. W. COLE & CO., 141 Broadway, N. Y.

Also Makers of/ 'Oil.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

"5-
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We make one-

..S0LaR LftMP
A MINUTE IN THE

Largest and

Only

Factory

Producing

ACETYLENE

..LAIVIPS..

Exclusively

in the

World.

I»I Our Success proves the SOLAR ^^i* ^n Experiment. 1*1

I BADGER BRASS MFG. CO., I
>

. >
•:• Kindly mention The Wheel. KenOSha, WiS. •>

*:* X

^©••••••••••••••••••••••••9*«*«*«*»*«*»*»*«*»*»*»*»*»*»*»*»*»*»*«*«*

Emergency Repair Link.
X>etaclial>le!.

Repairs made by the

use of these links are

permanent.

VALUABLE for REPAIRMEN in MAKING
and RELIABLE REPAIRS.

QUICK

New York Office,

107 Chambers Street.

MANUFACTURED BY....

Stockton Mfg. Co.,
Kindly mention The Wheel.

^^•^•^•^•^^•^•^••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••^•^•^•^•^*^*^*^*
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FRAME FITTINGS.

WE MANlfACTlRE
everything to make FirstClass, up-to-date

frames for Singles, Tandems, Triplets,

Quads and Quints, adapted for 38 and 30

inch wheels. Our 30-inch line tor '99 will

be the best out.

AND WE SELL
HUBS.

everything to equip these frames in a first-class manner.

THE BEST CRANK-HANCER MADE
is the Armstrong "A" Hanger. You can't afford to use it unless you want the best.

The only rim made that is good enough to use in 30-iN. wheels is the KUNDTZ. We
are their Chicago distributors.

FREE: Send for Wall Sheet and complete catalogue showing Working Drawings

for over io of our '99 Models.

ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL CO.,

9 7 West Washington Street,

CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.

New York Distributor: C. Murray Rice,

10.5 Chambers Street.

TOOLS. Kindly mention The Wheel. HANGERS

STEEL

BALLS
The Best in

the World.

EXCELSIOR MACHINE CO.,

Kindly mention The Wheel BUFFALO, N. Y.

WE ARE OPEN FOR BUSINESS.

The Hurd &
Rockford

'99 Models

now ready. Look at

its fine lines. Wheel
base, 43 inches. It is

coupled [up short in the rear, making it a fast wheel for track use.

We Make 30-Inch Wheels
and they are beauties. Write for catalogue and discounts. The goods

are fine and the price is right.

Rockford Cycle Company, Rockford, III.

MEIUNK EXPANDERS FOR '99.

Largest Number
in Use.

Most positive grip. Gives

best results. Comparing our

expanders with all other de-

vices, it proves above all

competitors.

MEILINK MFG. CO., - TOLEDO, 0.

r|^r^ (j<if^>^ r{|i fj^ r^r^r^f^t^ r|^r^ (1^1^r^r^(^1^1^f^>^f^
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30-inch Wheel

Fittings.

28-inch Wheel

Fittings.

3-Crown Fittings.

Juvenile Fittings.

-I CORRECT ANGLES

MATTHEW STRAUSS,
JOBBER IN CYCLE MATERIALS.

334-336-338 Genesee St.

SEND FOR ADVANCE SHEET. Y.BUFFALO,

N

Kindly mention The Wheel.

t-f•^-f+K-f•^-f^f4-f•J-f•^•f•^-f^-f•^--^+•^-H•H-f•^-H-f^-^-4-f•^-;«^

B.&W.
BEAVTIFIJI, DESIGNS.

SADDLES.
Model 704 Flexible.

CORRECX SHAPES.

SUPERIOR. QUALIXir AKD FIMISB.

THE BUTLER & WARD CO., Wfrs.,

Kindly mention The Wheel.

BICYCLE
name-plates.

The easily-recognized-at-a-

glance kind.

Samples, Sketches and

Prices at your service.

THIS IS OUR NO. 505

STOCK PLATE.

Just the thing for small deal-

ers. Any initial in centre.

Raised letters.

Send for Samples.

S. D. CHILDS &CO.,
Originators of Bicycle Plates,

140 Monroe St., - - Chicago.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

NEWARK, N. J.

•^^--^-M•4-•+-^-f+

TRANSFER ORNAMENTS

Kindly mention The Wheel.

(DCCALCOnANlAS)

We carry a stock of bicycle

decorations, name plates, strip-

ing, varnishes, etc. Special de-

signs can be delivered in less

than two weeks. Get our cata-

THE MEYERCORD CO.
L-lcan Slaniifacturei-s

OUftRANTBBD ^ DBCftUCOMftNIA J» TRftNSrERS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, CHICAGO.
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Indianapolis Chain & Stamping Co.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

....MAKLRS OF..

DIAIMOND CHAINS.
R/B. McMULLEN & CO., General U. S. Sares Agents,

88-90 Lake St., Chicago. 309 Broadway, New York.

NtW YORK DEPOT: J. S. LENG'S SON & CO., 4 Fletcher St.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Combined
All our efforts in making

a complete line of ... .

"THE CUTTING SADDLE,"
in wood and metal base. Excel in design, shape,

quality and price. Send for catalogue.

THE CUTTING-KAESTNER CO.,
241-247 S. Jefferson Street, - - Chicago, III.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

THE

Defender Special
FOR '99.

Write for Catalogue and Prices.

KOKOMO RUBBER CO.
Chicago Branch. H. W. Coolldge & Co., No. 135 Lake St.

Philadelphia Agent, George W. Noch, 126 N. 4th St.

Denver Agent. E T. Weiani. No. 50 1-3 Sixteenth St.

New York Agency, No 944 8th Ave.

KOKOMO, IND.

Kindly mention
The Wheel,

ARE YOU,.,.

jtjt AS A MANUFACTURER OR JOBBER
^jt OF CYCLE PARTS AND SUNDRIES,
jt.5t INTERESTED IN....

CREDITS ?

If so, we would appreciate hearing from your ^<^

credit man asking for particulars of our sys- r/ ^
tem for interchanging credit information. =^^

Cycle Credit Exchange, Canton, Ohio.

•?•:••:••:":•:••>•:••:":•

OUR OUTPUT
CHAINS.

1 895, 48,0OO
1 896, 99,000
1897, 201,000
1898, 300,000

QUALITY, QUANTITY AND PRICE.
See our New Detachable Connection for 1899.

INDIANA CHAIN CO.,
INDIANAPOLIS,

IND. _^

Send 860. for Fob.
Kindly mention The WheeL
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IDEAL ADJISTABLE HANDLE-BARS I
o*

Ideal Adjiislablc Bars wUh Internal Binders. §§
•o

•: -. ao

f'',
i^ (() ....Proven highest grade §s

..'-u r'\ \ made . . Finish and work- §g

manship superior to any §s

bar on the market. §2

...Prices the lowest, con- §s
,

.0

sidermg quahty of goods. §s

...Write for prices and §°

trade discounts. §5
•o

I IDEAL PLATING CO., "Sr^;!;' I
o.-«o*o«o*o«c«o«oao»o*o«o«o«o*o«o*o»oto*o*o*o*o*o»o*o«o*o*0'«ci*c*c>o*o«o*cao*o«oaoaoao«o«o*o
:i9G«0*0»0»0«0BC«O«0*O«0»0«3B0a0i0*C*O*OaO«0*0*O«0*O»0*0«0*'O«O«aa0«O«0*0«0«0»0»0*0»o«0S0«O«

"C.&^r EXPANDER.
Outside
Diameter.

I 3-J6

SIZES.

This expander is guaranteed to hold the post against

any strain that can be given. It surpasses all other

makes and holds the post its entire length.

THE CYCLE & TOOL MFG. CO.,

Springfield, Mass.

C. H. WELD.
Western Representative,

Marshall, Mich.

The Bridpport Detachable Chain.

THE SLICKEST CHAIN FOR 1899.

Accurate Pitch. Repairable Without Tools. Send for Prices.

Every Chain will be fitted with our Quick Detaching Link,

having no screws, springs or puzzling mechanical kinks.

(LOCKED.) (unlocked.)

THE BRIDGEPORT OHAIN CO., BRIDGEPORT, CONN,
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No Better

Tube made

than that

manufactured

I by

•J-

4'

•I-

•5-

If
Shelby

Steel Tube
eo.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

1

No, kind reader, he is not a contortionist, but his

Fork-Crown has broken.
MORAL :-

Use B. & S. Dfop-Forged Hollow Fork-Crowns.

THEY NEVER BREAK.
THE
BILLIHGS
AHD
SPEHGER
GOMPAHY,

Hartford, Conn.,

U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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««

Favorite"
Bicycles.

We make

JUVENILES
a specialty.

oa

ss

ss

We have the reputation

best Juvenile Bicycles

Write us when in the

grade is high.

for Catalogue.

of making the

in the World.

market. Our

Our prices low. Send

is We also make Adult TAVORITES, an g
*• ' ao

If
honest wheel at a moderate price. 11

i The Toledo Metal Wheel Co., I•o ' So

ss TOLEDO, OHIO. Is
•o am

SS Kindly mention The Wheel. S§

*8S58?igSSSSSSSSSSS;25SSSSSSS5SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS5SSSSSS8SSSSSSSSS8S8SSS8S85SSSSSSSSSSSSg;s;S!^

>•>"—."." .T..T..-..T..I..I..T..-,....-.

BievetES.
GALES, $35.00.

DUflNE. $25.00.
Profitable Terms to Agents. Write for Particulars.

•?• SUNDRIES r

Tfie Largest Stock of Sun-
dries in America at the

Lowest Prices.

SPECIAL AGENTS FOR

MIDDLETOWN BELL CO.

Bicycle Bells.

CHEAPEST AND BEST.

B. & R. ACETYLENE LAMPS,
PRICE :S2.50.

Standard Bicycle Wrenches.

..Interesting Prices for Jobbers and Manufacturers ..

O

O

Schoverling, Daly & Gales,

325 BROADWAY,
Kindly mention The Wheel. NEW YORK.
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STEEL BALLS
We are the ONLY makers that tarn

out wniformly per-

fect balls.

,,4'^_^

THESE ARE OUR GUARANTEES.,
FIRST—That every faaU is a PERFECT SPHERE,
SECOND—That every ball is within j-^^jyi; of an

inch of exact size.

THIRD—That the surface of the balls is absolutely

smooth, and b free from scratches and pit-marks.

FOURTH—That balls bought from us at one time
will be exactly like balls of a similar size bought
from us at any other time.

FIFTH—That the balls are made of the best grade
of ball steel that can be bought.

Our balls make easy-ronningf wheels.

Yoo won't find on our boxes a caution not to mix balls.

OUR PRICES ARE THE CHEAPEST.
OUR BALLS ARE THE BEST.

The Steel Ball Co*
39 W. RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

The Solar Lamp
Has Passed the Experimental Stage.

,t,»T« %»T»»T«»T« »%.<»T< 1 4« >Ij % %»%*
j
« »3A >% »% »T« »iT« t%»%1% %»% t%»T« p.% »iT<>T< ?<»j« »%»T«>y< iX*>% >T«A »%»%»%A tit J«
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4-

H"
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4-

4<

this was the

satisfactory Gas

of '98.

4"f4<

SELL IT THIS

SEASON ?

NEW YORK AGENTS:

Hartley & Graham,
313 and 315 BROADWAY.

.J.4..J.

A Complete Line of Bicycle Sundries.

rafa.in«>iift Ready for Distribution March 1st.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Price a Little Higlier tban Seamless, bat

RIDERS INSIST ON WIL!*10T'S PATENT

"CLINCHER" CYCLE TUBING,
FORK-SIDES, REAR.PORKS, D AND OVAL STAYS,

in .50 per cent Carbon " Copperized " "Swedoh" Spring Steel,

For Rigid, Easy Riding, Safe and Fast Mounts,

BecausB it is Stronger, Smootlier and Enamels Better tlian Seamless,

and causes Cycle Manufacturers less trouble.

Avoid Bends, Dents, and Weak, Springy Frames
in NEXT SEASON'S MOUNT.

_6r .jfcjJlL Made from a superior grade of

"SWEDOH" Spring Steel Bllleti,

SUBsrl-\f,:
TUTELl M
FOR FRO.'JT (g

FORKS (a...
USED IN IWN
TESTinS >S
STRENGTH l
AT USUAL \ I
POINT OF \

BRtAKOOWW BOTH
—r 'TESTS
^lTHi;4-lN.

k.GAUCETUBJ,-*'*V«r ,>
"CLINCHER

'^ TUBING WITHOUT
REINFORCEMENT GAVE

ITUEING REINFORCED ^'^^
^^'"p^VcEM^™

'GAVEVtAYAT S25 LBS. at 1400 lIsT

SEEING IS

L^ T^vy-J-'in^ '°° strong to draw into seamless tubes,
^fc. IttTIICUi-t J ,

wYOURSELF. ^^" made with only about

One-tenth the number of heatings

J BEST
seamless

usually employed in the manufac-
ture of seamless or weldless tube,

thus preserving the quality of the
steel.

This Accounts for the Superior Strength.

THE WILMOT & HOBBS MFG. CO^
HOT AND COLD ROLLED STEEL WORKS AND TUBE MILLS,

Established 1877. BRIDGBPORX, COXX., IT. S. A.

Romeo
Wheels

AND

Frames
For the Trade.

1899

Criterion

Hubs.
fULL LINE OF FiniNOS

AND SUNDRIES.

Our Catalogue now ready.

Dealers' and Manufactur-

ers' correspondence

solicited.

International

Cycle Fittings

Co.,

74 Reade St.,

n. y. city.

Kindly BMstioa TIm Wheel \
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Capitol Brand Sundries

OUR SUNDRY DEPARTMENT was organ-
ized one year ago and our unequaled
facilities for selling enabled us to

handle an immense quantity of goods dur-
ing 1898. The results of one year's busi-

ness have placed us in a position to inter-

est every dealer. This year we shall

handle more sundries than any other house
in the trade and we are prepared to quote
prices accordingly.

A FEW SPECIALTIES.

Cyclometers,

Frame Protectors,

Grips,

Inner Tubes,

Lacings,

Lamps,

Locl(S,

Oilers,

Pumps.

CAPITOL BRAND:

Chainless Gear Lubricant
A NEW artici-e:.

The Only Suitable Lubricant for Chainless
Gears. Furnished in 2 oz. Tubes and

in Quart and Gallon Cans.

?iSIZE.

CONSULT our 1899 Catalogue of Bicycle Sundries
and Fittings, a book of sixty pages showing

cuts of every article listed. Only retail prices are
given in the catalogue. Quotations furnished deal-
ers upon application.

A FEW SPECIALTIES.

Rims,

Saddles,

Screw Drivers,

Tire Tape,

Toe Clips,

Tool Bags,

Trouser Guards,

Valves,

Wrenches.

SUNDRY DEPARTMENT
POPE MFG. CO.

Hartford, Conn.
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SUMMED UP.

Cleveland enamelers are having war.

There will be a large demand for low-priced
wheels.

Reinforced connections seem to be on the

decline.

"Mr. Ferro of New York " is in the toils

of the law.

A rubber trust rumor involves a well-known
tire factory.

The San Francisco six-day race was a

brutal affair.

Philadelphia and Pittsburg shows and
Cleveland opening week quite successful.

A prominent advertising agency, backed by
Welsbach interests, is apparently trying to

hinder the use of acetylene gas.

TALE OF THE WEEK.

Willy nilly. The Wheel must celebrate

Washington's birthday on Wednesday of this

week. Usually the paper goes to press Wed-

nesday afternoon. This week it must be done

on Tuesday. This means the omission of the

export statistics, which appear in The Wheel
one week earlier than in the other cycling

journals, as well as the patent pages.

Should Have a Good Summer.

From all accounts the blizzard which has

been sweeping over the country the past few

days is about the worst that has ever been

encountered during the known history of the

continent. The winter season has been re-

markable for heavy winds and snow falls, and

if there is anything in the theory of meteoro-

logical equalization, next summer ought to

be calm and dry—especially as the past few

summers haye not been over-dry.

The Nature of the Demand.

From_ the reports of travelers to manufac-

turers two points are clear: weather permit-

ting, there will be a very healthy demand

from riders—the speculative orders already

secured by many of the smaller factories from

dealers prove this, and dealers everywhere

say so; and the demand now promises to be

very large for cheap and medium-priced

goods. The experience of the past has ap-

parently not created a distaste for low prices.

The people still want low prices and some-

how feel that they can get them and still have

better quality. Dealers should and naturally

will in most cases try to sell the higher-priced

goods. It is desirable for the interests of all

concerned, including the rider, that this be

done. A thing cheapened in price is cor-

respondingly cheapened in reputation. Deal-

ers must not, for their own sakes, let the

trade reach a point where buying a wheel

will be looking a gift horse in the mouth.

Date of the Show.

When the New York Cycle Show closed

The Wheel had an interview with A'lanager

Sanger in regard to the frequently expressed

opinion among people in the trade that the

date of the show was too early. There seem-

ed to have been a general opinion that early

March would be better than late January for

the purposes of a cycle show intended to be a

general advertisement of cycling. Mr. Sanger

intimated that he would hold a show next

year at about the same time as this year.

The Whe-el submitted the matter by mail to

the different e-xhibitors, but their replies,

some of which appeared in last week's issue

and some of which appear this week, do not

shed much lig'ht on the matter. If the trade

really has any definite opinion in regard to

the time at which a national show should be

held, it would be well to impress that opinion

upon Mr. Sanger.

Cast Hubs Largely Displaced.

A year or two ago the market was flooded

with cast metal hubs, which when finished up

could not be distinguished from the turne-1

articles. A prominent manufacturer of hubs

when interviewed by The Wheel the other

day stated that so far as he knew the cast

metal hub has ahiiost disappeared from the

market at the present time. Improvement in

automatic hub machinery, a decrease in the

cost of these machines and a decrease in the

cost of the special steel used in the production

of hubs has brought the price of the turned

goods down to a figure where it is no longer

desirable to use the cheaper cast hub.

$

A Turn In the Tide.

The competition between manufacturers of

pressed eups and cones and those who produce

the turned article is growing warmer each

day. Last year the manufacturers of the

pressed metal parts had matters nearly all

their own way, especially with the inanufac-

turers of the medium-grades of wheels, but

this season the tide seems to be turning in

S^^C^
15

»L^»^***"^ article. A prominent

western manufacturer of screw-machine pro-

ducts accounts for this by the fact that during

the past year or two the producers of the raw

material have made great improvement in the

quality of what is known as machinery steel.

Formerly the best concerns in the country

would use nothing but tool steel in their bear-

ings, but this season many firms are specify-

ing the machinery steel product; in tact, very

few now insist on the- more expensive tool-

steel cups and cones. In the manufacture of

cups and head fitting the manufacturers of the

pressed metal product are still doing a very

large business, but for the manufacture of

cones the turned article is now almost univer-

sally used.
'

A Dangerous Hook to Nibble At.

Judging by the number of people in the

trade who bit at the bait hung out a short

time ago by an alleged exporter in New York
City, there is not enough carefulness in look-

ing up the business standing of prospective

purchasers. An imposing letterhead has often

been used for purposes of misrepresentation.

The particular kind of fraud which was so

recently exposed by The Wheel, that of us-

ing on a letterhead the name of some well-

known New York concern, should have un-

usually careful attention at the hands of the

trade. Apparently the men who work this

plan are no sooner downed than they bob up

again under another name.

Troubles of Washington Dealers.

Surely there is no community in the land

in which the cycle dealers for some time

past have had a harder row to hoe than Wash-

ington, D. C. First and always, dealers in

that city are obliged to sell very largely on

the installment plan. Their customers are nu-

merous among s-overnmental employes, whose

salaries are too small to permit them to pay

the full price of a wheel at one time. If the

governmental employe happens to make his

purchase toward the end of an administration,

in some cases he leaves Washington for parts

unknown before the wheel is completely paid

for. A third difficulty arose recently in the

attempt to force dealers to pay an annual

license under a law governing junk dealers.

And now the plan to tax all bic3"cle riders is

worrying them.

On Courtesy to the Trade.

The Wheel takes pleasure in assuring

whomsoever may be interested that it has no

intention of following the rule which has been

adopted by another journal, relative to com-

plimentary notices of people who are promi-

nent in the trade. We have in mind a con-

cern which produces an excellent acetylene

lamp, quite able to talk for itself. The prin-

cipals of this concern, however, find it pleas-

ing to themselves to subordinate their own

identities in pushing this lamp and to give
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prominence to the personality of the man who

so ably represents them in the cycle trade.

It is easily seen that by giving publicity to

this gentleman, as well as to his lamp, the

interests of all concerned are admirably

served, and any publisher's rule to the con-

trary would seem to be silly. This is only a

sample instance. There arc others, and The

WiiEici, is desirous that its position in the

matter should be understood.

A Matter for Judgment, Not Justice.

That the aldermen who run the affairs of

New York City should take several million

dollars of the people's money and spend it

for the construction of a speedway devoted

solely to the use of a comparatively few

owners of fast horses, is matter for general

criticism. The persistent efforts which have

been made, however, by a cyclist named

William F. Doll to gain entre to this speed-

way are not in the line of good judgment.

Wheelmen have favors to ask of these same

horse owners, who are in some cases mem-

bers of the city council, and it is fortunate

that in this case Mr. Doll is not taken to be a

representative of the cycling fraternity.

Wheelmen may want cycle paths in some

parts of the Metropolis some day, and one

of the worst things which could happen to

the interests of any such project would be

a victory by Mr. Doll in his case against the

horsemen.

»

Power of Local Organization-

Last week The Wheel asked the trade to

overlook the deficiencies of the League of

American Wheelmen and to recognize the

fact that that organization has been, is and

can be a great power for the good of cycling

generally and the trade in particular. The

future success of the League is largely in-

volved in the success of the local organization

scheme, which is to be put into operation in

several of the stronger divisions. The trade

should look upon this scheme with favor and

might do much worse than give it financial

support. The advice is especially directed to

local dealers. In Baltimore, as has been

stated in The Wheel, the L. A. W. proceed-

ed on the ward-and-precinct system followed

by political organizations, securing the ad-

dress of every voting wheelman. This worked

wonders when voting time came. To dupli-

cate this organization elsewhere is, generally

speaking, the new plan.

A Pliiladelphia Peculiarity.

Philadelphia is a queer city. Among the

exhibitors at the cycle show which is in pro-

gress there this week is an optician who, on

the night of the opening, when, people were

willing to hire boats in many parts of the

city to get to their homes, was apparently

doing more business than anybody at tlie

show. It takes a Philadelphian to go to a bi-

cycle show to buy a pair of spectacles.

About the Chain Trust.

An inquiry sent by a friend of The Wheel
to an eastern manufacturer concerning the

prospective organization of the chain manu-

facturers, brought this reply: "You ask me

if I know anything about the trust. l\Iy an-

swer is, I don't know whether I do or not."

This reminds one of Mr. Dooley's remark

to his friend Hennessy that Manila is a good

wa_v from Cliina, and then again it isn't.

AMERICAN SHIPS NEEDED.

In the solution of the export problem one of

the chief obstacles encountered has been the

lack of American ships to distribute Ameri-

can goods. Steamship lines work for their

own countries just as railroad lines work for

their terminal points, and every ship is a mis-

sionary of trade. Tradesmen do not employ

competitors' wagons to distribute their goods,

and while it may be said that it does not mat-

ter whether goods are delivered by one car-

rier or another, so long as they get there,

such statements are misleading to a great ex-

tent.

No more important or more interesting

legislation is pending in Congress than that

providing for the establishment of a merchant

mtarine so as to promote the commerce and

increase the foreign trade of the United States.

The Hanna-Payne bill, which has this object

in view, em'bodies the best thought of the best

minds on this subject. It is indorsed by lead-

ing manufacturers in every branch of indus-

try and by commercial organizations through-

out the United States. The bill is chiefly a

commercial measure. Its aim is to equahze

conditions of shipping in the foreign carrying

trade and nothing more. The expense to the

country by the enactment of this measure will

be a mere bagatelle compared with the result-

ing advantage; probaibly between one and two

millions of dollars the first year. It is a well

known fact that machinery has enormously

increased the producing capacity of this 'coun-

try, and the merchant marine should be en-

couraged, in order to prevent; overstocked

markets and idle factories. The policy of the

Government should be to widen our markets,

and thus give continuous employment to our

labor and capital. As one means to this end,

the development of an American merchant

marine should be encouraged, for we can

never hope for the full development of our

foreign commerce until we have American

ships to distribute American goods.

This question appeals strongly to the bicycle

industry. This trade has made wonderful

strides. It has developed an export trade of

about $6,000,000 per annum. The increase in

our bicycle output and the advance and im-

provement in that line is more marked than

in any other class of manufacturing. Our

manufacturers of all kinds need a wider mar-

ket, and one of the obstacles in the way is the

lack of American ships to distribute American

goods.

Congress should remove this obstacle by en-

acting the pending bill and thus enable our

manufacturers to receive their just share of the

trade of the world, and you should let your

representatives in Congress know that you

are interested.

Sterling Elliott says he will make the "L.

A. W. Bulletin" still less a cycling journal.

Elliott is a fearful and wonderful man, but

in this he will find himself in juxtaposition to

the impossible.

The Wheel's account of the L. A. W.
national assembly, judging by the unusual

congratulations received, was something more
than L. A. W. members have been used to.

*
The way Jupiter Pluvius washed down last

week's snow blanket was a good job well

done. For several years, however, Jupe has

overworked himself later in the season.

Soon the local dealer's German brass band
will be blaring into the ear of the public that

spring has came, go to Jones' and see the

latest Tinwheel bicycles.

*
"Padders" may find holidays and weekly

journalism a mixture full of poetry and

rhythm. To others it is over-punctuated

prose.
*

Travelers take note: The Wheel will

gladly print your names, your movements,

your ideas, at any time. E. & O. E.

If you have filled orders from a New York
man named Ferro, or Faro, the chances are

that you fell into a brace game.

Protecting an Idea.

Editor The Wheel: I have an article or
device that I do not care to have patented,
but I wish to get something out of it. Can
I have a drawing made of it, signed and wit-

nessed to prove that I invented it at a certain

time, and, if so, how long will it hold good?
Will it protect me so that others cannot use
the device? H.

Reply.—The only means by which the in-

ventor of any machine or device can protect it

permanently against use by others is by means

of a patent regularly issued. It is provided

by statute, however, that any inventor who
makes a new invention or discovery, and de-

sires further time to mature the same, may
file in the Patent Office a caveat setting forth

the design of his invention, and of its dis-

tinguishing characteristics, and praying pro-

tection of his right until he shall have ma-
tured his invention. This caveat is operative

for the term of one year from the date of

filing it. But if application is made within

the year by any other person fbr a patent with

which such caveat would in any manner inter-

fere, notification will be sent to the person by

whom the caveat was filed. It will then be-

come his duty, if he wishes to avail himself

of his caveat, to file his description, specifica-

tions, drawings and model within three

months.
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MR. " FERRO," OF NEW YORK,

IN THE TOILS OF THE LAW.

The Latest Attempt to Swindle Cycle Trade

Firms Was Partially Successful, but Con-

victing Evidence Seems Complete.

The caution printed in The Wheel about

a New York swindling concern, and whicli

brought to this office letters from several

manufacturers who found themselves directly

interested, has had the desired sequel in the

arrest of the alleged swindler. Aided by in-

formation furnished by The Wheel, the police

on February 16 arrested an elderly English-

man, .who claimed the name of Ferro, and

who had an office at 2 Stone street. The

police say that there are more than a

score of complaints against him, most

of them in the Western States, but a

number in this state. It is believed that

this man is one of the same gang who have

used the names Deming. Selig and others; the

name Ferro being a recent addition.

The .man who v^as arrested posed as a

commission merchant. He wrote to manu-

facturing concerns asking prices of hardware,

cycle sundries, etc., and he was not slow in

giving orders. The name Ferro is, of course,

fictitious as far as he is concerned, although

it is really the name of a merchant who is

well rated in the mercantile agency books.

The police estimate that he has gotten about

$10,000 worth of goods in this way. Twenty

cases of patent wrenches made by a !Massa-

chusetts firm were found awaiting the order

of Mr. "Ferro" on the Stonington pier. Two
cases of cycle sundries, consigned from Roch-

ester, were found in the Erie Railroad yards.

These two cases were marked privately by

detectives, who saw them taken away by a

truckman to a Park Row store. In transit

the name "Ferro" was scratched ofif and the

name of the firm to whom they were de-

livered put on. The private marks, however,

were not noticed and served for identification

when Mr. "Ferro" was captured. The man
was held in $5,000 bail. The man who re-

ceived the goods was not held, upon his

promdse to produce the man from whom he

obtained them.

Mr. "Ferro" turns out to be James Yarring,

and strongly resembles the real Mr. Ferro.

On Friday he was held in $5,000 bail for

further examination.

Persistent Racing Rumor About the Pope Co.

It has been said before, and is reiterated

—

from Hartford, this time—^that although no

public announcement has been made "a big

'bicycle maker" of that city will take active

interest in racing again this year, to prove

the qualities O'f the chainless wheel. Accord-

ing to the report, McDuffee is to be the star

of the aggregation and a number of other

fast men will be included in the team. Mc-
Duffee is to have the fastest pacemakers ob-

tainable for record .work, and there will be

match races with Elkes, Michael, French Tay-

lore and other middle-distance men.

ing for advertising purposes. Last year it

showed a waning interest in this form of ad-

vertising, but if the report be true, they now
intend to re-enter the lists vigorously. It i.s

stated that they have ordered from Paris ten

of the latest petroleum-driven pacing ma-
chines, weight 160 pounds each and having
21- horse-power and the ability to run 125 miles

without recharging. The speed of these rac-

ing machines is such as to be more than 30

miles an hour.

REINFORCED CONNECTIONS

ARE ON THE DECLINE.

A Good Man Wanted.

An American firm with a branch office in

London is anxious to find a man aged be-

tween 30 and 35, of solidity and cycle selling

experience; a man who can introduce Ameri-
can methods in merchandising and one who,

above all things, can prove past success and

the ability to hold down a position as head

of a concern. Will have complete charge, and

must be an all-around merchant, thoroughly

posted on selling methods and also capable of

handling correspondence, looking after ac-

counts, and, in fact, be able to take complete

charge. Address, with full particulars, B. V.

L., care The Wheel.

English Tire Company After Records.

A dispatch from London, dated February 2.

says that an English tire company, presumably

the Dunlop Company, is to endeavor to re-

cover the world's records, which now stand

to the credit of American riders. For years

this company was the leader in the use of rac-

A Fire in Toledo.

Toledo, Feb. 14.—The Malleable Iron

Works had a very close call last night, and

but for the prompt work of the fire depart-

ment the building would have been in flames.

The fire started in the core-roo.m and it had

spread all over that part of the building.

About a hundred feet square was burned and

the core-room is almost a total loss.

To Stop Bicycle Stealing.

Senator Goodrich, of Connecticut, has

indorsed a bill stipulating that all dealers in

second-hand wheels must be licensed and

must keep complete records of all wheels re-

ceived and sold, with the names, addresses

and descriptions of everybody involved. The

bill also provides a fine .for any person de-

stroying a name-plate or number on a wheel.

David Bradley Died Sunday.

Chicago, Feb. 20.—David Bradley, presi-

dent of the David Bradley Mfg. Co., makers

of the America truss-frame bicycle, died yes-

terday. He had been for sixty-four years a

resident of Chicago and established the city's

first foundry. The agricultural implement

plant of the Bradley Company gives employ-

ment to 1,500 men.

A Persistent Rubber Trust Rumor.

Repeated denials to the contrary notwith-

standing, it is persistently rumored that the

new trust, which was recently formed .for the

purpose of combining manufacturers of hard

rubber goods, has an option on the tire busi-

ness of one of the largest manufacturers of

tires.

That Is the Opinion of the Shelby Com-
pany's Sales Manas:er, and He Ought to

Know the Situation.

According to the opinion of Sales Mana-
ger Plum, of the Shelby Tube Co., in Cleve-

land, fully three-fourths of the manufacturers

of the country are no longer reinforcing the

connections in itheir frame construction. This

statement was 'made as a result of an inquiry

made by a Wheel representative regarding

the amount of taper gauge tubing being used

and the possilbilities of the future of this

much-vaunted production.

Judging from the orders and inquiries be-

ing rebeived by the company mentioned, the

consumption of taper-gaugetubingwiU amount
to very little. Thus far only four concerns

of any prominence have signified their in-

tention of using this variety of tubing, and

that with a view to lightening rather than

strengthening the frames of their light racing

machines. The tubing for this purpose is

ordered for 24-gauge in the centre of the

lengths, tapered down to 22 or 20 gauge at

the ends, thus imaking the frame lighter than

if built of the heavier straight gauge tuibing.

Mr. Plum said that fully 75 per cent of the

orders now being placed are for 20 gauge,

and only a very few for lighter than 22 gauge,

consequently there is no longer a necessity

for reinforcing the frame by inserting extra

sections at the connections.

Regarding the future of the taper-gauge

tube, he stated that many manufacturers con-

sider it an advantage, but the cost of pro-

duction is so much greater that in view of the

drop in the price of wheels it is too expen-

sive to use.

Mr. .Moore, president of the Cleveland Ma-
chine Screw Co., a concern which furnishes

sheet metal fish-mouth reinforcements, stated

that the demand for this imaterial had fallen

ofif greatly this season; partly, he believed,

because of the general use of the one-piece

head for flush joints, which is now pretty

generally made with about an inch and a half

fish-mouth extension in order to allow good
brazing surface. Mr. Moore ventured the

opinion that the extra few cents of the cost

of long reinforcements are well spent by those

who still continue to use it.

Second Warwick Dividend.

Springfield, Mass., Feb. 19.—It is expected

that a second dividend of ten per cent will

soon be ordered by the Insolvency Court in

the case of the Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co. Of-

ficers of the company have formed the War-

wick Cycle Co.

Boston Cycle Supply Co. Assigned.

The Boston Cycle Supply Co., of Boston,

Mass., made an assignment February 17.

Further particulars are not at hand.

More Against Humber Company.

On February 10 Henry F. Harris, who has

operated against Humber & Co., America, in

the interests of American claimants, brought

two more suits at Worcester against the trus-

tees, Arthur R. Marten, et al. The two new
claimants are the Coe Brass Mfg. 'Co. and
Frank V. Bartlett. In both of the suits the

property of the company in the trustees' hands

was attached. The amount involved is $1,200.

Fichtenberg's Oflfer Accepted.

Judge Johnson, in the Circuit Court at

Milwaukee, in re assignment of League Cycle

Mfg. Co.: Order granted vacating order al-

lowing Fichtenberg to withdraw his offer and

directing assignee- t'6~accept the offer of said

Moritz Fichtenberg to pay .$3,750 in full of

claims referred to in his petition and the

action dismissed.

Colonel Pope, of the Pope Mfg. Co., was in

New York last Thursday. This is the tenth year of the pneumatic tire.
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IS THIS AN ATTEMPT TO

INJURE ACETYLENE TRADE ?

That Belief Is Warranted After Reading Be-

tween the I,ines of Matter Sent Out by

an Advertising Agency.

W'hat appears to be a despicable attempt to

injure the calcium carbide trade of this coun-

try emanated from the olifice of N. W. Ayer

& Son, advertising agents in Philadelphia, re-

cently. This firm sent a letter to publishers

all over the country, enclosing a clipping

from the New York "Sun," showing the reg-

ulations of the New York Bureau of Com-
bustibles relating to the storage, sale and

transportation of calcium carbide. The letter

requested publishers to reprint the article,

and added this ambiguous language:

Wc cannot now say how this will help you,

or how it will help us—we assure you we are

not to receive a cent for it—but its insertion

by you will surely help the cause of newspaper
advertising, and later on we may both receive

direct and indirect 'benefit therefrom.

This is apparently intended to injure the

sale oi calcium carbide, and has been bitterly

denounced by those members of the trade

who have heard of it. The intention is ap-

parently to give the impression to the pu'blic

that -calcium carbide is a dangerous thing to

handle, and if the firm was successful in its

efforts it would undoubtedly seriously affect

the sale of acetylene bicycle lamps. As a mat-
ter of fact the regulations mentioned only ap-

ply to New York City. In looking about for

a reason for the action of Ayer & Son, it is

remembered that this firm placed the ad-

vertising of the Welsbach Light Co., whose
products, it is said, have been afifected by the

increasing popularity of acetylene gas.

When it is remembered that this same firm,

N. W. Ayer & Son, have been, and are, en-

deavoring to secure advertising contracts

from firms making acetylene bicycle lamps
its methods are, to say the least, inexplicable.

The Springfield Cycle Show.

Springfield, Mass., Feb. 20.—Those who at-

tended the Springfield cycle show last week
(Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday) parted

with their money easily. There were only

nine booths at which bicycles were displayed

and it is doubtful if the entire exhibit in-

cluded twenty different makes. The space de-

voted to tinware, carpets and patent medicines
was not of entrancing interest to the cycling

fraternity. The show was chiefly conspicuous
for the absence of a large number of leading

wheels, the Columbia, Victor, Orient, Spald-
ing, Cleveland and other prominent wheels
which have Springfield agencies not being
represented.

Toledo Workers Had a Ball.

Toledo, Feb. 14.—The bicycle workers of

this city gave one -ol the most elaborate

functions of the social season last night at

Memorial Hall. There w-ere present more
than 300 couples and the evening was spent
in dancing to the music of Leon's full band.
Many of the manufacturers of the city were
in attendance and the afl'air was most enjoy-
able throughout.

reserved his decision. The action was brought

to recover for alleged conversion of a bicycle

tire by the defendant, a well-known dealer in

wheels and wheelmen's supplies. The com-

plaint alleges that the .plaintiff purchased a

wheel from the defendant for $75, agreeing to

pay a certain amount down and the remainder

in installments. Aftenvvards the plaintiff took

one of the tires of the bicycle to be repaired,

and it is claimed that ConoUy held the tire,

which was valued at $5. The defendant en-

tered a general denial of the complaint.

A TEMPEST RAGING

IN AN ENAMELING POT.

American Dunlop Matters.

Toronto, Ont, Feb. 16.—Richard Garland,

manager of the Canadian Dunlop Tire Co.

and who has been in New York City on mat-

ters connected with the purchase of the Amer-

ican Dunlop interests by a Canadian syndi-

cate, has returned to this city. He says that

the entire transfer has been satisfactorily con-

cluded. E. B. Ryckman, another member of

the purchasing syndicate, has also returned

from England.

Gold and Goold.

The case of the American Dunlop Tire Co.

vs. The Goold Bicycle Co. for infringement

of patent was decided in favor of the Ameri-

can company some time ago in the Exchequer

Court, of Canada. A referee was ordered to

be appointed to find out the damages. The
Goold Company has now deposited $5,000 in

the court to stop all proceedings until the

Supreme Court hears the case, an appeal be-

ing taken there.

Raps Them Hard.

Samuel N. Rapp, inventor of . the Ives-

Rapp bicycle, and until lately connected with

the Ives-Rap'p Mfg. Co., of Detroit, has

brought two suits against the company, claim-

ing, in the first, $5,000 for services alleged to

have been performed by him previous to the

formation of the company, and, in the second,

$2,500 for services alleged to have been ren-

dered after its formation, in perfecting his

wheel.

Wanted, Old Wheels.

A subscriber to The Wheel desires to pur-

chase old types, of bicycles showing the dif-

ferent styles 'made since the beginning of the

trade. Those having old mounts will find it

to their advantage to address, with price and
particulars, "Relic," care The Wheel, Box
444.

Cycle Plant for Sale.

The Colonial bicycle plant at 606 West
Twenty-second street. New York City, has

been advertised for sale in a New York news-

paper. It has a claimed capacity of 10,000

wheels per year, and there is material on hand
to manufacture about 5,000 machines.

To Recover a Bicycle Tire.

Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 15.—Idelia M. Row-
ley's case against C. J. Conolly was tried in

municipal court yesterday and Judge Murphy

A St. Joseph Change.

The Seick Mfg. Co., 106 South Third street,

St. Joseph, Mo., have taken on the retail busi-

ness of the well-known Wyeth Hardware &
Mfg. Co. The latter have discontinued their

retail department on account of increased ac-

tivity in the wholesale department.

Detroit's local season is to be started with
a general display by dealers on March 1, 2,

3 and 4 The prospect is said to be very
good.

The big silk firm of Belding Bros. & Co.,

of which Chief Consul Belding, of New York,
is a member, had a disastrous fire on Tuesday.

Cleveland Enamelers Are Doing Their Best to

Get Into a I,ine One of Their Number Who
Thinks He Is Getting Bven.

At the meeting of the Cleveland Cycle

Board of Trade, held a few days ago, an effort

was made to induce the numerous enameling

firms about town to agree on a uniform p-ice

for enameling bicycle frames during the com-

ing season. Last year a price to dealers of

$1.75 per frame was pretty generally adopted

at the start of the season by the concerns

then in business, but later in the season one

or two new concerns started to do this kind

of work and commenced cutting the price,

some of them doing work as low as $1 per

frame. Instead of iprotecting the concerns

which had made the $1.75 price, several of

the leaders turned their work over to the new-

comers, with the result that there 'was a com-
petition in this class of work which left no
profit for those doing it. A few weeks ago
the leading enameler in town, who, by the

way, maintained his price throughout the sea-

son, came out with advertisements in all the

daily papers announcing a price of $1 direct

to riders. Of course he is pretty certain to

secure nearly all the business, consequently

the dealers are now very anxious to co'me to

an understanding and agree on a uniform

price which will give them a fair margin for

the work. However, it is very doubtful if the

price-cutter mentioned can be brought into

line as he feels that he has not received fair

treatment. He claims that the dealers make a

certain profit from the rider, no matter what
price is quoted them, and he sees no reason
why they should insist on a price which does
not permit of good reliable work.

Minneapolis Repairmen's Troubles.

A meeting of repairmen was held in Min-
neapolis a few days ago, about thirty con-
cerns being represented. The purpose was
to shut off cut-throat competition if possible.

There was plenty of talk, accusation and de-

fence, and it was generally agreed that there

was necessity "for getting together" before

the spring rush comes, but nobody seemed
to have a plan to offer. Finally the chairman,
Frank Bird, ap'pointed a committee of three,

George Lyford at its head, to report a definite

plan for a future meeting. If an organization

is effected and prices agreed upon, St. Paul
repairmen will probably be asked to co-op-
erate. St. Paul is but a few miles distant

from Minneapolis, the two cities being con-
nected by wagon and electric roads.

An Unfortunate Quarrel.

Lorring H. Bannister and Frederick O. Bul-
bs were formerly partners in manufacturing
cycle supplies in Rochester. The partnership

ceased about a year ago and BuUis had Ban-
nister arrested on the charge of stealing

wheels. The arrest and passing a night in a

cell caused Bannister to sue for $5,000 dam-
ages, on the ground of malicious prosecution.

The case was tried February 8. Plaintiff lost.

Buffalo Wheel Company Matters.

Under date of February 16, Joseph P. De-
vine, assignee for the Buffalo Wheel Co., gave
notice to persons having claims against the

company to present them at 658 Ellicott

square, Buffalo, on or before May 1, 1899.
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WHAT THEY THINK ABOUT THE SHOWS.

A Shot at the Old Board.

A Western Manufacturer.—The cycle indus-

try in this country has passed through
another period of excitement in the prepa-

ration for and the opening of two cycle

shows which have purported to 'be of na-

tional character, and, indeed, which were

of national character, in spite of the "cold

blanket" which the old Cycle Board of Trade

endeavored to throw upon the holding of

these annual shows. It is noticeably evident

that some of these ex-board members have

many regrets, and indeed to the writer of this

article there have been expressions made by

these ex-members that they were very sorry

that they had not joined in the effort to make
these shows a success, thereby claiming their

share of the credit for the success achieved.

While it may be true that these shows have

not been up to the 'best, yet we believe there

is no one, unless he be very bigoted or sel-

fishly prejudiced, who will say they are not a

good thing. They might not yield profits so

far as sales are concerned; indeed they might

not afford opportunities for a very extended

amount of business; at the same time, they

certainly promote a good feeling; they offer

an opportunity for the manufacturer and dealer

to shake hands and become better acquainted,

and they also serve to sitimulate the general

public in paying more attention to the line of

goods this industry represents. Certain it is,

if these facts are true (and they have cer-

tainly been so demonstrated), that such a pro-

cedure is a wise one on the part of the manu-

facturers to be kept up annually, so that there

may be a coming together, whic'h, in the

opinion of the writer, only opens the way and

stimulates the idea of a more close association

among the manufacturers looking to their

own protection and the stability of the indus-

try in which they are engaged.

From personal observation in the past few

years, it has been evident that a few of the

manufacturers have assumed to get together

and form a sort of ring to monopolize things

according to their own peculiar notions. These

organizations, it would seem, are needed, but

these would-be ringsters must make up their

minds that they are not the "whole thing and

collateral" of the industry of bicycle build-

ing. There are a lot of other people who are

traveling the same road, and they will assert

their rights and their voices will be heard,

instead of what a few may get together and

decide to do along the lines of selfish discim-

ination. TherefoTe, let us have cycle shows;

let us have them early; let us, each and every

one, lend our assistance to make them a suc-

cess; let us put away selfish and personal

prejudices; Jet us get together fraternally for

each other's mutual good, and we can very

materially aid in the bringing about of a con-

dition that will be of much value to the manu-

facturer, and while strengthening the manu-

facturer, the jo'bber and the dealer alike will

be able to enjoy these 'benefits.

This is submitted only as an opinion gath-

ered from o'bservation—not as an infallible

rule for anyone to work by, but it represents

the feeling of more than one manufacturer

of this country to-day, and it is to be hoped

that the matter will be taken up with sufficient

zeal and earnestness to bring about results

that cannot but redound to the advantage of

all who shall lend their assistance to making
this enterprise a success.

Like Shows ; Sates Should Be Earlier.

The Kirk Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ezra E. Kirk,

President and General ^Manager.—-We believe

that our position in regard to cycle shows is

weH understood. We have always been an
advocate of the cycle show and believe that it

is a decided advantage to the manufacturer and
the dealer. We were exhibitors at both shows
held last month and are very positive in the

statement that material advantage to us re-

sulted from our presence there.

Regarding the date: We think that more
business would result if the shows were held

earlier. The better class of agents have been
pretty thoroughly worked by the traveling

men before the date of the cycle show. The
only possible disadvantage we can see is that

certain dealers residing within easy distance

of the cities of Chicago and New York will

delay closing their contracts until the cycle

show, iwhen they are enabled to see a great

many wheels and make comparisons.

Should Be Held Earlier.

Patee Bicycle Co.—A show should be held

in December, or immediately after January 1,

if at all. Otherwise it is a drawback rather

than a benefit. The dealers who would natur-

ally get an early start would not buy until

the show and would thus lose ground they

could not regain. The earlier the start the

more bicycles sold.

Everything Satisfactory.

Vim Cycle Co., Chicago.—We exhibited at

both the Chicago and New York s'hows that

have just passed and have no hesitancy in

saying that we were well repaid for our efforts

at both places, and we believe that the latter

part of January' is the proper time for ex-

hibitions.

Entirely Satisfied.

New York Sporting Goods Co., New York.

—We were entire'ly satisfied with the result

of show. The time suits us to a dot.

The Washington Show.

Washington, D. C, Feb. 17.—The cycle

show which will be held in Washington dur-

ing the week beginning February 27 and end-

ing March 4, is now an assured success.

The most prominent dealers in the city have

banded together, and will this season hold

a show which will compare favorably with

those held in New York, Philadelphia and

Chicago. In fact, a great number of the

New York and Philadelphia exhibitors have

been secured for the local show. .A.bout a

month ago a meeting was held, which was at-

tended by many of the dealers, and a company

to be known as The Bicycle Show Company
of Washington, D. C, was formed, and the

following officers were elected: President, L.

B. Graves; secretary, J. D. Lasley; treasurer,

W. J. Foss; rmanager, John Woemer, Jr.;

assistant manager, Rudolph Jose. The Board
of Governors consists of L. B. Graves, W. J.

Foss, J. D. Lasley, W. D. Hodger, J. A.
Carpenter. The show will be held in the

Washington Light Infantry Armory, which
is the most suitable place in this city for an
exhibition of this character.

The floor space has been divided into a
series of 85 booths and 8 aisles. Around the
hall, bordering the walls, are arranged 31

booths, while in the central floor space are

nine sets of six stands each. Although the

spaces have only been on sale a few weeks,
something like 70 have been sold.

There will be in attendance during the
course of the show the National Guard band,
the "Heroes of Santiago," who attended the
District volunteers during the Spanish war.
The complete band, consisting of 25 men and
a leader, lias been secured.

Pittsburg Show.

Pittsburg had a very successful local show
during last week. It opened a week ago last

Saturday night. Despite the extremely low
temperature the building used was very com-
f6rtably warm. It was brilliantly lighted and
was decorated with palms and other exotics.
The draping was very handsome. The at-

tendance was good. Most of the exhibitors
were local. An important one among them
was the Pittsburg Motor Vehicle Co. This
company had on exhibition a DeDion motor-
tricycle, which had seen use in France. The
L. A. W. had a booth.

Interest in the show was fair through the
week, the crowd being over 1,000 some nights.
A most-popular-club contest, exhibitions in

road and racing costumes by a "champion wo-
man cyclist of the world,"- etc., were attrac-

tions. Major Taylor was expected Thursday.

New York's Spring Cycle Show.

The cycle shoiw to be held at the Grand
Central Palace, New York, from March 23 to

April 1, at the opening of the spring riding

season, presents every indication of being a

success and fulfilling the expectations of its

general manager, Allen S. Williams, of prov-
ing a valuable stimulant to cycling and the

trade. The amusement features of the show,
the loan and trophy exhibits, and the cycle

m.useum, showing the development of the

wheel for the past half-century, and impor-
tant inventions in this field, in connection with

other features to interest the public, are de-

signed to add recruits to the army of cyclists.

The L. A. W. has accepted a booth at the

show and will do its share toward interesting

the public in C3'cling and good roads.

Boston ShoTV in March.

Ways and means is always one of the in-

teresting financial features of the entertain-

ment of a lot of visitors. This problem ap-

plies to the carrying on of the '99 national

_L. A. W. meet in Boston. It is proposed to

solve the problem 'by means of a big cycle

show in March, in Mechanics' Building. The
Boston '99 Meet Club is pushing the project,

which has Henry E. Ducker as its general

manager and which is approved by Sterling

Elliott, chief consul. Leopold Abrahams,
president of the Associated Cycling Clubs, and

John S. Scott, president of the Cycle Dealers'

Protective Association.

The Richmond Bicycle Co. obtained judg-

ment for $146 February 9 against Allan J.

Gray in New York.
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EXPORT TRADE MATTERS.

American £zports.

The American export statistics which ap-

peared in last week's Wheel will appear in

the other journals this week. This week's in-

formation is not printed, because Wednesday
being a holiday this week necessitates going

to press before the information is obtainable.

BriLfoii Hxports.

British exports ot cycles and parts, 1898-9,

are indicated in the following table:

1S98. 1899.

$38,700 $40,115
63,410 63,505
71,500 22,185

The detailed figures for the week ending

February 3, 1899, are as follows:

Week ending Jan. 20.

Week ending Jan. 27.

Week ending Feb. 3..

Adelaide $210
Alexandria SO
Bangkok 800
Barbadoes 85
Bombay 125
Bordeaux 60
Boulogne 720
Buenos Ayres 120
Christchurch 1,435
Calcutta 505
Cape Town 1,355
Colombo 100
Durban 2,515
East London 310
Flushing 2,960
Freemantle 295
Gibraltar 250
Ghent 50
Hiago 60

Invercargill $170
Kurrachee 50
Launceston 50
Lyttleton 90
Madras 965
Madeira 60
Mauritius 50
Melbourne 3,730
Newcastle 45
New Plymouth 50
New York 320
Otago 1,130
Penang 125
Piraeus 115
Port Elizabeth 1,525
Rockhampton 1,000
Shanghai 500
Sydney 100
Wellington 205

Agents vs. Exporters.

It may be news to the cycle trade, that only

in very few other lines is it found that manu-
facturers are still depending altogether upon
local exporters for the sale of their wares

abroad, claiming that it is the only safe way of

transacting foreign business. It is only a

question of time when such an erroneous idea

will disappear and manufacturers clearly un-

derstand that local export merchants are only

acting as agents for foreign purchases and that

the real buyers are the importers in the dif-

erent countries, who, in the majority of cases,

even direct their agents here and in other

commercial centres where they should make
the respective purchases. From this point of

view is must be seen that the manufacturers

who make their wares known abroad must
necessarily get the most call for them. The
question that arises with certain manufactur-

ers of specialties is, which is the most ade-

quate method to employ in order to be suc-

cessful?

Experience has revealed that for certain

markets the most practical way is the estab-

lishing of agents to regularly canvass the mar-
ket. As a representative of a certain manu-
facturing concern making a specialty of brass

fittings, etc., said recently: "If it were not that

we established agents in London and Ham-
burg a little over a year ago, we would not
to-day have the accounts in our books of

firms to whom we are shipping thousands of

dollars monthly." In almost every branch of

trade the concerns who are doing the largest

foreign business are those having agents
abroad; even in less important markets than
England and Germany, and also in other
branches of manufactures, is this method ap-

plicable.

One of the largest soap makers in this

country up to two years ago only transacted

export business by the method at that time

in vogue of having their salesmen call upon

export houses at the arrival of foreign mails.

Finding that competitors were fast gaining a

foothold with the local agents, they resolved to

change their tactics and send travelers abroad

to establish agencies and make arrangements

with foreign importers. Their trade has in-

creased to such proportions that they now
claim not to even call upon the local export-

ers. "There is no use of it," exclaimed the

manager of the export department; "we have

so thoroughly established our foreign business

that the local exporters are obliged to come

to us with their orders."

Because a manufacturing firm establishes

agencies abroad it does not necessarily mean

that they are going to transact direct export

trade and thereby take business away from

the export merchant. On the contrary, it will

be found that the major part of the repre-

sentative export firms are only too glad to be

assisted by the manufacturers in the sales of

merchandise abroad. When foreign agents

for manufacturers take an order abroad, eight

out of ten of them invariably will ask, "Who
are your exporters in New York?"—or what-

ever seaport city the goods are to be shipped

from—and to such exporters the orders are

sent. Often the foreign agent will just quote

and without his knowledge an order for the

goods that he is proposing will come to some

local export firm. The foreign traveler for a

manufacturing firm is, in reality, only intro-

ducing his wares.

So successful is the method of sending com-

petent travelers for manufacturers abroad

proven in all other lines of trade that the cus-

tom, 'according to those able to best judge,

will soon be quite common in that portion of

the cycle trade which is seeking foreign mar-

kets, since if it wants to keep pace with for-

eign competitors it must do as they have been

doing for years.

Wood Rims in England.

Despite the loud claims being made by

English trade papers that wood rims are los-

ing rather than gaining ground in the land of

the Briton, the leading wood-rim makers of

this country are still giving considerable at-

tention to English trade in a quiet way, and

according to the statement of one of the best

known rim concerns in the West they are con-

fident that the wood rim is bound to win out

in England In the long run. The manager for

tbis concern stated that within the past few

weeks they had shipped three car loads of

rims to England, and that more were going in

the near future.

Asked to account for the recent failure of

the only English wood-ritn concern which had
attempted to produce wood rims for the home
market, he stated that the concern in ques-

tion had been obliged to import the wood re-

quired for producing the rims at a great ex-

pense, and for that reason they had been
unable to compete with the American-made
rims. In addition to this the concern had
been greatly over-capitalized, like many other
English corporations, and as a logical result

had been unable to pay fair returns on the in-

vestment.

In conversation with a prominent English

dealer who is in this country on business, a

Wheel representative asked for his views on

the wood-rim question in England. He agreed

with the manufacturer above mentioned that

the wood rim was making some headway in

England, but gav« it as his opinion that the

wood type would never become universal in his

country. He stated that the idea formerly ad-

vanced by many English manufacturers, that

the wood rim would not stand up on English

roads, also that it would not stand the cli-

mate, has been pretty thoroughly exploded,

but in his opinion the great bar to the wood
rim is the fact that the majority of English

clincher tires are not adapted to it. He ex-

plained that it had proven satisfactory in this

country on tires of the Dunlop and G. & J.

construction, but nearly all Enghsh rims were

wholly dependent upon the edge of the rim

for clinching surface, whereas the G. & J.

is held secure in the centre of the rim as well

as at the edges. The wood rims which have

given practical service with these English

tires have been so wide and ungainly that

they have not given any advantage either in

weight or appearance. Various ideas have

been advanced to stiffen the wood rim to make
it suitable to the English tire, but he believes

it will never become practical.

Bicycles in Guadeloupe.

Consul Ayme, of Guadeloupe, on January

25. 1899, writes: "A possible opening presents

itself in this city for the sale of American
bicycles. There is now under construction in

the principal public square a bicycle track,

at the city's expense. The duty on French
bicycles is 2.5 francs paper, or about .$3.80,

each; on American bicycles, 50 francs paper,

or about $7.60. The freight on a bicycle from
Paris here amounts to about 65 francs gold,

or about $12.40; while from New York the

freight is from .fl to $2 each; thus leaving a

good margin for the American machine. The
French machines are of a grade that permits
them to be retailed tor a cash price of 350
to 400 francs paper, or from $53 to $60; but
the usual mode is to sell them on monthly
installments of 10 francs, or $1.50, charging
from 450 to 500 francs in such case, or from
$68 to $75.

"I believe that sales of a medium-priced
wheel could be made here. Bicycles should
be light, strong, showy, and of good work-
manship. Probably the best way to intro-

duce them would be to send a certain num-
ber of wheels, packed six in a crate, in light

crates, to some reputable merchant, allowing
him to sell them on installments of, say $3
a month. I think it very likely that a sort of
bicycle craze will spring up here, and I would
like to see our machines in the field."

The Value of Colonies.

From the character of ofBcial matter be-
ing sent out from Washington, evidently the
Administration is trying to popularize the
colony idea. An article sent out by the
Treasury Department this week shows that
while Great Britain only obtains 15 per cent
of the business of other countries, in her own
colonies she secures 43 per cent.

It is said that France bought $108,000 worth
of American bicycles in '96 and $200,000 worth
in '97.
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Fisk Tires!
FOR

BICYCLESissCARRIAGES
FULLY GUARANTEED.

Trade-Mark.

FISK RUBBER COMPANY,
Chicopee Falls, Mass.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST.

<KK*VV*»J">*>vvv^

Kindly mention The Wheel. .J*

•••••••••••••e^«#«««^«««^»#»^9««t

2 For a

• Combination of

LIGHTNESS, COMFORT, |

Cool,

DURABILITY and PRICE,

Weighs

I Comfortable

t Indestruoti-

: ble.

12 Ounces

Price,

$2.00.

The Hollenbeck Rawhide Saddle
CANNOT BE EXCELLED.

The strength of the material, in connection with
the Hollenbeck process of treatment, makes it possi-

ble to produce a saddle without the usual hard wood
or steel base ; hence lightness and flexibility are
secured. The reputation of this famous saddle for

these essential qualities is based upon practical tests.

It has made for itself a reputation second to none
Its first introduction was a flattering success that

merit alone can win.

Mr. Dealer—You want it in stock.

Makers, HOLLENBECK SADDLE CO.,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Plain Talks

onmm Tandems
(X.)

When we commenced building- tandems (six years ago) our
aim was to improve the tandem; not to lessen the cost.

We experimented, tried and tested everyt^ung in every way.
We considered only one thing—perfectioi^'*'

We didn't leave cost worry us. We didn't fail to im-
prove the tandem when we could—no matter at what cost.

We didn't improve only weak points. We improved the
good points—made them better.

When most people thought our tandem perfect we were
still experimenting.

Our tandems to-day are the finest made.
The design is perfect—superb Rigidity shows itself

everywhere—in the frame, forks, stays, joints, hubs, wheels,
spokes. Rigidity means perfect alignment. Perfect align-
ment means easy running.

We find that the intrinsic value of Andrae tandems is

about $25.00 more than that of other tandems.

We only ask $10 more—and the agent gets it

You ought to know more about Andrae tandems. Write
us.

JULIUS ANDRAE & SONS CO.,

Kindly mention The Wheel. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

P

Write for prices on

99 Hoffmans...
8 Models. Everything new. Three Prices.

Ladies' and Men's,

$40.00
I 'Men's,

$50.00
, and racer,

$76.00

$100.00
THE RACER WEIGHS 19 LBS., AND HAS 40 >^ WHEEL BASE.

Catalogues ready January i. Send your name for

mailing list.

THE HOFFMAN BICYCLE CO.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Ladies' and Men's

Road racer, and racer,

Tandems
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OF INTEREST TO BUYERS.

GREATLY APPRECIATED.

George S. Noyes, 74 West Twenty-third Street,

New York, writes as follows: "The 'Of In-

terest to Buyers' column Is a fund of informa-

tion which is greatly appreciated."

MARK YOUR CUTS.

Some time ago THE WHEBI< suggested to

its patrons who make use of the ** Of Interest

to Bayers" department the necessity of mark-

ing their cuts so that they may be identified.

Sometimes the failure to do this results in

error or delays the publication of desirable

matter.

Mcllroy Automatic Coaster and Brake.

The Frank E. Bundy Lamp Co., Elmira,

N. Y., have taken up, in connection with

their acetylene gas lamp business, the manu-

facture and sale of the Mcllroy natent auto-

matic coaster and brake. This device, as

shown in the illustration, ds very compacl

and simple and can be made to fit to the

rear hub of any bicycle. It also avoids the

objectionable feature of the plunger b'-ake

and the wearing of the tire and at the same

time, it is claimed, will perform all the work
that other coasters and brakes will do. It is

composed of two disks revolving with the

hub, with a wedge mechanism in the centre,

and is operated with the 'chain by a slight

backward pressure on the pedals, thus allow-

ing the rider to coast at will with hiis feet on

the pedals, and also to control his wheel by

back pressure on the pedals as emergency re-

quires. If necessary, the rider can stop his

rear wheels altogether. In its normal position

the rear sprocket is locked and there is abso-

lutely no friction. It is also so eontrived that,

should the nider desire to give up the use of

the coasting and brake device by removing
one smali part, it can be made to run as an

ordinai-y rear sprocket. This device has been
thoroughly tested, a large number having been

ridden from five to six months, and it will

be sold to the public for $6 each. The advart-

tages claimed for this coaster and brake over

others are that it is neat, compact; can be

attached to any bicycle or removed at will by
the rider; simplicity in construction; always

responds quickly to a forward pressure; can

dismount with pedal in any position; increases

the weight of the wheel only 10 ounces. There
is no doubt but what this device wiJi attract

much attention, and the Bundy Company are

:-: +

-:-:-: +

now fitting their plant with new machinery
to place it on the market, and will be pleased

to send full description to all applicants.

Victor Wheels, Tires and Saddles.

Chicopee Falls, Feb. 10.—The Overman
Wheel 'Co. are running their factories 22 out

of every 24 hours, and notwithstanding the fact

that orders for nearly 15,000 wheels are booked,
they are piling ahead the '99 product in such

quantities that Victor agents are to have their

wants supplied promptly. All this is largely

possible because of the fact that only one

model Victor is being brought out this year.

Every good point of every preceding model
has been converged into this one model, and

this, together with the many features new this

year, make this machine in every way super-

ior to any Victor which has gone before.

Of course, there is great curiosity to see the

new Victor chainless wheel. This machine,

however, will not be ready before the last of

March.

Victor tires, which something more than a

year ago the Overman Wheel Co. permitted

to be placed on other wheels, are having a

large sale. The tire plant has been doubled

in producing capacity within a year and bi-

cycle makers are seemingly glad to avail them-

selves of the opportunity to use Victor tires,

as they sell the wheels on which they are

used.

The company are also prepared to supply

Victor saddles in any quantity. Parties all

over the United States and in foreign coun-

tries, where Victor agents have not been ap-

pointed, could not do better than secure the

agencies for Victor goods.

New Ideas in Chain Adjustment.

Simplicity is the keystone of successful bi-

cycle construction. The product of the Na-

tional Cycle Mfg. Co., Bay City, Mich., shows

that they thoroughly appreciate this. Their

chain adjustment is the epitome of simplicity.

Release the axle nuts and turn the scrolls on
the teeth. The adjustment of the chain is

made, the wheel is lined up in the frame and
perfectly parallel bearings secured. It is cer-

tainly a long step from the old style, by which
an adjustment is made on one side at a time,

with no positive security against variation, to

the new type brought out on the '99 Nationals.

The White Squadron.

The '99 catalogue just published by the

White Sewing Machine Co., of Cleveland, is

entitled "The White Squadron." In keeping

with the times and with an appropriate com-
bination of interests, the handsomely-colored

front page shows a monument to the brave

Yankee sailor and the pretty American bicy-

cle girl, upon the engraved pedestal of which

the "White" stands on a footing with the

names of some of the famous "White
Squadron." Throughout the book, naval

scenes are mingled with hardly less stirring

views on land, in which the well-known

"White" wheel figures prominently.

The White Company cater to nothing but

the better class of trade, and their lowest

price models are road machines A and B,

listing at $50. A thirty-inch machine of

graceful proportions sells at $60, and the

racing model at $65, while the bevel-gear

chainless machines, drop and diamond frame,

list at $75. The equipment and material are

of the best, and generous options are allowed

in colors, handle-bars and saddles.

From a mechanical point of view, one of

the most commendable features in the White
chain models is the crank-bearing construc-

tion, which can be taken out and cleaned

without difficulty, and which is practically

dust-proof. Each cup is pressed into the bot-

tom of a pair of sleeves, which screw to-

gether in the centre and form a barrel, en-

closing the whole bearing. The barrel is

securely locked into the bottom bracket by

large bolts on the under side This system

assures perfect alignment—which they hold

cannot be secured where the cups are screwed

into the bottom bracket. Adjustment of

bearing is accomplished by loosening the

damp bolt on the left-hand side only, and

turning in or out the left portion of barrel

until proper adjustment is made, when the

clamp bolt should be tigiitened, thereby lock-

ing same securely in position. The cones are

large and strong, and are connected by a

piece of tubing, thereby practically forming

one piece. The axle or crank-shaft slides

through the cups and cone sleeves, and is

brought into its proper position by a nut on

the left side, which locks the cones and shafts

solidly together. The cranks are of square

pattern with hollow back, and are especially

designed to combine great strength and light-

ness. Each fits snugly to the taper on each

end of the axle, and is held in place by a

lock-nut. The right and left-hand cranks

are marked with an "R" and "L" respectively.

Oiling is done by taking the sleeve apart and

placing in vaseline, the bearing being so im-

pervious to dust and dirt that attention, ex-

cept at long intervals, is unnecessary.

With Celluloid Covers.

S. D. Childs & Co., 140 Monroe street,

Chicago, are well known as makers of name-

plates. They are sending to their friends a

celluloid covered memorandum book of neat-

ness and value.
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McNevlns Talks I<ogic.

The urbane Manager McNevins

the Arcade File Works, Anderson,

in a chat with The Wheel's

resentative, stated his satisfaction

the way orders are pourin:

bicycles. "We are now

ol

Ind.,

rep-

with

in for Elk

running night and

day and have been for the past three weeks.

We naturally have an advantage over any new

concern that engages in the bicycle business,

for we are well and favorably known to the

hardware trade throughout the United States.

Our reputation for making reliable goods is

an old story. Any commodity that the Ar-

cade File Works put on the market is gen-

erally accepted as the standard of excellence.

Hence, the satisfactory demand for Elk

cycles. Quality, price, style and finish is a

combination that cannot be beaten. We do

not sacrifioe everything to price, for that is

disastrous, nor to quality, for that is equally

destructive of good results. We strike the

happy medium and our experience teaches us

that good goods at fair prices are what our

patrons want.

"Next season we will materially increase our

capacity for .making wheels and correspond-

ingly our field of operations. We will easily

dispose of our output this year and are more

than pleased with the liberal patronage we
have enjoyed so far in this our new line.

"And, by the way, I want to say I am not

at all insensible to the good results that The
Wheel has brought us. I consider it one of

the very 'best of cycling pulblications. Trade

paper advertising is the best and most econ-

omical way to give the necessary publicity to

any commodity you want to .popularize in the

trade."

A New Crown Chain.

The Crown Electrical Co., St. Charles, 111.,

have just brought out the new Crown detach-

able chain, on the Baldwin type, which is a

very handsome and durable looking article.

The chain is finished in straw and white colors

or finely blued, with polished blocks and

nickeled side-plates. The Crown people are

turning out a lot of goods, their works 'be-

ing kept busy night and day. The Thorsen
Company, 56 Fifth avenue, Chicago, are the

selling agents for Crown chains, also for J.

R. Keim, successor to the Spaulding Machine
Screw Co., parts and fittings. The Thorsen

com.pany are the selling agents also for a

splendid line of general supplies and are doing

a large business.

A New Expander.

Charles Weaver of the Kelly Handle-Bar

Co. stated a few days ago that this well-known

concern has something fine in the way of an

internal expander which they will commence
furnishing with their Kelly bars in the near

future. A patent on the device has recently

'been applied for and it is said to be exceed-

ingly simple, yet absolutely solid and reliable

when tightened.

Speed is a handsome juvenile wheel and

the company of which L. Johnson is presi-

dent, and John N. Filer superintendent, de-

clare it to be a thoroughbred in every par-

ticular. Mr. Filer is an able designer, hav-

ing been associated with the well known M.
D. Smalley for several years, and has occupied

positions in large factories. The company
wish to secure agents. The 'best- of material

is used in the -construction of the Speed

bicycles and they have 'been made for the

best class of trade.

New Retainer and Separator.

An invention which is attracting consid-

erable favorable comment among manu-
facturers in its home city, Cleveland, is the

combination ball retainer and ball separator

shown herewith. A patent was granted on
this device last month, and the claim allowed

with illustration was shown exclusively in

The Wheel of January 12. The patent was
granted to Frank M. King and P. W. Egan,

the former superintendent and the latter fore-

man of the Cleveland Hub Co. A simple

pressed metal retainer fits onto an extension

of the cone, and is held in place by a small

brass collar, giving the device the double

duty of retainer and separator. No change
is necessary either in 'the hub barrel or in the

cup, and the advantage in cleaning the bear-

ings without loosening the balls can be appre-

ciated at a glance. It is claimed that it re-

duces the friction and has a tendency to

keep the bearing clean. Mr. King, in de-

scribing this advantage, to a Wheel man.

stated that he had filled a bearing, fitted with

the device, with sand and emery, and after

speeding it at a very high rate by .machinery,

the cone and cup were not injured; in fact,

were not even heated. An ordinary bearing

treated to the same test was badly cut up at

half the speed.

W. M. Leuktemeyer & Sons, well-known

Cleveland jobbers, will sell the hubs fitted

with this bearing, in connection with their

line of cycle fittings.

For Growing Children.

The peculiarity of the Elfin bicycle, made

by the Eraser & Jones Co., Syracuse, N. Y.,

is the reversible crank-bracket, by which the

machine can be made to fit a growing child

several seasons. It permits an adjustment of

three inches in the distance between seat-post

and pedal.

Speed Agents Wanted.

The Speed Mfg. Co., 73 to 75 Jackson Bou-

levard, Chicago, are making two handsome

wheels for juveniles and small adults. The

Ne-w Incorporation,

Ewald Manufacturing Co., Chicago, has

been incorporated in Illinois to deal in cycles.

Anthorized capital, $15,000. Incorporators:

G. H. Somers, W. E. Ewald, J. C. Barber.
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THOSE WHO

WANT A

GOOD WHEEL

Dealers want a wheel
which they can positive-

ly recommend. Some
wheels need constant
nursing—always requir-

ing attention of some
kind ; business firms
having ELIWORES in stock
are in luck. Customers
call for them ; they know
that an ELIVIORE is me-
chanical perfection.

No lost motion—ad-

justments are locked

—

nothing works loose, and
the finish is superb.

Prices quoted upon
application.

Elmore Mig, Co.,

CLYDE, OHIO, U. S. A.
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Kindly mention The Wheel.
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The '99 Orient I/ine.

"Orient" bicycles have a very desirable

standing in the trade. They had it even be-

fore the big work accomplished by Michael,

McDuffee, Linton, Major Taylor, French Tay-

lore, Titus and others, on Orient wheels be-

hind the big Orient multicycles. This season

the makers of the Orient are in position to

reap a rich reward by suitably advertising to

the dealer, through the trade press, the sym-

metry and dashing appearance of their ma-

ONE-THIRTY RACER.

chines, and the wonderful performances of

these machines. Their line this year will

embody nine models, ranging in price from

$50 to $100. All models will be equipped with

the famous triple-tiuss fork crown, which in

MEN'S LIGHT ROADSTER.

design and principle resembles car truck con-

struction. A two-piece shaft, which is simple,

neat and strong, will be another distinguish-

ing Orient feature, whi'Ie unnecessary bolts,

nuts and ungainly fastenings will be avoided,

so as to give neatness and beauty of appear-

LADIES' LIGHT ROADSTER.

ance to the bicycle. The men's light roadster,

at $50 with regular equipment, will weigh 22^

pounds, while the same grade of ladies' ma-
chine tips the scale at 24J pounds. A very

large sale will be had on the famous One-

thirty models at $65. This machine is unique

in that it has a 26-inch front wheel, which is

especially adapted to following pace. The
traditions surrounding it give it a halo of

glory seldom enjoyed by a bicycle. This is

MEN'S CHAINLESS.

the wheel upon which Michael, Elkes, Linton,

Major Taylor, Taylore, Titus, and many others

established nearly 300 world's records last

year. Stripped for the track it weighs 20

LADIES' CHAINLESS.

pounds. It is also guaranteed for the road.

A 22-pound ladies' wheel, known as the "One-
Thirty," at $65, will be a part of the Orient

line for '99. Staunch, graceful and easy run-

ning, it will appeal to those who appreciate

a light running ladies' wheel.

In the construction of their chainless the

Waltham Company have again assumed the

initiative (a characteristic of this progressive

concern) by making a wide departure from

beaten paths. By reference to the illustrations

it will be noticed that the transmitting rod

HOO 0.rU3TI.SC WA jMCft

FRONT OMATT CEJU^ ^10 tCCIM)

turns between two stays on the sprocket side,

instead of inside the stay as is usually the case.

At a glance it will be seen that this construc-

tion adds strength to the frame and facilitates

alignment of the gears. Both the Sager and

bevel gears will be used, the construction of

the frame being the same, and the gears are

interchangeable in the frame. Road tests have

proven the staunchness of the Orient chain-

less, while the world's records of Major Tay-

lor at Philadelphia last fall proved its dura-

bility and speed qualities.

In tandems, as heretofore, the Waltham
Company will have a large sale, and their

product of these models is attracting wide at-

tention 'because of graceful lines and easy

running qualities.

Yale and Viking Side by Side.

Toledo, Feb. 13.—^The Yale and the Viking

wheels will occupy the same building for their

salesrooms in this city for the season of 1899.

This does not imply that the stores are to be

run in conjunction, but the Yale folks have

just completed the work of decorating the

new downtown store, and it is the next door

neighbor of the Viking. Both stores have

been re-decorated and are among the most

handsome to be found in the State. The Vik-

ing people will open their display to-morrow

and it is certainly the most handsome line

they have ever put out. The rooms are as

bright as new decorations can make them.

The New Brunswick Catalogfue.

Drop a postal to the New Brunswick Rub-

ber Co., New Brunswick, N. J., and get one

of their catalogues. There is no nonsense or

padding about it. It is a little 16-page book-

let, with one or two illustrations on every

page. It contains a short story about the

company and its interesting history. The
company was founded in 1839 and incorpor-

ated in 1849, which gives it a unique and in-

teresting position in the trade. The cata-

logue describes the various tires made by the

company. The whole story is crisp and con-

cise and worth reading. Some of the illus-

trations are distinctly humorous.

Advertisements in the Snow.

It is an ill snowstorm that ibrimgs nobody
good. The George N. Pierce Co. have their

main New York branch dn Chambers street.

This branch attracts a great many customers.

During the recent big storm, when the snow
was piled up several feet high in the street.

Manager Thompson conceived the idea of

preparing advertisements and sticking them
on top of the snow banks. It was done, and

passers-by found themselves invited to "Come-

in and see the Pierce bicycle, anyhow."

Wants a Convertible Tandem.

G. W. Vanderveer, of Springfield Centre,

N. Y., wants to buy a double-drop tandem,

convertible to a double diamond, listing at

$75 or thereabouts. The Wheel is under the

impression that there is a combination frame

tandem upon the market which is convertible

to a double diamond.

ORIGINAL WAY OF DESCRIBING THE CRAWFORD CHAINLESS.

The Companion Bicycle.

The Chainless Cycle Mfg. Co., of Prospect

street, Rochester, will continue the manu-
facture of the Companion bicycle, formerly

built by the Punnett Cycle Co. This machine
allows two riders to sit side by side.
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A Typical Chicago Concern. ""

With an energy ever characteristic of Chi-

cago, Walker & Ehrman, the parts-makers,

are developing with almost as much rapidity as

did the World's Fair in its wonderful growth.

This company has passed its fourth anniver-

sary in the business of manufacturing fine

bicycle goods. Their standing is well assured

and the line they manufacture has already won
favor with the majority of the bicycle trade.

That the concern well deserves their reputa-

tion of making strictly high-grade goods is

shown by the rapid increase of their business

in the past few months. In treatment of cus-

tomers as well as competitors, here is a con-

cern which has always been worthy of the

highest praise. The firm is composed of

young men and they are full of that spirit

of "get there," being fully aware that there is

a large field and active demand for fine bi-

cycle parts. From a small beginning, when
they occupied but a part of one floor, needing

the services of about half a dozen men.

Walker & Ehrman have during the past four

years trebled their capacity until now they

occupy 100,000 square feet of floor space with

a pay-roll of two hundred men. From the

quiet little shop in the corner an immense
establishment, which is a veritable hive of in-

dustry, is indisputable evidence of the capacity

of the management and the success which is

crowning unflagging efforts. Recognizing the

fact that they needed a man of capability to

lighten the labors of the heads of the con-

cern, the services of the well-known J. E.

Smith were secured. Mr. Smith will be remem-

bered as the buyer for the Monarch 'Cycle Co.

several years, and what he does not know
about buying and selling don't amount to

much. Mr. Smith is now on the road in the

East, calling on the trade, and the orders

he has already sent in are indications that

the Chicago concern is in favor.

Cheap, but Good.

It is not generally known that the Mesinger

Bicycle Saddle Co. are now turning their at-

tention very largely to the manufacture of

cheap saddles, as a side line for their high-

grade Mesinger Specials. As a sample here-

with is a cut of their model Q Divided Back,

a comfortable saddle at a very low price. The

Q is full-sized, very heavily padded, made

-" ^

—— '«

of a highly-finished leather, and is exception-

ally good looking. So great has been the

demand for this saddle that the Mesinger

Company have been compelled to turn out

about three complete saddles every minute.

Rapid as this production is even it is not'the

limit of their production, for their plant, oc-

cupied exclusively by them, has six floors

50 fpft ?''°"t Snd 100 fe?t deep, with COTP"

plete machinery for working the leather,

woodwork, metal work, nickel-plating, etc.

Although it is a new departure for the Mes-

ingers to build cheap saddles they evidently

have a made a hit. Probably because the

price is so very low and the quality so good
for a cheap saddle.

Two Defects of I,ow-Priced Tires.

There are always two things about a low-

priced tire liable to make trouble. One is the

fact that the inner lining is often imperfectly

vulcanized, so that when punctured the re-

pair plugs will not stick, and the other is that

the outside rubber shoe is often badly fric-

tioned, so that it is liable to peel from the

fabric. The New Brunswick Rubber Co.

pays particular attention to these two points,

and even its lowest-priced tires are entirely

free from these troubles. The New Bruns-

wick "Regal," that has now been on the

market for two years and sells at a very rea-

sonalble price, has been absolutely free from

either of these defects. The rubber never

peels from the fabric, and, if punctured, the

repair plugs always stick perfectly.

The Barker Catalogue.

C. B. Barker & Co., Ltd., 70-74 West
Houston street. New York, have issued a

114-page catalogue, containing illustrated

descriptions of the very large line of bicycle

parts, sundries and fittings. They have

handled an extensive and intricate parts busi-

ness for many years and are well equipped

for the details pertaining to the bicycle busi-

ness. They are a strong, well-known con-

cern, which information will he of interest to

those who are looking for supplies of this

character.

He Is Strong in the South.

W. H. Pickens, manager of the Southern

department of the Adams & Westlake Co.,

Chicago, and one of the well-known traveling

men in the trade, came up to New York City

from the South a few days ago to close some
important deals in this part of the country.

Mr. Pickens stands very well with the dealers

throughout the South and since he has been

with the Adams & Westlake Co., has closed a

number of excellent sales for the Adlake line.

He is a bright writer as well as a bright sales-

man.

Will Handle Lake Hubs.

Robert H. Ingersoll & Bros.. 65 Cortlandt

street. New York, have just closed a contract

with H. B. Adams, of Philadelphia, whereby

they become the general sales agents for the

famous Lake hubs and hangers in Ohio. New
York State and the New England States.

Considering the quality of the hubs and

hangers manufactured by Mr. Adams, and the

well-known selling ability and high-standing

of the Ingersoll firm, a large and successful

business should be the result.

Spokes for Jobbers.

The Excelsior Needle Co., of Torrington,

Conn., through their Chicago manager, the

well known F. S. Odell, announce that they

will shortly pUc? on {he market th? famous

Diamond "E" Excelsior spokes, in boxes of

100 with a separate box of nipples, which will

.be sold by jobbers throughout the country.

This spoke is one of the best efforts of the

famous Excelsior concerru

Crown Prince of Greece on a Monarch.

Mr. Krausz, foreign representative of the

Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co., recently called upon
His Royal Highness, the Crown Prince Con-

stantina, at Athens. What he said is not of

record, but it was so interesting that the

Prince ordered a Monarch bicycle. At Athens

on January 23 the Monarch won twcr firsts in

a large field of riders, one an amateur and the

other a professional event.

Same as in Buying Shoes.

A good point made in the advertising of the

Straus Tire Co. is that the dealer and jobber

of to-day know enough about the quality of

tires to buy them with the same intelligence

they would use in buying a pair of shoes, and

that it is not wise to pay a considerably

higher price for a guarantee, which amounts

to little or nothing.

The Stockton Catalogue.

The bells, hubs, chains, etc., manufactured

by the Stockton Mfg. Co., of Newark, N. J.,

have previously been described in The
Wheel. The company's catalogue for '99

has just been issued and should be in the

hands of everybody interested in these goods.

The company have a New York office at 107

Chambers street.

A Busy Factory.

C. J. Butler, secretary of the Peoria Rubber
& Mfg. Co., Peoria, III., has just returned to

his desk after a somewhat severe attack of the

grip. The Peoria factory is now one of the

busiest places in the State of Illinois, as the

works are being run under full pressure with

the bicycle tire and motor-vehicle building.

Wait for Him.

Charles M. Hall, the well-known traveler

for the National Cement & Rubber Mfg. Co.,

of Toledo, went "home" last week from a

successful trip through the East, and then

started on a three weeks' Western trip, which
will take in St. Paul, Omaha,- St. Louis, Min-
neapolis and other points of importance.

The Keim Catalogue.

John R. Keim, successor to the Spaulding

Machine Screw Co., Buffalo, N. Y., has pub-

lished a very presentable catalogue of the

cycle parts which he manufactures, including

clips, single-piece heads, seat-post brackets,

etc., etc. The book will be of great use to

those purchasing parts and materials.

A Comprehensive 1/lne.

The Rochester bicycle, made by the Roch-
ester Cycle Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y., has

been on the market a good many years. The
prices of the '99 line range all the way from
$22.50 to $60. Their mechanical features are

all that the progressive dealer could ask for,

and their finish is excellent.

Their Annual Opening.

A notice was received too late for publica-

tion last week that the New York branch

store of the Grand Rapids Cycle Co., at 944

Eighth avenue, was to have its amitial open-

ing on Wednesday, February 23,
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PHILADELPHIA'S SHOW IS WELL PATRONIZED.

That cycling has a strong hold on the

average Philadelphian was apparent last Sat-

urday evening, when the doors of the Second

Regiment Armory were opened and the Phil-

adelphia Cycle Show for 1899 began. Out-

side the rain came down in torrerits; the

streets were knee-deep in slush and one-third

of the trolley cars of the city were tied up

from the effects of the storm. Yet there was

a fairly good sized crowd of both sexes, who
braved the elements to examine the latest

models in bicycles. It was a wet, soggy

crowd, but enthusiastic. The souvenir hunter

was in evidence, but did not get much. As

usual, soon after the show opened the floor

was white with the catalogues and circulars

of over-liberal exhibitors. The interior of the

building is not very prepossessing, but Man-
ager Brewster overcame considerable of its

unsightliness by a liberal use of bunting. At

one side of the building was the band stand,

under which was a cosy corner, artistically

decorated with palms and variegated draper-

ies, where the tired searchers for souvenirs

could rest after their arduous labors.

With one or two exceptions the exhibits

are those of the local agents. There are fifty

exhibits, and nearly all of the goods shown

were represented at the New York show. The

only novelty to be seen is the Collins pneu-

matic hub. This attracts considerable atten-

tion on account of its originality and appar-

ent merit. In one corner of the building is

a wheel of the freak variety. It is driven by

wire cables and, on the stand on which it is

shown, works satisfactorily. There is some-

thing very pathetic in the quiet earnestness

of the inventor, who has apparently spent

considerable time and thought on his product

and is happy now that he has a chance to

show it to the public. Following is a list of

the exhibitors:

Wolfgang Richter.—In England, France

and Germany there is one acetylene gas lamp

which stands ahead of all competitors. It is

called the Phenomenon, and has many ad-

vantages which are not found in any other

lamp of its kind. Among these are that it

burns only filtered or purified gas, there being

several sets of filters through which the gas

must pass tefore it can reach the burner.

The tip used is something entirely new, and

is one destined to be very popular here, be-

ing so constructed that the fish-tail flame rests

directly on the tip and is not suspended a

certain distance above it. The advantage of

such an arrangement is that the flame can-

not be blown oiit'by the strongest wind, and

will remain at the point of the tip under all

conditions. Besides all of these strong points

this lamp has facilities which make it one of

the easiest to keep in good order. The burner

can be cleaned by having air forced through

it from an ordinary bicycle pump. The car-

bide chamber is made of aluminum, where-

fore consumed carbide does not adhere to

it. While back of it all is a parabolic re-

flector, -which can be easily taken off when
cleaning. The lamp will burn at full force

for about five hours.

The Collins Pneumatic Hub and Wheel

Works.—The pneumatic hub wheel, which is

the specialty of this concern, consists of an

inner hub turned from bar steel, which is

mounted on ball bearings. Surrounding this

hub are steel-lined aluminum cones termed the

thimble. This thimble carries the pneumatic

hub tube, the chief feature of the firm's wheel,

which forms a cushioning device more effec-

tive, it is claimed, than the best pneumatic tire

ever placed before the pubUc. The hub tube

in general appearance represents a miniature

air tire. An aluminum ring, technically

known as the drum, surrounds the tube and

attached to the drum are the spokes. To pre-

vent the introduction of grit and road dust

and to properly strengthen and stiffen the

wheel as a whole, there are side-plates stamp-

ed from high-grade nickel steel. On the rear

wheels these side-plates are also used to trans-

mit driving power. The firm claim that by

placing a pneumatic tire around the liub, it

forms a cushion of the greatest resiliency

and takes up all road vibration through the

frame and handle-bar and is safe from punc-

tures and cuts.

Reading Standard Mfg. Co.—The wheels of

this concern are shown by William Diebel,

the Philadelphia representative. The exhibit

is attractively decorated and has a handsome

illuminated sign. Seven models are shown,

ranging in price from $75 to $30. These

wheels have all the latest improvements and

are strong, handsome mounts. The Reading

Standard is one of the best sellers in Phila-

delphia, as is evidenced by the interest which

was taken in this exhibit. The frames are

made of high-carbon seamless tubing, flush

joints, the new one-piece steering head, and

the firm's own patented design fork-crown,

which is exceedmgly strong and of a very

distinguished appearance. The finish is of the

finest quality, three coats of enamel being used

over a copper plating. Some ol the models

are furnished with exceedingly fine decora-

tions, one of them showing the work of the

celebrated artist Gaudet, of Paris. When de-

sired, the Reading Standard is fitted with the

Morrow coaster and brake. A 30-inch wheel

is represented in this line, as is also the Read-

ing chainless.

The Devine Wheel Mfg. Co.—This com-
pany is showing the new Luxury punctureless

wheel. It is designed to obviate the necessity

of pneumatic tires. It has a system of elliptic

springs from the rim to an auxiliary rim,

which, it is said, supplies the necessary re-

siliency and elasticity. The wheel retails for

^75. Geo. H. Foley is the distributing agent

for Philadelphia.

H. T. Wise & Co.—This firm show a full line

of the Wise lubricants, including bicycle

grease, a chain graphite, paste graphite, lubri-

cating oil, engine oil, rubber cement, powder-

ed soapstone, tire tape, wood cement and

several sundries. Mr. Wise is a shrewd adver-

tiser and has gotten up his exhibit in a man-

ner that cannot fail to attract considerable

atttention.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City,

N. J., have specimens of pure graphite, from

which the chain lubricants are made, occupy-

ing a prominent position in this exhibit

and attract considerable attention from those

scientifically inclined. The company went to

considerable labor in the way of electric lights,

decorations, etc., • to make an attractive ex-

hibit.

The Twentieth Century Mfg. Co. came near

losing their exhibit on account of the storm.

They had their stuff all ready for shipment on

Wednesday, but on Friday found it had not

left the yards in Jersey City. They finally got

their car off by attaching it to a passenger

train and the exhibit was ready when the

show opened.

Wessels & Waltz Cycle Co.—A pretty,

painted scene showing a colonnade with the

figure of the girl and American flag—which

is becoming identified with the Liberty

wheel—in the centre, forms the background

for this company's exhibit. A full line of

Liberty wheels is shown.

Bridgeport Brass Co.—The well-known

Will R. Pitman, one of the -pioneers in the

use of acetylene gas lamps, has charge of this

exhibit and is kept busy explaining the merits

of the new Searchlight acetylene gas lamp.

The exhibit is practically the same as that

at the New York show.

Lefever Mfg. Co.—This company is pro-

ducing a new bicycle stand for enameling, re-

pairing, etc., capable of forty different posi-

tions. The stand is light, strong and ex-

ceedingly firm. It retails for $3.50 and is al-

ready in use in a number of repair shops in

Philadelphia.

Manufacturers' Supply Co., Philadelphia.

—

This is a new jobbing house and shows,

among other things, the Arc gas lamp, a gen-

eral line of bicycle fittings and sundries, the

Kelly handle-bar, and Brown, Gilliam and

Hunt saddles and Shelby tubing.

Cycle Syndicate, New York.—The well-

known deodorized AcetyUte for acetylene

lamps, Princeton, Harvard and Cornell bicy-

cles, Cleveland blue, Bullock's chain brush

and Fin-de-cycle stand are among the articles

shown by this firm.

W<m. B. Riley.—The Bernasco saddle, which

has been described in these columns, is shown
by this house. This saddle has received the

endorsement of physicians all over the coun-

try, and is rapidly building up a following

second to none.

H. A. Lozier & Co. have a very attractive

e.xhibit, showing all the various Cleveland

models, and this exhibit has been the centre

of an interested crowd every night, the

Cleveland having an army of admirers in

Philadelphia.

Hart Cycle Co.—Columbias, Hartfords,

Vedettes. Included in the exhibit was the

chainless Columbia ridden by Teddy Ed-

wards, which aided in making this veteran

firm's exhibit one of interest to visitors at

the show.

Cosmos Mfg. Co.—This firm makes all the

wheels which are sold by the well-known

dry-goods firm of Litt Bros. Among the

models staged are the tandem, triplet and a

number of single wheels and a 30-Jnch ma-

chine.
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Frank E. Bundy Lamp Co., Elmira.—^The

well-known Bundy lamp is shown in a booth

attractively decorated in silver and black.

Much interest was shown in the "carblot"

method of supplying this lamp with fuel.

E. K. Tryon & Co.—This well-known house

is showing Stormer and Penant bicycles.

These wheels range in price from $40 to $25.

They emibody the latest improvements and

have a strong hold in the Quaker City.

W. W. Charles, who was at the Philadelphia

show, was enthusiastic over the fact that he

had closed a big order with the Supplee Hard-

ware Co., who expect to sell several thousand

of the well-known Watson seat-posts.

20th Century Mfg. Co.—The revolving signs

seen at the New York show against a back-

ground of brilliant red make this exhibit

one of the most conspicuous at the show. C.

A. Gregg is in charge.

Cushman & Denison.—This famous old

concern is showing their Perfect pocket oiler.

Star oiler, Leader oiler, Gem oiler, and other

products which were exhibited at the New
York exhibition.

Edward Rumpp, the pushing representative

of the Rusch saddle, was very much in evi-

dence and undoubtedly his firm will receive

many benefits from his visit to the City of

Brotherly Love.

A. R. Justice & Co., show several lines of

the Iver Johnson, World, Trinity and Emer-
son wheels. The exhibit occupies one of the

most prominent positions and is attractively

decorated.

The Bullis Gear Co., of Rochester, N. Y.,

whose new chainless wheel attracted much
attention at both the New York and Chicago

shows, show working models of the gear.

Rose Mfg. Co.—A very attractive exhibit

of Neverout lamps. As usual, the company
gave aAvay attractive souvenirs and made it

interesting to members of the trade to call.

Ramsey Swinging Pedal Co.—Mr. Ram-
sey and his well-known swinging pedal were

very much in evidence at this exhibit. The
pedal has been described in The Wheel.

Marshall E. Smith & Bro.—This firm are

general agents for the Spalding and Marshall

wheels. They also show a full line of sun-

dries and general sporting goods.

Claus Handle-Bar Co.—G. E. & R. C.

Biebach have charge of this exhibit, which is

practically the same as shown at the New
York exhibition.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford.—H. W. Lester,

secretary of the company, has practically the

same exhibit which was seen at the New
York show.

Clothier & Burrows have a very attractive

exhibit of the Roman wheel, which lists at

$50 and is one of the best sellers in Phila-

delphia,

Jacob Rech & Sons.—Twelve bicycles, in-

cluding samples of the Sterling, Clipper and

Featherstone wheels, are included in this ex-

hibit.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.—This exhibit is in

charge of John H. Diehl and contains samples

of Palmer, Goodrich, G. & J. and Bailey tires.

Wm. P. Miller's Sons, Brooklyn, show their

well-known lubricant, which was described in

The Wheel's report of the New York show.

Roach & Barnes show twenty models,

among which are represented the Stearns,

Waverley, National and Clover bicycles.

Joseph S. Leng's Son & Co.—Charles W.
Leng, of this firm, is showing substantially

the same exhibit as he did at New York.

Geo. W. Robb Cycle Co.—The Carroll

chainless, Olive and Light bicycles and a full

line of sundries comprise this exhibit.

McAllister & Van Mater have about twenty

models of the Crawford, Crown, Hoffman,

Pierce and Racycle wheels.

Hawthorne & Sheble.—The Dayton wheel,

including the now well-known spherical hub,

is shown by this concern.

R. B. Garden.—Mr. Garden has a full line

of Victors and Crescents, including the Victor

Spin-roller chainless.

A. P. Shannon, the local agent for the

Remington bicycle, showed several models of

that wheel.

Chas. S. Smith & Co.—The Rambler, Ideal,

Winner, and Reading Special are this firm's

line.

James Belleck's Sons.—The Keating and

Elgin line of bicycles are shown by this con-

cern.

Frank Donlevy & Co. show twelve models

of the Syracuse, Packer and Don cycles.

Wm. Wrigley, Son & Co., show the Kenzie

and Wrigley wheels.

N. J. Costa shows the Relay, Laurel, Union

and Viking lines.

Dealer Grundy Appeals the Case.

Judge Lewis, of the District Court in Pater-

son, N. J., has decided the case of the Pope

Mfg. Co. vs. James Grundy, the local bicycle

dealer, in favor of the complainant. The case

was tried last week, but Judge Lewis re-

served decision for a week. The case

was an intricate one, and Grundy's friends

thought that he would surely win. At the be-

ginning of last season Grundy secured a num-

ber of Colum'bia bicycles from the Pope Com-

pany, he being their local agent, with the un-

derstanding, he claimed, that on those not

sold a rebate was to be given on next season's

orders, so that he would not suffer any loss.

This stipulation was not embodied in the con-

tract, but had been, Grundy alleges, the course

pursued by the Pope Company for over fifteen

years.

Grundy gave notes as security for the

wheels, 'but when he shipped back the unsold

stock and wanted to arrange his rebate, he was

told that there would be no rebate. Grundy
immediately repudiated his notes, and the suit

was the result. He is much disappointed at

the decision, and has decided to fight the case,

if it costs him three times the amount in dis-

pute, $207.48. His lawyer has already served

notice of appeal and the case will again come
up in a higher court. Mr. Grundy does not

wish his friends to get the impression that he

is in difficulties. . He claims he has stock and

assets amounting to close on to $10,000, and
that he docs not owe a cent.

Recent Patents.

619,315. Sprocket-Chain. Robt. M. Keating, Spring-
field, Mass. Filed Feb. 27, 1897. Serial No. 625,288.

(No model.)

619,322. Bicycle Frame. Thomas J. Lindsay, La-
fayette, Ind., assignor of one-half to Dietrich H.
Lohman, same place. Filed Jan. 15, 1898. Serial No.
666,754. (No model.)

619,399. Bicycle Crank-Shaft. William 11. Pen-
seyres, BufTalo, N. Y. Filed Jan. 8, 1898. Serial No.
666,045. (No model.)

619,344. Rack for Cycles. James M. Pyott, Jr., Chi-

cago, 111. Filed Jan. 19, 1898. Serial No. 667,130. (No
model.)

619,367. Bail-Bearing Adjustment. Herbert H.
Thompson, Gravelly, England. Filed June 18, 1898.

Serial No. 683,831. (No model.)

619,376. Parcel-Carrier for Bicycles. William H.
\A'hite, Nyack, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Charles

H. Rutherford, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 29, 1898.

Serial No. 668,380. (No model.)

619,395. Bicycle-Brake. William H. Crossley,

Bloomsburg, Pa., assignor of one-half to George W.
MifHin; same place. Filed May 22, 1897. Serial No.
637,717. (No model.)

619,421. Bicycle Driving Mechanism. Gustaf John-
son, Denver, Colo. Filed July 26, 1898. Serial No.
686,955. (No model.)

619.452. Adjustable Handle-Bar for Bicycles. Am-
brose S. Vose, Brookline, Mass. Filed Nov. 22, 1897.

Serial No. 659,373. (No model.)

619.453. Pneumatic Tire. Jasper P. Warner, De-
catur, Mich., Roe P. Warner, administrator of said

Jasper P. Warner, deceased. Filed Dec. 21, 1897.

Serial No. 662,904. (No model.)

619,469. Seat-Post Clamp. Edwin H. Ehrman, Chi-

cago, III., assignor to the Walker & Ehrman Manu-
facturing Company, same place. Filed Dec. 23, 1897.

Serial No 663,166. (No model.)

619.498. Driving Mechanism for Cycles. Johannes
T. Pedersen, New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 26, 1897.

Serial No. 656,400. (No model.)

619.499. Bicycle Crank-Shaft. William H. Penseyres,

Buffalo, N. Y. Filed Dec. 18, 1897. Serial No. 662,391.

(Xo model.)

619,505. Motor-Vehicle. George L. Roby, Albion,

Mich. Filed Dec. 31, 1896. Serial No. 617,664. (No
model.)

619,507. Driving Mechanism for Bicycles. Axel F.

A. Ro-xendorff, Stockholm, Sweden. Filed Dec. 24,

1S97. Serial No. 663,386. (No model.)

619,537. Sprocket-wheel for Cycle-Chains. George

W. Bufford, New York, N. Y. Filed May 2, 1898.

Serial No. 679,463. (No model.)

619,544. Pneumatic Wheel-Tire. George H. Clark,

Boston, Mass. Filed Sept. 21, 1898. Serial No. 691,483.

(,\'o model.)

619,572. Changeable Gear for Vehicles. Edmund H.
Modgkinson, London, England. Filed Feb. 7, 1898.

Serial No. 669,429. (No model.)

619,556. Erazeless Joint for Cycle-Framings. Wil-

liam Eraser, Birmingham. England. Filed Dec. 20,

1897. Serial No. 662,641. (No model.)

619,602. Bicycle-Pump. William M. McKown,
Louisville, Ky. Filed June 30, 1S98. Serial No. 684,834.

(No model.)

619,637. Vehicle Propelling Mechanism. Bevis

Tucker, Chelsea, Mass. Filed Aug. 24, 1896. Serial

No. 603,694. (No model.)

619,646. Bicycle-Support. Frank J. Ward, Ayer,

Mass. Filed June 11, 1897. Serial No. 640,332. (No
model.)

619.655. Cycle, etc. Claude W. Atkinson. Penarth,

England. Filed Sept. 9, 1898. Serial No. 690,595. (No
model.)

619.656. Cycle. John W. Baird, Portobiello, Scot-

land. Filed Dec. 14, 1897. Serial No. 661,788. (No
model.)

619,696. Bicycle -Support or Rest. Henry W. Roby,

Topcka, Kans., assignor of one-half to L. L. Roby,

same place. Filed June 31, 1897. Serial No. 641,553,

(No model.)
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SUCCESSFUL "OPENING WEEK" IN LOZIERVILLE.

Cleveland, Feb. 20.—The second annual

"opening week" of the Cleveland retail cycle

dealers commenced to-day under most favor-

able conditions. The odd wave w'hich held

forth in this section during the past two

weeks has passed away and the indications are

for a week of mild weather, which is bound to

be conducive to thoug'hts of bicycle riding

after an unusually hard winter. Every retail

establishment in the downtown section has

undergone a thorough house cleaning and re-

dccoration for the event, added to which the

bright new models, 'with,in many cases, flowers

and palms, give each store the appearance of

being a cycle show on a small scale. The
event has been thoroughly advertised in daily

and weekly papers and judging from the in-

terest being displayed to-day the attendance

will 'be unprecedented. The downtown stores

are located very near together and for that

reason the majority of people wlio are at all

interested will make the entire round of them.

A number of schemes have been devised by

the dealers and the daily papers to induce

riders to look thoroughly into the features of

the various machines exhibited and already

greater interest is being shown in details than

is usual for such events. Several dealers

whose places of business are in the outlying

districts have engaged stores on "cycle row"
for the event. Representatives of several tire

and saddle concerns will be here during the

'Week and they will arrange exhibits at the

various stores. The concerns keeping open

houses are as follows:

H. A. Lozier & Co., 277 Erie Street.—The
Cleveland headquarters and retail store has

recently been greatly altered, making it prac-

tically a new establishment. The store is

handsomely decorated with flowers and palms

and the new Clevelands, all on raised stands,

give it an attractiveness which it would be

hard to equal anywhere. The new Burwel!

bearing is given a practical demonstration by

Manager H. S. Covey and a large corps of

assistants, while the Cleveland chainless is,

of course, especially attractive to the visitors.

White Sewing Machine Co., 124 Euclid

Avenue.—The spacious quarters of this com-
pany have been redecorated, and this, com-
bined with the pure white models and bril-

liant ilhiminations of electric lights, makes
the place fairly dazzling. The new White
racer and the bevel-gear chainless are objects

of special comment. Manager George S.

M'aite, Edward Springsteen and Harry B.

Wood are in charge.

GormuUy & Jeffery Mfg. Co.—Manager H.
A. Githens -of the local branch of this well

known house has devoted the past three weeks
to remodeling his establishment, and in con-

sequence, iwith new decorations, oiled floor

and new finish to woodwork, the store is

one of the finest in the city. Ramblers in all

colors are arranged on one side while the

Ideal line is on the other. The Rambler
people made a wonderful showing last year,

practically their first season here, and from
all indications they will be hard to beat this

season. This branch controls all tlie territory

of Northern Ohio.

Clipper People. 32,5 Huron Street—One of

the handsomest establishments in the city, has

been newly refinished in oak, making it an

ideal store. The Clipper line has always been

a favorite here, and now with a good list of

small dealers in the outskirts of the city, the

Clipper products promise to make a better

showing than ever before. The Clipper chain-

less had an exceptionally good sale last year,

which will result in its being the concern's

best seller this year, this judging from the

favorable criticism of everyone who has rid-

den it. H. J. Hayes and Joe Kissig are in

charge.

HofTman Bicycle Co., 287 Erie Street.—The
Hoffman retail store is practically new after

a -week of paint and paper-hanging. The '90

models are all on raised stands, making an ex-

tremely fetching appearance. The Hoffman

gives the other fellows a hard rub for first

place in the favor of local riders, with the nat-

ural result that the store is constantly crowded.

A nineteen-pound racer appeals favorably to

the eye of the speed-merchants. L. E. Hoff-

man, Harrison P. Smith and A. E. Gil! are in

charge.

iCoUister & Sayle, 317 Superior Street.—This

firm is one of the best known in town and

their store is always thronged. The "Tribune"

has been the C. & S. leader for a number of

years and it has hundreds of enthusiastic sup-

porters here. Collister & Sayle also handle

the Crescent and Yale lines.

Davis & Updegraff, 243 Euclid Avenue

—

Is a firm which made a great hit with the

Dayton last year, becoming an important fac-

tor in local trade in their first season. For

'99's trade they have added the Frontenac.

The Dayton racing model with the spherical

hubs and crank^hanger attracts unusual atten-

tion.

George Worthington Co.. 103 St. Clair

Street.—The bicycle department of this well

known hardware house has been specially re-

fitted for the occasion. This concern enjoys

a large proportion of the jobbing trade in

cycle material in this vicinity and the displays

of saddles, tires, lairtps and fittings are of in-

terest to dealers as well as riders. They show
the Victor and Ariel lines. H. H. Rudd and

M, E. Menth are in charge.

Mcintosh-Huntington Co., 116 Superior

Street.—Another well-known jobbing house

which has always been a factor in the retail

trade here. Their Sunol was one of the first

safeties sold in this section and no better

proof of its excellence can be given than the

fact that it still holds its own. The Sunol and
K. O. S. and a large line of sundries are

shown. W. Berner, manager of the depart-

ment, in charge.

Lockwood-Taylor Hardware Co., Water
Street.—This old reliable hardware concern
entered the bicycle trade about two years ago.

They have territory on the Stormer and Royal
line and especially with the former they have
built up a handsome retail business. Mr.
Henry is in charge of the bicycle department.

W. M. Leuktemtyer & Sons, 190 Superior

Street.—This concern does a good jobbing
business as well as their share of the retail

trade with the Superior and Lake City lines

which are built to their order. They handle

a large line of sundries, among which is the

output of the Cleveland- rimj also the sales

agency for a new ball retainer and separate

device .(or.lj'Ubs -jvhi.ch- ar.e. attr-acting-mwch at-

tention among local manufacturers. R. H.
Noderer is in charge of the bicycle department.

American Machine Co., 293 Erie Street.

—

After failing to secure a satisfactory agent to

represent them this Michigan concern has

entered the local field with a branch store, the

future of which is decidedly promising. They
show a fine line of medium-priced machines

which are already attracting favorable atten-

tion. E. E. Page, well known in local trade

circles, is in charge and is prepared to make
the pace exceedingly swift for the other fel-

lows. The store is in the best part of the

"row."

Hartford Tire Co., 323 Huron Street.—The
only exclusive tire store in the city is in

charge of Harry Taylor, a very popular young
fellow, and certainly the right man in the

right place, since the sale of Hartford tires

in this section has increased several fold since

the establishment of the branch a year ago.

They carry a large stock of all sizes and act as

a distributing depot for the retail and manu-
facturing trade in this section. The establish-

ment, which includes office, stock room and
large repair shop, has recently been removed
to the above location.

L. & B. Cycle Mfg. Co., 1120 Payne and

225 Erie Street.—This concern has manu-
factured wheels for a number of years and
their L. & B. has always been a very popular

mount. It can hardly be classed with the so-

called "assembled" wheels since it shows a

number of features distinctively its own. The
estahlishment of a retail store at the Erie

street address is a venture which is likely

to prove profitable. H. E. Lewis is in charge.

TRADE ORGANIZATIONS.

National "Wood Rim Association—Pres-
ident, E. S. Mead; vice-president, J. B.
Tucker; secretary-treasurer, W. W. Stall.

320 Broadway, New York.

Rubber Tire Associatioo— President,
Theodore A. Dodge; first vice-president,
L. K. McClymonds; second vice-presi-,

dent, George T. Perkins; treasurer, Geo.
F. Hodgman; secretary, Kirk Brown,
Belleville, N. J.

Cycle Parts Manufacturers' Association,—
President, R. H. Ramsey, Philadelphia,
Pa.; secretary, I. H. Dreyfus, Newark,
N.J.

ADLETS.
For Sale, Exchange, Etc. ~ Twenty-five words,

Chirty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.
Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and Help "Wanted.— Answers received
in confidence and forwarded without charge. Rate:
25 words, one time, 50 cents ; three times, $1.00; 50
wordsj one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00; 75 words,
one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-
tisements: One-half inch, one time, $1.00; tour times,
$3.00; one inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner. patent attorney and
mechanical expert, 608 F street, Washington, D.

C. Established 1883. I make an examination free of
charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

OALESMAN wanted to carry complete line bicycle^ sundries on commission. Clark, Horrocks & Co.,

Utica, N. Y. . 2-23.

TT7"ANTED.—Capitalist with sand and push enough
' • to introduce new invention that has sufficient

merit in it to control the entire output of the bicycle
trade. Address B. C. Brooks, 399 West St., New York.

3-9.

FOR SALE.—Part interest in automatic brake and
coaster; patent allowed October 3; also allow half

interest in foreign patents to party furnishing capital,

for same; this invention is held from the public pend-
ing application for foreign patents; rare opportunity
to^right parties. Address William Taylor, 113 Kearny
Ave.. Kearney. N. J., or Edg^r Tate i^- C9.|.S45;
Broadway, New York.—3-3.

'
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Rice & Co., 232 Euclid Avenue.—Tliis firm

is another newcomer in the field, opening to-

day with the Stearns line. The "Yellow Fel-

lows" make the invariable fine showing for

which they have always been famous.

Davis, Hunt & Collister, 149 Ontario Street

—Enjoy the distinction of being the oldest

bicycle house in the city if not in this sec-

tion. J. H. Collister brought the first Co-

lumbia wheel to this city and ever since then

has had the local agency for the "Standard of

the World." Considering the standing of the

firm and of the -wheel it goes without saying

that Cleveland is a good "Columbia town."

The Columbia bevel-gear was introduced to

riders here to the extent of about thirty ma-
chines last year and so satisfactory has the new
departure proven itself that the '99 sale of

cha'inless machines will reach many times that

of the original thirty.

Burrows & Bosworth, 1271 Euclid Avenue
—Enjoy a prosperous hardware business of

twenty-five years' standing at "Willson Sta-

tion." In the bicycle line B. & B. carry the

Phoenix and Stormer. The repair shop here

is very complete and receives an extremely

liberal patronage from this section of the

city.

The Spink Co., Colonial Arcade—Still

another new aspirant for retail trade, have

their establishment in the handsome new
building above mentioned. They handle

sporting goods of all kinds and have one of

the best arranged tire repair shops in this

section. On their bicycle opening to-day they

introduce the Lovell Diamond for the first

time in this city.

Euclid Bicycle Co., 230 Euclid.—The line

handled by this concern includes the Sterling,

Eagle and Geneva. The Euclid people have

handled the Geneva for a number of years

and have made it one of the most popular

medium-priced' machines in the city.

Quaker Cycle Co., Erie and Prospect

Streets.—C. W. Loomis, proprietor of this

establishment, has built up a fine business

with the well known Quaker wheel as his

leader. In the sale of medium-priced ma-
chines Mr. Loomis has always had the repu-

tation of 'being an extremely hard competi-

tor, and with the Reading Standard he has a

line which seems to "fill the bill" for keeping

in sight in that position as regards the buyers

of medium-priced goods.

J. Callaghan & Sons, Erie & Vincent

Streets.—The Viking and Eclipse lines are

shown here. The iMorrow automatic brake

and coaster on the latter machine attract

much attention.

S. W. Knight, 250 Erie Street.—This firm

formerly held forth on the West Side, but
for the coming season they have decided to

cast their fortunes iwith the majority on "Cycle
Row." The Hibbard, Spencer & Bartlett Co.'s

lines are staged at the new store which opened
to-day.

H. A. Likly, 270 Euclid Ave.—Harry Likly,

well known in retail trade circles, has suc-

ceeded to the business of the Darling Cycle

Co. He does business with the Relay line.

D. E. Foot, who handles the output of the

Lake Erie Rubber Co., at Erie, Pa., makes
his headquarters at this store. He shows a

large line of Foot single-tube tires.

Otto Konigslow, 49 Michigan Street—En-
joys a national reputation for manufacturing

excellent machines for the jobbing trade.

Incidentally Mr. Konigslow sells a number of

wheels at letail from his headquarters. The
"O. K." is shown in several styles.

C. H. Merkle, 1894 Pearl Street.—C. H.
Merkle furnishes an example of the fact that

a good live dealer need not necessarily be

located in the business section of the city to

make a success of the bicycle business. Hav-
ing practically a clear field in the section of

the city known as "Brooklyn," Mr. Merkle

has disposed of nearly five hundred machines

in '98 and declares that the indications arc for

a better season for him this year. His leader

for '99 is the Orient, for which he has the

county agency. He also handles the Hofif-

man and an excellent line of 'his own make,

listing at $25 and $30. During the "week"

Mr. Merkle has an exhibit at 271 Erie street,

where an Orient "quint," the Orient 1.30 rac-

ing model and Major Taylor's Sager gear

chainless are objects of considerable interest.

Lamont Cycle Co?, 1169 Pearl Street.-—By
far the finest store on the West Side and one

which would grace the downtown district of

any large city, is conducted by S. H. Pierce

under the above name. Their leaders are the

Lamont, of their own make, listing at $35,

$40, $45, $50 and $55. They also carry the

Clipper and Victor lines. The Lamont racer,

weighing 19 pounds, seems to take the fancy

of the racing contingent of the West Side.

Mr. Pierce is a veteran of the Civil War, but

an enthusiastic wheelman for all that.

George H. Clark, 1208 Euclid.—Mr. Clark

is local agent for the Carlisle, which he shows

in several styles. He does well with the Clark

Special, which he builds to order.

O. P. DeMars & Co., Euclid Ave. and Fair-
mount Street.—These are old settlers in the
East End, having built serviceable wheels to
order for a number of years. This season
they have taken up the Stormer line. Their
repair shop is one of the most complete in

the city and catches much trade which passes
to and from the nearby boulevard system.
H. S. Moore & Co., Crawford and Hough

Avcs.—Another dealer who has a section of
the city all to himself. Mr. Moore handles the
Andrae line and in consequence there are sev-
eral hundred riders who swear by the "wheel
which never disappoints." During the winter
months Mr. Moore covers several states in

this section for the Andrae people. He has
a fine display, of which the Andrae chainless
is the central feature.

H. P. Hotchkiss, 2275 Euclid Avenue.—Mr.
Hotchkiss was formerly a salesman at the
Lozier headquarters, but now he has a prom-
ising East End agency for the Cleveland. His
display includes the entire Cleveland line at-

tractively arranged.

Cleveland Cycle Fittings Co., Prospect
and Oak Streets.—This is the only exclusive

cycle material jobbing house in Cleveland.

They handle nearly all well-known lines of

material and enjoy a prosperous business

among the small makers and retail dealers.

This week their display of sundries and fit-

tings attracts many of the out-of-town dealers.

Hill Cycle Works, 21 Vincent Street—Mr.
H. Hill is an old-time bicycle builder, having
held important positions with several well-

known manufacturing concerns. He builds

wheels to order and has acquired a more than

local reputation for good machines. His re-

pair shop is especially noted throughout the

city for its success in difficult repair work.

W. N. Booth, Payne & Wilson Avenue.

—

Mr. Booth is East End agent for the Hoff-

man. Last year he disposed of several hun-

dred of these machines. His store makes a

very creditable showing this week.

That 'Worcester Case.

T. H. Gage, Jr., has filed a petition in

the United States court in Providence, to be

made a party to tf^e suit of Central Trust Co.,

of New York, against the Worcester Cycle

Mfg. Co., and there was a hearing in the case

before Judge Brown in Providence. Mr.

Gage is assignee of the company in Massachu-

setts, and takes this step in anticipation of in-

tervening, making as his answer that the Cen-

0®0®0®0®0®0®0®0®00®OSO®OSO®0®0(s^^
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Sole Export Agents N. Y., Case & Schlandecker, 92 Wall
Street.

General EaBtern Distributors, W. E. Lindsay & Co., 303

Broadway, New York,

I There are other adjustable bars, both higher in price and

lower, but

—

Whafs the Use?
Both sides work in unison automatically and lock by one turn

of each of the bolt nuts.

ALL JOBBERS SELL THEM.

Sanger Handle-Bar Co., i^iiwaukee, wis.

Kindly mention The Wheei#'
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GARFORD IVIANUFACTURINC COMPANY,
OF ELYRIA, OHIO.

HUNT IMANUFACTURING C0>1PANY,
OF WESTBORO, MASS.

WHEELER SADDLE COMPANY,
OF DETROIT, MICH.

WHEELER SADDLE COMPANY,
OF TORONTO, ONT.

GILLIAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
OF CANTON, OHIO.

P. & F. MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
OF READING, PA.

OFFICES, 608-613

AMERICAN TRUST BUILDING,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Kindly mention The" Wheel..
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Two Bicycle Sundries
THAT WILL MAKE A SURE

PROFIT FOR THE DEALER.

THE

CHRISTY SADDLE.

CHRISTY ADJUSTABLE SADDLE. REGULAR CHRISTY SADDLE.

Four Styles : Men's, Women's, Racing: and the new
Christy Adjustable Saddle.

The Christy Saddle has been universally rec-

ognized and recommended. Over 5,000 physicians

have ordered Christy Saddles for their own use,

and recommend them strongly for men and women.
The new Christy Adjustable Saddle is the

latest thing in saddle construction. The saddle

can be adjusted to any size, and the continuous

spring makes it one of the easiest riding saddles

on the market.

The Christy Racing Saddle has been designed

especially for fast riding and the long pommel
enables the rider to get a leverage he cannot

obtain with the ordinary saddle. Used last year

by Bald, Cooper, Kiser, Mertens, Stevens, Butler,

and many others.

SEND FOR BICYCLE SUNDRY CATALOGUE.

SHEPARD'S

Bevel-Gear Cyclometer.

The most perfect cyclometer ever manufac-

tured. As fine as any watch in finish, durability,

and accuracy; weighs 1% ounces, and is made from

hardened brass and bronze, thus rendering it dust-

proof and rust-proof. A simple system of beveled

gears; no springs to get out of order. A positive

geared motion with every revolution of the bicycle

wheel It records ten thousand miles and repeats.

With the detachable holder, the Cyclometer

can be removed in an instant, preventing it from

being broken or stolen.

The new Shepard "Trip" Cyclometer weighs

only three-quarters of an ounce, and registers one

hundred miles and repeats.

SEND FOR BICYCLE SUNDRY CATALOGUE.

THE NEW SPALDING POLICY
of selling direct to the retail trade, large and small, at one price, and requiring

the retail dealer to sell to the consumer at one price—no more and no less—

is a winning policy, and one that should certainly please the retail dealers. This

plan is the retail dealers' salvation, as they are at last assured of getting athletic

goods from a maker who will not permit price-cutting on restricted goods.

If you approve this policy, correspond with us. We want to serve you.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
NEW YORK. DENVER.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

CHICAGO.
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GENERAL CYCLING NOTES.
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Miller Won Again.

Miller won the six-day race which ended

in Mechanics' Pavilion, San Francisco, last

Sunday night. Only a dozen riders finished,

and these were very weary six hours before

the end. A great crowd attended Saturday

night and Sunday, and there was a great

noise when Miller, at the end of the 127th

hour, rode his :i,O00th mile in 2.25 3-5 unpaced.

Until the fifth day Gimm was regarded as

Miller's strongest opponent, but Gimm gave

way continually the last two days. Miller

did little pacing. There was practically no

sprinting on the last day except by Nawn

and Barnaby, who were frequently dosed with

make-believe vitality by an electric battery.

Teddy Hale was out of his head all day Sun-

day. He imagined he was riding in San

Jose. The closing score was as follows:

Miles. Miles.

Miller 2191 Albert 1823

Aaronson 2141 Barnaby ITa^

Fredericks '.. 2089 Pilkington 1728

Hale 2062 Lawson ..< 1637

Gimm 2060 Julms 1501

Nawn 2011 Ashmger 1500

Miller's old record, made in New York, at

this hour, was 2,007 miles 504 yards.

All of the men, even Miller to a certain ex-

tent, have been more or less "daffy" during

the last part of the race. The only evidence

of it Miller gave was crankiness at times.

For hours Pilkington refused to eat anything

but prunes. ' Pathetic and at the same time

ridiculous exhibitions of six-day imbecility

were given by Albert and Ashinger. The

former was.li.ftecl from his wheel and propped

up in a chair alongside the track for a little

rest. Ashinger also dismounted, got a cup

of gruel arid, staggered around the chair try-

ing to feed Albert with a spoon.

Waller quit at 334J- miles, on account of his

eyes. Turville had cramps and quit at 2G3

miles. 'Chapman's eyes forced him out early.

Julius, the tail-ender early Sunday evening,

took a . long sleep on Thursday. Meantime

his trainer walked off with his money and

valuables.
" Nawn was delirious Thursday.

Miller's swollen ankle made him ride slowly

most of the time.

the forks, and wheel and man went into the

air. Fournier landed twenty yards away,

while Waller shot into the air free of his

machine, and struck the ground beyond Four-

nier. Both men were badly cut up, while both

machines were uninjured. Waller returned to

the city, where Trainer Ryan fixed him up

with a lot of rubber tandages, which soon

placed him in condition for the race in which

he started on Monday night. Fournier says

that this was the first accident of the kind he

ever knew, and that it was due to careless-

ness in attaching the coat to the handle-bar.

It was his first fall on the petroleum machine.

Fournier and Waller's Odd Feat.

San Francisco, Feb. 15.—An accident which

might have resulted seriously had not good

fortune for both participants attended it.

stopped the 100-mile record trial of Frank

Waller around the San Jose century course,

from Oakland, across the bay from this city,

to San Francisco by road. iWaller had started

after the 100-mile road record of McDonnell,

of Rochester. The figures stand at 4.40.10,

and that an hour would be taken from the

mark seemed certain. The "infernal" ma-

chine manned by Fournier was doing the pac-

ing, and Waller was snugly ensconced back

of it and flying over the road at a gait of 1.45

to the mile... The stretch of road would easily

have allowed of greater pace, and Fournier

was applying the power steadily to pull Waller

out. Suddenly the pacemaking motor bicycle

turned a somersault. Waller's coat, which

Fournier had tied to the front of his handle-

bar, had dropped down into the front wheel.

The coat wound into the spokes, blocked at

chairmanship because the next chairman must

devote all his time to the position, visiting

meets, etc., and because the position is only

certain for a year.

Gerlach, of Chicago, has been visiting

Gideon in Philadelphia, and has also presum-

ably visited President Keenan at Pittsburg.

Mr. Brady's Scheme.

It is said that Manager Brady, who is in

charge of the racing now being done in Cali-

fornia by an aggregation of riders from the

East and middle states, has a plan for man-

aging a team of fifteen or twenty men on a

national circuit in 1900. The plan is to ca'rry

the team 'on a salary and percentage-of-win-

nings basis. Members of the team could be

entered at open meets, and in event of there

being no meets, Brady himself would run

them, all contests being open so that out-

side ridfers could compete. The theory of the

plan is not bad in so far as it provides for man-

agement of the racing men on a salaried basis.

A man may have good legs for racing, but a

poor head for business, and many of the riders

who are now in the "lee scuppers" have been

financially badly off ever since their manage-

ment was dropped by the cycle-makers who
formerly employed them.

What To Do With It.

The chairman of the Racing Board of that

really useful but badly misunderstood organi-

zation, the League of American Wheelmen,
imposed a number of fines upon certain rac-

ing men who are now known as outlaws. It

is said that a number of these outlaws con-

template paying the fines and returning to the

sheltering wing of the L. A. W. If this is

done it w"ill be a scandal indeed if the money
thus paid in is divided between the Racing

Board and the L. A. W., according to the

agreement under which the Racing Board

which has just passed out of existence was

operated. The chairmian of that' board got

$2,500 and paid a good deal more to members
of his family and friends. The other members
of the board got $500 each. They should not

touch any money which may come in from

now on, on account of fines imposed during

their administration.

Pace Was Too Fast.

It is learned that Eddie Bald, who was to

have competed in the indoor races in San

Francisco, beginning February 11, departed

from that town on February 9 without saying

very much about liis going. He left in the

Company of Tod Sloane, the jockey, and

Charles Dwyer, son of the man whose horses

Sloane rides. Bald wanted to ride an "exhibi-

tion" in 'Frisco, but the manager of the meet

could not see the matter that way, and it is

presumed that Bald concluded it wiser to

leave town than to compete with and be

beaten by such riders as McFarland and

Stevens, who are in very good condition.

Funny; The Real Prospect.

A funny rumor is that C. W. Mears would
refuse the Racing Board chairmanship if it

were offered to him. Another is that Arthur

Zimmerman is a candidate for the chairman-

ship. It begins to look as though George I.

McCarthy, of New York, might be favorably

considered. He went to Hartford with

Messrs. Potter and Keenan, and is said to be

close to both of them.

Later.—Mears called on President Keenan
at Pittsburg last Thursday. He declined the

Good Intentions in Denver.

According to Denver newspapers the cy-

clists of that city will give a cool reception to

the outlaw riders if they stop there on their

way East from the Coast. The Denver Wheel
Club has sworn allegiance to the L. A. W.
and does not intend to have anything to do

with outsiders. Good intentions, however,

sometimes gang aglee, and if the outlaws suc-

ceed in putting up interesting races, the

chances are that there will be somebody there

to see.

New Orleans a Barren Field.

Some of the racing men who did fairly well

in the recent sprint races at Madison Square

Garden, and who went to New Orleans to

compete in the races there, write North that

they do not consider $15 for a first and $3 for

a third very good prize money. The riders

who went to New Orleans are Robert Miller,

Bert Repine, Robert Walther and others.

Ambrose Park, South Brooklyn.

It is said that the excellent fouriap track at

Ambrose Park, South Brooklyn, will have a

series of night meets next summer. The in-

tention is to put in a complete illuminating

plant and to have meets twice a week. This

place is reached by crossing New York Bay,

which means a pleasant ride on a summer
evening.

Ducker Sticks to the J^. A. W.

Henry E. Ducker, who manages the Charles

River Park track in Boston, announces posi-

tively that he will permit no racing on that

track except under L. A. W. sanction. This

rather puts a damper upon the N. C. A. claims

to Mr. Ducket's good-will. The '99 L. A. W.
championship will be run on this track.

Zieglet Married.

Otto Ziegler, the little California racer who
was so popular a year or so ago, was married

last week, which fact is not in accord with his

rumored intention of also taking up racing

again and going to Paris to ride in 1900.

,Sck May Go to Sngland.

It is reported from Minneapolis that T. W.
Eck has been offered the position of trainer

and athletic director by the Southern London
Athletic Association.
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Represent a

Progressive

Manufacturer."

The Entire '99 Line of

©RIENTS
REPRESENTS

BEST OF MATERIAL.
BEST OF MECHANICS.
BEST OF VALUES,

It^s

The Part of

Wisdom To Sell

Well-Known, Well-

Advertised Bicycles.

WALTHAM MFG. CO.,
WALTHAM,

327 Crescent Park, MASS.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Will Commit Them This Time.

At a recent meeting of the L. A. W. consu-

late in Cleveland it was decided that the

-wheelmen should take a hand in municipal

politics at the coming spring elections. Last

year the aid of the wheelmen was solicited by

the mayoralty candidate in the Republican

party, and it was pretty generally given, al-

though there was no concerted action. At

first the demands of the wheelmen were care-

fully, looked after, 'but later during the ad-

ministration of the present incumbent the

wants of the riders received little or no atten-

tion. A measure to control street sprinkling

was promised and introduced, but it was

shelved at several sessions of the council and

never passed. For the coming season the

consulate is determined to give its support to

none save those who will pledge themselves

to carry out certain measures. They propose

to put a set of questions to every candidate

from mayor down, and those who decline to

guarantee their support to the measures will

be denounced. The questions are as follows:

1. Will you support and work for the pass-

age of an ordinance regulating street sprink-

ling to such an extent as to leave a dry strip

three feet wide next to the curb on each side

of the street, and the regulation of the amount
of water used so as to prevent flooding?

2. Will you support and vote for an ordi-

nance to require all vehicles, as well as

bicycles, to carry lights after dark?
3. Will you support and vote for an ordi-

nance providing that all vehicles and bicycles

keep to the right of the street?

4. Will you use your influence to have all

ordinances regulating the speed limit of
bicycles, street cars and other vehicles en-
forced?

Good Rider; Fine Bowler.

Toledo, Feb. 13.—It has remained for a

bicycle man with his team of bowlers to lower

the colors of the Greater New York team

which is touring the country looking for what
it may devour. William J. Schneider, man-
ager of the salesroom of the Gendron Wheel
Co., is the champion bowler of Toledo and he

organized a team which last week took four

games out of six, and then defeated the New
Yorkers in the single-handed games. This is

something the New York bowlers have not

experienced in six years and Mr. Schneider is

given the larger share of credit for the work.

Mr. Schneider also won the prize for the

highest average of point?, making him the

champion of the city. He is a Toledo boy,

and has for seven years had entire charge of

the, retail 'business of the Gendron Company.
He i'S an enthusiastic century rider and during

the past two years has invariajbly finished

among the first bunch. He has been bowling

less than a year.

In View of the Ohio Centennial.

Toledo, Feb. 13.—The Toledo Consulate,

L. A. W., in spite of the intense cold weather,

has commenced to lay plans for the spring

campaign. Consul Clapp has impressed on

tocal riders the necessity of preparing for mak-
ing a systematic move to get the best of roads

around Toledo, in view of the fact that the

OKiti Centennial is to 'be held here in 1902.

The work this spring will be in the way of

getting paths constructed from various points

into the city, and the cyclers of the country

can rest assured that when they visit the great

exposition they will be met with the most

magnificent roads to 'be found anywhere in

the United States. Where it is impossible to

get proper roads built the L. A. W. will see

to it that cinder paths are built and the money
win be at hand to back the riders in every

undertaking they may start in this matter.

Affecting: Canadian Touring.

Montreal, Feb. 16.—C. W. A. Secretary Hal

B. Donly went to Ottawa recently to inter-

view the Minister of Customs in regard to the

regulations respecting the admission of tour-

ists' bicycles in Canada. During the past

year a number of bicycles, recorded as enter-

ing, were not shown by the books of the de-

partment as having passed outwards. The
C. W. A. is responsible for the duty on these,

and has succeeded in tracing up many of them.

In the majority of cases the wheels passed out

of the country, the owners neglecting to ad-

vise the Canadian customs officers of the fact

It is considered probable that the privileges

secured through membership in the L. A. W.
and C. W. A. will not be so greatly taken ad-

vantage of in coming years, owing to the fall

in the price of bicycles, making it a com-
paratively easy matter to make the deposit of

thirty per cent asked by the department.

Expert Rider's Opinion Wanted.

To the Editor of The Wheel.—I wish to

purchase a diamond frame tandem for the

use of my wife and self and our inchnation

is to get a single-steering machine. We are

somewhat in doubt, however, as to whether

or not a single-steering machine would serve

our purpose as well as we anticipate, owing

to the fact that my wife will have the front

seat and will do the steering. I might say,

however, that she is a very good rider—as

good as the average male rider—and I am an

old-timer, though inexperienced with a woman
'on a single-steering tandem. We are hard

riders, take very long trips, and imagine we
would like the single-steerer better. iWill you
kindly give me some expert's opinion in re-

gard to this in The Wheel, and oblige

Yours truly,

William Darnier.

Pennsylvania Riders to Visit Paris.

It is reported that a party is being made up

in the Electric Wheelmen, of 'Reading, Pa., to

visit the Paris Exposition next year. It is

estimated that at least fifty will go. The plan

is to begin now, paying a stated weekly or

monthly amount into a common treasury. A
'ball is to be held in the near future to help

swell this treasury.

That Washington Tax.

Washington, D. C, Feb. 17.—The District

Commissioners have decided to make two ad-

ditions to the proposed law to tax bicycles

and it will then be introduced into Congress,

where it will undoubtedly be favorably con-

sidered. The first addition will relate to

tagging or numbering each machine for which

a license has been issued. The second addi-

tion will provide for the disposition of funds

obtained by the license. It is thought that

between $40,000 and $5U,000 will be obtained

from the tax, and this will be devoted to

some specific purpose, such as the payment
of salaries to officers who enforce the law,

maintenance of good roads, etc.

Their Prayer Failed.

The Wabash Cycling Club, of Terrc Haute,
Ind., made a fervent appeal to the city fathers

a few days ago for the withdrawal of an or-

dinance taxing all bicycles $1. The appeal

made the points that bicycles do not injure

the roadways nor make them filthy. It

showed the injustice of taxing cyclists when
frequently roads are not fit for the use of

bicycles. It was stated that the bicycle was
the friend of the poor man; that frequently

they were already taxed under the personal

property system. It is also claimed that the

$1 tax on ihe small boy's velocipede and the

small girl's tricycle is unjust. One of the city

fathers, himself a wheelman, moved that the

prayer be not granted, and his motion was
carried by 17 to 3.

Some Sidewalk I,aw.

Judge Alexander Dowling has handed down
an opinion in the Indiana Supreme Court
in which he declares that persons riding a

bicycle on a sidewalk made of brick, stone,

plank or gravel may be prosecuted under
the state law of 1881, but that a city ordinance
naming these kinds of sidewalks would be
invalid. He further held that a city ordinance
covering other kinds of sidewalks than brick,

stone, plank or gravel would be valid. Prose-
cutions for riding a bicycle over a sidewalk

of brick, stone, 'plank or gravel. Judge Dow-
ling holds, must be made before a Justice of

the Peace or in the Circuit Court.

Florida Is Prood of Bahl.

Through the daily newspapers of that town,
the people of Jacksonville, Fla., have ex-

tended a vote of thanks to George L. Bahl,

who recently secured for that town the Na-
tional Assembly of the L. A. W. for Febru-
ary, 1900.

Cycle Paths in Canada.

A bill is to be introduced in the House, at

Toronto, to provide for strips for bicycles all

tlirough the country and to make provision

enforcing a penalty on anyone using these

paths, or strips, for carts or wagons.

Nebraska Honored.

It is said that D. J. O'Brien, the laughing

Irishman who represented Nebraska at the

National Assembly as its chief consul, has

been made chairman of the National Commit-
tee on Rules and Regulations.

Suit Won by a Wheelwoman.

Minnie Morrison fell from a bicycle on an

alleged defective sidewalk in Syracuse, N. Y.

She sued the city and secured judgment for

$465.87. The ciity has appealed to the Su-

preme Court.

Maybe in Minnesota.

Minnesota is to make a try for free cycle

carriage, a bill having just been introduced

into the Legislature compelling railroads to

carry bicycles as baggage.

Flavell'B Sea View Hotel, Sea Cliff, L. I.
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The Best

Twelve
Bicycles

Oor proposition is to fornish tiic «nter-

pi'isiag' bicycle dealer with the best J 2 bicycles

that are made in the world.
It is a variety not offered by any other

manufacturer in the world.

It is a variety of entirely NEW models of

advanced construction.

The dealer who sells them is sure to be of

the enterprising kind, for he will have the

greatest variety of high-class wheels of inter-

national reputation.

He will not be obliged to cheapen the value
of his highest grade wheel by selling a lower
grade wheel of the same make. He will not
be obliged to compete with himself.

He will have the most attractive line.

There is no other line in the world more per-

fectly made. Stearns Bicycles for 1899 have
the narrowest tread and are of the lightest

weight of any wheels in the market. Every
rider who has tried the Steams Cushion Frame
is enthusiastic in its praises, yet it is practically

without compe-
tition.

There isn't any
other line that pos-

sesses the pulling

power of the
Stearns.

No color has
proved half so pleas-

ing as the Stearns

yellow. No other

wheel in the world
has obtained its
graceful lines.

No matter how good a wheel is, appear-
ance goes a long way towards selling it.

With the best 12 bicycles we can help any
dealer in this country to make money.

E* C* Stearns & Co*,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

2J0 McAllister Street, San Francisco.

67 Adelaide Street, West, Toronto, Ontario.

Chainless:
Models G and H, srs.oo

Cushion Framp;
Models K and I., 65.00

30-lnch, . . . 65.00

Two Specials, . . 60.00

Track Bacer, . . 60.00

Models B and F, 50.00

Two Tandems, . 75.00

THE " YELLOW FELLOW YBAR
book" is YOimS ON REQUHST.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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That

Handsome

Waverley
...at $40

Just one quality of Waverley Bicycle this

year—the best we know how to make. Even

the "Specials" that others are talking about

at $50 to $75 don't equal it. We intend that

this shall be a Waverley year—profitable for

us and our agents.

In a separate part of our factories we are

making IVANHOES at $35 and $25 (and

$26) for those who want good bicycles of

lower price. And getting ready to crowd the

bicycle workmen later in the season on the

preparations for our superb

ELECTRIC
MOTOR CARRIAGES

There is nothing experimental about our

motor carriages. We are far beyond that.

Nearly ready for delivery in quantity.

Indiana Bicycle Company
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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General Cycling Notes—Continued.
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At the Exposition.

Cyclists everywhere will be glad to learn

that the wheel will occupy an honored

place at the Paris Exposition. Nowhere

in the world are there more enthusiastic

wheelmen than the members of the famous

Touring Club de France, and they

have not been slow to avail themselves

of this opportunity. A committee was ap-

pointed some time ago to see about the con-

struction of a building in which cycles of

all kinds could be exhibited. Now the news

comes that an admirable site has been granted

by the authorities in charge of the exposi-

tion, and that on it a stately building will be

erected within a very short time. The site is

near the Eiffel Tower, and close to the en-

trance of the Champ de Mars, Any one fa-

miliar with Paris will know that no better

site could have been selected. All the visitors

to the exposition, whether they are interested

in cycling or not, will be sure to pass by this

spot and cannot help being attracted by the

artistic edifice that is to be reared in honor
of the ubiquitous wheel. The building has been

designed by M. Gustave Rives, and it is de-

scribed by those who have seen his plans as a

marvel of beauty. No pains will certainly be

spared so far as ornamentation and other dec-

orations are concerned. Contracts for this and
all other necessary work will soon be awarded,
and it is expected that the building will be
completed at an early date.

Coacerning Jiong Cranks.

The long-crank discussion is being waged
seriously in England and is receiving en-

couragement from "The Cyclist," the leading

journal over there, and one which is generally

but not always practical in its theories. Ex-
perienced users of high gears, in connection
with cranks about I) inches long, have given
evidence of their ability to do good work on
tough roads. The advice has been given to

those who contemplate adopting long cranks,

that they do so gradually, that is, that they
change from the accustomed length to the
ultimate length by degrees, for the accommo-
dation of the muscles.

Gallagher Lets Go.

There are all sorts of fool legislators, but
none can compare with a Mr. Gallagher, who
as the representative of the residents of Essex
County, State of Connecticut, has introduced
a bill in the Nutmeg Legislature to the effect

that hereafter manufacturers of bicycles shall

give a written guarantee that they will keep
bicycles in repair for two months from the
date of purchase.

Roads of Steel.

A steel roadway, about 150 feet long, is be-
ing laid at the Minnesota Agricultural Ex-
periment Station. The steel rails are eight
inches wide, with half-inch flanges at the
outer edge, and are thirty feet long. They are
made of quarter-inch steel, with cross-ties

every six feet buried about a foot. On the
ties are timber strings on which the rails lie.

The width of the eight-inch rails takes in

wagons on any width of tires. This demon-

stration of the steel roadway is being made in

order to try to show its advantages over the

ordinary macadamized road. It is asserted

that such a road costs $2,500 a mile, while a

macadamized road costs from $3,000 to $6,000,

and that the steel road will outlast the

macadamized and be far more serviceable.

Going Up Grade.

The secret of hill-climbing is the continual

application of power. If the rider jumps to

his work on a long hill, using great force fo"-

a time, he tires himself and does not get as

good results as when, catching the pedal at

the top 'of the stroke and using the ankle mo-
tion, he follows it almost through the com-
plete revolution. By consistently observing

the practice of this method he utilizes not only

the powers of the thigh muscles, but the calf

muscles as well.

Effect of Hill Climbing.

A German doctor has been investigating,

and has found that hill climbing sends the

pulse from the normal (65 to 80 beats per

minute) up to 150 to 180 per minute. In long

continued hill climbing, Oir long-distance rac-

ing at ihigh speed, this must necessarily do

damage to the machinery in the region of

the heart. The fact that so many racing men
get stout easily proves, rather than disproves,

this fact.

Get Their Money's Worth.

How can they do such things at the price

asked? In the prospectus of a rural cycle

c.lub just organized in England some of the

advantages offered members are these: "The
subscription is four pence per rweek, and out

of this all refreshments will be paid for. on
club runs, and in addition all repairs to mem-
bers' machines will be paid out of the club

funds."

In Hayseedism's Happy Home.

One of Kansas' many hayseed populistic

legislators has introduced a bill in the legis-

lature to compel all cycle riders to withdraw

from the beaten path and dismount when
meeting a horse, team or carriage upon a

public highway, under penalty of a fine of

from $5 to $50.

Chance for All.

The following advertisement actually ap-

peared in a recent issue of a German paper

devoted to matrimony: "Owing to the death

of my wife, a seat on my tandem is vacant.

Candidates for the seat 'may send in their

names to Scorcher, in care of this paper."

French Statistics.

Our friend the statistician says that France
had 408,869 bicycles at the close of '97; of

these 80,000 were owned within the city of

Paris. The taxes on the machines amounted
to $800,000.

Cheap Cycle Carrying.

Ten cents for any distance is the charge
made by the Prussian State Railway for the

carriage of a bicycle accompanied by its

owner.

...In the

Crawford

Bicycle...

for 1899 the highest effi-

ciency has been reached

by a combination of all

desirable points in the most

perfect form, no one part

being abnormally developed

to the detriment of another.

The result is a bicycle of the

highest quality possible for

skill and experience, com-

bined with capital and with

a plant capable of production

on a scale large enough to

allow selling at a popular

price.

We call special attention

to our model tandems at $75.

We also offer with entire

confidence our $50, $35 and

$25 models as unequaled at

those prices; and ourjuveniles

at $30, $25 and $20, together

with our Chainless, make the

line of Crawford Bicycles

harmonious and complete.

We are maintaining a high

standard for workmanship.

THE CRAWFORD
MFG. CO..

Hagerstown, Maryland.

BRANCHES:
NEW YORK,
CHICAGO,

BOSTON,
BALTIMORE.

Kindly mention Tlie ^^'heel.
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Olive Enthusiasm

Everywhere
EASILY ACCOUNTED FOR IF YOU ARE
FAMILIAR WITH THE '99 OLIVE LINE.

AGENTS, NOTE.

We have alread}^ placed over twice the number of Agencies
which we had up to this time one year ago, and have shipped
four times the number of wheels.

'99 Olive Agents with such a line as the following, in connection with

Automatic Coaster and Brake, will certainly command the trade in their vicinity.

Olive Regular, $50.00. Olive Racer, $50.00. Olive (Sager) Chainless, $75.00 .

MAKE APPLICATION FOR AGENCY EARLY, SEASON IS NEAR AT HAND.

THE ©LIVE WHEEL e©.. Syracuse. N. Y.

our

Kindly mention The Wlieel.
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"A Thing Once Scientifically Correct is Forever Correct.'

Therefore we Announce the Same Line

for 1899 and Continue to make the. . .

.

I FAMOUS OLD.

I KipRpalPicK Saddle.

Not a Fad

!

Not a Freak

!

Scientifically Correct I

e^
Tested and Approved
by Thousands ofRiders
for Years, now Made
Better Than Ever.

Finest Quality Saddle Ever Made.

PRICE * ALWAYS AND EVERYWHERE. <|»Z|..00

Have it onTyour wheel for 1899. Jobbers

and dealers can supply it. Send for book-
let, "Scientific Saddle {Making.

"

KirkpatrickSaddle Co., Springfield, Ohio.

•I-

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE TRADE KNOWS
that CROWN and CYRUS cycles are only cheap

in price. QUALITY, STYLE and CONSTRUC-
TION ARE EQUAL TO ANY HIGHER-PRICE
GOODS.

We use only first-class fittings after thorough

tests of them Our catalogue and correspondence

will tell you our story thoroughly.

Why CROWN and CYRUS Cycles sell

so well and the secret of our large output.

In New York Mr. Chapin, our representative in

Graham Bldg.,will show samples and talk business.

You want to make money and give satis-

faction to buyers, don't you ?

You want to sell bicycles that will add to your

reputation as a merchant.

Then sell CROWN and CYRUS Cycles
and you will secure desired results.

Our having to build a new factory last year when
other factories were closing is a sermon in itself.

Reputation, Capital and Worth are behind

CROWN and CYRUS Cycles.

Material, Style and Price make our goods

desirable.

Suppose you ask for our catalogue and terms.

JOHN LONN & SONS CO.,

Kindly mention The Wheel. LAPORTE, IND., U. S. A.
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Dealers Fight Bicycle Tax.

Washington, D. C, Feb. 17.—A number of

the leading bicycle dealers of this city have

made a vigorous protest to the Commission-

ers against the proposed tax on bicycles, and

have requested a hearing on the bill before

it is reported to Congress. They intend to

send a responsible committee to represent

their views, and ask for time to circulate a

petition among cyclists showing that the

wheelmen are opposed to the contemplated

legislation. A lengthy letter bearing the sig-

natures of all the prominent dealers is ap-

pended to this request, and in the course of

it the dealers say:

In our opinion, a tax on bicycles is an
unfair and unjust discrimination against the

owners of such vehicles. We consider any

public or private conveyance much more
amenable to such a tax, as horses and wagons
certainly inflict greater injury on streets and

roadways than the bicycles. A tax of $1

each would be entirely out of proportion to

the value of the bicycles now in use, con-

sidering the lower list prices and changed
conditions in the trade. We believe that

should all the bicycles in the District be sold

at public auction an average price of $12 each

could hardly be realized.

As dealers, we have further ground for ob-
jection to such a bill, considering the fact

that we require the bicycles for trial pur-

poses, employes' use, and rental stock; this

being the case, a tax imposed on bicycles

would force us to contribute more than our
share toward the revenues of this District.

We are required to pay on personal property,

so that if this bill should become a law we

would be paying double tax on the same ar-

ticles. It is, indeed, confidently asserted that
this measure is not supported by bicycle

riders as a body, and we are sure that a peti-

tion against its passage will be signed by a
majority of our citizens.

The factories in Syracuse are said to be very

busy, every one of them.

The National American Cycle Co., of

Akron, O., is reported to have given trust

chattel mortgage for $50,000.

The Tonkin & Smith Co. has been in-

corporated in Brooklyn by G. Tonkin, G. A.

Smith and J. Tonkin, to manufacture bicycles.

Capital stock, AlO.OfiO.

THE ELFIN JUVENILE.
If Anyone Tells You That It Has a Peer Among the

Juveniles, He—Has Not Investigated

•*B\JILX TO F=IT THE CHILD."

Wm. Somerville's Sons, 66 W. Broadway, New York,
Agents for Greater New York and Foreign Distribution.

£. G. Eager & Co., Toledo, Ohio,
Distributing Agents for Ohio, Michigan and Indiana.

FRAZER & JONES COMPANY,

Kindly jnention The Wheel. 352 W. FAYETTE ST., SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Hudson 3-Krown.
BEST WHEEL ON EAR In FOR THE MONEY.

NEW IDEAS. FINE FINISH. EXPENSIVE EQUIPMENT. SELLS.

Our new Annual Catalogue is now ready. Send for one.

Pacific Coast Branch,

THE BEAN SONS' CO.,

SAN JOSE, CAt.

THE BEAN-CHAMBERLIN
3-Krown Bicycle Builders,

Kindly mention The Wkeel.

MFG. CO.,
HUDSON, MICH.
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Silver City
...BqLLS...
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Are distingfuished from most C3'cle bells by a pecu-

liar SWEETNESS and LASTINGNESS of TONE
quite their own. We say this seriously. You are

invited to investigate it.

It applies to every bell in our line—the low, the

medium and the high priced.

They have a superior bell metal to begin with

;

smeltering to an exact nicety is another element

—

and then there's the knack that comes from fifteen

years of bell-making.

Catalogue free.

The Chapman Mfg. Co.,

MERIDEN,CONN.,U.S.A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

SS

G0ODYEHR TIRES
ARE MADE HERE.

S Our plant has a capacity of 1,500 pair tires per day.

§5 We also make
•o

I
Tire Tape, Inner Tubes, Valve Stems, Pedal

I Rubbers, Frame Buffers, etc., etc.

OOODYEAR QUALITY IS STAIKDARD.

Write for prices

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.,
AKRON, O.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

S?

I Keyed Dp to "High Pressure
!"

•_ ^
•

That's the condition of affairs with •
us all the time. Plainly speaking, we •
are simply swamped with orders for •
our famous " High Pressure" brand of •

Enaineliiig Ovens, Gasoline Torches,

Brazers, Vulcanisiers,

Cements, firapliites,

Rubber Paints, etc.,

but we always fill the orders, even if i
we are obliged to put on extra help

and n n twenty-four hours to the day, {
We will please our patrons, no matter 2
how hard we must work to do it. 2
That's what we are on earth for. We 2
are journeying in this vale of tears Z
tribulation and competitive trade i

p^^4 1 for the chief purpose of making others

happy, and it never fails when we i
send them a shipment of our "High *

Pressure " brand of goods.
Catalogue free.

I THE NATIONAL CEMENT & RUBBER MFG. CO., |....TOLEDO, OHIO, U. S. A
m Kindly mention 1 he VV'heel. X
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THE STANDARD BAR
OF THE WORLD.
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Has 15-inch adjustment and 25 positions 4-

with no change in pitch of grips 4-
4*
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THE KELLY HANDLE-BAR CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE MOTOR VEHICLE.
: +

IN GAY PAREE.

NewB From the Boulevards and the Work-

shop Regarding the Use and Construction

of the Various Forms of Automobiles.

PaTiis, Feb. 1.—The Tou>riiig Club has proved

itself of untold benefit to the bicycling world

of France.

' In five years, not less than 196,264 francs

(about $39,250) have been spent in the crea-

tion of cycling' foot-patlhs on roads difficult

to traverse, subventions for road improve-

nient, gifts to road laborers, and setting up

of indication posts, etc.

The sums set apart for these purposes are

constantly increasing year by year; in 1894

only 2,500 francs were spent, whilst last year

the total of expenses came to 80,000 francs.

At a meeting held in Brussels, a mixed
committee was appointed for the defense of

the common interests of the cycle and auto-

mobile. The primitive programme has not

been changed, but an evolution has been pro-

duced in the function and attributes of the

members composing that committee. The
title of the new defense comrmittee is "The
National Belgian Cycle and Automobile Coun-
cil." Each federation will appoint four dele-

gates who wild not fulfill their functions in

person 'but in accordance with the attributes

devolving upon them in the federations to

which they belong.

At the Salon du Cycle the new tire of the

firm Vinet ivvas specially noticed. It was 3

inches wide. This model has already been

e.xperimented on by the Electromobile Society

and is capable of bearing 1,000 Icilos each

wheel, or a carriage of 4 tons.

The sporting "duel," as it may be termed,

for the automobile kilometre record, between

the Count de Chasseloup-Lauhat and M. Je-

natzy, has entered on another stage. Up to

Friday the holder of the record was the Count;

on that day M. Jenatzy made an attempt to

regain the coveted honor, and succeeded in

doing so, the conditions and state of the road

being entirely favorable. Commencing (rela-

tively speaking) slovifly, the first kilometre

(standing start) was 3-5 seconds behind record.

Time 57 seconds. The second kilometre,

however, was accomplished at a tremendous
rate (flying start). Time 44 4-5 seconds. This

• gives an average of 80 kilometres per hour.

The whole distance was efifected in 1 minute
• 41 4-5 seconds (former record 1 minute 47 3-5

seconds by the Count de Chasseloup-Laubat).

The seventh Salon de I'AutomO'bile et di;

Cycle of Brussels will far surpass in import-

ance all its predecessors, judging by the eager-

ness with which cycle and autocar manufac-

turers endeavor to obtain stands. The com-
mittee has. decided to organize a series of at-

tractions, among which will >be an' exhibition

of all existing chainless machines and a curi-

ous and striking demonstration intended to

favor the movement on foot for the trans-

formation of the Belgian roadways.

There is a rumor abroad in. Paris that a

Toronto company, the 'Canadian Motor Syn-
.dicate, intends to stock the French market
with light new electric carriages.

The French imports in the cycle industry,

including cycles and automobiles, for last year

amounted to $1,026,800, and the exports to

$1,997,920.

A fixed charge has been decided upon in

France as a bridge toll for automobiles. Motor
bicycles are taxed 3 cents, motor cycles of

more than two wheels 5 cents, voiturettes at-

tached to a cycle 5 cents, motocars with two
seats 10 cents, with more than two seats 15

cents. These charges are looked upon as ex-

tortiou'ate, and will give occasion to numerous
complaints.

In the coming 1900 exhibition, the space

allotted for cycles and motors has been con-

sidered so inadequate to the purpose that the

French manufacturers have decided to hold

an exhibition of their own, next year, at Vin-

cennes, close to one of the exhibition annexes.

No decision has yet been reached as to

whether or not an automobile show shall be

held this year at the Tuileries. " Last year's

show cleared a profit of 50,000 francs ($10,000)

and as the budget of the club which has just

removed to its splendid quarters on the Place

de la Concorde will be heavy, such an addi-

tional help to the club's resources as this

exhibition might again afford will be any-

thing but unwelcome.

If we reckon on a total of 2,000 members
being completed by the close of the year—

•

a very modest estimate, as there are over 1,700

at present—at 200 francs each, we have a total

annual income of 400,000 francs.

The rent of the ^new hotel will be a little

more than 100,000 francs, so that neariy 300,000

francs will be left for gen.enal expenses, or

25,000 francs ($5,000) per month.

The prospect of seeing this figure 'increased

by a sixth is a fascinating one, and it is gen-

erally hoped that an effort will be made, by
an attractive automobile show—the last one

before the great 1900 exposition—to at least

equal the success of last year.

Starbuck, the well-known American racer,

who has already on previous occasions run on

French velodromes, has lately returned to

Paris. He 'intends to remain in Europe the

whole of the season and will take part in mid-

dle-distance races organized in the different

capitals of this continent.

Gasoline, Says Duryea.

Charles E. Duryea, in the course of a re-

cent lecture, declared that the gasoline motor
is the only 'practical means of propulsion for

the motor-cycle. Steam and stored electricity

require too bulky an outfit, compressed air

too heavy steel tanks, and moreover the ex-

pansion of the air is liable to freeze up the

machinery, while springs are a failure, of

course. The '99 Duryea vehicles have three

cylinders in their motors, although one is

sufficiently powerful to drive the carriage on

good roads. Two cylinders have sufficed to

drive it up a steep hill without difficulty.

This practically insures that the vehicle will

always come home; for should anything af-

fect one cylinder the motor is still able to

drive the vehicle and does not stop. Not
only is an excess of power needed for our

bad roads, but while the vehicle is winning its

way into use, it must be able to make a

creditable comparison with horses, under any

circumstances, and no spirited driver of a

motor vehicle could long be satisfied with his

machine if he was not able to- "hold his own"
in an occasional spurt with a fast-stepping

horse. On this account, although they sel-

dom drive faster than twelve to fifteen .miles

per hour, the motor people equip their vehicles

with the ability to give fast horses a pleasant

brush, and to maintain their self-respect.

Too Much Wind.

Pennington and his wild promises were the

direct cause of America to-day playing second

fiddle to Europe's leadership in automobilisrn.

Pennington promised everything and per-

formed nothing; people concluded all auto-

mobiles were Pennington's and dropped the

entire lot. To-day newly awakened interest

in this form of transportation is again threat-

ened by a combination of promoter, poli-

tician, publicity and wind; the latter com-
pressed, the former expanded. If one-tenth

what has been claimed for the air motor was
even possible, much less probable, the end

of the world would certainly be very near

indeed. In the meantime let this sink well

and deeply into your mind: When air is

compressed too much it freezes. Unless it is

compressed to the lowest point it won't run

a vehicle for any length of time. No in-

ventor has yet been able to overcome what is

now called "freezers." Until such invention

is perfected, and every inventor is at it, there

will be no auto-trucks. Until you discover

an auto-truck that will run two hours, there

won't 'be such a vehicle 'On the market, all

fairy and newspaper tales to the contrary,

notwithstanding. The auto-truck to date is

a myth, absolutely and unqualifiedly.

And China Is Yet to Be Heard From.

If further proof were needed of the dictum

that "there is no new thing under the sun,"

it has been supplied by an article in the "Re-

vue Scientifique," which traces the invention

of the autocar to the ingenious mechanician,

Vaucanson, just 150 years ago. In a memo-
randum recently brought to light it is re-

corded that Vaucanson was honored in 1748

by a visit from Louis XV. for the purpose of

inspecting a marvelous carriage that ran

without the aid of a horse or any visible

means of propulsion. Two persons took their

seats in the vehicle, which seems to have

been as gorgeous as a sheriff's carriage, and

were driven round the courtyard to the satis-

faction of his Majesty and of the Due de

Mortemart, M. de Lauzun, M. d'Avezac, and

other members of his suite. But, though a

promise was secured of royal patronage, the

Academy of Sciences declared that such a

conveyance could not be tolerated in the

streets and the scheme was nipped in the bud.

The motive power was supplied by a huge

clock spring, so that only a short journey

was possible, but the gear closely resembled

that of the automobile of to-day.

Sither or Both.

North American Airmotor Co., New York,

has been incorporated in West Virginia, to

manufacture and sell apparatus operated by

compressed air, steam or electricity. Author-

ized capital, $1,000,000. Capital subscribed,

$500. Paid in, $50. Incorporators: Lucius

T. Gibbs, Thomas Holden, Jr.; Chas. Engel,

John French and D. H. Lyon.
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T
HE delight in cycling is in SMOOTH AND EASY-RLNNING BEAR-

bicycle. Upon the production of those parts we spend thou-

sands of dollars annually in finishing touches -which other

makers save. We gain by that expenditure enduring reputation

,

satisfied riders and growing business.

This hanger bearing: in the most important of all and in

it \pe have all tlie good points which make riding easy.

In our catalogue we describe this bearing fully and show
you why it is the best yet. Your customer will be won by these

good points. Thty are not talking points—simply meritorious

and substantial improvements which make the National run

easier than othe rs.

National Cycle Mfg. Co.,
BAY CITY, MICH.

Kindly mention The Wheel. A National Rider Never Changes His Mount.
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Insurance Proof
coMCMnxes oM Liaa I, BKdTlHO AHD F-iTESn.

HCHIIT H H*u. C

^alioi(al ^oard o|| ^irr ^ndirrivrilers.

150 BROADWRY.

C^i,. «/^- .January 4th,. .189?,

Frank. E. Bundy Mfg. Co.

Elfflira, W.y.

Gentlemen:

-

Referring to youp bicycle lamp that you sent me, would say

that I took it with me to Syracuse to the State Board meeting yester-

day. I brought it before the committee of which 1 am chairman and

they agreed with me that It will not te necessary to have any permit

granted in order that a storekeeper may keep the cartridges that you

use for your lamp in stock. Our ruling is that they comply with the

present insurance requirements which say that calcium carbide can only

be kept in an insured building when contained in hermetically sealed

tin cans, and this plan you have complied with in your construction

of the cartridges. I think that this letter answers the question invol-

ved In your original letter.

Yours truly.

Chairman Acetylene Gas Committee,

Underwriters Association,

SUte of Wew York.

THE FRANK E. eUNDY LAMP CO.,

Kindly mention The Wheel. ELMIRA, N.Y., U.S.A.

No one can blame us for advertising the
strong points of the Claus Adjustable Bar.

Other bar makers feel very bad about it.

Every strong point in the Claus Bar exposes a
weak point in some other bar.

The rider knows it.

THE CLAUS HANDLE-BAR MFG. CO.,
Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. A.
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WITHOUT A PEER

. . THE APOLLO .

.

-FOR '99-

All the up-to-date features. Quality and Finish

Unsurpassed.

. . THE VESPER .

.

Good wheel to sell at cheap price-

joints, etc.
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PHILADELPHIA. %

.J.
Finest medium- gfrade bicycle on the market.

pattern hanger, solid seat-post cluster with

expander, etc

,.THE DEVON..
2- piece hanger, flush-

LIVE AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

Edw. K. Tryon, Jr., & Co.,

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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The Motor Vehicle—Continued.

+ :-:-

The Orient Electric Runabout.

n.the demand for the Orient electric runa-

bout, made toy, tire Waltham Mfg. Co.,

Waltham, Mass.-, continues to increase as it

has during the past weeks, the facilities for

malving it will have to be increased in the near

future. The specifications for this vehicle,

which is being exhibited at the Philadelphia

show this week, are as follows:

Frame.—Made from weldless steel tubing;

forward truck swiveled to allow for unevenness

of road without straining.

Wheels.—34-inch rear; 32-inch front, with

4-inch tires. Fairbanks-Boston laminated

rims; butt-ended drawn steel wire spokes,

strung tangent; set up and trued on auto-

matic tension machines.

Power.—Electric accumulator; capacity

1,800 ampere hours, operating J K. W. motor.

Equivalent to running about 25 miles on igood

level roads, but may be operated on poor,

hilly roads with a proportionate decrease in

mileage. A new pattern spur diflferential

gear is attached to the driving shaft, which

distributes the power equally on the driving

wheels, whether running straight or in turn-

ing curves. The tractive power on each

driving wheel is thus equalized. A 15 per

cent grade may be climbed.

Manageability.—A forward range of speed

of 3 to 12 miles and backward range from 3

to 6 miles per hour is attained, operated toy

the lever on the left of the carriage body. _ The
steering lever is operated by the right hand
pressed forward for steering to the left, and
backward to the right. The carriage may be

. turned about in a small compass, the steering

wheels - being automatically retained at the

correct angle to prevent skidding. Brake
operated independently and simultaneously on
hub of both driving wheels by means of a

powerful foot-lever.

Cost of energy about one cent per mile.

Time required for charging accumulator about
three hours. Weight, $1,000 pounds.

Doctors I,ike Them.

If there ever was a thing that had a "boom"
without any planning, the automobile is that

thing. Those in the city have been in con-
stant demand ever since the recent storms
began, and the machines have done more than
was expected of them. No drift of snow
seemed to be such that they could not go
through, around, or over it, and the physi-

cians of the city have 'been especially grateful

for their existence during this storm. "If it

had not been for the automobiles I don't

kno'W what I should have done," said one of

the busy physioians of the toiwn. "My prac-
tice is scattered all over town, many of my
patients who used to live in the vicinity of

Madison Square having gone away up toward
Harlem. A lot of them have seemed to think
that they needed my services since the cold

weather set in, and some of them did need
them, for a fact. It was useless for me to try

and get about with my horses, and cabs were
of no more use. But I was able to get hold
of one of those machines on Sunday, and I

had no trouble to speak of in making my
rounds, and I came out very fairly in getting

about town on Monday. I have seen a num-
ber of physicians v.'ho had the same experi-

ence, and I have engaged one of the machines

for the remainder of the season. I am going

to order one built for my own use, and there

is a pretty good chance that in the very near

future a physician wiith a practice that is at

all scattered about town will keep one in bis

stable as a supplement to, if not a substitute

for, a horse. They can always be ready for

use, if properly taken care of by an intelligent

man, and an electrioal annex to our stables,

as well as to our office fixtures, seems to be

a necessity of the times. Whoever makes the

things will have a good chance to sell them if

he canvasses among the doctors just now."

Profits of a Success.

The Electric Vehicle Co. in a few days will

place orders for the building of 200 more
cabs. The order will include two new styles

of vehicles, a full extension brougham, seat-

ing four persons, and a three-quarter exten-

sion brougham, accoimmodating three.- There

are to be fifty of each of these. Of the re-

maining 100, twenty-five are to be of the

ordinary coupe pattern, and seventy-five will

be hansom cabs. The new vehicles will in

all probability be built in this city, and all

are to be delivered to the company by June 1.

Some idea of the profits which have resulted

from the use of these vehicles in New York
may be .gained from the following: A sub-

scriber of $10,000 for the stock of the Vehicle

Company received 100 shares of preferred and

225 shares of common. The preferred is now
worth 90 and the common 65. This shows

$23,625 returned on the original , investment

of $10,000, or $13,625 profit. Furthermore,

the original subscription carried with it a

call entitling the holder to the privilege of

repeating the first operation two or three

times more, so that the profit on the original

outlay becomes something extraordinary in

view of the amount of the investment.

Here It Goes Again.

Worcester, Mass., Feb.. 19.—Orders for 1,000

auto-trucks were placed yesterday with the

American Wheelock Engine Co., Worcester

branch of the International Air Power Co.,

for the New York Auto-Truck Co.

The execution of the order involves con-

tracts of $2,000,000, and as all the work will

be done in Worcester, the American Wheelock
works will have to be enlarged, as already

the works are crowded to their capacity with

orders for steam engines. The American
Wheelock works will supply the air motors
for auto-trucks of the $-5,000,000 California

auto-truck concern, and expects to be involved

in the Boston auto-truck concern now form-

ing.

Merciful Man and His Beasts.

During the severe weather the horseless

carriage came into sudden and unexpected
demand by those who attended balls and
theatres. A gentleman noted for his love of

horses declares that the automobile is the

proper vehicle for night service. He says:

"There is no fear that valuable horses will

sufifer by exposure, and as you know your

man is inside you have no feeling about his

being a sufferer while you are amusing your-

self." It was curious to note the number of

machines dravm up in line the night of the

second Assembly.

Motors Replace Men.

The Japs are progressive; no jump from

barbarism to civilization is too great for

them to undertake.

The Zuso Jinsha Tetsudo (car drawn by
men) running between Odawara, Sagami
province, and Atami, Izu province, for a dis-

tance of seventeen miles, has recently effected

a very radical reform. The cars, which were
formerly drawn by six coolies, are to be sup-

plied with kerosene motors from America,
a trial of which has given satisfactory results.

Maine Gets Another One.

The American Automobile Co. has been
organized at Portland, Me., for the purpose

of manufacturing and dealing in motor wag-
ons, motors, dynamos, generators, and other

electrical machinery, with .$250,000 capital

stock, of which $600 is paid in. The officers

are: President, E. K. Milliken, of Portland;

treasurer, Daniel McNiven, of Pawtucket, R.

I. Certificate approved February 9, 1899.

Each Have Their Uses.

Usually the subject of automobilism is

treated in connection with the possible disuse

of horses. Nothing of the kind will happen
in the larger sense. Horses will still be
needed, but automobiles will undoubtedly re-

duce their drudgery. Horses there always

have been, and horses there always will be
so long as man loves a faithful friend and
helpmate.

Sounds as Though It Might.

The Motorenfahrzeug und Motorwagen-
fabrik, Berlin, Ltd., has been started with a

capital of £100,000. Petrol motors, gas en-

gines, and motors of all kinds will be man-
ufactured, and many valuable patents have

been acquired. It is stated that the Deutsche

Waffen und Munitionsfabriken is largely in-

terested in the concern.

May Form a Stock Company.

Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 17.—The motor-car-

riage, manufactured and patented by John B.

West, of this city, is in daily use on the

streets. There is some talk of organizing, a

stock company to manufacture and place these

carriages on the market in large quantities, as

usage has proven -the West carriage to be a

practical one.

Old Penn in I^ine^

The Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Co. has

been organized in Philadelphia, with a cap-

ital of $2,000,000 preferred stock and

$4,000,000 common stock. The capital was
oversubscribed.

Off with His Old love.

Arthur Benjamin, manager of the Olive

Bicycle Company, expects to be the first pos-

sessor of a motor carriage in Syracuse. The
vehicle is now being built and will be com-
pleted in a short time.

Baker to Build.

J. C. Baker, of the Oakland, Cal., Iron

Works, is building a horseless carriage. The
new vehicle will be built by the Oakland

Iron Works under Mr. Baker's supervision.
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For Bvery-day Use.

Don't try to spread a two-thousand-dollar

income from your business out to cover an an-

nual outlay of $5,000. This is a financial feat

which few men have been able to successfully

accomplish and keep out of the penitentiary at

the same time.

DiOn't go around bragging about how much
you know about bicycles and the like. Your
knowledge will speak for itself if you give it

a chance. Remember, it is the poorest show
that has the loudest "barker" outside.

Don't inform a man that you consider him

a confirmed prevaricator, or words to that ef-

fect, unless you can prove it, and are satisfied

beyond the shadow of a reasonable doubt that

you weigh more ounces to the pound than he

does, and are abundantly able to back up your
assertion if necessary. P. S.—And even then,

as a matter of precaution, perhaps it would
be just as well to impart the information to

him by telephone.

Don't expect to secure a $50 bicycle for $10

spot cash, merely because the owner is dead
or going to Europe and has no further use

for the machine. The advertisement may read

that way, but the high-grade machine gener-

ally fails to materialize after the $10 cash has

been raked in.

Don't call a rider's attention to a good joke
on himself which you have heard somewhere,
a^id expect him to join you in laughing at it.

If you do you will probably be disappointed.

The most of us are so constituted that we can-

not thoroughly appreciate even a first-class

joke unless it happens to be on the other
fellow.

Don't monopolize the conversation at the

club by insisting on telling all the good wheel
stories you know at one sitting. A good
story won't spoil by keeping, and besides,

someone else in the crowd may have a story

to tell, and it is well to give him a chance to

do so unless you want to make an enemy of

him tor life.

To I,ight Streets.

It is said that the Defiance Bicycle Co..

Defiance, O.. will apply to the city council
for a franchise to embark in the incandescent
and street ligliting business.
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An Extra Fine Wheel. Lightest Running. nnest Wheel of '99.

/

Thomas No. 29 Racer

ADULTS, $35 to $75.

New Wheels.
A limited number of Live Agents wanted.

THE TH0I>1AS I>1FG. CO., SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.

JUVENILES, $20 to $30.

Up-To-Date.

J

lO Warren Street, New York.
21 S. Market Street, Boston.

217 N. Broad Street, Phila.
48 S. Clinton Street, Chicago.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

ASK FOR
PRICES.
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Ij: Before you place your orders for

I GAS LAMPS
be sure that you
can get delivery. %

THE
))

"Acetylite
'99 MODEL

can be delivered '.

immediateily to
j

supply the SPRING
;

trade. I

Schumaclier Acetylite
i

Lamp Company,

84 La Salle Street,
;

CHICAGO.
I

Kindly mention The Wheel. ,

It is a pleasure to

handle a lamp that

gives so little

trouble

is what one prom-

inent dealer

says about the 8®°°

Strawbridge & Clothier, Bicycle Dept., Market, Eighth and Filbert Sts.,

R. E. Dietz Company: Philadelphia, Pa., June 21, 1898.
We have just placed an order with you for another lot of your lamps. Although you

are, perhaps, not aware of it, we have been selling quite a large number of your lamps,
and are pleased to say that they have given us the very best satisfaction. I shall be glad
to make this lamp eur leader for ne.xt year, as it is a pleasure to handle a lamp that gives
us so little trouble. Respectfully. Strawbridge & Clothier,

H. D. LeCato, Mgr. Bicycle Dept.

We want every jobber In bicycle goods to catalogue our lamp. Write us for electros- all ilzes.

R. E. DIETZ COMPANY,
Mfrs. of Lamps and Lanterns since 1840. 60 Laight Street, NEWYORK.

NICKEL STEEL CHAINS
BY THE

POWER MFG. CO., Bloomfield, N. J.

Made in l-S in,, 3-16 in. and 1-4 in.

Our chains can be obtained from the following jobbers;

W. A. Whitelaw & Co., U7 Chambers St..

Mew York.
Shone-Hanna Mfff. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Morgan & Ball, Springfield, Mass.
Bay State Cvcle Supply Co., Boston. Mass,
Bridgeport Cycle Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Morley Bros.. Saginaw, Mich
Adams & Hart. Grand Rapids. Mich.
Geo. Hilsendegren. Detroit. Mich.
Geo. W. Strelmger, Detroit. Mich.
C. J. Smith Cycle Supply Co., St. Paul,

Minn.

THE BLOCKS OF ALL OUR CHAINS ARE
MADE OF NICKEL STEEL,
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MENDS AND METHODS.

The Best Wintering of Wheels and Tires.

A simple device for wintering wheels is

claimed by a Bangor dealer. He suspends

them from the ceiling over samples of other

goods, in the following fashion: "Use gas

pipe or round iron with turn at ends and

flange screwed to ceiling thirteen inches from

wall, with a sufficient number of hooks

screwed into floor above to sustain weight.

Movable hooks made of three-sixteenth

wrought iron placed on the suspended rod,

and front or rear wheel hung on same. Hooks

may be covered with rubber hose if desirable.

Cover iron parts with gold bronze. By turn-

ing pedals inward and handle-bars lengthwise,

narrow tread machines will occupy but six

inches space. The device is convenient for

storage rooms and repair shops as well.

"Clean the wheel thoroughly externally and

internally. Put vaseline on the bearings, be-

ing 'careful not to tighten up the cones too

much. Apply vaseline to all nickeled parts.

Be careful not to get oil or grease on rubber

tires. When you want it next spring tighten

up the cones and nuts, rub ofif the vaseline,

and you will be surprised what a nice bright

wheel you will have.

"All the writers on wintering tires are away
off. My twelve years' experience leads me to

the conclusion that the tires should be pumped
up hard, the wheel should be kept anywhere

convenient, and the rider should travel on it

through the winter every chance he gets

"The best way to keep the tires through the

winter is to keep them on the wheel, and then

use the wheel every day. Riders buy bicycles

to ride, not to look at; neither ice, snow or

slush will injure the wheel. Keep the bicycle

clean and dry when not in use.

"The best plan to preserve tires during the

winter months is to oise them. A ride in

winter is often much more enjoyable than a

summer ride, and at no season of the year is

the exercise more beneficial or necessary."

-:-l-

-:-.-:+

Cotter-pin Conversion.

When a cotter-pin and shaft are worn and

battered, a good and permanent repair may
be made by reslabbing the pin, making the

distance between the new surface and the op-

posite side of the pin greater. Drive in with

new surface against the key-way on shaft.

With care in recutting the threaded end may
be made to protrude any desired distance.

This is much better than putting another

piece of metal between shaft and key, and is

often the only satisfactory method, when hole,

in crank has been spread, and shaft and pin

are battered from running loose.

Home-Made Brassing: Furnace.

Here's a sketch of a brazier that works with

kerosene, gasoline or benzine, or any old

"ine." For gasoline, use 15 pounds pressure;

kerosene, a little more. This may be obtained

from any floor pump. Screw a cap on two
of the SO-inch pieces and run them full of soft

lead; make them into generating coils by

winding on a IJ-inch mandrel. Melt out the

dead. Generate with about two teaspoonfuls

of gasoline in a little cup hung to the rod

underneath the coils. Jets should focus about

7 inches. The vents in the mine are 3-64 inch.

The top of the stand is 16-gauge iron 8x12,

with 4 inches turned up. The pipe at BBBB
should be tightly packed with fine wire. The

originator of the idea used picture-cord wire.

The cost of the outfit is $10, as follows:

gallon can, 18 gauge $6 50

pieces ^^-in. pipe, 30-in. long, threaded
2-in. " "

" " " 4-in. " "

18-in. " '
" " *'

6-in. " "

elbows, 1 T, 1 reducer, 1 to %xl% in. plug,
2 caps, 1 globe valve, 1 cock, 1 steam gauge 3 50

Total $10 00

Novel Nipple Wrench.

The ingenious discoverer has been using

this nipple wrench and finds it convenient and

durable. Anyone can make one, as it is very

simple. "Take a good piece of steel 1 1-7 inch

long, i-inch wide, l-inch thick. Cut notches

in one end to suit different sized nipples, then

drill a hole in other end of blade to put handle

in. .Make handle out of J-inch round iron,

about same lengith as blade. The best way to

fiisten handle on blade is to make shoulder

on handle and rivet down tight."

Removing: Tight Cranks.

In taking off tight cranks, it will be found

that a piece of f-inch brass rod with a slight

groove in one end and a large-faced hanuner

are valuable assistants. Place the brass rod

on the crank near the crank-shaft and hit it

two or three sharp blows. The crank will gen-

erally start, and will not be bruised by the

brass.

When the Cone Strikes.

Once in a while a repairer will come across

a wheel in which the cup has not been properly

put in 'and instead of the cone bearing on the

balls it strikes the rim of the cup. To remedy
this take out the axle and grind down the cup

a little, allowing the cone to bear onthe balls.

IN BIYING A

PAIR OP SHOES

the average man prefers a

reputable brand, but who

pays an extra price for a

"guaranteed " shoe ?

Why not buy tires the

same way ? Straus tires,

guaranteed and unguaran-

teed, are reputable. Our

old customers are our best

customers. We make no

extra charge for our repu-

tation. Most any dealer or

jobber can tell a good tire

when he sees it. Our tires

speak for themselves, just

as a good pair of .shoes

does.

Why pay the prices asked

by manufacturers who not

only allow you a nominal

profit, but who also sell all

around you ? On our tires

you have a big margin of

profit, and we can put your

own brand on them, thus

shutting off competition.

Dealers and jobbers buy

good cheap bicycles. We are

selling lots of good cheap

tires. And our rubber cycle

sundries are sellers from the

word "go." Drop us a line.

STRAUS TIRE CO.,

127 DuANE St., New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE "SPRINGFIELD
"

One and Two Piece CRANK-HANGERS

Are models of simplicity and accuracy, artistic in design.
They satisfy the trade; that means very much to the manufacturers. Let us tell you all about them

as we know you are interested in modern equipments for the wheel. We guarantee protection in
the use of our one-piece, and have a large stock of both styles ready for immediate shipment. Our
prices ar« right.

*^

Springfield Drop-Forged Steel Bioycle Wrench maintains its superiority both in price and quality.

SPRINGFIELD DROP-FORGING CO,,
The "Springfield'

Hanger.

Crank- SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Croiby & Mayer Co., SalesAgents, Buffalo. New York, Ciilcago, London. P. O. AddresSt Brlghtivood

.

One-Plece. Sectional View.

Hakes Money, but Not Progress.

It may surprise many people to learn that

the United States Patent Office receives in

fees $1,250,000 a year; that the office is run

at a profit which since its establishment in

1836 amounts to more than $5,000,000, and

that the gposs receipts from patents and trade-

marks have been nearly $40,000,000. Ameri-

cans stand' first in respect of the inventive

faculty, and it appears also that they stand so

far ahead of the Government operations in

this particular that all effort to keep up with

them or atreast with the march of American

ingenuity is nearly hopeless. At the begin-

ning of the fiscal year of 1890 there were

C,585 applications for patents awaiting official

action in Washington. At the end of the

next year there were 8,911. At the end of

1892 there were 9,447. After 1892 and in con-

sequence, perhaps, of public attention being

diverted by the Chicago Fair from inventors,

or of the times being unfavorable to invest-

ments 'in experimental schemes, the number
of undetermined applications gradually de-

creased until at the end of the fiscal year 1895

it was down to 4,927. Then, with renewing

public confidence and a more hopeful outlook

for inventors, it increased the next year to

8,943, and it has now reached 12,227.

In his last report Secretary Bliss com-
mends the action of Congress in providing

for an increased force to dispose of the ac-

cumulated business of the Patent Office. In

1836 the receipts of the office, which now
average $1,250,000, were $29,000 and the num-
ber of patents issued was 435, whereas the

present average is about 24,000. An effort is

to be made to improve the service by "the

classification of all letters patent and printed

publications in a classification division which
will greatly improve existing methods, as to

the novelty of invention." This will, it is

hoped, be beneficial to inventors and those

directly interested in the manufacture of pa-

tented inventions, as well as to the general

public interested as it is in the early issue of

valid patents. The expenses of the Patent

Office are about $1,000,000 a year, and have
continued, at those figures pretty steadily since

1885. There are seventy-six copyists em-
ployed in the department in addition to the

stenographers and typewriters, and either

their pay is deemed inadequate or their labors

are uncongenial, for Secretary Bliss has di-

rected the attention of Congress to the fre-

quency of resignations among them, which
cripples the office, as the work requires time,

patience and familiarity with its details.

Inventors are not, as a rule, of a very busi-

nesslike disposition. Many applicants for pa-

tents are strangers to the methods and to the

language of the country; some are in the

rural districts remote from Post Offices and
schoolhouses, and not a small number are

women, particularly among those who seek

patents for articles of dress or convenience.

The conflicts over applications for patents

arise to a considerable extent from the negli-

gent disregard of the Patent Office regula-

tions by persons whose studies it might nat-

urally be supposed would lead them to famil-

iarity with such rules, and the adjustment of

these matters increases the work of the Patent

Office, already overcrowded with business.

IT BEATS THE BAND.
The newest and most inspiring piece of sheet music,

arranged for piano, is "The Pioneer Limited JVIarch,"
composed by Capt. Frederick Phinney, Bandmaster
United States Band, published by S. Brainard's Sons
Co., Chicago, 111. ; distributed only by the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. Enclose fifty (50)
cents and address. Geo. H. Heafford, General Pas-
senger Agent, 555 Old Colony Building, Chicago,
111. 2-23.

ELWELL
EUROPEAN CYCLE TOUR.

France, Switzerland, Germany, Holland and England.

The finest tour of the kind ever offered.

F. A. ELWELTL. Portland, Me.

Cleveland Blue,

(TRADE MAUK.)
I

I Fof Bicycle Spo"''*
ps^esThem.PreventsPitf'l

iM- ROBINSON. A^CO., Maii^

i« Maiden Lane, N.V.Cityjii

"Cleveland Blue,"
(trade mark.)

for Bicycle Spotes,

Preserves Them,
Prevents Rust.

'Cleveland Blue."
Used by H. A. Lozier &
Co., Mfrs. of the cele-
brated Cleveland Wheel.

N.M. ROBINSON & GO.
Manufacturing Chemists.

154 & 156 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK.

RICYCLES.
r~ BestTVheelsoon Bartb.

LOWEST PRICES.
'agents Wanted Cstalpjue Free

Vm BICYCLE CO., Inc..

CHICAGO.
I.ist Prices, NINE MODELS, $35.00 and $35.00

THE BANNER AUTOMJITIG iDJUSTIN6 PUMP.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.
Patented Jan. 10, 1899, and others

pending. Entirely New In Construc-
tion. No stooping, no swivels to
leak a'r, no time lost in screwing

'

nipple to valve, no hose to burst
open. Simply place the metal spout
over the valve of tire and the con-
nection is made. Sells at sight.

D. B. SMITH &, CO., Utica. N. Y.U. S. A.

Well-Informed travelers
going to

UFORSUI
who appreciate the best of
everything, always travel by

THE OVERIAND llMITED
Because theequlpment, con-
sisting of modern double
Drawlng-Room Sleeping
Cars, Buffet -Smoking and
Library Cars with Barber,
Dining Cars in which meals
are served a la carte, arid
Tourist Sleeping Cars, pro-
vides every comfort for all
classes of passengers. Train
leaves Chicago at 8.00 p. m.

EVERYDAY IN THE YEAR
THE PACIFIC EXPRESS
LEAVES AT 10.30 P. M.

ALL AGENTS SELL TICKETS VIA THE

Chicago & North-western Railway
PRINCIPAL agencies:

461 BROADWAY... NEW YORK.
S68 WASHINGTON ST.... BOSTON.
212 CLARK ST CniOAGO.

is hygienic and will not chafe, bruise, irritate or
tire the rider. It will suit every figure, as it

is adjustable. It will be sold in your town by
somebody. If you are interested, write for de-
scriptive catalogue. Riders will ask for it.

WM. B. RILEY &CO.,
324 Market Street, - - - - PHILADELPHIA.
*6PERFECT"

25C.

OILER.
Used by leading makers of hig-h-grade bicycles. The only oiler that regulates supply of oil. CANNOT LEAK.
We make cheaper oilers also, of unequaled quality.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, Manufacturers, 159 9th Ave.> N. Y.
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DO YOU KNOW

This Package?

EXACT SIZE OF CAN. PRICE 50 CENTS.

It is the Perfect Thing

...IN ITS LINE...

Its Merit Is Easily Proved.

Besides betngf good, it is well advertised

—

there will be a demand for it.

Better get in line?

^WRITE FOR THE FULL STORY.

6LINES LIQUID RU6BER CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

We protect anyone handling our goods.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

^.{..j.^.^.^^^..;.^.

i- Repairmen t
•i-

•i-

•^

•^
4-

•i-

KNOW A GOOD THING.
The ^aimboni Chain "Riveter

is selling fast. Should be in every repair shop. No
other machine or device, other than those in the chain

factories, will do the work as quickly or as perfectly.

THE McCABE HANGER MFG. CO.,
532 W. 22d ST., NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Bridgeport Handle-Bar Bender

Without

{Filling or Heating,
Wrinkling,
Flattening,
Loss of Material.

With almost any

( Drop
) Frontage,
1 Spread
^ Pitch of Grasp.

Bends %, 18, 19, 20 Gauge rapidly, and for FRAMES
equally well. COPPER and BRASS TUBES for

many purposes.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

—MANUFACTURED BY—

BRIDGEPORT TUBING CO.,
Bridgeport, Conn , U. S. A.

BTTBBER TIRE CABS AND CARRIAGES.
The West Shore Railroad has incorporated a system whereby

passengers arriving or departing from its West Forty-second street
terminal. New York City, are supplied with cab, hansom, coach or
omnibus, as they may order. Westcott Express messengers are
now on all through trains to sell tickets and engage such vehicles

as passengers desire. New York City has been
divided into six districts, each district having
its own number and its own rates. The ve-
hicles are all rubber-tired and will be maintained
in first-class order. The new service has been
in effect since November 4th, and has been giving
excellent satisfaction.

Manufacturers for the Dealers and Export Trade. Oiir Prices the Lowest-
Quality the Best.

SOXJO-A-N- li^FO. CO., Chioago, 111.

New York Office. 107 CHAMBERS STREET,
EDW. U. ALCOTT, Manager.

When Cooslderiinig

The Matter of Prmting

You will serve your own interests

and pocketbooks by obtaining es-

timates from :::::::
The Wheel Press,

88 West Broadway, Ne^sv York.

Jot Down the Fact in Your

Memorandum Book,
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PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
ADDRESSES—S8 West Broadway, New York;
Telephone, 3775 Cortlandt; Post Office Address,
Box 444, New York; Western Office, 934 Mo-
nadnock Block, Chicago; THE WHEEL
PRESS, 88 West Broadiway, New York; Cable
Address, "Prial," New York.

SUBSCRIPTIONS—$2.00 a year; single copies,
10c; foreign subscription, ^s. a year. Orders
filled by all newsdealers.

ADVERTISING—The Wheel, the pioneer of
cycling trade journals, has the largest and
broadest general circulation among cycle
riders, the cycle trade and kindred trades.
Advertising rates on application. Advertisers
are notified that change of advertisements is

not guaranteed unless copy is received by
Saturday morning.
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SUM.MED UP.

The Georgia annual tax will probably stand.

A lot of new incorporations, etc. See page
IG.

Canadian Dunlop s\'ndicate is now incor-
porated.

Plenty of new saddle-combination talk, but
nothing definite.

All reports point to a great season if the
weather permits.

Local shows and "openings" in various cities

are proving uniformly satisfactory.

Rumor of new tube-making company in

Pittsburg, and one incorporated in New
Jersey.

Cleveland's "opening week" had several fea-

tures well worthy of the study of dealers in

other cities.

TALK OF THE WEEK.

Never before have the local show and open-

ing week methods of creating interest in cy-

cling been as energetically and effectively used

as this year. Dealers who have not yet held

their local shows or opening weeks will profit

by looking over the reports elsewhere in this

issue, and especially at the Cleveland report,

which shows that several novel ideas were

used in that city.

Nothing Small About Them.

In every path of life, including every trade,

merit has often been prevented from reaching

the front by pairing with jealousy. Recently

a firm of Washington lawyers wrote to the

Pope ]\Ifg. Co., setting forth very clearly the

advantages of foreign registration of manu-

facturers' trade-marks. The Pope Company

not only thanked the lawyers for calling their

attention to the matter, telling them at the

same time that they had already protected

themselves, but they generously advised the

Washington lawyers to send a similar letter

to all other bicycle manufacturers who ex-

port. If a similar policy were pursued by

every other concern in the trade, the future

of the trade and of every deserving concern

in it would be greatly l)enenied. The Pope

Company have used their brains and their

capital to get as large a grasp on the situation

as possible. They have also made mistakes.

But they have never been narrow.

May Slightly Disorganize.

It is not probable that there will be much

heard of closing-out sales on the part of

manufacturers this season. It is understood,

however, that a large watch company which

has not found its bicycle business satisfactory

—perhaps for the reason that it has carefully

abstained from letting dealers know of its

existence through the cycle trade papers—is

working out of the business and disposing of

a large stock direct to the rider at $20 and

$30. A retail store has been opened in the

city in which the factory is located.

Good Demand for Cheap Tires.

That the low-priced tire is cutting a con-

siderable figure in negotiations for '99 busi-

ness is indicated in the fact that a well-known

tiremaker is booking and making goods for

a so-called cheap tire concern located in a

town not far from the main factory. It was

thought by many last year that the demand for

cheap tires would die with the year. Such

indications as the above prove that this is not

so.

A "Quiet Little Business."

I was talking with a bicycle agent to-day

—

a traveling man—who is already on the road
for spring business. He would make a good
census enumerator for a small town that

wanted to seem big in the returns. He said

that his firm last year sold over 61,000 wheels
and yet considered they were doing only a

"quiet little business." I didn't dispute his

figures, though I formed my own private

opinion as to their accuracy. As for question-
ing the gentleman's veracity, that would be
very rude.—Woonsocket Call.

The figures do seem a trifle large, but the

story serves to show that what constitutes a

"quiet little business" to-day would have

created a sensation a couple of years back.

A Useful Mercantile Association.

It would be well for the cycle trade in

every state in the Union if in each state there

were such an organization as the Merchants'

Association of New York. The value of the

work which has been accomplished by this

association is magnificent when compared

with the cost of accomplishing it. One of

its latest movements is a co-operative protest

to the legislature against a certain bill which

has been introduced for the ostensible pur-

pose of reducing the rate of interest on mer-

cantile loans to 5 per cent. This measure, if

carried through, would seriously curtail mer-

cantile loans, by making them less desirable

^
13

^1 ^^ftj^erla^^V^tlycle makers in the

OliTaSdia^nct _an(L..»tfrer sections where they

are strong in the community might do some-

thing toward the organization of other pow-

erful associations like the one existing in

Nl'w York.

The Meaning of State Aid.

Thanks to the inefficiency of the official or-

gan of the League of American Wheelmen,
very few cyclists in or out of the trade know
what state aid means in connection with road

improvement. State aid laws have been passed

in New York, Minnesota and other states.

State aid means, in brief, that the state pays

50 per cent and the county 35 per cent of the

cost of constructing the road, or roads, men-
tioned in the petition for such aid. The re-

maining L5 per cent is distributed over the

entire town from which the petition emanates.

This state aid law is going to do a wonderful

amount of good. The road department in

Washington is doing all it can independently

and in co-operation with Chairman Dorner,

of the Highway Improvement Committee of

the L. A. W., to extend this state aid law, es-

pecially in states where no such law exists

at this time.

Something Traveling Salesmen Should Do.

A successful traveling salesman was in

The Wheel office the other day. He was
one of the sort who accomplish more
in a personal talk than by any other method,

and he frankly acknowledged that he did not

care much for continuous desk work. Yet

this man is shrewd enough to carry out a sys-

tem formerly used by a traveling salesman

who is now manager of one of the most suc-

cessful cycle-making concerns in the country.

The system referred to is that of sitting down
in the evening wherever the salesman may
be, and .writing personal letters to agents

called upon previously. When a traveler feels

sure of the attention of his customers, he

should do all he can to educate them in their

own business. He should give them tips

which he picks up on the road; should see

that they get a cycling journal now and then

if they do not happen to receive one regu-

larly, and in other ways should benefit him-

self and the concern he represents by per-

fecting his agent friends in the art of selling

wheels.
$^

On the Altar of Martyrdom.

A string of names a yard long could be

reeled ofif in order to prove that the record of

the treatment of the most effective L. A. W.

good roads workers, by the politicians in

charge of the L. A. W., is a record of martyr-

dom. The politician is sure to look after his

own "allowance." The man who really does

the road work has the privilege of staying up

nights for the good of the cause, warding off

dunning letters, pacifying those who threaten
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to sue for non-payment of 'bills, and, finally,

paying the bills out of his own pocket.

Origin of tlie Word "Trust."

The word "trust" as applied to recent in-

dustrial combinations like that of the saddle

makers is a misnomer, and grows out of the

fact that in the early efiforts at combination

the different interests were conveyed to a

"trustee." This trustee issued certificates for

the shares which each mem'ber of such a com-

bination owned in that combination, and these

certificates were commonly called "trust cer-

tificates," hence the name "trust" now in com-

mon use.

*

THE TRADE OITLOOK NOW.

Late indications are that 1899 will be a

surprisingly good year in the retail trade. One

of the very largest factories is running 22

hours a day, the demand being unprecedented,

even in 1895-'96. In the Ohio district the fac-

tories are very busy. The Reading factories

are also hard at work. The manager of the

bicycle department of one of the largest hard-

ware concerns in the country, having over

fifty traveling salesmen, reports that already

the men have sent in three times as many

orders as at this time last year.

Not all manufacturers are confident that this

pressure of prosperity will continue, but deal-

ers are also feeling the pressure and confi-

dence seems to be warranted. In cities

throughout the East it is well-known that

where the roads have offered any temptation

whatever the riding interest has been main-

tained throughout the winter. New York

dealers are now reporting a very decided in-

terest in '99 machines, and that orders for im-

mediate delivery are unusually frequent for

this time of year. If it is true, as some manu-

facturers claim, that eastern dealers are more

than a month slower in ordering than west

ern dealers, weather conditions being equal,

then the present courage of eastern dealers

must mean a good outlook. One manufac-

turer reports that he is now filling second

orders from western dealers, and is waiting

for second calls from the East.

In casting about for reasons for the good

prospect, it should be borne in mind that

many riders have now waited a long time be-

fore purchasing. Last year was not a good

year in which to catch high-grade 'business.

This spring the waiters, confident that quality

accompanies low price, will in large numbers

turn in their old mounts and buy new ones.

The chainless, too, will be a factor in the

movement, whatever its actual sales may be.

Concerning the chainless wheel The Wheel
said a long time ago that it was a good thing

even if it was a bad thing. At times any

change is preferable to no change.

A feature of business so far which must

please dealers is the effect low prices have

had on buyers who have previously asked for

extras gratis. Low price has almost, if not

quite, done away with the bothersome prac-

tice of having to give away a lamp, or bell,

or cyclometer, or all three ol them, with a ma-

chine. It has also cured a good many riders

of the high-flown ideas they previously had

concerning the value of their old machines.

Time was when a man trading in a machine

acted as though he were doing the dealer a

favor by letting him have the old mount at

any figure.

Altogether, the outlook is pleasing.

Somebody has broken into a newspaper in

Grand Rapids, Mich., with over a column of

L. A. W. roast, done brown. Unless the

League can get newspaper writers out of the

idea that it is a mere salary-grabbing organi-

zation, it will have a hard time in increasing

its membership.

*
The accepted method of administering en-

couragement to a tired six-day rider is to

fill him up with strychnine and other drugs,

yell oaths at him and massage him with clubs

and fists. The real beauties of this system
must be seen to be appreciated.

*
The Spanish-American war has been a

mighty convenient dumping-ground for cer-

tain incompetent L. A. W. politicians who
couldn't find any other excuse for failure

—

and we could prove it if old Bill Jones were
alive.

It is a fact that the most successful people
in the bicycle business to-day are those who
have advertised in the cycling journals the

year around. Why isn't your business bigger?
<?"

The same logic by which an advertiser with-

draws his ad. on account of a trivial offence

once induced a man in a story to cut off his

nose to spite his countenance.

»
A cattle driver is out of place as a factory

foreman, and manufacturers who have cattle

drivers to manage their workmen would ben-
efit by a quick change.

Lying around in the summer sun after a

country dinner may be more comfortable by
and by. The coming of the automobile means
the going of the fly.

The organization which aims to prevent the

L. A. W. from renewing its control of racing
might be more successful if it were less will-

o'-the-wispish.

9
If the L. A. W. succeeds in satisfactorily

controlling the professionals, it will do more
than has been done by any other amateur or-

ganization.

Now a lot of stale lungs will be rushed
around recklessly on pneumatics until they

have swelled up with the beginnings of pneu-
monia.

Repartee is said to be part of the spice of

life; but there is a distinguishable difference

between repartee and an explosion of bad beef.

Relinquishment of racing control by the L.
A. W. would kill amateurism, the breath of

the sport, in thousands of little towns.

Don't forget to give the L, A. W. a page
in your catalogue.

What the "Little Schoolmastet " Says.

A trade journal with a thousand sub-
scribers often has a greater number of readers
of the sort the advertiser wishes to appeal to
than the daily paper circulating a hundred
thousand copies.

—
"Printers' Ink."

Spasmodic advertising is not the best ad-

vertising. If a publication is a profitable ad-

vertising medium one issue, it surely will

prove more profitable if used continuously.

The effect of advertising is cumulative, and

the stronger and longer you hammer and

pound on a possible customer the surer you
are to land him in the end, and keep him.

A man can't grow fat by eating one square

meal a day and skipping two; the one meal is

better than none at all, but if he ate the three

tliat custom allows him, he would feel better.

To apply this to advertising, a manufacturer

cannot cultivate his field to the fullest by us-

ing space in the cycle papers three months
and staying out nine. The three months pub-

licity is profitable but all-the-year-'round ad-

vertising is more productive of results.

The fact that advertisers who have used

The Wheel continuously for several years

are more than satisfied with results and keep

up the practice is conclusiive evidence that

their policy has proved a wise one. Better

a quarter page used throughout the entire

year than a few and far-between full pages.

It's the constant drop of water that wears

away the stone—the constant argument that

wins the most business.

The advertisement that sells bicycles is the

advertisement with an argument. Don't be

content to make a statement and stop there,

but give a reason for every claim you make
and clothe it in such forcible, convinciiig

wording that it cannot fail to reach the desired

target—the customer. He is willing to buy
your product if you can give him a good rea-

son why he should.

Give more attention to your trade paper

advertising. Too many firms, especially those

who haven't an advertising man to rely on,

wait until the last moment and then write up
"any old thing" to fill space.

Write your advertiseinents when you feel

in the mood and early enough in the week
so that you may prune, correct and strengthen

before sending out. The results will more
than justify the time expenditure.

You can make your advertising more effec-

tive by writing just as if you bad the customer
at your elbow and were talking to him. In

that case, you probably wouldn't tell a story,

use stilted, flowery language or try to be

funny. You would talk business every min-
ute. Try to carry this spirit into your adver-

tising and it will be better. The most simple,

direct and terse argument you can make will

prove the best.

The Racing Board Chalrtnatiship.

Gerlach, of Chicago, met President Keenan
and George Gideon in Philadelphia early this

week. It is said that Gerlach will be chair-

man and will move to Philadelphia so as to

have the advice of ex-Chairman Gideon, said

to be his brother-in-law. Rumor names C. P.

Root as Chicago member and George Stack-

house or McCarthy as New York member.
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THAT TAX MAY STAND,

'WAY DOWN IN GEORGIA.

Hoke Smith's Opinion to I,ozier Is that There
Will Be No Use in Fighting the Obnoxions
Measure.

Cleveland, O., Feb. 28.—ilf the opinion of

Hoke Smith, the celebrated Georgia attorney

and ex-Cabinet officer, counts for anything,

the bicycle manufacturers of the country will

be forced to "grin and bear" the special tax

imposed upon them by the recent session of

the Georgia legislature. When the tax was

announced H. A. Lozier & Co. determined to

fight it on the grounds that such a law was

restricting trade and therefore contrary to the

Interstate Commerce act. Hoke Smith was

consulted, but in a letter received by the

Cleveland firm a day or so ago, he frankly ad-

mits it is a hopeless task for the cycle manu-
facturers to try and fight the law. He states

that a similar tax was imposed upon sewing

machine agents some years ago and that the

Singer Sewing Machine Co. was defeated in

a test case when they refused to pay the tax.

Smith is of the opinion that the special tax

is not contrary to the Interstate Commerce
laws. The bill mentioned imposes a tax of

$100 upon concerns doing business in the

State of Georgia and provides that every rep-

resentative entering the various counties of the

s_tate must register and receive a certificate

at the various county seats. H. A. Lozier &
Co. have paid the tax and their representatives

are now operating in (he state as usual.

From a Georgia source it is learned that to

a large extent the new law is being disregard-

ed in spite of repeated notifications by the

comptroller-general. It is likely that the

grand juries of the different counties will take

notice of such violations as are called to their

attention by the comptroller-general. The
makers of the following wheels have paid the

tax: Featherstone, Orient, Sterling, Columbia,

Viking, Crescent, Olive, Victor, Rambler,

Monarch, Stormer, Spalding, Eagle, Craw-

ford, Imperial and Waverley.

The dealers in Savannah, Georgia, refuse to

pay city taxes, claiming that the $100 annual

state tax exempts them from local taxation.

The city fathers are consequently crying out

against the state legislating for the city.

Million-Dollar Dunlop Company.

Montreal, 'Feb. 27.—The formation of the

new Dunlop Tire Co., limited, has now been

completed, the head office being in Toronto.

Warren Y. Soper, of Ottowa, is president,

and Hon. George A. Cox, E. B. Ryckman,
Edward Guerney and Richard Garland are on

the board of directors. A prospectus of the

new company has just made its appearance

in financial circles. The authorized capital of

the concern is $1,000,000, divided into 10,000

shares of $100 each as follows: $300,000 of pre-

ferred stock and $700,000 of common stock.

The company, however, are not at present

offering any of the common stock; subscrip-

tion books, however, will be opened at the

offices of A. E. Ames & Co., Toronto, on
March 6, closing at 4 p. m. same day, for

3,000 shares of $100 each at par, an issue in

all of $300,000 7 per cent preference stock,

payable upon allotment. The net profits of

the American Dunlop Tire Co. in Canada

for the year ending August 31, 1897, are given

as $35,514 and for the following year $50,929.

In addition to acquiring the plant, machinery
and other assets of the American Dunlop Tire

Co. in Canada, the new company secure the

patents, including all the inventions relating

to Dunlop detachable tires in Canada for bi-

cycles and other vehicles. These patents arc

fundamental in their character and their va-

lidity, having recently been upheld by the

courts here. In addition the Dunlop Pneu-
matic Tire Co., Ltd., England, guarantee the

patents free from infringement and all incum-
brance, and agree to transfer to the Canadian
company all patent rights hereafter secured

in Canada. Branches of the company are at

present in operation at Montreal, Toronto,

St. John, N. B., Winnipeg, Vancouver and
Victoria. It looks as if the present issue of

preferred cumulative stock will be over-sub-

scribed, sending it shortly to a premium.

SADDLE COMBINATION
TALK STILL GOING ON.

An Important Device.

Charles H. Metz, president and general

manager of the Waltham Mfg. Co., has in-

vented and transferred to the Imperial Com-
pany a new method of running the trans-

mitting shaft of a chainless. In place of run-

ning this inside the right rear-stay two right

rear-stays are used connected in front by the

crank-bracket and in the rear by a specially-

devised yoke forming a complete loop. The
transmitting shaft runs between the stays and
the shaft, and gears are entirely inside this

loo{). This construction gives the appearance

of three tubes instead of one. The advantages

claimed are greater rigidity, saving of weight

and simplicity of adjustment. The trans-

mitting shaft can be taken entirely out of

the machine without removing the gears.

Instead of licensing the manufacturers the

Imperial Company make and sell a complete

fixture consisting of crank-bracket, rear-stays

and rear-connections, brazed and finished ready

for enameling, cranks, crank-axle and bear-

ings, rear hub, rear axle and bearings, and

gear cases, nickeled, buffed and assembled.

With this fixture any manufacturer can bring

out a chainless without additional tools, and
can turn out finished chainless bicycles within

a few days after receiving the fixtures.

Caught by Mr. "Ferro."

The Clark Novelty Works, of Rochester,

were one of the victims of J. Ferro, who was
recently arrested in New York for swindling

bicycle dealers all over the country. Two
weeks ago Mr. Clark received an order signed

J. Ferro, for 10,000 bells packed for foreign

shipment. Upon looking Ferro up in a com-
mercial agency, a Ferro was found to be rated

at from $150,000 to $200,000, so, suspecting

nothing, Mr. Clark shipped part of the con-

signment, writing that the remainder would

follow in a few days. The first tbat Mr. Clark

knew of anything being out of the usual run,

was upon receiving a telegram from the New
York detectives, informing him of the arrest

of Ferro and the discovery of the bells among
the lot of merchandise confiscated.

For a Museum Fxhibit.

Manager Dickerson, of the Sterling Cycle

Works, Kenosha, Wis., is desirous of secur-

ing for a museum pioneer types of bicycles.

The more ancient the type the better—Mr.

Dickerson will take it. He will be glad to

learn from any of his friends the whereabouts

of any such relics.

But Appearances Are that When All Is Sifted

the Talk Will Be Found Not to Amount to

Anything.

One of the leading saddle manufacturers,
who did not see fit to enter the recent com-
bination of saddle interests, was questi^ined
in Cleveland last week regarding the re-

port that the remaining saddle concerns of

the country are about to organize a rival com-
bination of interests. He stated that his

company had been approached by another
prominent concern with a view to the forma-
tion of another combination, but so far as he
was concerned he proposed to carry on his

business regardless of other concerns or com-
binations. He stated that it is quite possible
that the proposition of the concern mentioned
will be taken up by several others not in-

cluded in the new American Saddle Co.
On Tuesday The Wheel communicated

with the prominent concern mentioned above
as having approached the gentleman who was
interviewed in Cleveland and got an emphatic
denial. "We have ourselves received a letter

broaching the subject of a combination in op-
position to the one which has already been
formed," said a member of the firm, "but we
are neither endeavoring to form a combina-
tion nor do we desire to enter one."

The new American Saddle Co. propose to

thoroughly protect all the patents formerly
owned by the consolidated saddle companies,
and the first move in this direction is the an-

nouncement of a suit against the Sager Mfg.
Co., of Rochester, N. Y., for alleged infringe-

ment of the Wheeler patents. The suit has

been brought by the American people's atto'--

neys, Thurston & Bates, of Cleveland, on two
counts, one covering the design and the other
the construction of the well-known Wheeler
saddle. The construction patent is claimed to

be an unusually strong one, covering every

possible construction of any saddle similar to

the Wheeler. The strongest claim of the pa-

tent is as follows:

"In a bicycle saddle; the saddle tree comprising two
rearwardly extending flaring members, curved at their

rear edges and divided by an opening extending for-

ward through the back of said tree and having re-

duced forwardly extending neck."

The old Wheeler Saddle Co. contemplated

bringing this suit some time ago, but they

were induced to hold it off until after the con-

solidation of interests. Tbe case will be tried

in New York state, probably at Utica.

Arrested for Raising Contracts.

A. M. Slaughter, alias ".A.dams," twenty-

six years old, has been arrested at the

instance of Charles B. Curtis, of the Cleve-

land Bicycle Co., 830 Arch street, Philadelphia.

Mr. "Adams" had acquired the evil habit of

raising contracts—that is, securing contracts

for advertising from business people and then

changing the amounts so as to get from his

publishers an irj^reased commission.

You Must Not Steal.

The E. L. Williams patents, covering the

Solar acetylene bicycle lamp, manufactured

and controlled by the Badger Brass Mfg. Co.,

of Kenosha, Wis., have been sustained in the

French courts and an infringer there has been

ordered to pay fifty francs damages for each

infringing lamp sold plus costs.
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INCORPORATIONS, LEGAL MATTERS, ETC.

Important if True.

A report comes to The Wheel that ifitts-

burg capital has invested in a plant for the

manufacture of seamless tubing in opposition

lo the Shelby Tube Co.'s combination. 1

1

is said that a tract of land of eight acres

has been purchased, and that a large es-

tablishment which will turn out all thick-

nesses of tubing for bicycles, hydraulic and

other purposes, will be in operation by July

I. The plant will have an equipment of forty

machines, and will cost between $150,UU0 aiul

$200,000.

At the New York office of the Shelby Com-
pany nothing was known of the matter.

The United States Tube Co. has been in-

corporated in Jersey City, N. J., by William

P. Chapman, Jr., Albert G. Ridley and Fran-

cis D. Pollack, to manufacture tubular and

other products of iron and steel. Capital

stock, ¥'200,000.

Closed Under Chattel Mortgage.

The Bard Company's sporting goods and

bicycle store at Plainfield, N. J., was closed

February 23 under a chattel mortgage, held

by the First National Bank of that city. The
liabilities of the company are $0,000 and the

assets are placed at $800. The concern was

burned out two months ago, and subsequently,

it is said, received $15,000 insurance. The
president of the company, George L. Colgate,

is said to have gone to California about ten

days ago.

To Make Cycle Parts.

Patcrson, N. J., Feb. 23.—A firm for the

manufacture of tools, bicycle parts, forgings,

etc., is likely to be located in this city before

long. The firm is at present located at New
Haven, Conn., but is looking out for a new
site. Several members of the Paterson board

of trade have interested themselves in the

company's fcehalf and are willing to subscribe

liberally to get the concern located in this

city.

Fowler Won the Appeal.

On December 29, 1897, Frank T. Fowler
paid $2,.500 for the Fowler Cycle Works, Chi-

cago, which had become insolvent. He thought

he had bought all the assets, including $2,410

due from Walls Bros., who had contracted to

sell wheels for the assignee of the company,
the Chicago Title and Trust Co. The latter

tried to retain possession of this asset. Fowler
appealed and has won.

A Notice of Appeal.

Francis W. Gridley ha= filed a notice of

appeal to the Court of Appeals in Syracuse

from the judgment of the appellate division

of the Supreme Court in the action brought

by Morgan & Wright. By the decision Mr.
Gridley was adjudged a partner in the Dodge
Cycle Co. and thus made liable for about

$12,000 of indebtedness now existing against

that concern.

Hoffman Machine Matters.

On February 20 A. R. Pope, ancillary re-

ceiver for the Hofifman Machine Co., New
York, issued a notice to all creditors of the

company to prove their claims over and above

all set-offs and counter claims, and to exhibit

such claims at the receiver's office, 318 East

Twenty-third street, New York, on or before

.\ugust 23, 1899.

Barber Dismissed from Bankruptcy.

Toledo, O., March 1.—A. A. Barber was to-

day dismissed from bankruptcy. Forty shares

of Snell Cycle Co. stock go to the Ketcham

bank to secure stock in the Toledo Cycle Sup-

ply Co. Ketcham will sell the stock to pay

the amount of security. The proceeds will

ni;t pay the original amount of indebtedness.

Carbide and Such I<ike.

The Mechanical Engineering Construction

Co., Jersey City, has been incorporated to

manufacture calcium carbide, acetylene gas.

.Authorized capital, $50,000. Incorporators:

Edward C. Barnum, Brooklyn; Luigi Trou-

betskey, Alfred Francfort, James A. Kingsley,

New York; Kenneth K. McLaren.

Incorporated in California.

The Jersey Wheel Co. has ibeen incor-

porated in San Francisco to manufacture

and sell bicycles. Authorized capital, $20,000.

Capital subscribed, $20,o00. Incorporators:

W. P. Fuller, C. A. Roberts, I. F. Littlefield,

A. W. Crandcll and F. P. Bull.

New Cleveland Store.

The Rice Bicycle Co., of Syracuse, N. Y.,

has been incorporated. Capital stock, $1,500.

Directors: Henry R. Gilbert, Frank C. Riggs,

Syracuse; John W. Rice, Painesville, O.

Frank C. Riggs is now connected with E.

C. Stearns & Go.

A Kansas Change.

The Mead Cycle Co.'s local agency in Wi-
chita, Kas., has been succeeded by Mussel-

man Bros. (A. J. and J. W.). A. J. Mussel-

man has been with the Mead Company since

its beginning. Mead's interests have been

bought out.

The Whitelaw-Dailey Company,

The Whitelaw-Dailey Company, of New
York City, has been incorporated to manu-
facture bicycles and sporting goods. Capital,

$7,500. Directors: William Whitelaw, of

Brooklyn; C. J. Dailey, of West New Brigh-

ton, and C. A. Wilson, of New York.

Cycles and Phonographs.

American Cycle & Supply Co., New York,

has been incorporated at Albany to deal in

cycles and phonographs. Authorized capital,

$3,000. Paid in, $1,500. Incorporators: F.

C. Ferrin, Providence, R. I.; R. A. Cameron.

An Incorporation Now.

Charles J. Stebbins & Co., of New York
city, has been incorporated at Albany to

manufacture bicycles; capital, $30,000. Di-

rectors: Charles J. Stebbins. T. W. Monroe
and F. N. Bell, of New York city.

Christy-Hygeia Case.

The Christy-Hygeia saddle patent appeal

(Christy appellant) was argued in Richmond,
Va., a few days ago. No decision yet.

I/ooks Blue in Coventry.

Coventry, Feb. 22.—There are at the pres-

ent time many rumors flying about as to

the position of certain of the cycle companies,

and commercial circles have fixed on one

Coventry concern for particular comment.

The statement is made that several collapses

may be shortly looked for.

What this means is that the new year has

so far brought no large influx of orders, and

managers are at their wits' end to know how
long the present state of things can last.

There is no doubt that many of the cycle com-

panies, which earned certified profits in 1897-

'98, had no business to distribute dividend.^,

for to do so they have had to go to the banks

for the money.

The trade outlook for next season is not a

rosy one, and little work is being done ex-

cept a few factories. Whether activity any-

where is well justified is doubtful. The pres-

ent 'is a most trying time. In the next few

weeks will be a time of aciite crisis for several

companies, and it would be unsafe to pro-

phesy how many will survive the strain.

Sxports TJp to Date.

Exports from the port of New York for the

week ending Tuesday, February 28:

Argentine Republic.—191 cases bicycles,

$11,57-1; 19 cases bicycle material, $1,800.

Antwerp.—1 case bicycles, $200; 22 cases

bicycle material, $59G.

Amsterdam.—5 cases bicycles, $195.

Africa.—53 cases bicycles, $1,025,

Bremen.—2 cases bicycles, $108; 1 case bi-

cycle material, $15.

British East Indies.—5 cases bicycles, $420.

British West Indies.—14 cases bicycle ma-

terial, $33-5.

British Possessions in Africa.—1 case bi-

cycles, $125.

Cuba.—4 cases bicycles, $244; 1 case bicycle

material, $86.

Central America.—1 case bicycles, $102; 1

case bicycle material, $100.

Copenhagen.—52 cases bicycles, $1,600; 1

case bicycle material, $6.

Catania.—1 case bicycles, $33.

Dutch Guiana.—10 cases bicycles, $275.

I

Glasgow.—2 cases bicycles, $70; 2 cases bi-

cycle material, $55.

Genoa.—35 cases bicycles, $1,110; 4 cases

bicycle material, $36.

Geneva.—7 cases bicycle material, $423.

Hamburg.—784 cases bicycles, $28,216; 71

cases bicycle material, $3,239.

Helsingfors.—1 case bicycles, $71.

Hango.—100 cases bicycles, $3,960.

Havre.—800 cases bicycles, $18,375; 309

cases bicycle material, $9,845.

Liverpool.—14 cases bicycles, $1,060; 44

cases bicycle material, $1,562.

Liege.—14 cases bicycle material, $740.

Lisbon.—8 cases bicycles, $348; 3 cases bi-

cycle material, $40.

London.—00 cases bicycles, $1,902.

Malmo.—1 case bicycle material, $25.

New Zealand.—200 cases bicycles, $7,965;

58 cases bicycle material, $2,985.

Portuguese Possessions in Africa.—4 cases

bicycles, $287.

Porto Rico.—5 cases bicycles, $193; 1 case

bicycle material, $22.

Rotterdam.—126 cases bicycles, $5,408.

Stockholm.—50 cases bicycles, $1,171.

St. Petersburg.—1 case bicycle material, $75,

Uruguay.—3 cases bicycles, $225.

Wiesbaden.—1 case bicycles, $25.
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A WEEK OF SHOWS AND OPENINGS.

Philadelphia.

A cycle show in Philadelphia is different

from anything to be seen anywhere else. It is

characteristic of the city. If you were to take

a man of average discernment from, say New
York or Chicago, blindfold him, carry him

to the Second Regiment Armory on Broad

Street during the progress of a cycle show, and

then remove the covering from his eyes and

ask him where he was, he would look around

at the crowd and promptly say "Philadelphia."

Judging from the experience of many of the

exhibitors the average Philadelphian goes to

the cycle show not to buy, but to enjoy him-

self—and he does.

On several evenings last week the centre of

the floor was roped off and while the orchestra

(which was an excellent one by the way)

played a Strauss waltz, a number of persons

solemnly danced around the open space, while

the rest of the crowd, held back by the ropes,

looked soberly on and passed subdued re-

marks on the style of the various dancers. The

stands in the meantime were devoid of spec-

tators and the exhibitors rang bells, sprayed

perfume, threw acetylene lamps in the air and

yelled till they were blue in the face in the

vain attempt to attract the attention of the

crowd. But dancing is dancing, and the Phila-

delphians were not to be moved by these

boisterous methods.

One night a band of music led a procession

of the Time Wheelmen around the floor, es-

corting the well-known "GusTubeman," which

they had captured after a display of strategy

that would have done credit to Gen. Shaffer.

The figure was propped up in a sleigh drawn

by two mules and aroused the wildest enthu-

siasm.

From the standpoint of attendance the show

was a great success, Wednesday evening-

breaking the record, but from a trade view it

was not satisfactory in direct returns. Of

course, the bad weather of the previous week

and the disgraceful condition of the streets had

considerable to do with this, but the local trade

will undoubtedly reap considerable benefit

from the show as soon as the season really

opens. A feature of the show was the numer-

ous exhibits of acetylene lamps. Heretofore

there have been very few lamps of this charac-

ter sold in Philadelphia and it is safe to say

that the sales hereafter will undoubtedly take

a big jump, as considerable interest was shown

in them.

The interest shown in the chainless bicycle

also augers well for that style of wheel during

the coming season. The various makes were

shown and each had its followers, who were

enthusiastic in its particular pattern.

A numter of the exhibitors on Saturday

evening shipped their goods to Washington,

where a show is in progress this week.

Notes of the Show.

Messrs. Castle and Gregg, of the Twentieth

Century Company, made a big hit by hiring

an orchestra of six pieces, whose music held

the spectators while the merits of the Twen-
tieth Century lamps were expounded to them.

Speaking of lamps brings up an incident

which occurred at one of the exhibits. A
stylishly dressed young lady approached the

attendant and asked him the price of the '99

oil lamp. He told her "two dollars." She

said she paid less than that for the one she

bought last year and wanted to know if he

would allow her anything for her old lamp

if she bought a '99 model.

T. T. Lacy, representing the E. P. Brecken-

ridge Co., was very much in evidence during

the week. When nervous purchasers inquired

if the Breckenridge lamp was explosive, Mr.

Lacy effectively answered the inquiry by
throwing it up in the air and taking similar

liberties with it. Needless to say this had the

desired effect.

Across the street from the Armory is a bi-

cycle store and repair shop. One of the ex-

hibitors dropped in there early in the week
and asked the proprietor if he had been over

to the show. He said he had not been, and

"allowed as how he didn't think he would."

Joe Grimes, the light weight "Cleveland"

salesman, attracted considerable attention

when he arrived Friday evening, as did also

Major Taylor, who, resplendent in a full dress

suit, discoursed on the merits of the Sager

gear.

The Bundy lamp was also very much in

evidence. If Mr. Fisher had one cent for

every time he said "Bundy" during the week

he could retire for the rest of his life.

Besides bicycles there were exhibited at the

show the following: Spectacles, automatic

pianos, silhouettes, perfume, pop-corn, exer-

cisers and soda water.

Washington.

Washington, D. C, Feb. 28.—A large ball

aflame with a myriad of electric lights, fes-

toons of vari-colored bunting, depending from

roof to pillars, bicycles of every degree of

make and color, huge working models of

chains and sprockets, lamps, etc., such was

the scene presented on the opening of the

cycle show at the Washington Light Infantry

armory last night. The show is given by the

Bicycle Show Co., composed of the lead-

ing bicycle dealers of the city, and it is

the intention to make it an annual affair. The
show has the distinction of being the most

artistic exhibition held in the East this year,

and if the attendance is as large during the

rest of the week as it was on the first two

nights, the promoters will realize handsomely

on the enterprise.

If the critical attention given to the various

exhibits is a criterion the local trade will do

a good business during the week. Some sales

have already been made.

A striking feature is the large number of

lamps on exhibition—mostly acetylenes.

As might be expected, the various chainless

models came in for a good deal of admiration.

Ten different makes were shown. The total

number of exhibitors is 45, and they occupy

85 spaces. Following is a list of the exhibi-

tors:

Stee Leech Bail-Bearing Saddle Co.—The
inventor of this saddle, G. A. Leech, a New
York physician, showed a full line of these

saddles and gave demonstrations of their util-

ity. This saddle is constructed on entirely

different lines from all others, making it im-

possible to put any pressure or strain upon
any sensitive part of the body. The saddle is

made of tempered steel, and instead of being

covered with leather is enameled and can be

had in any color to suit the taste of the rider.

The West End Cycle Co. show the Keating

and Andrae wheels.

Clowes Mig. Co.—This Waterbury, Conn.,

concern show a very attractive line of Cal-

cium King lamps.

Collins Pneumatic Hub & Wheel Works.

—

Several models of this new wheel are shown.

Henry Boyd, the local agent, explained the

mechanism.

Jones & Fellows.—The Olive, Envoy and

Fleetwing bicycles and Oliver typewriters

comprised this firm's exhibit.

W. D. Hedger, the local agent for the

Orient, showed several models, including a

chainless.

J. D. Lasley.—This enterprising dealer had

a very complete exhibit, including Eclipse and
Corona bicycles, Hallwood cash, registers

and Eclipse teas and coffees. The booth was

attractively decorated, and a young lady serv-

ing tea and coffee drew many visitors.

John Woerner, manager of the show, had

an exhibit of Quaker bicycles and a general

exhibit of quick and effective repair work,

which is a feature of his business.

Cycle Syndicate.—This well known New
York house had a very complete exhibit, con-

sisting of the Bullock automatic chain brush.

Miller's lubricant, Cleveland blue. Fin de

Cycle stands and Harvard and Princeton bi-

cycles.

Miller Bros, show a number of wheels, in-

cluding the Wolff-American and Warwick.

The Viking was shown by P. Von Boeck-

man, who also has a complete line of sun-

dries.

•R. M. Dobbins Co.—The Monarch and

Barnes are shown by this firm.

Pope Mfg. Co.—^The local branch house

has a very complete exhibit of Columbias and

Hartfords. The exhibit occupies a prominent

position and is one of the most attractively

decorated booths. A feature of the exhibit

is the Columbia chainless ridden by Teddy
Edwards.

Morgan & Co. show the Victor, including

the Victor Spinroller chainless, which at-

tracted a great deal of attention.

GormuUy & Jeffery Mfg. Co.—Local Man-
ager Graves had a splendid exhibit. The ar-

rangement of the booth showed a great deal

of originality.

The Stearns and Stormer lines were shown
by D. N. Walford, one of the largest dealers

in sporting goods in Washington.

Western Wheel Works.—The local branch

has one of the most creditable exhibits in the

show.

Saks & Co.—Spalding and Saks Flyer bi-

cycles and a general line of athletic goods.

The booth is topped by a large electrical sign

set in gold leaf, and spelling the words "The

Saks Stores."

Carpenter Cycle Co.—^This concern show
the Sterling and Featherstone bicycles, Veeder

cyclometers and Morse chains. Working
models of the last two mentioned articles gave

a practical idea of their utility.
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A WEEK OF SHOWS AND OPENINGS.—Continued.

The Cleveland Cycle Co. is one of the lead-

ing bicycle concerns of the national capital

and had a good exhibit. Ten models of the

popular Cleveland wheel were displayed. Joe

Grimes, the rider who weighs 575 pounds,

was in attendance at this booth.

Plartford Rubber Works.—The exhibit of

Hartford tires is in charge of D. H. Scoville.

Washington Cycle Supply Co.—The Tri-

bune wheel is a feature of this stand. In ad-

dition a complete line of sundries is also

shown.

Rose Mfg. Co.—^This popular Philadelphia

lamp house have a fine exhibit of Neverout

lamps, and several good talkers to point out

their merits to the public.

United Specialty Co., Ne n York.—An at-

tractive booth is occupied by this concern

wherein is shown the Union automatic tire

inflator. The application of liquefied gas in

combination with a new slot mechanism gives

to this machine an absolutely automatic ac-

tion.

Bundy Lamp Co.—The lamp exhibit of

this firm is one of the attractions of the show.

Mr. Fisher gives practical demonstrations

and never fails to draw a crowd.

The Hofifman and Clipper lines are shown
by W. E. Baum & Co., the local agents.

Freeborn G. Smith is showing a full line of

Remington bicycles.

Le Fevre Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.—Bicycle

specialties are shown, including an enameling

stand and a bicycle stand, which can be placed

in forty dififeTent positions.

J. Karr, of this city, is showing a new acety-

lene lamp called the Calclite.

Higliam & Co. show a number of models
of the Imperial and Tiger bicycles.

Cleveland.

Cleveland, Feb. 25.—Cycle dealers here are

now more than ever convinced that the "open-

ing week" plan of inducing early season in-

terest in cycling is far superior to the hold-

ing of a show. During the whole of the past

week the various stores on "cycle row'" have

been well filled with interested spectators and
in the evenings every store was crowded.

Saturday evening it was often impossible to

gain admission to some of the stores. Some
idea of the attendance can be gained from the

fact that two of the stores gave out over 10,000

raffle tickets each during the week, award-

ing bicycles to the holders of lucky numbered
tickets. Another enterprising dealer conduct-

ed a guessing contest as to the number of peo-

ple who would visit his store during the

week, the person coming closest to the correct

number receiving a wheel; incidentally the

dealer received the names and addresses of

over 6,000 people interested in the bicycle.

Another scheme which proved very successful

in inducing riders to visit the various stores

and inquire into the merits of the various

machines was one conducted by a local daily

paper. The day before the opening of the

"week" this paper published an entire page of

portraits of the various dealers with ques-

tions as to their names, the machines handled,

prices, and the leading talking points and
trade phrases. Generous cash prizes were of-

fered for the nearest correct answers. In or-

der to compete the riders were, of course, ob-

liged to call at the various stores and have the

points explained to them.

It is soon made evident that of the latest

improvements on the market, the chainless

wheel will meet with the best reception, in this

section at least. Every one was interested in

chain elimination and hardly a concern failed

to take one or more orders for the new type.

On the other hand the thirty-inch models at-

tracted little or no attention. One concern

which makes a specialty of these machines re-

ports a promising outlook, but the other deal-

ers fail to see anything promising for this

m.uch-vaunted type. Automatic coaster and

brake devices attracted considerable attention,

especially the innovation just brought out by

the Olive Wheel Co. This device is entirely

on the rear hub, is hardly noticeable, but does

the duty of both "free wheel" and brake with

perfect satisfaction.

Of the out-of-town dealers who visited here,

there were quite a number, representing near-

ly all the towns in the northern section of the

state. Manufacturers' representatives and

local jobbers almost without an exception re-

port having done excellent business.

Among the out-of-town manufacturers' rep-

resentatives seen on the "row" during the

week were the following: J. A. Carter and

Superintendent Thompson, Geneva Cycle

Co.; Frank Riggs, E. C. Stearns & Co.; F. E.

Weaver and W. R. McGuire, Eagle; W. C.

Orrell, H. W. Cooley and J. A. Slocum,

American Machine Co.; Louis Block, Fea-

therstone; Harry Cody and F. R. Hodgson,
Morgan & Wright; W. M. Perrett, Dunlop
tires; J. F. Ives, Newton tires; H. Doran, B.

F. Goodrich Co.
; J. H. Sager, Sager Gear

Co.; B. W. Twyman, iBlack Mfg. Co.; Thomas
Wechsel, Kirkpatrick saddles; H. S. Follanj

bee and Samuel Leonard, Brown saddles,

Roscoe Bean, Bean-Chamberlin Mfg. Co.;

E. B. Hadley, Lobdell rims; F. E. Castle, 20th

Century Mfg. Co.; C. H. Batcherie, Olive

Wheel Co. ; Chas. Weaver, Kelly Handle-Bar

Co.

Toledo's Opening Week.

Toledo, Feb. 25.—This has been a week of

formal openings of the various cycle stores

of the city. The Viking, at their handsome
store, had the most pretentious one of them
all on last Wednesday. Ed. C. Eager made it

a gala event for the large number of visitors

who called to see the '99 display of Vikings,

he and his able assistants proving themselves

competent entertainers. The store had been

handsomely decorated with plants and palms

and was a scene of beauty, being crowded
the entjre day. 'Mr. Eager reports business

as being far better than he ever knew it to be

at this season of the year.

Opening Day in Providence.

Providence, R. I., 'March 2.—Opening day

with the sellers of bicycles will be observed

on March 4, Saturday next. Nearly all the old

timers have prominent positions in the ranks,

although many of them represent houses

which handle bicycles only as a department

or side line. There are but four big dealers

here who are handling bicycles exclusively

under their own firm names, although there

are many small repair shops where a line of

bicycles is sold, or where even a home-made
bicycle is offered or made to order. To
sum up the trade feeling here, everyone is

hopeful. To-day there is not a single big cycle

factory in the city, the last having closed its

doors and sold its machinery. The big hand-

lers of wheels may be counted on the

'fingers. Four of these have been accounted

for, four of the others are practically branch

stores. Of the sixty odd bicycle repairers

and firms in the city about 10 now rank among
the first score who handle wheels as side lines

only.

High-priced bicycles may be bought of firms

handling wheels as a side line for $5 down and

small payments. Many dealers offer 10 per

cent discount for cash.

Detroit's I,ocal Opening.

The annual opening of Detroit cycle dealers

is being held from Wednesday to Saturday

inclusive, this week. The exhibits are being

held at the individual stores of the concerns

taking part in the opening. A general clean-

ing up was done preparatory to decorating.

The decorations and display are much more
elaborate than any year previous. The deal-

ers held back some of their newest models,

designs in chainless wheels, etc., until the

opening. New designs in sundries are also

being exhibited, and many of the dealers are

giving away souvenirs. The opening is held

under the auspices of the Detroit Cycle Board

of Trade, which includes the principal local

dealers.

When the Shew Is On.

Opening week will be observed by all the

cycle dealers in Rochester and vicinity on

March 16, 17 and 18. During this period all

of the cycle stores will be decorated and

models of all makes kept in stock will be on

exhibition. Salesmen from the different fac-

tories will be in attendance and the public is

expected to turn out in crowds. 'Music will

be a feature of the programme in many of the

stores, while trick riders and prominent racing

men, ready to talk the machine they ride, will

aid in keeping the small boy and would-be

racer in constant attendance.

Albany's Cycle Show.

It is said that over 500 different makes of

wheels were exhibited by twenty-one dealers

who participated in the Albany County

Wheelmen's show, which opened in Albany,

N. Y., February 20. The hall in which the

show was held was handsomely decorated.

The exhibition was well attended on the two

days and nights of its duration.

Boston Show Flan Abandoned.

The Boston '9B Meet Club determined to

raise entertainment funds by means of a cycle

show this spring. , The local trade people have

induced the club to drop the idea, the trade

promising to help liberally when the time

comes, next August.

The Pittsburg Show Financially.

Members of the Pittsburg cycle board of

trade are satisfied with the recent show. They

estimate that they will come out nearly even,

which is more than they expected in view of

the very cold weather during the week of the

show.
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THE MOTOR VEHICLE.

READY TO MOTE.

Far-seeing Clevelandites Who Have Become

Fully Aware of the Fact that Automobilism

Is Here with Both Wheels.

Cleveland, Feb. 20.—The Forest City bids

fair to permanently hold a premier positionwith

regard to that growing infant, the motor-car-

riage industry. Even to-day it is doubtful if

there is a city in the country where more in-

terest is being displayed in the development

of the automobile, though the casual visitor

to the city would never for a moment im-

agine so, for as a matter of fact there are

not more than half a dozen motor-carriages

in daily use; it is significant, however, that all

but one of these carriages are home-grown,

so to speak. With the exception of the well-

known Winton gosoline carriage, the Cleve-

land productions are not yet on the open

market, but for all that it is safe to say that

Cleveland factories have had a hand in the

construction of nearly every one of the various

forms of autocarriages now in use in the

country. As in the cycle industry, Cleveland

can at the present stage of the motor-carriage

game, lay claim to being one of the leading

material-producing centres in the country.

As an F^ample.

For instance, Sipe & Sigler, of this city, are

producing more storage batteries for use in

electric carriages than any other concern in

the country; perhaps it would be nearer the

truth to say that they produce more of these

batteries than all other factories combined;

for, as a matter of fact, the 'concerns produc-

ing batteries suitable for motor-vehicles are

exceedingly limited. A few years ago this

firm was the leading manufacturer of jewelry,

with a reputation all over the country, but

now they are producing storage batteries ex-

clusively. The Willard battery, invented by

their Mr. Willard, has been found to exactly

suit the requirements of the electric motor-

carriage exploiters, and as a result Sipe &
Sigler are having their hands full in this de-

partment of their business. As an example

of what is already in sight for this rapidly

developing industry, one of the members of

this firm stated that they had recently closed

one contract to furnish batteries the bill for

which would amount to over a million dol-

lars.

One of the I/argest.

In the manufacture of small electric motors

adapted for use in electrically-propelled car-

raiges, the Lincoln Electric Co., another well-

known Cleveland concern, are in on the ground
floor, and is building upon that firm founda-

tion a handsome business. This company
has furnished motors for a number of in-

ventors in various parts of the country, and
has a number of regular contracts to supply

several concerns building motor-vehicles. One
or two other Cleveland electrical supply

houses are also figuring on bringing out

motors for this purpose.

In the manufacture of motor-carriage hubs
and bearings, there are several concerns which

are paying unusual attention to this work;

prominent among these is the Cleveland Bali-

Bearing Co., who manufacture turned cups

and cones, making a specialty of large sizes

intended for vehicle work. The Grant Ball

Co. are another concern interested in the new
industry to the extent of producing large sized

balls, cups, cones, etc.; while still another

concern, the Cleveland Hub Co., are advertis-

ing special hubs for motor-carriages. The
new Cleveland Ball & Screw Co. also propose

to cater to this trade with large sized ball and

bearings. The Shelby Tube Co., tubing; the

Kundtz Bending Co., rims, and the five tire

factories in the neighboring city of Akron
should also be included in any list, which

goes to show conclusively that the motor-

carriage industry is more closely allied with

the bicycle business than with any other trade.

Within two or three months a number of

Cleveland concerns will be prepared to fur-

nish carriages to the trade, and there are at

least ten motor-carriages or motor-cycles in

process of construction in the shops of as

many concerns in dififerent parts of this city.

Cycle People Are On.

Two of these are bicycle manufacturers and

another is a well-known concern prominently

identified with the bicycle business. This con-

cern has had a successful carriage in opera-

tion for more than a year, and is now en-

gaged in fitting up a large portion of its

factory for the immediate manufacture of a

quantity of these carriages, electric ones, by

the way. Another gentleman, formerly prom-
inently connected with the bicycle trade, has

a new carriage which he claims will be the

lightest electric vehicle yet produced. It will

weigh 500 pounds complete, and is of cycle

construction throughout, the frame-work be-

ing made of seamless tube. Although the

Winton carriage, propelled by gasoline, was

the first motor carriage produced in this sec-

tion; it is a noticeable fact that, with but one

exception, the other carriages being made
here are electric vehicles.

Mr. Willard Enthusiastic.

One of the most promising of these is the

carriage being made by Mr. Willard, of the

firm of Sipe & Sigler, above mentioned. The
first carriage will be running in the near

future, and it is but one of a lot of one hun-

dred which will be turned out before the

middle of the summer. The Willard carriage

weighs 560 pounds, of which the batteries

weigh 300 pounds. It is claimed that this

vehicle will run about 30 miles with a single

charge, and it will be one of the lowest-priced

carriages on the market, selling at not to

exceed 5^450. Mr. Willard is very enthtisiastic

over the motor-carriage outlook, and he en-

tertained the Wheel representative for more
than an hour with his views on the subject.

He stated that the industry is making won-
derful strides in every direction, and that with-

out question the motor-carriage will within

the next few years, almost wholly supersede

the horse. Asked upon what facts he based

this opinion he said:

"Even at the present time when motor-

carriages are still comparatively in the ex-

perimental stage, they are proving more

economical, all expenses considered, than the

horse. This has been proved an undeniable

fact by every one who has used them, and

this alone is enough to warrant their universal

use. Nearly all the carriages now in use are

of the heavy type, corresponding with the

high wagons used for pleasure riding by the

wealthier classes. They cost from $1,000 to

$1,500 each, which is but little if any more
than the cost of a wagon, two horses and

two sets of harness; in fact, I doubt if you
could secure as equally elegant an equine

outfit for the same figure. As to speed the

motor-vehicle can go twice as fast as^ the

horse-pulled one if necessary, and there is no
limit to the distance you can cover, providing

you keep the power replenished. As to the

cost of maintenance I have watched this care-

fully in several varieties and I find that the

prevailing idea that the motor-carriage needs

constant attention and repairs is ill founded.

For example, I know of a gentleman in this

city who has used an electric vehicle made in

Chicago for the entire season without a cent

of expense, except the recharging of batteries.

One of the Winton gasoline carriages owned
in this city has been run nearly 5,000 miles

with but one break-down and this was caused

by deliberate carelessness, as the owner will

admit. I might add that, considering the

way the gentleman has used this machine, I

am surprised he has a carriage left. I have

seen him drop oflf of curb-stones, turn cor-

ners, bump over car tracks and tear over

cobble stones at full speed, evidently with the

intention of testing the machine to its ut-

most."
Most Promising Type,

Mr. Willard was asked as to what he con-

sidered the most promising type of carriage

and he said: "There are many good points

in favor of both the gasoline and the electric

carriage. The former has the unquestionable

advantage at the present time of being able

to go almost anywhere with no fear of being

unable to get home again on account of in-

ability to replenish power, since gasoline can

be secured at any store at a uniform price.

But the great disadvantage of the gasoliner

is that a person must thoroughly understand

the mechanism of the engine to operate it.

Any engineer will tell you that a gas engine

requires considerable attention, and it should

not be left in the hands of one who is not

familiar with its workings. If every purchaser

could be induced to become thoroughly skilled

before being allowed to use it, there would be

little difficulty in handling this type. The
electric motor does not require so much at-

tention and can therefore be handled with less

trouble, consequently I am positive it will

prove the most popular, for city use at least.

It is also cleaner and has no disagreeable

odor. As a matter of fact there are three elec-

tric carriages now being turned out to every

one of other types, and I believe the propor-

tion will grow larger. The cost of operating

the electric carriage is even less than that of

the gasoline. At the present time the elec-

tric companies in this city are charging SJ-

cents per kilowatt for current, which, reduced

to every-day figures, means a charge which
will carry a 2,000-pound carriage from twenty-

five to thirty miles; cost, 14 cents. This is a

very high rate, and the carriage mentioned is

a heavy one, the power required being about

proportionate to the weight. When people

commence making a regular business of sup-

plying power the rate should be reduced to
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not to exceed five cents per day. I am in-

formed by a manager of a leading Chicago

department store which has been using elec-

tric delivery wagons for more than a year,

that the cost of maintenance, including daily

recharging of the batteries, does not exceed

the amount formerly spent m horse-shoeing

bills.

"During the coming season there will be

at least fifty electric vehicles in use in Cleve-

land, and a firm on one of the most frequented

streets in the East End is already making
arrangements for a charging station where

anyone can have vehicle batteries replenished.

In conjunction with this same firm we pro-

pose to rent charged batteries at a -small

amount per day, so that in case a person

does not care to wait until his batteries are

filled, he can substitute a set already charged.

In the sale of our new carriages we propose

to make this a feature; that is the purchaser

can save about $100 on the original cost of his

carriage by renting his batteries. I noticed

in the last issue of The Wheel a prominent

Chicago gentleman remarks that the great

disadvantage of the electric carriage is the

inconvenience in recharging batteries. Just at

present I will admit there is a small amount
of inconvenience, but as in the case just men-
tioned, this will be done away with as soon

as the electric vehicle comes into general

use. If the station above described proves

successful, several more will be established in

various parts of the city, and it will be the

same in other cities and towns all over the

country. Any electric street railroad com-
pany or electric illuminating company can

furnish current for this purpose, and once there

is a demand, it will be promptly met. For
every-day use it is not necessary for a carriage

to go out of the city; in fact, I doubt if one

horse owner out of a thousand ever makes a

practice of driving ten miles across the coun-

try; hence it will be seen that the greatest

objection brought against the electric car-

riage is simply brought for the sake of an

argument."

Mr. Willard does not favor the use of either

the pneumatic tire or the bicycle wheel for

motor-carriages. He says that the bicycle

wheel, in order to be made sufficiently strong,

is heavier and more expensive than the plain

wood wheel, and as to the pneumatic tire, he

is of the opinion that it is not yet a success

for heavy work, and it is too expensive to be
placed on a low-priced carriage. He ad-

mitted, however, that it is easier on the

vehicle, and he believes it decreases the pro-

pelling power required.

IfOoking for a Factory.

Efiforts are being made by D. den Bleyker,

of New York, the representative of the Eisen-

huth Horseless Vehicle Company, of New
York, to purchase a carriage factory in New-
Haven in which to manufacture Eisenhuth

vehicles. The Eisenhuth Horseless Vehicle

Company is a corporation of $500,000 capital,

and is about to start manufacturing auto-

mobiles. One has already been built, and a

second is nearly completed. The principal

owner and. the leading genius in the company

is M. Eisenhuth, a famous inventor, who has

been knighted in Prussia for his discoveries

in scientific lines. Eisenhuth claims to have

built the first gasoline motor made, and to

have been the originator of an underground
trolley system. The patents on the new mo-
tors to be used by the vehicle company are

those ol M. Eisenhuth's invention, and the

claim is made that the new system is cheaper,

more durable and capable of greater force

than any other. The Eisenhuth system is the

use of gas, compressed air and heat, and

works on the expansion of the vapors gener-

ated. The "engine," which is used instead of

"motor" by the company, is a light affair,

placed in the van of the wagon, and run by
the consumption of crude petroleum oil,

through an electrical device patented by the

company. It is claimed that the use of crude

petroleum is cheaper and better than refined

petroleum, and that the gases are heavier and

better adapted for propulsion. The propul-

sion is readily controlled and the speed rate

is reckoned at about 10 miles an hour. The
carriages will cost anywhere from $500 to

.$3,500, with from 6 to 14 horse-power engines

aboard according to size and work required.

To Make Boats Eventually.

Speaking of the motor carriage industry,

Monroe Seiberling, president and general

manager of the Peoria Rubber & Mfg. Co., was
very enthusiastic as he exhibited a letter to

The Wheel representative, which he had
just received from New York from a large

and influential Wall street concern, who
wanted to secure extensive territory in Europe
for the Duryea motor vehicles, including the

motor trap, motor carriage and all kinds of

delivery wagons, hansoms, coupes, etc. It is

the Peoria people's intention to make boats

later on, with the gasoline engine for motor
power. Another large factory within a stone's

throw of the present one will be devoted en-

tirely to motor carriage business, and some
twenty carriages will be finished in a few

weeks, when the company will be in a posi-

tion to meet all demands for the motor car-

riage.

Duryea Is Happy.

Chas. E. Duryea when seen 'by a Wheel
man at his office in the Niagara Block, Peoria,

recently, said the only thing worrying him
was that orders for motor vehicles have come
in almost too rapidly. The delays in the past

in turning out goods have been very annoy-
ing, but now with the Seiberlings behind the

project he feels confident that the company
will in the future be reasonably prompt in fill-

ing orders. "We have several cash orders

and numerous applications for carriages that

we have not been able to fill," said Mr. Dur-
yea, "but as you have seen in the factory, we
will soon be in a position to deliver all the

vehicles the public want."

Competing -with Railroads.

In Great Britain the Self-Propelled Traffic

Association is devoting itself to the use of

automotor freight wagons on the public high-

ways. It is admitted that direct competition

with the railways is possible only when the

distances are below, say, sixty miles, and

when the railroad cartages, terminals, and
haulage—i. e., the "through" freight—to-

gether, are at least 2d. (4 cents) a mile a net

ton. The railroads do not provide sidings to

factories and warehouses to the same extent

as is done in America; and one advantage as-

serted for the proposed automotor wagon sys-

tem is that it would avoid handling and break-

ing bulk, and would enable merchandise to be

transferred right from the ship's side in dock
to the factory or warehouse, not only within

Liverpool, but in the other manufacturing

and distributing centres within a radius of

fifty or sixty miles. Another advantage put

forward is that this system would save time

as compared with carriage by railroad, as

there are many and often long delays on
English railroads in switching, to allow pas-

senger trains to pass, etc. It is also urged

that the motor-wagons would act as feeders

to the trunk railroad lines. The Self-Propelled

Traffic Association has determined to hold an-

other series of trials in 1899, probably in Sep-

tember, and American competition will be

welcomed. Those interested should address

the secretary, E. Shrapnell Smith, Royal In-

stitution, Colquitt street, Liverpool.

Belongs to Cycle Agents.

Baltimore's Associated Cycle Dealers is a

progressive organization. For example, it

sent special representatives to New York to

investigate what progress had been made in

automobiles. The committee reported it

found the vehicles crude, but full of possi-

bilities. When these possibilities are devel-

oped the committee, however, recommended
that cycle dealers should immediately go into

the business of bringing these vehicles into

their market. The grades peculiar to Balti-

more and the roads surrounding the city, the

committee thought, would prove trying on

the horseless carriages as now built, but,

judging from precedent, they had no doubt

that American ingenuity and resource will

overcome these obstacles, and that the cycle

dealer of to-morrow will have the pleasing

diversion of handling a line of horseless car-

riages to what the committee hoped would

be his great emolument.

I/ike a Cycle.

A broad patent has been taken out by Clar-

ence Sterling, of Bridgeport, Conn., for a

motor vehicle. The patent relates exclusively

to the transmitting of power within the

mechanism and the arrangements of the vari-

ous factors, and no particular kind of motive

power is specified. The chain and sprocket-

wheel system is utilized in the manipulation of

power.

Boston Is Prompt.

Boston, the first to recognize cycling, seems

inclined to live up to its reputation for pro-

gressiveness in locomotion. The city has

ordered two automobile carriages for the use

of its officials, and more will be purchased it

they are .a success. This is partly a result

of the great cost to the city of the team hire

for the aldermen last year.

Motor cars in France are to be registered

by the war department in order to be availa-

ble for use in time of war.

For catalogue work, try the Wheel Press.
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THE delight in cycling is in SMOOTH AND EASY-RUNNING BEAR-

INGS; in fact the bearings come pretty near making the

bicycle. Upon the production of those parts we spend thou-

sands of dollars annually in finishing touches which other

makers save. We gain by that expenditure enduring reputation

,

satisfied riders and growing business.

This hanffer bearing: is the most important of all and in

It TFe liave all the good points whirli make riding easy.

In our catalogue we describe this bearing fully and show

you why it is the best yet. Your customer will be won by these

good points. They are not talking points—simply meritorious

and substantial improvements which make the National run

easier than others.

National Cycle Mfg. Co.,
BAY CITY, MICH.

Kindly mention The Wheel. A National Rider Never Changes His Mount.
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The Mcllroy Aatomatic

...Coaster and Brake.

NEAT, COMPACT. SERVICEABLE.
CAN BE FITTED TO AJfY BICYCLE. PRICE $6.00. ASTUTE

FOR DESCRIPTION.

nm Mn Manufacturers of THE BUNDY Gas Lamp.

The Frank E. Bundy Lamp Co.,

Elmira, N. v., U.S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Pleasure in your bicycle riding, profit in your

bicycle selling, depends on the bicycle. No
question about the IVaverley. There never

has been any question. It has always given

satisfaction. It is better than ever for 1899.

Better in looks, better in quality, better in

price.

Waverleys

$40
At $40 the Waverley surpasses even the so-

called "Specials" at $75. For those who want

the best of ordinary bicycles we are building

in a separate part of our factories

Ivanhoe Specials,

Ivanhoes,

- $35

$25 and $26

This is a remarkable line for the wide-awake

dealer. It means satisfaction and profit, or

profit and satisfaction—either way if the

Waverley has leading place on your sales-

room floor.

INDIANA BICYCLE CO.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Manhattan Web Co., of Grand street,

New York, are out with an offer by which

they intend to place their well-known Man-
hattan and Hendrickson exercisers in at least

one first-class bicycle or sporting goods house

in every town and city in the United States.

Heretofore there has never been an exerciser

on the market which would sell for less than

$1. This company have an exerciser which

can be retailed at a good profit for 45 cents.

To those who are interested in this offer

they will send a complete stock of the exer-

cisers, which can be paid for as they are sold,

so that there is no need for the investment

of any capital. With every exerciser sent the

company will supply circulars and attractive

reading matter. Their offer is one which en-

terprising dealers will be quick to take advan-

tage of.

Goes with the Excelsior.

J. E. Hamilton, who was formerly with the

Elastic Tip Co., of Boston, and Chicago Tip

& Tire Co., of Chicago, is now with the Excel-

sior Supply Co., of 88-90 Lake Street, Chicago.

Mr. Hamilton is well and favorably known to

the trade, and the Excelsior Supply Co. in se-

curing his services have added to their travel-

ing force a valuable man. Mr. Hamilton's

engaging manners have secured to him many
personal and business friends in the trade.

Thtir New Traveler.

The Hollenbeck Saddle Co.'s traveling rep-

resentative will be "Archie" Hughes, of Syra-

cuse. Mr. Hughes is very well known and

popular in the trade, having been connected

with the Western Wheel Works for the past

two years, also for many years having been

connected with W. D. Andrews, the largest

bicycle dealer of Syracuse.

Palmer's Speculative Luck.

It is said that John Palmer has entirely

closed out his tire interests in England, as well

as in this country. It is also said that Mr.
Palmer bought granger stocks a few months
ago and that he is now about $50,000 better

ofif in consequence.

Various.

Edward S. Youse, chief salesman for the

Packer Cycle Co., of Reading, Pa., has rented

the large storeroom at 45 North 5th street,

that city, and will shortly open with a large

line of bicycles and sundries.

Damage to the extent of about $800 was
caused by a fire in the factory of William
Eckert, 1118 Elm street, Cincinnati. The
blaze is supposed to have been caused by
.spontaneous combustion.

The injunction of the World Mfg. Co. et al.

against the Hamilton-Kenwood Cycle Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich., was continued on Feb-
ruary 17 in the Circuit Court at Grand Rapids.

L. W. Neer, bicycle and sewing machine
dealer, in Urbana, O.. has made an assign-

ment to John D. Mays". The assets and
liabilities are about $6,000 each.

The recent cold wave caused considerable

inconvenience in a number of factories. Even
the gas pipes froze, and in some cases men
had to be laid off temporarily.

John T. Bessom, cycle repairman, etc., has

disappeared from Franklin, N. H., and his

stock and fi.xtures are to be sold by the

sheriff to satisfy creditors.

The Chicago Handle-Bar Co. were formerly

in the Lind block, Chicago, but had moved
out of it before the recent fire which de-

stroyed that building.

W. F. Gouty recently returned to Toledo

from a successful tour in the New England

States in the interests of the Viking. He re-

ports a good business.

Petition ifor incorporation of the Thomas &
Barton Company, to deal in pianos, sewing

machines, furniture, bicycles, etc., has been

made in Augusta, Ga.

J. A. Carlisle, of the Carlisle Mfg. Co., and

Louis Block, of A. Featherstone & Co., Chi-

cago, were in Cleveland recently showing

their respective lines.

The Bard Cycle Co., Plainfield, N. J., have

been sued by a newspaper in that town for

non-payment of an advertising bill for $150.

Y. I. Derbab, an Armenian cycle agent in

Lynn, Mass., is having trouble, having been

haled into court on the charge of adultery.

Norman Church, of the Viking Mfg. Co.,

Toledo, was married February 20, to Miss

Georgia Withington, of Jamesville, Wis.

The Union Wheelmen's Protective Co., of

Chicago, has certified to an increase in capi-

tal stock from $50,000 to $100,000.

A suit has been won by the Sterling Cycle

Works against E. G. Willinghan, of Atlanta,

Ga., for $1,200 and 7 per cent.

The payrolls of the Indiana Bicycle Works,
Indianapolis, on Saturday. February 18,

showed 460 persons employed.

The bell manufacturers of New En,gland arc

reported to be prosperous and some of the

factories are running overtime.

Charles H. Metz, president of the Waltham
Mfg. Co., formerly lived in Utica, where his

father is now in business.

The dealers of Bridgeton, Pa., have organ-

ized and will hereafter charge a uniform price

for repair work.

On February 7 there were 165 applications

for patents on velocipedes awaiting action in

the Patent Office.

The stock of the Vining Hardware Co., of

Vining, Kan., has been purchased by D.

Graham.

J. E. Swank, De Graff, O., bicycle dealer, is

reported to have given real estate mortgage
for $400.

A fire destroyed the repair shop of Victor

Weiss in Summit, N. J., a few days ago.

The Cycle Components Co., of Chicago,

recently gave a bill of sale for $1.

619,768. Bicycle-Saddle. Robert Lewis, Jr., New
York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 28, 1896. Serial No. 577,191.

(No model.)

619,775. Folding Kack for Bicycles. George T. Mur-
ray, Harrisburg, Pa. Filed Jan. 24, 1S98. Serial No.
67,803. (No model.)

619,796. Combined Support and Mud-Guard for Bi-

cycles. Harald Sennstrom, Chicago, 111. Filed Nov.

22, 1897. Serial No. 659, 405. (No model.)

619,816. Unicycle. Henry G. Wise, Jr., New York,

N. Y. Filed Jan. 17, 1898. Serial No. 666,927. (No
model.)

619,818. Land and Marine Velocipede. John C.

Young, Jr., Detroit, Mich. Filed March 3, 1S97.

Serial No. 625,869. (No model.)

619,913. Luggage-Carrier for Bicycles, etc. Herbert

Tanner, London, England. Filed Oct. 10, 1898. Serial

No. 693,167. (No model.)

620,003. Driving-Gear for Bicycles. William J.

Thompson, \\'est Kogarah, New South Wales. Filed

Jan. S, I89S. Serial No. 666,063. (No model.)

620,012. Bicycle-Saddle Spring. Selden A. Bailey,

New York, N. Y. Filed May 25, 1897. Serial No.

638,127. (No model.)

620,034. Bicycle-Path or Sidewalk Leveler and Roll-

er. Samuel P. Hedges, Greenport, N. Y. Filed Oct.

11, 1898. Serial No. 693,250. (No model.)

620,060. Bicycle Gearing. Willis A. Tickner, Mar-

shall, Wash. Filed Sept. 9, 1896. Serial No. 602,283.

(No model.)

DESIGNS.

30,213. Fork-Tube for Bicycles, etc. William H.
Fauber, Chicago, 111. Filed Nov. 12, 1S98. Serial No.

696,306. Term of patent 7 years.

30,245. Bicycle-Frame. Edward C. Stearns, Syra-

cuse, N. Y. Filed May 9, 1898. Serial No. 680,229.

Term of patent 7 years.

TRADE-MARK.
32,535. Bicycle and Carrier Lamps. The Calcium

King Lamp Company, Waterbury, Conn. ; New York,

N. Y. ; Philadelphia, Pa.; Boston, Mass.; Chicago,

111., and Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed Jan. 12, 1899. The
words "Calcium King." Used since September, 1897.

TRADE ORGANIZATIONS.

National Wood Rim Association—Pres-
ident, E. S. Mead; vice-president, J. B.
Tucker; secretary-treasurer, W. W. Stall.

320 Broadway, New York.

Bubber Tire Associatioo — President,
Theodore A. Dodge; first vice-president,

L. K. McClymonds; second vice-presi-

dent, George T. Perkins; treasurer, Geo.
F. Hodgman; secretary, Kirk Brown,
Belleville, N. J.

Cycle Parts Manufacturers* Association.

—

President, R. H. Ramsey, Philadelphia,
Pa.; secretary, I. H. Dreyfus, Newark,
N.J.

Recent Patents.

619,721. Bicycle Brake and Clutch. LaFayette Con-

well, Chicago, 111., assignor, by direct, and mesne
assignments, to Allen JNIcQuarrie, G. Albert McCol-
lum and John Joseph Schaefer, same place. Filed

March 12, 1897. Serial No. 627,156. (No model.)

ADLETS*
For Sale, i^xchange, Etc. — Twenty-five words,

thirty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.
Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and Help Wanted,.— Answers received
in confidence and forwarded without charge. Rate:
25 words, one time, 50 cents; three times, $1.00; 50
words, one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00; 75 words,
one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-
tisements: One-half indh, one time, $1.00; four times,
$3.00; one inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner, patent attornty and
-*- mechanical expert, 608 F street, Washington, D.
C. Established 1883. I make an examination free of
charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

T^ANTED.—Capitalist with sand and push enough
*

' to introduce new invention that has sufficient

merit in it to control the entire output of the bicycle
trade. Address B. C. Brooks, 399 West St., New York.

3-9.

"\^ANTED.—Already established wholesale bicycle
' • dealer, in the Netherlands, will take on a few
more choice American lines of sundries to job in con-
nection with regular trade. Mail catalogue and ex-
port quotations. Satisfactory American references
given if business results. J. C. Van Oudenallen,
Frombergstraat, No. 2, Arnhem, Holland.—3-16.

"pp OR SALE.—Part interest in automatic brake and
J- coaster; patent allowed October 3; also allow half
interest in foreign patents to party furnishing capital
for same; this invention is held from the public pend-
ing application for foreign patents; rare opportunity
to right parties. Address William Taylor, 113 Kearny
Ave., Kearney, N. J., or Edgar Tate & Co., 245
Broadway, New York.—3-2.
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6l9,550. INTEGRAL CRANK-HAKQEE AJTO aSAE FORlt FOE 619,84-4. RACK FOR CYCLES. JAMK8 H. FYon, Jr.. Chicago 619544 PNEtTMATIC WBEEL-TIRK Oeorob H Clark Boe-
BICYCLES. William H. Fauber. Chicago, III. Piled July 26. 1897. IlL Filed Jaa 19. 1898. Serial No. 667,130. (No model) ton! Miuw W/i Sept 21 1898 Serial No 691 483 (No modeLi
Serial No. 646.024. (No model)

~

Clitiin.— I. A combiaed hanger and rear fork made of drawo

metal and consisting of two tubular parts or sectioas, each having at

its inner end an integral half-tubular half-shank terminating io half-

tubular httif fork-aroi!:, said parts or sections buing permanently joined

edge to ed^e.

619,315. SPROCKET-CHAIN. RoBKET M. KKATiBfl, Springfield,

Mass. Filed Feb. 27. 1897. Serial Na 626.288. (Ho model)

Cltiim.—I. In a cycle, the combination of the following lustru-

meutaljties, viz: the steering-post provided with a head having an

opening, a handle-bar extended through said opening and provided

with a worm-gear supported to rotate in said opening, a worra-aleevc

provided with a thurob-nut or wheel and extended into said head to

engage said worm-gear, a rod on which said worra-sleeve is loosely

mounted, means to secure said worm-sleeve on said rod against lon-

gitudinal movement, and means to secure said rod in aaid head, sub-

stantially as described.

619,498. DRIVING'MECHANISM FOR CYCLES Johannes T
PedebbEh, New York. N Y. FUed Oct 26, 1897. Serial No 656400
'"5 model) *

"

Claim.— 1. In a cyfile, a frame at one side of the driving-wheel

having an opening through it near the hub of said wheel, a ball-bear-

ing and a' shaft in thei opening, a gear attached at One end of the

Rhaft, crank-pins at opposite ends of the shaft, ir/to slotted levers, one

at each side of this portion of the frame and acting upon the crank-

pin, a pivotal 'support on said frame for the levers, and connecting-

rods at one side of the wheel and toot-levers for giving motion to the

rods, slotted levers, crauk^pins and gears, and a pinion upon the hub

at one side of the driving-wheel engaging the gear-wheel, snbstan-

tiallj as set-forth.

Claim.— I* A rack for cycles, wherein is combined a swinging
arm, having a hook at ita outer extremity, and bent at ite inner ex-
tremity to form a hinge, and having a crank thereon ; a hinged actu-
ating-arm, having a part at right angles to the length of said hooked
arm, and another part parallel therewith, and forming a hinge for

aaid actnating-arm, and a part beyond said hinge, engaging with said

crank on said hooked arm to actuate the same, and means to detail

the wheel of tlie cycle, substantially as described.

6 1 9,453. PNEUMATIC TIRE. Jahpbe P. Wariibb, Decatur;
Mich.

:
Roe P. Warner administrator of said Jasper P. Wanier, de-
Flled Dec. 21, 1897. Serial No. 662,904. (Bo model)

CUibn.— 1. In a sprocketKihain the combination of inner links

having pivot-openings, a portion of each of which is of an enlarged

diameter, outer links iia'ving openings of le&s diameter, pivots having

their end portions of a si/e to tit the pivot-openings in the outer links,

and the intermediate portion of a diameter to fit the pivot-openiag

in the iiiuer links, sleeves mounted on the pivots and arranged with

their ends entering the enlarged portions in the inner links, and anti-

fiiction-rolls mounted on the sleeves substantially as shown.

619,453. ADJUSTABLE HANDLE-BAR FOR BIGYCLEa Ak-

BEOSES.Vo3E,Brookliiie.MaBa FUed Nov. 22, 1897. Serial Na 659,373.

(Mo model)

Claim.—The combination of a suitable inflatable tire made up of

flexible material ; and overlapping armor-plates supported in rows at

each Hide, the edges of which interlock, the rows at each side projecting

under the next succeeding row from the rim outward, and the row

at the center or outer periphery of the tire overiapping the outer

edges of the next adjacent row^ at each side so that the edges of all

of the plates and rows interlock and the plates overlap outwardly
from the peripliery of the tire in both directions, as specified.

619,332. BICYCLE-FRAME Tbohas J. Lindsay, Lalay6tte,lDd.,'

assignor of one-half to Dietrich H. Lehman, same place. Filed Jan. 15,

1898. Serial No. 666,751 (No moael)

t'linm.—The combination, in a bicycle-frame, of the members 1.

2 and 3, the hanger and housing A having the projecting tubular por-

tion.s a, a, the plate A' having the ears a', by which it is connected

to said hanger, the structure Calso forming a housing'secured to the

member 3, and having the tubular projections <; c, on its front side,

the cap C secured over the open rear side of the part C^ said part

C^ telescopically mounted in the rear end of the part C, and the tubes

B B secured in and connecting the projecting tubular portions a, a,

and c, c, of the; hangers A and C, whereby a rigid frame is secured

and a cbain-casing provided capable of ready adjustment, substan-

tially as set forth

619,339. BICYCLE CRANK-SHAFT. WILLIAM H. Pehbbybb,
Buffalo, N, y. Filed Jan. 8, 1898. Serial No. 666.045. (No model)

Claim.— i. In a divieional crank-shaft, ashafTformed in two sec-

tionfl, having reduced interlocking ends, one section being larger in

cifcumference than the other and provided with a screw-threaded

portion near its juncture with its crank, and the other with a shoul-

'dernear its juncture with its crank, and a screw-threaded portion at a

short distance ft-om the inner side thereof, a sprocket screwed upon

the screw-threaded portion of said first section, a tabular sleeve pro-

vided with screw-threaded ends, a cone screwed partially upon one of

the ends of the tubular sleeve and partially upon the screw-threaded

portion of the first shaft-section, a locking-cone adapted to screw

upon the end of the sleeve to draw the ehaftr-sections together and
having an interioi* flange adapted to abut against the shoulder upon
the smaller shaft-section, and a supplemental tnhular sleeve having

an internally-screw-threaded outer end adapteji to screw upon the

screw-threaded portion of the smaller shaft portion, a beveled inner

end corresponding to the reduced end of the smaller shaft portion

and ks outer end forming a locking-abutment for the locir.ing-cone

as set forth.

Claim.— I. In a pneumatic wheel-tire, a circular tread-strip at
the tread side of the air-tube consisting of a flexible strip and a yield-
ing flexible strip secured together and a substantially^ non-extensible
strip of textile material secured to the said tread-slrip. substantially

as described.

619.469. SEAT-POST CLAMP. Eowjh E EBEiuw. Chicago. III.,

assignor to the Walker & Ehrman Mauulacturing Company, same
place, Filed Dec. 23, 1897. Serial No. 663,166. (No model)

Cl'ui/L.— 1. The combinationin a seat-post clamp of a contractible

and longitudinally-movable thimble encircling the post and made re-

versely taperingat its ends, the taper at one end being abrupt and that

at the other end being gentle, an outer thimble tapered interiorly to

correspond to the gently-tjipered end of the inner thimble and act-

ing 10 compres? that end when the inner thimble is moved longitudi-

nally, and a cap acting on the abruptly-tapered end and causing both

the contraction of that end and the longitudinal movement, aubstan-

tially as specified.

619,561. WHEEL-HDB AND AXLE CONNECTION. Peahk E
Oaebbb. Long Meadow. Mass. FUad Jaa SO. 1898. Serial No. 667.217.

(No model)

Cliiiiii. — \. The combination with a wheel-hub having an axle-

passage therethrough and having circular runwayson each end thereof

on which runways are projections extending toward ihe axis of the

hub. of an axle (extending through said hub of less diameter than said

axle- passage, roller-carriers attached to said axle and friction-rollers

intermediate of said carriers and runways and means for rotating said

a.xle, the diameter of the circle described by said friction-iollers beitig

less than the internal diameter of said runways substantially as set

forth.

619,672. GEAR-CASE COBSTANT A Cebvaliee and Noebset

G. VAS8SDB, Caen. Prance. Filed June 23, 1898. Serial No. 884,271.

(No model)

Claim.— 1. A driving-gear for velocipedes and the like, compris-

ing a crank-axle formed in one. piece, cranks secured to the ends of

the axle, curved arms extending from the crank-axle at or near the

middlethereof, a chain-wheel secured to the said arms, a box or cas-

ing having a socket portion at one end formiug a support for the

bearings at said end of the axle, the said box or casing having an en-

larged portion at its other end encircling the chain-wheel, and a cover

for the box or casing having an inwardly-extendmg central hub, en-

circling the other end of the axle, the said central hub extending

within the chain-wheel and serving as a support for the bearings at

said end of the axle, the bearings being arranged at the center of the

chain-wneel and eucircted by said wheel, substantially as shown and.

described.
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6'19,SO-4. BIcr'^L&SADuiiis. William H. HooRC wasblngtoD,

D. C. Pfled Aug. 27, 1896. Serial Na 604.131. (No modaL)
6 1 9,4:^^ 1. BIUYCLE UHJVINO MECHANISM. UUOTAF J0BH80H,

Denver. Colo. Filed July 26. 1898. Serial Na 686,955. (No model)

Ciaim.—l. A bicvcle-saildle, coosiating of a traneveree support,
clamps mounted upon said support aod arranged to be rotatably and
laterally adjusted upon said support, two longitudinally-diBposed
springs bodily movable with the clamps aod having a gliding and lon-
gitudinal adjustment in said clamps, atid two aeatsections carried by
•nd supported upon said longitudinal springs; whereby the sections
may be adjusted laterally, longitudinally and to variooe ioclinai.

619,136. ADJUSTABLE HANDLE-BAR FOR BICYCLES. Jahke

M. Blasbfield, Jackson. Mlcb. Filed Apr. 2, 1898. Serial No. 676,233,

{No model)

'Cf'iiiii.— i. In an adjustable handle-bar for a bicycle, the combi-

nation of a T connection provided with opposite pairs of eats having

angular apertures thei'ein, opposite members of the handle-bar hav-

ing transverse tubes at their inner ends and spring-actuated bolts pro-

jecting thereinto, and locbiog-cylindersin said tubes and havingclosed

heads with central angular apertures and cireumferentially-alined ap-

ertures to engage the inner ends of said bolts, arid angular cioss-bolts

connectiug the several parts.

619,367. BALL-BEARING ADJUSTMENT. HERBERT H. TeOMP-

bonI Gravelly, England, Filed June 18, 1898, Serial No. 683,831. (No

model)

r\

5k
u

Claim. 1. In a ball-bearing, the combination, with a hub-barrel

provided with an e.xternally-screw-threaded portion at one end hav-

ing longitudinal slots in it, of a ball-race slidable in the end of the

said barrel and provided with luga which project through the said

elots, adjusting-nuts engaging with the said screw-threaded portion

and bearing against the opposite sides of the projecting portions of

the said lugs, a spindle arranged inside the said barrel and provided

with a ball-race, and balls arranged between the said races, substan-

tially as set forth.

618,915." MOTOR-VEHICLE. Clahehoe STERLING, Bridgeport

Comi. FUed* Dea 21. 1897. Serial No. 662.833. (No model)

C/(iim.~\. In a motor-vehicle, the combination with a motor, of
power-transmitting mechanism for tommnnicating power from said
motor to said vehicle, consisting of a driving-ahafl and a counter-
shaft, support therefor, said shafts carrying normally loose gears of
different diameters adapted to register together, collars rigidly se-

cured to said shafts and in close pro.ximity to said gears, a coiled
spring about said collars and normally out of contact with the outer
surface thereof, one end of said coils anchored to said gears, the other
or free ends adapted to be engaged by rotatable sleeves carrying
drivers, for thejjiirpose set forth.

619,484. DEVICE FOR INSBRTIHU BALLS IN BBARINQS. Ma~
Rius HoQRKPE, Copenhagen, Denmaik. Filed Oct 3, 1898. Serial No

692.482. (No model)

Ciaim.~Thc combination in a bicycle driving-gear of the traini

of three gears, the cranks and the connecting-rods, with the casing

inclosing said train of gears and the ends of the rear-fork tubes hav-

ing cylindrical loops formed theicon, divided into two parts and
flanged to be clamped together; means for clamping said parts to-

gether; a split ring fltting in said looped ends, the rear-wheel axle,

a cone mounted on said a;(le, a row of balls around said cone, and
two cups threaded to the inside of said split ring and arranged ou

opposite sides of said cone in operative bearing relation to said row

of balls, and means for adjusting said cups substantially as described.

6 19.376. PARCEIrCARRIER FOR BICYCLES. WiLLiAM K
White, Nyacli, N. Y., aealgnor of one-half to Charles H, Rutherford,

New York, N. Y. Filed Jan, 29, 1898. Serial No. 668,380. (No model)

&/iihii 1 The combmation with a supporting-arm, of an upper

clamp comprising two forwardiy-projecting adjustable jaws pivoted

together and one of said jaws pivoted between its ends to the upper

tnd of said arm. a clamp provided with a lower jaw having en adjust-

ing-dcrew. and a horizontal rotary stud turning in an opening in the

arm and to the for^vardend of which said lower jaw is pivoted ; sub-

stantially as described

619^,499. BICYCLE CRANK-SHAFT. Wiluam H. Pbbsbyrss,
Buffalo. N. Y. Filed Dec. 18, 1897. Serial No. 662,391. (No model)

Cyaim.— l. In a device tor inserting and holding balls in interior
grooves, the combinatioii with body /., of a sleeve // on said body,
and suitable mean.s for fixing .said sleeve in proper position on the
body for guiding balls into a groove, substautiallv as described.

619,537. SPROCKET'WHEEL FOR CYCLE-CHAINS. Qeoroe
W. BUFFORD, New York, N. Y. Filed May 2, 1898. Serial No 679,463
(No model)

Cta'tm.— I. A parcel-carrier for bicycles, comprising two rcar-

wardly-projecting arms, the free ends of said arms being shaped into

hooks adapted to support the strings of a parcel, the forward ends
of said arms being integrally connected by means of a loop extended
downwardly and adapted to contact with the under side of the sad-

dle-post T, the supporting-plate adapted for contact with the upper

portion of said T, the ends of said plate being bent around and clamped
to the said arms, a clamping-plate adapted for contact with the un-

der side of said T, the ends of said clamping-plate being bent around
and clamped to said arms, anda thumb orset screw adapted to clamp
said claiQping-plate firmly to the T, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

619,186. RKFAIR AND ASSEMBLING JACK. HARRY T. KIH68-

BiiRY. Keene, N, H. Filed Mar. 12. 1897. Serial No. 627.160. fNomodelV

Claim.— 1. The combination with the chain uaving plate-linKs

and intermediate single links, of a sprocket-wheel that is thinner than
the distance between the plate-links of the chain, the projecting teeth

of the sprocket-wheel being bent outward and in alternate opposite

directions, so as to bear against the chain directly adjacent to the

plate-links thereof and alternately, for unifying the action of the parts

and admitting of a light weight of the sprocket-wheel, substantially

as .»et forth.

619,408. WHEEL FOR VEHICLES John A. Heaky. Philadel-

phia, Pa Filed Jaa 27, 1898. Serial No. 668.132. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a wheel for vehicles, in combination with a bub

and spokes, a stiff inner rim and a stiff outer felly, concentric with

said rim, with a S|)ace between them ; a rubber tube or tubes set be-

tween said rim and felly, binding-rods J J', set within said tabe to

distend the latter into a groove K in the inner face of the felly and

to compress it into a groove K' in the outer face of the inner rira

;

the opposing ends of each of said rods being separated and screw-

threaded and joined by a right and left female screw-threaded clamp

,

whereby, the inner rim and outer felly are secured together, substan-

tially as described.

6 19,505. MOTOR-VEHICLE George L Roby, Albion, Mich.

Filed Dec. 31, 1896, Serial No. 617.661 (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a bicycle, the combination of a two-part shaft, one

portion having a peripheral screw-threaded enlargement, a tubular

sleeve having a flange at one end, a sprocket having a central scre«'-

threaded opening adapted to screw upon the screw-threaded enlarge-

ment, and provided with a portion fitting over said flange and means

for locking the shaft garts aiid the sleeve together, as setforth.

C/aim.^]. The regulation of the speed and direction of n vehicle

by the combination of a post journaled to its body, having a sec-

ondary shaft journaled therein passing through a splined or .'^Ij^ing

nut, with a controlling-lever composed of two or more parts, the i-o-

tation of which will cause the rotation of the secondary shaft at

tached to the said post, and the lateral movement thereof causing a

partial rotation of said post substantially as described..
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The Companies composing The American

Saddle Co, have in past years demonstrated

their ability to successfully conduct their af-

fairs in an individual capacity, and having

combined their capital, brains and facilities,

it is but a natural result that this 'composite''

of the best there was in each, must and will

be far more effective in producing the best

there is or can be in saddle construction, and

at the minimum of cost.

The American Saddle Co. unquestionably

takes precedence from the moment of its or-

ganization, and buyers will be quick to see

that their interests will be best subserved by

an organization controlling the best facilities

and the greatest resources as regards capital

and saddle-making intelligence ever concen-

trated under one management.

I THE AMERICAN SADDLE CO.,
I American Trust Building, Cleveland, Ohio. t
! !•
: :
: Kindly mention The Wheel. >
.*. {
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Stevens Won Twenty-four-Hour Race.

San Francisco, Feb. 27.—Stevens won the

24-hour race at midnight by a few laps, the

finish being quite e.xciting. The record for

24 hours was not reached by over four miles.

The commencement of the last hour of the

race found Turville and Stevens tied for first

place, Lawson in third position. Pierce fourth

and Waller fifth. Pierce and Waller were tied

for fourth place, but an accident to Waller's

wheel shortly after the second hour compelled

him to dismount, thereby losing two laps and

forcing him into fifth place. By mutual agree-

ment the sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth and

tenth men withdrew from the contest, being

satisfied with their positions and being unable

to better them.

Waller withdrew from the contest after

riding 451 miles 4J laps. This left Turville and

Stevens to fight it out for first place, Lawson

taking third and Pierce fourth places. Lawson

and Pierce retired from the track just before

the last mile, leaving Turville and Stevens to

fight it out for first place.

The last mile was a loaf, the riders going

so slowly that they could hardly hold the

steep banks. On the bell tap for the last round

Stevens jumped and got a lead of a length over

Turville, which he increased to five lengths at

the tape. The spectators went wild and the

Buffalo boy was heartily cheered for his vic-

tory.

The score at the close was

:

Stevens, 459 miles 6 laps; Turville, 459 miles 6

laps; Lawson, 455-6; Pierce, 455-3; Waller, 451-4; Chap-
man, 440-5; Fredericks, 445-5; Julius, 447-2; Ashinger,
412-4; Nawn, 401-1.

The record for 24 hours is 464 miles, made

by Pierce.

Bikes Beaten at JVast.

San Francisco, Feb. 23.—At Mechanics' Pa-

vilion last night, Floyd McFarland of San

Jose defeated Harry Elkes, of Glens Falls,

N. Y., in a 15-raile race, and also beating

several world's records. The riders started

from opposite sides of the track and were

paced -by 20 men. Elkes quit at the end of

eight and a third miles, McFarland then

being about 10 laps in the lead. The time of

the winner, which lowers all indoor records

from three miles up, was as follows by miles:

One, 2.01; two, 4.04; three, 5.49; four, 7.44;

five, 9.44; six, 11.45; seven, 13.46; eight, 15.41;

nine, 17.52; ten, 19.59; eleven, 22.08; twelve,

24.14; thirteen, 26.14; fourteen, 28.14; fifteen,

30.22.

McFarland has decided to stick to middle-

distance work and a fine equipment of pacing

machines will be built for him at Erie.

Downing and Cotter won the tandem race

over Goodman and Eaton in two straight

heats. Time, 3.10, 2.07.

Eddie Leonard, 60 yards, beat Teddy Good-
man, 25 yards, and William Furman, 35 yards,

in the one-mile handicap. Time, 2.09.

What tlie Outlaws Say.

A report from San Francisco says that

under no conditions will the forty-five promi-
nent racing men on the Pacific Coast at this

time compete again under L. A. W. manage-

ment. A thorough canvass was made of the

entire aggregation competing in San Fran-

cisco. In no case was there even a possibility

of such a thing expressed. The action of the

National Assembly in giving the riders a

representative in the Assembly and upon the

Racing Board caused only a smile. "They

still think a professional rider not good

enough to associate with them," said "Jimmy"

Michael. "We are quite as good as they,"

said Harry Elkes, the middle-distance cham-

pion. Bald said: "Not a man of us will re-

turn. The American Racing Cyclists' Union

brought about this breakaway and will stand

by its colors to the last. The National Cy-

cling Association will include all the big

tracks upon which we made the money. The

other tracks will have to follow the lead of

the riders and track owners or lose prominent

competitors, as the 250 membership of the

Union contains all the prominent men, with

the exception of Major Taylor, who will not

make a race meet. He was the only traitor,

and will have to stand the Union's punish-

ment."

Takes Two to Fight.

President Keenan of the L. A. W., in a re-

cent talk in his home town, Pittsburg, said:

"I have seen much in the newspapers about

the prospects of a bitter fight between the

League and the National Cycling Association.

As it takes two to get up a fight, I am safe

in saying that there will not be one in this

instance. This does not imply, of course,

that we will not take steps for a most vigor-

ous defense should they become necessary, or

that we will wink at individual violations of

racing rules."

An Important Alliance.

The alliance closed last Saturday between

President Keenan for the L. A. W. and the

^lilitary Athletic League means that races in

which military athletes take part throughout

the country must be held under the auspices

of the L. A. W. This is not a particularly

good stroke of business for the interests of

the outlawed racing men's association, but it

probably means a good deal in backing up the

eiTort of the L. A. W. to maintain its racing

control.

Yes, quite enough. More than enough-

The woods are full of 'em. And they have

more officers, prospective officers, supporters

and prospective supporters, new members and

members who are made new for each occa-

sion, than you can shake a stick at.

Advantage of Small Stature.

Riders of small stature undoubtedly are

more cut out for paced races than big men. A
small rider can get more shelter from his

pacing machine than can a bigger man. There

must be something in this, as most of the

crack riders of small stature seldom give their

admirers a chance of seeing how they shape

in unpaced races.

where the Pneumatic Began.

In May, 1889, at Belfast, Ireland, the pneu-

matic tire made its first appearance in a bi-

cycle race. The machine used weighed 36

pounds. Its rider, W. Hune, started from

near the medium position in two handicap

races. He won both wiith great ease, no

other rider being within 100 yards of him at

the finish.

The New Racing Board.

President Keenan of the L. A. W. denies

the report that he cannot get a good man to

take the chairmanship of the Racing Board.

There afe many good men offering to take

the place. The latest rumor is that Gerlach

of Chicago will be chairman, with Robinson

of Boston, McCarthy of New York, Uhler of

Philadelphia, and Mears of Cleveland as his

fellow members.

Now, Caspar, You're Shouting.

The Southern Cycling Association, Western
Cycling Association, California Associated
Cycling Clubs, American Racing Cyclists'

Union, and recently the National Cycling As-
sociation, are the organizations already exist-

ing for the control and furtherance of profes-

sional racing. Surely enough of them.—Cas-
par Whitney, in Harper's Weekly.

Canadians Turn Down N. C. A.

Toronto, Ont., Feb. 25.—At a meeting of the

Executive Committee of the Canadian Wheel-

men's Association to-day, the application of

the National Cyoling Association was dis-

cussed. It was decided that the Internaticmal

Cyclists' Union, and not the Canadian Wheel-

men's Association, should take action in the

matter.

Gimm's Condition.

San Francisco, Feb. 27.—Louis Gimm, who
was reported in very bad shape a few days ago

as the result of his efforts in the recent six-day

contest, is reported to be in a serious condi-

tion, and his recovery is doubtful. The physi-

cians have as yet been unable to diagnose his

case to a certainty.

Rushing Things.

This year's Bordeaux-Paris road race is

expected to be the most remarkable race on

record, as some of the automobile pacing ma-

chines which will assist the wheelmen are said

to be capable of a speed of 40 miles an hour!

Will the authorities permit the race? That is

the question.

Short Sprints.

The French racer Lesna, who was a com-

petitor on several occasions in this country,

has given up racing in order to manage a

motor business in Berlin.

On February 28 bills to prohibit 24-hour

races were given a hearing before the joint

codes committee in Albany, 'N. Y.

The Aiken Bicycle and Athletic Association

holds its annual mid-winter race meet in

Aiken, Ga., to-day, March 2.

Michael has left San Francisco for the East,

to begin work at once as jockey in the ser-

vice of the Dwyers.

Detroit Wheelmen have dropped about $10,-

000 in racing and will have no more of it.

Jack Prince has constructed a bicycle track

at Houston, Tex.

A six-day race for women is to be held in

Pittsburg soon.

Flavell's Sea View Hotel, Sea Cliff, 1,. I.
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Won by a Bead Man.

Vancouver, B. C, Feb. 24.—Australian ad-

vices by the steamship Miowera tell of a re-

markable bicycle race in Sydney which v.-a.s

won by a dead man. It occurred at a 'j'g

electric light carnival. In a one mile --ace

there were fifty entries, some of the fastest

men in Australia taking part in it. While 10,-

000 people watched this particular race, which
was for a magnificent cup, young James Som-
erville passed under the tape a winner and a

dead man. At the start he quickly forged

ahead, closely followed by another crack rider

named Percy Cliff. They left forty-eight

riders away in the rear and shot around the

track almost wheel to wheel. When within

twenty-five yards of the tape Somerville, who
still led by half a wheel, was seen to relax his

hold on the handle-bars. His pedals whirled

around, however, and he pluckily held his

position. Five yards from the tape Cliff put

on a tremendous spurt, and struck Somer-
ville's hind wheel, shooting the machine with

its then almost inanimate burden like a rocket

across the tape. The crowd yelled wildly,

but silence ensued when Somerville, after

crossing the tape, plunged headforemost from
the machine on the hard track. When picked
up he was dead. Physicians who examined
his body said he must have had an attack of

heart failure on the last lap.

The Track Was Not Short.

According to a report sent out from San
Francisco, the track on which the recent six-

day race occurred measured 56 inches over a

mile, eighteen inches from the pole. It is an

eight-lap track.

To Bar Foreigners.

At a recent meeting of the N. C. U., which
holds the same position in England as the

L. A. W. does here, Henry Sturmey proposed
to limit the English championships to native-

born Englishmen. The motion was thrown
out, partly because, it carried, it would have
excluded all Britons born outside of England
itself. At the sairie time there seemed to be
a feeling over there in favor of barring out
all but British subjects.

Oregon Riders Jubilant.

A bill to provide for a tax on cyclists for

the building and protection of cycle paths was
passed a few days ago by the Oregon Legisla-
ture and the construction of paths will begin
immediately. The tax is $1.25 a year. The
machines are to be tagged.

A bill has been introduced into the Michi-
gan Senate prohibiting the riding of bicycles

on sidewalks in any village or city in the
state.

f Manhattan Exercisers... |
FOR A SIDE LINE.

A Complete Home Gymnasium with
book of Instructions.

THE ONLY 45-CENT EXERCISER IN THE WORLD.

1. Children's and others of small
strength $ .45

2. Ladies' 50

3. Medium formenofordmary strength .60

4. Heavy for strong men 75

5. Extra heavy for athletes 90

The Hendrickson Exerciser..

A pul'ey-machine of highest grade, at

prices lower than any other in the market.

No. II. Children's and others of small strength $1.25

" 12." Ladies' '-50

" 13. Medium for men of ordinary slreugth 2.00
" 14' Heavy for strong men 2.50
'• 15. Extra heavy for athletes, 3.00

Patents granted in the
Uuited States, England
and Germany. Patents
applied for in France.

They are a paying side line

for bicycle stores. Write for

trade discounts and our pro-
position to consign you a stocls

of Exercisers. We want agents
in every town and city in the
United States L. A. W. mem-
bers preferred.
Any of the above Exercisers

will be sent by mail to any
address in the United States,

on receipt of price as per list.

I
Manhattan Web Co., «"pr.'...:«':\«:

|

The "Reliable"
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED

FOR BICYCLE
REPAIR SHOPS

Screw^Cutting

lengine Xatbe.
The most complete tool of its kind

made. Has power cross feed, friction

feed and screw feed, rise and fall tool

post, micrometer index, etc., etc. Made .

in two sizes, 10 .\ 25 inches and 10 x 36

inches between centres, either with
countershaft or foot motion.

List Price, 10 x 25 * 1 00.00
10x36 'llO.OO

1 .5-in. chuck fitted 1

1 J4-in drill chuckfitted J-SIS.00 net.
1 Set 10 Tools

The Iniversal Tube Cutter

ri^-:55S

Cuts Tubing- from % to IJ^ inch dia-
meter, a square and accurate cut.
Has gauge and rest for tubing.

HAND MACHINE, as per accom-
panying cut $ 13. 00

COMBINATION MACHINE,
Power and Hand $16.00

CUTTERS, each 30

Send for '99 Fittings Catalogue, showing 2,000 combinations of Frame Sets.

• FITTINGS THAT KIT."

PETER A. FRASSE & CO.> ^s fulton^st.
^^^^

Kindly mention The Wheel.

SCHRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE
Trade-Mark Registered April 30, 1895.

NOTTCB.
Manufacturers of Bicycles, Jobbers

and Dealers:
In order to facilitate the
obtaining of

Parts of tbe ScDradcr Universal Ualvc

I have concluded to sell parts

only to the general trade.

Parts 99-1, OO-?, 99-3, 99-4, may be had from all

tire-makers, or from A. SchradEr'S Son. Price-

list and descriptions sent on application.
Kindly mention

SIMPLE AND
ABSOLUTELY AIR-TIGHT.

MANUFACTURED BY

A. SCHRADER^S SON,
Established 1844.

99-3

The Wheel.

30 and 32 Rose Street,

NEW YORK, U. S. A.
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You Can't Fool Us, Birdie.

bluebird! perched on an aspen limb

In the February glitter,

You can't fool me with your syren hymn
Or the twist of your tunesome twitter;

1 know, while of vernal things you blab.

That the buds don't burst nor the brooklets bab,

And that 'neath your promissory gab

There's an ornithological titter.

It's a chestnut, birdie, so it is—

This little toot you're tooting

—

You seem to make it your annual "biz"

To come at the first saluting

Of genial air, and chirp about

The dandelion's coming out

And the rhubarb's readiness to sprout.

And the verdure's general shooting.

But, bluebird perched on an aspen limb.

This Spring you sing's a spectre,

You can yawn the thing till your senses swim

In a sea of god-kissed nectar,

But you can't inveigle a rider that's cute

To shufHe his four-ply flannel suit.

Nor, in a moment of rashness, shoot

His all-wool chest-protector.

Advising Mr. Darnier.

Editor The Wheel: In response to the

inquiry regarding single-steering tandems

made in your last issue by Williain Darnief,

it is tlie writer's opinion that Mr. Darnier

will derive greater pleasure and incur less

work in general road riding by using the

single-steering machine. A single-steering

tandem is unquestionably easier to handle

than the double-steering one, for the reason

that the control thereof is in the hands of but

one rider. With the double-steerer, no matter

how much the riders may have ridden to-

gether, there is occasionally a tendency to pull

in opposite directions, thus causing it to be

harder for both riders, and at critical times

making it extremely difficult to avoid acci-

dents. In the country where there are nar-

row sidepaths, or where the road is uneven,

it is almost impossible to navigate a double-

steerer. The work of steering a single-steer-

ing machine is rather difficult in the begin-

ning, but when once accustomed to it, any

woman can handle the machine with but

little more difficulty than a single wheel. In

selecting a single-steering tandem, care should

be taken, however, to see that the frame is

perfectly in line and if it is a second-hand

machine, that the head-cups and cones are

in good condition. To insure an easily-han-

dled machine, the steering-head bearings

should be kept carefully adjusted. In riding

the rear rider should depend absolutely upon
the one in front, for although the handle-bars

are not connected it is possible, by exerting

pressure on one side or the other, to make
it extremely difficult for the forward rider to

handle the machine. In certain sections it is

becoming very popular for the woman to

occupy the rear seat, particularly on long

rides, when it will vary the monotony and
relieve the work for her to occasionally change
saddles with her companion.

A Married Centurion.

first place he is on the right track when he

decides on a double-diamond machine, for a

combination tandem is an invention of the

evil one, and the provocation for more pro-

fanity than any other invention ever patented.

As to the steering, by all means get a single-

steerer, and Mr. D. will do well if he steers

it himself. I have had two years' experience

with the single-steering machine, and the

scheme of steering it myself, while my wife

rides the rear seat, and rejoices in stationary

handle-bars and the absolute freedom from

responsibility that goes with them.

Of course, some objections may be raised

to the lady's occupying the rear seat. Still,

the advantages are so obvious to anyone who
has ridden a tandem on the foregoing plan

that the objections are speedily lost sight of.

There are two good reasons for riding this

way that I think will appeal to Mr. D. as an

experienced rider. In a tight place, and

when a sudden dismount is imperative, the

front seat is no place for a lady. While on

the back she can make as quick a dismount

as the man can, which means a good deal.

The other reason is that I have never seen

the time when one head was not better than

two in steering a tandem, and with all due

respect to the ladies, a steersman often needs

the strength that they do not possess.

Hoping that these ideas of mine may be of

some assistance to him, T. E. R.

A State Aid Law in Michigan.

A bill is in the hands of a member of the

House of Representatives of Michigan, pro-

viding for state aid in the construction of

highways. The bill originated with E. N.

Hines, chief consul of the Michigan Division

of the L. A. W. The bill provides that when
several or more freeholders file a request with

the highway commissioner of any town in the

state to construct or improve a sidepath for

the use of pedestrians and cyclists, along any

public highway or traveled road, it shall be

done as is provided by law in case of the

construction of highways. The cost is to be

borne in the same proportion. Chief Consul

Hines recites the fact that a similar law in

New Jersey works very satisfactorily. All

paths are to be from four to eight feet wide.

The bill also gives private parties and asso-

ciations the right to construct such paths at

their own expense, the cost of maintaining

them afterwards to fall on the township. An-
other bill aims to compel farmers and others

to keep sidepaths clean and free from ob-

structions.

What Another Man Says.

Editor The Wheel: I noticed a letter in

your last issue from Mr. Darnier, asking for

opinions on tandems, and would say that he

is welcome to my opinions as follows: In the

Amendments to Sidepath Bill,

A hearing on the Albany County Sidepath

bill was given by the Assembly Committee on
Internal Affairs, at Albany, N. Y., a few

days ago. The .matter is printed here as

being of interest to those who are pushing

side-path .plans in other states.

Mr. Johnson advocated practically the same
amendments to the county as those which he
proposed to the state sidepath bill at the hear-
ing before the Senate Committee last week.
^Ir, Johnson contended that the first thing
to be considered was the preservation of hig'h-

ways for their original purposes. He called

attention to defects in the construction of the
Whitehall road sidepath. Mr. Chism said if

such defects existed they would be corrected.

Mr. Rowell explained the necessity for the

amendments which bicycle people wanted, not
abandoning his advocacy of a more severe
penalty for infractions of the law. The law
last year provided for a fine of not less than
$5 or more than $25. He wanted to add an
imprisonment penalty. This was opposed by
Mr. Stedman.
Assemblyman Coughtry will insist upon

abandonment of any proposition for imprison-
ing anyone who may drive over a sidepath.
The last batch of amendments submitted to

the state bill was given Senator Krum after

a conference with Assemblymen Coughtry and
McEwan and Mr. Chism yesterday afternoon.
Among the amendinents thus submitted, the
most of which will have to be accepted in

order to get the bill out, are these: That,
paths shall not be constructed on roads of
two rods in width or less without the con-
sent of the local highway commissioner; that
where they are constructed upon or aJong
regularly constructed sidewalks the consent
of all the abutting owners must be obtained;
providing for consent of town boards; that the
sidepaths may be occupied or driven upon
temporarily for the reception or delivery of
cargoes: that the driving of animals on the
path must be willful to constitute an offense:

that in default of the payment of a fine the
violator shall be imprisoned for a term not
exceeding one day for each unpaid dollar of

the fine.

No Cycle Tax In Richmond.

There has been a movement in Richmond,
Va., to impose a tax of $1 upon all bicycles.

An ordinance was drawn up but was rejected

on the strength of the following opinion from
the city attorney to the chairman of the

committee on ordinances:

Dear Sir,—Replying to the request of your
committee to inform you as to whether the
city has the power, under its charter, or under
the general law governing cities and towns,
to tax bicycles (or keepers of bicycles) used
on the streets of the city by its citizens, I beg
to say as follows:
There can be no doubt that a "bicycle" is a

"carriage," as defined in the dictionaries. The
question, therefore, is to be determined by a
construction of section 1042 of the Code of

1887, which allows any city to require a license
"for the privilege of keeping in the city or
town for hire any wheeled carriage;" or of
sections 71 and 72 of the charter of the city,

which allows the city to grant or refuse a
license "to owners or keepers of wagons,
drays, carts, hacks, and other wheeled car-
riages, kept or employed in the city for hire."

I am unable to find, and I am satisfied there
cannot be found, any legislative authority al-

lowing the city to require a license of owners
of bicycles or other carriages not kept "for
hire."

I am, therefore, of opinion that the city
has no authority to require a license for the
keeping or riding of a bicycle, unless such
bicycle is kept "for hire," in which case I am
of opinion that it may prescribe a license to
be required of persons keeping for hire bicy-
cles in the city.

Fate of a Philosopher.

A citizen who seemed to be clothed and in

his right mind stepped in front of a flying

tandem pair on the Boulevard and asked

to be run down. He was accommodated. He
doubtless belongs to that school of philoso-

phers who believe that it is wise to hasten any

inevitable disaster and encounter it of volition

rather than let it overtake you unaware.

A Wheelmen's Day in Colorado.

It is said that the cyclists of Denver are

planning to' petition the Colorado legislature

that a day be set aside each year to be known
as Wheelmen's Day and that it be declared

a legal holiday.
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Wliat They Thought of It.

A fuller report of the National Assembly
of the League of American Wheelmen than

had been printed for a long time appeared in

The Wheel of February 16. The main pur-

pose of the report was to demonstrate a fact

which the general public and the cycle trade,

if not a large percentage of the League itself,

had apparently forgotten—that the L. A. W.
has done grand work, and can do grander

work for the trade. A copy of the report

was sent to each national delegate in the L.

A. W., and opinions were asked for. A large

number have been received and a few are

printed below:

P. S. Collins, secretary-treasurer Pennsylvania Di-
vision.—i sincerely congratulate you. It is by long
odds tile best report ot a iNational Assembly meeting
i have ever seen and t shall take pleasure in retain-
ing the current copy of The W heel in the records of
the Division.

Abbot Bassett, national secretary.—Allow me to con-
gratulate you. i wish that 1 might have the resources
which would allow me to present so comprehensive a
report. I shall take great pleasure in making your
report an important part of the official record which
1 keep.

Isaac B. Potter, ex-president.—Your report gives all

that is worth recording of that most interesting meet-
ing and is the best report I have seen.

Herbert W. Knight, official stenographer.—I was
much struck by its completeness and accuracy. Act-
ing as I have for several years as the official steno-
grapher of the Assembly, I am able to appreciate the
work. The features which especially struck me in the
report were its fullness, fidelity and fairness.

Edward O. Chase, New Jersey.—Congratulate you
on its completeness and fairness in all respects. The
so-called report in "Bicycling World," of Boston, is

absurd in comparison.

O. N. Lawson, secretary-treasurer Kentucky Di-
vision.—It is by far the most satisfactory report I

have seen, and not more remarkable for its complete-
ness than for its elimination of unnecessary detail.

C. P. Du Shane, New Castle, Pa.—The report is the
most complete I liave read of this or any convention
since I have been on the National Board. Irnpar-
tiality was probably the most prominent feature in it

to my eye.

W. S. Bull, secretary-treasurer New York Division.

—I consider it the most complete and the fairest re-

port I have seen. I particularly appreciate the very
full report of the meeting of chief consuls and sec-

retary-treasurers.

H. W. Foltz, first vice-president.—Convention re-

ports are generally dry reading, but I think you have
succeeded admirably by a happy combination of fact

and fancy, which could be followed advantageously by
some of your competitors. It was done in the same
felicitous style which characterized the report of the

national meet at Indianapolis last August.

Robt. W. Dye. Brooklyn.—I have delayed answer-
ing until I could take time to read other reports. I

shall keep vour report for future reference, in pref-

erence to all others.

Conway ^\'. Sams, chief consul Maryland Division.

—

Your account was both full and accurate. I feel sat-

isfied that if your influential paper will continue to

help us we will see great results in the future. Co-
operation between the cycle trade and the League
means everything—successful road building, dollars and
cents to the trade and added pleasure for the rider.

F. P. Van Valkenburg, chief consul Wisconsin
Division.—I am glad you gave space to the meeting
of the chief consuls. I think yours is the only paper
that made mention of it.

D. W. Robert, St. Louis.—The report is excellent

and the best published.

Wallace Sherwood, chief consul Indiana Division.

—

It was both full and accurate. The attitude you take

on the relation of the trade to the L. A. W. is similar

to an opinion I arrived at some three years ago. The
L. A. W. is one of. if not the greatest, means of

opening up new territory for the trade.

N. S. Cobleigh. Brooklyn.-1 read it with great in-

terest, having been unable to attend. The feature'

which impressed me most were its thoroughness and

clear exposition of apparently everything of conse-

quence done, and reflecting the spirit as well as the
transactions of the Assembly, if every wheelman would
read it, I believe the League would profit thereby, in
my judgment the most enective way to strengthen
the League is to circulate broadcast and persistently
just such information.

C. W. Small, chief consul Maine Division.—Con-
gratulate you on the excellence of the work. I was
in attendance and can therelore vouch for the cor-
rectness and completeness with which the meeting
was covered.

A. M. Chadwick, Lowell, Mass.—Very comprehen-
sive and accurate. I enjoyed the personals regarding
those who were prominent, as in all cases they seemed
to me to be very pat.

Edward N. Hines, chief consul Michigan Division.

—

I wish to commend you for the enterprise you ex-
hibited in publishing such a thorougli and accurate
account. A feature which strikes me as especially
valuable is your reference to the value of tfie L. A.
W. to the trade.

Ralph W. Webster, Elmira, N. Y.—I have read your
report and those published in other papers. The re-
port furnished by you is the best. I wish that every
member of the League could have this report, as they
will receive nothing of the kind from the official

"Bulletin," and it is, I believe, very important that
this information should be placed before the individual
members.

J. Fred Adams, ex-auditor.—Your paper seems to
have given the best account of the doings, to my
mind.

W. A. Holmes, chief consul Connecticut Division.

—

Your report is by far the best I have seen.

Suing the Whole Outfit.

Mrs. Mary Lyons, of Rome, N. Y., has

brought suit against the mayor, the chief of

police, Mrs. Francella Phillips, her son Fred-

erick Phillips, and the city of Rome to re-

cover $3,000 damages for injuries alleged to

have been received by the plaintiff on October

10, 1898, 'by being run into by Frederick

Phillips on a bicycle. Among the allegations

it is claimed that a state law prohibits bicycle

riding on the sidewalk and that the mayor
and chief of police are liable for not enforcing

the statute; also that an ordinance was passed

by the common council prohibiting bicycle

riding on the sidewalks, and that its veto by

the mayor was illegal; also that bicycle rid-

ing on the sidewalk is so common that it has

become a public nuisance and the city is liable

for not abating the nuisance. It is estimated

in the complaint that there are about 2,000

bicycles in the city and that they are ridden on

the sidewalks at all times of the day and night,

by people sober or intoxicated, to the great

danger of pedestrians. This claim was pre-

sented to the council about a month ago and

rejected.

Eating and Drinking.

An average man requires fifty-nine ounces

of food per diem. He needs thirty-seven

ounces ot water for drinking, and in breathing

he absorbs thirty ounces of oxygen. He eats

as much water as he dninks, so much of that

fluid being contained in various foods. In

order to supply fuel for running the body

machine and to make up for waste tissue he

ought to swallow daily the equivalent of

twenty ounces of bread, three ounces of pota-

toes, one ounce of butter and one quart of

water. The body is mostly water. The body

of a 'man weighing 154 pounds contains

ninety-six pounds, or forty-six quarts of

water.

Woman's pedaling is perfect imperfection.

Chicago, last week, stood at the grave of

one who was a man among men while he
lived. David Bradley, the head of the David
Bradley Mfg. Co., lived for 87 years, and his

life was not one of idle existence, filled as it

was with business enterprise and consequent
cares. He was born in Groton, N. Y., but he
came to Chicago when the now great city had
only 2,500 inhabitants, most of whom were
Indians who paddled their canoes up and
down the creeks of the swamps upon which
are now erected magnificent buildings. His
life was a most pacific one, and public office

did not attract him, but he was a mighty
worker in the field of commerce. Mr. Brad-

ley in 1835 built the first foundry in Chicago.

Here were made the plows which were soon
actively turning up the soil of the great west-

ern states. Desiring to extend his factory

plant, he went to North Kankakee, and the

people of that city in a short time found that

the name of Bradley was more popular than

the name of their town, and they immediately

changed it to Bradley, and to-day Bradley,

111., is one of the thriving towns of the Prairie

state. David Bradley is known to the cycle

trade through the David Bradley Mfg. Co.,

being the makers of the now famous America
bicycle. The immediate guidance of that

part of the business, however, is entrusted to

the capable C. E. Sanders.

Washing In and Out.

L. M. Richardson, of the Monarch Cycle

Mfg. Co., carries in stock at all times a fund

of wit and satire which cannot be surpassed.

In January, '97, the Monarch people had a

traveler who was working Colorado. It was

just about the time that the country around

Denver was undergoing a heavy rainfall and

floods were causing the traveler considerable

worry and delay. Richardson wired him on

Friday preceding the Chicago show, which

opened on Saturday, to come to Chicago that

day to attend the show. Late in the after-

noon a message came back reading: "Im-
possible to come. Wash out on line." Richard-

son stopped his stenographer, who was just

about to go home, dictated and sent the fol-

lowing message: "Makes no difference. Buy
a shirt and come at once." The traveling man
reached the show on Tuesday.

Van Valkenburg's Persistency.

Cycling history should not be without the

story of how the good roads plank was in-

serted in the platform of the Democratic party

at the last national convention which was held

in Chicago. Chief Consul Van Valkenburg, of

Wisconsin, the ball-bearing orator of the Na-

tional Assembly, stationed himself near a room
where the Committee on Resolutions was in

session, and remained there nearly seven

hours. When his chance came he handed six

of the men on that committee the plank to be

inserted in the platform. It went in.

Trade Items.

The store of Daniel Klock, Jr.. & Co., of

Troy, N. Y., wholesale rubber goods, was re-

cently destroyed by fire.

The Speirs Mfg. Co., of Worcester, Mass.,

are reported to have given real estate and

chattel mortgages for $70,000.
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MENDS AND METHODS.

Testing Front Forks.

It is always wise alter repairing a front fork-

to test tlie same for tlie purpose of discov-

ering, whetlier the legs are parallel or not.

A simple way of doing this is to fix the stand

of the fork in a vise; a straight-edge should

then be placed near the head of the fork and

another across the ends of the legs. By
bringing the two edges of the straight-edges

in line with the eye, any irregularity will be

made perfectly plain, and can be remedied by

carefully hammering or by springing the legs in

the direction in which they should go. Although

the legs of the fork may be parallel with each

other, the stand may not be in a central line

between them. This should be tested by hold-

ing a straight-edge against one side of the

shank and measuring the distance from its

edge to the end of the leg on that side. The

straight-edge should then be placed on the

opposite side of the shank and the distance

to the other end of the leg measured. If the

two measurements correspond, the form may
be considered to be true in every respect.

Should they not correspond, the shank should

be held in the vise and the fork sprung in the

required direction until they do. As a fur-

ther and final check, the wheel should be

placed in the fork and the distance from the

rim to the sides should be carefully meas-

ured.

Removing Tight Cranks.

Here is a sketch and plan for removing

tight cranks that is simple and generally ef-

fective. Place a copper rod through the

wheel, and where possible, through the sproc-

ket, with one end on the crank as near the

axle as it is possible to get it. Give the other

end a few short raps with a hammer, and the

crank will start.

:-t-

screw in it a tool-steel plug, letting it protrude

11 inches; hold this with a hand vise and you

will ibe able to draw the dent back to place

without much trouble. Remove the steel

plug and screw in its place a piece of soft iron

to fill up the hole. When. through you only

have a small round spot to touch up with

liquid enamel."

"Carefully cut out the piece of dented tub-

ing and get a piece of steel same size as inside

of tube and taper it at one end for about three

inches. Drive this through the tube gently.

Replace tube and then rebraze the joint."

An Improvised Fedal.

Here is an idea that may help someone
else. For those who may wish to improvise

a pedal on account of a broken crank I sub-

mit the following: If the crank is broken

where the pedal fits in, take a small tube about

4 inches long, draw end of crank down until

slightly larger than the hole in tube; bend so

as to take the direction of a pedal bolt. Heat
tube red-hot and drive on the end of crank.

The throw of this crank should be about 1

inch less than the crank with pedal on. At
one time the proposer used a crank repaired

in this way to ride several hundred miles. If

crank is 'broken in middle, it may be better

to make the turn in the tube.

Two "Ways of Removing Dents from Tubes.

"To take out a dent in a steel tube, drill a

small hole, say from ten to sixteen Birming-
ham wire gauge, according to size and depth

of dent, then cut a thread in the hole and

Straightening Front Forks.

To straighten forks which have been bent

back, lay then on a bench with the bend up.

Take a piece of hard wood or metal 1 inch

square and about 4 feet in length and place

I

A TALK ON DEALERS' ADVERTISING.

BY G. H. E. HAWKINS.

The judicious distribution of circular mat-

ter furnished by the maker is of great help

to the bicycle agent—that is, if the matter is

prepared as it should be. It should be of

live interest, pithily and tersely told and at-

tractively printed; it should tell of the com-
ing season's models, what the new improve-

ments are, and just wherein this particular

wheel is more desirable than any other wheel.

Such advertising matter placed in the hands
of old and prospective riders will bear fruit.

About the smallest thing an agent can do
is to refuse to pay express or freight charges

on a lot of attractive advertising matter.

The manufacturer pays more than his share

of the freight in furnishing the printed mat-
ter, and it means money in the agent's

pocket to see that it is placed where it -will

do mission work.
It's a good idea to have your own name

added to each bit of manufacturer's literature

leaving your store—but pray don't put it on
with a rubber stamp! A rubber stamp on an
art catalogue is as much out of place as beer
at a terrapin dinner. Pay your local printer

a dollar or two and have your firm name
and street address put on in plain, readable
type—perhaps surrounded by a plain rule or
dainty border.
As every good bicycle store has its repair

shop, such an advertisement as the following
is always apropos. At the beginning of the
season it is particularly good, as every old
wheel should be overhauled before pressed
into service:

o

it across one end of bend, forming a lever of

it. Lever must rest evenly upon each form.

Have one person bear down upon the lever

while another strikes the forks quick, sharp

blows with a block of soft wood. The lever

holds the forks from springing back, and every

iblow counts. Have used this method in

straightening badly bent forks. It never kinks

the forks.

Home-Made I,ubricant.

"I have used various chain-lubricants in

my ten years' riding," says a veteran, "and I

obtain the best results by making my own

lubricant. Render out beef tallow enough to

make about two-thirds of a pint; while boiling

hot add two and a half ounces of dry graphite

and stir in well. Clean the chain thoroughly

with gasoline and -while the mixture is still hot,

drop in the chain, let stand a minute, take out

and wipe perfectly clean. Use a little dry

graphite on the chain and you will find it will

run very smoothly."

l/oose Working Pump.

When a tire is being inflated in a hurry the

pump is often inclined to work loose where

it is screwed irvto the valve. If the piston

rod is turned half way round in the direction

of the threads in the valve the rubber pump
will be spirally twisted and its elasticity will

keep the pump fastening firmly screwed into

the valve.

Inner in a Single.

When a single-tube tire is beyond repaii,

owing to punctures and breaks, the valve stem

may be cut-off, the casing cut and an inner

tube inserted, using plenty of soapstone. Lace

up in the usual way. The sender of this idea

has repaired a number of tires in this way.

THAT OLD BICYCLE

of yours might be made to do service an-
other season if your purse-strings are
rather tight and you feel that you cannot
afford a newer pattern.

Adjusted a bit here—tightened there, a

spoke added, a fresh coat of enamel, new
balls in the bearings, and a thorough
cleaning and oiling will lend it a new lease

of life.

We do it well, do it quickly, and charge
you moderately.
Why puff, fume and perspire on a hard-

running mount when for a few dollars we
can make it look like new—run like a

top—^give you almost as great satisfaction

as when you proudly wheeled it out of the

store on the day of its purchase?

CENTURY CYCLE STORE.
Hackensack, N. J.

Telephone, "333 Main."

A BIG DOLLAR'S WORTH.
.Anyone who will read THE ADVER-

,TISING MAN for a year will know more [

about advertising, rwill be able to tell a

good advertisement when he sees it, will

better know how to prepare and plan his
^

campaign than ever before.

It is a practical monthly journal telling

how other people have made a success
through advertising, and what has proved
the most productive of results with them.

It will give you ready-made advertise-

ments and in every way help any bicycle

agent or manufacturer.
You cannot afford to pay for your

knowledge through dear experience -when
THE ADVERTISING iMAN will give '

it you for one dollar a year.

To anyone sending a dollar at once I

will send December and January num-
bers free, and enter their subscription a

year in advance.
Give your full name and address.

G. H. E. H.^WKINS,
"The Advertising Man,"

1122 Broadway, New York.
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TWO ATALRNTA
FOR 1899.

NO LIST PRICMS.

MODELS

Write for

Catalogue

which

describes

our

full line,

and

Net Cash

Prices

to Dealers.

ATALANTA SPECIAL.
THREE-CROWN FRAME CONSTRUCTION....EXTRA FINISH...,ELEGANT EQUIPMENT.

In addition

to the above

models,

we have an

Export

Machine,

specially

made to meet

the

requirements

of the

foreign trade.

STANDARD FRAME... ATALANTA. ^.SPLENDID SELLER.

Peoria Rubber & Mfg. (2o..
1 PBORIA. ILI^

dly mention The WhecL

mmmmmmmmmmmmm.
Chicago Office, 82 Lake St.
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Where They Make Everything.

The Peoria Rubber & Mfg. Co.'s factory at

Peoria, III, is a very busy place tliese days.

A Wheel representative visited there recently,

and under the guidance of Supt. F. H. Bolte,

the factory was inspected in all its various

branches. It must be remembered that this

concern are not only cycle manufacturers,

but makers as well of solid and pneumatic ve-

hicle tires, which play a prominent part in

their business. This concern are also manufac-

turers of motor-carriages, the well-known

Duryca line having been recently taken up by

tlie Seiberlings. The factory devoted to the

manufacture of bicycles and tires is large and

commodious, and the fact that the Peoria

Rubber & Mfg. Co. make every part of their

bicycles themselves has found employment for

a multitude of machinery, some of which the

company had to build themselves. The busi-

ness of making tires is in itself an intricate

and. important one, great pains being taken

that the goods made by the company shall be

invariably of the best.

Pneumatic and solid tires for carriages are

made by the Peoria Rubber & Mfg. Co., the

solid- vehicle tire consisting of hard and soft

rubber compressed into a primary steel rim

from which it cannot be detached. For holding

these^ tires rims are of the clincher pattern, are

made from cold rolled steel and divided into

two classes to suit the work required. The No.
1 or Primary rim is intended for new work,

and is furnished to carriage builders ready for

welding. Its thickened base insures strength

and rigidity, and its curved or beaded edges,

extending slightly over the felloe, act as a

protection to it and impart to the wheel a fin-

ished and attractive appearance. The No. 2

or Au-xiliary rim is the company's own creation

and opens up a new field for rubber tires,

since it is designed to be attached to finished

vehicles, either old or new, without removing
the steel tires already on the wheel. Tliese

ingenious conveniences are made of a single

light strip of steel with rolled edges bent to

the circle of an ordinary buggy wheel, where
the auxiliary can be securely fastened with but

a few ordinary screws without welding or

heating, since the ends are simply butted to-

gether. The tires are made with the base of

hard and the tread of soft stock firmly united

by vulcanizing. The company invented special

machinery for the manufacture of the rims and
the tires, and it is thought the heavier class

of motor vehicles, as well as the ordinary

horse-drawn vehicles, will be prompt to wel-

come this important equipment.

Speaking of the bicycle division of the firm's

industry, C. J. Butler, the secretary, said: "We
recognize the fact that the selling season for

bicycles is a limited one, and when the demand
arrives, it is of immediate urgency; accord-

ingly we have made up our minds to accumu-
late sufficient stock, so when the flood-gates

of de^mand are opened we can let the tide of

our production course its way quickly through
the channels of trade to our customers. We ex-

pect within 30 days to meet that rush for

goods, and you can assure your readers that

we will be ready to ship any number of wheels

the very moment orders come in—with, of

course, a little allowance for such as require

special equipment."

The Atalanta is the pride of the Peoria

Rubber & Mfg. Co., and is turned out in two
models, finished in a very handsome way, the

ladies' model being in keeping with the men's.

The company also make a jobbing or export

wheel which is taking well, and the price asked

for it is said to be such that buyers are at-

tracted. A feature of the company's policy

this year, which is thought to be an important

one, and one which will be productive of good
results, is the fact that the Peoria people do
not print prices in their catalogues, leaving to

the agent and jobbers the all-important privil-

ege of fixing" their own prices. Since every part

of the bicycle is manufactured in the com-
pany's own factory under the immediate su-

pervision of experienced mechanics, and be-

neath the watchful eye of Supt. Bolte, there is

no P. R. & M. product that is not first-class.

The factory is situated at the terminus of an

electric line some three miles from the city,

with the result the surroundings are such that

only the best class of men are attracted, so the

work turned out is naturally high grade.

Beveled Cyclometers Now.

A. G. Spalding & Bros, are energetically

pushing two sundries, the Christy saddle in

four styles and the Shepard Bevel Gear cy-

clometer. The manufacturers claim these cy-

clometers to be made as fine as any watch

in finish, durability and accuracy. The
Shepards are only 11-10 of an inch in di-

ameter, weigh IJ ounces, without holder, have

every part made from hardened brass and

bronze, and nickel-plated so as to be dust and
rust proof. Among other and good qualities

the cyclometer requires no lubricant, probably

because of the mechanism being such a marvel

of simplicity and accuracy, not a spring en-

tering in the entire construction. With the

detachable holder the cyclometer can be taken

off and carried in the pocket, a thing riders

who have had their cyclometers broken oft'

in transit on railroads will appreciate. Shep-

ard cyclometers are made to go on the left-

hand side of the bicycle, the mounting and

dismounting side. Besides the Shepard Bevel

Gear cyclometer, the Spaldings are marketing

a Shepard New Trip cyclometer, weighing

three-quarters of an ounce and registering

lUO miles and repeat. The register rolls can

be set back instantly to zero from any point.

Slmore Bicycles.

A very sketchy and graphic black-and-red

illustration of a wheelman and wheelwoman,

on a gray background, will make the '99 cat-

alogue of the Elmore Mfg. Co., Clyde, O.,

an attractive business-getter on the counter of

any dealer. Without any egotistical remarks

about its size, a full-page illustration of the

Elmore factory is afeature of the book and does

its own talking. The company say that while

every part of the Elmore bicycle is guaranteed

to be perfect, the best guarantee of the ma-
chine is its record in the past. That record

is that broken parts, through defects, have

been rare. Features of the '99 Elmore models

are the deep, rich lustre of the enamel; the

high polish of the nickeled parts; the perfect

mechanical crank-fastener, which never works

loose; the new locking device and permanent

adjustment of the bearings, so that the bear-

ings can be taken out and put back again

without disturbing their adjustment, etc. The
spokes are nickeled steel, all bearings have" ball

retainers and are protected by felt washers.

All parts, even down to the little cap nuts

that cover the ends of tht axles, have re-

ceived the consideration that high-class work
merits. The class of the equipment is indi-

cated by the fact that Kelly handle-bars. Gar-

ford saddles, Indianapolis 7D chamfered

chains, with patent bolt lock, etc., are used.

The lines of Elmores are such that no dealer

may be afraid to push them. Some manu-
facturers have difficulty in producing ladies'

machines of suitable appearance. Model 32,

the Lady Elmore, is perfectly suited to the

needs of wheelwomen who do not want to

lean forward, but who still desire an aris-

tocratic-looking mount. rhe list price of

this machine is only $30. The model 29, Lady
Elmore, sells at $40, and has such additional

advantages as internal seat-post and head-post

binder, etc. The machines for men are the

model 30 Elmore, $40, and model 83 roadster,

.$30. An Elmore extra is the roller-sprocket

wheel, at a net price of $2. This device is

recommended to those who are obliged to

do much riding on dusty or muddy roads.

Heinz Bicycles.

Heinz bicycles are described in the cata-

logue of the Heinz & Munschauer Cycle

Works, Buffalo, N. Y. As these Heinz ma-
chines were fully described in the New York
show report, it is unnecessary to go into de-

tail here. The very simple and effective Charles

O. Barnes coaster and hrake are fitted to these

machines at an extra cost of $10. The full

line includes the model 18 at $50 (including

the coaster and brake); the racer, $55, with-

out the brake; the 30-inch racer, $60; the

model 14, three-crown, $45; three-crown 30-

inch wheel, $50; ladies' model 19, $50; men's

model 18, $40; models 22 and 28 for men and

women, $35.

The Mclntosh-Htintington Catalogne.

Mcintosh-Huntington Co., Cleveland, O.,

have issued their '99 catalogue of Sunol, Hur-
cules and Wizard bicycles. The book also

contains descriptions of a number of sundries.
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~"^ True as the

Greenwich Time Ball.

Burdick Cyclometer
SIMPLE, ACCURATE,

BEAUTIFUL.

Me Guarantee It.

Registers 10,000 Miles.

*^,C^^^ Gas
•^_^, Bicycle Lamp

IT BURNS ALL RIGHT

AND

GIVES BIO LIOHT.

Safety, Simplicity, Honest

Work.

Do you prefer Oil ? i t

Our Everlit

CnOCK-FULL OF MERIT.

5 > is said to be the Best
at any Price.

ROYAL BELLS have a Fine Tone
and DON'T RATTLE.

EDWARD MILLER & CO.,
Kindly mention The Wheel. MERIDEN, CONN.
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Pierce Chainless Bicycles

We are now prepared to fur-

nish our bevel-geared Chain-

less Bicycles in two models,

2 2 and 24 in. for men, and
22 in. for women. Listing

at $65.00 and $75.00.

THEY ARE TRIED AND TRUE.
Incidentally we might add
we are shipping every da)^

those

FAMOUS PIERCE CUSHION-FRAME BICYCLES

known as the most comfortable

wheel in the world. If your
territory is open, secure the

agency. Write for catalogue.

THE GEORGE N PIERCE CO.
BOSTON. BUFFALO. NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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One Claus Handle-Bar can be adjusted to 20
different positions.

You can sell a Claus Bar to every cyclist in
your town—except those who already use them.

One sample bar will start the business.
Write for it.

THE CLAUS HANDLE-BAR MFG. CO.,

Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. A.

•:• *.

I THEY ALL LOOK ALIKE t
I

X EXCEPT X

I
The "America" "Triss Frame"

|
i BICYCLES. I
V t
* IT HAS A STrjLE AND MEKIT OF ITS OWN. .
X T
.5. THE OMY "TRUSS FRAWIE" BICYCLE SOLD BY AGENTS. X
<. - >
t !
X If there is no agfent in your town for the "AMERICA" "TRUSS '>

FRAME" bicycle, we want one at once. •!•

V V
,» Our line is a matchless one. Good money-makers and good satis- Jt.

i> faction-givers. A

I AMERICA "Truss Frame" List, $50.00 |
*j* The BRADLEY, 30-inch Special List, 45.00

'-f

I The BRADLEY, 28-inch .List, 40.00 '^

'4 TheORIOLE List, 35.00 X

J>
AMERICA Truss Frame Tandem, with centre-drive ^

X attachment List, JOO.OO X
i i

I DAVID BRADLEY I^FG. CO., DStment. |

X 73 to 77 Fulton Street, Chicago, III., V. S. A. X
.».

•; E.\port Department, 5 Broadway, New York City. '^g have a record of **
> David Bradley & Co., Council Bluffs, Iowa. ^n , _^_^ ._ —,o« **
•> Bradley. Clark & Co., Minneapolis, IMinn. ^tu years as man- A
> Bradley,SWheeler& Co., Kansas City, Mo. ufacturers. ..

>
> Kindly mention The Wheel. •;

.:•
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Some " W. & E." Parts.

The Wheel has already stated the rapidity

with which the Walker & Ehrman Mfg. Co.,

makers of fine bicycle parts at Washington

and Union streets, Chicago, have come into

prominence in the cycle trade. This week

some of the goods they manufacture are illus-

trated.

The "W. & E." special hubs for front and

rear wheels have peculiar features which cycle

makers will readily understand by means of

the illustration. The adjustment is extremely

simple. An adjusting ring is firmly held in

place by a small pin and further secured by

a cap screwed tightly against it. The wheels

can be taken from the frame and axles and

cones taken out and replaced without chang-

ing the adjustment in the least. The bearings

can be closely adjusted without taking the

wheels from the frames or loosening the nuts

triplets and quads. The good points about

these expanders are that there are no right

or left threads to confuse, no loose parts to

drop down into the frame or get misplaced;

they allow for unusual variation in the seat-

post and handle-bar; they always positively

hold; they are always flush on top, etc., etc.

"W. & E." SPECIAL HUB.

that hold the front and rear forks. The bear-

ings remain positively adjusted and the only

tool needed to change the adjustment is a

spanner wrench. "W. & E." standard hubs

lack the peculiar adjustment which the special

hubs have, but are first-class in every respect.

A specialty is made of hubs for racing

wheels. These hubs are of course made of the

very best material and all parts undergo a

thorough inspection before being assembled,

after which each hub is again carefully in-

spected and tested. Another specialty is the

"W. & E." tandem hub, which is selling in

large quantities. The "W. & E." hubs for

triplets, quads and quints are specially de-

REAR-BAR EXPANDER CLAMP.

"W. & E." pedals are evidently designed so

as to combine elegance of outline with great

strength. In these pedals the centres, com-

prising the barrel and cross-bars, are ma-

chined from one-piece solid drop-forgings.

They are centered, bored and accurately turned

on machinery built especially for the purpose,

and the hardened cups are so seated as to be

in perfect alignment, thus insuring a free and

easy running pedal.

The "W. & E." adjustable seat-post can

be used as a forward or rear L or T. It can

ger factory is of the very latest, some of it

even being built by the firm for its own use.

Sanger was personally responsible for an im-

provement in the handle-bar which will add

no little to its success. The demand has been

phenomenal, the friends of the Milwaukee

rider evidently rallying to his support. Mr.

Sanger was recently notified that one por-

tion of his bar infringed upon another patent,

but upon consulting with some of the most

expert patent attorneys he was promptly as-

sured by them that this was not so.

" W. & E." ADJUSTABLE SEAT-POST.

be readily changed to any desired position.

•The firm also carry in stock several other

styles and sizes. The post and bar are hol-

low, but of heavy gauge, insuring the least

weight consistent with strength.

Crowns for the front and rear forks and

stays are also made in machined drop-forgings

and cast-steel. Cast-steel and drop-forged

seat-post clusters are part of the line. The
"W. & E." rear fork end for triplets and

quads is a strong and ingenious piece of

work. Head parts, tandem frame fittings for

single machines, tandems, triplets and quads,

and a number of other specialties are covered

in the catalogue.

" W. & E." EXPANDER.

signed for multiple machines and are guaran-

teed in every particular.

The "W. & E." expanders tor head and

seat-post are handsome, simple and eflfective.

This is also true of the rear handle-'bar clamp

with expander for single-steering tandems.

Sanger a Success as a Business Man.

The Sanger Handle-Bar Co., Milwaukee,

are now in full swing, and the factory is

one of the best equipped in the country for

the turning out of the adjustable handle-bars

named after the famous racing man, Walter

Sanger. All the machinery used in the San-

Packer Bicycles.

Three-crown frames are a characteristic of

Packer bicycles, manufactured by the Packer

Cycle Co., Reading, Pa. The '99 catalogue

shows that the outlines of these machines are

very rakish, particularly those designed for

scorchers. As shown by the half-tones, the

connections used are evidently first-class and

designed to withstand very great strain. The

bearings used in the Packer hubs are as

nearly dust-proof as it is possible to make
bearings in a bicycle. The line includes the

combination tandem, $80; double-diamond,

$75; chainless models for men and women,

$75; track racer, $55, and models 33 and 34,

for men and women, $50. The catalogue

cover is bufif, handsomely embossed in old

blue.

They Are Doing Well.

Jarvis & Daniels, of Grand Rapids, Mich.,

write that they have been doing very well in

jobbing and retailing wheels and sundries

since they succeeded the partnership of Stud-

ley & Jarvis, January 1. Mr. Daniels was

formerly the head of W. S. Daniels & Co.,

handling the Hamilton and Kenwood bicycles,

and the handling of these wheels is continued.

A very prominent feature of their business is

the J. & D. leather grip, for which they have

already filled large contracts.

Where Veterans Will Flock.

Among other features of the cycle show
which will open on March 23, at the

Grand Central Palace, New York, will be a

museum of wflieels and accessories, illustrat-

ing the evolution of both from the period of

the old velocipede to that of the chainless.

There will also be a trophy hall, in which will

be collected the banners, cups and other

emblems of victories achieved in cycle racing

by individuals and organizations.

Multum In Parvo.

If you want to know all about a bicycle in

a nutshell, look at the catalogue of the Waver-
ley, issued by the Indiana Bicycle Co. There

are but two models. No. 25 and No. 26, for

men and women, and their price is $40. The
catalogue contains half-tone illustrations of

their mechanical features, which have stood

the test of time, and are merely improved for

1899. The Waverley is a dainty, chaste-look-

ing machine.

Putting in New Charges.

The Schumacher Acetylite lamp, while us-

ing a special cartridge, has these cartridges

so arranged that they can be refilled at the

option of the user, thus obviating the neces-

sity of forcing the user to be continually

purchasing this special cartridge, since after

the first lot he can use the same shells over

and over again, as any standard size of gran-

ulated carbide can be used.
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Fisk Tires
FOR

BICYCLESi^CARRIAGES
FULLY GUARANTEED.

Trade-Mark.

nSK RUBBER COIMPANY,

Chicopee Falls, Mass.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST.
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EVERYTHING CAME OUR WAY
in February. Biggest month's business in our history.

Lots of good customers of the rght kind.

MANUFACTURERS, JOBBERS and DEALERS are ap-

preciating the value of our FAMOUS 12-OUIVCE

Hollenbeck Rawhide Saddle
MORE AND MORE EVERY DAY.

t
y

9.

Are you going to join the crowd?
^The Boom is on!

IT IS OUR PURPOSE
to make the best Saddles money, experience and inclina-

tion can contribute. Therefore, we should be pleased lo

have you investigate our product, f rices and methods.

HOLLENBECK SADDLE COMPANY,
We'll call on you if

you can't call on us.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Plain Talks

ANDRAE Tandems
on

(XI.)

This cut shows only

the outline of the Andrae
tandems.

It proves one thing—it

is the most graceful tan-

dem built.

Notice the design, lines, rake, position—beauty all over

—

rigidity all through.

The only other tandems that look like Andraes are imi-

tations.

Andrae tandems come in the three patterns—combination,

double diamond and racer.

Each tandem sells at $85, or $10 more than any other

tandem.

We could build good tandems to sell at $75, but not

Andraes. Their intrinsic value runs up too high.

V'^l JULIUS ANDRAE & SONS CO.,
Disappoint. Milwaukee, wis.

Kindly mention The A\'heel.
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WITHOUT A PEER

..THE APOLLO.
-FOR '99-

All the up-to-date features. Quality and Finish

Unsurpassed.

. . THE VESPER . .

Finest medium- grade bicycle on the market. Fauber

pattern hanger, solid seat-post cluster with

expander, etc

..THE DEVON..
Good wheel to sell at cheap price-

joints, etc.

2-piecc hanger, flush-

LIVE AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

CATALOGUE READY JANUARY 1st.

Edw. K. Tryon, Jr., & Co.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Kindlv mention The Wheel.
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Racine Toe-Clips for Racers.

The Racine Toe-Clip Mfg. Co., of Racine,

Wis., are marketing the Pacemaker foot-clip

and pedal balancer, also the Samson foot-

clip. The Pacemaker, as shown in the com-
pany's advertisement, is a leather laced af-

fair and is made to fit any size shoe, with a

piece of lead underneath which balances the

clip so that it is always in position for the

rider's foot. This has been the great trouble

with foot or toe clips in the past—that the

rider had trouble in catching them. Mr.
Sieverkropp, the patentee of the Racine foot-

clips and 'manager of the company, tells The
Wheel that he has received a large number
of orders solely on the merits of the balancing

idea. The clip is finished in dififerent shades

of leather and the metal is nicely nickeled.

The company ofifer liberal inducements to

agents and jobbers, and the retail prices are

so iow that the articles should sell well.

Bundy Cartridges Are Safe.

The Frank E. Bundy Mfg. Co., Elmira, N.

Y., makers of the well-known Bundy acetylene

lamp, are circulating a facsimile copy of a

letter they have received from A. F. Atwood,
chairman of the .Acetylene Gas Committee of

the Underwriters' Association. The letter

says that Mr. Atwood took a Bundy lamp to

the state board meeting at Syracuse in Janu-

ary, and that it was agreed it would be un-

necessary to have any permit granted in order

that storekeepers may keep in stock the cart-

ridges used in the Bundy lamp. "Our ruling

is that they comply with the present insurance

requirements, which say that calcium carbide

can only be kept in an insured building when
contained in hermetically sealed tin cans, and
this plan you have complied with in your con-

struction of the cartridge."

A Good Thing in Guards.

The American Cycle Supply Co., 56 Fifth

avenue, Chicago, have had much success with

their Perfection chain guards, which the

American rider seems to be gradually taking

a liking to. The guards are made in steel

or aluminum and are lined with felt or leather

to prevent rattling, and when enameled or

plated give a handsome finish to a wheel.

The Perfection chain guard is made to fit any
sprocket, 18 to 30 teeth and 6 to 12 rear

sprocket, and is sent with complete set of

braces for attaching to wheel. The company
will be glad to appoint agents wherever they

are not represented, and claim there is good
profit in the agency. This company also are

marketing a detachable roller chain, which is

said to be the easiest running chain of its

kind, and for which they also require agents.

The Electric City Catalogue.

The Electric City Wheel Co., Buffalo, have

issued their '99 catalogue. Their line includes

a 30-inch model at $50 and ladies' and men's
models, 28-inch, at $45. They also manufac-
ture adjustable handle-bars of various shapes.

Frost Gear-Cases to Boom.

The American Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, write

that they have bought the Frost gear case

business and they do not intend that it shall

-:-(-

: +

continue to be a frost. The new company
are out with price list on the gear and its

parts, and are ready to talk to the trade for

spring business. The Amicrican Mfg. Co. in-

tend to boom the gear-case and believe it has

come to stay.

Assembles in Eight Minutes.

The accompanying illustration represents

the Keene wheel-assembling chuck, one of the

devices which recently attracted so much at-

tention at the New York show. The new fea-

ture of this chuck is the adjustable jaws, which
render it equally well suited for assembling

26, 28 or 30 inch wheels. The adjusting

mechanism is exceedingly simple, and only a

couple of minutes are required to change

from one size to another. The large bed cast-

ing is accurately machined in a lathe—four

operations. The several operations of mill-

ing and drilling are done in accurate jigs.

The construction throughout is very rigid,

to resist the severe warping and diametral

strains. As to the efficiency of this machine,

it was shown repeatedly at the New York
show that a wheel can be completely assem-

bled inside of eight minutes. The price is

very low, to enable every repairer to have one.

It is manufactured by the New England Cycle

Supply Co., Keene, N. H.

I,ee Richardson on the Adlake.

W. H. Pickens, Southern representative of

the Adams & Westlake Co., was in New York
the other day and said that Lee Richardson,

the well known fancy rider, who is using the

Adlake in his travels abroad, has made several

new important contracts with amusement
houses on the other side and is apparently in

for a very prosperous season.

The Worthington Catalogue.

George Worthington Co., Cleveland, O., is

an address of long standing and respectability

in the cycle trade. The tenth annual cata-

logue of bicycles and sundries of this concern

has been issued. The wheels carried are the

Monarch, Defiance, Ariel, Victor, King, Har-
vard and Fay. Children's tricycles are also

carried. The line of cycle saddles, bells, tires

and other sundries is very complete.

They Handle Bicycles, Too.

The Canadian Typograph Co., Windsor,

Ont., manufacture E. & D. bicycles, which are

described and indexed in an original manner
in their '99 catalogue. The prominent feature

of the catalogue is the large number of testi-

monials. There are some striking features in

these machines which are very interesting.

The catalogue has an autumnal maple leaf on

its olive-green cover, which will bring

thoughts of home to anyone who has been

brought up in the country.

A Striking I/atnp Advertisement.

A wall-hanger that ought to help any dealer

sell the Bundy acetylene lamp is being sent

to the trade by the Frank E. Bundy Lamp
Co., Elmira, N. Y. The picture is a street

scene in which a carriage and two bicycles

are fitted with Bundy gas lamps. -One' of the

lamps throws a powerful light on a fence sign

which reads: "The Bundy. A perfect acety-

lene gas lamp. May be relighted repeatedly

and absolutely non-explosive."

Will Use Five Thousand Sager Gears.

President Metz, of the Waltham Mfg. Co.,

spent a couple of days in Rochester recently.

He visited the Sager Gear Co. and watched

the cutting out of gears to be used on Orients

this year. The Waltham Company have con-

tracted with the Sager Company for 5,000

sets of chainless gearings, to be used on the

'99 Orients.

A I/arge Sporting Goods House.

The Condon & Ferry Co., Newark, N. J., is-

sue a catalogue on the cover of which they

state that they are the largest sporting goods

house in the state. They are manufacturers

and jobbers of bicycle sundries and sporting

goods. The catalogue contains a large num-
ber of descriptions of sundries, parts, etc.

New Mail Catalogue.

Wm. Read & Sons, Boston, were established

in 1826 and are known to all old-timers in the

trade. . Their '99 catalogue, describing the

New Mail wheels, and beautifully illustrated

with scenes of moss-grown Irish cottages, is

out.

Overman Branch in Oregon.

H. G. Dunn, sales manager of the Overman
Wheel Co., and L. A. Peckham, Pacific

Coast representative, were in Portland, Ore.,

a few days ago, to open a distributing branch

there for the far Northwest.

Adjustment of the Stearns Chainless.

A pamphlet containing fully illustrated di-

rections for the care and adjustment of the

Stearns chainless bicycle has been issued. It

is very brief and very lucid.

Pope Factories Booming.

A number of the departments in the Pope

factories at Hartford have been running four-

teen hours a day, and by this time probably

all-night forces are being used.

Charles A. Johnson will open a bicycle store

and repair shop in Newport, N. H.
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I,otiK-Beatned and Bright. 1 1 j
*

There are gas lamps and gas lamps; like-

wise there are makers of such lamps whose

claims for superiority are also largely mat-

ters of gas. Not every gas lamp is a good or

even a safe one; many are inferior, and not

a few are positively dangerous; wherefore it

behooves the buyer to look well to what he

buys. In thus casting around for the lamp

that will light his way without endangering

his life the careful investigator should not

overlook the following claims of the Long
Beam, made in Hillsboro, O.:

First. The generation of gas is such that

the light will not go out, but always remain

the same whether used over a smooth or

rough road. The reason of this is: The
lowest level of carbide is above the highest

level of water, and contact with the carbide

is made by a small wick of special material,

-+
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which allows the water to rise by capillary

attraction. By this combination an absolutely

steady light is procured, 'because the water

can only come up the wick by capillary at-

traction. And this always being the same,

the flow of water is constant regardless of

the jolts and shaking that a bicycle lamp is

subjected to. Should the wick be removed,

the lamp charged with carbide on a level

with the centre tulbe, the water can, filled

with water, valve 'wide open, there will be

absolutely no action of the carbide and no

production of gas.

Second. The "Long Beam" furnishes three

dififerent varieties of light. One which is a

projected beam that can he seen 300 feet in

front of the wheel and disclose to the rider

any obstruction within that distance. Another
that strikes the ground immediately in front

of the wheel and spreads out to a width of

about six feet and lights the road for seventy-

five feet ahead. Still another, that is the radi-

ated light, which will illumine the street or

road on each side of the wheel.

Third. Another good point claimed for the

"Long Beam" is that the tip or burner will

not clog up.

Fourth. The lamp is composed of a recep-

tacle to hold the carbide, a water can, and a

parabolic reflector of great accuracy, and

means provided to have the flame at the exact

focal point of the reflector.

Fifth. The reflector is. heavily silver-plated

and burnished, and, owing to the perfect gen-

eration of gas, will not tarnish, and with or-

dinary care will last for years.

Glines' I/iquid Rubber.

It is a very handsome package that holds

Glines' Liquid Rubber, an anti-leak prepara-

tion put up by the Glines Liquid Rubber Co..

Providence, R. I. The can has a richly enam-
eled surface, and is of the sort to quickly at-

tract attention in a show window. The spe-

cial claims made for this compound, which

has been on the market for years, are that it

will never dry up, hut always retains its ad-

hesiveness; that it cannot injure the tire; that

from its very nature it becomes a part of the

tire to which it is applied—being practically

rubber itself, with elements of adhesion added.

The preparation is meeting wiith a very flat-

tering sale and is conspicuously catalogued

by numerous jobbers.

A Picture of Santiago Harbor.

The Mechanical Fabric Co., of Providence,

R. I., are sending to the trade what they call

their Conqueror wall hanger, showing the

entrance to the harbor of Santiago de Cuba.

This is a reproduction of a drawing from

an original photograph showing the ex-

act details of the harbor entrance, with

Morro Castle on the left. The view is out to

sea. It is a very pretty picture and is accom-

panied 'by an interesting printed description.

The Twentieth Century Show Card.

The 20th Century Mfg. Co., New York,

have favored The Wheel with a very attrac-

tive show card, covered with glass and in a

gilt frame. The card itself contains illustra-

tions of the Twentieth Century acetylene and

oil lamps and the Twentieth Century cyclo-

meter. The card is highly colored in yellow,

blue, white and gilt and must attract atten-

tion in any place in which it is hung up.

Their '99 Tire Girl Picture.

.A part of the policy of the B. F. Goodrich

Co., of Akron, O., is to supply to the trade

each year a new picture of a pretty girl. The
'99 girl throws no discredit on her predeces-

sors. She is life-size and is encircled by a

corrugated-tread tire, which does not detract

from her good looks. She will enhance the

appearance of any wall upon which she may
be placed.

Xauder Bicycles.

A catalogue of Xander bicycles has been

issued by the Keystone M. & M. Co., Leb-

anon, Pa. The prices range from $25 to $50.

The specifications are good and dealers who
have not closed for '99 might be interested in

this line.
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THE PRICES ON

Elmore
Bicycles

ARE STANDARD.

They have set the pace
on all medium-priced
wheels for years. There
is a reasonable limit in

the price of bicycles.
High prices mean expen-
sive methods in manu-
facturing and advertis-

ing, racing teams, etc.

Extreme low prices mean
slack work, low-grade
material, poor finish, etc.

The prices on ELI^IORES
show what the price on
all other bicycles should
be. The material is first

class ; methods of con-

struction the best; the
finest superb.

Dealers should all have
EmORES in stock. They
sell well and stay sold.

Catalogue and prices
upon application.

Elmore Mtg. Co.,

CLYDE, OHIO, U. S. A.

•r

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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The Standard Tool Co. Catalogue.

Women are creeping into every branch of

commercial life and hardly a day passes but

the noble lords of creation, men, are startled

to learn that representatives of the fair sex

have adapted themselves to new and important

works in the business world.

The Standard Tool Co., of Cleveland, are

prohably the first concern in the cycle trade

to employ a woman as manager of its adver-

tising department. That Mrs. Mcintosh, pro-

moter, of publicity for this well known con-

cern, is thoroughly capable of filling this im-

portant position is proved by the remarkable

progress being made by them of late in all

their lines. Not only does Mrs. Mcintosh

supervise the placing and writing of their ad-

vertising, but all their circulars, price lists

and catalogues are the work of her competent

pen.

A tasteful and especially well gotten up

catalogue of the company's line of 'bicycle ma-

terial has just been issued and will be of

particular interest to all manufacturers. The
line consists of seat-posts, rear-forks and

stays, combination rear-forks and stays, chain-

adjusters, fork-sides, handle-bar hlanks and

tubing—all made by the homogeneous elec-

tric welding process controlled 'by this com-

pany. Of these specialties the seat-post is es-

pecially well known. It is said to be the only

flush-post on the market, this being made pos-

sible by the welding process. During the

past season and up to the present time the

sale has amounted to hundreds of thousands.

The handle-bar blank is a novelty introduced

this season and is meeting with a very good
sale. It is made in various sized stems, and
when bent to suit the purchaser's ideas it

makes a perfectly flush handle-bar, which is a

decided novelty. All of these snecialties are

produced tro-m the 'company's own electrically

welded tube, which is also meeting with a

very large sale among bicycle manufacturers

for use in frame construction. A price-list

of tubing is given in the booklet.

A Busy Reading Factory.

One of Reading's busiest manufacturers at

this time is the Reading Standard Mfg. Co.,

which plant is working full force in all depart-

ments early and late. They have a large list

of orders which promise to keep them busy

for some time. A number of factory improve-
ments have been made recently, including

new machinery, which greatly facilitates the

handling of increased trade. The members of

the Reading Standard are very jubilant over
the matter, expecting this year to be banner
year of this plant. They are showing an un-

usually fine line of wheels, listing at $30, $40,

$45, $50 and $75, the latter being their roller-

gear Chainless. The 30-inch wheels will be
listed at $45.

The Yale Catalogue.

The line of the Kirk Mfg. Co., of Toledo,
has previously had notice in these columns.
The fourth annual catalogue has just been
isstied. On its cover is a blue pennant with
gold edges and the word Yale in white. The
Yale racer, special roadster, ladies' diamond

special and 30-inch special roadster are fully

described, as are the Yale roadster and Yale

ladies' roadster, which list at $35. Features

of this line for '99 are the Yale two-piece

crank device, flush yoke, narrow and easily

removable hubs, handle-bar and seat-post

binders, etc.

A Colorado Spring Picture.

Colorado Springs, .Col., is a great festival

town. It has its annual flower festival and

other functions of that sort. The Sterling

Cycle Works recently received from their

Colorado Springs representatives, the Wdber
Cycle & Supply Co., a photograph of an

imitation boat, presumably rigged upon a

Sterling wheel, which was a feature of one

of these "fiestas." On the bow and "pilot-

house" of the "vessel" the word "Sterling"

appears prominently.

A Book About Gears.

A. B. Barkman, veteran cyclist and for years

prominently connected with A. G. Spalding

& Bros., has produced a book entitled "Gears;

Food for Thought for Those Who Seek Prac-

tical Information on the Theory, Practice and

Application of Modern Bicycle Construction."

It is sent out with the compliments of A. G.

Spalding & Bros. It apparently probes the

matter of the various kinds of chainless gears

to the very bottom and should be in the hands

of all who are interested in that matter.

New Officers ; Prospects Good.

The Cutting-Kaestner Company, succes-

sors to Cutting, Kaestner & Co., Chicago, was

incorporated some time ago and a meeting

of the stockholders resulted in electing A.

Kaestner president, G. W. Bice secretary, E,

P. Ederer treasurer. This concern for the

past five years have been large manufacturers

of bicycle saddles and for the coming season

show in their catalogue ten distinct styles.

They report an e.xcellent outlook for '99.

The Vim Catalogue.

Vim bicycles for '99 are fully illustrated and

described in the catalogue issued by the Vim
Bicycle Co., Inc., 56-60 iFifth avenue, Chicago.

On the fly leaf occurs the phrase, "We were

the originators of popular prices." The cata-

logue contains no superfluous matter, being

confined to brief, intelligent and honest des-

criptions of the Vim line. The line includes

all the popular styles and is backed by a lib-

eral guarantee, experience and capital.

-

For Assemblers.

Dealers, repairmen and others who are

thinking of assembling their own machines

should not overlook the line of fittings sup-

plied by the League Cycle Works, Milwaukee.

Wis. The patented League one-piece hanger

and League frame sets make the work of as-

sembling easy.

Must Be Doing a Big Business.

It is reported that the Hartford Rubber
Works have been buying large quantities of

crude rubber. As it is well known that they
use real rubber in the well-known Hartford
tires, presumably their prospects for this sea-

son must be very good.

IN BIYING 4

PAIR or SHOES

the average man prefers a

reputable brand, but who

pays an extra price for a

'
' guaranteed " shoe ?

Why not buy tires the

same way ? Straus tires,

guaranteed and unguaran-

teed, are reputable. Our

old customers are our best

customers. We make no

extra charge for our repu-

tation. Most any dealer or

jobber can tell a good tire

when he sees it. Our tires

speak for themselves, just

as a good pair of shoes

does.

Why pay the prices asked

by manufacturers who not

only allow you a nominal

profit, but who also sell all

around you ? On our tires

you have a big margin of

profit, and we can put your

own brand on them, thus

shutting off competition.

Dealers and jobbers buy

good cheap bicycles. We are

selling lots of good cheap

tires. And our rubber cycle

sundries are sellers from the

word "go." Drop us aline.

STRAUS TIRE CO.,

137 DuANE ST., New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Everything the Bicycle Dealer, Jobber and Hanufacturer demands is found in the

"SPRINGFIELD" CRANK-HANGERS
Hanger Shell, Sprockets and Cranks are steel drop-forgings.
We guarantee protection in the use of our Oiie-Piece. Price is right.

Our drop-forged Steel Bicycle Wrench continues its popularity.

The *' Sprlngfierd " Crank-

Hanger.

SPRINGFIELD DROP-FORGE CO.,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Crotby & IVIayer Co., Sales Agents, Buffalo, New York, Chicago, London. P. O. Address, Brighturood. One-piece, Sectional View.

I

Immense Sale in Europe.

A sectional view of the Phenomenon lamp,

introduced in this country by Wolfgang Rich-

ter, 1708 Germantown avenue, Philadelphia, is

here shown. This lamp has had an immense

sale in Europe and promises to duplicate its

success in this country. The feature of the

lamp is' the filter, F, through which the gas

must pass 'before reaching the burner, G.

j2i^

This filter purifies the gas and prevents any

impurities collecting around the burner. The
upright tube, S, in the center of the carbide

basin, K, can be removed for cleaning. It is

surrounded by a porous material through

which the water has to pass before coming

in contact with the carbide, causing the water

to be absorbed gradually and the supply of

gas to be uniform.

I Crawford

Bicycles
.

i Still hold the palm for supreme J
J excellence in every feature of their J

tJ construction.

Crawfords are
ALL RIGHT

JIST RIGHT

OUR JUVENILE WHEELS ARE
LITTLE BEAUTIES.

1^25 to ^75 1
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

I The Crawford Manufacturing Co.

t HAGERSTOWN, MD.«*.

Wynnewood Bicycles.

These machines, introduced by A. M. Schef-

fey & Co., 92 Reade street, New York, in

1892, are described for '99 in the catalogue

just issued. Both the machines and firm are

well known to a number of dealers, and could

profitably be given attention by others. The
prices are ,$50, $40, $30, and the line com-
prises nine machines for men and women.
It is a good line to handle.

A LAMPilGHT COMPANION.
Between now and Spring time there will be many

opportunities of an evening to read up on the dif-

ferent portions of the Great Northwest.
To this end the* Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway Co. has printed for free distribution to
Eastern farmers a number of illustrated instructive
pamphlets regarding the various States traversed by
Its lines.

In sending your address to W. E. Powell, General
Immigration Agent, Old Colony Building, Chicago,
til., please say if your preference is for information
about Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, Northern Michi-
gan or North Dakota.
No charge for pamphlets or for replying to all

inquiries about any section of the Great VVest. 2-16.

Build your own Bicycles.
Let us quote you on our FRAME SETS
and BUILT-UP FRAMES. Get your
name on our mailing list for our up-to-

date catalogue. Our prices will surprise

you. Elegant souvenir free. Send for one.

THE WINNE COMPANY,
5 East 125th St., New York.

25c.

16 YEARS
we have made a specialty of the manufacture of OILERS.We make a careful study of every detail and are constantly
improving our oilers in every way possible. We make
oilers for practically the entire trade, and are confident
the QUALITY of our goods cannot be equaled at
the price. Only the best quality of elastic metal is used.
The washers are of specially selected (not scrap) leather.
The threads are well made and tight, not stamped on body
of oiler. The soldering is tested under hydraulic pressure,
etc., etc. A rider's appreciation of a first-class oiler in his
equipment is more than worth the slight extra cost.

CUSHMAN & DENISON,
MANUFACTURERS,

159 Ninth Ave., New Vork.
Kindly mention The Wheel

IF YOUB LA3IP IS AX.

"AUTOMATIC"
(Burns ACETYI.ENB Gas),

IT WILL GIVE YOU NO TROUBLE. IT LACKS REGULATING VALVES AND ABSORBENTS.
BUT IT HAS AN IDEAL SIMPLICITY, AND IT jS SELF-GOVERNING.

It is an Extremely Practical Lamp,
At Prices to Suit the Times.

THE PLUME & ATWOOD MFG. CO.,
New York. Chicago.
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SNOW HOLDERS
ARE ADJUSTABLE.

When Set Are Firm.
Wheels caonot fall over after being

put in holder. Used in bicycle stores,
public buildings, offices, stores,
churches, schools, factories, in fact
anywhere. No bicycle store complete
without them. Various styles furnished
in any finish. Write for prices.

SPto^v "wkre; ^iroRKs,
78-84 Exchange Street.

Established 1834. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

THE BANNER AUTOMATIC ADJUSTING PUMP.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.
Patented Jan. 10, 1899, and others

pending. Entirely New in Construc-
tion. _No stooping, no swivels to
leak air, no time lost in screwing
nipple to valve, no hose to burst
open. Simply place the metal spout
over the valve of tire and the con-
nection is made. Sells at sight.

D. B. SMITH & CO., Utica, N. Y..U. S.A.

4 HANDLE BARS"^ y FORK SIDES
^PROTECTOR REVOIVERS

co^o^ptNCE PERFEGTION PADLOCKS
«L,c„to^ AMES SWORD CO. CHlCOp-EE, l>1A5S.

If Defective Parts Are Found In

rx^MANSONBICYCLE
WeWillReplace Free And Pay All Express Charges

MANSON CYCLE Z^f'-'.m'^^m''-
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Bulges and Hooks.

G. W. Cole, 141 Broadway, in asking people

to "see that bulge," do so with a laudable

desire to have them appreciate the Secure

toe-clip, which is constructed with a "bulge"

to keep away the pressure on the toes and

the lateral motion which too often combine

in a toe-clip to make it a thing of torture, rather

than the aid and comfort which it should be.

The hooks at the base of the clip clamp on

the pedals and thus prevent the clip from tilt-

ing, while at the same time holding it sta-

tionary. These may be little things, but they

are the sort of little things which produce

great results in the line of selling goods.

The Orient Catalogue.

What looks like a feminine Mercury, with

a laurel wreath in each hand and poised airily

on a Hying globe marked "1899," is one of the

striking figures on the soft-tinted cover of the

'99 catalogue of the Waltham Mfg. Co. An-
other illustration typifies the name Orient and

represents the wheelman defeating several

AHEAD OF EVERYBODY.
The Nickel Plate Route continues to keep ahead

of everybody in railway matters, despite intense com-
petition. How is this accomplished? Simply by cater-
ing fully and generously to the public demands. Peo-
ple know and appreciate a good thing when they see
It. That is why they patronize the Nickel Plate so
freely.

Why has this road won its present position? By
furnishing the very best class of service at low rates,

and by generous treatment of its patrons. Safe and
easy roadway, fine trains, luxurious equipment, fast

time, close connections—tliese are the cardinal points
in favor of the Nickel Plate Route. These are its

prime factors of success. The Nickel Plate is the
people's route— a strong favorite with the traveling
public. Don't forget this when going East. Don't
forget when you go West. Don't forget the road that
gives the best service at the lowest rates.—4-30.

''^America's most popular rarh'Oad,^'

(Kicggo&

Perfect
Passenger Service

BET\VEEM

CHICAGO and KANSAS CITY.
CHICAGO and ST. LOUIS,
CHICAGO and PEORIA,

ST. LOUIS and KANSAS CITY.
Through Pullman service between Chicago and

HOT SPRINGS, Ark., DENVER, Colo.,

CALIFORNIA and OREGON.
If you are contemplating a trip, any portion of

which can be made over Che Chicago & Alton, it
will pay you to write to the uniiei-slgned fur maps,
pamphlets, rates, time tables, etc.

JAMES CHARLTON,
General Passenger nnii Ticket Agent,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

««T0RRINGT0N" eHAINS.

8-16-inch and li-\r\c\\ widths only.

The ESSBNXIAILS of a good chain are^ Accaracy of Pitch, Accuracy of Alignment and Strength,
and are strilclng features in "Torrington *' chains.

F. S. ODELL, Western Rep..

204 Lake Street, Chicago. THE tORRINGTON CHAIN CO., Torrington, Conn.

Arabian horsemen in a race across die sands

near the Egyptian pyramids. As the '99

Orient line was described in last week's

Wheel, no further description is required

here. The catalogue is one which should help

any dealer sell Orient bicycles.

ELWELL
EUROPEAN CYCLE TOUR.

France, Switzerland, Germany, Holland and England.

The finest tour of the kind ever offered.

F. A. ELWEI-I,, Portland, Me.

Our twenty-five years'

experience manufacturing LEFEVER GUNS has won an enviable
reputation for our

LEFEYER ARMS e©. eHHIN

They are built on honor. Each link-block and pin fits perfectly. They are properly case-hardened.

They are accurate as to pitch. The elongation after use is imperceptible. Built in four grades.

OUR HIGHEST ORADE IS BUILT OF NICKEL. AND TOOL-STEEL.

LEFEVER ARMS CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

CHICAGO. IVEN BRANDENBURG CO., lOl Reade St., NEW YORK.

RUBBER TIRE CABS AND CARRIAGES,
The West Shore Railroad has incorporated a system whereby

passengers arriving or departing from its West Forty-second street
terminal, N«w York City, are supplied with cab, hansom, coach or
omnibus, as they may order. Westcott Express messengers are
now on all through trains to sell tickets and engage such vehicles

as passengers desire. New York City has been
divided into six districts, each district having
its own number and its own rates. The ve-
hicles are all rubber-tired and will be maintained
in first-class order. The new service has been
in effect since November 4th, and has been giving
excellent satisfaction.

NICKEL STEEL CHAINS
BY THE

POWER MFG. CO., Bloomfield, N.J.

Made in 1-S in,, S- 10 in, nnd 1-4 in.

Our chains can be obtained from the following jobbers:

W. A. Whitelaw & Co., 117 Chambers St..

New York.
Shone-Hanna Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Morgan & Ball, Springfield, Mass.
Bay State Cvcle Suoplv Co., Boston. Mass.
Bridgeport Cycle Co.. Bridgeport, Conn.

Morley Rros.. Saginaw. Mich
Atiams & Hart. Grand Rapids. Mich.
Geo. Hilsendegen. Detroit. Mich.
Geo. W. Strelmger, Detroit. Mich.
C- J. *^mith Cycle Supply Co., St. Paul,

Minn.

THE BLOCKS OF ALL OUR CHAINS ARE
MADE OF NICKEL STEEL.

Manufacturers for the Dealers and Export Trade. Our Prices the Lowest

—

Quality the Best.

SOXTDAlsr l^FO. CO., diioago, 111.

NeAv York Office. 107 CHAMBERS STREET.
EDW. U. .4LCOTT, Manager.

BICYCLES
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TALK OF THE WEEK.

Local shows are about over.

Just now there is a lull in orders.

Manufacturers are using smaller sprocket
wheels again.

Morgan & Wright neither affirm nor deny
present trust rumors.

A committee of three is winding up the
National Board of Trade.

Colonel Pope will fight the obnoxious Bos-
ton park law if necessary.

A big motor vehicle company has been in-

corporated in New Jersey.

Connecticut contemplates a law to enforce
individual guarantees for two months.

Concerning the board that Failed.

As soon as the National Cycle Board of

Trade. became a nonentity a series of swindles

upon manufacturers in the cycle trade was

begun by people in New York City possess-

ing a certain kind of enterprise. A trade

which lacks organization will always be the

prey of swindlers. There should be in the

cycle trade an association having a paid sec-

retary, one of whose duties should be to give

all members of the trade such information as

will save them from such expensive experi-

ences as some have been undergoing lately.

A Kind of False Modesty.

There is a marked difference of opinion be-

tween a good many manufacturers in regard

to the advisability of placing in the catalogue,

trade journal advertisement, or other printed

matter, illustrations showing the size of the

establishment in which goods are made. Some

manufacturers put out these illustrations in

an offensively egotisical and even untruthful

manner. Others go to the other extreme of

not using them at all. Both plans are some-

times wrong. It is human nature to judge

somewhat by si?e—a trait which ranges in

value from silly snobbery to common sense.

The common sense view of the dealer or rider

is that the manufacturing concern of large V^^u47^c^npt^i|S^'iW'tTjis'view. The decision

w.-f5>-tii%.Uas^IjK}S'-aS'*the manufacturer pays

commission to the local agent on orders taken

in the agent's territory, the agent cannot corn-

size is, other things being equal, more likely

to be financially strong than concerns of small

size. Therefore, if your plant is a big one,

don't hesitate to let the public know it. If it

isn't a big one, there are other strings to play

upon.

Really Interesting Statistics.

Statistics, and patent statistics in particular,

can scarcely be called light reading. Yet

there are points in a table recently issued by

the Patent Oflice which should appeal to the

pride of Americans. The table shows the

number of patents issued by the United States

and foreign countries from the earliest period

to the end of 1898. The United States figures,

626,327, form one-third of the grand total.

France, with 297,000, ranks second; Great Bri-

tain, 265,000, third; Belgium, fourth; Germany,

fifth; Austria-Hungary, sixth; Canada, sev-

enth; Italy and Sardinia, eighth, and Spain,

ninth. It will be seen that Italy is ahead of

Spain. Spain's figures were over six times as

great as those of Japan, and some might as-

sume that this backs up the claim that Japan

is an imitative but not an inventive country.

The fact is that the Land of the Setting Sun

plain. Another point decided in this case

was that a sale agent for cycle fittings cannot

.collect commission from the manufacturer on

orders taken direct on complete frames. His

only protection is in having a specific clause

covering that point in the original contract.

»

A Criticism Worth Noting.

Whether or not it is a good plan for the

cycle maker to give his product a nickname

in addition to its chosen name is an open

question, and that there are two sides to the

question is shown by the fact that criticisms

of the custom have been made by riders. On
the principle that it is better to keep the

buyer's attention attracted to one point, rather

than to two, or one name rather than to two,

these criticisms are worth making note of.

»
You Remember Them.

A down-east firm lias adopted an ingenious

and vexatious manner of advertising the fact

that their crop of '99 'bicycles is in season. .A.

circular is addressed to you. The envelope is

was an outlaw in regard to patents up to a sealed and is mailed unstamped. The post-

short time ago, and kept no records. Den-

mark is not strong in invention. In the Fiji

Islands 22 patents have been granted since

1871. France is retrograding. Previous to

1871 her patents were twice as numerous as

those of Great Britain, while in the succeed-

ing period to 1899 England has been 10 per

cent ahead of France. Germany has made a

much greater proportionate increase, although

she still ranks fifth against France second.

*
The Effect of Loose Rein.

The extent to which trade influence, uncon-

trolled, can injure itself by injuring something

else is again illustrated in tire condition of rac-

ing in Victoria, a part of Australasia very

little known in this country,
_
but known to

Europeans, and the country in which most of

the racing in Australia is done. The sport

there is in a very bad way because the leading-

racing men are mostly controlled by the rep-

resentative of one English maker. These men

connive among themselves as to who shall

win an event and back the winner when the

inevitable cornplaint of ^crookedness is made.

Territorial Rights.

The question of territorial rights, as between

local agents and the manufacturers they rep-

resent, is an old one. The American trade will

be interested in a case recently decided in

Scotland. The agent, who was plaintiff,

claimed that if the manufacturer had not so-

licited orders in his territory the parties to sue a shoestring policy. It should have no

whom the manufacturer sold goods would in difficulty whatever in getting financial and

all probability have come to the agent's shop enthusiastic personal support from the prom-

and might have purchased other goods. The inent men in every business community.

m.an delivers it and asks for two cents. You
open, read, swear—in some form or other

—

and promise yourself to avoid the doiwn-east-

ers for the rest of your natural life. But the

name of the firm sticks in your mind just the

same.

In Mailing Circulars.

Manufacturers should remember in planning

future circular or catalogue work that first-

class postage will hereafter be charged on let-

terpress and manifold copies of manuscript or

typewritten matter. Facsimile copies of manu-

script or typewriting will be transmitted at

third-class rates, provided they are presented

at the post-office windows in quantities not

less than twenty perfectly identical copies at a

time.

An Interesting Percentage.

Rarely have the red men gone so far in

adapting the white man's luxuries to their own

necessities as they have in their recent hegira

from the Indian nation to their new homes

in Mexico. It would be interesting to

know where in the United States one could

find 10,000 white people with 2,000 bicycles

divided among them.

Go for Big Men,

With certain magnificent accomplishments

to recommend it, there is no reason why the

League of American Wheelmen should pur-
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MR. AGENT, WHERE DO YOl STAND ?

Each year the earth is re-born, when every part of the

world has its spring, its resurrection period. All things grow

and are glad. They are bigger, better and stronger for the

winter's hibernation. They emerge with quickened senses into

newer and stronger life.

How is it with you, Mr. Agent ? Do you fancy that be-

cause 5'-our clothes are grease-stained and because you direct

certain other minions whose clothing and anatomy are also

well grease-stained, that you are fulfilling your functions as

cycle agent? Has it ever occurred to you that you have a

grave responsibility ? Has it ever occurred to you that you

must be a merchant and a salesman and a veritable storm

centre of selling energy ?

Again, do you stop to think that in spring, throughout

the entire world there is a general house-cleaning going on,

and that the housewife and caretaker renovate, reorganize and

put on a better front? In these spring months, when cycling

inquiry begins, do you follow these examples, or do you still

remain torpid and comatose ? Do you do any one thing to pro-

voke sales in your neighborhood ? Do you do anything to

interest your townspeople in the bicycles you have to offer ?

Do you do anything to discourage last year's mount—to

make it seem out-of-date, unfashionable, useless and in bad

form ? Do you do anything to wake up your town to the fact

that you have some new wheels on sale ?

In other words, do you stand for anything in your place?

Are you merely the keeper of a depot where cycles may be

bought, or are you an active selling force?

Elizabeth Cady Stanton says that the wo-
men of to-day are like cows. This is not true.

Cows do not ride bicycles, and are quite as

domestic in their habits as they were 100 years

ago.

Many people in the know believe that there

is not the slightest chance of any "outside"

tube-making deal amounting to anything at

this time.

And now curbstone agents will come out

of their shells to worry the regular dealer

throughout the summer.

*
The trade would be better ofif if more people

m it would look at things through the new
wide-angle binoculars.

The get-together idea is permeating the

ranks of repairmen. And for good reasons.

*
Spring has sprung in several directions.

The weekly export table in The Wheel ap-

pears one week later in other journals.

The anti-atitomobile park law in Boston,
following close upon early anti-cycling laws,

is not strange. Nations forget their own his-

tories in fifty years.

So far, none of the air of the Autotruck
Company has been compressed.

When one dealer represents fifteen dififerent

makes of wheels there is something wrong.

American chains do not work well on Eng-
lish hubs. English chains do not work well

on American hubs and sprocket wheels. By
such annoying trifles is the Anglo-American
alliance delayed and endangered.

liaw Against Six-Day Races.

The Collins bill has passed the New York
legislatiM-e. This bill make it a misdemeanor
for the proprietor, occupant or lessee of a

place where bicycle races are held to allow a

contestant to continue in a race for a longer
time than fifteen hours during twenty-four

.hours.

The. Racing: Board.

The board over which Fred Gerlach will act

as chairman will consist of C. A. Dimon,
Philadelphia; J. W. Brigman, Louisville, and
W. I. Doty, Denver.

What the " I/ittle Schoolmaster" Says.

A trade journal with a thousand sub-
scribers often has a greater number of readers
of the sort the advertiser wishes to appeal to
than the daily paper circulating a hundred
thousand copies.

—"Printers' Ink."

You might just as well try to work a ho'se

without feeding as to run a business without

advertising. It will do for a time, and then

you are brought up with a short turn.

People are accustomed to look in the press

for business as well as general news—and ad-

vertising is nothing more or less than "news"
of your store, and if you don't publish this

news they will go to some merchant who does.

If the advertising you do doesn't pay,

"that's another story." Then it's time to pry

into the cause. See if you're using the right

papers, the right copy, the right window dis-

plays and courteous treatment and right ser-

vice to all who enter your store.

If you are going to catch fish, you must
use fresh bait. Don't talk about your "new
models" at the end of the season—it's an old

story by that time, and you can find some
more interesting and profitable topic. The
more timely your advertising, the harder it

will hit.

Advertise all the time. Don't think the '98

advertising will do for '99 also. It won't.

There are too many others pushing their bus-

iness to give any one advertiser a cinch on

the cycle trade's memories. "Out of sight,

out of mind," is a saying entirely applicable

right here.

The best argument that can ever be given

for continuous advertising is the fact that the

larger and more successful advertisers are

those who use space day after day, week after

week and year after year. And, after all, if

an advertisement is efifective one day, brings

results and proves a paying investment, why
shouldn't it be the next day or the next

week?

The man who says trade-paper advertising

doesn't pay is the little maker who used a

quarter-page one time in which he assured

the trade, who had never heard of him or his

wheel before, that he made "The Best Bicycle

on Earth." So far as bringing results, ex-

travagant claims are not worth the expense

of setting in type. On the other hand, an

advertisement containing sensible argument,

explaining the distinctive features of your

wheel, telling the dealer why you honestly

believe he can sell yoitr .bicycle to better ad-

vantage than some other bicycle, will result

in both business and profit.

Advertising is but a means of enlarging your

acquaintance, and making people think of you
when they wish to buy bicycles. If you keep

up a continuous hammer the year 'round in

The Wheel, tell the truth and tell it in a

terse, convincing way, use a distinctive style

of arrangement or setting—something that

will bear your "ear-marks" and at once recall

your name or wheel to the mind of the read-

er—you will have a better standing in the trade

and more money in your bank at the end of

each season than if you crawl into your shefl

and simply take care of what business may
come to you without the aid of printers' ink.
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THEY SAID THEY MIGHT

IF THERE WAS OCCASION.

The Peculiar Reply Made to an Invitation

by an Advertising Agency Which l3 Ap-

parently Opposed to Acetylene.

Edward C. Napheys, treasurer of the Car-

bide Apparatus Co., Philadelphia, and said to

be the originator of the manufacture of cal-

cium carbide in this country, was, in common
with others, interested in The Wheel's ex-

pose of the manner in which N. W. Ayer &
Son, advertising agents of Philadelphia, are

trying to injure the calcium carbide or acety-

lene gas business through the newspapers, on

behalf of a client of theirs, the Welsbach
Light Co. Mr. Napheys recently wrote a

letter to the Ayer people, saying that if they

would take the trouble to call at his ofifice he

would be pleased to enlighten them concern-

ing the safety of calcium carbide, after which

he doubted if they would wish to continue to

be placed on record as opposed to the coming
illumination. "We can see no other reason^"

he said to them, "for your sending 'broadcast

to every newspaper the clipping from the

New York 'Sun' with the request to have it

reproduced." N. W. Ayer & Son said to Mr.

Napheys that they would accept his kind in-

vitation if opportunity "or occasion" should

arise.

Pump Company Incorporated.

Washington, D. C, March 5.—Articles of

incorporation of the Automatic Cycle Pump
Co. have been placed on record here. The
capital stock is $10,000, divided into 200

shares of $50 each. The incorporators are

Samuel Ross, G. O. Ferguson, Joseph Specht,

D. H. Dawson, G. S. Cooper, L. F. Ellis, J.

W. Holcombe. The company has been form-

ed to exploit the Clawson automatic pump in

the District of Columbia. This pump is of

the penny-in-the-slot sort and is simple and
practical' in mechanical construction and op-

eration. The pump consists of a small box
about the size of a fire-alarm signal box, and
is operated by means of a crank which is re-

leased when the coin is deposited.

Another Twist of the Spent Arrow.

The county treasurer at Shelbyville, Ind.,

was enjoined a few days ago from disposing

of the personal property of the Central or

Arrow bicycle plant, for $400 delinquent taxes,

by the Indiana State Bank, of Indianapolis,

which gave bond to secure the county and
which, it seems, is in some manner interested

in the plant. The concern has been idle a

year or more, during which time the owners
have been in court.

To Make Milling Machinery.

A new company is being organized in Win-
sted. Conn., for the purpose of manufacturing

all kinds of machinery, but more especially

milling machinery which is used in the manu-
facture of bicycles. S. A. Herman and W. S.

Hurlbert, of Winsted, and L. C. Carter, of

the Pratt & Whitney Co., of Hartford, are

the leading men interested in the enterprise.

A capital stock of $12,000 is proposed.

Slow in the South.

A New Orleans correspondent writes:

"Things have been very slow in the cycle

line here, and I do not look tor much im-

provement until something is done in the way

of improving the streets. I have not been on

a wheel since Thanksgiving day, and in con-

versation with the trade people I find- that

business in the city is not very brisk, though
out-of-town trade is very good."

SPROCKET WHEELS ARE

NOW BEING MADE SMALLER.

Rubber Trust Rumors.

Morgan & Wright now neither affirm nor
deny that they will enter the rubber trust.

There would seem to be good reasons against

their tire business being so absorbed, though
their mechanical goods department might be

so disposed of. Rumor links in the trust the

names of Morgan & Wright, capital .$1,000,000;

India Rubber Co., capital $500,000; Peerless

Rubber Co., capital $1,000,000; Mechanical

Rubber Co., capital $5,000,000, controlling the

Cleveland Rubber Co., Chicago Rubber Co.

and factories at Sandy Hook and Passaic, N.

J., and Stoughton, Mass. These companies,

it is said, will be the nucleus of the trust.

Whatever advantage they may hold in the me-
chanical goods trade will be augmented by

their ability, as a combination, to buy crude

rubber in large quantities at minimum prices.

To Protect Buyers of Cheap Wheels.

There has been considered in judiciary com-
mittee, and may be passed by the Connecticut

legislature, a bill providing against manufac-

turers a penalty of from $5 to $20 per machine

for non-fultillment of a two-months individual

guarantee on each machine. The author of

the bill says he wants to protect buyers of

cheap wheels. The bill is opposed by the

Pope Company on the ground that it is class

legislation. Their guarantee is not questioned

by the author of the bill.

Doesn't Expect Over-Production.

Edward Orr, who represents the Shelby

Steel Tube Co. in the Chicago district, visited

The Wheel office on Monday. While his

time is not altogether devoted to the cycle

trade, he comes into touch with many bicycle

manufacturers and says that the production

this year will be enormous. At the same time

he does not think there will be over-produc-

tion.

A Tire Injunction.

Judge Townsend, of the United States Cir-

cuit Court, New York city, issued an injunc-

tion March 6 against the Manhattan Rubber

Co. on the application of Morgan & Wright.

The injunction prohibits the defendants from

making or selling the style of inner tube

patented by the plaintiffs. •

National Cycle Board of Trade.

A committee composed of R. L. Coleman.

C. S. Dikeman and J. M. Stimpson is wind-

ing up the National Cycle Board of Trade.

The collection department claims are being

prepared for return to their owners. The
dividend pie will be cut about May 1.

Tires Selling Readily.

At the Chambers street store of the Hart-

ford Rubber Works, in New York City, about

one hundred and fifty pairs of tires per day

were sold direct to riders when good weather

opened up a short time ago.

The Bailey Automatic Bicycle Brake Co.,

Jersey City, has been incorporated in New
Jersey to manufacture bicycle brakes. Capi-

tal, $150,000. Incorporators: J. R. Lane, J. H.

Grant, F. Von Kusserow.

A Man of Science, However, Believes This
to Be a Mistake and Endeavors to

Show the Decreased Efficiency.

Professor Fernald, of Case School of Applied
Science, Cleveland, has been making a num-
ber of interesting and valuable tests on the

efficiency of the bicycle. The .results of these

tests will be published a little later when a

general outline of some of the most interest-

ing facts will be given to readers of The
Wheel. In speaking of his experiments to a

representative of this paper recently. Pro-
fessor Fernald stated that he had paid particu-

lar attention to the efficiency of various sized

sprocket wheels and that in his opinion the

lO-tooth rear sprocket is the most efficient

from a mechanical' standpoint. A nine-tooth

rear has 98.7 per cent of the efficiency of the

10-tooth, while the eight-tooth has 98.G per

cent the efficiency of the nine-tooth. In othei

words the eight-tooth is only 98.5 per cent

as efficient as the 10-tooth. In connection

with the above experiments it is interesting

to note that within the past two months there

has been a decided tendency on the part of the

leading manufacturers to reduce the size of

sprockets. Last year the nine-tooth rear was
the leading size, and the 10-tooth probably

stood in better favor than the seven and eight-

tooth. This season the general demand is for

eight-tooth rear and many concerns are using

seven. One of the foremost concerns in the

country are equipping their light road-wheel

with seven-tooth rear and giving an option of

six, while the front sprockets do not go above

22-tooth. The leading reason assigned for

this change is an unquestionable demand for

lighter road-machines. Large sprockets add

considerable weight in themselves and the

extra chain length also adds to the burden. A
representative of the concern mentioned stated

that it had been their experience that it is im-

possible to keep a sprocket larger than 24 or

25 tooth in line, unless, of course, they are

made very heavy. In hill climbing or on

high-banked tracks where the strain is un-

usually great, the large sprocket is said to oull

out of line, thus making the machine run con-

siderably harder. The gentleman in question

tion said: "Sprockets are certainly coming
down in size and I believe another season only

the cheapest wheels will be fitted with cart-

wheel front sprockets."

Got Together on Repair Prices.

A meeting was recently held in Salem,

Mass., called by Thomas Chapman, of the

Witch City Cycle Co., of that city, at which

sixteen representatives of sixteen diflferent bi-

cycle concerns in Salem, Marblehead, Bever-

ly, Peabody, and Danvers were present. After

some discussion the "Bicycle Dealers' and

Repairmen's Association of Salem and Vic-

inity" was formed and a schedule for repairs

was started. The plan is not so much to se-

cure a uniform list of prices for bicycles as to

get some sort of a basis for repairs.

An Exhibition of Cycle Trophies.

At the cycle show to be held at the Grand
Central Palace, New York, from March 23 to

April 1, a number of the racing trophies

owned by several of the prominent clubs in

New York, Brooklyn, Tarrytown, and other

places will be exhibited.
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A POTPOURRI OF TRADE MATTERS.

The Georgia Tax.

A few days ago the Mayor of Savannah,

Ga., complained that the new Georgia law,

taxing all who deal in bicycles in the state

$100 a year, would hamper municipalities in

collecting local taxes from dealers. Legis-

lator La Roche admits this, and says the

point, was considered before the bill was

passed. He said that bicycle agents in cities

were exempted from taxation when the manu-

facturers of wheels paid a state tax of $100

for several reasons. There was a good deal

of deliberation over the bill before it passed.

It was found that manufacturers could send

drummers through the state who would sell

wheels by sample and never pay a cent of

taxes to either the state or cities or counties

through which they passed. It was held by

the supreme court of the United States that

they were exempt from all species of tax and

that to tax them would be interfering with

interstate commerce.

Again, immediately upon the sale of a

wheel in a city by a dealer or agent the right

to tax it is secure. All wheel owners in. the

city of Savannah are required by law to pay

an ad valorem tax on their mounts. The
same plan was adopted as to bicycles as has

held good in regard to interstate building and

loan associations or those doing a general

business over the state.

The last reason for the exemption from

taxation of the bicycle agent who sells by

sample was that the business in bicycles is

carried on by two classes of citizens. One
class carries bicycles as a side line. The other

sells wheels without capital and by sample.

They" adopted the business because it did not

require any capital. The first class pays the

city a tax on a general business, being prac-

tically on the same footing as the department

stores, where a half dozen lines of goods are

carried under one general license. The sec-

ond class is so weak financially that a burden-

some municipal tax would run them out of

business. After looking into the matter in its

entirety it appeared, said Mr. La Roche, that

the state would receive a fund from this busi-

ness by the passage of the bill in question,

but it the cities were permitted to impose a

tax there would be no revenue either to the

cities, the counties, or the state. The city,

anyway, receives its ad valorem tax when a

wheel is brought within the state limits and

sold.

According to the construction of the law

placed upon it by Mr. La Roche, if a bicycle

agent sells a wheel out of his stock he can at

once be taxed as a retail dealer, but so long

as he confines his business to selling wheels

by sample he is exempt from taxation.

The Washington Show.

. Washington, D. C, March 6.—The promo-
tors of the local cycle show which closed Sat-

urday night in a blaze of glory after running

a full, week to crowded houses have cause to

be proud of the unqualified success achieved

by them. It was indeed a grand success from

every point of view and the local trade is sure

to derive a great deal of benefit from it. The
attendance exceeded the expectations of the

most enthusiastic and it is quite evident that

the show could have run another' Week- to

good houses, but the management was unable

to secure the hall. The show was distinctly

a trade atTair, being promoted and managed

by the leading dealers of the city, and the

profits will all go to the trade.

The aft'air was a Madison Square Garden

sliow in miniature. The class of people that

attended was a surprise to the out-of-town

exhibitors. There were congressmen, sen-

ators, judges and others prominent in Wash-

ington society and their interest was active.

business—that of making the Burwell naphtha

launch. A part of the local plant has been

fitted especially to manufacture naphtha

launches from IG to 31 feet in length on the

shortest possible notice. This will be one

way of using the Burwell motor.

Waltham Two-Speed Bicycle Hub.

A device called the Waltham Two-Speed

Bicycle Hub was demonstrated in the store

of Rurland & Smith, Lowell, Mass., a few

days ago and a large number of local riders

witnessed its operation. The hub is about

two pounds -heavier than the ordinary hub

and is also, larger. The gear is reduced 50

per cent for hill-climbing by pressing a spring

under the seat. On the inside of the hub

are four gear wheels, each with twenty-four

teeth, of the beveled variety. The inventor

is Fred Snow, of the Comet Works, at

Waltham, Mass.

Scottish Sealers' Official Organ.

As was recently stated in The Wheel, the

cycle dealers of Scotland have formed an or-

ganization for mutual protection on such

matters as guarantee, etc. The movement has

had the hearty support of the editor of the

"Scottish Cyclist." _ Now these dealers are

to have an official journal, which is to be

launched in March. The secretary of the

Scottish Cyclists' Union, which is in that

country what the L. A. W. is here, is to be

editor. It will have eight pages of reading

matter and eight pages of advertisements.

A $i2,ooo Decision.

The Shelby Steel Tube Co. have obtained a

decision against Camille Weidenfeld, in New
York, on the notes which the latter endorsed

for the defunct Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co.

The amount involved was $12,000.

On February 28, in New York, the follow-

ing judgments were rendered against Wieden-
feld and the Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co., in

favor of Louis V. Hubbard, $4,097; Robert D.

Geswein, .$4,097; J. B. Nash, $4,498.

Went Up in Flames.

The latest bicycle fire in the Chicago cycle

trade was the old Frank Wentworth Bicycle

Factory, on West Fourteenth street, which

has of late been operated by Silverman &
Bros., owners of the Artemis Plating Works.

The loss was $75,000, the insurance $65,000.

The fire threw 180 out of work, the material,

consisting of machinery and cycle parts,

bars, pattern works, etc., being totally de-

stroyed.

Some Well-Known Names.

Warren Mfg. Co., Chicago, have been incor-

porated in Illinois to manufacture and sell

cycle supplies. Authorized capital, $500. In-

corporators: G. B. Warren, E. C. Warren,

W. C. Pelot.

Employes' Co-operative Grocery.

South Portland, .Me., is much interested in

the South Portland Co-operative Co., which

was organized some time ago among the em-

ployes of the Lovell cycle factory, with a

capital stock of $4,000, for the purpose of

carrying on a grocery business. The com-

pany is already in operation and the results

are thus far satisfactory.

Open for New Accounts.

The Coe Mfg. Co., 50 Warren street, New
York, are anxious to add to their sundry line,

their success in marketing the Round Edge

toe-clip convincing them that they can handle

a few more specialties along the same line.

They sell to the jobbing trade only, and have

had considerable success with the accounts

they handle.

Velox Machine Works Change.

On February 20 the partnership of B. V. H.

Schultz and Charles H. Ferguson, of tlie

Velox Machine Works, Chicago, was dis-

solved and Ferguson will continue the busi-

ness. The Velox pedal, an extraordinarily

ingenious device, has been previously de-

scribed in The Wheel.

Dublin Dealers Organize.

A protective association has been organized

by the dealers in Dublin, Ireland, under tlje

name The Dublin Cycle Trade Association.

The purposes are generally offensive and de-

fensive, with particular reference to relations

between the dealers and manufacturers.

Damaged by Smoke and Water.

In the fire which damaged the opera house

at South Framingham, Mass., a few days ago,

W. H. St. George, dealer in wheels, sporting

goods, etc., managed to save all of his prop-

erty from fire, though some of it was damaged

by smoke and water.

Chicago Tire Co. Incorporated.

The Berger & Larsen Tire Co. have been

incorporated in Chicago to manufacture rub-

ber tires. Authorized capital, $10,000; sub-

scribed, $10,000. Incorporators: John P. Lar-

sen, Joseph A. Berger, Bernard Anderson.

Rivet and Screw Factory Started.

The New England Machine Screw Co.,

manufacturers of rivets and screws for bicy-

cles, have started operations at Thorapsonville,

Mass. George H. Ball is in charge of the

factory.

Shop Right on Automatic Brake.

I. A. Weston, of Syracuse, has secured from

W. H. Brewster, of Utica, the right to manu-

facture the Brewster automatic coaster and

brake recently invented by Brewster!

.... ... To Use Burwell Motors.

.Tbiea.p,., March 6.—The .Lozier Mfg. Co.

have embarked in an entirely new branch of

Twenty-four Hours a Day Now.

The Ellwood Ivins Tube Co., of Oak Lane

Station, Philadelphia, are running their works

twenty-four hours a day on cold-drawn seam-

less tubing.
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"MADE IN GERMANY."

An Importer in Copenhagen Throws a I/ight

Upon the German Claim that All the Rub-
bishy Wheels Are American.

A valued correspondent of The Wheel,
Jens Nielsen, Copenhagen, Denmark, writes

as follows:

In a German paper, "The Cycle Export," ap-

pears an article warning all buyers "against

American macliines, as many a European

dealer has been taken in, having paid the

Yankee for his trash, only to later undergo

the most bitter experience." As such libelous

articles are directed against importers of Amer-

ican cycles on this side quite as much as, or

even more than against,the American manufac-

turers, it may perhaps be of interest to your

readers to have an opinion on this from a

place outside of Germany, and where Ger-

man and American wheels have fought des-

perately to conquer a market, which is one of

the best in the world.

Germany has the advantage of being Den-

mark's immediate neighbor, and the German
cycle makers were represented by the largest

dealers here before the Americans appeared

in the market. Columbias came first and were

soon followed by the Victor, Rambler, Ster-

ling, Monarch and many others. The Ger-

mans did their very best to maintain their

footing trying to copy the American models

and making a talking point of their factories

being equipped with the latest American ma-

chinery, besides having their machines fitted

with American saddles, pedals, cranks, rims

—

American all over—except just the nameplates,

these being Kaiser, Wilhelm, Vaterland,

Brandenburg, etc. Notwithstanding these

historic and heroic names, agents here one

by one dropped German wheels and replaced

them with American ones. Growing desperate,

the Germans hired expensive stores in this

city and plastered the dead walls everywhere

with big posters, besides filling the cycle

papers with bombastic advemsements; all in

vain; the American wheels, purely on their

merits, completely crushed the German ones

and drove them from the market. Most
probably this is one of the reasons why the

Germans now amuse themselves by expelling

Danish dairymen and women from Slesvig

(formerly a Danish province), though the

Germans have stated the reason for the ex-

pulsions to be that the Danes speak Danish,

an explanation which seems too ridiculous

for anyone except a German.

Further along this same German export paper

says: "None need go to America to obtain

cheap and inferior goods, as they can, as a

matter of fact, be found in other countries."

Quite right, and the trash we used to get up

here came from Hamburg, whose merchants,

trading under the device, "No matter if a fellow

breaks the neck when we make the dollar."

are now described in the German export

paper as purveyors of "this American rub-

bish." The reason why the poor, but honest,

Saxonian dealer had to go into bankruptcy

is told by the polite German in the following

select terms: "The smart Yankees having

stipulated notes should be given on delivery

of goods," This seems to me not so very

"smart" after all, since the German dealer

evidently went into bankruptcy because he
could not, or would not, pay these very same
notes. Most probably this rubbish and trash

was all along made up in Hamburg, which
is famous throughout all Europe for goods of

this description.

Personally I have imported 15,000 American
bicycles since January 1, 1898, each one of

them direct from various factories in the

States, and my advice to all European buyers

'

is to do as I have done and they will fare far

better by so doing than they will if they allow

themselves to get into the hands of German
manufacturers.

Why the Germans Succeed.

Germany is not particularly successful in

competition with the United States as far as

the cycle trade is concerned, but her business

methods, particularly with reference to ex-

port trade, are interesting and dangerous to

others. System will win. An elaborate re-

port on the development of commercial, indus-

trial, maritime, and traffic interests of Ger-

many has recently been presented to the

British foreign office by Mr. Gastrell, com-
mercial attache to the British embassy in Ber-

lin. He attributes the success of Germany
commercially to the mercantile enterprise of

the people and to their thoroughness. "This

valuable characteristic," he says, "has per-

meated all classes of the people, and its effects

can be seen in the manner of carrying . out

every private or national enterprise. No de-

tails are too insignificant to be considered

in attaining a given end; no trouble is too

great to take in mastering minutiae. There
is no doubt whatever that in competing with

other nations, it has been rather in conse-

quence of a mass of small innovations than

by great changes, that they have succeeded in

their national aspirations of becoming the

most important commercial power on the

Continent and inferior in the whole world only

to Great Britain and the United States."

Exports to Germany Increase.

Germany's import and export figures are

not always expressed in money values. The
imports of cycles and parts tor the eleven

months ending with November were 773 tons,

compared with 504 tons in the same period in

'97. The exports, however, also increased

from 632 tons in the first eleven months of

'97 to 1,464 tons in the same period last year.

The imports of cycles and parts from the

United States during the eleven months end-

ing with November last year amounted to

.$1,474,275, compared with $1,250,110 for the

same period in '97. Exporters catering to cycle

trade insist that the German market is to-day

the best foreign field, and though large orders,

that is stock orders, are not many, demands

for lots of 100 and over are frequent and will

continue into the summer. Last week's ship-

ments of bicycles from New York to Hamburg
alone reached in value $28,216, which was the

largest total shipment to any foreign port.

Exports Up to Date.

Exports from the port of New York for the

week ending Tuesday, March 7, 1899:

Antwerp.—74 cases bicycles, $2,375; 20 cases
bicycle material, .1>543.

Bremen.—142 cases bicycles, ^4,440; 19 cases
bicycle material, $832.

British Possessions in Africa.—74 cases bi-
cycles, $7,871; 5 cases bicycle material, $375.

British Guiana.—1 case bicycles, $42.

British West Indies.—11 cases bicycle ma-
terial, $81.

British East Indies.

—

i cases bicycle ma-
terial, $2<J5.

Brazil.—18 cases bicycles, $1,012.

British Australia.—5 cases bicycles, $851; 8
cases bicycle material, $110.

Brussels.—14 cases bicycles, $505.

Central America.—1 case of bicycles, $32.

Copenhagen.—601 cases bicycles, $47,012;
174 cases bicycle material, $9,607.

Christiania.—584 cases bicycles, $15,425; 24
cases bicycle material, $740.

Cuba.—2 cases bicycle material, $37.

Dutch Guiana.—1 case bicycles, $20; 3 cases
bicycle material, $95.

Ecuador.—1 case bicycles, $23.

Frankfort.—1 case bicycles, $30.

Fiume.—27 cases bicycles, $1,420.

Florence.—17 cases bicycles, $1,200.

Genoa.—2 cases bicycles, $100; 38 cases
bicycle material, $2,096.

Glasgow.

—

2 cases bicycles, $109.

Geneva.—24 cases bicycle material, $70.
Hull.—6 cases bicycle material, $200.
Havre.—50 cases bicycles, .$797.

Hango.—13 cases bicycles, $1,800.

Hamburg.—151 cases bicycle material, $5,-

906.

Liverpool.—26 cases bicycles, $1,345; 10

cases bicycle material, $185.

London.—8 cases bicycles, $352; 106 cases
bicycle material, $1,543.

Mexico.—25 cases bicycles, $924.

Malmo.—1 case bicycle material, $59.

Milan.—12 cases bicycle material, $428.

New Zealand.—1 case bicycle material, $15.

Odessa.—4 cases bicycles, $115.

Peru.—2 cases bicycle material, $47.

Porto Rico.—1 case bicycles, $50.

Reval.—10 cases bicycles, $610.

Rotterdam.—345 cases bicycles, $5,900.

Stockholm.—202 cases bicycles, $4,587.

Southampton.—71 cases bicycles,. $2,155.

St. Petersburg.—64 cases bicycles, $5,035.

Turin.—1 case bicycle material, $83,

U. S. of Colombia.—1 case bicycles, $70.

British Exports.

England may find some comfort in the de-

crease of imports, but her export trade grows

worse. The figures for January are $348,200,

compared with $362,740 in December, $480,465

in January, 1898, and $762,830 in January.

1897. It will be seen that the decrease in ex-

ports is a very serious one.

British exports of cycles and parts, 1898-9,

are indicated in the following table:

1S98. 1S99.

Week ending Jan. 20 $.38,700 $40,115

Week ending Jan. 27 63,410 63,505

Week ending Feb. 3 71,500 22,185

Week ending Feb. 10 59,490 24,900

Week ending Feb. 17 76,455 37,375

The detailed figures for the week ending

February 17, 1899, are as follows:

Launceston 135
Lisbon 1,255
Lyttleton 170
Mackay 65
Madras .-. 100
Malta 185
Melbourne 8.105
Nelson 590
New York 30
Perth 545
Port Elizabeth. 340
Shanghai 275
Singapore 160
Sydney 2,465
Trinidad 75
Varma 30
Wellington . .

.". 2,010

Adelaide $2,430

Alexandria 3r

Amsterdam 1.000

Bombay 2.280

Boulogne 1,590

Buenos Ayres 1.365

Calcutta 2,305

Cape Town 1,740

Christchurch 1,515

Colombo 525

Durban 3.145

East London 250

Freemantle 100

Galatz 60

Ghent 2.025

Gibraltar 150

Hobart 60

Hong Kong 235
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FOR ONE YEAR.

A Valuable Compilation Showing the Volume
of Exports of Cycles, Parts and Material

for the Fiscal Year.

Here are some statistics of value to the

trade. These statistics are notably interesting,

because they show first, the customs districts

from which the articles were exported and
the value of the exports from each district;

second, the countries to which the exports
went, and the volume and value of the goods
sent to each foreign country; third, the cus-

toms districts into which the foreign goods
were exported, their volume and value, with
tlie names of the countries shipping, and the

value of the shipments from each country.

Cycles and parts were exported from the

following places:

Baltimore, Md $44,130
Bangor, Me 251664
Boston and CharJestown, Mass 261,051
Newport News, Va • 61 8S5
New York, N. Y 5,523,044
Passamaquoddy, Me 4,762
Phiiadelphiaj Pa 11,866
Savannah, Ga 50
Galveston, Te.x 120
Key West, Fla 50
Mobile, Ala 530
New Orleans, La 1,245
Paso del Norte, Tex ." 23,306
Saluria, Tex 21,315
Arizona 796
Puget Sound. Wash 49,983
San Diego, Cal 100
San Francisco, Cal 262 085
Buffalo Creek, N. Y 27,517
Cape Vincent, N. Y 3,925
Champlain, N. Y 20,414
Cuyahoga, Ohio 33
Detroit, Mich 203,982
Genesee, N. Y 535
Huron, Mich 132,033
Memphremagog. Vt 6,280
Montana and Idaho 115
Niagara. N. Y 2 932
North and South Dakota 81,536
Oswegatchie, N. Y 23,660
Oswego, N. Y 28
Superior, Mich 457
Vermont, Vt 51,200

Total $6,846,529

The above goods were shipped to the follow-

ing destinations:

Austria-Hungary $41,0.50
Azores and Madeira Islands 300
Belgium 130,016
Denmark -, 228,370
France 482,680
Germany 1,724,404
Gibraltar 1,075
Greece 1,108
Italy 89,522
Netherlands 251,918
Portugal 7,125
Roumania 2,583
Russia, Baltic and White Seas 35,642
Russia, Black Sea 781
Spain 2,765
Sweden and Norway 142,443
Switzerland 13,751
Turkey and Europe 1,053
United Kingdom 1,852.166
Bermuda 14.951
British Honduras 1,061
Dominion of Canada:

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, etc 64,755
Ouebec, Ontario, etc 512,997
British Columbia 33,650

Newfoundland and Labrador 2,601
Central American States:

Costa Rica 2.733
Guatemala j 797
Honduras 1.142
Nicaragua 2.005
Salvador 529

Mexico 68.022
Miquelon. Langley, etc 1,710
.West Indies:

British 63,000
Danish 4.046
Dutch 1.760
French 141
Plaiti 495
Santo Domingo $1,171
Cuba 9.214

POTto Rico 3.359

Argentina 90.?29

Bolivia 670
Brazil 9R.4R2

Chile 14,206

Colombia 15,684
Ecuador 2,512
Guianas:

British 15,203
Dutch 910
French 60

Peru 8,732
Uruguay 3,850
Venezuela 2,823
Aden 606
China 27,449
East Indes:

British 90,388
Dutch 13,368
French 100

Hongkong 7,636
Japan 88,905
Russia—Asiatic k.- 85
Turkey in Asia 925
All other Asia 1,133
British Australasia 309,006
French Oceanica 4,967
Tonga, Samoa, etc 272
Hawaiian Islands 52,072
British Africa 184,603
Canary Islands 219
Portuguese Africa 985
Turkey in Africa—Egypt 6,059

All other Africa 5,599

Total .$6,846,529

Rubber cement was exported from Phila-

delphia to the value of $9,316. Of this, $7,607

went to Germany and $1,709 to the United

Kingdom.

Plea for Quality.

There is just a possibility at the present time

that the advice which is being so plentifully

tendered to American cycle manufacturers by

many of our consuls and others may prove

inimical to the best tradition? of trade and

commerce. This in reference to the cry for

cheapness which is raised in every direction.

It may be that in the past American cycle

makers have shown themselves stirbborn in

deviating from ordinary standards of manu-
factures, and that they have been content to

miss a large proportion of export business

in consequence. But all this is changed now,

or, at least, nearly all of it,, and there can be

no doubt that the majority are only too anx-

ious to adapt their designs and patterns to the

requirements of customers abroad, and to pro-

duce for them the machines or sundries

which they consider to be most suitable for

their respective inarkets. This is far from say-

ing that there are no manufacturers at home
who are without blame in this matter at the

present time, but there are many indications

that Americans as a whole are desirous of do-

ing everything in their pcro'er to meet the ap-

proval of their customers.

At the same time there must be a limit as

to how far manufacturers are to yield in this

matter. Consuls are never tired of telling us

that continental and other rivals are produc-

ing cheaper goods than Americans are; that

they are ousting Americans from certain mar-

kets in consequence of this cheapness, and that

they are thus making serious inroads upon

what were once preserves of American com-

merce. This cry is being so constantly raised

that we are somewhat afraid for the future of

the best traditions of the American cycle ex-

port trade if such advice is acted upon with-

out the utmost discrimination. American

manufacturers have always been noted £or ex-

cellence of quality, and it would be an irre-

parable loss if this reputation was hastily bar-

tered away just for the sake of keeping a few

cheap German manufacturers at bay. It is

pleasant, therefore, to note that during the past

month a plea has been raised for quality in no

uncertain tones by more than one of America's

cycle makers who do not believe that'it is nec-

essary for our manufacturers to be continually

playing low for the sake of capturing orders.

These defenders of quality are old-fashioned,

enough to believe that quality of materials and
excellence of workmanship, which are char-

acteristics of the productions of America's

leading cycle makers, still count for something

among those buyers abroad who desire to be

supplied with goods of the nature and quality

demanded by them, and not of the kind which

the pushing continental maker may consider

good enough for them.

More About Australian Trade.

The condition of the cycle trade in the anti-

podes is declared by a correspondent to be

appalling. During the past two months it has

declined fully 75 per cent. English, and im-

ported machines generally, find a very slow

sale. The wheel which sells the most rapidly

is one colonially built. Almost any jobber or

repairer holds forth as a builder, and will as-

semble any parts his prospective purchaser de-

sires, according to specifications furnished.

Evidently the Australian believes in the fallacy

of a machine built to his order. This con-

dition of affairs has been brought about by

auction sales all over Australia, promoted by

the Austral Cycle Agency, Ltd., to which

forced sales must be added the strenuous at-

tempts at clearing out by manufacturers who
seemingly would be glad to quit the game
at any, price. It really does appear at this

writing as if the trade for imported machines

has received its death-blow in Australia.

Good Things Go Far.

The wisdom of not hiding one's lamp under

a bushel measure is best proven by the fol-

lowing communication from the Sanford &
Follow Co., 235 Lake street, Chicago:

"We enclose you herewith one letter and

two envelopes, all of which were received

through advertising in your medium. We
send you the envelopes for the reason that

they contained orders. The other is merely

an inquiry, but we have no doubt that we can

interest them in some of our goods. We vyere

rather skeptical about the supposed foreign

circulation of some of the cycle papers, but

we must confess that we are pleased as far

as The Wheel is concerned." One of the en-

velopes mentioned is decorated with the

split-chested eagle of Russia, while the other

bears the comely visage of Great Britain's

Empress.

Considerable Re-Exporting [Done.

England re-exports a considerable share of

the cycles and parts shipped into that country

from the United States. In January, 1898,

the total imports into England amounted to

$284,485; in December, 1898, the amount was

$322,750; in January, 1899, it was $102,205.

Of this January importation $83,265 was re-

exported, probably to the continent, making

the net imports -$28,940, compared with a net

of $177,475 for January, 1898, and $113,700, for

January, 1897. The figures for January, 1899,

are low-water mark since England has had to

contend with foreign importation.

Hotels in Porto Rico.

Hotels in Porto Rico are small, few and

generally on the Spanish plan. Usually the

rooms have no outside view, being lighted
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from a courtyard. Times are changing tViere,

liowever.

Tlie Porto Rican import duty on cycles is 15

per cent ad valorem.

wants to, and permit familiarities that they

will resent on another occasion.

Slexican Duties Increase.

Beginning March 1, cycles and parts enter-

ing Mexico will be taxed $1 per kilogram,

instead of twenty cents per kilo., and the duty

on juvenile tricycles without rubber tires is

increased from twenty cents to twenty-five

cents.

Pattly Sour Grapes.

An English exchange thinks Americans err

in shipping to Germany machines at $12 com-
plete; says they must be rubbish and will kill

our German trade. Maybe so, but this is

sympathy from Sir Reynard.

Exports for January.

Exports of cycles and parts during January,

1899, were $474,728. The January, 1898, fig-

ures were $674,117. Decrease in value, de-

spite increase in quantity.

Science of Selling.

A salesman, as a rule, is born, not made.

One man can talk a customer into buying a

bicycle and another man would simply talk

the customer ot:t of the store. The whole

secret is in knowing your man, knowing the

wheels you handle, and knowing when to talk.

To be a successful cycle salesman one must

be a judge of human nature and grasp at a

glance the condition of the buyer at the mo-
ment, for some men will be free and easy one

day, will allow the salesman to talk all he

Maybe So and Then Maybe Not.

Every editor of an English cycle paper acts

as a mentor for his readers. One of them,
asked whether chainless bicycles are likely to

become popular, stands upon the fence and
thus dodges: "It is possible, since the public

are always ready to patronize anything new.

but not probable, since chainless bicycles do
not run so easily as the ordinary chain ma-
chine. Still they have the advantages of being

cleaner and neater, and, although more expen-

sive at the present, will probably in time be

reduced to the price of the orthodox chain

machine."

Kingman to Quit.

Mr. Blake, the well-known salesman of the

bicycle department of Kingman & Co., Peo-

ria, 111., informed a Wheel representative

last week that his firm were closing out their

bicycle business and will confine themselves to

their other lines in future. This company pur-

chased the stock of the Ide Mfg. Co., and will

close that out as well. Some of the branches

of the Kingman Co., however, will continue to

sell bicycles as formerly.

See Only Prosperity.

The Meilink Mfg. Co., Toledo, are as busy

now as they have ever been in their his-

tory. Charles Meilink states that business

points to a long continued spell of prosperity,

and his firm are making shipments to all parts

of the country while the office and factory

forces are complaining of being overworked.

Condensed Catalogue.

One of the most unique, intelligent, hand-
some and getatable catalogues of the year is

the one published by the National Sewing
Machine Co., of Belvidere, 111. Admirers of

the niultum-in-parvo form of catalogue-mak-
ing should send a two-cent stamp and get

one of the N. S. M. examples.

Better Business than for Years.

Luthy & Co., Peoria, 111., declare that their

bicycle business is better this year than it has

been for several years past and the outlook
for the future is most promising. The com-
pany have received a good many orders for

their Fairy King and Fairy Queen, popular-

priced bicycles.

Overman Output Increased.

The Overman Wheel Co., which has been
making only fifty bicycles a day lately, has

increased the daily output to 200, thus giving

employment to many men of Chicopee and
Chicopee Falls who have been idle for some
months.

Make Bicycle Spokes and Nipples.

Tiley, Pratt & Co., Essex, Conn., are mak-
ing a good spoke and nipple, well finished,

and are satisfied with small profits. They say

they are running twelve hours a day and are

happy.

Gone Into Retail.

R. C. Plaut, who has been with the Mon-
arch Company for years, has resigned and

associated himself with J. W. Cadden in the

retail business in Norwich, Conn.

WHEELS OF *99 -^ ^

...at SPRING eveLE SHOW.
First Annual Cycle Dealers' Exhibition,

MARCH 23 to APRIL \,

1899.

GRAND CENTRAL PALACE,
NEW YORK.

RIDING EXHIBITIONS
NOVEL ATTRACTIONS.

C^l*!^ T^lirfliHil'ni*^ include among Wheels—Columbia, Cleveland,
Lrai 1 y I^JS^IlIUIiUI » Chicopee, Crawford, Defender, Featherstone,

Frontenac, Hunter, M ircus, Liberty, Mercury, Monarch, Monitor, Orient, Pierce,

Racycle, Stormer, Sherman, Tribune, Vanguard, Wolff-American ; as many
more promised.

A LONG LIST OF EXHIBITORS OF SUNDRIES AND ACCESSORIES.
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SOME FACTS.

One of the Shrewdest of American Observers

of French Automobilism Tells What He Has
I,earned Regarding Its Sport and Trade.

Paris, Feb. 22.—The motor car would win

its way much more rapidly in public favor if

there were less vibration when the vehicle is

at a standstill. To the owner this is a very

small matter, as it is of no inconvenience to

him, and when the vehicle is running the

vibration is not felt at all. But the public,

who are much impressed by what they see,

look rather suspiciously on a car which pul-

sates and vibrates in a sort of St. Vitus' dance

when the motor is running freely. This draw-

back has been much reduced by the system of

balancing the engine. In most of the existing

types, however, I do not see how the vibration

can be suppressed altogether, because the bot-

tom of the cylinder has to offer such a re-

sistance to the explosion and naturally must

communicate the movement to the carriage.

To a great extent this pro'blem has been

solved by fixing the motor so as to neutralize

the resistances against each other and thus

secure absolute rigidity. The vibration is

thus reduced 'but not suppressed. This sys-

tem of motor is not the true balanced type to

which we must look for a solution of the diffi-

culty. In the properly balanced engine the

explosion takes place between two pistons

which fly apart, and the whole of the resist-

ance is thus overcome. It is upon this prin-

ciple that the Gobron at BriUie motor is

built. It has two cylinders and four pistons.

The lower pistons act directly on the crank

and the upper pair are connected with the

crank by rods. The motor runs with scarcely

any vibration, so little indeed that you can

put a glass of water full up to the brim on the

car without a drop spilling. The method of

admitting the gas mixture to the cylinders

in just sufficierit quantity for the work being

done by the motor is rather complicated, but

I should like to see this car run a thousand

miles or so before I would care to express an

opinion on it.

Another balanced motor for running with

heavy oils is that manufactured by the So-
ciete des Automobiles Koch. This is a hori-

zontal single cylinder engine and the explos-

ion takes place between two pistons which are

connected with the crank by rock shafts. The
temperature of the petroleum is raised by the

burner and the oil is then sprayed into the

cylinder by an automatic regulator which
admits the exact quantity for the work to be
produced. It is a very simple engine with

very few parts to get out of order, and it is

this simplicity which is no doubt the cause

of its running so well. Heavy oil cannot be
successfully used in a complicated mechanism
where the valves are liable to be fouled with

the carbonized by-products, but in the Koch
motor the valves only require cleaning every

three or four months. I have had some long

runs on this car and have been entirely sat-

isfied with it except when the motor is thrown
out of gear, and then a sense of veracity com-
pels me to admit that there is a good deal

of lateral vibration and a lot of visible exhaust.

Still the car is interesting as being the only

one yet devised to run successfully with

heavy oils, and it ought to be serviceable in

countries where petroleum spirit (naphtha?)

cannot be obtained.

Maybe we are going to see petroleum re-

placed by alcohol in motor cars? All the

agricultural societies in Europe are working
hard to this end. They say that the national

industries do not profit from the petroleum

which comes from America or Russia, but if

they could only use alcohol there would be a

fortune for the French agriculturist in the

cultivation of potatoes. But alcohol has about

a third less the explosive power of petroleum

spirit, and to get the same power the charge

would have to be a third more, with the re-

sult that the cylinders would have to be larger.

This would mean heavier motors, and addi-

tional weight would certainly not be tolerated

in motor cars. I do not think that the

American and Russian petroleum producers

have anything to fear from the competition

of the European potato growers yet awhile.

Very Unfortunate, Indeed.

In direct line with the caution published by
The Wheel several weeks ago comes this

editorial on Air Bubbles in the "Scientific

.American": It is greatly to be regretted that

the inception of such a great industry as that

of the automobile carriage in this country
should be hampered by the sensational meth-
ods adopted by some of its so-called promo-
ters. We refer to the omnipresent Autotruck
Company, which, under the magic spell of cer-

tain names notorious in the more spicy periods

of the political history of our city, still con-

tinue to enlarge on paper the sphere of their

proposed operations. We have scarcely had
time to grow familiar with the Air Power and
Autotruck companies, with their capitalization

of §10,000,000 or more, and their intention to

"control the trucking interests" of the city,

before we are told that "Richard Croker is

about to cross swords with the Third Avenue
Railroad Co. by fitting out a line of omnibuses
driven by compressed air," etc. It is also

added incidentally that " the Autotruck Com-
pany porposes to run stages similar to those

proposed for Fifth avenue, in Chicago and Los
Angeles, Cal.," yet we doubt if anyone has yet

seen a street autotruck, and even the company
cannot say more than that "orders for the

construction of these vehicles have been

given."

We think it is extremely unlikely that the

autotruck, if it should ever get beyond the

precincts of Wall street, will succeed in dis-

placing entirely the horse-drawn truck. For
certain conditions of our city trucking it would

be an immediate and absolute failure; as, for

instance, in a snowstorm like the last, in which

Mr. Croker's autotrucks would be even more
helpless than Mr. Vreeland's trolley cars have

proved to be. The weak spot in the auto-

truck would lie in the fact that the measure

of its tractive force would be determined by

the adhesion of the driving wheels, and in the

greasy condition of the streets on which

heavy hauling is done, the adhesion would be

very small indeed. If a five-ton autotruck at-

tempted to cross the well lubricated paving of

West street or Water street with a full load,

not all the $10,000,000 of vaporous capital of

the air company, if put into the motors, could

budge it an inch. If the driving wheels

should chance to drop into one of the multi-

tudinous holes with which the Metropolitan

Street Traction Company, having got in their

wires, have strewn our thoroughfares, it would

stay there until the discarded horse could be

brought around to drag its discredited com-
petitor from the pit.

He Would Not Say.

The International Vehicle Co. have been in-

corporated in Charleston, W. Va., W. P. and

C. W. Hatch, H. C. Underwood, and H. F.

Adams, of New York, and C. C. Isbel, of

North Adams, Mass., to do business in New
York, with a capital of $5,000,000. The new
concern, it is said, is backed financially

by New York and Chicago capitalists. "Al-

though papers of incorporation have been

filed, the organization of the company has not

been completed," said W. P. Hatch, one of

the incorporators. "We expect to get every-

thing in shape within the next two or three

days. The company have been formed for the

purpose of manufacturing and operating all

kinds of automobiles." When asked whether

the new concern had any connection with

other companies organized for the same pur-

pose, Mr. Hatch declined to say.

New York Might Follow Suit.

The city of Boston has ordered automobiles

for the members of the Common Council.

Hereafter, when there is a meeting of the Com-
mittee on Sewers, the members can easily go

out and take an airing. An Alderman can-

not ride a wheel in a becoming manner, but

he can easily sit in an automobile and look as

dignified as a city father is expected to look.

In New York it is done differently—the water

department employes, for example, only

spent $63,000 of the city's money for car fares

during the month of February.

Wants Plenty of Capital.

The Philadelphia Motor Wagon Co., which

is to put automobile vehicles on the market, has

changed its name to the Pennsylvania Electric

Vehicle Company and they have increased

their capital stock to $6,000,000. This is double

the amount of the original capitalization. The
company is authorized to make and deal in

self-propelling vehicles. The incorporators

are Cornelius W. Woodward, of Philadelphia;

William J. Jackson, of Philadelphia, and Jo-

siah S. Dubois, Camden.

Washington's First.

The Washington Automobile Co. have been

granted a charter under the laws of Virginia.

The object of this company is the manufacture

and sale of horseless conveyances. The capi-

tal stock is $50,000. H. D. Merrick, of Wash-

ington, is president.

Where Railroads Would Not Pay.

A bill has been introduced into the Austrian

Diet for the purposes of providing motor-car

services in country districts in which the cost

of constructing railways would be too great

to prove remunerative.
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THE TYPES THAT WILL LIVE.

-.••• «-I.«.l-«^.«.!.^^< •••..

<«

I We refer to saddles. What will they be ? Do they now

I
exist ? These are questions that interest every manufacturer, \

t dealer and rider. :«:

t •:

I There is no doubt that saddles, like watches, wagons or |

washboards, will settle down to a few standard types. The i

freaks and follies of saddle invention have had their little day :|

I
and served the purpose of proving and accentuating the value |

I of REAL saddles— the solid, straight-out, every-day-in-the-year :|
*•* •?A i

I saddles such as we make. 5

I The American Saddle Co. has no use for monstrosities. |

I Its mission is, in part, to crystallize the sentiment of the public |
% >

I upon standard models, and to eliminate the multitudinous |
'X

I unnecessary and (many of them) useless styles now annoying |

I the manufacturers of wheels, and confusing the judgment of |
t . k

I the riders. 5:

I

I
Our concentration process has begun, and instead of fifty

;| or a hundred styles heretofore offered by our several companies, |

I the number will be materially reduced, always having due |

i regard for existing contracts. i
I _ _

'

I It is our purpose to have comparatively few models, and |
>> >

I those such as have demonstrated their right to live. %

:$

THE AMERICAN SADDLE CO.,
American Trust Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
t
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HISTORY REPEATS.

story of the Bicycle and the Parks Is Now
Being Retold by Boston's Park Commis-

sioners Regarding the Automobile.

Boston, March 4.—The Park Commission-

ers have issued a general order giving no-

tice of the adoption by the board of rules re-

lating to the use of motor vehicles in the pub-

lic parks and boulevards. The order reads:

"No person shall run or operate a motor

vehicle of any kind on the public parks or

boulevards until he shall have been examined

and certified as competent by the inspector

of the Park Department, and a permit issued

on such certificate, nor until such vehicle

shall have been inspected and a certificate of

approval issued by the inspector of the Park

Department, and a license for the operation

or use of such vehicle has been granted.

No person shall run or operate a motor

vehicle on the public parks between the hours

of 10.30 a. m. and 9 p. m."

When Colonel Pope was asked if he in-

tended to teach the Boston commissioners the

same lesson in automobilism he had to teach

them in cycling, he said:

"I cannot believe that the Boston park

commissioners would have taken any such

action if they knew much about the motor

carriage, and I shouW prefer to see them
before I outline any action I may take in the

matter. I do not think they want me to

spend $8,000 to get the motor carriage into

the parks of Boston, as I did to get the bi-

cycle into Central Park in New York. By
what right can the park commissioners en-

force such an order? Can they restrict me or

anyone else in the matter of motive power so

long as I do no one injury?

"Can I- not go into the public parks with

a carriage hauled by men, donkeys or by a

camel if I choose? A horse is never fright-

ened by a motor carriage a second time, and
rarely at first, and there have been more
horses frightened by umbrellas than ever

have been or ever will be by motor car-

riages; more by flying pieces of paper than

by both. Do people realize that in ten years

from now the horse will be prohibited in

the city, except under certain restrictions, and
that Boston will then pay only half for the

care of her streets that she pays now? Do
people realize that the horse brings more dis-

ease and filth into the city than any other

source, and that the withdrawal of the horse

means twice as much room in our streets?

"How many car horses do you see in Bos-
ton now? There will be few horses, except
for pleasure driving by people who love the

horse for his own sake, in ten years from
now. I believe in licensing the drivers of

motor carriages and of horses, too, and of

restricting the speed, if necessary; but it is

absurd to assume that the motor carriage is

a menace to anyone. I absolutely and un-

qualifiedly deny the legal or moral right of

anyone to restrict me as to my vehicle, pro-

viding that I exercise due care and do no in-

jury; but I trust that in Boston, of all places,

I shall not be obliged to make a fight which

I surely shall win, but which will take my
lime and money. I will see the park com-

missioners," concluded Colonel Pope, "and

try first to find out what they mean by this

order. If the motor carriages must stay out,

so must all others, and baby carriages and

bicycles. How would the people like that?

Yet there is no difference, in law or in fact,

between them. However, I do not anticipate

any such trouble; I won't believe, until they

tell me so, that the park commissioners of my
own city seriously intend to show themselves

more opposed to progress than in any other

community in the United States or Europe."

Charles E. Stratton, chairman of the park

commissioners, states that the order of the

commissioners is due chiefly to a petition pre-

sented by many influential citizens and sug-

gested by a serious accident due to the

frightening of a horse by a motor car-

riage. "This order," said Mr. Stratton,

"is not to be interpreted as declaratory of

opposition to the motor carriage or as re-

cording our opinion that it is not the com-
ing thing in the line of transportation. But
the carriage is a new thing, and there at^e a

great many people who are afraid of it, and

we thought it well for the present to indicate

certain hours at which they could visit the

parks without fear. Some people have criti-

cised us for not making the prohibition of

.longer duration. Our position is simply this,

that the motor carrage is a new thing, and we
believe the people ought to have a chance to

get used to it before it is admitted to the

parks."

"Where will they get used to it if it is not

allowed in the parks?"

"Oh, they have the whole world left," re-

plied Mr. Stratton. "They can use any of

the public streets. This order is only for the

present, and we do not pretend to say that it

indicates our future policy as to the motor
carriages."

Overman's Auction and ^Explosion.

President A. H. Overman says that his first

automobile will be ready for the market about

May 1 and that from then on the Overman
Company hope to be able to supply them at

the rate of one every two weeks. Mr. Over-
man proposes several novelties in the sale

and testing of the machines. He expects to

have one machine ready for actual road use

early in April, which will 'be, however, for

himself and not for the public. As soon as

the public have had a chance to see the beauty

and efficiency of this machine, Mr. Overman
will open bids for the first one of the machines

to be ready about May 1. The party bidding

highest will get the first machine and the next

highest bidder will get the second, etc. He
proposes to dispose of about 100 of his first

machines in this way. The rest will be put

on the market for $1,000 each.

The test by which Mr. Overman proposes

to establish the entire safety of the machine is

novel. The automobile is to be propelled by

steam, using oil for fuel. For this purpose

it will carry two cylinders, one for oil and

the other for water. It is, moreover, fool-

proof, being fitted so that the fire will be

dumped automatically as soon as the fuel is

exhausted, thus removing all possibility of an

explosion. Mr. Overman intends to go even

farther, however, and demonstrate the harm-

lessness of the machine even if an explosion

should occur in spite of automatic preven-

tives. He says he will sit calmly on the seat

of the machine and explode the boiler in

order to show that such an accident would

prove mere pastime. The force of the explos-

ion will, if it goes according to programme,

follow the direction of least resistance with-

out harming the occupant of the carriage.

Mr. Overman maintains that the only power

yet proved practicable for automobiles is

steam, the difficulty hitherto being that it

could not be produced cheaply. Oil is the

cheapest fuel, steam is the best motive power,

and the two properly conditioned will make
the cheapest and most serviceable automobile.

The cost of running is expected to be rather

less than a half-cent a mile and $100 a year

will keep it in full repair. The style of ma-
chine called a delivery wagon will have three

wheels, while the ordinary carriage will have

four. So far the wagon is not a good snow

wagon, although this difficulty will soon be

remedied, the company think.

Has Capital Enough.

Articles of incorporation have been filed in

Trenton, N. J., by the New York Electric

Vehicle Transportation Co., with an au-

thorized capital of $25,000,000. The company
are empowered to acquire.manufacture and sell

vehicles of all kinds, to be operated by elec-

tricity, compressed air, gas, oil or other means

of motive power, also to acquire franchises for

the operating of these vehicles to carry pas-

sengers and freight o'f all descriptions. The
incorporators are James E. Hayes, Camden;

C. E. Graetz, 18 William street, New York,

and Augustus Treadwell, 20 Broad street. New
York. These are merely figureheads, but be-

hind them is Isaac L. Rice, president of the

Electric Storage Battery Co., and president

also of the Electric Vehicle Co., the concern

which are now operating the automobile cabs.

Augustus Treadwell, who is named as one of

the incorporators, and who appears to be a

clerk in the office of the Electric Storage Bat-

tery Co., was inclined to talk about the

plans of the company until he was instructed

not to do so. The new company are out to sell

vehicles of all kinds equipped with motors.

Wall Street Wkes It.

Those who less than a month ago saw

Electric Vehicle stock going begging for buy-

ers at 15 can hardly believe their senses when

they see it quoted at 75 and the preferred at

par. The stocks went up more than 10 points

the last week. Electric Vehicle stockholders

are expected to have valuable rights to sub-

scribe to the capital of a new corporation.

The organization of sub-companies has pro-

ceeded with great success in various cities,

and these sub-companies guarantee to the pa-

rent company sufficient business to make

their dividends in the next year an excellent

outlook for the stockholders.

Austria Is Into I.ine.

The construction of motor vehicles is about

to be taken up by the Austrian Small Arms
Co., of Steyr, Bohemia. In addition to small

arms, this concern have for some years been

extensive makers of bicycles.
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The Elfin

Juvenile.
The need of a child's bicycle, made

with every part designed to correspond to

the small stature of the rider, has been ap-

parent ever since the youngsters surrepti-

tiously began to ride their elders' wheels,

and the demand for them grew until an
entire bicycle manufacturing establish-

ment is given up to the making of Juven-
iles exclusively. Most firms have under-

taken to manufacture a child's bicycle out

of the stock employed in building their

regular output, but the result is very un-

satisfactory. In saddles, pedals and cranks,

and indeed in the entire general design^ the

machines are unsuited for their purpose,

with the result that the child is stretched

to fit the wheel rather than the bicycle

built to fit the child. We make Juveniles

only. Every part is in conformity. Conse-

quently we can give you the best Juvenile.

WM. SOMERVILLE'SSONS, 66 W. Broadway, New York City^

Agents for Greater New York and Foreign Distribution.

E. G. EAGER & CO., Toledo, Ohio,

Distributing Agents for Ohio, Michigan and Indiana.

FRAZER & JONES CO.,

352 W. Fayette St., Syracuse, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

^X'X^^^SS'XX/X^X^IS'X^SSX^SlS/Sti^^^
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Waverley
Tke Finest Bicycle

Ever Built$40
We mean just what we say—The Waverley

for 1899 is the handsomest, strongest and most
perfectly finished bicycle we have yet con-
structed, and if that doesn't mean the finest

bicycle yet built then the testimony of Waver-
ley agents and riders goes for naught.

We are making the best sort of every-
day bicycles, too—Ivanhoe Specials at |35.00
and Ivanhoes at $25.00 and $26.00—but m a

separate part of the factories. Can't make two
grades with the same workmen.

The combined line promises rich profits to

wide-awake dealers where Waverleys are not
already properly represented.

Electric
Motor Carriages

We are rapidly arranging representation for

our new Electric Carriages, which are thor-

oughly tested and perfected machines, stylish

and elegant in appearance, free from trouble

and annoyance and sold at reasonable prices.

INDIANA BICYCLE CO.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

^%/%/%%/%/s&.
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THIS, THAT AND THE OTHER.

Reading Factory Conditions.

Reading, Pa., March 4.—The manufacturers

of this city are well pleased with the outlook

for an increased trade this year. During the

past few weeks a decided change for the bet-

ter has taken place. Speaking of the situa-

tion, a prominent maker, whose name is with-

held by 'request, said: "Not a mail passes

that does not bring in an order of some kind.

Our agents report that the future looks

healthy and that everybody is looking for a

big trade this season. Many orders are be-

ing placed with dealers and from present indi-

cations the demand will be considerably larger

than ever before. I am inclined to think that

within the next two or three months there

will be a great rush for medium and low-priced

.machines, and I would not be. at all surprised

if the manufacturers will be so crowded that

they will find it hard to fill orders proniptly.

This is the consensus of opinion among al-

most all of the dealers in this city."

Every factory in this city is buzzing with

activity, and although it is still early in the

new year, shipments are being made daily,

and the manufacturers are arranging to work

day and night. Foreign shipments are 'es-

pecially very flattering. The trend of the

trade at this time appears to be for cheap

models, though the chainless and high-priced

mounts are also good sellers, while the 30-inch

models are receiving some marked attention.

It is predicted that the demand -will be about

evenly divided by the opening of the spring

season. The retailers of this city are also

very enthusiastic over the outlook for an in-

creased trade this year, and in view of this

anticipation active preparations are being

made for an early season. The dealers are

gradually filling up their storerooms with in-

creased 'lines of '99 models, which are artis-

tically displayed and much admired.

From present indications the Reading Cycle

Board of Trade and the National Repair As-

sociation of this city are things of the past, a

thing much to be regretted. The failure of

these organizations is largely due to some dif-

ferences of opinion existing between the mem-
bers and officers, the nature of which is gen-

erally attributed to disloyalty to their pledges,

as a conseciuence of 'which the officers re-

signed and 'members 'withdrew. It is hoped,

.•-:-!-

however, that a re-organization will be effected

before the opening of the spring season.

The officers of the Penn Wheelmen have

given up the ^dea of holding a cycle show in

this city this season. Thus dies the cycle show
craze in this city.

They Were Not Mates.

L. E. Thomas, who holds an important

position at the Cleveland headquarters of H.

A. Lozier & Co., had an experience the other

day which caused him to register a vow that

he would pay greater attention to his attire

than he had ever done before. Thomas makes

it a point to be at the office early, but that

morninig he overslept. As soon as he saw

the time he dressed with all possible speed

and made a dive for the closet where he had

placed his shoes the night before, 'putting

them on withO'Ut bringing them out to the

light. After eating a hasty breakfast he caught

a passing car and 'was soon absorbed in the

morning paper. A moment later he was dis-

turbed by a girlish giggle from the opposite

side of the car, and looking up he saw a school

maiden fairly shaking with suppressed laugh-

ter. Furthermore, everybody on that side of the

car seemed to be greatly amused at some-

thing located in his direction. Their glances

seemed all directed at his feet, and U'pon look-

ing down he discovered that while one of

his feet bore a nicely polished enameled

shoe, the other was fitted with one of his

last summer's light 'tans. To use his O'wn

words he "grinned and bore it" until he

reached the store, and then the office boy

made a quick trip.

The Value of Health.

Health is capital as truly as money is, and

the man who so regards it 'will be as careful

in its expenditure, as cautious in its invest-

ment, as prudent in husbanding its resources,

as the financier is in the management of the

principal from which he derives his income.

Many have no other capital than health; the

strength they use in their daily business mai'

secure a comfortable living so long as it re-

mains unimpaired, but once let the health

springs be exhausted by carelessness, improv-

idence or too lavish expenditure, there is but

one way to replenish them—right living and

rest. Wealth accumulates by saving, and just

in the same way health comes from saving

strength, not wasting it upon Irifies, not ex-

hausting it in too severe or too prolonged ef-

forts; by recuperating in rest and sleep, by
taking such exercise and food as shall invig-

orate instead of depleting the physical powers.

It is never wise to work to the extreme limit

of one's ability. When weary, rest; when ex-

hausted, sleep. The whole man will be recre-

ated by it. It is by spending less than his in-

come, by turning his honest pennies over and
over, reinvesting as they accumulate, that a

person builds up his fortune.

The Bicycle Workers Will I,ead.

Toledo, March 4.—In view of the Ohio Cen-
tennial to be held in this city in 1902 the labor

unions are preparing to erect on the exposi-

tion grounds a magnificent labor temple, to

be devoted exclusively to their use. This plan

has been advanced and will 'be pushed by the

Bicycle Workers' International Union, and
under the supervision of President Munhol-
land and Secretary Roush. It is an idea of

their own and circulars explaining the pro-

posed scheme will be sent out and all labor

unions 'will be asked to 'take the matter up and
funds will be collected to put up the building

and furnish the exhibit.

Defiance Cyclists in Politics.

Toledo, March 4.—The bicycle business ias
gone into politics. The wheelmen of Defi-

ance, O., are organizing and will take part in

the coming municipal election. The city

council of Defiance has passed an ordinance

prohibiting the riding of a wheel on the side-

walk, under any conditions. The wheelmen
propose to rid the books of the objectionable

legislation and will cast their votes only for

candidates who are pledged to see the ordi-

nance repealed.

A Word to the W^ise.

A dealer was complaining that he could not
see anything in the future of the business.

The kind of dealer he was was indicated by
his visitor's reply: "If you would keep your
show windows cleaner, old man, you could
see a good deal farther into the future than
you can now."

To Meet Jobbers.

President J. I. Warman, of the National
American Cycle Co., Akron, is at the Cos-
mopolitan Hotel with a line of wheels inter-

esting to jobbers.

For catalogue work, try the Wheel Press.

MOSSBMRG TiRB BMLL,
JUST OUT.

New Mechanical Principle.

The Mossberg Bell is High Grade.

Price Low.

No. 1, Chime,
No. 2, Single Cong, -

- .75
- .50

iN'o. 1 Chime.

Send to the Factory for Sample.

HANDLED BY THE JOBBERS.

Manufactured by FRANK I>10SSBERG CO., 631 AtwcIIs Avc, Pfovideiice, R. I.

COE MFG. CO., 50 Warren St , New York, Selling Agents for U^ S. A.
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MENDS AND METHODS.
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Utili^lag an Old Ordinary.

The question as to the disposal of such old

ordinaries as find their way to the repairman is

well disposed of bj' the Blue Grass Cycle Co.,

Lexington, Ky., who write: "Having an old

ordinary bicycle that we offered for sale for $5,

and finding no buyer, we resolved to make use

of it. After realizing about $8 for parts sold,

we used it as follows: Front wheel we made
into a swinging sign, cutting letters— 'Bi-

cycles,' 'Repairs' —out of zinc and wiring

them to spokes. This, painted up in gay colors,

makes a most attractive sign. The rear wheel

we made into an L. A. W. emblem and use it

for decorating the store. The backbone we
find very useful as a lever in many cases, and

would be at a loss without it."

Handy Repair Stand.

This is a drawing of a home-made repair

stand, which its inventor says he finds very

convenient for shop use. Being made of a part

of a bicycle crate, it is very cheap and easily

constructed. The originator used white pine

strips 8.8x6, braced at the bottom, 18 inches at

wide end and 10 inches at narrow end, 3 feet

long, with notches cut for handle-bars to rest

in. Then he covered about one-half of the

stand with sacking, or any other strong cloth,

stretched it fairly tight and tacked down the

edges.

Cleaning of a Chain.

"One of your correspondents says: 'Wipe

chain with cloth.' Don't do it. Another

writes: "Soak chain in kerosene or gasoline

and wipe off or hang up.' This is a better

way. 'Arrange sprocket so as to run chain

through gasoline,' says still another. This is

better still. iBut why not use a tooth brush

on both sides of chain, letting the chain back

into gasoline so as to rinse out dirt? For
repairmen, I suggest the following: Encase

rectangular shaped pan in wooden box. Nail

uprights on sides, notched to hold axle with

sprocket and chain attached; fasten stiff brush

on end of box and in contact with chain.

Attach 'L' shaped fiat iron to side of box,

and on other end attach with thumb screw a

brush in contact with inside of chain and op-

posite brush on end of box. Use kerosene or

gasoline on crank. Wipe dry, and then—but

that's another story."

Kaking an Snameling Oven.

To make an enameling oven at a cost of $3

or $6 that will successfully bake three or more
frames, proceed as follows: Construct a box
42x20x30, out of sheet or galvanized iron, put

door on one side. Place it upon an ordinary

gasoline stove and make holes for burners 9

inches in diameter. Make another box 40x-

18x28 and place it inside the first one so that

there will be a one-inch air space between
them. Place supports or feet so that the inner

box may be held in position. Make, door on
inside oven on the same side as that on the

:+

outside oven. 'Enameling with this oven will

cost about ten cents for each coat. A vent

hole will be necessary from the inside oven,

as the enamel gives off an explosive gas when
subjected to great heat.

Useful I,aclng Hooks.

For convenience in lacing screw two large

hooks into the wall, one above the other and

about a foot apart, the points of the hooks to

be sidewise, and not in the usual way, point-

ing upward. Put casing over the two hooks

and put operator's head through the casing

so that it will rest on his right shoulder and

under his left arm, where it can be firmly

held in position by merely leaning backward.

The part to be laced should be at a conveni-

ent distance from the left hand.

Drilling "Wood Rims. ' ';

Here is an ingenious method of drilling

wood rims correctly without a lathe, by simply

using a hand or breast drill. By this method a

rim can be drilled just as rapidly and just as

correctly as it can be done in any lathe.

The only tool needed is a common-breast or

hand-drill, a bench-vise and a short piece of

board. Place drill in vise, as per cut; fasten

board to bench, letting it project a foot or two,

so that when one side of rim is against drill

the other side rests upon board. The drill may
be set at any angle. To drill the rims so the

spokes will draw straight, measure the dis-

tance between hub flanges, and then move the

drill up or down in the vise so that the distance

from A to B (A being the centre of the rim

and B the direction in which the drill points)

is the same as the distance between the hub

flanges. To drill rims without the use of a die-

plate, divide the rim properly with a pair of

dividers, rest the rim on a firm foundation on

bench with one side three inches higher than

the other, and then with a common breast-drill

bore every other hole; reverse the rim and

repeat the operation. In this way a repairer

can get the proper angle to the spokes, and

with a little care there will be no irregularities.

RemoTisg of Tube Dents.

"The best plan for taking a dent out of

steel tubing is to drill a small hole on the

side of the tube opposite the dent, using a

No. 60 drill, and inserting a round-faced

punch through the tube, tapping it lightly and

moving the point until dent is removed. The

hole can easily be plugged with brass wire

and touched with enamel."

Stiffening a Seat-Post.

Here is a reinforcement tip from an Oregon
reader: "A 2S0-pound rider worried me not

a little by bending the seat-post down and

back; I inserted a flat piece of J-inch steel in

the tube, fitting it tight and soft-soldering it

there. No farther trouble."

A CHAT ON DEALERS' ADVERTISING.

BY G. H. E. HAWKINS,
"The Advertising Man."

The cycle dealer who is progressive and
aggressive will begin his still hunt now for

spring business. First, get a list of all the

riders and non-riders in your city; send some
little notice of opening or change in models
to each, and try to get them in your store.

As soon as you get a '99 sample, put an
advertisement in your daily paper, it you have
one; if not, the weekly. Supplement this

with a judicious distribution of catalogues

and circular matter furnished by the manu-
facturers.

Have an effective window display and
courteous clerks; when a man enters your
store, feels of the tires, looks at name-plates,
he's a possible customer. Tell him just why
you believe the, wheel you sell is as good or

better than any other, without mentioning any
other wheel or trying to run it down.
The best advertising in the world will not

sell bicycles without courteous treatment and
proper store management.

Here's a sample advertisement which will

do to run at the first of the season. Have
the heading set in De Vinne type and the

body in French Old-Style; a strong, black
border will improve the whole.

THE BICYCLE SEASON
will be here before you realize it. Bet-
ter order your wheel now and be
ready for it. After the roads dry up and
spring comes we will be rushed with
orders, and perhaps have to keep you
waiting a week or two. We shall be
pleased to enter your order now, for de-
livery at any time you say.

We handle the wheel as a leader,
because we believe it is one of the best
made wheels on the market—and there's
a world of satisfaction in having con-
fidence in your mount to run easily, last
long and stand hard service.
Price $ , weight lbs., and a

pound of satisfaction for every ounce
of weight.

TIRE AND TAPE,
.Cycleville,

New York.

BICYCLE ADVERTISING
is a beautiful cloth bound book of good
practical advice on the art of advertis-
ing arid selling bicycles, by one who has
had eight years' experience as advertis-
ing manager for the Stearns and Victor

i

wheels.
Besides many pages of helpful sug-

gestions, it contains fifty ready-made ad-
vertisements, original every one, which
can be used by the local dealer in his
own advertising.

^
It is the only practical book ever pub-

lished on bicycle advertising, and deal-
ers who have bought it say it has been
worth ten times its cost to them in
handling their trade.

Sent prepaid to any dealer in the
United States or Canada, postpaid, for
one dollar.

Address, with dollar bill,

G. H. E. Hawkins,
"The Advertising Man,"

1122 Broadway, New York.
Your money back if not as repre-

sented.
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St. Joseph, Mo., is to have a cycle show in

the Y. M. C. A. Hall._

Elmer Forshee has opened a bicycle repair

shop in Owosso, Mich.

A cycle factory is being started in Port

Elizabeth, South Africa.

The Bicycle Supply Co., of St. Matthews,

S. C, was recently damaged by fire.

Harry Maxwell has opened a bicycle repair

shop at 828 Rose street, La Crosse, Wis.

The Wilmington (Del.) Bicycle Club's Ia'.)

week cycle show opened Monday night.

It is said that the Remington Works, at

Ilion, N. Y., have contracts for 20,000 wheels.

Johnson & Brissette, of Marinette, Wis.,

have opened a bicycle repair shop on Ogden

avenue.

The Toledo Tube & Forkside Co., of To-

ledo, O., are reported to have been sued in

replevin.

Kilham, Harper & Co., dealers in bicycles

at Beverly, Mass., are reported to have given

bill of sale for $1.

Keen & Co., of Elkhart, Ind., dealers in

hardware, sporting goods, etc., have been suc-

ceeded by Jones & Watson.

B. Koehring & Son, bicycle dealers of In-

dianapolis, Ind., have changed the style of the

firm to C. Koehring & Bro.

James A. Timpany, of South Gardner,

Mass., bicycle dealer, is reported to have re-

corded chattel mortgage for $200.

R. B. Tracy & Co., of Norwich, Conn., bi-

cycle dealers, have dissolved partnership. The

business will be carried on by R. B. Tracy.

Lansing B. De Forest and Byron L. Cal-

kins have formed a partnership to handle

Trinity and Andrae cycles in Schenectady,

N. Y.

Meyer & Black, of Fort Wayne, Ind., have

been succeeded 'by the Meyer Cycle Co.,

Marion Black having withdrawn from the

firm.

Despite the disagreeable weather the local

show which opened at the Y. M. C. A. gym-
nasium in New Haven, March 5, was well

attended.

The Bowman Bicycle & Gun Co., of New
York, dealers in bicycles and sporting fire-

arms, have moved into new quarters at 300

Broadway.

The John M. & J. D. Helfey Co., Cameron,

Tex., has been incorporated to do a whole-

sale and retail trade in hardware, sporting

goods, etc.

R. C. Smith & Co., Wallingford, Conn.,

-

will continue business under that name, but

R. E. Badger & Co. will have an interest in

the business.

Merriman Bros. & Co., Fort Atkinson,

Wis., are making bicycles in their shop, and

are attracting some business with a recently

completed model.

James Quirk will be manager of the Ameri-

can Machine Co.'s bicycle store at Flint,

Mich., and William Springer will have charge

of the repair shop.

The creditors of William C. Parker, of

Boston, are notified that the first creditors'

meeting in this bankruptcy case will be held in

Boston, March 15. _
W. D. Wilmot, the old-time trick rider and

for several years a bicycle dealer in Fall River,

Mass., has moved into larger quarters at Main

and Franklin streets.

Henry G. Higgins, manufacturer of bicyle

specialties, at Winchester, N. Y., filed a peti-

tion in voluntary bankruptcy March 1. Lia-

bilities, $3,381; assets, ,$300.

American Cycle and Supply Co., of New
York City, has been incorporated. Capital,

$3,000. Directors: F. C. Ferrin, of Provi-

dence, R. I.; E. C. Barr, R. A. Cameron and

W. J. Auchterloine, of New York.

C. Royce Hough, one of the most popular

salesmen in Washington, has lately accepted

a position with the local branch of the Pope

Mfg. Co. He has had a wide experience in

the cycle trade and will doubtless prove a

valuable member of the Columbia forces.

W. Fred Sims, the well-known racing man,

has opened a bicycle store at the corner of

Seventh street and New York avenue, N. W.,

Washington. He has arranged with the local

branch of the Pope Mfg. Co. to act as sub-

agent for Columbias. Mr. Sims has a host

of friends who promise to aid him in his new
field.

Recent Patents.

620,115. Bicycle-Attachment. Frfederick A. Fisher,

Provincetown, Mass., assignor, by direct and mesne
assignments, of three-fourths, to William E. Bangs,

John D. Adams and Henry A. Wippich, same place.

Filed November 20, 1S97. Serial No. 659,313. (No
model.)

620.156. Adjusting Mechanism for Bicycles. Harry
\V. Lloyd, Williamsport, Pa. Filed Aug. 7, 1S97. Serial

No. 647,436. (No model.)

620.157. Bicycle-Brake. Bernard Lons, Wesel, Ger-

many. Filed December S, 1897. Serial No. 661,138. (No
model.)

620,164. Variable-Throw Crank for Velocipedes. Ar-

thur G. Mumford and Alfred Anthony, Colchester,

England. Filed February 1, 1S9S. Serial No. 668,783.

(No model.)

620,221. Bicycle Lock. Herbert J. Breeze, Port Hu-
ron, Mich., assignor of one-half, to Carl L. Osberg,
Sandusky, Ohio. Filed October 3, 1895. Serial No.
564,479. (No model.)

620,225. Reversible Wrench. Theodore F. Church-
ill, Winsted, Conn. Filed April 15, 1898. Serial No.
677,642. (No model.)

620.241. Adjustable Crank-Hanger. Axel Levedahl,

Aurora, 111., assignor to the Aurora Automatic Ma-
chinery Co., same place. Filed October 17, 1898. Se-

rial No. 693,792. (No model.)

620.242. Handle-Bar for Cycles. Frederick W. Luse-

brink, Bridgeport, Conn. Filed July 28, 1S97. Serial

No. 646,191. (No model.)

620,252. Pneumatic Tire and Rim for Cycle or other

Wheels. Edward E. Preston and Charles E. Sibson,

Leicester, England. Filed March 17, 1898. Serial No.

674,253. (No model.)

620,266. Pedal. Julius Wodiska, New York, N. Y.

Filed January 27, 1898. Serial No. 668,150. (No model.)

620,284. Bicycle-Seat. Anson K. Cross, Boston, Mass.

Filed Aug. 16, 1897. Serial No. 648,451. (No model.)

620,291. Toe-Clip. Peter E. Erickson, Port Chester-,

N. Y., assignor of one-half, to John William Czermak,

same place. Filed February 2, 1S9S. Serial No. 668,876.

(No model.)

620.294. Bicycle. John C. Fleming, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed July 15, .1898. Serial No. 686,012. (No model.)

620.295. Wheel for Bicycles. John C. Fleming, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Filed July 15, 1898. Serial No. 686,013.

(No model.)

620,314. Valve for Pneumatic Tires. Ernest P. L.

Hardy, Liverpool, England. Filed March 14, 1898.

Serial No. 673,730. (No model.)

620,342. Bicycle-Sunshade. Edward F. Mellon, Mc-
Donald, Pa. Filed July 26, 1898. Serial No. 686,915.

(No model.)

620,36L Coin-Freed Holder or Stand for Cycles. Al-

fred C. Rice, London, England. Filed March 16,

1898. Serial No. 674,031. (No model.)

620,390. Compound or Detachable Gear for Bicycles.

John T. Wells, Paterson, N. J. Filed February 28,

1898. Serial No. 671,974. (No model.)

620,422. Bicycle-Seat Post. Lyman E. Crandall, New
York, N. Y., assignors, to the Watson Automatic Seat

Post Co., same place. Filed November 28, 1898. Serial

No. 697,654. (No model.)

620,459. Bicycle. John F. Koehler, Chicago, 111.

Filed June 18, 1898. Serial No. 683,883. (No model.)

620,507. Pneumatic Tire for Cycles. William H.
Sewell, Port Stewart, Ireland. Filed December 27,

1S97. Serial No. 663,727. (No model.)

TRADE ORGANIZATIONS.

National Wood Rim Association— Pres-
ident, E. S. Mead; vice-president, J. B.
Tucker; secretary-treasurer, W. W. Stall.

320 Broadway, New York.

Rubber Tire Associatioo— President,
Theodore A. Dodge; first vice-president, .

L. K. McClymonds; second vice-presi-

dent, George T. Perkins; treasurer, Geo.
F. Hodgman; secretary. Kirk Brown,
Belleville, N. J.

Cycle Parts Manufacturers' Association.—
President, R. H. Ramsey, Philadelphia,
Pa.; secretary, I. H. Dreyfus, Newark,
N.J.

ADLETS.
For Sale, Excliange, DEtc. — Twenty-five words,

thdrty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.
Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and Help Wanted,.— Answers received
in confidence and forwarded without charge, iiate:
25 words, one time, 60 cents; three times, $L00; 50
words, one time, $1.00; four times, $iJ.lK); 75 words,
one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-
tisements: One-half inch, one time. $1.00; (our times,
$3.00; one inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner, patent attorney and
-*- mechanical expert, 608 F street, Washington, D.
C. Established 1883. I make an examination free of
charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

T^ANTED.—Capitalist with sand and push enough
** to introduce new invention that has sufficient

merit in it to control the entire output of the bicycle
trade. Address B. C. Brooks, 399 West St., New York.

"XT?" ANTED.—Already established wholesale bicycle
* • dealer, in the Netherlands, will take on a few
more choice American lines of sundries to job in con-
nection with regular trade. Mail catalogue and ex-
port quotations. Satisfactory American references
given if business results. J. C. Van Oudenallen,
Frombergstraat, No. 2, Arnhem, Holland.—3-16.

pYCLE STORE ASSISTANT, just over from.Eng-^ land, desires employment in similar capacity.
Good references and security. Heaton, 55 West 95tli

St., New York.—3-9.

TA7ANTED.—A young man to assist in bicycle store
^^ as salesman and to make himself generally

useful. References required. Apply Bicycle Dress-
guard Mfg. Co., 107 Grand St., New York.—3-23.

TVriCKEL PLATING PLANT FOR SALE.—Com-
*-^ plete nickel and copper plating plant with ca-
pacity 100 bicycles per day, in perfect running order;
solutions Al; for sale at a bargain. Address, "Gilt
Edge," care The Wheel.—3-9.

^T* WO double bicycle trunks for sale, very little
-^ used; good as new, $10 each. W. M. Young &
Co., 38 Murray St., New York.—3-9.

ram's-horn hickory bars and stems, 20 cents
each. Address, "Bars," care The Wheel.—3-30.500

IOnn detachable brakes for sale at a bargain. W.
ZUU M. Young & Co., 3S Murray St., N. Y.—

3-30.
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

6 19,87 1 . VEHICLE-TIRE. JuuDS J. Czkpdll. LaDcaster, Pa

Filed May 2, 1898. Serial No. 679.423. (Vo model)
619,395. BIC^CliE-BRAKE. WiLUAM BLCROS3LBY,Bloomflburp,

Pa., assizor of oDe-half to Qeorge W, Hlfflln, same place. Piled May
Serial No. 637.717. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A vebicle-tire comprising an elastic or a flexible tube,

filled with a composition of glue and alcohol, subetaotially as de-

scribed

6 19,603. BICYCLE-PUMP. William M. McKowh. Loulavllle.

Ky. ' Filed June 30. 1898. Serial No. 684.834. (No model)

Ciarm,— The cpnibination with a bicycle of a support or rest, a

lover pivoted to the frame of the bicycle and geared to said support

or rc-^t. piovided lyilh a perforated cross-bar, a latch-bar pivoted to

the ?cat-postof the bicycle lociigagc the cross-bar of the lever, and a

reciprocatory locking-bolt carried by said latch-bar and adapted for

engagement with the aperture of said cross-lmr to lock the lever in

its operative position, stibstantially as descrihcd.

DESIGNS.
30,198. PNEUMATIC-TIRE PLUG. FRED B. Parks, Grand Rapids

Mich, FUedApr. 18. 1898. Serial No, 678,088. Term of patent 7 years.

Claim.— 1. In a brake apparatus" for bicycles and the like, the

combination of a lever operatiog in the space formed between the

,rear fork sides ana fulcrumed to the frame, and bearing a brake shoe,

an oblong link encircling the seat-post tube and having pivotal con-

nection with the upper end of the said lever, a hand-operated lever

having pivotal connection at its lower end with the lower reach-bar

near its front end and having a loop at its upper end encircling the

upper reach-bar, and a rod adjustably connecting the oblong link

with the hand-operated lever, substantially as set forth

6 19,814. ACBTYLENE-QA3 GENERATOR THOMAS F. WIL-

LIAMS. Chica^, m. Piled July 16, 1898. Serial No. 683,096. (No

model) *Ti~ "TIT*

Clit'iiH.— 1, In an automatic pump for pneumatic tires, the com-

bination of a frame, an a.xlc carried thereby, a wheel loosely mounted

on the said axle, a pump cylinder carried by the wheel, its piston end

piston-rod. an air-tube which connects the said cylinder with the cav-

itv of the tire, an eccentric ring pivoted to the frame, a strap loosely

fitted to the said ring, a connection between the said strap and the

piston-rod and a shifting device coimected to the said ring whereby

jt may be moved into either concentric or eccentric relation to the

axis of the said wheel, substantially as spacitied

a20'075 DIVIDED CRANg^AXLB. GombbP.Johes. Springfield,

Mms., assizor to Moro D. Stebbins, same place. FUed July 30. 1897.

8-Srial No. 646,566. (No model)

C}a)m.—\. A two-part crank-aKle, each part consisting of a

crank and an integral sha^-section, the two shaft-sections having

Dverlappin'^ bpvels. one of said sections having a projection on ita

outer surface at such p^rt of the beveled shaft-section as forms less

than a semicylinder. combineU with a sleeve having a recess into

which said projection extends, the overlapping bevels holdmg the

projection on the one shaft-section into the recess in the sleeve, sub-

stantially as described.

6 19,696. BICYCLE SUPPORT OR REST. Henby W. Roby,

Topeka. Kans.. assignor of one-half to L. L Roby. same place. Filed

June 21. 1897. Serial No. 641.553. (No model)

<S)

£7/r/'//*.— The design for a pueumalic-tire plug, substantially as

shown and described.

30, 1 8 1". BALL RETAINER AND SEPARATOR Edwin PraNCIS

Crbaoeb, Lancaster, Pa. PUed Jan. 23, 1699. Serial No. 703,166.

Term of patent 14 years.

Claim.— 1. In a lamp, the combination with a liquid-reservoir.

of a valve-tube having an outlet-passage for the discharge of liquid

therefrom, ao inlet from said reservoir to said tube, a valve control-

ling said inlet, a rod in and almost entirely closing the outlet of said

valve-tube, said rod being movable longitudinally, and a spring for

returning said rod to its normal position, substantially as deacrihed.

freeing the tube from obstruction, and a valve to admit water into

the tube, ^ubstantiallv as specified. ^
619,747. TUBE- FORMING APPARATUS. Emil F HoLIHGER,

McKeesport, Pa, assignor to the National Tube Works Company, New
York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 7. 1898. Serial No. 669.346. (No model)

Claim.—The design for a hall retainer and pcparator .>iiiwtan-

tially as shown and described.

30,li8. FRAME-COUPLIHQ FOR BICYCLES. Charles L. Travis,

MlnneapollB, Klnn. Piled Oct 25, 1897. Serial No. 656,373. Term of

patent 14 yeara

CT'/'w-—The nfew and original design for a frame-coupling for

bicycles, substantially as shown and described.

3 O , 1 1 7 . SPROCKET-WHEEL Qeorse W. Hadley, Chlcopee

Falls, Hasa, assignor to the Lamb Mabulacturing Company, same

place. Filed Jan. 6, 1899. Serial No. 701,401. Term of patent 7 years.

Claim.—The design for a sprocket wheel, substantially as shown

.and described.

30,248. FORK-TUBE FOR BICYCLES. &c. "William E Paubbb,

Chicago, m. Fil,ed Nov. 12, 1898. Serial No. 696,306. Term ofpatent

7 years.

Claim.— 1. In apparatus for transforming a metallic billet into

a hollow object the combination, as herein set forth, of a vertically-

reciprocable mandrel pointed at its lower end, a stationary post in

vertical alinement with said mandrel for supporting the lower end of

the billet during the transforming operation; a carriage provided

with a vertical aperture for holding the billet stationary and centraliz-

ing it with relation to the centra! longitudinal axis of said mandrel;

a chamber in said carriage at the upper end of said aperture for serv-

ing as a die to give the outside shape to the metal of the billet dis-

placed by the penetration of the mandrel; means for preventing said

carriage from yielding in a downward direction ontil the descending

stroke of the mandrel ha.t carried its pointed end a prescribed dis-

tance into aaid chamber, and means for forcing the said carriage to

move downward with the mandrel daring the remaining part of the

descending stroke of said mandrel.

Claim.—The design for a fork-tabe for velocipedes and the like,

pnbetantially as shown and described.
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6 iy,7 68. BICYCLl!; 3ADUL1S K0B8BT Lkwis. Jr., New Yort
N. Y, Pilflfl Jan, U. 1896. Sfirtal No. 577.191 (No model)

619,913. LaOOABfrCARBIKB FOR mCYCLB8. &C.

Tabheb, LoDdon, Engtaol Piled Oct la 189& Serial Na 683,167,

(No model)

fc>t<30.003. DRIVING OEAE FOR BIC YULES Williah J TflOMf^

SON, West Kogarali. New South Wales. Fileri Jan. 8. IS98. Senal No.

666.063. (No model)

C'/aim.— 1. In combination, the platform A, the stays C attached

to the outer portion thereof and hayinf; hooked parta Fat their

tuwer ends, the laterally-adjustable hook-like parts G at the inoer

end of the platform adapted to a part of the frame and the stays E

Claim-.l. A))icycle-8addlecoaiprisingasupporting.clip,atran3- extending from the lower parta of the stays C to the inner part of

verse ly-diflpoaed horizontal spring held bysaid clip. and two independ- the platform A substantially as described.

jji J . J . 1 .u . J f' J RCOOlQ BICYCLE-SADDLE SPRING. Sbldbn A. BailB7, New
eat saddc-pada mounted respectively ou the opposite ends of said O/C*-',^^ J. -«. utw ^ v'iJ" ^•i*'""" "• *"*

„„„,„„ ^t jn
|3 i^

^ F J IF
York. N. y. Plied Mav 25. 1897. Serial Na638,127^(No modal)

6 2 0,074. OEARINQ. Robert W. Jamieson. Rochester, N. Y.

Filed Jan. 17. 1898. Serial No 666.941. (No model)

Claim.— I. lo gearing, the combination with two wheels with

their axes arranged at an angle relatively, each wheel having a se-

ifies of pins on its face, a series of conoidal rollers rotatable on the

ipins, and a plate rigidly attached to the face of the wneel having

jfiogers extending upwardly and outwardly therefrom and secured to

;the ends of the roller-pins, the rollers on the said wheels engaging

^successively to drive either wheel from the other.

6 1 9,72 1. BICYCLE BRAKE AND CLUTCR La Fayette Con-^

WELL, Chicago, 111 , assignor, ^y direct and mesne assignments, to

Allen Mcttuarrie, B Albert McColluin, and John Joseph Schaefer, same

place. Filed Mar 12. 1897. Serial No 627.156. (No model)

Cfaim.— 1. The combination witha driving member and a driven

member, of a clutch having two members one of which is movable

transvei-selv for the purpose of engaging and disengaging them, said

movable member being provided with n circular opening, an eccen-

tric carried by the driving member and occupying the circular open-

ing of the movable member, wherebj' when the driving member is

moved in ouc direction relatively to said movable member said mem-

ber is moved transversciv into engagement with the other member,

and raeaiia for limiting the reverse oiovement of the driving member

relativclv to the movable member, substantially as set forth.

619.7 7 5. FOLDING RACK FOR BICYCLES. GEORGE T, MOR-
RAY. Harrisburg. Pa Filed Jan. 2A. 1898. Serial No. 667,803. (No

model.)

C/fihiK—XMding bicycle-rack, consisting of the base-rails. I ano
2. the parallel braces.3 3. pivoted to the outer ends of said rails, the
)iaiaUel standards 4 and 5. fixed al their lower ends to the ba.'^c-rail.s

the cross-braces 14 and 15. the uprights 1.1 13. and the vertical par-
allel bar-5 17 17. 6vcd to said cioi.^-braces 14 .ind lo, and a scries of
bmge^ connecting the conlignous standards iind uprights, substan-
UJillv a.* shown and described.

Claim.—1. A bicycle-saddle spring composed of a dowowardly-

curved bow-shaped member adapted for attachment at its opposite

ends to the opposite ends of a saddle, an inclined member attached

at one end to one end of said bow-shaped menber, and an upwardly-

curved lower member attached at one end to the other end of the

ioclified member and adapted for attachment at ita opposite end to

the saddle-poat ot a bicycle, the curved faces of the upper and lower

members coming in contact with the inclined member, the contact

of said members increasing with the increase in weighton the saddle,

and thereby stiffening and reinforcing the spring.

619,64:6. BICYCLE-SUPPORT. Frank J. Ward, Ayer, Masa

Filed June l"l. 1897. Serial No. 640,332. (No model)

Claun.—In a bicycle, the combination with the lower brace of

the frame, of a support comprising a tubular member and a rod mem-
ber movable therein, the said tubular member having a longitudinal

slut and offset slots at the ends thereof, a pin extended from the rod

member into said slot, a yoke on said tubular member engaging op-

posite sides of the lower brace, a bolt extended through the lower

brace and having rigid attachmcrit to the yoke, an arm extended

from said bolt, a front-wheel-hoiding yoke pivoted to said lower

brace, a rod extended from the aim on th«-' pivot-bolt of the support

to a connection with an arm extended from the pivot-bolt of the

wheel-holding yoke, the said rod bfting movable into and out of the

lower brace through a slot in the brace and means for holding the

support in its folded position, substantially as specified.

6 19,816. DNICYCLE. HEHRY Q. Wise, Jr. New York, N. Y.

Filed Jan. 17, 1898. Serial No. 666,927. (No model)

Chxm — 1. Ill duplex driving-gear, the combination «'ith a rim-

wheel or sprocket, of pinions having their journal-supports upon a
disk on the crank-shaft, and meshing with the rim-wheel, a toothed
wheel centrally arranged and meshing with said pinions, a locking-

plate moving in unison with the disk and having a toothed sector and
a key adapted to engage with the centrally-arranged toothed wheel
and cause it to rotate with the disk, and a locking-pio mounted oo a
rigid support and adapted to engage with and be disengaged from
the central toothed wheel, substantially as described.

6 1 9,796. COMBINED SUPPORT AND MUD-QOARD FOR"BICY-

CLES. Harald Seunstrom, Chicago. Ill Filed Nov, 22, 1897. Serial

No, 659.405. (No model)

C/aini.— I. The combination of a lock, comprising the piece a.

having the slot n', in its lower portion, the piece or lid a', having the

hooked projection c, on its inner surface, the spring-actuated tumbler
d. pivotaily secured between the part* n, and «^. with a supporting-

rod having its upper end pivotaily secured within the casing of the

lock and formed with a circular portion provided with a notch or re-

cess to engage the tumbler, and having on said circular portion a
flange c^, adapted to engage the projection e. on the lid of the lock,

when the rod is in a lowered position, and a nut on the pivot^pin of
the supporting-rod, within the casing, substantially as described

6 2 0.0 6 0. BICYCLE-GEARING. Willis A. Tickmrr, MarshaU.:

Wash. FUed Sept 9, 1896. Serial No 605.283. (No model)

Claim.— \. The comhin.ation with the tubular pdrtion of thQ
frame, of shiftin;r mechanism arranged withfn said tabular portiqp
and comprisinga roller, apivotaliy-mountedyokecarrying said rolldr.
a crank-axle, a clutch-sleeve mounted thereon and adapted to sifde
lengthwise thereof, and a torsion.=>pring within said tubular portion
connected at one end to said yoke, and its other end connected with
the shifting-lever, substantially as described.

6 1 9,846. VEHICLE-WEEEL Hrhrt J. Sbawoeoss. Liveipool
England. Filed Apr. 12. 1898, Serial No! 677.358. (No model)

Cl<tim.~Jn a nnicvclc. the combination ^vith an outer rim and an

.inner rim engaging therewith, a frame and propelling mechanism car-

ried, thereby, of a steering device consisting of a supporting-staiidard

.lecured upon said frame, stop-bars extending at diflerent angles from

said standard so as to provide a space between them, a cross rod jour

iialed in said standard provided at each end with a perforated annu-

lar ring, a supporting-frame pivoUiliy connected with the rnnin frame

hjindle-bars journ;itcd tii said .supporting-frame, the upfier end.s ni

wliicli extend (hroiigli ihe perforations in said annular rings, stop-

higs ariaiigcd upon said handle-bars and engaging recesses tbrmcd

in- said annular rings, and steering-wheels journaled at the lower end

of said handle-bars, substantially as and for the purpose set fortli.

C/aim.~\
. A velocipede or like wlieel comprising an outer rim

and an inner rim and wheel-frame adapted to support the vehicle-

frame, movable in relation to each other, in the plane of the wheel,

and duplex sets of connccting-tifs connecting the outer and imier

rims, and by which the inner wheel-frame is supported, one set of
ties being adapted to hold tlie inner wheel-frame in one direction at

one position, a normally coiHtanl position, relatively to the outer rim,

and the other set having elasticity and adapted to allow of relative

movement of the inner and outer rims, at another part of t-he wheel.
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MECHANICAL PACE.

What Has Been Done Abroad to Make It Suc-

cessful and What Has Yet to Be Done

Before It Is Successful.

Paris, Feb. 22.—^Anyone who can devise a

satisfactory motor bi<:ycle for pacing on the

track will be a'ble to do a big business over

here. All the leading cycle makers are giv-

ing up their human pace-makers and are

looking to the petroleum motor, believing it

will not only be cheaper but will do much
better work than the human speed inciter.

The limit of records momentarily appears to

have been reached, for the simple reason that

the pacer cannot go faster than the pacee. To
be efificient the pacing crews should be able

to get away from their man when they

please, but if the rider is in his best form this

the pacing teams cannot do. Every time a

well-trained crack goes for a record, and there

is a dust-up at the finish with the pacing

quad, the man nearly always creeps up to

and occasionally even beats out the pacing

machine. Now this proves that the quad is

not fast enough for the single rider, hence

there is no telling what men like Chase and

Huret can do simply because they have never

been fully drawn out. It may be assumed,

therefore, that if we can only get a suitable

mechanical pacing machine on the track this

year, that is to say a machine that is capable

of setting a faster pace than a man can follow,

the records will tumble down like a house of

cards. It is not easy to say at what speed a

motor bicycle should travel to be perfectly

satisfactory for pacing purposes. There is no

maximum, as the greater the reserve of power

in the motor the more satisfactory is the ma-
chine, and the cycle makers would be quite

satisfied to begin with if they could get a

petroleum cycle which would travel, say,

thirty miles an hour. The De Dion tricycle is

able to do this and the hour record for the

machine at present stands at 35 miles, but the

three-wheeled machine is not suitable for

pacing on the track.

Several professional cyclists have blossomed

out as cycle engineers in the hope of solving

the problem of the pacing motor-cycle. Noth-

ing seemed to them to be easier than to fix a

motor upon a tandem or a triplet and then

gear up high enough to get the required

speed; but in practice there is nothing more
difficult. Rivierre, Nicodemi, and the Jallu

brothers have learned that a little knowledge
of cycling mechanics does not enable its pos-

sessors to turn out a satisfactory pacing ma-
chine. The above named in their experiments

have all used De Dion motors, which were

fixed to the machines in a more or less in-

genious manner, but having failed to get

good enough results some of them are now
trying to discover what they can do with

other motors. The Jallu brothers are experi-

menting with a Sphinx motor, which is on
exactly the same principle as the De Dion, as

indeed are all the light motors, the only dif-

ference being in the size of the cooling flanges

and the firing of a large charge of gas mix-
ture by a current transformed at high tension

in order to get a more powerful explosion.

The De Dion motor is made in one standard

of If horse-power, but the Sphinx I believe

develops 2J horse-power. The other day a

time-keeper of the National Cyclists' Union
came over to time the new Jallu tandem in

the interests of an English firm who are go-

ing in for motor-pacing. The machine could

only travel at the rate of 22 miles an hour,

but as the tandem had only just come out of

the factory it is possible that it may do better

in the future. Anyhow, I have not great

hopes of the petroleum tandem becoming a

really practical machine for pace-making yet

awhile.

Another motor which I think may give

fairly goods results if properly adapted to a

pacing machine is the Astor. The great thing

aimed at is to get efficient external cooling

so as to be able to increase the power of the

motor without using a water jacket. The
Astor engine develops 2J horse-power, which

may be taken as the maximum possible in

motors running at from 1,000 to 1,200 revolu-

tions a minute without water-cooling. In the

Astor the heat is radiated by wide corrugated

flanges which offer a considerably greater

surface than the ordinary straight flanges, and

the motor seems to have an advantage over

the others in point of weight in relation to

the power developed. This engine has been

taken up by the Gladiator people, who claim

to have run a machine fitted with this motor

at the rate of 28 miles an hour, though I do

not know whether this was on the road or

track. The Gladiators will have all their pac-

ing machines propelled by this motor. The
Gladiator people seem to have definitely

abandoned the electric triplets they used last

year. These machines were very costly, re-

quired very careful treatment and were always

getting out of order. Until we have a lighter

accumulator of much larger capacity than any

now existing. I am afraid that we must still

look to the petroleum motor, and I doubt very

much whether we shall ever get anything

suitable unless some entirely new form of

motor-cycle is brought out. The engine must
develop close to four horse-power -and would
necessarily require water-cooling. This rather

complicates the design of a single-track ma-
chine, but I really do not see why it should

not be practicable, as the additional weight

does not matter much except to the riders

who may at some time happen to find them-

selves underneath it. -

trainers; $1 for amateurs; riders entering for

novice race only at a meet will not be re-

quired to apply for registration. All appli-

cations for registration can be made direct

to the chairman; or, if more convenient, can

be directed to the members of the Board in

their respective districts, as follows:

District A.—New England States: R. F.

Kelsey, Drawer 9, Hartford, Conn.
District B.—New York, New Jersey: W.

W. Wilson, 325 Main street, Buffalo, N. Y.

District C.—Pennsylvania, Maryland, Dela-

ware, District of Columbia, Virginia, West
Virginia: J. D. Lasley, corner H and Four-
teenth streets, N. W., Washington, D. C.

District D.—North Carolina, South Caro-
lina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi,

Tennessee.

District E.—Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana,

Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin, Missouri.

Temporarily riders in District D can apply
to 'Mr. Lasley, those in District E to Mr.
Wilson.

Applications for places in the N. C. A.
Grand Circuit can be filed with the chairman
of the Board of Control. This circuit will

start in the West, July 8, and conclude in the

East early in September. A series of races

on this line will decide the championship of

the year. A New York state circuit will be
arranged for the month of June.

A. G. Batchelder,
Chairman N. C. A. Board of Control.

N. C. A. Bulletin No. i.

The following bulletin is issued by the N.

C. A. Board of Control from the association

office. No. 150 Nassau street. New York city:

Incorporation papers of the National Cy-
cling Association will be filed this week with

the Secretary of State of New Jersey. Under
the incorporation provisions, members will be

liable only to the extent of their membership
fees.

Registration of professional riders and
trainers and amateur riders for season of '99

can now be applied for to the Board of Con-
trol; fee, $2 for professionals and professional

No Racing Team Yet.

All rumors to the effect that the Pope Mfg.
Co. will employ a racing team this year are

contradicted at the offices of the company.
When the colonel makes up his mind he wants
records or racers he will come pretty near

getting them; but no one will know much
about what he is going to do until after all

the preliminaries have been finished. By the

bye, it will be well to remember that Colonel

Pope has all of a soldier's dislike for deserters;

this will give you some idea of who will not

be on a Pope racing team if there is any such
thing.

Record by Gasoline.

San Jose, Cal., March 6.—Henry Fournier,

the French cyclist, rode a mile on his petro-

leum tandem 3'esterday in 1.35 at the two days'

race meet of Garden City Wheelmen. This
is the fastest time ever made by horse or cycle

on a circular track. Fournier had Baj-naby,

the Boston six-day rider, for a companion on
'the tandem. The machine was arranged so

that the two men could manipulate pedals. It

was a combination of human and motor en-

ergy that was responsible for the terrific speed.

Against Six-Day Races.

Among the bills reported to the New York'
state senate on March 3, with a recommenda-
tion that they be passed, was one introduced

by Senator Foley to prohibit six-day bicycle

contests. The bill as reported is amended to

provide that no contest shall be had in which
the riders are permitted to ride more than

twelve hours in twenty-four.

Two Important Fixtures.

August 7 to 12 will be the dates of the

"world's meet" in Montreal. The national

L. A. W. meet in Boston will occur the week
after.

Flavell's Sea View Hotel, Sea Cliff, 1. 1.
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l/Ong Delayed, but Well Done.

'According to a story that comes from San

Francisco, Tim Hurst, the noted League base

ball umpire, referee of glove contests, and a

man with a pronouncedly bad opinion of cy-

clists, received recently a severe thrashing at

the hands of Weinig, who is managing Mich-

ael. It appears that during the recent six-day

bicycle race in 'Frisco Hurst made some dis-

p;iraging remarks about professional riders,

declaring them to be the "scum of the sport-

ing world." Weinig replied with a right-

hand swing on Hurst's jaw, and before Tim-

othy could retaliate had administered a

thumping to the little Irishman. It is said

that Hurst's countenance was so badly dam-

aged that he was compelled to remain within

doors for several days. When Hurst took his

first outing after the affray he met Weinig.

who said:

"Hello, Tim! Who has been punching you?

Let me know his name and I'll knock his head

ofif!"

"I suppose you'll turn prize-fighter now?"

rejoined Hurst with intense sarcasm.

"Not at all," said Weinig. "I could lick

three Tim Hursts and not be eligible."

Hitherto Hurst has enjoyed the reputation

of being invincible either under Marquis of

Queensberry or rough-and-tumble rules.

From Uncle Reuben.

There was real pathos in the spectacle of

farmers flocking to Albany recently to fight

against a sort of local-option good-roads bill.

The farmer as the bulwark of an economic

policy that compels him to free-trade markets

for what he sells and to high-priced protected

markets for what he buys has long excited

the secret derision of demagogues and the

wonder and distress of the friends of progress.

But the farmer has in that case the excuse that

the question is very complex and involved.

No such excuse can be put forward to palli-

ate the imbecility of farmer opposition to good

roads. Such a delusion is of a piece with the

short-sighted cunning that makes purchases

of green goods and invests in gold bricks the

hard dollars coined from field-sweat. Sly

Uncle Reub will not have good roads because

country roads end in the towns and cities. If

"them city bysickle fellers" won't build the

roads for the pleasure they get out of them.

Uncle Reub will continue to wear out his

horses and wagons and himself in the ruts

and gutters and morasses of the good old-

fashioned dirt road.

Sly Uncle Reub! It takes a green-goods
man, and "a right smart one at that," to get

ahead of him!

New Jersey Road Work.

Since New Jersey placed the state aid road
law on her statute books she has expended
for good roads $S65,8'2i).05. Of this am.ount

there has been spent north of Trenton $265,-

465.68. There has, therefore, been spent

north of Trenton $34,894.68 more than in the

state south. This money has been instru-

mental in building 150 miles of roads north of

Trenton, and 174 miles south of Trenton—24
miles more south than north. This excess

is owing to cheaper construction, about 44

miles south having been built of gravel. With
the exception of a few miles in Monmouth
county the roads north of Trenton have been

all built of stone, and the cost of grading

per mile has been very much in excess north

of Trenton rather than south, being in some
places almost as expensive as the macadam.

The Rider Got Damages.

Wheelmen have some rights in the streets

that drivers of heavy wagons and of all charac-

ters of vehicles are bound to respect. The
Supreme Court in Indianapolis rendered a de-

cision a few days ago affirming the judgment
of the Vanderburg Circuit Court in award-
ing judgment to Harry N. Ball for $1,000

against the F. W. Cook Brewing Co. Ball,

while riding his bicycle along Eighth street,

in that city, was run into by the driver of one

of the brewing company's wagons. The
driver had turned into Eighth street from East

street in such a manner as to run across the

corner and run over Ball and his bicycle,

injuring Ball and breaking his wheel. Ball

sued for damages and was awarded the amount
stated above.

That New York Sidepath BUI.

Opposition to the Ellsworth sidepath bill

having arisen in the Associated Cycling Clubs

of New York City, a long explanation has

been issued by Chief Consul Belding, of the

New York Division. He says that the bill is

the result of a resolution adopted by the Di-

vision at Rochester, December 17, and that it

is drawn on liberal lines. It permits any county

to organize a commission to raise funds for

building these paths, but does not compel this

work. It is designed to enable cyclists to con-

struct side (cycle) paths through country dis-

tricts where the wagon ways are unfit for

cycling and to preserve such sidepaths from
encroachment by heavy vehicles by imposing

a severe penalty for such encroachment.

Waller Back at Sidewalk I^aying.

Frank Waller quit laying cement sidewalks

in San Francisco in about 1892. In that year

he rode 364 miles in 24 hours, world's record.

He has been up and down the world since

then, and now, having failed in the recent

races in San Francisco, is said to have de-

termined to remain in that town and go back

to the laying of sidewalks.

W^on by the Terrible Swede.

San Jose, Cal, March 6.—The first 100-milc

race ever contested on the coast was decided

at the Garden City Wheelmen meet yesterday.

It resulted in victory for John Lawson, ol

Chicago, known as the "Terrible Swede."

John Chapman, of Atlanta, was second and

Teddy Goodman, of New York, third. The
time was 4.34.30.

Justice and I^aw, Too.

A French court has just handed down a de-

cision establishing the point in France that

when a cyclist it attacked by a dog, and in at-

tempting to drive it off meets with injury, the

owner of the dog is liable. The plaintiff in

the case lost his balance in chastising the dog

that pursued him, fell off, hurt his left wrist,

and smashed a valuable cigarette case that he

was carrying in his pocket. He claimed dam-
ages of $100, and $40 was awarded him.

,

There's a I^esson Here.

An act to provide for the taxation of bi-

cycles, the proceeds to be used in road-mak-

ing, has been reported unfavorably to the New
Hampshire Legislature, the objection being

that such an act would be unconstitutional.

There is a lesson here for those would-be
legislators who are always trotting out their

cycle-taxing schemes.

Coming Over from France.

Paul Hamelle, who has served many terms

on the Racing Board of the Union Veloci-

pedique de France, will visit Canada this year

and after the world's championship contests at

Montreal will come to this country. He is

known to a number of American professionals.

Becoming: a Fever.

And now it is said that Johnny Johnson and
Harley Davidson, both well known as racing

men, are said to be thinking of going to Paris

in 1900. There are others. The woods are full

of racing men who say they will turn their

eyes to the French capital next year.

Wheelwomen Unusually Plentiful.

Unusual interest is being shown by the

women cyclists of New York city. One even-

ing last week a notable number of wheel-

women were found in Washington square, on
Eighth avenue. Fifth avenue, Madison avenue

and the Boulevard.

A Bad I/a-w in Wisconsin".

A bill, which if passed would deprive cy-

clists of the right of way on tlie. highways, was
recently introduced into the Wisconsin legis-

lature and referred to the committee on roads

and bridges.

Short Sprints.

It is not impossible that a race meet will

be held on the Panama track at Jacksonville,

Fla., during the National Assembly of the

L. A. W. next February.

The New York division of the L. A. W.
has introduced a protection plate department

or system whereby bicycles stolen from mem-
bers may be recovered.

J. W. Stocks, the veteran English record

breaker, is reported as intending, to- come to

this country in the interests of his new motor
cycle.

A dispatch from San Francisco on March 2

said that Louis Gimm, who collapsed during

the si.x-day race, was dangerously ill in a hos-

pital.

Owners of vehicles and bicycles at Terre

Haute, Ind., will unite in testing the legality

of the new vehicle license ordinance.

President Keenan, of the L. A. W., has been

appointed lieutenant-colonel on the staff of

the governor of Pennsylvania.

Teddy Hale was arrested in San Francisco

for trying to avoid debts. He promised to

pay up and was released.

Michael has disposed of himself .at last. He
has begun as "exercise boy" for Dwyer,. tl)(!

horse owner,
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Des Moines, la., Feb. 9, 1899.

National Cycle Manufacturing Co.,

BAY CITV, MICH.

Dear Sirs:

—

Will you please send me the price

of a pair of No. 5 or 6

adjustable handle-bars
for ni}^ 1897 National?

The little racer Van
had with him on the

29th is a beauty.

1899 makes my sixth

year on a National and
I will ride it six years

more. Mr. wants
me to ride a , but

o

o

I told him I had ordered

a National.

A National rider never

changes his mount.
Please let me know as

soon as possible about the handle-bars.

Yours very truly,

Harry Burger.

o

o

Kindly mention The Wheel.

®b®»5O®O®0®O®O©0O®O®O®0®0®C^^

P®0®0®0(sX3®0®C5®0®0®0®0®0®0®^^

What the Sporting Editor of the

^ New York Journal says

:

"GENTLEMEN:
"Aftef having: used the

*99 OLIVE iot some time on country roads, park

boulevard, asphalt

and cobblestone pave-

ment, I am forced to

pronounce it the

staunchest and easi-

est-running; wheel

I have ever mounted.

*'As an all-around

machine, it could not

be more satisfactory,

and its simplicity of

construction is a fea-

% ture that must com-

X mend itself to all.

-• "Yours very truly,
;•K•<"t~^<~t~^<"t"H^•^•^

"HARRY BEECHER,

"Sporting Editor New York Journal."

AGENTS, Represent the OLIVE and you will have
satisfied customers.

THE OLIVE WHEEL CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

t

Cbree Reasons

WHY

FROIMTeiMCIC

BicrcLES
ARE

Craae (Ulnners.

FRONTENAC bicycles are distinguished in appearance.

They catch the eye and win general admiration. Thus
half the selling battle is won.

Frontenac bicycles are built right ; they give absolute satisfac-

tion, advertise themselves and stay sold.

Frontenac bicycles have never been sold in department stores,

and are backed by the liberal guarantee of makers who well

understand the needs of both dealer and rider.

(THEIR COI.OR IS RUSSET.)

APPLY NOW FOR TERRITORY.

frontenac lUfg, Co., maRm. Syracuse. n.V.

Some Kepresentatives

:

NEW YORK—Barclay Cycle Co. PHILADELPHIA—American Bicycle Cn
BALTIMORE—E A. Maull. WASHINGTON-E P. Hazleton

BUFFALO- Adam Hauck & Sons

Kindly mention The Wheel.

:

I

t

vwwvvwI..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..*..:..'..:..:. ••••: i"i'»i"»i>.i..i..:..:.

"A Thing of Beauty is a Joy Forever" i

A PERfECT LAIVIP is a jewel without price and a |

comfort forever and the day after. i

I IS THE PEER OF ALL OTHERS I
$ t
.> Order a sample r.nd you will handle no other lamp.

—
i The Frank E. Bundy Lamp Co., i

Elmira, N.Y., U.S.A.
..

.J.

I Also Manufacturers of the McElroy Automatlci Goasler and Brake, t
.f.

,« Kindly mention The Wheel. .*.

vvvv*.*vv*.*v*.*vvvvvvv%**.*v%*vwwww*... ...*. ...
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vim Orders Taking Turns.

Tlie Vim Bicycle Co., Chicago, with offices

:it 51) Fifth Avenue, have shown remarkable

enterprise and energy in producing a line of

bicycles which have met with a splendid re-

ception by agents and riders. President Olm-

sted is one of the youngest men in the trade as

well as one of the most active, and he fulfills

tlie Websterian definition of the word Vim.

which is suggestive of power, force, energy,

spirit, activity and vigor. Vim bicycles list

from $25 to $35, and in finish and excellence

of build few if any makers equal Vim quality.

Included in the line is a 30-inch model, listed

at .$35, fitted with sunbeam spokes, wheel base

-iG-inch, 7-inch crank and a 4-inch drop in

frame. All the parts entering into Vim con-

struction are of the very best, and the fittings,

including saddles, pedals and tires, are of high-

est grade. The single-tube Vim tire is guar-

anteed for the entire year, and is repaired free

of charge; the guarantee of tlie Vim bicycles

being for the same duration of time. Agents

are finding Vim discounts so attractive that

the company have been kept busy shipping

east and west, and it was not surprising to

hear President Olmsted dictate a letter the

other day to an agent who had sent on a cash

deposit telling the agent that the wheels would

be shipped as soon as the company could give

attention to the order which bad been placed

on file to await its turn.

Cullman Bicycles.

The Cullman Wheel Co., 534 Larrabee

street, Chicago, have issued their seventh an-

nual catalogue of Cullman bicycles and tan-

dems. These machines are sold direct to the

rider. The illustrations show them to be of

careful outline and the specifications are first-

class. The Cullman tubular hub is a feature

of this machine.

Will Be Sold by Iven Brandenburg.

The entire output of chainless fittings manu-

factured by the Imperial Company, Boston,

will be sold by the Iven Brandenburg Co.

Their salesmen will carry samples and full

stocks will be carried in the New York and

Chicago stores. Inquiri^es should be sent to

them instead of to the Imperial Company.

Stirrup Toe-Clip Patents.

The Sidway Mfg. Co., Chicago, are pleased

with their success in having a patent awarded

by the Patent Office allowing the Sidway

-:-l-

:+

claims on United States Patent 018,937 for

their Stirrup toe-clip and any other toe-clip

which is an infringement of their rights.

Messrs. Sidway & Grotte say an infringement

will be vigorously prosecuted. The award of

the court was issued Feb. 7, 1899.

A. Columbia Store in Colorado.

The Pope Mfg. Co. have asked for bids for

the construction of a store and office building

at Pueblo, Colo. The building will be 70.xl3-2

feet, two stories high and of brick. This is

probably for automobiles as well as for bi-

cycle business.

A Timely Fifty-Cent Present.

In order to introduce their automatic chain

brush, the Automatic Chain Brush Co., 14

North Canal street, Chicago, will mail, post-

paid, one of Bullock's Automatic chain

brushes, as illustrated, to the first person in

any city of 2,000 people sending his address.

The brush is a timely article for use in early-

season-riding.

Another Snow "Wire "Works Move.

So as to increase the facilities of their line

of goods, as well as their prestige in the

cycle trade, the Snow Wire Works, of Roch-
ester, manufacturers of wire goods of every

description, have bought the stock and good-

will of the sundry business lately carried on

by M. Butler & Co., of Rochester.

Los Ang^eles and tbe Pacific Coast and Return.

Special Excursion from points in Pennsylvania.

Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, West Vir-

ginia, Ohio, New York and New Jersey, on the oc-

casion of the National Educational Association meet-

ing at Los Angeles, Cal., in July, 1S99, at reduced
rates. For full particulars, address Wm. Kelly, Jr..

General Eastern Passenger Agent. C, M. & St. P.

R'y, 381- Broadway, New York.—3-23.

JF YOWM LAMP IS AN. %

"AUTOMAT^IC" I
(Burns AcetyIvEne; Gas), .•.

IT WILL GIVE YOU NO TROUBLE. IT LACKS REGULATING VALVES AND ABSORBENTS. •!•

BUT IT HAS AN IDEAL SIMPLICITY, AND IT IS SELF-GOVERNING. %— — X
It is an Extremely Practical Lamp,
At Prices to Suit the Times.

THE PLUI^IE & ATWOOD MFG. CO.,
New York. Chicago.

;..j..j«>je<j..j,.;«>.j..;».j«.;,.j*,;.,;..;,.;.,;.,j„;..j..j..j..j«j..j«x<~X«<"X«<K"M"X~>*^^

Some
bicycles

have quality

as an

inducement,

others

price.

Crawford

Bicycles^..

both

quality and

price.

MAKERS,

The Crawford

Mfg. Co.,

Hagerstoxyn, - Md.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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S3 Favorite" Bicycles.
Si

We make JUVENILES a specialty.

us
We have
when in

the

the

reputation of making the best Juvenile Bicycles in the World. Write
market. Our grade is high. Our prices low. Send for Catalogue.

TS

We also make Adult fAVORITES, an honest wheel at a moderate price. |

I
THE TOLEDO METAL WHEEL CO., - Toledo, Ohio. |

•S Kindly mention The Wheel. gS

"•%'•. |•,^•^•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•c•3•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•oeo•o•o•o«o•o•o•o•^•OBO•o•o•o•o•c•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•c•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•Q•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•o•J•o•o•o•:)•o•J•c^•o•o•o•o•^•o•o•o•o•o

Danger signs are pleasure signs to

those who ride

Eclipse Cycles

equipped with the

Morrow
Automatic
Coaster and
Brake.

No hill is too steeo—

too dangerous.

A little back pressure

allows the rear

wheel to run inde-

pendently of chain

and cranks. An-

other little back

pressure applies

the brake.

Thus you can

coast at any time

—and stop at any

time.

IN A RIDE OF
50 MILES YOU
ONLY PEDAL
35 MILES.

Youp feet are on the

pedals all the time.

You maintain control of

the machine all the time.

Write us for full particulars.

">' -S/^

Eclipse Bicycle Co., "
n"!

y.^'

NEW POST

RADIAL DRILL,
MANUFACXUBED BT

S. n. YORK CO., CLEVELAND, 0.

IT PAYS TO HANDLE
GOODS OF A ^ ^ ^ ^

STANDARD QUALITY.

When you sell Hoffman ^Bicycles you sell the

highest grade that can be made. Write for catalogue

and prices.

THE HOFFMAN BICYCLE CO.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

0»OBCfO»0«C'

IDEAL ADJISTABLE HANDLE-BARS
Ideal Adjustable Bars wilta Internal Binders.

Proven highest grade

made ... Finish and work-

manship superior to any

bar on the market.

...Prices the lowest, con-

sidering quality of goods.

...Write for prices and

trade discounts.

9 Appleton Street,

Boston, Mass.IDEAL PLATING CO.,
E8S8S35SSSS8S8SSSSSSSS8S^S8SSSSSSSSSSSSS8S8SS5SS2SSSSSiSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS5SSSSSSJ
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Speaking of Chainlesses.

J. H. Sager, president of the Sager Gear

Co., Rochester, and inventor of the now fam-

ous roller gear, spent Friday in Cleveland

taking in opening week and paying particular

attention to those firms showing samples of

machines fitted with Sager gear. The fact

that there were nine of the leading retail

stores in the downtown section of the city

exhibiting machines of this type and that they

have attracted far more attention than any

other exhibits, indicates plainly that the Sager

gear chainless will be very popular here. In

conversation with a Wheel man Mr. Sager

stated that his gear is proving one of the hits

of the season. Manufacturers who have

adopted it are taking orders a plenty, while

more manufacturers are making arrangements

to add a machine of this type to their line.

In this connection it might be well to mention

that the Hoffman Bicycle Co., Cleveland, an-

nounced this week a new model of the Sager

type. Recently regarding the probable output of

his gears Mr. Sager stated the sale could easily

reach enough to equip 60,000 machines, but un-

fortunately his company would be unable to

pioduce that many sets of gears. At present the

demand for the gears far exceeds the supply

of them even though the Sager factory is

working full time and arrangements are being

made to increase the capacity. The great

difficulty in meeting the demand is in secur-

ing the special fitting the gears demand, since

the gears themselves can be turned out about

as fast as they are needed. One or two prom-
inent manufacturers who are anxious to use

the Sager gear are making arrangements to

furnish their own fittings. Within a month or

six weeks, however, it will be possible for the

Sager people to furnish all the parts required

so that dealers may feel safe in promising to

fill orders later on; in other words, riders

who desire machines equipped with the Sager

gear will be certain to secure them in time

for the best part of the actual riding season.

Regarding chainless weights. Mr. Sager stated

that in all probability manufacturers would
be able to reduce weights materially later on,

and that at most the chainless wheel should

only weigh about IJ pounds more than the

chain-driven machine.

Working Up a "Winter Trade.

President Patee, of the Patee Bicycle Co.,

Peoria, 111., has commenced to preach early

sales in a manner which will interest both

manufacturers' and agents. Beginning last

December, the Patee Bicycle Co. persuaded-

some of their agents that bicycles could be

sold just as well at Christmas time or around
then as they could in balmy Tune, a statement

more than one Patee agent doubted. Taking
the old time formula that charity and preach-

ing should commence at home, they induced

their Peoria agents, Wheelock & Co., to make
an experiment and the results were astonishing.

Furnished with a complete line of samples

on January 10, the agents smiled and said,

"There is no demand for bicycles." "I know
that," returned President Patee, "but the de-

mand can be created." "Not in zero weather,"

returned the agents. Patee was persistent

and his idea received an emphatic endorse-

ment in the sales of Wheelock & Co., which
reached forty machines, the Patee Crest be-

ing taken home by the early buyers, who will

be sure of having a bicycle when they want it.

This success, Mr. Patee hopes, will result in

the building up of a winter as well as of a

summer trade in bicycles in many places

where the bicycle is now thought to be only

salable in the more temperate seasons.

Secrets of Success.

Next to selling satisfactory goods satisfac-

tory treatment of buyers is the greatest ele-

ment in any firm's success. In both these

essentials of prosperity the Meyercord Com-
pany, of Chicago, excel. No matter whether

the buyer of this concern's famous lines of

transfers is a man whose trade amounts to

thousands of dollars or whether it amounts
only to scores of dollars, courtesy to an equal

extent is the paramount principle he will al-

ways find governing his dealings with the

Meyercord Company.

From Straight Grain Oak.

The Cleveland Bending Co., Cleveland, are

experiencing a good demand for their Cleve-

land single-piece rim. This rim is constructed

of the best quality of straight grain oak, and

the long-grooved joint, views of which are

shown herewith, make it strong and thor-

oughly reliable under all conditions. The
Cleveland rim sells at an attractive figure and
is handled through H. W. Leuketemeyer &
Sons, Superior street, Cleveland.

Brake Suits Brought.

The Eclipse Bicycle Co. give notice that

they have filed a suit against the Globe Cycle

Works of Bufifalo, for infringing the patents

of the Morrow coaster and brake. This suit,

they say, will be prosecuted with vigor, and

the Eclipse Bicycle Co. are confident that an

early decision will be rendered in their favor,

since the patents on the Morrow are very

strong, so the Eclipse people say.

With a Fair Senorita.

Parkhurst & Wilkinson Co., Chicago, have

just issued a complete catalogue of all the

cycle fittings and cycle sundries they carry.

The cover of the catalogue represents a

Cuban scene, with a fair Cuban awheel, being

escorted by her Don admirer. The Park-

hurst & Wilkinson Co. have long been identi-

fied with cycling, and will be glad to send

the catalogue to jobbers and agents.

Mandery in Other I^ines.

J. J. Mandery, one of Rochester's largest

retailers of bicycles and agent for -the Mon-
arch, Hoffman, Andrae, Dayton and Barnes,

is closing out his business, and will hereafter

devote all of his time to other lines of busi-

ness in which he is heavily interested. A
sale at cut prices of the stock on hand has

been carried on all the past week, and, as a

result, most of the sundries and wheels he

had in stock have been disposed of.

On Deck Once More.

R. B. Abbott, who managed the Chicago

office of the Boston Woven Hose & Rubber
Co. until the recent financial difficulties of that

company, has just recovered from an injury

received from one of Chicago's "humanity de-

creasing" grip-cars. Mr. Abbott is open for

a good opportunity in the bicycle, tire or sun-

dry line and would make a valuable man for

some concern.

Co-operative Cycle Construction.

Some employes of the Ide Mfg. Co., Peo-
ria, 111., are making a limited number of Ide

wheels, which, while not of the grade of those

made formerly by the old company, are still a

very attractive looking machine. A '99 model,

on view in a Peoria store window, looks

very much like the Patee. The output of this

co-operative effort of the ex-employes will

necessarily be limited.

Worthy of Their Xatnes and Their Makers

The David Bradley Mfg. Co., Chicago, are

reaping the well-earned reward of a concern

having a meritorious article different from the

rest, which has been advertised judiciously.

Manager Sanders reports a splendid demand
for the America (truss frame), while the Brad-

ley and Oriole are both in active demand,
they being the Bradley company's special

popular-priced wheels.

Great Activity at Pope's.

All departments of the Pope Mfg. Co.'s fac-

tories at Hartford are now running 22 hours

daily and the combined Pope interests are now
furnishing employment to about 4,000 men.

The demand for the company's bicycles at the

1899 prices is unprecedentedly large and for

weeks close to 1,000 wheels have been shipped

per day. Many orders are being received for

the new chainless.

Something Good to Read.

The Hall-Shone Co., to be known as the

E. H. Hall Co. after July 1, have just issued

their catalogue of cycle parts, fittings, tools

and accessories for 1899. This catalogue is

complete in every department, and should be

in the hands of every bicycle dealer and manu-
facturer in the country. Copies will be mailed

upon request to the Hall^Shone Co., Roch-
ester, N. Y.

Colors and Kinds Both Suit.

The Electric City Wheel Co., of Buffalo,

say they are finding a much larger demand
for wheels than they had last season at the

same time. This company's new wheels, fin-

ished in blended colors, both in 28-inch and

30-inch models, are meeting with surprising

favor, greater even than the company had
anticipated.

Flrst-Class Bnameling Wanted,

A man on Long Island, presumably a

dealer, asks for the address of an enameling

firm in New York City, who will do first-class

work on frames. Replies can be addressed to

B. L. Y., care of this office.
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I GOOD FRIBNDS,
|

i The Proof is in the Trial.

YOU WANT
V-. r^ £, m urn.

'^ Safety,

xTT. ^^^A' Simplicity,

%^ Bonest WorK,

BURNS GAS.

EVERYTHING HERE
IN A SMALL SPACE.

Fits Head or Fork.

e;

We are still taaking those Prime Goods, tested

and GOOD AS G01,D

:

BURDICK CYCLOMETER,
"EVERLIT" OIL LAMP,
ROYAL BELLS.

EDWARD MILLER & CO.,
a MERIDEN, CONN.

® Kindly mention The Wheel.
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1899 Pierce Cushion-frame Bicycles I

Are the Most Comfortable Wheels in the World. ^ *>

WHY?

ist. — It is a positive cushion, taking up
the shock caused by uneven road
surfaces.

3d.

4 th.

-It is simple and effective.

-It does not vibrate, but causes the
wheels to accommodate themselves
to uneven surfaces, while the rider

maintains a uniform position.

-It enables the rider to exert power,
equally unmindful of the roughness
of road surface.

VIBRATION FATIGUES, NOT PEDALING. Our old agents

are enthusiastic in their praise. WHY NOT ADD IT TO YOUR
LINE? PROFITABLE RESULTS WILL FOLLOW. WRITE

FOR CATALOGUE, YOUR TERRITORY MAY BE OPEN.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE CO.
NEW YORK. BUFFALO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

BOSTON.

The Claus Adjustable Bar is the only bar
guaranteed forever.

No other bar maker could do the same and
be in business more than a year.

The Claus is the only bar that will be as
good as new forever.

Write for our monthly journal.

THE CLAUS HANDLE-BAR MFG. CO.,
Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. A.

\ t

I THEY ALL LOOK ALIKE I

[EXCEPT %

Tie "America" "Truss Frame" I

Y
Y

tX

BICYClvES.
IT HAS A STYtE AND MERIT OF ITS OWN.

THE ONLY "TRUSS FRAiME" BICYCLE SOLD BY AGENTS.

If there is no agent in your town for the "AMERICA" "TRUSS
FRAME" bicycle, we want one at once.

Our line is a matchless one. Good money-makers and good satis-

faction-givers.

AMERICA "Truss Frame" List, $50.00

The BRADLEY, 30-inch Special List, 45.00

The BRADLEY, 28-inch List, 40.00

The ORIOLE List, 35.00

AI'lERIC'^ Truss Frame Tandem, with centre-drive

attachment List, JOO.OO ^.

DAVID BRADLEY MFG. CO., ^^Lent, I

73 to 77 Fulton street, Chicago, III., U.S. /I. %•
Export Department, 5 Broadway, New York City. Wi> h^v^ % rarr.rA r.f .••

David Bradley & Co.. Council Bluffs, Iowa. acT
^COrd ot %

Bradley, Clark & Co., Minneapolis, Minn. 40 years as man- ,S,

Bradley, Wheeler & Co., Kansas City, Mo. ufacturers. .*.

Kindly mention The Wheel. .j.
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The Cleveland Catalogue.

Apparently the limit in the production of

striking catalogue covers is as far off as it

ever was. The cover of the '99 Cleveland

catalogue will attract attention almost as far

as the eye can see. It bears the face of a

woman about half life-size and the head and

name-plate of the Cleveland bicycle. The
woman is clad in yellow with a green necktie,

contrasting sharply with the blue enamel of

the Cleveland name-plate. It is one of the

strongest efiforts in this line yet put out by

Bartlett & Co., the New York art printers.

The interior of the catalogue is also strong.

In fact, there is a tendency to great contrast

of light and shadow in the conduct of the

Cleveland business—in the machine itself, in

the firm's advertising and in their catalogue.

The book brings out strongly the fact that

the firm have branches in New York, Phila-

delphia, Chicago, Boston, Buffalo, Detroit,

San Francisco, Toronto, London, Hamburg
and Paris and factories in Toledo, Toronto,

Westfleld, Mass., and Thompsonville, Conn.

The feature of the '99 machine which is being

most strongly brought forth is the Burwell

roller ball separator and retainer. It is illus-

trated in the very introduction of the book.

The other illustrations in the book, of strong,

sharp contrasts, bring out the other admir-

able mechanical features of the machine, such

as the reinforcements, the internal head-post

and seat-post binders, the method of affixing

spokes to hubs, crank-hanger details, the

Burwell tire, the Cleveland gear case, etc.,

etc. The last page of the book is devoted to

the League of American Wheelmen.

Three Good Things.

The Hollenbeck Saddle Co., Syracuse, are

advertising to jobbers, dealers and riders

their hygienic pattern of saddle, which is still

a leading feature of their line. This seat is

made in two sizes for either men or women.
It is of attractive appearance, is light and

durable. It places the weight directly upon
the pelvis bones, removing all pressure from

sensitive organs, insuring comfort and pre-

venting injurious effects. It is perfectly ven-

tilated. The improved spring takes up all

shocks caused by rough roads. Another good
feature of this saddle is the Hollenbeck lock

tilting clamp, which can be tilted to any posi-

tion and locked. Tli'is, in conjunction with

the Hollenbeck spring, gives a four-inch

range of adjustment from front to rear, with-

out disturbing the position of the saddle. The
Hollenbeck company will also sell this clamp

to any who desire it, as it will fit any round

wire spring on any of the prominent makes
of saddles. With this clamp the rider can

obtain a low-down position of the saddle on
the frame.

Bicycles that Are Really Ne'w.

The neat catalogue issued by the Thomas
Mfg. Co., whose large factory is located in

Springfield, O., describes their models 20, 21,

22, 27, 28 and 29. The Thomas prices are $20,

$25 and $30 for juveniles, and $40, $50, $55.

$65 and $75 for adult machines. The $75 price

is for the chainless. The Thomas Mfg. Co.

have been manufacturers for a quarter oi a

century and apply to their bicycles the same

policy that they have always applied to their

other lines. The say of the '99 Thomas: "It

is not that machine that has the greatest

iniraber of talking points, fads and freak ideas

that gives the longest or most satisfactory

service, but rather that one having the least

number of parts, properly proportioned, sym-
metrically formed and of honest material."

Any dealer or rider who will look through the

Thomas catalogue will see at a glance that

the machine has some very admirable features.

It contains the Thor perfection hub, made spe-

cially for the Thomas people, and it would

seem almost impossible for dirt or grit of any

kind to reach the bearings of this hub. The
frame construction is admirable and some of

the details, such as the chain adjustment and

rear fork jaws, will not be found in any other

make of machine. The line of the Thomas,
for both men and women, is all that can be

asked for. The catch phrase of the company,

"Ride Thomas bicycles to be safe and in

style," seems to be appropriate.

This Filters I/ight.

There are many articles which bicycle deal-

ers can add to their regular stock as side

lines, but there are few equally as appropri-

ate and profitable as photographic goods.

Among things in this line which will com-
mand a ready sale is the Ray filter, made by

the Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., of Roch-
ester, N. Y.

The Ray filter is, as its name implies, a

light filter for the purpose of absorbing, from
the light which reaches the lens, certain rays

the presence of which would render the mak-
ing of a natural picture with true color values,

clouds and perspective impossible. The Ray
filter prevents over-exposure of the sky, and
gives not only the correct gradation of shad-

ing from zenith to horizon, but reproduces

clouds and the detail in the clouds as well.

To those interested the firm will send a beau-
tifully illustrated catalogue.

Rouse Still in the Field.

H. G. Rouse & Co., Peoria, III., are still

in the field and it will please many of their old

friends and customers to know that Harry
Rouse, whose ability is unquestioned, hopes
to continue selling Sylph and Overland bi-

cycles for many a year yet to come. The firm

are just moving from the old factory into new
quarters in the city and the prospects are that

their recent financial difficulties will soon be

cleared away. The Sylph is now as it always

was, a very handsome wheel, and lists at $50;

the Overland special, $35, and the Overland
Runabout, $25. It is understood that the com-
pany will again take up the jobbing of farming
machinery, and the two interests, bicycles and
machinery, will be operated side by side.

Bought by the National People.

The Red Cross Rubber & Cement Co., Roch-
ester, has been purchased by the National

Cement & Rubber Mfg. Co., of Toledo. By
this deal the National people absorb all names,
trade-marks, good will, patents, brands, pat-

terns, etc., which formerly belonged to the

other company. The deal was first broached

at the New York cycle show and has been

pending ever since. It is said that the pur-

chase price is well up in the five-figure col-

umn. Hereafter all shipments of the Red
Cross goods will be made from the Toledo
plant. The Toledo company is certainly liv-

ing up to its business motto and trade-mark,

"High pressure."

Mr. Schwitin Denies Rumor.

There has been a persistent rumor current

for some time that Mr. Schwinn, junior mem-
ber of Arnold, Schwinn & Co., Chicago, was
going to sever his connection with the firm

and return to Germany. A Wheel repre-

sentative called at the office of Arnold,

Schwinn & Co. in regard to the rumor, and

received an emphatic denial of its truth from

Mr. Schwinn, who stated that he might go

to Germany within a short time, but that the

trip would be purely on business and pleasure.

Mr. Schwinn thought he would probably be

connected with Arnold, Schwinn & Co. as

long as that firm was in existence.

Suing Bell Infringers.

Nutter, Barnes & Co., 364 Atlantic avenue,

Boston, declare that covering their Ericson

tire bell they have the foundation patent, and

they have, as a result, brought suit against

infringers, basing their claims upon this, the

first clause in their patent: "In a bell for

bicycles and other velocipedes an oscillatory

plate or disk mounted to turn in the rear of

the gong, and complementary striking mech-

anism carried by said plate and adapted by

the movement thereof to be thrown into and

out of action by contact with and removal

from the bicycle or velocipede wheel."

The Collins Pneumatic Hub.

Washington, March 2.—Cycle Row has a

new acquisition in the person of Henry Boyd,
at 829J Fourteenth street, N. W., who will

act as the local agent for the Collins pneu-

matic-hub bicycle, which has attracted con-

siderable attention locally. The signal corps,

one of the most important branches of the

War Department, has been experimenting

with this wheel and the men of the corps are

much pleased with it. Mr. Boyd will carry

a full line of sundries and will have a repair

shop equipped with all the latest machinery.

Dangler Visited New York.

Edward Dangler, secretary of the Dangler
Company, of Cleveland, who make the famous
Kelly handle-bar and Kells saddle, was in

the city recently and dropped into the Wheel
office. The Dangler Company are much bet-

ter known in the stove trade than in the

cycle trade, their factories being enormous.
It is their large factory capacity which enables

them to make such reasonable prices on

goods of the quality of the Kelly handle-bar

and the Kells saddle.

A Peculiar Patent.

William McCallister, of Baltimore, and one

of H. A. Lozier & Co.'s big agents, was in

Cleveland a few days ago making a deal for

the celebrated Cleveland bicycle for '99. He
also handles the Columbia and another line.

It is said he disposes of more wheels in Balti-

more than any one agent in that city. He
says he has a patent on selling whe«ls, which
he will divulge for a certain consideration.

Anyone interested may write to him.
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iFisk Tires
FOR

I BICYCLESi22CARRIAGES
A

FULLY GUARANTEED.
Trade-Mark.

'4

FISK RUBBER COMPANY,
Chicopee Falls, Mass.

t
t
t

•>

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

A«AAAAa*.u'*«AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA.

I The Hollenbeck
I Rawhide Saddle
V weighs but 12 ounces.

t

T
t
t
t

:i?

PRICE, $2.00.

Will be furnished upon any of the high class

wheels when requested

.

Light, Pretty, Comfortable.

Mr. Dealer—Let us send you the name of your
nearest jobber. You want these saddles in stock.

HOLLENBECK SADDLE COMPANY,
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

DISTRIBUTORS, NEW YORK CITY—Hartley & Graham, Schoverling,

Daly and Gales, A. M. Scheffey & Co., N. Y. Sporting Goods Co., C. Murray
Rice Co,, C. B. Barlicr & Co., John S. Leng's Son & Co., Peter A. Frasse &
Co., The Wilson Co.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Plain Talks

onmum Tandems
(XII.)

Four years ago Andrae tandems were like other

tandems are to-day.

This is a strong statement—but.we can back it up.

Take an Andrae catalogue of '95 (4 years ago) and a

'99 catalogue of any other make, turn to tandems
and you will see that

—

THE ANDRAE '95 TANDEM HAS THE DESIGN

THE OTHER '99 TANDEM IS COPIED FROM.

This proves, without a doubt, that others are four

years behind us in tandem building.

But their tandem costs only $75, while the Andrae
costs $85.

If a '95 tandem can be sold for i|75, a '99 tandem
ought to be easy to sell at $85.

Write for our paper, "The Andrae Agent."

Ne^e'r JULIUS ANDRAE & SONS CO.,
Disappoint. Milwaukee, wis.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

^^•J**!*****^********!******'"******^^

WITHOUT A PEER

. . THE APOLLO .

.

-FOR '99-

AII the up-to-date features. Quality and Finish

Unsurpassed.

. . THE VESPER . .

Finest medium- grade bicycle on the market.

pattern hanger, solid seat-post cluster with

expander, etc.

..THE DEVON..
Good wheel to sell at cheap price—2-piece hanger, flush-

joints, etc.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE

.... CATALOGUE READY JANUARY 1st.

Edw. K» Tryon, Jr., & Co.,

PHILADELPHL^.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Points of Contact.

There is no point in cycle construction

vvhicli calls for closer study than the one bear-

ing upon the bearing. Be a bicycle ever so

perfect in design and ever so careful in con-

struction it will be only partially a success if

the bearings be not so designed as to afiford

a minimum of friction with a maximum of

strength and simplicity. It i« with a thorough

appreciation of all this that the manufacturers

of Lake hubs and hangers have experimented

until they feel warranted in making the ab-

solute statement ''that wheels equipped with

these hubs and hangers will outcoast and run

easier than anything on earth." The Lake

bearings have been in actual use now for over

three years and have successfully withstood

the strain of actual service so satisfactorily

that H. B. Adams says that the Lake has

"more than substantiated the company's claims

that a bicycle equipped with them will, while

geared to 15 inches higher, run easier than any

bicycle equipped with the ordinary form of

bearings." The hubs are made from bar-steel.

The cones and cups are made of Jessup's tool

steel, hardened and ground perfectly true, the

cups being pressed into the hubs and then

ground true to each other. The cones and

cups have straight parallel surfaces at an an-

gle of 45 degrees from the centre line of the

axle, so as to bring the thrusts and bearing

always on the square and always maintain a

perfectly free and true rolling motion to the

ball. The balls are maintained on those sur-

faces and spaced apart by a light, non-bearing

rmg as shown in cut, containing oblong or

elongated holes to prevent the balls from being

in frictional 'contact with anything at their

peripheries or greatest revolving circumfer-

ence. The holes are so placed or arranged in

the ring that no two balls travel in the same

track, but each one is set one-hundredth of an

inch one side of the others, thereby length-

ening (he life of the bearing as many times as

there are balls in the bearing. These sep-

arators are also ball retainers. .

There are three forms of friction that these

bearings obviously overcome: Twisting, gy-

rating and slipping of the balls as in a "three-

point contact;" drag friction, as in the

misnamed "two-point contact;" the double

periphery or circumferential friction of the

balls when all dumped in together. In

order to provide for the constant and

alternating end thrusts in bearings it is

necessary to have the bearing points of

the balls on angles different from the

axle. When the balls are maintained on those

points by the construction of the cone or cup

in any irregular shape, there is a correspond-

ing consequential friction generated. There-

fore, the only manner in which the friction can

be reduced is to use straight parallel surfaces

at the angle best calculated to resist all the

strains to which a bearing is subjected and at

the angle producing a true rolling motion. By
constant experimenting for a great many years

the Lake people have selected 45 degrees as

the proper angle. In spacing the balls apart

Mr. Adams uses an oblong hole so as to touch

the ball lightly at or near its axis, where there

is practically no motion to the ball. This little

spacer or separator also maintains the balls on

the straight surface cones without any effort

or friction, as no weight can, by any possi-

bility, ever be placed on the separator. Mr.

Adams is located at 48 North 11th street,

Philadelphia, Pa., and he is well worth con-

sulting by manufacturers who are in the mar-

ket for quality, superiority and "talking

points" in their line of bicycles.

Bell's Bicycle Cannon.

There was exhibited to the delegates at the

recent National Assembly in Providence a de-

vice bearing the name "Dewey's Mascot." It

was a make-believe nickel-plated cannon. In

the breech of the cannon is placed a wheel

By pulling a string at the handle-bar this

wheel is forced down upon the front tire and

produces a buzzing which will attract the at-

tention of anybody but an absolutely deaf

man. The device weighs only five ounces

and sells at a very low price. It is easily

affixed to the front forks. Agents and pur-

chasers are wanted by the Bell Novelty Co..

of Warren, R. I.

TMs Is a Weight-Carrier.

Here is a luggage-carrier made by the

Aetna Mfg. Co., Garden City Block, Chicago.

As will be seen it is a combination luggage-

carrier and mud-guard. It will carry a parcel

up to 18 inches in size and 50 pounds in weight.

The fastening of the carrier to the wheel and

the package upon it can be done instantly,

there being no complication whatever in its

working. The strong rubber fastenings with

which it is equipped warrant perfect security

in carrying any article.

I.

2.

3.

4.

Held in the rim by inflation.

Easy to manipulate.

Perfectly flexible when off the

rim — no stiff, unyielding wires.

Will not creep nor roll on the

rim; yet will not split the rim.

When you pump up, the woven or

netted wire band grips the rim. To

take tire off the rim, let out air, push

the tire to one side in just the right

way (very simple) and it is off. It

fits the ordinary rim.

t^^ (,?• (,?*

That is the story of the Scott-Rogers

pneumatic tire.

You know about the Straus tires,

guaranteed and unguaranteed.

(^% ^* ^^f

You also know about our Snap-on

pedal rubbers, the Straus curved plug,

and our dozen or more other rapid-

firing, rapid-selling rubber specialties.

t^% (^!* ^*

Or, if you don't, you- ought to.

STRAUS TIRE CO,,

J 27 Doane St., New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Frontenac Flans.

For several years the Frontenac Mfg. Co.,

of Syracuse, have been practicing a conser-

vatism which they figured was in keeping

with the times. It has seemed to them that

either the manufacture of a cheap product in

order to sell the quantity of wheels required

to keep a proper organization going, or else

to quietly rest on their oars till better times

came round, were the two roads open. Being

unwilling to make anything but a wheel

worthy the old-time Frontenac reputation,

they chose to make quality outrank quantity.

The better times are here, the Frontenac

people now figure. For which reason the

Frontenac, as good as it ever was, will hence-

forth be aggressively pushed, and a deter-

mined policy of up-to-dateness pursued in every

legitimate manner. One feature of the new
programme, a Frontenac chainless, will shortly

be ready; another is the opening of a retail

store of the company in Syracuse. The store,

in fact, is already chosen, being located at the

corner of West Genesee and North Clinton

streets, an excellent location for retail pur-

poses, bordering as it does on two asphalted

streets. Apart from the chainless the Fron-

tenac line consists of a regular chain-driven

road machine at $50, a 30-inch wheel at $60,

and a racer at $65. A. R. Dickinson, vice-

president and general manager of the com-
pany, controls, as of old, its business destiny,

and he is jubilant over Frontenac prospects

for the ensuing season. Among one of his

recently completed deals is the securing of the

Barclay Cycle Co., of 7 Barclay street, New
York, to represent the Frontenac in Greater

New York.

Reminds One of Money.

There is that in the appearance of a legal

tender greenback, or anything that looks like

it, which appeals to everyone who knows the

value of money. The '99 catalogue of the

Miami Cycle & Mfg. Co., Middletown, O.,

makers of the famous Racycle, has a cover

of a very monetary aspect. The descriptions

on the inside are printed in an ingenious man-
ner for the convenience of the reader, a large

part of the explaining being done 'by lucid

illustrations. The Racycle crank-hanger,

which gives the rider the anomaly of widely

separated bearings together with extremely
narrow tread, is of course the leading feature.

The Racycle prices are $75 for the Pacemaker,
a road racing machine; the Racer, $65; the

Latonia, $65; the model T roadster, $50, and
the model U roadster, $40. The material,

equipment and workmanship of these machines
are first-class, with variations in detail, accord-
ing to price.

Kirkpatricfc Sales Agrents.

Communications regarding Kirkpatrick sad-
dles should be sent to the following firms
from sections of the country in which these
firms are located. These firms are prepared
to furnish the interesting booklet "Scientific

Saddle^Making." and will carry stocks of

Kirkpatrick saddles, quoting as good prices
to dealers as would be quoted by the Kirk-
patrick Saddle Co., at Springfield, O, The

firms are as follows: F. A. Hastings & Co.,

205 Lake street, Chicago, III.; C. M. Rice Co.,

105 Chambers street, New York; McMaster,
Eldridge & Maugle, 635 Arch street, Phila-

delphia; George D. Boles, 75 Hawley street,

Boston.

Here Is a Flying Bagle.

The unthinking man says to himself that

no one buys a racing wheel because he does

not care for one. He is right so far as he

goes, and he only goes wrong. When people

as far-seeing and as shrewd as the Eagle Bi-

cycle Mfg. Co. take .particular pains to turn

out a racing wheel and boast thereof, you

can rest assured there is a good demand for

racing wheels if there is a good wheel for the

demand. Speed is shown in every line of the

new Eagle creation. The lower stays are

double, both on the chain and the opposite

side. They are an inch or more apart at the

crank-hanger, gradually coming together at

the rear fork ends. Each pair of these stays

is bridged back of the hanger, and the two

bridges are connected. Nothing so simple

and so perfect has been seen for many a day.

Sager Is Satisfied.

When asked by a Wheel representative

regarding the position of the Sager Saddle Co.

and the saddle combination, Mr. Sager stated

last week that his company have no intentions

of entering into a combination. Mr. Sager

says they are more than holding their own
with their saddle line this season, and are

securing a perfectly satisfactory price for their

goods. "Our Sager Flexible is one of the

greatest hits of the season, and we shall do a

handsome business in this type alone," said

he.

I THE PRICES ON
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Will Job Fittings, Supplies and Sundries.

Cockburn & Underbill is the name of a new
firm composed of men old in the trade. Their

address is 567 Broad street, Newark, N. J.

Mr. Cockburn formerly carried on a jobbing

business in Newark. His partner, Lindley

Underbill, Jr., has beeen manager of the Lib-

erty Cycle Co. in Newark for the past five

years. The firm's business will be jobbing

of fittings, supplies and sundries, selling and

buying for cash only. They are now open

to receive quotations.

New Toledo Handle-Bar.

Joseph W. Justen, of Toledo, has invented

what he calls the Universal adjustable handle-

bar. He claims it can be adjusted to more
than fifty different positions. He has applied

for a patent and expects to begin manu-
facturing as soon as the patent is issued.
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ARE STANDARD.

They have set the pace
on all medium-priced
wheels for years. There
is a reasonable limit in

the price of bicycles.

High prices mean expen-
sive methods in manu-
facturing and advertis-

ing, racing teams, etc.

Extreme low prices mean
slack work, low-grade
material, poor finish, etc.

The prices on ELMORES
show what the price on
all other bicycles should
be. The material is first

class ; methods of con-

struction the best; the

finest superb.

Dealers should all have
ELMORES in stock. They
sell well and stay sold.

Catalogue and prices

upon application.

Elmore Mtg. Co.,

CLYDE, OHIO, U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Of Interest to Buyers—Continued.

of the dog (E) and forces it into engage-

ment with the post again. The operation is

simple and the results obtained satisfactory.

+ : : +

Cycles from Newcastle.

The Speeder Cycle Co., Newcastle, Ind.,

are out with a likely-looking line of cycles

this year, and the Alcazar has already made
a name for itself. President Adams says this

year his company should be able to command
even a larger trade than in former years, as

there are few agents who would not be satis-

fied with the Alcazar, Newcastle and Atlas,

which constitute the full Speeder line. The
range of price is one of the inviting features

connected with the line, since from the Alca-

zar chainless with Sager gear, at JfTS, down to

the Atlas, a $35 wheel, the agent should be

able to meet the requirements for all kinds

of customers. Five years of bicycle building

has certainly taught the Speeder Cycle Co.

a good many things, and President Adams, a

keen observer, has utilized the best features

of the most up-to-date ideas, incorporating

with them common sense to a degree. Agents

will find the Newcastle concern a most de-

sirable one to do business with, and the dis-

counts the company oiler are enticing enough
to tempt anyone. The company will be glad to

send these and their catalogue to any part

of the world where they are not now repre-

sented.

Success of the Spinroller.

The Spinroller gear, manufactured by the

Spinroller Co., of Rocliester, is attracting

considerable attention, and a number of the

large manufacturers are investigating its

merits. The Victor chainless for '99 is

equipped witli tlie Spinroller gearing, which is

the invention of R. W. Jamieson, of Roch-
ester. The gearing is manufactured by an

incorporated stock company, with the follow-

ing officers: Robert Thomson, president;

Charles Stern, vice-president; R. W. Jamie-

son, secretary, and M. Binswanger, treasurer.

A New Adjustable Seat-Post.

The makers of this seat-post proclaim it

to be not only simplicity itself, but also "the

only seatfpost on the market where a sub-

stantial adjustment can be made in ten sec-

onds." To better appreciate these claims of

Messrs. Mackenzie & Co., 110 and 112 West
Georgia street, Indianapolis, Ind., who are

introducing this expander, a study of the

cut herewith is all that is necessary. A is the

tubing that constitutes the frame of the ma-

chine, the clamping-bolt and rear fork also

being shown. C is the ordinary post, having

a vertical "way" cut into the rear thereof,

and a series of holes in the front. When the

clamping-bolt is unscrewed, the tubing at the

top expands; this result being obtained by

a slit in the rear thereof. When the clamping-

bolt is unscrewed, the sleeve (B) is forced

down the tubing. The sleeve (B) has an

enlargement at the top which rests on the

tubing when the sleeve has been inserted. On
the inner side of the enlarged head an angular

groove is cut for the reception of the dog

(E). Surrounding the enlarged head and dog

is a band (D) movably mounted. The inner

side of this band, where it overlies the dog,

has a cam, or incline, which operates said

dog. By turning the band (D) in one direc-

tion, it operates upon one end of the dog,

which is centrally pivoted, and throws said

dog out of engagement with the saddle-post,

allowing said post a free vertical movement.

When the desired position has been obtained,

the band (D) is turned in the opposite direc-

tion, which in turn operates on the other end

Fifty Years in Rubber.

So far as experience in handling rubber

goes few can go back of the record of J. P.

Langdon, president of the New Brunswick

Rubber Co., who has been a rubber manu-

facturer for more than fifty years. The New
Brunswick Rubber Co. began in 1839, and

Mr. Langdon has now been continuously with

the concern for half a century. Four years ago

the company started making tires, and soon

devoted the entire plant to this branch of

manufacture, turning out a complete line in

several different grades, and with corrugated,

rough or smooth tread. The New Brunswick

Regal tire is now in its third year before the

public, while the company's new Raritan has

just been brought out this year. Both the

tires and their makers are extremely popular

with the trade.

Something the Dealer Needs.

During the past few years the Julius An-

drae & Sons Co., Milwaukee, Wis., have been

doing an extensive business in jobbing cycle

sundries. The company issue a complete cata-

logue of this kind each year, the 1899 example

of which has just been completed and will be

mailed to any agent desiring to keep posted

upon what the famous Milwaukee concern

have to offer him.

AHEAD OF EVERYBODY.
The Nickel Plate Route continues to keep ahead

of everybody in railway matters, despite intense com-
petition. How is this accomplished? Simply by cater-
ing fully and generously to the public demands. Peo-
ple know and appreciate a good thing when they see
it. That is why they patronize the Nickel Plate so
freely.

Wily lias this road won its present position? By
furnishing the very best class of service at low rates,

and by generous treatment of its patrons. Safe and
easy roadway, fine trains, luxurious equipment, fast

time, close connections—tliese are the cardinal points
in favor of the Nickel Plate Poute. These are its

prime factors of success. The Nickel Plate is the
people's route— a strong favorite with the traveling
public. Don't forget this when going East. Don't
forget when you go West. Don't forget the road that
gives the best service at the lowest rates.—4-30.

Build your own Bicycles.
Let us quote you on our FRAME SETS
and BUILT-UP FRAMES. Get your

name on our mailing list for our up-to-

date catalogue. Our prices vpill surprise

you. Elegant souvenir free. Send for one.

THE WINNE COMPANY,
B East 125th St., New York.

NICKEL STEEL CHAINS
BY THE

POWER MFG. CO., Bloomfield, N. J.

W

Made in 1-8 in., 3-16 in, and 1-4 in.

Our chains can be obtained from the following jobbers:

A. Whitelaw& Co., 117 Chambers St..
N'ew York.

Shone-Hanna Mfq-. Co., Rochester, N. Y
Morgran & Rail. Springfield, Mass.
Bay State Cvcle Suoplv Co., Boston. Mass.
Bridgeport Cycle Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Morley Bros.. Saginaw. Mich.
Adams & Han. Grand Rapids. Mich.
Geo. Hilsendeeen. Detroit. Mich
Geo. W. Strelinger, Detroit. Mich.
C. J. Smith Cycle Supply Co., St. Paul,

Minn.

THE Blocks of all our chains are
MADE OF NICKEL STEEL.

It is a pleasure to

handle a lamp that

gives so little

trouble

is what one prom-

inent dealer

says about the

Strawbridge & Clothier, Bicycle Dept., Market, Eighth and Filbert Sts.,

R. E. Dietz Company: Philadelphia, Pa., June 21, 1898.

We have just placed an order with you for another lot of your lamps. Although you
are, perhaps, not aware of it, we have been selling quite a large number of your lamps,
and are pleased to say that they have given us the very best satisfaction. I shall be ^lad
to make this lamp our leader for next year, as it is a pleasure to handle a lamp that gives
us so little trouble. Respectfully. Strawbridge & Clothier,

H. D. LeCato, Mgr. Bicycle Dept.

We want every jobber In bicycle goods to catalogue our lamp. Write usfor electros—all sizes.

R. E. DIETZ COMPANY,
Mfrs. of Lamps and Lanterns since 1840. 30 Laight Street, NEW YORK.
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Talk of the Week.

The annual crop of new dealers is plentiful

this spring.

Georgia dealers will probably have to pay a

local as well as a state tax.

An important meeting of L. A. W. officers

was held in New York on Monday.

It is certain that some tire people in Akron
have sold stoik to the rubber combine.

American instead of Swedish steel is to be
used by the new Pennsylvania concern.

A "combine" movement among makers of

bicycles and supplies is on foot in Toledo.

Repair shops are crowded and repairmen in

several more cities have agreed on prices.

Newspaper reports show a marked interest,

legislative and otherwise, in cycle paths in

New York, Ohio, Michigan, Minnesota and
Oregon.

*
Good Signs Multiply.

There is no mistaking the signs that say this

is going to be a big season. The weather

prospects, commercial outlook, low price for

good wheels—all these are favorable. Before

the recent weather surprise which visited the

whole country, dealers everywhere were get-

ting into a condition of exuberance. The

storm is over, and immediately riders are

swarming to the dealers and repair shops

again. In addition to all other conditions,

there is nothing Like a fine spring, after sev-

eral seasons of offish weather, to arouse the

wheel-buying fever. A man has only to get

into a park or outside the city limits, and get

a smell of sprouting grass and a glimpse of

the green, to want to ride. It will be a 'big

year.

May Be Overproduction.

On every hand there is talk of a big pro-

duction of wheels. The tire makers are not

overwhelmed with orders, though they are do-

ing a good, steady business. It is by sellers

of tubing and parts that the big-production

talk is backed up. A seller of tubing was in

The Wheel office last week and told of one

comparatively small concern which will build

25,000 machines, and another which will build

10,000. The demand is going to be big, but

for little factories these are very big figures,

and they suggest the question if, after all the

experience of the past, there is not some dan-

ger of over-production.

Newspapers Are Helping.

The cycle trade has certainly no ground for

complaint against the way in which its inter-

ests are being looked after just now by the

daily papers. In a number of cities and towns

the papers are printing encouraging articles

under big headlines about the rosy outlook.

Local shows and opening-weeks are in most

instances given all the attention that could

be expected. There is a predisposition to bi-

cycle fever in the public mind just now and

the newspapers are doing much to help it

along.

State Lamp Laws.

In Europe the law requiring vehicles of all

kinds to carry lamps at night is national rather

than local. There is a conservative notion

that our own federal government is already

intruding too much on the rights of states

and municipalities, but it would probably be

a good thing, in view of the conflicting and

in many cases badly administered local lamp

laws, if more states would imitate Connecticut

by passing state laws compelling the general

use of lamps. Time was when the expert

rider disliking lamps could have his own way,

but the danger has increased with the increase

of bicycles, and dealers will do well not only

for themselves, but for the public by helping

along, by word of mouth and by letters to

councilmen and state legislators, any move-

ment favoring uniform lamp laws.

The Wrong Kind of Frame.

Despite the apparent uniformity of ideas

with regard to the ideal bicycle frame, there

are still designers who are 'willing to go

against their better judgment and cater to the

so-cailed scorcher class by placing on the

open market machines which are clearly im-

practical. For instance, two years ago there

was a demand for a raachine with a low-drop

crank-hanger, and that many serious accidents

resulted from extremes in this direction is

common history. During the season now at

hand several prominent manufacturers who
have endeavored to bring out a compact ma-

chine for light road work will find that they

have gone to too great an extreme in shorten-

ing up the wheel-base and reducing the rake

of the front fork. Already there are indica-

tions of trouble. The other day we noted

a rider on a '99 model of a well-known make

spinning along at a fair speed, when upon at-

tempting to make a turn at a cross street he

suddenly found himself landed on the pave-

ment. Examination of the machine showed
that the wheel-base was so short that in turn-

ing sharply the rider's foot interfered with

the front wheel. The cranks on this machine
were a trifle longer than the average, but the

rider's feet were not. The short wheel-base

and the compact machine undoubtedly have

advantages, but there should be plenty of

clearance for a large-size foot between the

tire and the pedal.

The Automatic Inflator.

Supply meets demand—starvation always ex-

cepted—as surely as fate. A lot of New Eng-
land repairmen got together a few days ago
and agreed not to pump up tires without

charging for it. 'Repairmen everywhere know
the bother of having 'to stop work many times

a day to do this trifling service. The repair-

men of five New England towns have agreed

upon five cents as the charge. Their time in

the J)usy season is really worth more than

this. There must be some other remedy. The
automatic inflator promises to be that remedy.

There are two or three practical devices of

this kind on the market, and it would be only

natural if in a short time one of them is to

be found outside the door of almost every re-

pair shop.

To Protect Chainless Prices.

A commendable position is taken by the

Sager people in their determination to enforce

the retail price of $75 on machines fitted with

their chainless gear, and adherence to the dis-

counts agreed upon between them and those

who purchase the gear from them. Being in

a strongly fortified position, by reason of their

patents, they should have it in their power to

protect themselves and the best interests of

the trade by carrying out their determination

to hold up the price.

Kick Ilim—lie's Down.

It is reported that Hooley, who for a time

cut such a wide swath in the finances of the

English cycle trade, is now mentally deranged

as the result of the vigorous prosecution

against him. The past year or so of this man's

life has shown more than the man's monu-
mental rascality. It has shown that peculiar

phase of human nature—the tendency to kick

anything that is down—^which makes pessi-

mists forget that at least 75 per cent of hurnan

tendency is for good.
?

The Ruling Diameter.

Tires of If-inch diameter still hold first

place. The demand for the IJ-inch size is now
a close second. The demand for If-inch tires

has increased considerably, but proportion-

ately this size is not popular.
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THE ANNUAL GAME Of "WAIT."

Last week we ventured to say a

few strong words to the dealer on

the subject of local work. We
would like to jar his sensibilities

once more, and those of the manu-

facturer as well.

This is the time of year when

the average dealer places the man-

ufacturer between the devil and the

deep sea.

The first orders are in and have

been filled, most of them. There

has been a break in the weather

and there is a lull in the orders.

The dealer is waiting for more

good weather. Then he will write

—telegraph—beg—howl— for goods.

And the manufacturer—where is

his method weak? Right here: he

seems to share the dealer's fear

that this world's supply of good

weather will be shut off, or that it

may be given us only now and then,

like the Aurora Borealis, Bela's

comet and a few other irregular

things.

The dealer keeps the manufac-

turer in a state of uncertainty, and

the manufacturer keeps the parts

and material makers guessing.

This means tight money, laying

off of men, a period of worry and

discontent, and then a wild, feverish

scramble all along the line.

Why not change things about ?

You know, Mr. Dealer, that this is

going to be a great year. You
know that the chances are big in

favor of fine weather.

You know it, too, Mr. Manufac-

turer. You can't afford to stock up

enough to fill ALL the orders the

day after you receive them, but you

are TOO conservative. You are

often as bad, or worse, than the

retailer in your hold-back policy.

Let the orders for machines or

material that are in STAY in.

Don't cancel as soon as a bit of

rain falls. Those orders that you

are holding in your pigeon-holes

—

send them in. Even up matters.

Do your part to remedy this annual

congestion.

It is said there may be over-pro-

duction this year. That is another

story. This spring bashfulness we
are speaking of comes on regular-

ly, no matter what the final pro-

duction may be.

If racing men could be taught that the art

of sewing on heads has been lost, there would

be less outlawry in future.

9
The man who has cramps in the hands and

a desire to run when he touches another man's

wheel has got his working clothes on.

9.

In the soft-road districts the bicycle will

soon be "gaining ground" rapidly.

Circulate scandal and your own shortcom-

ings will come to light in a minute.

Do your part toward obliterating the black-

mailing rider who wants you to pay high for

his "influence."

One of the queer features of the growth of

every new business is the strange kind of bed-

fellows it creates. Among those who have

gone into the manufacture of motor vehicles

is a Chicago brick making concern.

"Just one year more of racing" is the pro's

everlasting promise. He usually lives up to

it just one year too long.

Those interested in the good of the sport

are not necessarily advocates of celibacy it

they anxoiusly inquire if the new Racing

Board chairman is married.

To arms! England exported six dollars'

worth of bicycles and parts to New York the

other day.

There is rooin for a sound and wide-awake

cycle insurance company.

Error, wounded, writhes in pain and some-

times dies among her worshipers who, in the

cycle trade, too often do not know that there

is anything whatever the matter with her for

six months after the funeral.

A Fire In Toledo.

Toledo, March 14.—The Norman-Devaux
bicycle factory was burned to the ground this

morning. The fire started in the basement

from an explosion of a gasoline brazer, and

Charles Brooker, who was working at the

machine, was badly burned. The fire was

rapidly communicated to other parts of the

factory, and destroyed Devaux's entire stock

of new wheels and parts. The loss to Mr.

Devaux will be nearly $4,000. Outside of the

building there was but little insurance.

Schumaclier l^atnp Factory Burned.

A dispatch from Chicago yesterday states

that the factory of the Schumacher Acetylite

Lamp Co. has been destroyed by fire.

What the " I^ittle Schoolmaster" Says.

A trade journal with a thousand sub-
scribers often has a greater number of readers
of the sort the advertiser wishes to appeal to
than the daily paper circulating a hundred
thousand copies.

—
"Printers' Ink."

Getting replies is but the first step toward

making a sale, and thousands of customers

;!re yearly lost to bicycle makers because they

fail to properly follow up inquiries.

These names cost money and should be

diligently circularized or written to monthly

for at least three months; some good argu-

ment, a circular, or other bit of literature may
prove the last straw that lands the customer.

The very fact of a person answering your

advertisement is proof that he is open to con-

viction. Most firms simply send a catalogue,

and let it go at that.

The experience of the past has been that

every bicycle maker curtailing or discontinu-

ing his trade paper space has weakened his

standing in the trade and eventually lessened

his business. The trade paper brings the

maker and the agent closer together and must

always be one of the surest, most effective

means of getting agents and selling bicycles.

Advertising the year 'round will bring busi-

ness the year 'round. If you only want a three

months' business and a nine months' rest, dis-

continue your trade paper advertising after the

season's opening. If, on the other hand, you

want to make better known your name and

fame and get more than the business that

would naturally come to you, use the best

cycle paper and use it continuously.

The seasons are changing so that wheels can

be ridden nearly every month of the year.

This is hut another reason why both agents

and makers should do their advertising more

thoroughly and continuously.

John 'Wanamaker's profits from his Phila-

delphia store alone amounted last year to over

$1,750,000. He believes in liberal, every-day

advertising and this has been the greatest fac-

tor in his success.

You can make more impression by talking

to a man fifty-two times than one time or a

dozen; you can sell more bicycles by advertis-

ing in every issue of the cycle papers than by

going in a few times when everybody else ap-

pears.

A Buffalo advertiser wrote to two cycling

journals. To each he said that that journal

had brought him more replies to his adver-

tisement than all other journals put together.

Both printed his letter, including his name.

That is what he wanted.

There are different ways of satisfying ad-

vertisers. This is one way: A man inserted

an advertisement in a cycling journal and ex-

pected immediate results. He got none. The

publisher induced him to try it once more.

Then he got half a dozen replies. The fact

that all of these replies came from the same

city, from people of one nationality, and were

all worded about the same way, did not open

the eyes of the victim to the trick of the pub-

lisher. He was satisfied with the "results."
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RUBBER TRUST RUMORS

ARE SAID TO BE CORRECT.

And Bicycle Manufacturers and Supply Makers
in the State of Ohio Are Said to Be Nego-

tiating for Mutual Protection.

Akron, O.. March 12.—F. A. Wilcox, of the

India Rubber Co., stated that his concern
would be included in the new rubber combine.

Toe Wiiekl sent a representative to Mr.

Wilcox on Tuesday concerning the above dis-

patch. Mr. Wilcox said that the combination

had not secured any India stock and that the

India Company's business would be conducted

as before. Mr. Sieberling, of the Goodyear

Company, said that he and other stockholders

of the India Company had sold stock to the

combination. Mr. Sieberling also said that

the Goodyear, Diamond and Goodrich com-
panies had been asked to join but had refused.

The talk in Akron was that Morgan & Wright

were in the combine. Several people, very

prominent in the trade, were in New York
early this week, and one of them who ought

to know assured The Wheel that the sale of

several large tire concerns to the new rubber

trust was a fact.

May Reorganize the Board.

Harry O. Koller, for several years president

of the Reading Cycle Board of Trade, is en-

deavoring to reorganize that body, as a num-
ber of dealers have expressed a desire for re-

organization. A meeting will be held shortly

and in all probability it will be a harmonious

one. Efforts will be made to regulate the

prices for sundries and repairs and for trading

prices of second-hand machines taken in ex-

change for the new ones. It is hoped the

meeting will be a success.

Again that Georgia Tax.

Dealers who paid to the state of Georgia,

either in their own behalf or as local represen-

tatives of bicycle manufacturers, the $100 state

tax recently ordered by law, were thereby ab-

solved from the usual local tax on cycle deal-

ers. Other dealers who had already paid the

local tax are now crying for a refund. This

will probably not be done, and in Savannah

an ordinance may be passed taxing dealers

|30 for handling sundries.

An Ohio Trust MoTement.

Toledo, March 14.-nH. D. Bokup, of De-

fiance, and M. D. Garver, of Bryan, are in the

city attempting to form a combine, to include

a number of bicycle makers and dealers in

supplies throughout Ohio. They are very

reticent about their plans and state that the

organization will not be complete for some
days. Other dealers are expected here to

consult to-morrow.

American Steel for Tubing.

H. G. Wasson, of Pittsburg, and others

who are said to be interested in a prospective

seamless tubing plant at Beaver Falls, Pa., are

also said to have purchased the West Penn-

sylvania Steel Works, in Allegheny City, from

the firm of Jennings & Wasson. The alleged

plan is to replace Swedish steel in the manu-
facture of bicycle tubing.

What They Talked About.

At a recent meeting of Boston's local board

of trade, forty members attended and a num-
ber of impromptu speeches were made. Sec-

retary Morrill spoke on the proposed re-

establishment of the information bureau. It

was the intention to revive the system of noti-

fying all members of undesirable credit cus-

tomers. When the bureau was in operation

before the names of 167 delinquents were sent

out to all the members. Over 100 stolen bi-

cycles with lull descriptions had also been re-

ported to them. The collection department

had also proved effective in many instances

when members had been unable to get bills

paid through the usual efforts. He asked all

members to 'begin sending in names of delin-

quent customers, and said that the annual

dues had been reduced from $12 to $3 a year.

Captain Morrill said the indications were for

a large increase in cycling interest this year.

Big Amount Involved.

Washington, D. C, March 10.—J. Dewitt

Arnold, proprietor of the Cleveland Cycle Co.,

in common with several other parties, has filed

a petition in court asking that John W. Ma-
cartney, of the former brokerage firm of Cor-

son & Macartney, be adjudged a 'bankrupt.

The sums which the petitioners claim are due

them aggregate more than $25,000, of which

the major portion is in the name of Mr. Ar-

nold. The brokerage firm failed in 1898, mak-

ing a general assignment for the benefit of

creditors. The court is asked to restrain the

assignee from taking further action under the

deed of assignment.

Made It Five Hundred.

Judge Pugsley last week heard a motion in

the case of the First National Bank, Toledo,

against the iMaumee Cycle Co., in which the

court was asked to allow $1,000 compensation

for services rendered by the former as re-

ceiver of the company. The defendants

claimed that the receiver himself owned a

large block of stock in the company from

which to receive his benefit. The court finally

allowed the receiver $500 with an additional

fee of $100 for attorneys.

The Worcester Cycle Case.

It will be remembered that the Central

Trust Co.'s mortgage on the property of the

Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co. was declared in-

valid in Connecticut. T. Hovey Gage, Jr.,

assignee for the Worcester Company for Mas-
sachusetts, has now been made a defendant by

the Central Trust Co. His effort will be to

have the mortgage declared invalid in Massa-

chusetts.

May Be Interested in Hamburg.

It is claimed that a number of Reading capi-

talists are interested in a new bicycle plant

shortly to be erected at Hamburg, Pa. The
Board of Trade of that place is very anxious

to secure the plant and is offering some very

flattering inducements. Evan L. Shomo and

D. Well Deitrich, of Reading, are mentioned

as among those interested.

Vice-President of the Barnes Company Dead,

Hamilton S. White, banker, capitalist, hon-

orary assistant chief of the fire department,

president of the Syracuse Gas Co., vice-presi-

dent of the Barnes Cycle Co., and an officer

and mover in a number of other enterprises

and good works, died in Syracuse on Monday.

Uncomfortable Overdraft.

W. S. McCormick is suing James Barter

and F. A. Mangum, formerly engaged in the

bicycle business in Salt Lake City under the

firm name and style of the Western Cycle Co.,

to recover $2,000 on an' overdraft.

THEY SAY FLUSH-JOINTS

SHOULD BE REINFORCED.

Two Western Superintendents Join in Saying
that This Is Made Necessary by Filing and
by Wght-Gange Tubing Used.

Editor The Wheel;- We notice in a recent

issue the opinion given by a prominent tube

man regarding the e.xtent to which reinforce-

ments are used in the construction of rndderri

bicycles and we beg to be allowed. to venture

our opinion and experiences on this important

subject. We build in the neighborhood of 20,-

000 machines a year and every machine turned

out this season will be reinforced at the frame

connections. We think this is necessary, ow-
ing to the almost universal demand for flush-

joint frames; for, in our opinion, it is not safe

to place a flush-joint machine at the service.

of a rider unless the frame can be reinforced

where the joints join. There is danger in the-

excessive grinding and filing in order to get a-,

nice finish on the frame; no matter how small

may be the quantity removed, it has' a ten-

dency to reduce the strength of the joint andy.

therefore, as a safeguard, and as a preventive

against the possibility of the frame giving

down, we seek to strengthen joints all that is

possible. We prefer that should one of our-

frames fail that the failure should come in the

centre of the tube rather than where the joints

are. ; : ;; -.

There is still another reason in our mind for

demanding the reinforcement in flush-joint

machines, and that is that many manufacWfers
are using a light-gauge tubing—as, light as 22

gauge, and with that gauge, the reinforce-

ment being Jeft out, ' when ' i't is ' fiii-

ished and filed sufficiently to produce

a smooth and nice enamel, will so ,£ar

weaken the frame as to cause it to be

in great danger of giving out. We do not by
any means say that a frame cannot be con--

structed without reinforcing, providing heav-

ier tubing is used. We should say that 20'

gauge should be the very lightest tubing that

should be used. So far as the extra expense

for reinforcements is concerned it amounts to

comparatively nothing; this may be figured

at perhaps one cent each, at which price we
believe it is an excellent investment. The
writers do not pose as an unquestionable au-

thority in such matters; at the same time the

above opinions are candid convictions gather-

ed from experience regarding what we believe

to be the safest method to pursue in the con-

struction of frames. There is an old saying,

"An ounce of prevention is worth .a pound of

cure." Therefore, to strengthen a frame in

the first place is by far the cheapest and safest

method for a manufacturer to pursue, rather

than for him later on to be compelled to patch

up defects and undergo damaging criticisms

in consequence of their occurrence.

Two Western Superintendents.

Decline of Hooleyism.

The results of the scandal over Mr. Hoo-
ley's bicycle share "promotions" was witnessed

in the bicycle share issues in London during

1898. They were only £155,000, against £17,-

187,000 floated in 1896.

Receiver of Spaulding Machine Screw Co.

Loran H. Lewis, Jr., has been appointed

permanent receiver of the Spaulding Machine

Screw Co., of Buffalo, N. Y. Creditors are

asked to report to him by .fVpril Vi:
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HE WOULD NOT BITE.

A Bit of News Out of Rhode Island, Shedding

a Beam of I/ight on the Ways of a Certain

Mall-Order House.

Providence, R. I., March 13.—The ways of

the mail-order bicycle manufacturer are many

and mysterious. The correspondent of the

Providence "Journal," who sells wheels dur-

ing the cycle season, is giving part of his at-

tention to editing a country weekly newspaper.

A certain mail-order concern recently sent

to him, in his capacity as editor, a circular

letter setting forth the merits of its "high-

grade" wheel, with a beautiful picture of the

machine and a printed price of $50. To the

poor, tired editor, who was supposed to be

weary with walking, the wheel manufacturer

offered "one of these superb machines on a

basis of $30 in advertising and $20 in cash."

This might be considered a truly tempting

bait for the average proprietor of a country

newspaper with whom advertising is hard, and

bicycles harder, to get. But in the same mail

another circular letter came to the aforesaid

editor in his capacity as bicycle dealer. This

circular came from the same manufacturer,

describing in the same language and illustrat-

ing the identical wheel offered to the news-

paper on the terms above stated. The cash

price of the wheel to the bicycle dealer was

fixed at $21.50, just $1.50 more money than

was required of the editor, showing that the

wheel manufacturer valued the $30 in adver-

tising at exactly $1.50. The man to whom
these offers were made says that he doesn't

propose to ride one of these "high grade"

wheels either in the capacity of editor or bicy-

cle dealer. He refuses to swallow the hook.

AU-Conqnerini; Carbide.

Notwithstanding its many setbacks and co-

vert attacks, such as The Wheel showed up

last week, the calcium-carbide industry is

growing rapidly. The number of factories

now producing carbide is thirty-two—tlie

United States has four, Canada one. Great

Britain three, France ten, Germany four, Swit-

zerland four, Italy three, Spain one, Sweden
one and Belgium one. In 1897 America pro-

duced 2,252 tons of the product, and the pres-

ent capacity of the Niagara plants alone

—

which, however, are not working continu-

ously—is said to be 10,000 tons per annum.

Fifteen new factories are now being built in

America and Europe. In connection with

these developments a firm at Nuremburg, Ger-

many, is supplying electrical-generating ma-

chinery of an aggregate capacity of 20,500

horse-power; and when all this is in operation

an output of 22,000 tons of carbide per annum
is expected. In Prussia considerable use is

being made of acetylene for lighting isolated

railway stations and also for train lighting.

For the latter a mixture of oil and gas and

acetylene is used (three to one). The city of

Wabash, Ind., is to be lighted by acetylene, and

if the installation is a success other cities in

the state are to be similarly illuminated. There

is now an active movement to utilize acetylene

for the production of lampblack. Hubon has

patented three new methods for producing this

form of carbon from acetylene; one of these

is to explode acetylene and air under pressure

in a steel cylinder. Calcium carbide is claimed

to be an efficient germicide in phylloxera, and

a French industrial society is preparing a spe-

cial caroide containing phosphides by using

lime containing phosphates as the raw mate-

rial in the electric furnace. The publication

of the results of the actual trials upon the

vines with calcium carbide and with this spe-

cial carbide is expected shortly.

PARTS-MAKER COMPLAINS.

A Suit to Recover.

L. C. Havener, a well-known dealer of Wor-
cester, Mass., is suing a local rider for $72,

balance due on a bicycle. The rider is suing

the dealer to recover a diamond left as secur-

ity. He bought the wheel in '98 and returned

it late in the season, when the dealer could

not profitably sell it, claiming that he had

found it unsafe. A crank broke off short twice

in two weeks. Neither case has been settled.

Ne-w with Norris,

The Steel Leach Ball Bearing Saddle Co.

has opened a branch in Washington, D. C, at

706 Fourteenth street, N. W., with Harry

Norris in charge. This is one of the newest

saddles on the market, but Mr. Norris says it

has already achieved a reputation.

Exports Up to Date.

Exports from the port of New York for

week ending Tuesday, March 14, 1899:

Antwerp.—162 cases bicycles, $4,530;

cases bicycle material, $1,048.

Amsterdam.—8 cases bicycles, $250.

Argentine Republic.—32 cases bicycles,

325.

Belfast.—7 cases bicycles, $289.

Berlin.—1 case bicycles, $35.

British East Indies.—25 cases bicycles,

568.

Brussels.—4 cases bicycles, $100.

British West Indies.—28 cases bicycles,

9S0

the
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$1,-

British Australia.—^12 cases bicycle mate-
rial, $630.

Brazil.—15 cases bicycles, $1,712; 9 cases

bicycle material, $146.

British Guiana.—^1 case bicycle material, $60.

British Possessions in Africa.—60 cases bi-

cycles, $6,078; 4 cases bicycle material, $99.

Cuba.—19 cases bicycles, $487; 2 cases bi-

cycle material, $118.

Chili.—1 case bicycles, $40.

Copenhagen.—33 cases bicycle material, $2,-

256.

Christiania.—327 cases bicycles, $8,680; 4

cases bicycle material, $290.

Glasgow.—1 case bicycle material, $80.

Genoa.—50 cases bicycle material, $3,098.

Hong Kong.—6 cases bicycles, $801.

Helsingfors.—2 cases bicycles, $45.

Hull—25 cases bicycles, $1,060.

Hamburg.—450 cases bicycles, $17,801; 84
cases bicycle material, $4,246.

Havre.—438 cases bicycles, $15,220; 66 cases

bicycle material, $4,358.

iLondon.—213 cases bicycles, $5,520; 168
cases bicycle material, $5,169.

Mexico.—3 cases bicycle material, $123.

Milan.—5 cases bicycles, $465; 28 cases bi-

cycle material, $562.

'Munich.—20 cases bicycle material, $634.

New Zealand.—8 cases bicycles, $240; 16

cases bicycle material, $459.

Newcastle.—42 cases bicycles, $960; 2 cases
bicycle material, $80.

Novorossisk.—1 case bicycles, $30.

Peru.—1 iase bicycles, $55.

Rotterdam.—47 cases bicycles, $2,017.

Stockholm.—69. cases bicycles, $3,193; 4

cases bicycle material, $25.

Southampton.—87 cases bicycles, $3,730; 33
cases bicycle material, $1,297.

St. Petersburg.—3 cases bicycles, $525; 90

cases bicycle material, $10,771.

Turin.—20 cases bicycles, $495; 1 case bicy-
cle material, $12.

Trebizond.—1 case bicycles, $38.

Uruguay.—1 case bicycles, $130.
Vienna.—1 case bicycle material, $21.

Warsaw.—2 cases bicycle material, $60.

Claims that the Tables Being: Published in a

Western Journal Are I^acking in Value Be-

cause They Are Incomplete.

Editor of The Wheel: As a manufac-

turer of parts that are used by a majority of

the bicycle makers of this country, we would

like to denounce the covert attack on the

parts manufacturers of this country by one

of your contemporaries. The paper in ques-

tion is showing in tabulated form the equip-

ment of the prominent '99 model bicycles.

This table is a serious injustice to the saddle,

chain, rim and pedal manufacturers. It only

shows the equipment of the regular models.

All of us sell goods for jobbing wheels, made
by the big firms, and these wheels are not

listed. As a result the taibles which indirectly

attempt to show just to whom we are and are

not selling goods are deceptive, misleading

and injurious. Take the saddle men, for in-

stance. The table shown in the last issue of

the paper would give the impression that two

or three firms are selling all the saddles used

in this country. The same applies to the lists

of chains and other parts. This action on the

part of the paper in question is an unwarranted

intrusion in our private affairs. In our opin-

ion it is wholly irrelevant for any journal to

go out of its way to interfere between the

buyer and seller of the wares which it pro-

fesses to represent. Knowing from your work
on behalf of the parts-makers last year that

you will not sit idly by and see the business

which we have built up by hard, conscientious

work injured by an irresponsible newspaper,

which is no doubt showing its spleen because

many of us refuse to patronize its advertising

columns, we take the liberty of addressing

this to you. M. N.

Made Over by Mandery.

The business of J. J. Mandery, the well-

known Rochester dealer, will be continued by

a branch store of the Hoffman Bicycle Co.,

Cleveland. The Hoffm.an has been Mr. Man-
deiy's leader for a number of years and it has

acquired such a popularity in that section that

the Hoffman Company have decided to make
the Rochester store a. distributing depot for

New York state and vicinity. The store will

be in charge of C. B. Achilles, who was form-

erly Mr. Mandery's assistant, and it will be

one of the finest in the state. The store room
is 35x70 feet, with fine front and large storage

rooms attached, and it is located at 69 and 71

East Main street, a few doors from Mr. Man-
dery's old establishment.

In the Old Rouse-Hazard Building.

The Hazard-Doubet Company, of Peoria,

has been incorporated with $15,000 capital.

The incorporators are Samuel D. Hazard,

formerly of Rouse & Hazard; Sylvester Dou-
bet and Charles A. Meyers. An agricultural

implement and bicycle business will be con-

ducted in the old Rouse-Hazard Building.

Bert Meyers, well-known as an old-time rac-

ing man, will have charge of the bicycle de-

partment.

An Unfortunate Young Man.

Morris L. Price has been appointed receiver

in supplementary proceedings for Rupert

Whitehead, in New York City, on a judgment

in favor of John Rose, Sr., for $6,830. Mr.

Whitehead was formerly a bicycle dealer.
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THIS, THAT AND THE OTHER.

IfO^ier's I^aunch.

Concerning the Lozier Company making
naphtha launches, Colonel W. H. Rayner has

the following to say concerning the new move:

"Yes, it is true we are preparing to build

naphtha launches and we will be in the field

on April 1 to supply any demand made on us

for launches. We will build them to order

from 16 to 31 feet in length and will be pre-

pared to turn them out promptly. We have

the best naphtha engine on the market. The

engine is the idea oi Superintendent G. A.

Burwell. It is his own idea and he has been

working on it till it is perfect. We have had

a sample of every naphtha engine in use in

this country at our factory, and having tested

them, find our engine is superior to any of

them, being not only less expensive, but so

safe that a child can use it. We have made a

contract with a firm to build the hulls and we
have now over 20 orders for launches."

To a Wheel representative Mr. Burwell

said: "There has been a wonderful and in-

creasing demand for naphtha engines aside

from their use in launches. Farmers are be-

ginning to use them, as their cost is insignifi-

cant compared with other power. The Lozier

engine can be used in any capacity. Toledo

will undoubtedly have another great industry

when these engines become well known."

Taxes Too High for I,02ier.

Springfield, Mass., March 10.—The Lozier

Mfg. Co. has filed a petition to the superior

court for an abatement of taxes. The case is

brought as an appeal from the decision of the

assessors not to allow the company's demand

for an abatement. The petition states that the

bicycle plant in Westfield, standing in the

name of C. K. Lambson, R. H. Kneil and L.

P. Lane, of that town, as trustees, is assessed

for $64,900. The company is bound to pay

the taxes, and the proper returns were made

to the assessors, as required 'by law. The pe-

tition says the assessors overvalued the prop-

erty and levied a tax for an amount greatly

in excess of the actual value of the property.

A petition for an abatement was filed, which

the assessors refused to grant, filing their re-

fusal February 20. The petitioners allege that

the assessors placed a valuation of $54,900 on

the buildings and $10,000 on the machinery,

while the actual valuation is $30,000 for the

buildings and $8,000 for the machinery.

Minneapolis Dealers Get Together.

Minneapolis bicycle dealers have finally

succeeded in finding a plan to prevent the

ruinous cutting of repair prices. A few nights

ago a meeting of fully seventy-five representa-

tives of the trade was held and an association

was formed which will try to regulate the

prices of repairs on wheels and also the price

of rented wheels. The constitution provides

that all members upon signing must make a

deposit in the treasury of the association,

whose oiScial title is the Minneapolis

Cycle Trade Association. The document
provides for a sliding scale of fines for

cutting of prices, and a special committee will

consider all charges of this nature. Those

who attended the meeting declined to state

just what the schedule of prices agreed upon

was, but it is stated that it is lower than the

schedule of the Cycle, Board of Trade two

years ago, though higher than the cut prices

of last year.

Reading I^ooks for Boom.

Calling upon the trade in Reading, Pa., finds

a general improvement everywhere. All the

manufacturers are showing more activity than

they did at the same period last year and a

number of them are arranging to start on

double time. The demand at this time is

mostly for the high-priced models. The man-

ufacturers here say that the promised demand

for the chainless and for 30-inch models has

failed to materialize thus far, but for 26 and

28-inch models the demand is excellent. Or-

ders are much heavier than on previous years,

and the manufacturers all believe this will be

the banner year, and so they are very jubilant

over the outlook. The retail dealers are pre-

pared for an increased trade and early season

and in consequence have their stores well

filled with new models.

Barnes Suit In Louisville.

The Barnes Cycle Co. are suing Walter M.

Birnbaum, their Louisville agent, and Belle

S. Birnbaum, for $650.34. They claim that

between April and September they shipped to

the defendant bicycles and sundries upon
which on January 12, 1899, there was a balance

of $650.34 due. On October 19, 1898, it is al-

leged. Belle S. Birnbaum gave plaintiff three

notes aggregating $500 to cover proceeds of

the sales. These, it is alleged, were not paid

when due.

Dealers* Tax Case Argned.

Washington, D. C, March 9.—The appeal

case of John D. Lasley against the District of

Columbia, involving the constitutionality of

the act which provides that all dealers in sec-

ond-hand merchandise, including wheels, shall

pay a license of $40, has been argued in the

Court of Appeals. The court may hand down
its decision within three weeks.

New Calcium Carbide Company.

George Harden, and others, of Toledo, will

incorporate, under the laws of West Virginia,

a company for manufacturing calcium carbide.

It is proposed to capitalize the company at

$2,000,000. The plant will be erected near

this city, and will have a capacity of 60 tons

per day.

Fowler May Be Alderman.

Frank T. Fowler, president of the Fowler

Cycle Works, Illinois Cycling Club and West
Side Driving ./Association, was nominated for

Alderman on the fifth ballot in the Thirteenth

Ward, Chicago, March 6. There seems to be

no limit to Mr. Fowler's energy.

Dunlop Stock Over-Subscribed tor.

On March 7 it was announced in Toronto

that subscriptions for the Canadian Dunlop
Tire Co.'s seven per cent preferred stock of

$300,000 had totaled $2,944,300, with 410 sub-

scribers.

A CHAT ON DEALERS' ADVERTISING.

BY G. H. E. HAWKINS.
All the time spent in making your advertis-

ing more effective and attractive will return

to you an hundredfold. Here are some sim-

ple rules that may be followed by the dealer

in the preparation of his newspaper advertise-

ments:

When you use all type matter, have a strong

heading to catch the eye, preferably not over

two lines, and set balance in one size of type.

In a small ad, one display is enough.

Use some argument always. A picture ad-

vertisement with the caption
—

"Blank's Bi-

cycle"—doesn't sell wheels in these days.

Use a good, strong border whenever you
can; if possible, get one striking border and
stick to it, asking your paper to use it in no
other advertisement.

Vary the appearance of your space from
week to week by running a type advertisement

one time and a small outline cut and type the

next. You can usually secure the cuts from
the maker whose wheel you handle at little or

no cost.

White space is often more valuable than

added arguments. Say what you have to say

tersely, strongly and don't crowd it to such

an extent that it will look uninviting.

Buy a

Good

Bicycle.

Buy a

Gbeap

Bicycle

It looks well,rides
easily at first, and
you think you have
a prize. But now
for the second chap-
ter : What a differ-

ence after you have
given it a month's
severe service!

Loose in every
portion, balls brok-
en, wheels out of
line, tires worn—
rattle-trap !

You are disgust-
ed with cycling and
your bicycle.

n stalwart " not

Bicycle- Zil
well and runs easilj'

when first ridden,
but, like a good
friend, it wears well

and improves with
acquaintance.

It is well made
throughout and
will stand any ser-

vice.

The more you ride

it the more satis-

faction you derive
from riding.

moral: Vou get what you pay for.

I WRITE ADVERTISEMENTS
for bicycle makers or bicycle dealers;
do it effectively, and at a moderate ex-
pense. My advertisements will bring you
more business, so that really in the end
it is an investment rather than an ex-
pense.

I spent nearly seven years in the bi-

cycle trade, making known first Victor
Bicycles, then Stearns Bicycles at their

most successful periods.
To any dealer placing his advertising

writing in my hands, I will guarantee to
give him the best bicycle advertisements
in his city;

To the manufacturer intrusting to me
the preparation of his general or trade
paper advertising, I will promise a dis-

tinct style, more prominence and better
results than he has heretofore been able
to secure.

G. H. E. HAWKINS,
"The Advertising Man."

1122 Broadway, New York.

One of the very cleverest men in the advertising
business in this country.— Bicycling World, Boston.
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EXPORT TRADE MATTERS.
+ :- -:-:+

EXPORTS UP TO DATE.

A list of exports of cycles and parts from
New York, up to yesterday morning, will be
found on page i8.

What He Noticed Abroad,

Editor The Wheel: While in Europe re-

cently I was struck by the meagre showing

made by- American manufacturers. At the

Stanley show, for example, there were three

or four representative American machines on

exhibition, but these were for the most part

'08 models. There were als'o some of the

"cheap and nasty" makes, very few I am
pleased to add, and they were isolated in a

part of the building away from the main ex-

hibits. It appears to me that the American

manufacturer does not fully realize the op-

portunities which the European markets ofifer

him. After the large amount of notoriety the

''Yankee" machine has gained in all parts of

the world, this seems to be a pity. It is true

that there are quite a number of the best

American makes represented in the great

cities, and several of them have very well

appointed stores, in charge of men who are

well versed in their business, but it is hardly

enough to say: "I am at home, come and see

me"; American manufacturers must put on a

bolder front still if they desire to make head-

way, or even retain the foothold they now pos-

sess, and a persistent and aggressive policy

must be maintained. The manufacturer who
will send out the right article, with men who
can speak foreign languages and equipped

with suitable foreign catalogues, and prices in

English pounds and shillings or German
marks and pfennigs, and all the necessary in-

formation as to sizes, etc., worked out in the

languages of the old world, to push sales, can

be sure of success and will readily market his

goods:

There appears to be an impression among
manufacturers, possibly those who have not

thoroughly investigated foreign trade, that for-

eigners want cheap wheels. What I mean by

"cheap" are such as you will see ticketed up in

department stores. "This day only, $9.99."

Foreign markets have been flooded with this

sort of trash, and loud and bitter are the com-
plaints to be heard on all sides. An agent or

importer is attracted, by the figures and bright

enamel, which cover up the defects, but his

customer damns him up and down for having

sold such rubbish. In his turn, the agent

comes back to the maker, who tells him to

"remember the price!" I was not, therefore,

surprised to hear many an unhappy foreign

agent, with stocks of these machines unsold,

say "To hell with those bloody American
bikes." Yes, the demand abroad is for a low-

priced wheel, but the "cheap and nasty" article

is killing its own sale as well as that for ma-
chines at a higher figure. -Europeans, espec-

ially Englishmen, are conservative; they have

been educated to buy the best and have gen-

erally paid very high prices for their mounts,

but while their home-made article does not

compare with or come up to the "cheap and

nasty" American wheel, when the strides which

the latter have made along the line of im-

provements are considered, yet it is to be said

to the credit of the English manufacturer, that

he has continually studied the economy of

putting out a strongly-built machine, using

only the very best of materials in its con-

struction.

There are many other points which an

American manufacturer, desiring to market his

wheels abroad, should consider, and one of

not the least important of these is the supply-

ing of agents with repair parts. There are

thousands of wheels abroad for which a sec-

ond part is not obtainable. The rider who
buys and breaks such a wheel is naturally

soured and disappointed when he cannot get

the broken part replaced except at an exor-

bitant price, and to do that has to lay up his

machine for several days in the middle of the

riding season. He is not likely to preach the

gospel or recommend to his friends that par-

ticular machine. It is too late to find out

where you have been wanting after the trade

has slipped through your fingers. The lesson

which manufacturers across the water are

learning to-day, should come right home to

American makers and have a salutary effect

upon them. It is hardly necessary to give a

foreign buyer all that he asks for, but there is

a happy medium, a sort of a give and take

feeling which should exist between seller and

buyer. Cultivate your customer, find out what

he requires, give him as near as possible what

he asks for without sacrificing your own inter-

ests. This should be the basis to work upon
and it will ultimately win out in a fair field

with no favor.

Mud-guards and gear-cases are as necessary

for some parts of Europe as snow-shoes or

rubbers are in the United States for winter

service. During my stay abroad I had an op-

portunity to observe the reason for this. Take,

for example, London and Paris. There is a

large amount of horse traffic in both cities

and on a rainy or snowy day, or when there

is a typical London fog prevailing, the atmos-

phere is laden with a mixture of smoke and

rain which descends and turns the streets into

veritable seas of mud. These are conditions

which exist for several months of the year.

In some parts of England, especially in the

northern portions, there are places where it

seems to be raining all the time. It is not,

therefore, to be wondered at that foreigners,

Englishmen especially, want mud-guards and

gear cases.

The present condition of the trade in Eu-

rope is generally unsettled, but the oppor-

tunity for the American manufacturer is still

there. American wheels, well built, of good
material and with a careful attention paid to

details, marketed at proper figures, which

leave the manufacturer a reasonable profit

after paying expenses of marketing, will sell

and an increased demand for them result year

by year.
" M. S.

Good Man Wanted.

A New York exporting firm, about to start

a foreign branch, want a thoroughly exper-

ienced man to handle their bicycle department

in the New York office; a man who can keep

the foreign branch well posted concerning

American conditions and who can buy Amer-

ican goods to the best advantage. Address,

X. Y. Z., care The Wheel.

Gamage a Good Customer.

A. W. Gamage, who has for many years

been famous as an outfitter to cyclists, is con-

tinually importing into England large quanti-

ties of American sundries and is a good "pros-

pect" for exporters to look after. He has a

big establishment at Holborn Viaduct, Lon-

don.

Exports to Canada.

During the eleven months ending with No-

vember, our exports of cycles and parts to

Canada were $680,480, compared with $701,480

in the same period in '97.

It is said that an English syndicate is try-

ing to form a company to manufacture wheels

in Vienna.

Scotland's National Flower.

The Fulton Machine Works, Chicago, re-

port gratifying success in the sale of Thistle

bicycles, which made for themselves such a

good name on the road. and path a few years

ago when Arthur Gardiner, now president of

the professional racing association, achieved

most of his success on a Thistle bicycle. Mr.

Leith, of the company, in speaking to a

Wheel representative the other day stated that

the Fulton Machine Works had built many of

the furnaces for dip-brazing which are now
being used with so much success and economy

by many factories.

For Seven Fiscal Months.

Exports of cycles and parts to various coimtries during January, 1898-9, and during the

seven months of the fiscal year, 1897-8-9, are shown below:

January, Seven Months Ending January,
Destination. 189S. 1899. 1897. 1898 1S99.

United Kingdom $181,505 $58,409 $859,133 $658,434 $382,299
France : 47,360 76,253 64,326 121,620 185,016

Germany 226,593 97,285 240,481 751,236 533,731

Other Europe 99,544 65,857 440,794 314,861 693,871

British North America 24,244 69,517 152,051 143,839 183,304

Cent. Amer. States and British Honduras. 945 275 41,943 5,610 3,764

Mexico 5,017 3,335 42,156 37,492 25,735

Santo Domingo 15 96 1,823 680 221

Cuba 763 425 1,098 6,632 2,366

Porto Rico 157 190 2,927 2,310 1,615

Other West Indies and Bermuda 6,268 4,596 64,838 50,918 37,317
Argentina 8,290 28,584 20.883 38,648 100,337
Brazil 10,973 2,538 13,573 48,435 40,750
Colombia 1,021 152 16,002 13,301 4,734

Other South America 8,021 5,402 39,455 30,565 33,084

China 1,869 581 9,342 18,584 17,710
East Indies, British 6,307 23,357 9,666 28,242 110,169
Hongkong 165 144 (a) 2,338 4,036

Japan 5,433 1,738 24,648 56,394 92,546
British Australasia 21,691 14,957 489,191 227,649 159,055

Other Asia and Oceanica 5,464 7,745 24,205 34,112 42,031

Africa 12,472 13,292 64,188 120,816 105,275
Other countries 545 574

Total $674,117 $474,728 $2,622,723 $2,713,261 $2,759,540
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Foreiga Registration Necessary. Many manufacturers do not appreciate the

The following table shows the patent and fact that as soon as they .build up a trade in

trade-mark charges made by a Washington a foreign market for an American manufac-

firm of lawyers for various countries: The tured article of high quality, which is generally

prices include 1,000 words of free translation. sold at a high price, they at once ofTer to the

Beyond that, translation is charged for at dishonest foreigner a premium to imitate or

from 25 cents to $1.25 per 100 words, accord- forge their brands and place them upon spuri-

ing to language. There is a discount on sim- ous goods of inferior quality, for the purpose

ultaneous applications in more than one coun- of selling them as American goods, thereby

try; two countries, five per cent; three coun- reaping the benefit of the reputation of the

tries, 10 per cent; four countries, 15 per cent; American manufacturer, but doing him incal-

five countries, 20 per cent: Trade- culable injury both in trade and reputation.
Patents. Marks.

, , . ^ , , , ,

Aijstria $100 $B0 Almost every nation of the world has a

Denmark .'.'..'...
v.

.'.'..'...'.'. v.
v. .'.'. .'.. .'.'...

100 75 trade-mark law, but they all require that pe-

J^rance 100 50 culiar forms of local registration shall be com-
Germany 100 50 ,. , . , . , , , , ,

Great Britain 100 50- plied With, in order that trade-marks may be

HSngarV.V.V.V.V.'.V.V.'.''.V.'.V.V.V.V.V.'!^.°.'lM IS protected under it. They nearly all require

Italy 100 75 that the trade-mark shall be first registered at
Norway 75 50

, , , . , . , , .

Portugal 100 50 home before it can be registered abroad.
Russia 125 75 „, . , , , . , ^ .

Spain 100 50 There IS another danger to which American

iwftlerland
".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'

.'.'.'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! lOO so
manufacturers are exposed and which they do

Turkey 125 75 not often appreciate. Under the trade-mark
Canada- GO 60

, ,
^^

,

Mexico 150 100 law of some foreign countries anyone can

ArTenHnt'Re'puiHc-:;:;:;:;:::::::::::;;: Ifo m •egister a trade-mark, and once having done
Brazil 20O 100 so, it becomes the absolute property of the
Chili 300 100 '

. , , f ,

Cape Colony 150 125 registrant no matter how long it may have

Sh AWcan-SepubiicV.-.v.-;;;;;;;:::::: m iio teen previously used by others.

Australia, pe^r'TOlonr". .''.°'.°."i"'. !

i'.
! ! ! ! ! 100 ^50 Many American manufacturers have suffered

Japan 200 125 great hardship and been subjected to black-

India
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

125 75 mail by having their brands registered in for-

Hmiff"K"ontr 175 '
eign countries by persons who, seeing Ameri-

can goods upon the market bearing an un-

registered brand, have registered them in their

own names and then notified the manufacturer,

the real owner of the brand, that he must not

use his own trade-mark in that country under

pain of prosecution. This generally results in

the sale of the acquired rights of the pirate

to the manufacturer whose brand has been

thus fraudulently registered. The price which

has to be paid is determined by the value of

the local trade and of the particular brand.

They Now See Correctly.

The "Irish Cyclist," always a fair critic, has

seen the American manufacturing sword get-

ting in its work for some time, and in a recent

issue it was not surprising to have Editor

Mecredy say: "We regard the Americans as

very serious competitors. Some people think

it is a British birthright to build good cycles.

They forget that all the English factories are

now filled with American machinery, and it

takes little perspicuity to see that the men who
can build machines for making good cycles

ought to be able to turn out good cycles them-
selves. A congested time is coming in the

home trade, and fresh channels must be made
to relieve the pressure. In this we are behind

the Americans. If the export tables are ex-

amined, it vifill be seen how ubiquitous the

American cycle is, and how it has ousted the

English cycle out of our colonial markets,

and almost entirely destroyed our continental

trade. Indeed, as the figures show, even our

home trade is largely affected. There are

American cycles in Coventry; but English ma-
chines will not be found in Chicago or Cleve-

land."
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The League,A Wheel up-to-date.

ONE PIECE

LEAGUE

HANGER.

28 and 30 INCH

WHEELS.

BALL-
RETAINERS

and

DUST-PROOF
BEARINGS.

LEAGUE
HANDLE-BAR

and

SEAT-POST
BINDER.

POPULAR PRICES. WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNT.

LEAGUE evSLE WORKS.
15th Street and St. Paul Avenue,

Kindljr mention The Wlieel.
MILWAUKEE, WIS., U.S.A.
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AUTOS AND CYCLES.

An American Backing Steam Wagons-First

American Competitor in Hill Climbing—

Speed Contests and What They Resulted In.

Paris, March 6.—A four-days' race had been

arranged at Roubaix to be held on May 7-10,

but arrangements, accordhig to the latest de-

cision, call for race of 100 consecutive hours

in place of the original 96 hours' affair.

The "plaques de controle," the small metal

plates with which all machines will have to

be supplied in May next, will cost the Govern-

ment 100,000 francs ($20,000) for the ensuing

year's supply. The Government will, how-

ever, be well repaid, if it is considered that

the product of the tax for '99 figures in

the budget for 2,835,000 francs ($567,000). The

receipts from this same cycle tax last year

came to 3,500,000 francs ($700,000). In this

2,835,000 francs the portion which returns to

the townships—950,000 francs—does not ap-

pear, so that the tax in reality is 3,700,000

francs. The Government will certainly lose

nothing by the reduction of the tax from 10

francs to 6 francs, which goes into efifect this

year.

According to a recent decree of the Prefect

of Police, it is shown that in the future cy-

clists will not longer be permitted to roll

their machines by hand along the sidewalks

of Paris, but will be obliged instead to keep

to the roads.

A Salon des Sports, an industrial and com-

mercial exposition of all kinds of sports, will

he held in Paris at the Salle Wagram from

March 3 to 17. Sports of all kinds will be

represented, including not only cycling and

automobilism, but foot-ball, golf, tennis, box-

ing, fencing, rowing, yachting, fishing, etc.,

etc. During the exposition lectures will 'be

delivered on the different sports in the Salle

des Fetes and practical demonstrations given.

The idea is a good one and success should

follow. The exhibitors will be permitted to

sell on the premises any machines they may

have on show.

Much enthusiasm having been aroused over

who shall retain the automobile kilometre

record, an attempt is shortly to be made to

lower that of the Chanteloup. M. Pierre

Serise will attempt to lower the record made

by M. Jamin, 4 min. 2 sees., for the 1,800

metres up-hill. The attempt will be made

with an American voiturette with petroleum

motor of 4J horse-power. This is the first

time an American automobile will have made

an official attempt at lowering a record in

France and the result will be looked forwa'-d

to with considerable interest on that account.

The committee has decided that an exhibi-

tion shall take place here under the same con-

ditions as the one of last year. The Tuileries

will again 'be chosen as the most suitable

ground in all respects. M. Rives intends to

introduce several new ideas which will eclipse

all the wonders of the last show. The exposi-

tion will open after the cab competition, i. e.,

during the second week in June.

The struggle between petroleum and steara

as a motor will soon be resumed. M. Leon

Serpollet, well known in the automobile world,

has just left the "Societe des Generateurs a

Vaporisation Instantanee, Systeme Serpollet,"

after buying back from it all his patents for

automobiles for every country in the world.

M. Serpollet has now concluded with M.
Gardner, a wealthy American, an arrangement

which will probably have unexpected conse-

quences on the future of road locomotion. Mr.

Gardner has furnished M. Serpollet with am-

ple capital for the realization of all their plans,

among which is a large factory right in the

heart of Paris fitted with every modern appli-

ance, and capable of producing 500 carriages

per annum. M. Serpollet will thus be in a

position to deliver his first carriages next

June. They will be two and four-seated ve-

hicles, with 10 horse-power motors and 6 to

10 horse-power boilers. In addition a co-

quettish little carriage capable of holding two

persons will be placed on the market with a

three-horse-power motor.

Last Sunday at the first battle of confetti

at Nice, automobiles circulated in the proces-

sion of carriages for the first time, without

any complaint being raised.

The Touring Club of France have just is-

sued their new year hook for '99. During last

month 947 new candidates were proposed for

membership, bringing the total number of

members up to the beginning of February to

69,224.

Everybody Is Interested.

That cycle riders, dealers and manufacturers,

in short, the cycle seller, the cycle buyer, are

more interested in the development of the

motor carriage than any other class was con-

clusively proven by the experience of Sipe &
Sigler. of Cleveland, who are to manufacture

the Willard electric carriage described in a

recent issue of The Wheel. In a conversa-

tion with a represelitative of this paper, Mr.

Willard stated that within two days after the

publication of the issue mentioned, his com-
pany had received numerous inquiries from

dealers and riders in various parts of the coun-

try, as well as personal calls from five out-of-

town people, two of whom were prominent

manufacturers of bicycles. Last Friday The
Wheel man was treated to a ride on the first

practical test of the new Willard carriage,

which is said to he the lightest and cheapest

electric carriage on the market, a complete

description of which will be given in the near

future.

of practical value on the market. In Europe

we have nothing that can compare with the

American motor vehicles, either in lightness,

easy running qualities, rigidity or stability.

We are satisfied that .A.merica will furnish the

horseless carriage of the future, and it is our

idea to control the supply."

Still Open to Conviction.

In a report just issued the Postmaster-Gen-

eral of Germany states that the recent trials

made with motor mail cars were not satisfac-

tory. He is ready to introduce motor vehicles

into the postal service if reliable motors can

be obtained and the expense is not more than

that of horse-power.

To. Be Scientifically Considered.

Considerable attention is to be devoted to

automobilism at the next annual meeting of

the French Association for the Advancement
of Science, which is to be held at Boulogne-

sur-Mer from the 14th to the 21st of Septem-

ber next. Messrs. Cuenot and Mesnager have

undertaken to draw up a report on the sub-

ject from the point of view of (1) motors, (2)

vehicles, and (3) motor-car traffic, and this is

to be presented to the meeting and discussed,

after which some trial runs are to be organ-

ized.

How Nice of Him

!

Count de Jotemps, that Frenchman who is

credited with placing orders for millions of

dollars' worth of American motor vehicles, is

now credited with saying: "The American
patents on horseless vehicles are the only ones

If, and Again, If.

If compressed air proves to be only half

the success that it is claimed to be by its en-

thusiastic supporters, not only New York,

but all the large .cities may soon become
horseless in the downtown and business por-

tions. The result will be a great gain in

cleanliness and a great saving in the wear and

tear of pavements, and a consequent increase

in the number of bicycles ridden.

For the Drummers' Use.

For some time past there has been a demand
in France for a light motor-carriage adapted

to the use of commercial travelers. Several

firms are reported to be engaged on the de-

signing of such vehicles, while it is announced

that a new type for the purpose named is being

constructed by Messrs. Brothier and Porg-

naud, of Villefagnan (Charente).

Rochester Reaches Out.

Rochester Electric Motor Co., of Roches-

ter, have been incorporated with a capital of

$10,000. Directors: John Buckley and Ed-

ward F. Davison, of Rochester, and F. C.

Kummel, of Greece. Incorporators: G. W.
Davison, John Buckley, E. F. Davison, Ella

M. McDonald, F. C. Kummel.

Suggesting a Refuge.

A humorous French newspaper suggests

that, in view of the dangerous speed at which

motor-cars and motor-cycles are driven, bar-

rels should be provided at intervals along the

roads, into which pedestrians might creep till

the "teuf-teuf'-ing demon has passed.

Daddy of Them All.

Charles E. Duryea, the father of American

automobilsm, last week delivered a lecture

on automobilism before the Peoria Scientific

Association. This lecture was illustrated by

seventy views.

In Old Vienna.

In Vienna two policemen have been mount-

ed on motor-bicycles to take care of motor-

cycle scorchers. Self-driven fire engines are

also being experimented with.

It is stated that after careful calculations

the cost of alcohol for motors comes out at

IJd. per horse-power per hour.

In Munich motor-car drivers must be ex-

amined by the police commissioner before

being allowed to take charge of motor-cars,
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MENDS AND METHODS.

A Cycle Dealer's Sign.

Dealers and repairmen must need be of a

practical turn of mind, and it is somewhat sur-

prising that more of them do not utilize old

wheels, ordinaries, etc., as a groundwork for

attractive signs. A sign which attracts atten-

tion is one built by Messrs. Allen & Sons,

Odell, III., who thus describe it: "Any size

wheel can be utilized to advantage for the

centrepiece; the fans should taper to the hubs

and not be oblong, as ours are. We first made

the sign square, and then sawed oE the cor-

ners to make an octagon; place moulding all

around it to strengthen the joints and put a

finish on it. We cut out the centre and used

soft pine for the moulding, giving the sign

several coats of lead. If the sign is white, all

the letters should be dark, not gold, as ours

are. We have a cyclometer on the wheel,

and in a stiff breeze it registers thirty miles

an hour. The fan arrangement is simple. To
every two spokes fasten an oblong piece of tin,

making two slits at one end to fold down over

two spokes near the rim and one slit at the

other end to fasten over one spoke about two

inches from the hub. Punch a hole in the

fourth corner of the piece of tin and wire it

to a spoke on the opposite side, so that the

fan will catch the wind."

A Clever Man's Tips.

One of the most ingenious of the contributors

to this column writes: "To ascertain when

spelter is melted in internal brazing, I bore a

small hole through the tube near the joint;

when the spelter melts the zinc will give off

through this hole a bright green flame or

smoke; then give the joint a smart rap with a

poker and the job is done. iHere's another

kind: To keep ball cups in good condition

during brazing I cover them with asbestos

paper, and after brazing is finished, heat the

cups with a gasoline flame and harden therfi

with prussiate of potash in the ordinary way."

Replacing Wood Rims.

To put new wood rims on a wheel in place

of damaged ones, clamp the broken rim and

the new rim side by side with two or three

small clamps; put the rim over the jaws or

vise or corner of the bench and punch the new
rim opposite the old holes. Watch the punch
marks to see that rim does not slip during the

process. Drill holes with breast-drill and

countersink evenly with an auger for washers.

Pull the auger out and don't turn it back when
you are countersinking a rim if you want a

clean, smooth bore. File ofT the head of a

nipple, the size used on the spokes, and fit

it to the worm on the bit. You can always

countersink directly over the hole for the nip-

ple. Use a double automatic screwdriver to

put on the nipples and turn them out, for you
can work faster. Try and turn up the nipples

on every spoke just the same, and the wheel

will not be so hard to true up. If you have a

nipple that has the right thread, but slips and
will not hold, jam the nipple a little in the

vise. Sometimes the spokes are too short

when you change an old steel rim to a wood
rim. If the owner does not want to pay for

-- +
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new spokes, turn the tangent and set the

spokes up straighter, and it will take a good
man to tell any difference in the looks of the

wheel. Of course, the wheel will not be so

strong, but that is another matter.
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Two for Truing.

An old 30-inch front-fork, held securely in

the vise, will make a very convenient wheel

stand in which a wheel may be made true or

rim cemented. The forks may be set in the

vise at any angle. Another way is to insert an

old front-fork in a block of wood, then drill

a series of holes in the fork, into which holes

insert thumb-screws. By arranging the holes

correctly the repairer can readily true up

either a 26, 28 or 30-inch wheel.

To True With.

Here is shown a cheap and effective con-

trivance for use when a bent rim is to be

trued. Any repairer can

quickly manufacture this

handy shop fixture. Regu-

late the plate so that the rim

when running true will just

clear it when wheel is re-

volved. When out of true

the spokes must, of course,

be either tightened or loosen-

ed with a nipple wrench, ac-

cording to requirements. SS
are iron stands IxJ in.; H is

for the axle; P is plate of

sheet-iron; SP, springs; TT
are thumbscrews for moving plate back and
forth. The entire machine is fastened to the

bench with screws.

Two Dental Operations.

"To remove a dent in tube without taking

frame apart, drill a small hole in dent, heat

dent in forge, slip a spoke (with its end bent

into hook) through the hole and pull out the

dented tube. Plug up the hole and file

smooth," writes one contributor, while an-

other also drills a small hole in dent and' in-

serts a small wire hook and pulls out the dent.

He then takes out the hook, plugs up the hole

and enamels it over.

Brazing that Will "I,ay" Well.

Prepare borax for brazing by putting it in

a dish with about an equal quantity of water.

Melt it over the fire, stir it as it thickens, and

you will obtain a fine calcined borax that will

"lav well to its work."

Taking Out Worn Cups.

To remove worn-out ball cups, drive a piece

of tapered steel into the hole in ball cup; then

heat the hub or bracket around cup; drive

punch back and cup will come with it.

Climbing and Curing.

When the chain climbs sprockets, part of

the chain is badly worn, or the sprockets are

out of true. The remedy is a new chain and

the sprockets lined up true.
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HALL MARK
OF

QUALITY.

Frontenac

...Bicycles

ARE BlILT RIGHT.

We Make the Best,

Not the Cheapest.

They are not imita-

tions, but distinctive bi-

cycles that sell on sight,

backed by a guarantee

that means something.

Correspond with us at

once regarding territor}^.

Their Color Is Russet.

Some Representatives

:

NEW YORK- Barclay Cycle Co.
BALTIMORE—E. A. Maull.
PHILADELPHIA—American Bicycle Co.
WASHINGTON-E. P. Hazleton.
BUFFALO—Adam Hauck & Sons.

fRONTENAC \lfO. CO.,
Makers,

Syracuse, N. Y.
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NOTES BY THE WAY.
-: +

Story of a Patent Purchase.

Patent attorneys play an important yet

unique part in the bicycle industry, for al-

though they are seldom heard of in the com-

mercial life, the existence of many a valuable

article in the bicycle line has frequently been

dependent upon the eflforts of those shrewd

men who make a business of fighting for the

rights, and often wrongs, of inventors. A
well-known Cleveland attorney recently re-

lated the story of his experiences in securing

the right to manufacture what is now one of

the best known specialties in the sundry line.

It seems that the article in question -had been

manufactured for several years, supposedly

under the patent of its inventor, when it was

discovered that a young Michigan mechanic

was the owner of a patent which covered and

antedated the patent mentioned. Of course,

the life of the article was dependent upon the

securing of this patent and the attorney men-

tioned was sent to buy it at all hazards. The
deal was closed and the patent transferred

with but little difficulty and all went well for a

time until the manufacturers were informed

that the former owner of the patent was under

age and therefore could not legally transfer

property without the consent of his guardian.

As may be imagined, this news was a dis-

agreeable surprise, and in order to protect

themselves, the attorney was sent post-haste to

the Michigan town to make the transaction

legal. Here the lawyer was informed by the

young man's mother that he was out of the

city, also that no guardian had ever been ap-

pointed for his estate. The numerous ques-

tions put by the attorney aroused her suspic-

ions and, woman-like, she declined to disclose

the whereabouts of her son until she had com-
municated with him. Of course, this was not

at all to the lawyer's liking, and it was only

after tvvo days, during which time the thor-

oughly frightened woman took legal advice,

that she finally stated her son had removed to

a neighboring state and was employed in a

bicycle factory.

Spurred on by the thought that the young
man had been put on his guard and might use

l:is knowledge to an unfair advantage, the

lawyer hurried to the town mentioned. He
found the young man in a disagreeable state

of mind and inclined to 'be unreasonable. He
admitted the irregularity, but he did not want
a guardian appointed. .A.fter dire threats of

criminal prosecution for obtaining money un-

der false pretenses, he finally gave his consent

to a guardian, but told the lawyer he would
have to attend to it himself. Here a new dif-

ficulty presented itself, for the young man de-

clined to name a preference and the lawyer

was without an acquaintance in the town.

In desperation he applied to the Probate

Judge of the county, asking him to act him-
self or else recommend some prominent attor-

ney who could fill the biil. But that official

declined to have anything to do with the mat-
ter, stating that he could not act himself, also

that it was against professional usage to

recommend one lawyer in preference to an-

other. "Then name a dozen reliable lawyers
and let me select one," said the disgusted pat-

ent attorney. "No, I won't even do • that,"'

was the reply. During this latter conversa-

tion the judge had been seated at a desk, and

apparently, for want of something better to

do, he had been scribbling on a tablet. A
inoment later he arose and started towards

the door with the remark, "I have some busi-

ness to attend to and shall have to bid you

good morning," at the same time crumpling

the page from the tablet and throwing it in

the direction of a waste-basket in the corner.

Thoroughly disconsolate, the patent attorney

sat still figuring om the next move. He did

not want to leave town for fear the yoting man
would take advantage of his absence, and he

saw no chance of adjusting matters without

again seeing the mother. Thus deeply en-

grossed, his eye fell on the crumpled paper on

the floor, and struck with an idea, he picked it

up, opened it, and there read the two words

of a man's name. Upon looking up the name
in a directory he found it to be that of an at-

torney in a neighboring block, and taking the

cue, he applied to the lawyer, asking him to

act as the young man's guardian. Before

looking into the case the lawyer demanded to

know who had sent him to his office. Here
was another situation. The patent attorney

did not care to betray the confidence shown
him by the judge, but the lawyer was obdur-

ate and declined to take any interest in the

case until this point was explained. Finally

the full explanation was made and the matter

agreed upon. The judge made the appoint-

ment without cracking a smile and the young
man was furnished with permission from his

legally appointed guardian to make the trans-

fer of the patent, which to all intents had been

sold weeks before.

Some Hotel Gossip.

A party of "the boys" were seated in the

Hollenden Hotel, Cleveland, the other day,

discussing some of the old-timers. One of

them said: "Do any of you know what has

become of Dan Canary, the old-time trick

rider who used to sell Victors and Spaldings?"

One or two expressed a desire to know Dan's

wbereabouts and the speaker continued:

"Well, I heard from him the other day. He
has gone into the chewing gum business in a

Western city."

"Speaking of old times," spoke up another,
"1 recall a story told me by a prominent dealer

in a city in New York state, about a man
whom I will call Jones. This man was at

that time selling Smelton bicycles, and he

visited this agent during his rounds in the

early spring and closed a nice contract for his

season's line. I believe the contract called for

TiOO machines. Jones promised to have samples

shipped as soon as possible. Several weeks

passed but no samples appeared and no word
from the factory. Finally the dealer wrote in

stating that he needed the samples as it was
getting late and riders had commenced look-

ing around. Promptly a letter came back:

'Will look up the matter and attend to it at

once.' Within a day or so another letter

came, saying: 'Your order seems to have been

misplaced. Won't you kindly send us speci-

fications again?' Thoroughly disgusted, the

dealer wired back canceling his order. That
afternoon a letter came from Jones from a

Western city, saying: 'Friend : I have

just become associated with Snorter & Co.

Would you mind if I substituted your order

of Smeltons with Snorters?'

"This was a number of years ago, but 1

don't think it would be safe for Jones to ven-

ture near that town again, for the dealer de-

clares that delay spoiled his whole season's

business."

The Renaissance of Slime.

There are only a few big minds. Most minds
are small. Not all of them are narrow. Even
the narrow ones, many of them, are not mean.

But there are times when a small, narrow
mind is apparently incapable of pleasure ex-

cept by some such ghastly means as the in-

fliction of unhappiness upon others. Perhaps

the smallest, narrowest, meanest form of this

sorry pastime is scandal-mongering. Take a

very little truth, or none at all, and cover that

little or nothing with a lie or two, color it up

with a tainted word here and there, finish it

off with a sneer and set it afloat in the high-

ways and 'byways, and lo! the atmosphere

through which the mixture passes is befouled

as with sewer gas. Some people may like to

snifi^ at it. Musk isn't strong enough for

some natures. But most people dislike it at

heart, and 'before the effluvium evaporates the

man who starts it is worse off than his vic-

tims. This sort of thing has crawled into the

cj'cle trade again. Must it be so? Is it a nec-

essary spice to money-making? Is it a fit ad-

junct to cycling? Mr. Man, don't do it. At
least don't write it, or print it. If you don't

like to have it called scandal—if you really

think it is "honest conviction"—don't ventilate

it if it smells bad. Bury it.

She Is a Delmonico.

The office employes of the Peoria Rubber &
Mfg. Co., as well as the Duryea Motor Car-

riage Co., are more than three miles from

town, too far to go home for lunch. They
have, however, a rare substitute in a little

restaurant situated right near the works, which

is presided over by a very cheerful woman
whose culinary ability, her patrons declare,

is equal to anything in the Prairie state. A
Wheel representative, who was inclined to

be a skeptic, was made to undergo a practical

test as a guest of Harry Rouse and was forced

to admit that the claims of the praisers were

not extravagant: in fact, they were rather

under than overdone.

Trade Items.

-"Xrthur McNall, a well-known young busi-

ness man of Rochester, N. Y., has opened a

bicycle store at 35 East avenue. C. J. Brown-
el! and I. H. Bannister will be associated with

him in the enterprise.

Strong's bicycle store, 208 Front street,

Owego, N. Y., was recently flooded by the

bursting of a hot-water pipe. The stock was
considera'bly damaged.

A. Kraus. of Auburn, N. Y., has leased the

store adjoining his bicycle store and will run

it as a sporting goods branch.

W.
,
D. Wilmot, of Fall River. Mass., re-

cently opened a bicycle store in that city.
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RETAILS
.FOR....

$2.00
WITH
A
GOOD
PROFIT
TO
THE
DEALER.

WEIGHT, 11 OUNCES.

The Murray

Gas Lamp,

MOST BRILLIANT LIGHT ON THE MARKET.

Has advantages not

possessed by any

other lamp. Can be

easily taken apart.

Aluminum parabolic

reflector. A new
valve. Large open-

ing for meter. CAN
BE L.IOBTED IM-
MEDIATELY AF-
TER OPENING
VAEVE.

WEIGHT, 11 OUNCES.

Write at once. Output Almost Sold..

WILLIAM P. MURRAY,
Sole Importer,

533 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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A
Word

Concerning

This
'jm. Year's

Business

Merely to see the Waverley Bicycle for J 899 is to

create the desire to be mounted on it, to fly along over the

smooth, hard roads that will soon come. The,lij^,l^^jf

1899

Waverley
$40

is the handsomest and richest loofcimg bicycle yet produced

—that is the unanimous testimony of those who have

seen it—while those who have ridden it (the J899 models

have now been tested for montfis) are enthusiastic over its

smooth, noiseless running.

Combined with the IVANHOE line of good lower-

priced bicycles, the Waverley gives the strongest founda-

tion for a profitable business this year, Write at once for

the agency.

INDIANA BICYCLE CO,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

We are ready to talk about ^^^^

ELECTRIC MOTOR CARRIAGES
in a limited way. More next week.
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Frank Alberton will open a bicycle store in

Pekin, 111.

Chase & Tickner will open a repair shop in

Rockford, 111.

Jonas Shaw will open a bicycle repair shop

in Stockton, N. J.

H. W. Hagar will open a bicycle store in

Wellesley, Mass.

C. T. Curtis will open a bicycle repair shop

in Lenox, Mass.

• Thomas Erickson has opened a bicycle re-

pair shop in Charlevoix, Mich.

L. W. Neer, bicycle dealer of Urbana, O.,

is reported to have made an assignment.

R. H. Hewitt, of Maple Rapids, Mich., will

shortly open a bicycle store in that place.

A. B. Taylor has opened a bicycle repair

shop at 137 Grand street, Waterbury, Conn.

Howard, Dinsmore & Co., of Carlisle, Ky.,

have taken the agency of the Racvcle for 1899.

J. C. Hardy has bought the bicycle livery of

the Soo Cycle Co., of Saulte Ste. Marie, Mich.

Ed. Troeh, of Watertown, S. D., has pur-

chased the bicycle repair shop of Oscar Eich-

inger.

About three hundred people are employed

at the Keating Wheel Works, Middletown,

Conn.

Jerome Oliver, proprietor of the Baker

Hardware Co., Detroit, Mich., has sold his

business.

Lloyd, Parsons & Marton, bicycle dealers

of Gloucester, Mass., are reported to have

sold out.

The bicycle business of Meyers Bros. &
Co., of Springfield, 111., is reported closed on

execution.

'Montefiore & Warner, bicycle dealers of

St. Albans, Vt., have been succeeded by J. V.

Montefiore.

V. N. Griffith & Co., of Terre Haute, Ind.,

dealers in sporting goods, have been suc-

ceeded by Chas. Duffin.

Henry A. Reese, bicycle dealer of Mount
Sterling, Ky., is reported to have given real

estate mortgage for $345.

Mr. G. H. Poppenberg, of 636 Main street,

Bufifalo, N. Y., the well-known piano dealer,

has added a line of bicycles.

The Schenectady Cycle Co., Schenectady,

N. Y., are reported to have given chattel

mortgage renewal for $500.

Charlebois & Martineau, dealers in bicycles,

Montreal, Can., have commenced business in

the Windsor Hotel Block.

The C. H. Larsen Cycle Co., Chicago, will

represent the Tribune in that city, in addi-

tion to the Sterling and Trinity.

A large number of rotary bicycle bells are

being shipped from the factory of the George
Sweet Mfg. Co., Dansville, N. Y.

The bicycle and hardware business of

Thompson & Keator, Paxton, 111., has been

purchased by the Paxton Hardware Mfg. Co.

Paul Atkinson has sold his bicycle store at

Passaic, N. J., to Franklin Blake, formerly

employed by the U. S. Casualty Co., of New
York.

The creditors of Kirkwood, Miller & Co.,

Minneapolis, are notified that there will be a

final meeting for creditors in iMinneapolis,

March 18.

F. H. Rae, Vermilion, O., has purchased the

interest of N. Ackerman in the firm of Bailey

and Ackerman, and the style of the new firm

will be Bailey & Rae.

The Rochester Bicycle Combination Holder

Co., 145 Powers Block, Rochester, are in

negotiation with a New York firm to take

care of their entire business.

Parsons & Westcott, sporting goods dealers

of Iowa City, la., have dissolved partnership,

Mr. Westcott retiring. The style of the new

firm will be Parsons & Stouffer.

The Hanauer Cycle Co. and other firms in

Cincinnati have suffered from a thief named

Moses, and others. Nearly all of the goods

have been recovered, some of them having

been shipped to New York. Moses is in cus-

tody.

The Fred. T. Merrill Cycle Co., with head-

quarters in Portland, Ore., send out a postal

card showing their sales record for February

in their Portland, Spokane, Tacoma and Seat-

tle stores. Portland heads the list, Seattle

next, Spokane next—from Tacoma no report

—total 41.

The ever popular Jim Levy bids fair to make

a big success of the Cleveland agency in Chi-

cago. Even during the recent cold and nasty

weather, the Cleveland store has been crowded

with prospective customers, and although

Levy seems to be well "stocked up," he has

already been forced to begin hounding the

home office for more goods.

Recent Patents.

620,754. Pneumatic Tire. Brisbane Doyle, London,

England. Filed January IS, 1898. Serial No. 667,097.

(No model.)

620,779. Pneumatic Tire. William Howard, London,

England. Filed June 18, 1898. Serial No. 683,826. (No

model.)

620,787. Frame for Cycles. John MacKenzie, Mid-

dlesbrough, England, assignor to William Lames,

Birmingham, England. Filed May 14, 1S97. Serial

No. 636,464. (No model.)

620,790. Velocipede. David Marcus, London, Eng-

land. Filed December 10, 1S97. Serial No. 661,369.

(No model.)

620,795. Water-Cycle. John J. McClimont, Union,

Hudson County, N. J. Filed April 13, 1S98. Serial

No. 677,393. (No model.)

620,797. Bicycle Driving-Gear. Ner K. Peoples,

Watson, Mo. Filed May 25, 1897. Serial No. 638.084.

(No model.)

620.833. Joint for Bicycle Frames. Henry Belcher

and Frederick Easom, Beeston, England. Filed Janu-

ary 8, 1898. Serial No. 666,076. (No model.)

620.834. Joint for Bicycle-Frames. Henry Belcher

and Frederick Easom, Beeston, England. Filed Janu-

ary, 8, 1S9S. Serial No. 666,077. (No model.)

620,848. Handle-Bar Fastening. Anthony Jerome,

Chicago, 111., assignor to the A. Featherstone & Co.,

same place. Filed November 7, 1898. Serial No. 695,-

789. (No model.)

620,863. Bicycle-Rack. Henry L. Wilcox, Great

Barrington, Mass. Filed November 1, 1898. Serial

No. 695,220. (No model.)

620,616. Umbrella-Support. Hiram J. Shoemaker,
Bridgeton, N. J. Filed March 31, 1898. Serial No.

675,945. (No model.)

620,620. Saddle for Bicycles. Wilbur S. Upson,
Mansfield, Ohio. Filed- August 9, 1897. Serial No.
647,533. (No model.)

620,631. Back-Pedaling Brake. Herbert L. Bailey,

Chicago, 111., assignor to the Bailey Mfg. Co., same
place. Filed March 23, 1896. Serial No. 584,424. (No
model.)

620,651. Dress-Guard for Bicycles. Grace T. Hein-

eke, Birmingham, Ala. Filed July 14, 1898. Serial No.
685,947. (No model.)

620,684. Adjustable Handle-Bar for Bicycles. Mor-
gan H. Vanevera, Little Falls, N. Y. Filed February

24, 1896. Serial No. 580,426. (No model.)

620,688. Convertible Breast and Back Rest for Bi-

cycles. Joseph Wood, Chicago, 111. Filed December
S, 1897. Serial No. 661,152. (No model.)

620,698. Combined Metal and Rubber Vehicle-Tire.

Frank R. Chamberlain, Newton, Mass., assignor to the

Newton Rubber Works, same place. Filed December
17, 1898. Serial No. 699,560. (No model.)

620,695. Combined Metal and Rubber Vehicle-Tire.

James Christy, Jr., Akron, and Harry E. Randall. Day-
ton, Ohio. Filed October 15, 1898. Serial No. 693,593.

(No model.)

620,700. Bicycle-Lock. Matthias F. Cunningham,
Waltham, Mass. Filed November 8, 1898. Serial No.
695,887. (No model.)

620,705. Bicycle Tire Armor. Emil H. Haupt, New
York, N. Y. Filed September 30, 1898. Serial No.
692,321. (No model.)

620,714. Bicycle-Holder. Charles Mee, Sr., Roches-
ter, N. Y. Filed January 25, 1897. Serial No. 620,6'07.

(No model.)

620,737. Driving-M'heel for Cycles. William H.
Chapman. London. England. Filed March 16, 1898.

Serial No. 674,022. (No model.)

TRADE ORGANIZATIONS.

National Wood Rim Association—Pres-
ident, E. S. Mead; vice-president, J. B.

Tucker; secretary-treasurer, W. W. Stall.

320 Broadway, New York.

Kubber Tire Assoclatloo — President,

Theodore A. Dodge; first vice-president,

L. K. McClymonds; second vice-presi-

dent, George T. Perkins; treasurer, Geo.
F. Hodgman; secretary. Kirk Brown,
Belleville, N. J.

Cycle Parts Manufacturers* Association.—
President, R. H. Ramsey, Philadelphia,

Pa.; secretary, I. H. Dreyfus, Newark,
N.J.

ADLETS.
For Sale, Exchange, Etc. — Twenty-five words,

thirty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.
CasTi invariably in advance.

Situations and. Help "Wanted.— Answers received
in confidence and forwarded without charge. Rate:
25 words, one time, 50 cents; three times, $1.00; 50
words, one time, $1.00 ; four times, $3.00; 75 words,
one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-
tisements: One-half indh, one time. $1.00: four times,
$3.00; one inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner, patent attorney and
-*- mechanical expert, 608 F street, \\'ashington, D.
C. Established 1883. I make an examination free of
charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

r^ OOD patent for sale or to manufacture upon roy-
^^ alty ; Gilbert Carrier Attachment (patented)

;

substantial, convenient and inexpensive; easily and
quickly attached; adapted to delivery uses and general
carrying purposes; mounted over the rear wheel; fits

any bicycle; packages, satchels, baskets, etc., may be
carried steadily and without hindrance to guiding or
propelling the bicycle; may be readily detached, folded
and secured in the frame. For further information
call on or address Chas. S. Rogers, St. Paul building,
220 Broadway, New York. 3-16.

TXT" ANTED.—Already established wholesale bicycle
** dealer, in the Netherlands, will take on a few
more choice American lines of sundries to job in con-
nection with regular trade. Mail catalogue and ex-
port quotations. Satisfactory American references
given if business results. J. C. Van Oudenallen,
Frombergstraat, No. 2, Arnhem, Holland.—3-16.

"\17'\NTED.—Goods agents in all parts of the United
''* States and Canada to sell our contracts. We are
the oldest bicj'cle protective company in the world.
Our contracts sell easily. Write at once for particu-
lars and territory. Liberal commission. Union Wheel-
men's Protective Company, 61S-630 The Temple, Chi-
cago, 111.

"VT?ANTED.—A young man to assist in bicycle store
"^ • as salesman and to make himself generally

useful. References required. Apply Bicycle Dress-
guard Mfg. Co., 107 Grand St., New York.-3-23.

ram*s-horn hickory bars and stems, 20 cents
each. Address. "Bars." care The Wheel.~3-30.500

iOnn det.icliable brakes for sale at a bargain. W.
j_/UU M- Young & Co., 38 Murray St., N. Y.-
3-30,
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6 S O ,O 9 6 .
" RETAINER FOR BALL-BEARINOS. WILLIAH a

BlHire, Chicago, m. FU9I Mar. 22, 1897. Serial No. 628,557. (No
model)

Claim. - - 1 . A retainer of the class described, conaisling of Sn ao-

lutlud having a Hanged- ioiier edge and a threaded peripherv, in com-

bJnatioD with an expansible coiled ring engaging said threaded pe-

riphery. Bubstaatiallr as deecribed.

6S0,4:80. WHBEMIEARINQ. William E Momt. Cheater. Eng
land. PUed Hot. 21. 1898. Serial No. 697.067. (Ho model)

I J7
I

Ciaim.— l. A tube formed from a blank of sheet metal whose

edges are provided with interlockicg projectione and receasea which

when united lie la the curved plane of the tube and form a loCk-joint

the inner face of said joint being braced and strengthened by a curved

ilietallic reinforce whose edges extend past the center line of the tube

on both eidea, for the purpose set forth, said reinforce lying in con-

tact with and being firmly united to both edges of the blank and to

,the Inter!ofiking proiectiona.

6 S O , S 3 i . BICTCLB-IiOCK. BerbeeT J. Breeze, Port Huron,

Mick, assignor of one-half to Carl L Osberg, Sandusky, Ohio. Filed

Oct 3, 1895 Serial Na 564.479. (No model)

Cfaim.— 1. The combination with a cycle-frame having a pedal-

shaft journaled therein, a toothed wheel on said sbafl, one of the bars

of the cycle-frame being tubular and extending radially from said

toothed wheel, a block provided with a tooth adapted to engage said

tooihed wheel, said block being mounted to slide in said tubular part

t>f the frame, in contact with the wall of the same so as to be guided

and braced thereby, the line of movement of the block being sub-

stantially radial to said toothed wheel, and a lock mounted in said

tubular part of the frame and having a reciprocating bolt connected

to said slidine: block.

620,394. BICYCUs. JOHN C. Fle^iso. Philadelphia, Pa FDed

July 15, 1898. Serial No. 686,012. (So model)

THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

619,447. CDSHION-TIRE: Swah P. Swarsoh, Pueblo, Cola File*
Sept 8, 1898. Serial No. 690.468. (Ko model)

6 1 9.843. ACBTYLBNE-eAS BURNER, fturer u. J. Schulkb.
BerUD,QermaQy. FUed Jan. 26, 1898. Serial Na M7.889. (No model)

^^.r

C/nim.~~ln combination, tbe flexible tire, the thimble formed with

a curved flange, the helical spring encompassing said thimble, the

continuous notched strip, the bearing-plate and tbe clamps 8 8 ar-

ranged tp secure the inner end of the spring, notched strtp and bear-
ing^lat* together, substantiftlly as shown and described.

620,157. BICYCLE-BRAKR Beehaaed Ltisa Weeel. Qennaily.

Filed Dea 8, 1897. Serial No. 661,138. (No model).

Claim.—In an actyleoe-gaa burner, the combination of a burner-
tube haviug at its outlet the form of a funnel with a plate having an
opening arranged above the burner-outlet, such opeiiog bavmpaboiit
the same diameter aa that of the end of the extension of the burner-
tnh«. _
S20,190. ANTIFRICTION -BEARING. FraUK A. SharpnECK.

Chicago. Hi, assignor of two-thirds to Eliel L Shari aeck. same place,

and-George Pray Smith. New York, N. Y. Piled July 26, 1898. Serial

No. 686,894. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In wheel-gearing, the combination with a disk hav-

ing a peripheral groove, and holes opening in(-o the said groove, and

a hub ov boss on the said disk, of balls iu the said holes, a plate fit-

ting around the said hub to retain the balls in place, and means for

aecuring thesaid plate upon the said hub. substantially as described

620,395. REINFORCEU TUBEMOINT FOR METALLIC TUBIHfl.

Frank A. Wilmot. Bridgeport, Conn, assignor to the Wllmot & Hobbs

Hanulacturing Company, same place. Filed Oct. 20, 1898. Serial Nol

694.116. (No model)

Claim.— 1, In a bicycle handle bar a I ic\ cle fork, an outer tube

flocured thereto, a spring secured h ithin said tube an inner tube sup-

ported by said spring and provided with openings, catches suitablv

pivoted within said inner tube and adapted to extend through said

openings, means on said outer tube engaging said catches after they
have passed through said openings and means for operating said

catches from the exterior,

Claim.— 1. In a ball-bearing, thecomljinatioa with the ahafland

race members, of bearing-balls between the race members, and inter-

posed roiatable disks spacing said balls apart, said disks being ol

smaller diameter than said balls and arranged with their axes at right

angles to the axis ot the shaft, substantially as described. -

6 20, 138. BELL WiLLuw F. HosTEa and Ubaeles W. Stork,

Elgin, ni Filed Jan. 7, 1898. Serial No. fi65,960. (No models

Claim.— 1. A' cycle-brake composed of a tilting saddle, a sup-

porting-slide, means for operating the slide, a roller between slide

and saddle, a rod connected^thereto, a brake-shoe, and motion-trans-

mitting mechanism between tbe rod and brake-shoe, substantially aa

specified.

620,242. HANDLE-BAR FOR CYCLES. Fredbriok W. Ldse-

BRiSK, Bridgeport. Comi. Filed July 28, 1897. Serial Na 648.191.

(No model)

Claim.— 1. A striking mechanism for bells having a. rotary disk

carrying hammer-heads or knockers provided with slots fitted upon
fulcrum-pins on the disk, said slots being disposed diagonally with

relation to the longitudinal centers of the hammer-heads or knock-
ers, substantially as specified.

620,164. VARIABLE -THROW CRANK FOR VELOCIPEDES
AkthuU 0. MUMFOBD and Alfred Amthony, Colchester, England.

FUed Feb. 1, 1898. Serial No. 668,783. (No model)

Claim.—1. An adjustable handle-bar comprising two bars pro-

vided with semispherical meeting ends, a pivot passing transversely

through the said ends and a clamp surrounding or partially surround-

injr the same at the pivot-point, substantially as described.

620,481. EXPLOSrVE-BNQINB FOR VEHICLES. JoHNW.ElSBU-

HUTH, New York, N. Y., assignor to Ella V. Eisentiuth. same place.

Filed July 30, 1897. Serial No. 646,545. (No model)

Claim.— 1 The combination with a crank-arm, a removable pin

for carrying a pedal, and means for ordinarily securing the pedal-pln

direct to the crank-arm, of a disk A which is secured direct to the

crank-arm by the said means in place of the pedal-pin when same

is removed from the crank-arm, a second disk D journaled on the disk

A and provided with a projecting arm and means for securing the

pedal-pin thereto after the pedal-pin ha^ been removed from the

crank-arm, the said removable pin being interchangeable in its con-

nection with the said crank-arm and the disk A, and a spring oper-

atively connected with the said disk D and the crank-arm and con-

trolling the movements of the disk D upon the disk A, substantially

as set forth „
620,1-49. ACETYLENE-LAMP. JOHK G. A KITCHEN. Manches-

ter. England, a^lgnor to the Manchester Cycle Components Company,

Limited, same place. Filed Dec. 22, 1897. Se.lal Na 663,407. (No

model)

Clidm-.— 1, A motor comprising an oscillating cylinder mounted

upon a suitable frame, a compressor mounted upon and carried by

the said cylinder, tbe piston in tbe compressor being connect-ed with

a piston in the cylinder so as to operate when the cylinder oscillates,

and means connecting the ends of the cylinder with the ends of the

compressor, whereby operating charges may be compressed and

forced into the cylicder, substantially as described,

Claim.—A vehicrts acetylene-lamp consisting of the combination
of a lower liquid-containing compartment, an upper compartment,
attachable and detachable therefrom, and communicating by means
of a wick-tube with the lower compartment, the upper compartnient
having at its upper end a hinged lid and catch therefor, a loosely-

fitting carbid-containing vessel within the upper compartment and
provided with a longitudiVial groove on one aide thereof, in the groove
there being located a rack, a pinion gearing with the rack and oper-

ative from the outside of said upper compartment, a dovetailed-ehaped

exit-tube for the gas passing from the upper part of the upper com-
partment downward along the apper compartment to a gas-burner
socket'/, a hood having a dovetailed groove slidable upon said dove-

tailed tube, and a packing surrounding the shaft d^ which holds the

pinion and passes from the same to the outside of said upper com-
partment, substantially as and for the purpose described.
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6S"0,llO, vehicle-Lamp. Jobn w. eisenbutb, Mew Vom n y
Filed Jaa 6, 1898 Serial No 665,721. (No model)

^
'^Sfifum TrialT^^iM^™

K. CBO^ Boston, Maa^ FUed
, « !j o , a 6 6 . PEDAL Julius wod.su. New 'ort H. Y. FuedAug, 16.1897. Serial NaM8.46L (No model) Jan. 27, 1898. Serial No. 668,150. (No model)

/ V'l'H'l"

daou.— l. In a lamp for veliiclea. the combination oT a socket
permanentlv secured io the said vehicle, the said socket forming abo
sn oil-receptacle, a casing- or chimney secured in the said socket by
OJoane of catches and provided with a burner, and means upon the
said socket for supporting the handle-bars, substantially as described630.156. ADJUSTING MECHANISM FOR BICYCLES Hahey

W. Lloyd, WllllaniBport, Pa. FUtd Aug. 7. 1897. Serial No 647436No model) '

Claim.—In a bicycle, the combination with the rear fork 5 formed
with an offeet, the auxiliary fork 7 having a reversely-formed offset

and secured at its front end to said rear fork and having its rear end
removably fixed to tUe rear axle, the parallel clamps 8 and 9 secured

to Baid forks 5 and 7, the externally-threaded counter-shaft 12 fixed

in said clamps, the cone-bearing sleeves 13 13 and jam-nuts 14 14, ad-

justably secured on said counter-shaft, the T-shaped bearing-ring 15

encompassing said cones and the beariiig-balls 17 arranged interme-

diate said cones and ring and on opposite sides of the ring-rib 16,

the spider 18 encompassing said ring, the parallel washers 19 19 fixed

to said spider and encompassing said bearing-sleeves, substantially as

shown and described,

6 3 , 4. 5 9 . BICYeLE. Johah F. Koeelbr. Chicago, m. FUed
June 18, 1898. Serial No. 683,883. (No modeL)

C/iim.— ]. A bicycle-seat conBieting of two portions, each of
which is composed of a spiral of wp-e One end of which spiral is se-
cured to the po.-!t or frame of the bicycle and entirely supports said
portion and the other end of which terminates at the center of the
portion and is detached and free to move, and the supporting end of
said spiral being located below said coils and with sufficient space
above it to allow a fre^ movement of all the coils in response to the
motions of the body, substantially as described

630,432. BICYCLE SEAT-POST. LYkAiiE.CRABDALL, flewYorK,

N. Y., assignor to the Watson Automatic Seat Post Company, Bame

place. Filed Nov. 28, 1898. Senal No. 697,654. (NomodeL^

Claim.— 1
.
In a bicycle-pedal, the combination ofclamps provided

with slotted rods for actuating the same and a movable tread, pro-
vided with cam-faces for engaging the slots of the operating-rods of
the clamps.

630,253. PNEUMATIC TIRE AND RIM FOR CYCLE OR OTHER

;

WHEELS. Edwaed E. Preston and Charles E. Sibsob, Leicester,

England. FUed Mar. 17, 1898. Serial No. 674,263. (No model)

Claim.— 1. The combination with the rear forked or slotted end
of a bicycle-frame, of the rear-wheel axle or spindle adjustable within
said frame fork or slot, and provided at each end with an arm con-
nected with the frame by a slot and laterally-projecting bearing or
pin, whereby the turoiog of the axle will produce a backward or for-
ward movement of the same within the slota of the frame, substan-
tially as described.

630,3 90. COMPOUND ORDETACHABLE GEAR FOR BICYCLES.
JoaHT.WBLLs,PatereoD,N.J, PUed Feb. 28, 1898. Serial No. 671,971

(No model)

Cl'itm.— l. As an improvement iu bicycle-frames, the hereiu-
dcscribed telescoping hinge for the convertible upper bar. consisting
of the tubular section 7, having an upwardly-extending ear carrying
rivets or journals; slotted ears secured to the post 4 designed. to co°
operate with said journ.ils; a tubular convertible bar designed to
receive said tubular sei-tiou 7 and suitable means for detachably hold-
ing the opposite eud of said convertible bar iu difierent positions, a?,

and for the purpose set forth.

Claim.— Iu a bicycle seat-post comprising members having op-

positely-inclined inner edges, the combination of the perforated beads

of the seat-post membei-s, with the seat-supporting lever having par-

allel plates through which are formed perforations from side to aide

disposed io the form of an isosceles triangle, one of said perforation*"

being near the end of said plates while the other two are in the same
vertical plane when the bar is in a- horizontal disposition, and the

pins passed through the perforations in said plates and members and

whereby one of said members is pivoted to said plates when the

other member is loosely connected between such plates, substantially

as set forth

630,115. BICYCLE ATTACHMENT Frederick i Fisher, Prov

incetown, Mass. assignor, by direct and mesne assignments, of three

fourths to William B. Bangs. John D- Adams, and Henry A. Wippich,

same place. Filed Nov. 20, 1837. Serial No. 659.313. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a bicycle, the combination with the handle-bars,

of a cyclometer carried thereby, an operating-shaft therefor extend-

ing througli the stem of the handle-bars and the tube of the front

forks and having a star-wheel on its lower end, a clamp secured to

the front forks and having a stop and pivotal pin, an operating-lever

pivotally mounted intermediate its ends upon said pin and carrying

a dog at its upper end which engages the star-wheel, a spring coiled

aboQt said pivotal pin and engaging the opera tiug-1 ever, and a striker

carried by the wbeel for en^a^ng the lower end of the lever si b-

rtantinllv as set forth.

Claim.—- 1. A pneumatic tire and rim comprising a cover and tts

lining, right-angled angular concaved-faced bands enveloped withfa

the edges of the lining of the cover, and engage with corresponding^

angular-shaped headings formed within the ritn npon the inflation

and expansion of the air-tube placed within the cover; achannel
formed in the bottom of the rim to enable one of the right-angled

angular concaved-faced bands to be pushed oGf its seating upon the

deflation of the air-tube to immediately release the same, a stiffened

flap to prevent the air-tube from pinch, all substantially as described.

6 3 0,314. VALVE FOR PNEUMATIC TIKES. ERiresT P. L
Haedy. Liverpool England. Filed Mar. 14, 1898. Serial No. 673.730,

(No model)

Claim.— 1. Inaninflating-valvefor pneumatic cushions and tires,

the combination with a rigid tube fixed air-tight in the cushion or

tire, of another rigid tube screwed into the first named in an air-tight

manner, this last-named, inner tube having at its middle a valve-seat

with a restricted passage through it, the opening at the outer end of

said passage being at one side of the axis of the tube, an elastic b.all-

valve adapted to close the inner end ofsaid passage by pneumatic pres-

sure, and a guard to prevent the escape of said ball, substantially as

set forth.

6 3 0,361. COIN-FREED HOLDER OR STAND FOR CYCLES
Altred C. RiOE, London, England. Filed Mar. 16. 1898. Serial Na
674.031. (No model)

i?
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Claim.— J. In a coin-controlled mechanism, a door retained by

said coin-operated mechanism, a sliding bar for engaging and holding

a cycle, meaus operated from the interior of the apparatus for lock-

ing eaid sliding bar io its innard position, and means for relea-sing

said cycle-holding bar from the exterior through the intervention of

a slotted or perforated ticket or plate, substantially as set forth.
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Keenan Appoints Committees.

Pittsburg, Pa., March 10.—President Keenan

to-day announced the reappointment of Otto

Dorner, of Milwaukee, Wis., as chairman of

the L. A. W. committee on highway improve-

ment. The other members of the committee

are H. B. Worrell, Philadelphia; A. B. Choate,

Minneapolis; Dixie Hines, New York; G.

Richmond Parsons, Providence; D. B. Luten,

Lafayette, Ind. ; Clarence W. Small, Portland,

Me. The appointment of F. R. Van Valken-

burg, chief consul of Wisconsin, and Her-

bert W. Knight, of Newark, N. J., completes

the committee on rights and privileges. The
committee on rules and regulations is entirely

from the West, and consists of D. J. O'Brien,

of Omaha; Douglas W. Robert, of St. Louis,

and Charles W. Lloyd, of Detroit.

'President Keenan, First Vice-President

Foltz, Second Vice-President Kingsbury, Sec-

retary Bassett, Treasurer Tattersall, Sterling

Elliott and Isaac B. Potter met in New York
on Monday. It was decided to place Paul I."

Aldrich, of Boston, in charge of the new tour-

ing department. The rumored salary is $2,-

000. G. E. Stackhouse, cycling editor of the

"Tribune," is appointed New York member
of the Racing Board. It is said Chairman

Gerlach will open headquarters in New York,

so as to more closely watch the enemy, the

N. C. A.

May Interest Potter, et al.

I. B. Potter frankly admits that he is trying

for a position as highway commissioner in

New York state. He believes that the state

engineer, being subject to political influence,

should be relieved of highway supervision. It

is said that a new^ bill, on the lines of the one

attempted some time ago but with smaller

salary features, is to be introduced in New
York's legislature, providing for three high-

way commissioners. Messrs. Potter, Bull and

an unnamed third person are said to be "will-

in'." The rumored salary per man is $3,000.

Kipling as a Cyclist.

A man familiar with Rudyard Kipling tells

how he Tode a wheel and otherwise disported

himself out-of-doors, when he lived in Brattle-

boro, Vt. His mornings were given up to

literary work. The later hours of the day

were devoted to exercise—including a daily

excursion to the post-office—and to recrea-

tions which show him to be thoroughly in love

with life, notwithstanding the inexorable fa-

talism of some of his tales. His aversion to

horses disinclining him for driving, he at first

walked much over the surrounding hills and

through all the near country-side; later he pre-

ferred bicycling, and was often met in the rural

roads and lanes mounted upon his wheel, and

not infrequently accompanied by his wife. In

these afternoon excursions his short, sturdy,

broad-shouldered figure was usually clad in a

plain suit of gray, his round, swarthy face was

shaded by a broad-brimmed soft hat, his gray-

blue eyes always looked through glasses worn
to correct astigmatism; he rode rapidly and

well, and had a ready salutation for every

passing acquaintance. Occasionally he found

recreation in cultivating his garden or, in win-

ter, shoveling aside the newly fallen snow, in

going abroad upon snowshoes, or gleefu'ly

coasting over the glittering crust upon his

own hillside.

Always and Ever Energetic.

Since Frank T. Fowler was elected to the

presidency of the Illinois Cycling Club, he

has taken up the lines and is handling club

matters in the same energetic way he man-
ages all his business enterprises. Mr. Fow-
ler's great endeavor is to keep the club from

drifting into a social organization. The Illi-

nois Cycling Club now numbers exactly ll'i

active members, and is the largest exclusively

cycling club in the country. 'Mr. Fowler

wishes to keep it so, and his latest effort is a

gigantic raffle, the proceeds to be devoted to

new cycling features in the club. This will

probably be the largest raffle held in any cy-

cling club in this country. A total of 148

prizes are offered, headed by a Crown piano,

valued at $450. Mr. Fowler has so far per-

sonally sold over 400 tickets at 50 cents each.

Chicago's Road Race, Etc.

It has been decided by the Associated Cy-

cling Clubs of Chicago to hold a Decoration

Day road race, to effect amalgamation with

the Cook County Cyclists' Association and

the Northwest Cyclists' Association, and in-

dorse President William C. Malley for city

attorney. Malley was president of the Cook
County Cyclists' Association, in one sense a

rival of the Associated Cycling Clubs, and has

literally hammered his way to the presidency

of the whole outfit.

Santiago Cycle Clnb Coming.

There is some talk about establishing a bicy-

cle club in Santiago, Cuba, there being more

than 100 wheels there and the number being

added to on the arrival of every mail steam-

ship, and now that there are many miles of

good roads in and around the city there is

no reason such a club should not be a success.

There are good roads now to San Juan Hill,

EI Caney, and in the near future it will extend

to Las Guasimas and Siboney.

Philadelphia's Associated Clubs.

There is a balance in the treasury of Phila-

delphia's Associated Cycling Clubs of $1,776.

with no liabilities. At a recent meeting the

following officers were elected: President.

Thomas H. Hare; vice-president, Madison

Rush; treasurer, J. L. Carson; secretary, Jos-

eph Estoclet; executive committee, William

Friedgeii, Jr., J. D. Bicknell, J. H. McGrath.

Some Few "Ifs."

If all the asphalt pavements in Greater

New York could be combined into one what

a large and commodious asphalt pavement

that would be. And if all the bicycles in

Greater New York could be at once trans-

formed into a single one, what a good-sized

bicycle they would make. Also, if all the

riders in Greater New York could at the

same time be fused into a single one, what a

gigantic and powerful rider he would be.

Moreover, if this gigantic and powerful rider

should scorch along the beforeraenlioned large

and commodious asphalt pavement, upon this

good-sized bicycle and should inadvertently

run into an ordinary-sized and insignificant

yellow dog, what a frightful smash-up would
ensue.

Cement Track for Havana.

The well-known track at Belleair, near
Tampa, Fla., was built by President Plant of

the well-known Plant system of railways and
steamships. Mr. Plant is interested in Ha-
vana property and his New York agent is

looking up track architects for the purpose
of getting estimates on a cement track in the

Cuban capital.

Over Two Hundred Applications.

Megargel & Harrison, publishers of "Side-
paths," Rochester's local cycling publication,

recently advertised for a rider to make the

trip from New York to San Francisco. They
received over two hundred applications for the
trip, plainly showing that touring as not so
much a thing of the past as some wheelmen
think.

They Carried the Furniture.

People in the vicinity of Stone avenue, Ful-
ton street and Highland boulevard, in Brook-
lyn, were much surprised the other day to see

a number of men carrying furniture. This
was the method employed by the members of

the Waverley Bicycle Club to transfer their

goods from their old to their new clubhouse.

Gimm Probably Not Drugged.

On February 20 it was rumored in San
Francisco that Louis Gimm, of Pittsburg,

rider in the six-day race, had been drugged.
He was in a condition of great collapse. It

however proved to be probably untrue, and
two days later he was resting easily, with

every indication of an early recovery.

The Coney Island Cycle Path.

It is found that race horses, beer wagons
and other "deleterious substances" have been
playing hock with the cycle path from Brook-
lyn to Coney Island. One 'bicycle policeman

admits that the path has not been patroled

for over three weeks. New York's chief of

police is looking into the matter.

Massachusetts' Small Surplus.

At the Massachusetts Division meeting,

March 9, it was found that the profits on the

midwinter meet were $45 and the balance in

the treasury $316. The attendance at the

meeting was good. In 181 cities and towns
133 local consuls have been appointed, 92 of

them having been reappointed.

The Western Crowd Broken tJp.

Elkes, Michael and Gibson having forsaken

the aggregation of racing men in the West,

the enterprise, financially unsuccessful any-

way, came to an end in San Jose. The pacing

outfit of five quints, and Fournier, with his in-

fernal machines, were shipped back East.

Will Get Their Money Back.

Two years ago a number of Chicago cyclists

paid licenses under a wheel tax ordinance

which was afterward declared unconstitutional.

The tax was seventy-five cents on bicycles

and on other vehicles from one to two dollars.

The amounts paid are to be refunded.
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What Kind of Tandem?

To the Editor of The Wheel: The subject

which Mr. Darnier asks advice about, relative

to tandems, is one which I have given consid-

erable thought, resulting in my conclusions

being as follows:

He will get far more satisfaction vi^ith a

double-steerer.

On a single-steerer the whole responsibility

rests on one rider. A woman is wholly in-

capable of assuming so great a responsibility,

because she is not strong enough; she is

likely to get bewildered on a tight pinch; her

partner cannot help her when she gets tired,

as he can on the double steerer; she cannot

take one hand oil the bar to use her hand-

kerchief; vvfomen are subject to spells of feel-

ing faint when tired, and there is no telling

what may happen should one of these come on

at an inopportune time.

The man should always ride on the rear

seat where he can instantly dismount and hold

back the machine in case of a sudden ob-

struction, or in case the wheel should get

away from them going down a hill with no

telling what may be in the way at the foot of

it, or on occasions where there is no room to

pass. A woman on the rear seat in attempting

to get off in a hurry is likely to have her dress

caught on the saddle and get badly hurt. A
man on the front seat, if he finds the wheel

getting away from him going down a hill, and

an obstruction in the road, cannot get off and

he will be helpless to protect himself or her.

He could dismount if he was on the rear seat

and slide with the machine till it stopped, thus

avoiding a bad accident.

A double-steering machine can be ridden

as fast as any man and woman care to go;

she can change her position from time to

time, which is a great help on long trips; he

can steady the wheel while she uses her hand-

kerchief; she has an unobstructed view at all

times, there being, no necessity for changing

seats; they will understand each other on the

steering question in a very short time, and he

ds not likely to overhear so many vmkind re-

marks from onlookers. W. R. R.

Short Sprints.

The South Side Cycling Club, of Chicago,

has been absorbed by the Chicago Cycling

Club, which retains its comfortable quarters

in the solid, old-fashioned mansion on Michi-

gan boulevard.

In Chicago indoor baseball was formerly

the winter amusement of cycling clubs. Of
late years bowling has been the principal pas-

time. The Illinois Cycle Club has a first-class

team.

Horace B. Hills, Jr., the well-known Provi-

dence rider and formerly champion of Rhode
Island, has gone to Paris, to be gone perhaps

three years. He will do racing in France.

A patent celluloid wind-shield is to te tried

on some of the Dunlop Company's new motor
pacing machines this season. The shield will

take an entirely new form.

The Massachusetts local organization com-
mittee will meet in Boston, April 19, to or-

ganize active local L. A. W. work in a number
of cities and towns.

Ernest A. Moross, of Detroit, and Worth
Cummings, of Springfield, O., intend to begin

a trip around the world June 1, following the

Mcllrath route.

Charles W. Mears, of Cleveland, will be L.

A. W. representative at the meeting of the

International Cyclists' Union, in Montreal,

next August.

Owen Kimball, who lives in Louisville, has

invited Bald, Gardiner, McFarland, Stevens

and Kiser to visit him and train at Fountain

Ferry track.

Since the introduction of pneumatic rub-

ber tires on the London cabs many of the cab

horses wear large Swiss cowbells on their

necks.

The Massachusetts Division has appropri-

ated $500 for the expenses of the regular

spring meet. No date has been decided.

The Associated Cycling Clubs, of Rochester,

N. Y., are no longer organized. The failure

of last year's big race meet is the cause.

It is asserted that the Charles River track

in Boston will remain loyal to the L. A. W.
instead of going into the N. C. A.

Verheyen, the excitable Frenchman who
failed as a racing man in this country, has

founded a pacing sc'hool in Paris.

Newby Oval, at Indianapolis, will stand by
the L. A. W. and none but sanctioned race

meets will be held there.

The membership of the Associated Cycling

Clubs, of Boston, has decreased from twenty-

four to fourteen clubs.

Teddy Edwards will on March 25 return to

Liverpool, where his mother is ill. Eventually

he will come back.

On March 1 the St. Louis Cycling Club

gave up its clubhouse, which means its prac-

tical disbandment.

Some interesting racing has occuri-ed at

Houston, Tex., under the management of Jack
Prince.

Jimmy Michael is at Gravesend, L. I., ex-

ercising Dwyer's two-year-old horses.

The Heinemann side-path bill has passed

the Michigan House.

Cow's show a marked liking for cycle paths.

Flavell'B Sea View Hotel, Sea ClJir, Jj. I.

ROAD MAP
(I, ^ fj>J FEBRUARY 21 V^

1895

"'""'inK>"mv^\.-

GOOD etOADS • FAIR ROADS Members making trips lo the bke
will be required lo sign checks

An Odd Menu Card.

The cycling members of the New York Athletic Club have an annual banquet. A fea-

ture of this year's dinner was a menu card prepared in the form of a map. The idea was

that of Louis H. Orr, vice-president of the club and a member of the bicycle com-

mittee.
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Peoria Solid Rubber
....Vehicle Tires

Are Not Held On by Wires,

and consequently possess many advantages over
all competitors.

Send for Special Catalo^^ue Gontaining
full Information.

Peoria Rubber & Mfg. Co _„.,,
PEORIA, ILLm U. S. a. Easily Applied to Old Vehicles.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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OF INTEREST TO BUYERS.

On the War Path.

A notable sign of the times, of the concen-

tration necessary to do big business and do it

properly, is the recent move of the Lenape
Cycle Works, of Doylcstown, Pa., in estab-

lishing their sales headquarters in New York
city. The Lenape people have attended st-ictly

to business, have made good bicycles, and

have prospered from doing so. Theirs has

not been a mushrooniish or balloonish growth,

but rather a steady, conservative progress to

the front. They have been content to grow
surely and safely, and in doing this their pro-

gramme has omitted many of l?he things which
in the past were thought to ear-mark the fu-

ture great. In the four years of their exist-

ence the Lenape people have increased their

business ten-fold, and now they feel they can

safely make a New York splurge. They realize

the necessity of locating their business head-

quarters where they can keep in close touch

with Lenape agents, where they will be ac-

cessible to friends from all over the country,

where they can best direct their selling force,

and lastly, and perhaps yet more importantly,

where they can get the direct ear of the four

million possible buyers who inha'bit the met-

ropolitan city and its tributaries.

Having decided to make this important

change in their business, it was, of course, de-

cided the innovation should be high-class, and

that decision has been carried out. The en-

tire lower floor of 7 and 9 Warren street has

been leased and the Lenape Company are al-

ready ensconced there. The quarters are

roomy, well-lighted and almost palatial. The
location, in the very heart of the cycle dis-

trict, and being only a few doors from Broad-

way, could not be better. Electric lights and

all the proper high-class fittings are employed
to attract and make complete the new head-

quarters. The Lenape line consists of a chain-

less (Sager gear) at $75, a 30-inch wheel at

.?50, and a 28-inch one at $45. There is also

a cheaper 28-incher at $40. One of the Len-

ape's specialties is the furnishing of really

startling combinations of enamels, practically

tending to the furnishing a buyer precisely

what he desires in the color line. L. K. Ten-
ney, who has been sales-manager of the Len-
ape product since the beginning, has charge

of the new branch, and will conduct all sales

from the New York headquarters.

Catching the "Voters.

The retail dealers in Cleveland are operating

some very successful schemes to induce riders

to visit their stores. One of the cleverest has

just been announced by the retail department
of the Lozier people. The coming municipal

election is attracting more attention with the

general public than any other election in the

history of the city and is one of particular im-

portance to wheelmen, since they have several

privileges at stake. Taking advantage of this

interest, the Loziers have announced a vot-

ing contest as to what majority will be re-

ceived by the successful candidate for mayor.

Wheelmen are allowed to vote once each day
during the entire month, if they desire to do
so, tut all votes must be in the handwriting

of the voter, and no votes will be received by

mail; hence every contestant must -visit the

Cleveland store in order to compete. The vot-

ing booth is located at the rear of the store,

consequently every visitor must pass a long

line of wheels and accommodating salesmen

before he can cast his ballot. An explanation

of this scheme has appeared in all the daily

papers and at present votes are being cast at

the rate of five hundred per day. Of course,

there will be hundreds of duplicates, but there

are certain to be thousands of voters, and in-

cidentally the enterprising firm will have the

names and addresses of several thousand

riders. The successful voter will receive a

wheel, and considering the amount of public-

ity the Lozier people have received, the ma-
chine will be paid for many times over before

the end of the month.

Early, I,ively and Increased Business.

George A. Crane, Racine, Wis., has the

agency for the Sterling, Trinity and Andrae;

surely a good enough trinity of wheels for

one agent to handle. Mr. Crane reports a

lively and an early business, telling a Wheel
representative that his January business was
ahead of any similar month in all the other

years he has been in business. Mr. Crane car-

ries a complete stock of sporting goods, as

well as other ready selling articles.

One of the Busiest.

The factory of Northway & Kingsbury,

manufacturers of Northking cycles, is among
the busiest factories in Rochester and North-

kings are becoming more and more popular

with the local riders. A number of out-of-

town agents have been appointed and all in-

dications are that a prosperous season is in

store for this firm.

Have Added Sundries.

The Sidney B. Roby Company, a long es-

tablished carriage-fitting house in Rochester,

have this year added a complete line of cycle

fittings and sundries. They have issued a

handsome catalogue telling all about the

things they handle, which catalogue will be

sent to any address upon receipt of a request

for it.

Chalnless Gears in Demand.

The BuUis, the Spinroller and the Sager

gear makers in Rochester are all working
overtime getting out gears in quantity enough

to meet the big demand for them. A number
of enthusiastic wheelmen have suggested that

the name of Rochester be changed from the

Flower city to the Chainless Gear city.

Rolling Right Along.

Jno.R.Keim, successor to the Spaulding Ma-
chine Screw Co., is doing a very satisfactory

business. Mr. Lee, the manager, was Cha-les

C. Candy's right bower when he was con-

nected with the old concern. The plant has

taken on a new lease of life through the efiforts

of its new managers.

After the Ball.

The Grant Ball Co., Cleveland, are making
some extensive improvements to their fac-

tory, having added a number of automatics for

turning ball-blanks, along with drop-hammers
and Jarge grinding-machines for the produc-

tion of large-size balls. The Grant Company
are making a specialty of large-size balls and

have acquired a reputation for these goods all

over the country. Many manufacturers of

heavy machinery, turn-tables and bridge-work

are now purchasing these balls and the Grant

Company in consequence are building up a

very handsome business in them as a specialty.

In a conversation with a Wheel representa-

tive the other day Mr. R. H. Grant, president

of the company, mentioned an article pub-

lished recently, recalling the days when steel

balls sold at twelve cents each to manufactur-

'ers. Said he: "This seems a very high figure

compared with the prices we get for balls to-

day, but it would surprise many people, even

in the trade, to know the prices we are still

obliged to ask for balls of the larger sizes. We
recently received an order from a large bridge

manufacturer for a number of eight-inch balls,

and what do you suppose was the figure

quoted him?" The newspaper man hesitated

and then replied "Possibly, $1 each." "Guess

again," was the reply. "I wrote the bridge

man that if he wanted any eight-inch balls

they would cost him $35 for each and every

one." Without waiting for the scribe to re-

cover from his astonishment, Mr. Grant con-

tinued: "We are thinking of producing some
twelve-inch balls as an experiment and we
figure they will be worth in the neighborhood

of $100 each for the perfect article."

Asked for an explanation of these high

prices, Mr. Grant said: "In the first place the

forgings are very expensive. They must be

made of the very best quality of stock, and if

they develop water-cracks they are, of course,

useless. The tempering and hardening present

the greatest difficulty in the production of

large balls. The diameter is so great that it

is almost impossible to secure for them a uni-

form hardness without cracking. It is a loiig,

expensive process and the percentage of per-

fect balls in this operation is comparatively

small. The process of grinding is also very

expensive. Special machinery is required and

it is difficult tQ secure accurate work. Fre-

quently, after grinding, the balls develop small

cracks and pit marks and are, of course, use-

less for practical purposes. For heavy work
the ball must be just right, neither too hard

nor too soft, or it will not wear."

Mr. Grant stated that the demand for the

extremely large balls is very limited, but they

are being used to advantage in a number of

places where a year or so ago they were un-

known. The Grant Company make balls of

copper, brass and other metals in any desired

sizes.

An Olive Branch.

The Olive wheel branch, 691 Main street,

Buffalo, is in charge of A. W. Scoville, who
has a store which is roomy, well fitted up and

thoroughly in keeping with Olive reputation.

Success Conies E Z

Pratt Bros. & Co., whose Western office is at

115 Lake street, Chicago, are carrying a

splendid line of fittings and general cycle sup-

plies. The E Z saddle, made and sold by

Pratt Bros. & Co., is having a big run and

the trade everywhere having done business

with the Pratt Bros, for years is giving them
generous recognition. The Pratt Bros, are

keen and capable business men who have al-

ways stood well in the trade and out of it.

For catalogue work, try the Wheel Press.
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Mprtam as llie amount yoiiiay.

Have yon ever thought of that ? Fol-

low out the theory and what result do
you get ?

Buy a pair of shoes for $2.50. They
are shoes. You get some wear out of

them (all that you pay for). Are they

comfortable, well turned and sightly ?

Do you have to get them repaired soon ?

Add 40 per cent to that price and buy
another make—what do you get ? As
good a shoe as is made, don't you ? One
that will give you good and long service

without repair ; that is good looking

and suits you.

You've had value received in bath cases, but isn't

the latter the cheaper in the end ?

MR. DEALER, when you select your leading bicycle

for 1899, don't be pennj'-wise. LOOk tO yOUr net

results at the end of the season.

4 NATIONAL RIDER NEVER CHANGES HIS MOUNT.
WHAT DOES THAT MEAN ?

NATIONAL CYCLE MFC. CO.,
Kindly mention The Wheel. BAY CITY, MK

y<^^^•I^•^4^^^4^•^^•^^^i•^4^^H•^^^^^^I"I
^^
I^^^^•^4•^^•^^^4^^^4^4^•^4^•^^^4•4^•!^^^^4•^^^^^2^

THE LIGHT OF ASIA
Should not be confounded with

THE LIGHT OF

MILLER'S LAMPS
Brilliant, Steady, Strong Enough

for any Gale.

TAKE YOUR PICK.

I^liller's

Gas IMajestic.

Everlit Oil Lamp.

Burdick Cyclometer.

Royal Bells.

MILLER'S GOODS
can be relied on because they are MADE RIGHT.

EDWARD MILLER & CO.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

RIERIDEN, COIVN.

Our monthly journal, "Handle-Bar Truth,"

tells the dealer several things he ought to know
about selling handle-bars.

We will send it to you regularly if you
want it.

THE CLAUS HANDLE-BAR MFG. CO.,

Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. A.

..A..

Brake
that

Brakes,
..A..

Coaster
that

Coasts
is the

Trebert Automatic Coaster

AND BRAKE.
The most simple and practical device on the market.

One of the many good things yoti secure with an

OLIVE agency.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

THE OLIVE WHEEL CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Of Interest to Buyers—Continued.

Mr. Garford Talks.

The new American Saddle Co. are now fully

settled in their handsome quarters in the

American Trust Building, Cleveland, and the

details of the management of their several

large factories are rapidly getting into desired

shape. President Garford, when seen by a

Wheel representative, stated that judging

from numerous letters they had received from

important concerns in the trade, the consoli-

dation of interests was a move which meets

with the approval of the majority of bicycle

manufacturers. Said he: "The report that the

bicycle makers are against the consolidation

of saddle interests has no foundation. As
stated before, it is not the intention of this

company to raise the prices on any of our

products; rather we shall cheapen the price,

where it is found possible to do so. It is one

of our chief aims to do away with a number
of saddle types and later on we shall probably

confine ourselves to only about six or seven

different models. Each will be a standard and

this will remove the necessity of manufactur-

ers and dealers being obliged to carry stocks

of the fifty or more different patterns now on

the market. This is a point which will work

a great saving for both manufacturers and

dealers. Heretofore the different saddle con-

cerns have been forced to bring out new
styles and to make changes every season.

The manufacturers and dealers have been

obliged to keep pace with these changes, and

saddles which were good one season were out

of date the next, even though there was no

great improvement, which has been the case

for several years past. Now we propose to

make the best line possible and hold to it.

regardless of season. The bicycle has shown
few^inrportant improvements in the last two

or three years, and I am inclined to think tbe

day is not far distant when the annual 'mode"

will be dispensed with. By concentration of

sales the cost of production will be reduced

and we shall be able to give the manufacturer

a better article for his money."

Mr. Garford stated that no changes of im-

portance would take place until after the close

of the present selling-season, about July 1.

It is now the intention not to close any of

the factories, and for the present the business

will be conducted on very much the same
lines as heretofore, except that sales will now
be made through the general office. Some
idea of the magnitude of the new company
can be gained from the fact that they shipped

nearly 175.000 saddles during the past month.

Four-Year-Old Chainless.

One of the interesting forces in cycle pro-

duction is the Demorest Mfg. Co., of Wil-

liamsport, Pa., a concern equally famous for

good sewing machines and good bicycles. The
Demorests are famous for a safe and econom-
ical product, brought about by ideal manufac-
turing conditions; a factory built for their

own purposes, two lines of production which
jibe so perfectly as to be at all times depended
upon, all combined with a management which
watches every item of uncalled-for expense,

whether in the office, the factory, or on the

road. For nine years have this concern been

making wheels, until to-day they are masters

at the game of economical construction. They
have always made sane and business-like bi-

cycles, and their '99 offerings are no excep-

tions. Chain models at $30, $40 and $50 and

a chainless at $75 are the four members of the

'99 Demorest family. Anent the chainless,

when the palms are awarded for early labor in

that field it is on the cards that the name of De-
morest Company will draw some recognition.

This is the fourth year a chainless model De-
morest has been regularly listed. The com-
pany hold a number of bevel-gear patents, in-

cluded in which are some which they believe

cover the independent adjustments of both the

forward and rear gear mechanisms. • If these

patents are eventually declared to cover the

points the Demorest people have faith that

they do, it will probably eventuate in bringing

the 'Williamsport concern into legal conflict

with more than one important cycle maker.

Handy as Can Be.

You can do many things with a pump; by

the same token there are many things you
cannot do, or, if you can, you do not care to;

pumping tire fluid is

one of the don't-care-

to - dos. Recognizing

this in the alert fashion

which has made them
both famous and rich,

G. W. Cole & Co. have

put their tire fluid up

in neat tubes, which

tubes screw directly to

the valve, thus doing

away with all need for

pumping it into the

tire. That no agent

need plead ignorance

of the convenience and
satisfactory working of

this handy little sun-

dry, the makers, G. W.
Cole & Co., Ill Broad-

way, will send a sam-
ple to all who enclose

10 cents for express

charges with their request for a trial tube.

4 OZ. TUBE.

REDUCED CUT.

A Gilt-Bdged Concern.

J. A. Carter, president and moving spirit of

the Geneva Cycle Co., is one of the most
popular men among those identified with the

cycle trade in this country. Those who call

upon Mr. Carter to transact business are inva-

riably accorded patient attention. Be he buyer

or seller the courtesy extended him undergoes

no change whatsoever. If you were selling

shoestrings, matches or cycle parts Mr. Car-

ter's innate affability never deserts him. Ow-
ing to his shrewd managerial ability, however,

he has succeeded since the very first in pro-

ducing a steady advance in the interests of the

Geneva Cycle Co., having materially increased

the company's output every year since 1895,

and maintained a dividend paying business

when scores of other concerns became bank-
rupt. That this has all been duly appreciated

is best proven by the fact that the Geneva
stock is worth $200 to-day and you cannot

buy a share of it even at those figures. The
output of the Geneva factory this year will

exceed 18,000 wheels, which is just four times

as great as the company's first year's product

was.

Knndtz Captures Them.

A finer, cleaner cut business than that now
being enjoyed by the Kundtz Bending Co., of

Cleveland, would be hard to find in the bicycle

business. Right well have they weathered

the terrific storm of competition from cheaper

goods until to-day there is scarcely a jobber

or manufacturer in the country who does not

use Kundtz rims to a greater or less extent.

The list of manufacturers who use the famous
Kundtz laminated includes a large proportion

of the gilt-edge makers of the country, and
despite the fact this is one of the highest

priced articles of the kind on the market, this

list of Kundtz users is constantly growing
larger. For months past their factory has

been rushed on extra time, and in anticipation

of a still better season later on they are laying

plans to expend about $50,000 in the erection

of a large addition to their factory and the

purchase of new equipment.

The Beebe Catalogue.

A catalogue describing the various models
of bicycles manufactured by the Beebe Mfg.
Co., Racine Junction, Wis., has been issued.

The company say that their output for the

season will be in excess of 25,000 machines

and that they are now ready to supply the job-

ber and retailer with the complete line, from
the cheapest to the best, and including a

thirty-inch model. The catalogue contains

half-tone illustrations and full specifications,

a page being devoted to each model. A spe-

cial machine called the E Z is given a page
and will interest those looking for an unus-

ually easy riding bicycle. Beebe wood rims,

guards, handle-bars and other goods are also

described.

An Interesting Cargo.

The Bean-Chamberlin Mfg. Co., makers

of the Hudson bicycle at Hudson, Mich.,

recently shipped a special car to their Pacific

Coast branch in San Jose, California. A sec-

ond car will be shipped later. The first car

contained nearly 250 bicycles, besides a supply

of sundries. They say their trade on the

Coast is excellent. The wheels in the car

were the Hudson, Lenawee and Noxall, nearly

half of the car being filled with the Hudson
three-crown machine.

The Hall-Shone Catalogue.

The mammoth catalogue issued yearly by

the Hall-Shone Company, of Rochester, is

now in the hands of the printer and will be

ready for distribution in about a week. This

company have taken up the manufacturing of

parts and fittings in addition to the large

line of sundries and cycle specialties always

carried.

Running Night and Day.

F. A. Wilcox, of the India Rubber Co..

Akron, O., is a very busy man. They have

recently doubled their capacity, and are run-

ning night and day, which speaks well and

favorably for the character of goods this en-

terprising concern make.

The general manager of the Lozier factories

at Toledo says the works are going full time.
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Plain Talks

onmum Cycles.

(XIII.) THE SEAT-POST CLUSTER.

Last week we toid you that if you would compare
the Andrae Tandem in the Andrae '95 catalogue

with other '99 tandems you would find the other

'99 tandem a copy in design of the Andrae '95.

Did you make the comparison ?

Several makers are screaming about their new (?)

V-shaped seat-post cluster.

Let us get to comparisons again.

Take a '96 Andrae catalogue and a '99 catalogue of

the other make, turn to seat-post clusters and
you will find that

THE OTHER '99 NEW (?) SEAT-POST CLUSTER
WAS AN ANDRAE FEATURE 'WAY BACK IN '96.

We have had three years to improve our seat-post

cluster.

It's a new thing with others.

And still the other maker asks as much for his '96

featured wheel as we ask for the Andrae.

Write for our paper, "The Andrae Agent."

c7cie? JULIUS ANDRAE & SONS CO.,
Never
Disappoint.

Milwaukee. wis..u.s. a.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

I The Hollenbeck

Rawhide Saddle
is the LICnTEST, HANDSOMEST

and most COMrORTABLE Bi-

cycle Saddle in existence.

No wood or steel base covered

with leather to hurt or chafe

you, but, instead, one sheet

of molded rawhide, sus-

pended on a skeleton frame,

which is Flexible and Con-

formable to the, rider, and

no stitching or rivets to wear

the clothes.

30 HIGH-CLASS WHEEL MAKERS USE THEM.

Booklet free for the asking.

HOLLENBECK SADDLE COMPANY,
SYRACUSE, N. Y.
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DISTRIBUTORS, NEW YORK.CITY—Hartley & Graham, Schoverling,

Daly and Gales, A. M. Scheflfey & Co., N. Y, Sporting Goods Co., C. Murray
Rice Co., C. B. Barker & Co., John S. Leng's Son & Co., Peter A. Frasse &

5! Co., The Wilson Co.
yV Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Put up for Wheelmen
IN FLEXIBLE TUBES, PERFUMED.

KREMONIA.
The only ammonia preparation.
Harmless to the skin and all fabrics.

Excellent for cleaning hands after fixing oily

wheels. Will remove grease spots from cloth-
ing instantly. Refreshing to bathe the face with
when beside any spring or brook when touring.

Soothing to the skin, making it soft, white
and smooth.

Removes odor of perspiration instantly.

When fatigued, invigorating to smell.

For sale by all druggists, etc.,

or by mail on receipt of 15c.

MANUFACTURED ONI.T BF

ZUCKER & LEVETT & LOEB CO.,

52f West 25th Street,

NEW YORK CITY.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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I "ATMDgof Beautyis a Joy Forever"

% A PERfECT LAMP is a jewel without price and a

I comfort forever and the day after.

i

I

y

IS THE PEER OF ALL OTHERS
Order a sample and you will handle no other lamp.

The Frank E. Bundy Lamp Co.,

Z Elmira, N. Y., IJ. S. A.

t Also Manufacturers of the McElroy Automatic Coaster and Bralte.

V Kindly mention The Wheel.
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In the Nick of Time.

"The Wheel, eh? Well, I have been want-

ing to shake hands with a representative of

your paper for several weeks, for I feel under

great obligations to you." This was the

cheery greeting received by a Wheel man
who had the pleasure of meeting James E.

Plew, the well-known Chicago cycle material

dealer, at Cleveland the other day. "Yes,"

continued Mr. Plew, "I have always been a

reader of The Wheel and in the future I pro-

pose to read it, if possible, more thor-

oughly. If you won't tell anyone, I will ex-

plain this by saying that I was among the

numerous foolish ones who were caught in

that New York 'Ferro' swindling game. Sev-

eral weeks ago I received an order for 850 of

my best saddles from Mr. 'Ferro,' giving long

jobbing price without mentioning terms. Of
course, I looked him up, and finding an ex-

cellent rating I let the order go through. By
good fortune the saddles were delayed a day
or two in shipment. In the meantime I re-

ceived the copy of The Wheel which con-

tained the information that a swindling game
was in operation and describing the method of

carrying out the scheme. No names were
mentioned, but I 'caught on' in a second, and
as the goods had gone by freight, I wired to

New York instructing the company not to de-

liver them. It was a close call, as the railroad

people were on the point of delivering them. I

hardly see how your paper got wind of the

game so soon, but, at any rate, it was a very
creditable piece of journalism and you deserve

the thanks of the entire trade for promptly
exposing Mr. 'Ferro.' I dare say there were
a number of other concerns who might have
been caught in the same way. The Wheel
suits me because it contains plenty of bright,

interesting reading matter of value to every

one in the trade, while at the same time it

does not attempt to wade into weighty mat-
ters of business principles and shop practice;

matters which can only be determined by
years of actual experience and practice."

Sunshine of late seems to have followed

every business cloud experience of Mr. Plew.
The recent fire which destroyed the Linde
block at Chicago demolished the factory of

Tugwell Brothers, who make Mr. Plew's hubs,

and as a result he -was fearful of loosing his

entire season's business in this product. After

searching the country over for a satisfactory

duplicate of his hub, he found exactly what
he wanted at a well-known Cleveland factory,

the concern in question having a large sup-
ply on hand, hence Mr. Plew will lose very
much less by the fire than he had expected.

New Post Radial Drill.

The S. M. York Company, Cleveland, are
introducing a new post radial drill es-

pecially adapted for work in cycle factories.

The general appearance and construction of

the machine will he seen in their advertise-

ment on another page of this issue. It is es-

pecially adapted for pinning frames or for any
work requiring several small holes at one set-

ting. It is split at both joints, which allows
it to swing to any desired position, or either

or both joints can be clamped stationary if

desired. It is of rigid design and all the parts

subject to wear are bushed with phosphor

bronze, making it very serviceable. The up-

right shaft is 1 7-16 diameter and is of sufficient

length to admit of being driven with main

shaft and with a 2-inch belt. The cones are

two-speed and carry a IJ-inch belt. The
spindle feed is 3 inches. It drills a |-inch hole

to centre of a 96-inch circle. The total weight

of the machine is 226 pounds. Prices and fur-

ther specifications will be sent on application.

Still Growing Greater.

The American Dunlop Tire Co., who have

not been quartered a very great while in their

present home at Belleville, N. J., already find

their factory incapable of taking proper care

of their rapidly growing business and a'"e

about to make some additions to their plant,

which will increase its capacity considerably.

Figures show the company that the American

Dunlop business of last year was just fifty per

cent greater than that of the preceding season,

and from present indications it would appear

to them that '99 sales will show an even

greater percentage of increase over last year.

Meeting the Denrand.

Possessed of youth and one of the largest

plants of its kind in the country, still tlie

National Cement & Rubber Mfg. Co., of

Toledo, O., have been obliged to triple their

capacity, and have just completed all necessary

arrangements for doing so, in the way of

additional machinery, etc. Since March 10

this company have been prepared to fill and

ship all orders for goods on the day the orders

are received. The absorption by this company
of the Red Cross business has materially in-

creased their patronage.

Beyond His B^^pectations.

H. B. Ingraham, of the John H. Graham
Company, recently returned to Chicago f'-om

an extended trip throughout the West and

Northwest, taking in Kansas City, Omaha,
Sioux City, Minneapolis and other large cen-

tres. He reports that despite the cold weather

business has improved wonderfully in the sec-

tion of the country he has been over and he

has closed contracts away beyond his expec-

tation for the New Departure bell and other

sundries he handles.

To Protect Chainless Prices.

A notice has been issued by the Sager Gear

Company, manufacturers of the well-known

Sager chainless gear, that there has come to

their attention a tendency to cut prices on bi-

cycles fitted with their gear. They notify all

concerned that they will enforce rigid adher-

ence to their contracts with those who pur-

chase this gear, and that machines fitted with

it shall not be sold at a lower figure than $75.

Bought Bay State Plant.

The K. & C. Mfg. Co., manufacturers of K.
& C. lock-joint wood rims, at Ayer, Mass.,

have bought the plant formerly owned by the

Bay State Wood Rim Co.

I.

2.

3.

Held in the rim by inflation.

Easy to manipulate.

Perfectly flexible when off the

rim — no stiff, unyielding wires.

Will not creep nor roll on the

rim
;
yet will not split the rim.

When you pump up, the woven or

netted wire band grips the rim. To

take tire off the rim, let out air, push

the tire to one side in just the right

way (very simple) and it is off. It

fits the ordinary rim.

^?* (,?• t^*

That is the story of the Scott-Rogers

pneumatic tire.

You know about the Straus tires,

guaranteed and unguaranteed.

(^* ((?• ^*

You also know about our Snap-on

pedal rubbers, the Straus curved plug,

and our dozen or more other rapid-

firing, rapid-selling rubber specialties.

t,?* ti?* fe?*

Or, if you don't, you ought to.

STRAUS TIRE CO.,

J 27 Doane St., New York.

Kindly mention The WheeL
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Many Rlchmonds In tlie Field.

The Henley Bicycle & Roller Skate Works,

of Richmond, Ind. offer for the coming season

an option given of a fixed bar. Recognizing

a decided demand this season for square fork-

crowns, the Henley people have brought out

a very desirable pattern of one drop-foTged,

but they give an option on arched crowns.

The entire Henley line have detachable sprock-

ets.

MODEL 122, MEN'S ROADSTER, $50.

11 models, six of which are here illustrated.

The illustrations show only six out of the

MODEL 133, MEN'S ROADSTER, ?50.

ten new '99 models which appear in the Hen-

ley catalogue, which with all the company's

MODEL 143, MEN'S ROADSTER, $45.

other models, including diamond, combination

and racing tandems, form a most complete and

MODEL 152, LADIES' HENLEY, $50.

desirable line of wheels, most of which are on

new lines, while all of them are of the very

For Patriots' Time Telling.

Jokesmiths and knockabout "artists" have

done much to bring disrepute upon that pa-

triotic slogan, "Remember the Maine!" De-

spite this, however, there are millions of good
Americans who do remember the lost vessel

and her 'brave men; to such will directly ap-

peal the watch made by W. F. Doll for Jones

the jeweler who owns every bit of authentic

metal from the Maine which can be procured

by an outsider. For six dollars can be bought

a first-class watch which has a gold stiffened

centre, sterling silver back with an oxidized

Maine steel disc, bearing a bust of Admiral

Dewey and the telling inscription, "The Maine,

February 15, 1898. May 1, 1898." Thirty

East Twenty-third street is the New York
address of Mr. Jones.

MODEL 172, HENLEY RACER,

best equipment. Fairbanks-Boston rims and

Indianapolis chains are used and the latest

Near the Manhattan.

Forty-second street is a thoroughfare

through which passes each day the grandest

collection of gilt-edged commuters in this

country. To make it easy for these suburban-

ites to become acquainted with gilt-edged bi-

cycles, the George N. Pierce Company have

added another to their list of branch stores by

opening up their fifth one at 9 East 42d street.

E. B. Ryder will manage the latest Pierce es-

tablishment, which is equivalent to saying any

rider who may visit number nine will be cor-

dially received and well treated.

Season ahle Cycle Show.

The management of the forthcoming cycle

show at the Grand Central Palace are acting

upon the perfectly sound belief that a man
isn't interested in palm-leaf fans in December,

though he probably would be interested along

in June. The Grand Central Palace promoters

argue the same thing is true regarding bicy-

cles, and that the visitors to a cycle show
held during the last week in March will

promptly turn purchasers before their enthu-

siasm can be frozen up or forgotten. There

is a deal of logic in this idea.

HENLEY'S DUPLEX.

Henley adjustable handle-bars appear through-

out, except on racing wheels where there is

Dewey to the Bar.

To-day in all the world there isn't anyone,

save, perhaps, Aguinaldo, who will dare to

question the tightness and thoroughness of

the grip "Cousin George" has upon every-

thing in sight, from the affection of the people

to the control of the situation. Seizing upon

this universally recognized fact, the L. M.
Jones Company, Winsted, Conn., have placed

the Dewey grip upon the market, and it is as

sure as shooting that many a wheelman will

in consequence take Admiral Dewey in hand
during the coming riding season.

Manager Llewellyn, of the Bell City Malle-

able Iron Co., Racine, Wis., says his firm

have all the orders they can take care of.
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THE PRICES ON

Elmore
Bicycles

ARE STANDARD.

They have set the pace
on all medium-priced
wheels for years. There
is a reasonable limit in

the price of bicycles.

High prices mean expen-
sive methods in manu-
facturing and advertis-

ing, racing teams, etc.

Extreme low prices mean
slack work, low-grade
material, poor finish, etc.

The prices on ELMORES
show what the price on
all other bicycles should

be. The material is first

class ; methods of con-

struction the best; the

finest superb.

Dealers should all have

ELMORES in stock. They
sell well and stay sold.

Catalogue and prices

upon application.

Elmore Mig. Co.,

CLYDE, OHIO, U. S. A.
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Kindly mention The Wheel.
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He Believes in Advertising.

After an extensive argument, vvliich was in-

genious in many respects, as to tlie desira-

'bility of getting in on tlic ground floor on

tlie rates paid for advertising, J. E. Smith, the

well-lviiown representative of the Wallcer &
Ehrman Mfg. Co., Chicago, said: "Now don't

for a moment think that I do not believe in

advertising, for I do most heartily. I tell you

when a concern make up their minds that they

are so well known that they don't have to

keep themselves before the public in an adver-

tising way, from that very moment that firm

can be labeled among the dead ones. They

might as well erect for themselves a tomb-

stone with this epitaph thereon: 'This firm

were once alive, but are now dead and de-

pend upon their reputation when they were

alive for success in the future.' A friend of

mine," continued Mr. Smith, "called on a big

hardware concern who once did a large busi-

ness and were enterprising advertisers. My
friend suggested to the president of the con-

cern that it would be a good thing to adver-

tise, as it was evident that the firm were not do-

ing as much business as formerly, to which the

head of the firm replied: 'We don't have to

advertise. We are so well known. Every-

body knows us;' to which my friend re-

sponded, 'Now you think you are well known,

but it would surprise you to know how many
people don't know of you and how many
have completely forgotten you. To prove to

you that once you stop advertising you soon

drop out of the public view, I will ask you

who was the candidate for vice-presidency on

the Democratic ticket at the last election?'

The man, who thought his firm so well known,

scratched his head and said, 'By Jove, I for-

get,' and was tor a moment dumbfounded to

thiink how easily a famous public character

was forgotten. The force of the argument

was so great that he acknowledged the truth

of the claim that if you drop out of sight you

are forgotten." Continuing, Mr. Smith,

who is a pretty shrewd observer, said: "An
ocean liner can be likened to a man or firm

who advertises and then stops. Under a full

head of steam the ocean liner makes great

pi ogress, -but once you shut the steam off she

may go ahead for a little while, but soon she

comes to a dead stop. Ten or fifteen years

ago a fortune was made out of a concoction

called St. Jacob's Oil, which was advertised

upon every rock and every fence and in the

papers. Who hears of it to-day? Still the

firm made a fortune, but for some reason or

other stopped advertising. Yes, I think The
Wheel is a good advertising medium and I

am glad you called. Here is a contract."

the season is over there will be a demand
over and above the supply for just such wheels

as the Ariel. "We do not cater or care for

what I term cheap trade," he said. '"There are

concerns wdio make a specialty of that line

just as we make a practice of cultivating

another class of buyers. We believe that we

will sell every wheel that our factory will per-

mit us to turn out. We even at this early

date have a brisk demand for our chainless

wheel, which will be fitted with the Sager

gear, though, as far as I personally am con-

cerned, I am convinced that the chain-driven

wheel, such as we build, is a much easier run-

ning and riding wheel than any chainless

wheel can be. As I do a great deal of riding,

I have carefully looked into the merits and

demerits of both styles of wheels, and from a

conscientious standpoint, I am thoroughly

justified in entertaining the views I do as to

the respective qualities of the chain-driven

and chainless wheel, so far as my use of them

is concerned. For me the chain-driven ma-

chine possesses more elasticity and life, and

while the chainless is necessarily more rigid

it always seems to me to be too automatic.

The chain imparts life to a wheel just the

same as spirited horses do to a fine carriage.

While one may enjoy, from the standpoint of

novelty, a ride in a motor carriage, still true

sportsmen will ever prefer the spirited team

which imparts a life and a zest to a ride that

True to His First I/Ove.

One of the Wheel's representatives upon

seeking an interview at Goshen, Ind., with

Mr. Hawkes, of the Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co.,

found the gentleman in a very amiable and

talkative mood, he being more than well sat-

isfied with the business doing in Ariels. So
satisfactory, indeed, is the Ariel outlook that

the companyare not anxious to force sales, Mr.

Hawkes being firmly of the belief that before

the motor carriage takes away from it. Of
course it is not the intention of the Ariel Cycle

Co. to dictate to their patrons what they should

buy. We study closely the desires of the trade

and give it to the best of our ability what it

wants. There will be, beyond question, a

large output of chainless wheels this year.

Our orders indicate that, and we are fully pre-

pared to supply any and all demands in that

or any other direction."

In the Home of the Bells.

When a man lands in Hillsboro, O., and

goes looking around for a lamp factory, seek-

ing to find therein the home and birthplace of

the now famous Long Beam, he is always

astonished when he learns that from the larg-

est makers of church and village bells in the

world, C. S. Bell & Co., does the Long Beam
emanate. No sooner has C. S. Bell been met
than the visitor at once knows why this big

business has been built up in his namesakes,

and at once wonders why the same thing has

not happened with the cycle lamp. This Mr.

Bell soon explains by telling the visitor that

the delay has only been temporary and he is

now about ready to turn some of his surplus

energy from booming bells to booming lamps.

When he does, look out.

Andraes at the Philadelphia Show.

A full line of Andrac machines in single,

tandems and se.xtets was exhibited at the

Philadelphia Show. It is by such enterprise

as this, in keeping their goods before the pub-

lic in every possible way, that the Andrae folks

have become so successful.

For catalogue work, try the Wheel Press.

TO MANUFACTURERS
A good oiler will not, of itself, usually sell a wheel, but it will exert a favorable influence;

and every little helps. A dealer or rider craves every "talking-point." In proportion
to the cost, nothing will give increased satisfaction equal to the "PERFECT" OILER.
They may not be able to distinguish betvpeen certain wheels, but can tell a high-grade
oiler at a glance. . . . .

"Straws sho\v \vhich way the >vind blows," and a wheel with a cheap or inferior

oiler will be apt to be made of cheap and inferior material.

The *' PERFECT " Pocket Oiler has already been adopted by the leading manufacturers
as being well worth the difference in price for really good wheels. .....

CUSHMAN & DENISON,
Manufacturers,

^£Lr^€Los7A/irvALM~£l^^^^^j 159 NINTH AVE,, N. Y.

RUBBER TIRE CABS AND CARRIAGES.
The West Shore Railroad has incorporated a system whereby

passengers arriving or departing from its West Forty-second street
terminal. New York City, are supplied with cab, hansom, coach or
omnibus, as they may order. Westcott Express messengers are
now on all through trains to sell tickets and engage such vehicles

as passengers desire. - New York City has been
divided into six districts, each district having
its own number and its own rates. The ve-
hicles are all rubber-tired and will be maintained
in first-class order. The new service has been
in effect since November 4th, and has been giving
excellent satisfaction.
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Tire to Suit the Times.

The New Brunswick Rubber Co. have some-

thing new to offer in their Raritan. Recog-

nizing a demand for a good, serviceable, guar-

anteed tire at a price which was not out of

proportion with the prevailing prices on bi-

cycles, the New Brunswick people brought

forth the Raritan, announcing its appearance

thus: "When people paid $125 for a wheel

they did not object to paying $16 for a pair

of tires to put on it: But people no longer

pay $125 for wheels; consequently tires, in

accordance with prevailing ideas, had to come
down in price. And yet, never before were

riders so insistent upon a tire possessing good
riding and wearing qualities, nor so capable

of detecting their absence in a tire. To meet

this universal demand for a tire that should

be first-class and yet popular in price, the

New Brunswick Company introduced the Rar-

itan this year. In quality of rubber and fabric

and in workmanship it is an excellent tire,

and it carries a guarantee that covers its sixty

days' use."

They Are Doing Well.

Charles H. Baker, secretary and treasurer

of the National American Cycle Co., of Akron,
O., in a chat with the Wheel's man expressed

himself as much pleased with the recognition

hii3 concern are now enjoying among the

trade. Mr. Baker says: "If first-class goods
finely finished and honestly made will put us

among thetop-notchers we will soon get there."

Passing over to the Wheel man a bunch of

letters from different firms and individuals, an

examination showed they one and all extended

to the National American Cycle Co. unsoli-

cited testimonials complimenting the concern

on their line and predicted all kinds of suc-

cesses for all those concerned in the distribu-

tion of N. A. C. products. iMr. Warman, with

the aid of Superintendent Winters, is respon-

sible for this fine line, and is deserving of all

the glory that has been visited upon him.

making Plain the Way.

It has been said the Lord helps those who
help themselves; that the National agent may
put himself in the direct line of attention

from any source, the National Cycle Mfg. Co.

are sending out from the home office at Bay
City, Mich., some exceedingly helpful sample

advertisements which the clever agent will

not be long in adapting to his own use in his

local paper.

•^•^•^••^4••J••^^+4•4•+•^^+•^•^•5••J•^^*+4•
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t "A Thing Ojioe Scientifically Correct is Forever Correct." t
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Therefore we Announce the Same Line

for 1899 and Tontinue to make the. . .

.

FAMOUS OLD,

! KipRpalPiek Saddle, i

t
I-

Not a Fad I

Not a Freak

!

Scientificady Correct

!

e^
Tested and Approved
by Thousands ofRiders
for Tears, now Made
Better Than Ever,

Finest Quality Saddle Ever I>lade.

PRICE ; ALWAYS AND EVERYWHERE. $4-00
Have it on^your wheel for 1899. Jobbers
and dealers can supply it. Send for book-
let, "Scientific Saddle Making."

KirkpatrickSaddle Co., Springfield, Ohio.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

•5-

t
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800 1899 Bicycles \

t
t

MODEL 20,

Retail Price, $24.50.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Ready for delivery. Full Flush-

Joint Frames. Write at once for

trade discount. Prices will aston-

ish you.

We also carry a full line of sun-

dries. Can furnish anything in

the bicycle line below compe-
tition prices.
Write at once for our '99 catalog.

WATSON CYCLE SIPPLY CO.

77-79 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

^^^ ^-f^444 M M»4MHMM 4'

THE WATSON AITOMATIC SEAT-POST.
The only Patented Automatic Seat-Post in the

world. Convertible to front or rear L. Locks and un-
locks automatically and instantly. Made on the wedge
principle ; therefore binds equally its whole length,
and can't bulge the tubing. Fits any wheel made.
Our customers will confer a favor by informing us

of any bona-fide sale and delivery of a seat-post similar
to ours, as we shall positively prosecute any infringe-
ment on this post.

In the United States we have two patents,
issued July 13, 1898. February 28, 1899, the third
allowed and the fourth pending. Outside of
the United States our post is patented in every
country where bicycles are made. We have
doubled the capacityof our factoryand from this

time on will be able to fill all orders promptly.

We manufacture a Handle-Bar on the same principle
as the Seat-Post, but are sold ahead until April 1st.

Orders will be received for delivery after that date.
Send for circulars and price-lists of Seat-Post and
Handle-Bar.

The Watson Automatic Seat-Post Co.,

7 and 9 Warren St., New York. Factory, Bridgeport, Conn.

HiBEARD, Spencer, Baetlett & Co., Chicago, Western Distributing Agents.

CABLE ADDRESS :
Canadian Office, 19 Toronto Arcade, Toronto, Ont.
European Office, No. 1 St. Swithin's Lane, London, Eng.DACTILICAS.

NICKEL STEEL CHAINS
BY THE

POWER MFG. CO., Bloomfield, N. J.

Made in 1-8 in., 3-16 in. and 1-4 in.

Our chains can be obtained from the following jobbers:

W. A. Whitelaw & Co., 117 Chambers St.,

New York.
Shone-Hanna Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Morgan & Ball, Springfield, IWass.

Bay State Cycle Supply Co., Boston. Mass.
Bridgeport Cycle Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

THE

Morley Bros., Saginaw, Mich.
Adams & Hart, Grand Rapids. Mich.
Geo. Hilsendegen, Detroit. Mich.
Geo. W. Strelinger, Detroit, Mich.
C. J. Smith Cycle Supply Co., St. Paul,

Minn.

BLOCKS OF ALL OUR CHAINS
MADE OF NICKEL STEEL.

ARE

NEW POST

RADIAL DRILL,
MANUFACTURED BY

S. n, YORK CO., CLEVELAND, 0.
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The Man for the Place.

J. P. Devine, who has been directing the

affairs of the Buffalo Wheel Co. since its

financial trouble, is deserving of more than

ordinary credit for the masterly way he has

acquitted himself in a business entirely foreign

to him. That the Buffalo business was greatly

involved goes without saying. When Mr.

Devine took hold he did not know any more

about a bicycle than a Fiji Islander knows

about' Sanscrit, yet to-day the affairs of the

Buffalo Wheel Co. are in first-class shape,

Mr. Devine's shrewd business ability and

marked adaptability having made him compe-

tent to successfully discharge the onerous

task he had undertaken. Eventually the Buf-

falo Wheel Co. may be rechristened. Whether

this is so or not the concern, under Mr. De-

vine's management, will prove to be a formi-

dable factor in the production of bicycles and

will not much longer delay taking a place

among the representative factories of the

country.

T"=QIBSON HOUSE
CINCINNATI. OHIO.

Under new management. Superior service;

central location
;
perfect cuisine.

WILL W. CLARKE, Manager.

Graphite Lubricants.

ALL KINDS, ACCORDING TO WANTS.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

A I.AMPI.IGHT COMPANION.
Between now and Spring time tliere will be many

opportunities of an evening to read up on tiie dif-

ferent portions of tfie Great Nortliwest.

To this end the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway Co. has printed for free distribution to

Eastern farmers a number of illustrated instructive

pamphlets regarding the various States traversed by
Its Imes.
In sending your address to W. E. Powell, General

Immigration Agent, Old Colony Building, Chicago,
[II., please say if your preference is for information

about Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, Northern Michi-

gan or North Dakota.
No charge for pamphlets or for replying to all

inquiries about any section of the Great West. 2-16.

AHEAD OF EVEKYBODT.
The Nickel Plate Route continues to keep ahead

of everybody in railway matters, despite intense com-
petition. How is this accomplished? Simply by cater-

ing fully and generously to the public demands. Peo-
ple know and appreciate a good thing when they see

It. That is why they patronize the Nickel Plate so
freely.

Wfxy has this road won its present position? By
furnishing the very best class of service ^t low rates,

and by generous treatment of its patrons. Safe and
easy roadway, fine trains, luxurious equipment, fast

time, close connections—these are the cardinal points
in favor of the Nickel Plate Route. These are its

prime factors of success. The Nickel Plate is the
people's route— a strong favorite with the traveling

fiublic. Don't forget this when going East. Don't
orget when you go West. Don't forget the road that

gives the best service at the lowest rates.—4-30.

All American wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the cycle in

Europe, its trade, mechanics, and sport, should sub-
scribe to

THE CYCLIST
AND Bicycling and Tricycung Trades Review.

The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. Sent post free to any part of America
for one year, $3.25. American subscription agent,

F. P. Prial, 88 West Broadway, New York City.

American manufacturers having novelties in ma-
chines or sundries to introduce should advertise in

THE O^X'OILiIST.
Terms on application to

ILIFFE SONS & STURMEY, Ltd.,

19 Hertford Street, Coventry, England.

Membere of the American Trade viaitina: Engr-
land are inTited to call at THE C YCIiIST Office
at Coventry, or at 3 St. Bride Street* Lndffate
Circas, lionaon* £. C

"T0RRINGT0N" eHAlNS.

3»16-inch and J^-inch widths only.

The ESSENTIALS of a good chain are. Accuracy of Pitch, Accuracy of Alignment and Strength,
and are striking features in "Torrington " chains.

F. S. ODELL, Western Rep.,

204 Lake Street, Chicago. THE TORRINGTON CHAIN CO., Torrington, Conn.

Mayer Plating Dynamos
Motors&Generalors
Are Unexcelled.

^ Gals, of p .

"°- Nickel.
'^'^"^^•

3 350 .... $70
3 ... 700 100
4... 1,400 160
5... 2,8U0 225
Plating Supplies.
Complete Outiils.

Maxwell M. Mayer
Electric Co.,

2ilAv. l22dSt.,N.Y.

If Defective Parts Are Found In

r'l^MAN5ON BICYCLE
WeWillR[Plac[Fre[AndPayAll[xpr[S5Charg[5

MANSON CYCLE C0.'55;^™|S':^^-

_:^\ HANDLE BARS"^1 FORK SIDES
^^?miC10R REVOLVERS
copp.sPo.o.«cE PERFECTION PADiOCKS
scMCED ^ AMES SWORD CO. CHICOP-EE, MASS.

Build your own Bicycles.
Let us quote you on our FRAME SETS
and BUILT-UP FRAMES. Get your

name on our mailing list for our up-to-

date catalogue. Our prices will surprise

you. Elegant souvenir free. Send for one.

THE WINNE COMPANY,
5 East I 25th St., New York.

The Best Advertising for the

Irish Trade is

THE
IRISH CYCLIST.

Specimen copy and advertising rates on
application to

R. J. MECREDY & CO., Ltd., Proprietors.

49 Middle Abbey St., DUBLIN.

Our twenty-five years' LFFFVFR CHINS bas won an enviable
experience manufacturing i^* Li\ v>t^'''J

reputation for our

LEFEYER ARMS e©. eHAIN

They are built on honor. Each link-block and pin fits perfectly. They are properly case-hardened.

They are accurate as to pitch. The elongation after use is imperceptible. Built in four grades.

OUR HIGHEST ORAD£ IS BUILT OF NICKEL, AND TOOL-STEEL.

LEFEVER ARMS CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

CHICAGO. IVEN BRANDENBURG CO.. 101 Reade St., NEW YORK.

WE have for the past four years sold large

numbers of

CRAWFORD BICYCLES.

During that time we have heard so many expres-

sions of approval from our customers that we are

led to believe that the CRAWFORD BICYCLE
FOR GREAT DURABILITY, UNDER ALL
CONDITIONS, AND FOR EASE OF RUNNING,
is equaled by very few bicycles and excelled by none.

THE VERU BICYCLE AND RUBBER CO.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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BICYCLE MAKERS IN CONCERT.
s§ Mr. A. G. Spalding is promoting a combine of bicycle makers. After two weeks' work, it s§

s§ promises to become a reality. Almost all of the big men are in and smaller makers are being §§

11 added to the list every day. The capital may be fifty millions. It will not affect this year's business. §•

^ S2

^ On Monday Mr. Spalding telegraphed to The Wheel from the temporary headquarters of §§

§1 the proposed trust, in the Waldorf-Astoria hotel, New York, as follows: s§
•o So
•o °*

g "Please assure your readers that proposed bicycle alliance will have no effect on this season's §0

•° conditions in prices, agency arrangements, or anything else." •§
o so
O* CM
rnaoao«o«o*o«o«c«o«o«o*o«oaoac*o*c«o«o«(j*c«o«o«o»c«o«c»oao«CftC6c^«cc'0«G«oao*r.sc«oao«o«o«04o«o»u':*i':«oeos.'.«;.'«;'CC«oar«. •nara'Daoaoaoeoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoa.iaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoacaoaoanSn
oaoaoaoao«oao»oaoaoaoaoaoaaaoaoaoaoaoaQaoaoaoaoaoaoaoacaoaoa:'^%aoaoaQaoaoaocGao«oaoaoaua Jooac«ooo«G*c«o«o»c«uecacao*oao«oaa»L>cc«oaoacaoaoaoacao«oaoaoaoaca::aoaoaoac«oaciaoaoao«G^.j«caoito

The Facts, and Sidelights.

A combination of bicycle manufacturers is

being formed. A. G. Spalding, who has been

eating and sleeping for two weeks at that

hospitable agglomeration called the Waldorf-

Astoria, in New York, is the head man, the

directing spirit. At the Engineers' Club, two

blocks away from the W.-A., Colonel Pope
has had a rendezvous. Many big makers

have been in town. Either personally or

through correspondence, Mr, Spalding has

had his hand on the pulse of the trade for

two weeks.

-Progress is being made every day. Options

have been obtained on nearly all the biggest

plants in the country. Expert book-keepers

are at work on the figures. At the end of

two weeks the preliminary work will have

been completed. Then the expert account-

ants will start to work. After that come the

lawyers, and after them and last of all comes
the company who will launch the trust.

Among the first men to give options were

all or almost all the "big fellows"—Pope,

Spalding, Gormully, Coleman, Crawford,

Lozier, Meiselbach—in fact, that class of firms

who, in group, might be called the "cream of

the trade." Later, other firms were gotten

in line. No authentic list of names can be

printed as yet. No positive information has

as yet been given out. The promoters claim

that they have options upon ninety per cent

of the "output" of the country. But whether
they have or not, they can build with cer-

tainty on a very big percentage, for there is

hardly any manufacturer in the country who
would not sell if the "price" were right.

The Wheel has had a "long talk" with

Mr. Spalding, such a talk as one can have with

a man of Spalding's type, a good, frank.

broad talk. The result of that long talk is

here strung together; and please note the dis-

tinction between the positive and the probable.

Twenty people have tried to form a bicycle

"trust." The man who came nearest to it

was Mr. Crawford. Now Mr. Spalding lives,

in the summer time, at Seabright, a wave-

swept spot, fifty miles from New York, with

plenty of Atlantic ocean outlook. A great

many "big" men live there, and they get to

know each other. One of these men is Mr.

—rather Colonel—John G. McCook. John G.

McCook is a railroad lawyer, is retained by

the New York Central, is of the financial law

concern of Alexander & Green, who have

"floated" some big things. Mr. McCook is

fifty-five, perhaps a thousand days more or

less. He is white-haired, clean-shaven, lion-

faced, ruddy-tinted, classically-featured, dome-

headed, a sort of Roman senatorial style of

blue-eyed, thinking man, one easily marked
with power. This man gave the idea, the im-

pulse, to Mr. Spalding.

Two weeks since, the air being thick with

combine" talk, Mr. Spalding used the tele-

phone service and felt the Chicago makers.

He was surprised by the softness and velveti-

ness of the situation. He immediately left

Chicago and made a flying trip along the line

—say just as Wagner or Callender would do

—

touching Cleveland, Toledo, Erie, Buffalo and

so on to Gotham. Of course he threw out a

side-line to Hartford. The birds'-eye view

discovered to the bird—that is, Mr. Spalding

—that the trade was warmly interested in the

"combine" idea. So the Waldorf, for the

time being, became the ,
heart of the trade,,

and two weeks of hard work assembled a

goodly group of bicycle makers who agreed

to pool their interests.

The trust—we use trust without venom and

as the easiest form— will probably be capi-

talized at fifty millions. The stock will be

handled by the Mercantile Trust Company,
and will probably be listed on the stock ex-

changes just like the shares of any other big

public company. Each firm has submitted an

inventory of its entire property, including

plant, product, sales of past years, profits of

past years, and so on. Each firm agrees to

sell outright to the trust for cash. The
"heads" also agree to contract for their ser-

vices for five years if said services are con-

sidered necessary.

There will be one big central office. The
buying and selling and the general business

of the combine will be carried on in this cen-

tral office. Some factories may be closed. All

the factories may operate separately within

certain limits, making, .marketing and per-

petuating the names and patterns they now
use. These details have not been decided

upon. There may be fe -'er agencies; price

cutting will be minimized. There may be

fewer branch stores, fewer travelers. The
trust will concentrate capital and its great

strength in selling American-made bicycles

throughout the world.

The announcement of a combination of the

sort indicated is, of course, extremely impor-

tant to the trade. It is the question of the

hour, a toothsome morsel. It oflfers scores of

points for cogitation, discussion and division.

Every branch of the trade, every man in it,

from the humblest to the highest, has a live in-

terest in the possibilities. This concentration

on the part of the makers may change the en-

tire complexion of the business.

There is every probability that the promo-

ters will succeed in forming their combina-

tion, and it is equally certain that almost every

firm of importance, and many firms considered

unimportant, will be found within the magic

circle. The bicycle business is not now a hal-
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cyon business. The net profits of bicycle

building have been pared to the bone, so that

there is now no strong incentive to imprison

capital in the business. The season is short, is

uncertain. The trade is honeycombed with

abuses which further cut into profit. Some
of the makers are very rich. Others see the

narrowing lines of the business, they realize

that bicycle making is a particularly hazardous

trade. There has undoubtedly been overpro-

duction. The trade has always been a feast or

a famine—a year of shortage being followed by

a year of surplus stock, with consequent disas-

trous unloading. All these things naturally

strengthen any preparations fur relief.

The "trust" tendency is in the air. It has

touched almost all trades. The idea of con-

centration cannot be dovi^ned. Neither law

nor socialism can beat it back. It has yet to be

discovered whether the trust idea is a false

business proposition or whether it is the ideal

of the twentieth century. A glance at the

trust stocks, and the prices they bring, adds

nothing to the argument. // seems that com-

. binations in control of natural products, as

oil, tobacco and the like, succeed when those

who operate in the manufactures do not suc-

ceed.

A combination such as is outlined would

vastly reduce raw cost price, factory cost, sell-

ing cost, advertising cost and above all, it

could to some extent control patterns and

prices. It is hinted that the combination is

strengthened by controlling the chainless pat-

ents. Concentration of this kind cannot much
reduce price, if at all. No material further re-

duction in price is probable unless novel meth-

ods of manufacture are invented or discovered.

This combination would need fewer travelers,

but of a better class. It could select its agents,

eliminating the poor ones. It could maintain

high-class branch stores. It might prove all-

powerful in foreign markets. •

Many men have written and talked against

these trade combinations. The soundest argu-

ment against the permanent supremacy of any

trade combination is this: there is always am-
bition and capital outside the trust. It is the

nature of man to be individual, to adventure.

There will always be found men of marked
ability who will establish themselves and suc-

ceed in spite of any combination. Not only

one thrifty, brainy man will embark in competi-

tion with the trust idea, but many will do so.

Then, there are always chances of invention

or improvement which the trust must buy
or suffer from. This condition exists in

"sugar," "tobacco" and in other lines. The
anti-trust idea, summarized, is that nature ab-

hors uniformity and monopoly and loves in-

dividuality. But this is philosophy, idealism.

However, "trust" history is being written

every day, and, in the babyhood of the twen-

tieth century, we shall not see through a glass

darkly, but will know to a certainty whether

Rockefeller hit upon a wonderful idea or

whether it was simply—Rockefeller.

F. P. Prial.

When somebody puts up a warning finger

and says "Sh-h!" nearly everybody else has

enough of primitive simplicity in him to duck

and talk in a whisper. If it is a matter of

mutual import, talking is done, but it is in-

volved in much mock secrecy—in a head-

under-the-sand sort of mystery. A man out

West—'way out West, a thousand miles the

other side of Nowhere, if you please—is will-

ing The Wheel should print his opinion

about the trust, but he doesn't want to be

known except as a "Western Material Maker."

Says he: "The idea of a bicycle combination

has been talked of for fully two years, and they

at last seem to have gotten together to the

extent of agreeing to go in if they can come
to terms. The plan is to float a company with

$25,000,000 preferred and the same amount of

common stock, selling the common stock to

the public and dividing the preferred among
themselves in payment for the good-will of the

various concerns interested. Now, in the first

place I do not think they will be able to make
the first start, and in the second place I am
confident the public will not invest their money
in the scheme. Before floating the stock the

underwriters will oblige the would-be sellers

to give a thorough accounting of all the busi-

ness done by the various concerns interested

during the past three years. Everything will

have to be shown up and nothing can be kept

back, and if this accounting does not show a

net profit of 10 per cent per year, the under-

writers will not touch it. Not only must there

be an average of 10 per cent per year, but the

profits must not show a yearly decline. This
rule maintained by the underwriters has

knocked out more than one sclieme to foist

undesirable stock into the open market, and I

am confident it will block the game of the bi-

cycle manufacturers. It is a well-known fact

that nearly every concern in the country is

overstocked with expensive special machinery,

which is fit for no other work and could not

be sold for anywhere near what it is inven-

toried at, and this machinery, together with

old accounts, thousands of dollars of which
could not be collected, constitute a large pro-

portion of their assets; hence it is almost a cer-

tainty that the entire combination of inter-

ests could not show the required 10 per cent

net profits, especially in view of the fact that

there have been several bad seasons during

the past few years.

"Even if they could induce someone to make
an attempt at floating the stock, the general

public would not buy. The bicycle business

has been notoriously unreliable during the past

two or three years, and if it cannot be shown
that the manufacturers have made any money,
how can it be expected that the general public

will be induced to put their money into a

losing game?
"If the promoters are not successful in float-

ing the common stock and they try to pay for

the various plants with stock only, there is

bound to be trouble and some of them will

not agree.

"Knowing the promoters personally very

well, I am confident they will never come to

an agreement under any consideration. Pope
thinks he has the greatest business in the

world and will want more than the other fel-

lows, and Lozier will want the same. They
cannot all be officers in the management of

the 'big concern, and as long as they have
their money in the game, they are not likely

to enter into an agreement which will take all

the management of their business out of their

own hands.

"If it is their plan to control the manufacture

of the chainless wheel and to make a boom

of this specialty, I fail to see where they will

win out. In the first place there are several

types of chainless gears which have proven a

success, any one of which runs approximately

as well as the others. They certainly cannot

expect to corner every type on the market.

Even granting they secure a corner on the

chainless market, the chainless machine has

not yet proven such a howling success but

what as inany chain wheels will be sold as

ever before. To-day at $75, and some of them

even $00, the chainless is meeting with only

a fair sale, and I will venture to predict thai

several times as many chain wheels will be

sold at $50 as chainless ones at $75.

"Even on the same basis—and of course it

is hardly probable that they would greatly re-

duce the price of the chainless—I doubt if the

demand would hold out, for the public is

pretty well satisfied with the chain-driven ma-
chine, and beyond its being a novelty, they

fail to see any advantage in the chainless.

Then, too, the difference in weight is always

bound to be an argument against the chain-

less.

"There is another point which will be con-

sidered. You notice that nothing has been

said about including the material makers in the

combination, and the inference is that the trust

people propose to manufacture their own fit-

tings after they are fairly started. The result

of this would be that the material makers
would simply start to assemble complete

wheels on their own account, or, worse yet

for the combine, would commence catering

to thousands of small makers who have here-

tofore been a secondary consideration and in

many cases have been treated with scant cour-

tesy by the large material makers. The market

would be flooded with cheaper wheels than

ever before and the combine would be blocked

in its own game.

"There are so many interests connected with

the business and the conditions are so varied

that I am confident that a huge combination

would never prove successful. It would be

possible, and I believe a very profitable under-

taking, to form a combination of say four or

five prominent concerns who have not such

immense sums of money invested in the busi-

ness, with a view to reducing the expenses of

manufacture and selling, but as I said before,

an attempt to combine all the numerous great

interests in the business will prove a failure."

Cleveland, March 20.—Harry A. Lozier, Jr.,

son of H. A. Lozier, Sr., and general manager
of the Lozier business, returned from Europe
this morning. Windsor White, of the White

Sewmg Machine Co., has also returned' from

Boston and New York.. Both seem to be

enthusiastic concerning the trust idea. They
have both, no doubt, met Promoter Spalding.

The trust plan appears to be as follows:

The manufacturers who have been invited to

"come in"-—and there has been no small limit

set in this respect—have been asked to set

cash figures on their businesses. The plan

entails the management of each accepted

plant by its present leading official, on a salary.

Acceptance depends upon the showing of a

statement of the business done during the past

four years. The option is to be open for a

specified time, during which the plant and

accounts of each would-be seller will be ex-
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amined by experts. Up to last Saturday about

"27 concerns, it is said, had signified their

willingness to sell out.

The material makers are not "in," so far.

The disposition of these concerns will be a

good hard nut for the trust to crack. Some

who may be pardoned for believing they know

a thing or two say that this nut cannot be

cracked, and that a profitable selling-out to the

share-buying public is the most the trust

people can hope to do.

Your correspondent finds that even some

of the manufacturers here have not been in-

vited to "come in." Others have been invited,

and are duly mysterious. [The utterances of

some are reported by our correspondent but

are omitted, being unimportant.—Ed.]

Chicago, March 18.—Your correspondent

has called on all the prominent manufacturers

here in regard to the trust, but with one ex-

ception they are all very tight-mouthed about

the matter. The "Bicycling World," which

broke its promise not to print the news pre-

maturely, got here on Friday morning, and to

show how well read (?) it is in Chicago, not a

single man (including all the large manufac-

turers) whom I called upon on Friday and

Saturday had seen their article or knew that

it was published.

Undoubtedly the large bicycle manufacturers

are strongly in favor of the "combination,"

while the material men, supply houses and

jobbers are bitterly against it. I gather this

more from their manners and actions than

anything they would state for publication.

The impression prevails here that the only

way a trust of this kind can succeed is by se-

curing complete control of the output of tub-

ing and other material in this country. This

accounts for the antipathy of the supply

houses. That the combine expects to proceed

along different lines is shown by my interview

with President Kiser, of the Monarch Com-
pany.

A Talk with Kiser.

That eastern capitalists, entirely outside the

bicycle business, will furnish the money if the

deal goes through, there is no doubt. The

Chicago manufacturers who have given the

combine a 90-day option on their plants and

set their price are as follows: [Omitted as be-

ing unimportant at this time.—Ed.] J. W.
Kiser, president of the Monarch Cycle Mfg.

Co., said: "In the first place, this proposed

combination has nothing whatever to do with

any other deal or combine in the bicycle line.

It- is entirely for and in the interests of legiti-

mate bicycle makers and no one else. Neither

has it to do with the manufacture of chain-

,less bicycles in particular, but seeks to con-

trol and regulate and will regulate in a thor-

oughly legitimate and businesslike manner all

bicycles of every description manufactured and

sold in this country.

"Eastern capitalists outside the bicycle

business are engineering the deal, and Mr. A.

G. Spalding is representing the makers.

"The capitalists who are organizing the

trust have quietly secured an option on every

prominent bicycle plant in the United States

and concerns—including our company—rep-

resenting an output of over 600,000 wheels an-

nually have already signed and stated their

price. I am satisfied that 'he combination is

a success beyond doubt, or I would say noth-

ing. The options are for 90 days only; 30

days have already expired, so that the matter

will be settled definitely and the agreement

take effect within 60 days.

"The lines to be followed are something

after those adopted by the National Cash

Register Co., or the Singer Sewing Machine
Co. There are patents in this country that

cover the most vital points of construction

and design of the bicycle as it is to-day.

These patents are now lying dormant, though

still in force, for. the simple reason that no

single manufacturer is strong enough or has

the capital to fight the combined bicycle in-

dustry of this country ia" trying ' to enforce

them. The trust will have full conti-6l of these

various patents, and, having the best legal

talent that can be secured and backed by the

influence of $50,000,000, can and will enforce

them.

"The principle of the new organization will

not be to raise prices nor to lower them, but

to maintain prices and quality and stop the

ruinous selling methods which are now in

vogue in the bicycle business.

"The rider will be protected in every way
possible with a guarantee, backed by millions.

Headqtiarters in Every Town.

"Although the details are not decided upon

as yet, the idea at present is to have large

headquarters in every prominent town in the

country, where each' make represented in the

combination will be on sale. The rider takes

his pick. Each maker will maintain his iden-

tity and name as heretofore, and, of course,

will have to advertise and otherwise push his

goods, as in the past.

"One of the first moves for the benefit of

the manufacturers concerned will be the total

abolishing of all options.

"One make of tire, saddle, pedal and other

parts is all that will be allowed for any one

style of wheel, although the maker, of course,

has his choice as to the original equipment.

"I cannot state at present any further par-

ticulars."

I called upon the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg.

Co. Mr. Gormully is away in Arizona. Mr.

Jeffery did not profess ignorance of the trust

story, but did not care to talk.

President Dickerson, Sterling Cycle Works,
stated positively that his concern had gone

into the combination, but did not care to give

particulars at present, beyond saying that it

was a good thing for all bicycle manufacturers

and he thought its success assured.

Mr. Fanning, of the Fanning Cycle Co.,

stated he was "in it," but otherwise refused

to talk.

Don't Fear a Combine.

L. H. Manson, proprietor of the Manson
Cycle Co., said: "We have not been ap-

proached by the combine, but think that a

concern like ours, that has increased its out-

put from 600 wheels a year to 1,200 wheels

per week in three years, with no traveling

salesmen and less than ten cents per wheel

expended in advertising, has a bicycle which

is good enough to stand and sell on its merits

without the aid of any combination."

Ralph Temple, manufacturer and , jobber,

said: "It hardly seems practical to me, but

there is surely something serious in the air

this time. I have not been approached, but I

am in favor of any. measures that will aid the

manufacturer. I will look over all these trusts,

and if none of them suit me will form a little

trust of my own."

George T. Robie, proprietor of the Excel-
sior Supply Co.: "A bicycle trust without

the control of material is an utter impossibil-

ity. Anyone can build bicycles, and there are no
patrents on the vital points, of bicycle con-

struction or design in the United States which
can be enforced. It is entirely impractical,

and, you mark my words, this is a big bubble
which will soon burst."

G. W. Webster, president of the Chicago
Handle-Bar Co., said: "No one has ap-

proached me as yet on the subject. They have
a big' job on. their hands. I do not care to

state our attitude until I get further particu-

lars." Mr. Webster is one of the Shelby
Tube Co.'s big customers.

Brandenburg's Views.

George Brandenburg, of the Iven Branden-
burg Company, said: "The only way a bicy-

cle trust, seeking to control the output of

bicycles in this country, can possibly be suc-

cessful is to buy all the material manufacturers
out for cash. I have worked in a tube plant

and I know that there are at least six large

manufacturing concerns in the United States,

outside the bicycle business, that have the

machinery and could draw tubing in quanti-

ties inside of sixty days. It is the same in

other material manufacturing. Our Sager
saddle business has doubled since the saddle

combine. The scheme is impracticable."

W. L. Beckley, of the Beckley-Ralston
Company: "If bicycles were sold at $10 each
the small maker, who figures his time and
labor as worth nothing, would still be making
bicycles."

W. H. Fauber, of Fauber hanger fame,
said: "It will be a tremendous undertaking
if successful. I do not care to be quoted,
other than to say it is not bothering me."

Adams & Westlake Talk.

Mr. Willetts, of the firm of .A.dams & West-
lake, said: "We received a letter from A. G.

Spalding on Tuesday, March 13, asking us a

long list of questions about total number of

bicycles built by us annually for the past three

years, our profit each year, itemized statement
of expenses, etc.; also asking us to give a 60-

day option on our plant and to set our price.

Our Mr. Jones has gone to New York and will

confer with Mr. Spalding while there. We
will not do anything definite until we hear
•from him, as we do not care to give the de-

tails of our business to anyone until we are ab-

solutely certain that the success of the com-
bination is assured. I think the scheme is

feasible, and an organization of the kind men-
tioned will be of great benefit to the manufac-
turers interested, by reducing the expenses
materially, cutting off the fierce competition,

which now exists and in other ways aiding

the manufacturers' cause. Competition could

never be completely killed, but it could be
minimized. With all the powerful manufactur-

ing interests represented in one combine, the

outside concerns would not cut much figure

and would be unable to get much, if any, capi-

tal to back them. I believe the tube market
could easily be controlled in connection with

the bicycle deal.

"We seemed to come in on the second

bunch of letters from the combine, as the

larger concerns were all asked 30 days ago."

Mr. Schwinn, of Arnold, Schwinn & Co..

(Continued on supplement, after page 26.)
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To the Rider:
The most complete_bicycle ever placed_on the market is

SUNBEAM,
The only wheel with which you can have what you consider

the best equipments, viz.

:

The best Standard Tire, The best Standard Handle-Bars,

The best Standard Saddle, The best and prettiest Enamel.

One Price to all. $41.50. Sold Direct to the Rider.

ANY SHAPED BAR

DIAMOND SHAPEO
ICKEL PLATED

GENUINE BALDWIN CHAIN

The above will give you an idea of the "Sunbeam," the "prettiest and most

complete bicycle made." You can only buy them from us direct as we be-

long to no "trust" or "combine," employ no agents or middlemen, but

sell direct to you, the Rider, and save the profit on agent- sold wheels.

We are making three models this season.

THE SUNBEAM, THE MODEL 8, THE NORMANDIE,
The most complete Bicycle, as m^ CA

per specificaiions above, TT I •O" Same as last year's *l *i CA
Fowler, OOmOlJ

A good wheel. Ofi CA
($40.00 elsewhere), -CD«OU

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE TO-DAY.

FOWLER CYCLE WORKS, ' 40 WEST WASHINGTON STREET,
CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a
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THE CONSOLIDATED MAKERS.

The Wheel was born almost simultaneously

with the birth of cycling itself. Of course,

John Keen, an English racing man and a

clever one at that, now the keeper of an Eng-

lish "pub.," no doubt happy, fat and slow, at-

tracted a lot of attention at the Philadelphia

Exposition of 187(i, with his tall, spidery, ordi-

nary bicycle. It took Americans, barring the

few pioneer cranks whom one always finds at

the head of the procession, some years to ab-

sorb the man-motor idea. Then came Pope

as a manufacturer, and after him GormuUy,

after him Overman, and then a swarm.

The Wheel saw the unsafe ordinary

pedaled on many roads in this country. It

also saw the effort to reduce the danger per-

centage of the old ordinary, so provocative

as a nose-breaker and bone-fracturer. The
Wheel welcomed the safety, called the "goat,"

a treacherous, short-necked, wabbling, solid-

tired machine.

Then The Wheel welcomed, boomed,

pushed and exploited the cushion tire, and the

modification of the cushion tire—Overman's—

•

which contained a very large air space. After

this, The Wheel warmly welcomed, because

it knew it was good, the pneumatic tire,

launched officially at a London race meet by

R. J. Macredy, who clipped the mile record

from 2.35 to 2.26 and something. This was a

decade ago. And the progress from that time

is best stated by the difference between Mac-

redy's record and the present 1.31 2-5 (?)

Now, The Wheel witnesses and records still

another phase in bicycling—this time not a

mechanical phase, but an industrial movement,

a movement toward consolidation on the part

of ibicycle manufacturers. Of course, every

reading man has known that, during the past

twelve months, the time being prosperous and

propitious, numerous combihations, trusts and

co'nGentratibiis have ta,keil place throughQut".

the country. This spirit of syndicating seems

to have touched almost all branches of busi-

ness, and the bicycle trade could not well

escape.

At the time The Wheel goes to press, the

combination is more of a promise than a per-

formance, though it bears all the marks of be-

ing an actuality in the near future. The com-

bination, syndicate, trust, or whatever it might

be called, embraces, at the present time, op-

tions on the cream of the trade; and it is cer-

tain that many other firms will get in line.

That it will include all the trade is not pos-

sible, but it cannot very well fail, even at this

date, to be representative of the bicycle trade

at large.

The combination will be heavily capitalized,

and will take high rank among other indus-

trial syndicates of the present day. It will

operate in the bicycle market, "both in Amer-

ica and throughout the entire world."

As to the general efi'ect on the agent, the

salesman and the factory, and upon each and

every phase of cycling trade life, it is yet too

early to make safe predictions. As to the

dividend-paying success of the trust itself, it is

also too early to say anything of real import.

This depends entirely upon its operation.

There will be a well-defined tendency on the

part of a certain part of the trade and a cer-

tain part of the press, perhaps, to antagonize

the new combination. The Wheel, however,

believes in a fair field and no favor. If the

new combination succeeds, it will be only by

merit and by brainific operation. The trust

idea is very popular now, and nothing can

stop the present industrial tendency. Whether

it is going to last or not is a matter provoca-

tive of deep discussion and varied ojfmions.

The Wheel ibelieves iii giving the new com-

bination every chance to assert itself, though

it will not fail, in the slightest degree, to rep-

resent the general bicycle trade in the future

as it has in the past.

BEATEN WITH HONOR.

"Bicycling World" of last week published

some information about the bicycle combina-

tion, of which more is printed elsewhere in

this paper. It scored a "beat," but a dishon-

orable beat.

On Tuesday, between five and six o'clock,

every bicycle paper in this country was rep-

resented at the Waldorf-Astoria, and these

representatives were in consultation with A. G.

Spalding.

A. G. Spalding pointed out that a combina-

tion of manufacturers was in process of forma-

tion, but, rather than have any garbled re-

ports, he asked the bicycle trade press., to w.ait -

until he gave them the cornplete- story. "i .5

Every paper was pledged by its representa-

tive to this effect. They also pledged them-

selves to eactt other, .that .nothing would ap-:

geaf }4 ,:thdr-, jpagers^j g£; thai, issae; :, The ff^rZ

resentatives of such papers as are published

outside of New York pledged themselves to

wire their papers, so that nothing would pos-

sibly appear in them.

It was made plain that the daily papers

would probably publish something, as, in fact,

the "Herald" did on Thursday. It was made
plain that information might have leaked out

and become known through other sources than

from Mr. A. G. Spalding.

It is a matter of fact that a number of men /

on the cycling papers did know of the pro-

posed combination.

None of these facts enter into the case.

None of them can possibly aflfect the solemn

pledge given 'by the cycle press men to A. G.

Spalding and given each to the others.

Not a single bicycle paper in this country,

except "Bicycling World," mentioned the

matter. Some of the papers were very anxi-

ous to print it; but, 'before doing so, they

wired their contemporaries. The result was
an absolute silence on the part of every trade

paper, except "Bicycling World."

"Bicycling World" scored a distinct beat.

It is entitled to laurels of a certain kind, and
so is Mr. Joseph Goodman, who pledged his

paper to silence—a silence which was super-

latively broken.

The following is a copy of a letter written

to A. G. Spalding by Joseph Goodman of the

"Bicycling World":
Boston, Mass., March 16, 1899.

Mr. A. G. Spalding,

The Waldorf-Astoria,

New York City.

Dear Mr. Spalding:—You have no doubt by this
time seen a copy of this week's issue of the "Bicycling
World," which contains an article in reference to the
proposed consolidation of the various bicycle manu-
facturers throughout the country, under your manage-
ment.

I want to state that the information contained in

this article was received on last Monday, and the en-
tire editorial staff of the paper was fully acquainted
with the nature of the scheme. The fact is, that the
entire matter was in type on Tuesday morning before
I first called upon you in New York. I desire to as-

sure you that I used every effort to have the editorial

management, omit the publication of the ^ticle, but
as they learned that others/were talking about the
matter, they felt that it was no more than proper that
we should publish the details of the story in our
paper.

From the time I called on you at 12 o'clock, and
also at 4 o'clock to attend the meeting of the repre-

sentatives of the cycling press, I did not in any way,
shape or manner, directly or indirectly, either by tele-

phone or telegraph, send in any information to the "pa-

per, or contribute any news of the proceedings of the

meeting. After you carefully read the article, I think
you will agree with me that certainly no information
was used which you -so kindly enlightened the press
upon.

I expect to be in New York early next week and
will call on you and be pleased to explain matters
more in detail if necessary. Very truly yours,

Joseph Goodman.

Mr. Spalding's reply was as follows:

N£w York, March 17, 1S99.
Mr. Joseph Goodman,

44 Stanhope Street,

Boston, Mass.

Dear Sir:—I am in receipt of your apologetic letter

of March 16th. I have no comment to make except

to e?:press surprise at the; violation of your definite

,,apd positive promise to me. Your? truly,

A. G. Spalding.

When a good many people are invited to

hold onto a -secret, they gener-ally grip it so

feard ;tnat- it Qutiikly springs a' leak.
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Talk of the Week.

When the spring rush opens, pity the order

department! There will be happenings like

this: Dealer Jones will send in an order. Next

morning he will send a tracer. That after-

noon he will send an addition to the order.

Meantime, the original order has reached the

manufacturer and has gone through the credit

and order departments and got into the mess

of the shipping room. To save time it will

not be indexed until the goods are shipped.

Consequently, when the tracer comes in-=-the

tracer seldom tells the date of the order—the

complaint-clerk has a hunt before him. Sup-

pose he finds the original. He finds it is on

time; that the tracer is hardly warranted. Then

he swears. The original order is shipped that

night. The next morning the "Please add to

my order" arrives. If the addition is shipped

separately, the freight charges may eat up the

dealer's profit on it. The order department

now takes its turn at swearing. Orders are

sometimes handled very carelessly, but dealers

should remember that they are not perfect

themselves.

Where They Will Go.

In discussing the large outputs contem-

plated by cycle manufacturers, compared with

the productions of earlier years, the question

always arises: where will all the wheels go?

It should be borne in mind that the average

man is not a bicycle rider, and is willing to

be. It is commonly said that there is a bi-

cycle in almost every family, but it is not so,

and even if it were so the limit would not be

reached. The average family numbers five

persons. The number of wheels in use does

not average one for every ten persons, or two

families. When that percentage is reached,

perhaps outputs will decrease, but to-day the

workman is only beginning—comparatively

speakingr—to buy bicycles. They have about

gotten down to his maximum price limit, and

he will be an active customer for some time.

9
Too Many in It.

If there were one-tenth as many manufac-

turers of parts and sundries as there are job-

bers of such goods, there would be over-pro-

duction of the most pronounced character. As
it is, it is difficult to see how there will be

enough business to go around comfortably.

There is the usual annual crop of new dealers,

and some of their patronage will go to new
sellers, but in the main they will be captured

by those concerns who have had traveling

salesmen in the field for years. Before the

season is over some -of the stocks of sundries

will be ofifered at pretty low prices.

To Duplicate Old Parts.

Those whose machines are out of date need

not worry about being able to get parts. There
are concerns who now make a specialty of

carrying untempered "blanks" in stock. These

blanks are easily turned and tempered. This

business, by the way, would stand more ad-

vertising.

Why They Do It.

About this time the dealer in the little town
off the main route is writing to the manufac-

turer asking when his "agent" will be around,

and perhaps the manufacturer wonders why
so many dealers use the term "agent" instead

of "traveler" or "salesman" or "traveling

salesman." Perhaps the custom originated

with the "purchasing agent," the man who
visits the big cities almost daily with orders

in his pocket from country dealers who prefer

to pay a small sum to this "agent" rather than

mail their orders and wait. The "agent" is

often an express messenger or train conduc-

tor or brakeman.

Automatic Coasting Chainless Wheels.

There is a determined and reasonable pres-

sure in England in behalf of automatic coaster

or "free pedal" or "free wheel" devices, and

tliose who have tried them on this side look

upon them favorably. Their popularity will

be afifected somewhat by the popularity of

chainless machines. It is now stated that a

method of applying the idea to a chainless has

been demonstrated. If this can be done prac-

tically, the automatic coaster and brake has

apparently a good future before it.

Sawing Wood Now.

A very noteworthy feature in regard to the

business being done in the western country at

the present time is that during the last two

weeks, only one or two outside makers, either

in cycle or sundry lines, have been seen in

Chicago. At this time last year the place was

full of outside manufacturers looking for trade

and figuring on future prospects. This sim-

ply means that now the makers are at home
"sawing wood."

If the mercantile agency books
,
contained

street addresses, as they should, there would

be far less chance of swindlers succeeding

by ordering goods on letter-heads bearing

the names, but not the addresses, of respon-

sible concerns.

One of the funny features of every trust-

forming plan is the effort of the formers to

make people believe that they are acting on

impulses of purely impersonal eleemosynary

enthusiasm.

Large bodies move slowly. Those who pre-

fer to imagine the very worst effect that a con-

solidation could have upon them, as outsiders,

are protected by this fact.

*
It is stated that a bicycle factory is to be erected

on the Spearman farm, between Sharon and Wheat-
land.—^Newspaper dispatch.

Planting mushrooms on Vesuvius.
•?

There is only one man who can do things

exactly as you do them. Bear this in mind if

you want to average good results.

The man who spreads scandal about another

and then gets into the other man's way is

several kinds of a blank fool.

*
When you are given an opportunity to "get

in on the ground floor," see that the door
remains open behind you.

A pledge-breaker and a scandal-monger

squirming in the same nest—pity the nest!

That old truth about too many cooks needs

a lot of learning yet.

The trust may succeed. It may not. There
you have it.

A. G. Spalding declares it will be a home-
run.

What the "I,ittle Schoolmaster" Says.

A trade journal with a thousand sub-
scribers often has a greater number of readers
of the sort the advertiser wishes to appeal to
than the daily paper circulating a hundred
thousand copies.—"JPrinters* Ink.*

You wouldn't expect to plant a seed, never

go near it again and expect it to bear fruit.

Yet that's the way a great many people do

advertising—simply put in the first copy that

comes to them, run it week after week without

change, and expect it to accomplish more than

all their active salesmen.

Advertising properly done will work won-
ders in a business-bringing way, but, like a

growing plant, it requires very careful at-

tention.

No matter how large or how successful a

business may become without advertising, it

could have been made larger and more profita-

ble with a judicious use of effective publicity.

Advertising is the magnet that attracts trade

when all else fails.

The man who advertises year in and year

out, in season and out of season, has fewer

dull periods of trade than the spasmodic ad-

vertiser. The constant advertisement im-

presses people with the progressiveness and

stability of the house, they become accustomed

to always finding the announcement in the

same space and cannot fail to read it and be

influenced by it.

It is a significant fact that the cycle makers
who have been continuous advertisers, have

used space in the trade and national publica-

tions liberally each year, were the ones who,

when the cut in prices came, were best able

to meet it. Usually the first place an ad-

vertiser thinks of cutting is in his advertis-

ing appropriation, not realizing that he is cut-

ting off the means of producing more busi-

ness, and too often the business he already

has. Don't be penny-wise and pound foolish,

and try to kill the goose that lays the golden

The more pleasing an advertiser can make
his trade announcements the more telling ef-

fect they will have on the reader. Plain, read-

able type, good strong borders, an occasional

illustration and lots of white space are neces-

sary ingredients of the attractive advertise-

ment. This will get the reader's attention,

and if you only follow it with strong argu-

mentative matter, it's bound to bring business.

Trade-paper advertising is necessarily good
advertising, because it reaches directly and
regularly the dealer; he relies on his trade

paper for his knowledge of new inventions

and doings of the trade; you can get in closer

touch with him through an advertisement in

his trade paper than any other way, for you
reach him at a time when he is thinking of

nothing but his own business.

Advertisements are intended to sell some-
thing. If they do this they fulfill their mission

and are good ads in spite of any contrary

opinions. And the more goods an ad sells

the better it is. Success silences criticism.

An ad that does not sell goods has failed of

its purpose, no matter how pretty or clever

it may be.
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MATTERS CURRENT IN THE CYCX.E TRADE.

ANTI-FLY-BY-NIGHTS

ARE THESE BOSTON JOBBERS.

The Beantown Purveyors of Sundries and

Kindred Things Have Organized for

Protection Against Swindlers.

The jobbers of Boston, like those of other

cities, have been frequently victimized by that

class of unscrupulous dealers known as "fly-

by-nights," who make their appearance every

spring and their disappearance when the leaves

fall and the bills become due. Like jobbers of

other towns, the Boston ones have talked

over it, but, unlike others, they have taken ac-

tion. They recently held a meeting at the Amer-
ican House, Boston, and organized the Cycle

Dealers' Protective Association, which will

keep a list of delinquent dealers and take such

action as may be necessary to protect the in-

terests of the members. The officers elected

were: J. C. Scott, of the Boston Cycle Supply

Co., president; A. King, of Brown & Wales,

secretary and treasurer, and Messrs. Pratt, of

the Elastic Tip Co., Cushing of the Lovell

Arms Co., Atwell of William Reed Si Son.

Executive Committee. The Executive Com-
mittee will serve three months, when another

committee will be elected. The purpose of

this is to equally distribute the work among
the members. The committee is now prepar-

ing a list which should prove of great value

to the members of the association.

" Ferro " Jtimped His Bail.

It appears now that Perry Yarrington, who
was arrested in New York February 18 on
the charge of obtaining about $10,000 worth of

bicycles by using the name ''J. Ferro," was a

member of a gang of swindlers operating un-

der the general name "W. B. Deming & Co."

The modus operandi of the latter concern has

been exposed by one of its members, a woman,
who was arrested the other day under the

name "Mrs. Howard." The real head of the

gang, Herman Cohen, has been arrested. Yar-
rington, alias Ferro, who was held in $5,000

bail, is reported to have "jumped" his bail.

J. A. Jochum, eastern representative of the

Kelly Handle-Bar Co., Cleveland, says that

his people received a big order from "W. B.

Deming & Co." Instead of filling it they

asked him to investigate. He found that the

concern was not the genuine one. The order

was not filled.

Bxpress-Receipt Taxes.

The decision announced by Judge Tuley, of

Chicago, last summer, in the suit brought by
the people against the United States Express
Co. to determine the question who should pay
the war revenue stamp tax on all shippers'

receipts, has now been affirmed by the branch
appellate court of the United States. Judge
Tuley decided that the carrier, in this case the

United States Express Co., under the law was
obligated to furnish a stamped receipt to the

shipper, and this opinion is sustained by the
unanimous opinion of the appellate court. In
deciding the appeal the court based its opinion

on the ground that the levying of the tax was
intended by the Government as a tax upon the

business of the carrier, and not upon the

shipper.

Tire Fluid I,itigation Coming.

The Buffalo Specialty Co. have brought suit

against George W. Cole & Co. New York, for

infringement of a patent on tire fluid. It is

reported that all the other manufacturers of

tire fluid will combine with Cole to defend the

suit, having confidence in their right to manu-
facture this fluid. The principal manufactur-

ers are Cox & Tingley, Elizabeth, N. J.;

Glines Liquid Rubber Co., Providence; Biko

Mfg. Co., Hubbardstown, Mass.; Arthur

Boyce, Newark, N. J.; Puncturoid Mfg. Co.,

Chelsea, Mass., Tireine Mfg. Co., North Ham-
ilton, Out., and Cleveland, O.

Tire Argument in Washington.

The Brown and Stillman tire patent, granted

in December, 1892, is owned by the American
Dunlop Tire Co. There is alleged interfer-

ence between this patent and the claim of

Charles H. Roth to the same invention. The
Roth claim is now the property of the Bruns-

wick Rubber Co. Attorneys representing both

interests argued the matter before a special

commissioner in the patent office Tuesday and

Wednesday of this week. Decision is ex-

pected in perhaps ten days.

Attachment Against Keating Company.

In New York city, March 20, the sheriff re-

ceived an attachment against the Keating

Wheel Co. for $7,881 in favor of the Straight

Mfg. Co., of Jamestown, N. Y. The claim is

for bicycle material furnished between January

20 and February 14, amounting to $2,067, and

for fittings furnished by the George L. Thomp-
son Mfg. Co., Chicago, from December 1 to

February 1; the Thompson claim having been

assigned to the Straight Mfg. Co.

Profits on the Philadelphia Show.

A 75 per cent dividend was earned by last

month's Philadelphia cycle show. Last year

a 200 per cent dividend was declared. Never-

theless, this year's show is believed to have

been the most successful one ever held in

Philadelphia, everything considered. A larger

dividend could have been declared, hut a

larger amount than usual will be kept in the

treasury of the local cycle board of trade.

Change of Name, Etc.

The Plew & Motter Mfg. Co., Chicago, have

changed their name to the Plew Saddle Co.

The directory is increased from four to five,

the capitaL stock from $5,000 to $25,000, and

bicycles will be manufactured.

George S. McDonald, of McDonald, Jones

& Co., New York, exporters, returned from

Europe late last week.

James P. Gates, a Milwaukee dealer, has

been discharged from his debts through bank-

ruptcy proceedings.

Worcester dealers had their opening day on

March 16.

SADDLE-COMBINATION

RUMORS ARE RUN DOWN.

Names of the Concerns Which Have Been

Approached, and Views on the Subject by

People Who Are Interested.

It is learned that a New York banking firm

is progressing favorably in an effort to amal-

gamate the finances of the several saddle con-

cerns which are not in the American Saddle

Co. The Mesinger Saddle Co., New York;

Butler &"Ward, Newark, N. J.; C. C. Kroh
Co., Cleveland; Rosenblatt, Philadelphia; Cut-

ting & Kaestner, Chicago, and three other

concerns are mentioned as having been ap-

proached in this matter by the New York
bankers. This information comes to The
Wheel from several sources, and while it may
not be entirely correct, there is evidently some-

thing in it.

Reading, Pa.' March 18.—It appears that

the recent incorporation of the American Sad-

dle Co. has not settled the matter of saddle

combination. Another combination is be-

ing attempted. Whether or not it will suc-

ceed is a matter of conjecture, but it is not too

much to say that it is being, at the very least,

carefully considered by all the parties inter-

ested.

The proposed combination is in the hands

of capitalists quite outside the bicycle business,

who see in the uniting of a number of well-

known saddle plants the chance to turn an

honest penny. The projectors of the new
company offer the saddle makers choice of

stock in the enterprise, or cash for their prop-

erty and good will.

Among the concerns which the "inducers"

are attempting to wheel into line are such re-

putable and aggresive people as the Sager

Mfg. Co., Mesinger Mfg. Co., Butler & Ward
Co., Cutting & Kaestner and Hollenbeck

Saddle Co.

Rochester, N. Y., Marth 20.—Mr. George

C. Seager, of the Sager Gear Co., said to a

Wheel representative in answer to the ques-

tion of how the saddle trust was affecting

them: "We are making more saddles than we
have ever made and our factory has been

running night and day for weeks. In fact, we
have one motor that has been running now
for eighty hours without a stop. If there is

an idea in any quarter that the Sager Gear
Co. can be forced out of the' saddle business,

those who have such an idea are laboring

under a serious misapprehension, and as long

as any of our competitors have an appetite for

litigation we will guarantee that they shall

not go hungry."

For Warwick Creditors.

A dividend of five per cent, in addition to

the dividend of 10 per cent previously ordered,

was instructed by the insolvency court in

Springfield, Mass., a few days ago in the case,

of the Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co. All privi-

leged creditors not paid were ordered paid in

full.
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FOREIGN FREIGHT TIPS.

Information that Will Be of Value to Exporters

Who Have Not Yet I/earned All the Ins and

Outs of the Business.

The North German Lloyd Steamship Com-
pany have sent a letter to exporters in general,

relative to ocean freights on American indus-

trial products. A num'ber of facts of interest

are quoted and a fevif extracts followr: With

the great development of industrial enterprises

in the United States, no doubt manufacturers

will pay more attention to the export trade,

but, although this trade has increased lately,

we are of the opinion that the shipments of

goods to foreign ports would materially in-

crease if manufacturers would adopt the cus-

tom of quoting their goods "cost and freight

to the foreign port," or "cost, freight and in-

surance to foreign port."

Foreign agents and buyers generally re-

ceive so many offers from all sides that it is

not worth while to consider quotations "ex

works" or free on cars at the factory. They
desire to know at a glance what the goods cost

laid down in their country. Another draw-

back in some cases is the quotation in Ameri-

can currency, especially in Asia and Africa.

The currency most easily understood is the

British, and the most advantageous exchange

can be obtained at all times for bills in Eng-
lish currency.

All packages should have marks, numbers
and port of destination in bold figures and

should also show measurement • and gross

weight of each package. The general ship-

ping rule is that extra charges for loading,

handling and discharging will be done on all

packages exceeding one ton in weight. For

shipments to India and some other British

possessions all packages and the goods them-

selves must be clearly marked "Made in the

United States," or, better, "Warranted Amer-
ican Manufacture," otherwise heavy fines will

be imposed for violation of the British Sea

Customs act.

Advice from an Englishman.

In a recent letter a well-known London ex-

porter of American goods embodied some ad-

vice on two points of interest to us on this

side. Speaking of the failure of American
mailing clerks to put sufficient postage on

foreign mail, he described it as a great an-

noyance, adding: "We have to pay excess on

letters by nearly every mail; and as a lesson,

in cases where we knew they were of no im-

portance, we returned them, although against

our wishes.

"I may say that I look forward to my
Wheel with great pleasure, and make it my
duty to go through it from beginning to end.

I note many of your remarks are very severe

on English manufacturers, but, at the same
time, many of your own require a sermon
preached them on tlie suicidal policy of sacri-

ficing everything to quantity. They will often

quote tempting prices for big quantities, and

as they cannot afiford to keep up the standard,

the quality deteriorates with each shipment,

the consequence being that a valuable com-

mercial article becomes a drug on the market.

Take for instance the spanner. This

found a ready sale over here, and at one time

was certainly one of the best spanners we had,

but it is now made of poorer and soft metal,

so that the British public will not look at it."

AUSTRALIA OVERLOADED.

British Exports.

British exports of cycles and parts, 1898-9,

are indicated in the following table:

Week ending Jan. 20 $38,700

Week ending Jan. 27.

Week ending Feb. 3

Week ending Feb. 10...

Week ending Feb. 17.

Week ending Feb. 24..

1S98. 1S99.

38,700 $40,115

63,410 63,505

71,500 22,185

59,490 24,900

76,455 37,375

55,460 34,500

The detailed figures for the week ending

February 24, 1899, are as follows:

Adelaide $820
Aden 235
Albany 345
Alexandria 35
Auckland 760
Bombay 4,710
Boulogne 2,055
Bremen 320
Calcutta 1,575
Cape Town 400
Durban 1,240
East London 750
Flushing 2,085
Foochow 160
Freemantle 100
Ghent 780
Hamburg 45
Hobart 225
llong Kong 460

Kurrachee 35
Madras 575
Marseilles 35
Mauritius 500
Melbourne 10,445

Mombassa 185
Mossel Bay 515
Nelson 50
New Plymouth 30
New York 275
Oamaru 120
Ostend 60
Otago 100
Penang 700
Perth 1,750
Port Elizabeth 1,290

Shanghai 295
Singapore 110
Sydney 360

Canadian Demand Growing:.

A contributor to "The Advertising Man"
says that the demand for bicycles in Canada

has been large and the imports have steadily

increased from $16,501 during 1889 to $795,705

during 1897. These figures are surprising when
you consider that H. A. Lozier & Co., E. C.

Stearns & Co., and Gendron Mfg. Co. have

established factories in Canada, each of which

employs several hundred men; in addition to

these there are a number of other American

makers who are manufacturing in Canada on

a small scale; there are also several Canadian

manufacturers who have large factories turn-

ing out thousands of wheels, among them the

Massey-'Harris Co., the Welland Vale Mfg.

Co., the Canadian Typograph Co., the Goold

Bicycle Co., and numerous other smaller fac-

tories. Canada during 1897 exported bicycles

valued at $325,115. The imports from Great

Britain have decreased from $218,532 during

1894, to $36,502 during 1897, whereas the im-

ports from the United States have increased

from $42,977 during 1893, to $758,783 during

1897. Among the imported wheels, the Cres-

cent, Monarch and Columbia are large sellers.

During 1898 the Columbia chainless retailed

in Canada at $140.

German Cataloguers Active.

The German does things systematically.

Several of the larger makers are spending

considerable raoneyon foreign catalogues. One
Brandenberg concern has issued catalogues in

seven different languages—English, German,

Russian, Spanish, Danish, Swedish and Dutch.

Harry I,ozier Back.

H. A. Lozier, Jr., who has been abroad in

the interests of his concern, returned to New
York last Saturday and left for Cleveland that

afternoon.

A Cleveland Traveler Sums Up the Antipodean

Situation After Spending Nearly a Year in

that Part of the World.

H. A. Goddard, an old-timer, arrived in

Cleveland a few days ago after spending a

greater portion of the past year in Australia

in the Lozier interests. In conversation with

a Wheel representative, Mr. Goddard more
than verified the discouraging reports regard-

ing the condition of the cycle trade in the

Antipodes. Said he: "The interest in racing,

which has been one of the mainstays of the

business in Australia, has fallen off greatly

during the last year, and the extremist ele-

ment, those who buy new wheels every year,

are turning their attention to other sport. The
people who ride simply for business have long

since been supplied, many of them at prices

which it would be a losing investment for

manufacturers to try to compete with. During
the past two years the country has simply been

flooded with wheels from both American and

British manufacturers, and, as a result, there

is now virtually no demand. In Melbourne
there are thousands of wheels held in bond.

Many of these are of a well-known American
make, and the people who own them cannot

get even a fair price for them, and it would be

altogether too expensive to ship them back

to this country. Eventually they will be sold

at any price they will bring, as has been the

case with thousands of othei machines. The
situation is simply this: The country is nearly

as large as the United States and the popula-

tion is only about four millions; less than

some of our states. About one-third of these

people live in the four leading cities and the

remainder are scattered over this immense
territory. The roads are, as a rule, of the

worst kind imaginable, hence the actual de-

mand for bicycles is practically limited to the

residents of cities, and they are more than

supplied. Three or four American concerns,

including our firm, have built up a fairly good
trade, and have acquired a reputation for fair

dealings and honest value, consequently it

pays them to follow up the advantage they

have gained, but for new and unknown con-

cerns to attempt to enter this field at the

present time it would be sheer folly."

The Canadian Competitor.

The Massey-Harris Company, of Toronto,

do an interesting export business. On March
13 they shipped $12,000 worth of bicycles to

Germany and $2,000 worth to Australia.

Pay Attention to This. '

Says the thoughtless advertiser, "If I can

only attract popular attention that is half the

battle." That depends upon how you attract

it and the class of people you attract. As a

matter of fact, there is nothing easier in the

cycle trade than to attract attention and noth-

ing more ridiculous unless you can make that

attention profitable. It is better to remain

silent if you cannot be interesting to your
own financial benefit.
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Mr. Dealer:
Your ear for one moment. Are you looking for the best value in a
bicycle, or a machine that you can buy for the least money regardless

of real merit? If you want the machine that has the most good points
and one that will prove the most desirable from both the selling stand-
point as well as the rider's standpoint, do not overlook the

Regular Model, 24'lb9., £135.00.

Patee
erest

^ Ladies' Model, 24 lbs., S35.00.

It is built on the handsomest lines by the most expert and scientific

bicycle mechanics of any machines on the market. The finish, nickel
and enamel, is superb. Nothing could be more handsomely finished

at any price. It sells on sight, and what is more, it STAYS SOLD.
Although it is guar-

anteed for One Year,

it never comes back for repairs. Every rider of the PaTEE CresT is

a traveling salesman for your store. He pays his own expenses, makes
new customers for you and you get the benefit by selling more PaTEE
Crest bicycles, on which you make a handsome profit.

Don't fool yourself by thinking you can get just as much money for

cheap stuff. Further information fiee, by mail. Write us.
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PATEE BICYCLE COMPANY, Peoria, III.

Racing Model, 22 lbs., 540.00. Kindly mention The Wheel.

LEAGUEKIT
Only repair tool making both

cement repair and plug repair.

Simple, quick, certain. The

Century Record-Holder, John

M. Nobre, pronounces it the

best kit he ever used.

A MOWING MACHINE
costs more than a scythe—but it cuts more grass.

A fine tire costs more than a cheap—but it rides faster and
farther. What made the solid lire give way to the cushion—
the cushion to the pneumatic? For precisely the same reason

the slow pneumatic is bound to give way to the fast.

Nobody wants slow tires, nobody buys them know-
ingly. And it isn't good sound business to let people do it

unknowingly. If you don't tell them, somebody else will, and
they get the impression that they've been cheated.

League Tires need no explanation. Nothing goes
into them but the finest rubber and fabric; nothing comes out

but speed and staying qualities. "Get there and get back"
Tires look well in the store, ride well out of the store, and,
present or absent, are working steadily in somebody's interest

—yours if you handle them.

New York 25 Park Place.
Philadelphia Wi Chestnut Street.

St. Louis kWNo. Third Street.
San J'rancisco 509-511 Market Street.

WESTERN DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.
A. G. Spalding if Bros., 147-149 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.

Geo. F. Kehew &= Co., 129 Pearl St., Boston.

NEWYORK BELTINGScPACKING COITD.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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IT HAMPERS US.

An Interesting Washingtonian Discourse Upon

the Great and Increasing Necessity for an

International Banking System.

Washington, D. C, March 10.—There can

be no question as to the increasing need for

an international banking and monetary sys-

tem. An effort in the former direction was

made during the present session of congress,

and, while it has temporarily failed, it may

not be considered yet as a lost cause. Many

attempts have been made to bring about an

international monetary standard, and it is to

be regretted that no satisfactory result has

been attained. No one, outside of those en-

gaged in international commerce, can realize

what a saving would be effected not only in

the time required to make the various cal-

culations, but in the avoidance of the errors

and misunderstandings that creep into an en-

terprise, and which are often disastrous to

its sucpessful termination. Take an example.

A party in Brazil—or any other country—de-

sires to buy a line of bicycles. He desires to

know the first cost of them, and the freight,

duty, etc. Can even one out of any hundred

of the cycle manufacturers, or anyone in their

employ, quote the Brazilian figures which the

quotation maker will be willing to guarantee

to the intending purchaser to be correct? The

cycle maker may discover in some remote

way the monetary unit of Brazil from which

he can begin to make his calculations in a

way which is likely to end eventually in a

more or less correct solution as to the ap-

proximate cost, to the dealer down in Brazil,

of that stock of bicycles. Now take the Bra-

zilian dealer; as he is not basing his pur-

chasing ability on approximation, it may not

be at all surprising if he is shy of his future

transactions to be conducted on the same

basis.

Passing over this important subject, comes

one of equal importance—the present lack of

adequate banking facilities. This is a subject

of special interest when the South American

countries are under consideration. The ques-

tion of exchange can only be second to that

of transportation, and it will be impossible to

greatly extend commercial relations with

America's southern neighbors unless these

matters are satisfactorily arranged. It must

be borne in mind that in many of those

countries no drafts are obtainable on the

United States, and, vice versa, drafts upon
Central and South America are practically un-

known in American money markets. The
point is constantly raised by American com-
mercial travelers that their firms do not ex-

tend sufficient time Umit in transactions with

the mercantile houses in South American

countries. This is true when terms are placed

alongside of those offered by English and

German manufacturers who are competing for

the same trade. At the present time all trans-

actions have to be carried out through Euro-

pean banks; this results in a loss to America
of interest, difference in exchange and com-

missions, and renders America dependent

upon Europe.

A comparison of America's lack with the

great facilities enjoyed by European countries

for the South American trade brings into

view, as a conspicuous agency in European

commerce, suitable and convenient means of

exchange. Every competing European nation

has established banks in the South American

countries to facilitate exchanges. United

States' manufacturers should not be satisfied

with existing facilities, which compel them to

operate through English banks, and should

urge the incorporation of international A-ner-

ican banks in various countries. The ad-

vantages of such institutions to the cycle man-
ufacturers of this country are apparent to

everyone interested in the export problem.

This Year and Next.

Henry Van Arsdale, of the Beebe Mfg. Co.,

Racine, Wis., was a visitor to New York
last week. M. M. Lewis, the treasurer of the

company, told a Wheel representative who
called upon him recently at Racine that he
thought the company would push a wheel

made under their own name next year. The
Beebe Company will make 25,000 wheels this

year—principally for jobbers.

F. E. Wing, of Salem, Mass., has opened,a
bicycle store at 74 Washington street.

LARGE BUYERS, ATTENTION!

in nnn C:ycles, '99 Models. Prices to Beat
IU,UUU Anything. See us.

5,000 Handle-Bars, Shelby Weldless Tube, 39 cents each; worth .55.

ALSO JOBBERS IN JUVENILES, ETC.

L. C. JANDORF & CO., 321 Broadway, New York.

HIGH-GRADE FRAMES

MAKE HIGH-GRADE WHEELS.

This is the only strictly High-Grade
Frame.

SPECIFICATIONS : Drop-Forging
Throng-hout, Shelby Seamless Tube,
Turned Head Fittings, Expanders,
Head and Seat-Post.

We carry everything and anything for

a wheel. Write for catalogue just

published.

E. A. BRECHER&CO.,
105 Reade St., New York.
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IN BICTCL.E LAIIPS.
DON'T OVERLOOK THE 2 VITAl POINTS:

DOES IT STAT AI,IGHT? DOES IT GIVE A GOOD LIGHT?
If it has these qualities, then look at the minor points, appearance, simplicity, light

weight and ease of operation.

BUT LOOK AT IT HO'W TOU WILI,, THE

ietz

IS FAR IN ADVANCE OF ALL OTHERS.
Wiy handle inferior ones when you can'havelthe best?

R. E. DIETZ COMPANY,
Lamp Makers:siace 1840. 60?Laight:Street,:NEW YORK.

...THERE ARE OTHERS
But the onl)'' oil that O • >fT

does not gum is C^lt^^C^S^^^
It does all these things

:

CLEANS, LUBRICATES,
PREVENTS RUST,

and does each better than an)- other compound.
For Bicycles, Guns, Tj'pewriters, Sewing Ma-
chines, etc. Sold by all dealers.

Write for complete catalogue.

G. W. COLE & CO., B
141

roadway New York.
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WE USE
^ Shelby

Seamless

Tubing exclus-

ively-Oar goods

are made right

and carry the

highest class of

finish — Every-

thing in bars al-

ways available.

the Tamous "Scbiitneer' Bar, manufacturea exclusively by Us.

PLACE your

orders with

us, and you

will know just

whatyou can de-

pend on in qual-

ity and what is

equally impor-

tant at this sea-

son in matter of

delivery— our

bona-fide capa-

city 5,0 00 per

day.

Chicago HandlcBar (So.,
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t 312-314 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.
J% Kindly mention The Wheel.
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DOINGS IN THE WORLD OF AUTOMOBILISM.

OVERMAN'S STEAMER.

He Shows His Steam "Wagon to a Critical

Assemblage Who Agree In Pronouncing It

a Simple and Effective Auto-C»r.

One always expects originality from A. H.

Overman and the Sage of Chicopee usually

takes care that in his case at least the unex-

pected does happen. Last week the press

view of the Overman automobile was given,

and the father of the Victor soon showed that

he would be the parent of an equally creditable

automobile. Mr. Overman claims that only

an expert can run any of the automobiles pre-

viously put on the market. "My machine," he

says, "enables every man, woman and child to

become an automobilist in a very few minutes.

This is the first machine which can rightfully

be termed an automobile, as the meaning of

that word includes the idea of automatic."

The series of automatic adjustments which

make the new feature of this machine are so

contrived as to render an explosion impossible.

An automatic device promptly slackens the fire

when the pressure is too strong. Another auto-

matic device keeps the water supply up to a

certain amount, so that the water becomes low

only when the supply gives out, when promptly

the automatic device puts out the fire, so that

no explosion can take place. A water gauge

is placed outside the wagon, principally to sat-

isfy people's curiosity as to the fact that the

water supply is there, rather than that there is

any need of knowing. Another automatic de-

vice pumps oil, which is the fuel used, from a

supply tank. The water supply has to be re-

newed ordinarily about every 25 miles, but if

one starts on a long ride, an auxiliary reser-

voir can be put in, which will run the machine

for 50 miles. The oil supply will last fully as

long. Thus all the rider has to do is to fill

up with water before leaving home, or any-

where on the route, start the lever, and steer.

The chief drawbacks to pleasurable auto-

mobile riding in the past have been noise,

smell and vibration, and these in the Over-

man machine are practically imperceptible.

In a close room a jet of escaping steam ac-

companies the carriage, but out of doors, ex-

cept in the coldest weather, this steam will at

once condense into invisible mist. A slight

click tells when water is being pumped into

the boiler. Pneumatic tires assist the springs

in removing all vibration. Three different

sizes of tires will toe provided for use on dif-

ferent roads. On good city streets a two-inch

tire will be found the best, on sandy and

rough country roads, a five-inch tire will best

overcome the difficulties. There is also a

three-inch tire for intermediate use. Four
gauges attached to the dashboard add to the

comfort of the traveler. One shows the steam

pressure, another the oil pressure, then a

meter showing the miles traveled is attached,

and a small clock. An incandescent electric

light, ignited by pressing a button, and sup-

plied by a small dry battery inside, will light

the clock and the gauges at night. The ex-

pense of operating the machine is estimated

at less than a half-cent a mile. An ordinary

20-mile ride would thus cost less than 10

cents. The general appearance of the Over-

man carriage is not unlike that of any auto-

mobile. The machinery is concealed in the

box under the seat, the body of the vehicle

is painted black, the springs and axles a dark

red. Power is transmitted by a chain like a

bicycle's and it has bicycle wheels. Mr. Over-

man says his company have more orders for

these carriages already than they can handle

for some time.

BEATS BICYCLES.

Gas, in Place of Wind.

Articles of incorporation of the White Mo-
tor Wagon Co. have been filed in the county

clerk's ofKce in Jersey City. The capital stock

is $10,000,000, of which $3,000,000 are preferred,

and the incorporators are Charles N. King, of

Jersey City, manager of the New Jersey Cor-

porations Agency; Charles H. Blair, Ander-

son Price, Oscar S. Gunz, William R. Mit-

chell and William S. Scott.

The above concern is said to be a new

Croker autotruck company which has entc-ed

the field against the International Power Co.

The patent rights are owned by L. White, an

American, who is now in Paris. He has per-

fected a model which is being exhibited in

that city, and a company has been formed

which will own the European rights. Colonel

C. H. Blair is to be president of the Ameri-

can branch of the company. Oscar Gunz, who
is also connected with the White company,

stated that the motor power would be gas.

Stanley Succeeds Sterling.

Stanley Brothers, Newton, Mass., have booked
their one hundredth order for steam moto-

cycles, thereby selling the last of the first lot

under construction before the first vehicle is

ready for delivery. Fifty of these wagons go

to the Count de Jotemps, of Paris, and the

others have been placed in single orders all

over the country, many of them being given

by parties who visited Newton in person, and

ordered the wagons after an actual trial. The
Stanley Brothers have purchased the old

Sterling Elliott bicycle factory, in Newton,

and will equip it as rapidly as possible to make
it equal to the production of 1,000 steam wa-

gons yearly. Stanley wagons are oflfered at

$600 for two-passenger carriages, and $700 for

four-passenger wagons.

ITained After George.

Washington Automobile Co., of Alexandria,

Va., to manufacture automobiles, have been

incorporated with a capital of $50,000. Incor-

porators: Henry D. Mirick, president; James

E. Lackey, treasurer and secretary; Fred C.

Stevens, Oscar T. Crosby, Charles A. Lieb, all

of Washington, D. C. ; A. W. Armstrong,

Alexandria, Va.

Tires for Croker.

The Metallic Rubber Tire Co. have been in-

corporated in New Jersey, with a capital stock

of $100,000. The incorporators are C. T.

Adams, R. S. Adams, C. L. Burger and E. M.
Burger. It is understood that this corporation

will become identified with Richard Croker's

automobile companies.

The Profits Which Seem I,lkely to Result

from Electric Vehicles I^eave Those of the

Bicycle Far in the Rear.

The Electric Storage Battery Co., of which

W. C. Whitney is the chief owner, has organ-

ized the Electric Vehicle Co. with a capital of

$10,000,000, taking one-quarter of the stock.

The company is the parent company of all the

electric vehicle companies. It subscribes to

10 per cent of the stock of the small operating

companies, selling them cabs and dividing the

territory so there will be no competition. Two
months ago the stock of this company sold at

15; now it is selling at 83. The New York
Electric Vehicle Transportation Co. is the

greatest of the oflfshoots of the Electric Vehi-

cle Co. It is capitalized at $25,000,000. It has

200 cabs and wall soon order 1,500 more.

Every oflfshoot of the Electric Vehicle Co.

upon commencing business has to pay a per

capita tax of one cent to the Electric Vehicle

Co. The receipts from this source alone has

given the Electric Vehicle Co. the ability to

pay an 8 per cent dividend on its preferred

stock and put its common stock on the same

basis. The Electric Vehicle Co. is also the

parent concern of the Electric Boat Co., with

$10,000,000 capital, which has purchased the

Holland Torpedo-Boat Co., and will shortly

commence to manufacture twenty-five of the

submarine boats.

The Electric Vehicle Co. will place orders

for 12,000 cabs this year. About three years

ago that company established its New York
cab service. When it sold the New York
business to the New York Electric Transpor-

tation Co. it operated 100 cabs. Interests

identified with the parent company had organ-

ized the New York Electric Vehicle Transpor-

tation Co., with a capital of $25,000,000. The

new company paid $300,000 cash for the New
York plant. The co-operative delivery wagon
system is to be taken up. Interests identified

with many of the large stores are stockholders

in the company, and it is expected to replace

the delivery wagon system of the department

stores with electric vehicles by the establish-

ment of transfer package stations at convenient

points. The Metropolitan Street Railway Co.

will supply the power, and it is not improbable

that a transfer system will be put in use where-

by electric cabs will take customers from the

doors of their houses to the Metropolitan

Street Railway's trunk lines.

Wearisome Wind Bag.

The carpenter, butcher or blacksmith who
pretends to do "press work" for the so-called

autotruck, compressed-air-stock-jobbing game

played the limit of idiotic newspaper yarning

by declaring that the airites were going to

dispense with all the horses in New York's

fire department, bottled air taking the animals'

places. As no vehicle of any kind has ever

yet been constructed by this wind concern, all

of these yarns about what they are going to do

have grown stale and fish-like, and the pro-

moter of them should be refused further space

by all self-respecting papers.
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Bicycle Makers in Concert.

(Continued from page 17.)

says his concern has not been approached.

He does not believe the contemplated organ-

ization can be successfully carried out, but be-

lieves something should be done to stop the

ruthless price cutting which now prevails in

the bicycle business.

Reading, Pa., March 20.—Another meeting

of the local manufacturers who are interested

in the proposed trust was held behind closed

doors this afternoon. After the meeting your

correspondent, who kept himself in close

touch with this meeting and its members,

heard their tongues begin wagging in spite

of the secrecy pledged. The first intimation

of the bicycle trust originated at the New
York cycle show, although nothing definite

was accomplished at that time. Within the

past three weeks the local manufacturers be-

gan receiving letters from Mr. A. G. Spalding,,

of New York, which read about as follows:

There is about to be organized a bicycle trust

headed by the most prominent cycle men in the

country, and engineered by one of the ablest and
most trustworthy trust attorneys in the United

States, who so successfully formed the Sugar Trust

and other trusts of great magnitude. This trust is to

be backed by capitalists who represent many millions

of dollars, and we are desirous of securing your

plant. Herewith enclosed you will find a form which

you will kindly fill out and return to me as quickly

as possible, that is if you are willing to dispose of

your plant to this syndicate to be formed, at a reason-

able figure; but, on the contrary, if you are reluctant

to enter the combine, you will confer a special favor

upon me by returning all communications and con-

sidering this as strictly confidential. If. however, you
are willing to give us an option on your plant and
do not fully comprehend the full meaning of the pro-

posed amalgamation, I will be pleased to explain our

plans to you more explicitly if you will call on me
personally in New York. Prior to your coming, tele-

graph me time of your arrival in New York.

The questions to be answered on the form

mentioned in Mr. Spalding's letter are numer-
ous, and run something like this:

What Spalding Asked.

AVhat is the capital of your plant, the value of

your real estate, the value of your machinery, the out-

put of your plant the past three years, the approximate
salaries paid your different mechanics, the running
expenses incurred when your factory is working to its

fullest capacity and the number of wheels turned out

in that period? Are you willing to refrain from cycle

manufacturing for a term of ten yeai s and willing to

place your services at the disposal of the syndicate if

your plant is purchased? Are you willing and able to

meet all your liabilities at par? Who, in your opinion,

is capable of taking charge of your plant and what is

your lowest cash price for it? We desire an option

on your plant until June 1, and in the meantime our
expert accountant, who has been engaged in other

deals of this sort, will investigate your report, and in

turn you will hear from us.

Besides the above-mentioned questions, a

large number of other minor questions are

to be answered by the different managers
who are willing to give the trust an option

on their plants.

John R. Miller, president of the Relay Mfg.
Co.; James T. Reber, president of the Acme
Mfg. Co.: H. C. England, president of the

Reading Cycle Co.; George D. Packer, pro-
prietor of the Packer Cycle Co., of this city,

and W. I. Grubb, of the Light Cycle Co.,

called on Mr. Spalding in New York within

the past few days and all appear to favor the

proposed consolidation, which, they state, will

undoubtedly go through. William F. Remp-

pis and Jonathan C. Leinbach, of the Reading

Standard Alfg. Co., and J. George Ziegler, of

the Laurel Cycle ^Ifg. Co., expect to call on

Mr. Spalding in the course of a few days.

Reading, March 2L—The Packer Cycle Co.,

Reading Cycle Co. and Laurel Cycle Co. have

given options on their plants, thus completing

the list of available Reading plants.

Some Reading Intervieivs.

Reading, Pa., March 21.—Your correspon-

dent was informed this morning by a gentle-

man who is closely connected with the pros-

pective trust, that a secret meeting was held

by the managers of the different plants in this

city, a few days ago, when it was decided to

sell all the Reading factories, with one ex-

ception whose total output does not exceed

1,500 wheels, for a cash consideration of $500,-

000, notwithstanding the fact that the aggre-

gate of the various capital stocks is double that

amount. It is also authoritatively stated that

the deal is an accomplished fact and will very

likely be consummated within a fortnight.

William F. Remppis, president of the Read-

ing Standard Mfg. Co., said: "We have been

invited to sell our plant to this new corpora-

tion which is now organizing. We have the

matter under consideration, and it is likely

that we will give a favorable reply. Under the

proposed arrangements the public will have the

benefit of the reduction in price of '99 bicy-

cles, and yet have the guarantee that they are

of the highest class, and that the standard has

been maintained."

James C. Reber, treasurer of the Acme Mfg.

Co., said: "Yes, we have been asked by this

proposed trust the price of our plant. After

giving the matter due consideration we gave

the promoters an option. If the new com-
bination is formed it is likely that they will

absorb us. I am not in a position to give

any figure at this time."

John R. Miller, president of the Relay Mfg.

Co., stated that his firm have also given an

option on their plant. The general inclination

among manufacturers with whom he had

talked, he said, was to go into the combina-

tion, and it appeared to him that it .would

be a success. Asked as to whether f le .forma-

tion of the combine meant the closing of any'

of the factories, Mr. Miller said that that had

not yet developed. Mr. Miller's opinion was

that the combination will be effected
,
very

soon. He added: "It is not intended to ad-

vance the price of wheels but to reduce the

cost of production and also the expense of

reaching the purchaser. This can be done by

buying material in larger quantities and at

the same time maintaining fewer sales agents.

There are also many other advantages."

Will Probably Go Tirotigli.

J. G. Xander, of the Keystone M. & M.
Co., Lebanon, says: "It is true that we were

approached by a representative of the move-
ment, which is headed by A. G. Spalding, of

New York, and hacked by New York bankers,

relative to joining the trust. We have given

them an option which will in all probability

be accepted. While we are not anxious to dis-

pose of our factory, we have decided to do

so, providing the price we named is accepted.

I am of the opinion that the deal will, go

through very shortlj'."

The president of the Reading Cycle Mfg.

Co. cannot be seen, but it was stated by one

of its members that the plant was offered to

the proposed bicycle trust, but he was not

in position to state the price or conditions.

George D. Packer, of the Packer Cycle Co.,

is out of the city. It is stated that he is in

New York in consultation with Messrs. Spald-

ing and Pope.

The other cycle company here is the Key-

stone, but its building was destroyed by fire

last summer and has not as yet been rebuilt.

Toledo, ^larch 20.—Bicycle manufacturers of

Toledo when questioned very generally refer

to the statements sent out by the Associated

Press and credited to Mr. Lozier, concerning

the proposed combine of bicycle men, which

is now being formed. All the leading Toledo

manufacturers admit that they have been ap-

proached. The following are some of the

opinions:

Frank E. Southard, president and general

manager of the Toledo Metal Wheel Co., says:

"I do not think we will be in the combine.

Our factory was included in the deal, but

matters have so adjusted themselves that it

will be almost impossible for us to accept any

kind of a proposition from the combine. Our
business is divided into two parts. The ju-

venile line will have to be separated from the

bicycle making before we can do anything and

this is an impossibility. There can hardly be

an agreement reached with us that we think

of that will be in any way satisfactory."

George H. Fisher, general manager of the

Gendron Wheel Co.: "Yes, we have been

counted in the proposed combine. Mr. Loz-

ier's statement i»about all we know and about

all we care to point to. Of course, we are

willing to dispose of the plant if we can get

the right figure and that is probably the con-,

dition of every manufacturer at present."

If the Price Is Right.

Edward G. Eager, general manager of the

Union Mfg. Co. : "We are not saying much
about this trust. I suppose every maker of

bicycles; that is every one of any im-

portance, has been approached concerning

this combination. I see no reason for not

selling if the right price can be secured. I

have seen Mr. Lozier's statement of the mat-

ter and it is about the position we are in. I

do not know what will be the outcome, but I

am of the impression that the trust will be

formed."

E. E. Kirk, president and general manager

of the Kirk Mfg. Co.: "We do not care to say

much about the combine at present. I do not

know much about it. We know it is being

formed and do not know as yet whether we

will go in or not. The price of the plant

would naturally cut some figure."

J. R. B. Ransom, secretary and treasurer

Snell Cycle Fittings Co.: "We have heard of

the combine, but know little about it save

what we have read." In response to the ques-

tion as to whether the Snell had been ap-

proached on the matter, Mr. Ransom said:

"Yes, we have had some talk about joining

the combine, but the matter is not definite

enough for us to give out anything. We may
or we may not be included, depending on how
matters shape themselves and what the ap-

praisements are."

A Word from the Inside.

A gentleman who is in close official touch

with one of the largest bicycle manufacturers

in the country, in talking of the trust to a

Wheel representative, said: "Of course, there

will always be a market for special-built
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wheels, by which I mean wheels biiitt to orde-

by small local men. People always have and

always will be willing to pay more for a bi-

cycle built just as they want it, and the trust

will not attempt to cater to this trade. This

movement should not surprise the trade. It

had to come and is the best that could happen

for the manufacturer. Take the question of op-

tions alone; wliy, on our wheels the options

and combinations of options, counting of

course every wheel and part we have to keep

in stock, run into the thousands. Only re-

cently we had to hold a shipment of several

hundred wheels for some weeks because we

did not happen to have an article that was

specified.

"Now, when the trust is in operation there

will be no delay in shipments. As soon as

an order is received it will go to the factory

making the particular wheels called for and the

shipment can be made the same day.

"As to the firms inflating the value of their

plants, that's all nonsense. They will have to

show their books for some years past and a

most thorough investigation of their proper-

ties will be made before they receive an ofifer.

Talking of this reminds me that you would be

surprised at the profits some of the firms have

made even during the poor times of the last

two years. I tell you the trust is going to be

a winner and there is no doubt but that the

shares will find a rapid sale."

Colonel Pope Approves.

Colonel Albert A. Pope, in a Boston inter-

view last Friday, confirmed'' the report that

a trust is being formed, and that options on

many plants have been requested. He said

that A. G. Spalding, acting for a number of

bankers, under advice of able counsel, is en-

deavoring to bring the manufacturers to-

gether.

"Who will be represented in the trust?"

Colonel Pope was asked.

"I cannot say positively. It will probably

take in only such concerns as can add strength

to the business. They already have the strong-

est and best manufacturers m the business."

"What efifect will the trust have on the

trade? Will it increase the price of bicycles?"

"Not a bit. The trust is for the purpose of

reducing the expenses of doing business, not

to increase the price of wheels. There are

now, say, ten agencies in one town, where,

under the proposed plan, there need be but

two. Expenses will consequently be greatly

reduced and the public will be better served.

I approve of the plan heartily."

The Colonel came to New York last Mon-
day, but returned on Tuesday.

A Combine that Fizzled.

It is an age of combinations. One with

which the trade is generally unacquainted and
which came within an ace of consummation
vi'as born in Reading, Pa., and had as its base

five factories in that city and its vicinit}'. It is

now, however, off the slate—due largely to

the projected national combination.

Had the combination proposed come into

. being it would have included the Reading
Standard Mfg. Co.. the Reading Cycle

Mfg. Co. and the Relay Mfg. Co. all of

Reading, and the Light Cj'cle Co. and Le-
banon Machine Co., of Pottstown and Le-
banon respectively. It would have been a

strong union. The factories mentioned have

among their personnel some of the cleverest

mechanical men in the business; and their

ability to produce a very good bicycle at a

particularly low cost is well known. Under

one management, and with one selling and

executive force there would exist an annual

capacity of 7-5.000 bicycles, and the already low-

manufacturing cost would be conspicuously

decreased.

What the Sager People Say.

Rochester, N. Y., March 20.—The Wheel
correspondent called upon the Sager Gear

Co. in regard to the cycle trust, which has been

attracting so much attention among the manu-
facturers during the past few days, but could

obtain no news for publication. Mr. Sager

admitted' that there were parties at work en-

deavoring to form such a trust and said that

nothing definite had been done by their com-
pany in regard to it. He said it mattered little

with them whether a trust was being formed

or not, as the call for their new gear was such

that they had little time to give to anything

else. If the trust is formed and is a "go" it will

have to include the Sager Company, and if

the Sager people do not enter the trust there

is little chance of the trust being a success, as

so many manufacturers of bicycles have now-

adopted this form of gear.

No I^etters to the Biggest Firms.

Chicago, March 2L—No letters were sent

to the large manufacturers. They were all

interviewed personally thirty days ago. After

the nucleus was formed a circular letter was

sent to most of the smaller manufacturers one

week ago. Some of the questions asked were

concerning tangible assets, assets and good-
will, profits (gross and net) for last three

years, and net cash price for plant, sixty-day

option. It was in type-written form, accom-
panied by a letter from A. G. Spalding. The
large concerns first seen were given ninety

days' option.

Concerning the New Tube Trust.

An inquiry sent to the Ellwood-Ivins Tube
Co., Oak Lane, Pa., concerning the rumor of

a consolidation of the various tube-making

interests, brought this reply from Treasurer

Cook: "I have no official information on this

subject, but believe such a plan to be under

consideration."

Cleveland. March 20.—It is reported here

that the Pope, ' Shelby, Ellwood-Ivins and
other tube-making companies, except the Al-

bany company, will be combined and "floated"

on the stock market.

A Prominent Parts-Maker's Opinion.

A very prominent manufacturer of parts,

who did not want his name mentioned, said

on Saturday: "We doubt very much w-hether

the attempt to form a bicycle trust will suc-

ceed, and if it is formed we have grave doubts

about its success as a profit-paying arrange-

ment, as the firms left out are too strong to

be ignored and any attempt to drive them out

will result in heavy losses all around."

W. D. Pollock has bought a controlling in-

terest in the Garland Cycle Co., of Waterloo,
la., and will be business manager.

Exports TTp to Bate.-

Exports of cycles and parts from the port

of New York for the week ending March 21.

ISSO:

Antwerp.—11 cases bicycles, -$1,05"2; 62 cases

bicycle material, $2,296.

Amsterdam.— 1-1 cases bicycles, $350; 1 case

bicycle material, |10.

Argentine Republic.—217 cases bicycles,

$14,176; 19 cases bicycle material, $675.

Athens.-—11 cases bicycles, $750.

British Australia.—63 cases bicycles, $7,019;

57 cases bicycle material, $2,729.

Brussels.—9 cases bicycles, $474; 1 case bi-

cycle material, $4.

Brazil.—2 cases 'bicycles, $84.

Bremen.—40 cases bicycles, $1,910; 7 cases

bicycle material, $'287.

Bristol.—2 cases bicycles, $80.

Belfast.—21 cases bicycles, $642.

Copenhagen.—158 cases bicycles, $6,925; 171

cases bicycle material, $1,945.

Cologne.—2 cases bicycle material, $240.

Cuba.—17 cases bicycles, $380.

Central America.—10 cases bicycles, $354;

1 case bicycle material, $40.

Christiania.—220 cases bicycles, $6,575; 1

case bicycle material, $10.

Dutch Guiana.—3 cases bicycles, $80; 1

case bicycle material, $92.

Dutch East Indies.—8 cases bicycles, $240.

Genoa.—3 cases bicycles, $150; 11 cases bi-

cycle material, $168.

Glasgow.—15 cases bicycles, $550; 38 cases

bicycle material, $908.

Havre.—333 cases bicycles, $12,526; 214 cases

bicycle material, $10,132.

Liverpool.—38 cases bicycles, $1,467; 30

cases bicycle material, $1,027.

London.—103 cases bicycles, $2,370.

Lausanne.—44 cases bicycles, $1,966.

Leige.—6 cases bicycles, $235; 2 cases bicy-

cle material, $300.

Marseilles.—13 cases bicycles, $496; 22 cases

bicycle material, $1,416.

Milan.—1 case bicycle material, $30.

iMalmo.—^10 cases bicycle material, $645.

Mexico.—3 cases bicycles. $107; 1 case bi-

cycle material, $70.

Porto Rico.— 1 case bicycles, $25; 1 case

bicycle material, $19.

Rotterdam.—27 cases bicycles, $1,079; 16

cases bicycle material, $572.

Stockholm.—21 cases bicycles, $420; 8 cases

bicycle material, $550.

Turin.—1 case bicycle material. $33.

U. S. of Colombia.—6 cases bicycles, $332.

Venezuela.—1 case bicycles. .$35.

Zurich.—14 cases bicycles, $550.

Fish & Furver, Lewiston, Me., have done
repairing for years. They are now building

wheels to order.

From a Boston "Viewpoint.

Boston, March 18.—The news of the attempt

to form a bicycle trust has disturbed the New
England trade very little. There have been so

many rumors of similar attempts before that

when it was announced in the daily papers

that the movement bore evidences of strong

backing it did not cause more than a ripple

on the surface. True, there are a few alarm-

ists who see the collapse of the retail trade in

the proposed trust, but they are few and far

betw-een, and their opinions are not shared

bj' the thinkers. In Boston in particular,

w-hich is famous for its dealers of more than

common sense, the prevailing opinion is that

the movement cannot reach a successful issue.

Pruden Bros., Lockport, N. Y., furniture

dealers and undertakers, will handle wheels.
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A. M. Scheffey & Co.,

A. Featherstone & Co.,

Mesinger Bicycle Saddle Co.,

Straus Tire Co.,

Iver Johnson's Arms and Cycle Works,

American Cycle Fittings Co.,

Crawford Mfg. Co.,

A. G. Spalding & Bros.,

Waltham Mfg. Co.,

Doolittle Patent Automatic Brake Co.,

R. H. Wolff & Co.,

Hermann Boker & Co.,

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co.,

Monarch Cycle Co.,

Shelby Steel Tube Co.,

Wilmot & Hobbs Mfg. Co.,

H. A. Matthews Mfg. Co.

and others.
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I THIS, THAT AND THE OTHER.

In Case of Fire.

The Gendron Wheel Co., Toledo, recently

completed a fine sprinkler system, the pump

for which is located back oi the factory. When
the system was tested it was found eminently

satisfactory to the Gendron people and the fi~e

department as well. The pump house is lo-

cated between the warehouse and the main

building and has a capacity of a thousand gal-

lons a minute and from which four streams can

be thrown at once. A hydrant and three six-

inch mains are in the yard and from this the

water supply is obtained. At the test a

stream of water was thrown thirty feet above

a seven-story building. This will be a great

aid in case of fire. The pump is operated by

the engineer or the watchman and can be

started at a moment's notice. It supplies the

sprinklers throughout the factory as well as

the emergency cases.

continued under the name of Jurisch. The

Sterling people then levied on the goods to

satisfy their claim against Jurisch. The sisters

went to court to prevent the seizure. The jury

disagreed. On second trial the verdict favored

the sisters and the Sterling Cycle Works were

refused a new trial. They then appealed, and,

the supreme court sustains the decision favor-

ing the sisters.

Some Keystone Gossip.

Owing to the delay in the settlement of the

loss sustained by the Keystone Cycle Co.,

whose plant at West Reading, Pa., was com-

pletely destroyed by fire, the Keystone Com-
pany have now abandoned all hopes of enter-

ing the trade this season. Although the plant

was destroyed five 'months ago, the loss was

only adjusted last week after endless difficulty

with the appraisers and adjusters. Nothing

definite can be learned relative to the location

of the new plant, the directors being non-

communicative, but it is thought that Ham-
burg, Pa., will be the home of the new plant,

unless the bicycle trust should be successful

in purchasing this plant.

Reading Is Prosperous.

Within the past fortnight there has been

very little change in the cycle trade from the

Reading, Pa., manufacturers' standpoint,

who one and all report large orders coming

in constantly and everything looking very

favorable. Export and western orders have

been very heavy, while agents in the rural dis-

tricts are urging prompt shipments of their

orders, to meet which several Reading manu-

facturers have had to increase their forces by

putting on night shifts. While the factories

are making extra time in some departments

there is a singular absence of any accumula-

tion of wheels, which is sufficient proof that

the Reading output finds a ready sale.

A Cork Handle Suit.

In Hartford, Conn., Charles Root is suing

A. H. Warner & Co. for $200 wages due and

$500 royalty on a composition used in the

manufacture of cork handles. Root claims to

have had a contract for continual employment

and a royalty on all handles made. The de-

fendants deny the contract to keep him em-

ployed, saying that they paid him all they owe
him and have not used the composition since

his discharge.

Repairmen's Prices.

The prices adopted by the repairmen of sev-

eral New England towns are as follows: Re-

pairing puncture, 50 cents; plugging or quick-

sealing punctures, 25 cents; new inner tubes,

butt ended, $1.50; endless inner tubes, $2; new
spokes, 25 cents apiece, for two; over two, 15

cents apiece; new chain links. 25 cents; enam-

eling, from $3 to $5. according to the fancy

work; cleaning, $1.50.

Butler I<ikes the Outlook.

C. J. Butler, of the Peoria Rubber & Mfg.

Co.. has been in New York calling upon the

trade. Their chief representati^tfs in New
York are the New York Sporting Goods Co.,

61 Nassau street. Mr. Butler reports a very

favorable outlook for the coming year.

A Forger Arrested.

J. E. Keener was arrested a few days ago

in Chicago at the instance of H. R. Follow, on

the charge of having secured $500 wortli of

tires in exchange for a check signed by R. E.

Dent. Dent is a prominent merchant of Des
Moines, la. The check was a forgery.

Nothing Like I^eather.

Manager B. J. Lannier, of the Leather Grip

Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., in a chat with the

Wheel representative, stated that the demand
for leather grips keeps growing. "Our busi-

ness is booming; all we can do," is the way
he puts it.

A CHAT ON DEALERS' ADVERTISING.

Little things lead to success. Half a deal-

er's chances for success depend on how he

takes care of a customer after he has made a

sale. Many think that when the sale is made
their responsibility is over. Not by a gpod

deal! Be just as deferential to that customer

as you were before he became a customer

—

give him just as prompt attention. See that

handle-bar and saddle are properly adjusted

before the wheel leaves your store; ask him

to bring in his wheel from time to time if

the bearings become too loose, the chain too

loose or too tight, and when he does bring

it in for repair or to have parts replaced, meet

him with a sure-enough smile, just as if it

were a pleasure to fix him up right.

This is all advertising of the very best kind.

Every customer you have will go out either

pleased or uncomfortable and dissatisfied, and

will sing your praises or condemn you and
your wheel according to the manner in which

you have treated him.

Good advertising and conscientious, cour-

teous attention will prove a trade-winner that

will stick in the crop of your less wide-awake
competitor.

A Partners' Quarrel.

Borderwish & Krug, dealers in Dayton, O.,

are having troubles. Krug claims that Bor-

derwish refuses to make an accounting and

settlement. The value of the stock is placed

at $800; the liabilities at $225. A receiver is

applied for.

The Watson Catalogue.

The Watson Cycle Supply Co., 79 Dearborn

street, Chicago, issue a very comprehensive

catalogue as mainufacturers of bicycle material

and sundries, general distributors and manu-
facturers' agents.

The Sterling People tost.

The Sterling Cycle Works sold $2,300 worth

of goods to A. W. Jurisch, Scranton, Pa.

The store of Jurisch was bought at a con-

stable's sale bv his sisters and the business was

The Thiem Catalogue.

Thiem & Co., St. Paul, Minn., have issued

a catalogue describing their toe-clips, luggage

carrier, etc. Daniel L. Tower, 95 Chambers
street, is their New York agent.

Cycle Machinery Slo-w,

Fox Machine Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., say

they are very busy with their regular line,

but find bicycle machinery very slow.

Tt'$ all

Poppycock
£0 think that anyone

cannot learn to ride

a bicycle. It's only a

question of a few hours at the most,

with the assistance of a competent
instructor. If you really want a

wheel, and have been deterred by
the thought that you would have -

diflficulty in learning, disabuse your

mind of the idea at once. Try a

lesson in our Hiding School and be

convinced. Fiftj- cents an hour, and
all you pay us for instruction remitted

if you purchase a wheel from our

complete stock. We have bicycles

at J25, I40, fco and I75.

" THE ADVERTISING MAN "

Is a monthly publication for anyone who
wishes to know more about advertising

—

who is willing to learn how to make his

advertising more profitable—who desires
to spend his much or little in the most
judicious manner.

It gives samples of good and bad ad-
vertising, tells how to follow up inquiries,
trace results—all in a sensible, practical,

heart-to-heart-talk style that is easily
understood.
Each issue contains the story of some

great advertising success, with the means
and methods that were used to win it.

The A B C of successful advertising
in a nutshell for $1 a year. Send your
dollar to-day and begin with the March
number.

G. H. E. HAWKINS,
"The Advertising Man."

1122 Broadway, New York.

Advertisements, booklets, catalogues written,

illustrated, printed.

I^ike the Phoenix.

Manager John Davis, of the Racine Malle-

able Iron Co., Racine, Wis., which recently

suffered from a disastrous fire, reports that

they are now going in fairly good shape again.
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AH riders of high-grade wheels should insist

upon having same fitted with a high-grade

saddle. The Brown is the highest possible

grade* Insist upon having the genuine Brown.

Send for Catalogue.

The Brown Saddle Company, Elyria. ©•
Kindly nfention The Wheel.

I

RIDE A nONARCH ^
AND KEEP IN FRONT.

Monarch Chaintess, .......
Model No. 69 Combination; No. 70 Diamond Monarch Tandems,
Model No. 48 Improved, Monarch Racer, - - - -

Model No. 67 Ladies'; No. 68 Men's Monarch Roadsters,
Model No. 63 Ladies'; No. 64 Men's Defiance Roadsters,
Men's King; Ladies' Queen, ---.--

S75.00.
75.00.
60.00.
50.00.
35.00.
25.00.

I
TO THE DEALER.

Greater inducements are offered the dealer in connection with the sale of MONARCH bicycles than any other
line of wheels on the market. It will be observed that our list prices are low, and we are prepared to name ex-

ceedingly liberal discounts. PRICE AND QUALITY are two of our many talking points, and are qualifications

which appeal to the prospective bicycle rider very forcibly. We have a large investment in the business, and can-

not afford to jeopardize our trade by supplying machines of a questionable character. Agents handling the MON-
ARCH line consisting of nine models are in a position to meet all competition. We want a live representative in

every city, town and hamlet. Write us for complete catalogue and terms.

t MONARCH CYCLE MFG. CO
,

83 Reade Street, New York.

CHICAGO. LONDO^.
Kindly mention The Wkeel.

HAMBURG.
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The Japs Couldn't Beat This.

"The distance between smartness, meanness

and actual dishonesty is not very far. But I

suppose it all depends upon the point of view

after all." The speaker was one of the prin-

cipals of a large factory in the Hoosier State,

and his pointed remarks came after a recital

of what might be correctly termed a "Yankee

trick," which had been played on his house

by a large bicycle jobber not many miles from

Boston. The trick probably is not a new one,

but it will not improve its character with age.

The buyer of the large jobbing house referred

to examined the line of bicycles made in In-

diana. He was well pleased with one particu-

lar wheel and after learning the price encour-

aged the representative to believe that he

wanted 1,000 of them, but, as is usual with

the party referred to, 'he asked the factory

representative to come in again in a week.

Suspecting the sincerity of his intentions, the

salesman kept a watch on the jobbing house

and in a little while he .beheld his sample

wheel being loaded into an express wagon.

Following it he soon arrived at a railway

depot and saw it checked to a Massachusetts

town where a factory makes a specialty of

assembling wheels for jobbers. Being now

thoroughly aroused, he wired a friend in that

town who is engaged in retailing bicycles to

meet a certain train and requested him not

to lose sight of a bicycle for a moment

during its stay in his town. How faithfully the

agent performed his task was proved by his

report. He met the train, followed the wheel

to the factory, saw it taken apart and even

assisted in figuring the cost of the parts and

"time" of the mechanics, and the deliberations

resulted in a conclusion being arrived at that

the bicycle could be duplicated for fifty cents

less in thousand lots. The native of the

Hoosier State was then reassembled and taken

back to Boston, and the wires to the various

parts makers were answered so satisfactorily

that a deal was made that gave the Massachu-

setts factory an order for 1,000 bicycles at just

twenty cents per wheel less than the price

asked by the Indiana man—the parts costing

thirty cents more than figured on. The bi-

cycle was in the buyer's office of the jobbing

house, and that individual unctuously informed

the owner when he called that the order had

been given to another firm at a much less

price for a similar wheel. "What do you call

that—smartness, meanness or actual dishon-

esty?" asked the reciter of the story, and he

wound up fiercely with: "I'll bet the fellow

goes to church regularly, but I'll get even

with him before he goes to . Just watch

my smoke."

Personals, and So Forth.

Frederick Harper will open a bicycle store

in Beverly, Mass.

A. E. Quichard has opened a bicycle store

in Walla Walla, Wash.

B. S. Lewis will open a bicycle and repair

shop in Gladwin, iMich.

The Jones Cycle Co., of Gadsden, Ala., has

moved to Birmingham, Ala.

R. Frucht has opened a wholesale and retail

bicycle store in Plainfjeld, N. J.

V. V. Harrison has opened a bicycle and

repair shop in Wilmington, Del.

E. E. Pelkey, of Springfield, Mass., has

opened a repair shop in Bridge street.

W. E. Miller, of the Shelby Tube Co.,

Cleveland, was in New York Saturday.

The bicycle store of E. Tetzel, of Terre

Haute, Ind., was recently damaged by fire.

H. O. Curtis has bought out the bicycle

business of J. B. Barnes, of Fitchburg, Mass.

The Detroit Bicycle Exchange has been suc-

ceeded by Brown's Detroit Bicycle Exchange.

The bicycle store of George E. Frewh, of

Altoona, Pa., was recently destroyed by fire.

Charles Duffin has purchased the bicycle

business of Voorhees Griffith, in Terre Haute,

Ind. _
Frederick Hemerick, of G«getown, Mich.,

is adding a line of bicycles to his barber shop

business.

J. P. Clag & Son, bicycle dealers of Webster

City, Iowa, have been sueceeded by F. L.

Anderson.

G. E. Mills has bought out the livery of

C. F. Lancaster, of Petookey, Pa., and will

do repairing.

W. A. Taylor's bicycle store, at Madison,

Wis., was recently damaged by fire to the

extent of .$100.

Mr. John Thumm, of Columbia, Pa., has

taken the agency for the Gendron Wheel Co..

of Toledo, O.

Fire slightly damaged the bicycle rim fac-

tory of the Saveland Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, a

few days ago.

D. W. Smyser, of Dillsburg, Pa., has opened

up a wholesale and retail hardware and sport-

ing goods business.

A repair shop has been opened in Rockford,

111., by Reimer & Munthe, two young men
well known in the town.

Endres & Co., 43 Varick street, Utica, N.

Y., have secured the agency for the Racycle

and Electric City wheels.

The repair shop of I. Silverman & Bros.,

109 W. 14th street, Chicago, was partly de-

stroyed by fire February 15.

The name of the Detroit Bicycle Grip Co.,

of Detroit. Mich., has been changed to De-

troit Leather Goods Mfg. Co.

H. E. Stephens, of Elgin, 111., is doing a

good business in made-to-order wheels and

will turn out a wheel a day for the next ten

weeks.

Joseph W. Graff, of Jamestown, N. Y., has

secured a much larger building at 15 East

Third street, and added a complete line of

wheels.

Charles O. Willey, of Bay Shore, L. I., has

leased the store adjoining his Main street busi-

ness and will add a larger stock of bicycles

and sundries.

Mr. F. S. Brown, of -Waterville, Me., has

moved into new quarters on Main street and

increased his stock of electrical supplies and

bicycles.

The Pittsburg local board of trade held its

annual banquet March 13 at the Hotel Schen-

ley. The entire affair, including the talks, was

informal.

Clayton & Lambert, Ann Arbor, Mich.,

have sold out their business to Clark & Whit-

comb, who will conduct the business in the

basement of the Clark & Lambert establish-

ment.

Martiel Kryziniak is suing the Lozier Com-
pany in Toledo for $10,000 for malicious prose-

cution and false imprisonment. He claims he

was arrested four times for stealing wheels and

exonerated every time.

Recent Patents.

620,881. Saddle for Velocipedes. Herbert Blossom,

New York, N. Y. Filed November 6, 1896. Serial No.
611,198. (No model.)

620,918. Bicycle Attachment. William Hanlon, In-

nisliannon, Ireland. Filed August 23, 1898. Serial No.
689,286. (No model.)

620,929. Chainless Bicycle Gearing. Albert H. Joce-

lyn. New York, N. Y. Filed January 14, 1898. Serial

No. 666,632. (No model.)

620,946. Bicycle Saddle. William Meisselbach, Jr.,

and August F. Meisselbach, Newark, N. J. Filed

April 15, 1898. Serial No. 677,720. (No model.)

620,958. Alarm (Bicycle). Alexander N. Pierman,

Bridgeport, Conn. Filed August 18, 1898. Serial No.
688,864. (No model.)

620,985. Tire. Charles E. Squire and Francis Wind-
ham, London, England. Filed August 7, 1897. Serial

No. 647,472. (No model.)

621,034. Tricycle. Hamner J. Cordle, Littleton, N.
C. Filed November 1, 1898. Serial No. 695,150. (No
model.)

621,049. Seat-Back. William E. C. Ellis, Petersfield,

England. Filed March 14, 1898. Serial No. 673,761.

(No model.)

621,072. Bicycle Holder and Fastener. William B.

Gregory, Washington, D. C, assignor of one-fourth to

Mrs. A. H. Armstrong, Lincoln, Neb. Filed Sep-

tember 5, 1896. Serial No. 605,007. (No model.)

621,105. Pneumatic-Tire Valve. Herman Leine-

weber, Chicago, 111. Filed February 5, 1898. Serial

No. 669,233. (No model.)

621,120. Bicycle-Brake. Jehu C. Moore, New York,

N. Y. Filed September 22, 1897. Serial No. 652,559.

(No model.)

621.136. Driving-Gear for Bicycles. Julius A. N.

Rasmussen and Charles B. H. Rasmussen, Copen-

hagen, Denmark. Filed March 14, 1898. Serial No.
673,814. (No model.)

621.137. Ice-Velocipede. Emil Rengert, Fursten-

walde, Germany. Filed July 30, 189S. Serial No. 687,-

337. (No model.)

621.139. Bicycle Saddle. John C. Renter, Chicago,

111., assignor to Le Roy W. Stevens, Auburn, N. Y.

Filed October SO, 1896. Serial No. 610,621. (No model.)

621.140. Bicycle Saddle. John C. Renter, Chicago,

111., assignor to Le Roy W. Stevens, Auburn, N. Y.

Filed May 3, 1897. Serial No. 634,940. (No model.)

621,168. Mud-Guard for Bicycles. Philip Stauch,

Chicago, 111. Filed February 17, 1896. Serial No. 579,-

542. (No model.)

621,191. Bicycle-Pedal Stirrup. Charles F. Whaley,

St. Paul, Minn. Filed November 26, 1895. Serial No.
570,177. (No model.)

621,194. Drive-Chain. Oswald E. Winger, Chicago,

111. Filed January S, 1S98. Serial No. 666,025. (No
model.)

621,240. Pneumatic-Tired Wheel for Vehicles. Rudolf

Freysinger, Sassnehof, Russia. Filed Sept. 1, 1898.

Serial No. 690,016. (No model.)

621,243. Bicycle Tire. William A. Gilday, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Filed June 1, 1897. Serial No. 638,835. (No
model.)

621,282. Brazeless Joint for Frames of Cycles. John
V. Pugh, Leek Wooton, England. Filed June 2, 1898.

Serial No. 682,376. (No model.)

DESIGN.
30,351. Pedal. Emil Klahn, West Hoboken, N. J.

Filed February 11, 1899. Serial No. 705,349, Term of

patent seven years,
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THE WEEK^S PATENTS.

Mo... Filed May 25, 18S_/.
.

Serial No^6d8.P84._ (No model) _, Chicago, 111. Filed Feb, 5. 1898. Serial No. 669 23:^. mrMnnripn n v irii<„i s^nt -in isob «:„^.. «. .

Cliitm.— 1. Jn bicycle driviiig-f!;ear, the combination with a di'iv-

iiig-wheel of the machine, of a pedal-shafl, a pair of pedal-levei-s

mounted one fast and the other loose thereon, a pair of comiecting-

rods extending from said pedal-levers back and operativelj geared to

the driving-wheel, and means whereby said pedal-levers are caused

to vibrate alternatelv, subatantially as described.

620,784r. ?Ei)AL FOR FOOT-DRIVEN MACHlUJiS." KmilKlaan,

West HobokeD. N. J., assignor of one-half to Gustavus E. Strauss, Plain-

fleld, N. J. Filed Nov. 3, 1898. Serial No. 695,379. <No model)

CULim.— I. A pedal consisting ol a seniicylindncal shell having

foot-supports on its opposite edges, a sleeve fitted in the shell, and

end rings fitted over the ends of the shell and sleeve and holding the

sleeve in the shell, eaid rings having notches engaging the foot-sup-

ports, substantially as set forth.

6 2 0,291. TOE-CLIP. Pbtef. E. Erickson. Port Chester, N. ^.,

assignor of one-lialf to John William Czermak, same place. Filed Feb.

2, 1898. Serial No fi68,876. (No model)

C'ln.'mi.— \. In a crank-hanger, the combination of a suitably-

'supported outer shell, an eccentrically-supported sleeve within said

shell, and wedge-actuated separate and movable means between shell

and sleeve for fixing the latter rigidly with relation,to the former at

any desired position, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

6SO,848. HANDLE-BAR Ti:STENIN(i. ANTHONY JEROME, Chi-

cago. HI, assignor to the A. Featherstone & Company, same place.

FUedNov. 7, 1898. Serial No. 695,789. (No model.)

Claim.— 1. The combination with the fork-postfof the handle-

bar stem, having top and bottom slits and tapering counterbores. the

paudle-bar formed with a vertical bore that fits the upper end of the

stem, tapering outs or expanders individual to the respective coun-

terbores of the etem, and an operating-bolt common to both abta or

exgandfjrs, 3ul;»stontially as set forth.

Emil H. Hauft. New York,
Filed SepL 30, 1898. Serial No. 692.321. (No model)

Claim:— f. The comtinatioo with a tubeless pneumatic tire, of'

bands or linings attached at one of their edges to the interiorsurface

of the tire at one side thereof, and means for detachably securing the

I

other edges of said bands to the opposite side of the tire, substan-

tially a.s described.

't>*^0,yoy. AiiAJlM. Alexander N. Pierman, Bndgeport, Conn.

Filed Aug. 18, 1898. Serial No. 688,864. (No model)

Claim.— 1. The combination with a pedal, of a toe-clip consist-

ing of two separate members, pivotally connected with one side of

the pedal by the same pivot'pin, each of said members being provided

with an upwardly and outwardly curved shank forming tread por-

tions, which when the pedal is not in use project above the side there-

of, and with an outwardly, upwardly and inwardly curved arm, sub-

etantiallv as shown and described.

t> 2 0,'2 4r 1 . ADJUSTABLE CRANK-HANGER AxelTiEVBDAHL,

Aurora, III, assignor to the Aurora Automatic Machinery Company,

same place. Filed Oct. 17, 1898. Serial No. 693,793. (No modelj

Claim.— 1. Ad alarm comprising a resonant diaphragm having at.

its center a hard point or button, a transversely corrugated or rough-

ened'wheel adapted to be engaged by the said pointer button to pro-

duce vibration of the diaphragm, and a movable case in which said

diaphragm is mounted and with which said wheel is connected so as-

to be movable with said case when the alarm is moved into or outof

operative position.

620,92 9. CHAINLESS- BICYCLE GEARING. ALBERT R JocE-

LYN. New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 14, 1898. Serial No, 666,632. (No

model)

Claim.— 1. In a bicycle-gear, the combination, with a bicycle-

frame, of a double-faced bevel-gear, primary pinions meshing with

the opposite sides of such gear, a driving-wheel hub with bevel-gears

of diverse sizes fitted movably upon its opposite ends, tie-rods // ex-

tended through the spoke-flanges of t);e driving-wheel, and connected

permanently to such bevel-gears, secondary pinions for driving such

gears when connected, and shafts connecting (hem with the primary

pinions, and means connected with the rods for shifting either of such

driving-wheel geareat pleasure into mesh with its corresponding sec-

ondary pinion;^ substantially ae herein set forth-

Claim.— 1. Ill H pncuinatic-tii-e valve, the combination with the

casing provided with a closi.ig-cap on its outer end, of a hollow
phig-valve inserted into and withdrawable from the casing at its

capped end and having a neck portion flattened and beveled at its

lower end and provided with a circumferential recess and containing

an air-passage opening through the side of said recessed portion, and

rubber tubing confined in said recess to cover said opening, substan-

tially as described.

6^30,754. PNEUMATIC TIRE. Brisbane Doyle, London, Eng
land Filed Jan. 18, 1898. Serial No. 667,097. (No model)

Claim.— 1. \\\ armor for the tire of a wheel extending across the

tread and at the sides of the tire, the said armor being provided witli

opposing ends, clamps adapted to support the end portions n\' the

armor and a spring tension device connected with the said clanifis and
serving to draw the ends of the armor toward each other, for tin- pur-

pose specified.

620,8Si. SADDLE FOR VELOCIPEDES, Herbert Blossom. New

York, N. Y. ' Filed Nov. 6. 1896. Serial No. 611,198. (No model)

Claim.— I . A saddle for a velocipede having a laterally-distensible,

curved cantte-frame, a transverse, curved supporting-spring secured

adjustably at its ends only to the forwardly-cxtending branches of

the cantle, whereby the cantle may be distended laterally, and a

cover of flexible material over eaid cantle. substantiallv as set forth.

620,833. JOINT FOR BICYCLE-FRAMES. HENRY Belcher and

Frederick Easom, Beeston. England. Filed Jan. 8, 1898. Serial No,

666,076. (No model)

Clu-iu.~i. in a i>ii._\clL--ti.iiin.- joint, the combination with :i tu-

bular lug a, of a frame-tube h provided with a longitudinally-slit end
arranged in said lug. a slit liner e within the end of the tube h a di-

vided cross-tube e- i? fixed transversely in the slit liner, a tapered

bolt passed through opposite and coincident holes in the lug and sHt

frame-tube and through the divided cross-tube of the liner aiid a nut

for drawing up said bolt, substantiallv as described.

62 1,049. SEAT-BACK. v7iLLiAM E. C. Ellis, Peterefleld; Eng-

lani Filed Mar. 14. 1898. Serial No, 673,761. (No model)

Claim.—1\iQ combination of a seat, springs carrying the seat, a

support carrying the springs, a horizontal longitudinal bearing car-

ried by th3 support, a shaft turning in the bearing, a back fixed to

the shaft, a rack fixed to the under side of the seat and a pinion fixed

*^the abaft and gearine: with the rack.

62 1.072. BICYCLE HOLDER AND FASTENER. -WILLIAM a.

Gregory, Washington. D. C„ assignor of one-fourth to Mrs. A. E Arm-
strong. Lincoln. Nebr. Filed Sept. 5, 1896. Serial No. 605,007. (Ho

model)

Claim.— I, In a bicycleholder and fastener, thecombination with

a suitable casing, of pivoted arms adapted, when closed, to hold a

wheel, a sliding plunger mounted in -laid casing, one end thereof be-

ing adapted to project outside the casing and to receive the^ direct

impact of the wheel for forcing it inwardly and thereby closing the

said pivoted arms, means for operatively connecting said plunger with

the arms, a spring for engaging a shoulder near the inner end of said

plunger to fasten it in its inmost position and sliding meaps for di^

engaging said spring, subetantialty as' described,
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650,77 9, PNEUMATIC TIRE. William Howard. Lonflon, Eng-

land. Filed June 18. 1898. Serial No. 683.826. (No modeL)
630,620. "SADDLK FOR BICYCLES. WiLBUB S. Upson. Mane

fleld. OWo. Filed Aug. 9. 1897, Serial No. 647,533. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A pneumatic tire, composed ol' an inner air-tube, a

'leather tube forming a cover for said air-tube, and composed of a num-

ber of strips secured together with the edjjes of the strips turned out-

ward, leather strips forming securinp-tongues secured to said leather

tube, and an outer tube of rubber, substantially as described.

6 3O 833. FRAME-JOINT. HEKEt Belcbee and Fhederick Ea-

soM, Beeston, Englaud. Filed May 10, 1897. Serial No. 635.S93. (No

model)

Ctubn.— 'XhQ combinatior. w-th the split lug or socket, of the tube

arranged lonKitudi-ially therein, said lug or socket and tube being

provided with coincident bolt-holes in their sides, a threaded and

theaded bolt passed transversely through said bolt-holes, a nut ar-

'ranged on the vhreaded end of the bolt and operating when screived

up to clamp or bind the split lug or socket about said tube, and a

cross tube or stay arranged within the tube and about_ the. bolt and

operating to support the tube internally and prevent change of con-

figuration in the tube when the lug or socket i.s clamped thereover,

substantially as described -
630,631. BACK-PEUAUNO BRAKE. Herbert L. Bailey, Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to the Bailey Manufacturing Company, same place.

Filed Mar. 23, 1896. Serial No, 584,424. (No model)

t'(uun.—\. The driving-wheel of a bicycle having its hub con-

structed of two parts divisibly coupled in driving connection, the one

part carrying the driving-chain sprocket-wheel and containing the

one ball-bearing, and the other part carrying the remainder of the

wheel, in combination with ball-bearing cones arranged adjacent to

the limbs or members of the back fork, the cone of the aprocket-

" hee' side being fixed to its fork member independently of the axia'

ipindle, and the cone at the other side being carried by the spindle

and (i.xed by it to the corresponding fork member so that by with-

ilrawing the spindle, and separating the hub parts, the wheel may
lie removed from the machine without dismounting any part of the

driying-goar. Bubstaotially ?& specified.

03O,714r. BICYCLK- HOLDER, uuaeles Mee. Sr., Rochester.

N. y. Filed Jaa 25. 1897. Serial No. 620.607. (No model)

6 3 O, S 3 4. JiJINT FOR BICYCLE-FRAMES. Hehky Belcbek dod

Frederick Easom, Beeston, England. Filed Jan. 8, 1898. Serial No.

666.077. (No modeLl

Claim.— \. In a saddle for a bicycle or velocipede, a table capa-

ble of oscillating in a horizontal or approximately horizontal plane,

liie member supporting the said table; a bhaniber formed between

tlie opposing surfaces of the table and latter's support, two station-

ary compressible and elastic blocks within the said chamber, aud the

table being provided with means arranged to compress the one or

ilic other block according as the tabic is oscillated in the one or the

other direction, subs tanti ally as shown, for the purpose specified.

630,684r. ADJUSTABLE HANDLE-BAR FOR BICYCLES, MoE-

GAK H. Vanevera, Little Falls, N. Y. Filed Feb. 24, 1896. Serial No

580,426. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a bicyclc-frame joint, the combination with the tu-

bular lug a, of the frame-tube // having a longitudinally-slit end ar-

ranged in said lug, the slit liner <? within the slit end of said tube each

tof the slit portions of the liner being provided on its inner side with

a nut and means for forcing said nul5 apart to expand the slit end of

the fraiue-tube in the lug .-^ubstantiallv a'; de-^cribed._

630,700. BICYCLEIOCK- MatthusF, COM«iKGHAH,Waltham.

Mass. Filed Nov, 8, 1898. Serial No, 695,887. (No model)

Claim.—A batidle-bar for bicycles and the like, comprising a

stem having its upper portion slotted at opposite sides, a horizontal

part mounted to turn in the upper portion of the stem and provided

with an annular series of ratchet-teeth alined with the slots iu oppo-

site sides of the stem, pawls pivoted in the stem opposite each other

and in a position to engage the teeth on the horizontal portion, said

pawls having their ends projecting from the slots at opposite sides of

the stem, and means to hold the pawls normally engaged with the

teeth, substantial!) as set forth.

630,863. BICYCLE-RACK. Heijey L WiLcoi, Great Barrington,

Mass. Filed Nov, 1, 1898. Serial No. 695,220. (No model)

Cltihi-.— 1. In a biake for chain-driven vehicles, the combination

w ith a bar, of a brake-spoon mounted on said bai-, and substantially

horizontal arras pivotafly connected at tlioii- rcai' ends to the frame

of the vehicle and adjustably secured at their forward ends on the

said bar, suli.'^tniitiallv as desi/ribcd.

630,737. DRIVING-WHEEL FOR CYCLES, WILLIAM H. Cbap-

MAN, London, England. Filed Mar. 16. 1898. Serial No. 674.022, (No

model)

C^Jw.— 1 A combined rest and lock for bicycles, consisting of

a pair of arms or rods adapted to be pivotally connected to the steer-

ting-fork, a pairof resilient bars pivotally connected to said free ends

and uuidc in pivoted sections and provided adjacent to their point of

lOOimcttiou with lingers or clutches for gripping the steering-wheel at

spaced points, and means for spreading said bars, substantially as

fie.scribcd.

C(<um.~i.
bicycle-tires, in

Cl'iim.— l. The combination with tne casing 21 and a clamping

device provided with a screw having a lower square end which ex-

tends into said casing, of the barrel 25 haviag the slot 29 in which

the end of the screw is engaged, the nolt ;iU secured to said barrel,

and a locking mechanjsm for securing the barrel against reciprocation.

6 3 , 7 S 7 . FRAME FOR CYCLES. JOHN MACKENZIE. Middles-

brough. England, assignor to William Lames. Birmingham, England.

Filed May li 1897. Serial No. 636,464. (No model)

Claim.— As an article of manufacture, a skeleton frame for a bi-

cycle, composed of vertical halves, stamped from thin sheet metal,

ani each embossed into a concavo-conve.\ form longitudinally of the

members thereof, with flat flanges along portions of said members;
the eaid halves having their concave sides fitted together and secured

by bolts or rivets passing through said flanges, substantially as de-

scribed

630,688. CONVERTIBLE BREAST AND BACK REST FOR BI-

CYCLES. JOSEPH Wood, Chicago, III Filed Dec, 8, 1S.97. Serial Na

661.152, (NomodeU

Claim.— 1. in a Dicycle-rack: the combination with a base-frame

consisting of two parts, each part having a series of horizontal bars

of a hinge or hinges uniting said two parts; a vertical frame secured

to said base-frame, aud means for drawing the inner ends of said base-

frame upward on said veitical frame to fold the same, substantially

as described.

6 3 0,695. MACHINE FOR VULCANBINQ BICYCLE-TIRES.

Frank R. Cbamberuih, Newton, Maae,, asalgnor to the Newton Rub-

ber Works, same place. FUed Dec, 17, 1898, Serial Na 699,560. (No

model)

Claim.—1 . The combination of a clamp having an arm or exten-

sion provided with a series of teeth arranged in a circle, with an ad-

justing-arm having at one of its ends a series of teeth to engage the

teeth on the arm of the clamp, and provided with a longitudinal slot,

means to adjustably secure the adjuating-arm to the arm of the clamp,

a supporting-arm secured at one of its ends in the slot of the adjuet-

ing-arm, a piece or bar decured transversely and adjustably to the

. other end of the supporting-arm, and a spring secured at its ends to

the ends of said transverse piece, to form a rest for the breast or back

of the rider, substantially as described.

630,65 1. DRESS-QUARp FOR BICYCLES. Grace T Hkineke,

Birmingham. Ala Filed July li 1898. Serial Na 685.947. (No

model)

A machine tor vulcanizing and otherwise treating

the'process of repairing the same, comprising in its

Claim.— 1. A dress-guard tor bicycles and the like, comprising

a pair of duplicate sections, the frame of these sections being formed

from a single length of material, with the sections arranged in the-

same transverse plane, spaced apart and connected ..o^'cther at their

upper ends and having an eye provided at the top, similar eyes pro-

vided near the lower inner sides of the respective sections, whereby

the guard may be attached both to the usual mud-guard and to the

axle of the rear w heel, and disposed equally upon opposite sides ihereotconstruction a half-mold and a movable half-mold, both for the entire . _ .

tire, and means (or applying heat to any particular part of the se.id *^ approximately right angles to the plane of the bicycle, suhstan

molds, leaving the remainder without the application of heat. tially as show n and described.
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Home-Made Brazing Furnace.

A repairing concern at York, Pa., send a

sketch and details of a brazing furnace they

have in use, of which they say: "We have

made a rude but efficient brazier by using a

range boiler for air storage, vifith a pump at-

tachment. To this is added a piece of inch

rubber hose with f-inch blow-pipe for air, and

inside is a }-inch gas pipe connecting with a

gas pipe in the wall. We can braze any joint

in a bicycle in a few minutes. We place the

work to be brazed between two common
bricks, fill with charcoal and go ahead. The

braze when applied with tine borax runs like

water. Common yellow brass is the best to

use, and makes a strong joitit, while it melts

at low heat. The details of the blow-pipe are

shown in figure 2. A pressure of 50 to 75

pounds of air can be accumulated in the tank,

and a J-inch pipe furnishes enough gas, which

can be regulated to give a blue flame of from

12 to 18 inches long."

To Utilize Pliers.

An interested reader oflfers the following as

a method of utilizing surplus pliers: Here is

the way to utilize these pliers to an advantage:

Remove the points of the pliers (Fig. 1); bend

the handles to the required curve, tighten the

rivet, if it needs it, square ofi' the ends of the

handles, and you have a perfect pair of cali-

pers (Fig. 2) at little or no expense.

Tight and l^oose Chains.

If the rear wheel is out of true it is liable

to prevent the chain from slipping down on

the sprocket teeth. If the centre or pedal

shaft is out of line it will produce the same
result. If the chain is dirty it will not work
freely and the short links will not bend readily

as they travel around either sprocket wheel.

The cones may work loose. Any of these

causes may have the effect of an apparent

:-:+.

-.-:-+

tightening of the chain, hence such troubles

may be hard to locate. A repairman will first

make quite sure of the disease before he

attempts a remedy. In most cases the remedy
will be suggested by the complaint.

•
Repairing Tom Casing.

A good way to repair a burst or cut outer-

casing is to open it up on the under side, and
if burst or blistered, separate the cloth and

rubber around the hole, and place about three

thicknesses of rubber tissue between the can-

vas and rubber; then heat a smooth-faced flat-

iron just hot enough for ironing clothes and

press it on the canvas for a few seconds until

the tissue adheres firmly. Let it set for half

an hour. If the casing is simply cut, a good
plan is to place a piece of tissue and then some
canvas over the cut and press with hot iron.

Reversible Repair Stands.

This sketcli shows a repair stand of more
than ordinary value. When attached to it the

bicycle can be turned in any direction very

readily. The stand holds the wheel firmly in

any position, at any angle, and either side up,

by means of the thumbscrew and the dental

plates. For removing and adjusting ball-bear-

ings, there is nothing any better than it is.

The bicycle is fastened to the stand by means

of wooden blocks, with half-circle holes in

each to fit the tubes of the frame. It will hold

any frame readily, and needs no further ex-

planation than the cut to show its value to any

repairman.

IVacing Up Tires.

Get a bunch of old-fashioned corset strings;

cost, 10 cents. These are soft tubular woven
cotton cords, with brass tip, and easily pass

through eyelets of a tire and amply strong

enough for any style of tire. Those who once

adopt these declare they find them the best

and cheapest lacings there are.

Ho-w to Slake Hnamels.

A good baking enamel can be made by tak-

ing asphaltum, 3 ounces; boiled oil, 4 quarts;

burnt umber, 8 ounces. Mix by heat and thin

with turpentine before cold. Bake in oven as

hot as it will stand without blistering.

To Remove a Valve,

To remove a valve that sticks in the stem,

warm it with a hot iron or alcohol lamp, then

it will come out easily.

Use a Sponge.

To find small punctures, such as those made
by thorns, sand burrs, etc., inflate tube and

pass a wet sponge over its surface.
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HALL MARK
OF

QUALITY.

Frontenac

...Bicycles

ARE BlILT RIGHT.

We Plake the Best,

Not the Cheapest.

They are not imita-

tions, but distinctive bi-

cycles that sell on sight,

backed by a guarantee
that means something.
Correspond with us at

once regarding territor3\

Their Color Is Russet.

Some Representatives:

NEW YORK- Barclay Cycle Co.
BALTIMORE—E. A. Maull.
PHILADELPHIA—American Bicycle Co.
WASHINGTON E. P. Hazleton.
BUFFALO—Adam Hauck & Sons.

fRONTENAC MfO. CO.,
Makers,

Syracuse, N. Y.
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THE GIMM STORY.

In a Slck-Bed Interview the Pittsburg Rider

Said He Was Drugged and that He Knew
the Man Who Did It.

A representative of The Wheel visited

Louis Gimm, who collapsed in the six-day

race in San Francisco, while he lay in bed in

St. Luke's hospital in that city a few days ago.

He looked very bad indeed, although much

better, Trainer Leonert said, than when he

went into the hospital. His cheeks were pal-

lid and his eyes terribly sunken. He had

fever blisters on lips and chin, was a mere

skeleton and looked unspeakably miserable.

Gimm declared that he was drugged, that he

knew who drugged him and when it was

done, and that when the circumstantial evi-

dence to back up his knowledge is completed,

he will make the guilty ones suffer unless

they escape in the meantime. Gimm wept as

he told his story. He said: "I know just when

I took the stuff and who gave it to me. I

thought it was given to me for my own good,

although I could see no reason for it, as I was

feeling first-rate. I was holding my own and

was in the lead. A few minutes afterward my
legs from the knees up stiffened up like

boards, and from that time on I wsls not my-

self." Gimm and Leonert say that the stuff

was administered while Leonert was off duty,

taking some necessary sleep. Gimm will be

a sick man for some time. When he went

West he had rosy cheeks and he was in first-

class condition up to the time of his collapse.

Both he and his trainer, as well as John West

and others, say that the only warm bath he

was given could not have caused his trouble.

Not Half Enough.

Last year the legislature of the state of

New York appropriated the utterly inadequate

sum of $50,000 for carrying out the provisions

of the state highway laws. This year a bill

has been introduced by Assemblyman E. G.

Ten Eyck making an appropriation of $500,-

000 for the same purpose. Although this

amount is large, compared with the appro-

priation of last year, and is a step in the right

direction, it is far too small and will not suffice

to pay for the mileage already applied for

under the Higbie-Armstrong law. The fol-

lowing named counties have filed with the

state engineer and surveyor 79 petitions (cov-

ering 450 miles) asking for state aid under the

Higbie-Armstrong law: Albany, Chemung,

Clinton, Columbia, Delaware, Erie, Herkimer,

Monroe, Montgomery, Oneida, Onondaga,

Orange, Orleans, Rensselaer, Rockland, Sche-

nectady, St. Lawrence and Westchester. To
build the roads petitioned for would require

an appropriation of over $2,000,000. This

would not provide a single dollar to meet the

large number of applications for state aid

which may be reasonably anticipated this

year.

tween here and Baltimore. It is the intention

to form a permanent organization, which will

be incorporated, and issue stock at one dollar

per share, par value. The holder of one or

more shares of stock will be entitled to the free

use of the path for one year, while non-

stockholders will be charged a nominal toll,

provided the Maryland legislature acts favor-

ably upon bills bearing upon this question,

which are now in the hands of the legislative

committees. Baltimore has a similar associa-

tion, which is receiving substantial support

from the representative business men of that

city, who are alive to the benefits to be de-

rived from a cycle path leading to the national

capital. The local promoters of the scheme

here hope to interest the business men of

Washington in the enterprise, and in the

event that they do, the success of the path is

assured. The proposed path will be six feet

wide and thirty-seven miles in length. Pre-

liminary surveys have already been made, and

expert engineers assert that the project, as

outlined, can be successfully carried out at

an expense averaging about $300 per mile.

Fountain Perry Captures These Men.

The outlaw riders are going to train at the

Fountain Ferry track, known the world over

among wheelmen as "Our Old Kentucky

Home." By bunching together at some one

track men find they get into better shape.

Owen Kimble, whose home is at Louisville,

has written to men all over the country and

those in California have given him a favorable

reply. The conveniences at Louisville and its

comparatively northern location as compared

to Savannah, Jacksonville or Bellaire, make
Louisville very attractive to the men. Years

ago there was no thought of going elsewhere

to train, but gradually the yearly gatherings

in Louisville grew less. The men scattered

to this and that place, and the consequences

were disastrous when they came together.

Seconds in difference were found in the con-

dition of the men who prepared at different

camps. So plainly was this seen that little

difficulty was experienced this year in secur-

ing the consent of all riders to the making of

the spring headquarters at Louisville. Elkes,

when he left California, said that after going

to Boston he would return West to Hot
Springs, then go to Louisville. Bald is going

there as are also McFarland, Stevens, Eaton

and Goodman. Downing and Cotter, the

California whirlwind tandemites, will be seen

for the first time in the East when they enter

training there. Cooper, Kiser, Gardiner and

a host of others will go to the Kentucky head-

quarters.

Making Straight the Path.

Washington, D. C, March 18.—A public

meeting will be held next week to consider

ways and means of building a cycle path be-

Out in Cuyahoga.

The L. A. W. Consulate of Cleveland and
the wheelmen in general are laying plans to

carry out the idea of building side-paths espe-

cially for wheelmen, along the leading roads

in this section of the state. A recent enact-

ment of the Ohio legislature authorizes county
commissioners to levy an annual tax of $1 on
each bicycle, the money to be used solely for

the purpose of constructing side-paths along
highways. Estimates of the amount such a

tax would bring into the treasury of Cuya-

hoga county vary from $40,000 to $75,000, and

even the minimum sum would be sufficient to

construct side-paths along every important

road in the county. There is another project

under way to construct a side-path along

Euclid road to Unionville, covering nearly

the whole of the famous Geneva century

course. It is proposed to hold a mass meeting

of wheelmen in the near future, when the

county authorities will be impressed with the

wishes of local riders.

Pacific Coasting Costs Money.

Disaster after disaster has overtaken the

projectors of the transcontinental trip which

started from New York in January. What
was lost on the trip was considerable, the

exact figures not being known, but some idea

may be gained when it is stated on good

authority that Michael received $1,000 and

expenses; Elkes, $600 and expenses; Bald,

$500 and expenses, and Miller, $500 and all

expenses, in addition to his purse of $1,700.

The track, an eight-lap affair, is said to have

cost the preposterous sum of $2,300. For
this money an eight-lap track of cement, with

the finest of foundations, might have been

constructed.

These Have Had Enough.

Lessons learned in the long-distance racing

of the past winter have alm.ost swept the field

clear of long-distance riders. If one-half

of the good resolutions made in California

come to anything, there will be a hunt for

men to fill the ranks for the next six-day

race. Man after man has made tlie declaration

that six-day racing does not pay, and in each

case an announcement of retirement to enter

business pursuits has followed. This is the

usual song.

Consider the I/aw Obnoxious.

The Bridgeport Wheel Club, Bridgeport,

Conn., are 21 years of age and consider them-

selves strong enough to object vigorously to

that clause of the lantern bill before the legis-

lature providing that bicycle lamps shall throw

a ray of light 200 feet. The members also ob-

ject to the application of the law to cycles

only.

White Men and Negroes Mix.

The annual dinner of New York's Associ-

ated Cycling Clubs was characterized by a

mixture of white men and negroes at the table

and the use of white waiters. The Calumet

Cycle Club, composed of negroes, had the

largest representation. Negro melodies were

sung.

To Run Manhattan Beach Track.

The Atlantic Athletic Association of Man-
hattan, with headquarters in New York city,

was incorporated March 16. Capital stock

$2,000. Directors, John A. Blaurock, Alfred

P. Reeves, Charles H. Munger, Alexander

Leslie and Charles A. Whittier, of New York
city.

Flavell'8 Sea Tiew Hotel, Sea Cliff, Ij. I.
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REMEMBER OUR HEROES.

Dewey'sMascot
THE BICYCLE CANNON.

The Latest Alarm on the Market.

A SOUVENIR FOR WHEELMEN.

Ill The Only Genuine Novelty of the Season.

It is as Practical as it is Novel.

RETAIL PRICE, - 50 CENTS.
Send for sample and quotations.

t^* t^* (5*

MANUFACTURED BY

Bell Novelty Co... Warren, R. I.
o

Kindly mention The Wheel.

PHENOMENON
The Leading Gas Lamp of Europe,f

f
t

t

HAS PROVED A WINNER AT THE
NEW YORK AND PHII,ADEI,PHIA SHOWS. fy

Gas Fi'tsred Before Beaching Burner-

No Impurities to Clog Burner.

!»:

y Model 339. Price, $3.50.

It has advantages not pos-
sessed by any other Gas

I
Lamp.

The burner has a lava tip,

vphich is so constructed that
the fish-tail flame rests di-

rectly on the tip, and is not
suspended above it. As a
result the light can never be
blown out, and is abso-

lutely stationary under all conditions.

The flow of gas is absolutely uniform.

The Phenomenon is the easiest lamp to

clean, and will be

The Best Seller in '99.

t
T
t

X
T

SEND FOR DISCOUNTS.
THEY WII,L INTEREST YOU.

Wolfgang Richter,
1708 Cermantown Ave., - PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

While the Sun
Shines^

Now is the time to make sure of the bicycle harvest—and,

later on, of the richer MOTOR CARRIAGE harvest. The
great factories at Indianapolis that have made possible for

J 899 so glorious a bicycle as {he^^,^^^^^^^,^^^

$40

Waverley
have at last, after long experimenting, brought to perfection

models of electric motor vehicles at moderate cost that will

cause the days of the horse's usefulness to be numbered.<^<^<.S*

WAVERLEY
ELECTRIC MOTOR CARRIAGES

are stylish, serviceable, easily handled, and perfectly practical.

We are far past the experimental stage, and are now ready to

manufacture in quantity. Those Waverley agents who are

in position to handle motor vehicles efficiently will be given

first preference. Write

INDIANA BICYCLE CO.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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Sees Better Times and Prices Ahead.

iMr. Moore, of Arnold, Schwinn & Co..

says that his concern have not been trying

to marlcct bicycles to the jobbers at the dis-

astrous prevailing prices. They have refused

in many instances to entertain propositions

made by some of the largest distributors in

the country, Mr. Moore stating he does not be-

lieve that any bicycle concern can successfully

carry on the business and sell bicycles at a

marginal profit of fifty cents to one dollar on

a wheel. The good salesman to-day, accord-

ing to iMr. Moore, is the one who says "No"
to all such offers as that. This policy is the very

best one possible for the trade, and while

pursuing it may not be satisfactory to the

stockholders at present, it is only a matter of

time until the wisdom of the position which

he advocates and has taken will be conclu-

sively demonstrated. Mr. Moore has had an

extensive experience in the bicycle business

and has represented some of the largest con-

cerns in the country. He said he did not be-

lieve in selling goods simply to keep the fac-

tory running. Shortly higher and better

prices for good wheels will certainly come if

the makers of such do not recognize the com-
petition of inferior constructed wheels that are

sold at any old price.

Sitnple, Safe and Satisfactory.

Simplex, if the writer's elementary knowl-

edge of his Caesar remains correct, means
"simple." If this is correct then Simplex is a

name fairly bestowed upon the lamp here

shown by its makers, the Hine-Watt Mfg. Co.,

LfSitiinauyiiSW'''

14 and IG North Canal street, Chicago. The
new acetylener's weight is 14 ounces, height

5i inches, and diameter of reflector 3 inches.

For this lamp its makers claim: The burner
requires no cleaning; the flame can be turned

high or low and burned all night or turned off

and relit the next evening; will burn upside

down without being disturbed; the water feed

is self-regulating and the water valve requires

no attention; uses lump carbide in any form.

One of the " New Ideas."

See this cut? Well, the National Cycle Mfg.
Co., of Bay City, Mich., say it shows the exact

difference between a long small cone and a

large short one; wide spread ball races and
narrow ones. To start with, the fork-ends are

made absolutely parallel and square with each

other. The cone has a broad, flat back, fitting

flush against the fork. The cup is pressed

home against a shoulder perfectly true with

the centre of the hub, and the bearing is con-

sequently parallel—per se, easy running. The

axle acts mer-ely as a union without stress

upon it. The bearings are locked perfectly by

broad surfaces on each side. There is no pos-

sibility of the tilting of the cones on the

threads since in this construction they are not

the support of any part of the bearing.

Bailey Boasts Are These.

C. J. Bailey, inventor of the Bailey Won't
Slip tire, which is made and marketed by the

B. Goodrich Company, of Akron, O., gives

a number of reasons why this tire is right-

fully named. The tread has rubber projec-

tions which Mr. Bailey says make the tire an

exceedingly comfortable one to ride over

rough roads, the teeth acting as a cushion.

Further, Mr. Bailey claims greater speed for

the tire over smooth surfaces, since it gives an

air space between the surface and the tire,

thus destroying all suction. Further, the tire

is said to throw less mud, because the teeth,

upon being released from pressure, deposit the

mud directly on the surface.

Both a Trade and a Money Getter.

Among the best selling articles which a re-

tailer can handle is Cleveland Blue, manufac-

tured by N. M. Robinson, 154 Maiden lane,

New York. This preparation imparts to bi-

cycle spokes the beautiful blue tint which helps

to make the Cleveland bicycle have such a

distinctive and distinguished appearance. This

blue prevents rust, while preserving the spoke

from adverse atmospheric influences. The
blue is put up in small bottles and sells at a

reasonable price.

When Ordering a Tire.

Morgan & Wright have a simple guide for

use by dealers and repairmen in ordering tires.

To get the size of tire wanted, measure straight

IG-inch tire; 15 inches, 18-inch tire; 17 inches,

20-inch tire; 19 inches, 22-inch tire; 20i inches,

24-inch tire; 22J inches, 26-inch tire; 24J

inches, 28-inch tire; 26i inches, 30-inch tire;

or, measuring from the ground to the top of

tire when inflated will show the size of tire

needed. To avoid mistakes, always mention

the style as well as the size and sectional

diameter.

This Retails Wind.

The accompanying cut is illustrative of the

'99 improved penny-in-the-slot cycle pump
m.ade by the Clawson Machine Co., of New-
ark, N. J. This company had a somewhat

similar machine last year, which was a satis-

factory article and attracted considerable trade

attention both at home and abroad. This

year's machine, however, is considerably im-

proved, and is truly a model afifair, weighing

but fifty pounds and being attractively gotten

up. In some cases the company are selling

machines direct to dealers, while in others

they are permitting the control of territory

by local parties, who either sell the machines

direct or buy the machines and let them out.

The Gibson House, Cincinnati.

The Gibson House, for so many years the

most popular hotel in Cincinnati, but which

for some time had labored under the disad-

vantage of a management that had, become
unpopular with the traveling public, is in

new hands. iMr. Will W. Clarke, the new man-

ager, took hold on March 1 and promises that

the Gibson shall again assume its position at

the head of Cincinnati hoteldom.

across wheel from centre of under side of tire.

Following these directions, a wheel measur-

ing 11 inches needs a 14-inch tire; 13 inches,

What They Won.

Of the 280 men entered for the A. N. A.

wheel race at Melbourne, 200 started. Of this

200 nine were mounted upon Dayton wheels,

built by the Davis Sewing Machine Co. When
the results of trial, semi-final and final heats

were announced there sj;ood to the credit of

the machine with the spherical hub this record;

14 firsts, 5 seconds and 2 thirds, a story which

needs no moral.



This page costs $60.00
We can't afford to use it but once. Hence, must talk quick and tell our story in such

a way as to avoid answering questions by mail.

Read, ponder and send cash for sample. You can return it if it does not suit, and
get your money back.

A MUDLESS CHAIN
INSURED BY THE USE OF

THE CHAIN-STALL.

A band of pure rubber made endless by stitching the ends together, sprung on over the

chain, covering it and REVOLVING with it without causing friction.

Makes your machine run easier by protecting the chain.

Saves wear on chain and sprockets and makes your machine last longer.

SIMPLE, NEAT AND HANDSOME.
LIGHT, NOISELESS AND ABSOLUTELY WITHOUT FRICTION.

A complete protection to trousers or dresses, perfect in action, and costs but a trifle.

Reduces friction, saves power, improves the appearance of the machine, causes no com-
plication, weighs practically nothing, never gets out of repair. Saves your strength, temper

and pocket.

We have our own way of doing business ; it may differ from others, but it "goes," and
we consider your interest as well as our own.

We have one price only to dealers, which will be given on application, less a liberal dis-

count for cash with order. No C. O. D. or opening of accounts; all goods sold only for

cash with order.

By our method we save expense, loss and worry. We sell to all alike, regardless of the

question of financial standing, and in return we allow a cash discount which represents a

profit to you taken from our share.

RETAIL PRICE, $1.00.

To introduce goods to new trade we will, for a limited time, send sample by mail prepaid on

ten days' trial and approval on receipt of price. Return and get your money if it doesn't suit you.

We make this offer to save correspondence. The goods speak for themselves and it

only costs you five cents to return sample and get your money back. Address,

American Sycle ehain^Stall 60..

Kindly mention The Wheel. 324 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

mmmm
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To Blaze Your Way With.

When a lamp is light and will give light,

too, it becomes of interest to the rider or the

dealer who wishes to let his light so shine

that he may see not only his ways, but the

other man's, also. Here is the B. & R., and

Schoverling, Daly & Gales, 325 Broadway,

New York, who handle it, say that its 15

ounces of weight contains more light-giving

possibilities than anything of its size and

price in the market. Water is introduced into

this lamp by removing the screw cap at the

back, communicating with the reservoir, and

the flow is regulated by a notched indicator

moved by the top centre cap. The positive

character of this regulator is such, it is stated,

that a proper adjustment can be made in the

dark. A 2|-inch lens is held in position by

a flat spring catch, so the lens can be quickly

removed. Ordinary carbide may be used, the

material being held in the lower portion,

which also contains a false bottom so made

that the residuum can be. instantly lifted out.

The bracket can be attached to the head or

either fork. The lamp weighs 15 ounces, and

is finished in nickel.

To Enjoy Florida Cycling.

Messrs. William H. Frear & Co., of Troy,

N. Y., give some information regarding the

Florida climate and roads which will be of

interest to those planning even a temporary

sojourn in the land of flowers. They say:

"The chainless wheel is particularly adapted

to the conditions existent in Florida, particu-

larly those in and round Palm Beach. The

atmosphere being damp and heavily charged

with salt, corrodes and rusts chains almost

immediately to such an extent that they can

hardly be recleaned to their former efficacy.

Under these conditions chain-driven wheels

in a very short time become difficult to run,

it being almost impossible to use lubricants,

because the air is filled with particles of white

sand which finally obstruct chain bearings.

The result is that the chainless wheel is the

most practical machine for that section of the

country, since the bearings, besides being

thoroughly dust-proof, are prevented from

rust by being packed with oil and graphite."

Want Electric-Welded Fitments.

The Thompson Cycle Fittings Co., Chi-

cago, have met with wonderful success with

their electrically welded fittings. So much
so, indeed, that it is said they have enough of

orders now on hand to keep them going for

a year, and in consequence have practically

stopped soliciting any further ones. This de-

sirable business condition is known to be a

fact, because letters have been received at

The Wheel's Western office complaining

that the writers' concerns were delayed on ac-

count of not receiving prompt supplies from

the Thompson Company. This will, of course,

induce other concerns to go into the electrical

welding fitting business, and next year will

probably see a well-known manufacturer in a

Western city with a big plant of this kind in

full blast.

A Great Advantage.

The New Brunswick Rubber Co. have one

obvious advantage—their relations with the

United States Rubber Co. are very close.

Now the United States Rubber Co. are the

largest rubber manufacturing and rubber con-

suming company in the world. They consume

fully one-half of the crude rubber brought

into the United States, and about one-quarter

of the entire crude rubber output of the world.

This means, of course, that the United States

Rubber Co. can buy crude rubber cheaper

than any other company, and the New Bruns-

wick Company buy their crude rubber through

the United States Rubber Co., getting the

same price. Thus they enjoy an obvious ad-

vantage in one very important item of tire

making.

I<aunches, but Not Vehicles.

Frank Gregg, of H. A. Lozier & Co., Cleve-

land, when seen by a Wheel man regarding

the report that this firm has gone into the

manufacture of gas engines, stated that Su-

perintendent Burwell, of the Toledo factory,

has been experimenting for some time with

a naphtha engine for launches, and his ex-

perimenting has proven so successful that the

Lozier people have decided to place the en-

gine on the market. The engine is intended

for use on launches, and it can be put to

other uses, but Mr. Gregg denies that the in-

vention has any significance with regard to

the firm's going into the manufacture of mo-
tor carriages. In fact, the engine, in its pres-

ent form, could not be adapted to automo-

biles. H. A. Lozier has no intention of going

into the manufacture of horseless carriages,

and, as in the past, will confine himself strict-

ly to the manufacture of high-grade bicycles.

Chance for Tire Bargains.

The Boston Woven Hose Co., of Cambridge,

Mass., are making only theVim and the Cactus

tire this year. The first will no longer be

designated by the former colored diamond,

which will be replaced by the tire's name and
that of its makers. The Cactus is a heavier

tire, intended for rough road work. The Hose
people are now offering a series of bargains in

tires made last year, which they are disposing

of at greatly reduced prices. Those looking

for good tires at good prices can get a list

of the above tires with the net prices therefor

by addressing the Boston Woven Hose Co.,

Cambridge, Mass.

A I,ine of Carriers.

Among other things the Dexter Mfg. Co.,

Troy, O., manufacture an unusually varied

line of carriers for bicycles. Among them is

the Dexter No. 8, made of heavy wire and
nickel-plated. It is easily attached to the

handle-bar by strong steel springs, covered

\vith leather strips. It is a good carrier for

heavy packages, valises, cameras, etc. The
price to dealers per dozen is quite reasonable.

The prices on other carriers in the line are

even less.

Among the Orioles.

Charles C. Crooks and the Sterling are two
names Baltimoreans have grown used to as-

sociating with each other ever since '94, when
the first introduced the second to them. Lo-
cated at 46 W. Baltimore street, Charles C.

Crooks & Co. have every facility for handling

every portion of their extensive business.

Featherstones are featured as a second string

to the Crooks bow.

A Spoke Threader.

Goodell Bros. Co., Greenfield, Mass., manu-
facture Peck's bicycle spoke threader, which

lists at a low price. This instrument is easily

held in the bench vise, and is a great help in

cutting a thread upon small wire. The collet

of the machine is arranged for dies |-inch in

diameter. No dies are furnished with the

tool. The chuck for holding the wire is a

three-jawed one, capacity to 5-32-inch, and

will accurately align the work with the die.

It is fitted with a hollow spindle, which slips

back and forth in a splined groove.

With the New Non-stretchable Chain.

The Veru Bicycle and Rubber Co., New
Haven, Conn., are enterprising dealers. They
handle the Remington and have issued a little

book of testimonials of the great utility of the

new Special non-stretchable chain, with which

the '99 machine is fitted.
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Have you ever ihought of that ? Follow out the theory and what
result do you g-et ?

Buy a pair of shoes for $3.50. They are shoes. You get some
wear ou' of them 'all that you pay for). Are they comfortable,

well-turned and sightly ? Do you have to get them repaired soon ?

Add 40 per cent to that price and buy another make. What do

you get ? As good a shoe as is made, don't you ? One that will give

you good and long service without repair; that is good-looking and

suits you. You've had value received in both cases, but
isn't the latter the cheaper in the end ?

MR. DEALER—When you select your leading bicycle for 1899,

don't be penny-wise. I-ook to your net results at the end of
the season.

A NATIONAL rider never

changes his mount.

What does that mean?

NATIONAL CYCLE

MFG. CO.,

BAY GITr, MICHIGAN.

Kindly mention

The Wheel.
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If You Would do Business

Successfully***,

and wish to grasp the opportunity for making
money in your town, write us at once for

interesting booklet and prices of the

fAMOlS 12-0l^CE

HOLLENBECK

Rawhide Saddle
THE LIGHTEST SADDLE MADE.

Our Rawhide Saddle is the most popular Saddle

of 1S99. Compare it with any of the wood or

steel base saddles, also note the flexibility of our

Rawhide Top. No hard-base saddle can give the

same amount of comfort to the rider. This seat

will strike you right away as being of simple and
strong construction, correct shape, and combining
Lightness, Beauty and Durability.

MAKERS,

Hollenbeek Saddle Company,
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

30 Hi^h-class Wlieel Makers use tlie Hollenbeek Rawliide.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

The only manufacturer who refuses to equip

the Claus Bar on his bicycles is the one who is

getting out his bicycles regardless of what the

people want.

Our monthly, paper, "Handle-Bar Truths,"

tells the truth about handle-bars. Want a copy?

THE CLAUS HANDLE-BAR MFG. CO.,

Milwaukee, Wis., U. S. A.

o

is the

Trebert Automatic Coaster

AND BRAKE.
The most simple and practical device on the market.

One of the many good thingfs you secure with an

OLIVE agency.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

THE OLIVE WHEEL CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

Kindly mention "Hie Wheel.

(*:o:'<o:*:o:*:o:*:o:*:o:*'<x*io:*:o:*:o:-*
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The I/lglit Catalogue.

A very handsome catalogue, on the cover

of which light is symboUzed by the rising

sun (the company's trade-mark), has been is-

sued by the Light Cycle Co., of Pottstown,

Pa. The Light special road racer, weighing

22 pounds, lists at $60; the chainless ircjdels

for men and women are $75; models A, B and

C, all being built for men and women, list at

$50, $40 and $30 respectively. This is the

tenth year of the company's existence as bi-

cycle manufacturers. They claim for their

machines what they call personality. The

hubs, bottom brackets and other st'-uctural

peculiarities of the machines are illustrated in

the catalogue. The catalogue itself is an eye

catcher and the goods are of standard repu-

tation.

The United States Bicycle.

Frank Sturges, 227-229-231-233 South Greene

street, Chicago, manufactures the United

States bicycle, which he says is "as good as its

name." The wheel has been on the market

for some years and is well and favorably

known. The '99 catalogue shows quite a line

of machines at $35 and $40. A one-piece ex-

ternal reinforced head, shouldered hubs for

straight-tangent spokes, ball-retaining and oil-

retaining hubs and axles, are features. AH
metal parts of United States bicycles are made
in the factory in which the wheels are made.

Booming of the Badger.

The little town of Kenosha is fairly booming

in the manufacturing line. The Badger Brass

Mfg. Co., makers of the famous Solar lamps,

report business from 25 to 30 per cent better

than at this time last year. As this concern

manufactured 80,000 Solar lamps during 1898,

the above advance means a tremendous in-

crease in the volume of its business. Manager
Welles, who has just returned from a trip

throughout the East, says the season in the

East is at least two weeks behind that of the

West.

Well Officered and Managed.

The new syndicate which has purchased the

plant of the Bay State Wood Rim Co., at

Ayer, Mass., will henceforth be known as the

K. & C. Manufacturing Company. Josiah

Quincy, Boston's Mayor, will be president of

the new concern, while H. W. Bates, treasurer

of the New England "Financial News," will

hold a like office in the K. & C. Co. Clinton

Lovell will be general ma'nager. Lock-jointed

wood rims for cycle and general vehicle use

will be the output of the new company.

Telling the Story of Success.

President Dickerson states that Sterling

business this year is very much in excess of

any previous year. Up to this time it has

only been by working their force night and
day that they are in a position to fill orders for

Sterlings promptly. Mr. Dickerson says

there is a big and ever increasing demand for

the chainless, and while there has been some
delay in getting out the chainless wheels on
account of the chain wheels being given "the

right-of-way" in the rush of the last six weeks,

things have now been straightened out so all

who come will be piomptly served.

Great Is the Grant.

The Grant Machine Tool Co., Cleveland, at

the head of which is J. J. Grant, one of the

best known figures in the machinery trade

and famous as a designer of machine tools,

have just issued their first catalogue showing

the complete line of their machines, included

in which are a 12-inch swing hand-lathe of

popular design, a semi-radial drill and boring

mill, a piston ring and cylinder head turning-

machine, a plain milling-machine with rack

or screw feed, a milling-machine with large

pan, a milling-machine vise, a casting mold

for babbitt driving-blocks and the Grant fric-

tion pulley. This machinery is all of improved

design, nearly every article showing distinctive

features. Each machine is illustrated with full

page cut and is described in detail. Part oi

the book is devoted to an interesting descrip-

tion of the balls and screw machine-products

manufactured by the Grant Ball Co.

A New Drop-Forged Reinforced Crown.

A new style of reinforced drop-forged crown
is being manufactured by the Indianapolis

Drop-Forging Co. It somewhat resembles a

double crown. It is claimed that the sub-

sidiary arch, or bridge feature, adds fully 100

per cent to the strength, and the distance be-

tween the two arches gives a very large sur-

face for brazing the tubing connecting the

handle-bar.

u

BIG FOUR ROUTE
FOUR GREAT TRAINS,

JJ

" NEW YORK AND BOSTON

MORNING SPECIAL,"
BETWEEN

St* Louis, Peoria, Indianapolis, Cincin-
nati, Columbus, Cleveland, Buffalo,

New York and Boston.

" KNICKERBoTkER SPECIAL,"
BETWEEN

St. Louis, Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Cleve-
land, New York and Boston.

"SOUTHWESTERN LIMITED,"
BET'WEEN

Cincinnati, Columbus. Cleveland, | New
York and Boston.

" WHITE CITY SPECIAL,"
BETWEEN

Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Cliicago.

M. E.INGALLS, E. 0. McCORMICK,
President. Pass. Traffic Mgr.

WARREN J. LYNCH,
Asst. Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

TRADE ORGANIZATIONS.

National Wood Rim Association—Pres-
ident, E. S. Mead; vice-president, J. B.
Tucker; secretary-treasurer, W. W. Stall.

320 Broadway, New York.

Bobber Tire Association — President.

Theodore A. Dodge; first vice-president,

L. K. McClymonds; second vice-presi-

dent, George T. Perkins; treasurer, Geo.
F. Hodgman; secretary, Kirk Brown,
Belleville, N. J.

Cycle Parts Manufacturers' Association.—
President, R. H. Ramsey, Philadelphia,

Pa.; secretary, I. H. Dreyfus, Newark,
N.J.

ADLETS.
For Sale, Exchange, Etc. — Twenty-five words,

bh'irty-five cents, iiach additional word two cents.
Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and Help Wanted.— Answers received
in, confidence and iorwarded without charge. Kate:
25 word-s, one time, 60 cents; three times, $1.00; 50
words, one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00; 75 words,
one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-
tisements: One-half inch, one time. $1.00; four times,
$3.00; one inch , one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jcnner, patent attorney and
*- mechanical expert, 60S F street, Washington, D.
C. Established 1883. I make an examination free of
charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

C ALESMAN wanted to sell to jobbers, dealers and
'^ ' repairmen, B. & C. and another article. Liberal
proposition. Bolton, Hooker & Co., Cooperstown,
N. Y.—4-6.

\S7ANTED.—A young man to assist in bicycle store
as salesman and to make himself generally

useful. References required. Apply Bicycle Dress-
guard Mfg. Co., 107 Grand St., New York.—3-23.

ram's-horn hickory bars and stems, 20 cents
each. Address, "Bars," care The Wheel.—3-30.500

IOnn detachable brakes for sale at a bargain. W.
;ZUU M Young & Co., 38 Murray St., N. Y.—

a-au.

AHEAO OF EVERYBODY.
The Nickel Plate Route continues to keep ahead

of everybody in railway matters, despite intense com-
petition. How is this accomplished? Simply by "cater-
ing fully and generously to the public demands. Peo-
ple know and appreciate a good thing when they see
it. That is why they patronize the Nickel Plate so
freely.

Why has this road won its present position? By
furnishing the very best class oi service at low rates,
and by generous treatment of its patrons. Safe and
easy roadway, fine trains, luxurious equipment, fast
time, close connections—these are the cardinal points
in favor of the Nickel Plate Route. These are its

prime factors of success. The Nickel Plate is the
people's route— a strong favorite with the traveling
public. Don't forget this when going East. Don't
forget when you go West. Don't forget the road that
gives the best service at the lowest rates.—4-30.

CHEAP SALE.
ARE YOU OPEN TO BUY

20 MILL. STEEL BALLS?
APPLY Z Y X, "THE WHEEL"

Build your own Bicycles,
Let us quote you on our FRAME SETS
and BUIIvT-UP FRAMES. Get your
name on our mailing list for our up-to-

date catalogue. Our prices will surprise

you. Elegant souvenir free. Send for one.

THE WINNE COMPANY,
5 East 125th St., New York.

ISADDIE

WM. B. Rl
324 Market Street,

is hygienic and -will not chafe, bruise, irritate or
tire the rider. It will suit every, figure, as it

is adjustable. It will be sold in your town by
somebody. If you are interested, write for de-
scriptive catalogue. Riders will ask for it.

LEY & CO.,
PHILADELPHI/^.
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"There Is Honor in the Name."

The above is one of the trade phrases used

by the Frontenac Mfg. Co., of Syracuse, N. Y.,

makers of Frontenac bicycles. To those fa-

miliar with Eastern Canada, the application is

particularly convincing, as Louis De 'Baude,

Compte de Frontenac, is a name famous in

the history of the Dominion. Perhaps no com-

pliment was ever more gracefully paid a ma-

chine than the one just rendered the Syracuse-

made bicycle. Charles P. Stevenson, of Buf-

falo, like his three sons, is an enthusiastic

Frontenac rider, so much so in fact that Mr.

Stevenson has decided to name his new and

beautiful apartment house "The Frontenac,"

using the Frontenac coat of arms, so well

known as a distinguishing feature of the grace-

fully modeled bicycle.

Pressed for Space.

The Parish & Bingham Co., Cleveland,

manufacturers of pressed-metal sprockets and
special stamped work of all kinds, are erecting

a large new factory building at Coe and Ham-
ilton streets, Cleveland, which factory they

will occupy about the middle of the summer.
The growth of this concern has been most
remarkable. Their pressed-metal sprockets

caught on from the very start and to-day are

used by manufacturers everywhere. Twice
within the .past three years have the company
been forced to increase- their producing capac-

ity and the latest expansion seems warranted

by the immense demand for their goods now
being experienced. The new factory is ex-

pected to increase their output sufficiently to

meet the demand for another season.

Those Who Ride May Read.

The '99 model of the New Mail, made by

Wm. Read & Sons, of Boston, like its prede-

cessors for many years (back, is a handsome,
up-to-date and well-equipped bicycle. New
Mails are made in three heights with flush

joints, seamless tubing and tapered upper and
rear stays. They have a 2J-inch drop to the

crank-hanger and eccentric chain adjuster.

The hubs have interchangeable cones on hol-

low axles, with cup and lock nut adjustment
inside the barrel, which admits of the removal
of the wheels from the frame without disturb-

ing the wheel adjustment. The New Mail
lists at $50, and has for a running mate the

Hanover, a well-built, medium grade wheel
which lists at $35.

The Brecher Catalogue.

E. A. Brecher & Co., 95 Reade street. New
York, manufacturers, jobbers and exporters,

have issued their '99 catalogue, which they say

covers anything and everything for a wheel.

Brecher & Co. have been associated with the

trade for the past five years. They carry a

full up-to-date stock. They do not carry

seconds. They endeavor to make the price so
low as to meet approval. .Their catalogue does
not illustrate all the various fittings and sun-
dries they carry, but only the most important.
If you do not find what you want in their

catalogue, order it anyway, as they claim to

have anything the trade demands. Complete

bicycles are a part of their stock. In the Per-

fection wheel all connections are Thor drop-

forgings. The three-crown frames are also

sold. The New Century bicycle and New
Century frames are sold at a somewhat lower

figure.

New Tube Cutter.

Every builder of bicycles will appreciate the

new tube cutter which has been placed on the

market by Peter A. iFrasse & Co., of 94 Fulton

street. New York. It is called the Universal.

The machine will cut tubing any desired

length and any diameter, from one-half inch to

one and one-half inches, cutting a positively

square and accurate cut. This result is ob-

tained by a plain V-shaped cutter of hardened

steel, revolving with the tubing, connected by

a chain of gears which is operated by an ad-

?L.S£3

justable handle. These machines are made

for both power and hand power. .With each

machine the firm furnish a gauge which is

long enough to take tubing up to 24 inches.

The hand cutter, as shown in the cut, sells at

a very moderate price and will doubtless enjoy

a big sale.

Yellow Fellows to the Yellow Fellows.

All records for quick time shipments of ex-

press from the United States to the City of

Mexico were smashed recently by a shipment

of Stearns bicycles, which left Syracuse on

February 25 and reached the City of Mexico

March 2, five and one-half days after leaving

Syracuse. The shipment lay over for twenty-

four hours at the New Laredo custom house

and was examined and the duties assessed.

Deducting the time s.pent at New Laredo, the

actual time the shipment was on the road was

less than five days, which is a wonderful

record.

The I,yndhnrst Catalogue.

As usual, the patent triple front fork, which
has been a feature of the Lyndhurst bicycle for

several years, is made prominent on the cover

of the '99 catalogue issued by McKee & Har-
rington, 173-179 Grand street, New York.
The book is a simple artistic arrangement of

text and half-tone illustrations and agents who
have not looked into the merits of this ma-
chine will do well to send for a copy of the

catalogue.
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Elmore
Bicycles

ARE STANDARD.

They have set the pace
on all medium-priced
wheels for years. There
is a reasonable limit in

the price of bicycles.

High prices mean expen-

sive methods in manu-
facturing and advertis-

ing, racing teams, etc.

Extreme low prices mean
slack work, low-grade
material, poor finish, etc.

The prices on ELWORES
show what the price on
all other bicycles should

be. The material is first

class ; methods of con-

struction the best; the

finish superb.

Dealers should all have

ELI^ORES in stock. They J
sell well and stay sold. %
Catalogue and prices

upon application.

Elmore Mig. Co.,

CLYDE, OHIO, U. S. A,

Kindly mention The WheeL
,
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Two Tiny Ones.

In a nicely red-lettered little pamphlet the

New England Watch Co. tell a lot of interest-

ing things about cyclometers and watches; in-

cidentally the pamphlet also mentions the fact

that the New England Watch Co. make the

smallest and most accurate measurers of both

miles and minutes turned out. Mechanical

and monetary marvels in the multum in parvo

line are these products of New England inge-

nuity.

Philadelphia dealers report an excellent de-

mand from riders. The chainless outlook

is said to be very good.

All American wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the cycle in

Europe, its trade, mechanics, and sport, should sub-
scribe to

THE CYCLIST
AND Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.

The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. Sent post free to any part of America
for one year, 53.25. American subscription agent,

F. P. Prial, 88 West Broadway, New York City.

American manufacturers having novelties in ma-
chines or sundries to introduce should advertise in

THE O^yOILiIST.
Terms on application to

ILIFFE SONS & STURMEY, Ltd.,

19 Hertford Strset, Coventry, England.

Members of tbe American Trade visitingr Eng-
land are invited to call at THE CYCLIST Office
at Coventry, or at 3 St. Bride Street, Ludsate
Circus. London. C C.

A NEW PROPOSITION:
'— 1

I

Wheels Built to Order, $12
upwards. FROM HIGH-GRADE MATE-
RIAL and fittings of your own selection.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE of tue

Famous TEMPLE 3-CROWN Frames
and all standard makes of bicycle parts
and fittings. Make your selection. We
build the bicycle accordingly. LOWEST
PRICES GUARAlNTEED.

^"WRITE TO-DAY
and send for catalogue of I^ /\0 11-*

32.00 Gas Lamp-Best Made
Graphoplinnes and Cameras.

RALPH TEMPLE CO.,
74 Lake St., Chicago.

kk

If Defective Parts Are Found In

rxmNSON BICYCLE
WeWillReplace Free And PayAll Express Charges

MANSON CYCLE COJ^^^^n^.f
?|5?:^t-

,4 HANDLE BARS^^3 FORK SIDES
,-^ PROTECTOR REVOLVERS
coR;tsPONDENCE PERFECTION PADLOCKS
...cco-T, AMESSWOROCO. CHICOPIe, MASS.

PERFECT f f

•peBf ect

25C.

I^.r^'^

OILER.
Used by leading makers of high-grade bicycles. The only oiler that regulates supply of oil. CANNOT LEAK.
We make cheaper oilers also, of unequaled quality.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, Manufacturers, 159 9th Ave., N. Y.

T«EQIBSON HOUSE
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Under new management. Superior service;

central location; perfect cuisine.

WILL W. CLARKE, Manager.

Graphite Lubricants.

ALL KINDS, AGG0RDIN6 TO WANTS.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, IN. J.

The Best Advertising for the

Irish Trade is

THE
IRISH CYCLIST.

specimen copy and advertising rates on
application to

H. J. IMECREDY & CO., Ltd., Proprietors,

49 Middle Abbey St., DUBLIN.

WE have for the past four years sold large

numbers of

CRAWFORD BICYCLES.

During that time we have heard so many expres-

sions of approval from our customers that we are

led to believe that the CRAWFORD BICYCLE
FOR GREAT DURABILITY, UNDER ALL
CONDITIONS, AND FOR EASE OF RUNNING,
is equaled by very few bicycles and excelled by none.

THE VERU BICYCLE AND RUBBER CO.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN*

RUBBKR TIRE CABS AND CARRIAGES.
The West Shore Railroad has incorporated a system whereby

passengers arriving or departing from its West Forty-second street
terminal. New York City, are supplied with cab, hansom, coach or
omnibus, as they may order. Westcott Express messengers are
now on all through trains to sell tickets and engage such vehicles

as passengers desire. New York City has been
divided into six districts, each district having
its own number and its own rates. The ve-
hicles are all rubber-tired and will be maintained
in first-class order. The new service has been
in effect since November 4th, and has been giving
excellent satisfaction.
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BICYCLE TRUST PLANS.

Some Generalities Concerning the Question of

How the Tru«t-Formers Can Hope to Control

Alakers of Materials and Parts.

A common question concerning tlie trust

which is being formed is, How will it con-

trol materials and parts, even if it control a

sufficient proportion of the cycle makers? Mr.

Spalding, who is at the head of the entire

project, does not discuss that question for

publication. It is safe to assume, however,

that a man seldom goes out in the rain with-

out thinking of his umbrella, and that those

who have gone into this trust matter know
that there are producers of tubing, stampings,

etc.

It is not safe to say that the producers of

material and parts will certainly be controlled.

It takes two to make a bargain. If the trust

people can gather sufificient strength among
themselves to warrant the completion of the

trust, it means that they will be able to apply

to possible competitors a considerable power

of absorption. Sometimes absorption occurs

through the medium of persuasion, sometimes

otherwise. Sometimes it does not occur at all.

It is not at all improbable that the trust-

formers are wondering just as hard as any-

body else as to how they will eventually

dispose of the material and parts makers.

Mr. Spalding's request that the trade papers

refrain from giving premature publicity to the

first news of the trust has also been discussed,

owing chiefly to the breaking of the promise

by one journal. That journal served the in-

terests of nobody—not even its own—by its

premature announcement. Within the limits

of its circulation it caused dealers to burden

manufacturers with inquiring letters before

the manufacturers were in position to give

even tentatively satisfactory replies. Every
handler of correspondence knows what a nui-

sance to all concerned is an abnormally de-

veloped news nose on a trade paper. Sen-

sational articles in daily newspapers cut very

little figure by comparison. Mr. Spalding's

request was based on that .fact. His request

represented practically the entire trade—as did

his subsequent refusal to receive the personal

explanations of the faith-breaker.

Mr. Spalding is "on duty" at the Waldorf-

Astoria in behalf of the cycle makers, who
have given options on their plants, day and
night. His regular business afifairs are in

the hands of others. He is constantly in cor-

respondence and personal communication with
men in the trade. President Kiser, of the

Monarch Company, was one of the big men
who was there on Tuesday. Mr. Spalding
was seen on Tuesday. He was carrying the

strain easily, and had no news to communi-
cate for publication.

One bicycle factory is closed for inventory.

Perhaps that is necessary in order to ascertain

an accurate valuation. There will be as little

closing down as possible at this busy time.

The season's arrangements will not be per-

ceptibly affected for some time, if at all.

FIRE IN CLEVELAND.

A Canadian Combine.

The trust microbe has penetrated into Can-

ada. During the week, representatives of sev-

eral of the leading bicycle manufacturers in

the Dominion have been in consultation at

Toronto. The announcement is made that the

scheme of consolidation is nearly perfected,

and that the Canadian Bicycle Co., Ltd., capi-

talized at $3,000,000, will be incorporated

shortly. R. M. Jaffray, variously described as

of Chicago, London (Eng.), and Canada, is

the promoter of the enterprise, and the con-

cerns interested are: Massey, Harris & Co.,

Evans & Dodge, Wellingvale Mfg. Co., Gould
Mfg. Co. and Fane Mfg. Co.

The declared object of the "combine" is to

facilitate competition with bicycle makers in

the "States," but, inasmuch as the aggregate

output of all of the "combiners" is less than

that of a single first-class factory in this coun-

try, our manufacturers have no cause to feel

alarmed over the proposed unification of inter-

ests.

Awaiting the Expert Accountant.

Reading, Pa., March 28.—Nothing new has

occurred the past few days relative to the

Reading manufacturers joining the bicycle

trust. The manufacturers all say they have

given Mr. Spalding options on their plant until

June 1, and that the proposed amalgamation
will not affect this year's trade in the least.

The deal is to be effected after this year's trade

is practically at an end from the manufacturer's

standpoint. They all received a notice from
Mr. Spalding that an expert accountant repre-

senting the trust woud shortly call upon them
relative to verifying the reports they made to

the trust. Nothing definite is expected until

after the accountant has made a thorough in-

vestigation of their plants. They all think

that the deal will ultimately go through.

Statement by Keating Company.

Concerning the attachment which was made
against them in New York last week, the

Keating Wheel Co. say that the matter

has been settled, and that there was no occa-

sion for the harsh measures taken. There are

times when the right people get into debt to

the wrong people, and this may be one of

those times. Some creditors would rather

levy an attachment than be paid.

Kelly Handle-Bar Work and CleTeland Ma-
chine Screw Co.'s Stampings Business Only
Slightly Delayed by the Blaze.

Early in the morning of March 24 a quick

fire rendered almost entirely useless the plant

of the Dangler Stove & Mfg. Co., who manu-
facture the Kelly adjustable handle-bar and
Kells saddle, in Cleveland. The same fire also

crippled the adjoining building, in which the

stampings department of the Cleveland Ma-
chine Screw Co. was located. The Dangler
loss may reach $350,000, heavily insured. The
other plant was damaged to the extent of prob-

ably $125,000, with insurance for double that

amount.

A letter from Charles E. Weaver, of the

Kelly Handle-Bar Co., states that arrange-

ments have been made whereby orders will be

taken care of within a very few days. The
Wheel's Cleveland correspondent learns that

the saddle and stove business may be delayed

for some time. It happens that a number of

plated handle-bars were outside of the building

at the time of the fire. That and the securing

of new facilities enable that part of the busi-

ness to go on with very little interruption. Mr.
Dangler stated that the dies and tools for this

work would probably be saved.

The stampings department of the Cleveland

Machine Screw Co. is some distance from the

main buildings, and the tool and die rooms of

the damaged factory are located in the east

wing, which was only slightly damaged, so

that only those dies actually in use were de-

stroyed. Work on connections and crank-

hangers will be delayed somewhat, but there

will be little inconvenience to cycle manufac-
turers, as the shipments up to date have been
much greater than in previous years. The en-

gine of the stampings factory was only slightly

damaged by water.

Within a few hours after the fire, offers of

assistance were made by cycle and parts

makers in Cleveland.

Andrae Folks 'Won't Be Overlooked.

Milwaukee, March27.—"I am not prepared to

say whether the Andrae Company are in it

or not, or whether we have received an offer,"

was the manner in which John_ C. Schmidt-
bauer met an inquiry concerning the probabil-

ity of the makers of the Andrae going into the

trust. Henry Andrae has been out of the city

and until he returns nothing can be learned

concerning the attitude of the company. Hav-
ing recently erected a mammoth factory on the

south side in Milwaukee, the Andrae Com-
pany have become a potent factor in the trade

and would not be overlooked.
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COMMON-SENSE RULES.

The Dealers of Brockton, Massachusetts, Fall

in I^ine by Getting Together and Agree-

ing Upon Repair Shop Prices.

In many small towns throughout the East,

and the West, too, for that matter, there is as

a rule bitter competition among the local deal-

ers for repair trade. As a result prices are cut

until there is little or no profit in that branch

of the business. Following the example of the

dealers of many of the Atlantic sea-coast re-

sorts, the dealers of Brockton, Mass., have

formed an organization for the maintenance of

prices. They have adopted a price for every

possible repair. The plan works like a charm.

The riders of that town now realize that no

matter where they go the price for a repair is

the same. To those dealers who have no re-

pair shop the members of the association who

have give a special discount, thus enabling

every -member to make a profit. H. A.

Churchill, of H. A. Churchill & Co., is presi-

dent of the association. The following is the

list of prices adopted and it will doubtless

prove interesting to the retail trade generally;

FRAMES.

Cutting down frame $6.00

Trueing frame 75 up
Putting in one new tube 3.00

Putting in two new tubes 5.00

New fork 3.50 up
Repairing fork-stem 1.00

New fork-sides, single crown l.OO

New fork-sides, double crown 1.50

New fork-tips, each 75

Two new fork-tips 1.25

Trueing forks 75 up
Tandem frames 4.00

Enameling frame and forks, with labor 3.50

Enameling frame and forks, without labor 2.50

Striping and decorating frame, each 50

WtlEELS.

Enameling^ rims, each 50

Striping rims, per pair 25

Cones made, each 75

Cones ground, each 25

New axle, front or rear wheel 50

New thread and nut on axle 25

Rear sprocket 1-50

New rim put on, plain 2.50

New rim, enameled 3.00

New set spokes complete, each wheel 3.00

One new spoke 25

Two new spokes 40

Each additional spoke; 10

Trueing wheel, tire removed 50

Trueing wheel in bicycle 25

TIRES.

Hartford, No. 70 7.50

Hartford, No. 77 S.OO

Hartford, No. SO 8.50

Morgan & Wright, inner tube 7.00

Morgan &; Wright, single tube 7.50

G. & J 10.00

Dunlop 10.00

Palmer 12.00

Morgan & Wright, outer shoe 2.50

Morgan & Wright, inner tube 1.25

Vulcanizing valve-stem 1.00

Vulcanizing puncture 75
Plugging single tube 25

Patching inner tube 50
Metal valve put in 50
Valve only 25
Valve-stem 50
Valve and stem 65
Valve cap 5
Cementing tire to wheel, each 15
Putting in inner tube 25

MISCELLANEOUS.

Cleaning wheel all over (tandems 1-2 extra).... 1.25

Cleaning crank-hanger 50
Making crank cone or cup, each 1.00
Lacing chain-guard 35
Lacing mud-^uard 50
Complete lacing (silk extra) ; 75
Link in chain 25
Chain bolt and nut put in 15
Chain bolt nut 5
Cleaning chain 25
Cotter-pins put in, each 25
New crank-axle 2.50
Straightening cranks, each 25
Cementing grips, per pair 10
Lengthening seat or handle-bar post 75
Making handle-bar 3.50
Bending and re-nickeling handle-bar 1.25
New pedal shaft made 1.00
Special machine work, per hour 50
New nut made and put on 10
New guard over rear wheel 1.00
New chain-guard 75

Guard fittings, per set 2o

Binding bolts, each 2d

Crank check nuts 50

Grinding crank cones, each 35

NICKEL PLATING.

Handle-bars 75

Pedals '0

Hubs 7o

Sprockets ^9
Cranks 25

Seat-post -3

Fork-tips ^^
Fork-crown 3?
Nuts and cones, each o

Cups ^Name-plate 10

Spokes, each 2

RENTALS.
Week days, ten hours 1-00

Week days, sixteen hours 1-50

One hour 25

Two hours 40

Half day 75

Evening 50

Sundays 1-50

One week 3.00

One month 10-00

MEISELBACH TALKS.

The Tire Fluid Suit.

G. W. Cole & Co., New York, well known

as the makers of the famous "Three-in-One"

lubricant and cleaner, as well as a large var-

iety of sundries and parts, wish it understood

that they are not being sued by the Buffalo

Specialty Mfg. Co. for infringement of the

latter company's patents on tire fluid. In

regard to this suit the Buffalo Specialty Mfg.

Co. have issued the following notice to their

friends:

We respectfully notify you that we have com-

menced suit in the United States Circuit Court against

H. Grinberg & Co. and the Manhattan Storage Co.,

of Philadelphia, for infringement of our rights under

the Duryea patent, in selling and offering for sale a

compound for pneumatic tires.

Our attorneys will press same forward with all

possible expedition in an effort to obtain an early

adjudication of our rights. We have every con-

fid,ence that our patent will be fully sustained and de-

sire to assure our friends that we are prepared, if nec-

essary, to carry the matter to the court of last resort.

In the meantime we shall strictly insist upon our

rights being respected and our attorneys are preparing

the necessary documents to institute proceedings

against other infringers of which you will also be

notiiied.

If our friends will advise us of any infringing com-

pounds which may come to their notice we shall es-

teem it a favor and will see that legal steps are

promptly taken against all parties concerned.

Sawing Wood in Cleveland.

Cleveland, March 27.—At the present time

there are no new developments with regard

to the proposed combination of bicycle in-

terests; the people who are not in it are doing

lots of speculating, while those who are re-

ported to be "in," are saying nothing and

"sawing wood." It is significant, however,

that one prominent concern which is reported

to have stated its willingness to enter the

combine has closed its factory for inventory,

which certainly means something, considering

the time of year.

An Orient Rumor,

Among the reports that are flying around in

connection with the proposed bicycle trust is

on which says that the Waltham Mfg. Co., the

well known manufacturers of Orient bicycles,

had refused to join the combination. A
Wheel man who called at the factory at Wal-
tham on Monday was informed that the com-
pany, like many others, had been asked to join

the trust, but thus far had not decided one way
or the other.

The Milwaukee Manufacturing Magnate Dis-

cusses Trust Matters Just Before Taking a

Train for the Effete Bast.

Milwaukee, March 27.
—

"I am not a promo-

ter or one of the promoters of the scheme,"

said A. D. Meiselbach, of the A. D. Meisel-

bach Company, of North Milwaukee, as he

was packing his grip preparatory to an eastern

trip. He was talking of the proposed trust.

"I don't know all there is to it yet," continued

Mr. Meiselbach, "but I know enough to con-'

vince me that it is a good thing and you can

say that the A. D. Meiselbach Company are

going to be strictly in it.

"Something is necessary to put the trade on

a legitimate basis, in order to assure the con-

tinuance of the business. Everyone knows

that you can't make a good wheel or anything

like it for $10, but there are a whole lot of

people that think you can, and because there

is the demand for such an article I am sorry

to say there are makers who have so little

regard for the trade and the welfare of their

fellowmen as to be willing to meet it. Look
here—this fellow wants 'me to make him a lot

of wheels to cost no more than $10 each. He
don't care what kind of material there is in

them or how they are made so long as they

look pretty and will sell. As to how they

will wear he don't care. Now what is the re-

sult? He sells that wheel to some concern

which in turn sells it to the rider. The man
who buys rides it several times and meets

with an accident. He is fortunate if he es-

capes with a whole body, but at any rate he

is disgusted with bicycles. He isn't able to

discriminate between the poor wheel and a

good one, but deprecates them all and goes

around telling his friends what an absolute

idiot a man is who allows a bicycle in the

house. And the worst of it is, it is just these

fellows who are ever talking, and they carry

with them an air that says they know it all.

It hurts the trade and we have got to do

something to prevent it.

"What the details of the plan are I don't

know, and I doubt if they have been fully de-

cided upon. Of course, they won't affect this

season's output, but they will determine what
is to be done for the coming season. I don't

apprehend that bicycles will cost any more
than they do now or that the profits will be

larger. Of course there will be a saving in

some ways, but it won't be much. The great-

est benefit that I think will result from the

combination will be the effect it will have upon
the unscrupulous maker and the shark manu-
facturer, who engages in business long enough
to work up a long line of credit and then throw
himself into bankruptcy, put a whole lot of

cheap wheels on the market, get rid of his

creditors for about twenty-'five cents on the

dollar, have his plant bid in for him and start

in the business again. However, I intend to

look into the affair while I am in the East."

It has become fashionable to say: "Oh, yes,

if they will pay our price."

Speirs Versus l/ovell.

Worcester, Mass., March 25.—The case

of John C. Speirs, of Worcester, against

the John P. Lovell Arms Co., of Boston,

pending in the superior court in Worces-

ter, is being heard by W. B. Harding as audi-

tor, appointed by the court. It is an action

of contract to recover for work done for the

defendant and involves several thousand dol-

lars. Speirs formerly manufactured the Lovell

cycle in Worcester.
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?-' NEW YORK'S LOCAL SHOW.

^he Promoters Have Done Their Part "Well and

Hope that Conditions Will Be J/Lote Satis-

factory Next Year,

If at best the local cycle show being held in

the Grand Central Palace in New York City

is only a moderate success, it is not the fault

01 its promoters. They have secured excellent

preliminary notices in the daily newspapers,

and the facilities offered to exhibitors are quite

sufHcient. The interior of the Palace is pretty,

the music is good, there is plenty of room.

There are bicycles, lamps, automatic brakes,

two-speed devices, trick riders, and the other

concomitants of a cycle show for the public.

The attendance is not miserly, nor is it enthu-

siastic. The rainy weather this week has un-

doubtedly kept a good many people away.

The management has done its part, and if

favorable conditions exist next year there is

no apparent reason why its intention to hold

another show next year should not succeed.

The list of exhibitors follows:

LIST OF EXHIBITORS.
Burroughs Cycle Co., 3 Park Place, New York City,

bicycles and sundries.
American Waltham Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass.,

"Waltham Comet" bicycles, three-ball bearings and
Waltham two-speed bicycle hubs.
Alpha Lamp Co., 123 Liberty street. New York

City, "Alpha" acetylene lamp.
Barclay Cycle Co., 7 Barclay street, New York City,

"Frontenac" bicycles.
Barkalew & Kent, 26 West Broadway, New York

City, the Bicycle Saddle Exchange.
Bridgeport Brass Co., 19 Murray street, New York

City, "Searchlight" oil and gas lamps.
Century Road Club of America, New York Divis-

ion, trophy exhibit by members. -

Contencin, Charles J. Bro. & Co., New York City,
tire fluids, sundries and exercises.
Crossingham, Edwin, 1466 Fifth avenue. New York

City, "Mercury" bicycles and "Perfection" changeable
gear.
Cushman & Denison, 159 Ninth avenue. New York

City, "Perfection" oilers.
Dalsimer, Sylvan & Sons, Philadelphia, "Dalsimer"

bicycles.
Davega, S. B., 32 East Fourteenth street. New York

City, Monarch, Columbia, Crawford, Pierce, Defiance,
Iver Johnson, Tiger, Hartford, Vedette, Featherstone,
Defender, Eclipse, Remington, Dayton, Stearns, El-
dridge, Belvidere.
Dek Foon & Co., 24 Pell street, New York City,

bicycles and sundries.
Dietz, R. E., & Co., 60 Laight street. New York City,

Dietz lamps.
Doremus Brake and Coaster Co., 409 Fifth avenue.

New York City, brake and coasting attachments.
Downing C. J., 3 Park Row, New York City, rep-

resenting Baldwin Chain Co., chains; Climax Spe-
cialty Co., pumps; Sherman Cycle Co., Sherman bi-
cycles, and American Specialty Co., Sunbeam spokes.
Dreadnought Tire Co., 253 Broadway, New York

City, Dreadnought non-puncturable tires.

Foster Cycle Co., 268 Erie street, Cleveland, Foster
bicycles and cushion frames.
Greene & Haskell, 1 and 3 Union square. New York

City, electro gas lamps.
Hacker, Oscar, 148 East Fifty-eighth street, New

York City, Hacker Special bicycles.
Hawthorne, D. G. & Co., 136 Liberty street, New

York City, bicycle and carriage tire valves.
Hollowell, L. P., Grand Central Palace, City, Van-

guard bicycles.
Homan, Frank D., 897 Boulevard, New York City,

Wolff-American, Crawford and Stormer bicycles.
Hunter Arms Co., 92S Eighth avenue, New York

City, Hunter bicycles.
Jandorf, L. C, & Co., 321 Broadway, New York

City, Linnwood, Crown, Stormer, Ivanhoe, Pennant,
Waverley, Calumet and Metropolitan bicycle, sundries
and tires.

League of American Wheelmen, New York Divis-
ion, "exhibition of accomplishments in its chosen
field."

Leech, Emma M., 18 West Twenty-third street.
New York City, Leech saddles.
Le Fevre Mfg. Co., 527 Bourse, Philadelphia, Le

Fevre stands and cycle specialties.
Lenape Cycle Works, Doylestown, Pa., Lenape bi-

cycles.
Lever Hill-Climber Co., 78 Lexington avenue. New

York City, lever attachment for bicycles.
Manhattan Cycle Supply Co., 56 Warren street.

New York City, Racycle bicycles and Brown saddles.
Manhattan Web Co., 180 Grand street. New York

City, elastic exercisers.
Miller's Sons, Wm. P., 100 Greenpoint avenue,

Brooklyn, lubricants.
Pierce, George N., & Co., 107 Chambers street. 9

West 42d street and 105 West 125th street, New York
City, 1080-82 Bedford avenue. Brooklyn, and 941 Broad
street, Newark, Pierce bicycles.
Ratnpell. Alexander S., 495 Third avenue. New York

City, Columbia, Liberty and Defender bicycles.
Robinson. N. M., & Co., 154-156 Maiden Lane, New

York City. Cleveland Blue for spokes.
Rose Mfg. Co., 910 Arch street, Philadelphia, Never-

out bicycle lamps.
Scheeren's Jointed Crank Co., 483 Willis avenue, New

York City, jointed pedal cranks.

Schi-oeder, N., 91-93 Thompson street, New York
City, Rusch saddles.

Sheffield, Edward, & Co., 141 Kosciusko street, New
York City, puncture wafers.
Strieker, Charles K., 124 Chambers street, New York

City, representing Manhattan Storage Co., Philadel-
phia, Rlanhattan and World bicycles ; Manhattan,
Chase and Newton tires, lamps and sundries.
Watson Automatic Seat Post Co., 7 and 9 Warren

street. New York City, \A^atson seat posts.
Wood, William, 23 West 125th street, New York

City, Syracuse bicycles, exercisers and sporting goods.

A PLEA IN EQUITY.

Exports Up to Date.

Exports of cycles and parts from port of

New York, for the week ending March 28,

1899:

Argentine Republic.—207 cases bicycles,

$9,611; 8 cases bicycle material, $537.

Antwerp.—162 cases bicycles, $6,723; 16

cases bicycle material, $450.

Athens.—10 cases bicycles, $274.
Amsterdam.—148 cases bicycles, $4,324; 30

cases bicycle material, $1,325.

Arnheim.—3 cases bicycles, $148.

British Australia.—16 cases bicycles, $795;
14 cases bicycle material, $583.

Brussels.—2 cases bicycles, $122; 1 case bi-

cycle material, $43.

Brazil.—2 cases bicycle material, $108. .

British East Indies.—5 cases bicycle ma-
terial, $140.

British Guiana.—14 cases bicycles, $498; 1

case bicycle material, $10.

Bremen.—20 cases bicycles, $930; 1 case bi-

cycle material, $20.

Blagoweschtschensk.—6 cases bicycles, $180.
British West Indies.—44 cases bicycles,

$2,408; 36 cases bicycle material, $976.
Copenhagen.—720 cases bicycles, $21,382; 19

cases bicycle material, $764.
Chili.—1 case bicycle material, $2.

Cairo.—7 cases bicycles, $273.
Christiania.—30 cases bicycles, $695; 24 cases

bicycle material, $792.

Cuba.—40 cases bicycles, $1,041; 2 cases bi-

cycle material, $28.

Dresden.—4 cases bicycle material, $207.
Florence.—1 case bicycles, $40.
Genoa.—3 cases bicycle material, $-33.

Gothenburg.—35 cases bicycles, $820.
Glasgow.—3 cases bicycles, $90.

Hango.—18 cases bicycles, $1,488.
Hull.—78 cases bicycles, $1,960; 8 cases bi-

cycle material, $236.
Hamburg.—2,598 cases bicycles, $69,804; 209

cases bicycle material, $9,452.
Lisbon.—1 case bicycles, $40.
Liege.—17 cases bicycle material, $595.
Liverpool.—16 cases bicycles, $652; 16 cases

bicycle material, $283.
Libau.—5 cases bicycle material, $230.
London.—501 cases bicycles, $9,151; 311

cases bicycle material, $13,548.
Moscow.—1 case bicycles, $58.
Munich.—4 cases bicycle material, $207.
Magdeburg.—20 cases bicycle material, $200.
Malmo.—65 cases bicycles, $1,523.
Mexico.—8 cases bicycles, $379; 7 cases bi-

cycle material, $356.
Nicholaifski.—7 cases bicycles, $280.
Portsmouth.—2 cases bicycles, $95.
Rotterdam.—157 cases bicycles, $10,130; 47

cases bicycle material, $1,595.
Southampton.—5 cases bicycles, $208.
Stockholm.—198 cases bicycles, $9,461; 48

cases bicycle material, $1,004.
Uruguay.—1 case bicycles, $73.
Vienna.—2 cases bicycle material, $114.
Wiborg.—5 cases bicycles, $540.

Boston Woven Hose Business,

A. Reimers, Josiah G. Bennett and Robert
G. Herrick, the assignees of the Boston Woven
Hose & Rubber Co., have issued a statement

of their operations to the creditors. On Jan-

uary 1, 1899, the assignees, took account of the

stock and assets, which amounted to $696,489,

apart from the plant. The direct liabilities of

the company, on January 1, were $1,121,000,

and indirect liabilities $300,000, making a total

of $1,421,000. The operations of the assignees

since the assignment of the company on June

16, 1898, to January 1, 1899, show a loss of

$62,469.

Eumber & Company, America, IVimlted, Pray
that a Receiver Be Appointed to Wind
Dp Their Affairs.

Worcester, Mass., March 25.—Humber &
Co., America, limited, of Westboro, to-day by
its' counsel, Hopkins, Smith & Hopkins, of

Worcester, filed a bilUn equity in the superior

court here against Frederick Goddard, Arthur
R. Martin, Albert E. Hawksley, of Nether-

field, Eng., and the Revere Rubber Co., of

Revere, Mass., praying for the appointment

of a receiver to take possession of the property

of the company and wind up its afifairs, which
for some time have been conducted by Martin
and Goddard as trustees, under a deed of trust.

There will be a hearing upon the bill before

Judge Hopkins in a few days.

The B. F. Goodrich Company, of Akron, C,
on January 17, filed a bill in equity against

the company on a claim of $2,300, and asked
that a receiver be appointed, this resulting in

Judge Gaskill granting a temporary injunction

restraining the company from paying out any
of the funds in its possession or delivering any
of the property out of the jurisdiction of the

court. Later Judge gaskill transferred the

case to the United States circuit court at Bos-
ton, on motion of Russell & Russell, of Bos-
ton, counsel for the company. There will be
a hearing in that court Monday on a motion
to dissolve the injunction. H. F. Harris, of

Worcester, appears for the Goodrich Company
in the matter. Humber & Company was
formed in England by E. T. Hooley, the Lon-
don promoter, several years ago and succeeded

the business of the M. V. Livingston Cycle

Mfg. Co., in Westboro, which also failed.

Lately Goddard and Martin have carried on
the business under a mortgage they hold for

$125,000. The liabilities of the company are

said to be in the vicinity of $133,000.

Now that the company has petitioned for the

appointment of a receiver its affairs are likely

to be wound up shortly.

Inventor Wants Damages.

Thomas J. Lindsay has brought a damage
suit for $5,000 in the United States court at

Cincinnati against Justus Goebel. Robert R.

Reynolds and Ben Kirker. It is alleged that

when Mr. Goebel bought out the Lindsay

Mfg. Co., at Lafayette, Ind., paying $19,000

for it, he appointed the plaintiff superinten-

dent, and that subsequently, under the order

of Mr. Goebel, Reynolds and Kirker went
from Cincinnati to Lafayette and, without

Lindsay's consent, removed cycle and motor
carriage models and drawings that were in

the place. These things he considered to be
his private property, and not as having been
included in the sale of the plant to Mr. Goebel.

The Washington Tax Stands.

Washington, D. C, March 25.—The cele-

brated case of John D, Lasley against the Dis-

trict of Columbia, involving the validity of an

act of Congress imposing a tax of $40 per year

upon bicycle dealers and other merchants who
accept second-hand goods in part payment for

new, has been decided by the Court of Appeals

for the District of Columbia adversely to Mr.

Lasley, the court holding that all such dealers

are required to secure a license in order to

conduct a second-hand business, notwithstand-

ing the fact that they may have already pro-

cured a license to carry on the sale of new
goods of the same description.
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1899 CONSTRUCTION
The fork-crown of either a Colum-

bia or Hartford affords all necessary

strength at a vital point and is a dis-

tinctive feature which imparts an add-

ed value to the machine.

This is but one of the many points

of superiority which make Columbias

and Hartfords easy to sell.

If you handle COLUMBIAS, HARTFORDS and VEDETTES you do not have to depend

upon mere assertion to sell them, because you are in a position to answer every " Why ? " and

to prove that your answer is right. For instance: If you are asked why the COLUMBIA
BEVEL-GEAR CHAINLESS is the best hill-climber, you can show that the bevel-gearing cannot

be cramped or twisted under strains. Similarly you can present proofs of every claim made for

Columbia Chain Wheels, Hartfords and Vedettes. Having satisfied your customer as to the sound-

ness of your arguments, you can depend upon our J 899 prices to do the rest.
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EXPANDERS.

TWO=PIECE
HANGERS.

BROWN
PATTERN

SADDLE.

RAT=TRAP or

RUBBER
PEDALS.

SPLENDID
FINISH.

GUARANTEED
TIRES.

With a good
fat discount
to you.

You can

look further

and do

worse.

You can

pay more

and get

less for

your money.

Ladies' Model

same price.

LIKE A NEW BUILDING, IT HAS ALL MODERN IMPROVEMENTS.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
35 South William Street, NEW YORK.
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THE WORD "CHEAP."

IT
is often claimed for the English language

that it is the most comprehensive and flex-

ible in the world. This may be so. Certainly no

language has borrowed more liberally from

others. But, with all its richness, no lan-

guage contains so many words with double

and often diametrically opposed meanings. One

of the worst examples of this is, unfortunately,

a little word that must be used perpetually

'by business men. Originally the word cheap

had a singleness of meaning that was toler-

ably clear. Used with reference to price it

meant either that the price was absolutely low,

or that it was low when actual practical value

was considered. Thus people say that pins

which sell at retail at the absurdly low price

of a cent for a paper containing from 100

to 250 are cheap, and they apply the same term

with equal justice to an automatic machine

costing thousands of dollars, but capable of

doing immense quantities of work swiftly,

neatly, evenly and at a trifling expense for at-

tendance.

It was the English who got up the expres-

sion "cheap and nasty." Whether it was this

phrase that gave the word cheap in connec-

tion with a bicycle the bad meaning that it

now undoubtedly possesses one cannot under-

take to say, but certainly the idea that the

two words in cycling are natural consorts has

gained a wider acceptance in England than

on this side of the water. Here, too, how-

ever, one notes a growing suspicion of cheap-

ness as an intrinsic quality taken by itself.

Possibly this is due to an over-insistence upon

this point by bargain-counter advertisers.

The public has heard so much assertion that is

obviously untrue that it naturally has become

suspicious. The American is thus coming to

associate cheap with shoddy just as the Eng-

lishman does vipith nasty. The politicians have

gone even farther, and one of the most promi-

nent of them has told the world that "a cheap

coat means a cheap man."

This growing confusion of two absolutely

contradictory ideas suggested by the same

word is unfortunate. It is gradually spoiling

a very good word. A little reflection will

show that the attaching of a bad sense to the

word cheap is wholly unjustifiable. Shoddy

is not cheap—in the long run. A poorly de-

signed and badly constructed bicycle is not

cheap at any price. These things are dear.

That they have been falsely called cheap by

unscrupulous dealers should not lead us to

condemn the word. Properly considered, the

word cheap -ought not to have a trace of pre-

sumptive reproach. Cheap must, of course,

like any comparative term, refer to lower as

well as higher grades of excellence. But if,

in considering every grade, we add the pro-

viso "quality considered" we shall get at the

true value of our term. A bicycle for $10

would then be cheap in the sense that the price

was absolutely low, but when one adds the

qualifying proviso they would probably con-

clude that, "quality considered," it was not so

cheap after all. But a bicycle at $30 or $50

might well be cheap even though judged by

the most exacting standards of quality.

Intelligent men are not likely to be deceived

by the confusion arising from the false mean-

ing grafted upon the word cheap in the man-

ner above described. They will readily dis-

tinguish the reality from the sham, and not

condemn the former because of the frauds

committed in its name. Honest cheapness as

applied to cycle manufacture carries with it

a presumption of excellence, of careful study

of conditions, of elaborate preparation of

agencies, of existing supervision of operation,

of persistent insistence upon satisfying high

standards. The manufacturer who uses the

term rightfully is a benefactor. He has pro-

duced something at a lower cost, quality con-

sidered, to the consumer, or offers something

of greater value at the same cost than was

ever produced before. It is unfortunate that

some such laws as those passed in many

countries restraining dealers from calling

oleomargarine "butter," or brass watches

thinly plated "18-karat solid gold," cannot be

passed restraining frauds from using the vo-

cabulary of honest men in describing their

worthless goods. But, because they do, let us

not blame the vocabulary. Cheap is a good

word and cheapness is a good quality.

Cycling cannot have too much of both—"qual-

ity considered."

WHY NOT BEGIN RIGHT NOW?

\1 7HEN Colonel Pope discovered to his

" " own satisfaction that the bicycle had a

great future, he did not wait until purely

American wheels could be manufactured. He
imported them. The American wheels came

afterward, when the Colonel had more time.

American minds are already producing

motor vehicle ideas. But why let human en-

joyment and your own profit wait until Amer-

ican vehicles of small size and very mode-ate

price are perfected? While you are working

on mechanical ideas, make money, too.

The bad-roads bugaboo is all bosh. The

American featherweight buggy is successfully

used on roads that would horrify the average

European. If buggies, why not motor vehi-

cles? We want better roads, of course. But

don't hold your breath in the meantime.

French biiilders and sellers of small motor

vehicles had good roads when the De Dion-

Bouton gasoline motor came. But they had

no motors of their own. They did not wait

on that account. The .broad-minded De Eiion

was willing to sell motors, and his competi-

tors in the manufacture and sale of tricycles

for one and two passengers are buying these

motors and fitting them to their own bicycle-

tubing frames and are making money.

The De Dion-Bouton factory is a very busy

place, and if you want to buy that motor^
most French makers' do—you will have to

order early and stand in line. But your turn

will come, and it seems to us you can be mak-
ing good money long before that motor you

are working on may be fit to try on a thresh-

ing machine.

STILL AT IT.

"T^ IME was when "everything went," in

* cycling press life. That was not trade

journalism, nor much of any kind of journal-

ism. The craft was in its juvenile days.

Times have changed, and there are some

things no trade journal may do and retain its

decency. One of these is to print stories

—

and print men's names in them—for the pur-

pose of scandal and personal detraction. This

must be obvious to the contemporary which

was once respectable, but which now gives

away a "last sad rite," a snaky story, a sneer

or two and a streak of purple pessimism with

every issue.

The unworthiness percolating through the

stuff it prints is plain. It is lampooning, in in-

accurate colorings, those who are no longer

in the business and those still in the business

from whom it can get no advertising patron-

age. It wants to invest people with a fear of

its tattling power. It is reviving, through its

raan-n:p-a-tree—or down-in-a-sewer—a prac-

tice dropped years ago. The motives that un-

derlie writings of this kind are motives no

man can be proud of. They cannot be called

"honest convictions." The restriction of the

stuff to people whose purses are not available

gives it an additionally undesirable character.

This corrosive, cyanide-of-mercury, look-

out-or-you-may-'be-next style of journalism-

had better be removed from the atmosphere

of cycling. This is the opinion of men who

are in no danger of being personally affected.
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Talk of the Week.

At this time, perhaps the less said that is

definite about the trust the better. The thing

is in the air. Where it will eventually settle

is not yet known, and it is apparently to the

interests of all concerned that in the mean-

time there should be no undue tendency to

simply tattle. At the same time, The Wheel
will not follow a policy of suppression. It is

learned that in many towns the retail trade is

hardly disturbed by the trust matter. This is

as it should be. No change of the magnitude

now contemplated could profitably succeed

by revolutionary methods—the buying public

would simply, stick its money deeper into its

pocket and look on. While there is no tell-

ing just what may happen, in the light of to-

day the idea of the trust, if successful, affect-

ing the retail trade beyond a reasonable con-

centration, such as everybody admits must

occur anyway, does not seem likely. Too
much concentration kills its own purposes.

*
As to Further Absorption.

Parts makers who have not been asked to

go into the combination, either entirely or by

way of agreement to sell their rights to devote

any portion of their plants to the manufacture

of bicycle parts for a stated period, are of un-

favorable opinion as to the longevity of the

trust even if it is formed. It is rumored that

there is negotiation between the trust in-

terests and at least one parts maker—situate

in New Jersey—for the absorption of his

plant. If the rumor be true in thig" case it

must be so in others, and whether the rumor

be true or not, it is plausible. Any combina-

tion of interests must include a very large pro-

portion of the producers of material and parts,

in order to succeed even temporarily.

To Test the Anti-Trust law.

There is in the United States Supreme

Court at Washington the case of the Addys-

ton Pipe & Steel Company. It is stated that

if the Department of Justice is upheld in that

case, the Solicitor-General of the United States

will begin active proceedings against other

trusts under the anti-trust law. Details of the

case are not available at the moment, but there

is probably a very large chance against a de-

cision that will back up the law. That law is

so general in its provision against the com-

bination of capital that its literal enforcement

would be imajnifestly unfair in many instances.

It looks very much as though the fate of the

ultra-centralization of capital will have to be

ultimately decided by gradual physical adjust-

ment, not by legislation. If the mass of the

people find that trusts will give them low-

priced comforts without depriving them of the

earning power to buy those comforts, the little

matter of individuality, of desire for indepen-

dent adventure, will be easily disposed of. There

is a preciously small percentage of this in-

dividuality now, and its adventures, as the

mercantile statistics show, are generally fail-

ures. If the price of comforts is advanced—
well, that will develop a very different kind of

individuality.

Road Racing Dies Hard.

Some day road racing on bicycles or any

other vehicle will undoubtedly be choked off

entirely. The choking process seems to be

very slow. This is because the country is large

and loose-jointed, and becatise the usefulness

of road racing has not entirely disappeared.

The Wheel stands squarely against road rac-

ing as a general proposition—because it endan-

gers life and limb and has a lot of other faults

which have a reflex action upon cycling. But

there are still two sides to the matter. Noth-

ing dies off entirely until its virility is gone.

Most people condemn road racing on general

principles, and most peo.ple will go to see a

road race if it is exciting enough to look at.

This year will furnish a goodly crop of

scrambles over the highways, and there will

be plenty of people there to see.

$
Trimming Out the Chaff.

With reduced margins of profit on wheels,

the retailers as well as the manufacturers are

obliged to cut down their advertising appro-

priations. In a leading western city the ad-

vertising question has been thoroughly dis-

cussed at meetings of the local board of trade

and it has been decided to establish a rule that

the dealers shall use only straight newspaper

advertising and shall decline to enter into

doubtful schemes, such as programme adver-

tising, etc. Bicycle dealers have always been

looked upon as legitimate prey by promoters

of dances, entertainments and church socials,

and where they have entered into a few and

declined to patronize the others, there have

always been hard feelings, with more or less

injury to the trade. By establishing an iron-

clad rule not to patronize programmes and

other similar advertising schemes the cycle

trade will save considerable money and make

fewer enemies.

Of Importance to Dealers.

It will be just as well if the decision in the

District of Columbia, that every Washington

dealer in second-hand bicycles must pay a

second-hand dealer's annual tax of $40, be

not called too diligently to the attention of

municipal legislators. The Washington case

has been fought well and long, and the decis-

ion does not seem to be just, because the bi-

cycle dealer is not essentially a dealer in sec-

ond-hand goods. He pays tax as one kind

of merchant—then why tax him again be-

cause he is unavoidably another kind of mer-

chant as well?

Cleveland's common-to-all riding school,

maintained by the local board of trade, ought

to be imitated in every city in the country.

There is significance in the fact that dealers

are finding indications of a strong demand for

first-class second-hand machines.

The opening of the selling season is a cur-

ious time to add bicycle trust e.xplanations to

the dealer's troubles.

Now that the first shock is over, news of a

cycle-makers' trust forming in Canada scarcely

causes a ripple.

*
Meantime, trust or no trust, spring is here,

nature smiles, and bicycle riders are glad.

Even the riders of the good old ordinary

are getting together.

.*
There is no room in decent journalism for

scandal-mongering.

There's many a slip 'twixt an option and a

consummation.

What the "Wttle Schoolmaster

A trade journal with a thousand sub-
scribers often has a greater number of readers
of the sort the advertiser wishes to appeal to
than the daily paper circulating a hundred
thousand copies.

—
"Printers* Ink.*

Once in a while an advertiser complains that

he gets plenty of inquiries but few replies from

an advertising medium. In nine cases out

of ten this Is attributable to the fact that he

does not follow up the inquiries with convinc-

ing literature.

Every name that comes into an advertiser's

possession through his advertisement should

be followed up with letters and printed matter

for at least a year. Your last eflort may suc-

ceed in landing the customer after former

trials have proved unavailing.

Sticktoitiveness is a necessary quality of the

successful advertiser.

* • •

The value of constant advertising has been

repeatedly shown by the experience of large

advertisers who believed they were well

enough known to do without paid publicity.

They did not at once feel the adverse effects of

discontinuance, but within a short time other

firms who had hitherto been considered be-

neath them in a commercial sense sprung into

prominence and eventually usurped their posi-

tion in the trade. When you have a good
thing, it doesn't pay to let go for a shadow.

Endeavoring to make three months' advertis-

ing do work which demands a year's constant

publicity is false economy. A cut in your ad-

vertising appropriation is not necessarily a

saving; on the other hand it is frequently a

means of saving at the spigot and wasting at

the bunghole.
* » *

The reader of a cycling journal is just as

much interested in it at one season as another,

and the advertiser has just the same oppor-

tunity at all times to command his attention.

If it pays to talk to the reader at one season

of the year, why not the year 'round?

Many manufacturers have put this question

to themselves, and the result is that when they

make new contracts they read "every issue"

instead of "till forbid."

* * *

Truth in advertising wins the reader's con-

fidence and pays in the end. No one thinks of

'

doubting John Wanamaker's statements, be-

cause investigation has proved his advertising

claims truthful. His success, built up by good
advertising and good business methods, is a

monument to the theory that honesty is the

best policy even in advertising.

* * *

Some concerns argue that it is wiser to

spend money on additional traveling salesmen

than on advertising in the trade journals. This
line of thought is an old one and is invariably

dropped by fair-minded people after they have

had the required experience. An advertise-

ment in a trade journal attracts the attention

and curiosity of more agents for a given

amount of money than can be done in any
other way. In this connection it is hardly

necessary to mention the prestige which is

gained and the assistance which is given to the

traveling salesman by means of a standing ad-

vertisement in a trade journal which is read

by dealers. Dealers themselves are assisted

when backed up and encoi,iraged in this way.
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THOUGHTS FROM FRANCE.

The Makers There Have Certain Natural Handi-

caps Which Will Always Enable American

Manufacturers to Sell Goods There.

Paris, March 18.—This country will never

stand in the front rank in cycling mechanics.

What French makers need is the practical ex-

perience of the riders, and this is what the

makers here do not often get. Most of the

improvements in the modern bicycle have

been carried out with the assistance of the

cyclist, who, as a rule, knows much more

about the practical side of wheeling than the

manufacturer. The builder of a bicycle runs

pretty much upon theoretical lines, for the

simple reason that the builder is necessarily

a scientific engineer, or must at least have

his designing under the direction of a techni-

cal expert. It is true that of late years the

cycle engineer has become more and more

practical, and is able to put his theories to

personal test, but as no one man can thor-

oughly test new designs that must eventually

be tried under every conceivable condition, he

has, in the end, to rely upon the experience

of the rider. In the old days of cycle con-

struction, the .engineer who had little knowl-

edge of practical wheeling worked out the

stresses and strains, and declared no machine

could be safely built under 60 pounds in

weight. The practical cyclist at once proved

that the engineer was entirely in the wrong,

and the weight of a bicycle has been whittled

down every year since, and still the bicycle

is found to be strong and rigid enough for

the hardest wear. In France I cannot call to

mind a single invention in cycle construction

that has worked out well in practice. I do

not believe that the makers here are less com-

petent to turn out a satisfactory bicycle than

their American and English competitors, but

they are simply unable to do so because they

have not got the experience which will enable

them to move ahead. They make machines

for the average cyclist who knows absolutely

nothing of the mechanical side of wheeling,

and is content to buy anything so long as it

has a good finish. If the bicycle goes wong
this kind of a rider does not take the trouble

to find out the cause, and perhaps discover

a remedy that may have escaped the manu-
facturer, because he did not take into account

that particular cause of trouble. The French

cycling papers do not give the slightest at-

tention to mechanical matters, and there is

consequently no encouragement to individual

eilort, with the result that makers are left to

work in their own groove.

Is this good for trade? Not in the long

run. As the average French cyclist knows noth-

ing about his machine, he cannot take much
pride in it, and so it is really astonishing how
the average owner here neglects his wheel.

He does not make it a rule jto renew his

mount every year, though if he knew the

added pleasure of doing so he would no doubt

do so. This, of course, means a loss of trade

to the maker, but, after all, he is himself partly

to blame. As there is little or no structural

improvement in the French bicycle there can-

not be any fashion in wheels. A bicycle built

last year is just the same as one of this year's

make, and no one can see any difference.

The only manufacturers who can pretend to

have made a real advance are Peugeot and

Clement, both of whom have gone in for

building bicycles on American lines, and the

Clement machines are actually built with

American machine tools and from American

designs. Both have gone abroad for their

ideas and devised nothing themselves. To
this extent the inferiority of the French maker

is to the a.dvantage of the foreign manufac-

turer, but the advantage is not so great as it

might be. American bicycles are admitted to

be far superior to the native machines, and

the trade in these wheels has been growing

steadily during the past two years, but, as 1

have said, the average Frenchman takes little

pride in his bicycle and prefers, perhaps be-

cause he cannot afford to do otherwise, to

purchase a home-made machine to paying a

big figure for a high-grade foreign one.

At the same time cycling is so extensive

here that there is necessarily a good business

in high-grade wheels. The American agents

have now had travelers on the road for some

weeks past, and orders already to hand point

to the certainty of a big trade being done in

the coming season. Not only do the French

makers meet with very severe competition

from the United States in high-grades, but

they find themselves threatened by Belgium,

which is beginning to send a lot of bicycles

into this country. The Herstel gun factory

at Liege is turning out an enormous number
of cycles and parts upon the American

models, and it is possible that in the future

Belgian competition will have to be taken into

serious account. With the above-named firm,

however, cycle making is a subsidiary trade,

and when they get plenty of orders for war
material they will have to encroach upon the

cycle factory, with the result that the produc-

tion will drop. During January Belgium ex-

ported bicycles to the value of $44,314, which

went to Holland, Germany, France, Switzer-

land, England and Denmark. In face of the

heavily increasing output in Belgium and
Germany, which latter country won't buy for-

eign bicycles, but is ready to export any num-
ber of them, France is likely before long to

become an international dumping ground for

the cycle makers.

Forty-three Million Ahead.

That the United States now ranks first

among exporting nations will be seen by a

comparison of the 1898 figures of this country

and those of Great Britain. Great Britain's

figures are $1,166,953,690; those of the United

States $1,210,291,913. Excess in favor of the

United States, $43,838,228.

A Demand in I<a Rochelle.

The United States Consul at La Rochelle,

France, reports that there is quite a demand
at his consulate for American bicycles. He
believes that wheels which could be retailed

at the prices prevailing here for chain-driven

and chainless machines could be sold there.

E.YPORTS UP TO DATE.

A list of exports of cycles and parts from
New York, up to yesterday morning, will be
found on page 13.

British Exports.

British exports of cycles and parts, 1898-9,

are indicated in the following table:

Week ending Jan. 20
Week ending Jan. 27..
Week ending Feb. 3...
Week ending Feb. 10..
Week ending Feb. 17

$38,700
63,410
71,500
59,490

76,455
Week ending Feb. 24 55,460
Week ending March 3 44,495

1899.

$40,115

63,505
22,185

24,900

37,375
34,500
35,160

The detailed figures for the week ending
March 3, 1899, are as follows:

Adelaide $185
•Auckland 120
Blenheim 240
Bombay 420
Boulogne 1,970.
Calcutta 1,415
Cape Town 2,785
Chirstchurch 1,200
Colombo 650
Durban 5,850
Gibraltar 80
Hong Kong 215
Invercargill 7,650
Kurrachee 460
Mauritius 85

Lyttleton $120
Madras 865
Melbourne 4,880
Newcastle 60
New Plymouth 50
New York 320
Ostend 200
Fenang 170
Perth 510
Port Elizabeth 3,085
Rockhampton 1,000
Shanghai 3,000
Sydney 1,000
Wellington 285

A Chance in Brazil.

Brazil is becoming an important market for

the sale of American bicycles, the exports in

this line amounting to $99,232 during the
twelve months of 1898, as against $54,082 dur-
ing the same period of 1897. In shipping to

Brazil, the weight of the component parts of

articles, of what class, material, etc., are not
specified by many exporters, thus causing
trouble and extra expense to the importers,

because under the Brazilian customs law each
part pays a different duty. The Germans are

generally very particular in this regard, and
this acts as an inducement to importers to

purchase through German houses.

Want a Position in Guiana ?

A concern in Demerara, British Guiana,

want a cycle repairman who can do lathe work,
such as turning up cones and small screw
parts, and screw cutting, and who has a gen-

eral knowledge of fitting and brazing. A con-

tract for three years at $50 per month will be
made. The climate down there is said to com-
pare favorably with that of this country. It is

probably not unlike that of Tennessee. A
mechanic can live comfortably upon $30 a

month. Applications sent to The Wheel will

be forwarded.

Assignee's Report Filed.

John F. Nagel, as assignee for the Supe-
rior Cycle Mfg. Co., has filed his report

with County Judge Emery in Boston. The
report was approved and the assignee was al-

lowed $563.85. The assignee, in his report,

shows that nearly 100 creditors are entitled

to sums ranging from six cents to $96.

Wants a Third Wheel.

Thomas P. Roach, who is employed by the

Oregon Short Line Railway, at Cannon, Utah,

wants to know where he can get a third-wheel

attachment to enable him to use an ordinary

road bicycle on railway tracks.
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DOINGS IN THE WORLD OF AUTOMOBILISM.

ONE MILE, ONE THIRTY-SIX.

In an Automobile Race in Paris One Ma-

chine, Probably Petroleum - Driven, Went

a Remarkably Fast Mile.

Automobilism cast everything into tlie

shade in Paris last weelv, where there were

races of every description for carriages of

every class. But the greatest interest was

evoked by a speed competition on Thursday

along the Promenade des Anglais.

Some little time ago the Comte de Chasse-

loup-Laubat covered a kilometre in the phe-

nomenal time of 38 4-5 seconds, iln other

words, the rate was 108 kilometres per hour.

This was done on a special racing machine

and under conditions which could not be ob-

tained in a contest like that arranged on the

Promenade des Anglais, yet some of the spec-

ta'tors grumbled because the Comte de Chasse-

loup-Laubat's record was not beaten.

Sixteen motor cars took part in the race,

which was over a distance of one mile, with a

. standing start. At the six hundred and ninth

metre fromi the starting point was a timing and

checking station, where the times were taken

for a flying start for one kilometre. The

winner of the race covered the mile in 1.36,

and the kilometre, with a flying start, in 57

seconds.

After New England Nuggets.

The New England Electric Vehicle Trans-

portation Co. has filed articles of incorpora-

tion with the New Jersey Secretary of State.

The new concern's capital stock is $25,000,000.

It does not confine itself to the iise of any spe-

cial kind of motor in the papers filed, but will

manufacture and operate automobiles. The
incorporators are James E. Hayes, of Cam-
den; Arthur PhilUps and Augustus Treadwell,

Jr., of New York. It is rumored that the new
concern is a sub-company of the Electric Ve-

hicle Company. It will operate in New Eng-

land cities electric vehicles such as are now
used in this city by the New York Electric

Vehicle Transportation Co.

ever before constructed and may revolutionize

the application of steam to machinery. It

seems that heretofore inventors have tried in

vain to apply to a rotary engine valve any

other force from steam than its "flying''

power as it issues from the boiler. In the

valves adopted in these engines, however, the

explosive or expansive force of the steam is

applied fully as economically and more power-

fully and steadily than in the slide valve, so

universally used. These engines are small; a

man can carry one in each hand. They are

very strongly built and develop a high power.

The revolutions are many thousands a minute.

It would be impossible to run an engine with

a slide valve so rapidly. The engine would

be torn to pieces.

>

Washington Wheels into I<ine.

If the plans now being perfected are carried

out the Washington Automobile Co. will

soon have a line of electrically-propelled car-

riages running on the streets of the national

capital, a company having been incorporated

in Virginia for this purpos'e. The men behind

the venture are well known in Washington,

two of the directors being connected with a

syndicate that will eventually control all the

electric light plants of the city. In this con-

nection it might be stated that the company
proposes to lease their carriages and to fur-

nish the electric power for running them.

REGULATING THE CRITTERS.

Mason Is an Incorporator.

A certificate of incorporation has been filed

with the New Jersey Secretary of State by the

Columbia Automobile Company, of New
York, with a capitalization of $3,000,000. The
principal office of the company in this state

is to be in Jersey City. The stock is to be

divided into 30,000 shares. The incorporators

are William B. Greely, New Rochelle, N. Y.;

Charles A. Mendell, New York; Lindley M.
Garrison, Jersey City; Elliott Mason, Andrew
H. Scoble, Louis R. Moore, Anthony N.

Jeshera, John M. Scoble, Sherman M. Bangs,

Francis S. Foraker, all of New York; Charles

G. Hill, of Newark, and Roland B. Harvey, of

New York.

What Sweden W^ants.

From Sweden comes the information that

the introduction of auto^mobile vehicles in

that country is a question now of the near

future. One has already made its appearance

in Stockholm. A strong machine of average

dimensions and velocity, one capable of as-

cending a rather steep grade, is needed. Heavy
and expensive models will not succeed. The
cheapness of petroleum will contribute to

popularize these machines. Some mechanical

protection against dust will be indispensable,

on account of the generally bad condition of

the Swedish roads.

In the Far North.

In Copenhagen a company has been form-

ed with a capital of $133,000. The object of

the new company is to sell automobiles, moto-

cycles and all accessories throughout Den-
mark, Norway and Sweden. The new con-

cern is entitled the Northern Motor Car Co.,

Limited, head office 28 Bredgade, Copen-
hagen. This company will control the de

Dion-Bouton tricycles and the Daimler car-

riages for the Scandinavian countries above

mentioned.

Richmond's New Motor.

A Hagerstown (Ind.) machine shop has just

shipped two rotary steam engines to Isham
Sedgwick, of Richmond, who will use them
as motive power for a motocycle which he

is building. The engines are unlike anything

Americans Should Sho^v.

Attention is again called to the fact that an

international exposition of automobile vehi-

cles will be held in Berlin in May. This ex-

position will admit automobiles of every kind,

including motocycles, motocarriages, motors,

and accumulators with their accessories.

American manufacturers of such vehicles and

their equipments should bear the exposition

in mind and be alive to the value to be derived

from a creditable exhibit.

A Short Review of the Rules Which Will

Be Adopted in France Governing the

Use of the " Tuff-Tuflfs."

The regulations governing the use of auto-

mobiles in France have now been approved

by the Council of State and will shortly be

promulgated. The following are the chief

rules:

Every type of vehicle employed must offer

complete conditions of security in its mechan-

isnj, its steering gear and its brakes. The de-

tails of the aptitudes of such vehicles are con-

tained in six articles. The constructors of

automobiles must have the specifications of

each type of machine verified by the Service

des Mines. After a certificate of such veri-

fication has been granted by the Service des

Mines the constructor is at liberty to manu-
facture an unlimited number of vehicles.

Each vehicle must bear the following indi-

cations: (1) The name of the constructor, the

indication of the type of machine and the

number of the vehicle in that type; (2) the

name and domicile of its owner. No one may
drive an automobile who is not the holder of

a certificate of capacity delivered by the pre-

fect of the department in which he resides,

granted with the consent of the Service des

Mines. A certificate of special capacity will

be instituted for conductors of motocycles of

a weight inferior to 150 kilogrammes.

In addition, every proprietor of an auto-

mobile should, before using it on the public

streets, address a declaration to the prefect,

who will acknowledge receipt of such declara-

tion.

In regard to the important question of speed

the regulations state: "Article 14—The con-

ductor of an automobile must always have the

regulation of the speed well in hand. He will

slow down or, if necessary, will stop each

time the vehicle may be the cause of an acci-

dent, of disorder or of an interruption of the

traffic."

In narrow or crowded thoroughfares the

speed must be reduced to walking pace. In

no case may the speed exceed thirty kilome-

tres an hour in the open country or twenty

kilometres an hour when passing houses. The
question of signals is regulated by article 18,

which states that "the approach of an auto-

mobile must, if necessary, be signaled by

means of a trumpet." Each automobile must
be provided with two lamps, one white, the

other green.

The regulations regarding racing are laid

down by article 31. Racing is allowed, pro-

vided that authorization be obtained from the

prefect and that the mayors be warned. In

racing the speed of thirty kilometres an hour

may be exceeded in the open country, but

when passing houses the maximum of twenty

kilometres must not be exceeded.

Oakman in Demand.

The Oakman Motor Carriage Co. have al-

ready sold twenty-five of the carriages which

have been constructed at the works in Spring-

field, Mass.
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IT IS A HE.

Frenchmeti, After Their Fasliiou of Applying:

the Masculine or Feminine to Things Inani-

mate, Ptece the Motor-Car.

'As everybody knows, or at least ought to

know, all French words, whether they refer

to animate or inanimate objects, are either

masculine or feminine. When a new word is

imported into the language, therefore, there

are grave discussions as to which gender shall

be assigned to it. The Council of State has re-

cently had to decide the momentous question

whether the new word "automobile," or

motor-car, shall be treated as masculine or

feminine in official documents. Opinions

were divided, but those who were for making
it masculine carried their point, in spite of

the fact that some words of similar formation,

such as "locomobile," are feminine. When
in doubt use the masculine seems to have been

the rule observed, and certainly the use of the

feminine in French often leads to rather

ludicrous results. Nothing could be more
absurd than to refer to a man who has been

run over as "she," if the word "victime,"

which is feminine, happens to be applied to

him; unless it is to say that "the sentry is in

her box," because "sentinelle" also happens

to be feminine.

Cro-wding the I/ivery Man,

To have an automobile is now the ambition

of every up-to-date man or woman, whether

old or young, and next summer will un-

doubtedly see many of these end-of-the-cen-

tury vehicles at the different watering places.

While older people will probably prefer to

have a driver to conduct their novel equipage,

both the young men and maidens will think

it part of the fun to manage their own traps;

and a runaway automobile may be one of the

frequent excitements in Bellevue avenue next

season. Just now in New York they have

taken the precedence in popularity over han-

soms, which a year ago enjoyed fashionable

favor; and to have an automobile by the

month is milady's latest fancy. Truly, the lot

of the livery-stable man of late years is not

a happy one! "Those pesky bicycles nearly

ruined us," grumbled one of these much-tried

individuals, "and now come those old ma-
chines to finish us up! I guess we'd might as

well quit business."

German Postal 'Wagon.

Kuhlstein-Vollmer avant-train is the name
applied to a four-wheel vehicle used by the

German postal authorities. The avant-train

takes the place of the ordinary fore-wheels of

the vehicle, and in outward appearance resem-

bles very closely the Pretot arrangement of

the French. What the internal arrangement
is like is unknown, as no information is given

beyond that the motor is of the petroleum-

spirit type, that the ignition is electrical, and
that three speeds—5, 10 and 15 kilometres per

hour—are provided.

Robbins' " Personal Force."

George M. Robbins, of Worcester, Mass.,

has been in New Haven talking over his

newly invented "bicycle" horseless carriage

with several prominent capita^lists. Mr. Rob-
bins is a well-known inventor, the son of the

famous inventor Robbins, and has already

worked up several machines of great origi-

nality. Mr. Robbins says his new carriage is

propelled by "personal force, one man having
the power of six men, and doing 15 miles an
hour for eight hours at much greater ease than
a bicyclist covering the same ground." Mr.
Robbins modestly declines to take any credit

for his work. He says that he knows that the

"wheel within a wheel" idea was used hundreds
of centuries ago and has since been lost. Mr.
Robbins says that there is no greater power for

momentum or force in the universe than this.

IN DAYS TO COME

To Hospital Without Aid of Horse.

An automobile ambulance, said to be the

first ever constructed and the gift of several

wealthy merchants, is re~ady to present to

Michael Reese Hospital in Chicago. The am-
bulance weighs 1,600 pounds, and its speed

will approximate sixteen miles an hour. The
body of the vehicle is set on a separate set of

springs, which reduces the jolting of the oc-

cupant to a minimum. In the interior is a

medicine chest and on each side of the

stretcher places are provided for all the hos-

pital appliances and paraphernalia. The am-
bulance was constructed by the Fischer Equip-

ment Co., of Chicago. The company officials

refuse to divulge the names of the people who
placed the order and the price paid, but say

they will duplicate the vehicle, with a double

set of batteries, for $2,775.

Favors Gaso'line for Heavy "Work.

In a brief talk with Mr. Schwinn, of Arnold,

Schwinn & Co., he said to The Wheel repre-

sentative that while he agreed with Edison

that gasoline was the proper power to run

a motor carriage, he did not believe gasoline

would ever be universally adopted as far as

pleasure carriages were concerned, since it

created too much jolting and vibration

through not exercising a direct pull. Pro-

pelled by gasoline, a motor vehicle would

have exactly the same vibration a locomotive

would, but for the heavy wagons and vehicles

of that nature, gasoline would be universally

used.

Steam, Coal or Kerosene.

A stock company has been organized in

Auburn. N. Y., to manufacture steam car-

riages. The boiler and engine will be con-

structed, as far as possible, of aluminum, and

will weigh not to exceed fifty pounds. Either

soft coal or kerosene oil can be used as fuel

at an expense not to exceed 12 cents a day.

The engine is being constructed in Whipple's

shops in Union S"prings, and will be 2i-horse

power, incased in a pulley five inches long

and six inches in diameter.

With Half a Million Back of It.

General Power Company, with principal of-

fice in the CorporationTrust Company's Build-

ing, Jersey City, N. J., have been incorporated

in iNew Jersey to manufacture and deal in

motors and engines of whatever kind. Capi-

tal, $500,000. Incorporators: Kenneth K. Mc-
Laren, Harry W. Meen, William H. Brealey,

Frederick B. Hyde, George W. Mark.

Sold Two Years' Product.

The Societe des Etablissements Pieper, of

Herstal, Liege, have contracted with a French

commission firm to supply them with the

whole of the motor vehicles the company can

build during the next two years.

You May Ride Between New York and
Albany in Electric Vehicles, Over a Con-
templated Post Road.

It was reported in Wall Street that the New
York Electric Vehicle Transportation Co.,

who control all State rights of the Elec-

tric Vehicle Co., the parent company,
will probably establish a post road ser-

vice between New York- and Albany as soon
as the cabs and storage batteries can be pro-

cured. The roads are good over this route

and the expense of providing stations where
the storage batteries may be recharged will

be comparatively slight.

On country roads the enthusiastic press

agent says it is entirely practicable to run

cabs at the rate of twenty miles per hour,

and if this is true it should be not only com-
fortable to make a trip to Albany in an elec-

tric cab but economical as well. The New
York Electric Vehicle Transportation Co.

will not sell sub-rights to operate elec-

tric vehicles in the smaller towns of the State,

but will establish the service under their own
control 'wherever it may be considered advis-

able so to do.

Paris Wants More.

The ever increasing whirr and bustle of

automobiles in the streets of Paris announce

to the general public in the most unmistakable

way that horseless carriages are on the move
in more senses than one. The president of

the Automobile Club, in the course of a con-

versation with a. correspondent, points out

some of the features of this triumphant pro-

gress of automobilism, so far as Paris is con-

cerned. Great advance has been made during

the past two years in reducing noise and vi-

bration, and in facility in handling automo-

biles. Electricity is coming to the front more
than ever, and the introduction in Paris of two

American makes, under the auspices of the

Automobile Club, should clearly indicate to

foreign manufacturers that if they have a good

thing in the way of automobiles, Paris is a

good place to demonstrate whatever superior-

ity it may possess.

The Suburban TrafiBc.

Automobiles have reached the suburbs of

Brooklyn. The Nassau Motor Coach Co. has

been organized to put coaches, operated

probably by compressed air, on the macadam
roads of Nassau county. The new company
will have a working agreement with the

Nassau Belt Ling Traction Co. for the trany

fer of passengers from coach to car or car to

coach without extra fare. Both lines operate

in the neighborhood of Hempstead, Garden

City, Freeport, East Rockaway, Far Rocka-

way. North Hempstead and Oyster Bay.

Toronto, Can., has the automobile building

fever. A new company are to locate a large

plant there.

An Influential Organiijation.

Where would automobilism in France be

to-day if the Paris Automobile Club did not

exist? Comparing the past with the present,

it needs no great stretch of imagination to see

how mechanical traction will eventually en-

tirely supplant the uses of the horse in the

ordinary wear and tear of business street

traffic. As a means to this end. the Auto-

mobile Club, if true to its traditions, will

prove one of the most powerful factors in

France.
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Unequaled
in Quality,

Unrivaled
in Design.

FRONTENAC

BICYCLES.

They have sold and

won distinction on their

merits, and are natural

trade-winners.

We have the right

wheel, right price and

right methods.

Apply for territory.

Their Color Is Russet.

Some Representatives :

NEW YORK- Barclay Cycle Co.
BUFFALO-Adam Hauck & Sons.
PHILADELPHIA—American Bicycle Co.
BALTIMORE—E. A. MauU.
WASHINGTON -E. P. Hazleton.

TRONTENAC MfG. CO.,
Makers,

Syracuse, N. Y.
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Kindly mention The Wheel.
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MENDS AND METHODS.

Wants a Model Constrncted.

John T. Duncan, attorney, whose address

is 1217 Law Range, Columbia, S. C, wants

the address of some shop in which he can have

a model bicycle constructed. He wants to

embody in the model a gear improvement.

Straightening Forks.

An easy method of straightening bent

forks, where you have the use of a wooden
vise, is to remove front wheel from forks (do

not remove forks from frame) and open vise

wide enough to let forks go down to point

where they are bent. Tighten on them just

a little (not too much; if you do you will in-

dent forks), then grasp rear end of frame and
raise upward until forks appear straight. In

this manner both forksides are moved exact-

ly the same distance. When forks are bent

sidewise, take a box about one foot high, lay

down on side; do not remove front wheel

from forks. Turn machine down on its side

across the box, with front wheel protruding

over edge of tox, letting the edge be as

close to head rear fork-crown as possible.

Have someone to hold frame of machine

steady on box, then, with your hands press

down gradually on hubs or axle of front

wheel, which is protruding over edge of box,

until wheel appears in centre of forks. Have
used both methods to advantage.

A correspondent writes: "I disagree with

your plan for straightening forks. Bending

steel tubing cold is disastrous to the texture

of the metal, and flaws in the tubing en-

danger the life of the rider. The first thing

to ascertain is whether there has been a frac-

ture; if so, it must be repaired in a mechani-

cal manner, and heat enough must be ap-

plied to give elasticity to the metal. I take

forks out of frame and put them in vise, first

covering the jaws of vise to protect enamel.

I place board against the forks and bring a

screw-jack into play between the wall and the

forks, forcing the forks into the desired posi-

tion."

Three Ideas from Camden.

Figure 1 is a sketch of a little tool a cor-

respondent uses to true the circumference of a

wheel without removing tire from wheel or

wheel from frame. It is -made of 12-spoke

wire, with forged sleeve-nipple on end to give

FIS.I PI&2 FISd

it adjustment in length. Place the fork end

on centre of hub, screw the nipple end up

or down to get the right distance from hub to

inside of rim; move wheel around, let out the

low parts and draw in the high ones, being

careful not to get the wheel out of true side-

wise.

Figure 2 is a rough sketch of a tool he uses

to push in the ends of inner tubes. It is a

piece of J-inch polished wire, 18 inches long,

with a triangle bent at each end, one being

a little larger than the other, to fit large and

small casings. Draw in the tube in the usual

way. Take the end you wish to lap under and

fold it about 2 inches over triangle, push it

straight into casing until you feel it release

from triangle; pass triangle back and forth a

few times to smooth out wrinkles. Repeat

the operation on the other end of inner tube

and the jot is complete. The use of sticks or

hammer handles is likely to injure the tube.

Figure 3 is a sketch of a tool to smooth out

the cement on rims. It is made of round iron

1-J inches in diameter, and is 3} inches long.

It is drilled for the insertion of handle similar

to a tinner's soldering iron. Heat nearly red

hot, and it will readily dissolve either new
or old cement and spread it as may be desired.

Spacing Rims.

Arrange the broken rim in as near its

proper shape as possible and tie the new rim

on it securely. With a tri-square mark on the

new rim with a lead pencil opposite each

spoke, and drill on that line. The rim will

be as near like the old one as it is possible

to get it. Use flat washers, and countersink

the hole so that the head of the nipple will

be on a level with the surface of the rim.

Never leave them above it; if you do, the tire

will not have a good seat on the rim.

To Repair Valve Stem.

From a .piece of thin sheet-rubber cut a

patch about the size of a half dollar. Punch
a very small hole in the centre, clean thor-

oughly and apply two coats of cement. Press

this patch down over the valve stem, after

having cleaned and coated the base with

cement in like manner. A neck or projec-

tion of the patch will remain part way up the

stem. Wind this with good thread, pump
tire, and go on.

Seems as Though This Might Be Done.

A seeker after information asks: "Cannot

dents in tubes be removed in the same man-
ner as we remove them from band instru-

ments? Simply solder a wire of convenient

shape in the dent and pull dent out; after

which clean off solder. If this can be done,

there will be no danger of burning or spoil-

ing tube."

Benzine, applied a drop at a time, will re-

move the most obstinate patch or valve stem.

New Kelly Company Incorporated.

The W. E. Kelly Mfg. Co., of Cleveland, O.,

has been incorporated by William E. Kelly,

Edward B. Weed, Albert H. Weed, Walter D.

Meals and Ferdinand L. Black, to manufacture

handle-bars. Capital stock $25,000.

W. H. Brown, of Higganum, Conn., has

sold his bicycle interests to C. J. Conley.

The Meyer Cycle Co., of Fort Wayne, Ind.,

have removed to larger quarters at 39 West
Berry street.
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LAWSUIT NOTICE.
We have commenced suit in the United States Court against H. Grin-

berg & Co. and the Manhattan Storage Co., of Philadelphia, for infringe-

ment of our rights under the Duryea patent, in selling and offering for sale, a

compound for pneumatic tires.

Our attorneys will press same with all possible expedition, to obtain an
early adjudication of our rights. We have every confidence that our patent

will be fully sustained, and are prepared, if necessary, to carry the matter to

the court of last resort. In the meantime we shall strictly insist upon our

rights being respected.

NEVERLEAK
Is the only Tire Compound that

can be legally used or sold. In

handling it you have the positive

assurance that it is the standard,

the best; the only one used and
recognized by Tire Makers, and
the only one you can buy, use or

sell without buying a lawsuit.

We are dally asked to license

others under our patent! WE
GRANT NO LICENSES UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES OR CONSIDER-
ATION!

OLR 1899 BRAND
Will close punctures fully three

times as large as formerly, making
it marvelously effective. It will

preserve the tire and overcome all

the troubles.

Buffalo Specially Mfg. Go.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Second to None at the Price.
A BRIEF DESCRIPTION.
Built of I '^^-iiich Shelby high carbon tubing, fuUflusli joints; 2 ;^-inch

and 3"4-inch_drop; 28-inch and 30-inch wheels; one-piece heads;
Fauber one-piece cranks, 7-inch; large sprockets; 3-16-inch Indian-
apolis Diamond chain; four colors of enamel; fine finish, hand pol-
ished. Tool-steel cups and cones; dust-proof bearings; narrow tread;
long wheel base; well proportioned.

CHOICE OF EQUIPMENT.
SADDLES.—Wheeler Special or Extra; Sager Flexible; Mesinger

Special or Garford.

_
HANDLE-BARS.— Claus, Kelly and Pope adjustable, with expan-

sion stems; Chicago adjustable or genuine Schinneer.
TIRES.—Dunlop; No. 80 Hartford; Kangaroo; Goodrich; Defender

Special or Morgan & Wright.
Write at once and secure territory and big discounts.

THE BEAN-CHAMBERLIN MFG. CO.,
3-Krown Bicycle Builders, ... Hudson, Mich.

Branches. San Jose. Cal. Rochester, N. Y.

CitAS. IVI. LOWE, 743-745 Washington Ave., North Minneapolis, Minn.,
General Agent for Minnesota, North and South Daliota.

^
I^V -
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St. Louis, Dec. 30, '98.

The Billings & Spencer Co.,

Hartford, Conn.

Gentlemen :—

The Hollow Fork-Crowns
purchased of you I used in a
three-crown trickwheel .builtof

16-gauge Shelby tubing, \y^-\n.

diameter, during the season I

have just closed. The crowns
gave me entire satisfaction. I

have broken two 16-gauge 1-in.

stems. I am now usinga sol'd

head stem turned from bar
steel.

These are the -first and only
crowns that ever stood my woik
and I have tried a good many.

Respectfully yours,

HARRY R. GEER.

...USE THE...

D 9 C DROP-FORCED

D.&O. HOLLOW
.^-^FORK-CROWN.
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A. J. North will open a cycle store in Rock-

ford, 111.

C. L. Collier has opened a repair shop in

Wayne, Mich.

Chambers & Suerken have opened a bicycle

store in Erie, Pa.

• Frank Trist has opened a bicycle and repair

shop in Racine, Wis.

Fiske Bros., ofWalthara, Mass., will open

a cycle store in Auburndale.

A bicycle and repair shop will be opened in

Racine, Wis., by Earl Van Vliet.

W. A. Tatum has bought the bicycle stock

of H. E. Stock, of Florence, Col.

E. A. Banfield and J. W. Clouse, of Toledo,

O., will open a bicycle store in Chattanooga,

Tenn.

Ralph K. Johnson, a bicycie dealer of Sault

Ste. Marie, Mich., has been succeeded by J. C.

Hardy.

Jones & Wysong, bicycle dealers of Le-

banon, Ind., have been succeeded by M. D.

Jones.

Tobias & Watson, bicycle dealers of Perth

Amboy, N. J., have been succeeded by James

T. Watson.

Joseph Beaulieu, of Hot Springs, Ark., has

sold an interest in his bicycle business to

S. M. Hunt.

H. M. Powell, of Taylorville, 111., hardware,

sporting goods, etc., has been succeeded by

Coplin & Neu.

Lockwood & Adams, of Utica, N. Y., have

opened a bicycle livery at Park avenue and

Oneida square.

Fire at Lyndonville, Vt., injured the bicycle

store of E. J. Blodgett to the extent of $500;

insurance $250.

Forrest Bassett, bicycle dealer of Foxbcro,

Mass., is reported to have given real estate

mortgage for $1,000.

W. H. More, Ltd., of New Orleans, La.,

bicycles, sporting goods, etc., is reported in

possession of sheriff.

Latimer Bros., Elgin, 111., are enlarging

their mill building to accommodate the manu-

facture of their rubber tire.

The Cedar Rapids Cyclery, of Cedar Rapids,

la., has been incorporated with $10,000 capital.

H. K. Smith is in charge.

Charles H. Miller, of Fort Wayne, Ind.,

dealer in sporting goods, is reported to have

given real estate mortgage for $700.

The hardware and bicycle business of F. L.

Sowle & Co., New Bedford, Mass., has been

purchased by the Packard Hardware Co.

' R. G. McConts and William Quattlebaum,

of Columbia, S. C, have formed a partnership

and will carry a full line of sporting goods

and bicycles.

A. E. Gill, formerly assistant manager at

the Hoffman retail store in Cleveland, has

been given a prominent position at the new
Hoffman branch and distributing depot at

Rochester, N. Y.

The Loosley Cycle Co. occupy property in

Birmingham, Ala., which was recently sold to

a Montgomery citizen for $11,750 cash. The

property was formerly owned by an eastern

man. This shows the increase in the value

of Birmingham property.

Helplngr to Improve I^ondon.

Joseph Friedenstein, managing director of

the South British Trading Co., London, took

back to London with him a New York girl

who was made Mrs. Friedenstein just before

the boat sailed. London, with its colony of

New Yorkers, will soon be a nice place to live

in. •

She Is in Palestine Now.

W. C. Brewer, of the Shelby Steel Tube Co.,

is to enter the matrimonial state in October.

The Mrs. Brewer to be is a Philadelphia

young lady, who is now traveling in Palestine

with her family.

Recent Patents.

621,326. Automatic Cycle-Inflator. Melvin D.

Compton, Newark, N. J. Filed April 25, 1898. Serial

No. 678,768. (No model.)

621,370. Pneumatic Device for Bicycles or Vehicles.

James W. Perry, Shamokin, Pa. Filed October 5,

1898. Serial No. 692,688. (No model.)

621,374. Lantern-Bracket. Frank Rhind, Bridgeport,

Conn., assignor of one-half to the Bridgeport Brass

Company, same place. Filed January 12, 1S98. Serial

No. 666,392. (No model.)
"
621,441. Mud-Guard for Cycles. Willy Behrend,

Berlin, Germany. Filed July 2, 1S9S. Serial No.

685,040. (No model.)

621,451. Tire for Bicycles. William L. Foote, New
York, N. Y. Filed May 6, 1898. Serial No. 679,887.

(No model.)

621,461. Bicycle-Bell. David Partington, Atherton,

England. Filed February 19, 1898. Serial No. 670,966.

(No model.)

621,465. Bicycle-Boat. Charles A. Storms', Buffalo,

N. Y. Filed April 14, 1898. Serial No. 677,-549.. (No
model.)

621,553. Cyclist's Cartridge. Burkard Behr, Bend-

likon, Switzerland. Filed June 2, 1898. Serial No.

682,356. (No specimens.)

621,582. Bicycle-Bearing Adjustment. Albert M.
Price, Chicago, 111. Filed January 31, 1S9S. Serial

No. 668,685. (No model.)

621,607. Bicycle-Saddle. George P. Holden, Kings-

ton, N. Y. Filed January 4, 1898. Serial No. 665,582.

(No model.)

621,635. Bicycle-Brake. Emerson Davis, Indian-

apolis, Ind. Filed February 21, 1898. Serial No.
671,213. (No model.)

621,666. Device for Propelling Bicycles. John
Heimlich, Oak Harbor, Ohio, assignor of one-half

to Harry Lilly, Rocky Ridge, Ohio. Filed February

26, 1898. Serial No. 671,828. (No model.)

621,684. Motor-Cycle. Alvaro S. Krotz, Springfield,

Ohio, assignor of two-thirds to O. S. Kelly and
O. W. Kelly, same place. Filed May 9, 1897. Serial

No. 626,675. (No model.)

621,722. Supplemental Seat for Bicycles. Francis

T. T. Stanier, Chilliwack, Canada. Filed September
19, 1898. Serial No. 691,361. (No model.)

621,740. Bicycle-Gearing. Charles Bew, Chicago, 111.

Filed May 28, 1898. Serial No. 681,970. (No model.)

621,759. Bicycle-Bell. Edward D. Rockwell, Bristol,

Conn., assignor to the Bristol Bell Company, same
place. Filed December 27, 1898. Serial No. 700,314.

. (No model.)

621,772. Parcel-Carrier for Bicycles. Albert L.

Bancroft, Walnut Creek, Cal. Filed October 6, 1897.

Serial No. 654,287. (No model.)

A CHAT ON DEALERS' ADVERTISING.

By G. H. E. Hawkins.

The bicycle agent who knows his business

will steer clear of advertising in hotel regis-

ters, city directories, church fair programmes
and the like. It is simply money wasted.

The two always safe and reliable means of

seeking trade are the local newspaper and di-

rect circularizing.

About this time many cycle dealers are giv-

ing openings. This is good advertising, and a

splendid way of opening the season. Send
around an invitation, neatly printed or en-

graved, to all your old customers and pos-

sible new ones, asking them to attend. Ad-
vertise the event in the home papers; decorate

your store tastefully, with a judicious sprink-

ling of flowers, potted plants, etc. If you
think you can afford it, have an orchestra of

three or four prices; show every man who
comes in the new models, give him a souvenir,

fill him up with literature and wheel talk, and

send him out a howling enthusiast, and ten to

one he will come back to you when he wants

a wheel.

Considerable free advertising might be de-

rived from a race on home trainers between

two rival local racing men.

SAVE TIME
and you lengthen life. You cannot af-

ford in these progressive days to trun-

dle along in the weary ways of your
grandfather.

Buy a Bicycle
and join the ranks of enthusiastic, de-

lighted thousands who wheel, and
glory in it. The world moves, and the

only way to keep pace with it is to

ride a wheel. Let us start you right

with a

STALWART CATALOGUE.

^iUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUiUihiUiiiS^

" BICYCLE ADVERTISING "•

is the name of a 75-page cloth-bound

book for use of the retail cycle dealer in

preparing his advertisements. It contains

over 50 ready-made ads that are suitable

for his local trade, good suggestions on

the economical use of his space and a

thousand and one little ideas that will

help win trade. The price is $1.

I have had dealers who bought it tell

me that it had been worth ten dollars, to

them.

No progressive dealer will go without it.

G. H. E. HAWKINS,
"The Advertising Man."

1122 Broadway, New York.

AH in All.

"Why don't you writers give us a rest?"

said the repairer as he presented his bill.

"You evidently mean why don't we give

you the rest," said the sombre-eyed writer

sadly, as he glanced at the figures and filed the

document for future attention.

A bill to tax wheelmen $1 a year is before

the New Hampshire legislature.

Jenny & Singhurst will open a bicycle shop

at 23 North Seventh street, Terre Haute, Ind.
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6SO,85i. BALL-GRIKDING MACHIKE. HOEACET.HOBSB,ae»e~
IflDd, Ohio, aaalgDor of one-half to Washington Yale. MtnceapoUs, Mlim.'

F11"(J Feb. 28, 1898. Serial No. 671,943. (So model)

THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

6QO,836. TOOL V'Oa REMOVING ANp REPLACING COVERS OF
PNEUMATIC TIRES Tbomas Bennett. London. Englani assiguor of

one-half to Herbert Bennett, same place. Filed Aug. 29. 1898, Serial

Na 689,734.
.
(No modeU

631,139." BIGYCidS-SADDLB. Johh C. Rkdtbe, Chicago, la,
Hignor to Le Roy W. Stevena, Auburn, N. Y. Piled Oct 30 1896 i

rial Na 610,621. (No model)

Ohim.—1. In a ball-grinding machine, the combination of two
relatirely-rotatable surfaces adapted to grind balls, one of said sur-
faces provided with a ball-receiving space having an adjustable lat-

eral confiDing-wall, subatantiall)- as set forth. _ _621.140. BICYCLE-SADDLE. JoHH U. KEUTEB, Cfilcago, DL, as-

signor to Le Boy W. Stevens, Auburn, N. Y. Filed May 3, 1897. Se-

rial Ka 634.940. (Ko model)

Ctfiiin.— 1. A tool for removing and replacing the covers of pneu-

matic tires consisting in the combination of a rod havinp a suitable

handle and a flattened outer end provided with a flange or rim, with

a spring; or a hinged arm or born adapted to turn freely on the j'od,'

substantially as described.

6S 1,2 40. PNEUMATIC-TIRED WHEEL FOR VEHICLES. Ru

DOLF Freysinqer, SassenhoC Russia. Filed Sept 1, 1898. Serial No -

690016. (No models

Claim.-~\. The combination with asupport, of a saddle compris-
ing two sections disQonnected from each other, each section having
a point of rigid attachment to said support bat being free to move
laterally in all directions independently of the other section, substan-
tially as described.

631.772.. PARCEL-CARRIER FOR BICYCLEa Albebt L Ban-
croft, Walnut Creek, Cal FUed Oct 6, 1897. Serial No. 65i2S7.
(No model)

Cliiim.— 1, The combination with a support, of a saddle com-
posed of two seat-sections, two springs, each spring connecting one
of said sections to said'supportand permitting each section to move
independently in all directions, and a stop device for limiting the

movement of each spring and its attached section, substantially as
Ho.gf>i-iheH

6 3 172 3 O. iCETYIENE - GENERATING LAMP. " Edwam J. Do-

LAN, Ptdladelphla, Pa. Filed Oct 5. 1898. Serial No. 692,672. (Ho

mpdell

C'Inim.—A pneumatic tire having a flat side or base for engage-

ment with the rim and opposite approximately parallel side mem-
bers, and having a valve, in combination with a rim consisting of two

overlapping parts connected to each other to form a flat bearing-sur-

face for the flat side of the tire and having their outer sides bent up

at a right angle to form retainiog-flanges for engagement with the

parallel portions of the sides of the tiie and their inner sides provided

witli registering notches to. form a passage for the valve, the lower'

of said overlapping parts having secured thereto a plate provided

with a screw-threaded aperture, and a protecting-cap for the valve

having a screw-threaded end engaging in the threads of said aper-

ture, substantially as described.

631,136. DRIVING-GEAR FOR BICYCLES. Julius A. N. Has
HussEN and Cbables B. H. Rasuussen, Copenhagen, Denmark. Filed

Mar. li 1898. Serial Na.673.814. (No model)

Olaim.—^^1. In an acetylene-larap, the combination of an upper
and lower compartment detachably connected, combined with a grate
interposed between said compartments and directly supported bytho
upper compartment, a burner leading from the upper compartment,
a vertical spindle loosely and detachably connected with and exteud-
ingfrom the grate through the bottom of the lower compartment and
provided with means upon the under side thereof for rotating it

whereby the^ grate may be rotated or the spindle detached from the
grate for cleansing, and means to supply water in limited quantities
to the upper compartment.

620,94r6." BICYCLE -SADDLE. ^WILLIAM MElsafiLBACH, Jr., and
AnSDffr F. Meisselbach, Newark, If. J. FUed Apr. 15, 1898, Serial

Ha 677,720. (No model)

Ciitwi.— 1, In a driving-gearforchainlesscyciesthe combination;

tvith the crank-a.xle of a driving-wheel loose upon said axle, a bent'

open spring. connected with the driving-wheel, and an arm or lever

secured to the axle, .engaging in a recess in the driving-wheel and

between the arras of the spring, the rotary movement of said arm or

lever tending to force the arms of the spring apart against the ten-'

sioo thereof, and be limited by contact with the walls of said recess,

substaiitially as described.

621,666. DEVICE FOR PR0PELLIKG"BICYCLES. Johh Heimucb,

Oak Harbor, Ohio, assignor of one-half to Harry Lilly, Rocky Ridge,

Ohio. FUedFeb. 26. 1898.. Serial Na 671,828. .(Ho model)

Claim.— 1. Ihe means lor providing a bicycle -saddle .with a
changeable nozzle substantially flush with the upper side of such sad-

dle, consisting of^he^sheet-metaJ frame-plate having upon the front
the downwardly-prqiected nozzle A« open at the forward end. aud
the bos-formed pommel fitted detachably within the nozzle aud se-
cured by the boit/having a nut withiu the box of the pommel, and
the pommel thus projecting from the forward end of the fraine-i)late
with its upper side in substantially the same plane as the plate, as and
for the pi'rpos*' ^ef. forth

Q;=rg5

Cluiin.— 1. A parcel-carrier for bicycles comprising a disappear-
' ing- hook chambered in .a suitable portioi>of the bicycle and arranged
lobe moved into and out of its chamber; and means tor holding the

hook in the chamber.

631,635. BICYCLE-BRAKE. Emersoh Davis, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed Feb. 21, 1898. Serial Na 671,213. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A vehicle-brake comprising a frame adapted to be

secured to the vehicle-frame and having a pair of counterpart sepa-

rated housings having each at the outer end'thereof a rigidly-secured

frictional packing and at the inner end thereof a circular opening

providing a bearing for a rotating axle-journal, an axle mounted in

said housings and having at each end thereof a 8ii4ing sleeve pro-

viding a journal-bearing therefor and mounted in said circiilar open-

ings, an elastic elongating roller adapted to contact with a wheel-

tire and having enlarged ends and mounted between said sliding

sleeves and upon said axle, a frictional plate at each outer end of

said axle-journale within the housing aforesaid and bearing against

one of said frictional packings, means whereby said roller and said

frictional plates are caused to rotate in unison and means whereby

the elongation of said roller shall operate to force said frictional

plates against said frictional packings, said roller being adapted to

become elongated when forced against a tire, in combination with

means wherebysaid brake may be operated, substantially as set forth.

631,684. MOTOR-CYCLE. Alvabo S. Krotz, Hpringfleld, Ohio,

assignor of two-thirds to 0. S. Kelly aiid 0. W. Kelly, same place: Filed

Mar. 9, 1897. Serial No. 626,675. (No model)

^Oiaim.-^!. In power-transmitting mechanism, a pump-cylin-

der, a reciprocating piston therein, a revolving piston-head, a cylin-

drical casing in which said head is mounted, a cut-offwithin said cas-

ing, a supply-pipe leading from one end of the pump-cyltnder to the

cylindrical casing at one side of said cut-off, an exhaust-pipe leading

from the opposite side ofsaid cut-off to the opposite end of the pump-

casiog, an elbow at thejunction ofsaid pipes, and check-valv«9 within

said ftlhoWj subst^antially as Hescribed.^^ ^

Chbn.—1. In a motor-cycTe.^a steering wheel or wheels, a motor
aud a propelling mechanism, and devices for regulating and control-

ling the propelling mechanism, a controlling-lever pirotally mounted
in a rotating head and connected with said steering wheel or wheels,

said lever also having a ooonection with the controlling devices of the

propelling mechanism adapted in its normal position to hold said con-

trolling devices discotlnected from said motor, one of said devices be-

ing adapted to be connect«d to motor when the lever is oscillated in

'said bead and the other device being operated when the lever oscil--

Jates the head, substantially as and for the purpose specified,
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.—Continued.

SS3i7219. BALL-BEAitmu. (jEoaGE A. BOBWBLL, Toledo, OWo. ^Sl,S43. BICYCLE-TIRK. WaxiAM A. Qildat. FtillMeiplita, Pa

FUed Aug. 6, 1898. Serial Mo 688,001 (No model) Tiled Jane 1, 18d7. Serial No. 6S8,835. (No model)

CUdni.—1. The combinatioti of a wheel-rim provided with an
aoniiUr groove having parallel side walla,, and a tire h&ving a per-

forated web of uniform thickoeas adapted to fit within said groove,
sQbstaotiallj as described.

621,082. BRAZELES3 JOINT FOR FRAMES OF CYCLEa ' Johh
V. PUQH. Leek Woottoo, England. Filed June 2, 1888. Serial No.

682.376. (No model)

C'Uihn.—Y. In a ball-beariug, the combination of the boariii^-

balU, the separating-rollers having concave peripheries located be-

'.tween the balls aud the pivot-pins on which the rollers are inonnted

'with a suitable revoluble frame or cage which supports the pivot-pins

of the rollers, siibstantially as set forth._

621,153. DEVICE FOE TRTTINQ WHEELS. Johh a Schmidt.

PdrtlanlOreft. FUed Apr. 27. 1898. Serial Na 678.979. (Ho model)

Claim.— \. A wheel-truing device, comprisiDg a body-plate, a

6xed jaw thereoo, a jaw adjustable od the body-plato, an adjusting-

bar mounted to awing relatively to the body-plate, a curved screw-

rod on the bar, a out engaging the screw-rod and located in an open-

ing in the body-plate, a truing-pin adjustable throngh an extensiou

of the adjusting-bar and a trning-screw adjacent to the 6i6d jaw ci

the body-plate, substantially as specified.

62 1 168 MU0-iJlfAKD FOR BICYCLES. Phmp Staoot, Cai-

cago, HI Filed Feb. 17, 1896. Serial No. 579,542. (No model)

Claims— I. A rotary mud-guard for veHTcle-wlieels, comprising

centrally-apertured end pieces, a tube in line with the opeoiogs of

the end pieces aod connecting itiem, aod an outer circular wall joined

at ita ends to and connecting the outer ends of the end pieces, r«in-

fbrcementa placed against the outer sides of the end pieces, a tube

fitted within the tubular portion of the guard and having its end

portions enlarged to overlap the end reinforceraenta, an axle having

the guard rotatably mounted thereon, and means for supporting the

guard in contact with the wheel, substantially as described.

t$ 9 1 .1 9 4 . .DRIVE-CHAIN. Oswald E. WiMQBii. Chicago. DT

Piled Jaa 8. 1898. Serial No. 666,035. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A runniuj;-gear frame for motor-vehicles comprising

the front and rear aides and two side'bars connecting them, the said

bars being each attached to the rear axle by a universal joint, aod

oneof the bars being secured rigidly to the front axle while the other

is secured thereto by a pivotal connection, substantially as described.

621,034. TRIC?CLE HAMNEEJ.CoEDLE.LltUeton,N,C. Filed

Nov. 1. 1898. Serial Ha 695.150. (No model)

ClaiTn.—The combination with a sprocket-wheel buviog a series

of outwardly-eitending teeth, of a drive-chain made up ofa series of

links pivoted together and having end faces exteudiAg inward from
the pivot-line of the chain, the pitch of the chain bein^ slightly less

than the pitch of the wheel and the iduer portions only of the end

fiices of the lialcB being adapted to engage the faces of said t»eth.

6^0,83 7. TO0LF0aREM0VINO"SND REPLACING' COVBBStff,
PNEUKATIC TIRES TboeAs Behvrt. London, England, affitgrorcF

one-balf to Herbert Bennett, same placa Filed Dea 2i lS9a Serial

Vo£iX}23l (Ho model)'

C/aim.—1. A tool for removing and replacing pneumatic tires'

comprising among its members, a lever and a spring-actuated aoxil-j

iary arm or horn connected to said lever and having its oat«r end

movable toward and from the said lever, subetantiallv as described.

621,191. BICYCLE-PEDAL ailRfiDl' Chaeles F. Wbalby. SL,'

Paul Minn. Filed Nov. 26, 1895.. Serial Ha 570,177. (No model)

Claim.— 1. An unbrazed joint tor the frames of cycles, consist-

ing of two tubes, one within the other, the inner tube being provided

witLono or more screw-threaded, tapered openings aod a longitudi-

nal slit passing centrally through and extenoing on both sides of thei

same, and a tapered, screw-threaded pin passing through an aperture

in the outer tube of somewhat greater diameter than said pin and
screwed into each tapered and threaded opening in the inner tube,

whereby the latter is expanded against the outer tube, substantially

as described.

620,96S. MOTOR-VEHICLE. Andrew LRiKER,Hew.York,H.Y.

Filed Feb. 11, 1898. Serial No. 669.947. (Ho model) Claim.—The combination with a bicycle-pedal ofa toe^apportl

adapted to be attached thereto consistiog of a plate having a cross-

piece at its rear end, the ends ofsaid crosa-piece being bent outwardjy
and at right angles thereto, and a substantially T-shaped nOD-raetaflici

flexible portion secured to said toe-plate and bent ends and extending'

thereover, subatafltially as described.

62 1,120. BrCYCLE-BRAKE. Jkho C. Moorb, New York, H. T.

FUed Sept 22, 1897. Serial Ho. 652,659. (Ho model)

Claim.— 1. The combination with the saddle ofa velocipede, of

a brake-operating plate extending transversely over the rear portion

of the saddle and having pendent hinging-lugs. whereby it ifl hinged

to the saddle at the respective sides of the latter, a depending brake-

rod, hinged to said plate near its rear edge, back of the saddle, a

flexible, strap-like, metal carrier, hinged to the frame of the veloci-

pede at ita front end above the rear wheel and coupled to the said

brake-rod at its rear end, and a roller-pad under said carrier in front

of the brake-rod and having bearings in lugs on the latter, which

lugs are attached to the carrier at its rear end back of the pad,

whereby when a downward pressure is applied to the brake-rod the

roller-pad is pressed down, upon the wheel and the flexible carrier

drawn down over said pad, substantially as set forth.

1 1,7 24. ELECTRIC VEHICLR Kabotbh Khtosei, Chlragb, m.
assignor to the American-Electric Vehicle Company, same place. Filed
Dec. 16, 1898. Serial Ha 899.510. Original Na 613,420. dated Nov 1

1898.

Claim.

Claim.— 1. In an electric vehicle, the combination with an elec-

-1. A tricycle having the two rear wheels mounted upon trie motor, of a hollow shaft upon which the rotating element thereof

independent axles, one being solid and the other hollow and threaded,

each of said axles being sjpported within a ball-bearing cylinder 4

and the hollow and threaded a.'tle provided at its opposite' ends re-

spectively with supports for a sprocket-wheel and a driving-wheel;

substantially as set forth.

is monrted. a |»ir ofshafts arranged coUcentnc with said hollow shart

and geared respectively with the opposite wheels of the vehicle, gear*

mounted on the opposed ends of said shafts, a gear engaging there-'

with and mounted on the frame or casing secured to and rotating

with said hollow shaft, subsuntially as described-:
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BALTIMORE - WASHINGTON.

Several Hundred Wheelmen in the Capital

Have Met and Formed an Association to

Pnsh Their End of the Path.

Washington, D. C, March 25.—Several hun-

dred enthusiastic wheelmen held a meeting

Friday evening and formed an organization to

be known as the Washington Cycle Path As-

sociation, which will act in conjunction with

similar associations in Baltimore and inter-

mediate towns in the construction of a forty-

mile cycle path between Washington and Bal-

timore. A permanent set of officers was

elected and arrangements were made to make

a thorough canvass of the city to secure sub-

scriptions to the stock which the Association

will issue as soon as it is incorporated. Con-

way W. Sams, who was instrumental in form-

ing the Baltimore association, was present and

gave a brief outline of what was being done in

the Monumental City toward the building of

the proposed path. Mr. Sams made a ringing

argument in favor of the project and assured

the Washingtonians that the cyclists of his

city would do their part toward the realization

of the dream long cherished by the wheelmen

of the two cities. To insure the use and benefit

of the path to members of the associations

alone, it has been decided to ask the Maryland

legislature at its next session to pass a law

imposing a penalty for the trespass of non-

members. From the substantial character of

the results obtained thus far in the shape of

subscriptions for the project, and from the

warm support promised by the various busi-

ness men's associations of the city, the pro-

moters have reason to believe that the success

of the path is assured. •

Miller's Future Plans.

It is highly probable that Charlie Miller will

give up that part of his racing plans which

embraced Europe. John West, the mentor

of Miller, is unable to go to France with

Miller owing to other business. Miller alone

is not the man that he is with West, and the

employers of Miller prefer that he should hold

to that which he already has, rather than risk

his reputation in an attempt to add to it.

Miller has received an offer of all expenses

and a liberal bonus to enter the races at Paris

and Roubaix in May. John West is authority

for the statement, however, that Miller will

not go. West also says he believes Miller

has ridden his last successful long-distance

contest. Miller is troubled with a weak
ankle, which nearly caused his quitting in the

San Francisco race, during which he was
oftentimes practically lifted on and off the

track, and had to ride with one foot for

hours. It is said that even after the Chicago
man gained the lead he was almost forced to

give up the fight owing to the pain of his

ankle.

Tapp Has Reforms on Tap.

James W. Tapp, a rich merchant and leader

of the local Salvation Armji has been nomi-
nated by the Democrats of Wichita, Kans.,

as their candidate for mayor. Mr. Tapp

promises these reforms if elected: Ten dollars

fine for any girl wearing bloomers on the

street. Any policeman heard swearing will be

discharged and all will be required to carry

Bibles. Religious services will be held twice

daily in the city building. Free street-car

service will be given on Sunday morning to

all church-goers. Sunday theatres and base-

ball games will be forbidden. Spitting on the

sidewalks will he a finable offence.

Cycle Paths in Minnesota.

The annual reports of the officers of the St.

Paul Cycle Path Association show that some
fifty miles of perfect paths have now been

constructed. In 1898 a little over fifteen miles

were constructed in St. Paul and Ramsey
counties. The Cleveland avenue path cost

$995; the River boulevard path $160. Addi-

tions and repairs to White Bear path, $347;

Invar Grove path, $94; wheel badges, $122;

printing, stationery, stenographer and office ex-

penses, $98; tools,signs and miscellaneous, $10;

balance on hand, $81. From a list of those

who were thought to have a real interest in

the cycle path cause, 130 collectors were ap-

pointed. Of these 92 responded and about

half of them did good work. Others turned

in books without even paying their own dol-

lar. Dr. H. C. Johnson, in behalf of the Inver

Grove path, collected nearly $200 from riders

interested in that path.

Tandems for Hill Climbing.

It is well known that tandems are not us-

ually good bill climbers. It is not so well

known that with the front seat vacant the oc-

cupant of the rear seat can mount a hill about

as easily, or more easily, than on a single ma-
chine.

Touring in India.

Mrs. W. H. Workman, a daughter of ex-

Governor Bullock, of Massachusetts, is tour-

ing India on a wheel. In her travels in the

Himalayas and to places of architectural in-

terest in the plains she has already covered

8,000 miles.

Verdict for Wheelman.

In the suit of Walter Moewis against the

city of Milwaukee, an action for damages re-

ceived while cycling at Lake Park, the plain-

tiff obtained a verdict for $1,000.

Short Sprints.

Frank Peck, well known as a rider on the

Pacific Coast, was burned to death in a big

fire in Marysville, Cal., a few days ago.

There is talk of maki^'g Fred Loughead.
ex-champion of Canada, the next chairman of

the Canadian racing board.

After April 1 the toll on the Lancaster pike

out of Philadelphia will be one cent per gate,

a reduction of about forty per cent.

Sign boards will be placed between Cam-
den, N. J., and Atlantic City, over the route

most favored by Philadelphia wheelmen.

FOURNIER FINDS BUYERS.

The Frenchman Has Sold His Speedy " In-

fernal Machines " and Will Import More

of Them from I/a Belle France.

Chicago, March 20.—Henri Fournier

exhibited some of the real speed of his petro-

leum-driven tandem at San Jose. This was

Fournier's first opportunity in this country

to show what the tandem could do, and on the

third of a mile, six-year old, rather ''ough

cement track, he made the third of a mile in

.29, and the mile in 1.35. In both perform-

ances he might have gone faster by many
seconds. Barnaby steered for the mile and

Clem Turville for the third of a mile, and

both men worked like Trojans all the time,

for both petroleum and human power are

used in this machine. On his single wheel

at the Mechanics' Pavilion, Fournier made a

mile in 1.43. The demand created for his

machines, for which he is not a sales agent

as had been thought, caused such liberal of-

fers to be made him that the Frenchman dis-

posed of his tricycle for $450 to Charlie Miller,

whose wife wilh use it, and the single wheel

he sold to a California millionaire for $1,350,

a grand price in proportion to its value. The
tandem he intends to cut down in wheel base

considerably, and make over-hanging, while

a new machine will replace the tricycle and

the single wheel within a month. Another tan-

dem will also arrive shortly. On the tandem
machine Fournier will pace middle-distance

races the coming season. The possible speed

of these machines with a large gear—104 was
used at San Jose—and two well-trained riders,

is not to be computed. Fournier's mile at

San Jose in 1.35 was a cut of two seconds off

the best time made in France, and the reason

for this he attributes to a number of causes;

the chief one of which is, he says, the

replacing of the steel rims and heavy road

tires with American light tires and wood
rims. More weight will be removed from the

heavier built foreign machines as time goes

on.

[The foregoing report .is from F. E.

Spooner, who ought to know whether or not

the times are as he states them. They are

very fast.—Ed.]

A. O. G. O. O.

The Ancient Order of the Good Old Ordin-

ary held its annual dinner in St. Louis last

Saturday night. This annual affair has oc-

curred for several years past. At the first din-

ner there were seventeen present. The next

year there were thirty-five. Last year there

were forty-eight. There will be more than

thaf this year.

A "good old ordinary" association has been

formed in Omaha by George Pullman, W. I.

Morris, Oscar Beindorff, J. E. Ebersole, Len
Livesey, Ed. Lytle, M. O. Daxon, W. D.

Townsend, H. E. Frederickson, Lou Flescher,

Tom Mickel and E. L. Potter. They will

dine together monthly.

On' Monday Governor Roosevelt signed the

Ellsworth side-path law for New York State.

Flavell's Sea View Hotel, Sea Cliff, I.. I.
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MECHANICAL PACEMAKERS.

Facts About Some Automobile Pacing Ma-

chinps Being- Built in Paris, and Their

Speed Possibilities.

From a friend who has lately been accorded

the opportunity of visiting the works of Jallu

et Cie at Paris, it is learned that the firm is

building ten petroleum pacing tandems for

the Dunlop Tire Company, and the director-

ate of the Pare des Princes track at Auteuil

have ordered fifteen of these machines. Elec-

trically-propelled machines for pacing pur-

poses seem to have been entirely supplanted

by the petroleum kind, the latter being found

to give the more satisfactory results. The

machines which are being built have motors

of 2J horse-power, and can be driven a dis-

tance of 200 kilometres, about 124i miles,

without a stop, at an average pace per hour

of 36 miles, and at an expenditure for petro-

leum of 62 cents for such a journey. The

machines weigh about 160 pounds, and their

length over all—i. e., from front to rear tire,

is 7 feet 6 inches. All have over-hanging seats

for the rear rider. The name of Jallu will be

recognized as that of the pair of pacers who

were over here several seasons ago. It is

probable that Henri Jallu will provide most

of the pacing in this year's Bordeaux-Paris

race in May next. For road work he has ar-

ranged a contrivance for altering the gear (for

path purposes it is put at 120 in.) The ma-

chines diflfer from those hitherto used in the

fact that the gearing from the motor is by

chains, and not by toothed wheels, and it is

claimed that they will be practically noiseless

and free from malodorous whiffs. Several of

the Continental tracks contemplate establish-

ing a racing stable of these machines for

pacing purposes, and orders have already beei.

placed with the firm by' some riders who are

followers of pace.

A Veteran of Veterans.

One of the oldest bicycle clubs in the State

and the country, the Yonkers Bicycle Club,

which Elliott Mason organized as long

ago as November, 1879, will exhibit some of

their trophies, won on the track and road, in

connection with the displays of the clubs of

Greater New York at the spring cycle show,

which opened at the Grand Central Palace last

Thursday, and continues, afternoon and even-

ing, until Saturday, April 1. This veteran

club will exhibit a banner representing the

team championship of Westchester county,

won in 1890; a banner which was won as the

first prize in the Westchester Cycling League

road race of 1893; a banner which carried

with it the team championship of Westchester

and Putnam counties in 1893; a loving cup

awarded to the winner, Charles P. Staubach,

of Yonkers Club, of the county champion-

ship race at White Plains in 1895; a cup which

the club won in 1897 as the best appearing

out-of-town club in the Mount Vernon cycle

parade, and a punch bowl, won in a team race

against the other clubs of the county at White

Plains in 1897.

Chicago's New Track.

Chicago, March 25.—Chicago will have a six

or eight lap cycle track constructed out of

doors and on the very latest lines. This track

will be under the sole management of John
West, the well-known trainer, and will be a

member of the National Cycle Association

and on the grand circuit. Mr. West is backed

in the venture by a substantial company. He
has three sites in view, but will not tell the

probable location, owing to a fear that the L. A.

W. supporters in the city may balk him in

some way. He will shortly start the building

of the track in order that the opening may be

held on Decoration Day. The track and sur-

roundings will be about as complete as it is

possible to make them and the track may be

placed all under cover before the season is

far advanced in order that night races may be

held.

THIS IS GOOD WORK.

Erie in a Dilemma.

The city of Erie is in a dilemma. Some
time ago a tax of $1 each was laid upon owners

of bicycles and a considerable sum of money
collected from them. Then the tax was de-

clared illegal and councils passed a resolution

directing the return of the money to those

who had paid it. In the meantime, however,

councils had voted that a claim against the

city, amounting to $400, should be paid out of

the money collected from the bicycle tax. The
controller refused to honor the demand and

the matter was taken to the courts, where it at

present rests. Now the mayor declares that

he will veto the resolution of councils to re-

turn the money to the cyclists unless the

courfs sustain the controller.

Wha-at ?

The road hog will soon be a thing of the

past so far as Northwestern Ohio is concern-

ed. A remarkable thing has occurred. A
number of farmers residing near Toledo began

voluntarily a few days ago the construction

of a cycle path, which, when completed, will

give excellent wheeling from that city to Lake
Erie, about ten miles. The farmers are haul-

ing hundreds of loads of cinders to the bay

shore and say they rather enjoy the work.

To Prevent Cycle Path Destruction.

A watchman will be employed to watch for

the people who have been injuring the cycle

path between Lockport, N. Y., and La Salle,

by driving wagons upon it. Offenders will be

arrested and prosecuted by the Niagara

County Sidepath League. The legal penalty

is heavy.

' A Home in the Mountains.

The Denver Wheel Club contemplate a

country home in the mountains, where mem-
bers and guests may recreate. A big house

with individual cottages around it is part of

the plan.

To Ride to the Meet.

As in former years, a good many wheelmen

will ride to the national meet, to be held, in

Boston next August. Touring parties are al-

ready being formed in Philadelphia.

Tail-Bnders.

Philadelphia will have a fall race meet on

the L. A. W. circuit. Charles Dimon has

charge of the details.

The plan to tax wheelmen in Washington,

D. C, one dollar a year must wait until next

year. Congress has been too busy.

By an enactment of the Oregon legislature,

those who use wide tires in that state will be

rewarded with a rebate in taxes for four years.

The Record of the Cycle Squad of New
York's Police Force Is Creditable to the

Men and to Cycling.

During nine months of the year the public

is constantly reading of the exploits of the

members of the cycle squad of New York's

police. The annual report of their work for

1898 shows that this small body of the police

department has not been idle. The squad

numbers in all ninety-four men. During the

twelve months named they made 2,018 arrests,

an average of over five arrests per day, or 21

to each man in the year. Fines to the

amount of $4,869 were imposed against $6,117

for 1897. Length of time served by prisoners

from conviction was twenty-two years, eight

months and twenty-three days, against seven

years, five months and thirteen days in 1897.

Amount of property recovered was $8,735.65,

against $3,633.62 in 1897. Three hundred and

forty-nine persons were aided and assisted, 77

runaways were caught, and 31 persons com-

mitted to institutions. In 1897 44 runaways

were caught. Only 429 out of the 2,018 com-
plaints made were dismissed. During the en-

tire year not one member of the squad was

permanently injured,' though nine men re-

ceived injuries from various causes. The
squad has been somewhat enlarged by the

establishment of the Brooklyn Bicycle Squad,

which, while under the municipal police de-

partment, is separate from that of the Bor-

ough of Manhattan. The length of post as-

signed to each policeman ranges from fifteen

to twenty blocks. A very gratifying decrease

in the number of arrests for scorching is no-

ticeable, there being only 99 arrests during

1898, against 1,127 in 1897. Speaking on this

subject the sergeant of the squad said it was

apparent that the cycle riders of to-day were

beginning to realize the rights of others and

to better understand the rules of the road.

For One Hour Only.

Harry Elkes, the hour record holder, has de-

cided upon one distance at which he will race

this season. That is the hour distance. Elkes

will take on races with anyone at the hour

and will cover the money of all comers. He
has already ofifered to post $500 to be covered

by Edouard Taylore, whose recent defi was

published in this country. For this race Tay-

lore named the hour distance. Elkes is mak-

ing arrangements for a motocycle pacing out-

fit and will shortly leave for Hot Springs,

where he will stay ten days prior to going into

training, probably at Louisville. Elkes will

be trained and managed by his father this

year.

Fournier Fears Our 'Wines.

Henri Fournier, the Frenchman, says that

American wines are far from being French

wines, and that he can very readily see why
the Frenchmen go wrong in this country by

imbibing the American wines like water, as

they do the French wines in France. Fournier

says that the American article is as strong as

the brandy they have in France. He took

wine' when he first came to this country and

then stopped the practice as it turned his

head. Fournier' says that the American riders

when they come to France in 1900 will have

to drink wine, but that it will not affect them

at all.
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Maud Muller Now.
Maud Muller, at the close of day,

Mounted her wheel and rode away.
• •••»••

The Judge rode slowly down the lane,

In the path where Maud now rode, amain.*«*••*
The rest has well been told before.

For many children play round their door.

And oftentimes the Judge has said

He' longs for the old-time joys instead.

And from his breast a sigh oft steals

At thought of the crowd that must have wheels.

Alas for maiden! alas for Judge!
For faded beauty and wheel-less drudge!

God pity them both and pity us all

Whom wheeling families e'er befall!

Of all sad words of tongue or pen.

The saddest are these, "New tires again!"

brown paper,' and screw the nut down firmly

on that. This plan has often been found of

much use when miles from any repairers.

TooiGreat a Sacrifice.

"I'll tell you how we can patch that tire

enough to get home on." The speaker was a

young man. His companion was a young
woman. They were taking a tandem ride.

The rear tire had received a puncture, and a

hasty, examination of the tool-bag revealed

the fact that the repair outfit had been left

behind. For a moment the youth 'was in

despair, but as he studied the situation his

broiw cleared.

"I'll tell you how we can patch it," he re-

peated.

"Well?"

"It'_s a simple operation. See this?"

'He removed a yard of ribbon from the

front, handle-bar.

"Yes, I see it. You don't think you can

mend a puncture with that, do you?" asked the

incredulous girl.

"Well, I should remark. You're chewing a

piece of gum, aren't you?"

"Yes."

"Well," and he 'brushed the dust from the

punctured spot, "you put that clunk of gum
right here, over that puncture, I wind this

ribbon tightly around the whole business as

many times as it will go, tie it on top of the

rim, .inflate the tire, we get on again, and
ride home, just as if nothing had happened.

See?"

There iwas an ominous silence,

. It -was broken at last by the young woman.
"This is the only piece of gum I've got,"

she said, in a constrained voice. "We^ll walk

home."

This they did—^and not another word was

spoken. D'istance, six miles. The hapless

young man had asked altogether too much.

Besides, that girl wasn't fool enough to believe

in that chewing-gum tire yarn.

Kotir Good Things to Remember.

When repairing a puncture, don't inflate

the tire before the solution has properly

dried. Exposure to the sun and wind will

help to dry the solution more quickly.

To adjust a nut properly, fix the wrench on
tightly and then give a sharp twist. This will

be found a far better method than slowly

turning the wrench.

Vaseline smeared on any part of the frame-

work of a machine—especially underneath the

bottom main tube—will be found a useful

tip,' as the caked mud wipes off more readily,

without scratching the enamel.

In the case of a nut which will work loose,

however much it is tightened up, the best

and quickest plan is to cut a washer out of

An Automatic Iniiator.

There have been several attempts to place

automatic inflators on the market, but without

much success. A company was recently in-

corporated, however, which starts out in a

new direction and makes the inflators earn

money in two ways—one by dispensing air

and the other by displaying advertisements.

The company are now selling state rights,

and expect to place the machine on many of

the popular wheeling thoroughfares next sum-

mer. The application of liquefied gas in com-

bination with a new slot mechanism gives the

machine an absolutely automatic action. All

that is necessary is to drop the coin in the

slot and place the valve over the tube. The
machine does the rest.

Figures 'Which Tell.

On the occasion of the recent meeting of

the French Congress at Versailles to elect the

new president of France, an onlooker counted

the number of motor-vehicles which passed

him at the Pare de St. Cloud from 4 p. m. to

5.10 p. m. During that time no less than

fifty-four motor-carriages, eighty-three motor-

tricycles, and twelve voiturettes and quadri-

cycles went by the counter.

This Century Rider Quits.

W. J. Stafford, the Boston rider who set out

lo improve upon Teddy Edwards' century-a-

day record, caught the grip when he had com-

pleted thirty rides and gave it up after finish-

ing the fortieth. Several of his rides were in-

doors.
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I Waltham Two-Speed I

I ...REAR HUB... 1

i PRESS A BUTTON
and increase your speed 100 per cent.

DON'T BE A SNAIL i
Spurt at 60, Speed at 1 20 Gear. ^

With this device you can ride any gear you wish and at pleasure, ^3
without dismounting, reduce it fifty percent, and restore it again, ~^
by the simple pressure of a finger lever on the frame. Perfect 13
for road-racing, hill-climbing, sand and wind encounters; fits any ^$
old frame; strong, guaranteed for a year. ^S

maltbdtti eotnet Cbree^BalbBearing
f

THE MOST PERFECT WHEEL, THE FRICTIONLESS BEARINGS. ^
Ar»»S»YS*.*y»vSV*YVT»»S'»*rV»W*rVWSV

I
American Waltham Mfg. Co. |

g Offices, 95 Milk Street, Boston. Factory, Waltham, Mass. ^
y" Kindly mention The Wheel. "^g
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THIS, THAT AND THE OTHER.

When Metals "Tire."

It is a fact of comparatively recent discovery

in cfiemical metallurgy that metals lose their

vitality from repetitions of shocks and strains,

and may be said, as the expression is, to suffer

from fatigue—that is, they may be worked till

their molecules fail to hold together, and then

they are in a state of exhaustion. As is famil-

iarly known, bars of tin, rods of brass, and
wires of any metal will separate, owing to

fatigue, if bent backward and forward con-

tinuously. But by careful experiments, how-
ever, the faot is made to appear that a remedy
exists for this condition of metals, if the over-

strain does not border on rupture, and this

remedy is very much like that which is applied

in the case of an overworked human frame,

namely, rest. Feather-edged tools recover

their vitality better than any other. Of course,

the length of time required for this rest varies

with dift'erent metals and the amount of straiin

to which they have been subjected. Hard
metals, such as iron and steel, use up one and

two years' time in the process; on the other

hand, soft metals, like lead, retain their co-

hesive force longer and also require less rest.

Carbide Congress Comingf.

Remembrance of the success attending the

first international acetylene congress at Ber-

lin leads to the hope that the second congress

to be held at Budapest, in May, will be even

more useful. Certainly the preliminary pro-

gramme indicates some very practical points

for discussion, notably the standard methods

for controlling the gas, and the means to be

adopted for removing the obstacles retarding

the general use of acetylene gas. The manu-
facture of carbide of calcium, the qualities of

carbide acetylene, the purifying of acetylene,

generators, burners, and the regulation for

packing, storing, etc., are among the sections

into which the deliberations of the congress

will be divided. In connection with the meet-

ing an exhibition will be held, the revenue

from which will be expended in promoting the

interests of the industry. Here two main

groups, viz., the manufacture of carbide of cal-

cium and acetylene lighting, will thoroughly

comprehend everything of interest to those

engaged in popularizing this method of illumi-

nation.

In Order to Succeed.

The man who would succeed must be in

earnest. His abilities must be concentrated

upon some pursuit which he thoroughly ur-

derstands. And then he must work—work
early, work late, and work, incessantly. He
must have every thread of his business at his

own fingers' ends, and keep the steering al-

ways in his own hands. But the main things

are concentration and earnestness. Irresolu-

tion on the schemes which offer themselves

to one's choice, and inconstancy in pursuing

them, are the greatest and most universal

causes of disquiet and failure. When ambit-

ion pulls one way, interest another, inclina-

tion a third, and perhaps reason contrary to

all, a man might as well give over the contest,

and sink into obscurity and poverty at once.

Let him who would be successful select a

\ ocation that is to his taste—one in which he
would be proud to excel, which his conscience
approves and which his reason commends,
and then—go ahead.

They Both Work and Shirk.

A good advertisement is given to cycling by
the praise of the head of one of the divisions in

the Treasury Department at Washington. He
says that about 400 clerks in the department
ride to work, and that they are undoubtedly
the best workers in the department. When
there is an unusual lot of hurried work, the

cycling 400 can be. relied upon to do it up
with relish and dispatch. That is one side

of the story. The other side concerns a cer-

tain proportion of the 400. This proportion

overdoes itself in Sunday or evening rides. It

may be century-crazy. In one way or another

it gets into a dopy condition and isn't fit for

shucks in office work.

What Are They Up To?

Toledo, March 25.—The Lozier Company
this week broke ground for a new addition to

their factory. The building will be 50x50 feet

and will be given up to the manufacture of

naphtha launches. Harry Lozier, Jr., has

brought home from Paris two horseless car-

riages, and while the Loziers refuse to state

what their intentions are it is more than likely

that they will start the manufacture of these

vehicles in the near future.

What Slang- Says.

She had just come back from Paris and was
praising something or other which she said

was perfectly "teuf, teuf." Doubtless you
" don't realize the deep significance of the words,

but if you desire to show an acquaintance with

up-to-date Parisian slang you cannot do better

than use them every time you wish to express

your admiration. "Teuf, teuf," originally an

onomatopalanism for automobile, has come to

mean anything too glorious for words.

A Suggestion to Dealers.

Dealers looking for catch-penny ideas may
be interested in the plan which an English-

man has found profitable. He sells season

tickets for inflating tires and oiling machines.

The charge for inflating is less than a dollar

a year. The same price is charged for the

oiling, and less than double the price is

charged for doing both. American dealers

would probably find these prices low.

In the French Army.

It is a little like talking of the time when

we will fly, to say anything about the practical

use of the bicycle in the United States army.

Our roads are not favorable to the prospect.

It is well enough to note things as they pass,

however, and it is of interest to know that the

new French army estimates include $8,000 for

the purchase of wheels for the French sol-

diers.

exertion. The woman who makes century

runs sets at defiance the laws of her own be-

ing and incurs risks which she has no right

to invite. She may attract the admiration of

a few unbalanced enthusiasts, but she deserves

the censure of all intelligent wheelmen.

Appeals to Many.

There are 1,650 members in the Automobile
Club in France, the principal objects of which
club are: Promotion of good fellowship among
the motorists; exchange of motoring experi-

ences; discussions on new improvements and
inventions; and the development of the pas-

time and industry by means of runs, meets
and parades.

Models of Their Kind.

There must be something in the naming
of a bicycle club "Century" which enables the

club thus named to turn out an exceedingly

interesting club paper; this from enjoyable

readings of the papers issued by the Century

Wheelmen of Philadelphia and New York,
respectively.

For Fine Twines.

A Parisian has invented a machine by
which, among other things, he can split a

human hair lengthwise into thirty-two strips.

Disputatious wheelmen might find this ma-
chine of value in determining the oft-fought

question of "which is the best bicycle in the

market?"

Neither Forgets nor Forgives.

Don't tell a woman that her riding costume

isn't the handsomest costume on the cycle path

if you wish her to have the slightest respect

for you or your opinions in future. There

are some things a wheelwoman never forgets

or forgives, and this is one of them.

A Possible Reason.

Perhaps a reason for the failure of the re-

cent six-day enterprise in San Francisco was

the fact that some sporting editors out there

• were afiflicted with a kind of writer's cramp,

that could only be remedied by frequent cross-

ing of the palm.

Thickening TTp I^amp Fluid.

From abroad comes a tip for users of ace-

tylene gas cycle lamps, which is to employ

one part of glycerine with three parts of the

water for charging. The glycerine, so the

tipster says, causes the gas to evolve much
m.ore equably.

The Difference.

Under the Highways Act the police in

England and Wales arrested during 1898 an

average of over 100 cyclists per week, the total

being 5,925. The number of horse drivers ar-

rested under the same act was 10,605.

Good Resolution.

Chief Consul Belding declares he will have

no "for revenue only" assistants in the New
York division of the L. A. W. Many a mickle

makes a muckle. Sail in, Mr. Belding, and

more power to your elbow.

Ought to Know Better.

Nature never intended women to compete

with men in prolonged and arduous physical

British Motor Cycle Show.

The British Exhibition of Motor Cars will

be held at Royal Agricultural Hall, Islington,

under the management of Charles Cording-

ley, who can be addressed at 49 Shoe Lane,

London.
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A SPEED REDUCER.

A very ingenious two-speed device, and one

which has the good opinion of men who

stand high in cycling mechanical matters, is

now before the public.

The device is the invention of Fred Snow
and is being marketed by the American VVal-

tham Mfg. Co., manufacturers of the Waltham

Comet three-ball-bearing bicycle, at Waltham,

Mass. It lists' at $15, including the hub,

spokes and rim, ready to be placed in the

rear fork stays. N. S. H. Sanders, of the

company, is in New York and will exhibit

the device at the office of Hartley & Graham,

313 Broadway. He can also be reached care

of TirE Wheel office, and during this week

at the cycle show in Grand Central Palace.

The device consists essentially of a set of

bevel-gears, which, in group, form the rear

hub. No matter what the gear of your bicy-

cle may be, by simply pressing a finger lever,

the upper end of which will be under the sad-

dle, you can reduce the gear of the machine

by one-half. You can use a gear of, say, 100

for level roads and reduce it to 50 on hills

or against the wind. Mechanically, this idea

has the unstinted recommendation of Amos
Whitney, of Pratt & Whitney, Hartford; L.

E. Harper, superintendent of the Pratt &
Whitney Co.; N. W. Tucker, of the same
company, and other men of excellent standing

in the world of mechanics. The idea is illus-

trated in an advertisement on another page.

The Better Way.

There are some men who believe that hon-

esty in every-day business matters is incom-

patible with success. They think that in

order to get along they must practice a cer-

tain degree of trickery and deception. They
argue that the up-and-down honest man, who
will not swerve from the path of rectitude, is

sure to fail in whatever he undertakes; and

hence they justify themselves in practicing

petty as well as wholesale fraud, and in taking

advantage of the verdancy of customers unde'

the plea that custom and necessity compel
them to adopt this course.

The man who possesses the requisite busi-

ness qualifications can succeed better by pur-

suing an honest, straightforward course,

than if he were to deaden his conscience and
disregard all moral obligations. Too often

one hears the expression made in reference

to some good-natured, inactive man, "Oh,
he's too honest to get along." Now this is

a false inference, for in nine cases out of ten

the honest man's failure does not arise from
the practice of an upright course, but from

his unfitness for the business in which he is

engaged.

This is not by any means intended to con-

vey the impression that honesty will cause

a man who is not qualified for the business

in which he engages to succeed. What is

meant is, that a man who is adapted to a

certain pursuit will and must necessarily suc-

ceed better by dealing honestly and uprightly

than by any other means or methods.

Development Through Sympathy.

It has been demonstrated by the director of

the gymnasium of Yale College that muscular

development can be attained through sym-

pathy. That is, if the muscles on one side of

the body are developed by actual exercise, the

corresponding muscles on the other side of the

body develop through sympathy, in some cases

to a greater extent than in the muscles devel-

oped by actual work.
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THE "HUT0MflTie"
BURNS ACETYLENE GAS.

No Absorbents. No Regulating Valves.

No Attention Required. Burns best >vhen left alone.

'^^^Sfc.
Prices to suit the times.

Self-Governing. Send for Circular fully descriptive.

THE PLUI^E & ATWOOD I^lfG. CO.,
NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

i ^^^Long Beam
J|

1 .•.Bicycle Lamp
I

Has a reflector built on same SUMMARY • 1^
^^ principle as a locomotive

*
*^*

headlight. ^^^ First Gas Lamp to «*

Result—throws light 300 feet. Give Absolute Satisfac-

M Feeds by capillary attraction. tion...,

^^
Result—not affected by jolts ^^ <^

^,^"^j^''=-
.„

, ,
Jobbers: I

The burner will not clog as m ^^.^^^ „^ before catalog-
.other acetylene lamps. ing inferior lamps. It

I THE LONG BEAM LAMP CO., Hillsboro, Ohio, U.S.A.
^'

•^^ Kindly mention The Wheel.
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PIN YOUR FAITH ©N THE

W
STYLE B.

Brown Saddles

For

They have always been the best, but are better than ever.

Their superiority cannot be questioned.

Booklet for ^99 now ready. Send for one.

The Brown Saddle Companv, Elvria. ©.
Kindly mention The Wheel
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The Sterling
((

BUILT LIKE A WATCH
^»

THE STERLING BATHING GIRL IN A NEW ROLE.
STERLING BICYCLES have acquired the enviable reputation of being the most sub-

stantial, the lightest-running, and the most favorably spoken of machines on the market,

because of the quality of material and class of vporknianship used in their construction,

and the careful attention given to details and finish.

STERLING ADVERTISING has been extensive but judicious, and the attractive mat-

ter supplied to agents has been largely instrumental in bringing the wheel into prominence.

THE BEACH SCENE IN THE ACCOMPANYING CUT
is from the famous Sterling Poster, the best-known and most-talked-cf poster ever before

the public.

It now appears upon an edition of handsorrie PLAYING CARDS of the best quality,

which will be furnished broadcast at less than a third of their value. A background in

Sterling olive surrounds the half-tone in the centre, the "ad" being confined to the back of

the cards, and the faces free from fancy designs.

Sample package by mail for 20 cents in stamps—one dozen by express for 51.75,

A WORD TO BICYCLE DEALERS. The present year will be the best in bicycle his-

tory with a vastly increased demand for the acknowledged high-grade makes. If you are

not already satisfactorily provided for, we would like to say a few words to you upon the

subject of agency, and your correspondence is invited.

Sterling Cycle Works, Kenosha, Wis.
••••M»««««««««««««««««««o«««««««««««9«««««M««««««»«a««««««a«»««c«««»«««««««4
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MARKET GOSSIP OF INTEREST TO BUYERS.

MARK YOUR CDTS.

Will patrons who make use of this depart-

ment kindly mark each cut with the firm name

and the name of the article which the cut Is to

Illustrate ? Cuts over 2 3-8 Inches wide will not

fit the colnmns of THE WHEEI/.

Pronunciation and Progress.

If you were to propound this question to

the first sixteen men you meet: "Who makes

the Racycle?" you would very likely receive

an answer from each one of the sixteen that

a manufacturing company in Middletown, O.,

called the

1. My'-ah-my,
2. Mee'-ah-mee,
3. My-ah'my,
4. Mee-ah'-mee,
5. Mire-me,
6. My-emmy,
7. Maw'-mee,
8. Maw-mee',

9. My-ammi,
10. Mee-amrjii,
11. M-yam mi,
12. Mere-me,
13. My-ammer,
14. My-hammer.
15. My-army,
16. My-armoi

was the responsible concern. If you went

inquisiting still further the above list might

be extended almost indefinitely, were you to

employ symbols for phonetic values which

^jmrn^ B̂^^'/^^s
jjipiiiijiipl

the ordinary letters of the alphabet do not

accurately represent. All of this goes to show

that there is a lot in a name, no matter how
many sneers bald-headed poets may visit upon

the value of nomenclature. Call it what you

please, the Miami Cycle Mfg. Co. were re-

sponsible for one of the cleverest evasions

of one of the gravest faults of cycle construc-

tion, which evasion and fault the company
illustrate and explain in this very conclusive

fashion:

"Every bicycle with the chain-pull outside

the bearings may be likened to a horse hitched

up to the outside of one of the shafts of a

buggy. Would it not appear ridiculous? Sup-

pose you attempted to shove a wheel-barrow

while standing outside, with both hands on

liut one of the handles. The very suggestion

•*^^RACYCI-E CRANK AXLeTI;)

appears to be absurd, yet it is parallel with

the crank-hanger construction of every bicycle

on earth, except the Racycle. To explain

mare clearly the excessive leverage in all bi-

cycles, a lead pencil may represent the crank-

axle, and two ink-erasers the ball-bearings,

while the pressure of the finger will exem-

plify the chain-pull on the sprocket. In all

bicycles the pressure of the chain and sprocket

is outside the bearings. Note the leverage

by the lift of the pencil.

"After thinking and studying over these

points for some time, our engineers, who were

both expert draftsmen, began a series of theo-

retical drawings; but they were almost ready

to abandon the idea as an impossibility, when
one of them threw down his pencil in dis-

gust, saying: 'I give it up! The only way I

can see to get the chain between the bearings

is to tie the balls on the ends of the cranks."

'Eureka!' cried the other, as if inspired.

'You've struck it! We can make large ends

on our cranks, hollow them out, letting the

balls roll in these hubs.' To attempt this

idea, the pressure of the finger should be ex-

erted on the pencil between the rubbers, since

the balls of the Racycle crank-hanger are

actually in the hubs of the cranks. With this

construction there is no leverage, but almost

a straight pull on the shaft. The actual dif-

ference in the pressure exerted on tti.; balls

is just 27 per cent. Think of it! Over one-

fourth."

He Found It a Good Thing.

Careful men do not rush to replace an old

friend with a new one, no matter how entic-

ing the new one may appear. For years a

persistent rider of the wheel and a student of

its construction. Secretary E. W. Hawks, of

the Ariel Cycle Co., Goshen, Ind., found the

safety in every way suited to his requirements.

When the new chainless came along and

everyone was in a rush to mount one, Mr.

Hawks kept right along with his old and

chained friend; he was content and could wait.

One day, however, his superintendent induced

Mr. Hawks to replace his tried and true chain-

driven wheel with an untried chainless. Mr.

Hawks rode the new mount; he declined to

accept it as a substitute for his old mount;

he rode it again, and then again and finally

all the time. When he had tried it thoroughly

he confided to his superintendent that he be-

lieved the Sager gear was a mighty good
thing and the one he had on his wheel could be

left there until further orders. Further orders

have not been received, and the opinion in

Goshen is that they will not be.

Hartley 8c Graham Catalogue.

The well-known firm of Hartley & Graham.
313-315 Broadway, New York, have issued a

large and voluminously illustrated catalogue of

bicycle sundries and golf goods. Some of the

bicycle sundries are novelties which ought to

sell readily, being of the useful kind.

Hartley & Graham claim to have in stock

the largest and most carefully selected stock

of bicycle sundries to be found in this part

of the country. They do not catalogue goods

unless they have them on the shelf. They
aim to sell goods of standard manufacture

only, and desire to have their customers feel

that they are buying reliable goods from a

responsible house. Their cajalogue contains

a list of representative concerns for whom
they are the exclusive export and metropoli-

tan distributing agents.

Package-Carrier and Mud-Guard.

The Aetna Mfg. Co., 225 Dearborn street,

Chicago, have put on the market a unique

package-carrier which will appeal to everyone

needing such a device. When not in use as

a carrier it is quickly convertible into a mud-

guard. It will carry packages of 50 pounds
as easily as one of an ounce in weight. It is

simple and easy of adjustment for either pur-

pose named, and certainly will command the

attention of careful and shrewd buyers. The
display advertisement of this enterprising con-

cern will be found in this issue.

The Holdfast Bicycle Grip.

Francis W. Kitchell,

/^^^UE3^^K~'\ Perth Amboy, N. J., is

j0H^^^^^^H
J

marketing the Holdfast

% j^^^^P^^^**^ bicycle grip, which is so
^~^^^^ formed as to provide a

broad bearing for what is called the heel of

the hand. It is non-absorbent, therefore easily

kept clean. It prevents tiring of the wrist.

It is endorsed by several members of the New
York bicycle police squad; by Harry Elkes,

the mile distance champion; by Bicycle Oliver,

the peripatetic repairman, and others.

1/amplight and Moonlight.

Judged by its light-giving powers, the Cres-

cent lamp could more appropriately have been

named the Full Moon, since the flood of ace-

tylene effulgence it sheds upon the pathway

of the rider seems hardly possible could all

emanate from the Crescent's 10 ounces of

weight and 5J inches of height. When these

facts and the price, $2.50, are taken into con-

sideration, Herman Boker & Co., 101-103

Duane street, New York, are likely to have a

host of orders for the Crescent.

A Valve Tester.

Codman & Shurtleff, 13 and 15 Tremont

street, Boston, manufacture surgical and

dental instruments. They have devised a sim-

ple little tool for the use of riders and repair-

S,

men which greatly magnifies any air bubbles

escaping from the tire valve. It is out of the

way of spokes, costs very little and is very

handy.

A Monarch Idea.

The Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co. issue an eye-

catcher by mail. It is a circular, folded and

sealed like a large envelope. It briefly ad-

vertises the different wheels manufactured by

the company, prominence being given to the

King, $'25, "the best wheel on earth for the

money." The Queen is a duplicate of the

King, excepting drop frame for ladies.
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Fisk Tires
FOR

BICYCLESisisCARRIACES
FULLY GUARANTEED.

Trade-Mark.

t

i
t
T
t
t
Y
T
tt
tt FISK RUBBER COMPANY,

Chicopee Falls, Mass.

New York Agents, CASE & SCHLAUDECKER, No. 92 Wall

Street, New York.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST.; .>
•> Kindly mention The Wheel. .J.
»: :

t>
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IPHENOMENON

y

The Leading Gas Lamp of Europe,

HAS PROVED A WINNER AT THE
NEW YORK AND PHUADELPHIA SHOWS.

Gas Filtered Before Reaching Burner.

No Impurities to Clog Burner.

It has advantages not pos-

sessed by any other Gas

I
Lamp.

The burner has a lava tip,

which is so constructed that
the fish-tail flame rests di-

rectly on the tip, and is not
suspended above it. As a
result the light can never be
blown out, and is abso-

stationary under all conditions.

The flow of gas is absolutely uniform.

The Phenomenon is the easiest lamp to

clean, and will be

The Best Seller in '99.Model 339. Price, S3.50.

t
SEND FOR. DISCOUNTS.
THEY WII,!, INTEREST YOU.

I
Wolfgang Richter.

t 1708 Germantown Ave., - PHILADELPHIA, PA. t
*:• Kindly mention The Wheel. %
'J*m*m**J''m*m*m**JW«*«**m*m*«***J1***********«**«**«A**m****m**W*m^vv*«*v******v*«*v******v*»**«*****#**»**»**«********«**********%*%^
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QUICK
TRANSIT

The remarkably perfect bearings that are a

feature of Waverley Bicycles at $40 make
the Waverley the easiest of man-driven ma-
chines, just as they are the handsomest.

WAVERLEY
BICYCLES • • • $40

Remarkable value ! The most remarkable

value yet given bicycles and only possible in

factories as perfectly equipped as ours. But

just as remarkable value is found in our

ELECTRIC MOTOR CARRIAGES

now ready for the market. These carriages

are the result of long and careful testing, are

free from untried devices and are handsome
in design and rich in appearance. They are

causing a sensation and will create for Wav-
erley agents a quick-transit means to profit-

able success.

INDIANA BICYCLE CO.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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Of Interest to Buyers—Continued.

An Unusual Catalogue.

Any man wlio happens to see the 1899 cata-

logue of the Fowler Cycle Works, Chicago,

will very probably read it. It doesn't look

like a catalogue, and it isn't much like one

inside. It is strictly original. It is entitled

"Facts; A Frank Talk by Fowler." The fly-

leaf, inside, informs you that "this little book

of facts will tell you who we are, what we sel!

and how we sell." When you invite a friend

to see a play, it is not well to describe to

him the details of the play. Tell him he will

enjoy it and you have him in a proper frame

of mind. The truth of your assurance is all

that remains to be demonstrated. Fowler has

first class bicycles to offer direct to the rider,

at interesting prices, and with interesting op-

tions, etc. If yoil want to know more, write

for the catalogue.

Their Eleventh JYear.

The Union Cycle Mfg. Co., Highlandville,

Mass., use brevity in their '99 catalogue. They

say: "Time was when a minute description of

every part used in the construction of the bi-

cycle was given in the maker's annual cata-

logue, but at this advanced date it is unneces-

sary to burden the reader with dry technicali-

ties, the wheel being now very fully under-

stood by all sorts and conditions of men. We
confine ourselves, therefore, to relating the

new features of '99 Unions—features which we
know will commend themselves to those riders

who can separate the grain from the chaflf."

The Union Whitehead and Redhead wheels

for ladies and gentlemen are clearly illustrated

and described. So is the Union chainless.

The Union bicycles are now in the eleventh

year of their manufacture.

The Crawford Catalogue.

A very simple, chaste, attractive catalogue

is that of the Crawford Mfg. Co., of Hagers-

town, Md. Yellow cover with antique, crisp

finish, red border, and very distinct black

typography. The crisp, antique finish is con-

tinued on the inside pages. The illustrations

are in outline, to accommodate that finish.

The facts about Crawford bicycles are told

in a quiet way—no firecrackers or undue dis-

play of any kind. The contents of the cata-

logue need not be reprinted here, wholly or in

part SufSce it to say the book is convincing

in its quietness, and will carry an impression

of quality to the new mind as well as to the

mind already familiar with the Crawford.

New Thing in Name-plates.

Among the samples and other things that

have come to this office is a sample of a

name-plate recently made by S. D. Childs &
Co., Chicago. It is new, in that the lettering

and borders stand in relief fully three times as

deep as usual, and without any 'breakage in

the metal. The standing of the letters, and
the small letters as well, in such deep relief

makes the plate have a richness and a me-
chanical attractiveness that cannot fail to ap-

peal to the eye. S. D. Childs & Co. have

been in the name-plate business from its in-

cipiency, and are the originators of cycle

plates as they now are, having made the first

letter plates, and the first open-worked
plates. They were the first producers of oxi-

dized silver and other fancy finishes. The
new royal blue finish is something entirely

new to the plating art.

At the Overman Factory.

A recent report from Chicopee Falls was

that the Overman Wheel Co.'s bicycle depart-

ment was running night and day with about

900 employes. Most of the departments run

all night, the automatic machines being in

operation 23 hours out of "24. The company
nmst get out 20,000 chain wheels by May 1.

The output is now 250 a day, and the inten-

tion is to bring it up in a short time to 327

a day for a steady rate of production. The
company has 1,000 of the new chainless wheels

under way, and after April 1 will turn out from

12 to 76 each day, it being uncertain at the

present time how great the demand will be

for the chainless.

I^ike a Cannon Shot.

It is seldom a new article meets with the

favor which the Bicycle Cannon, manufac-

tured by the Bell Novelty Co., of Warren,
R. I., has received from the trade. This in-

teresting novelty was illustrated and described

in a recent issue. Among the jobbers who
are handling the novelty are: The Willis Park
Row Bicycle Co. and L. C. Jandorf & Co., of

New York; Manufacturers' Supply Co. and

Supplee Hardware Co., of Philadelphia; Cog-
gins & Owens, of Baltimore, and the Wash-
ington Cycle Supply Co. and the Gormully &
JelTery Co., of Washington, D. C;

Handle-Bar Truth.

"Handle-Bar Truth," the paper issued by
the Claus Handle-Bar Mfg. Co., Milwaukee,
is well worthy the study of people who sell

bars—that is, manufacturers, jobbers, dealers

and repairmen. The X-ray idea is used in the

illustrations it contains, showing the effect

which correct and incorrect arm positions have
upon the chest. The claim of the Claus bar,

in a nutshell, is that it retains its width

—

the proper chest expansion—at all of its twenty

adjustments. The paper will help sell Claus

bars.

P. & F. Are Prospering.

The P. & F. Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa., mem-
bers of the American Saddle Co., are very

busy, numerous departments working day and
night in order to keep up with orders, which
are piling in on the company. From all appear-

ances this will be the banner year for this well-

known saddle concern. The reasons for this

promising outlook are many and made mani-
fest by the large increase of orders caused- by
general prosperity in the cycle trade.

Temple's Catalogue.

The Ralph Temple Cycle Co., Chicago, have
issued their '99 catalogue describing the Tem-
ple Extra Special and other bicycles manu-
factured under the supervision of Ralph
Temple; also a line of saddles, bells, tool-

bags, lamps, etc. The Magic gas lamp is sold

at a very low price and is very simple in its

construction and operation. It is made of

spun brass and has a reflector of the genuine

parabolic type.

Valves that Don't I<eak.

One of the most obstinate problems that

the tire maker has to contend with is the

leaky valve. Many a good tire has gone
wrong through leaky valves. The New
Brunswick Rubber Co. have hit upon a new
method bf construction this year that abso-

lutely obviates all leakage at the valve. They
are using this new method on all their grades

of tires—both the lower priced grades as well

as the higher priced.

They Represent Many.

The cover of the '99 catalogue of the Hanna
Cycle Material Co., successors to the Strauss-

Hanna Cycle Material Co., Buffalo, shows that

they represent two makers of chains and one

each of wrenches, bars, bells, grips, spokes,

nipples and forgings. Their catalogue con-

tains a large number of illustrated descrip-

tions of part^, fittings, sundries and the

like.

The Bean-Chamberlin Catalogue.

The Hudson, Lenawee and Noxall "3-

krown" bicycles are illustrated and described

in the '99 catalogue of the Bean-Chamberlin

Mfg. Co., Hudson, Mich. These machines

have been given previous description in The
Wheel. The catalogue shows their structural

advantages in such a manner as should great-

ly assist the clever dealer in selling these

goods.

Sanger Handle-Bar Factory Busy.

In a recent letter the Sanger Handle-Bar
& Plating Co., Milwaukee, said that they

were increasing their working force from 45

men to 75, and the working hours from ten

to thirteen per day. They get repetition or-

ders in every mail. Their production is stead-

ily increasing and they say must reach 1,000

bars in 24 hours.

A First-Class Enameling Plant.

The New York Enameling Co., who are

successors to 'S. M. Van (Blarcom, at 155

West 29th street, New York, in the enamel-

ing business, are making a special effort to

control cycle enameling. They are fitted

to do all kinds of enameling, japanning and

nickel plating, and are particularly desirous of

trial orders.

Sliding Right Along.

J. W. & N. J. Baker, Mystic, Conn., claim

that they have the very best of evidence that

the cycle business is on the up-grade in the

increasing demand for the lubricant of which

Messrs. Baker are the manufacturers.

Ten Thousand for Sale.

L. C. Jandorf & Co., 321 Broadway, New
York, have ten thousand cycles, '99 models,

which they are selling at favorable prices.

They also have a large stock of handle-bars at

reasonable prices.

I/argest Number in Use.

Concerning the Meilink expanders, tTie

Meilink Mfg. Co., Toledo, O., claim that

there is a larger number of these expanders

in use than of any other make.
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The tidct of a National is always proud of his

machine-

It's handsome and well made. Like a good horse,

well groomed, it adds to its owner's pleasure by simply

bein? "all right."

The real satisfaction in the purchase of a Na-
tional comes when the buyer finds that his first ex-

penditure is his last. No repair charges or delays

later to reduce his cash or spoil his pleasure.

One season on a National and he says:

:
:

t

A National Rider Never Clianges His Mount. |

Better join the procession.

I
= ,.„.„ „...

J

I
NATIONAL CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO., I

BAY CITY, MICH.
A Kindly mention The Wheel. #

«#<*

•^•••••*l*****t**J^t****^****

'4 X

EVERY DEALER
SHOULD HAVE IN STOCK THE

1'

Y

HOLLENBECK
12-ounce

RAWHIDE

SADDLE,
the lightest saddle made.

t

30 HIGH-CLASS WHEEL MAKERS ISE THEM.

Write for particulars and name of your nearest jobber.

MAKERS, ' '.

Hollenbeck Saddle Company,
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Kindly men'tion The Wheel.

HANDLE-BAR

TRUTH.
A moDthly paper published to tell the trade

the truth about handle-bars, will be sent to you

If you will write for it.

Clans Handle-Bar Mig. Co.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS., U. S. A.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

tOTTO ZEIG-rjEPL t•••J (The little Demon),

Jon his '99 Red
••• Crown

I ©live
I Racer
X

t did a half-mile ex-

Z hibition at San

t Jose Track, March

I 12th, in .49 3-5

,..!v seconds.

THIS IS BUT A STARTER .

ITS CROWN IS RED.

Represented everywhere by the best agents.

Write for Catalogue.

THE OLIVE WHEEL CO.,
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
i f
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Of Interest to Buyers—Continued.

Searchlight Thoroughness.

When the Bridgeport Brass Co. set out to

produce an acetylene lamp they did not hurry.

Though they started early, they did not an-

nounce their product until they had, in their

opinion, perfected it. The result is that pur-

chasers of the Searchlight gas lamp, like pur-

chasers of the old reliable Searchlight oil

lamp, have something of which they can be

proud. The gas lamp was literally thought

out from the ground up—that is, its most es-

sential part with respect to regularity, economy

and safety, the water feed, was .perfected before

any detailed thought was given to the sub-

sequent portions of the lamp. This water

feed produces a regular flame despite any jar-

ring to which the lamp may be subjected; this

also means economy, and it means safety,

because a too sudden influx of water might

burst a lamp.

The wishbone bracket by which Searchlight

lamps are affixed to the front forks causes the

light to be thrown in the right direction in

rounding corners. Lamps affixed to the head

do not do- this.

The gas lamp has a claimed burning capac-

ity of about 5i hours, and this claim is car-

ried out by the regular water feed and by the

ample storing capacity for carbide and water.

All these proportions have been nicely figured

out, and while the flame is quite large and

the light a brilliant one, the rider may feel

sure that his lamp will do its work as long as

its makers claim it will.

Another point: The ray of light is not

thrown straight ahead, to confuse the eyes of

passers-by. While the lamp is set straight the

light is thrown down in front of the machine,

where light is wanted. This is the correct

projection, and does not prevent the light

from being thrown a very long distance ahead.

Users of Searchlight lamps have the com-

fort of knowing that the reflecting surfaces

are properly cared for. It may well be said

that the life of the lamp is the life of its re-

flecting surface. In the Searchlight the sur-

face of the reflector is protected by a watch

crystal, while the surface of the front reflector

is protected by having two lenses. The sur-

faces cannot be tarnished by heat or smoke.

All these points were pointed out to a

Wheel man by Veteran Will R. Pitman, who
is now working in the interests of the Bridge-

port folks, and who has been using and study-

ing acetylene lamps since their incipiency.

Pitman, by the way, turns his fiftieth birthday

on April 12. He served in the civil war, and

later, in 18G7-8, began cycling on the veloci-

pede, so that he has been a cyclist for practi-

cally 32 years.

Got His Money's Worth.

T. J. Mowry, Rome, N. Y., has in his show

window a Columbia bicycle for which he,

though he is a dealer, paid $10. The reason

Mr. Mowry was so generous as due to the

fact that just eight years ago he sold that

identical machine for $175. In the meantime

it has been ridden constantly and it was only

when its owner saw the chainless that he be-

came convinced it was time for him to get a

new mount, and so traded in his $175 machine

for a $10 allowance.

Hubs and Head Fittings.

The '99 catalogue of Julius Heinemann &
Co., 192-201 Van Buren street, Chicago, con-

tains detailed illustrations of Heinemann hubs

No. 1, No. 2, No. 3, No. 4 and a series of spe-

cial case-hardened head fittings manufactured

by the firm.

Well Handled and Profitable.

The Chicago Handle-Bar Co. are to be in-

corporated for $150,000. They now own their

own building and plant.

TRADE ORGANIZATIONS.

National Wood Kim .Association—Pres-
ident, E. S. Mead; vice-president, J. B.

Tucker; secretary-treasurer, W. W. Stall.

320 Broadway, New York.

Rubber Tire Associatioo— President.

Theodore A. Dodge; first vice-president,

L. K. McClymonds; second vice-presi-

dent, George T. Perkins; treasurer, Geo.
F. Hodgman; secretary, Kirk Brown,
Belleville, N. J.

Cycle Parts Manufacturerg' Association.—
President, R. H. Ramsey, Philadelphia,

Pa.; secretary, I. H. Dreyfus, Newark,
N.J.

ADLETS.
For Sale, Exchange, Etc. — Twentv-five words,

thirty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.
Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and Help Wanted.— Answers received
in confidence and forwarded without charge. Rate:
25 word*, one time, 50 cents; three times, $1.00; 60

words, one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00; 75 words,
one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-
tisements: One-half inch, one time. $1.00: four times,

$3.00; one inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner, patent attorney and
mechanical expert, 608 F street, Washington, D.

C. Established 1883. I make an examination free of

charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

SALESMAN wanted to sell to jobbers, dealers and
repairmen, E. & C. and another article. Liberal

proposition. Bolton, Hooker & Co., Cooperstown,
N. Y.—4-6.

ram's-horn hickory bars and stems, 20 cents
each. Address. "Bars." care The Wheel.—3-30.500

"I^OR SALE.—At very low prices 2 bicycle trunks,
-*- nearly new; also 400 inside brakes complete; a
lot of seat-post bolts and nuts, sprockets in standard
sizes, and various other bicycle parts; everything of
the best material and workmanship. The Phillips

Mfg. Co., 307 West Broadway.

T"EQIBSON HOUSE
CINCINNATI

Under new management
central location; perfect cuisine,

OHIO.
Superior service;

WILL W. CLARKE, Manager.

25c YEARS
we have made a specialty of the manufacture of OILERS.
We make a careful study of every detail and are constantly
improving our oilers in every way possible. We make
oilers for practically the entire trade, and are confident
the QUALITY of our goods cannot be equaled at
the price. Only the best quality of elastic metal is used.
The washers are of specially selected (not scrap) leather.
The threads are well made and tight, not stamped on body
of oiler. The soldering is tested under hydraulic pressure,
etc., etc. A rider's appreciation of a first-class oiler in his
equipment is more than worth the slight extra cost.

CUSHMAN & DENISON,
MANUFACTURERS,

159 Mnth Ave., New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

«•••«•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

I
Emergency Repair Link.

X

Repairs made by the

use of these links are

permanent.

VALUABLE for REPAIRMEN in MAKING QUICK
and RELIABLE REPAIRS.

MANUFACTURED BY.

New York Office,

107 Chambers Street.

Stockton Mfg. Co.,
IVe^zvark:, :iV. J,

9

t

s

I
107 Chambers Street. Kindly mention The Wheel. ^ ^.^ »». «*.^ .—., ^^, ^j, A
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Man of Many Enterprises.

William McAllister, originally from Bay-

onne, N. J., is now one of the successful deal-

ers of Baltimore. In 1895 he started, selling

Crawfords in Baltimore and has pushed this

wheel ever since. The story of his energy is

being shown by his selling in 1895 45 Craw-

fords; in '96, 482; in '97, 1,281; in '98, 782.

Last year he opened a branch at 913 Arch

street, Philadelphia, in partnership with A.

R. Van Mater. Continuing to expand, this

year sees him, in addition to his old place at

Baltimore and Eden streets, as proprietor of

the recently purchased H. A. Lozier Com-
pany's place at 221 West Baltimore street,

which he has improved and fitted up in attrac-

tive style, occupying the entire three stories

and basement. Not content, Mr. McAllister

has now bought the sewing machine busi-

ness of H. Buhrman, 633 West Baltimore

street. In the extensive line of wheels which

he handles this year the Crawford, Cleveland

and Pierce are his leaders, and in addition to

them he carries the Reading Standard, Crown.

Cyrus and others. Besides these Mr. McAllister

is southern distributing agent for Dunlop

tires; local agent for Morgan & Wright, Hart-

ford, Newton, Straus, Mechanical Fabric tires;

Lucas lamps, and New Departure and Hill's

bells. /

Worthy of Its Makers.

The Reading Cycle Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa.,

who are in high repute in the trade as the

makers of Vindex and Simplex line of cycles,

have wheeled into the fashion with a chainless,

which will very shortly be ready for market-

ing. Until then it is sufficient to say that the

Vindex chainless will have all the earmarks

of careful and competent construction which

have distinguished the company's chain-driven

wheels. It will be equipped with the choicest

specifications, and lists at $60. The driving

power will be by the Gentry gear, which is

the property of the Vindex Company, and will

be confined to their products entirely.

Make and Job Most Everything.

The R. C. Wall Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, and

with a branch in Pittsburg, are manufacturers

of bicycles, fittings, accessories, tools and ma-

chinery. All these goods are illustrated and

described in their '99 catalogue. One of the

interesting things in the book is their very

simple frame jig, which sells at a price within

the reach of every repairman. They have

some other simple and ingenious tools.

" The Bali-Bearing Gear."

The Bullis Ball Gear Co., of Rochester, have

issued a neat little booklet containing argu-

ments and printed illustrations describing the

Bullis chainless gear, which they call the Bail-

Bearing gear.

Early in the Field.

W. Cline, Jr., and A. L. Cline, comprising

the firm of Cline Brothers, 304 West Baltimore

street, Baltimore, began handling bicycles in

1889, when they first took up the Victor,

which machine they have handled continuously

ever since, much of the popularity of the Vic-

tor in the South being undoubtedly due to the

efi^orts of this firm. Crescents have been added
this year. The firm carry a full line of sun-

dries, athletic goods, hardware, tools, cutlery,

skates, guns, etc. Connected with this store

is a repair department, which has the reputa-

tion of turning out only the best of work.

A New Rusch Feather-weight Saddle.

The Rusch Bicycle Saddle Co., 91 Thomp-
son street, New York, have just added

to their line a saddle which would seem

bound to create a considerable stir in the

trade. The chief characteristic of the new
saddle is its weight—or rather lack of weight

—scaling just 12i ounces. Modeled after the

well-known Rusch pattern, with the only dif-

ference that the leather is slightly flattened in

the centre for anatomical reasons, and that its

cantle is of aluminum, nothing more taking

has ever come from the designing rooms or

workshops of its makers.

These Are Pioneers.

One of the largest cycle houses in Wash-
ington is that of Charles E. Miller &
Brother, at 1105 Fourteenth street. The
firm consists of Charles E. Miller and Claude

E. Miller, both men well known to the trade

and the riders. Messrs. Miller handle WolfT-

Americans and Warwicks with the Relay Mfg.

Co.'s line for medium grades. A specialty of

general repairing is made and the firm have a

very complete line of sundries. This year the

Warwick will be featured, many orders having

already been booked for the "built on honor"

wheel.

The Double C Company.

One of the most attractive stores in Wash-
ington is that of the Cleveland Cycle Co.,

Fourteenth street and New York avenue,

where, besides a full line of Cleveland wheels,

is carried the Favorite juvenile line, manu-
factured by the Toledo Metal Wheel Co. The
company is owned by J. D. Arnold, whose
methods and goods have brought him the pa-

tronage of the best people in Washington.

Mr. Arnold, in connection with his store,

has a perfectly equipped repair department

and carries a full line of parts and sundries.

Full of Good Things.

John S. Leng's Son & Co. have issued their

'99 catalogue and discount sheet. This veteran

firm carry nearly everything that a dealer

might want, from bicycles down to the small-

est sundry. Their stock of repair shop neces-

sities is especially large.

The Clark-Horrock Book.

Clark, Horrock & Co.. Utica, N. Y., have

issued a very comprehensive catalogue of bi-

cycle sundries, including tires, handle-bars,

chains, rims, etc.; also, a discount sheet. The
line of sundries is exceedingly large.

Sieg's Prosperity Straw.

Out in Kenosha, Wis., the Sieg people are

struggling to meet the demand for bicycles

by employing 325 men on full time and 100

men on extra time at night.
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Elmore
Bicycles

ARE STANDARD.

They have set the pace
on all medium-priced
wheels for years. There
is a reasonable limit in

the price of bicycles.

High prices mean expen-
sive methods in manu-
facturing and advertis-

ing, racing teams, etc.

Extreme low prices mean
slack work, low-grade
material, poor finish, etc.

The prices on ELMORES
show what the price on
all other bicycles should
be. The material is first

class ; methods of con-

struction the best; the

finish superb.

Dealers should all have
ELMORES in stock. They
sell well and stay sold.

Catalogue and prices
upon application.

Elmore Mg. Co., I

CLYDE, OHIO, U. S. A.
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_^^ HANDLE BARS-^
) FORK SIDES,

^.,^- PRaTECTOR REVOLVERS
co'^HDENc. PERFECTION PADLOCKS
«t,c,.tD-<, AMES SWORD CO, CHICOPTe, MASS.

All American wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the cycle in

Europe, its trade, mechanics," and sport, should sub-
scribe to

THE CYCLIST
AND Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.

The only recognized authority of Enghsh trade and
manufacture. Sent post free to any part of America
for one year, J3.25. American subscription agent,
I'. P. Prial, 88 West Broadway, New York City.

American manufacturers having novelties
_
in ma-

chines or sundries to introduce should advertise in

THEE O-YOLIST.
Terms on applifatlon to

ILIFFE SONS & STURMEY, Ltd.,

19 Hertford Street, Coventry, England,
iVlcinbers of the American Trade Tiaitin!; Ensr-

land are invited to call at THE CYCLIST Oflice
at Coventry, or nt .1 St, Bride Streett Ludgatc
CircuN, Liondoii. E. C>

(i
)J

BIG FOUR ROUTE
FOUR GREAT TRAINS,

" NEW YORK AND BOSTON

MORNING SPECIAL,"
BETWEEN

St, liOuis, Peoria, Indianapolis, Cincin-
nati, ColumbuH, Cleveland, Buffalo,

-New York and Boston.

" KNICKERBOCKER SPECIAL,"
BETWEEN

St. IjOuis, Indianapolis. Cincinnati, Cleve-
land, New York and Boston.

"SOUTHWESTERN LIMITED,"
BETWEEN

Cincinnati, Colanibus, Cleveland, New
York and Boston.

" WHITE CITY SPECIAL,"
BETWEEN

Ciacinnati, Indianapolis and Chicagfo,

M, E.IN6ALLS, E. 0. McCORMlCK,
President, Pass. Traffic Mgr.

WARREN J. LYNCH,
Asst. Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

^
A NEW PROPOSITION:

Wheels Built to Order, $12
upwards. FROM HIGH-GRADE^ ATE-
RIAL and fittings of your own selection.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE of ti.e

Famous TEMPLE 3-CROWN Frames
and all standard makes of bicycle parts
and fittings. Make your selection. We
build the bicycle accordingly. LOWEST
PRICES GUARAMEED.

^WRITE TO-DAY
and send for catalogue of iM /VG I C

S2.00 Gas Lamp—Best Made
Graplinnhoncs and Cameras.

RALPH TEMPLE CO..
74 Lake St., Chicago.

«•T0RRINGT0N" eHAINS.

3-16-inch3and X-inch widths only.

The ESSENTIALS of a good chain are, Accuracy of Pitch, Accuracy of Alignment and Strength,
and are Btrlklng features in **Torrington ** chains.

F. S. ODELL, Western Rep.,

204 Lake Street. Chicago. THE TORRINGTON CHAIN CO., Torrington, Conn.

If Defective Parts Are Found In

r^^NSON BICYCLE
WeWillReplaceFrel And PayAll Express Charges'

MANS0N CYCLE COJ^^.^
wjackson^st.

SNOW HOLDERS
ARE ADJUSTABLE.

When Set Are Firm.
Wheels caDnot fall over after being

put in holder. Used in bicycle stores,
public buildings, offices, stores,
churches, schools, factories, in fact
anywhere. No bicycle store complete
without them. Various styles furnished
in any finish. Write ior prices.

8P«0^r ^riRK ^VORKS,
78-84 Exchange Street.

Established 1834. ROCHESTER. N. Y.

CHEAP SALE.
ARE YOU OPEN TO BUY

20 MILL. STEEL BALLS?
APPLY Z Y X, "THE WHEEL."

Build your own Bicycles.
Let us quote you on our FRAME SETS
and BUILT-UP FRAMES. Get your

name on our mailing list for our up-to-

date catalogue. Our prices will surprise

you. Elegant souvenir free. Send for one.

THE WINNE COMPANY,
5 East 125th St., New York.

Our twenty-five years'

experience manufacturing
LEFEVER GUNS has won an enviable

reputation for our

LEFEYER ARMS 6©. CHfllN

They are built onlhonor. Each link-block and pin fits perfectly. They are properly case-hardened.

They are accurate as to pitch. The elongation after use is imperceptible. Built in four grades,

OUR HIOHEST ORADE IS BVIL.T OF NICKEL. AND TOOL-STEEL..

LEFEVER ARMS CO., Syracuse, N. Y.
CHICAGO. IVEN BRANDENBURG CO.. 101 Reade St., NEW YORK.

E«^ The Banner Automatic Adjusting Pump

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS.
Patented Jan. 10, 1899, and others

pending. Entirely New In Construc-
tion. No stooping, no swivels to
leak a?r, no time lost in screwing
nipple to valve, no hose to burst
open. Simply place the metal spout
over the valve of tire and the con-
nection is made. Sells at sight.

SMITH & CO., Utica,N.Y..U. S.A.D. B
Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., Chicago Distributors.

AHEAD OF EVERYBODY.
The Nickel Plate Route continues to keep ahead

of everybody in railway matters, despite intense com-
petition. How is this accomplished? Simply by cater-
ing fully and generously to the public demands. Peo-
ple know and appreciate a good thing when they see
it. That is why they patronize the Nickel Plate so
freely.

Why has this road won its present position? By
furnishing the very best class of service at low rates,
and by generous treatment of its patrons. Safe and
easy roadway, fine trains, luxurious equipment, fast
time, close connections—these are the cardinal points
in favor of the Nickel Plate Route. These are its

prime factors of success. The Nickel Plate is the
people's route— a strong favorite with the traveling
public. Don't forget this when going East. Don't
forget when you go West. Don't forget the road that
gives the best service at the lowest rates.—4-30.

RUBBER TIRE CABS AND CARRIAGES.
The West Shore Railroad has incorporated a system whereby

passengcra arriving or departing from its West Forty-second street
terminal. New York City, are supplied with cab, hansom, coach or
omnibus, as they may order. Westcott Express messengers are
now on all through trains to sell tickets and engage such vehicles

as passengers desire. New York City has been
divided into six districts, each district having
its own number and its own rates. The ve-
hicles are all rubber-tired and will be maintained
in first-class order. The new service has been
in effect since November 4th, and has been giving
excellent satisfaction.
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SOME LATE TRIST ^EWS.

My attention has been called to certain mis-

leading statements relative to the proposed

•bicycle alliance that have recently appeared

in the press in the way of special articles and

alleged interviews with various men in the

trade, and I am prompted to say that nearly

all such articles and so-called interviews, so

far as they relate to the future policy of the

proposed combination, are entirely misleading

and without authority or direction of those in

a position to speak for the new company.

An interview with a gentleman prominently

identified with the trade, to the effect that in

towns where ten agents are now located the

new company would get along with two, is

entirely misleading, and the gentleman in

question denies ever having given expression

to such a thought. Other statements of a

similar character are eciually as misleading.

It is not the intention of the new company

to crush anybody, but it is the hope that with

such a combination many of the evils that

now beset the bicycle trade can be diminished

and an improved condition all around ob-

tained. Knowing as I do the general inten-

tions of those identified with this movement,

I feel safe in assuring the bicycle trade gener-

ally that the policy that this new company

will adopt will tend to improve present con-

ditions, be better for the manufacturers, bet-

ter for the agents, better for the parts-makers,

better for the riders and in fact better for

everybody identified with the trade.

Matters in connection with the alliance are

progressing as rapidly and satisfactorily as

could be expected and just as soon as there is

anything definite to announce the press will

be fully informed, 'but in the meantime it will

be well to make allowance for any misleading

statements and so-called interviews that may
appear. A. G. Spalding.

New York, April 1, 1899.

The Appraisers Are at It.

The trust appraisers are at work. Rumor
says they number about a hundred. Rumor
is talking big just now. It is understood that

these men are only taking account of machin-

ery, etc., and that local experts will give the

trust their opinions upon the real estate values.

About a dozen appraisers and accountants

have been working together in the West
steadily for over a week. They have finished

in Milwaukee and Kenosha and will be

through with Chicago soon, perhaps in an-

other week. That detachment of experts will

work as far east as Toledo, and one of them
said that that whole territory would be fin-

ished long before May 1.

One of the accountants intimated that the

accounts examined so far had made a very

poor showing for the past three years, which

is as far back as the examinations are being

made. This is not surprising. The period

under scrutiny does not include the boom
year of '95 and does include '96, the slump

year; '97, which was overstocked and did not

recover from the bargain sales and auctions

of '96; and '98, which started well but was

severely affected by the war. The '99 pros-

pects seem to be first class, but possible in-

vestors in bicycle trust stocks may be par-

doned if they do not care a rap for prospects

and figure only on cold black facts from the

past. These facts and the prices named in

the bicycle manufacturers' options may seri-

ously disagree.

From Cleveland it was learned on Monday
that the experts had not yet begun work there

but were expected.

It is gossiped that one factory may be left

out because it is not exclusively a bicycle fac-

tory.

Appraisers Due in Toledo.

Toledo. April 4.—^The Viking people, and

perhaps others, were notified to-day that the

bicycle trust appraisers would be here this

week to appraise their machinery. The ac-

countants are to come later. It is said the

trust expects to be thoroughly organized in

August.

Getting to Work in Reading.

Reading, Pa., April 4.—Two expert accoun-

tants representing the bicycle trust arrived in

this city to-night from New York and will

commence work on the books, etc., of the

different bicycle plants that the trust has an

option on to-morrow morning.

Absorbing Chalnless Patents.

It is reported that H. A. Lozier & Co. had

a shop right on the Jamison chainless gear,

that the right has been bought back and that

the Jamison patents have been bought by

the Bevel Gear Co., who are stated to be after

other possible competitors. The Jamison

gear is used on the Victor, being called the

Spinroller gear by the makers of that wheel.

The Sager people say that they have not been

approached by the Bevel Gear Co., and that

they have not the slightest intention or desire

to sell their patents. Tl^e Bullis people say

they have had no offer from the Bevel Gear

Co. Whether or not the Bevel Gear Co. is

doing its "approaching" through third pc-
sons is another matter.

other tube-making interests, excepting the

New Albany, Ind., company, were to be com-

bined. At that time Treasurer, Cook, of the

Ellwood-Ivins Company, said he believed

such a plan was under consideration, and this

week it is reported from Cleveland that ap-

praisers had been there to investigate Shelby

statements of valuation, and had found them

satisfactory. If these plants combine, it ap-

parently means that they will be managed in

the interests of the bicycle trust.

A Revulsion of Peeling.

Chicago, April 2.—I find that quite a change

in the attitude of several large makers toward

the trust has taken place during the past two

weeks here and in Milwaukee. The sentiment

at the start was almost unanimous in favor of

the idea among those who had been invited,

and even among those who had not been ap-

proached; but with the matter-of-fact apprais-

ers and accountants has come a revulsion of

feeling. Some erstwhile enthusiasts are be-

ginning to wonder if in the long run they

would not be happier and bettar off a-pad-

dling their own canoes.

This don't-know-now-whether-I-want-to-or-

not feeling is especially strong in view of the

fact that the appraisers and accountants are

only interested in the past, while the '99 pros-

pects are as bright as the proverbial new
dollar.

A Parts-Maker Approached.

While one large parts-maker says that he

has 'not been approached by the trust pro-

moters, directly or indirectly, another parts-

maker is wondering just what is behind the

following letter, received by him on March 14.

The writer is interested with a party who wishes to

purchase a bicycle-chain plant. Do you wish to sell

out your business? Treat this matter as confidential,

and let me hear from you by return mail, giving a

memorandum of what price you would expect, what
your real estate, machinery and stock on hand
amounts to, and what your profits have been for the

past two years. Awaiting your esteemed reply, we
remain, etc.

The letter was written the day before by

a manufacturer in New York state who is not

to-day, apparently, in position to require a

chain plant for the needs of his own bicycle

factory. This inquiry may or may not have

been made through the bicycle manufacturer,

instead of having originated with him.

About the Tube Combine.

On March 23 The Wheel stated a report

that the Pope, Shelby, Ellwood-Ivins and

Some Saddle Rumors.

While, of course, everybody concerned pro-

fesses to be satisfied with matters just as

they are, people in the saddle business admit

that as a general proposition a further con-

centration of interests would mean just that

much more strength to any concentration al-

ready existing, in case of an absorption treat-
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ment being tried by the bicycle trust. Mr.

Garford is free to say that he has been in

communication with some outside concerns

relative to their entering the present saddle

combination, although no more plants have

been bought up. Mr. Sager was in Cleveland

on Thursday and told The Wheel's repre-

sentative there that the combination had been

after his business again, but that he was well

satisfied as he was.

It was also reported from Cleveland that

there was a meeting of outside saddle makers

in New York that day, relative to an opposi-

tion combination: that the Sager people would

be represented, but would probably not go

into a combination if one was formed. Neither

Mesinger Bros, nor Butler & Ward knew of-

any such meeting, and upon his return to

Rochester Mr. Sager said he knew nothing of

such a meeting, although the Cleveland report

credited him with saying that a representative

of his company was attending the meeting as

a looker-on.

To Buy TJp Chain Platits.

In the Empire building, 71 Broadway, New
York, a new establishment has been opened.

Letter-heads show it to be the headquarters

of "Harper & Son, Iron, Steel and Coke."

It is part of another office. It is in the midst

of brokers' establishments. From this office

offers are going out to chain manufacturers.

One of these manufacturers told The Wheel
yesterday that he can find nothing concern-

ing this firm in the mercantile agency books.

They have invited him to describe his busi-

ness and place a price upon it. They claim

to be desirous of combining all chain interests,

not only in the bicycle business but outside

—

dredging •chains, etc. There may be more in-

formation about this concern next week.

Meantime chain manufacturers are asking

themselves if this new move is indirectly under

the management of the bicycle trust.

To Make Their Own Hubs.

The Wheel learns on good authority that

a gentleman who knows as much as any

man about the bicycle trust has stated it to

be the intention of the trust to devote one

factory to hub-making, and to supply all mem-
bers of the trust with hubs, but that other

parts, including chains, would not be made

by the trust.

Comments on the Trust.

Still the talk is. What will the trust do with

the parts and material makers, if it is formed?

This question will be asked to the end of the

last chapter. As time progresses the makers

of material and parts are less inclined to state

their opinions—they feel the pressure of on-

coming proposals, though the big men have

not been approached by the trust people.

They are still willing to talk incognito. One
man of importance who said he would not be

quoted for anything said: "The bicycle busi-

ness to-day is in the midst of a great change,

and no one can predict how matters will stand

in a few months from now. If the trust goes

through it is quite possible that they will

undertake to buy out some of the material

plants or else will organize departments for

the manufacture of their own material; hence

it is very poor policy for the material manu-
facturers to undertake to tell at the present

time what they will or will not do if the deal

goes through. Even if the deal does not go

through, people cannot afford to gain the

enmity of the leaders in the enterprise. My
idea is that it is the wisest plan to go ahead

just as if no trust was contemplated, and then

if the deal goes through everyone must take

his own chances of 'getting in out of the

wet.'
"

The Matter of Cash.

A big western material maker said on Sat-

urday that it had been reported to him that

the trust had succeeded in raising cash suffi-

cient to purchase the plants upon which op-

tions had been secured. He stated, however,

that he doubted this report and said that if

it was true it is the first case in the history

of modern trusts in which the promoters have

succeeded in placing the stock on the market

without giving a thorough financial showing

of all the concerns interested.

This same material maker was asked how
much of a figure the small maker cuts. He
said: "I could not even give an estimate.

However, I figure that Cleveland furnishes a

fair example for the larger cities in which the

majority of the assemblers are located. In

Cleveland last year there were in the neigh-

borhood of 75 people who built less than 500

wheels each. Probably the average did not

go above 25 machines each, which would make

in the neighborhood of 1,800 machines. The

population of Cleveland is 380,000 and the

riding population perhaps one in ten, or per-

haps 40,000 riders. The number of machines

sold last year by the various dealers is very

hard to figure, but perhaps 10,000 would cover

it; hence, one in five might be considered

a fair percentage for the repair-shop-built

wheels. The proportion of shop-built wheels

in the small towns is considerably smaller

than in the cities.

"This year, in a great many cases, the small

makers are buying material almost as cheap

as the large manufacturers. Nowadays the

small people buy the larger share of their

fittings in sets, from the jobbers, and as they

buy standard sizes and angles, whereas many
of the manufacturers still demand special

goods, the jobbers buy as cheap and in some
cases cheaper than the manufacturers. Then
the small manufacturer simply pays the job-

ber's profit. In tubing, rims, tires, etc., there

is a growing tendency on the part of some of

the larger repair shops to buy direct from the

manufacturers of those goods, and less differ-

ence is being made in prices than ever before.

Trust Would Have the Advantage.

"If some of the larger material manufac-

turers were to undertake to fight the trust

by catering especially to the small makers
there would be a hard fight, but shrewd

guessers among material makers say the trust

would have the advantage. The greatest

drawback of the small makers is not the fact

that they are obliged to pay a trifle more for

their material, but that their shop expenses

are proportionately higher than those of the

larger manufacturers. In large factories the

frame building is done by machinery and one

man can build several frames while the repair-

man is putting one together. Brazing, enam-
eling, filing, nickeling, wheel-truing, in fact

nearly every step in the construction of a

machine, can be done more cheaply in a fac-

tory than in a shop.

"Then, too, the overhead expenses are pro-

portionately higher in the small shop. The
small man is obliged to pay rent for a shop

where, if he had the facilities and capital, he

could just as well turn out 500 or 1,000 ma-
chines as 200. Suppose the repairman could

make $1,000 at any other business. If he

builds 500 machines during the season, he

must add $2 to the cost of every machine for

his own work. If he has power and employs

an engineer he must add another $2 on every

machine; and so on for nearly every expense.

With improved methods, perhaps fewer fac-

tories and a general cutting down of all shop

expenses, the large manufacturers will be en-

abled to still further increase the odds in their

favor.

The Small Maker's Chance.

""However, I do not believe the small maker
will ever be wholly driven out of business

by a trust or consolidation of large manufac-

turers. The carriage industry furnishes a

parallel case. Although the bulk of the busi-

ness is done by the larger concerns, the

small wagon-shop men at the country cross-

roads are still in the field. During the sum-
mer months they confine themselves to repair-

ing and rebuilding, and then in the winter, or

at odd moments, they devote their time to

building a few wagons, which are always in

demand, because they are home-grown and

built to order, so to speak."

One Cleveland concern claim that this sea-

son they are manufacturing over 75 per cent

of all the bicycle sprockets used. They have

reduced this business to a science and have

perfected machinery and own patents on pro-

cesses and machinery which enable them to

produce sprocket wheels cheaper and better

than any other concern in the world. Trust

or no trust, they feel confident of producing

them cheaper than anyone else. They are

building a new factory and are pushing ahead

regardless of what move the trust may take.

What an :^asteru Farts-Maker Says.

Another parts-maker, located in the East,

has this to say: "There are in my opinion

several reasons why the proposed bicycle trust

cannot be successfully operated without con-

trolling plants of the parts-makers. I am in-

clined to think that it would have a tendency

to strengthen organization among the parts-

makers, and place in the field a formidable

rival for the business the trust would cater

to. True, some of the parts-makers would find

themselves in the cold. The small assemblers

could scarcely keep all the large and small

parts-markers busy without the aid of some
business from the trust concerns. I do not

like to make this admission, but you ask for

facts and I give you what comes near being
the truth.

"So far as the small assembler is concerned
he would have very little, if any, trouble to

sell wheels as close as any combination could

possibly put them on the market for. There
are about 40,000 repairmen in the United
States, the great majority of whom assemble

wheels. Some of these small men do not as-

semble at all, others put together several hun-
dred wheels each season. It would be diffi-

cult to ascertain the average number turned

out by this vast army of repairmen, but when
you take the combined output it cuts a very

pretty figure and one not to be entirely over-

looked by any combination.

"The control of the tube mills can never be

accomplished. There are others waiting for

the opportunity to go into the market, and a

very handsome business could be done in

catering to the wants of the 40,000 small

makers throughout the country."
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TO KNOCK 'EM OUT.

The State of Missouri Is Trying to I^egis-

late the Deadly Department Store Out
of Existence.

Missouri's house of representatives has

passed a bill intended to tax department stores

out of existence. The bill classifies merchan-

dise into 73 classes and then makes 56 groups

out of the classes. A group is supposed to

represent a single line of business and no ad-

ditional tax is imposed thereon, but for each

article added a special tax of $500 a year is

imposed. It is said that under the terms of

this bill some of the large department stores

in St. Louis would have to pay $100,000 a year

in special tax. The local authorities are em-

powered to increase the special tax of $500

if they desire, but it is the minimum permissi-

ble. Manufacturing establishments, wholesale

houses, warehouses and auction houses are

exempt.

The bill passed without debate, 90 votes

being cast for it and 32 against it. The Kan-

sas City members voted against it, but the

13 members from St. Louis voted for the bill.

plaint was moved on the ground that Smith
sued as an individual and not as receiver of

an insolvent corporation.

THE MANNESMANN.

To Manufacture Ball Bearings.

Philadelphia, April 2.—The H. B. Adams
Bali-Bearing Co., of this city, was incorpor-

ated last week. It is capitahzed at $500,000,

and offices have been opened in the Wither-

spoon Building, This company is formed to

manufacture anti-friction ball-bearings for

trolley cars, engines, shafting, machinery, in

fact, ball bearings for everything to which

they are applicable; the present specialty is

carriage, motor vehicle and bicycle hubs. It

is understood several prominent Philadelphia

capitalists are interested.

Valuable patents have been acquired, includ-

ing the well known Lake patents. The hub

and crank-hanger business of H. B. Adams
has also been acquired. H. B. Adams is presi-

dent of the new company. He is well known
in the trade as an expert on the construction

of ball-bearings, besides as being the manu-

facturer of the Lake hubs. He claims that

hubs for automobiles constructed under his

design and Lake patents will save nearly

25 per cent of the present power necessary to

run them. It is said the company will have

something interesting to manufacturers of

horseless carriages as well as bicycle makers.

Worcester Cycle Co.'s Troubles.

Worcester, Mass., April 1.—The case of the

American Surety Co. against the Worcester

Cycle Mfg. Co., pending in the United States

Circuit Court at Providence, came up before

Judge Townsend last week on a motion of

the complainant that the interested parties

agree upon a time for taking evidence; also,

that the time for the taking of testimony au-

thorized by law be extended. The motion was
taken under advisement.

The hearing of the case of the Central Trust

Co., of New York, against the Worcester
Cycle Mfg. Co., set down in the United States

Circuit Court, at Boston, was postponed.

In the case of Sager Mfg. Co. against Frank
Sullivan Smith, of New York, receiver of the

Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co., pending in the

Supreme Court of New York state. Judge
Nash, of Rochester, has handed down a de-

cision refusing to dismiss the complaint. It is

an action to recover $225 due on account of

purchased saddles. A dismissal of the com-

Alr-Pump Makers Quit.

Peters & Drake, manufacturers of the "P.

& D." air pumps, 107 Chambers street. New
York city, have been obliged to suspend
business, owing to the depression in the trade

during 1808. The creditors have agreed to

take no immediate action, as it is the firm's

intention to pay all claims against them in

full in the near future.

Stanton Absorbs Waltham.

The Stanton Mfg. Co., of Newton, has pur-

chased the American Waltham Mfg. Co. and
will hereafter run the concern under the name
of the Waltham Two-Speed Co., with offices

at No. 5 Milk street, Boston, Mass. Their
principal product will be the Waltham two-
speed hub.

Exports Up to Date.

Exports of cycles and parts from the port
of New York for the week ending April 5,

1899:

Dutch Guiana.—13 cases bicycles, $430.
Genoa.—44 cases bicycle material, $1,649.
Hong Kong.—1 case hicycle material, $55.
Helsingfors.— 1 case bicycles, $250.
Hamburg.—737 cases bicycles, $34,056; 69

cases bicycle material, $2,564.
Havre.—391 cases bicycles, $10,739; 60 cases

bicycle material, $3,767.
Japan.—7 cases bicycles, $604; 4 cases bicycle

material, $294.

Libau.—1 case bicycle material, $150.
Lisbon.—10 cases bicycles, $140.
Liverpool.—8 cases bicycles, $285; 12 cases

bicycle material, $1,118.

London.—965 cases bicycles, $25,404; 57
cases bicycle material, $2,074.

Mexico.—8 cases bicycles, $615; 1 case bi-

cycle material, $90.

Marseilles.—28 cases bicycles, $570.
Milan.—8 cases bicycle material, $343.
Nova Scotia.—2 cases bicycle material, $44.
Naples.—1 case bicycles, $40.

Newfoundland.—8 cases bicycles, $304; 3
cases bicycle material, $115.

Peru.—3 cases bicycle material, $107.
Southampton.—5 cases bicycle material,

$285.

Stockholm.—21 cases bicycles, $448; 31 cases
bicycle material, 979.

Antwerp.—38 cases bicycles, $2,058; 44 cases
bicycle material, $1,722.

Azores.—3 cases bicycles, $138.
Argentine Republic.—^2 cases bicycle mate-

rial, $136.

Brazil.—21 cases bicycles, $1,108.

British West Indies.—24 cases bicycles,

$828; 10 cases bicycle material, $160.

British East Indies.—7 cases bicycles, $633;
3 cases bicycle material, $42.

Brussels.—2 cases bicycles, $144; 8 cases
bicycle material, $174

British Guiana.—17 cases bicycles, $807; 4

cases bicycle material, $160.

Bergen.—2 cases bicycles, $106.

Bremen.—32 cases bicycles, $1,075; 29 cases
bicycle material, $1,260.

Bristol.—3 cases bicycles, $75.

British Possessions in Africa.—3 cases bi-

cycles, $95.

Cuba.—20 cases bicycles, 875; 3 cases bicycle

material, $405.

Copenhagen.—201 cases bicycles, $5,496; 82

cases bicycle material, $2,953.

Christiania.—9 cases bicycle material, $1,500.

Cork.—1 case bicycle, $20.

Central America.—4 cases bicycles, $155; 3

cases bicycle material, $68.

Chili.—1 case bicycle material, $38.

China.—8 cases bicycles, $393.

United States of Columbia.—3 cases bicy-

cles, $148.

Vienna.—3 cases bicycle material, $45.

Venezuela.—2 cases bicycle material, $50.

Vladivostock,—3 cases bicycle rnaterial, $50,

Treasurer of the Tube Company Says the Bank-
ruptcy Proceedings Are Merely to Straighten
Out Matters.

A petition in involuntary bankruptcy ha.s

been filed in New York city by three creditors

against the iMannesmann Cycle Tube Works,
whose office is at 31 Nassau street, headquar-
ters being at Adams, Mass. The corporation
has sent a letter to the United States Security
Co., signed H. H. Williams, treasurer, stating

that the corporation is wholly unable to pay
its debts, which now amount to over $414,000,

and is willing to be adjudged bankrupt. The
corporation was organized under New Jersey
laws on March 24, 1897, with a capital stock of

$2,000,000. A bond issue of $500,000 was also

provided for. Howard H. Williams, the treas-

urer, says the bankruptcy proceedings are

merely to straighten out matters and adjust

the claims of all those interested. The liabili-

ties are largely in mortgages on the property

at Adams. He could not state the value of the

assets. In the annual report of 1898 the value

of the real estate, buildings and - machinery
was given as^ $330,000.

In the Hands of a Receiver.

Milwaukee, April 1.—William J. Kraut-

hoefer was appointed receiver for the Cream
City Cycle Co. by Judge Johnson in the cir-

cuit court on Saturday. The order was en-

tered upon the petition of the Claus Handle-
Bar Co., of Milwaukee, who, in December,
secured judgment against the company upon
an account in the sum of $245.60. The attor-

neys represented that an effort to enforce the

collection of the amount had met with failure

and there was no opposition made to the

entry of the order. The bond of the receiver

was fixed and an injunctional order entered

restraining the creditors from bringing ac-

tion against the company or the receiver and
requiring them to file their claims in the pres-

ent action. Creditors are given six months
to file their claims. While it has been known,
among the trade in this city, for some time

that the company were in financial straits no
one suspected that they would go into the

hands of a receiver.

The New York' Show Satisfactory.

Manager Williams says his cycle show at

the Grand Central Palace, New York, enter-

tained over 30,000 people during the nine days

of its existence, and was satisfactory enough
to warrant him in repeating it, on a more
thorough scale, next year. The exhibitors, it

is understood, are also satisfied.

'*Pop" Bre-wster, and Others.

W. M. Brewster, ex-treasurer of the L. .A.. W..

and very well known generally, is one of the

N. C. A.'s board of control. So is George

C. Greenburg, of Chicago. Charles P. Root,

of Chicago, has been appointed handicapper.

Big English Demand.

A cable dispatch to a New York daily news-

paper yesterday says that Coventry makers

are meeting with a sudden and unexpected

rush. Stocks have been cleared out and some

orders have had to be refused.

Stewart Bros.. Marion, Ind., will build an

addition to their store on Third street.
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COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND VEDETTE BICYCLES.

SUNDRIES.
Do not fail to get

our new Catalogue

of Bicycle Sundries

and Fittings. We
handle more Sun-

dries than any other

house in the trade

and can quote you

prices accordingly.

Our specialty list in-

cludes leading arti-

cles of known merit

on which prices can

be guaranteed.

1899 Construction

Columbia Bevel-Cear Chainless.
The lateral diameter of each tooth of a bevel-gfear must be in-

creased from the face toward the axis by a gradual and mathe-
matically exact swell so that when the teeth are in operation
they will come together and separate with a rolling motion, with-
out slipping, grinding or friction. The correct cutting of bevel-

gears for the bicycle has been made possible by the perfection of

automatic machinery designed for the purpose.

BARGAINS.
We can still offer

you Columbia s,

Models 45, 46 and

49, $40; Model 46

(ladies'), $42.50, and

Hartfords, Patterns

7and8,$30and$3J.

Only a few of these

machines are left,and

if you wish to offer

your customers these

exceptional bargains

let us have your

order at once.

Public appreciation of the unequaled combinations of quality and price embodied in the J 899

COLUMBIAS, HARTFORDS and VEDETTES is manifested by the fact that the present demand

for these machines is entirely without precedent. Our dealers are now well established for the season,

but we can still offer opportunities in a few desirable localities. If this interests you, write us immediately

.

WE ISSUE THE HANDSOMEST
BICrCLB CATAI-OGUE OF THE TEAR. POPE MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

>^,^tt-f-#^#tt**

Some people talk a lot %

AND don't say anything.

Our Prices
TELL YOU ALL YOU WANT ^^
TO KNOW, AND ALL WE

||
HAVE TO SAY. *^

MAGDONALD

&C0.,
35 So. William St.,

New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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ON GENEROUS LETTERS.

A RIDER discovered a small crack in the

enamel of his bicycle, near one of the

tube connections. The guarantee had ex-

pired three months previously, a fact which

he mentioned when he wrote to the manufac-

turer. The manufacturer rephed as follows:

We regret very much that your wheel has caused

you any annoyance. However, we do not believe

that the trouble which you report is of a serious

nature, probably only a crack in the enamel. The
strength of our flush joints is not concentrated at

the union of the tubes, but is equally distributed

along the reinforcements used in brazing. Enamel
does not adhere to brass quite as well as to steel,

and we believe it is due to this fact that the trouble

has arisen. However, in case any more serious

trouble should develop, we should suggest that you

keep on file the copy of this letter, and we assure

you that you will in no way be the loser.

That rider has been a friend and an adver-

tising medium to that manufacturer ever since

he received the letter. All manufacturers, at

some time, have cases of this kind to handle.

Handle them right. Have your letters writ-

ten 'by someone who knows how. And don't

use printed letters. Of all the plans for freez-

ing the milk of human kindness in ordinary

business intercourse, the stereotyped, printed

reply to complaining customers is generally

the most deadly.

THE MERIT OF OIL

OIL has multitudinous virtues. It illumi-

nates. It lubricates. It nourishes—in-

valids and racing men will certify that this is

no cod. It should not be overlooked in the

construction of cycle paths.

The estimated average cost of the contem-

plated path between Washington and Balti-

more is about $300 per mile. If that means

an approximately permanent pathway, it is

not too much. If not, it is expensive. The

promoters of that path, and those in other

parts who are interested in the cycle path

movement, should not lose sight of the merit

of oil as a road-maker. Look over this ap-

proximate estimate for treating one mile of

road, six feet wide, with one-eighth inch

depth of oil:

Oil, 115.6 barrels, at $1.10 $63.60

Hauling and sprinkling same, and harrowing the

ground, 1 team 1 day at $3 3.00

Rolling ground with 4-ton roller, 2 teams at $3.. 6.00

Two laborers, 1 day at $1.50 3.00

Total $75.60

It is the opinion of U. S. Civil Engineer

Meigs, who has been and is experimenting on

the above basis, that oiled roads can never

fully take the place of gravel or macadam or

brick pavements, but his observations, and

those of many others, bear out the fact that

common earth, impregnated with oil, is a re-

markably satisfactory surface in all kinds of

weather, and its longevity is considerable. It

prevents dust, is impervious to rain and thaw

(which gravel is not), is springy, is not con-

ducive to noise and can scarcely injure a tire.

Seventy-five persons, contributing one dol-

lar each, can, by the use of oil, fix up a satis-

factory side-path along that bad mile or so

that spoils the best ride in your neighborhood.

This plan is worthy of your careful study,

as manufacturer, dealer or rider. You can

get details by addressing the Division of Road

Inquiry, Agricultural Department, Washing-

ton, D. C.

THE BEAUTY OF IT.

P LSEWHERE we speak of the utility of

-•—
' oil for inexpensive cycle path construc-

tion. A word here about the cycle path idea

in general—its worthiness, its beauty, the en-

thusiasm it inspires when once it lays hold

on a man.

It is not true that the cycle path movement

is illogical. We want good main roads, but

we want many things which we cannot have

entire. We must take what we can get. We
cannot get good main roads until money,

wide tires, common sense and a few other

necessaries become more plentiful. Mean-

time we can get cycle paths, and those who

have built them and used them love their

privacy, their scenic advantages. The recent

annual report of the St. Paul Cycle Path As-

sociation shows that one man collected nearly

$200 from riders interested in a certain path.

The association constructed about sixteen miles

of path in '98 at a cost of about $1,800, and

has constructed about fifty miles in all. Run

your eye through the following report of the

superintendent of construction:

The next piece of road to be opened was the Mis-

sissippi river boulevard path, along the river bluff

from IMarshall avenue to the Milwaukee railway

bridge. This strip of woodland and open meadow,
with ravines, waterfalls and river views, offers more
picturesque scenery than can be found elsewhere

around St. Paul, and was practically inaccessible until

the building of the cycle path.

Those who were so fortunate as to enjoy

a run on the Broad Ripple cycle path, leading

out of Indianapolis, last summer, will be in

full sympathy with the a'bove description.

There is no use in balking at a good thing.

In New York state the work has passed be-

yond mere personal association and is by law

placed under governmental encouragement

and supervision. The cycle path movement is

on and will not stop. Its possibilities are

marvelous.

VALUE OF THEORY.

1 T has grown to be a settled thing for many
^ of the leaders in the trade to speak of

"theory" in a disparaging manner. Theory

they consider as a factor of no practical value

in cycle affairs, energy alone being capable of

bringing individual success to them. If they

were to wait, Micawber-like, upon theory to

turn something up for them, they say they

would inevitably be drawn into the undertow.

In a sense they are right. It does not pay

to be too much of a theorist in matters cy-

cular. A man may be a hard student and be-

come so absorbed in theorems and the poeti-

cal side of life generally as to render himself

totally unfit for the practical everyday work

of earning a living.

It is generally admitted, however, that a

man must, if he would gauge the possibilities

of his own business wisely and with fore-

thought, apply himself occasionally to a study

of its theoretical side, reading the trade jour-

nals for this purpose, and it matters little in

this connection whether he be a manufacturer

or a dealer, he will, as a result, learn some-

thing from the published experience of others,

which he may wisely turn to his own account.

Men do succeed who never apply themselves

to study to the degree indicated, but their

number furnishes only isolated instances

which participate of the nature of exceptions

teaching the reverse to be the general rule.

Americans who want to exhibit motor ve-

hicles in the competitive exposition in Berlin,

next September, have only a short time in

which to enter. Details will be found on our

automobile page.

The effort of the state of Missouri to tax

department stores out of existence may p'-ove

unconstitutional, but Missouri cycle dealers

will shout for it in the meantime.

Having no legs will hardly save that Roch-

ester man who has invested his pile in a cy-

cling play from being carried off his feet.

Whatever there is of the N. C. A. has an

octopus-like grip on the columns of New
York newspapers.

When a horse jockey is ruled off the track

permanently he NEVER gets back. L. A. W.
please note.

Road hogs also have a marked liking for

cycle paths, when the roads are quagmires.

Absolute monopoly would stop progress,

commercial, mechanical, moral.
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Talk of the Week.

This is the time of year when the man up

North who has any love of nature at all be-

gins to notice that there are other things in

the world than mere business. He discovers

himself lingering somewhere to let the sun

warm his back. The man farther South is

apt to think it is too fine a day to work hard

—

he'll go out and talk and whittle awhile. The

man who was born in northern New York,

or Ohio, or Wisconsin, finds himself day-

dreaming about the bully times of boyhood,

when the fresh smell of grassy earth came up

to his nostrils after a good, smart April

shower. The fellow who was born in Vir-

ginia, or Kentucky, or Tennessee, remembers

the times when he used to sit among the knee-

deep weeds in the fence corner, just a-sort o'

simmering in the sun, just a-listenin' to the

buzzing murmur of the bees. It's the time

for spring cleaning, for spring fever, for all

the other different things that come with

spring.
¥^

General Business Outlook.

Clearing-house statements continue to show

a remarkable increase over any previous vol-

ume of business during the country's history.

Wall street is loaded with investment-money,

which in former days was used for new rail-

ways and which to-day is going into trusts

and other industrial channels. The actual in-

vesting in and out of Wall street—in specula-

tion and in so-called legitimate ventures—has

been mostly provided by capitalists of con-

siderable wealth. The other spenders so far

have been chiefly the agricultural producers.

The wave of prosperity has about reached the

array of employes, and soon they will be the

spenders. They are beginning now. The
average employe has a pronounced faculty for

spending. He often spends before he has.

He is the greatest speculator of all.

Deserving of Jobbers' Backing.

When there is a full line of fishermen hang-

ing their legs and lines over the edge of the

wharf, the fish may be pardoned for being

particular as to hooks. The bait that is

swung all around the neighborhood may not

be desirable. Out in Minneapolis, as in other

cities, the repairmen have been getting to-

gether in the matter of prices, and in some
other matters. The Minneapolis people have

gone a little farther than the repairmen up in

Massachusetts. They have formed an iron-

clad organization. Every member deposits a

specified sum as security for fines which may
be assessed against him. Membership cards

are issued, and jobbers—there are plenty of

them in that section—arc asked to sell to

members in good repute. There will be

espionage, and at the monthly meeting those

jobbers who have been swinging their hooks

around too promiscuously will be discussed

and perhaps made to understand that there

arc other hooks.

Once Bit, Twice Shy.

Manufacturers and jobbers of sundries who
have called on the retail trade in one city of

considerable size, this spring, have experi-

enced very poor success in selling to even the

largest branch stores in quantities. The rea-

son is that the sundry business in that city

—

as in others—has been practically ruined by

one or two department stores, and the sundry

manufacturers have only themselves to. blame

for it. During the past two years one parti-

cular department store in the city in mind has

made a practice of purchasing sundries of all

kinds in very large quantities and, by reason

of the quantity bought, has secured unusually

low figures; so low in fact that the dry goods

people have been enabled to offer goods to the

regular dealers at lower figures than the re-

tailers could purchase for from manufacturers

or, jobbers direct. Last year at this time the

retailers patronized the dry goods concern in

question very liberally, but no sooner had

the retailers laid in stocks of goods than the

department store advertised sundries at retail

at jobbing prices. Naturally the department

store got the trade and the retailers were

forced to carry their goods or sell them at

cost. This year, the retailers in many cities

propose to make no effort to boom sundries,

and will carry just enough to supply the de-

mand, purchasing small lots from the local

jobbers as they need them. Manufacturers

and jobbers must figure out for themselves

what is the best policy for them to pursue.

Thirty-lnchers Not Popular.

Despite the vague reports from various

cities that the thirty-inch wheel machine is in

great demand, the tire manufacturers, who
should certainly be in a position to judge, say

that the boom for the larger wheel is proving

a flat failure. In the cheaper grades there is

almost no demand for the thirty-inch tire,

while in the better grades the call for them is

far less than was anticipated earlier in the

season. In conversation with a Wheel man
a few days ago the manager of one of the

largest tire concerns in the country, a con-

cern who manufacture only high-grade tires,

stated that the thirty-inch boom had cost his

concern thousands of dollars in the time and

expense incurred in manufacturing special

molds, so that they might be prepared for the

large demand which had been promised.

The Rubber Prospect.

A widely circulated item is that Belgium
has issued a royal decree providing that for

every ton of rubber yielded annually in the

Congo Free State there shall be planted not

less than 150 trees or vines producing rubber.

An excellent decree. In line with the general

idea of living within the income. It would be

well if someone could give power to the

elbow of a royal decree in the South Ameri-

can forests too. But there is little present

need for it. Merely the edge of the great

forests of the Para country has been touched,

and if absolute carelessness is prevented a

few years hence. Para alone can keep the

world supplied indefinitely.

Value of a Spring Show.

It is doubtful if manufacturers appreciate

the full value of local spring cycle shows and

"opening weeks." Say what you please from

the standpoint of your own personal arrange-

ments, there is no getting away from the fact

that these whoop-la affairs that bloom every

spring are like a pill or a slap on the back ad-

ministered at the right time. Observers at New
York's local show, which closed last Satur-

day, overheard many evidences of revived in-

terest in cycling. There was something spon-

taneous about it. The spring feeling was

there. It needed only contact with the bicycle

germ to be awakened.

Easter in New York City.

Easter day about the metropolis was cold,

sunny and windy. The cycling turnout had
an important bearing on the outlook for the

season about opening. The feature of the

day was the very great number of new riders.

The business has mended almost into health

and sanity. It will be a big year.

More About the Humber Company.

A hearing to dismiss the bill in equity of the

B. F. Goodrich Company, Akron, O., against

Humber & Co., America, Limited, of West-
boro, was had in the United States circuit

court at Boston last week. Decision was re-

served. The case was recently removed from
the superior court to the United States court,

since which time the defendant company has

filed a bill in equity praying for the appoint-

ment of a receiver.

Rescued from Ferro.

Mr. Clark, of the Clark Novelty Co., Roch-
ester, has succeeded in obtaining all of the

property which he consigned to J. Ferro, the

New York swindler in bicycle merchandise,

recently exposed by The Wheel. Ferro had

obtained bells to the value of nearly $300 from

the Clark Company, and disposed of them to

Willis' Park Row Bicycle Store, from which

place Mr. Clark obtained his goods.

Wants to Carry I^lnes Abroad.

One of the veterans of the American trade,

experienced as traveler, manufacturer and job-

ber, expects to locate in London and will

have time to look after the foreign interests

of three or four American manufacturers.

Communications addressed to "Veteran," care

this office, will be forwarded.

Capital Stock, $2o,ooo.

The Bicycle Supply Co. have been incor-

porated in Rochester, N. Y. Capital, $20,000,

all paid in. Incorporators: George C. Whip-
ple, Albert M. Ferguson, William Hawley,

Thomas Leahy, all of Rochester.

Eastern Rubber Mfg. Co. Affairs.

The affairs of the Eastern Rubber Mfg.

Co., Trenton, N. J., will be settled on April

11. On that day the receiver of the company
will be discharged, having completed his

work.

The man at the helm.

J. W. SPALDING.
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FOR THOSE IN QUEST OF FOREIGN BUSINESS.
+

NOT. so .ROSY NOW.

Handling a Big: Foreign Business, This Man
Says the Palmy Days Are Over and Points

Out the Reason Why.

A gentleman well known in the trade and

who is in charge of the foreign department of

one of the leading American concerns doing

business abroad, is inclined to take a rather

pessimistic view of the prospects foi- American

business in foreign countries. Dealing with

the outlook abroad he said: '"There is not a

country on the face of the globe where there

has been any chance for bicycle business,

which is not to-day being worked to death by

English, -German and American manufacturers.

Every new field is flooded as fast as it is dis-

covered and to-day there is not a single coun-

try in which the business can be said to be in

the boom stage. In some there is even a de-

cided falling off in the interest heretofore felt

in the wheel and a consequent falling ofif in

business.

"For instance, in Mexico and some of the

South American countries where there was a

great demand for wheels two or three years

ago, the business is now far from being in a

pron^ising condition. It is one of the charac-

teristics of the Latin-American to be fickle,

and just as we begin to build up a profitable

business with him he loses interest in what

we have to offer.

"Japan, which was a good market up to the

first of the year, is now cut off from us by a

prohibitive tariff and the same thing is true of

Denmark, heretofore one of our best custom-

ers. Australia, New Zealand and one or two

other good markets have been nearly ruined

by ambitious concerns which imagined there

was a fortune to be made by flooding a coun-

try with wheels regardless of whether there

were any orders for them. The trouble with

the majority of American concerns doing busi-

ness abroad is that they are too anxious to

make a splurge at the very start. Anything

in the shape of a foreign inquiry is jumped at

and despite the fact that many concerns have

had unprofitable experiences with foreign deal-

ers, there are still plenty of manufacturers who
will fill orders from abroad without good se-

curity.

"If they have not already secured good con-

nections in various parts of the world, to my
mind it is sheer folly for American concerns^to

attempt to extend their business by seeking

foreign fields. Good connections can only I;

secured by sending representatives who are

familiar with the languages and customs direct

to the various countries and, of course, this is

very expensive. One feature of the foreign

business which militates against us is that Eng-
lish and German houses have established them-

selves by giving long credits. This -is impos-

sible for the average American concern which

does business on comparatively small capital.

"Some of our manufacturers who entered the

field early have now established a reputation for

themselves and by selling a few wheels in all

parts of the world are aggregating a very

creditable and extensive foreign showing, but it

is profitable only from the fact that their goods

have won a reputation for themselves as being

of first-class quality, and they bring a better

price than the products of the other countries.

"The day of booms in the bicycle business

is over, abroad as well as at home, and he

who expects to build up a profitable foreign

business in the future must be satisfied to spend

money with a free hand and be well satisfied

to wait several years for things to come his

way."

From a l^ozier Standpoint.

H. A. Lczier, Jr., general manager for the

immense Lozier interests, returned a few days

ago from abroad, where he has been.making a

tour of all the Lozier branch houses and lead-

ing agents. Mr. Lozier was seen by a Wheel
man in Cleveland and was asked regarding the

general, conditions of the bicycle trade abroad.

He said that it is against the general policy of

his firm to give out information regarding

their business /abroad, but yielded enough to

say that the prospects for business in England

were very poor for the coming season, while

in Germany and France they were very bright.

Regarding a prohibitive German tax against

American bicycles, he thought such a tax

would not be imposed this year. The German
manufacturers have made a good showing dur-

ing the past few years and their exports of

wheels have amountedto more than their im-

ports, consequently they cannot show where-

in American wheels have materially injured

their business.

While the writer was engaged with Mr. Loz-

ier a gentleman entered his private office who,

judging from appearances, must have imagined

Cleveland was in the torrid zone instead of

enduring a non-conducive-to-bicycle-riding

temperature of twenty above zero, with several

inches of snow besides. He proved to be

iPerry T. Gath, that mysterious representative

of this firm who has been reported to be mak-
ing calls on the trade in several of the western

states, when as a matter of fact he comes fresh

from Cuba. Sixty hours from Havana and

"never stopped to change his clothes" resulted

in his arriving in Cleveland attired in a white

linen suit and straw sombrero, with complex-

ion resembling roasted coffee and with teeth

chattering so that he could talk nothing but

Spanish.

During the past three months, Mr. Gath has

made a tour of all of the larger islands of the

West Indies, visiting all the points of war in-

terest. He brought with him a number of in-

teresting souvenirs and photographs, and an

Order book, regarding the contents of which

he would have nothing to say. However, he

ventured the opinion that it will be some time

before there is any business in our new col-

onies.

Does This Fit You?

Washington, D. C, March 30.—Cycle expo'"t

trade is rolling up because of a fifty per cent

superiority in manufacturing knowledge and

natural resources, and despite a fifteen to thirty

per cent inferiority in trading knowledge, a

heavy percentage of unwillingness to learn

foreign trading customs, and a still greater per-

EXPORTS UP TO DATE.

A list of exports of cycles and parts from
New York, up to yesterday morning, will be
found on page 13.

centage of lack of foreign merchant facilities

and organization. .While American bicycles

are the best, the fact is patent that American
manufacturers are the poorest traders. This
fact is impressed upon American consular of-

ficers over and over again in their correspon-
dence with American manufacturers. This has
led someone to suggest that if a small portion
of the vast sum of money in the United States

now seeking investment could be employed in

some export scheme to handle and exploit

American manufactures in foreign markets, the

beneficial results obtained would be incalcu-

lable. The suggestion is a timely one and
should receive the attention of some of the

great organizers of the country.

The success achieved by American cycle

manufacturers in their invasion of foreign mar-
kets has been due to the cycle makers' vigor-

ous and persistent attention to elements of

business administration. But these same cycle

manufacturers should keep constantly in mind
the radical differences in the business methods
of different countries, and avoid the mistaken
idea that they can extend their sales in one
market in the s3me way that they can acquire

trade in another. Many cycle manufacturers

are awake to the importance of the personal

element in trade. They have learned that to

obtain the largest measure of success they

must come in touch with the community where
customers are sought. Those who are not

awake to this fact will make slow progress in

the foreign field, if they progress at all.

A I/etter from Coventry.

Coventry, March 21.—From all sources

come reports of considerable activity in the

cycle trade in England, and there is every evi-

dence that we are in for a small boom, though

it is uncertain how long this will last. This

state of things commenced in earnest about a

month ago with the advent of beautiful spring

weather, and as comparatively small stocks

have been held both 'by makers and dealers

the result is that customers who wait till the

fine weather opens before they buy their ma-

chines, come in with a rush, and factories are

now working from 6 a. m. to 9 p. m., and in

several cases longer.

The trade never has been so utterly bad in

Coventry as has been painted, and things cer-

tainly look a lot brighter at the moment for

all interested in the industry. It may be noted,

too, that the Coventry motor trade is looking

up, one firm (makers of motor tricycles) work-

ing the hours mentioned above to enable

them to cope with orders.

Two Carloads to Denmark.

The Acme iMfg. Co., Reading, Pa., made a

shipment recently of two carloads of bicycles

to Copenhagen, Denmark. The shipment

amounted to 1,000 machines.

For catalogue work, try The Wheel Press.
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DOINGS IN THE WORLD OF AUTOMOBILISM.
:-: +

BERLIN'S EXHIBITION.

Rules and Regulations Which Are to Govern

the Forthcoming Automobile Bxhibition in

the Capital of Germany.

There will be held at Berlin from the 3d to

the 28th of September, 1899, an international

competitive exhibition of motor carriages,

open to all exhibitors, writes Consul General

Frank H. Mason. Exhibits will be classified

as follows:

(a) Motor carriages and devices of all kinds

for the transport of persons.

(b) Motor wagons for transport of freight.

(c) Motor cycles and trailers.

(d) Motors and accumulators for motor

carriages.

(e) Parts and wheels for motor carriages.

(f) All articles relating to motor carriages

and not otherwise classified.

The exposition will be held in a covered

building known as the Exerciser-Haus, 34 and

35 Karl Strasse, which has a superficial area

of 2,700 quadrant meters. It will be open

daily from 10 a. m. to 6 p. m. It is hoped that

before the opening of the exposition the place

will be provided with electric light, in which

case the exposition will be continued until

9.30 p. m. daily.

A progressive series of tests, races, etc., is

in contemplation, the programme for which

will be announced by the committee of man-

agement at the opening of the exhibition.

The rent of exhibition space will be as fol-

lows: For the first 25 square meters of ground

or wall space, 10 marks (.$2.38) per square

meter; for the second 25 square meters, 8

marks ($1.90) per square meter; for the third

25 square meters, 6 marks ($1.42) per square

meter; and for all additional space accorded

to one exhibitor, 4 marks (90 cents) per square

meter. 'Not more than two examples of the

same class of exhibit will be permitted to each

exhibitor. Intending exhibitors should an-

nounce their exhibits as soon as possible,

but not later than the 15th of April, either by

letter or telegram addressed to the committee

as follows: "Internationale Motorwagen Aus-

stellung Berlin, 1899, Berlin, Universitat

Strasse No. 1." With the announcement should

be remitted half of the rental for the desired

space. Applications for space received after

the 15th of April and not later than the 20th

with be accorded their due share of whatever

space may remain unclaimed on the 16th.

The committee has power to accept or re-

ject any article offered for exhibition, and the

applicant will be immediately notified of its

decision as to whether his exhibit is accepted

or rejected. Space asked for and accorded

for which the rental is not paid before the 1st

of July will be subject to redistribution to

other exhibitors. For the preparation of the

catalogue, each exhibitor will be required to

furnish not later than the 1st of August two
photographs or photographic plates repre-

senting his exhibits. Possession of exhibition

space as accorded by the committee will be

given to exhibitors on the morning of Sep-

tember 1. Articles for exhibition are to be

delivered at the exposition at the cost and

risk of the exhibitor and should arrive on the

1st or 2d of September. All exhibits must be

in place and ready for exhibition by 10 o'clock

on the morning of September 3. During the

hours of exhibition, the exhibits shall not be

covered, but remain open for public inspec-

tion, and may not be withdrawn during the

continuance of the exposition, except with the

consent of the committee of management.

All exhibits are to be withdrawn and taken

possession of by the owner within twenty-four

hours after the close of the exposition.

The price of admission to visitors is fi.xed

at 2 marks (47.6 cents) on the opening day

and during other days from 50 pfennigs to 1

mark (11.9 to 23.8 cents) ; season tickets, 5

marks (.$1.19) each. Exhibitors, their em-

ployes and agents will receive non-transfer-

able tickets, good during the exposition, for

the nominal price of 1 mark (23.8 cents).

Neither prizes nor medals will be given. The
advantage to exhibitors will be confined to

the results of the competitive tests, which will

be stated at length in the report of the com-

mittee.

GOING UPWARD.

Spaldings May Do Something.

Regarding the probability of Spalding

motor carriages. Managing Director Brown,

of the Lamb Company, said that the Spalding

people had as yet taken no definite step to-

ward such a line of production, but they re-

garded the field with a good deal of favor,

and if they continued to be as favorably im-

pressed as they were at the present time, the

work would be taken up before long. The
thing to be decided upon first of all, he said,

was the kind of motor to be chosen. There

has been some talk of importing some French

motors for trial.

Bought by I<ozier.

Harry A. Lozier, Jr., general manager of

the Lozier interests, became greatly interested

in the development of the motor carriage

wheel in France recently and he is expecting a

light four-wheel carriage, one of the most
highly perfected of French types. Under good
conditions it is claimed this machine will go a

mile in 1.30. Whatever significance may be

attached to this purchase, Mr. Lozier stated

that, all reports to the contrary, it is not the

intention of H. A. Lozier & Co. to enter into

the motor carriage business.

Mossberg in Automobiles Now.

The United States Automobile Co., of Paw-
tucket, have recently been incorporated with

a capital of $250,000 for the purpose of man-
ufacturing electric motor carriages and appli-

ances. The incorporators are Frank Moss-
berg, of Providence, president; Julian A.

Chase, of Pawtucket, treasurer, and D. Mc-
Niven, of Pawtucket, secretary. The com-
pany have taken quarters at 623 Atwells ave-

nue, Providence, R. I.

There are 1,644 members in the French Au-
tomobile Club.

Higher Power for Greater Speed Production Is

Now the Rule in Every Branch of French

Automobile Construction.

Paris, March 21.—The centre of automobil-

ism has this week changed from Paris to the

Riviera, where all the chauffeurs are assembled

to take part in the races in and around Nice.

They have all naturally gone down by road,

which is probably one of the finest roads in

the world, straight, level and well kept and

with comparatively few gradients, though in

these days of motor vehicles steep gradients

have lost many of their terrors. The fetes

began on Sunday and ended with an inspec-

tion of the decorated cars by the jury, who
awarded medals and banners to the prettiest

vehicles. The best was voted to be that of

Mile. Leone d'Ambroise—a car in the form

of a shell filled with white and rose colored

flowers as well as, of course, the fair owner
herself.

At the time of writing the arrangements for

the races are in something of a muddle. There

will be two in addition to the mile race, the

hill climbing contest and other competitions^

that is to say, a race for touring cars and an-

other for the speed vehicles. The latter was
to have been run off from Nice to Castellane

and back, but when the competitors went over

the course to inspect the roads they one and

all objected to race down the hill near Castel-

lane. This gradient is not only frightfully

steep, but winds in and out in a very danger-

ous manner, and what made matters worse

was the dust which utterly concealed the view

of the road. In going down this hill on a

petroleum tricycle Gougoltz ran into a mule
and got thrown some distance, while the ma-
chine was smashed and the mule's legs broken.

The French racing chauffeurs are anything

but a timid class, but this hill was a little too

much even for them. The committee has

had, therefore, to map out another course,

but up to late last night they had not com-
pleted their labors.

As the speeds are increasing so much, the

racing automobilists are putting more and
more powerful motors into their vehicles. It

is not easy to see at present where will be the

limit of power. Of course, where hills are

very steep a high power and a low gear

are the principal elements of success, but

no one would have dreamed a couple of years

ago of using such motors as are to-day fixed

on the vehicles. On only a few of the light

cars is the power below six horse-power,

while in the majority of cases it is eight

horse-power. In not a few cases it is 10 and

14 horse-power. For a long while the si.x

horse-power motor was the maximum to be

found on any ordinary car, and the makers

would not supply anything above that except

to customers whom they knew could be safely

trusted with such mechanism. The temptation

to get the highest speed out of a powerfully

engined vehicle is evidently dangerous to the

general run of owners. At the same time,

it is very questionable whether in most cases
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the stated power is really effective. The
makers themselves often exaggerate the power
of the motor and the owners themselves are

not above adding a little to it, so that the

methods of giving the horse-power are very

loose and misleading.

The new regulations for motor car traffic

are now waiting for official sanction and they

will soon afterwards be put into force. Had
they been drawn up a year or two ago the

rules would have been looked upon as too

severe, but the motor car has made so much
progress of late that there is little or nothing

to be said against them. Provision has to be

made against the smell of the exhaust and the

noise of the engine, but the up-to-date cars

run with so little noise and smell that the

new regulation appears to be quite lenient.

The system of giving certificates is to be

extended, for not only must the driver have

one, but a certificate must be obtained for the

car and the motor cyclists are also henceforth

to have licenses. These are granted by the

official inspectors, who pass upon the drivers

and the cars after a trial, usually on a steep

hill where the brakes and the driving mechan-

ism are tested. So far the motor cyclist has

not had to pass any test and really there

seems to be no necessity for it, as the whole

management of a motor cycle can be mastered

in half an hour. Foreign motor cars coming

into this country must also be tried before

they are allowed to run, and certificates ob-

tained, and this may be done on any part of

the territory by giving notice to the' authori-

ties.

The rules also restrict the speed to about

19 miles an hour in the open country and 12

miles in the towns, and this is perhaps just

as well, for the speed at which the motor
cars fly over the country roads is appalling.

Twenty-five miles an hour is by no means
an uncommon speed at present. Motor car

races, however, may be held with the consent
of the prefects of the diiiferent departments
when the speed may exceed the limit in the

open counti-y, but not in passing through
towns. On the whole, the rules are pretty

liberal and are drawn up with a due regard

to the importance of the new industry and
the requirements of motor car users.

What He Looks Forward To.

A. H. Mattox, of the bureau of pub-

licity of the American commission for

the Paris exposition, says that it is

more than likely horse traction will dis-

appear in Paris during the exposition year,

in the way of omnibuses, tramways, cabs and

carriages, electric motors entirely taking the

places of the horses. It is estimated that more
than 10,000 horseless vehicles will be used in

Paris in 1900.

I/ight and Po-werful,

A new small motor is constructed by

Agostinelli Bros., of Rome. It can be fas-

tened on any cycle without trouble, and is not

too heavy an addition to the ordinary frame.

It is made of steel; the fuel is benzine, and

the motor makes 1,200 revolutions a minute.

It is of f-horse-power, and weighs only 17

pounds.

Marsh Will Manufacture.

The Marsh Motor Carriage Co. have taken

quarters in the Economic factory, at the cor-

ner of Chestnut and Perkins streets, Brockton,

Mass. They are fitting up with the machin-

ery necessary in the construction of their

motor carriage. This company have strong

backing, and will push the sale of the ma-
chine now that they have it in a perfected

state. They have an order for 100 of the

vehicles waiting.

For Almost Anything.

The Consolidated Street Car Co. have been

incorporated in New Jersey for the manu-
facture of street railway cars, automobiles,

omnibuses and other vehicles for the transpor-

tation of freight, as well as passengers, with

a capital stock of 1^18,000,000. The incorpor-

ators were William P. Chapman, Jr., of New
York; Albert G. Redley, of Brooklyn, and
Francis B. Pollock, of Jersey City.

Has Horsemen In It.

The Imperial Land, Power & Transporta-
tion Co., of New York City, have been incor-

porated at Albany. The company will con-

struct motors and operate them with com-
pressed air, petroleum, steam, gas or other

power. The capital stock is placed at $100,-

000. The directors are Myer Nussbaum, of

Albany, and W. B. Fasig and E. M. Stalker,

of New York City.

Quite a Healthy Infant.

According to the statistics of the French
motor-car industry, the payment for wages
in that particular branch of French industry

has been $2,200,000 for the last year.

A number of Rochester capitalists have
formed a company to manufacture motor
wagons and run a line of automobiles between
that city and Lake Ontario, six miles distant.
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Only Two Points of

Bearing Contact on

The Balls, ^ ^ ^
THE BALLS HAVE AS TRUE
A ROLLING MOTION AS A>

CAR WHEEL ON A TRACK.
THE ONLY ANTI.FRICTION
SEPARATING BALL RETAIN-
ER ON THE MARKET

48 Nortli Eleventli Street,
Pliiladelpliia, Pa.,

U. S. A.

Bicycles Equipped with Lake Hubs
will outcoast anything on earth.

GENERAL SALES AGENTS.
BOB'T H. INGEBSOM. & BgO.,

65 Cortlandt St., New Tork City.

For Ohio, New York State and
the New England States.

POWEtl, CYCLE CO.,
204 N. Broad St., Philadelphia.

For Fennsylvania and New Jersey.

TSOFCONTACT

UNCONDITIONAL SURRENDER
of all old style BaU Bearings to the famous TWO-POINT CONTACT Lake Ball Bearings.

THE H. B. ADAMS BALL=BEARING CO.
Offices, Withcrspoon Bldg., Walnut and Juniper Sts.,

PHILA., PA., U. S. A.

WTTT T\ T DEWEY ride bicycles equipped with Lake Hubs? Because of their

\A/ r1 Y MERRITT and (on the SCHLEY), in a LONG run, they all GRANT
us MILES ahead of others using hubs of HOBSON'S choice. It matters

not how ROUGH RIDER a WHEELER is, nor how CERVERA test they are subjected
to, they BOB up serenely with the strength of SAMPSON, and—well they are all right
anyhow. However, we WOOD like to C-U-B-A customer of ours.

Kindly mention The Wheel,

•;4*;.<>>;«<«<m;<«;««;>.;4{4.}«;«.;..;m;«}{«.;.>;~>Ji.;4<|<;«»;.*;m;m;«.;.»^^^
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NEW ENGLAND DEALERS.
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Combination

Bicycle

Parcel-Carrier

and Mud-Guard.

EASILY ATTACHED.
QUICKLY ADJUSTED.

Easily attached' to any
bicycle. The rubber
cords are ^o arranged as

to be quickly adjusted
to large or small pack-

ages weighing from one
to fifty pounds, holding

same securely.

When not in use as a Carrier, it serves

as a perlect Mud-Guard.

Price, $10.80 per Dozen.

SPECIAL RATES TO JOBBERS.

WRITE AT ONCE.

{ yCtna mg. Co.,
225 DEARBORN ST.,

CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Preparing for a Very Hvely Season —
Business Changes — Gossip that Is of

Interest to the Trade.

The members of the firm of Trask Bros., bi-

cycle dealers, of Milford, iMass., can show
many trophies of their abilities on the bicycle

track. The firm is composed of O. C. Trask

and H. E. Trask, and three years ago the name
of one or the other could be found on nearly

every race track programme in New England.

They have been in the bicycle business for the

past six years, handling the Stearns, Orient,

Eclipse, Crescent and Yale wheels, also a full

line of sundries, and have a thoroughly equip-

ped repair shop. They carry the largest stock

of wheels in Milford, and are up-to-date deal-

ers in every respect.

One of the pioneers of the bicycle trade of

Providence, R. I., is W. G. Rankin, of the Wil-

liams & Rankin Co., of Weybosset and Union
streets. For many years he manufactured the

Rankin toe-clip and did more to make toe-

clips popular than any other man in the trade.

Last year he formed a partnership with H.

Williams, a popular Providence dealer, in the

present business. The firm handle full lines

of Cleveland, Crescent and Featherstone

wheels, and have a well-equipped repair shop

at 140 Pine street.

W. H. St. George & Co., bicycle dealers, of

South Framingham, Mass., have for some
years past enjoyed an enviable reputation for

their Framingham wheel, which is built to

order and sells for $35 and $50, according to

equipment. The firm were established in 1893

and are local agents for the Eclipse, Iver

Johnson, Eagle, Tribune, Trinity, Eldredge

and Stormer wheels. The repair department

is in the rear of the store and is liberally pat-

ronized. The firm also carry a complete line

of sundries and sporting goods.

Charles F. Whyte, the v/ell-known dealer of

South Framingham, Mass., is a machinist of

more than ordinary ability, having been en-

gaged in that trade for many years previous

to establishing his present business, six years

ago. His repair shop is complete in every de-

tail, generating its own power, and being fitted

with lathes, brazers, etc. Mr. Whyte is the

agent for the Wolff-American, Featherstone,

Rochester, Envoy, Fleetwing and Remington
wheels and, during the coming season, intends

to put in a full line of high-grade lawn mowers.

If a rider cannot find what he wants in the

store of A. H. Churchill & Co., of Brock-

ton, Mass., he must indeed be hard to please.

The firm carry in stock over two hundred

wheels, including the Stearns, Tribune, Victor,

National, Clipper, Union, Eagle, Crawford,

Rambler, Waverley, Trinity and several others.

The business was established by F. P.

Churchill in the early '80s, and on his death

in 1894, H. A. Churchill succeeded him. Mr.

Churchill is president of the local dealers' as-

sociation and a member of several other organ-

izations.

Two well-known wheels in Brockton, Mass.,

are the Mystic and Oregon. They are made
by W. H. Marble, also the local agent for the

Relay and Racycle bicycles. The Mystic sells

for $60 and the Oregon for $50, and are up to

date in every particular. Mr. Marble's work-
shop is a model of its kind. It is fitted with

lathes, brazers, taps, dies and everything needed

to build a first-class wheel. The business was
established five years ago and enjoys an ex-

cellent reputation for high-grade work. Mr.
Marble -also carries a complete line of sun-

dries.

Paul Courteau, of the firm of Vail & Cour-

teau, bicycle dealers of Brockton, Mass., is one

of those men whose original ideas put him
above his fellows. Mr. Courteau occupies a

prominent position in one of the local factor-

ies and joined W. E. Vail, an expert machinist,

in the bicycle business three years ago. By
original advertising and enterprising methods
the firm have built up a large and profitable

business. They occupy a building 30x80 feet,

the first floor of which is devoted to the repair-

ing and enameling departments, and the sec-

ond floor to a riding school. They handle the

full line of Crescent, Tiger and Massasoit

wheels. Mr. Courteau is a member of several

local social and fraternal organizations.

'F. V. German and H. B. German are the

owners of the Campello Repair Shop, at Cam-
pello, 'Mass. F. V. German is a rider of more
than ordinary ability and established the New
England record for twenty-four hours. He
was formerly connected with the Cameron
Wheel Co., and when that concern dissolved

organized the present business. The firm rep-

resent the Chapman, Columbia, Hartford and

Vedette wheels, besides making a specialty of

high-class repairing. They also carry a com-
plete line of sundries.

One of the oldest men in the bicycle busi-

ness in Boston is Charles A. Underwood, of

66"2 Centre street, Jamaica Plain. Mr. Un-
derwood has been identified with the trade for

over fifteen years. During the past three win-

ters he has traveled through the New England

states for Adams & Westlake, of Chicago. In

his attractive store he shows the Adlake, Col-

umbia, White, Stormer, Reading Standard

and Snell wheels, besides a full line of sundries

and gramaphones. Mr. Underwood is an en-

thusiastic admirer of the chainless wheel, and

has a number of trophies testifying to his abil-

ity on that style of mount. He is local consul

of the L. A. iW., captain of the Jamaica Cycle

Club and president of the Kangaroo Road
Club.

Early in the spring of '94, Henry D. Baylor

started, in a modest way, in the bicycle busi-

ness at Jamaica Plain, Boston. After a tim.e

his business increased and necessitated large

quarters. In 1897 he was joined by John L.

Brastow, and the present firm name adopted,

Henry D. Baylor & Co. Last year the firm

again found it necessary to take a larger estab-

lishment and the present location is the re-

sult. The store has a frontage of 30 feet and

runs back 90 feet. The repair department is

in the basement. The firm are agents for the

Victor, Barnes, Orient, Tiger, Rambler and

Eagle wheels, besides carrying a full line of

sundries, and a complete stock of cameras and

photographic goods.

C. H. Turner has purchased the bicycle

business of H. E. Tiffany at 148 State street,

Binghamton, N. Y.
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ABOUT LONG CRANKS.

All Right from a Mechanical Standpoint,

hut There Are Other Ways of Looking

at the Matter.

Coventry, England, Feb. 28.—The argumen-

tative controversy that is taking place in Eng-

land just novi' on the subject of long cranks

and high gears is one of considerable interest

to the trade and riders generally. It is not by

any means a new question, and has been

fought in the columns of "The Cyclist" quite

ten years ago. There is no need to go back

to details of those discussions; suffice it to

say the conclusions arrived at were that a

higher crank length was necessary then on

the ordinary high bicycle of that period. On
account of the higher gear of the safety, the

size of cranks was gradually increased up to

the medium lengths of 6 inches to 7 inches.

The subject was opened anew a few

months ago, and a considerable interest in it

was remanifested upon the publication of a

letter from a Mr. R. E. Crompton, in "The

Cyclist," last September. The theories of this

gentleman are chiefly that the ratio of crank

length to gear should be one in ten, and the

length of crank should first be ascertained by

measurement of the rider's thigh bone. Thus,

a rider who had a hip bone, say, 16 inches

long, would be suited with a crank half that

length, and a gear pro ratio. The other ar-

guments in favor of longer cranks and higher

gears are the lesser muscular effort required

in riding a certain distance with, say, 8-inch

cranks and 80-inch gear, than with 6-inch and

60-inch, respectively, and consequently the re-

sulting tiring effect after a day's ride is not

so great with the high as it is with the lower

gear.

Theoretically this idea of increased lev-

erage is all right; that is, when mechanical

effect only is concerned, but when the human

body comes to be considered, it is an entirely

different thing. The motive power of any

man is developed in himself, and is not de-

rived from another force, as in mechanical

power; consequently, it requires a strong im-

agination to believe that (in spite of the extra

leverage provided) the pushing of a high gear

will always mean a saving of effort. In this

question, as with that of saddles, what suits

one rider admirably is simple torture to an-

other; but, speaking generally, the fitting of

phenomenally lengthy cranks, with propor-

tionate gears, cannot possibly be any im-

provement upon existing ideas. Any rider

will admit that he feels much more comforta-

ble with a medium length of crank, with a

gear that he has found by experience most in

accord with his powers of propulsion, than

he does to endure the long and deep stroke

necessitated by the longer crank, which is

likely to cause much more saddle soreness

than the lower thrust required by the medium
crank length. The principal long-crank en-

thusiasts do not claim speed as the virtue of

their theories, but increased comfort and less

muscular effort.

In face, however, of the objec'.ions put for-

ward, one cannot see where the ad-

vantages in these respects come in; besides, if

you come to measure the distance covered

by the feet in pedaling over a certain stretch

of road you will find that they travel just as

far with the longer and fewer, as with the

shorter and quicker strokes. One good thing

has certainly evolved from the subject, and it

is this, that the idea of a proportionate

crank length of one inch to every ten inches

of gear is correct—if not carried too high.

After coming off a machine fitted with 8-inch

cranks and 80-inch gear, the writer went on

one with 6J-inch cranks and 70-inch gear.

The difference was at once noticeable. Al-

though the larger gear was much too high

for his general riding (and he has done a lot

of it—more than once 70 or 80 miles per diem,

and even to about 100), the combination of

cranks and gears seemed perfectly natural, so

the feeling when changing to the lower gear

was that he could just do with another half-

inch of crank length. This, then, is perhaps

the best way to increase crank length—make
it more proportionate with the gear the rider

can comfortably manage.

Those who go to extremes are, with very

few exceptions, gentlemen who cannot be

styled practical and experienced cyclists. Mr.

Crompton is an electrical engineer, and, al-

though an ardent cyclist (of but recent stand-

ing when compared with veterans), he has

not acquired by experience the knowledge the

older hands at the pastime have, but he at

A Ttntyea Chainless.

It does not do to pass over unnoticed any

novelty in cycle construction, the inventor of

which is named Duryea. Past experience has

taught that vehicular progress and the name
of Duryea are closely united. Here is a chain-

less invented by William C. Duryea which has

been successfully ridden in and about Prince-

ton, N. J., for months. From the accompany-

ing illustration from the "Scientific American"

it will be seen that the driving mechanism con-

sists essentially of a small spur pinion mounted

on the axis of the rear wheel, and meshing

with a large spur-gear pivoted upon the frame

of the bicycle. This large spur-gear is con-

nected by means of a driving-rod with one oi

the pedal-cranks. The pedal-crank in ques-

tion is bent and has a pivot-pin for the driving-

rod located at a short distance from the pedal-

shaft and in a direction from the pedal-shaft

substantially at right angles to the direction

of the pedal-pin from the shaft. To this pivot-

pin is connected the driving-rod, which at its

other end is secured to a crank upon the large

spur-gear. The driving-rod, in order to over-

come dead centres, and to insure the rotation oi

THE DL'RYE.V CHAINLESS.

once regulates his cycling by theory, which,

while all very well in its place, ought not to

be applied to bicycle riding. If it be said that

it was found necessary ten years ago to in-

crease crank- lengths, that is no reason why
they should be increased now, as the change

made then was simply from a crank that was

too short to the crank that was the natural

thing.

It is not likely that extremely long cranks

and abnormal gears will come into general

use, because nearly all practical riders do not

want them. If a man feels he can ride a

gear higher than the ordinary one, by all

means have the proper length of crank, in the

ratio mentioned above; but for a rider who
can only comfortably do with 70-inch gear or

less to imagine he can accommodate himself

to anything over that if he increases his crank

length is simply absurd.

Howard Sherman has opened a bicycle re-

pair shop in the Race building. Main street.

Glens Falls, N. Y.

the cranks in the proper direction, is provided

near its middle with fulcrum rollers having

shifting pivotal connection with sockets on the

frame. By reason 'of this construction, the

driving-rod acts as a lever when the cranks

are on dead centres. When the bicycle is in

motion, the pedals will rotate in a forward di-

rection and will carry with them the front end

of the driving-rod; the rollers will alternately

engage their sockets on the frame; and the

rear end of the driving-rod, and consequently

the large spur-gear, will rotate backwardly, or

in a direction opposite to that of the pedals.

The object of the peculiar construction of the

pedal-shaft with which the driving-rod is con-

nected is, that the pedal-cranks and the short

cranks connected by the driving-rod shall all

be simultaneously on dead centres, from which

construction it also follows that the cranks will

be in the most favorable position for the trans-

mission of power at the same time. The driv-

ing-rod is formed in two pieces adjustable

longitudinally, so that the rod may be varied

in its length and accommodated to different bi-

cvcles.

S. G. Brown has opened a bicycle store at

Pleasant and Whitworth streets, Thompson-
ville, Mass.

Alva Steward has opened a bicycle store

above Stewart's lane, Chester, Pa.
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TIRE-TESTING APPARATUS.

Almost the first result of scientific study of

the resistance of a bicycle was the revelation

of the supreme importance of the tire. Rac-
ing men and some manufacturers had indeed

known for years that there was much differ-

ence between a "fast" tire and one which was
not "fast." Yet few realized how great a part

of the total resistance was that due to the con-

stant flexure of the materials of the pneumatic

tire. . To measure this, according to the "Iron

Age," the following contrivance was finally in-

vented, tried and found satisfactory.

In principle it is simply a large Atwood ma-
chine. A weight, which in practice varies from
•225 to 350 pounds, suspended by piano wire,

descends about 60 feet, unwinding from a drum
like a clock weight. The motion of the drum
is communicated by a spur-gear to the crank-

shaft of a bicycle. The bicycle has a pres-

cribed load on the saddle and its rear wheel

rests on the rim of a light pulley called the

track pulley, which it rotates. This pulley in

turn, by a spur-gear and drum, winds up a

weight of from 50 to 150 pounds, as may be

found desirable.

The accompanying drawing gives a clear

idea of the working parts, though no attempt

has been made to indicate, except in a general

way, the relative sizes of the toothed wheels

and the drums. A is the driving drum, W the

driving weight, B the driven drum, w the

weight that is raised by the bicycle, C the track

pulley, S the saddle load.

In order to steady the mechanism and to

secure substantially uniform velocity as soon

as possible after starting, fans were inserted

between the spokes of the track pulley. Th'j

parts are so proportioned that the bicycle, if

of 70 gear or higher, may be allowed to run 1

mile. The operator simply notes, with a stop

watch, the time required for this run.

The dynamometer has given great satisfac-

tion in comparative work. It "checks itself"

admirably and seems never to get out of order.

All the shafts run on ball bearings, and the

work done by the bearings of the bicycle itself

is so slight, owing to the small load wound up,

that the resistance overcome is little except

that of the tire and that of the fans. Its sen-

sitiveness is very great, the times for the run

of a mile with different tires recently tested

having varied from 2 minutes 23 seconds to 21

minutes 29 seconds.

As showing the reliability of the instrument,

the records of the performance of a single

standard tire, given a run every morning for a

week, may be of interest. They were as fol-

lows: 2 minutes 12 seconds, 2 minutes 12 sec-

onds, 2 minutes 13 seconds, 2 minutes 12 sec-

onds, 2 minutes 14 seconds, 2 minutes 12 sec-

onds. Twelve days afterward, the work bavins
been meanwhile discontinued, the standard tire

was tried again and ran its miles in 2 minutes
14 seconds.

Farmers Ai:ai>ist Wheelmen.

Wisconsin farmers have succeeded in get-

ting engrossed a bill which is resented by every
cyclist in Wisconsin. The bill thus engrossed
was the Guth bill, taking away from cyclist.i

the right of way on roads, and compelling

them to dismount within 30 feet of an ap-

proaching vehicle. The bill passed the As-
sembly by a vote of 62 to 22, but was later

recalled and killed.

Mexican Riders' Troubles.

Cyclists in 'Me.xico caught without license

tags on their wheels suflfer the temporary con-

fiscation of their machines and have a great

deal of trouble in adjusting matters. A Mex-
ican newspaper just to hand tells how one

young man called at the administration office

every day for a week, ready and anxious to

pay his back taxes. Such is government in

the semi-tropics.

Maryland After Good Roads.

Interest in side-paths and road improve-

ments is growing in Maryland. Quite a de-

mand has sprung up for articles and pamph-
lets bearing on the subject and treating of the

work being done in this direction in other

states. To that end the Maryland Cycle Path

Association will give illustrated lectures at the

various cvcle clubs throughout that state.

Indianapolis Bicycle I<icenses.

At this time last year the city of Indianapolis

had received about $7,000 more for bicycle

licenses than it has received so far this year.

Bad weather and relaxation of police vigilance

are the probable reasons, rather than a diminu-

tion of riders.

A Selpiug Hand.

President Charles H. Metz, of the Waltham
Mfg. Co., has sent to Persident Porter, of the

Boston '99 Meet Club, a check for $500 as a

contribution towards entertaining visitors to

the National L. A. W. meet, to be held in

Boston in August.

Killed by Collision.

Charles Reed, 19 years of age, living at

Tottenville, S. I., was killed, March 30, while

riding his bicycle to work, by a collision

with an unknown rider.

To Protect Side-Patbs.

An efifort is to be made to have the Florida

legislature enact a law tending to the preser-

vation of bicycle paths from careless wagon
drivers.

In Brief.

The German Radfahrer Bund has at present

43,000 members against 35,000 last year.

An ordinance has been passed in Philadel-

phia providing for furnishing bicycles to bi-

cycle patrolmen at the expense of the city.

Vice-Consul H. B. Fullerton and Eugene
La Manna are delivering illustrated good
roads lectures throughout the towns of Long
Island.
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FRONTENAC

BICYCLES.

The vulnerability of the average

bicycle forks is acknowledged.

The strength of

fRONTENAC PORKS

is one of the most impressive features

of this bicycle's construction. Grace-

ful in its lines, firm, because of its

reinforcements, it is indeed a notice-

able and distinctive feature.

You want a wheel with outward evidence

of reliability; your customer can't look

under the enamel.

the frontenaclrtrade-winner.

Its Color Is Russet.

Some Kepresentatives :

NEW YORK - Barclay Cycle Co.
BUFFALO-Adam Hauck&Sons.
PHILADELPHIA—American Bicycle Co.
BALTIMORE—E. A. MauU.
WASHINGTON E. P. Hazleton.
DETROIT- Cobb & Holmes.
Ci EVELAND—Davis & Upc'egraff.

CINCINNATI AND COVINGTO.M- J,

Mersman, Jr., &. Co.
COLUMBUS—J. A. Orlando.
PITTSBURG-The Theo. F. Benlel Co

H.

fRONTENAC MfO. CO.,
Makers,

Syracuse, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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I Waltham Two^Speed |

I ...REAR HUB... 1

I PRESS A BUTTON.
and increase your speed 100 per cent.

-DON'T BE A SNAIL |
^ Spurt at 60, Speed at 1 20 Gear. ^
^p with this device you can ride any gear you wish and at pleasure, -^
^— without dismounting, reduce it fifty percent, and restore it again, ^g
^~ by the simple pressure of a finger level on the frame. Perfect 23
y- for road-racing, hill-climbing, sand and wind encounters; fits any ^J
^- old frame; strong, guaranteed for a year. ^g

I maltbaiti eotnet Cbree^BalPBearing i
fc THE MOST PERFECT WHEEL, THE FRICTIONLESS BEARINGS. ^

I
American Waltham Mfg. Co. |

g Offices, 95 Milk Street, Boston. Factory, Waltham, Mass. ^
^* Kindly mention The Wheel. 33
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MENDS AND METHODS.

Ceffient Sticking to Inner Tube.

A Virginia man writes: "In putting on a tire,

the rim band, which clinches, pinched the inner

tube "and when I pumped it up it burst, tear-

ing a hole the size of a dollar, and splitting

tube about six inches. Put a piece of thin pa-

per on the inside of tube to keep cement from

sticking sides together; then put on patch, and

it works fine. The paper stuck to the patch

and kept the cement from inside of tube."

A Crank Fastening.

lA way to fasten a crank to the axle, when
the notch in axle is worn so large and round-

ing that the pin cannot be drawn up tight, is

^- -Q-

as follows: File down the notch in the axle

about 1-16 of an inch, or enough to make
it straight and square. Then file the sides

under in a dovetail shape, and then dovetail

a piece of steel into the notch to fill it up

enough so that the pin will draw it up tight

when the crank is put on. Of course, the ends

of the piece have to be filed in line with the

circumference of the axle. An Illinois man has

fixed a great many wheels in this way, and
none has come loose.

A Rim Holder.

To hold a rim for drilling, in absence of a

lathe, use a section of rim next smaller to the

rim to be drilled. Fasten it, as shown in Fig.

1. Use a breast drill, and slant alternately to

one side and then the other. Always stagger

spokes, as shown in Fig. 2.

To Cut Right or I<eft Hand Threads.

A Kansas expert uses the following method
for cutting right or left hand threads: A left-

hand thread can be cut in a hole by means of

a tap made with an ordinary right-hand screw-

plate. Having threaded a piece of steel in the

usual way, to cut a left-hand thread file away
all the thread except at two diametrically op-

posite points, at which the full thread is to be

left, in the form of a narrow ridge of teeth.

This steel, if hardened and tempered, after

making the point tapering, as usual with taps,

can be used to cut a left-hand thread by simply

screwing it into the hole in the reverse direction

of the usual one. Care must be taken to start

it fairly on its way during the first two or

-:-.-: +
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three turns, as, owing to the bulk of the thread
having been removed from the circumference
of the tap, there is no guiding surface. It is

owing to this guiding surface having been re-

moved that the tap can be used in either di-

rection and left or right hand threads cut, pro-
vided it is started in the right direction.

To Repair a Tire Casing.

An Ohio repairman writes: "To repair a

gashed or twisted outer casing, cut a section

from an old casing, split it on the under side,

punch holes half an inch apart, and lace it

around injured place tightly. Replace the tire

on rim and inflate. This repair will last for

months. If old casings are not to be had, a

piece of good leather or rawhide will answer."

Truing Up Forks.

To true up forks when they are not badly

bent, take a piece of hardwood (A) and three

blocks of soft wood (B, C, D), and place in

vise, as shown. This will straighten ob.stinate

forks without danger to joint or finish.

Save the Shine.

If a muddy bicycle frame is well vvashed with

water, taking care not to scratch the enamel

with the sand and grit, and subsequently pol-

ished with a damp chamois cloth, it will pres-

ent a bright appearance. A repairman in On-
tario freshens up a weather-worn bicycle by
applying a coat of any quick-drying color, then

a coat of color varnish, and finishes with a coat

of rubbing varnish. If this is put on over the

old enamel it will wear well.

To Remove Tire from Rim.

An easy way to remove a cemented tire from

a rim is to take a ratchet screw-driver with

round shank, slip it between tire and rim near

valve stem, holding wheel between the knees.

By grasping the driver with both hands it can

easily be rolled between the tire and rim

until the tire is loose.

Cylinder Oil Is Good.

A South Carolina repairman finds that cylin-

der oil makes a good lubricant for the chain.

He cleans the chain with benzine or kerosene,

then heats the oil until it is thin, and dips the

chain in it for a few minutes. Then he takes

it out and wipes the oil oflf the outside. Also

good for bearings.

This Borax Will Not Flake.

To use a borax that -will not fly off in flakes

in a gasoline brazer, use wire spelter; heat end

in flame of burner, stick it into a box of pow-
dered borax and apply it to joint. Repeat two

or three times and there will be suffici-ent for

any braze.

A CHAT ON DEALERS' ADVERTISING.

By G. H. E. Hawkins.

Have some system about your advertising

expenditure. Decide at the beginning of the

season how much you can afford to spend
for the sake of publicity, then divide it among
the various mediums as the experience of the

past has taught best. If you have two local

papers, one good and one with no earthly

excuse for existence, put all your money in

the good paper, and not three-fourths in the

good paper and one-fourth in the poor one
just for the sake of "standing in" with the

manager of the latter.

Don't make contracts right away for the

full amount you intend to spend. Hold back
about 10 per cent or 15 per cent in reserve,

for good opportunities may come along later

and find your money all spent.

When you do use the local newspaper, use

it steadily—go in every issue, even though you
have to use small space. A modest-sized ad-

vertisement in every issue is better than one
twice the size every other issue.

The cut shown in the following advertise-

ment will be sent to any dealer by The Wheel
upon receipt of 25 cents. Ask for "No. 46."

HILL

CLIMBING

is one of the crucial tests

of a good bicycle. The
ease of effort with which

'

the grade is accomplished
most effectually tells the
story of merit or demerit
Any bicycle will run well

when new, but the

"Andover Bicycle

will run as easily and free

from friction, if well cared for, at the end
of a year as when taken from the cyclery,

bright, new, spick and span. Fine bear-
ings—that's the secret.

Come in and let us show you by taking
the machine apart.

And the price is

$50.

S. T. Tire,

Easy Street,

Bikeville.

A BIG DOLLAR'S WORTH.
To any bicycle manufacturer or dealer

sending one dollar for THE ADVER-
TISING MAN (a journal for anyone who
wants to know more about advertising

and better business), I will, besides en- '

tering his name on subscription list for
(

twelve numbers, give a free criticism of i

any advertisement or piece of advertising
literature he may send.

This is my premium.
i

G. H. E. HAWKINS, i

"The Advertising Man,"

1122 Broadway, New York.

riting, illustrating and printing of ad-

vertising matter.

Wieland & Wade have opened a bicycle

store at Duluth, Minn., in the Lyceum build-

ing on Fifth avenue, West.
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PERSONALS, AND SO FORTH.

G. F. Peck, of Manchester, Mass., has failed.

Cal Reeks will open a repair shop in Metz,

Ind.

Edward Hertzel will open a repair shop at

Warren, Pa.

M. B. Bohner will open a bicycle store at

Oregon, 111.

N. J. Payne will open a bicycle store at

Alston, Mass.

F. A. Moore will open a repair shop at

Cresell, Mich.

Boyd & Morton will open a store in Ot-

tawa, Canada.

Onions & Primley have opened a store at

Hekna, Mont.

I. N. Holmes, of Decorah, la., has sold out

to E. W. Hoyt.

Leonard & McKenney, of Milford, N. Y.,

will open a store.

Prussing & Ritman will establish a plant at

Warrensburg, Mo.

H. A. Bottomly has opened a repair shop

at Marshall, Mich.

Howell Bros., of Fairburg, Neb., have

opened a new store.

E. Bourne will open a bicycle store on Main

street. Sandwich, Mass.

Howard Sherman, of Glens Falls, N. Y.,

will open a repair shop.

Josh Epps, of San Angelo, Texas, has sold

out his bicycle business.

Frank Worden, of Coxsackie, iN. Y., will

soon open a repair shop.

Edward Kaynor, of Ames, la., will open a

repair shop this season.

E. L. Rose, of E. L. Rose & Co., Bingham-

ton, N. Y., died March 24.

E. J. Blodgett's store at Lyndonville, Vt.,

was recently damaged by fire.

W. C. Young, of Riverside, has opened a

bicycle shop at Esconide, Cal.

The store of A. L. Patton, at Hammonton,
N. J., was burglarized recently.

James & Wysong. of Lebanon, Ind., have

been succeeded by M. D. Jones.

J. E. Brannan's bicycle store at Ida Grove,

la., was recently damaged by fire.

J. Parkinson, of La Porte, Ind., has opened

a' repair shop at 713 Indiana avenue.

Hellier & Clark, of Lidgerwood, N. D.,

have been succeeded by H. T. Clark.

Risley & Case, of Windsor Locks, Conn.,

have discontinued as bicycle dealers.

Wallace Knowlton will shortly open a re-

pair shop and store at Palmer, Mass.

G. L. Knights, Amesbury, Mass., will open

a new bicycle store on Market street.

John W. Hartwell, of Northampton, Mass.,

has opened a wholesale and retail store.

Charles H. Nowell, of Sanford, Me., has

discharged a chattel mortgage for $225.

Wieland & Wade will open a store in the

Lyceum building at West Duluth, Minn.

Charles Lee has returned to the Iver John-

son Sporting Goods Co., Boston, IMass.

W. E. Luetgens will open a general repair

and sale store at South Manchester, Conn.

Crawford E. Prescott, of Hudson, Mass.,

has given-a real estate mortgage for $1,500.

C. T. Eastman will open a new bicycle store

in the Music Hall block, at Milford, Mass.

The Hoffman Cycle Co., of Cleveland, O.,

will open a branch office at Rochester, N. Y.

V. V. Harrison has opened a bicycle store

at No. 215 West Seventh street, Wilmington,

Del.

Richards & Nesmith, of Warren, Pa., have

rented the ground floor of the Y. M. C. build-

ing.

C. E. Cramer has opened a new bicycle

store in the Monitor building, at Hinsdale,

N. H.

Eben E. Whitcher's wife has filed certificate

to conduct business in her name at Lowell,

Mass.

J. R. Vosburgh and Brother, of Johnstown,

N. Y., have leased a store in the Grewen
block.

D. E. Thompson, of Farmington, Mass.,

will make an addition to his store on Union
avenue.

W. Perry's new building at Edinboro, Pa.,

will be occupied by M. D. Reynolds as a bicy-

cle store.

H. N. Leavitt & Co., of Sanford, Me., will

open a salesroom and repair shop in the Teb-

bett building.

Jenny & Singhurst, of Terre Flaute, Ind.,

have opened a bicycle shop in the Grand

Opera House building.

James C. Hardy has secured the interest of

J. K. and Harry Johnston in the Soo Cycle

Co., at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.

Max White, Carbondale, Pa., has filed a

petition in voluntary bankruptcy, showing

$.3,110.10 of liabilities and no assets.

The Woodrufl & Little Cycle Co., of To-

wanda. Pa., have filed a petition in voluntary

bankruptcy. The liabilities are $11,480 and as-

sets about $400.

George G. Greenburg will handle Columbia
bicycles e.xclusively at 591 West Madison
street, Chicago. F. A. Stambaugh will man-
age the store. Both men are well known.

F. R. Parker, who conducted the Keating

agency in Manchester, N. H., has assumed

charge of the Manchester Hardware Co.'s

bicycle department. The company are hand-

ling the Cleveland.

The agency for the Crawford line of bicycles

has been taken in Rochester by Charles J. ^

Connolly, 47 Exchange street. The '99 models

are now on exhibition in his salesrooms, where

they are attracting much attention.

Recent Patents.

621,819. Means for Holding Cycles. Henry A.

Ivatt, Doncaster, England. Filed March 28, 1898.

Serial No. 675,363. (No model.)

621,849. Valve for Pneumatic Tires. Franklin E.

Rickman, New York, N. Y., assignor of one-half to

Carrie Augusta Hawthorn, same place. Filed Septem-

ber 28, 1S98. Serial No. 692,079. (No model.)

621,883. Bicycle-Gear. Cephas Whitney and Alfred

C. Lazarus, Kingston, Jamaica. Filed October 16,

1896. Serial No. 609,090. (No model.)

621,895. Bicycle-Saddle. Patrick Brodie, Boston,

Mass. Filed November 1, 1897. Serial No. 656,986.

(No model.)

621,925. Bicycle-Gear. Henry M. Kolb and Charles

Foehl, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed May 5, 1898. Serial

No. 679,768. (No model.)

621,942. Spring Frame for Bicycles. William J.

Pierce, London, England. Filed March 3, 1898. Serial

No. 672,438. (No model.)

621,946. Bicycle Handle-Bar. George A. Rosen-

bauer and Joseph P. Schowalter, Milwaukee, Wis.,

assignors to Sanger Handle-Bar and Plating Com-
pany, same place. Filed June 6, 1896. Serial No.

682,653. (No model.)

621,971. Pneumatic Tire. Charles G. Page, Oak
Park, 111. Filed October 22, 1897. Serial No. 656,020.

(No model.)

621,995. Bicycle. Elbridge C. Doolittle, Philadel-

phia, Pa., assignor of one-half to Alfred R. Justice,

same place. Filed February 24, 1898. Serial No.

671,423. (No model.)

622.005. Nipple-Grip for Bicycle Wrenches. Wil-

liam Herrick, Chicago, 111., assignor to Morgan

& Wright, same place. Filed December 28, 1897.

Serial No. 663,836. (No model.)

622.006. Rear-Fork End for Bicycles. Anthony

Jerome, Chicago, 111., assignor to A. Featherstone

& Company, same place. Filed November 7, 1898.

Serial No. 695,788. (No model.)

622,029. Variable Speed Gear for Bicycles. Edwin A.

Young and Isaac T. Drake, Madelia, Minn. Filed

March 22, 1897. Serial No. 628,621. (No model.)

622,032. Bicycle-Pedal. Eugene Baker, Chicago,

111., assignor to Henry W. Gilbert, same place. Filed

March 16, 1896. Serial No. 583,462. (No model.)

622,044. Cycle or other Road Vehicle. John R.

Heath, Stoke-upon-Trent, England. Filed January

19, 1897. Serial No. 619,722. (No model.)

622,066. Bicycle-Frame. Jeremiah C. Parker, Red

Bank, N. J. Filed September 12, 1S98. Serial No.

690,774. (No model.) .

622,060. Pneumatic Tire. James A. Murphy and

Amos D. Rowe, Holyoke, Mass., assignors of one-

third to Charles H. Morgan, same place. Filed July

20, 1898. Serial No. 686,429. (No model.)

622,085. Driving Mechanism for Cycles. Homer E.

Shepard, Rochester, N. Y., assignor of one-third to

Jacob F. Renner. same place. Filed December 31,

1897. Serial No. 665,056. (No model.)

622,159. Bicycle-Alarm Bell. Frank Mossberg and

Carl A. Brink, Providence, R. I.; said Brink assignor

to said Mossberg. Filed December 23, 1898. Serial

No. 700,105. (No model.)

622,176. Bicycle-Wheel Rim. George Beacock,

Brockville, Canada, assignor of one-half to Charles

H. McCrady, same place. Filed January 30, 1899.

Serial No. 703,800. (No model.)

622,179. Pneumatic Cushion Seat-Post. Andrew J.

Davis, Chicago, 111. Filed February 10, 1898. Serial

No. 669,842. (No m.odel.)
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621,7 5 9. BIC7CLE-B?LL Edwaed D. BocOTBU, BrlBtol, Conn.,

assignor to the Bristol Bell Coropany, same place Filed Dec, 27, 1898.

Sci-ial No. 700,314. (Nomotiel.)

6 S 1 ,6O7 . BICYCLE-SADDLE. Oboeob 1-. holdbk. Kingston, N Y
PUed Jan. 1 1898. Serial Na 665,582. (No model)

Clit'nti.— 1. ill com biiiat loll in a i)icycle.beli, a clamp, a bell-base,

.1 hub ri*;idly secured to one of said part..! and adapted to be located in

an opening in the opposite pait, oicans for clamping tlic hub against

niovcincnt in the opening, bell-striking mechanism with means lor op-

erating the same, and a gong supported in operative relation to the

bell-stiiking mechanism.

631,730. METAL TDBE. PEiBK A. WiLMOT, Bridgeport, Conn.
Filed Jan. 27, 1899. Serial No. 703,691, (No modaU

631,441. MDD-aOARD FOR CYCLES, Wiui Bmebid, Berlin.

OermanY. Filed July 2, 1898., Serial No. 685,040. (No modeLI

Clittiii.— 1, Metal tubing consisting ot an mner tube and an outer
tube formed from a blank of sheet metal having upon its edges pro-

jections and recesses, said outer tube being closed about the inner
tube by circumferential compression only so that the projections upon
the edges of the blank are caused to interknit and lock the edges of
the blank firmly together and cause it to clasp the innertube rigidly

substantially as described.

631,583. BICYCLE-BEARINSADJIISTMENT. ALBESI H, PEICB,

Cblcago, IIL Filed Jan. 31, 1898. Serial No 668,635. (No model)

Ckitm.— \. In a bicycle-saddle, a supporting-spring formed from
a single length of springsteel wire bent double and comprising a base-
loop, adjacent bends, forward-extending and rising portions, double
downward inclined bends at the forward ejid, backward outward-
curv.-d portions, ovoidal spirivls with the smaller convolutions down-
ward and the ends thereof parallel, and means for connecting the
ends together and to the membera of the base-loop, substantially as
pet forth.

631,658. VEHICLE-WHEEL Olaos L OEmsatro, Lead, 8l D,

Filed Got 26, 1898. Serial No, 694.537. (No model)

CVoim,— 1. A mud-guard for cycleij, composed of a band and

band-holder, the holder being adapted to be folded close to ita sup-

porting cycle-bar when notin use, and combined with and pivoted on

a clip or clamp adapted to be lowered on such bar a distance equal

to the length of the holder, and to be pushed up on the bar and hold

at a height to permit the holder to be projected over the rear wheel,

the holder being then sustained in this position, all substantially m
.set forth.

63l,740. BICYCLE-GEARINO. CBAELEs~BEW,tMcago, 111 Filed

flay 28, 1898. Serial No, 681,970, (No model)

Cl<nm.— \. The combination with a shell or barrel having screw,
threads on the inner surface, of a cup having threads on the periphery

631,732. SDPPLEMENIAl SEAT FOR BICYCLES FEANCIS T,

T.STANiEB,ChilUwack, Canada. Filed Sept 19,1898. SerialNo.691,36L

(No model)

Claim.—A wheel, having a rim. and a tire, the nm being formed

of two rigid sections, the outer portions of which are flared outwardly

to receive the tire, and the inner portions of which are converged

toward each other to form a trough, the inner edge of one of the sec-

tions having a Hange thereon and the flange meeting the inner edge

of the other section, and the tire being formed of a section of flexi-

ble material the edges of which are introduced between the inner

portions of the sections of the rim, fastening devices passing through

the inner portions of the sections of the rim and the adjacent portions

of the tire, and an expanditig section located in the tire and compress-

ing the same against the outer portions of the sections of the rim.

633,060.- PHEOMATIC TIRE, jambs A Mitoht and Ados D.
EowE, Holyoke, Mass., assignors of one-thW to Charles H. Morgan
same place. Piled JiUy 20, 1898 Serial Ha 686,429. (No model)

C/ttim.— 1. A supplemental seat for a bicycle, comprising a bar
10 arranged to lie on the cross-tie b of the frame and with its fluted
end resting against the fraine c, and an adjustable tension-support 15
secured beneath the seat on the projecting end of the said bar and
lying over the saddle-post rf, as specified,

631,739. SHEET-METAL TUBE. FEAKKA WiLKOT, Bridgeport,

Claim.— In a vehicle-wheel, the combination of a rim, an air-
receiving tube, a protective shoe of flexible material fitted over said

i'ln)nt.— 1, In gearing for bicycles, the combination oT an axle, a

hub cariying at one end a gear, an eccentric mounted on one end of

the axle and comprising a pair of disks detachably connected with

each other and having intcr|)03ed therebetween a ,'=eries of libroiis

packing and lubricating disk-washers, said disks having their edges

concaved to form an annular groove, a sprocket consisting of a ring

provided with an internal gear meshing with a pinion on the' hub and
with an integral annular cover or bearing plate on its outer side

formed witli an annular groove in its edge, and bearing balls inter-

posed between the eccentric disks and cover-plate and adapted to

travei-sesaid gi-ooves in .contact with said hbrons'disk-w.ashers, sub-

stantially as described

*^^i;®™i-. T,!'^''^^ ^""'^ ^ ^- «<^»'^'"'. Toronto. Can-^ Fll6dApr.7,189S. Serial No. 676,793. (No model)

with „f\if ' '"'' '""^''°" *'^''"S " ''°ll»"'tem and a casingv,th reduced lowerportion having an clastic tubular coveringextend

'X^r'X" Z'
""?'""' ''"°"- =••'"' >-^'--'^»'. '->< stem hav „ga head w.th s.de notches for the pa,.sage of the air outside of thfStem, sa.d stem formnig at ite upper end a valve-seat

Conn., assignor to the Wilmot 4 Hohbs Manufacturing Company, Eame '"''^' "^^^^^^ edges on said shoe, wire rings embedded in said edge!
place. Filed Mar. 17, 1897, Serial No. 627,994 (No model)

Chim.^k tube formed from' a blank whose edges are provided
with interlocking projections and recesses, one of said edges being
beveled on the side which is to form the inner side of the tube so
that when bent to tubular form the outer suifaces of the edges will

come III contact leaving V-shaped openings on the inner side of the
joint which receive solder, the walls of the recesses preventing the
solder from flowing endwise in the joint,

6 3 1.883. BICYCLB-OBAR Cephas Wbitsey and Alfeed C,

Lazabus, Kingston, Jamaica, Filed Oct 16, 1896, Serial No, 609,090,

(No model)

and having a smaller diameter than the plane diameter of said tube
at its greatest transverse diameter, ribs lying on the outer surface of
and concentric with, said tube and extending therearoimd inside ol
iu greatest tranivei-Bo diameter, for engagement with the beaded
edges of said shoe, parallel intercngaging ribs on the outer surface
of the tread part of said air-tube, and on the inner surface of said
shoe for effecting a separation of the contiguous surfaces of said
tube and shoe, and preventing side slip of the latter, substantially
as described.

633.044. CYCLE OR OTHER ROAD-VEHICLE John R, Heath.

Stoke-upon-Trent, England. Piled Jan 19, 1897. Serial No 619,722.

(No model)

Claim.— 1, The combination with the frame and a wheel and axle

of a bicycle, of a cushioning device interposed between said axle and
frame, consisting of a ring cushion surrounding the axle and supported

externally in the frame, and a swinging support pivoted to the frame

and having the axle jonrnaled thereon, so as to guide the axle while and for the purpose specified
allowing it to move vertically under the influence of the cushion.

Chmi.—l. An air-valvecomprisingthecasingliavingan enlarged
upper end internally threaded, the stem fitting therein and extending
below the bottom of the casing, so as to leave a passage.way around
It into the upper portion of the casing, the elastical tube fitting the
lower portion ot the casing and hugging the bottom of the hollow
stem, a suitable head attached to the top of the hollow stem provided
with apertures and means for closing the top of the hollow stem as

Claim.— \. A bicycle-gear comprising a crank-shaft provided

with cranks, asliaft journaled in the outer end of each crank, a pedal

carried by the said shaft, means for positively turning the said shaft

to change the position of the pedal relatively to the crank and to

form an extension for the latter, and a temporary locking device for

the pedal, substaiitiallv as shown and described.

631,819. MEANS FOR HOLDING CYCLES Hekei A IVATI,
Doncaster, England. Filed Mar. 28, 1898, Serial No 675*363 (No
model)

('la,,,,.— I. In a cycle supporting and holding arrangement, a
wheel-support comprising limbs arranged side by side sufficiently far
apart to allow a cycle-tire to be introduced between them, transverse
connecting parts between said limbs adapted to support a cycle-
wheel, and, at right angles or thereabout to said limbs, a limb or
limbs adapted to enter between and to be kept vertical or there-
about by a horizontal bar and an abutment parallel thereto and to
then support and hold the first-mentioned limbs in a horizontal atti-
tude or .ipproiimately so. and a hook or hooks at the free end or
ends of .said secondly-mentioned limb or limbs, adapted, when the
device is not in use, to hook onto said horizontal bar. and to then
support the device with the first-mentioned limbs hanging down in
an out-of-the-way position an and for the purpose set forth.
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693,006. HEAR-FORK END FOR CYCLES. AuraoiiT JbbomI!.

Chicago, m, assignor to the A. FeatherstoDe & Company, same placa

FUed Nov. 7. 1898. Serial No. 695,788. (So model)

639,179.
CUcago, HI

PNEOMATICCnSHIQN SEAT-POST. ASDBKwJ. Davis,

FUed Feb. 10. 1898. Serial No. 669,842. (No modeL)

631,936. BICYCIE-8EAB: HEHEnLKoLBandCHAEiEsFOBHu
.Philadelphia. Pa Filed May 5, 1898, Serial No 679.768. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A rear-fort end for cyclea, comprising a plate con-

nection formed with a guide-slot for the axle, and with diverging

prongs, and thimbles having a D shape in cross-section and the Oat

portions which are adapted to contact with the adjacent flat surfaces

of the prongs to afford extended brazing-surfaces and a aubstantiat

attachment between the parts, substantially as set forth.

633,039. VARIABLE- SPEED GEAR FOR BICTCLES. Edwim
A. YouBo and Isaac T, Dhake, Madella, Minn. FUed Mar 22 1897.
Serial No 628.621. (No model)

Claim.—1. A pneumatic-cushion seat-post for bicycles compns-

fng an air-reservoir, a plunger mounted therein provided with a eeat-

poat, ail intervening elastic diaphragm extending across the reservoir

and' cooflned therein at its edges against which the plunger abuts,

and a reduced extension of t'he reservoir adapted to be mounted in

the frame of the bicycle, substantially as set forth.

633,033. BICYCLE-PEDAL EuoBSE Bakkh, Chicago, III, as-

signor to Henry W. Gilbert, same place. FUed Mar. 16, 1896. Serial

Na 583,462. (No model)

Claim.— 1
.
In a bicycle-gear, sprocket-wheels of different diame-

ters freely mounted on the pedal-shaft, dogs carried by the pedal-
arms adapted to he clutched with said sprocket-wheels and to bo
released therefrom, and spring-pressed pawls on said arms, the dogs
being each provided with depressions at different places for the en- •

gagenient of said pawls relatively to the set position of said dogs.

631,849. VALVE FOR PNEUMATIC TIRES. Feasklih E Rick.
J.A»,

New York, N Y, assignor of one-half to Carrie A^a Kiw-
thora, same ptoca FUed Sept 28. 1898. Serial No. 692079 (No
model) *

"

Claim.— 1. A bicycle-pedal provided with channeled aide pieces

the flanges of which serve as a tread, spring-clamps supported by said

pedal and held in position by said pieces at any required a^justmept,

and screws for securing said side pieces.

633 15 9. BICYCLE ALARM-BELL. Feus MossBKEa and Casl

A BEIBK, Provldenoe, E. 1 ; said Brink assignor to said Moaeberg.

Filed Dec. 23, 1898. Serial No 700,106. (No model)

•S ^«> i R Vv^S,^
.^ i.

Cluim.— 1. ihe combination, with the bicycle cranfc-hanger, of

the shaft jourrialed therein, the sprocket-wheel journaled upon said

shaft, the clutch device secured upon said shaft and adapted to en-

gage said sprocket-wheel, the plunger-pin for operating said dutch

device, a shuttle longitudinally movable within said shaft to project

said pin and said clutch device, and non-revoluble means for" operat-

ing said shuttle, substantially as described.

631,971. PNEDMATIC TIRE Chaeles G. Page, Oak Part, Dl
Filed Oct 22, 1897. Serial No. 666,020. (No model)

tl„'.W r T..' ° 1°"' '"'"-Pl-g E approximating in length theth,ck„ess of the t,re and set in the same, said plug hav.ng tbf"nnorhead outer externally-threaded portion and longiTudinal oriUce" incomh,nat,on w,th a th n nut engaging said externallv-threaded poon and compressmg the t.re material to occupy a depression therein

pecified
"'"'" '"'" '°"'^' '" ""= <'-« -bstantUUy as herein

633,176. BICYCLE-WHEEL RIM. Qeoege Bbacook, BrookvlUe,
Canada, assignor of one-haU" to Charles E McCrady, same place. FUed
Jan. 30, 1899. Serial No 703,800. (No model)

Cl<i}m.— l. In a bicycle-alarm the combination pftwo bells rig-

idly attached to a bar, held to turn in a stationary bracket, a strik-

ing mechanism also rigidly secured to said bar to turn with it, a shaft

having a driving-wheel fast on its outer end in" position to be turned

by the fire of the bloyole-wheel when said bar is turned, substantially

as described.

t> 3 1 , 8 9 5 . BICYCLE-SADDLE- Pateick Beodie, Boston, Mass.

FUed Nov. 1, 1897. Serial No 656,986. (No model)

Clmm.—\. A laminated nheej-nm, consisting of two or" more
hoop-sections of wood and an interposed strip or strips of rawhide
prepared, hardened and waterproofed as set forth, all cemented to^
^ether.

633,130. VEHICLE-TIRE. James Coombee, Chicago, Dl, assignor
by direct and mesne assignments, ot two-thirds to James WUson. same
place, and Frederick Lee Norton, Racine, Wis. FUed Jan. 27 1899
Serial No. 703,674. (No model)

Claim.— 1. The combinatioti with an adjustably-wired pneumatic-

,tire casing adapted to open along its base, and a wheel-rim. of an

adjustable tightening device comprising vibratory levers which are

connected with the terminals of the adjustable wires and which rela-

tively contract or swing together and elide within an opening in the

wheel-rim so as to tighten up the wires, and also emerge from such

opening and relatively expand or swing apart so as to loosen the

wires, and an adjustable retractor by which the levers are drawn
within and projected from the opening in the wheel-rim, substan-

tially as set forth.

631,461. BICYCLE-BELL. David Pahiihoton, Athenfln, Sng-
land. FUed Feb. 19. 1898. Sei-ial Ho 670,966. (Ho model)

.
rt„ii„.—l. In'a. vehicle-tire the combinatioji with a rira having

side flanges, of an clastic strip seated within said rim and between,
said Hanges, and having a longitudinal bore therein, a retaining-band
extending through said bore, and n series of independent cross-sUvs.
in the elastic strip and independent of the retaining- band.

631,336. AUTOMATIC CyCLE-INFLATBR Melvik D Compto.
Newark, N. J. _FUed Apr. 25. 1898. Serial No. 678,768. (No model)

Chilli.— 1. The bicycle-saddle having the seat-frame divided

along its longitudinal line and having such halves or wings so hingec)

together as to be capable of being flexed upward until they meet and

present their lateral edges uppermost, or of being turned down and

inetd in a substantially horizontal and usable position, in combination

,

vrUh means whereby said halves or wings can be locked together

whlen in such upwardly- flexed position and the saddle put thereby iu

a condition of non-use.

631,451. TIRE FOR BICYCLES. WILLIAM L FoOTE, New York.

N. Y. FUed May 6. 1898. Serial Na 679,887. (No model)
Claim.—1, A wheel-tire built up in cork sections alternating

'with each'other to form a ring surrounding the wheel and conformed
in shape to the groove in the wheel-rim, said cork base provided with

'a circumferential groove on its periphery iu combination with a wrap-

per or casing enveloping the cork ba.so and groove and au exposed
endless elastic tread-tire, sprung into the groove over the wrapper
whereby the wrapper is forced into the groove, thereby tightening

around the base, and the cork sections are drawn together and held

,in place .without other fastening device than the exposed tread-tire.

Claim.— I. A device of the character herein described, compris-
ing a clamp which is adapted to be connected with the forward fork,
ol a bicycle or 3imilarvehicle,ao arm pivotallv connected therewith
and adapted to swing vertically, said arm being provided at its outer
end with a bearing, supplemental arms connected with said -bearing
and provided at their outer ends with a gong, a shaft passing through
said bearing, a cross-head connected with the end thereof within sa'id
£ongs. and provided at its ends with hauiiners, a wheel connected
with^lie outer end of said shaft, and means forraising said arm so

6to».---l. In a anid-vendiiig apparatus having a motor foropening and closing the valve, the combination with such motor of a coii,operated lever to trip the motor into and out of active operaLurocke -arm, and a c-im connected with the motor for thi^whg h"ever back to norma, position to stop the motor, suhstautiailv Is d
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A SELECTED LOT OF GENERAL CYCLING NOTES.

THE CANUCKS MEET.

Imitating the X,. A. W. — Favor Shown the

N. C. A. — Treasury Deficit — New Ofla-

cers Elected.

The annual meeting of the Canadian Wheel-

men's Association was held on March 31, at

Toronto, Ontario. It was a harmonious meet-

ing, there being no factional or internal

troubles. Fifty-seven clubs were represented

by 169 delegates, casting 3,695 votes. The re-

ports of the various committees showed a most

satisfactory condition of afifairs. A resolution

was passed requesting that the I. C. A. grant a

temporary recognition of the !N. C. A. pend-

ing the settlement between the racing men and

the L. A. W. The president's report men-

tioned the fact that touring cyclists were now
allowed to have their wheels four months in

the United States instead of thirty days, duty

free.

The report of the roads and touring com-

mittee recommended that a two-days meet be

held hereafter, the second day to be desig-

nated as "Good Roads Day," as many mu-
nicipalities are taking up the work of road im-

provement. It was recommended that a good

roads convention be held at the Toronto In-

dustrial exhibition, on Farmers' Day. The
committee also recommended that a tourists'

bureau be established where information could

be obtained, relative to roads and routes, by

the members of both the C. W. A. and the

L. A. W.
The treasurer's report showed the receipts

for the year to have been $8,391.54; disburse-

ments, $8,484.16; deficit, $92.62. The report of

the membership committee showed 7,977

wheelmen enrolled. Montreal leads with 1,690.

followed by Toronto with 1,273 and Niagara

with 1,237. The chairman of the rights and

privileges committee stated that, at the next

session of the Legislature, a bill would be in-

troduced providing for the building of cycle

paths and the licensing of those who used

them.

The transportation committee reported that

the only railways in Canada carrying bicycles

as baggage free of charge were the Pontiac

and Pacific Junction and the Fatineau. The
reports having all been accepted the election

of officers was held. Louis Rubenstein, of

Montreal, was declared elected by acclama-

tion. For the vice-presidency there were two

candidates, A. B. Raltray, of Montreal, and J.

W. Prescott, of Vancouver, B. C. The latter

was elected.

The Dominion championships meet on

Labor Day was given to Brantford, the Pro-

vincial championships meet, July 1 and 2, to

Guelph, and the Quebec provincial champion-

ships meet to Terre Bonne. Then came the

proposed amendments to the constitution.

In future membership in the association

will be divided into two classes, affiliated clubs

and full privileged members. Where a large

club with some other reason than C. W. A.

work for keeping it together wishes to affiliate,

in order to have race meets, it may do so by
paying a fee of $10 for every 100 members or

less; over 100 members 10 cents each. The

individual members would not be registered

nor entitled to any privileges.

The full privileged members will pay a mem-
bership fee of $1. If they come in in clubs of

five or more, at the rate of 50 cents each. If

a membe'i- wishes to take the "Wheelman," the

official organ, he must pay 25 cents extra.

After adjournment the appeals of a number of

racing men were heard and disposed of as fol-

lows: Hacking Bros., Listowel, referred to the

racing board; D. R. Galloway, Montreal; Roy
D. Miller, Hamilton; H. D. Brownlee, Smith's

Falls; David Wilson, Toronto; Walter Tuff,

'Montreal; Charles W. Richardson, Chicago;

Percy -E. Brown, Toronto; Victor Byan, Port

Hope, and Cecil Elliott, all refused. A. Mar-
tineau, Montreal, is to be reinstated, if the in-

coming racing board deem it advisable for him
to ride as an amateur. L. G. Cameron, Terre

Bonee, P. Q.; Charles Desmoreau, Chicago;

Alex Gereaux, C. Spain and C. Campbell, of

Vancouver, B. C, were reinstated.

Immediately the new board of officers com-
menced to do business.

The following committees were elected:

Membership—^J. F. Cairns, chairman; J. J.

Lomax, Montreal; C. D. MoFarlane, Kings-

ton; J. M. Barnes, St. John, N. B.; G. S.

Pearcy, Toronto.

Rights and Privileges—^J. G. Gauld, Hamil-

ton, chairman; George A. Kingstone, Toronto,

for Ontario; George R. Lighthall, Montreal,

for Quebec.

'Rules and Regulations—W. N. Irwin, To-
ronto, chairman; W. F. Tasker, Toronto; D.

McGillicuddy.

Roads and Touring—H. B. Howson, To-
ronto, chairman.

Transportation—R. J. Wilson, Kingston,

chairman; E. H. Blurton, Montreal; W. J.

Ayling, Montreal.

Dominion Racing Board—A. E. Walton,

Toronto, chairman; J. J. Ward, B. P. Corey,

D. J. Kelly, of Toronto, and W. R. Granger,

Montreal.

Mr. A. E. Scott, of Winnipeg, was elected

chief consul of the district of Manitoba.

The by-laws were then considered fo""

amendment. A number of minor changes were

made, principally so that they would conform

to the revised constitution. As the question of

reinstatement had caused much discussion, the

following amendment was made:

"The Dominion racing board may at its op-

tion, when it considers it in the best interests

of the sport, reinstate any professional wheel-

man to the amateur ranks, whether such wheel-

man was made a professional by the board or

otherwise. The racing board may make rules

governing such application, and no such re-

instatement shall take place except by a unani-

mous vote of the board. Any bicycle rider

may appeal from the decision of the racing

board by filing his application not later than

February 1, in any year. The annual meeting

may reinstate the applicants on a two-thirds

vote of the delegates in attendance."

The L. A. W. national meet promoters, at

Boston, have voted not to recognize the C.

W. A. if negotiations are continued with the

N. C. A. •

THE ELLSWORTH LAW.

A Synopsis of the Side-Path Measure by
Which New York State Displaces Asso-

ciations.

Any county judge in New York state, ex-

cept in Monroe and Albany counties, can now,
upon receipt of a petition signed by fifty wheel-

men of his county, appoint a side-path com-
mission consisting of five or seven members,
who shall serve without compensation, but

shall be paid their necessary disbursements
out of the side-path fund. The commissioners
are authorized to construct and maintain side-

paths along any public road, outside of the

limits of incorporated cities and villages, or

outside the corporation tax district, upon the

approval of the commission of highways. The
path shall not be less than three or more
than six feet wide.

A license for one year will be issued to any
wheelman upon the payment of a small sum,
by the board of side-path commissioners of

his county, or, if there be none, in any county

where a side-path commission has been ap-

pointed. Unlicensed wheelmen will not be

permitted on the paths. The license plate

must be attached to the left side of the front

fork, or upon the lower tube of the frame,

within six inches from the head. Wheelmen
of other states may secure a license by apply-

ing to any side-path commission in New
York. The cost of the license has not yet

been decided, but will be between 50 cents and

$1; a rider who buys it in one county can use

any side-path in the state.

$2,SOD for Major Taylor.

"Major" Taylor has applied to the L. A. W.
for a sanction to ride against the world's

records as soon as the weather permits. The
trials will be made at the Woodside (Phila-

delphia) track. Taylor will ride a Sager-gear

chainless wheel, for which he will receive $2,-

500 a year. A match is being arranged be-

tween Taylor and McDuffie to take place

May 30, at the Charles river track, Boston.

Don't Ifike license Law.

The Alabama bicycle license law went into

operation this week. In Birmingham, on the

first day of its enforcement the necessary 35

cents (25 cents tax, 10 cents judge's fee) was

produced by exactly nine wheelmen. There

appears to be a tacit but widespread determina-

tion to ignore the new measure, which was

strenuously opposed by wheelmen pending its

passage.

One of the Windiest and Wettest.

According to New York records, March.

1899, was one of the wettest Marches for 28

years, only 1876 and 1881 showing greater pre-

cipitation. During the same period there has

been no windier March. Gales of 50 miles an

hour were common and on the 19th and 20th

days of the month the wind blew at the rate of

72 miles.

Flavell'8 Sea View Hotel, Sea Cliff, L. I.
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INTER-CITY AND DIVISION RACES.

Winners to Have Expenses Paid to Na-

tional Meet—It Will Be a Good Idea

if It Is Carried Out.

A plan is being considered by the national

racing board of the L. A. W. which gives

promise of adding interest to state and na-

tional championship races. The idea is to

establish in place of inter-city contests, an

inter-divisional championship to be ridden at

the national meet. The scheme is much like

that of the inter-club and inter-city races

which have been held in large cities hereto-

fore.

It is proposed that the three leading men at

the end of each division circuit, which cir-

cuits are now being arranged, shall be en-

titled to have their expenses paid to the

national championship at Boston, they to

compete in the inter-divisional event. This

will give to the division circuits an added in-

terest for the reason that, in addition to the

prizes ofifered in the several events, there will

be likewise the honor of representing their

division in the national contest.

No man will 'be entitled to represent his

division in this contest who does not stand

either first, second or third in per cent of

winnings, at the completion of the divisional

circuit. If this idea is carried to a success-

ful conclusion, and there is no reason to doubt

that it will be, the leading amateurs of the

entire country will be in attendance at the

.national races, something which has not been

w'itnessed at any race meet, national or local,

since the establishment of the two classes of

races and the limit of distance in which an

amateur can ride.

The Chicago Six-Day Race.

A change in the method of running a six-

day race will be made in the Chicago event.

The riders will be forced from the track by

the rules of the race a full half hour at the

close of each six-hour stretch and will ride, as

a matter of fact, but five and one-half in each

six hours, or twenty-two hours a day. Short

races will fill in the space while the track is

clear and will provide the spectators with con-

stant aTiusement. The race will have the com-

plete list of competitors seen at San Francisco

with the exception of Gimm and Fredericks.

A Verdict for $2,500.

W. T. Fuller has won his suit against the

city of Atlanta, Ga., and secured a verdict of

$2,500. The case was one of the most inter-

esting personal injury suits which has yet been

tried in the state of Georgia. Fuller claimed

that his health had been ruined, that he was a

physical wreck, because of a fall he had from

his bicycle while riding on Georgia avenue in

.'\pril, 1897. The accident occurred late at

night and Fuller claimed it was due to his run-

ning over a Belgian block, which had been

negligently left on the street, there being no

lamp near the place to warn him of the danger.

L. A. W. SECURING LEGISLATION.

The First Side-Path Commissioners.

The Oneida County Wheelway League is the

first wheelmen's association in New York
state to apply for the appointment of a board

of side-path commissioners, under the new
'Ellsworth side-path law. The men who will

control the wheelway matters in Oneida

County are: Fred H. Gouge, Dr. Walter B.

Palmer, William S. 'Mackie, William W. Can-

field, of Utica; John S. iWardwell, Dr. W. L.

Kingsley, of Rome; and Lester G. Waufel, of

Trenton. As far as money is concerned, they

get no compensation, but one of the commis-

sioners said yesterday it would be a pleasure

to do the hard work free, knowing that he

could make the right people pay for it.

Side-path commissioners have been ap-

pointed, also, in Syracuse, in accordance with

the recent law. The appointments are A. M.

Smart, C. H. Mowry, F. P. Suydam, E. I.

Rice, William Spalding, F. C. Riggs and C.

J. Batcharie.

The Irvington-Millbum Road Race.

The Irvington-Millburn road race will be

held, as usual, on Decoration Day. It will

be managed by the Associated Cycling Clubs

of New Jersey, though the course has not

been decided upon. It is doubtful, however.

if the race will be run over the old and his-

toric Springfield roadway, as the township

authorities of Irvington and Millburn, N. J.,

are opposed to it. If a course is selected on

Staten Island, the Borough of Richmond be-

ing part of Greater New York, the police

department will probably take steps to stop .

it, as it did the road races of the Associated

Cycling Clubs of Long Island on Twenty-

second avenue and the Merrick road.

Credentials Needed in France.

By arrangement between the Union Veloci-

pedique de France and the International Cy-

clists' Association it will be necessary for riders

desiring to compete in France to show the

license of the I. C. A.. This comes to The
Wheel as an official communication from the

"Commission Sportive" (racing board) of the

French organization.

I/arge Increase in Cycle Paths.

The Warren Good Roads Wheel League.

Warren, O., "planned" 1,500 miles of cycle

paths to other towns last year and expect to

make it 2,000 this year.

Bills Now Fending in Fourteen States for

Highway Improvements, Cycle Paths and
Free Bicycle Transportation.

The various divisions of the League of

American Wheelmen are hard at work in se-

curing the passage of bills in the state legisla-

tures which will give the wheelmen some of

the advantages and privileges they wish to

enjoy. Principal among these bills are those

which are designed to hav.e the roadways of

the country placed in proper condition for the

traffic which goes over them. They are doing

this, not only in their own interests, but in

that of the farmers as well, and the latter class

is co-operating with the wheelmen in every in-

stance.

Among the states which Jiave bills for high-

way improvement on their calendars are New
York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Pennsyl-

vania, Maryland, Georgia, (Missouri, Illinois,

Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Ne-
braska and Colorado, and in every case the

League of American Wheelmen is using its in-

fluence to have these bills passed.

In several other states there are bills requir-

ing railroads to carry bicycles as baggage and

in the past the L. A. W. has secured the pas-

sage of similar bills in fourteen states, so that

at present there is a line of states stretching

from the Atlantic to the Pacific which requires

the railroads to carry bicycles as .they would a

trunk or other article of baggage. In some
states there are bills providing for the building

of cycle paths and all of the states have local

measures. The amount of work being accom-
plished by the L. A. W. for wheelmen is not

generally known, but it is of great import-

ance and goes steadily forward.

N. C. A.'s State Circuit Plans.

Following the lead set by the national racing

board of the L. A. W. last year, the National

Cycling Association will conduct their New
York state circuit on the point system. There
vsfill be one or more state championships run
ofT at each meet, and points will be given the

winners; the rider having the most points at

the end of the circuit will be the state cham-
pion. The first meet will be held on June 3,

and the circuit continued throughout that

month.

I/iving on Dividends.

Kiser and Cooper are holders of Detroit

Telephone Co. stock and both have been able

to live comfortably ofif their incomes during

the winter season. Their earnings on the race

track in '99 will be devoted to purchasing more
of the stock, which pays a handsome dividend.
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PIN Y0UR FAITH ©N THE

Brown Saddles
STYLE B. STYLE G.

For •99
They have always been the best, but are better than ever*

Their superiority cannot be questioned.

Booklet for ^99 now ready. Send for one.

The Brown Saddle Company, Elyria. ©.
Kindly mention The Wheel,

!{flSTlSfi fmf; ^MrMf: y.fMWef

THE LONG BEAM BICYCLE LAMP

Effect cr

Has a reflector built on same

principle as a locomotive

headlight.

Result—throws light 500

feet.

Feeds by capillary attraction.

Result— not affected by

jolts and jars.

The burner will not clog as in

other acetylene lamps.

SUMMARY:
The First Gas Lamp
to Give Absolute Sat-
isfaction

T/^TDOppC » ^ , , WRITE US BEFORE CATA-
JV^JJlJlJiIVO LOGING INFERIOR LAMPS.

THE LONG BEAM LAMP CO., Hillsboro, Ohio, U. S. A.
Kindly mention The WIieeL

1
I

I

I

I
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MARKET GOSSIP OF INTEREST TO BUYERS.
+ :-:

MARK YOUR CUTS.

"WUl patrons who make use of this depart-

tnent kindly mark each cut with the firm name
and the name of the article which the cut is to

illustrate? Cuts over a 3-8 inches wide will not

fit the columns of THE WHEEI*.

Wilmot & Hobbs' New Tubing.

'Brass-lined "Clincher" and seamless tubing

is the latest product of the Wilmot & Hobbs
Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn. They have added

facilities to their plant for the application of

this lining to their tubing. The lining is about

a half of one-thousandth of an inch thick. It

is applied in a liquid state. It is largely cop-

per, so that it will not melt when the tubing is

subsequently heated in being made into frames.

The lining serves incidentally to braze the

joints in the "Clincher" tubing, but the main

claim for it is that it prevents interior moisture

from passing through the steel tubing, causing

rust to form under the enamel, thereby making

the enamel peel off and also weakening the

metal and endangering the rider. A sample

of the "Clincher" tubing, with this interior

treatment, shows that the lining lies uniformly.

The quality of the "Clincher" tubing itself is

well known. Its makers claim, after practical

demonstration, that weight for weight and

size for size it is much stronger than ordinary

tubing, from which it cannot be distinguished

except upon very close examination.

Mr. Schwinn's European Trip.

Ignaz Schwinn, of Arnold, Schwinn & Co.,

Chicago, sailed for Europe March 26. While

the trip had been contemplated, it was hastened

by the death of Mr. Schwinn's aunt. It is

said a fortune was left him. His home is at

Frankfort-on-the-Main. The trip will be of

a year's duration and will combine business

with pleasure. In his absence Secretary W. F.

O'Connell will be in charge of the business.

It could not be left in more competent hands.

Metallic Repair Outfit.

The illustration almost tells the story con-

cerning Gidden's metallic repair outfit, handled

by Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, Boston. It

repairs punctures at once without the use of

cement. The plug is . made of metal with a

hinged head, which can be forced into a very

small opening.

in the city, and the branch of the Michigan

concern could not be in better hands.

Has Becotne Branch Manager.

Joseph T. Graves, for a number of years

head salesman at the retail headquarters of H.

A. Lozier & Co., Cleveland, has resigned to be-

come manager for the Cleveland branch of

the American Machine Co., Flint, Mich.

Graves is one of the most popular wheelmen

A Monthly Worth Having.

Send to the Claus Handle-Bar Co. for their

monthly journal, "Handle-Bar Truth." It will

tell you several things you ought to know
about selling handle-bars.

"One Match Is All You Need."

That is the title of the '99 catalogue describ-

ing the famous Solar acetylene lamp, the

"brightest light that ever came over the pike,"

and made for bicycles and carriages by the

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis. The
Solar has been on the market long and suc-

cessfully. Its points are well and simply told

in the little book. The new Solar has a re-

movable tip. suggested by experience as a

saver of annoyance. It will [lay dealers to

push the carriage lamp.

Their New Bell.

The Dewey Mascot bell, which resembles a

cannon mounted over the front tire and which

gives forth a sound like the rattle of musketry.

is being taken hold of by the 'best jobbers and

seems to have a good run ahead of it. So we

are informed by its makers, the Bell Novelty

Co., Warren, R. I. They have produced a new

style of bell, as shown in the illustration.

The Waltham Comet.

A very striking but tasteful cover design

—

a comet flashing across the sky in the night

—

makes the catalogue of the American Wal-

tham Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass., attractive.

The Waltham Comet bicycle and the Wal-

tham two-speed hub are described in the book.

The hub was fully mentioned in last week's

Wheel. A feature of the Waltham Comet

bicycle is the three-ball bearing, and the

argument for this idea, which has been tried

and is based on good mechanical fact,

is interesting. The crank-shaft mechanism

and other features are illustrated. The sproc-

ket design is striking. The lines of the ma-

chines are graceful. The prices are $50, $55

and $65.

Three Good Things.

The Le Fevre Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, are

the owners and manufacturers of several excel-

lent bicycle accessories. One is a parlor bi-

cycle stand, adjustable to forty positions. An-

other is a heavy repair stand for shop pur-

+
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poses, with the same positional features.

Wheels upon these stands can be revolved,

raised, lowered or tilted to any angle at will.

The wheel truer, another article manufactured

by this company, is one of the most unique

devices of its kind.

The Le Fevre IMfg. Co. are pioneers in

their respective lines; manufacturers, dealers,

repairmen and riders everywhere will do well

to make their acquaintance.

The Strauss Frame.

Matthew Strauss, 334 Genesee street, Buf-

falo, N. Y., has designed a new bicycle frame.

It is named the Model Venus. It is a three-

crown, double goose-neck frame. A catalogue

containing details concerning the frame can

be obtained by addressing Mr. Strauss.

Tribune Blue.

It may be of interest to some who have no-

ticed the increasing use of the delicate color on
Tribune bicycles, to know why it came to be

so generally adopted. It first originated in a

special order calling for a frame enameled in a

color known as robins' egg blue. Upon com-
pletion this machine was greatly admired for

its dainty beauty and many other orders for

this color followed. It soon was adopted by
all the racing men who rode Tribunes, and the

wheels, owing to their speed and success on
the track, were dubbed by the public Blue

Streaks. The color was soon known as "Tri-

bune Blue," and now there is hardly a place

on the globe where bicycles are used where a

Tribune bicycle may not be recognized by this

color. Perhaps one reason which has greatly

aided the popularity of this distinctive color i,s

the fact that Tribune bicycles are known to be

of the very highest quality as regards material,

workmanship and price.

Makes the Chain Safe.

J, McDowell, of the Union Company, and
well known in the trade, is interested in the

Nehoiden Specialty Co., Needham, Mass.,

makers of the iBordo bicycle chain guide. This

device, affixed to the lower rear stay, keeps

the chain in the straight and narrow path. It

is a meritorious device.

The Spring Lamb Rush.

The Lamb Mfg. Co., Chicopee, Mass.,

are now maintaining a steady production,

amounting to about 175 bicycles a day.

Little assembling is being done as yet, but the

spring rush will start soon, after which this

department will be busy night and day.

For catalogue work, try The Wheel Press.
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iFisk Tires
FOR

i

I

s

BICYCLESissCARRIAGES
FULLY GUARANTEED.

Trade-Mark.

FISK RUBBER COMPANY,
Chlcopee Falls, Mass.

t
:|: New York Agents, CASE & SCHLAUDECKER, No. 92 Wall

I Street, New York.

*! SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST.>
•> Kindly mention The Wheel.
•>

"••"J*****?****************.^^
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PHENOMENON
The Leading Gas Lamp of Europe,

HAS PROVED A WINNER AT THE
NEW YORK AND PHILADEtPHIA SHOWS.

V Model 339. Price, S3.50.

Gag Filtered Before Reaching Burner.

No Impurities to Clog Burner.

It has advantages not pos-
sessed by any other Gas
Lamp.

The burner has a lava tip,

which is so constructed that
the fish-tail flame rests di-

rectly on the tip, and is not
suspended above it. As a
result the light can never be
blown out, and is abso-

lutely stationary under all conditions.

The flow of gas is absolutely uniform.

The Phenomenon is the easiest lamp to
clean, and will be

The Best Seller in '99.

I

SEND FOR DISCOUNTS.
THEY WILI, INTEREST YOU.

: Wolfgang Richter.
i' 1708 Cermantown Ave., - PHILADELPHIA, PA.
? Kindly mention The Wheel.

^J»*J,»J.»J.»J.*J>»J**J»»J»J»*J»*J»»J.*J«*J«»t«*t**^****t*****t*^^
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BUYERS OF ROAD
BICYCLES FIND
GREATER VALUE

--]N=

The

THAN IN ANY OTHER BICYCLE
MADE IN THE WORLD

^y EGARDLESS of price reduction we
^'^

still adhere to the old fashioned idea

of high class construction, and forge our

frame joints, while our bearing parts are of

tool steel hardened through in oil and ground

to gauge. Perfect bearings are impossible

where stampings are used. No castings or

stampings find a place in the Waverley yet

its 1899 price is

titi$40
/^UR IVANHOE line at from $25 to $35

^^ completes a variety of up-to-date, hon-

est bicycles not equaled by the output of

any other factory that we know of. =^^

/^UR AGENCY is valuable. If we are not

^"^ well represented in your locality, write.

At least we should be pleased to send you

our '99 catalogue whether we can do busi-

ness or not. E

INDIANA BICYCLE CO.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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"Where Sanger Bars Are Made.

The factory of the Sanger Handle-Bar &
Plating Co., of Milwaukee, Wis., manufac-

turers of the new Sanger adjustable handle-

bar, now fully equipped, is one of the most

complete in the United States. Mention of

the construction of the Sanger bar has already

been made in The Wheel. The. demand has

justified the equipping of a plant to produce

five hundred finished bars every ten hours.

The business was formerly known as the San-

ger, Rosenbauer Plating Co., the largest

nickel-plating plant in the Northwest, outside

of Chicago, doing a general job plating busi-

ness.

The Sanger bar is the device of George

Rosenbauer, who, with Joseph P. Schowalter,

developed and perfected the idea and then in-

terested Walter C. Sanger, the rider, and C.

O. Sanger, former president of the Sanger,

IhH^^^^I^bli

5 1 ^ 3p
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Rosenbauer Plating Co. Upon submitting

the original sample Sanger bar to three of the

largest jobbers of bicycles and accessories in

the country, enough business was booked to

warrant the building of a factory, the produc-

tion of which would run up in the thousands.

Advantage has been taken of every late im-

provement in modern machinery, many of the

special tools and jigs being pronounced by

eastern and western authorities to be models

of ingenuity, and exactly practical for the

purpose intended. Not one single second-

hand or old machine was bought. Every tool.

from the cellar to the fourth floor, is the very

latest and best that money could buy. The
location of the factory at East Water and

Erie streets is central. Two dynamos furnish

24 arc and 400 incandescent lights, and the

75 horse-power engines ample power.

Six Prentiss self-feed automatic stop drill

presses perform part of the various machining

operations on the forgings (lugs), except the

corrugating and ratchet cutting. These drill

presses are fitted with specially made ball-

bearing double swivel jigs, repeating opera-

tions following each other constantly, the

operator feeding one side of the double jig

while the other is in automatic operation, thus

utilizing every minute of the time of both

operator and machine.

The second view shows a row of two mill-

ing machines and four automatic screw ma-
chines. In the foreground a Kempsmith mill-

ing machine that cuts the groove into the

forged lugs to admit of the passage of the

expander bolt, and 10 groove-cutting tools

milling lugs at each operation. Alongside

stands another miller, that performs the rat-

chet-cutting operation, which gives the Sanger

bar its distinctive feature of "co-operating

sides" moving, for adjustment, in unison. This

machine turns out 10 lugs, per operation, of

ratchet cutting, and is fitted with a jig that is

the pride of the tool department. The operat-

ing features of this jig are too complicated for

detail here. Four of the latest automatic

screw machines, in this row, are used for the

various operations on the stems and heads,

and special tools and jigs do their respective

work automatically with accuracy and speed.

The millers here shown are Kempsmith ma-
chines and the automatic screw machines

Warner & Swasey's.

To the left, another Kempsmith milling ma-
chine (used for the Sanger bar stem head),

turns out twenty stem heads at each operation,

assisted by the use of another most ingenious

jig, a product of the tool department.

Alongside this miller stands the Rudolphi

& Krummel broaching machine for cleaning

the inner surface of the stem heads in one

operation, and in the background the handle-

bar bending press, manufactured by the same
firm, forms and bends one thousand handle-

bars daily. The band saw to the right is

used for the slotting of the stem ends for the

tapered internal expander, for dividing the

bent bars into halves and various other work.

Back of this stands the double-wheel face

grinder (Diamond Machine Co.), which

smooths both sides of the stem head at once.

Cut No. .4, tool room—The mechanical part

of the shop. The designing and devising of

all the special machinery, tools, jigs, etc., is

in charge of G. A. Peters, who has long been

1^^^H^tt 'r\j
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known as an expert mechanic, toolmaker and

inventor of numerous practical devices. The

cut shows drills, lathes, planer, grinders and

universal miller. All special tools and jigs

are designed and produced here; among them

are some representing an investment of over

four hundred dollars in labor. Each and all

such special tools and jigs are in duplicate

and held in reserve, to avoid delay in case an

accident renders one useless.

Cut No. 5, polishing room—Twenty polish-

ers are at work constantly on Sanger bars ex-

clusively, formerly the largest job nickel-plat-

ing establishment in Wisconsin. The depart-

ment's whole force is engaged on Sanger bar

work exclusively, and is kept busy from 10

to 15 hours daily.

The Frontenac Forks.

The Frontenac Mfg. Co., of Syracuse, have

submitted their new bicycle forks to some

remarkable tests, and they have not been

found wanting. At the recent New York

cycle show two strong men were allowed to

pull with main force on both sides of the

forks and made no impression. The illustra-

tions give a good idea of the distinctive na-

ture of the forks.

The business of the Marvel City Cycle Co.,

of Birmingham, Ala., has been purchased

from J. W. Rarden by Messrs. H. Brown and

G. Houston.
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The rider of a National is always proud of his

machine.

It's handsome and well made. Like a good horse,

well groomed, it adds to its owner's pleasure by simply

beingf "all right."

The real satisfaction in the purchase of a Na-
tional comes when the buyer finds that his first ex-

penditure is his last. No repair charges or delays

later to reduce his cash or spoil his pleasure.

One season on a National and he says:

A National Rider Never Glianges His Mount.

Better join the procession.

NATIONAL CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO.,

BAY CITY, MICH.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

t
t

t
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(g>live Wheels

Are popular
ever}^ where.
Agents say
they sell more
readily than
any other
make ever
handled.

Riders claim
it to be the
easiest-run-
ning wheel

..:..;».X'»H'»X'<»K*>x-> .:..:..x..x..:..:.«:*
ever mounted.

Represent or ride the OLIVE and you
have the popular wheel on the market
this season.

THE OLIVE WHEEL CO.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

**tHl^4t^**i^4i^'t******4^********^^

Arnold, Schwinn& ©O., World Bicycles.
naio»o«o«o»o«o*o*o«o«o«o»o*o«o*o*oao«o*c«o*o«o*o«c«o«o*o«o«o«oaoao*o«o«oaoeo«oao«o«oso«o*o«o«o*o«o*G«o*o«o*o«c«o>o»o*o»oao*o»o*o»o«o«oao»o»o*o«oBQ*c*o*o«o*Q*o«o«os^
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When more just views of bicycle manufac-

turing obtain, and the dignity of bicycle

building is recognized, and people honor work

for its utility, we will be busier. We are

busy now.

Arnold, Schwinn & Co.,

REAL BICYCLES-WORLD BICYCLES.

Send for catalogue.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

2^!5S9!°!<^*°*o*c*°*o*c«c«can»o»o*o»c«o«oao»o«o«o«c>«o*o*o*o*o«o*o«o*o«o*ci*o«o«o»c*o*o»oa:)ac*o*o*o«c«o«caoao«o aGaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoacaoacaoaoaoaoaoaoaoacacacacaoacaoaoaoaoaoaoaot^!^
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I
Arnold, Schwinn & 60., Chicago, 111.

|
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Orient Expansion.

Regardless of combinations existing, or

tallied of "to be, or not to be," there seems to

be one concern in the business of manufactur-

ing bicycles whose progress is not retarded

by rumors of excess of supply, cut in prices,

or any of the other numerous prevailing exi-

gencies. In the face of all adverse conditions,

the Waltham Mfg. Co., makers of the Orient

wheel, have steadily gone onward, each year

adding to their facilities, because of the in-

creased demand for their goods. The season

of 1899 proves to be no exception, as they

have been compelled to add a large wing to

their already extensive works. Men are work-

ing night and day to complete this structure

which is necessary, in addition to the factory

running in many departments 24 hours a day.

to handle the unprecedented demand for their

goods.

It possibly will be recalled that it was this

concern that took the initiative in establish-

ing beyond the question of a doubt the effi-

ciency for speed in the chainless bicycle, for it

was upon an Orient Sager-geared chainless,

last October, under most adverse circum-

stances, that Major Taylor established, assisted

by the Orient pacing outfit, the phenomenal

record of 1.31 4-6 for the mile. This was only

a crowning climax to the large number of

world's records established during the preced-

ing season, amounting to a total of 278; ob-

taining for the first time in the history of the

bicycle on an American track, the world's

record for the hour. As a natural result of

efiforts directed in these channels, the Orient

Company to-day are reaping the reward. It

is a fine example of what can be accomplished

by enterprise.

From present appearances there will be

many other additions made to the Orient fac-

tory. The Waltham Mfg. Co.'s aim is to be-

come the giant of the trade.

Andrae Facts by an Expert.

"Every man to his trade" is a truism lived

up to by the Julius Andrae & Sons Co., of

Milwaukee. Terry Andrae, mechanical ex-

pert, supervises the construction of Andrae

bicycles. Henry Andrae, man of commerce,

manages the selling of them. Cramer, adver-

tising expert, gives them publicity. Cramer

got up the '99 catalogue, and did it well. He
tried to make it as interesting as a letter from

an old friend. He tried to inject the moisture

of sympathy and modest enthusiasm into a

discussion of wheels, cogs, chains and other

dry mechanical facts. And he did it. The
Andrae story is worth the while of any dealer

to read, and the Andrae catalogue on the

dealer's counter will catch trade. This line

of wheels and the good people who make
them have stood the test of years.

Henley Skates and Wheels.

M. C. Henley, the well-known roller skate

and bicycle manufacturer, of Richmond, Ind.,

and who is locally interested in a skating rink

at Richmond (one of the largest and finest in

the counti-y), reports rapidly increasing inter-

est in this amusement. Since the revival of

roller skating last year his factory has been

taxed to the utmost to keep up with orders,

running night and day a large portion of the

time. He writes regarding the local rink at

Richmond that the attendance throughout the

entire season has been exceedingly large, the

rink having two or three sessions almost every

day excepting Sundays. Attractions of differ-

ent kinds are offered, and at the mask carnival

held recently over 2,000 attended.

Mr. Henley predicts a great demand for

skates, and largely increased interest in the

rink business for the coming season and for a

number of succeeding years.

iMr. Henley also states that the outlook for

the Henley Bicycle Works for this season is

better than for years past. Eleven new models

of Henley bicycles are shown.

" The Roller Does It."

Experience is a hard master. So is "a

header" from a brakeless wheel. The Davis

roller brake, manufactured by the Davis Mfg.

Co., 711 Stevenson Building, Indianapolis,

helps to avoid accidents. There are two

models shown this year, to be used either by

the hand or the foot. The foot-brake can be

used also as a rest while coasting. The hand-

brake is operated the same as a spoon-brake.

The roller is of rubber, spool shape, and

revolves upon a steel axle set inside a brass

bushing, which eliminates the friction be-

tween the rubber and the spindle. The roller

is corrugated at its smallest diameter, thus in-

creasing its grip on the tire. The foot-brake

can be attached to any style of fork.

The Sterling Playing Cards.

An edition of handsome playing cards of

the best quality,, bearing no advertisement ex-

cept on the joker and in the centre of the ace

of spades, has been issued by the Sterling

Cycle Works, Kenosha, Wis. These cards are

obtainable at twenty cents per package (about

one-third the ordinary cost), or $1.75 per

dozen packages. Several packages of these

cards have been received at this office, and the

card editor says in silkiness and general qual-

ity they are as unbeatable as a straight flush.

TRADE ORGANIZATIONS.

National Wood Rim Association—Pres-
ident, E. S. Mead; vice-president, J. B.
Tucker; secretary-treasurer, W. 'W. Stall.

320 Broadway, New York.

Rubber Tire Associatioo— President,
Theodore A. Dodge; first vice-president,

L. K. McClymonds; second vice-presi-

dent, George T. Perkins; treasurer, Geo.
F. Hodgman; secretary, Kirk Brown,
Belleville, N. J.

Cycle Farts Manufactnrers* Association.

—

President, R. H. Ramsey, Philadelphia,

Pa.; secretary, I. H. Dreyfus, Newark,
N.J.

ADLETS.
For Sale, DSxchange, Etc. — Twenty-five word's,

thdrty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.
Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and Help "Wanted.— Answers received
in confidence and forwarded without charge. Rate:
25 words, one time, 50 cents; three times, $1.00; 50
words, one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00; 75 words,
one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-
tisements: One-half inch, one time. $1.00; tour times,
$3.00; one inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner, patent attorney and
^ mechanical expert, 608 F street, Washington, D.
C. Established 1883. I make an examination free of
charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

O ALESMAN wanted to sell to jobbers, dealers and
*--' repairmen, B. & C. and another article. Liberal
proposition. Bolton, Hooker & Co., Cooperstown,
N. Y.^-6.

C^OR SALE.—At very low prices 2 bicycle trunks,
-L nearly new; also 400 inside brakes complete; a
lot of seat-post bolts and nuts, sprockets in standard
sizes, and various other bicycle parts; everything of
the best material and workmanship. The Phillips
Mfg. Co., 307 West Broadway.

T"EQIBSON HOUSE
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Under new management. Superior service;
central location; perfect cuisine.

WILL W. CLARKE, Manager.

WHAT EVERY BICYCLE RIDER WANTS,

A Davis Rubber Roller Brake.

Guaranteed to be perfect in action

and not to injure the tire. We
have an interesting proposition

to make to dealers and to riders.

If not for sale in your city, write

at once to

DAVIS MFG. CO.,
711 Stevenson Building, - - INDIANAPOLIS.

SAVE YOUR WHEEL
25C.

sclf-closine: valve (opened)

^.Oiling it Properl, « pfRpECT " OILER.
Used by over forty makers of high-grade bicycles as many times worth its extra cost. Kegnlates
the supply of oil to a drop. CANNOT LSAK. The tightest, neatest and cleanest oiler in the market.
We make cheaper oilers also.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, Mfrs.. 159 9th1Ave„ New York.
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Has Opened a New York Branch.

Nothing slow about A. D. Meiselbach. East-

ern jobbers and others who buy bicycles of the

Milwaukee manufacturing magnate have re-

marked that 1,100 miles is a long distance.

Mr. .Meiselbach quickly figured out the simple

fact that if business is good with that distance

between factory and buyer, business ought to

be better with the source of supply right at the

buyer's elbow. Mr. Meiselbach got on a

train, came East, and when he left New York
again he had established a branch at 84-86

Reade street, with "Justice of the Peace" Ger-

hart Aussem in charge.

gongs is removed. It is mounted in such a

way that the bell, together with the stud on

which it is mounted, as well as the cam shaft,

swings or oscillates when the operating cord

is being pulled, thus bringing the friction

wheel in contact with the rubber tire. The

strikers consist of metal plungers or rods,

mounted loosely in guides, and are caused by

the action of the cam shaft to move upwards,

striking tlie gongs. Gravity together with

rebound against the gong causes the strikers

Mossberg Tite Bell Details.

A patent under date of March 28, 1899, has

been issued to the Frank Mossberg Company,

Providence, for a tire bell which has been

in a general way described in these columns.

Fig.

Here is a more detailed description: Figure 1

shows the bell applied to the front forks of

a bicycle. A good feature of this bell is

that in case the bell cannot be attached to

Fig. 2.

the front fork on account of the brakes now
used on some wheels, it can be applied to the

rear forks as shown in Figure 2, with equal

facility. The interior construction is fully

shown in Figure 3. In this case one of the

to return very quickly to their normal posi-

tion. Thus it will be seen that the only re-

sistance which the cam shaft has to overcome

in operating the striker is the weight of these

metal plungers plus the rotative friction in the

cam shaft bearing. It is clear from Figure 3

that there are no delicate parts to wear out

in this construction.

A bell with a single gong and one striker

also being manufactured by this firm is also

covered by the patent above referred to. The
price of these goods is most reasonable.

A New Graphite Brazing Crucible.

A discovery which will prove of particular

interest to bicycle manufacturers who employ

graphite crucibles in the process of brazing

by immersion has been made by E. G. Ache-

son, of Niagara Falls, N. Y. This gentleman

has found, through experiments, that ordinary

soft coal coke, when treated with a current of

electricity, produces graphite which cannot be

distinguished from ordinary graphite, which is

mined in various sections of the world. The
discovery is a very important one, since the

new graphite can be produced at a fraction

of the cost of mining the natural product.

TheAcheson Graphite Co. have been organized

to manufacture this graphite, and it is claimed

it can be utilized in any of the uses to which

the ordinary graphite has been put. A Wheel
representative was recently shown a stick of

the manufactured graphite, and to all appear-

ances and intents it is the same as the ordinary

product.

Began In i8i6.

Peter A. Frasse & Co., 94 Fulton street, New
York, are the oldest tool house in America.

They have issued for '99 their catalogue No.

6, and accompanying trade discount sheet, cov-

ering fittings, supplies, sundries and tools. The

firm make a specialty of frame sets, showing

over 2,000 combinations. They represent man-

ufacturers of the highest class, their prices are

right, and anything they say is backed by a

desire to uphold their reputation, which has

been an honorable one since their beginning,

in 1816.
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Elmore
Bicycles

ARE STANDARD.

They have set the pace
on all medium-priced
wheels for years. There
is a reasonable limit in

the price of bicycles.

High prices mean expen-
sive methods in manu-
facturing and advertis-

ing, racing teams, etc.

Extreme low prices mean
slack work, low-grade
material, poor finish, etc.

The prices on ELMORES
show what the price on
all other bicycles should

be. The material is first

class ; methods of con-

struction the best; the

finish superb.

Dealers should all have

ELWORES in stock. They
sell well and stay sold.

Catalogue and prices

upon application.

Elmore Mtg. Co.,

CLYDE, OHIO, U. S. A.

Kindly mention Tiie Wheel.
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Acetylene Nomenclattire.

Acetylene gas is not altogether new. It is

the old story of very early discovery but

very late application. Acetylene gas was

first described at a .meeting of the Royal

Dublin Society in March, 1836, by Edmond
Davy, who was at that time professor of

chemistry to the society. He showed that

when metal potassium was made by heating

a mixture of calcined tartar and charcoal in

a large iron bottle, a black substance was

frequently formed which was readily decom-

posed by water, and yielded a gas which he

christened bicarburet of hydrogen. Twenty-

one years elapsed before the matter was

given any further serious attention, and it was

not until Berthelot's researches upon carbide,

extending from 1859 to 1862, that anything

was definitely known as to its true composi-

tion and method of formation. Bicarburet

of hydrogen was its first name. This was

succeeded by the name klumene, which gave

way to acetylene at a much later date. It is

found on analysis that acetylene gas contains

112.3 per cent of carbon and 7.7 per cent of

hydrogen. The peculiar odor of acetylene

gas is caused by sulphuretted and phosphor-

etted hydrogen, which is universally present

with it in minute traces. These objectionable

elements can be eliminated, and it is said

that the pure acetylene has a not unpleasant

ethereal odor.

Had Needed It in His Business.

"It's too bad that I didn't think of it before

I left Cuba," exclaimed General Weyler as he

laid down the back-numbered American news-

paper he had picked up in his favorite cafe.

"Of what?" inquired the Spanish official

who had been blowing off the famous fire-

eater.

"Of the six-day bicycle race. It's more
picturesque and effectual than any form of

torture I ever used and the United States

couldn't reasonably have objected to it,

either."

.\nd the great man sighed, then sipped.

^BBBBBHH
A NEW PROPOSITION:

1

Wheels Built to Order, $12
upwards. FROM HIGH-GRADE MATE-
RIAL and fittings of your own selection.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE of the

famous TEMPLE 3-CROWN Frames
and all standard makes of bicycle parts
and fittings. Make your selection. We
build the bicycle accordingly. LOWEST
PRICES GUA.RANXEED.

^"WRITE TO-DAY
and send for catalogue of Im /\ Ci I C/

S2.00 Gas Lamp-Best Made
Grap^iopTioTies and ranierns.

RALPH TEMPLE CO..
74 I.ake St., Chicago,

Among 15,000 cyclists in St. Petersburg,

only 139 are women.

There are still over $7,000 of unpaid fines to

be collected from the outlaw racing men.

Winter did not chill the hearts of Philadel-

phia cyclists. During January 6,183 bicycles

entered Fairmount Park.

_^\ HANDLE BARS-^
i

) FORK SIDES
^_-^' PRaTECTOR RBVOLVERS
coHRcsPONOENCE PERFECTION PADLOCKS
'«uc„ED-<, AMES SWORD CO. CHICOp-EE, MASS.

All American wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the cycle in
Europe, its trade, mechanics, and sport, should sub-
scribe to

THE CYCLIST
AND Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.
The only recog^nized authority of English trade and

manufacture. Sent post free to any part of America
for one year, J3.25. American subscription agent,
F. P. Prial, 88 \\ est Broadway. New York City.
American manufacturers having novelties in ma-

chines or sundries to introduce should advertise inTHE O^S^OLIST.
Terms on application to

ILIFFE SONS & STURMEY, Ltd.,

19 Hertford Street, Coventry, England.
Members of the American Traile viHitinar Bnc-

Innd are invited to cnll nt THE C YCIjIST OOBce
nt Coventry, or at 3 St. Bride Street* Ludirate
Circus* Lontlon. K. C.

.t,^.J..J,^^^^^^^^^^^^^^,J,^^^^^^.t,^^^^^^^^,^^^^^.T,^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

THE "HUT©MATie"
BURNS ACETYLENE GAS.

No Absorbents. No Regulating Valves.

No Attention Required. Burns best when left alone.

Prices to suit the times.

Self-Governing. Send for Circular fully descriptive.

THE PLUI^E & ATWOOD MFG. CO.,
NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

.j..^.j..j.4.4.4.4.4.4.^^.j.^4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.^4.4.4..j.4..|.4.4..f.4.4..5.4.4.^4.4.4..j.4.4.4..j.4i4.^.|.4.4..j.4..«.^4..|»|.4.^

is hygienic and will not chafe, bruise, irritate or
tire the rider. It will suit every figure, as it

is adjustable. It will be sold in your town by

^ADlJiF somebody. If you are interested, write for de-
scriptive catalogue. Riders will ask for it.

WM. B.RILEY &CO.,
.^24 Market Street, PHILADELPHIA.

NEW YORK ENAMELLING CO.,

155 W. 29th:ST., N.Y.
High-Art Enamelling well and cheaply done

If Defective Parts Are Found In

Tii^MANSON BICYCLE
WeWillReplac[Fr[[ And Pay All Express Charges

MAN50N CYCLE COJ^^,^,™!?,'.-^^-

AHEAD OF EVERYBODY.
The Nickel Plate Route continues to keep ahead

of everybody in railway matters, despite intense com-
petition. How is this accomplished? Simply by cater-
ing fully and generously to the public demands. Peo-
ple know and appreciate a good thing when they see
it. That is why they patronize the Nickel Plate so
freely.

Why has this road won its present position? By
furnishing the very best class of service at low rates,
and by generous treatment of its patrons. Safe and
easy roadway, fine trains, luxurious equipment, fast
time, close connections—these are the cardinal points
in favor of the Nickel Plate Route. These are its

prime factors of success. The Nickel Plate is the
people's route— a strong favorite with the traveling
public. Don't forget this when going East. Don't
forget when you go West. Don't forget the road that
gives the best service at the lowest rates.—4-30.

RUBBER TIRE CABS AND CARRIAGES.
The West Shore Railroad has incorporated a system whereby

passengers arriving or departing from its West Forty-second street
terminal. New York City, arc supplied with cab, hansom, coach or
omnibus, *« they may order. Westcott Express messengers arc
now on all through trains to sell tickets and engage such vehicles

as passengers desire. New York City has been
divided into six districts, each district having
its own number and its own rates. The ve-
hicles arc all rubber-tired and will be maintained
in first-class order. The new service has been
in effect since November 4th, and has been giving
excellent satisfaction.
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A DEALER'S INQUIRY AND MR. SPALDING'S REPLY.

The Inquiry.

Rock Hill, S. C, April 4th, 1899.

Mr. A. G. Spalding, New York.

Dear Sir: Pardon us, as we know your time is valuable, but will

you kindly answer, if possible, the following questions?

If the proposed bicycle combination is successfully organized,

how do you think it will affect us, who are exclusive bicycle agents?

Will we have a good show for the agency of the combination's goods

and how will agents be appointed? From what we read of this pro-

posed bicycle combination, we think it 'means everything to us or

nothing at all; that is, if we can get the agency of the wheels that

they manufacture it means our salvation, otherwise our ruin.

Any information that you may see fit to give us will be greatly

appreciated. Yours most respectfully,

(Signed) Poag & White.

Tie Reply.

The Waldorf-Astoria,
New York, April Tth, 1899.

Messrs. Poag & White, Rock Hill, S. C.

iGentlemen: Replying to yours of the 4th inst. relative to the pro-

posed bicycle combination and the effect that it will hav.e on exclusive

bicycle agents, I hasten to assure you that you need give yourself no

uneasiness, for your interest and that of all legitimate bicycle agents

and dealers will be fully and better served by the proposed combina-

tion than it can possibly be under the present system of conducting

the bicycle tusiness.

While it is impossible for anyone at this time to speak author-

itatively as to just what will be the policy of the new company, yet it

is my personal opinion that warehouses will be established in the lead-

ing cities from which agents and dealers can draw their supplies, and

as this company will probably not engage inthe retailing of bicycles, but

as far as possible will confine itself to the manufacturing of them and

will depend upon the regularly established agents to distribute the

goods to the consumer, it is fair to presume that it will be the policy

of the new company to cultivate the pleasantest possible business re-

lations with all desirable bicycle agents and dealers and in sufficient

numters to cover the ground thoroughly. Fixed retail prices will be

•made and strictly maintained and liberal and uniform discounts will

be made to agents and dealers. The present established brands and in-

dividuality of each wheel will no doubt te continued and agents and
dealers will have a larger line to select from, all of which will result

to their advantage, tend to perpetuate their business and make it more
stable and profitable, and at the same time be more satisfaotory to the

riding public. .

'From the experience of the past, it is fair to assume that the agency
system will be continued something on its present lines, though no
doubt certain factories will continue to make wheels especially for the

jobbing trade the same as they are now doing.

'In a general way I feel safe in saying that the agents, dealers and
jobbers will have little cause to complain when the policy of the new
company is definitely announced, and it is my opinion that every inter-

est in the bicycle trade will be improved under the new condition of af-

fairs that this combination will create. It is quite apparent to nearly

everybody connected with the bicycle trade, whether as manufacturers,

agents, dealers or jobbers, that something must be done to place this

great industry on a more stable and better business basis, and I am
very certain that this proposed consolidation will have that effect.

Don't be alarmed at any of the alleged interviews and unfounded
rumors that are floating around the press as to the future policy of

this new company. They are all merely guess-work, without author-

ity, and generally misrepresentations as to the actual facts. This com-
bination will in no way affect this season's trade and each concern will

conduct its own business for the balance of the year in its own way.

The bicycle agents and trade generally will be fully advised of the fu-

ture policy of the new company in ample time to prepare for next
season's trade. Yours truly, A. G. Spalding.

The Bottom Bracket Patent.

There is no absolute conlfirmation of the

rumor that it is a part of the trust plan to buy

the comprehensive patents held by a Chicago

handle-bar manufacturer on handle-'bars and

,
sprocket wheels, and the patents of a manu-
facturer of one-piece hangers. The Wheel
is informed, however, by a representative of

H. S. Owen, that negotiations are in progress

for the absorption of the W. E. Smith bottom

bracket patent, owned by Owen, who is plain-

tiff in an infringement suit against the Pope
Mfg. Co., based on this patent. It is said that

Owen has had financial assistance in this suit

from George E. BidNvell, formerly prominent

in the trade, now collector of the port of New
York, and Bidwell is credited with having set

a very high value—a million dollars or more,

in fact—upon this patent.

The suit of Owen versus Pope has engaged
the attention of the courts a long time. Should

the plaintiff succeed, it will mean that the

safety bicycle, as constructed to-day, will in-

fringe his patent, and manufacturers must

make arrangements with him to pay him a

royalty. It also means that nearly all bicycles

made for the last ten years infringe that patent,

and manufacturers and owners are liable to be

sued for making and using the idea.

A final hearing of the case is expected to

occur in May, and then the litigation will be

carried to a 'finish unless a purchase occurs in

the meantime. A purchase m'ight, of course,

be negotiated after the decision is rendered,

which may not be until late in the year.

If a trust is formed, its (fighting strength

would 'be 'Considerable, 'if the result of the case

could at this or future stages of its develop-

ment be altered by continued litigation. On
the other hand, if the plaintiff wins this 'case

his task of suing other alleged infringers will

be simplified if he can reach many of them

collectively by suing the trust. Again, it

would seem to be unwise, from the trust stand-

'point, to permit an important litigation like

this to become prominent at a time when it

is desired to interest investors in bicycle trust

stock.

The patent in question is one granted in

1888 to W. E. Smith, of Washington, D. 'C,

and relates to the crank-shaft bearings of

bicycles, described in part as follows:

Heretofore the pedal shaft has been carried in two
bearings, attached to the lower end of a forked arm
depending from the frame, and owing to the severe

strain exerted through the chain it has been found
that the forked standard would 'twist, thus throwing

the bearings out of line, causing an excessive amount
of wear and friction. This difficulty I avoid by pro-

viding the main frame with a rigid transverse tube,

forming in effect a part thereof, and by mounting the

shaft bearings rigidly in the end of the tube, whereby
they are firmly supported and held positively in line.

'Mr. Smith also describes the lugs on the

bracket to carry the seat-post tube, the lug

for the rear forks (which, 'by the way, is a

single one. such as is now being introduced

as something new), and the lug to carry the
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front tube to the head. When thus con-

structed the fcearing-tube and its lugs serve as

a means for uniting the two parts of the main

frame. Mr. Smith's main claims for his

patent are:

The frame of a rear-driving safety bicycle, with

a tube to carry the pedal-shaft, recessed for the

reception of ball races, and having: lugs to carry

the seat-post tube, rear-fork tubes and front

tube. The crank-shaft tube may either be built

directly in the frame, so that the axis of the

shaft will intersect the axis of the frame at right

angles, or the tube may be attached rigidly to

the frame either on the upper or under side.

Thus it will be seen that the claims in ques-

tion are of the broadest kind.

Previous to 1888 a large number of bicycles

were imported into this country from Eng-
land, and undoubtedly machines built sub-

stantially as described in Mr. 'Smith's patent

had been manufactured and sold there. But

the difficulty for the defendant is the fact that

he must find and prove that such machines

were brought into this country and used.

Where are the machines we rode ten years

ago? And who can remember and speak

dafinitely of the details of the construction?

At that time, the business being in its infancy,

changes in patterns were frequent. It was a

case of "cut and try" in bicycle designing and

building. Manufacturers did not then have

the expert men in mechanical engineering in

their employ. They .have only been drawn into

the trade 'by the necessity 'for improvements

caused by competition.

A fair illustration of the far-reaching scope

of the Owen claim appeared at the recent Chi-

cago cycle show. Among the two hundred

types of bicycles displayed, only two models

were so constructed that their makers avoided

any infringement of crank-hanger construc-

tion. So if Owen is .successful it is apparent

that interesting litigation—not to say liquida-

tion—is in sight and .doubtless Owen will reap

a rich remuneration should his claims 'be al-

lowed.

Small Maker Welcomes the Trust.

Milwaukee, Wis., April 11.—The proposed

consolidation of the big manufacturers is not

creating alarm among the smaller manufac-

turers in and around Milwaukee. On the con-

trary, they desire the consummation of the

movement. The reason for this rather pecul-

iar situation is stated by William A. Bremer,

president of the Bremer Bicycle Co.

"No," says Mr. Bremer, "I haven't been in-

vited, but I don't feel bad about it. I don't

believe the trust could olifer me quite as good
a thing as I have now. But I approve of the

combination—it's the 'best thing that could

happen for the trade, and I am with it in every

particular.

"You see, there's nothing that can accrue to

the benefit of the trust but will also be of bene-

fit to the small and independent dealer. The
combination will sweep a whole lot of live

competition out of the market, particularly

local competition. There will be no more
bicycles manufactured than the trust can sell,

consequently the market won't be flooded.

After the mushroom plants have been swept

out of existence there will be no more failures

and the flooding of the m'arket with bankrupt

stocks. The poorly made bicycle will be swept

off of the face of the earth, 'but good bicycles

will sell whether they are made by the trust

or not. The eflfcct of the combination will be

to prevent prices from becoming cheaper.

"Now it would 'be impossible for them to

control everything in order to shut us out, if

they wanted to, and I don't know that they

want to. The supplies of material and parts

cannot be closed to us.

"The combination would remove competi-

tion, kill off the cheap wheels and stifle the ir-

responsible manufacturer, leaving the market

clear for a good bicycle. I have talked with

most of the smaller makers in the city and I

find they all agree with me, so that as far as

vvc are concerned the sooner the trust can be

formed and commence operations the better

we will like it."

To Finish by April 17.

Toledo, April 8.—^Two accountants and two

appraisers, representing the proposed 'bicycle

trust, arrived in Toledo late last night. The
appraisers came last. The accountants her-

alded the way coming from Columbus. The
accountants spent a half hour with the Colton,

the Lozier and the Viking people, who are, so

far as they know, the only bicycle manufactur-

ers in this city who are to go into the trust.

All the work the accountants did was to

make formal calls and notify these people to

be ready for an examination of accounts on

Monday, and then they left for Cle'veland.

The appraisers came in later. They had some
work to do in Columbus and consequently did

not get away early. They are very reticent

about their work and instructed Mr. Colton,

in whose charge they are, not to give their

names to the newspaper men or to say any-

thing about their visit. They are from the

Milwaukee Appraisal Co., which has the ter-

ritory from Chicago as far east as Toledo.

The work of appraising began at the Colton

factory.

The Viking factory will be looked over

Monday, and then the Lozier plant will be

considered. These gentlemen stated that the

work of appraising all the plants must be done
and the reports be in New York by

Monday, April 17. They are in a big- hurry

and will get through in Toledo by Tuesday at

the latest.

These gentlemen stated that there was a

very large force of ap'praisers at work and in

this way it would be possible to finish by the

appointed time. They have no instructions to

examine any plants except those mentioned

and will not look at any other property.

Neither of the concerns interested will know
what the result of the appraisal is until a meet-

ing is called, at which time the matter of form-

ing the trust will be decided.

Trust Ne'ws from Reading.

Reading, iPa., April 11.—The representatives

of the American Ap'praising Co., of New
YQrk, who are in Reading to place values on

bicycle plants, are J. L. 'Moon, P. Madigan
and William Noble, from Milwaukee. Their

mission is to appraise the machinery, tools and

fixtures only. They do not value the build-

ings or the volume of business. Other ex-

perts will be sent here later for those purposes.

They are finished at the Packer Cycle Co., and

are now at work .at the Acme, Reading, Stan-

dard and Relay factories. They will not dis-

close to the owners their figures, but will re-

port direct to Mr. Spalding.

It was learned that the men now at work
making an examination say the Reading fac-

tories show up remarkably well in all depart-

ments. It is stated upon good authority that

all the work connected with the examina-
tion of the Reading factories should be com-
pleted by the middle of iMay.

It is rumored that the trust is endeavoring

to secure an option on the MilhoUand Tube
Works, of this city, which will in all probabil-

ity be given. The story sent out that the trust

would very likely absorb the Auburn S'teel

Co., located at Auburn, Pa., near this city, is

erroneous. This well-equipped plant is under

the control of the Albany Tube Co., of Albany,

Ind.

The Canadian Trust.

The Canadian trust of several 'bicycle manu-
facturers is at least—and at most—»a possibil-

ity. Promoter Jaffray, formerly of Chicago,

is very interested because he will make a com-
mission if the deal goes through. The Comet
Cycle Co. admit that they are interested. The
Massey-Harris Company say they have no

options out and are not interested. The Gen-

dron people say the same. Another concern

says "wait." And so forth. A capital of

$3,500,000, half of it preferred sto'ck guaran-

teed to earn seven per cent, is said to be the

financial picture of the scheme. Mr. Jaffray

is busy trying to pump enthusiasm into the

situation, and the objects of his efforts seem
to be lazily sizing up Mr. Jaffray.

A Combine on Juveniles.

Toledo, April 9.—Frank E. Southard, presi-

dent and general manager of the Toledo Metal

Wheel Co., has been credited with being at

the head of a movement to combine the juve-

nile makers. He was seen by a Wheel rep-

resentative about the matter to-day. 'Mr.

Southard did not care to say positively

whether such a combination was being made.

He intimated that it really was in contempla-

tion but denied that he was at the head of

any such combine.

A Rim Maker Approached.

The Kundtz rim factory in Cleveland does a

very big business. Its position is greatly

strengthened by patents. It was about three

weeks ago the subject of a buy-out offer, made
by a firm of 'Chicago attorneys, who declined

to state for whom they were acting. Manager
Edgerly is inclined to think, however, that the

Chicago attorneys are not agents of the trust.

Trust Paragraphs.

About half and half, cash and stock, is what

concerns admitted to the trust will get, says a

big manufacturer.

The trust appraisers covered the Lozier fac-

tory at Thompsonville, 'Conn., last Thursday

and were expected at the Toledo factory on

Alonday.

The trust appraisers went to the Indiana Bi-

cycle Co. factory in Indianapolis on April 3.

An Indianapolis paper says the motor vehicle

department is included in the option.

One concern that is straining every nerve to

"get in" may be left out because its bicycle and

other departments are so interwoven—same
machinery used for different work at different

times.

'Way Down in Alabama.

Messrs. H. C. Brown and George Houston
have organized the Houston-Brown Cycle

Co., with store and repair shop in the Rebie

Hall, Bessemer, Ala.
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PRICES MAY RISE.

A Marked Increase in the Cost of Tin and

Brass May Cause a Corresponding; Increase

in I^amp and Oil Prices.

'Brass has gone up in price 60 per cent, and

the price of tin 100 per cent. There has been

a greatly increased demand for 'brass, for cart-

ridges, etc.; in fact, the general stimulation of

commerce has caused a considerable increase

ill the consumption of both brass and tin. The
sources of supply are largely controlled by

trusts.

Brass and tin are used in the manufacture of

lamps and oilers and in other ways in the

cycle trade, and there is a prospect that lamp

and oiler prices will go up, as the following

letters show.

It is reasonable to suppose, however, that

no lamp or oiler manufacturer will advance the

prices of his goods unless similar action by

competitors warrants it:

Cushman & Denison, New York, manufacturers of

"Perfect" oilers.—The larger part of the cost of our

goods is the item of labor. We have made a specialty

of always making our oilers in the best possible man-
ner. The recent tremendous advance in the price of

brass, however, if maintained, can not but result in a

general advance in the price of the finished article.

We have been carrying an enormous stock ready for

such an emergency and hope to be able to supply

our customers for this season at the old prices, as

we have never yet advanced or lowered our prices in

the midst of a season.

Edward Miller & Co., Meriden, Conn., manufactur-

ers of Miller lamps.—We are not able at present to

tell you whether the rapid advance in metal will affect

the price of bicycle sundries or not, but these prices

cannot advance very much further without compelling

us to make an advance. We have tried so far not to

increase the price of these sundries.

Manhattan Brass Co., New York, manufacturers of

Brilliant lamps, lamp parts, etc.—^W^ith the advanced

price of brass, tin, etc., there should be an advance of

at least 25 per cent in the price of bicycle lamps,

oilers, etc.

The Bridgeport Brass Co., Bridgeport, Conn., manu-
facturers of Searchlight lamps.—The effect that the ad-

vance in raw materials will have on bicycle lamps,

oilers, etc., will probably be to raise the price of the

various articles which are made from those materials

which have so rapidly advanced. In fact, we think you
will find in all lines of manufactured articles there has

been a general increase in price.

The Frank E. Bundy Lamp Co., Elmira, N. Y.,

makers of the Bundy lamp.—The increased cost of

brass will affect us more than the price of tin. We
do not use tin in making our lamps. The increase in

prices is going to affect a great many concerns, espec-

ially those who have not contracted in advance for

material. It may be found much to the advantage of

lamp manufacturers to get together on prices.

since it was brought, some months ago, Law-
yer J. E. Beeman, of Westboro, counsel for

the plaintiflf has died.

HAVE ORGANIZED.

Suits Against Hntnber & Co.

•Worcester, Mass., April 9.—Three suits were

entered against Humter & Co., America, lim-

ited, of Westboro, in the superior court here

this weelf. Tlie first is by the Coe Brass Mfg.

Co., to recover money alleged to be due

on account; the second by Frank V. Bartlett,

to recover $1,200 on account, and the third by

Holmes, Booth & Heydens, to recover $4,000

upon a promissory note given for merchan-

dise furnished. Henry F. Harris is counsel

for the plaintiflf in each case, and Hopkins,

Smith & Hopkins for the defendant. On ac-

count of the defendant being insolvent it is

doubtful if the cases will ever be tried.

The case of the Referee Publishing Co.,

of Boston, against Humber & Co., Amer-
ica, limited, of Westboro, is on the list

for trial in the jury-waived session of the su-

perior court here next week. The case is one

of contract, to recover for advertising, and

Not the Geneva Cycle Co.

Cleveland, April 8.—It is reported here to-

day that the Geneva Cycle Co., of Gen-
eva, suflfered a heavy loss by fire yester-

day. A representative of The Wheel who
investigated the report found that it was the

factory of the Geneva Wheel Co., and
not the cycle company, which was damaged.
The Geneva Wheel Co. manufacture buggy
wheels, and their factory is located next to

the bicycle factory. The latter was not dam-
aged.

Exports Tip to Bate.

E.xports of cycles and parts from the port of

New York for the week ending April 11,

1899:

Antwerp.—3 cases bicycles, $160; 40 cases
bicycle material, $1,504.
Abo.—4 cases bicycles, $256.
Africa.—2 cases bicycles, $150.
Argentine Republic.—6 cases bicycles, $820.
British Possessions in Africa.—63 cases bi-

cycles, $5,776; 12 cases bicycle material, $283.
British East Indies.—24 cases bicycle ma-

terial, $564; 141 cases bicycles, $6,032.
Bucharest.—2 cases bicycles, $748.

Bremerhaven.—1 case bicycles, $65.

British West Indies.—36 cases bicycles,

$1,857; 21 cases bicycle material, $521.

Brussels.—3 cases bicycles, $315.
Bremen.—11 cases bicycles, $550; 27 cases

bicycle material, $1,672.

British Guiana.—14 cases bicycles, $961; 7

cases bicycle material, $316.
Christiania.—111 cases bicycles, $5,000; 2

cases bicycle material, $27.

Christiansand.—1 case bicycles, $20.

Cairo.—9 cases bicycles, $635.
Cuba.—1 case bicycles, $21; 1 case bicycle

material, $12.

Copenhagen.—319 cases bicycles, $9,325; 30
cases bicycle material, $1,354.

Drontheim.—4 cases bicycles, $80.

Danish West Indies.—2 cases bicycles, $123;
2 cases bicycle material, $17.

Ecuador.—1 case bicycle material, $40.

French West Indies.—1 case bicycle, $50.

Florence.—6 cases bicycles, $410.
French Guiana.— 1 case bicycles, $28.

Freiburg.—1 case bicycles, $50.

Genoa.—7 cases bicycles, $310; 43 cases bi-

cycle material, $1,199.

Glasgow.—23 cases bicycles, $827; 2 cases
bicycle material, $163.
Gothenburg.—10 cases bicycles, $200; 4 cases

bicycle material, $111.

Hamburg.—461 cases bicycles, $14,683; 210
cases bicycle material, $8,049.

Hull.—31 cases bicycles, $691.

Hango.—15 cases bicycles, $315.

Havre.—836 cases bicycles, $24,993; 117
cases bicycle material, $5,857.

Helsingfors.—^177 cases bicycles, $6,734; 4

cases bicycles, $177.

Hong Kong.—1 case .bicycles, $50.

Leghorn.—6 cases bicycles, $320.

Libau.—2 cases bicycle material, $220.

London.—^240 cases bicycles, $6,357; 113
cases bicycle material, $4,497.

Liverpool.—60 cases bicycles, $1,955; 30
cases bicycle material, $987.

Marseilles.—4 cases bicycles, $120.

Milan.—18 cases bicycle material, $564.

Magdeburg.—62 cases bicycle material,

$200.

Munich.—1 case bicycle material, $50.

Moscow.—1 case bicycles, $79.

Malmo.—15 cases bicycles, $283; 3 cases bi-

cycle material, $357.

Odessa.-—8 cases bicycles, $220.

Rotterdam.—106 cases bicycles, $4,413; 21

cases bicycle material, $632.

Stockholm.—209 cases bicycles, $8,572; 4

cases bicycle material, $583.

iStettin,-—8 Cases bicycle material, $244.

St. Petersburg.—25 cases bicycles, $1,580; 1

case bicycle material, $100.

U. S. of Colombia.—^l^case bicycles, $40; 3
cases bicycle material,

;""""

Seventy-three Out of Eighty-four Dealers and
Repairmen in Mil-waukee Have Formed
an Association.

Milwaukee, Wis., April 10.—An association

of Milwaukee repairmen has been formed by
the small dealers and repairmen in this city

and vicinity. Seventy-three out of 84 repair-

men have become members, but it looks as if

every dealer in the city and those in the sub-

urbs will have to come in. An arrangement
has been made between the association and
the Milwaukee jobbers whereby the jobbers

will refuse to sell to non-members. Failure to

observe the agreement will mean a boycott

upon the part of the repairmen. The repair-

men in the city who are not members will

have to come in or be unable to secure the

advantages of wholesale prices and in this way
find it impossible to compete with the regidar

members.

A list of prices for repair work has been
adopted and infractions of the price list will

be met with the imposition of a fine of $25.

Failure to pay the fine works a forfeiture of

membership, according to the by-laws of the

association. After paying such fine, if at the

end of the season it is found the penalized

members have lived strictly up to the rules,

the fine will be remitted with the- exception of

$5. Commencing next week it will cost $5

initiation to become a member of the associa-

tion.

Tire Fluid War.

It is not the province of the press to de-

cide patent cases, and The Wheel will not

undertake that task in the tire fluid contro-

versy. It appears, however, that the enterprise

of the Buffalo Specialty Co., in notifying the

trade that its recent infringement action

against the Manhattan Storage Co., of Phila-

delphia, was won by default—the defendant

having failed to appear in court—is strenu-

ously objected to by other concerns, especially

G. W. Cole & Co., of New York. The Wheel
is requested by that 'firm to state that they of-

fered to take the case off the hands of the

Manhattan people and represent them with

their (Cole & Co.'s) counsel, and that the

Manhattan people at first accepted and finally

refused. G. W. Cole & Co. say emphatically

that they are anxious to be sued.

To Make Spokes, Etc.

The Cycle Spring Spoke Co., New York
city, has been incorporated, to make cycles,

springs, spokes, etc. Capi'tal, $50,000, all paid

in. Incorporators: Chas. A. Hussey, No. 106

West 105th street; Charles E. Runk, No. 1964

Seventh avenue, New York; Joseph H. Niles,

No. 23 Second avenue, Brooklyn.

Taxing Bicycle Dealers.

In Richmond, Va., the revenue law taxes

the bicycle dealers $10 to $5, according to the

population. Bicycle repairmen, following

their trade simply and not selling bicycles as

a business, are not taxed.

H. E. Goodrich has opened a bicycle store

and bicycle repair shop at 354 Washington

street, Brighton, Mass.

J. H. Lowes is soon to open a bicycle store

in Rothsay, Ontario.
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COLUMBIA. HARTFORD AND VEDETTE BICYCLES

Three Superior Features.

m/mmmiiiiiiiill^mm
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We have used over 7,500,000 direct tangent spokes with the COLUMBIA STUD HUB
and have yet to hear of one breaking- except from violence due to accident.

Our specially cut SPROCKETS, used for the first time this year, form, in combination with

our 3/16-inch chamfered B-block chain, a driving gear which gives better results than any other

of the many chain gears subjected to the ordeal of our Department of Tests.

Repeated tests have proven our NEW FLUSH-JOINTS to be stronger than the body of any

tube adapted to cycle construction. This means that they cannot be improved upon.

POPE MFG. CO., HARTFORD, CONN

Some people talk a lot
AND don't say ANYTHING.

Our Prices
TELL YOU ALL YOU WANT «^

TO KNOW, AND ALL WE
HAVE TO SAY.

MACDONALD

&C0.
35 So. William St.,

New York.
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MORGAN ON TRUSTS.

r^ W. MORGAN, tire manufacturer, or-

^ • ganizer, philosopher, has written an

article on trusts for the "Cosmopolitan." The

article, and the marginal comments by John

Brisben Walker, editor of the magazine, are

vitally interesting. You should read them.

iMr. Morgan says that the demands of the

people of this country no longer satisfy the

productive power of the country; 'that we must

satisfy that power in other countries; and that

in order to do this successfully we must con-

centrate management in the hands of a few,

and that the masses must work as specialists,

as parts of a harmonious and economical

whole.

iMr. Walker agrees with the concentration

idea, so far as it goes, but adds that the people

of our own counti^ could and would largely

consume the products of concentration if the

people who make up the parts of the harmon-

ious and economical whole were given a larger

share of the profits.

Mr. Morgan is right. iMr. Walker is right.

The mind of Morgan dwells upon the first

phase of the problem—production. The

Walker mind touches up the other phase—dis-

tribution. Mr. Morgan tells the truth when he

says that every industrial development which

has displaced cruder methods has given em-

ployment to more, not fewer, people. You

will probably agree that Mr. Walker repre-

sents the national mind when he intimates that

the workers' share of the profits is- too far

below that of the masters'. Mr. Walker thinks

the masters, in schoolboy parlance, are taking

a hog bite.

There are some masters who have antici-

pated Mr. Walker's suggestion. If Mr. Walk-

er, or any other master, desires to know how

the profits of his business may be shared with

employes without the bother of paying more

than market wages, let him write to Mr. N. O.

Nelson, of St. Louis. Mr. Nelson has for

years paid each of his men a percentage of the

profits of his business. The distribution oc-

curs yearly and is based on the size of the

salary.

This problem of production and distribu-

tion ought to be as simple as two plus two. It

will be found so, some day.

A SUGGESTION.

IN Geneva, N. Y., a wide-tire law has not

only been passed but has gone into effect.

The wagon-shops of the city are filled to over-

flowing with vehicles waiting to be refitted

with wide tires, and orders have been booked

by two firms for nearly three weeks in ad-

vance.

The whole country has been talking of wide

tires, in an acquiescent sort of way, for years.

Geneva seems to have suddenly discovered

that talk is mere wind unless it is followed

by action. So Geneva took action.

Are the roads leading out of your town

clay roads, Mr. Dealer? If they are, wide

wagon tires would vastly improve them, would

cause a greatly-increased sale of bicycles, and

would incidentally save their own cost to the

farmers in a short time.

Perhaps you can get a wide-tire ordinance

started.

NAME WANTED.

THEY have now reached that point abroad

with reference to the automatic coast-

ing and back-pedaling brake device, that they

do not know what to call it. It needs a per-

manent name. Why not "automatic pedal re-

lease?" That seems to be much more definite

that "free wheel," "free pedal," "free gear,"

or even "automatic coaster."

The suggested term can be amplified into

"automatic pedal release and brake," if the

device combines both features, and can be

abbreviated easily. For instance, a buyer can

specify a machine with "pedal release," or

"pedal release and brake," or "release and

brake," or "release," according to his wants.

Not only is the existing multiplicity of

names out of accord with the prevailing fash-

ion of combination; it has the additional dis-

advantage that none of the names is easily

understood by the new customer.

DON'T WAIT.

DEALERS in some sections of the coun-

try are expressing a fear that the long-

delayed spring will have an effect upon the

whole season's business. They figure that the

extensive class known as bargain-hunters,

finding that the season has been held back

fully a month by poor weather, will calculate

that wheels will "take a drop" later in the

season, as has been the rule in former years.

and will defer buying until too late, and per-

haps altogether.

This theory of the dealers is possibly well

founded, but that of the bargain-hunter cer-

tainly is not. Without question, bicycles are

as cheap to-day as they will be later. The cold

stretch has caused the manufacturers to go

slow, and the talk of combinations has also

had a tendency in that direction, hence there

will not be an oversupply of wheels; rather

the opposite may be true. With a few warm
days of real spring there may be a rush to the

retail stores, the like of which has never been

experienced in, the history of the business.

Some riders will not get what they want, while

others will be obliged to wait for their ma-

chines.

It behooves the bargain-hunter, in fact all

classes of riders, to make the rounds of the

stores and make their selections now, while

the dealers have time to .give them atten-

tion. Their machines will be fitted up to suit

their wishes in time for the best part of the

riding season, whereas if they waLt,tli!^

J

miss the pleasantest weeksj^ffiaySrr* "• o )^<k''

TO YOUR INTER^fl?^^
^^^^ ^"

.
" ''

1 F there is no bell and lamp^ordiriance in yjjuf ' ,_,--''

* city, Mr. Dealer, why not get one start65?

Bells and lamps for bicycles, and lamps for all

other road vehicles, is to be the rule in the

future. There is no uncertainty about this.

It is to-day the rule—badly carried out as to

the "other" vehicles—in the larger cities, and

it is becoming so in the smaller cities and

towns.

The greatest good to the greatest number

must prevail in the end. Bicycle riders do

not all love lamps, and few of them love bells,

but pedestrians are still in the vast majority.

You should find no difficulty in getting sig-

natures to a petition, and if the petition is

big enough any alderman or village trustee

will be glad of the honor of introducing it.

The comfort of the public, the easy acquies-

cence of wheelmen, the wonderful lamps made

to-day, and your own interests as a merchant

—

you have all these good reasons to make you

work for a reasonable bell-and-lamp law in •

your town.

TRUE DEMOCRACY.

ENGLISH cyclists have been celebrating

the twenty-first year of their L. A. W.,

which they call the National Cyclists' Union.

They are not a little proud of the fact that

their president, iMr. Balfour, leader of the

House of Commons, came away from the

House and responded to a toast immediately

after delivering a speech upon one of the most

important measures of the present session.

That incident illustrates a phase of English

life which is almost entirely lacking here.
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With all his love of unconventionality, the

average American vi-ould be temporarily stupe-

fied if one of the leaders in the Senate or

House of Representatives were to jump into

a cab after delivering a speech in the Capitol,

have himself conveyed to a meeting or dinner

of the L. A. W., and there preside and

speechify.

Englishmen are to be envied in their en-

joyment of such democracy. It means the ire-

iiuent commitment of the larger minds to the

performance of good works for the common

people. It would mean, in America, a tremen-

dous prestige for the good roads movement

inaugurated by the League of American

Wheelmen. It would be of very great benefit

to the business of bicycle making.

IMPROVEMENT GOES ON.

PREDICTION of finality in cycle con-

struction is about as safe as any other

prognostication on evolution. The process of

mechanical refinement, in material and out-

line, goes on. Commercial concentration and

elimination do not stop. No sooner does one

form of construction or marketingbecome fair-

ly established than something new and better

turns up. Fortunately for commercial needs,

the mechanical changes are in details. The

machine of two years ago—yes, even one year

ago—is markedly different to the expert eye

from the machine of to-day, but the general

form is unchanged.

Changes in process, unseen in the finished

product, are more nearly radical. Methods

of assembling wheels and whole machines;

brazing processes, etc.—these continually

change and improve. A year ago there was

no certain way of preventing rust under en-

amel. Last week we had the brass-lined tube,

and this week we hear of a rolling process

hy which a certain grade of tubing can be

covered with brass, copper or nickel, without

or within, during the process of its own manu-

facture.

If this process is successfully applied to

bicycle tubing, the rider of the near future

may have to pay more for an enameled ma-

chine than for a nickeled one, and copper

under nickel will be unnecessary except for

added smoothness. And so it goes.

STREET SPRINKLING.

CLEVELAND'S new mayor is committed

to the policy of enforcing the use of

lamps on all vehicles at nig'ht, and to the idea

of sprinkling the streets in a way that will

not hinder cycling.

Dealers and riders should co-operate in se-

curing the intelligent help of mayors in other

cities. Undertakings of this sort are not hard

if they are managed by the right people. The

cycling community of every city has at least

one man capable of leadership in such matters.

Hunt up a leader—preferably a lawyer—and

tell him what you want done.

In the matter of street sprinkling, Cleve-

land's experience is worth recording. In

other cities the plan of leaving dry strips at

the sides has failed because most ai the dust

is gathered at the sides, and storekeepers ob-

ject. The plan of having no sprinkling of cer-

tain streets at certain hours has been partially

successful. The Cleveland plan is to apply

this rule to half of the street only. It seems

to be the best plan. The sprinklers don't like

it—it decreases their profits. For reasons of

profit, too, they prefer to deluge the streets.

But the streets are not dedicated to the profit

of the sprinklers.

THE "SNOWBALL" SYSTEM.

A LEADING newspaper in London has

'^ been criticising the "snowball" system

of selling bicycles on account of the character

of some of the companies using that system,

and the criticism has developed some interest

in the subject. The "snowball" system, al-

though it is not known by that name, has

been used to some extent by local dealers in

this country. 'It consists of selling machines

on the installment plan, but compelling the

buyers to nearly or completely finish the in-

stallment payments before delivery of the

goods.

There is no reason why this plan should not

be used vigorously, when the prices of bi-

cycles become sufficiently iSettled. It is in ac-

cord with the excellent theory—poorly exe-

cuted—that a man should not 'buy until he

has the wherewi'thal. It teaches the value of

saving and eliminates the worry of absolutely

having to save.

Solid, reputable dealers, backed by solid, re-
«

putable manufacturers, ought to be able tc

push the "snowball" system with considerable

success even under present conditions. Early

winter is perhaps the best time to agitate it,

but that is not certain. The average man does

not begin to lay by his shekels until he is

hungry for something he wishes to buy. Now
is the hungry time for would-be bicycle riders,

and dealers should be willing to make some

concession to those who are willing to begin

paying now, and to wait awhile before subject-

ing the bicycle to -wear and tear.

Talk of the Week.

An enterprising dealer in Batavia, N. Y..

held an exhibition of bicycles in an entertain-

ment hall a few nights ago. He advertised it

and had several traveling salesmen, represent-

ing as many different makes of wheels, on

hand to talk up the merits of their goods.

This dealer was liberal in his impartiality.

Most dealers would prefer to talk up one line

only. Whether itbe one line, or several, the

plan is one of the good ways to interest peo-

ple. A dealer of the old days, in an Ohio
town, used to hire the opera house and invite

the people in to be hypnotized by the me-

chanical wisdom and flowery oratory of the

traveling salesman who represented his line

in that territory. The plan sold bicycles.

Dealer vs. Unreasonable Father.

In a recent case in New Jersey a dealer

won out against an unreasonable father. The

father's son bought a wheel for $50 and the

dealer tried by law to recover the wheel ac-

cording to contract, after the young man had

paid $'23 and failed to pay more. The father

demurred, on the ground that his son was a

minor. The court decided that if the son

had a right to make a contract, under the

provisions of the contract the dealer had a

right to the wheel; and that if the son had no

right to make a contract the wheel belonged

to the dealer anyway. This decision should

be of value to dealers who do business with

young men of the papa-where-am-I-at va-

riety. It is often cheapest not to make con-

tracts with minors.

The Rest Cure.

The rest cure—staying abed indefinitely to

recover health and strength—is growing in

popularity abroad among people who can in-

dulge extensively in fads and isms. The whole

civilized world is much given to isms nowa-

days, and the possibilities of any habit so

alluring as purposeful laziness are almost

without limit. The rest cure, technically fol-

lowed, includes sleep. It does not therefore

mean large profit to purveyors of transporta-

tion, scenery or frivolity. It suggests a som-
nolent state of things disastrous to the pro-

ducers of those commodities. But the bicycle

is saved, for it is quite the proper caper for

the rest-curist to get out of bed for an hour

or so during his day of rest and give his liver

a gentle shaking up on a wheel.

Mr. Gormully's Health.

The Wheel is very pleased to learn that

R. Philip Gormully, of the G. & J. Co., is al-

most certain to be restored to a full measure

of health. Mr. Gormully, who has been liv-

ing for some months outd(Jbrs in Arizona, left

last week for California. When the month
has warmed up a bit, he will return to Chi-

cago. For five years Mr. Gormully has bat-

tled with a deadly illness, one rare in the medi-

cal world. He made a wonderful fight and,

with the unflagging aid of the best talent, he

has beaten hack the Man who Grins. During
all this time he kept remarkably close to his

business. Many will be glad to hear that he

is once again in close touch with full health.

Grace Likely to Win.

We do many things because they are cus-

tomary, and some things because they are

artistic. Custom and art seem to favor the

curved front fork. An English rider, who has

had much experience as a repairman in Cov-
entry and London, claims that a published list

of fatal accidents and limb and face breakages

due to curved forks would be an eye-opener.

He has used straight forks for ten years and
is thoroughly satisfied that they are superior.

There have been straight-fork machines in

this country. There may be more in future.

But grace generally wins.

The proposed .New York state law, allowing

any arrested rider to hand the policeman $5 as

security for appearance in court, would be an
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inducement to dishonesty as well as a con-

venience to riders. Arrests would increase;

so would the disappearance of $5 bills; while

actual trials might decrease.

The public is tired of the promoters whose words
are not worth accepting, the promoters are tired of the

racing men whom they cannot control, and the racing

men are tired of the promoters, who, it is claimed,

are on the *'do."—Pittsburg Press.

Three truths well put.

One of the most accurate evidences of the

fact that spring is backward this year is the

fact that while chain-making factories and
similar sources of supply are busy, they are

not rushed as they were at this time last year.

The Standard Oil Co. only control 65 per

cent of the total output of refined petroleum

in this country. You can use this fact as the

handle of most any kind of an argument on
the prevailing question.

The trouble with trust appraisers is, their

opinions of values don't always agree with

yours.

The country was treated to several different

kinds of spring last week.

The wheels of expert accountants must be

true to be trusted.

Every week is a six-day race for some
people.

What the "Wttle Schoolmaster" Says.

A trade journal with a thousand sub-
scribers often has a greater number of readers
of the sort the advertiser wishes to appeal to
than the daily paper circulating a nundred
thousand copies.—"Printers' Ink.'"^

If you wish your prosperity to be continu-

ous, make your advertising continuous. One
begets the other.

It pays to "make hay while the sun shines."

Signs of prosperity crop out on every hand
and it behooves the bicycle makers to take

advantage of favorable conditions and do their

heaviest advertising while the flood tide is on.

Advertising pays best when money is freest.

The cycle maker who has a good wheel, does

the most advertising and the best advertising,

is the one who will have the best trade. Sit

down and think this over.

Anybody can sell wheels when people want

to buy. Constant advertising will make busi-

ness in non-buying seasons.

Don't use more space in your trade-paper

than you can afford to. If you can only

stand a quarter-page, contract for but a quar-

ter-page, but use it continuously. It will gain

for your wheel a reputation that can never

be had by jumping in with a few small ads

for a few short months. Lasting impressions

make lasting business, and are not created

easily. Advertising week after week forces

the reader's attention. He finds the advertise-

ment in the same position with a refreshing

change of copy each time, and before he real-

izes it he is reading and acting upon its sug-

gestions. The short-time advertiser only

catches the people who are ready to buy just

when his advertisement appears; every reader

sooner or later sees the advertisement of the

man who is in the year 'round.

The bull-dog is a good fighter because he

takes hold and never lets go until he is either

beaten or wins. The advertiser who works
on the same basis will come out on top of

the heap ninety-nine times out of a hundred,

provided he had a good article to start with.

Told by Tabulation.

A woman bought a new wheel for $50

The dealer allowed for her old wheel $20

Making the net cost of the new wheel. $30

The dealer said he would be lucky if he

could sell the old wheel for $12

The woman had her brother buy it, thereby

increasing her cash investment to $42

She sold the old wheel for $15

Thereby reducing the cost of the new wheel

to $27

In other words, she reduced' the original

cost of her new wheel by $3

Look out for the visitor who tells you what

is going on in other factories.

In error the initials "J. W." were placed be-

neath a portrait of A. G. Spalding in last

week's Wheel.

There never v/as an owner of a pneumatic

tire who did not believe that expansion was

wiser than explosion.

THE OLD, OLD SPRING DIALOGUE. IT OCCURS EVERY YEAR, WITH VARIATIONS.
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THE CHAINLESS OUTLOOK AT THIS TIME.

Those who have had opportunity to give

satisfactory trial to the chainless bicycle are

enthusiastic in its favor. In some states whole

towns are chainless-crazy. Many of those

who have not given the new type of machine

a careful personal trial do not feeel that they

need it. Some abject to its slightly increased

weight. Some avoid it simply because it is

new and subject to further improvement. The

sum total of it all is that the demand for the

chainless will probably be very much greater

in 1900 than it will be in 1899, and the 1899

demand for it so far has been considerably

below ten per cent of the total purchases. The

chainless situation in various sections is fair-

ly indicated in the following reports:

Philadelphia.

I have made it my business in the last

month to investigate the chainless prospects

for the coming year. Generally speaking,

there has been no demand for wheels what-

ever, because the weather has been the worst

I ever saw. For three months, and possibly

longer, we have had no riding weather at all,

and if we did happen to get one pleasant day,

it only acted as an aggravation, because the

following six days would be against any out-

door pleasure.

The result of my inquiries regarding chain-

less wheels may be briefly summed up as fol-

lows: Dealers who have chainless wheels to

sell report the demand for them greater than

for chain models. Dealers who do not handle

chainless models say that they are glad of it,

because there is no demand whatever for them.

Happening in the Columbia agency a short

time ago, Mr. Hart showed me the orders re-

ceived the day previous. They called for 32

machines, 22 of which were chainless, and he

told me that up to that time the orders were

relatively about the same.

The Cleveland people only have a sample

chainless, and say there is no demand. The

Rambler people have no chainless, and say

emphatically "No demand for them." Garden

has the Crescent chainless. He says that near-

ly every customer makes inquiry regarding

the chainless, and that a spirit of investigation

is abroad in the land. The Victor model has

not as yet been received, but they will be

ready to make deliveries very soon now.

In my opinion. Hart, Garden and Rech are

the best judges of the bicycle trade in Phila-

delphia, and with respect to the relative sales

of chainless and chain wheels, Garden says 10

per cent. Hart over 50 per cent and Rech
about 25 per cent. Hart is too high. Garden
too low, and Rech about right.

It is a good thing "not to prophesy unless

you know," and with the backward season we
have had up to date, it is most difficult to

"know."

I^ouisvlUe.

Conservative as usual, Louisville has not

become enthusiastic over the chainless wheel.

Last season half a dozen prominent riders

made deals or dickers and pedaled the bevel-

gear, with more or less enthusiasm and suc-

cess. 'So far this season, probably eight or-

ders have been placed for the chainless, all, so

far as learned, with one dealer, Phil Allison,

who has the Columbia (bevel-bear), Orient

(Sager gear), and Stearns. Prince Wells,

probably doing more business than any other

two dealers, has had very few inquiries for the

chainless, and has taken no orders. There is

more general wheel talk in Louisville now

(despite the fact that there have been no two

days of "same" weather this year) than there

was last year. The season will be a good one

undoubtedly, but there will be no rush for the

chainless.

Milwaukee.

While the chainless seems to meet with favor

in the East, western buyers seem to have no

use whatever for it, and in consequence, while

most of the manufacturers are making them,

the demand is small. Colonel H. P. Andrae

says the Andrae Company are shipping quite

a number to eastern cities, and there is some

call from the far West, though there is little

inquiry among the central states. The Meisel-

bach Company, though having received a few

inquiries, have not undertaken the manufac-

ture of the chainless. It's the same way with

the 30-inch wheels. Excepting for tall men
there is no demand. Local dealers have not

sold half a dozen chainless wheels this year

and do not expect to. Last season not more

than a dozen chainless machines were sold in

Milwaukee.

Rochester.

The demand for chainless bicycles in Roch-

ester this season has not been as great as the

dealers expected, but this can be accounted for

to some extent by the fact that parties order-

ing this type are obliged to wait several weeks

before they can secure their wheels. With
chainless bicycles of four different makes and

gearings offered the Rochester public, there

should be a greater demand for this style

than has been manifested so far.

St. I,ouis.

I have spent the week interviewing the local

trade on the bicycle outlook in St. Louis.

The result shows a great difference of opinion

as to the relative merits of the chain and

chainless wheels, and considerable difference

of opinion as to the price people are going to

be willing to pay for chain wheels. The peo-

ple who are still in the business, however, are

all in pretty good spirits and look for a very

fair year.

It Is now nearly the middle of April and

the. season should have opened a month ago,

but the weather has been beastly ever since

February. We have one or two bright days

and then it rains or snows and it is all over

for the next five or six days. The result is

that the bottom goes right out of the bicycle

business.

I have visited nine dealers, which means

about every dealer of any prominence in the

city excepting one or two, whom I did not get

to see. This is all that is left of some 40 odd

three years ago. In addition to these there

are 12 or 15 small repair shops scattered

around in diflerent parts of the city.

I don't know much about the chainless

wheel personally, but from talks I have had

with numerous hard road-pluggers, the "real

thing" fellows, who plug around down in Jef-

ferson, Washington and Franklin counties, I

find that those who will take up the chainless

wheel are very few. I am getting a new wheel

myself and it has a chain on it. I believe,

though, for the real pleasure rider, who con-

fines himself to comparatively good Toads, the

chainless is an ideal wheel. What is your

personal view of it? Anyhow, I will wait

another year before taking it up.

[The St. Louis correspondent's report in-

cludes interviews with several concerns, very

meaty, but too long for insertion this week.

The kernel of them, with reference to the

chainless, is that those dealers who desire to

do so can make the chainless sales average

from 10 to 15 per cent of their season's busi-

ness.—Ed.]

Cleveland.

Cleveland, April 10.—^The pleasant spring

weather enjoyed the past fortnight has been a

blessing to the retail dealers, all of whom are

doing a splendid trade, which promises to ex-

ceed that of previous years. The demand is

largely for the $35, $40 and $50 models, with

2G and 28 inch wheels. The 30-inch models

are in fair demand, while the chainless models

are rarely called for, or even inquired about.

Second-hand wheels find a ready sale at a

fair profit, the demand being mostly for ladies'

second-hand machines. A noticeable feature

of this year's trade is the fact that most of the

sales made thus far have been for cash, the

installment plan not being encouraged. There

is also a noticeable increase of new riders this

season, which is attributed to the fact that

recently over six miles of streets have been

paved with asphalt.

At the present time nearly every dealer has

his own list prices, which is more or less de-

moralizing the trade. A schedule will very

likely be made up this week by the local board

of trade which will determine what prices shall

be charged this season. All of the department

stores with one exception have definitely de-

cided not to handle bicycles this season, thus

leaving a clear field for the legitimate dealers.

Washington.

The significant fact in the bicycle trade of

Washington for the first three months of the

present year is the steady increase in the de-

mand for chainless models. Riders who last

year scouted the idea that the chainless models

were practicable are falling all over themselves

in their endeavors to get their orders on file.

One prominent dealer stated to your corres-

pondent that so far he had taken twice as

many orders for chainless wheels as he had for

chain wheels. This same dealer has one of the

largest renting departments in town and he

has recently equipped this department with

wheels of the chainless variety. Last year he

tried a lew of them and found that it cost one-

fifth less to keep them in running order than it

did to keep the chain wheels. Of course, the

first cost is much greater, but in the long run

this dealer finds that chainless wheels are

much cheaper for renting purposes than chain

wheels.

Nearly all the various types of chainless

wheels are on sale here, including the Colum-

bia, Stearns, Barnes, Clipper, Sager roller

gear, Victor spin-roller and Spalding. The
fact seems to be well established that chainless

bicycles have reached a point of excellence

which commends them favorably to buyers,

and they will undoubtedly have a large sale

here this season.

Montreal.

Snow still remains on the ground in this city

(April 10) and the opening of the wheeling

season will probably be deferred for another

fortnight, if not longer. In the meantime the

trade is still active. There are only three or

four chainless machines on the local market.
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and only in one case is it being used as a

leader, by the Columbia people, who say the

demand this year will about equal 25 per cent

of their total output in Montreal. The per-

centage of sales by the other dealers hananng
a chainless is not so high, but they state from

their observations that the demand will be ex-

cellent in 1900. This season will practically

be an experimental one as to the chainless, so

far as this part of the continent is concerned,

and if it be the success that is predicted, much
activity may be looked for next year.

Oinalia.

The chainless is very much in demand in

Omaha at present, but the riding season has

been somewhat behind time, owing to the

snowy and wet weather. Your humble servant

is riding a chainless and can assure you that

I have never enjoyed anything so much in

my life.

Toledo.

It is the unanimous opinion of Toledo man-

ufacturers that the chainless will cut no figure

in this season's business. The sales are small.

Many people admire it, but few care to pur-

chase it. One prominent manufacturer thinks

it will not be manufactured after this year. It

is not pushed by the retailers. Some of the re-

tail stores are managed by the manufacturers.

Pittsburg.

The sale of chainless wheels in this city is

unprecedented. The dealers are finding it

hard to supply the demand. A. B. Henley,

of the Columbia agency, informed the writer

the other day that his sales were almost ex-

clusively of that type of wheel, fully 95 per

cent of his sales being chainless. The Spald-

ing agency reported about the same condition.

Sager gears are also having quite a run, but

are not being pushed so vigorously. The Jus-
tice Cycle Co. are putting out Andraes and
Orients equipped with this gear. The Cleve-

land agent is making no effort to sell the

chainless. The White people are not pushing-

it. A few Unions and Hoffmans are being
disposed of, but the agent of those machines is

pushing chain wheels.

Springfield, Mass.

Agents report a fair inquiry for chainless

bicycles. A number of sales for future de-

livery have been made, but the chain-driven

wheels hav^ the preference with purchasers—

•

four or five to one. Sales of chainless wheels

are as a rule made to old riders. Agents ex-

press the opinion that the chief obstacle in the

path of the chainless is the large number of

chain-driven wheels -which are listed cheaper

than the chainless by $25 or more.

Toronto.

The chainless has very little call as yet. It

is evidently only a matter of time, though,

when it will catch on. The price as yet is

against a general demand.

Cincinnati.

The chainless appears to be more in popu-

lar favor this season. [The balance of the Cin-

cinnati report consists of jocularly enthusiastic

praise of a certain chain-driven wheel. Our
correspondent is too prominent to be unfair,

however, and his few words on the chainless

are honest.—Ed.]

Chainless, with Oil Transmission.

Toledo, April 8.—The Meilink Mfg. Co. are

giving some time to the construction of a

wheel which may attract much attention. It

is being built for J. Heimlich, of Oak Harbor,

and is a chainless propelled by oil transmis-

sion. The oil is propelled through two neat-

looking and powerful pumps, which work per-

pendicularly, the power being furnished by the

feet on the pedals. The stroke can be made
long or short. The wheel has been tried and
is pronounced by the iMeilink people a success.

The affair looks like a cross between a dim-

inutive fire engine and a horseless carriage.

Mr. Heimlich has a patent on the new wheel

and will put it on the market.

Central Trust Versus Worcester.

The appeal of the Central Trust Co., of New
York, against the decision that its mortgage
on Worcester Cycle Co. property was invalid

has been heard, and the New Haven court

sustains the original decisiion as to the prin-

cipal contention. The personal property re-

verts to the trustee insofar as the mortgage
claim of the trust company is concerned, but

the mortgage is held to be valid as to the real

estate. However, there is a first mortgage,

held by the American Surety Co., for an issue

of bonds, and this first claim will absorb the

value of the real estate.

A Cycle Stable in the British Museum.

Bicycles have made their way into the Brit-

ish Museum, the authorities having established

a stable in the basement for the storage of bi-

cycles. Often as many as 200 wheels were left

standing at one time outside the museum.

•**************************4****************4©
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LAWSUIT NOTICE.
We have commenced suit in the United States Court against H. Grin-

berg' & Co. and the Manhattan Storage Co., of Philadelphia, for infringe-

ment of our rights under the Duryea patent, in selling and offering for sale, a

compound for pneumatic tires.

Our attorneys will press same with all possible expedition, to obtain an
early adjudication of our rights. We have every confidence that our patent

will be fully sustained, and are prepared, if necessary, to carry the matter to

the court of last resort. In the meantime we shall strictly insist upon our

rights being respected.

NEVERLEAK
Is the only Tire Compound that

can be legally used or sold. In

handling it you have the positive

assurance that it is the standard,

the best; the only one used and
recognized by Tire Makers, and
the only one you can buy, use or

sell without buying a lawsuit.

We are daily asked to license

otiiers under our patent I WE
GRANT NO LICENSES UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES OR CONSiDER-
ATIONI

OLR 1899 BRAND
Will close punctures fully three

times as large as formerly, making 4h

it marvelously effective. It will \^

preserve the tire and overcome all

the troubles.

Buffalo Specially Mfg, Co.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Kindly meii'tion The Wheel.

^^*

I

"Favorite" Bicycles.
|

We Maice JUVENILES a Specialty.

WE have the REPUTATION
of MAKING the BEST JU-

VENILE BICYCLES m the

WORLD. Write us when in

the market OUR GRADE IS

HIGH. OUR PRICES LOW.
Send for Catalogue

We also make Adult FAVORITES-

tn honest wheel at a moderate price.

THE TOLEDO METAL WHEEL CO.,

Kindly mention The WTieel. TOLEDO, OHIO.

I

i

I

^^^
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FOR THOSE IN QUEST OF FOREIGN BUSINESS.
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A GENERAL STORE FOR BRAZIL.

A Plan for the Promotion of the Bicycle Trade-

Brazilian Merchants Favorably Disposed—

Not a Large Capital Required.

The announcement that a syndicate of Lon-

don capitalists has been formed to start a large

general store in Buenos Ayres for the sale

of articles of English manufacture, including

bicycles, recalls to mind the fact that for some

years past Brazilian merchants have repeatedly

urged American manufacturers to adopt a sim-

ilar scheme, but no impression whatever has

been made.

In their discussions with the representatives

of American manufacturers the merdhants of

Brazil have advised their co-operation in es-

tablishing a large retail establishment in Rio

de Janeiro, under the management of trust-

worthy and experienced men, which should

cover the sale of a wide variety of manufac-

tured goods, including a full line of bicycles

and accessories of all kinds. The object o:

such a general store is to introduce goods and

create a demand for them; and to do this it

should be made as attractive as possible, and

should include the widest variety of articles.

It may be provided with a wholesale depart-

ment, but its principal c^bjeot should be to

introduce the goods to would-be buyers. It is

not understood that a very large cash capital

would be required, for the shareholders would

be the manufacturers themselves, and their

principal investments would consist of manu-

factured goods. The profits would be derived

not so much from this pioneer establishment

(which shouldbe more than self-supporting), as

from the wider demand for the goods in a new
market through the regular trade. In the

opinion of prominent Brazilian merchants,

who are fully ali've to the situation, the scheme

is not only practicable, but it promises im-

mediate good results. Bicycle manufacturers

would do well to look into this scheme.

Methods in Mexico.

As the terms of American manufacturers are

often very rigid, much Mexican trade which

by the exercise of a little tact and judgment

could be handled by American merchants goes

elsewhere. For instance, terms usually offered

by European merchants are four to six months'

time, whereas American houses usually require

that the total amount of their invoices be

placed in some bank in the United States be-

fore the goods are shipped.

With good local agents on the ground fa-

miliar with the language and the character of

the buyers, the question might be easily set-

tled. The superiority of American bicycles is

readily admitted here, and Mexican buyers are

desirous of dealing with the United States and

would do so more extensively than at present,

if trading facilities were offered them. Cau-

tious business men familiar with Mexican trade

do not suggest that the full time offered by

other nations be always granted, since Ameri-

cans have many goods that their sister Repub-

lic must have, and these, of course, can be sold

practically on America's own terms; but these

same advisers do say that the business methods

of Mexico should be carefully studied. Buy-

ers and sellers should acquire mutual confi-

dence, and where that cannot be attained, no

business should be done. A happy medium be-

tween extended time and the requiring of a

deposit before shipment would seem to be to

ship to reliable manufacturers' agents, have

them import the goods, and then deliver them
and collect and remit therefor according to

contract.

A few words as to the value of contracts in

iMexico. Once an absolute understanding is

had between buyer and seller and the agree-

ment reduced to writing, there is seldom any

controversy, as a contract or a preliminary

contract (known there as a minuta) is regard-

ed as binding, even though the only legal

forms required in a "minuta" are the affixing

of a 50-cent stamp and the depositing of the

minuta with a notary public to be reduced to

a public deed, when one of the interested par-

ties requires it.

Bicycles Should Be Fully Equipped.

In his annual report, J. W. Davidson, consul

at Yamsui, Island of Formosa, has this to say

of the bicycle trade on the island:

"Two consignments of American bicycles

1898-99, and during the

For Eight Fiscal Months.

Exports of cycles and parts to various countries during February,

eight months of the fiscal years, 1897-'98-'99, are shown below:
Destination. February. ^Eight

1898. 1899. 1897.
United Kingdom $210,661 $49,382 $1,087,784
France 71,168 48.833 81,778
Germany 184,048 102,107 316,835
Other Europe 143,770 172,854 516,158
British North America 44,395 58,719 225,187
Central American States and British Honduras. 328 240 46,957
IVIexico 5,619 6,944 47,895
Santo Domingo 47 2,380
Cuba 883 1,974 1,317
Porto Rico 14 266 2,960
Other West Indies and Bermuda 5,145 3,936 77,191
Argentina 9,704 17,115 21,993
Brazil 13,107 3,749 15,559
Colombia 464 228 16,925
Other South America 4,604 1,644 50,255
China 1,233 1,372 9,997
East Indies: British 6,449 6,469 11,193
Hongkong 2,131 888 (a)
Japan 4,603 2,494 27,710
British Australasia 19,773 29,205 524,007
Other Asia and Oceanica 9,223 6,408 29,225
Africa 17,107 15,708 75,160
Other countries 2 ....

Totals ; $754,476 $530,537 $3,188,466
a Included in "Other Asia and Oceanica" prior to July, 1897.

montlis ending February.^
1898. 1899.

$869,095 $431,681
192,788 233,849
935,284 635,838
458,631 866,725
188,234 242,023

5,938 4,004
43,111 32,679

727 221
7,515 4,340
2,324 1,881

56,063 41,253
48,352 117,452
61,542 44,499
13,765 4,962
35,169 34,728
19,817 19,082
34,691 116,638
4,469 4,924

60,907 95,040
247,422 188,260
43,335 48,439

137,923 120,983
545 576

$3,467,737 $3,290,077

have been received, and they were found ve^y

satisfactory, with the exception that the order,

which called for a complete outfit—bell, lamp,

brake, pump, etc., as these articles are not to

be obtained here—was not filled, the machines

being sent in one case without the bell and

brake and in the other without pumps for in-

flatmg the tires. The result is that the latter

machines must remain on ithe dealer's hands,

losing in this climate much of their 'brightness,

during the three months necessary to obtain

the pumps from New York. In the first in-

stance, the exporter wrote that the machines

were not equipped with a brake because this

was of no practical use and was sure to injure

the tire.

"The result was that two customers, for

whom machines had been specially ordered,

refused to accept them; and the native dealer,

who had for the first time received a shipment

from America, while able to dispose of the

whole consignment, was considerably annoyed.

The United States, so far as I can ascertain,

is the only country where the brake is not gen-

erally used, and, at all events, for the East a

bicycle is considered incomplete if it does not

possess this attachment."

The German Cycle Show.

Leipzig has been named as the place for

the next German cycle show next October.

Twenty thousand square feet have been added

to the Crystal Palace, as this time motors and

machinery will be included in the exhibits.

With the exception of ready-made cycles and

motors, which can only be exhibited by Ger-

man and Austrian firms, the other depart-

ments will be open to foreign competition,

subject to the rules of the Cycle Dealers' As-

sociation. The promoters desire to make the

fittings, accessories and machinery depart-

ments representative of the world, so as to

"compete with the English shows." As many
firms have already agreed to show in Leipzig,

a good result is anticipated. Only the mem-
bers of the Dealers' Association, and those

who prove themselves to be in the trade, have

access to the show; everyone else will be ex-

cluded. Together with the show, the annual

general meeting of the Cycle Dealers' Asso-

ciation is held, which assures the presence of

members of the whole trade. Application

should be made to (Afthur Klarner, Leipzig.

What the Figures Say.

Figures often lie, but if British exports of

cycles and parts decrease until 1901 as they

have since 1897, England's share of that t^'ade

will be wiped out. The figures for January,

1897, 1898 and 1899 are $762,820, $480,565 and

$848,200, respectively.

Large Exports of Saddles.

A. G. Spalding & Bros., of New York City,

exported last week to London 5,340 bicycle

saddles, the product of the Christy Saddle

Co., Jacksonville, Mich. The shipments of

these saddles in March are valued at $20,000.

In January, 1899, Austria exported only 374

machines, compared with 734 for the same

month in
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DOINGS IN THE WORLD OF AUTOMOBILISM.
+:-

:-: +

: +

CAPTURED BY KEROSENE.

Buffalo Park Commissioners Usten to and

Adopt the Idea that Electric Vehicles Are

Not Yet Demonstrated Successes.

Buffalo is going to do what she can to

hasten the coming of the horseless age. fVtotor

carriages will be operated in the Delaware

Park on or before August 1, 1899, if the Na-
tional Mo'tor Transit Co. live up to thei"-

portion of a contract which the Board of Park

Commissioners voted to enter into with the

company. The contract will expire on Api"il

1, 1900. The carriages will be propelled by a

gasoline motor unless the officials of the com-
pany change their minds very suddenly.

There was a surprise in store for some of

the commissioners at their meeting when an-

other application for the running of motor
wagons in the park was received. It was sign-

ed by Dr. Truman J. iMartin, who claims that

electric carriages are practical, and can be con-

structed to convey from twelve to sixteen per-

sons. Pie asked that he be allowed the privil-

ege of placing the electric carriages in the

parks. John Laughlln, representing the Na-
tional Motor Transit Co., stated that he did

not believe electric carriages were yet per-

fected so as to be practical for use in the parks.

"We stand ready to purchase electric car-

riages," said Mr. Laughlin, "and have tried to

buy them for Delaware Park, but we under-

stand that they cannot be constructed for such

a purpose."

"il will sell you as many electric carriages

as you want," said Dr. Martin, who was pres-

ent at the meeting.

Mr. Laughlin intimated, however, that they

could not be constructed for a price that would
warrant charging a. five-cent fare, as his com-
pany propose to do. In proof of this state-

ment he cited Dr. Martin's application, which

provides for a ten-cent fare.

On motion bf Commissioner Reinecke, the

president of the board was directed to enter

into contract with the National Motor Transit

Co. Commissioner Harding was in favor of

waiting a week, and allowing the executive

committee to consider the application of Dr.

Martin. His imotion was voted down,, how-
ever. The contract reported favorably on by

the executive committee provides that that

company shall furnish a bond in the sum of

$50,000 for the faithful performance of their

agreement, and that at least four carriages

shall be in service.

I^ozier Will Not Make Automobiles.

In a conversation with a Wheel man a few

days ago, H. A. Lozier, Jr., denied the state-

ment published in the last issue of a con-

temporary to the effect that the Lozier peo-

ple are building an addition to their Toledo
factory, evidently with the intention of em-
barking in the motor-carriage business. Mr.
Lozier said that no addition is being built,

and reiterated the statement previously made
in The Wheel, that the Lozier Company
have positively no intention of going into the

manufacture of motor carriages. The naphtha
engine which they are experimenting with will

be manufactured later on, but it is designed

wholly for use on launches and cannot be

adapted for use on carriages. The firm have

been considerably annoyed of late by the

rumors of this sort, and Mr. Lozier says

dealers, inventors and prospective purchasers

will save themselves trouble by not writing

to H. A. Lozier & Co on motor-carriage

business. It seems that certain correspondents

have attached great significance to the fact

that Mr. Lozier purchased an automobile

while on his recent trip abroad. He says he

will use this machine for his own personal

enjoyment this summer, and the writer can

vouch that there is plenty of pleasure to be

derived from a machine of this kind. The
Wheel man happened around when the first

trial trip in this city was made, and he re-

sponded with alacrity to an invitation to "take

a spin." Cleveland bicycles, fitted with new
Burwell roller bearings, cannot be beaten for

easy running qualities, but Mr. Lozier is not

to blame for preferring his little DeDion-
Bouton motor-cycle. To move twenty-five

miles an hour over smooth city pavements
or rough counti-y roads without doing a

stroke of work, is the refinement of cycling;

refined several times over, in fact, and it

would be a sorry day for bicycle dealers and

manufacturers if machines of this kind were
perfected and brought down in price to with-

in reach of the masses. But, of course, there

is little possibility of this being done. Mr.
Lozier's automobile has been altered some-
what since it first came into his possession.

Originally it was a three-wheeler, but through
the combined ingenuity of himself and M.
Bertrand, the Lozier Paris manager, it has

been transformed into a four-wheeler, with an
extra seat in front. It weighs about 250

pounds and is driven by a If-horse-power
engine.

Cannon and Kerosen°.

An experiment of considerable interest to

the armies of all countries will be made short-

ly, with Highland Park, 111., as the starting

place and New York as the finishing point. A
detail of cadets from the Northwestern Mili-

tary Academy, in command of Major Royal
P. Davidson, is to make a flying trip to New
York on an automobile gun carriage mounting
a rapid-fire gun and laden with ammunition.

General Miles has sanctioned the scheme
and has expressed the deepest interest in the

preliminary arrangements. The carriage and
the rapid-fire gun are now under construction.

The motive power will he gasoline, and an

average speed of fifteen miles an hour is to be

attempted.

With Vanderbllt Backing.

A new motor wagon and vehicle company
is to be incorporated shortly, which will be

controlled, it is claimed, by the Vanderbllt in-

terests. W. E. Prall, the inventor of certain

superheated water patents, says the incorpora-

tion papers have been prepared, and that the

new company would be incorporated under the

New Jersey laws, with a capital stock of $10,-

000,000. Certain patents which are claimed by

the American Air Power Co., and sublet to

Joseph H. Hoadley, representing the Inter-

national Power Co., do not rightly 'belong to

these parties, according to Mr. Prall's state-

ment. In referring to the matter, he said:

"The Hoadley-Knight company claim to

own all the patents for the use of compressed
air. They do own some patents which are

valueless without the use of my patents on
superheated water. The International Power
Co. cannot operate a motor by compressed air

without using some devices which belong to

me and the Storage Power Co. The Storage
Power Co. were organized some time ago by
Stetson, Jennings & Russell, and incorporated

with a capital stock of $5,000,000. The same
firm, representing such interests as those of H.
McK. Twombly, Nathan Guilford, general

traffic manager of the New York 'Central, and
other large stockholders of that road, will

incorporate the new motor company, and see

that the Hoadley people do not infringe on my
rights and the rigthts of the company."

Warm Garments Needed.

It has heen .thought ty many that the leather

and fur-lined garments used by Parisian auto-

mobilists were affectations merely taken on to

more distinctly mark the difference between
the engine driver and the driver of horses.

This assumption is wrong; the garments, far

from being fads, are absolute essentials. Let

any one take a ride in an automotor on one
of these "spring" days and he will not be long

in discovering that ordinary clothing is not

nearly sufficient for motor riding. The speed

at which one is carried through the air pro-

duces a chill you are not likely to forget in a

hurry. A rider of a pacing motor, narrating.his

experience, said that his rapid passage through

the air cut him life a knife. His face, hands,

and lower part of his legs were affected. His

eyes smarted, ran with water, and his fingers

and feet became numb. Automobile riding,

like tobogganing and ice boating, absolutely

demands extremely warm and wind-proof gar-

ments.

More Wind-jammers.

Articles were filed at Trenton, N. J., Thurs-

day incorporating the Lewis Motor Vehicle

Co., with an authorized capital of $5,000,-

000, one-half of which is to be preferred stock,

bearing 6 per cent cumulative dividend. The
company is formed for the purpose of producing

motor power secured from compressed air

and for the operating of vehicles. The incor-

porators are Thomas Synnott, Harry A. Ber-

wind, E. T. Postlethwaite, Walter E. Graham,

Charles Gralham and Harrison Snyder.

Something Went Wrorg.

An electric cab ran wild on the Boulevard

last week. After unsuccessfully trying to

climb a telegraph pole, the mechanical horse

deliberately threw out its passengers, dumped

its controller off, turned over on its back and

ran its wheels around in sheer mechanical

madness at its inability to do more damage.

While all of this was going on nothing but

horse laughs came from the quarupedic- power

producers of^the Boulevard car line.
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LIKE STREET CARS.

With Two MilHons of Dollars These Chicago

Gentlemen Intend to Run Opposition to

Both Trolley and Cable Cars.

Cab horses will soon find that they are of

no value in Chicago unless it be at the "beef"

canning establishments. Electric vehicles will

soon be plying the thoroughfares for business.

The Chicago Electric Vehicle Co., in-

corporated at Springfield, with a capital of

$2,000,000, expert to put a regular system of

liorseless cabs into service as soon as ar-

rangements for that purpose can be perfected.

Samuel Insull, president of the Chicago Edi-

son Company, will be at the head of the new

concern; William G. Beale will be its counsel,

and Edward L. Brewster will act as its finan-

cier. These men are incorporators.

The charter under which the new company
will operate allows the use of any motive

power the company may elect to use, but the

promoters have decided on electricity as best

suited to carry out their intention, which is to

have a splendidly equipped line of carriages

and coupes. For the present the plans of the

company are somewhat hazy, but they will

ultimately put up shops in the vicinity of Chi-

cago, and will build their ow.n vehicles, as well

as construct carriages and other carriers for

sale. It is said that the Chicago Electric Com-
pany are back of the scheme, and that the sur-

plus power generated during the day by the

electric-lighting plant will be used in charging

the storage batteries that will run the cabs.

This can be done at small cost.

"We intend to give a service that Chicago

will be proud of," Mr. Brewster said last

night. "There has never yet been a properly

conducted system of cabs in the city, and we
mean to supply the deficiency. Our plans are

not matured sufficiently to give details, or to

state positively just when we will begin

operating. The first thing to do in these

things is to organize, and that is what we have

done. But of this be certain: Our cabs will

be models of elegance, and will be a pleasure

to use."

Indiana Sniith's Specimens.

The Indiana Bicycle Co. have just com-
pleted the first two of a number of motor
vehicles of new design. The largest of these

was given a trial trip this week and demon-
strated that the problem of covering longer

distances has been solved. The carriage has

been constructed for a Providence, R. I., de-

partment store and on the trial trip ran 54 6-10

miles without replenishing the battery, and at

the finish still had considerable life left in it

Up to this time, the Indiana people say, no

electric vehicle had shown more than 3')

miles on a single charge, while the average

radius of action has been about 25 miles.

The builders claim that when the vehicle has

been broken into service and has lost its stiff-

ness it will be capable of running not less than

65 miles and possibly more than 70.

When the trial was made the wagon was
new and stiff, the joints full of varnish, and in

this condition -went over the viaduct and

through the tunnel at the west end of the

Union Station, where the grade is 7 per cent,

besides taking every other grade possible to

find in the city and traversing some of the

muddy unimproved streets, where a consider-

able amount of power was required. The bat-

tery was also entirely new, never having re-

ceived a regular charge, but being used just

as it was received from the forming room,

and it is safe to say that it will show from 12

to 15 per cent increased efficiency upon a reg-

ular charge.

Has a Chicago Flavor.

The certificate of incorporation of the

Woods Motor Vehicle Co. was filed at

the Secretary of State's office in Trenton, N.

J., on Monday, with an authorized capital of

$10,000,000, of which $2,500,000 is to be pre-

ferred stock and the balance, $7,500,000, com-

mon stock. The preferred stock is to receive

a fi.xed yearly cumulative dividend at the rate

of, but not exceeding, seven per cent before

any dividends shall be set apart for or paid to

the common stock. The names of the cor-

porators are Benjamin V. Becker, George W.
Mark, Frederick W. Garvin, Oscar L. Lef-

ferts, Harry H. 'Picking, Duncan T. McLaren,

Henry Schovenherr, Jr., lEdward K. Hawkins
and C. Frederick Smith. The company have

been formed by James B. Dill, of Dill, Sey-

mour & Baldwin, and been registered by the

New Jersey Registration and Trust Co.,

of East Orange. The charter is a lengthy

document and contains most liberal provi-

sions. From the fact that one of the incor-

porators, Benjamin V. Becker, is a member
of the law firm of Newman, Northup & Lever-

son, of Chicago, who are the solicitors for the

company, and for other reasons, it is believed

that the company are organized for the purpose

of doing an automobile business in Chicago.

Tire Prices Go Skyward.

If ever there was anything which had all

of the backing needed for a grand and lofty

booming, automobilism is that very thing.

That day is wasted which does not see some

new stock company chartered, with millions

of dollars in capital, all to be used for pro-

muting mechanical traction. As a fair sam-

ple of how all of this has advanced the prices

of everything even remotely connected with

the vehicle free from horses take the purchase

of the Rubber Tire Co., of Springfield,

Ohio, on Monday by a New York syndicate

dealing in auto-trucks, etc., headed by former

Secretary of the Navy Whitney and Richard

Croker. The price paid was $1,250,000. Of
this, E. S. Kelley, of Springfield, received

$000,000. Other stockholders received these

amounts: V. A. Cartmell, $80,000; Paul Staley,

.$50,000; A. W. Grant, $167,000; J. E. Stafford,

$33,000; B. J. Work, of Akron, $33,000. Mr.

Kelley originally put only $2,000 into the com-
pany. Mr. Stafford had only $1,000 worth of

stock, for which he paid $500, giving a note

therefor, and it is said that the note is not yet

due.

Vaucanson Was the First.

If further proof were needed of the dictum

that "there is no new thing under the sun,"

it has been supplied in the search for the

genesis of automobilism, which 'has resulted in

tracing the invention of the autocar to the in-

genious mechanician, Vaucanson, just 150

years ago.

In a memorandum recently brought to light,

it is recorded that Vaucanson was honored in

1748 by a visit from Louis XV. for the pur-

pose of inspecting a marvelous carriage that

ran without the aid of a horse or any visible

means of propulsion. Two persons took their

seats in the vehicle, which seems to have been

as gorgeous as a sheriff's carriage, and were

driven around the courtyard to the satisfac-

tion of his majesty and of the Due de Morte-

mart, M. de Lauzun, M. d'Avezac and other

members of his suite.

Though a promise was secured of royal

patronage the Academy of Sciences declared

that such a conveyance could not be tolerated

in the streets, and the scheme was nipped in

the bud. The motive power was supplied by a

huge clock spring, so that only a short jour-

ney was possible, but the gear seems to have

closely resembled that of the horseless car-

riage of to-day.

Quick to Catch On.

During the past winter H. M. Quick, of the

Quick Cycle Co., of 96 Broadway, Paterson,

N. J., who is an expert mechanic and inven-

tor, has been working on an idea of his own
in the shape of a gasoline motor for a horse-

less carriage. He has completed the engine

to his satisfaction, and last week received the

first order for an automobile carriage for a

local silk manufacturer. It is to be completed

by the middle of May. Mr. Quick says that

the new vehicle will be lighter, stronger and
better than any now in the market, while the

selling price will, it is expected, be about

two-thirds of what is ordinarily charged for

a first-class vehicle of the same class. It is

Mr. Quick's ambition eventually to go into

this business on an extensive scale and make
it one of the principal industries of Paterson,

for he has great faith in this type of carriage

being the popular vehicle of the future."

Overman to I^aunch Out.

A. H. Overman announces that the public

will soon have an opportunity to invest in the

stock of a company to be formed for the

manufacture of steam launches, using the Vic-

tor automobile power. The Overman Wheel
Co. have received many offers to put their

novel motor to this use, but are considering

the advisability of establishing a home indus-

try in making steam launches propelled by the

same power they use in their vehicle.

New Yorkers in Maine.

The Automobile 'Co. of America have filed-

in Maine a certificate of incorporation for the

manufacture and sale of vehicles of self-pro-

pelling powers, with $5,000,000 capital stock,

of which $25,000 is paid in. The officers are:

President, Abraham L. Goldsher, of New
York; treasurer, Mary Louise Slater, of New
York. The other incorporator is Paul N.

Turner, of 'New York.

For Motor Vehicles.

American Roller Bearing Co., with princi-

pal office New Jersey Registration & Trust

Co.'s building. East Orange, N. J. Manu-
facture machinery of all kinds. Capital, $1,-

000,000. Incorporators: William B. Lambert,

Frederick A. Turner, Edward B. Lambert,

George W. Hastings, Fred Haley, Myron F.

Hill and Harrv W. Gillett.

Proper Encouragement.

The French Automobile 'Club has decided to

award an annual prize to the author of the act

judged the most meritorious in the work or

invention which shall add to the cause of

automobilism.
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

3 3,6iil BICYCLE-RACKS. "Fib-deCycle" RACK COBPANJ 33,633. PNEUMATIC TIRKS. OEORCE T. ROB[E, Cluca^o, III

33,581. BICYCLE-CEMENTS. BENJiura NnsBiDll, Fhlladelpllia, Great Bamugton, Mass. Ftleil Feb. 18. 1899. Filed Feb. 15, 1899.

Pa. FUed Sept 22, 1898,

RED SEAL

« FINDECYCLE %
^t^^^ii@^

'Fl.V-'DE-Cvfl,K.
L'sed since Jaii-

£^smf'(il frti/'in:—The \fOrdi"KED SBAL"and the represen-

tation of a red disk-shaped figure having points radiating therefrom

oimulating a legal seal. Used since August 1, 1898.

33,633. BIGYCLEa' PEOKIA ROBBEE and MANOTACTOKniG Co«-

PAKT, Peoria, 111 Filed Mar. 1. 1899.

EnKt'tifhil Jhttiur..—Ylic cunil'oniid word .--
„. . ,.

Used since Decen.ber. 189k. -E.^""'"' /'"'''^-The "ord •
E ..els

30.ii6. BICYCLE-HUB. PATRICK Hekkv Babkee, Chlcago.-'lu;, uarv 1. 1899.

assignor of one-half to Albert Heine, same place. Filed Oct. 17, 1898. 80,-450. BICYCLE FORK-CROWN. NM BsaoLOiiD, FlUihburg,

Seiial No. 693,832. Term ol pateut 7 yeai-s. Maea., aaalgnor to Mary Elizabeth Johnson, same place, executrix of

Iver Johnson, deceased. Filed Feb. 28, 1899. Serial No. 707,223. Term

ofpatentVyeare.

-The word " At,\laKsifciiliaf ftatur<:—The word " At,\lant.\." Used since Janu-
ary, 1898.

3 0,449. BICYCLE-LAMP. Beoebe Havell, Newark, N. J., as-

signor to the Havell Manufacturing Company, same place Filed Fra

24, 1899. Serial No. 706,743. Term of patent 7 years.

Claim,—The design for a bicycle-lamp as herein shown and de-

Boribed.

30,351. PEDAL Emii, BLlabb, West Hoboken, N. J. Filed Feb.

11, 1899. Serial No 705,349. Term of patent 7 y'eara

Chim.—T\l^ design for a bicycle fork-crown herein shown and

described.

30,345. BICYCLE-FRAME Edward C. Steaees, Syracuse, N Y
Filed May 9, 1898. Serial No 680,229. Term of patent 7 yeare.

(7/'"'/w.— The design for a bicycle-hub herein shown and described.

3 ,44 8 . BICYCLE-LAMP. Qeoeqe Havell, Newark. H. J., as-

signor to the Havell Manufacturing Company, same place. Filed Feb.

24,1899. Serial Ha 706,742. Term of patent 7 years.

Chim.—The design for a bicycle-frame, subsUntially as shown

and described.

8O 447 . OAS-LAM P. Waltbe A. Baerows, Chicago, m.

Feb. 27, 1899. Serial Na 707.111. Term of patent 7 years.

FUed

C/ttnit.—The design for a bicycle-lamp, as herein shown and de-

scribed.

30,415. BICYCLE-FRAME Louis H. Mamsos, Chicago, IlL FUed

Nov. 22, 1898. Serial No. 697,198. Term of patent 7 years.

Claim.—The design for a pedal substantially as herein shown

and described.

633,066. BIcrcLE-FEAME. Jeeekiab C. Paeebe, Red Bank
N.J. FUed Sept 12, 1898. Serial No 690,771 (No model)

Cfe;m.-The design for a bicycle-frame, substantially as herein

shown and described.
CT-m.-The design for a gas-l* ? substantially as heroiuhowo,

and described.
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.—Continued.

6 2 2 , 3 O 4r . PNEUMATIC TIRE. Herbert N. Waynb. Newton.
Masa. assi^ior to the Inteniational Rubber Tire Company, Portland.

Filed Juue 15, 1898. Serial No. 683.480, (No modeL)He.

632.642. CYCLE-STAND. Herbert W. Tomlinson, Kettering,
England. Piled Jan. 31. 1899, Serial No. 704,035. (No model)

CUtim.— 1. A pneumatic tire comprising a.n air-tube, acavering

therefor composed of two layers of frictioncd stock holicalK' wound,

said layers being wound in opposite directions, a protection etrip at-

tached to the outer layer, and a'coating-of rubber covering the outer

layer and the protection -atrip.

622,436. REPAIR-PATCH FOR RUBBER TIREa JamesE.Ban-
CBOPT, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to the National Cement and Rubber Manu-
feoturing Company, same placa Filed Jaa 13. 1899. Serial Na702,036.
(No model)

Clam.—1, In a repair-patch for rubber tires, a disk of vulcanized
rubber, a pocket formed upon its face, having converging walls to-

ward the mouth and adapted to hold unvulcanixed rubber having a
string embedded therein,

622 415. RESILIENT TIRE FOR CYCLES. Johanhes A. Calan-

lAHiEHTS, Scarborough, England. FUed Dec. 28, 1897. Serial No,

883,862. (No model)

r/oint.—In a wheel tor cycles and similar vehicles, a resilient

periphery coraprisiog a series of curved metallic loop-springs which

are mounted separately on stems set radially and in line on the whcel-

wrcuraference and are of Such lanceolate form that they overlap one

another without coming into contact when under compression, sub-

stantially as described.

622,526. BICYCLE FRAME AND GEAR-CASE. Frederick H.

NiES and William Dunn. New York, N. Y. Filed Nov, 9, 1896. Serial

Na 611,638. (No model)

C/flun.—k The combination with the- cycle'-frame embodying
the coDtiouons front tube and rear fork, the tubular hanger.sthe seat^

post extending througti the hanger aud connected to the frame, and
the sle'feve eccentrically arranged in the hanger, of the axle iournal«d

in the sleeve, the wheel thereon, and the ring on the hanger haying

the cranks connected to the wheel,

622 243 ATTACHMENT FOR PEDALS OF BICYCLES, &c.^ WlL-

LiAH LoWE,'Boston, Mass. Filed June 2, 1896. Seriai Mo. 593,975.

(So model)

Cltiini.— \. The ,bereiQ-described attachment for pedals of bicy-

cles, comprising tbe clamp 8 adapted to be secured upon the pedal-

shafl, said clamp consisting of two parts one of which is provided with

a depending arm ll, a weight 12, secured to the lower end thereof

by a bolt 13, a plate or bar 15 provided with a longitudinal slot 16

mounted upon said bolt, a second bolt 18 passing through said slot

16 and a weight ITsecuted to said bolt 18, .said weight 17 being lon-

gitudinally adjustable of said bar 15, and said bar 15 being adapted

to be held in a horizontal position, sabstantiatly as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

Cluir/t.— 1. In a hub for vehicle wheels, the combination with a

length of steel tubing forming the body portion of said hub and pro

vided with threaded extremities, of spoke-flanges screwed thereon

and rolled shoulders or abutments formed from said tubular body

portion near either extremity thereof, adapted to be engaged by and

to maintain the spoke-flanges in position, substantially as described.

622,3 5 7. BICYCLE-SADDLE. John L Hitchcock. Ubrichsville.

and Charles Qalbraith, Germane. Ohio. Filed Feb. 24, 1897. Serial

No. 624.792. (No model)

Cimrn.— 1. In a bicycle-saddle, the combination with a bottom
plate attached to the saddle-spring, of two similar cushion-sections

pivotally connected intermediate their ends to the said plate with a

space between them, and means to simultaneously turn the sections
on tneir pivots to vary the width ot the space between the Sections

at their front and rear ends, and means to lock them in position, sub-

stantially as described-

C/aini.— I. In a bicycle, the combination of a frame-brace hol-

lowed to form a gear-case and having a slot in its rear ejid, a slide

engaging the edges of said slot and supporting the wheel-axle, said

slide having forward end flanges embracing the sides of the chainr

case, and means for adjusting the slide in said slot, substantially as

shown and described.

3 2 2,085. DRIVING MECHANISM FOR CYCLES. Homer E.

8HBFARD. Rochester, N. Y., assignor of one-third to Jacob E. Renner,

eameplaca Filed Dea 31, 1897. Serial No. 665,056. (No model)

622,303. PNEUMATIC TIRE. Herbert N. Wayne. Newton,

Mass.. assignor to the International Rubber Tire Company, Portland.

Me. Filed June 16. 1898, Serial No, 683.479,. (No model)
'

Claim.—A bicycle stand comprising a pair of parallel bars con-
'liected at one end by a steadying cross piece adapted to rest upon the
ground, and at the other end by an end piece having a notch adapted
to bear again.st the rear of the bicycle-fork, and an independent leg
orstrut pivoted to the outer face of each ofthe parallel bars.said strut,

being of less length than the distance from their pivots to the lower
cross-piece, whereby they may be folded into the same plane with said

parallel bars, substantially as described

622,635. HUB FOR WHEELS. Albert S Rked, Chicago. Ill,

assignor to the Onward Company, same place. Filed July 12, 1897.

Serial No. 644,269. {No model)

Cln'>m.— \. A pneumatic tire comprising an air-tube, a practi-

cally inelastic inner layer surrounding the air-tube, a practically in-

el.-istic outer layer partially separated from the inner layer, so tfiat

tlic two layers form a pocket, the outer layer being united to tlic in-

nei' layer at opposite edges of the pucket. and a cushion of .-sponge-

rubber filling ^aid pocket, the wallof the pocket between the spooge-i

rubber and the air-clmmber in the tire being non-extensible.

622,644. BICYCLE CRANK-SHAFT. Warren W. Annable.

Gmnd Rapids, Mich. Filed Feb. 12, 1898.. Serial No. 670,011. (No

model)

Claim.— I . A bicycle crank-shafl consisting of a .shaft having a

shoulder and a reduced and threaded end, a sleeve having an inter-

nally-threaded axial opening to receive said shaft, an externally-

threaded tubular stop in said slee.'c having nicks in iU end and en-

gaging said shoulder, and a nut on the end of said shaft- engaging the

end of said sleeve and fixed cones on said sleeve aud shaft, substan-

tiallv as described.

622,543. PEDAL. Hermann Scherff, Chicago, HI Filed Aug,

10,1898. Serial. No, 688,282. (No model)

Claim.— 1, A pedal having, in combination, two tread-plates,

pivots disposed upon opposite sides of the pedal-pin and supporting

the plates, respectively, means for limiting the movement ofthe plates

about their pivots, and means adapted to be engaged and operated

by the foot for moving the plates to operative positions, one of said

plates being continued forward from its pivot and provided with a

toe-clip and the other being continued rearward from its pivot to

provide a bearing for the foot, substantially as set forth.

62 2,440. ALARM-BELL FOR BICYCLES. HERMANN Brandli,

Jersey City, N. J., assignor of one-half to John Stemad, same place.

Filed May 10, 1898. Serial No. 680,280. (No model)

622,306. ACETYLENE BICYCLE-LAMP. ARCHIBALD R Wilson

and William Holt, Chicago, 111 Filed May 12, 1897. Serial No.

636,266. (No model)

Clmm.— 1. A bicycle bell comprising a frame composed of a bai-

and ail arch secured thereto, a bell-globe, secured to the apex of the

arch an'djprovided with inwardly-projecting abutment, a tube secured

in the bar, a shaft journaled in the tube, a friction-wheel secured to

one end of th'e shaft, a bar transversely mounted on the other end ol

the shaft and inside of the bell-frame, oscillating strikei-s set on piv-

ots, one on eacli end of the bar, a slotted bar provided with a clamp

for affi-icing it in suitable position to the frame of the bicycle, means

for movably affixing the bell-frame to the slotted bar, and means for

shifting the bell-frame so as to bring the friction-wheel in and out of

contact with the tire of the bjcvcle-wheel

622,5 3 7. BRAZELESS JOINT FOR CYCLE-FRAMES. HENRY S

Rainfortu. Lincoln, England. Filed Nov, 8, 1897. Serial No. 657,843,

(No model.)

Chim.-^Xi a permanent brazeles?joint for tubular structures, the

combination with a tubular member having a smooth tapered bore a*,

and an internallv-threaded cylindrical portion «'. adjacent to said

tapered bore, of a second tubular member /,-, adapted to be perma-

nently secured to said first-named tubular member, a differentially-

tapered collar ^-^ attached to one end of the member c, and providing

two oppositely-tapered enlargements t-*, f.^, the inclined walls of which

meet at the center ofthe collar, the tapered part c\ of said collar fit-

ting into the smooth tapered bore h\ a jam-nut d, having an exter-

nal-threaded portion d\ at one end adapted to be screwed into the

threaded cylindrical portion o'', said nut being also provided with a

tapered bore (P, diametrically opposite its threaded portion which

extends from the center thereof to one end, to fit over the tapered

eolararcment.

Clwm.— Xw an acetylene-lamp, a carbid-cliamber, a water-cham-

ber adjacent the same, connection between said carbid-chamber aud

the upper end of said water-chamber, connection between the lower

end of said water-chamber and the lower end of an upper watcr-

chamber, connection between said cinbid-chaniber and a gas-chambei

below said upper water-chamber, connection between said gas-cham-

ber and the upper end of said water-chamber, conuectioo between

said gas-chamber and a pressure-reguhitor chamber, and connection

between said pressure-reguluor chamber and a lamp, said pressure-

regulator being interposed in said last-named connection.
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C. H. Loomis has opened a bicycle store in

Sparla, Mich.

W. S. Burtis, Frccport, N. J., has opened a

bicycle store.

A. Gerde, Sacred Heart, Minn., will open

a new bicycle store.

J. E. Garvin will soon open a bicycle repair

shop in Loyal, Wis.

E, E. Brown's bicycle and repair shop,

Keota, la., was bnrned April 4.

Cairns & Gregory will soon open a new bi-

cycle store at Shell Lake, Wis.

W. J. Knowlton, of Palmer, Mass., will

open a store in the Eager building.

A. D. Elster has opened a bicycle store at

123 Hanover street, Meriden, Conn.

A.Wier has opened a new bicycle repair shop

in the Barr building, Braidwood, 111.

J. Melin has opened a bicycle repair shop

on Harris avenue, Fairhaven, Wash.

Peter Riser, of Bristol, Conn,, has sold out

his bicycle business to Mr. Newbauer.

F. S. Barrows has secured the agency for

the Cleveland bicycles for Tomah, Wis.

The Thompson Hardware Co., of Lowell,

Mass., have added a bicycle department.

J. A. Mulligan has opened a bicycle store in

the Mumford block, Whitinsville, Mass.

The hardware firm of E. Larson, Sioux

Falls, S. D., have added a stock of bicycles.

H. M. Stevenson, Escanaba, Mich,, will

open a new bicycle store in the Fogarty build-

ing.

The Hoeffler Mfg. Co. have opened a bicycle

store in the Atwell block, Stevens' Point,

Wis.

A bicycle store has been opened by M. C.

Henley in the Westcott Hotel building, Rich-

mond, Ind.

William Sliker and Charles Colby will go

into the bicycle business in Akron, N. Y.,

this summer.

Charles A. Underwood has opened a new bi-

cycle repair shop on Washington street,

Beardstown, 111.

Bicycle repair shop, lunch counter and bar-

ber shop is the combination run by a man in

Marlboro, Mass.

C. H. Frye, formerly in the bicycle repair

business at Birmingham, Ala., has purchased

the Pratt City "Herald."

John Sanford, who has been traveling for

the Lorain Wheel Co. in Kentucky and the

South, reports business as booming.

Lechler & Lechler, Portland, Ore., have

opened a new bicycle store at 224 First street,

to be in charge of C. W. LaBarre.

George A. Beakfield, New Hartford, N. Y.,

has accepted the agency for the Oneida bicy-

cle, and will also do bicycle repairing.

Hall & Knight opened a bicycle store

April 1, in the building vacated by Mainos &
Bonnallie, on Lisbon street, Lewiston, Me.

The Bicycle Supply Co., of Rochester, N.

Y., have been incorporated for $200,000, by G.

C. Whipple, A, M. Ferguson and W. Hawley.

Dalstrom Bros.' bicycle house, of Amite

City, have opened a branch house in Roseland,

La. Bicycle sundries of all descriptions will

be carried.

The firm of Stewart & :Massie, Quincy. 111.,

dealers in bicycles and bicycle sundries, have

dissolved partnership. A. K. Stewart will con-

tinue the business.

The Elgin Cycle Co., Elgin, 111., will soon

enlarge their bicycle manufactory. A new
building, 250x40 feet and three stories in

height, will be erected.

A new bicycle factory is under consideration

at Allegan, Mich. J. Heath and C. L. Bar-

rett, of Allegan, and J. P. Magon, of Chicago,

are interested in the enterprise.

The rubber tire department of the Rubber
Tire Wheel Co., Springfield, O., has been

sold to New York capitalists. E, S. Kelly

will be manager of the new company.

The trial of the case of William Krafue

against Louis W. Rawson, two Worcester,

Mass., bicycle manufacturers, pending in the

Superior Court there, has been put over until

Monday, April 17, when' it will come before

Judge Hopkins and a jury.

Seemed a Dream ; Is a Fact.

During most of last summer stories were
being circulated from the West of a proposed
monster elevated cycle path in California. The
scheme was so elaborate that it gained few

believers, but it now appears to be a fact. Bids

have been received for making the cut in the

hills south of Lincoln Park, Los Angeles. The
cut is some 380 feet long, 43 feet deep and 30

feet wide. About 6,000 yards of earth will

have to be moved. The cycleway company ex-

pect to award the contract and have the work
of excavating commenced immediately. Sev-

eral minor cuts will have to be made in order

to maintain the grade, which will entail the

moving of about 4,000 yards 'more of earth.

Bids for lumber will be advertised for in a few

days and by summer the cycleway will be

under construction.

Canal Towpath for Cyclists.

By the abandonment of the Delaware and

Hudson Canal, which extends from Rondout,

N. Y., to Honesdale, Pa., cyclists have more
than 108 miles of excellent sidepath riding

open to them. It has always been a violation

of law to ride on the towpath, but now that

It has been abandoned, there will probably be

no objection.

cured legal talent and will make a contest. The

legislature took the jurisdiction of offenses of

this character from the police court and be-

stowed it upon the hands of the grand jury.

County Attorney Reed's assistants believe

that there will be no convictions under the

law, because, as they say, a jury with a farmer

on it will never return a verdict against a man
who uses a cycle path for a roadway.

Washington-Baltimore Cycle Path.

The bicycle path from Washington, D. C,

to Baltimore will pass through Bladensburg,

Hyattsville, Beltsville, Contee, Laurel, Water-

loo, Elk Ridge and Druid Hill Park. The
path is to be six feet wide and 37 miles in

length. The estimated cost will be between

$18,000 and $20,000. If successful, it will be

a record breaker.

Up to April 7 the sum of $439 had been

subscribed by Washingtonians to the fund for

a cycle path to Baltimore.

Recent Patents.

Hard to Secure a Conviction.

(Farmers of Excelsior, iMinn., are going to

fight the law which makes it a penalty for

them to drive on cycle paths. They have se-

622,243. Attachment for Pedals of Bicycles, etc.

William Lowe, Boston, Mass. Filed June 2, 1896.

Serial No. 593,975. (No model.)

622.303. l*neumatic Tire. Herbert N. Wayne, New-
ton, Mass., assignor to the International Rubber Tire

Company, Portland, Me. Filed June 15, 1S9S. Serial

No. 683,479. (No model.)

622.304. Pneumatic Tire. Herbert N. Wayne, New-
ton, Mass., assignor to the International Rubber Tire

Company, Portland, Me. Filed June 15, 1S98, Serial

No. 683,480. (No model.)

622,306. Acetylene Bicycle Lamp. Archibald F.

Wilson and William Holt, Chicago, 111. Filed May
12, 1S97. Serial No. 636,266. (No model.)

622,357. Bicycle Saddle. John L. Hitchcock,

Urichsville, and Charles Galbraith, Germano, Ohio.

Filed February 26, 1897. Serial No. 624,792. (No
model.)

622,377. Repair-Tool for Pneumatic Tires. Howard
C. March, Portage, Ohio. Filed February 21, 1899.

Serial No. 706,426. (No model.)

622,405. Automatic Pump for Vehicles. Stephen

M. Van Allen, New York, N. Y. Filed- September
24, 1897. Serial No. 652,861. (No model.)

622,415. Resilient Tire for Cycles. Johannes A.

Calantarients, Scarborough, England. Filed December
28, 1897. Serial No. 663,362. (No model.)

622,436. Repair-Patch for Rubber Tires. James E.

Bancroft, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to the National

Cement and Rubber Mfg. Company, same place. Filed

January 13, 1899. Serial No. 702,036, (No model.)

- 622,440. Alarm-Bell for Bicycles. Hermann Brandli,

Jersey City, N. J., assignor of one-half to John Ster-

nad, same place. Filed May 10, 1898. Serial No.
680,280. (No model.)

622,442. Revolving Guard for Cycle-Chains. Clarence

M. Brownell, Stroudsburg, Pa. Filed August 6, 1898.

Serial No. 687,941. (No model.)

622,477. Cycle or other Wheeled \'ehicle. James
Huck, Galashiels, Scotland. Filed December 9, 1898.

Serial No, 698,756. (No model.)

622,490. Handle-Bar for Bicycles. William E. Kelly,

Cleveland, Ohio, assignor of one-half to Katherine J.

Weed, same place. Filed December 27, 1S98. Serial

No. 700,338. (No model.)

622,500. Cycle-Perambulator. August C. Kuster,

New York, N. Y. Filed June 3, 1898. Serial No.
682,437. (No model.)

622,523. Back-Pedaling Brake. George E. McElroy,
Elmira, N. Y. Filed October 18, 1898. Serial No.
693,849. (No model.)

622,526. Bicycle-Frame and Gear-Case. Frederick

H. Nies and William Dunn, New York, N. Y. Filed

November 9, 1896. Serial No. 611,538. (No model.)

622,537. Brazeless Joint for Cycle-Frames. Henry
S. Rainforth, Lincoln, England. Filed November 8,

1897. Serial No. 657,843. (No model.)

622,543. Pedal. Hermann Scherff, Chicago, 111.

Filed August 10, 1898. Serial No. 688,282. (No model.)

622,642. Cycle-Stand. Herbert W. Tomlinson, Ket-

tering, England. Filed January 31, 1899. Serial No.
704,035. (No model.)

622,644. Bicycle Crank-Shaft. Warren W. Annable,

Grand Rapids, Mich. Filed February 12, 1898. Serial

No. 670,011. (No model.)
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A PLEA FOR SPRINGS.

Editor The Wheel—I wish to deal with a

sentence appearing in a recent issue of The
Wheel, which reads as follows: "When a de-

vice increases the comfort of the rider and

the life of the machine, WITHOUT IN ANY
WAY DETRACTING FROM THE AP-
PEARANCE OF THE MOUNT, it is fit to

be recommended" (the caps are mine). No
doubt this will be passed, by a large portion

of your readers, with an unthinking assent.

Others will take exception to it because, logic-

ally, it stands for retrogression and not for

progress. It is equivalent to saying that the ap-

pearance or beauty of a machine, about which

there are as many different opinions as there

are riders, is of paramount importance, when
health, safety, comfort and pleasure are also

to be considered.

In mechanics, the first thing sought is effect.

The designer gives no thought to appearances

until he has plotted the mechanism, knowing
that when the "movements" are so placed that

the result of their harmonious action is at-

tained, artistic beauty is wholly of secondary

importance. The weary man who goes to his

sumptuously furnished home does not select

for repose the most beautiful chair or couch,

because of its beauty or symmetry of form. He
very likely has an old-fashioned relic which

affords him the comfort he cannot find in that

"new fangled," yet artistic design.

Admitting that the modern wheel has devel-

oped along the line^ dictated by the consensus

of tastes and ideas of structural beauty, until

it is truly a work of mechanical art, what de-

termined its form in the first instance? It was

utility and strength. Those attained, then

came embellishment. Utility stands for econ-

omy and convenience in manufacture, excel-

lence of Vi^orkmanship and material. Strength,

for safety and durability, combined with light-

ness far beyond the theoretical limits hereto-

fore set for resistance to the strains to which

the material and structure is likely to be sub-

jected. Embellishment, for care in outside

finish and ornamentation to please the eye.

But where has the thought of comfort found

place?

Now, should it occur that improvements ap-

peared which changed the entire form of the

mount, and yet overcame defects which every-

one will admit still exist, should it be tabooed

because it conflicted with the preconceived, or

the "at present" established notions of beauty?

How many of the new styles of clothing are

pleasing to the eye at first sight? "Habit is

second nature," and we like those things to

which we are accustomed, and naturally reject

innovations until they become familiar. The
wheel of to-day is reduced to its lowest terms;

it is lacking in much which would render it as

pleasurable and even safe, in all senses, as its

value and usefulness demand; and many minds

are at work on these problems, but it does not

do in this progressive age, to say that the solu-

tion must not "detract from the appearance of

the mount," that is, if detraction means
change. Neither is it right to say that a device

is not fit to be recommended unless it shall

correspond with accepted ideas of form.

Whatever its form may be, if it enhances

comfort, which adds to health, and does not

detract from utility and strength, it is fit to be

recommended just as far as its actual practic-

ability is concerned. To be an improvement

it must, of course, improve, but in the essen-

tials, not the nonessentials of mere outward
appearance.

It seems as if most people accepted the bi-

cycle as having reached its perfected state,

and it may be excusable in those whose minds
are not given to a study of mechanical matters;

but there are those who have a knowledge far

in advance of present developments; and can

say (no matter with what incredulity it may
now be received) that comfort and health will

yet determine forms, else the wheel would de-

generate to the racing machine, pure and sim-

ple, instead of developing up to its destined

place, as the most beneficent gift of the me-
chanic arts to the uses of humanity, who by
nature are compelled to carry the dead weight

of their bodies, tediously, step by step, at the

snail's pace. J. E. W.

Bicycle Mail Service in India.

The bicycle is being used in India for carry-

ing the mails. A contract has been given to

the Indian Cycle and General Engineering-

Co. by the Imperial government. It ia

claimed that this will effect economy in

CHAIRMAN GERLACH,
L. A, W. Racing Board.

time and money. The efficiency of the bicycle

for the service was demonstrated at the time

of the plague in Bangalore. Many of the

men who did service then are now employed

in the distribution of the mail on bicycles.

The mail pouches or bags are carried on a

crate in front of the forward wheel and at-

tached to the upper tube of the frame.

Good Business of Reading Factories.

Bicycle factories in Reading, Pa., report

this to be the best season in their history.

Full complements of hands are at work in each

of them, and many are working overtime.

A feature of the trade is the shipments that

are being constantly made to the far East

—

China, Japan, New Zealand, Australia and

other points.

A Safe Deposit.

Councilman Reiss, of Louisville, Ky., locked

his bicycle in a bicycle stand and went into

a building to transact some business. When
he came out he found that he had lost the

key. After much effort to unlock the holder

he was obliged to use an axe.

NEW
PRICES

Ready April 15/ for

dealers with money.

We only sell for cash; that's the safe

sure way and you know it. We sell on
close margin; much closer than others,

and you know it. We tell the absolute

truth in our advertisements and you
know it, or else you would not continue
to buy from us and we know it.

Bicycles to Retail

at $25,00
This is a $2.5 year and the sooner

you realize it the more money you will

make. There are many second or third

grade $25 wheels to be had, but ours is a

first grade and was really made to sell at

$35. The material and finish are of high
order, and the complete bicycle, includ-

ing tires, is guaranteed. The agency for

this wheel means money to the dealer

who simply shows it. It sells itself.

^^Kangaroo^^ Tires^

Pair $3,50
There is nothing "second" about

these Tires except the little word stamped
on the rim side,

,
The name and trade-

mark areintactand the goods are warrant-

ed perfect. They were made in October,

'98; that's why the price is $3.50 per

pair and not $G.75 as you paid last year.

We have the entire stock, mostly 28 x

i}i inches and 28 x i^ inches, but some
28 X i}i inches. Ask for list 105 "Tire

Bargains."

20th Century

Lampst $1.25
This lamp stands at the head of the

procession and is known the world over.

It's good looking, bright, and, above all,

well-behaved. We have 3,000, all there

are of 1898 model, and name you $1.25

each. It is such bargains as this that has

given us our reputation for low prices.

Ask for bargain sheet No. 106.

It will pay you to have your name on our mail-

ing list. Our terms to all are CASH with order or

sufficient to cover express if goods are sent C. O.

D. Money refunded without argument.

N. Y. SPORTING GOODS CO.,

61 Nassau Street, near Maiden Lane,

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Truing Up Wheels.

Here is a sketch of a stand which, its inge-

nious maker says, he finds very handy around

the shop'for putting in new rims and truing

up wheels: In Fig. 1, A A are two pieces of

2x4x36, fastened and braced to the bottom

boards (M M). The best distance to place

these apart is 8 inches. Two inches from the

top of A a nut is fastened in the 2x4, through

which the |-inch screw (C) passes. At E an-

other piece of |-inch round iron is firmly fixed

opposite the screw (C). The points of these

are just like the point centres of a lathe, so

one can hold wheel when it is sent in without

the bearings. For use with the bearings in

a wheel, have two cups with |-inch holes drill-

ed in so they will fit over the point centres,

like D. F is a small shelf on which to lay

tools when not in use. My way of putting on

a new rim is to put all the spokes in the hole

in the rim and just start the nipple on. They

give each nipple a definite number of turns

with a screw-driver (like Fig. 2), and keep

this up until the spokes are nearly tight

enough, when you will find your wheel very

nearly round. Then hold a piece of chalk

against the rim while it is revolving and

tighten up your spokes on the opposite side

to where the chalk marks, doing this on both

sides of the rim. To get a wheel perfectly

round, hold chalk on outside of rim, near the

nipple and revolve wheel. Then tighten all

spokes where chalk marks appear. Mark the

inside of the rim in same manner, and loosen

all spokes where chalk shows.

quently wear away faster than those on the

other side. Some riders do most of the pedal-

ing with the right foot, hence the strain on the

ball bearings on the right side is greater than

on the bearings on the left side.

To liocate a Puncture.

A good plan for locating a puncture in a

tire, when so slight as not to be apparent to

the eye, is the use of chalk or meal, or any kind

of white powder. By the use of such mater-

ials punctures are made apparent to the sight.

The chalk is distributed over the suspected

tube, and by proceeding slowly, with one sec-

tion after another, the powder can be seen to

blow away.

In Cleaning the Balls.

An Iowa man says that in cleaning the balls

of the crank-axle and rear-wheel bearings he

keeps each set together, and after cleaning

them, puts them back on the side opposite to

that from which they were taken. This tends

to equalize the wear on them. He finds that

the balls on one side of the crank-axle fre-

Handy Repair Stand.

One who has contributed some of the clev-

erest tips in these columns offers the following

sketch of a wheel-stand for use in a shop

where the under side of joists can be used as

a support: To make it, take a rod of iron,

} inch and 6 feet long, and bend one end at

a right angle. Fasten it upright to floor.

Make frame clamp of block of hard wood
2Jx2Jx3i inches, with 1 or li inch hole. Saw
block in centre, as shown in sketch. Hinge

pieces at side, riveting the lower half to the

rod. Put |-inch bolt through iron and open

end of blocks. Split the bolt hole of block

out so that it will shut down without remov-

ing bolt. Line the hole between the blocks

with rubber or leather, so as not to injure

enamel. Use^any kind of a clamp. This will

be found to be a very strong and serviceable

stand.

Snamellug Without Baking.

An extremely progressive repairer says he

has used air-drying enamel with good suc-

cess. "It dries very hard," he writes, "and

has a bright, glossy appearance—looks as well

as if it had been baked. Use a fine camel's-

hair brush, one inch wide, and apply as quick-

ly as possible. Two coats are sufficient in all

cases. Allow two days for drying in a well

heated and dustless room."

In this same connection another correspon-

dent writes: "I always use an air-drying

enamel. After applying the enamel, I put the

wheel where the sun can shine upon it for

about twelve hours, by which time it will be

very nearly dry. I then put it in a small

room, heated to about 100 degrees, and let it

remain two hours. After this process it will

stand the hardest kind of wear."

For an Improvised IVamp.

Take a 4-ounce white-glass bottle; put in

about 100 match heads and fill one-third full

of water. Let it settle, then affix to handle-

bars, when the jolting will cause a. green

glow in bottle, while it throws no light. This

is good to know in case of an emergency, and

is serviceable on dark nights, preventing col-

lisions. Keep corked and shake well. Try it.

A CHAT ON DEALERS' ADVERTISING.

By G. H. E. Hawkins.

Take a day off, if necessary, some time to

cultivate the acquaintance of the sporting edi-

tor of the home daily, or the man who
collects news items for your weekly. Try and

get him in the habit of calling on you for

news items; always have something to tell

him, and occasionally drop in a hint about

your opening, the changes in the season's

model, the surprising increase in the sale of

ladies' wheels, the winner of the previous

day's road race.—something that will be a

mild form of advertising and yet have enough
of news in it to warrant placing it in the pure

reading columns where everybody must see it.

A riding school is often a great help to a

dealer in securing trade. This should be ad-

vertised by small space in every issue of your

local paper, stating that wheels for learning

will be rented to beginners, with the under-

standing that if they purchase, the rental

money will apply on price of wheel.

Stand in with your local editor by keeping

his wheel in fine running order free of charge,

and you'll get your money back many times

over in news items, preferred position for your

advertisements and many little favors that

otherwise would be hard to get without pay-

ing for.

In writing The Wheel for cut shown in

following advertisement, designate "No. 30,"

and send twenty-five cents:

Burning Off Is Best.

After using difTerent solutions to remove old

enamel, a Missouri man has gone back to the

old plan of burning it off.

is in the air.

These beauti-

ful days are

too enjoyable

to be wasted.

Don't walk, perspire and lose your tem-

per; rather,

BUY A STANDARD BICYCLE,
<eep cool, and enjoy life.

All the pleasures of wheeling and few

of the worries belong to the man who
owns a Standard. First in beauty and

improvements—last to wear out.

Yours for a $50 bill.

WILLIAMS & WALKER,
Sign of the wheel,

Elm Street.

TWO BUSINESS HELPERS.
A beautiful cloth-bound

Dicycic book of seventy pages for
Advertising.

^^^ ^^^.j^ j^^jg^^ ^^1,3 ^n

about handling your advertising, and

gives over fifty ready-made ads. One
dollar.

The A monthly journal of prac-

Advertising tical talks and illustration

Man. on good advertising, for

the help of any business man who wants

more business and doesn't know how to

bid for it. A whole year for $1. Address,

G. H. E. Hawkins,

"The Advertising Man,"

1122 Broadway, N. Y.
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AUTOMATIC PEDAL RELEASE.

The Idea Gaining Friends in England—Especi-

ally Adaptable for Women—Makes Coasting

Easy and Safe.

Coventry, England, March 21.
—"Free pedal"

machines are making slow but sure progress

in England. All the best bicycle makers are

recognizing the possibilities of the device, and

in different ways building machines fitted with

'it. The device is not by any means a new

thing, it having been in use by the Coventry

Machinists' Co. some years ago, and was then

known as the "Cheylesniore clutch." That

there- is room for the idea is quite certain, as

its advantages are such as must eventually

bring it into favor with riders.

Of course, one can say that in cold weather

it is not pleasant to have the keen wind blow-

ing through your socks when coasting, but

this is nothing against the taechanical correct-

ness of the device. Every cyclist -knows- the

enjoyment to be derived from coasting, the

more keen when secured by absolute safety.

and this is always insured when free wheels

are fitted in conjunction with the back-pedal-

ing rim brakes and a good front wheel brake.

It is considered advisable to have the f'-ont

wheel brake in case of a mishap to the rim

brake, which is very likely to occur with dis-

astrous results.

In addition to the benefits afforded in the

lease oi coasting there is no difficulty in finding

the pedals when one wishes to pick them up.

The device is particularly adaptable for wo-

men, as they are unable, in many cases, to

take "their feet from the pedals when riding

down hill (on account of the danger and pos-

sibility of their dress being caught by the re-

volving cranks).

and die warehouse on the upper floors. A well

equipped repair department will be a feature

of the branch. This branch will make repairs

on all Monarch wheels sold in the New Eng-

land. States, New York, New Jersey, Pennsyl-

vania east of the Alleghenies. Maryland, Dela-

ware, District of .Columbia and Virginia. The
branch will carry a stock of over 3,000 wheels.

TTnequaled Opportunity for Manufacturers.

A bicycle manufacturing company recently

advertised in (it is thought) the New York
"Herald" for propositions from communities

in order to reinove its present factory.

A place within 25 miles of New York is now
prepared to build and furnish, absolutely free

of all rental or interest charges, a modern
factory for one or two reliable manufacturers.

Unexceptionable references given and re-

quired. Address, in strict confidence, Manu-
•fscturer. care The Wheel.

Incorporating in Various States.

The Automatic Bicycle Pump Co. have

been incorporated in Maine to manufac-

ture, maintain, lease and generally deal in

patent rights of all nature, bicycle pumps, sun-

dries and miscellaneous articles. The amount
of capital stock is $100,000, of which $75 is

already paid in. The par value of the shares

is $25. The directors are Josiah C. Ward,
Henry L. Chenery and Benjamin G. Ward,
all of Portland. The clerk is Benjamin G.

Ward, the president is Josiah C. Ward, and

the treasurer is Henry L. Chenery. This com-
pany are said to be incorporated in various

states.

To Manufacture Supplies.

The Daly Bicycle Supply Mfg. Co. have been

incorporated in New Jersey to manufacture

bicycle supplies. Capital, $100,000. Incor-

porators: John P. Daly, Howard W. Daly,

Laura E. Daly, Edgar G. McDowell, all of

Savannah, Ga.

The Ne^v Monarch Branch.

On Alay 1 the Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co.

will move their Eastern branch from 83

Reade stteet to 20 Warren street. New York.

They will occupy the whole building. The
salesrooms and offices will be on the first floor

Meiltnk Favors It.

Toledo. April 8.—Charles F. Meilink, of the

MeilinkMfg. Co., in speaking of the proposed

trust, said: "It will be the salvation of the bi-

cycle business. The quicker it comes the bet-

ter. It will benefit all reliable firms and the

public will be protected against the scrap-

heap wheels wflich, on account of their cheap-

ness, have found their way into general use,

and, failing- to give satisfaction, simply kill

the business. It is evident that such, an or-,

ganization is needed."

Poorman Starting Over.

Joel E. Poorman, the well-known Cincin-

nati dealer, who made an assignment about a

year ago, filed a petition in bankruptcy in the

United States court at Cinciimati on April 7,

asking to be relieved of debts aggregating

$30,875.98. Most of his creditors are bicycle

firms.

A Strike.

The bicycle tire-making department of the

India Rubber Co., of Akron, O., was tied up

by a strike on April 6. The strikers number
eighty-nine in all, and are attempting to in-

duce the other hands in the factory, about 300

in number, to join them. So far they have not

succeeded.

Petition in Bankruptcy.

A petition in voluntary bankruptcy has been

filed in New York city by Frank Keator,

vice-president and manager of the Cycle

Checking Lock Co. There are (37 credi-

tors, $69,877.49 total liabilities, and promissory

notes the face value of which were $9,405.90.

Invention Stolen.

William Brown, of Cincinnati, O., invented

an attachment to secure greater speed on a

bicycle. His wheel and attachment was mys-

teriously stolen and as mysteriously returned.

He thinks it was stolen to copy the speed de-

vice before he could secure a patent.

A young woman in a New York town keeps

a general store and successfully repairs broken

bicycle spokes and t)icycle tires.
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% NEW YORK- Barclay Cycle Co. 'f
X BUFFALO -Adam Hauck& Sons. y
X PHILADELPHIA—American Bicycle Co. T
X BALTIMORE—E. A. MauU. T
X WASHINGTON -E. P. Hazleton. "J"

NEW YORK- Barclay Cycle Co.
BUFFALO—Adam Hauck & Sons.
PHILADELPHIA—American Bicycle Co.
BALTIMORE—E. A. MauU.
WASHINGTON -E. P. Hazleton.

J. DETROIT - Cobb & Holmes.
X CI EVELAND—Davis & Upt'egraff.

CINCINNATI AND COVINGTON- J. H.
A, Mersman, Jr., & Co.
T COLUMBUS—J. A. Orlando. .

T PITTSBURG-The Theo. F. Bentel Co. v

i I

I TROMENAC MfO. CO., I
•*• A*
•i" Makers, +

i Syracuse, N. Y. |
t -s*

•t" 4*
4» Kindly mention The Wheel. ^
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I Waltham Two-Speed |

I ...REAR HUB... i

I PRESS A BUTTON.
and increase your speed 100 per cent.

DON'T BE A SNAIL |
^ Spurt at 60, Speed at 1 20 Gear, 3
g" with this device you can ride any gear you wish and at pleasure, ^^
g- without dismounting, reduce it fifty percent, and restore it again, :^
y by the simple pressure of a finger lever on the frame. Perfect -^
^^ for road-racing, hill-climbing, sand and wind encounters; fits any -j
^- old frame; strong, guaranteed for a year. ^S

I maltbam Comet Cbm^BalPBearing |
g THE MOST PERFECT WHEEL, THE FRICTIONLESS BEARINGS. 3

I American Waltham Mfg. Co.
|

^ Offices, 95 IMilk Street, Boston. Factory, Waltham, Mass. J
^ Kindly mention The WheeL -^
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A SELECTED LOT OF GENERAL CYCLING NOTES. j:

ENGLAND'S TOURING CLUB.

Excellent Results Shown by Its Work in 1898—

Increased Membership and There Is §77,000

in the Treasury.

All in all, there is not a more solid, well-

conducted athletic organization in the world

that the Cyclists' Touring Club, of England,

the C. T. C. This organization maintains its

vitality to an almost surprising degree. It has

had critics and they have prophesied for- years

its finality. The finality is apparently as far

ofi" as ever it was.

During '98, 33,128 members renewed and

21,114 new members were elected, so that

with the 90 life members the '98 total was

54,332. Danger and caution boards to the

number of 2,301 were erected during the

year at a cost of $6,165, nearly $3 each. Cau-

tion lamps are the next idea. Two of them

have already been erected.

The total revenue for the year was $39,945,

all of which, except $7,210, was spent. The
official organ was run at a net loss of $9,820,

largely because of the heavy postage rates

charged on such organs in Great Britain.

Despite this deficit, the organization is numer-

ically and financially in good condition. It

has a total balance of about .$77,000. It has

an official organ that is extraordinary in its

practical thoroughness. It has useful rela-

tions with Continental organizations and is

altogether an organization for Englishmen to

be proud of.

Washington to Have a Team.

It is reported that Owen Kimble, of Louis-

ville, will be the star of a racing team which

is to be formed by iManager Lasley, of the

Park Bicycle Club track, in Washington. For

some time, in fact, ever since last fall, when he

won the quarter-mile national championship

there, Kimble has been thinking of taking up

his permanent residence in the Capitol City

and his decision made this spring brought

about the formation of a team. Kimble is a

southerner and is very popular. The mem-
bers of the team with Kimble are at present

unknown, but it is not improbable that Fred

Scbade, the ex-iriitercol'legiate champion; A.

C. Morna, also a collegian of renown, and

Fred Sims, another collegian, will be three of

them. Kimble will not be confined to com-
petition on the local track. He and his mates

will travel along the circuits of the N. C. A.

and will return to Washington whenever a

local meet is given, thus assuring a steady

entry list for the promoter and an excellent in-

vestment providing the men turn out right.

The N. C. A. Programme.

With its fine climate and great one-third-

niile track, Washington will prove a popular

training ground for the eastern N. C. A. pro-

fessionals during the present month. It is

quite probable that during May many of those

now entering training at Louisville and Cin-

cinnati will also be found at Washington. The
jubilee handicap to be run there May 24, dur-

ing the jubilee week, places Washington to the

fore as a place of residence for the money

chasers during that month. They will have

but the one trip to make away from home
during the entire month, that to Ambrose
Park for the meet of iMay 20. and Newark,
May 21. Washington's meet. May 24, is fol-

lowed by one at Baltimore the same night and

the Capitol City is again in the list with a

meet for May 30. On the same day Newark
and Berkeley Oval will be in the lists and after

this scattering the men will meet along the

New York state circuit for June and then

enter the grand circuit, starting at St. Louis

July 8 and continuing to October 1.

New Handicappers.

Chairman Gerlach, of the L. A. W. racing

board, has appointed the following handicap-

pers: Charles H. Norwood, of Paterson, for

New Jersey; A. G. Powell, Philadelphia, for

Pennsylvania; T. F. Myler, Pittsburg, for

Pennsylvania; A. D. Smith, St. Paul, for Min-

nesota; George L. .McCarthy, New York, for

New York; J. F. Ollinger, Salina, for Kansas;

J. C. Kerrison, Boston, for Massachusetts,

Connecticut and Rhode Island.

Toledo in 1903.
,

President, W. G. Alexander; vice-president,

Frey Ayling; secretary, C.O.Phelps; treas-

urer, E. iD. Lock. Those are the officers of

the Centennial committee selected by Toledo

cyclists to represent their interests in the mat-

ter of that city's centennial anniversary ex-

position in 1902. A big cycle exhibit will be

managed by the wheelmen's committee, and

an effort may be made to get the L. A. W.
meet that year.

Against "Me and Johnny."

H. A. Lozier & Co. have begun an action

in replevin in Minneapolis, against Tom Eck
and John S. Johnson, to recover possession

of twenty-two bicycles, the value of the lot

being placed at $1,500. Eck, it is claimed,

stored so^me of the wheels with Johnson, who
is now unwilling to give them up without an

order from his former trainer.

To Open the Speedway.

William Doll's suit for a permanent injunc-

tion to prevent anyone from interfering with

his cycling on the speedway built by New
York taxpayers for owners of fast horses, went

to trial April 7. His claim is that the speed-

way is a public thoroughfare.

" Pop " Brewster Says No.

W. M. Brewster has stated definitely that

while he was asked to become one of the

board of control of the 'N. C. A. the publica-

tion of his acceptance was unwarranted, and

he has no intention of accepting.

TAYLOR-ELKES RACE.

The Major Has Accepted the Challenge to Ride
Three Races for Big Money and Says that

He Bxpects to Win

Worcester, IMass., April 8.—Major Taylor

told a Wheel representative to-day that he

accepts the challenge issued by W. D. Elkes, of

New York, in behalf of his son Harry Elkes,.

for a series of three races, namely, a sprint,

pursuit and a middle distance race for $5,000

or $10,000, the contest to be run off on the

track offering the largest purse, winner of the

race to take all. Taylor in his letter of accept-

ance says he is very anxious to meet Elkes in

this style of race and will meet him at the

"Telegram" office in Worcester to make the

match any time.

Taylor is acting under authority of the Sager

gear people, who give him carte blanche to

match himself against anybody and they will

furnish the backing. He returned to-day from

Waltham, where he ordered four wheels

—

same kind as heretofore—for his racing the

coming season. Negotiation for a series ot

ra:ces between him and McDuffee, the first of

which was to come off at Charles River Park,

Boston, Memorial Day, has fallen through.

McDuffee wanted a 30-mile race for the mid-

dle-distance race, while Taylor insisted on a

ten-mile race. The latter offered to ride Mc-
Duffee a mile paced pursuit and 10-mile

paced, but McDuffee wouldn't ride.

Taylor considers Elkes as good as any of

them at middle distance, though he thinks he

can beat him at all three.

The Poorman Road Race.

A letter from J. E. Poorman, Jr., who isn't

a junior at all, but one of the veteran dealers

of Cincinnati, says that that old-time func-

tion, the Poorman road race, will be run off

this year at the same old stand, on May 30.

To Stand Fast.

The following prominent racing men have

sent telegrams to the N. C. A. avowing their
"

intention to remain in the association: Mc-
Farland, Stevens, Bald, Kiser, Cooper, Gar-

diner, Kimble, Zimmerman, Gibson, Ziegler,

Denning, Coulter, the Lawson brothers, Wei-
nig, Freeman, Eaton, the Kramer brothers,

the Walthour brothers, Elkes, F. S, Johnson.

Vernier, CoUett, Ertz, Fournier, Mayo and

Walsh.

Fisher to Pair with Gardiner.

Fred T. Fisher, of Chicago, will probably

come out in the races of the big circuits this

season as a team mate of Arthur Gardiner,

who looks upon Fisher as a coming man.

Last fall Fisher did very well at the national

L. A. W. meet, and later in the year secured

his bit in the fast cha-mpionship contests.

Miller Goes Abroad.

Charles W. Miller, the six-day wonder,

sailed for Bremen from New York on Tues-

day, with his wife. He will ride in the 100-

hour race at Roubaix, ^lay 8.

Fournier, the automobilist, is down at Man-
asquan with Zimmerman.

A Good Record.

During the present year the police force of

Cleveland, O., had secured the return of 120

out of 200 stolen wheels.

Flavell'B Sea View Hotel, Sea CUff, L. I.
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Brass-Slieathed Tubing.

Pittsburg capitalists, including Judge Mc-

Crum, of Everson, McCrum & Co., Scottdale,

are interested in a new rolling proGess by

which lap-welded steel tubing can be covered

with a film of brass, copper or nickel during

the process of its own manufacture. This

means a great saving in the cost of plating,

which has heretofore 'been done by electrolysis.

It will to a large extent do away with the cop-

pering and nickeling bath as well as enamel-

ing, in so far as lap-welded tubing can be

used. It is used by plumbers, and the chron-

icler of the story at the Pittsburg end has it

that this tubing is used by bicycle manufac-

turers, too.

The Old Windle Flant for Sale.

The manufacturing plant formerly occupied

by the Windle Bicycle Co., at 32G iChandler

street. Worcester, Mass., is advertised for sale

at public auction. It has not been used for bi-

cycle manufacturing purposes since the Windle

Company had it.

A Curious Charge.

About Easter time the usual decrease "in the

number of Pope Mfg.. Co. employes re-

sulted in a curious circular being issued by

the Metal Polishers' Union, to the effect that

in 1806 the company had told its men to vote

for McKinley or lose their places. Colonel

Pope is a Cleveland Demoerat, George H.' Day,

vice-president, is a regular Democrat; so is

A. L. Pope, secretary. George Pope, treas-

urer, and A. P. Day, superintendent, are Re-

publicans.

t ^ETNA Combination Bicvcle Parcel-Carrier and IMud-Guard.
EASILY attached to any bicycle. THE EnSBER CORDS are so arranged as to be quickly adjusted to large or small packages weighing

from ONE TO FIFTY POUNDS, HOLDING SAME SECURELY.
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When not in use as a Carrier, it serves

as a perfect Mud-Guard.

Price, $10.80 per Dozen.

Special Rates to Jobbers. Write at once.

>ETNA MFG. CO.,
225 Dearborn St., Chicago.

i SCARED COMPETITORS |

:
:ARE MAKING

Ridiculous Claims.

r. We continue making Sanger Bars and propose to

keep on doing so—500 bars per day.

2. True, the Sanger bar does not retain its width in

all positions, and it shouldn't. A horizontally turning bar

falsely called adjustable, but really only reversible, can be

set at but two proper positions, one up and one down. At each of these adjustments the

Sanger is the same width too, up or down, and besides has some dozen of other ad-

justments, all natural and correct, at various heights and widths. No cramped wrists

at any position; and one side never higher or lower than the other, because

"BOTH SIDES MOVE IN UNISON."

i

:

!

i
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I
I
s

:
SANGER HANDLE-BAR and PLATING CO., Milwaukee. Wis.

|
Kindly mention The Wheel.

i
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PIN Y©UR FaiTH ©N THE

Brown Saddles
STYLE B.

For '99
STYLE G.

They have always been the best, but are better than ever*

Their superiority cannot be questioned*

Booklet for ^99 now ready* Send for one*

The Brown Saddle Sompany, Elyria. ©.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE LONG BEAM BICYCLE LAMP

Effect of

LONGBEAIi lAHP

^sofTUisiANtE

Has a reflector built on same

principle as a locomotive

headlight.

Result—throws light 300

feet.

Feeds by capillary attraction.

Result— not affected by

jolts and jars.

The burner will not clog as in

other acetylene lamps.

SUMMARY:
The First Gas Lamp
to Give Absolute Sat-
isfaction

JOBBERS : : : :

WRITE US BEFORE CATA-
LOGING INFERIOR LAMPS.

THE LONG BEAIVI LAIVIP CO., Hlllsboro, Ohio, U. S. A.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THAT LOUISVILLE DEAL.

Peculiar Aspect of the WilUngness of the L. A.

W. to Permit the Outlaws to Train at Foun-

tain Ferry Track.

Chairman Gerlach was asked lately regard-

ing the reasons for giving a special sanction to

the Fountain Ferry Park track at Louisville,

allowing outlaws to train on that .track with-

out punishment being meted out to the Foun-

tain Ferry Association, the supposed control-

ling organization of the track, or Tony Lan-

dcnwich, .the man who forced the issue. "You

see it was this way," said the chairman; "we

did not think it advisable to suspend the track

because one man insisted upon allowing the

outlaws to train. In suspending the Associa-

tion we would have suspended a member of

our board, and also the chief consul of the

Kentucky Division. The Association did not

want to go outlaw, and so we kept the track

in our list by our action." The chairman did

not know what would be done providing Tony
Landenwich suddenly took a notion to run a

meet while the outlaws were training there.

He did not know what action would be taken

should other tracks apply for a like privilege

and did not think that he was establishing a

precedent. The outlaws say that the racing

board was forced to crawl.

New York 'Wheelmen to Parade.

At a meeting of the New York City con-

sulate, L. A. W., last week, it was decided,

if found practicable, to inaugurate the opening

of the summer riding season with a parade of

the wheelmen of Greater New York in the

Borough of Manhattan. The parade will be

conducted by the consulate. This parade, if

the co-operation of the wheelmen of New
York City and vicinity is assured, will be held

early in June. All wheelmen favoring a parade

and willing to co-operate are cordially invited

to correspond with the secretary of the con-

sulate, F. M. Frobisher, 846 Broadway, New
York.

To Get the South Side Cycle Path.

Judge Reeve, of Suffolk County, L. I., has

received application for the appointment of

sidepath commissioners. The judge, in com-

menting on the law, said that the wheelmen

could not expect the farmers to build them

sidepaths, and that it was only fair that the

wheelmen should build their own paths.

"There will be no further need of asking our

towns to appropriate money for cycle paths.

Now you will get a good path to the south

side, which is so much needed."

Zimmerman to Be in the Trade.

Despite the fact that A. A. Zimmerman ha?

been licensed by the National Cycling Associa-

tion to ride under their colors, it is not at ail

likely that he will devote all his time to racing.

Plans are being made by him to again manu-
facture cycles, but this time the motor and not

the chain style.

Short Sprints.

It is said Shafer will manage French Tay-

lore.
,

It may be Gray Tom Eck, but it never will

be Tom Eck, gray.

J. Pye Bliss wishes the outlaws joy, but

do.esn't think they will succeed.

The proposed ordinance to tax bicycles in

McKeesport, Pa., has been killed.

McKecsport, Pa., has postponed action on

the proposed ordinance to levy a tax on bi-

cycles.

Morris H.'Isaacs has been appointed a mem-
ber of the National Press Committee of the

L. A. W.

Van Valkenburgh, of Milwaukee, is too busy

to serve on the L. A. W. rights and privileges

committee.

A judge in Terre Haute has upheld a city

ordinance imposing a license on vehicles, in-

cluding bicycles.

The headquarters of Chairman Gerlach, of

the national racing board, will be in the Mon-
tauk Building, Chicago.

There are whiskers on the Bald story of

horse-race winnings more than covering the

expenses of high rolling.

Hiram Smith, an old-time and enthusiastic

wheelman, formerly of Cincinnati, has been

elected Mayor of Charleston, W. Va.

Bids were opened recently for cindering

eleven miles of the Binghamton, N. Y., cycle

path. The bids were $770, $780 and $1,650.

Biald is angry at Dame Rumor, who says he

is flabby with high living. Bald says he will

train hard to give the chattering old lady the

lie. _
"Mother" Webb has taken a position train-

ing Columbia College's team, and it may be

some time before Cooper will find his suc-

cessor.

Arthur Gardiner has been doing much walk-

ing and killing lots of ducks at Fo.x Lake, near

Chicago. He goes to Louisville to train about

April 15. _
The Upper House Finance Committee of

Kansas City, Mo., has reported favorably on

the ordinance taxing bicycles $1 and vehicles

$5 per year.

Edouard Taylore, the French middle-dis-

tance rider, has applied for reinstatement to

the L. A. W. He cannot race in France until

this is done.

Mrs. John Rice, of Philadelphia, has won
the century riding championship of that city.

She is credited with having ridden fifty-two

centuries, or 5,200 miles.

M. Zola's name has been stricken off the

list of life members of the Cyclists' Touring

Club of France. The action was caused by

Zola's Dreytusite convictions.

First thing you know, your morning paper

will tell you that you have accepted an office

in that luminous but singularly cloud-like or-

ganization called the N. C. A.

It is very likely that a three-cornered team

race will be arranged between Columbia,

Princeton and Yale, to take place during the

intercollegiate championship races.

Sidepath Notes.

In accordance with the 'Ellsworth sidepath

law. Judge Wendell, of Montgomery county,

has appointed the following commissioners:

Louis H. Reynolds, Edward T. DeGrafif and

Edward Shannahan, Amsterdam; Howard A.

DeGraff, Fultonville; A. D. Frye, Palatine

Bridge; Alton A. Walrath, Fort Plain, and

George C. Snell, St. Johnsville.

Judge Smith has appointed the following

sidepath commissioners for Madison county:

Bradley S. Teale, of Oneida; Charles M. Rose,

of Canastota; Fred W. Piotrow, of Hamilton;

A. D. Hatch, of Sullivan, and B. S. Stanley, of

Cazenovia.

In Albany county (which was one of the

two counties exempted under the present law),

a house on wheels is being built for the ac-

commodation of a force of workmen, whose

duty it will be to look alter, improve and

build sidepaths in the county, under super-

vision of the sidepath commissioners.

The Pennsylvania senate has reported favor-

ably on the house bill providing for the con-

struction and maintenance of sidepaths along

the highways in the townships of the com-
monwealth for the use of bicycles and pedes-

trians; providing for the appointment of side-

path commissioners, prescribing their duties

and the duties of the assessors.

Last year Oneida, N. Y., voted $500 for the

construction of cycle paths. This year a simi-

lar appropriation was asked by the wheelmen,

but the board is unable to do so at present,

owing to lack of sufficient appropriations.

Bath, Me., wheelmen are to petition the city

government to lay aside $150 for the building

of cycle paths. They want a path from Thorn's

Head to Winnigance.

Also Ran&. ' «

Sid Black, the trick rider, has been beaten

by a German in the trick-riding competition

at Hamburg.

Cooper, who was to mate with Kiser, is re-

ported to have signed with the Black Mfg.

Co. as team-mate for McFarland and Stevens.

Pat Macdonald, trainer of Eddie Bald in

'97, is to be on the circuit again the present

season. It is rumored that he will be with

Kiser.

It is said that Henry Sturmey, of England,

honorary secretary of the International Cy-

clists' Association, will visit America this

spring.

It is rumored that McFarland will enter the

middle-distance ranks, in which he made so

able a debut when he defeated Harry Elkes

at San Francisco.

A rider named Ericson, of South Africa,

won some races recently, and was suspended

for life because he asked to have the value of

the prizes made good in trade at the store.

Over in England A. A. Chase is at present

experimenting with 120 gear and a longer

crank, Platt-Betts 108 gear and seven-inch

cranks, and R. Palmer 104 gear and normal
length cranks.
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Fisk Tires
FOR

BICYCLESiisCARRIACES
FULLY GUARANTEED.

Trade-Mark.
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nSK RUBBER COMPANY,
Chicopee Falls, Mass.

New York Agents, CASE & SCHLAUDECKER, No. 92 Wall

Street, New York.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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The Leading Gas Lamp of Europe,

HAS PROVED A WINNER AT THE
NEW YORK AND PHII,ADEI,PHIA SHOWS.

Gas Filtered Before Reaching Burner.

No Impurities to Clog Burner.

It has advantages not pos-
sessed by any other Gas
Lamp.

The burner has a lava tip,

which is so constructed that
the fish-tail flarae rests di-

rectly on the tip, and is not
suspended above it. As a
result the light can never be
blown out, and is abso-

lutely stationary under all conditions.

The flow of gas is absolutely uniform.

The Phenomenon is the easiest lamp to

clean, and will be

The Best Seller in '99.V Model 829 Price, S3.50.

SEND FOR DISCOUNTS.
THEY WII.I. INTEREST YOU.

Wolfgang Richter, i

ir08 Germantown Ave , - PHILADELPHIA, PA. •>

HIGH-GRADE FRAMES^ HIGH-GRADE WHEELS

t THIS IS THE ONLY STRICTLY HIGH-GKADE FRAME.

SPECIFICATIONS : Drop-Forging Throughout, Shelby Seam-

less Tube, Turned Head Fittings, Expanders, Head and

Seat-Post.

We carry everything and anything for a wheel. Write for

catalogue just published.

E. A. BRECHER&CO.,
105 READE ST., NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

CALCIUM CARBIDE
.^ j^jj,jg.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

•*J**.**.**t**J**.**.**t**.**.**.*****.**.**.****».**.**.^^

ANNOUNCEMENT!
Having purchased from the Electro Gas Co. the exclusive right for

the sale of Carbide for use in Bicycle and other Portable Lamps, we are

now prepared to offer for sale, carbide of the highest commercial grade,

specially selected, crushed and carefully screened, packed in air-tight

cans, thus preventing deterioration, and consequent loss of gas. Our
standard sizes, suitable for use in any style of acetylene gas bicycle

lamp, are the half-inch and quarter-inch carbide. These sizes we are

packing as follows

:

I-lb. cans packed 48 cans in a case. 2-lk. cans packed 24 cans in a case.

5-lb. cans packed J2 cans in a case.

Sample cans of the above sizes will be supplied upon application.

CALCIUM CARBIDE IS SOLD ONLY FOR CASH.
REMITTANCE MUST ACCOMPANY ALL ORDERS.

SPECIAL NOTICE.— Calcium Carbide, crushed and packed as

above, will be sold to manufacturers of and dealers in any and all makes
of Acetylene bicycle lamps.

Orders for Carbide may be sent to

CARBIDE DEPARTMENT,

KI^KCXRO LAMP CO.,
45 Broadway, New Yorki

And the following State Distributing Dealers

:

For Illinois and Wisconsin—W. J. BUCKLEY & CO.,

735 Marquette Buildings, Chicago, 111.

" Indiana—C. H. WALCOTT, 148 N. Pennsylvania St., Indianapolis.
** Minnesota, Montana and North Dakota—JAS H. BISHOP,

Northwestern Building:, Minneapolis, Minn.
" Iowa—C. K. MEAD & CO., Des Moines, Iowa.
" Nebraska and So. Dakota-W. M. THOMPSON CO., Sioux City, Iowa.
" Texas-F. G. HOLTON CO., Houston, Tex.
" Missouri, Kentncky, Tennessee and Arkansas—A. C. EINSTEIN,

331 Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.
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MARK YOUR CUTS.

Will patrons who make use of this depart-

ment kindly mark each cut with the iirm name
and the name of the article which the cut is to

illustrate 7 Cuts over 2 3-8 inches wide will not

fit the columns of THE WHEEI/.

The Frontenac I<ine.

Frontenac bicycles will be much more prom-

inent than they have been. The previous

history of this enterprise is the progress of

a good article hindered by lack of capital. That

was recently supplied. The men at the head

of the Frontenac Mfg. Co. are among the

biggest men in Syracuse, and they are among
the most progressive as well. The Frontenac,

as a machine having unusual simplicity and

neatness of appearance, combined with me-
chanical features of unusual character, was

fully described in The Wheel's analysis of

the New York show. The Frontenac fork-

head was illustrated last week. This week, a

series of illustrations, showing the outlines of

the Frontenac machines.

The general tone of the Frontenac ma-
chines is that of quiet elegance. The name-
plate, bearing a coat-of-arms which might be

intelligible to experts in heraldry, is striking.

A letter from C. Edward Wood, sales man-
ager, says: "We are having a splendid de-

mand for chainless bicycles, but the popu-

larity of 30-inch models among our agents is

proving an eye-opener. We have thus far

found it hard to keep pace with the orders,

and we all agree that they are the most com-
fortable and easiest-driven models we have

ever been on. Our general manager, Mr.
Dickinson, had one put up a month or so ago
for his own use. Through accident, a 100

gear was placed on the wheel, and he did not

know of this until some time afterward. His
previous gear had been an 84. The writer,

too, finds it is a far easier riding model than

any other, and the amount of vibration which
is absorbed by 30-inch models is surprising."

TANDEM.

The New Hoffman Wheels.

The Hofifman Bicycle Co., Cleveland, have

added to their line in a manner which will be

of interest to their agents and prospective

agents. As a companion for their famous little

lO-pound racer they have brought out a road

racer which is certain to catch the eye of the

scorcher class. It weighs about 21 pounds,

has flush joints made with forgings and has a

new light crank-hanger, similar to that used

in the racing model. The famous Hoffman
triangular re-inforcement makes it doubly stiff.

A new departure for this company is the

addition of a line of high-class juvenile wheels.

They are made of the same material as thj

regular machines, and as is well known, the

Hoffman Company make nothing cheap. In

a word, the new machines are miniature Hoff-

mans, and they should prove great sellers

at $2.5.

Will Continue on Wolff-Americans.

There are few clubs, if any, that make as fine

an appearance, or know how to handle thei'-

wheels with as much eiase and grace as the

Bicycle (Police) Squad of Greater New Yo'-k.

This is partly due to the fact that the men are

all about one height, well built and well drilled

in the art of riding. The men have always

found plenty to keep them busy, and this sea-

son bids fair to give them as much work. They
have been riding the Wolff-American for years

and will continue to do so in '99.

MODEL C.

Time Well Spent.

An elaborate catalogue has been issued by

the E. W. Bliss Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

illustrated by twenty different views of the

various departments of the company. The
works are among the largest of the kind in

this country for the manufacture of machinery

and discs. They make a specialty of machines

for the manufacturing of bicycle parts. The
company was organized in 1866 by John Mays,

but was organized as the E. W. Bliss Com-
pany in 1886. They have a capital of $2,000,-

000. They are the exclusive manufacturers

for the United States navy of the Whitehead

automobile torpedoes and appliances. When
a tour has been made of the photographs in

the catalogue, there is a feeling of having

spent a few minutes profitably and well.

The Seat of Comfort.

It is scarcely necessary to say that the pleas-

ure of cycling depends, to a considerable de-

gree, on the rider being comfortably seated.

Much attention has been paid to the design-

ing and manufacturing of saddles, and many
different types thereof have resulted, one

of which is the little twelve-ounce raw-

hide wonder, made by .he HoUenbeck Saddle

Co., Syracuse. Speaking for it, its makers

say: "This saddle combines lightness and

durability, and is cool, comfortable and

dresses the wheel. The reason for its super-

iority is that the strength of the material, in

connection with the Hollenbeck process of

treatment, has made it possible to produce a

faultless saddle without the usual wood or

steel base."

The Strike Ended.

The big fight that has been waged against

the Charles H. Sieg Mfg. Co., of Kenosha,
Wis., by the labor unions throughout the

country for several years past, has been finally

settled, and the productions of the company
will bear the emblem of union labor. Presi-

dent Mulholland, of the International Bicycle

Workers' Union, went to Kenosha, and the

differences with the Sieg Company were ad-

justed. A. H. March, the offending super-

intendent, has been retired by the company,
and all of the labor unions in the country will

be informed that the company have been re-

stored to favor. It is the intention of the

union to have every factory in Wisconsin use

its label on all bicycles.

A Two-Year Guarantee.

Sylvan Dalsimer & Sons, 1204 and 1206

Market street, Philadelphia, are out with their

'99 catalogue. They guarantee their wheels
for two years. This shows their perfect con-
fidence in the durability and stability of their

bicycles. The machines are all equipped with

the Automatic coaster and brake. There are

three styles of machines shown, selling for

$55, $44 and $33, respectively, and are up-to-

date in every particular.

Some liittle Sellers.

The Le Fevre Mfg. Co., 527-529 Bourse
street, Philadelphia, are the manufacturers of

an exclusive line of bicycle accessories. Their
bicycle stand allows of forty distinct positions,

and is proving a good seller. Its simplicity

of construction, durability and adjustment are

big arguments in its favor. Their wheel truer

is another one of the company's taking ac-

cessories.

The Stearns Cushion Frame.

E. C. Stearns & Co., Syracuse, N. Y., are

distributing the '99 catalogue of their pneu-
matic cushion frame bicycle. It is a "yellow
fellow" in color, -with Grecian trimmings, and
tells concisely all that a prospective buyer
would care to know.
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The tidct of a National is always proud of his

machine.

It's handsome and well made. Like a gfood horse,

well g;roomed, it adds to its owner's pleasure by simply

being "all right."

The real satisfaction in the purchase of a Na-
tional comes when the buyer finds that his first ex-

penditure is his last. No repair charges or delays

later to reduce his cash or spoil his pleasure.

One season on a National and he says:

A National Rider Never Giianges His lyiount.

Better join the procession.

NATIONAL CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO.,

BAY CITY, MICH.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

:
:

X

^^^»»»

i ^Ii\fA Popularity
f

I
v>^**Vv^ Spreading I

In every mail

we receive ad-

vices of some
prominent
person being
mounted on an
OLIVE Wheel.

Captain of

the Yale team
has selected a

'99 OLIVE for

his mount this

season.

They all

% know a good thing when they see it.

% The Olive is the Popular Wheel.

I THE OLIVE WHEEL CO.
t SYRACUSE, N. Y.

*•• Kindly mention The WheeL
•:•

•.••.••>*>»><
t

t

Our Latest Wrinkle

!

New Departure ^^Cpmrifv'^ ^"^^ ^
^^^ OCCUIIlj Cyclometer. |

(PATENTS PENDING.)

PRICE, m.oo.

Everything out of Danger.

No more broken Cyclometers.

Noiseless concealed Trip.

Cyclometer on hub inside of spokes and trip on axle behind fork. Nothing to
catch and cause breaking or bending.

:

I
Patent adjustable clamp, fits any hub. Easier and quicker to adjust than old style.

X Permanency, Durability and Efficiency Guaranteed. Made from best materials obtainable. Work-

J manship thoroughly first-class.

JOHN H. GRAHAM & CO., Selling Agents,
113 CHAMBERS STREET, .... NEW YORK CITY.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Safe from Busy Hands.

One of llie causes which have led to many
riders discarding their cyclometers, much
against their inclination and desire, is the fact

that they are easily broken off when the wheel

is put into a rack or stacked up in a pile

with others, or that they become bent so that

the trip does not engage and the record is

lost. It sometimes happens, also, that mis-

chievous persons bend the cyclometer out so

that the trip will not engage.

Having in mind these objectionable features

of the cyclometer in general, the New Depart-

ure Bell Co. have perfected and placed on the

market their "Security" cyclometer, shown in

the accompanying illustration. The cyclome-

ter proper is mounted inside of the spokes

and upon the hub, the star wheel projecting

just through the spokes, but not far enough

to catch or hit anything. The trip is mounted

on the axle, inside of and behind the fork,

thus being entirely out of the way and out

of sight. In the illustration the bicycle fork

is made transparent so that the trip may be

seen through and behind it. This construc-

tion at once removes all source of danger to

the cyclometer, and affords the rider the

means of keeping his mileage correctly without

danger from breaking or mischievous han-

dling, as any tampering with it is immediately

apparent.

Every gear is machine-made and finished

accurately to gauge. No soft metals or cast

parts are ever used, but, on the contrary, none

but the best hard brass and special nickel

silver (which gives the peculiar non-corrosive

quality to the New Departure) enters into its

manufacture. The trip is noiseless, and the

.whole outfit has an exceedingly small, neat,

and symmetrical appearance, the cyclometer

itself being the smallest ever put upon the

market. It is rriarketed by John H. Graham
& Co., 113 Chambers street. New York, who
are. general selling agents for New Departure

products. It can also be obtained from the

factory at Bristol.

Simplification.

The Middletown Bell Co., of Middletown,

Conn., under the management of President W.
W. Stall, have inaugurated a plan of cam-

paign which enables them to compete very

-:-l-

succcssfully in the trade. The factory was

fitted originally to manufacturing thirty-six

styles and sizes of bells, but under the present

company the line has been reduced to one

style and two sizes. This method enables

the turning out of the goods in larger quan-

tities, and at comparatively less cost.

Included in the plan is the scheme of mak-

ing the goods of the highest grade and sell-

ing them at a minimum price. Mr. Stall is

well known as the originator an-d manufac-

turer of the "Boston Laminated" wood rims,

and has made a reputation for his goods

which stands first the world over. The results

of the Middletown Bell Co.'s new method

under his management will be watched with

interest.

Illuminated Activity.

People flashing down New England way, as

they approach Hartford after sundown, can-

not fail to catch, through the car windows, a

dazzling display of light. There is a stretch

of it, and, upon close inspection, one discerns

signs reading, "Pope Tube Co.," "Hartford

Rubber Works," "Columbia Bicycles," and

the like. This stretch of illuminated activity

is the Pope factories. They are working

twenty-two hours a day, and the daily Colum-

bia output is making a record over any pre-

vious year. To understand all this one has

only to visit a live bicycle store on the bright

days.

A Handy Reference Book.

There is no reason for "flunking" on dates

of the late Spanish-American war, if a Viking

'Mfg. Co.'s '99 catalogue is at hand. This

year's catalogue is among the handsomest yet

issued by them. In the lower left-hand corner

of each page are miniature half-tone illustra-

tions of the statesmen and officers who played

prominent parts in the late war. Parallel to

them are given briefly the dates of events in

which they played a part. The business end

has not been overlooked, and all points rela-

tive to the Viking bicycle are pointed out

and explained.

The Six-Day Race I<aw.

The Collins bill, providing, that in six-day

or similar races the riders may only ride

twelve hours out of every twenty-four, has

been passed by the New York state senate,

and will no doubt be made a law by Governor

Roosevelt's signature.

For Sale, Exchange, Etc. — Twenty-five words,
thirty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.
Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and Help Wanted.— Answers received
in confidence and forwarded without charge. Rate:
25 words, one time, 50 cents; three times, $1.00; 50
wordSj one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00; 75 words,
one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-
tisements: One-half inch, one time. $1.00: four times,
$3.00; one inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner, patent attorney and
-*- mechanical expert, 608 F street, Washington, D.
C. Established 1883. I malce an examination free of
charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

Tip OR SALE.—A second-hand Duryea motor car-
-*- riage; price, $450. Gilbert J. Loomis, Westfield,
N. J.-4-27.

PARTNER W.^NTED to exploit a very useful thing
-*- on a bicycle; patented; or an arrangement with a
firm for royalty. Mr. More, Attorney at Law, 215alty. Mr. More,
W. 125th St., New York.—4-13p,

QOOD PATENT for sale or royalty; Gilbert carrier
^-^ attachment (patented) ; mounted over the rear
wheel; quickly attached; fits any bicycle; adapted to
delivery uses and general carrying purposes; satchels,
packages, etc., carried steadily and without hindrance
to guiding or propelling the bicycle; readily detached,
folded and secured in the frame. Address Chas. S.
Rogers, 220 Broadway, N. Y.—4-20p.

A/TAN.UFACTURERS of bicycle sundries, tires,
^'^ bells, lamps, chains, etc. Please address cata-
logues and lowest quotations for large export orders
to M. Rigou & Ca., 467 Esmeralda, Buenos Ayres,
Argentine Republic—4-13p.

OTOLEN.—A Columbia bicycle. No. 6,346; Hart-
^--^ ford tires; black saddle; natural wood rim. Suit-
able reward will be paid by Owner, 757 Quincy St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.—4-13p.

TipOR SALE.—At very low prices 2 bicycle trunks,
-*- nearly new; also 400 inside brakes complete; a
lot of seat-post bolts and nuts, sprockets in standard
sizes, and various other bicycle parts; everything of
the best material and workman.ship. The Phillips
Mfg. Co., 307 West Broadway.^l3p.

C ALESMAN wanted to sell to jobbers, dealers and^ repairmen, B. & C. and another article. Liberal
proposition. Bolton,
N. Y.^.13.

Hooker & Co., Cooperstown,

T"EQIBS0N HOUSE
CINCINNATI. OHIO.

Under new management. Superior service;

central location; perfect cuisine.

WILL W. CLARKE, Manager.

WHAT EVERY BICYCLE RIDER WANTS,

A Davis Rubber Roller Brake.

Guaranteed to be perfect in

action and not to injure the
tire. We have an interest-

ing proposition to make to

dealers and to riders. If

not for sale in your city,

write at once to]

DAVIS MFG. CO.,
711 Stevenson Buifding, - - INDIANAPOLIS.

TO MANUFACTURERS
A good oiler will not, of itself, usually sell a vrheel, but it will exert a favorable influence;

and every little helps. A dealer or rider craves every "talking-point." In proportion

to the cost, nothing will give increased satisfaction equal to the "PERFECT" OILER.
They may not be able to distinguish between certain wheels, but can tell a high-grade

oiler at a glance. . . . . .

"Straws show which way ihe wind blows," and a wheel with a cheap or inferior

oiler will be apt to be made of cheap and inferior material.

The " PERFECT " Pocket Oiler has already been adopted by the leading manufacturers

as being well worth the difference in price for really good wheels

CUSHMAN & DENISON,
"PEHFECT

POCKET OILERS ^_
SELF-CLCIS:NB VALVC (cPENEoJ

Manufacturers,

159IMNTH AVE..«N. Y.
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" Go to Grass."

Asphalt and Belgian blocks have now a rival.

A minister of Atlantic City, N. J., has invented

a new pavement, which combines the good

features of both, besides many good qualities

of its own. It is a brick made from the salt

sedge growth of meadows; in brief, a grass

brick. The grass is first cured by means of a

resinous preparation, which is intended to

make it proof against the invasion of moisture

and decay. The grass is then compressed by

hydraulic power into blocks measuring four-

teen by twenty-one inches and six inches

thick. They weigh forty pounds per cubic

foot. The inventor says that he can make
the "grass" block of granite consistency, but

that they will not have the slippery surface of

asphalt and wooden pavements. The noise

made by wagons rumbling over granite blocks

is also done away with by this grassy com-
pound, it is said, for the blocks are resilient,

and hoof beats on it give out only a dull thud.

This Baby Is a Sandow.

The Buffalo Specialty Mfg. Co., 1445 Ni-

agara street, Buflfalo, N. Y., have placed on

the market the "Baby"
spoke grip, an attractive

and useful device. The
"Baby" fits any spoke,

needs no adjustment, and,

what is more, does the

work required of it. It is

fully nickeled, and adapt-

able to be carried on a

key ring, in the pocket

or in a tool-bag. The

jaws are tempered as hard

as flint. It has many
good qualities, which will

appeal to all riders, wheth-

er pleasure or racing.

To Strengthen Your Wrist.

Frank M. Dampman, one of the Philadel-

phia pioneer racing men, and later a dealer,

has made New York
and Brooklyn his

home the past year,

and he has been suc-

cessful in other lines

of business. Damp-
man's latest success is the "Little Giant wrist

machine," which he is marketing through the

Little Giant Wrist Machine Co., Brooklyn.

A Voiceless Catalogue.

The -Miami Mfg. Co., Middletown, O., have

just issued a little "voiceless" description of

their Racycle crank-hanger. It is about the

size of the ordinary commercial envelope.

The back and sides interfold, showing the

crank-hanger complete, and then the workings

of the ball-bearings and axle. It appeals to

the mind through the eyes, and should be a

good selling agent.

chain-driven bicycles. It will help him sell

the chainless kind. And it will make the

reader laugh. It tells, in a very short story, of

the odd experiences of a salesman who took

a trip to Mars in an interplanetary projectile

and tried to sell chain-driven bicycles to the

Martians.

A Small Wheel.

Ruos & Ruos, proprietors of the Lenape

bicycle works, Doylestown, Pa., have turned

out a bicycle which for size and neatness is

unusual. The wheel has a 12-inch frame and

the wheels are 18 inches. Sunbeam spokes are

used in the make-up. It is enameled in red,

finished with gold stripes. It is built for a

three-year-old boy at Yonkers, N. Y.

A Complete Catalogue.

J. T. Johnson, of Rondout, N. Y., has issued

his '99 catalogue, which describes a very com-
plete line of cycle parts and sundries, repair

shop utensils, etc.

BloomerrtSuit in Hngl.and.

The suit of Lady Harberton, president of

the Rational Dress Society, against Mary Jane

Sprague, an innkeeper on the Portsmouth
road, must have been regarded as important

in England, as it was cabled to American
newspapers on April 5. Lord Coleridge was
counsel for the plaintiff. The defendant plead-

ed that while she had no right to make re-

marks about ladies' dresses, yet she had the

right to consider her general customers. Lady
Harberton and her friends were irreproach-

able, but the class at her house were the riders

frequenting the Portsmouth road, and it would
be fatal to her business to entertain ladies

wearing skin-tight costumes. The jury found

a verdict for the innkeeper.

It Will Make You JVaugh.

J. Elmer Pratt sends to The Wheel a little

illustrated book, issued by the Grand Rapids

Cycle Co., and entitled "The Wheel on the

Planet Mars." It won't help a dealer sell

Trade Items.

J. U. Longaker has opened a bicycle store

in the Koffel building, Landsdale, Pa.

At the Rex Cycle Co. sale in Chicago,

Robert Thacker bought the stock, valued at

$3,000, for $1,405.

G. F. Peck, repairman in Manchester, Mass.,

has filed a petition in bankruptcy; liabilities,

12,950.34; no assets.

F. Burkhart and F. Amann, Oneida, N. Y.,

have opened a bicycle repair shop in the Cody
Block, on Madison street.

The dealers of Port Huron, Mich., will hold
openings on the afternoon of Friday, April

15, and on Saturday, April 16.

The Crescent Cycle Co. have been incorpor-

ated in Portland, Ore., by John Gebbie, W.
J. Makelim and George J. Cameron; capital

stock, $1,000.

Reed, Dawson & Co. have incorporated

under New Jersey laws to manufacture bicy-

cles, phonographs, etc. Capital, $50,000. In-

corporators: James G. Barnett, Thomas H.
Reed, Frank A. Dawson, all of Newark, N. J.
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THE PRICES ON

Elmore
Bicycles

ARE STANDARD.

They have set the pace
on all medium-priced
wheels for years. There
is a reasonable limit in

the price of bicycles.

High prices mean expen-

sive methods in manu-
facturing and advertis-

ing, racing teams, etc.

Extreme low prices mean
slack work, low-grade
material, poor finish, etc.

The prices on ELMORES
show what the price on
all other bicycles should

be. The material is first

class ; methods of con-

struction the best; the

finish superb.

Dealers should all have

ELWORES in stock. They
sell well and stay sold.

Catalogue and prices

upon application.

Elmore Mfg. Co.,

CLYDE, OHIO, U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wlieel.

[..{..{.4.4.^4.4.^4,^4..;.4.4.4i4.4.4-^
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The Kodak*s Advent Abroad.

The visit of the Elwell touring party to

Great Britain recalls the fact that it was dur-

ing the first visit of this party to England that

the Kodak was introduced there. One of the

party, at that time, thus describes his experi-

ence with a Kodak of "ye olde tyme." "Its

chief defect was that it had no view-finder, so

that the operator had to rely largely on guess

work in judging distance and size of lens

space. It had to be loaded and unloaded in

a dark room, and there were a great many
exposures to one loading, so that if anything

went wrong with the apparatus the operator

remained in blissful ignorance that he was

laboring unavailingly. This actually hap-

pened to myself on the way from Cork to

Dublin with the Elwell tourists, because when
I got home and sent -my films to be devel-

oped, it turned out that something had been

wrong with the apparatus all through, so that

the only result achieved was a uniform series

of muddy negatives of totally undistinguish-

able scenes."

The " I,aKnap " Evil.

Washington, D. C, April 1.—It is said that

one of the lowest instincts in man is the desire

to get something for nothing, and that this

instinct is latent in most everyone. This say-

ing does not hold good with bicycle buyers,

if local dealers are to be believed. Many buy-

ers who fail to take in consideration the fact

that the margin of profit on bicycles is very

small, think that the dealer should equip their

wheels with lamps, bells, and other accessor-

Haunts in the Wild Woodn and Gay Places for

Summer Outings.

Either or both can be found along the lines of the
Chicago, Milwaukee Sc St. Paul R'y in Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Northern Michigan. Iowa and the Da-
kotas. Among the many delightful summer resorts
are Delavan, \A^aukesha. Oconomowoc, Elkhart Lake,
Marquette, Madison, Kilbourn, Minocqua, Star Lake.
Lakes Okoboji, Spirit Lake, Clear Lake, Big
Stone, Frontenac, White Bear and Lake Minne-
tonka. In the north woods of Wisconsin, in the for-

ests of Northern Michigan and Minnesota, and in the
far stretches of the Dakotas true sportsmen can fish

and hunt to their heart's content. For pamphlet of
"Summer Tours," and "Fishing and Hunting," apply
to nearest ticket agent, or address with two cent
stamp, GEO. H. HEAFFORD. Gen'l Pass. Agt.. 555

Old Colony Building, Chicago, 111. 4-27

'
A NEW PROPOSITION:

I

Wheels Built to Order, $12
upwards. FROM HIGH-GRADE MATE-
RIAL and fittings of your own selection,

SEND FOR CATALOGUE of the

Famous TEMPLE 3-CROWN mames
and all standard makes of bicycle parts
and fittings. Make your selection. We
build the bicycle accordingly. LOWEST
PRICES GUARANTEJED.

^"WRITE TO-DAY
and send for catalo^e of IVl /\G I

C

32.00 Gas Lamp—Best Made
Graphopliones and CameraB*

RALPH TEMPLE CO.,
74 Lake St., Chicago.

ies, and threaten to go elsewhere if he does

not do so. Some dealers in order to get trade

will give these sundries with each wheel, and

this works to the hardship of the other mem-
bers of the trade. Some dealers are talking of

calling a meeting of the local trade for the

purpose of entering into an agreement not to

throw in sundries with a wheel.

X HANDLE BARS^
) FORK SIDES

^_^ PRaTECTOR RBVOLVERS
coR«tsPo.oE«cc PERFECTION PAD1DCK5
ipL,c„co-^ AMES SWORD CO. CHICOfEE, MASS.

SPE30I-A.1LjS.
Morgan & Wright. '99 double tires $4.60 per pair.
Schinneer Bar-, '99 Pat 40 each.
Perfecto Hubs l.lOperpair.
Columbia guaranteed tires 2.80 per pair.
Vimoid Repair Kits ... 1.50 per dozen.

We issue a semi-monthly price-list. Send for it—will
make money for you.

Sundry Dept. VIM BIC¥CLE CO.,
56 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

Graphite Lubricants.

ALL KINDS, IGGORDING TO WANTS.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, IS. J.

• •T©RRINGT©N" eHHINS.

3-16-inch and J^-inch widths only.

The KSSGNTIALS of a good chain are, Accuracy of Fitch, Accuracy of Alignment and Strength,
and are strilting features in **Torrington " chains.

S. ODELL, Western Rep.,

204 Lake Street. Chicaqo. THE TOBRINGTON CHAIN CO., Torrington, Conn.

Our twenty-five years'

experience manufacturing LEFEVER GUNS has won an enviable
reputation for our

LEFEYER ARMS e©. eHHIN

They;are built on honor. Each link-block and pin fits perfectly. They are properly case-hardened.

They are accurate as to pitch. The elongation after use is imperceptible. Built in four grades.

OVR HIGHEST ORADE IS BUILT OF NICKEL, AND TOOL-STEEL,.

LEFEVER ARMS CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

CHICAGO. IVEN BRANDENBURG CO.. 101 Reade St., NEW YORK.

NEW YORK ENAIVIELLING CO.,

155 W. 29th ST.,N.Y-
High-Art Enamelling weM and cheaply done

If Defective Parts Are Found In

rxMNSON BICYCLE
WeWillReplace Free And Pay All Express Charges

MANSON CYCLE C0.i53;5.W;iACKS0N-5T.

AHEAD OF EVERYBODT.
The Nickel Plate Route continues to keep ahead

of everybody in railway matters, despite intense com-
petition. How is this accomplished? Simply by cater-
ing fully and generously to the public demands. Peo-
ple know and appreciate a good thing when they sec
It. That is why they patronize the Nickel Plate so
freely.

Why has this road won its present position? By
furnishing the very best class of service at low rates,
and by generous treatment of its patrons. Safe and
easy roadway, fine trains, luxurious equipment, fast
time, close connections—these are the cardinal points
in favor of the Nickel Plate Route. These are its

prime factors of success. The Nickel Plate is the
people's route— a strong favorite with the traveling
public. Don't forget this when going East. Don't
forget when you go West. Don't forget the road that
gives the best service at the lowest rates.—4-30.

RUBBER TIRE CABS AND CARRIAGES.
The West Shore Railroad has incorporated a system whereby

passengers arriving or departing from its West Forty-second street
terminal. Now York City, are supplied with cab, hansom, coach or
omnibus, as they may order. Westcott Express messengers are
now on all through trains to sell tickets and engage such vehicles-

as passengers desire. Neiw York City has been
divided into six districts, each district having
its own number and its own rates. The ve-
hicles are all rubber-tired and will be maintained
in first-class order. The new service has been
in effect since November 4th, and has been giving
excellent satisfaction.
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A FRAUD EXPOSED.

How the Sacredness of the Name " Spalding "

"Was Protected and a Good Turn Bone to

the Entire Trade.

Bicycle manufacturers, agents, and those

who are interested in the bicycle business will

be well pleased to hear that A. G. Spalding

& Bros, have secured an injunction restrain-

ing a Philadelphia concern frorn attempting

to trade upon the name of Spalding. For

years past, the prominent makers in the t^ade

have been annoyed by unscrupulous small

concerns throughout the country who have

attempted to trade upon the name established

by a liberal expense of advertising and good
business methods.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.' attention was at-

tracted to an advertisement which appealed

in the Philadelphia "Record" of Saturday,

April 8, as follows:

THE GREATEST BICYCLE OFFER—Spalding
bicycle, $13.50; all new wheels and a bicycle with a

reputation as America's best. These wheels are manu-
factured by the Spalding Company; made of Shelby

seamless steel tubing, 3-inch drop, Spalding hangers,

Spalding pedals, Spalding hubs, with felt dust-proof

caps; Excelsior spokes, Fairbanks one-piece rims, in-

ternal expander head and seat-post; strictly 1S99

models; guaranteed for one year; choice of tires and

saddle. This wheel is known in every land where

the bicycle is used. The price, $13.50, is the result

of a stroke of good fortune, which threw this famous

wheel into our hands, at one-fourth the usual whole-

sale price. Don't waste your money on a cheap

wheel when you can buy the famous Spalding for

$13.50. All leading wheels at one-fourth regular prices.

With 400 feet of floor space, filled with wheels, we can

show you any make you name, and sell it to you at

one-fourth the regular price. Reliable high-grade sec-

ond-hand wheels, thoroughly overhauled, from $5 up.

Lamps, Bells, Saddles and sundries of every descrip-

tion at one-half regular prices. Tandem tires worth

$8 per pair, $1.75; the great Samsons, $1; American
Pacemakers, $1.50; American Flyers, $2; New Yorks,

$L50; Ormonde, $1.50; Pathfinder, $2; Amazon, $1.50;

Goodyear, $1.50 ; Stars, $2 ; Morgan & Wright, 3

styles, 99; Hartford, 3 styles, 70, 77, SO; Vim tires, $2.50;

Chase, $2.50; 30-inch tires, $2.25; pure Rubber tires,

guaranteed new and to hold air, 49c. 311 Market
street. Open Saturday night till 11:30.

Messrs. Spalding realized that such an un-

authorized use of their name in a misleading

advertisement would prove ruinous to their

Philadelphia interests, and at once put the

case in the hands of their attorneys, Messrs.

Jones & Carson, with instructions to proceed

to a more thorough investigation and to take

the matter to court, in order that their name
and interests might be protected. The follow-

ing is a report of the detective placed on the

case:

Philadelphia, Wednesday, April 12, 1899.

Operative went to the store. No. 311 Market street,

about 10:15 this morning, and was examining different

wheels, when a man came up to him and asked him if

he wanted to buy a wheel. He replied that he first

wanted to see the cost of the outfit. The man then

invited Operative to the centre of the store, and
showed him their $13.50 wheel. Operative asked what

make it was and the salesman replied, "Spalding."

He then gave Operative the following figures: Spald-

ing wheel, $13.50; "Never-Out" lamp, $2.70; tool-bag,

complete, $1.00; good bell, 65 cents; express to Pal-

myra, 25 cents. Operative told the salesman that he

wanted the wheel for his brother, a minister at Pal-

myra, who had seen the advertisement in Saturday's

"Record'* of last week, and wanted something for

road use. The salesman suggested that the Operative

get the Hartford tires. Operative again examined
the wheel and the salesman struck the pedal with his

finger, at the same time saying, "Spalding Pedal and
Spalding Hub."
Operative then asked if they were the same people

who had been up on Chestnut street, and the sales-

man replied, "Yes." Operative said that he knew
their reputation, but thought that the "Spalding

Wheel" was much higher in price. The salesman then

said that Gimbel was selling the same wheel for over

double the money, but that they, meaning No. 311

Market street, were making a big rush, and as their

expenses were small, and the benefit of the factory, is

why they could do it.

Operative noticed that the wheel which he claimed

was a "Spalding" had no nameplate on it. He then

said, "Wait until I show you how we are selling

them." He went to the rear of the store and returned

with an order and sales book. He turned the pages,

and the Operative saw that they spelled the name
"Spalding" in lead pencil, and about half of the sales

were for the Spalding wheel.

Operative states that they are doing a good busi-

ness, and the Spalding wheel is the attraction. In fact

the Spalding is the main topic of conversation. The
salesman suggested that the Operative leave a $5 de-

posit, but the Operative replied "No." The salesman

then said: "You are going to look somewhere else, and

in the end will come back and buy a Spalding." He
stated that so many people did the same thing. Oper-

ative replied that perhaps he would do so.

He then gave Operative his card, which- reads:

"David G. Hirsh, No. 311 Market street, Philadel-

phia, American Flyer Bicycle Co."

Mr. Hirsh is a Hebrew, 5 feet 7 inches tall, about 40

years of age, 170 pounds in weight, dark hair, eyes

and moustache; wore black derby hat, black double-

breasted sack coat and brown trousers.

Operative states that there is another man in the

store who very much resembles David G. Hirsh, but

he wears glasses. There were five or six people look-

•ing at the Spalding wheels.

While Operative was there, David G. Hirsh, who
had been waiting on the Operative, called to a man—

a

customer—who was examining a hub on one of the

wheels, "You can't take it all apart." He then said

to the Operative, in a whisper, "Looking for flaws."

He told the Operative he would give him a written

guarantee for one year. Operative replied that he

knew very little about wheels, and would trust to his

honor. Mr. Hirsh replied that anything and every-

thing they would make all right about that wheel.

Operative called again at No. 311 Market street this

afternoon and saw Mr. Hirsh, the man who waited on

him this morning. Operative told him that he, like

the others he had spoken of, "had come back." Mr.

Hirsh laughed and replied, "Yes."

The Operative stated that he had seen Wanamaker's

$25.00 wheels and could not see the difference, al-

though the price was $11.50 more, and believed

that he would buy a Spalding, and take it with him to

Palmyra. Mr. Hirsh replied that he was sorry, but

he could not let the Operative have a wheel until

5 o'clock this afternoon, that they had them in the

city, but some hitch kept them from getting them to

the store. Operative said he would call to-morrow
morning. He asked the Operative to make a small

deposit, and let him pick out a wheel for him (Opera-
tive), and for the latter to come in to-morrow and
get it.

Mr. Hirsh and the Operative then went to the

office, which is in the rear of the building. He told the

Operative if he would get Hartford tires it would be
a wheel far ahead of the highest grades. In making
out the bill he understood that the Operative wanted
the tires taken off, and the Hartford tires put on,

and made the amount, in the first place, $18.00, but
afterwards changed it to $13.50. Operative gave him
$5.00 on account.

Armed with the above report and those of

other witnesses, Mr. J. W. Spalding went to

Philadelphia on Saturday, April 15, and his

lawyers presented the evidence to Judge Pen-

nypacker, sitting in Common Pleas Court,

No. 2, who thereupon issued an injunction

against the American Flyer Bicycle Co., of

311 Market street, its officers and employes,

restraining them from making, selling or ad-

vertising any bicycles under the representa-

tion that they are the same bicycles as made
by A. G. Spalding & Bros. The security was
fixed at $1,000.

This can be considered not only a victory

for A. G. Spalding & Bros., but the bicycle

trade in general. Mr. Spalding has been

heartily commended for the prompt action he

took and the attitude he displayed in the

matter, A. G. Spalding & Bros, realize that

they have established and maintained their

name for twenty-three years by fair dealing,

hard work and persistent advertising, and it is

only just that their name should be protected.

This will certainly be a lesson for those who
attempt to trade on the Spalding name.

will Help the Bell Business.

At six o'clock Tuesday evening New York
city's bicycle policemen were told to round

up riders having no bells. By 11 p. m. forty-

two riders were arrested and left their wheels

overnight as security. The champion of the

squad captured fourteen, another caught

eleven, another eight, and so on.

Boston Woven Hose Company Sold.

Boston, April 18.—The settlement of the

affairs of the Boston Woven Hose Co. was

efifected to-day on the basis of 57J per cent,

proposed some time ago. The entire plant

and stock have been sold at this figure, and

the business will be continued in the works

at Cambridgeport.

Judgment Against the Worcester.

On April 14, H. F. Doherty, representing

himself and others, obtained judgment against

the Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co. for $114.36.

Walter Greth has re-opened his bicycle store

in Reading, Pa.
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THROUGH IN MILWAUKEE.

The Andrae Deal Is Practically Closed and

the Melselbach Details Are In Process of

Settlement.

Milwaukee, Wis., April 15.—Tlie appraisers

aud adjusters liave completed their work here.

The Andrae deal is practically closed. There

is some delay in the Meiselbach deal, and it

may not be closed immediately. While the

makers of the Andrae are willing to sell, they

offer merely the bicycle department, ma-

chinery, stock on hand and made-up stock.

The book accounts are not to pass, as they

are considered by the company to represent

so much cash. That is the basis the company

have operated upon, always refusing to deal

with doubtful parties. iVfeiselbach manufac-

tures bicycles exclusively. He has two im-

mensely large factory buildings at North Mil-

waukee, a suburb five miles north of the city

proper. The two buildings are filled through-

out their five stories with valuable machinery.

While the factory does not manufacture all

of the parts, it has simply been because of

lack of space, and owing to the prevailing low

stage of the market in that direction. When
the concern sells out, the entire plant will have

to pass, real estate, as well as stock and ma-

chinery. The book accounts have also been

offered, but it is understood there will be no

hitch so far as they are concerned, as Mr.

Meiselbach has faith in the names that appear

upon his books.

Strangely enough, nothing has been said

as to the future of the men who sell out, so

far as the cycle business is concerned. None
of the parties, it appears, has been asked to

enter into an agreement not to engage in the

business again. Upon this point Henry
Andrae said that so far as he was concerned,

when the Andrae Company sold out, it would

mean a general retirement from the manu-

facturing business, so far as bicycles are con-

cerned.

Some surprise has been caused here that the

League Cycle Co. have not been invited to

enter the combine. Moritz Fichtenberg,

president of the company, is indififerent, and

says he does not care whether the trust peo-

ple come near him or not. The company have

recently added to their plant some of the most

approved machinery in the market, and are

now fitted not only for the manufacture of

bicycles, but for the manufacture of all the

parts, being the only institution in Milwaukee

so thoroughly equipped.

The Canadian companies expect, under their

amalgamated power, to make a wheel to com-

pete with the imported American cheap bicy-

cle, and ultimately keep it out of Canada."

Mr. Evans attended the first preliminary

meeting for the proposed amalgamation in

Toronto yesterday. All the big^ Canadian

companies were represented. The deal, he

says, may go through in a few days, and it

may not be a go at all.

THREE IN TOLEDO.

Canadian Trust Matters.

Detroit, Mich., April 12.—Manager Evans,

of the E. & D. Mfg. Co., well known as bi-

cycle manufacturers at Windsor, Ont., em-

phatically denies that the works will be re-

moved from that city. Mr. Evans said to-

day:

"The industry will not be removed from

Windsor whether the proposed amalgamation

of the Canadian wheel manufactories is a go

or not. On the contrary, if the companies

are amalgamated the mechanical staff in the

Windsor works will be increased from 150 to

300. The same addition will also be made in

other factories that figure in the deal, because

there will be a great increase in the number
of cheap wheels turned out.

"There are now about 30,000 low-grade

,Vvhecls manufactured in the Dominion, and

about 40,000 imported from United States.

The Tillinghast Tire Patent Case.

Some manufacturers of single-tube tires

have been much interested in the report that

the Apex tire patents, and the Chase, Spring-

field (O.) and Boston Woven Hose tire plants

have been purchased by the Auto-truck Com-
pany. The pivotal point of this interest is

the Tillinghast patent on single-tube tires.

This patent is owned by Colonel Dodge, of the

Boston Woven Hose Co., and the question

has been asked, was the patent sold with the

tire plant? At the New York office of Colonel

Dodge this question was answered in the nega-

tive. The patent is the basis of a suit which

may close any day now, and which will decide

the right of Colonel Dodge to collect royalty

from other manufacturers of single-tube tires.

A Deal with a Parts Maker.

A meeting will probably be held at the Wal-

dorf-Astoria, New York city, between a

would-be purchaser and an officer of a well

known eastern parts-making concern. The

would-be purchaser is a gentleman promi-

nently connected with one of the bicycle fac-

tories up state. What interests he represents

are not known, not even to the people whose

business he says he would not mind buying

out.

A Tire Trust Rumor Denied.

It was reported from Springfield, Mass., a

few days ago, that the Fisk Rubber Co., the

Overman and Indiana tire departments, the

B. F. Goodrich Co., Hartford Rubber Works
and Newton Rubber Works were contemplat-

ing a tire combine. Each of the concerns,

except Overman, deny any knowledge of the

plan. The Overman Company have not re-

plied.

Bought by a Rubber Trust.

There are two rubber-goods trusts. The

one which is said to have absorbed Morgan
& Wright and other tire firms is the Rubber

Goods Mfg. Co. The other trust, the United

States Rubber Goods Mfg. Co.. is reported

to have bought the plant of the Empire Rub-

ber Co., Trenton. N. J. Hose and tires are

the products of the plant.

Would Locate in Detroit.

Secretary Campbell, of the Merchants &
Manufacturers' Exchange, Detroit, Mich, has

received a letter from a bicycle firm in Denver,

Col., that would like to locate a factory in

Detroit, providing $5,000 bonus is raised.

The company manufactures bicycle attach-

ments. Secretary Campbell declines to give

the company's name.

That Is the Number of Factories Exam-
ined by the Agents of the Trust in

the Ohio City.

Toledo, April 17.—The talk of the week in

bicycle circles was the presence of the five ex-

-perts here to invoice the plants expecting to

go into the trust.

Incidentally, The Wheel has been compli-

mented on all sides by those who are familiar

with affairs on account of the accuracy of the

reports concerning the trust. The Wheel
has established the reputation of being au-

thority on the trust subject, and the gentle-

men who are examining the affairs of the

factories gladly admitted as much, for your

representative, when he approached them for

the latest move in connection with the com-
bine, was politely told to look up the last

issue of The Wheel, and he could there find

out as much as they knew.

Contrary to the general belief, and also to

the published reports, only three factories

were examined by the experts, and as the time

is now closed for examination, it is supposed
that the Colton, the Viking and the Lozier

are the only plants to be considered in con-

nection with the trust. There is considerable

worry among the experts of these three fac-

tories over the outcome, for they feel that

the proposed combine may throw many of

them out of employment.

The examinations were finished Saturday

evening, and the experts then left the city, re-

turning home. They will, of course, give out

no figures. Their reports have been sent to

New York.

The Kirk people will not push the matter

of going into the trust any further. Mr.
Kirk personally was in favor of going in, but

the majority of the stockholders opposed the

idea. It is understood that the same condi-

tion of affairs existed at the Gendron.

Mr. Al. C. Peter, owner of the Viking, this

week gave his first public expression on the

trust to a representative of The Wheel. He
said:

"I don't really know much about the pro-

posed trust, but I believe the idea is a good
one, nevertheless. You should understand

the word 'trust' is hardly a correct one. It

should be 'corporation.' I have changed my
mind during the past year about corporations

or consolidations. By their formation the

average customer is usually saved money.

"Think of the useless amount of money
spent in the sale of machines by the com-
petitive plan. Traveling men and advertising

cost money, and no one else than the con-

sumer pays the bills. By cutting off this ex-

pense the money can be saved to the customer.

"It is my understanding that if the trust

goes through they pay the cash for the fac-

tories and at their actual value. We are not

to take our pay in stock in the trust."

New Company Incorporated.

The George W. Phalin Company have been

incorporated in Chicago to manufacture and

deal in household goods and bicycles; capital

stock, $100,000. Incorporators: Claude B.

Raynor, Clyde A. Morrison and Herbert H.

Howe.

Windle Plant Not Sold.

Worcester, Mass., April 13.—The sale of the

Windle bicycle plant did not occur yesterday.

The auctioneer said that the highest bid was

.1;9,600 and as that could not be considered,

the sale was postponed indefinitely. There is

a three-story building with additions, the

whole of which contains about '20,000 feet of

floor, with a 75-horse-power engine and boiler.

For catalogue work, try The Wheel Press.
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A POTPOURRI OF TRADE MATTERS. manager of the Mesinger Bicycle Saddle Co.

He is an enterprising man, and will fill the

position creditably.

Effect of Brass and Tin Prices Upon I,amps — Police Bicycles Wanted -

To Tax Connecticut Dealers — Washington Firemen on

Wheels — Other Trade News.

Its Effect Upon l<anip Prices.

Concerning the increase in the price of brass

and tin, and its elTcct upon lamp prices, the

E. P. Breckenridge Company, Toledo, write:

"Owing to the very marked advance in sheet

brass, steel, and in fact all material emering

into the manufacture of bicycle lamps, we
shall undoubtedly have to advance the price

of our goods, although we have a large num-
ber of contracts taken at old prices and of

course we shall be compelled to protect these.

The advance in these materials afTects the cost

price of our goods very greatly and we shall

find it necessary to hold very firmly to our

prices."

The Plume & Atwood Mfg. Co., New York,

say: "Naturally it ought to materially advance

the price of bicycle lamps, but whether or not

it will do so is a question, for the reason that

there seem to be so many more lamps made
than the market can properly consume."

The 20th Century Mfg. Co., New York,

say: "Anyone contracting for lamps now
, would no doubt have to pay the advance. We
had our orders in ahead of the advance, so it

has not affected us at all."

*' 21ni " and Fournler Talk Business.

A. A. Zimmerman and Henry Fournier, the

French champion cyclist, were both in town
on Tuesday exhibiting a motor-bicycle. M.
Fournier holds foreign patents upon the motor
which is adapted in different sizes for single

passenger bicycles, tandems, tricycles and car-

riages to carry several persons. The one they

exhibited here was a tandem bicycle. The
primary object of their visit to Freehold was

to ascertain if the Zimmerman Cycle Co. and

the Pneumatic Wheel Co. would join in a

scheme for enlarging the plant here and go
into the manufacture of motor-wagons and

bicycles.

Suit Against the Colton.

Toledo, April 17.—Joseph W. Beck has

brought suit against the Colton Cycle Co. to

recover $5,000 damages for alleged breach of

contract. He says he was their agent and

secured large orders, which, he claims, they

filled with wheels so inferior that they were

refused by the houses that had ordered them
through the plaintiff. He claims he lost

money and property, and through this breach

of contract he wants to be reimbursed by the

court.

Police Bicycles Wanted.

The police bicycle squad of New York city

is to have new wheels this summer. The
police board has directed the chief clerk to

prepare specifications for furnishing the de-

paftment with one hundred new bicycles.

The Wheel learns that these specifications

will be ready some time next week. Manu-
facturers may be interested.

In Case of Rain.

Racine, Wis., April 12.—Some employes of

the Beebe bicycle works recently indulged in

a strike, which has just been settled. Now
the employes claim they have been requested

to sign an agreement, expiring August 1, au-

thorizing the company to retain 10 per cent

of their wages until the sum total amounts to

$15 per individual, which the men will forfeit

in case they enter upon a strike during the

term of the contract or quit work without

giving three days' notice. They will, how-
ever, receive 6 per cent interest on the money
thus kept back. The company have deemed it

wise to adopt such a plan in order to protect

themselves during the busy season from a pos-

sible walk-out. Some of those who were op-

posed to signing the agreement are now look-

ing for work elsewhere.

For Connecticut Dealers.

A substitute bill before the Connecticut leg-

islature concerns dealers in second-hand bi-

cycles and junk. The bill provides that select-

men may license such dealers, who shall keep

books written in English, which shall contain

details of purchase, open to inspection. Each
junk dealer is to make sworn weekly returns

to chief of police, under a penalty of $100.

Purchasers of second-hand bicycles, junk, etc.,

must not buy of a minor, under a penalty of

$100. Any dealer removing a nameplate or

number from a bicycle within thirty days

shall be fined $100 or imprisoned six months,

or both. All persons purchasing second-hand

bicycles shall keep a record thereof, open to

inspection.

Washington Firemen on Bicycles.

Washington, April 18.—Orders were issued

to-day by Fire Chief Parris mounting a por-

tion of the city firemen on bicycles. The or-

ders direct that one or more men shall be de-

tailed from each fire company to respond to

local alarms on bicycles, preceding their com-

panies, the men so mounted to carry small

fire extinguishers on their back ready for in-

stant use on arrival at the fire.

The great majority of alarms are on account

of small fires, for which these extinguishers

are ample, and as a bicyclist can reach the

scene of a fire quicker than an engine it is

thought the efficiency of the department will

be increased under the new' method.

Beebe Capital locreased.

The Beebe Mfg. Co., Racine Junction, Wis.,

have increased their capital stock from $50,000

to $150,000, the increase of $100,000 being

taken by William T. Lewis and C. D. Sin-

clair. These gentlemen are president and

vice-president, respectively, of the Mitchell &
Lewis Company, limited, of Racine, and hold

the same position in the Beebe Mfg. Co.

Tire Interference Case Decided.

The interference case between the owners

of the Charles H. Roth tire patent and the

Dunlop Company has been decided in the

latter's favor by the Patent Office.

A Creditable Appointment.

Milan Hulbert has been appointed Director

of Varied Industries at the Paris Exposition.

Mr, Hulbert has long been connected with the

bicycle trade, 'having been genferal manager

for Hulbert Brothers & Co., and afterwards

Smith, Patterson & Co., who sell Keating,

Boston and Lorraine bicycles in Boston,

Mass., have opened a branch store at 372

Boylston street.

Naugatuclv, Conn., has a new "bicycle par-

lor." It is located in Hopson's Block, and
F. Alton Clark is the proprietor.

W. L. Lennon and Harley S. Wardwell have

opened a new bicycle store in Public square,

WatertO'wn, N. Y.

The Guy Furniture Co., of Springfield,

Mass., have added a line of bicycles.

$30;

$400;

Exports Up to Date.

Exports of cycles and parts from the port

of New York for the week ending April 18,

1899:

Antwerp.—68 cases bicycles, $1,515; 30 cases

bicycle material, $1,032.

Argentine Republic.—98 cases bicycles, $8,-

397; 1 case bicycle material, $268.

Aachen.—5 cases bicycle material, $550.

Aden.—2 cases bicycles, $132.

Abo.—66 cases bicycles, $1,300.

Africa.—3 cases bicycles, $80.

Amsterdam.—1 case bicycle material, $37.

Bremen.—10 cases bicycles, $515; 2 cases

bicycle material, $20.

Brussels.—16 cases bicycles, $467; 11 cases

bicycle material, $494.

British Guiana.—4 cases bicycle material,

$126.

Brazil.—10 cases bicycles, $766; 4 cases bicy-

cle material, $43.

British West Indies.—9 cases bicycles, $218;

8 cases bicycle material, $97.

Belfast.—1 case bicycles, $100.

British Possessions in Africa.—87 cases bi-

lycles, $11,199; 3 cases bicycle material, $108.

British East Indies.—40 cases bicycles, $4,-

005; 9 cases bicycle material, $407.

Copenhagen.—151 cases bicycles, $4,392; 48
cases bicycle material, $3,525.

Christiania.—31 cases bicycles, $1,362; 5
cases bicycle material, $532.

Central America.—1 case bicycles,

case bicycle material, $19.

Chaux de Fond.—2 cases bicycles,

case bicycle material, $99.

Chemnitz.—9 cases bicycles, $400.

Cuba.—7 cases bicycles, $267.

Ecuador.—2 cases bicycles, $98.

Falkoping.—1 case bicycles, $70.

Gothenburg.—1 case bicycles, $165; 2 cases

bicycle material, $16.

Glasgow.—2 cases bicycles, $50.

Hong Kong.—1 case bicycles, $70.

Hamburg.—885 cases bicycles, $42,958; 271

cases bicycle material, $12,587.

Helsingfors.—1 case bicycle material, $88.

Hull-29 cases bicycles, $1,266.

Havre.—421 cases bicycles, $13,715; 189 cases

bicycle material, $4,024.

Lausanne.—15 cases bicycles, $450.

Liverpool.—66 cases bicycles, $3,081;

cases bicycle material, $2,680.

Libau.—3 cases bicycle material, $215.

London.—186 cases bicycles, .$6,131;

cases bicycle material, $12,252.

Milan.—1 case bicycle material. $26.

Mexico.—35 cases bicycles, $2,146; 6 cases

bicycle material, $181.

Malmo.—44 cases bicycle material, $834.

Porto Rico.—1 case bicycles, $60.

Rotterdam.—79 cases bicycles, $2,529; 26

cases bicycle material, $1,509.

Sandefiord.—14 cases bicycles, $350; 2 cases

bicycle material, $50.

Stockholm.—57 cases bicycles. $1,250; 90

cases bicycle material. $869.

St. Petersburg.—18 cases bicycles, $398.

Trieste.—2 cases bicycles. $96.

U. S. of Colombia.— 1 case bicycles, $40.

Vienna.—19 cases bicj'cles, $2,092.

Wasa.—11 cases bicycles. $775.

Warsaw.—12 cases bicycle material, $240.

15

506
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llPPtl^ CHAINLESS BICYCLES,
fitted with our NEW PROCESS bevel-gears, are gaining favor every day. Not a single buyer that

we know of has discarded the Clipper for any other type of bicycle. That's because we learned of a

new and better way of making Chainless bicycles than any other maker (we did the experimenting at

our expense). When we got it where we thought it right , we made a few hundred, put them out

among our customers with a guarantee which protected. That was last year. Not one in a hundred

of those '98 models failed to please. Not a town in which a Clipper Bevel-Geared Special was sold last

year has failed to become known as "a Chainless town." This can be said of no other Chainless that

we know of.

AS A LADIES' MOUNT
the Clipper has found no competitor. We built on lines suggested by a lady rider who for ten years

has been trying to find a perfect mount. She now has it in the Ladies' Special Clipper fitted with our

bevel-gear. She frequently helps the "chain-wheel boys up the hills."

Our 1899 model ($75.00) has many improvements. We'll guarantee our bevel-gears to outwear

any other part of the bicycle. Can any chain maker do so much ?

The writer of this "ad" has ridden one over two thousand miles, with three times oiling and once

adjusting. Believe in it? Certainly. Better than anything he has had in more than fifteen years' ex-

perience. Catalogue free.

Grand Rapids Cycle Co. (Clipper People), Grand Rapids, Mich.
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Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Some people talk a lot
AND don't say anything.

Our Prices
TELL YOU ALL YOU WANT
TO KNOW, AND ALL WE
HAVE TO SAY.
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MACDONALD

&C0.,
35 So. William St.,

New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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BRANCH STORES.

A NUMBER of prominent concerns seem

^* to have undergone a curious change of

opinion as to the desirability of conducting their

business in large cities with the aid of branch

stores. Two and three years ago, when bicy-

cles were selling at from $75 to $125, with large

margins, there was a general sentiment against

the branch store and a number of prominent

concerns closed up their establishments in vari-

ous cities as being unprofitable and undesir-

able. To-day, however, with the general run

of wheels at $50 and many more of them sold

at below that figure than above, there are

more branch stores than ever before and pro-

giessive manufacturers are announcing or fig-

uring on stores in various large cities all over

the country.

The city of Cleveland furnishes an example

of this fact. Three years ago there was not

a branch store in the city and only two sales-

rooms for local manufacturers. This spring

there are four branch stores, and three new

retail stores for local manufacturers, and there

are prospects that another branch will be

opened before the end of the month.

Whatever may be the reason assigned for

this change of policy, it is evident that a

branch store, conducted on the right lines,

can be made not only a success but of decided

advantage to the manufacturer. Those who

have been through the mill say that the great-

est problem is to secure the right kind of a

manager. The high-priced man of a few years

ago, whose chief aim it was to get wheels onto

the streets regardless of price or credit, who

maintained an expensive establishment and

corps of assistants all the year around and

who only reported to his firm monthly or

semi-annually, was the crowning defect of the

former system, and the manufacturer who

to-day undertakes to conduct his branch under

any similar policy will find that he has a los-

ing proposition from the start.

The plan which seems to be growing in

favor is to make the branch store a distributing

depot for the surrounding section. In this

way agents are taken care of in the best way,

not only in the matter of shipments but in

facilitating repa;ir work. Such a branch is

economical, because during tlic winter months

the store can be left in charge of any assistant

and the manager can cover the territory, at a

great saving in traveling expenses.

Another policy which seems to be meeting

with great success with one or two well-

known concerns is to give the manager a

working interest in the business in addition

to a salary; not a commission on the number

of wheels sold, but a percentage of the monthly

receipts.

In all events the factory should be kept

constantly in touch with all the business of

the branch. Several concerns require daily

reports of all transactions, while others re-

ceive weekly reports in detail of all assets and

liabilities. One prominent manufaaturer keeps

a complete set of books for all his branches,

all transactions being recorded from daily re-

ports.

"Old Subscriber." Look at it, and think of

the good old days when you were the Whole

Thing, and weep.

'TWAS DIFFERENT ONCE.

T"' IME was when the faintest suggestion

^ looking toward the compulsory licensing

of bicycles was greeted with such a howl of

anticipatory indignation that the surprised

municipal legislator quickly explained that he

didn't know it was loaded, and gladly hid his

diminished head.

In the largest cities the license tag is not

yet seen. The plan was tried in Chicago but

was defeated, and in the extreme fullness of

time those who were too law-abiding got their

money back. But in many cities of the second

or third class the wheel wearing a license tag is

a customary sight, and a sum of bicycle money

which must be very large in the aggregate is

doing somebody service of one kind or an-

other. It is not always used for street im-

provement, especially if the leader of the

finance committee be a dram-shop keeper, as

is the case in Chicago.

This is the time of year when the cyclist

passes his silver "plunk" over the counter of

the city auditor, or city clerk, or probate

court—dift'erent cities have different routes

for it, and it is no wild guess to say that a

couple of thousand dollars a day have been

thus contributed to the public weal (?) for the

past ten or fifteen days, and will be for as

many days more.

In Tennessee the law is new and riders have

been refractory. They have therefore been

notified that if they longer dally "they will be

liable to criminal prosecution and punished

the same as a delinquent saloon-keeper

—

given a heavy fine or sentence and taxed with

about $60 in costs."

Read that, "Veteran Rider." Glue your

optic to the disrespectful pronunciamento,

THE DEALER'S POWER.

I N making inquiries a few days ago concern-

' ingthe present outlook for the chainless bi-

cycle, The Wheel once more found abundant

evidence of the power of the local dealer. It

was found that in certain cities some dealers

had sold few or none of the new machines,

while others had apparently little difficulty in

selling them. The dealer's desire to sell, or

lack ciif it, was at the bottom of the matter.

It is not for The Wheel to pronounce in

favor of the chainless. Most manufacturers

and dealers know as much about its practica-

bility as we do. Besides, the manufacturers

who are vitally interested in the success of the

chainless are not now prepared to meet a

feverish demand for it. The feature of the

subject, however, upon which discussion is

pertinent now, is the part the dealer is play-

ing, and will play. There is no question

about it—the local dealer can materially affect

the sale of chainless bicycles this year and

next, and the sale of any other article in

cycling, one way or the other, according to

his desire—which means his financial interest

—and his skill as a salesman.

Sometimes a great pubUc demand is created

without the dealer's aid, but after the first

purchase—the curiosity purchase—it is not

wise for the manufacturer of any article to

ignore the retailer. Treating the dealer with

contempt, with the mere force of a demand

created and continued by general advertise-

ment, may succeed, but it is costly success.

It is strange that manufacturers so often lose

sight of this fact.

THE DIFFERENCE.

T"* HE price which you have to pay for rail-

^ road, trust or any other stock depends

upon whether you actually want to keep the

stock as an investor or merely want to specu-

late. In the one case you pay the entire

value of the stock; in the other case you only

deposit a margin for the broker's protection.

The investor usually pays a higher price than

the speculator.

This is caviar to the man familiar with

stocks. To the average person it is not. The

average person does not know that a drop in

Wall street figures has in many cases very

little to do with the interest-earning capacity

of the stocks. The average person may won-

der what a Wall street drop means. He may

fear that it means a break in the wave of

prosperity.

It means nothing of the kind. It is only an

illustration of the incompatibility between in-

dustry and gambling. It does not stop invest-

ment in profit-earning stocks, The drop
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which occurred- a few days ago, and which

has been followed by a rise, had little to do

with the real value of stocks or with general

conditions. Clearing house records, railroad

earnings, the records of business of all kinds,

continue to show a most remarkable growth.

Within the past two years the country's busi-

ness has been over fifty per cent larger than

in the most prosperous of all previous years,

and the most recent records show no diminu-

tion; in fact, they showed a marked growth

compared with the business of last year, and

of a few months and weeks ago.

The prosperity wave is a big one, and the

workers, the employes, and the dealers from

whom they buy their necessities and lu.xuries,

will all reap its benefits before the year is

over.

CLUB LIFE.

THEY say the bicycle club is dead, or

dying. They know not what they say.

If you live in Boston, or Philadelphia, or

Buffalo, glance at the Sunday morning paper.

You will find in it a list of club doings a yard

long. The newspapers of New York, Chicago

and many other cities do not make a specialty

of club news, but their daily and Sunday

cycling columns give abundant proof of the

present virility of club life. The newspaper

clippings of a single day tell The Wheel of

unusual social functions, of moving into new

club houses, etc., in Washington, Rocheste',

Buffalo, Elmira, Albany, Providence, and

other cities in the East and West.

Club life isn't dead. You are blase. The

riders of to-day don't do it your way, or if

they do you are tired of it, that's all. There

are more clubs, more club houses, more and

longer runs, more dances, than there ever

were before, and the clubs and their doings

occupy more newspaper space than they ever

did; but other phases of cycling have grown

too. In the sea of the Great Unattached the

club has become—proportionately—a mere

dot.

Disregard of changing proportions often

leads to inaccuracy of statement. That creek

you used to swim in wasn't nearly as wide as

you think it was. All the club enthusiasjn

was not born and buried in your earlier cy-

cling days. Think it over.

Talk of the Week.

Of the numerous national and international

expositions projected for the next three or

four years in diflferent parts of the United

States, the one to be held in Philadelphia in

September, October and November of the

present year is, in many respects, the most
important to the cycle trade of the country.

The exposition will be under the joint aus-

pices of the Philadelphia .Commercial Museum
and the Franklin Institute, two great public

institutions of Philadelphia, whose standing

is such as to assure the success of the exposi-

tion. The board of directors of the Philadel-

phia Exposition Association, the corporation

organized to conduct the exposition, includes

a number of the most prominent and energetic

business men of Philadelphia, and the primary

cause of the entire affair is to aid in extend-

ing the exportation of American goods, a

cause worthy of the cycle trade's most hearty

support and co-operation.

Look Out for Them.

No names are mentioned, but dealers are

advised to view with caution any offers which

may be made to them by the travelers sent

out by a certain concern in New York city.

The Wheel is informed by a Rhode Island

dealer that the sample tires exhibited by this

concern have a fine appearance, good fabric

and an excellent proportion of rubber, and the

prices, spot cash or C. O. D., are surprisingly

low. The goodness ends with the sample.

The goods actually delivered are old, of poor

material and badly made. A word to the wise

is sufficient. No sensible dealer will permit

this warning to make him question the goods

or the truthfulness of established tire manu-
facturers or jobbers.

What \t Means.

According to the best authorities, 1899 is'

likely to see a great revival of railroad build-

ing. It is estimated that 5,000 miles will be

added to the mileage of the United States,

which would be a greater record than that of

any year since 1890. This means the invest-

ment of about $150,000,000 and the permanent

employment of about 25,000 men, swelling the

total mileage to about 192,000 miles, the capital

to about $12,500,000,000 and the number of

employes to a million. It means, incidentally,

the growth of undeveloped towns, an increase

of wagon roads and other adjuncts of civiliza-

tion. It means, in brief, more demand for

bicycles and more money 'with which to pay

for them.

Alabama's Hundred-Dollar Tax.

If this sort of thing continues, every legisla-

ture in the Union will lie awake nights de-

vising new plans to harass the bicycle busi-

ness. Recently the state of Georgia, feeling

the need of revenue, sah, imposed a $100 tax

upon every bicycle manufacturer, traveler or

local agent doing business in the state. Now
the Solons of Alabama have done the same.

Change in Handle-Bars.

Dealers who have commenced to size up
the situation this year say that the ram's-horn

and drop handle-bars are on the decline and
that the large majority of people are showing
a preference for the adjustable bar in the

raised position, or to the stationary raised bar.

This is as it should be, for it shows that the

hump-back variety of rider is dying out.

Wiring and Wondering.

Just about now the average dealer is wiring

and wondering concerning the order that was
sent in a week ago, that should have been
sent in two weeks ago, and that has not yet

been filled.

More's the Pityl

The new Collins law, which aims to prevent

six-day and, other races from continuing more
than twelve hours, out of any twenty-four, will

hardly be applied to double century runs, for

which entry fees are charged.

PERTAINING TO PUBLICITY.

A trade journal with a thousand subscribers often
has a greater number of readers of the sort the adver-
tiser wishes to appeal to than the daily paper circu-
lating a hundred thousand copies.

—
"Printers' Ink."

If business is good, you can afford to ad-

vertise and keep it so; if it's poor, you can

advertise and make it better.

You may get along very well and only

advertise in The Wheel half the time; so

you could plod along with only one foot. If

one foot is a good thing to use, two feet are

better. Why not use "both feet"—and con-

tinuous advertising?

The business of the every-issue advertiser

is always a better business than that of the

once-in-a-while-whenever-I-need-it man. Ad-
vertising will bring business, but in ordc" to

keep that business and get more you must
keep on advertising.

Too many manufacturers consider their ad-

vertising an expense. Just take yourself off

in a corner and reason it out. Advertising

costs money, but brings business; more busi-

ness means more profit; therefore, as you

have more profit with advertising than with-

out, advertising is an investment and not an

e-xpense. It is necessary to explain it in this

primary manner in order that some people

will understand it. Their good reasoning

powers on other subjects seem to fail them
when they strike the item of advertising.

A manufacturer of bicycles once said: "I

will discontinue my advertising and add that

much money to the year's profits." He dis-

continued the advertising, but he didn't find

it added to the profits. He persisted in his

course, and at the end of three years his com-

pany failed. Advertising is a buzz-saw. As
long as you let it run you're perfectly safe,

but if you try to stop it you're liable to get

cut.

Advertising pays best in times of prosperity.

This country of ours was never more pros-

perous than to-day, and good advertising is

just now bringing double good results. It is

the best opportunity the advertiser has had

in five years. Make the most of it, or you

may wake up a few years hence and find your-

self in the tag-end of the procession.

An Accurate Barometer.

The Standard Oil Company only controls

65 per cent of the total output of refined pe-

troleum in this country. You can use this

fact as the handle of most any kind of an ar-

gument on the prevailing question.

When the horseless carriage shall collide

with something and break up its occupant, a

wireless telegram will be sent to his relatives.

9
With frequent auction sales to kill trade,

and frequent fraud to kill racing, cycling in

Australia is in a pale-green condition.

*
. Warden Sage is puzzled how to keep his charges

at Sing Sing busy.—New York Journal.

Have 'em build roads.

New York city's chief of police did the

bicycle bell business a good turn on Tuesday.
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AUSTRALIAK TRADE BAD.

Frequent Agency Changes, Auction Sales and

Crooked Racing Men Have Detaorallzed

tlie Business and Sport.

Melbourne, March 14.—^The trade in Aus-

tralia at the present moment is in anything

but a satisfactory condition. Besides the Aus-

tral Cycle Agency, there are several other

firms who hold periodical auction sales, either

weekly or fortnightly.

What with this method of distribution and

the growing numbers of the parts assemblers,

legitimate trading is at a very low ebb. Ow-
ing to the numerous changes made by the

English makers of their representatives in

Australia, it so happens that two or more
firms hold considerable stocks of the one ma-
chine. When one of these firms starts auc-

tioning the result is that the machines are

quitted at about one-third of the price asked

by the new. duly accredited agent; the worst

which can be said of those wheels falling un-

der the hammer being that they are a year or

two old in pattern.

I should judge that the number of machines

placed in the auction rooms in Melbourne ap-

proximates 100 per week—all new machines

—

and the average price obtained $40 to $50.

The sport, also, has had rather a setback

this present season. The betting element

seems to have linked itself with the racers, for

many times have races been "fixed"—the

whole of the riders in one heat combining

and arranging that one man was to win, and
the betters backing that man at any price ob-

tainable.

This even happened in one final—on the

second day of the A. N. A. race meeting. It

was a team race, three against three, the de-

ciding event consisting of three teams of three

men each. The prizes were first $250, second

$120. The nine men agreed to divide, and

backed one man to win. He won. Each com-

petitor cleared somewhere about $75. And
they call it sport!

Stifi running, even by the very best of them,

has been frequent, and although the cracks

have been called before the judges almost as

frequently, they appear to be acquitted in some
unaccountable manner.

'It is not anticipated that there will be much
road racing indulged in during this coming
winter. The police have been instructed to

take the names of those so indulging and sum-

moning them for furious riding.

Our Business Methods.

An Australian firm contrasts the business

methods of Great Britain and the United

States as follows:

"We never receive a consignment from Eng-

land without having to complain of over-

charges or omissions, and only that we have

spent our time and money in pushing this par-

ticular machine we would leave this firm and

seek better treatment elsewhere. The machines,

except for the weakness in the steering tube,

are all that can 'be desired, and it seems incom-

nrehensible to us that a vital fault which could

be so easily remedied is not attended to at

once.

"So much for our experience with the Brit-

ish manufacturer. Now contrast the business

tact of the American. We ordered some ladies'

machines at a figure considerably lower than

English goods of equal quality. In due course

we received these goods, found them up to

our expectations, and besides there were a

immber of spare parts packed in the cases

—

and free. Anythmg free was a revelation to

us after our 'British experience.

"We have seen breakages of high-price Eng-
lish bicycles which could be traced to the fact

that the liner was not 'brazed to the tube, and

we therefore agree with a writer that the braz-

ing of fork crowns should receive more care-

ful attention, and we also endorse his opinion

on the relative qualities of cheap English and

American machines. The former is a bullock

wagon, while the latter is neatly finished, and

not nearly so cumbersome.

"We would advise the English manufactur-

ers not to content themselves with the present

condition of aflfairs, or to think too lightly of

the American competition in the Colonies, as

we find them building their bicycles with all

the popular English ideas, Westwood rims,

Dunlop tires, brakes, mud-guards, etc. Our
experience in the trade convinces us that the

weight of the rEnglish lady's bicycle is a great

drawback to its sale. The light, stylish Amer-
ican article is growing in favor every day."

Waiting to Buy.

Washington. D, C, April 15.—One of the

most striking features in the development of

the export cycle trade has been the large in-

crease in trade done with South America.

During the calendar year 1898 the total ex-

port of bicycles and bicycle material there

amounted to $292,946, while during the same

period of 1897 the total valuation was only

$108,949, showmg a net gain of $183,997 in

twelve months. While American manufac-

turers lack the conspicuous advantages of

European competitors for the trade of South

America, yet they are able to claim a share

of the trade which compares favorably with

what other nations obtain by great efifort, but

which still falls far short of what could be

brought to America by more vigorous en-

deavor. While it is true this country is de-

pendent upon British competitors for shipping

and banking facilities, and in this respect

American manufacturers are at material dis-

advantage, yet in spite of these conditions

American cycle manufacturers could secure

a much larger share of the cycle trade of the

growing countries to the south of the United

States if they study the South American mar-

kets and aim to conform to all the require-

ments of the trade there. These are the po-

tent factors which have enabled America's

competitors to secure such a good hold on

those markets.

There are no conditions in the South Amer-

ican trade which American cycle manufac-

turers cannot meet successfully if they under-

take to enter those markets by practical

business methods and with due regard to local

trade requirements. There is no patent on
the methods by which this trade is being de-

veloped by England, France and Germany;
there is no monopoly which should bar out

the United States. The investigations already

made seem to make it clear that an immediate
increase in American cycle exports to South
America can be effected if the manufacturers
will send only competent men down there to

cultivate the trade as they do at home. This
promising field should be thoroughly ex-
ploited, since quick results are sure to follow.

Andrae Wheels in Cuba.

Milwaukee, Wis., April 15.^Arrangements
have been made by the Andrae people with a

Havana jobbing house to push Andrae bi-

cycles in Cuba. The company a short time
ago sent an agent to Cuba to look into trade

prospects there and his report has been re-

ceived. Cuba seems to be a field of large pos-
sibilities. There are numerous excellent mac-
adam roads in the vicinity of Havana, although

so far as the city itself is concerned the pave-

ments are of rough stone.

Some Export Increases.

Washington, D. C, April 8.—American bi-

cycle manufacturers continue to extend their

"spheres of influence." For example, cycle

exports to Argentina increased from $48,352

in the eight months of the fiscal year '98 to

$117,452 in the corresponding months of the

fiscal year '99, while in the same period the

exports to Japan increased from $60,997 to

$95,640, and those to British East Indies from

$34,691 to $116,638.

International Races in Paris.

Paris, April 16.—-The first great bicycle

match of the season came of? to-day at the

Pare des Princes. In the 50-mile race Wal-
ters, of England, won in 1.34.43, lowering the

record made in 1896 by A. D. Frost, of Lon-
don, whose time -was, 1.34.45. Dijon, the

Frenchman, was second, and Tom Linton, of

Wales, third. J. Frank Starbuck, of Philadel-

phia, abandoned the contest midway.

American Bicycles in Buenos Ayres.

London, April 12.—^The British Consul at

Buenos Ayres reports that in 1898 4,545 bi-

cycles were imported into the Argentine Re-

public, of which 2,590 were of American and

500 of British manufacture.

Argentine TariflF Decrease.

The tariff on imports of bicycles into the

Argentine Republic remains 25 per cent, but

the valuation is decreased to .$45. Last year

it was $50. The valuation on juveniles has

been placed at $20.

Edwin S. Youse, head salesman of the

Packer Cycle Co., Reading, Pa., has opened

a nicely equipped bicycle store at 85 North

Fifth street.

Stow & Phillips, bicycle dealers, at Meri-

deti. Conn,, have been succeeded by Oscar

Hagen.
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DOINGS IN THE WORLD OF AUTOMOBILISM.
+:-:-:-

OUT OF THE WOODS.

Chicago's AntomobUe Industry Comes from

the Verdure, and Is in the Open for Every-

thing and Anything.

Chicago, April 15.—The Woods Motor

Vehicle Co., whose New Jersey incorpora-

tion was reported in your last issue, is virtu-

ally a Chicago corporation, although wealthy

electricians in Canada and the United States

are stockholders and officers. The new or-

ganization was promoted by A. E. Adams &
Co., bankers and brokers of Toronto, Can.

The Chicago Electrical Vehicle Co., which is

really a branch of the manufacturing com-
pany formed to operate cab and carriage

lines in this city, was organized by Samuel
Insull. The men identified with these auto-

mobile companies are associated with other

large electrical concerns. Samuel Insull, who
is to be president of the Woods Motor Ve-
hicle Co., is treasurer of the Chicago Edison

General Electrical Co. Frederic Nicholls, who
will be vice-president, is vice-president of the

Canadian General Electrical Co.; H. B.

D wight, one of the directors of the new com-
pany, is president of the Northwestern Tele-

graph Association of Canada. Robert T. Lin-

coln, Byron Smith, president of the Not-thern

Trust Co., and Benjamin F. Becker, of the

law firm of Newman, Northrup & Swinson,

are among the prominent stockholders.

The Woods Motor Vehicle Co. is incorpor-

ated for $10,000,000, and will immediately be-

gin the manufacture of automobile carriages

and vehicles of all kinds. The. new company
is organized as the result of experiments

made by the Fisher Equipment Co., located

at Wabash avenue and Twentieth street. This

company owns all the electric patents of C.

E. Woods, the inventor, who will be the gen-

eral superintendent of the new company. Two
large factories will be built, one on the site

of the present Fisher Equipment Co.'s plant,

but extending all the way to Wabash avenue;

the other on the vacant lot across the street.

Other factories will be established in Cincin-

nati, New York and San Francisco, it being

the intention of the corporation not only to

supply American trade, but to push the busi-

ness into foreign countries as well.

"My father was a carriage-maker," said Mr.

Woods, when seen about the concern, "and

I learned the business from him. When I

turned my attention to inventing electrical

appliances for the propulsion of carriages, I

knew to be successful all kinds of vehicles

must be included. We have been experiment-

ing for about two years. Our vehicles have
been tried over all kinds of country and city

roads, and have proved successful. They are

no longer an experiment. We shall manu-
facture not only the electrical machinery, but

carriages, cabs, road wagons, traps, surreys,

stanhopes, phaetons, broughams, landaus, om-
nibuses, delivery wagons and all styles of

wheeled vehicles."

The weight of a stanhope is 1,250 pounds.

Its batteries weigh 800 pounds. It will run

eighteen miles on one charge at a maximum
speed of fourteen miles an hour. The cost

of maintaining the batteries will be about $60

a year, and the cost of running the vehicles

is from 1 to 2 cents a mile. The cost of a

stanhope is $1,900. Road wagons that will

carry two persons can be bought for $750

and maintained for $50 a year.

The new factory in Chicago will employ 600

hands. It will be in operation early in the

summer. Orders for the Woods motor ve-

hicles from Berlin, Paris, London, New York,

Boston, Philadelphia and Chicago have al-

ready been received. The general offices of

the company will be in Chicago.

TIRE-KING CROKER.

" First Ever Seen in Toledo.

Toledo, April 17.—The first horseless car-

riage ever seen on the streets of Toledo was

paraded on Warren avenue iast Thursday.

There were four persons in the vehicle, and

Superintendent George A. Burwell, of the

Lozier works, was holding the lever. He is

the inventor of the engine which propelled the

vehicle. The carriage is built on the order of

a tricycle, and makes excellent speed. It car-

ries four persons comfortably. Mr. Burwell

said yesterday that the carriage is a success,

although the roads here are not suitable. He
stated that Mr. Lozier was not interested in

the patent, and that he had not seen the in-

vention. He says he knows nothing about the

Loziers going into the business of making
the carriages.

Straws and the Wind.

Austria has decided to admit, duty free, pet

roleum and benzine destined for automobile

use; the French are agitating a similar conces-

sion for alcohol as a motive power, providinir

it is made unfit for medicinal purposes; and

now the chamber of commerce of Pisa has de-

cided to petition the Italian government to

take similar steps. These concessions show to

what extent the use of automobiles is increas-

ing in Europe.

Another New Company.

Articles of incorporation were filed last week
in the Camden County (N. J.) Clerk's office

by the Atlantic Electric Vehicle Co. The ob-

jects of the corporation are to manufacture

and sell motor vehicles of all kinds. The capi-

tal stock is $100,000, and the amount paid in

is said to be $1,000. The corporators arc

James H. Nixon and Charles P. Rooney, of

Philadelphia, and F. D. Weaver, of Camden.

Great Is the Demand.

The motocycle department of the Indiana

Bicycle Co. is busy manufacturing parts of ma-
chines. C. F. Smith says the new machine.-;

will be ready for the market about May 1.

The company, he says, are having a large de-

mand for the vehicles from all over the coun-

try, and the few manufactured will not supply

even a part of the demand.

Telling the Story.

During 1898 France imported 39,500 kilos

of automobiles, whilst similar imports in 1897

amounted in weight to 19,985 kilos. The ex-

ports in this line in 1897 were 62,369 kilos,

which increased to 175,000 kilos in 1898.

The Son of Richard the Great Buys Out

Blaurock, Newton, Chase and Some Other

Good-Sized Tire Plants.

Richard Croker, Jr., is going into the auto-

mobile business. He has accepted the vice-

presidency of the International Automobile

& Vehicle Tire Co., a New Jersey corporation,

with a capital stock of $3,000,000.

Articles of incorporation of the company
were filed with the county clerk of Hudson
county, N. J., on Saturday. Richard Croker,

Jr.; Frank E. Bradley, a lawyer, of this city,

and Charles E. King, of the New Jersey Cor-

poration Agency, of Jersey City, were named
as incorporators. The capital stock is divided

into $1,500,000 preferred at 7 per cent, and

$1,500,000 common stock.

The company is to have close business rela-

tions with the New York Autotruck Co., in

which Mr. Croker is interested. According

to an official statement given out at the Dem-
ocratic Club, Richard Croker, Jr., will be

general manager, as well as vice-president of

the new concern, which has just purchased

the plant of L. C. Chase & Co., of Boston

and Chelsea, Mass. The company has also

purchased the Newton Rubber Works, at

Newton Upper Falls, Mass., and the right to

manufacture the Apex tire and the Blaurock

pneumatic puncture proof tires. The Ameri-

caif Tire Co. is included in this purchase of

the Apex, which tire, by the bye, it is said,

will be the only one used on all the heavy

vehicles manufactured by the Autotruck Co.

The official statement says: "Enough orders

have been received to keep the new concern

busy for the remainder of this year. It is

entirely independent of the Rubber Trust.

There is no truth in the report that Richard

Croker has bought an interest in the Rubber

Tire Co., of Springfield, O."

Despite this official denial, a telegram from

Springfield, O., sent Monday, said: "As a re-

sult of the sale of the Kelly Rubber Tire

Wheel Co.'s plant here, it will be moved to

New York within thirty days, according to

instructions received by E. S. Kelly, presi-

dent of the old company. The International

Automobile & Vehicle Tire Co. is the name
of the new company, which now controls the

rubber tire plant. It was recently incorpor-

ated at Jersey City with a capital stock of

$3,000,000."

His Oil Tank E:sploded.

The difficulty of making anything fool-proof

has been once again demonstrated by the case

of a French motor cyclist who was fatally

burned to death on the Promenade des An-
glais, at Nice, last Tuesday, by the explosion

of the machine he was riding.

Holyoke Is Hopeful.

The Holyoke (Mass.) Motor Works have

orders for 100 motor-wagons, the 'bulk of

which are for New York parties. The concern

has had to double its working force to keep

up with orders.
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Favorite" Bicycles.
^

We make JUVENILES a specialty.

WriteWc have the reputation of making the best Juvenile Bicycles in the World
§ us when in
•o

the market. Our grade is high. Our prices low. Send for Catalogue.

Wc also make Adult FAVORITES—an honest wheel at a moderate price.
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THE TOLEDO METAL WHEEL CO., - Toledo, Ohio. I

Kindly mention The Wheel. J

l^»
|
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Kindly mention The Wheel,

Have you one of our 1899 Catalogues?
The most complete in the line, showing 2,000

combinations of Frame Sets.
c:^^ In fact all Parts and Machinery for manufacturing bicycles. We man-

ufacture

The "Reliable" Screw-Cutting Engine Lathe,
In two sizes, lo x 25 and 10 x 36 between centres, either foot power or

power.

THE UNIVERSAL TUBE CUTTER,
Cuts Tubing from }4-mch to i^-inch.

PETER A. FRASSE & CO.,
Fulton Street, New York, U. S. A.
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IPHENOMENONI
The Leading Gas Lamp of Europe,

HAS PROVED A WINNER AT THE
NEW YORK AND PHII,ADELPHIA SHOWS.

Gas Filtered Before Reaching Burner-

No Impurities to Clog Burner.

It has advantages not pos-

sessed by any other Gas

I
Lamp.

The burner has a lava tip,

which is so constructed that

the fish-tail flame rests di-

rectly on the tip, and is not

suspended above it. As a

result the light can never be
blown out, and is abso-

lutely stationary under all conditions.

The flow of gas is absolutely uniform.

The Phenomenon is the easiest lamp to

clean, and will be

The Best Seller in '99.V Model 239. Price, S3.60.

SEND FOR DISCOUNTS.
THEY WILI, INTEREST YOU.

Wolfgang Richter.
1708 Germantown Ave , - PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

iFisk Tires!

.5

FOR

I BICYCLESi^sCARRIAGES
FULLY GUARANTEED.

Trade-Mark.

I
FISK RUBBER COIVIPANY,

•!• Chicopee Falls, Mass.

i
S New York Agents, CASE & SCHLAUDECKER, No. 92 Wall

t Street, New York.

t
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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WHAT THEY THINK.

Opinions on Chainless and General Prospects

In One of the Hardest Rldlnc Centres of

the Country.

There is perhaps no better riding district

in the world—for certain purposes—than the

district of St. Louis and its environs. For the

purpose of producing experts in the matter

of staying in the saddle under adverse topo-

graphical circumstances, or for the purpose

of testing the structural qualities of a bicycle,

the Mound City has long been famously suc-

cessful.

In securing opinions on the chainless pros-

pects, recently, St. Louis was included. A
synopsis of the report from that city was

printed in The Wheel last week. The full

report is given below. It not only shows the

present status and future prospects of the

chainless bicycle in that city of horribly-

sprinkled streets and its surrounding district

of semi-wild, picturesque hills, but throws

light on the business being done and likely to

be done in chain-driven machines, of which

the cheaper grades seem to be in greatest de-

mand.

Jordan & Sanders.—The season has been

very backward, but on the few bright days we

have had, there has been a very brisk demand
for bicycles and when the season opens up

there will be a good business. Our business

so far has exceeded that of last year up to the

present time, in spite of the bad weather. So

far the demand is practically all on chain

wheels. Our chainless is the Stearns Bevel

gear and while there will be quite a few sold,

we do not think the demand will exceed 12 to

15 per cent of our total sales. Seasoned road

riders do not take much interest in the new

idea. The people who have up to the present

made inquiries regarding the chainless wheels

are principally the more recent converts and

what might be termed strictly pleasure riders.

The bulk of our business will 'be about equally

divided on chain wheels of the $35 and $50

grades.

St. Louis Cycle Co.—E. L. Morgan, the

manager, said: "If the chainless wheel will

run a month or six weeks continuously over

our roads and streets without giving any

trouble, we anticipate a big demand for it, but

if those now out go wrong and prospective

purchasers hear of it, then, of course, the de-

mand will be limited. iWe are prepared to

furnish either style of gear on our line. We
have the Crescent with iBevel gear and can

furnish the .Sager gear on the Cleveland, An-
drae and Viking models. The bad weather

has interfered with business, but we are hav-

ing numerous prospective buyers who are

looking around, and have made quite a few

sales. Our business so far has all been on
chain wheels, but when the chainless gets

started the demand will be good. We do not

expect to do much with the 30-inch wheels.

On chain wheels the largest business will be

on $25 to $30 goods, although there will be

many $50 wheels sold."

Pope Mfg. Co., J. H. Blackman, manager.

—

I hardly know what to say. St. Louis is a

very poor bicycle town. The conditions here

are against a really good business, owing to

the character and condition of our streets.

Business will be much better this year than

for several years past, and people have more

money to spend. Again, there are many riders

who overdid the thing two or three years ago

and quit riding altogether. These people are

coming back and many of them will be in the

market for wheels. Our retail business so far

is much better than up to this time last year.

We are a distributing depot for a large sec-

tion of territory and business with our country

agents has been good, considering the adverse

weather conditions.

As regards the chainless wheel, we expect to

do a big business with it, as we are confident

it is the coming wheel. Our success with it

last year has proven this. Another item which

helps the chainless is the fact that it appeals to

the people who have money and are willing

to spend it for the best they can get. Of our

total sales, I think 33 1-3 per cent will be of

the chainless model. On the chain wheel our

best sellers will be the $35 and $40 models.

We also make a 30-inch wheel, but there will

be very few sold.

A. F. Shapleigh Hardware Co., R. J. Lea-

cock, retail 'manager.—^I think this will be a

pretty good year, provided the weather settles

down, but if the present unfavorable weather

continues much longer, many people will get

out of the notion of buying bicycles. Busi-

ness has been very fair, considering that we
have had no spring weather at all. We have a

great many people in who are figuring on

buying, but they are putting it off until they

can have an opportunity to ride. We do not

have a chainless wheel, so I am not in a posi-

tion to say very much about it one way or the

other. There will be a small demand for 30-

inch wheels, but the 28-inch wheel, listing at

from $25 to $30, is going to catch the majority

of the people.

Simmons Hardware Co., J. H. Borgess, in

charge of the retail sales.—^We are going to

do a big business on the chainless wheel. I

think anywhere from one-fourth to one-third

of our total retail sales will be on this type.

From the num'ber of people who have been

looking at wheels I think the prospects for a

good year are very bright. 'Our business has

been fair, but not quite up to last year's mark
at this time. It will come, though, when the

weather settles down. We can supply the

Bevel gear on the Colum'bia, for which we
have a city agency, and the Sager gear on the

Iver Johnson line. Of the chain wheels the

$50 wheel will be the best seller.

C. & W. McClenn, 'C. W. Hatch, manager
of bicycle department.—We do not expect to

have much of a sale on the chainless wheel.

The demand will pro'bably not exceed five per

cent of our total sales. What few inquiries we
have had so far have been from the newer

riders. The old road pluggers, it appears,

wish to let well enough alone and stick to the

chain-driven wheel. Our leader is the Tribune

and they do not make the chainless at all.

We also have the 'Sterling and furnish it with

the Bevel gear to those who want it. The
weather so far has been awfully against us, but

the prospects for a good year are very bright.

Our sales so far this year are much larger

than for the corresponding period last year.

We think our best 'business will be on the $60

wheel.

J. H. Neustadt Cycle Supply Co., W.
Phaing, manager retail department.—We are

not in position to say what the demand for

the chainless wheel is going to be, as we do

not handle anything of the kind. We cater to

a class of people who are not faddists and

don't want to spend much money for a bicycle.

Our trade demands a good, substantial bicycle

for practical use, and with this end in view we
are building a wheel which we can supply at

a price varying from $23 to $30, according to

equipment. Business so far has been very

good, and when the season opens up we ex-

pect a lively trade. We are doing a large bus-

iness in sundries, both wholesale and retail.

iM. C. Jameson, 1015 Olive street, said: "I

do not think the prospects for a really good

business are any too bright, and the bicycle

business in this city will never be what it

should be so long as the people have to sub-

mit to the poor streets and worse sprinkling

with which the city is inflicted. If we can only

get the streets rationally sprinkled it will help

the business along considerably. I do not

'

think the chainless will cut much of a figure,

as we have had very little inquiry for it so far..

I figure that possibly five per cent of our busi-

ness will 'be on chainless models and all the

rest will be on chain wheels, about equally

divided between the $35 and $50 grades. Our
chainless is the (Monarch, on which we can

supply either the Sager or Bevel gear. Busi-

ness has been better than up to this time last

year."

E. A. Grath, 404 .North Seventh street.—

I

am going to do a good business on the chain-

less this year. I think 25 per cent of our busi-

ness will be done on this type of bicycle. We
have sold up to date 28 chainless wheels, but

so far have been able to deliver 'but nine of

them. It is almost impossible to get them
from the factory. We handle the Orient and

Olive lines and supply the Sager gear on 'both

of them. We don't know what the other peo-

ple are doing, but are satisfied the chainless

is going to have a big run so far as we are

concerned. If the weather will only settle

down and give us half a chance, business

would go with a rush. On chain wheels we
expect our sales will be about equally divided

on $35 and $50 models.

Prices hat Settled the Strike.

The following prices for the filing of bicy-

cle frames were the basis of the settlement of

the recent strike in the factory of the Beebe

Mfg. Co., Racine Junction, Wis.: Flush

diamond, 18 cents each; flush drop, 28 cents

each; outside diamond, 12 cents each; outside

drop, 22 cents. A price of five cents per frame

was agreed upon for grinding.

New Chainless Company.

The Reading Chainless Gear Co. have been

incorporated in New Jersey. Principal office.

New Jersey Corporation Guarantee & Trust

Co., Camden, N. J. Patented chainless gears,

bicycles, etc., will be manufactured. Capital,

.$50,000. Incorporators: Henry C. England,

John E. Blackman, G. B. Stevens.

Frank T. Fowler, Alderman.

Frank T. Fowler, president of the Fowler

Cycle Works, Chicago, has been elected al-

derman in that city, defeating the Democratic

candidate by a 1,480 majority. In the pre-

vious election the Democrat won by 400 ma-
jority.
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MENDS AND METHODS.
+ :-

^
Removing Crank-Keys. ^ >^

The following sketch and description of a

device to remove crank-keys is sent by one

of the readers of this page: "Take a piece of

steel IJxli inches square and 5J inches long;

forge out handle to length of 6 inches and you

have the anvil (No. 1). No. 2 is stationary

hammer, with bent arm; size of hammer to be

ljxl|^x2 inches. No. 3 is lift spring. No. 4,

hammer's support working on hinge at cen-

tre. The hole in the face of the anvil is for

V.1

butt-end of key, to be drilled l}x7-16 inches.

Hole in face of hammer drilled about three-

quarter inches in diameter and deep enough

to hold brass or babbitt to retain threads and

end of key. Press up hard enough to take

strain oft bearings and strike standing ham-

mer with IJ-pound hammer. One smart blow

and the thing is done."

Rack for Saddles.

This sketch shows a handy saddle display

stand its maker is using for window display.

It can be made of oak or pine. The upright

piece is. fastened to the base with two corner

irons. Such a stand, with following dimen-

sions, can be made to hold 20 to 26 saddles:

Base 1-foot square; height of centre piece,

3} feet by IJ- inches square; full length of rods,

14 inches. If desired you can fasten wire

brackets on top for bicycle lamps or other

sundries. This stand is also very convenient

for holding other parts of a wheel.

Temporary Mends of Broken Tubing.

When a tube breaks by some accident—say

a handle-bar, or even if the top-bar of the

frame snaps through—there are several ways

of overcoming the difficulty. As a rule, it is

impossible to remedy the matter at once, as

parts will have to be secured from the mak-

ers. Straighten out the broken ends on the

-- +

point of a small vise or on a mandrel. Place

in the two ends of a piece of stout hard wood
that will fit the tube perfectly. Drill holes

through the tube and wood, and through

these put small, tight-fitting bolts, fastening

them in with nuts. This will make a fairly

substantial temporary repair. If a tube breaks

in any curved part, the difficulty is greater.

A plug of lead instead of a wooden one may
then be driven in and riveted. Great care

must be taken that a wheel with such a re-

pair is not subjected to undue strain.

I<eft-Hand Male Screw with Right-Hand Tap.

To cut a left-hand male screw with a right-

hand tap, proceed as follows: Take a die-

stock of suitable size, remove the dies and in

their places fit a pair of hard-wood blocks.

At about the middle of one block bore a hole

to the tapping size of the screw to be cut, and

into this screw the tap that is intended to

be used. Remove the tap and cut V-notches

in the blocks at those points which would

be threaded in an ordinary pair of dies. Make
one notch extend into the hole already tapped

through, and make this notch to a wide angle.

Put the blocks in the die-stock and the taps

in the hole; place it so that one of its cutting

edges lies in the V-notch; by taking care to

start right the notch in the block opposite

the tap will become impressed with the thread

after one or two turns, and will then guide the

dies, the tap doing the cutting.

To Remove Old Snamel.

In answer to query for removing enamel, a

correspondent says he finds the best way is

to use a gasoline blow-torch and burn the

enamel, using at the same time an old chisel,

or something similar, with a square, smooth

corner, to scrape off the enamel while it is

hot. All the old enamel can be removed

from a frame in a few minutes in this manner.

Do not use a solution, as it is injurious to the

metal, and cannot be prevented from getting

inside of the frame.

Sprocket Trouble Cures.

Riders often imagine there is something

wrong with the sprocket when they hear a

creaking sound. The trouble is oftener lo-

cated in the saddle, and occurs just when the

rider is pushing hard down on the pedal. A
drop of oil on a dry joint, or a turn with the

wrench will often cure it. If not located

there, examine the cranks; tighten up the cot-

ter-pin and the pedal nuts.

Cause of Rims Cracking.

Rims crack from the looseness of the

spokes—the nipples slip up and down in the

rim. This also produces a noise that the

hardest inflation only partly cures. Tighten

up the spokes, taking care not to throw wheel

out of true, and the remedy will be found to

be a permanent one.

Taking Corfcaline Handles Off.

Light a centre-draft lamp, holding it in one

hand a few inches from the handle; with the

other hand twist the handle. When the bar

becomes sufficiently heated, the cement will

melt, and the handle comes oflf easily.

A CHAT ON DEALERS' ADVERTISING.

By G. H. E. Hawkins.

The public, even though they do not know
it, are alive to the features of gi?od advertis-

ing. A good advertisement will always attract

their attention quicker and produce better re-

sults than the announcement that has nothing

distinctive about it. If your advertisements

read better than your competitor's, it won't

be long before your trade will be better than

his.

Get some ginger into your copy, even if you
have to hire someone else to infuse it. Telling

old things in a new way is always effective.

Don't use any more space than you need.

Make a line contract with your newspaper and
vary the space according to what you have to

say. There is no use filling up a five or six

inch space when you have only a two-inch

story.

And remember that it pays to tell the futh
—even in an advertisement. Handle only such

wheels as you can sell when the whole truth

is known, and then don't neglect to tell it

every chance you get.

The cut in this advertisement is No. 38, and
will be sent to any dealer for 25 cents.

'^

LD
WHEELS
MADE
NEW.

An echo from our

complete repair shop.

To be sure, we han-

dle no wheels which

we believe will ever cause much
trouble; but "accidents will happen,"

and when they do, it is a comfort to

know your wheel can be repaired without

the expense and wait entailed by send-

ing it to the makers' factory.

If anything about your bicycle breaks,

bends or shows imperfection, we replace

or repair free of charge if your purchase

was made of us.

.Jj/sho;; Standards:-"
°-

to ride.

'they're built

JOHNSON BROS.
Bicycles for the Masses

i8 and 30 I/Ogan Avenue

nV SERVICES AT YOUR SER-
VICE.

I want to hear from bicycle makers
who wish better advertisements, booklets,

catalogues—better advertising generally

and better results.

Just now 'I have a plan for a series of

advertisements, to occupy half or full

page in The Wheel and other trade

papers, that would cause much comment
and give prestige to the advertiser us-

ing it.

Write me if you're interested.

G. H. E. Hawkins,

"The Advertising Man,"

1122 Broadway, N. Y.
Special rates to dealers for regular service

on retail advertisements.
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ONE FRENCH LESSON!

What It Teaches Regarding the Chances of

Secession, Track Owners' and Racing Men's

Associations—Outlaws Cannot Race.

Paris, March 28.—The Union Velocipedique

dc France is coming to the front as a power-

ful controlling body; it is no longer the flabby

organism it has been in the past. AH the

troubles of the Union have arisen from the fact

that it was afraid to do anything against the

powerful track owners and the syndicate of

professional riders who at one time had mat-

ters all their own way. In the early days of

the sport the U. V. F. was a power in the

land. It was founded to regulate sport as dis-

tinct from pastime, which latter was under the

control of the Touring Club de France, and

as each worked iri its own domain there was

no reason why the Union should not have

kept up its influence in the same way as the

Touring Club has done. But at that time the

U. V. F. was ambitious. The men controlling

i(' were wanting in business capacity and lack-

ed tact; they ruffled the 'susceptibilities of the

track owners and professional riders by putv

ting into force all sorts of harassing rules:

While the track owners andjacing men were

rhaking piles of money they didn't caire a cent

for the Union, whose thunders fell as harm-:

less as water on a duck's back. Many of the

track people repudiated the governing bodyj

declaring they could manage their own busi-

ness without outside aid.

This was a severe blow to the Union, which

unwisely thought it better to strike out on an-

other tack. It magnanimously gave full liberty

to track owners and the riders, and tried to

extend its influence by taking over the control

of the pastime. 'Here it made another big mis-

take. The Touring Club de France naturally

o'bjected to anyone poaching on its preserves,

and a lot of bad feeling was created between

the two bodies. The climax came when the

Union found itself in financial difficulties and

seemed to be perilously near a collapse. 'Half

a dozen members of the commiitee retired and

founded an opposition body known as the

Union Cycliste de France, which was to eon-

fine itself exclusively to the management of

the sport. The tomahawking that took place

between the two bodies was one of the most

amusing things in the history of French cy-

cling. /Meanwhile, the track owners found

that they had overestimated their abilities as

promoters and controllers of racing. The pro-

fessional cracks didn't care any more for the

track owners than they did for the Union.

They were coining money and felt themselves

free to treak engagements as they pleased, a

feeling some of the track owners encouraged

by offering them big fees to break their en-

gagements with rival promoters.

Altogether racing was in a lamentable state

of anarchy. In the hopes of bringing order

ofit of ehaos the track owners affiliated them-

selves with the Union Cycliste and the profes-

sionals retaliated by forming themselves into

a syndicate. The last state of affairs became

worse than the first. The sport was at a dead-

lock, and as the promoters and the profession-

als were eonstantly at loggerheads the public

stayed away from the tracks, utterly disgusted

with the parody that was offered them as

cycle racing. The Union Cycliste de France

died after a short and troubled existence, leav-

ing its ancient parent the woeful contempla-

tion of the wreck of what was once a flour-

ishing sport.

Evidently this experience has not been lost

upon the U. V. F. The committee has 'been

entirely remodeled and now includes several

good men. Moreover, it has the immense ad-

vantage of working in harmony with the In-

ternational Cyclists' Union, so that its word

is now law all over the Continent. The Union

has given a first proof that it does not mean

to have any nonsense by proclaiming the

Marseilles track and all who took part in the

meeting held there on Sunday last. A week

previously the owner of the (Marseilles track

had run races without obtaining the necessary

license and several unlicensed men like Jac-

quelin and Deschamp appeared. As a first

offense this was passed over with a warning.

No notice, however, was taken of the warnin.g,

with the result that the track has been disqual-

ified for a year; Jacquelin, Deschamp, F. Ver-

heyan and Lantermann are suspended until

June 18, the date of the Grand 'Prix, and eight

others are suspended for a month. The sen-

tence is severe, but just, for if the sport is to

regain some of its old popularity it must be

under proper control and run on straight lines.

The proprietor of the Marseilles track says

that he intends bringing an action against the

U. V. F., but he would be wise to save his

money, for similar actions have been brought

before and they have always fallen to the

ground. The 'moral of all this is that the U.

V. F. is itself again, and with the assistance

of the I. C. U. means to uphold its au-

thority. Those suspended American riders

who think that they will be able to come over

here and race on the French tracks had better

collect their fees tiefore they start, or they will

find themselves obliged to return home empty-

handed.

TWELVE HOURS DAILY.

state Handicappers Appointed.

Chicago, April 16.—^^Chairman Gerlach of

the L. A. W. Racing Board announces that the

following have been appointed handicappers:

W. G. Hunter, Indianapolis, for Indiana; H.

W. Rockwood, Vicksburg, for Mississippi;

Frank W. iHarbach, (Milwaukee, for Wiscon-

sin; Hosmer K. Arnold, Portland, for Ore-

gon; Harry T. 'Olcott, Pine Blufif, for Arkan-

sas.

A Sanger-i51nin(erman Race.

In reply to an inquiry, Walter C. Sanger

writes from Milwaukee setting straight the

rumors of a race between Zimmerman and

himself. There will be a carnival in Milwau-

kee during the last week in June. A Sanger-

Zimmerman race is proposed as a feature

Sanger is willing, and has written "Zim" in

the matter.

Racers Know This.

Of all sad words
Of tongue or pen.

The saddest are these:

"He's a has-been."

That Is the Limit of Time Set by the

New York I<aw for Six - Day and

Siniilar Races-

Albany, April 14.—Governor Roosevelt

s(gned the bill of Assemblyman Collins cov-

ering six-day bicycle and other races, and

making the proprietor, occupant or lessee of

the place where such race takes place and the

manager or superintendent of such a race

guilty of a misdemeanor. The text of the bill

follows:

AN ACT to amend the penal code and regulate bi-

cycle races and other contests of skill, speed or en-

durance wherein one or more persons engage as con-

testants.

The people of the State of New York, represented

in Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows:

Section 1. The penal code is hereby amended by

inserting immediately after section three hundred and

eighty-three the following new section:

Sec. 383a. In a bicycle race, or other contest of skill,

speed or endurance, wherein one or more persons

shall be a contestant or contestants, it shall be unlaw-

ful for any contestant to continue in such race or

contest for a longer time than twelve hours during

any twenty-four hours. The proprietor, occupant or

lessee of the place where such race or contest takes

place, consenting to, allowing or permitting any vio-

lation of the foregoing provisions of this section^ is

guilty of a misdemeanor. The manager or superin-

tendent of such race or contest consenting to, per-

mitting or allowing any violation of the provisions of

the first sentence of this section is guilty of a mis-

demeanor.

Sec. 2. This act shall take effect immediately.

Can Surface I^ines Carry Bicycles?

The Massasoit Cycle Club, Springfield,

Mass., has been agitating the carrying of dis-

abled bicycles on the rear or front platforms

of the street cars. The railroad commission-

ers were written to. The answer was that the

commissioners could give an opinion on the

simple request, but that the matter must be

formally presented to them, and that they

will make a ruling to cover the point and es-

tablish the exact status of the bicycle in the

state.

The query was prompted about ten days

ago by reason of the reply which the local

company made to the club in answer to its

petition that disabled bicycles be brought into

the city from suburban districts to save the

owner a long walk or great inconvenience in

getting his mount home by express or other-

wise. The company replied that the charter

it holds from the state will not allow it to

carry freight, and that the railroad commis-
sioners must first determine whether bicycles

are freight ere the railroad can decide what

to do.

The Metropolitan elevated railroad of New
York city has carried bicycles, during the

summer months, for the past two years. The
Bergen County Traction Co. have carried

wheels on their cars up the Fort Lee hill, while

the Kings County elevated road have made a

specialty of carrying bicycles for a number

of seasons.

Chicago dealers have not, so far, shown a

desire to back up the Decoration day road

race with valuable prizes.
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Two Models
FOR

•99.
Model 28, Men's,

List $35.00

Model 29, Ladies',

List $35.00
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Some of our Big-Selling Specialties for '99.

Our Perfection Wire Baskets, List 50c.,

75c., $1.00.

Our Perfection Sprocket Wrenches, List $1.00. Our Perfection Wlieel Truers, List $2.50.

OUR CATALOGUES AND PRICES FOR THE ASKING.

©UTING MFG. e©.. Indianapolis, Ind.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Ifong Island Railroad Helps Wheelmen.

Without doubt the Long Island Railroad is

doing more for good roads than any other

railroad in the United States. That the wheel-

men appreciate this is shown by the large

number who patronize this line. Just at pres-

ent they have their special passenger agent,

H. B. Fullerton, out on a good roads lecture

tour of the Island. President Baldwin, speak-

ing on the subject, says:

"The company is thoroughly in earnest in

the matter of good roads on Long Island, and

we will give the best railroad accommodations

to tho.se towns that are the most ready to co-

operate with us in the matter of good roads.

We have found that where improved roads are

built there is a more rapid growth in popula-

tion and wealth, and we are encouraged to

give improved railroad accommodations, be-

cause we see speedy results.

"That's business. Since the macadamized

roads have been built in the towns of North

Hempstead and Oyster Bay a large number of

very desirable people have purchased or rented

property at Roslyn, Sea Cliff, Glen Cove and

Locust Valley, and an improved train service

to those points has been well rewarded by an

encouraging increase in passenger and

freight. We have given the people of Glen

Cove a fine new depot this year as a reward

for their enterprise.

"The towns of Lynbrook, Rockville Centre

and Freeport are being built up rapidly largely

on account of their smooth and hard roads,

which are dry and can be traveled at all sea-

sons of the year. We are just now urging the

people of Huntington to vote for a resolu-

tion, to come before the voters next Tuesday,

to expend |60,000 on the main east and west

highways in their town. We shall give im-

proved railroad facilities to that section of the

Island if the people will co-operate with us.

This is a pure business proposition on our

part."

What the Long Island Railroad is doing

other railroads can do. Wheelmen should

keep matters like this in the minds of their

railroad friends.

Better Stand In with the Cop.

According to the proposed law, introduced

in New York state by Mr. Collins, for the

regulation of the use of bicycles, the heaviest

punishment for violating any bicycle ordinance

is $5, so it will be optional with the rider who
may be arrested whether he will appear in

court to protest or will consider his fine paid.

This will allow great latitude to the police to

earn a penny on the outside, for the bill pro-

vides that any person arrested for violation

of any bicycle ordinance may at the time of

his arrest tender the sum of $5 in money or

his wheel as security for his appearance in

court, and the officer making the arrest must

accept the security on the spot.

A Sweepstakes Road Race.

Road racing sitarted the career of many of

the most prominent professionals of to-day

and when these spring days roll around and

road racing is again the theme of conversa-

tion, the old timers ache for the opportunity

to show their ability. Gardiner, the Chicago

crack, says that he has never doubted the en-

tire feasibility of the promotion of a profes-

sional road race on the order of a sweep-

stakes. He believes that one hundred profes-

sionals could be secured for such a contest,

which, if started and finished at some resort,

would draw thousands to that point, the owner

of which could afford to come up handsomely

in the way of a -money purse.

Reaping: as They So*wed.

•A very just iNemesis is falling, upon the

council of the French Cyclists' Touring Club

for its action in excluding M. Zola. As soon

as this stupidly spiteful act was announced,

owing to Zola's defense o^ Dreyfus, many of

the club's most prominent members at once

resigned, and now it is announced that no

less than a thousand of M. Zola's sympathiz-

ers in the club have also resigned, and resig-

nations are coming in by scores almost by

every post.

Ambling Through Algiers.

The French' Cyclists' Touring Club lacks

nothing in enterprise. From May 18 to June

17 it will tour in iMorocco, riding over the

route between Tangiers a^nd Fez. The last ex-

tensive tour in Algiers proved very success-

ful. Here is a model for the L. A. W. to

copy.

A Fixed Rental for Wheels.

The Toronto city council is probably the

only legislative body which fixes the rate at

which bicycles can be hired. The schedule

of rates in force in that city is low—fifteen

cents for the first hour, ten cents for the sec-

ond and five cents for the third hour.

LUTIiY & CDS
NEW POPULAR PRICED WHEELS

Wl
TaS

- UP-TO-DATE - BEAUTI E5 SELLERS

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE

.

LUTHY&.CO. PEORIA ILL.

fl'Sr^ THE LUTHY WHEEL
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THE RUSH IS ON!
Mr. Dealer—Now is the time to sell bicycles. If a sale slips past you now, it is goue forever,

of the year for your manufacturer to make a bicycle before he can ship it to you.

HOW ARE YOU FIXED?
Is your manufacturer able to take care of your requirements? Many of them are not, and there is going to be a panic for gfood bi-

cycles in a very few days. Hadn't you better tie up with a responsible concern who can take care of your trade promptly ?

We can handle your business, and the

4* PATEE eREST/* $35.
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is the easiest-selling bicycle on earth. Built on the lines of the most consummate symmetry and perfection; magnificently finished; the
easiest-running machine ever straddled. Have you seen it? Read what this man says of it:

I3,000 MILES ON A "PATEE CREST."
St. Augustine, Fla., Jan. 23, 1899.

PATEE BICYCLE CO., PEORIA, ILL.
Gentlemen:—Please send me catalogue of your '99 bicycles. I have ridden a "Patee Crest" since February, '98. I am a constant

rider, my cyclometer showing 13,000 miles. Notwithstanding the long distance and hard usage, my machine looks as well to-day as the
day I bought it, except, of course, the enamel is not so highly polished.

I certainly think the "Patee Crest" is the equal to any machine made, and I have ridden all of the standard makes. I have ridden
the above number of miles through all kinds of roads and weather, and in spite of all this unusual wear, the bearings are perfect and show
no signs of wear.

I have been to no expense on the machine and have only given it enough care to keep the bearings well oiled. I want another just
like it for my wife.

Awaiting your reply, I am, Respectfully,
R. V. FERINE, Gen'l Agent American Typewriter.

We didn't pay a cent for that. He bought his wheel, paid cash for it, and we never knew he had it till we got this letter.

We have hundreds more just like it, but not quite so many miles.

INTERESTED? Write for catalogue to-day. It's the only cinch in the bicycle business to-day. Quick sales and
margins for the agent.

good

PATEE BICYCLE CO., Nos. 111-113 Main St., Peoria, III.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

4-t

ARNOLD. SeHWlNN & 60..

WORLD BICYCLES.
ANNOUNCEMENT.

We have opened a retail store and wholesale salesroom

for Chicago city trade, agents in Illinois, Wisconsin,

Indiana, Eastern Iowa, the South and such territory that is

not covered by our wholesale distributors, where all users of

World wheels and bicycle people are

WELCOME.
Come and see our Bicycle Show. Better wheels than

have ever been shown before. High-grade and medium-

grade Tandems, Triplets and Quads.

Arnold, Schwinn & Co., World Cycles.

Salesroom, 267 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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A MILE A MINUTE.

Trials Indicate It May Be Done- All Depends

on Proper Pace-Making -Trials Made In This

and Other Countries.

Not many years ago cyclists were specu-

lating on the possibilities of the bicycle nego-

tiating a mile equal to that of the pacing or

running horse. That has been done and the

time beaten. Now comes the question, can a

bicycle driven by human power reach the min-

ute mark? There are many who think it can.

The great difliculty in past record brealving

trials has been insufficient pace-making. Such

riders as Michael, McDuffee, Elkes, Taylore,

Chase and others, who can follow pace to the

letter, agree that they are able to anchor to

the rear wheel of a pace-making machine

moving at a much greater rate of speed than

they have yet negotiated.

If this be so, the question arises, how fast

can a pace-making machine be driven? and

naturally the automobile or motor cycle

comes to mind. Many trials are now being

made with this object in view. Count Chas-

scloup-Loubat has gone a mile, flying start,

over French roadways, with an automobile,

equal to 1.01. This is the nearest yet made to

the mile-a-minute record. A petroleum motor

tandem did six miles on the Crystal Palace

track, averaging 1.44 per mile. This rate of

progression will, no doubt, be improved upon

when the riders get more accustomed to the

locomotive, as the helmsman was evidently

much concerned with his duties, while the rear

rider was no cyclist to speak of.

The Jallu brothers, the noted French tan-

dem team, have gone a mile on a motor tan-

dem in 1.25. They intend to visit this country

during the summer, and their work will be

watched with interest. McDufFee has negotia-

tions under way for a chain-driven tandem

capable of going a mile in 1.10 on the road,

and averaging 1.30 for 15 or 20 miles on the

track. Some tests have been made in the

West by McFarland in following pace beHmd
a motor tandem handled by Fournier and

Stevens. The first third was made in .30, the

second in .32 and on the third the first half

was done fast enough, but the hand of Four-

nier went down to the petroleum gauge and
closed it off. Stevens worked so hard he was

all but fainting at the close, and Fournier

smiled when the time 1.35 was given. He
could have cut it to 1.33 anyway, but 1.37 is

the fastest ever done in France, and 1.35 he

had done three times.

It will be seen that the fastest trials made,
thus far, have been made on the roadway,

with almost a straightaway course. Such great

speed as. a mile in 1,01 on a third of a mile

l)anked track (the average bicycle track), is

practically impossible. When the time

reaches the limit of safety for paced racing

on the track, future trials will have to be made
over a roadway course. Here comes a hitch.

Work on most roads is now subject to speed

ordinances, the average allowable speed being

eight miles an hour, and experience has proven

that to have the speed ordinances suspended,

even for a short time, is far from an easy mat-
ter. So that to obtain a suitable course for the

purpose of holding trials may be as difficult

as obtaining a place for the holding of a prize

fight. ."Where there is a will there is a way,"

and before the light of the new year again

dawns the flying start paced record may be

placed at one minute, and the hour record

many miles more than at the present time.

The argument that a rider would have diffi-

culty in getting his breath when going at

such speed is improbable, when it is considered

that E. E. Anderson rode a mile, paced by a

locomotive, in 1.01 3-5.

" World " Business Is Good.

W. O'Connell, treasurer of Arnold, Schwinn
& Co., has been visiting their eastern trade.

Mr. O'Connell spent Wednesday of this week
in New York, returning to Chicago on Thurs-

day. He reports good trade on World bi-

cycles, both at home and abroad.

Meiselbach Enterprise.

A. D. Meiselbach, North Milwaukee, Wis.,

who has opened a branch store at Reade and

Church streets. New York, finds an excellent

demand in the metropolitan district for his

line of wheels. Although the store has only

been opened about two weeks,- Gerhard Aus-

sem, who is in charge, has succeeded in dis-

posing of a large number of bicycles. Mr.
Meiselbach is one of the most practical men
in the bicycle trade, and the public and dealers

realize that he turns out a good bicycle at the

right price.

One Quoted Deuteronomy.

London, April 18.—Mrs. Mary Jane
Sprague, the innkeeper who was justified by
a jury the other day for refusing to serve

Lady Harberton, who was clad in "rational"

cycling costume, has received about 700 letters

and messages of congratulation. One of them
quotes Deuteronomy, xxii., 5: "The woman
shall not wear that which pertaineth unto a

man, neither shall a man put on a woman's
garment; for all that do so are abomination

unto the Lord thy God."

How One Dealer Moved.

Joseph Rice, bicycle dealer in Wilkesbarre,

Pa., wanted to move his goods to a new store.

He took three bicycle wheels and converted

them into a curious cart. Then loading on

1,000 pounds, and taking the handle of the

cart, he mounted a bicycle and easily hauled

the load over the asphalt. Rice is well known
as a six-day racer.

To Make Rubber Tires.

The Consolidated Rubber Tire Co. were in-

corporated on Monday in New Jersey. Prin-

cipal office. No. 12 South Warren street, Tren-

ton. Rubber tires for vehicles of all kinds are

to be manufactured. Capital, $10,000. Incor-

porators: Richard Stockton, Theodore Bac-

kus, Frank R. Hutchinson, all of Trenton,

N.J.

A. A. V.-X. A. W.-I. C. A.

Pittsburg, April 17.—President Keenan, of

the L. A. W., to-day announced the appoint-

ment of William B. Curtis as A. A. U. repre-

sentative on the Racing Board, and Fred

Gerlach as L. A. W. representative to the

International Cyclists' Association.

Illinois Hard-Roads Bill Killed.

The Curtis hard-roads bill, which aimed

at the improvement of clay roads in Illinois,

was lost in the legislature last week. The
vote was 40 to 63.
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I ;ETNA Combination Bicycle Parcel-Carrier and Mud-Guard.
• EASILY attached to any bicycle. This device is so arranged as to be quickly adjusted to large or small packages weighing from ONE TO •
• FIFTY POUNDS, HOLDING SAME SECURELY. The Carrier is made of cold-rolled steel, nicely nickeled, weighing less than one pound. •

Special Rates to Jobbers. Write at once.

^TNAMFG. CO.,
225 Dearborn St., Chicago.
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When not in use as a Carrier, it serves

as a perfect Mud-Guard.

Price, $10.80 per Dozen.
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Profitable

Bicycle

Business*
We can put you in the way of making

your business a profitable one. You must
buy for cash from people who buy for

cash and keep eternally at it. We are

that kind. Catalogue gives particu-

lars.

Girls' Wheels, $10,00
We have 75 girls' 24-inch Juvenile Bicycles

which we took from Worcester Cycle Co. in

exchange for goods. They are made of seam-

less tubing, first-class spokes and rims, and

beautifully finished in maroon and equipped

with brakes and well-made tires. If you want
them at $10 they are yours. We only want our

money back. If this advertisement does not

sell the lot we will miss our guess.

Sundry Bargains*
We have a well-earned reputation for

low prices and are adding to that reputa-

tion every day. Ask for Bargain Sheet

io6.

20th Century Lamp ('99) $1.40
20th Century Lamp C98) L25
20th Century Gas Lamp 2.00
Banner Lamp 1.10
Columbia Oil Lamp C99) 65
Assorted Oil Cans, each 03
Chameleon Signals, for lamps 05
Wire Toe Clips, per pair 01
Howard Clips, holds side of shoe, per pair. .05

Flexa, Lightning, or Amazon Repair Kits. .03

Hartford, M. & W., or Sure Thing Kits.. .06

Hartford Kit with Cutters and Plugs, each .14

Scoville or Hartford Valves, each 04
Fair-grade Graphite, Sticks or Tubes, gross .96

Excelsior Bearing or Chain Lubricant, doz. .60

Nickel-Plated Hub-Lamp Brackets, doz 12
Tool Bags, assorted sizes, fair quality, each .14

Kells Christy-Style Saddles, each 1.30
"Victor" Hubs, made by Overman Wheel

Co., ^x9, 32-36 holes, worth $3.00 per pair 1.35
Leader Hubs C99), pair 1.50
Cups and Cones, . assorted, doz 2.40
Cotter Pins, doz .' 24
Full Nickel Wrenches, each 09
Brown Style Saddles, each 50
Bristol Electric Bell, doz 1.35
Brass Foot Pumps, doz 2.88
Best Hand Pumps 06
M. & W. Inner Tubes, each 55

Tire Bargains*
We have the entire '98 stock of " Kan-

garoo " tires and they are selling so fast

3t fo.50 per pair that it seems foolish to

advertise them, however every pair we
sell makes us a friend.

'98 Kangaroo Tires, pair $3.50
'99 Peoria Tires 3.75
24-inch New York Tires 2.50
Regiment Tires 2.70
Fair-grade Tire, pair 2.00

Our terms to all are CASH with order or suffi-

cient to cover express if goods are sent C. O. D.
Money refunded without argument.

N. Y. SPORTING GOODS CO.,

61 Nassau Street, near Maiden Lane,

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Talking

Points?

Well, rather.

Good ones, too.

Features

that appeal

to every

.cyclist.

Distinctive

improvements,

(not fads.)

LET US
CONVINCE YOU.

Year-Book Tells the Story.

Some Representatives :

NEW YORK- Barclay Cycle Co.

BUFFALO—Adam Hauck & Sons.

PHILADELPHIA—American Bicycle Co.

BALTIMORE—E. A. MauU.
WASHINGTON -E. P. Hazleton.

DETROIT- Cobb & Holmes.

CI EVELAND—Davis & Updegraff.

CINCINNATI AND COVINGTON- J. H.
Mersman, Jr., & Co.

COLUMBUS—J. A. Orlando.

PITTSBURG-The Theo. F. Bentel Co.

fRONTENAC MfO. CO.,
Makers,

Syracuse, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Mr. Stephens, Mapleton, la., will soon open

a new bicycle repair shop.

Frank M. Mahan has opened a repair shop

on "Steuben street, Bath, N. Y.

John Waala has opened a hardware and

sporting goods store at Wild Rose, Wis.

Dealers in Worcester, Mass., report an ex-

cellent prospect for the chainless this year.

John M. Bennett has succeeded Bennett &
Bennett, bicycle dealers, at Richmond, Ind.

N. N. Nunn & Co., dealers in bicycles, at

Bonham, Tex., are reported to have sold out.

C. A. Clark, bicycle dealer, at Delavan,

Wis., has been succeeded by Clark & Hughes.

V. V. Harrison has opened a bicycle store

at 215 West Seventh street, Wilmington, Del.

Stewart Bros, will make a 22x52-foot addi-

tion to their store on Third street, Marion,

Ind.

M. Landon and John Dottier will soon open

a bicycle store on Oakwood avenue, Elmira,

N. Y.

E. C. Bickford & Co. have succeeded Bib-

bens & Brown, bicycle dealers, at Boise,

Idaho.

Davey & Cain, bicycle dealers, at Niagara

Falls, N. Y., have been succeeded by W. H.

Davey.

H. E. -Gibbs, Traverse City, Mich., has

added an electric-plating branch to his bicycle

business.

A. D. Elster has opened a store at 123 Han-

over street, Meriden, Conn. He sells White

bicycles.

Ira L. Thomas & Co., dealers in bicycles, at

Oskaloosa, la., have been succeeded by Myers

& Stevens.

H. G. Larrabee, Lewiston, Me., will soon

open a store for the sale of bicycles and their

furnishings.

Charles Fournie, bicycle repairer, of Mid-

land, Mich., is reported to have given bill of

sale for $300.

Chapman Bros., whose bicycle emporium is

on Park avenue, Passaic, N. J., are about to

give up business.

William W. Fairer, a boiler manufacturer,

of Columbia, Pa., will open a bicycle store

on Locust street.

Frolicli & Jones have opened a store for

the sale of hardware, sporting goods, etc., at

Walsenburg, Col.

Charles Van Horebeke, bicycle dealer, at

Grand Junction, Col., has been succeeded by

Horebeke & Fluke.

Columbia bicycles will be sold in Plainfield,

N. J., by George H. Rockfellow, whose store

it at 405 Park avenue.

W. J. Wiley has retired from the American

Cycle Supply Co., manufacturers of bicycle

sundries, at Chicago, 111.

Leach Bros. & Bacon, bicycle repairers, of

Clinton street, Gouverneur, N. Y., have been

succeeded by Mr. Bacon.

Fred Burkhart and Frank Aman have open-

ed a bicycle store in the Cody block on Madi-

son street, Oneida, N. Y.

Fichter Bros., bicycle dealers, at Rockaway,

N. J., will soon occupy their new store, as the

building is nearing completion.

Charles Blankhenheim, a Chicago bicycle

dealer, is reported to have placed a chattel

mortgage for $1,280 on record.

Burglars stole about $100 worth of tools

and sundries recently from the repair shop of

Jost & Meacham, Le Roy, N. Y.

C. A. Carr, formerly of Providence, will

open a repair shop in the Cotton building on

;Dean avenue, Woonsocket, R. I.

B. Koehring & Son, dealers in hardware,

bicycles, etc., at" Indianapolis, Ind., have been

succeeded by C. Koehring & Bro.

Friends of Frank H. Morgan, a dealer in

Nashua; N. H., are worried over his disap-

pearance. His business is in good shape.

Walter T. Dickinson and Ernest Barnes

have formed a partnership and opened a bicy-

cle store at 44 South street, Glens Falls,-N. Y.

On May 10 the stockholders in the Eldridge

Bicycle Co., Newark, N. J., will meet to wind

up the company, which was organized in 1894.

The Zenith Cycle Co., manufacturers of the

Zenith bicycles, at Binghamton, N. Y., have

opened a retail store at 140 Washington street,

that city.

Leonard Weed has taken the agency for the

Barnes wheel in Stamford, Conn., and has

opened an office in Eckhard & Berges' cloth-

ing store.

The Knebel Cycle Co. have been incorpor-

ated in Pueblo, Col., by George M. Knebel,

Leo J. Knebel and C. M. Bergman; capital

stock, $2,000.

Robert W. Abbott and James R. Nagle

have been appointed liquidation commission-

ers and receivers for the Abbott Cycle Co.,

New Orleans.

The G. W. Shroyer Company have opened

a large store at 30 East High street, Spring-

field, O., where they will sell Cleveland bicy-

cles. E. A. Nefif is in charge.

Bay Shore, L. I., will soon have another

bicycle store. It will be located in a new

building to be erected on Main street, and

Arthur Schwab will be the proprietor.

McCarthy & Sons devote one floor of their

large department store at Syracuse, N. Y., to

cycling. In addition to their salesroom, a

place to ride is provided for their patrons.

Charles E. Cunningham has gone into the

bicycle business, having secured the agency

for several wheels and established a repairing

business at his home on Main street, Bangor,

Me.

C. E. Crandall, Edwin Flagler and Martin

Nelson have formed a partnership and em-

barked in the bicycle business at Pontiac,

III. The title of the concern is C. E, Crandall

& Co.

The Northwestern Cycle Co., of Minne-

apolis, Minn., have leased the brick block, 121

Si.xth street, S., from which their wholesale

business will be handled. Their old store,

corner Sixth street and First avenue, S., will

be used exclusively for their retail business.

Recent Patents.

Washington, D. C, April 14.—The follow-

ing is a list of the bicycle patents, issued since

our last report:

622,668. Bicycle Driving Mechanism. Johan M.
Carlson and Emil A. O. Gothe, .Stockholm, Sweden.

Filed Sept. 24, 1S9S. Serial No. 691,823. (No model.)

622,679. Gearing for Bicycles. Fred C. Harding,

Chicago, 111., assignor of one-half to Richard C. Dan-

iel, same place, and Richard E. Daniel, Sanborn, Iowa.

Filed Oct. 21, 1897. Serial No. 655,896. (No model.)

622,687. . Bicycle Name-Plate. Charles Holyland and

Charles G. Dick, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed Dec. 8, 1897.

Serial No. 661,189. (No model.)

622,738. Sprocket Driving-Wheel. Thomas R. Voce
and Bruce Drysdale, Birmingham, England. Filed

Feb. 12, 1898. Serial No. 670,050. (No model.)

622,758. Bicycle-Gear-Supporting Mechanism. Charles

P. Crutchfield, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor of one-half

to James I. Pitman, same place. Filed June IS, 1898.

Serial No. 683,780. (No model.)

622,766. Handle-Bar Clamp. Bert D. Harris, St.

Catharines, Canada. Filed April 13, 1898. Serial No.

677,468. (No model.)

622,780. Chainless Bicycle. Oliver N. Olson, Charles

H. Smith and Wencel C. Belina, Owatonna, Minn.

Filed Jan. 11, 1898. Serial No. 666,304. (No model.)

622,722. Luggage-Carrier or Package-Holder. Sarah

E. Smith, Toledo, Ohio. Filed Oct. 6, 1898. Serial

No. 692,776. (No model.)

622,817. Bicycle. Charles L. Merkel, Milwaukee,

Wis. Filed May 25, 1896. Serial No. 593,035. (No
model.)

622,880. Bicycle. William C. Brandenburg, near

Sykesville, Md. Filed July 28, 1897. Serial No. 646,-

271. (No model.)

622,888. Valve for Endless Tubing for Tires. James
B. Forsyth, Boston, Mass. Filed Oct. 22, 1896. Serial

No. 609,774. (No model.)

622,913. Bicycle-Seat. Alvin M. Gushing, Spring-

field, Mass. Filed March 1, 1897. Serial No. 625,-

484. (No model.)

622,923. Wheel-Tire. Benjamin F. Huntsberry and
Henry Laveen, Columbus, Ohio. Filed Oct. 4, 1897.

Serial No. 653,920. (No model.)

622,938. Adjustable Handle-Bar for Bicycles. Jesse

Alexander, New York, N. Y,, assignor of one-half to

Frank Lyman Browne, same place. Filed April 17,

1898. Serial No. 677,189. (No model.)

622,947. Bicycle-Pedal. Raphael B. Garcia, New
York, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Carl F. Kabisch,

same place. Filed Sept. 30, 1898. Serial No. 692,337.

(No model.)

622,997. Dress-Guard for Ladies' Cycles. Max Dielil,

Hanover, Germany. Filed Aug. 26, 1898. Serial No.

689,575. (No model.)

623.074. Means for Joining Ends of Inner Tubes of

Pneumatic Tires. Frank R. Chamberlain, Newton,

Mass,, assignor to the Newton Rubber Works, same
place. Filed Dec. 17, 1S9S. Serial No. 699,559. (No
model.")

623,084. Bicycle-Lock. Stephen C. Houghton, San

Francisco, Cal. Filed March 26, 1897. Serial No.

629,392. (No model.)

623,107. Driving Mechanism for Bicycles. John

Riddett and James Riddett, Yonkers, N. Y., assignors

to Henry C. England, Reading, Pa. Filed April 9,

TS97.''ffc'ria1 No. 631,348. (No model.)
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

6SS 7381 SPEOCKET DRIVING-WHEEL Thomas R. Voob anij

Beocb Dbysdalb, Birmingham, England. Filed Feb. 12, 189&, Seria

Ha 670.050. (No model)

633,888. VALVE FOR ENDLESS TUBING FOR TIREa Jahbs

B. FOESYTH, Boston, Masa Filed Oct 22. 1896. Serial No. 609.774.

(No model)

633,834. WRENCa FaEDKtticK SKAttLE. Worcester, Mass., as-
signor to the Coee Wrenoh Company, same placa Piled Feb. 25 189!)

Serial No. 706^1. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A sprocket-wheel provided at its periphery with an

annular seriea of pivoted teeth, each of which is provided with a
long rear\vard tailpiece t' having a terminal recess t^ and with a for-

ward projection t*, the pivotal point of each tooth being under that

part of it which is adapted to engage the chain, the recess /^ of each

tooth receiving the projection t^ of the next one, and the recess t^ of

each tooth being much farther from the pivotal point thereof than

is the projection t^ of the same tooth, substantially as set forth.

632 933 WHEEL-TIRE. Bbkjamih P. Huhtsbeery and Hehht

LAVEEH,(k)lumbnB.Ohlo. FUed Oct 4. 1897. Serial No. 653.920, (Nc

model)

633,758. BICYCLE-QEAR-StlPPORTINO MECHANISM. Cearibs

F. Gedtcefibld, Philadelphia, Fa, assignor of one-half to James L Pit-

.:,^aan.BameDlac& FUed June 18, 1898. Serial No. 683,780. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a train of gears, a removable gear mounting or

bearing comprising ajienter disk having a centrally-disposed orifice

provided therethrough and an eccentrically-located slot therein cona-

hiunicating with said orifice, a horizontally-disposed ffid or support

for said disk having a transversely-disposed axle or bearing adapted

f.0 said central orifice of said disk, a portion of said axle, or bearing,

being reduced to frrm a tongue adapted to.,said eccentrically-located

slot Id said disk on assembliug or disassembling, substantially as de-

dcribed^

Claim.— A pneumatic tire made up of an inner tube and a plu-

rality of layers of vulcanizable material ; a flanged nut secured to

the inner tube and between the outer wall of the inner tube and the

outer layers, the inner tube, outer layers and flanged nut being vul-

canized together; and a valve-case with an exterior screw-thread

which valve-caae extends through the outer layers and engages the

flanged nut substantially as described.

631 995. BICYCLE. EtBRiDQB C. DooLirrtE. Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor of one-half to Alfred. R Justice, same place FUed Feb. 24,

1898. Serial No. 671.423. mo model)

Cla.im.— l. In a cycle driving mechanism, the. combination with

the frame having the hanger or hub in two separated barrel-sections,

the bifurcated frame-pieces connected to said sections, and the ring

secured to the frame with its center above the center of the said hub

or hanger, of the crank-shaft having the gear-wheel, the shaft jour-

naled in the ftame above the crank-shaft, the pinion theieon, the ro-

tatable interually-toothed anuulus mounted in said ring and engaged

by the said pioioD and the said gear-wheel, the eccentrics on the enlf

of the pinion-carrying shaft, the similar eccentrics on the rear-wheel

hub, and the connecting straps and rods, substantially as specified.

Cfnhii.— In a bicycle-tire, the combination with a tubular tire-

body of yielding material, of curved onter and inner fiiling-aections

adapted to be inserted within said tire-body, said sections having in-

tamed end flanges abutting against each other and substantially S-

ahaped spring-strips interposed between said sections and detachably

connected with the latter, substantially asand forthe purposespecified.

Claim.— 1 The combination with a tubular crank-shaft and the
hub of a crank-arm or the like constructed to be slipped over ooe end
of said shaft, of means for detachably conuecting the arm with the
shaft comprising a clamping-bolt, a T-head on one end of said bolt,

tapered locking-pins upon said head, said pins being adapted to en-

gage tapered sockets formed partly in the shaft and partly in the

arm and being located at such radial distance from said bolt as to

permit a portion of the shaft to pass between the same and the said
bolt.

Clavm..— 1. A screw-supporting collar or ferrule provided with
integral longitudinally-eTtended arms or prongs, in combination with
a wrench-bar shank upon which said collar is fitted and secured by
welded integration of the extended portion of said arms with the ex-
ided portion of the bar-shank, for the purpose set forth.

633.723. LOGQAGE-CARRIER OR PACKAQEHOLDER Sarah
E. Smith. Toledo. Ohio. Filed Oct 6, 1898. Serial No. 692.776. (No

model)

< laim.— 1 . A luggage-carrier or package-holder for bicycles and
similar vehicles, comprising a bag of flexible material open at the top
and closed at the aides and bottom, means connected therewith for

suspending said bag from the handle-bar, a flap adapted to close the

top. and a draw-cord passed tlnough and aroiiud the sides and the

bottom of said bag. and tJie ends of which vire at the top thereof,

whereby said bag may be drawn up into a compact form when not

;n use, substantially as shown and described.

632,947. BICYCLE-PEDaIl Raphael BGaecia, New York, N.Y.,

assignor of one-hall to Carl F. Kablsch, same placa Filed Sept 30,

1898 Serial No. 692,337. (No model)

Claim.— In a bicycle-pedal, the combinatioH of the pedal-arm

having two oppositely-disposed cones thereon, a sleeve mounted to

turn around the pedal-arm and having enlarged end portions bearing

on the cones, the extremities of said end portions being provided

with longitudinally-extended annular projectioos, a stirrup, the side

arms of which extend upwardly to the sleeve and are provided with

apertures respectively receiving the projections at the ends of the

sleeve. wherebv_tQ-aficuxe_the side arms of the pedal to the sleeve, a

.cap mounted at and covering the outer end of the sleeve, and fasten-

ing devices passing through the cap and adjacent stirrup-arm and
into the sleeve, n^iereby to secure both cap and &tii rup to the sleeve.,

6 3 2,686. MEANS FOR DETACHABLY SECURING HUBS OP
CRANK-ARMS OR LIKE PARTS TO SHAFTS. JoHK H Holck, Au-
rora, 111

,
assignor to the Aurora Automatic Machinery Company, same

placa FUed Feb. 28, 1898. Serial No. 671,898. (No model)

622,884. CYCLOMETER-WATCH JoHN DAVIDSON, London. Enfe

land. FUed Aug, 17. 1897. Serial No 648,527. (No model)

Claijn.— lw a combined cyclometer and watch having a ^ial

marked with divisious or indications for time and distance the com-
bination with the said dial of a mile-hand fixed on a hollow arbor
and hour and minute hands fixed upon arbors that project through
the said hollow aibor of the mile-hand, substantially as described and
for thejjurpose specified
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.—Continued.

6 '3 3 , 9 1 3 . BICYCLE-SEAT. AivM M. CusBiso, Sprmgtleld, Mass

Filed Mar. 1, 1897. Serial No. 625.484 (No model)

62"b;8SO. bicycle
Md. Filed July 28, 1897.

WiLUiM C. BaABDEHBDRO. near SykesriUe,

Serial No. 646,271. (NomodeL)
6a3.,084:. .bicycle-lock. 3TEPBENC.HouaBToii.aBiiPraiiclsio

CaL Plied Mar. 26, 1897. Seilal No. 629,392. (No model.)

Claim.—In a bicycle saddle or seat, the couibination with tlie

base, of two spi'inga crossed at their central portions, and having

theiren'da secured 10 the base so as to have a limited sliding connec-

tion therewith, and a clamp device uniting the crossed springs at their

centers and serving to secure the seat to the bicycle-frame, substan-

tially as described.

fi2q 107 DRIVINQ MECHANISM FOR bicycles. JohH Rid-

Dm and JiHES Riddett, Yonkere, N. Y., aaalgnora to Hen^ C. Eng-

land Reading, Pa. Filed Apr. 9, 1897. Serial No. 631,348. (NomoJel.)

CVn;.n— 1 In a bicycle having a cootinuous frame-bar from the.

crank-hanger to the rear-wheel asle, a driving-wheel at the crank-

hanger a dnvoo wheel at the rear-wheel aile, and a transmitting^

rltig through which the frame-bar passes engaging the driving and

driven wheels, substantially as described.

CJuim. I. In a bicycle, the" oomtnnation with the steering-head,

of a handle-post rotatably mounted therein and means for securing

said post in a hsed position, and an elliptical-shaped steering-wheel

fi.ted upon the handle-post, and providing a continuous gripping-sur-

face for the hands of the-rider, said wheel being adjustably mounted

so as to present either the major or the minor diameter of the ellipse

in a-'line with the rider.

63 2,868. BALL-BEARINS hub. BboeDe Sikpsob, erosshiUs,

England FUed Deo 22, 1897. Serial No. 662,966. (No model)

Cliilm.— I. In a ball-bearing hub, the combination of two sepa
rable externally-threaded sleeve-sections or parts, a sleeve for main-
taining said sections or parts in axial aliriement, and a turnbuckle
encircling said sections for adjusting them with relation to each other

6 2 S,7 96 . PNBDMATIC TIRE.~ WauiM I. Debisbaob, WlUlams
port, '^a. Filed Jan. 26. 1898. Serial No. 688.062. (No model)

633,668. BICYCLE DRIVING MECHANISM. JOBAN M. CARLS-

SON and Emil A. 0. QiiTHE. Stockholm, Sweden. Filed Sept 24, 1895.

Serial No, 691.823. (No model)

rni

Clnim.— In a velocipede, the combination of the rear wheel a, a

circular plate provided with holes /near its periphery and revolubly

raouniedon the face of said gear-wheel, a bearing-30cket A revolubly

mounted on a bearing oo the frame and provided with a spiral groove

it, a securing-pin p pa-s-sed through the groove into the bearing, a

holdiiig-piii g attached to the bearing-socket, and passing through
the center of the gear-uheel, and adapted to be fitted into either one
of the holes /' connecting-rods pivoted to said plate d, and means for

turning the bearing-socket, the position of said holdiug-pin, with re-

lation to the piate, regulating the distance between the pivoted point
of the connecting-rods, and the center of the geai'-wheel, as set forth..

622,780. CHAINLES3 BICYCLE. OLIVER N. Olsoh, Charles ED

Shtth, and Wenoel C. Belina, Owatonna, MIud. Filed Jan. 11, 1895

Serial No. 686,304 (Ko model)

C'hum.~\. Id a power-traoamitting device, the combination with

a fixed. tubular guide, of a rotary sleeve or nut section within said

tubular guide, a non-rotary plunger od head mounted to reciprocate

within said guide, and the screw-threaded plunger or stem awiveled
to eaid reciprocating head and connected therewith by a one-wav
pawl-aod-ratchet device and having a screw or camming action on
said rotary sleeve, substftntially aa described.

Claim.— I. Ina lock, the combination with the casing, of a spring-
bolt and spring-block sliding at right angles, and adapted to engage
so as to lock said bolt, a pin projecting from said block and a slotted
spring engaging with said pin, for locking the block in engagement
with the bolt, substantially as described.

6 23,7 5 1 . ACETYLENE-LAMP, WAITER P. Barltrop, Loudon,

England. Filed Oct 31, J898. Serial No. 695,034. (No model)

Claim.—1. In an acetylene-lamp having a water-chamber at the

upper part and a gas-chamber containing a carbid-holder Eit the lower

part, the combination therewith of a tube fi.xed in the bottom of tha

water-chamber and e.xtending a short distance above and below the*

same, an internal screw-thread in the upper, and an external screw-

thread on the.Iower.part of said tube, side perforations in such tube

just above the water-chamber bottom, a valve-seat formed in the

lower part of said tube, a valve fitting the vaWe-seat ai.d formed with

facets ai its upper part, a vaTve-srem oorew-cnrtaae^" near its lower

end and fitting into the internally-acrew-threaded t-jbe, a reduced

portion of the .valve-stem between the screwed portion and the valve,

a head on such valve-stem by which it can be rotated, a friction-

spring to prevent accidental, rotation'Snd stops to limit the rotative

motion given to such valve-stam.an-air vent fitting fired on the lamp-

cover and through which the val' I'-stem p< sees, one or more air-vent

holes in the lamp-cover incloseti by the fltt^g, one or more air-vent

holes in the top of the fitting not immediately over the air-vent hole

or holes in the lamp-cover, and a conical drip-fitting screwed onto

the valve-seat tube and extending a short distance into the carbid-

'^ontainer, such drip-*ltting being solid at the lower part, hollow at

its upper part, and formed with holes in its sides communicating with

the bore thereof, substantially as herein set forth and for the purpose

stated.

CluiiTi.—\. In ft pneumatic tire, a divided tube provided on tht
inner face oCita fi-ee edge with a plurality of locking-ribs, and hav-
ing at iU other edge a thickened or built-up portion, both edges of
the tube forming exterior bearing-faces adapted to be seated against
the concaved face of an ordinary wheel-rim, and to lie substantially
flush with each other, and a locking-flap projecting from and beyond
the thickened or built-up portion and also provided with a plurality
of ribs interiocking "with the corresponding ribs at the free edge of
the tube, whereby the thickened or built-up edge compensates for
the combined thickness of the. interlocking portions, and permits the
two edges o/ the tube to be seated flush on th,e rim and held firmly
thereon by the contraction of the tire without any interlocking or
fastening connection between the latter and the rim, substantially as
set forth.

622,766. HANDLE-BAfi CLAMP. Bert D. Harris, St. Catharines 622,679. QEATUNO FOR BICYCLES. Fred C.Harding, Chicago.

Canada. Filed Apr, 13, 1898. Serial No. 677,488 (No model) I^- assignor of one-half to Richard C. Daniel, same place, and Richard

a Daniel Sanborn, Iowa Piled Oct 21, 1897. Serial No. 655,896.

(Ko model)

Claim.— \. The combination with the hollow fork-stem, of a con-

tractible clamping tube or sleeve arranged in said stein and adapted
to receive the shank of a handle-bar. said clanjping-tube and fork-

stem being provided with contiguous tapering snrfftces which cause

the tube to contract and bind upou the handle-bar shank by a longi-

tudinal movement of the tube in the stem, and a tightening device

which operates to draw said clamping tube downwardly in the fork-

stem and which is accessible at the lower end oPthe steering-head,

substantially aa set forth.

Clu',m.—\. The combination with the rear aile cf a vehicle, of

driviug-piniona secured on said axle, bojes eccentrically mounted on

said axle and provided with internal gears adapted to be held ift en-

gagement with said pinions to communicate a proper rotary move-

ment to the axle, side plates for taid boxes.^evolubly connected there-

with, pedal-levers connected to the front of said eccentric boxe^,

pendulum-levers pivotally connected at their upper ends to theframe

of the vehicle and at their lower ends to the pedal-levers and the

eccentric boxes at their jointure to govern the movement of the

pedal-levers and the eccentric boiea, and devices for guiding the pen-

dulum-levers oo the frame of the vehicle, substantially as described.
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The Bar of the Period."

mm

The Famous SCHINNEER BAR
MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY US.

Why We are Making 5,000 Bars Daily.
WE USE SHELBY SEAMLESS TUBING EXCLUSIVELY.
OUR GOODS ARE MADE RIGHT AND CARRY THE HIGHEST CLASS

OF FINISH.
THERE IS NO STYLE OF BAR THAT WE DON'T MAKE.

Place your order with us and you will get your goods when ordered.
This is the most important point at the present moment.

Perfection Bars, Adjustable with Expander.
Stem Drop-Forging—the use of this Bar is Typical of High-Grade Equipment. PRICE RIGHT. Write to

us at once and Save Annoyance and Telegraph Expenses.

CbicaQO 1E)anMc*Bar Co.,
We own and occupy the
entire building of six stories.

Kindly mention The ^^'heeL

312*314 fiftb Hvemie, Cbicago.

O O rt^o «*« r%^t\ /»**« ** ^'^n /*®« *»**\ n!^ t\ nP n. n**e\ 0**0 O^O n^CI ft**0 rt^Cl n**o rt**C\ «®o «*o rt®ft rt*o r»®o n®o ft**o A**
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MARKET GOSSIP OF INTEREST TO BUYERS.

MARK YOUR CUTS.

Will patrons who make use of this depart-

ment kindly mark each cut with the firm name
and the name of the article which the cut is to

illustrate 7 Cuts over z 3-8 Inches wide will not

fit the columns of THE WHEEIr.

Control the Two-Speed Hub.

The excellence of the Waltham two-speed

hub, manufactured by the American Waltham
Mfg. Co., is such that dealers will do well

to inquire into its merits. Any device that

has the unqualified approval of the mechanical

experts of Billings & Spencer, the great gear

makers, must be good. This device is of

unquestioned value to every road rider. There

is nothing unreliable about it. It is a fine

piece of work. It can be added to any wheel,

and the only visible signs of it are the slightly

enlarged rear hub and the light rod running

from the rear hub to the saddle.

A recently-printed report that the Ame'ican

Waltham Mfg. Co. had been purchased by the

Stanton Mfg. Co. was misleading. The Amer-
ican Waltham Company are controlled by the

Stanton Company, and the ofifiices of both are

at 95 Milk street, Boston.

Frasse Company Removal.

The Frasse Company, established in 1806,

will move from their present address to 38

Cortlandt street, New York. Their increase

of business demands the removal, to accom-

modate their line of machinery and tools.

The location will bring them into closer re-

lation with the machinery trade. This house

was established in 1806 by Henry F. Frasse,

in 1842 was carried on by William H. Frasse,

arid was incorporated under the present name
in 1892.

They are headquarters for Stubs' files, tools

an-d wire; Sterling lathes, Starrett's tools and

cutters, etc. They extend a welcome to all

their friends to call on them at 38 Cortlandt

street.

liuthy's Record-Breakers.

The Fairy King and Queen, made by

Luthy & Co., Peoria, 111., embrace the same

features that made the "Luthy" wheel famous.

The number of orders received daily for

these machines, and the numerous unsolicited

testimonials regarding them, attest the fact

that they interest dealers as well as salesmen.

The latter make no small contribution to the

•batch of testimonials received daily by Luthy

& Co. The Luthy catalogue tells all about

these machines.

A "Valued Testimonial.

H. A. Lozier & Co. recently received a very

flattering and wholly unsolicited testimonial

from the Westinghouse Air Brake Co., of

Pittsburg, relating their experiences with the

new Burwell ball-and-roller bearing. This

company state that they use a number of high-

speed grinding machines in their factory, and
hearing of the remarkable speed records made
with the Burwell bearing at the Lozier To-
ledo factory, they secured a new Cleveland

wheel and utilized the bearings in one of their

machines. They state that the results were

truly astonishing, and they were enabled to

secure over 25,000 revolutions per minute,

against about 13,000 revolutions with ordinary

bearings. As a result of these tests several of

the officials of the company at Pittsburg have

purchased new Cleveland wheels, and the

Lozier agent in Pittsburg reports that a num-
ber of the employes of the factory have also

invested.

A Card Will Bring It.

No better evidence of what hard work and

ability will do can be seen than the New York
Sporting Goods Co., 61 Nassau street. New
York. The business of this concern, incor-

porated in 1897 by P. R. Robinson and James
E. Murray, extends all over the world. The
firm buy and sell for cash, and by thus taking

advantage of every possible discount, are able

to secure goods at the lowest prices. They
do business on a small margin of profit, and

an example of the bargains they are able to

offer the trade is seen on another page. They
have just issued a new price list, which should

be in the hands of every dealer. A postal

card will bring it.

The Peerless in Cleveland.

The Peerless wheel has always been a popu-

lar mount in its home city, Cleveland, despite

the fact that it has always been sold through

local agents. This year the Peerless Mfg. Co.

propose to make the Peerless a factor in

Cleveland trade which shall be second to

none, and with this in view are establishing

a downtown store on Cycle Row. The new
establishment is on Erie street, between the

Hoffman and American Machine Co.'s stores,

and when ready for business, which will

probably be the first of next week, it will

make one of the finest establishments in

Cleveland. E. E. Page, well known in local

trade circles, will be in charge.

Bis Sales in Oregon.

What can be done in the absence of depart-

ment-store goods, and by pushing a good

line, is shown by the fact that in March, de-

spite considerable bad weather, the Fred T.

Merrill Cycle Co.'s stores in various Oregon
cities sold 1,396 machines, 1,196 being de-

livered and 202 back-ordered. This record is

better by 40 per cent than any in the twenty

years of the company's history. They write

that the future is clouded by the prospect of

certain dealers, instead of seeing how good a

wheel they can sell at a reasonable price, un-

dertaking to sell on a price basis, quality dis-

regarded.

Worthy Its Name and Its Makers.

If an intelligent man was asked what was

wanted to make an acetylene cycle lamp a

good seller and a good lighter he could not

do better than reply: "No absorbents, no regu-

lating valves, no attention required, prices to

suit the times, and one that burns best when
left alone."

When he had said this you would know

that he was simply quoting from the Plume
& Atwood 'Mfg. Co.'s catalogue relative to

that company's Automatic, which light-giver,

its makers say, is "a gas lamp that is as its

name implies absolutely self-governing. Be-

sides being the only lamp that can be manu-
factured without valve mechanism to control

the water supply to the carbide, the Automatic

is the only one that stores any surplus genera-

tion of gas, and consumes it before generation

takes place again; consequently, it will burn

the longest time with the smallest amount of

material."

" Our Soap Is the Best."

That statement, reiterated with sufficient

persistency, will sell soap. Prospective pur-

chasers of expensive machinery, however, must

be offered more definite reasons for deciding.

Bicycle advertising, to be effective, should

argue legitimate specific points of superiority.

The Wolff-fAmerican people seem to appreciate

this fact and are not merely claiming, but con-

stantly stating wherein they have the best, so

that customers enter the iWolff^AmeTican

stores ready primed with intelligent inquiries

concerning "that eccentric chain adjustment"

and "that self-oiling business."

Here Is Conservation of Energy.

You ride ten miles, gear 80. You make 15,-

840 leg thrusts. Up and down grade the knee

motion never ceases. Suppose you keep your

pedals, but stop pedaling on every down
grade, slight or steep, in absolute safety. On
average roads you omit one-third of those

thrusts—5,280. This access of comfort is se-

cured to riders who use the Morrow coaster

and brake.

Where the Yale Is Made.

Business at theKirkfactoryinToledowas one

of the notable things which struck a Wheel
representative as he went the rounds recently.

The Kirk factory has been running 12J hours

a day for some time, and General Manager E.

E. Kirk says the month of March was the

greatest in the history of the factory.

Placed Agencies on the Island.

Harry Fosdick, one of the Union Cycle

Mfg. Co.'s travelers, has just returned from

a buggy tour from one end of Long Island to

the other. He started from Jamaica and

placed a Union agency in every town and

hamlet. He says the dealers of Long 'Island

are preparing for a very busy season.

Their Chicago Salesroom.

Arnold, Schwinn & Co., Chicago, have open-

ed retail and wholesale salesrooms at 267 Wa-
bash avenue, in that city. The rooms are fine-

ly furnished and attractive. They are in

charge of A. W. Moore, who will be pleased

to greet his friends.

Russian Atnbassador Stopped for Scorching.

Prince Ourossof, the Russian ambassador in

Paris, was stopped recently for fast riding, but

was at once released upoiv presentation of his

card.
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The rider of a National is always prood of his

machine.

It's handsome and well made. Like a good horse,

well groomed, it adds to its owner's pleasure fcy simply

being "all right."

The real satisfaction in the purchase of a Na-
tional comes when the buyer finds that his first ex-

penditure is his last. No repair charges or delays

later to reduce his cash or spoil his pleasure.

One season on a National and he says:

A National Rider Never Giianges His Mount.

Better join the procession.

NATIONAL CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO.,

BAY CITY, MICH.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Whichever it is.
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OLIVEi RACER
will be there and give a good account

of itself.

RIDE^COLIVE,
a three-year-old and a thoroughbrea.

The most attractive wheel on the mar-
ket—one of the reasons for its remark-
able sale in the trade this season.

OLIVE agents everywhere are

enthusiastic.

Join hands with us in success and
represent the popular wheel.

The Olive Wheel Co.,
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Our Latest Wrinkle 1

PRICE, 51.00.

New Departure ^^QAr^g^rHv^^ ^^^
^^^ OvvUl llj Cyclometer,

(PATENTS PENDING.)

Everything out of Danger.

No more broken Cyclometers.

Noiseless concealed Trip.

Cyclometer on hub inside of spolces and trip on axle behind fork. Nothing to
catch and cause brealcing or bending.

Patent adjustable clamp, fits any hub. Easier and quicker to adjust than old style.

i Permanency, Durability and Efficiency Guaranteed. Made from best materials obtainable. Work-

^ manship thoroughly first-class.

X

JOHN H. GRAHAM & CO., Selling Agents,
113 CHAMBERS STREET, - - - - NEW YORK CITY.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

X

:
X
XJ
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Questionable Accident Insurance.

New Haven, Conn., April 14.—The state

insurance department, represented by George

D. Blakeslee, of Hartford, is making inquiries

in this and other cities of the state about in-

surance that is being offered to wheelmen,

that is not regular, and that is not autho-ized

in this state by the insurance commissioner.

The company the inspector is looking up are

the Travelers' Bicycle Casualty Co.,, of Wash-

ington, D. C, which claim to insure wheel-

men for accidents while riding, but, according

to the inspector, the policies are so written

that the company can in almost every case

elude settling claims for injuries. As an ex-

tra inducement to wheelmen a policy for

$1,000, in the United States Casualty Co., of

New York, is thrown in at the same price,

$5 per thousand, for the bicycle accident pol-

icy.

The Washington, company are not licensed

to do business in' this state, Mr. Blakeslee

states, and anyone selling their policies is

liable to a fine of $100, while the gene-al

agent in the state is liable to a fine of $500.

It is understood by the inspector that the

company are trying to get dealers to take hold

of their policies and give them as inducements

to sell wheels. The United States Casualty

Co., whose policies are understood to be

given with the bicycle policies, are all right

and entitled to do business in this state, but

the other, according to the inspector, is not.

" Boney " Won After All.

1. Up in Lockport, 'N. Y., lives a man

named William, alias "Boney," Ward.

"Boney" is known to local fame as a success-

ful man in a boss trade.

2., A man named Kennedy, alsoqf Lock-

port, bought a bicycle. While he still owed

the Lockport Bicycle Co. $20 for it, he let

"Boney" have it for a horse.

3. The Lockport Bicycle Co. sued "Boney."

-They wanted wheel or money. They won

their case.

. 4. "Boney's" attorney prepared an appeal

to the county court.

5. The plaintiff paid "Boney" $15 to stop

further proceedings. That was the value of

the liorse "Boney" traded for the wheel, and

court costs.

"Boney's" reputation—as a boss-trader, that

is—has gone up 20 points.

Interesting I/. A. W.-N. C. A. Muddle.

. George C. Grecnburg, who was the member

of the L. A. W. auditing committee who

stirred up a row by criticising the lack of

bookkeeping by Mr. Mott's racing board, is

now a racing board member himself—in the

N. C. A.—and is reported to be ready and

willing to make life miserable for Chairman

Gerlach, of the new L. A. W. board.

Both men live in Chicago. There is in

Chicago a splendid concrete half-mile bicycle

track. It was built by the public for the pub-

lic, and the park commissioners who manage

it would as lief give a race-meet permit to the

N. C. A. as to the L. A. W. If the N. C. A.

does hold a meet on it, and the L. A. W.
blacklists the track, no L. A. W. member
may race upon it.

Nothing would please the N. C. A. better,

but the probability is that only the riders

who compete in the N. C. A. meet, and not

the track itself, will be blacklisted by the

L. A. W.

A Snap at Big Joe.

There is no question of the ability of the

fat man to create the first requisite of success-

ful advertising—attention. The second requi-

site—buying—is easily secured by the same

means if the fat man happens to be awheel.

A light, graceful wheel that is well enough

put together to carry a mountain of flesh

ought to be strong enough to lug around the

ordinary bundle of skin and bones in safety.

"Joe" Grimes has been a good advertisement

for the Cleveland bicycle.- The accompanying
snap-shot view shows how he looked one

sunny afternoon in Danville, 111. On one

side of him stood Robert Holmes, Danville

agent for the Cleveland. On the other side.

CARBIDE
For All Gas Bicycle Lamps.

PRICES.

48 1-lb.cans to case, S4.80
24 2-lb. cans to case, 4.32
12 5-lb. cans to case, 4.80

Solid cases shipped from factory at

Niagara Falls or New York—broken cases

from New York only. F. O. B. Niagara

Falls. Cartage added if shipped by freight

from New York.

Style "A" Charges for Electro Lamps,
$3.36 per gross.

ABOVE RATES TO TRADE ONLY.

GREENE & HASKELL,
27 East 14th Stieet, NEW YORK CITY.

hands in pockets, stood William Connelly,

one of the "silver-tongued" orators of the

L. A. W.

ADLETS.
For Sale, Exchange, Etc. — Twenty-five word*,

tihirty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.
Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and Help Wanted.— Answers received
in confidence and forwarded without charge. Rate:
25 'words, one time, 50 cents; three times, $1.00; 50
words, one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00; 75 words,
one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-
tisements: One-half inch, one time. $1.00; four times,
$3.00; one inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—tl. W. T. Jenner, patent attorney and
^ mechanical expert, 608 F street, Washington, D.
C. Established 1883. I make an examination free of
charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

A GENCY FOR SKANDINAVIA WANTED.—An
^* old agency in Denmark for bicycle articles wishes
to represent first rate houses for Skandinavia. Best
references. Address "Sofus Cohn, Copenhagen, Den-
mark."^-20c.

"C^OR SALE.—A second-hand Duryea motor car-
J- riage; price, $450. Gilbert J. Loomis, Westfield,
N. J.—4-27.

PARTNER WANTED to exploit a very useful thing
*• on a bicycle; patented; or an arrangement with a
firm for royalty. Mr. More, Attorney at Law, 215
W. 125th St., New York.—i-20p.

OOOD PATENT for sale or royalty; Gilbert carrier
^~* attachment (patented) ; mounted over the rear
wheel; quickly attached; fits any bicycle; adapted to
delivery uses and general carrying purposes; satchels,
packages, etc., carried steadily and without hindrance
to guiding or propelling the bicycle; readily detached,
folded and secured in the frame. Address Chas. S.

Rogers, 220 Broadway, N. Y.—4-20p.

IVyTANUFACTURERS of bicycle sundries, tires,
''^ bells, lamps, chains, etc. Please address cata-
logues and lowest quotations for large export orders
to M. Rigou & Ca., 467 Esmeralda, Buenos Ayres,
Argentine Republic.—4-20p.

e TOLEN.—A Columbia bicycle, No. 6,346; Hart-^ ford tires; black saddle; natural wood rim. Suit-
able reward will be oaid by Owner, 757 Quincy St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.—4-20p.

rpOR SALE.—At very low prices 2 bicycle trunks,
J- nearly new ; also 400 inside brakes complete ; a
lot of seat-post bolts and nuts, sprockets in standard
sizes, and various other bicycle parts; everything of
the best material and workmanship. The Phillips
Mfg. Co., 307 West Broadway.-^-20p.

T"=QIBSON HOUSE
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Under new management. Superior service;

central location; perfect cuisine.

WILL W. CLARKE, Manager.

WHAT EVERY BICYCIE RIDER WANTS.

A Davis Rubber Roller Brake.

Guaranteed to be perfect in

action and not to injure the

tire. We have an interest-

ing proposition to make to

dealers and to riders. If

not for sale in your city,

write at once to

DAVIS MFG. CO.,
711 Stevenson Building, - - INDIANAPOLIS.

%%PERFECT"
25C.

OILER.
CANNOT LEAK.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, Manufacturers, 159 9th Ave., N. Y.

Used by leading makers of high-grade bicycles. The only oiler that regulates supply of oil

We make cheaper oilers also, of unequaled quality.
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SIX HUNDRED SIGNED.

Enthusiastic Backing to a Request for Sidepatli

Commissioners in Schenectady Under the

Ellsworth I^aw.

Schenectady, N. Y., lApril 12.—On Wednes-

day, March 29, a petition was presented to

Alonzo P. Strong, judge of the county court,

asking for the appointment of a sidepath com-

mission, in accordance with Senator Ells-

worth's bill, which has become a law.

Judge Strong read the petition, which was

signed by 57 of the local wheelmen, and re-

fused to make the appointment until the mat-

ter has been brought to the attention of the

large number of cyclists in the city who had

not signed the petition and to give them a

chance to be heard on the subject. He re-

quired the petitioners to advertise for ten days

a notice that a public hearing would be given

on the subject in the court-house on Saturday,

April 8.

The bill places the construction of sidepaths

in counties where the law is in force in the

hands of a commission composed of from five

to seven members, with representatives from

each town on the board of commissioners.

Cities and incorporated villages are exempt

from such control. The commission fixes lic-

ense fees, collects them, and provides penalties

for violations of its provisions.

The hearing was held last Saturday night

with a number of prominent citizens present,

including Judge Cutler, City Attorney Daniel

Naylon, Jr., William E. Underbill, H. C.

Cooper, superintendent of the 'Schenectady

Street Railway, Attorney J. D. Miller, Tom
Moore, chairman of the Sidepath League, and

many others. The petition as presented at the

hearing, was signed by 600 cyclists. The fol-

lowing men were appointed on the commis-

sion by Judge Strong last night: John D.

Miller, Professor Walker, of Union College;

J. H. Bostock, D. W. Watkins, S. A. Case, of

Schenectady; H. R. Hagaman, of Rotterdata,

and 'S. A. Yates, of Glenville.

Sidepath liaw in Pennsylvania.

Harrisburg, Pa., April 15.—A bill in the in-

terest of bicycle riders became a law this

week. It provides that upon petition from

at least twenty-five freeholders, residents of a

county who are bicycle riders, the court shall

appoint three resident wheelmen as sidepath

commissioners, to serve without compensation

other than necessary expenses.

A tax of $1, or so much thereof as may be

recommended by the sidepath commissioners,

shall be paid upon each bicycle in the county.

The taxes shall constitute a sidepath fund, to

be used for construction and maintenance of

the paths.

Another bill, now pending, provides that for

wilfully injuring or obstructing sidepaths con-

structed under the new law signed, an offender

shall be punishable by a fine of $10 or thirty

days' imprisonment, or both.

Seemingly a Good Change.

There is joy among the professionals riding

under the N. C. A. over the abolishment of

the time classifications which have been in force

for a number of years. Many have been

barred from the class races in which they

rightfully belonged by the times made in heats

and races of long ago when multicycle pacing

was done and when they were were pulled out

to record time. The new plan wipes from the

slate all of these old-time figures, enabling the

riders to put up new figures under the present

plan of single pacing. Time for class marks is

taken only in final events, another improve-

ment.

Under the old plan a 'man might win a heat

in 2.25 in a 2.40 class race and run nowhere
in the final, yet he would go down to a 2.20

class at a jump and without having gained
anything in the slower contest. The new start

enables the classification of the men by the

handicappers on a better basis, too, as times

may always be secured ior the 'finals where
time for heats is very seldom reported even in

the cycling papers of to-day. All riders will

therefore start upon a new 'basis in '99.

Washington's Association Incorporated.

Washington, D. C, April 15.—The Wash-
ington Cycle Path Association was incorpor-

ated on 'Wednesday, under the laws of Mary-
land, in order to obtain certain privileges and

rights which could not be obtained under the

laws of the District of 'Columbia. The capital

stock of the association will be $5,000, divided

into 5,000 shares at the par value of $1 each.

The term of existence of the corporation is to

be forty years. The stock will be issued to

the subscribers as soon as the certificates can

be secured, and the construction of the path

to Baltimore will be commenced as soon as

sufficient stock is sold.

For Sidepath Workers.

Madison Coimty, N. Y., in which Syracuse,

Oneida and other well-known cities are lo-

cated, will be divided into seven sidepath

districts under the new state law, and all

money raised in each district will be used fo'-

sidepaths in that district only. This seems

fairer than placing the money in a general

county fund.

Model of Its Kind.

Philadelphia's Associated Cycling Clubs, the

most prosperous, energetic and aggressive of

many imitators, have just issued their an-

nual directory. Similar organizations could

learn considerable from this pamphlet, which

can be secured by addressing the A. C. C.

secretary, 387 Bourse building.

Cycle Path Over a Mountain.

Wheelmen of New Brighton, Conn., in

conjunction with cyclists of Waterbury, have

started a movement to secure subscriptions

for the building of a path over the Southing-

ton mountain roadway. The expense will be

from $2,000 to $3,000.

The "Sidepaths" Road Race.

Percy F. Megargel, who, with W. S. Har-
rison, publishes "Sidepaths," a pretty and in-

teresting publication, will receive entries at

16 State street, Rochester, for the "Side-

paths" 25-mile road race, which occurs

May 30.

A Bicycle Camp.

A bicycle camp is to be established this

summer at White Bear Lake, St. Paul, Minn.,

by the Y. M. C. A., of that city, where mem-
bers can find shelter and entertainment for

themselves and friends at all times.

At last reports, Louis Gimm, the unlucky

six-day rider, was about ready to leave the

San Francisco hospital.

Flavell'g Sea View Hotel, Sea Cliff, I.. I.
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THE PRICES ON

Elmore
Bicycles

ARE STANDARD.

They have set the pace
on all medium-priced
wheels for years. There
is a reasonable limit in

the price of bicycles.
High prices mean expen-
sive methods in manu-
facturing and advertis-

ing, racing teams, etc.

Extreme low prices mean
slack work, low-grade
material, poor finish, etc.

The prices on ELWORES
show what the price on
all other bicycles should
be. The material is first

class ; methods of con-

struction the best; the

finish superb.

Dealers should all have
ELI^IORES in stock. They
sell well and stay sold.

Catalogue and prices
upon application.

Elmore Mf^. Co.,

CLYDE, OHIO, U. S. A.
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Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Is the Hole Thing.

"Whatcher lookin' for?" observed one not

overly original questioner to a wheelman

seated on the road-side busily engaged in spit-

ting upon suspected spots on his tire. It was

an old story; he was looking for a minute

puncture and he wasn't finding it. Often re-

pairers find it no easier to discover these in-

visible causes of slow-leaks than the rider

does, and to overcome this the American

Puncture Locator Co. have brought out a

simple, practical device whereby either a con-

tinuous or lap end inner tube of a pneumatic

tire, after being removed from casing, can

be inflated to riding pressure without injury

to tube and the puncture, no matter how min-

ute, promptly located. The method of doing

this is very simple. After removing inner

tube from tire, inflate it slightly before insert-

ing in locator. Lock the locator with hooks

securely, allowing the valve to protrude

Haunts in the Wild "Woodn and Gay Places for

Summer Outings.

Either or both can be found along the lines of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R'y in Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Northern Michigan, Iowa and the Da-
kotas. Among the many delightful summer resorts
are Delavan, Waukesha, Oconomowoc, Elkhart Lake,
Marquette, Madison^ Kilbourn, Minocqua, Star Lake,
Lakes Okoboji, Spirit Lake, Clear Lake, Big
Stone, Frontenac, White Bear and Lake Minne-
tonka. In the north woods of Wisconsin, in the for-

ests of Northern Michigan and Minnesota, and in the
far stretches of the Dakotas true sportsmen can fish

and hunt to their heart's content. For pamphlet of

"Summer Tours," and "Fishing and Hunting," apply
to nearest ticket agent, or address with two cent
stamp, GEO. H. HEAFFORD, Gen'l Pass. Agt., 555
Old Colony Building, Chicago, 111. 4-27

A NEW PROPOSITION.

Wheels Built to Order,

$12 upwards.
FROM HIGH-GRADE MATERIAL

and fittings of your own selection.

Send for Catalogue of the

* famousTEMPLES-CROWN frames
and all standard makes of bicycle parts
and fittings. Make your selection.
We build the bicycle accordingly.

...tOTVEST PRICES GUARANTEED.
' "Write to-day

and send for catalogue of "MAGIC
$2.00 Gas Lamp—Best Made.

Graphophones and Cameras.

RALPH TEMPLE CO., 7 1 T.nkc St.,

through hole provided for that purpose. In-

flate tube to ordinary riding pressure and im-

merse in tub or tank of water, laying the

locator on its side. The exact place of punc-

ture or leak can readily be seen and marked
with an indelible pencil through the meshes

of wire cloth. The price of this handy article

is $5, and the address of its makers 84 La
Salle street, Chicago.

Sterling Versus Gerwlng.

Robert Gerwing, a well-known Denver deal-

er, became indebted to the Sterling Cycle

Works and gave them a mortgage on a

Denver lot. Foreclosure is demanded to sat-

isfy the remainder of the debt, $2,804.43.

, V HANDLE BARS
^ FORK SIDES

,

^' PROTECTOR REVOLVERS
coR^EsPOHotNCE PERFECTION PADLOCKS
soL.cEo-o AMES SWORD CO. CHICOfYE, MASS.

SFBOIA-lLiS,
Morgan & Wright. '99 double tires $4.50 per pair.
Schinneer Bars '99 Pat 40 each.
Perfecto Hubs l.lOperpair.
Columbia guaranteed tires 2.80 per pair.

Vimoid Repair Kits - 1.50 per dozen.

We issue a semi-monthly price-list. Send for it—will
ra ike money for you.

Sundry Dept. VIM BICVCLE CO..
56 Fifth Ave,, Chicago,

Graphite Lubricants.

ALL KINDS, ACCORDING TO WANTS.

Joseph Dixon Cracible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Mayer Plating Dynamos
Motors&Generators
Are Unexcelled.

•J
Gals, of p .

'^°- Nickel.
'^""

2 35U .... $70
3 ... 700 100
4... 1,400 160

X 5... 2,800 ... 225

J Plating Supplies.
I Complete Outiils,

Maxwell M. Mayer
Electric Co..

2dAv.122dSt.,N.Y.

Our twenty-five years'

experience manufacturing LEFEVER GUNS has won an enviable
reputation for our

LEFEYER ARMS 60. CHftlN

They'are built on honor. Each link-block and pin fits perfectly. They are properly case-hardened.

They are accurate as to pitch. The elongation after use is imperceptible. Built in four grades.

OVR HIGHEST ORADE IS BUILT OF NICKEL. AND TOOL-STEEL.

LEFEVER ARMS CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

CHICAGO. IVEN BRANDENBURG CO., 101 Reade St., NEW YORK.

NEW YORK ENAMELLING CO.,

155 W. 29thIST. , N.Y.
High-Art Enamel'lng we<l and cheaply done

If Defective PartsAre Found In

rx^MAN5ON BICYCLE
WeWillR[placeFre[AnoPayAll Express Charges

MANSON CYCLE COJS^^^™!?,':^^'

AHEAD OF EVERYBODY.
The Nickel Plate Route continues to keep ahead

of everybody in railway matters, despite intense com-
petition. How is this accomplished? Simply by cater-
ing fully and generously to the public demands. Peo-
ple know and appreciate a good thing when they see
It, That is why they patronize the Nickel Plate so
freely.

Why has this road won its present position? By
furnishing the very best class or service at low rates,
and by generous treatment of its patrons. Safe and
easy roadway, fine trains, luxurious equipment, fast
time, close connections—these are the cardinal points
in favor of the Nickel Plate Route. These are its

prime factors of success. The Nickel Plate is the
people's route— a strong favorite with the traveling
public. Don't forget this when going East. Don't
forget when you go West. Don't forget the road that
gives the best service at the lowest rates.—4-30.

RUBBER TIRE CABS AND CARRIAGES.
The West Shore Railroad has incorporated a system whereby

pasiengers arriving or departing from its West Forty-second street
terminal. New York City, are supplied with cab, hansom, coach or
omnibus, as they may order. Westcott Express messengers are
now on all through trains to sell tickets and engage such vehicles

as passengers desire. New York City has been
divided into six districts, each district having
its own number and its own rates. The ve-
hicles are all rubber-tired and will be maintained
in first-class order. The new service has been
in effect since November 4th, and has been giving
excellent satisfaction.
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WESTERN WHEEL WORKS OUT.

The Option Given by Them

THE PACTS.

The Western Wheel Works. Mr. R. L. Cole-

man, President, gave an option on their plant

on March 9 to Mr. A. G. Spalding, who is

promoting the bicycle alliance. The option

expired on April 8. The Western Wheel
Works refused to extend the option to June
1. They declined Mr. Spalding's request to

do so. On April 4, Mr. Spalding asked them
to extend the option to June 1, pointing out

that all the other options expired on that date.

Mr. Coleman, who had been tarpon fishing in

Florida, upon his return to New York flatly

declined to extend the option. At the same
time he wrote Mr. Simpson, who is in charge

of the appraisements and the expert account-

ing, to return to him all the papers and mem-
orandum which were delivered to him.

Mr. Spalding's Request.

New York, April 4.

In looking over the various options that I have re-

ceived from the different manufacturers I find that

they all terminate on the same date, viz., June 1,

1899, except yours, which terminates thirty days from
March 9, which would make it April 8. That we may
have uniformity in all these options, may I attach to

your proposition a statement to the effect that the ter-

mination of the same is extended to June 1, 1S99? A
few of the first options I received, including Ames &
Frost, terminated before June 1, but since they have all

been extended to June 1, I would like very much to

have yours conform to the others. The appraisers

and accountants are now on the road and they promise
to have their work completed in a very short time.

Mr. Coleman's Reply.

A. G. Spalding, Waldorf-Astoria:

Dear Sir—Yours of the 4th inst. received during my
absence. We will not renew the option which we gave
you on March 9, which expired April 8. I have to-day

written to the auditor, Mr. Simpson, requesting him to

return to me all papers and memorandum which were
delivered to him as auditor to the supposed syndicate.

Yours truly,

R. L. Coleman.

to the Promoters of the Bicycle Alliance Expired April 8

Decline to Extend It to June I.

They

It Leaks Out.

The facts, liberally garbled, as usual, leaked

into the press, were amplified in Monday's
papers, and telegraphed, garbled, all over the

country. The news carried consternation in all

its various phases. There were questions,

doubts, surmises, regrets, annoyance and

anger, the sum total of all being as big as

the Waldorf-^Astoria itself. Mr. Coleman im-

mediately became the storm centre. In his of-

fice at 36 Warren street he sat and received.

The door was wide open. Mr. Coleman was

generously on tap and told nothing. He even

seemed to get some amusement out of the

situation. Among his callers were all sorts

and conditions of men. His most important

interlocutors were several men whose names

stand for something in this cycle trade. They
all wanted to know the why and the wherefore.

A Wheel man saw all the interested parties

and, while there was a dearth of matter, much
was garnered for the weaving of this fabric.

Mr. R. L. Coleman.

Mr. R. L. Coleman, very wisely, would

shed no light on the situation. He refused to

talk away from the main point. He had given

the promoters of the bicycle alliance, in per-

fect faith, a thirty-day option on the sky-high

plant. The option expired. He declined to

extend it. A perfectly simple recital, is it irot?

But people who know iMr. Coleman, and who
beheve him to be a particularly long-headed

man, immediately commenced to fish about for

motives, and the catch was unique and various.

One lusty rumor was quickly nailed as a child

of the mother of lies. It was reported that

Mr. Coleman had been offered stock instead

of cash. This story is vapor. There was no

change in the original promise of purchase on

a cash basis.

The Motive.

Those who know Mr. Coleman well believe

that he had one or two good reasons for with-

drawing his plant from the alliance. One or

two men who know him closely know what

the motives are. One of these men stated

that, if the matter is made public, Mr. Cole-

man will be found on a platform of sound

logic. No one has voiced 'Mr. Coleman's dis-

satisfaction with any feature of the proposed

alliance. No one has questioned his belief as to

the success of the alliance, his belief in the

good faith of the promoters and in their abil-

ity to "underwrite" and successfully launch a

makers' combination. But iMr. Coleman usually

acts with foresight and prudence. He has un-

doubtedly hit upon something that he wants

explained. Of course, efforts were at once

made on the part of big men close to Mr.

Coleman to get him into line. Up to the

time of The Wheel's press hour, he yet re-

mains outside the breastworks. In a matter

involving millions, the business man is not

swayed by friendship. Only facts, and facts

of the right sort, will swing the Western

Wheel Works into line.

Mr. Spalding.

Mr. Spalding's fortress, for the time being,

is the Waldorf-Astoria. Commencing on Mon-
day, at breakfast time, Mr. Spalding was

stormed continuously for about forty hours.

He was raked fore and aft, and was the mark
for all kinds of firearms. After the bombard-
ment ceased Mr. Spalding issued the follow-

ing statement to the newspapers and to the

trade:
The Waldorf-Astoria,

New York, April 24, 1899.

Gentlemen—I hand you herewith a clipping from
yesterday's New York "Tribune." The source of the

information is apparent, the motive is known and the

action has been discounted by me. I have more than

eighty, signed options (including all the principal

parts makers), and they all run to June 1 or longer.

When I received Mr. Coleman's option, I had his

positive word that the time would be extended to

June 1. The project is too. far advanced to be affected

by his action. -The options were all obtained on a cash

basis, and will be dealt with to the £nish on that

basis, inspired reports to the contrary notwithstanding.

Yours truly,

A. G, Spalding.

Of course, Mr. Spalding was annoyed by the

defection of the Western Wheel Works. It

was the first break in the wall which he has

erected around the trade. But his chief an-

noyance was born of the fact that the corres-

pondence had been made public. Outside the

above statement, Mr. Spalding would not talk.

As head of the proposed alliance he could not

well take the public into his confidence. As
milk is to the child, so is secrecy to big move-
ments of this kind. Publicity has killed many
a promising enterprise. Mr. Spalding, who
has long been a man of affairs, knows this and

refused to emit light. His letter will repay

closest study. What he says is concise. What
he doesn't say is the kind of stuff that makes

history.

Effect on the Trade.

The publicity given to the W. W. W.'s prac-

tical defection from the ranks set the trade by

the ears. As the crack of the rifle calls the

sleeping camp into being, so this announce-

ment startled the cycle trade. It is

probable that those who did not know
the facts were quite startled by the

W. W. W.'s withdrawal. Their doubt and

hesitation, however, must have been dis-

pelled by iMr. iSpalding's strong assurances.

Meanwhile, another section of the trade, in-

cluding many of the biggest firms, personally

assured Mr. Spalding of their confidence in
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:-:-:-: + THE WOOD-RIM CASE.

R. L Coleman Talks.

I saw R. iL. Coleman late Wednesday afternoon, after the publication of

the Spalding letter (see page 9). There was a latent fight in the Coleman eye.

I quote him as closely as memory will follow speech:

"I do not care anything about the inspiration part. I do not care whether

anyone thinks the publication of the facts was inspired or- not. The important

part is this: Mr. Spalding's statement 'hat I promised him, when giving him the

option, that I would renew it—that is absolutely false. 'I told Mr. Spalding

that I would give him an option only for thirty days, and that, at the expiration

of that period, if the situation pleased me, and was satisfactory, I -would renew

the option till June 1, the same as the others.

"I do not care to say at this time why I considered the situation not satis-

factory enough for me to renew my option. I simply gave an option for thirty

days on my business, and I considered that long enough. lAt the end of the

thirty days I was not satisfied with conditions enough to renew it, and I used

the right of the proprietor of a business to exercise his own judgment as to

what he ought to do. I considered it good judgment not to renew. The rea-

sons why the conditions were not satisfactory, I will not state now. I have no

desire to injure the proposed alliance, and will say nothing. Later I may ex-

plain why I thought it advisable to withdraw my plant from the alliance."

In association with R. L. Coleman are at least three other men who will

probably be guided by iMr. Coleman's action. Of course, they can do nothing

now, as their options run until June 1. Co-operative action may be looked

for on the part of these four men.

+ -: +

the proposed alliance, and of their earnest

hope that it would go through. Many of these

men are to be seen daily at the Waldorf-As-

toria. The Wheel talked with them. The
consensus of opinion is this: "We believe this

alliance will save a splendid business. We
believe it will be a great success. We are be-

hind it heart and soul." There was also grave

regret at the break in the hitherto solid pha-

lanx, coupled with conjecture as to the cause,

and reinforced by a strong hope, and an even

stronger belief, that, in a few days, all would

be well again.

The Wheel's summary of the situation is

this: A very great number of firms want the

alliance to go through. They believe it will

be successful. A fair section of the trade, while

doubting the ultimate result, are willing to sell

to the "alliance." Then the other small part

of the trade have given options on the theory

of "getting in out of the wet." The defection

of the Western Wheel Works will cause some

to waver, but not permanently. There are

enough big men vitally interested in the move-

ment to keep the optionists in line. The feel-

ing is also strong that the defection of the

Western Wheel Works will not affect the mat-

ter, one way or the other.

York. His representative would have nothing

to say relative to the bicycle trust, further than

that all parties concerned thought it best that

if anything was said, it should be said by Mr.

Spalding, who had worked so hard in the in-

terest of the promoters. He very politely,

but firmly, refused to be interviewed. Had no

opinion as to the effect the termination of Mr.

Coleman's option would have, either on the

trust or any individual concern connected with

it. Said that if the Colonel was in town he

would be as reticent on the matter, for the

reason above stated, viz., that all parties

thought it best that the talking be done by

Mr. Spalding.

Later—Colonel Pope, seen in New York on

Wednesday, said in effect: "Mr. Spalding's

letter covers the situation. Mr. Coleman's

action will not prevent the completion of the

project."

A strong market report was to the effect that

Mr. A. Featherstone was allied with the West-

ern Wheel Works in their action. Mr. Fea-

therstone has been East for several days. Dur-

ing that time he has been but very little in

New York. He has other interests East and

they have largely absorbed his time. His op-

tion, however, does not expire until June 1.

along with the others—see Spalding-Coleman

letter—so that there is no need of action or

declaration on his part. Those who know
Mr. Featherstone know that he never wastes

unnecessary ammunition and, above all things,

he doesn't talk. The Wheel's efforts to ob-

tain his views were in vain.

Colonel Pope.

Boston, Mass.—Called on the Pope Mfg.

Co., and found that the Colonel was in New

Newton Rubber Work* Sold.

It is supposed that the International Auto-

mobile & Vehicle Tire Co., incorporated

under New Jersey laws with $3,000,000 capi-

tal, is the creature of Whitney, Croker and

others who are interesting themselves in auto-

mobile transportation, and ostensibly in com-

pressed-air power particularly.

That this New Jersey company means to

control something more reliable than air is

evidenced by its earnest quest for tire pa-

tents and plants. The Boston Woven Hose
plant has been sold, presumably to this com-

pany. The patents of the Springfield (O.)

Rubber Co., on solid rubber vehicle tires,

have been bought, and now the patents on

the Victor vehicle tire, and the plant in which

the Victor tire is made, in Enon, O., are

under consideration. This tire is well known
in the carriage trade. The Victor and Spring-

field factories are the largest vehicle rubber

tire factories in the country. On Tuesday the

Newton Rubber Works stockholders decided

to approve the sale to the International Auto-

mobile & Vehicle Co.

Talk of Trust Buying Up Wood-Rim Plants

After the Appeal of the Indiana Novelty

Company Is Settled.

Milwaukee, Wis., April 22.—There is likely

to be nothing accomplished by the proposed
combination of manufacturers looking toward

tlic purchase of wood-rim plants until a final

hearing has been had upon a patent suit which
is to determine whether the manufacture of

wood rims will be open to the world or

whether it will be confined to the few who
have that right secured to them, or suppose

they have, by patents. Attorneys, supposed to

be acting in the interests of the trust promot-

ers, have been in the city for several days past

investigating the suit instituted by the Indiana

Novelty Company against a couple of Sheboy-

gan, Wis., rim manufacturers who have been

making rims by the carload and selling direct

to manufacturers.

The result is that a decision, handed down
by Judge Seaman, will be bitterly contested on

appeal to the United States Circuit Court of

Appeals, for under the decision of Judge Sea-

man the manufacture of rims is open to the

world. An investigation develops that wood
rims were first used in the vicinity of Boston

as early as 1886, by one John C. Garrood. This

fact, coupled together with the further fact

that Garrood rode his wheel regularly, the

court held, was sufficient to create a general

usage.

Chain-Combine Hatters.

The gentleman previously referred to in

The Wheel as negotiating for the purchase

of chain plants, is John C. Bowe, of the Syra-

cuse Cycle Co. Mr. Bowe was to have visited

New York last week in the matter, but up to

yesterday had not been seen by one of the

chain manufacturers who had an appointment

to meet him.

It is not believed that Mr. Bowe's plans,

whatever they are, are in any way connected

with the chain-combine being promoted by

E. L. Harper & Son, of iNew York City. That

firm, it is understood, is willing to combine

every chain-making concern of any kind, be-

ing interested from the promoter's standpoint

only. On Saturday E. L. -Harper and others

incorporated the Union Steel & Chain Co., in

New Jersey. It is to be capitalized at $60,000,-

000, of which 130,000,000 will be preferred

stock, 7 per cent non-cumulative and $30,000,-

000 common stock.

In Gotham.

A number of the "big men" have been in

and about Gotham during the week. Among
them were A. Featherstone, C. S. Dikeman,

C. F. Smith, George Day and iMr. Miller, the

latter of the Shelby Tube Co.

Central Trust Versus Worcester.

The United States Circuit Court in New
York City has decided, in the Central Trust

Co. vs. Worcester Cycle Co. case, that Trustee

Goodrich has a right to the personal property

of the Worcester Company.

Tube Works Consolidation.

Hartford, Conn., April 25.—It was reported

to-day that an arrangement is under way by

which the tube works of the Pope Mfg. Co.

will be amalgamated with the Shelby Tube

Works, of Ohio.
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A SURE-ENOUGH BICYCLE BOOM,

Last Sunday's Cycling- Tom-Oat in the Various Riding Centres Points to a Demand Which Is

Unprecedented in the Business.

Never in the history of the trade has there

been a greater demonstration of tlie popularity

of the bicycle than occurred last Sunday. By
a happy meteorological coincidence nearly

every riding centre in the country was given

that day, after many iSabbath days of disap-

pointing climate, on which to show its spring

enthusiasm. As The Wheel's reports below

will show, the pent-up cycling spirits waded

into the opportunity and fairly bubbled over

the edges.

Perhaps nothing can better illustrate the

enthusiasm which seized the metropolitan dis-

trict on Sunday than a reprint of the news-

paper headings which appeared on Monday:

THE SUN.—News of the wheelmen—The Sunday
that riders had been looking for all spring—Tremen-
dous crowds out everywhere.

THE WORLD.—Thousands rode on cycle paths-
Greatest outpouring of cyclists yesterday ever seen

on the roads of Greater New York—Brooklyn paths

crowded—Eastern Parkway, Merrick Road and the

Coney Island cycle path were filled with pedaling

humanity.

THE TRIBUNE.—Cycling—Riders of the wheel out

in large numbers—Touring parties making arrange-

ments for the season.

THE HERALD.—Whirl of wheels—Fine weather

brings out cyclists in metropolitan district by
tens of thousands—Paths to Coney jammed—num-
ber who rode oceanward estimated at forty thousand,

one tenth being women—Police say crowds were
orderly, but warnings sent riders scurrying for bells.

Here is a heading that is fairly representative

of the present condition of the trade all over

the country:

THE HERALD, New Britain, Conn.—Bicycle busi-

ness booming—An average of thirty machines a day

being sold in New Britain—Many for cash, but gener-

ally on the installment plan—Lower-priced wheels are

in favor.

TRADE REVIVAL IN NEW YORK.

Representatives of Big Makers Say the De-

mand Is Unprecedented.

"Busy? I should say we are," said Elliott

Mason, manager of the Pope Mfg. Co.'s New
York branch. The factory has been working

day and night for many weeks and we are still

far behind in our orders. It reminds one of

the boom times of '95 and '96. Telegrams,

telephone messages and letters are coming

in by the hundred, calling for wheels, and we

are taking care of them the best way we can."

"To what do you attribute the revival?"

"Well, among other causes I would include

good weather, easy money and low prices.

Last year the trade was nipped in the bud by

the rainy weather. Why, we have sold more

wheels so far this season than we did during

the whole of 1898. In the chainless alone we

are 1,000 wheels behind our orders."

Manager PauU, manager of the Monarch

Cycle Mfg. Co.'s eastern business, said: "Be-

hind in our orders? I should say we were.

This year we have more agencies than last and

we cannot begin to keep up with the demand.

What kind of wheels are wanted? Well, the

$35 and $50 grades are mostly called for, and

we are also having a big demand for the $25

wheels."

"We have only had our New York office

open aJ>out three weeks," said Gus Ausscm, of

A, D. Meiselbach, "and thus far have sold over

500 wheels to people we never did business

with before. They have 'been taken in lots of

between twenty and fifty and the orders are

still coming in at a lively rate. We intend to

carry here between 2,000 and 3,000 wheels,

and I am of the opinion that before long there

will be a decided scarcity.

"Last winter manufacturers and jobbers

were very conservative in their orders, and

now that the trade has opened with a rush

they cannot get goods enough to fill the or-

ders. Our factory is running with full force

and we are trying to keep up with the busi-

ness."

PHILADELPHIA'S BEAUTIFUL DAY.

From the Distress of Anxiety Dealers Turn to

Immoderate Glee.

Philadelphia, April 24.— It was a long, ted-

ious wait this year for the first pretty spring

Sunday—the awakening, so to speak—but it

came yesterday and was worth waiting for.

It would be hard to imagine more perfect

outdoor conditions. The air was delicious;

the trees seemed to have budded in a night;

the grass did its best to meet the requirements

of the occasion by putting on its most delicate

green coat and, to add to the wheelman's de-

light, the roads were as nearly perfect as they

ever get.

It certainly was one of the days that one

reads about in the almanacs. Everybody ap-

peared to be good-natured and happy. People

who insist that cycling has passed were com-

pelled to sing a new note as they watched the

mighty host of cyclers passing.

The city streets, country roads and park

drives were crowded. The country clubs—
Athletic of Philadelphia, Century, Quaker

City, League Cycling and others—^^were

thronged. At one of these country clubs

—

not as accessible as some of the others—over

500 riders were present, and there wasn't room
for another person in the bar—I mean bath-

room.

The distressed, disappointed, anxious, will-

it-never-let-up look that the cycle dealers have

worn for so many weeks gave way to one of

almost ghoulish glee. A halting, backward,

snowy, cold, rainy, nasty spring has the same

effect on cycle dealers that "hope deferred"

is said to have on hearts—it makes 'em sick;

but after yesterday's display they have bright-

ened up and look forward to the future with

pleasurable anticipation.

Last year there was no opening day; this

year we have so far had nothing but an open-

ing day. 'Hence a comparison of the relative

turnouts is impossible. In '98 there was pleas-

ant weather and good riding at frequent inter-

vals during February and March. February

13, last year, the weather was charming; the

same date this year a howling blizzard was

working overtime, nothing in siglit but snow,

and locomotion only possible -with wings or

balloons. And so the comparison has kept

up right along.

One thing, however, is certain—the croakers

received a hard set-back yesterday. It is quite

true that plenty of people who cycled a year

ago were a-golfing this' year; nevertheless, Mr.

Plethoric Pocketbook was quite as numerous
this year as ever and Mr. Ten Weeklybones
very much more so.

The most encouraging symptom lies in the

fact that the roads outside of town were more
popular than the park drives. When cyclers

prefer the country to the city it is a sure sign

that they have discovered the real thing in

cycling and have come to stay.

vNovelties were scarce, the only noticeabk

ones being the chainless models and the auto-

matic coasters. There were plenty of the

former and their riders seemed perfectly sat-
'

isfied with their lot. If they found the hills

difficult it was not apparent to the naked eye.

Riding behind a bicycle fitted with the auto-

matic coaster is an experience. As an old-

timer expressed it, it gave him the "fan-tods,"

whatever that may mean. He declares that

watching an automatic advocate recently in a

restaurant, the latter, after taking two or three

churns with his molars, would pause for the

evident purpose of permitting mastication to

take its own course. The "O.^T." was doubt-

less jealous, for inquiry among the "auto-

matic" riders brought out the testimony that

the device was all right and a distinct improve-

ment in bicycles.

Cycle Row on Monday took on all the airs

of old times, and the only reason "that the

feelings of the dealers are not expressed in

this letter is because they were too busy to

give The Wheel representative the time nec-

essary for an interview. It is no exaggera-

tion, however, to state that without exception

they were surprised and gratified at the result

of Sunday's demonstration.

THRONGS UP ROCHESTER WAY.

A Very Fair Sprinkling of the Chainless

and Thirty-Inch Machines.

Rochester, April 24.—Last Sunday was in

reality the first opportunity cyclists in this sec-

tion had to take advantage of good weather

and smooth roads, so one and all turned out

in force. The roads between the centre of the

city and Genesee Valley Park was thronged

with wheelmen and wheelwomen all day long,

while the park itself was the meeting ground

for wheelmen and wheelwomen from all parts

of the city.

;New wheels were very much in evidence,

and the bright enamels that are the disting-

uishing marks of '99 models were freely inter--

mingled with the less conspicuous machines

purchased a year or two ago.

Thirty-inch wheels were frequently met with,

and a goodly number of chainless models,

generally surrounded by a curious crowd of

the younger element, were quite noticeable.

A peculiar feature of the time is the tech-

nical lore of the bicycle girl of '99. The
Wheel representative, • while seated in the

(
Continued on page IS- )
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Ask the first lOO traveling bicycle men you meet which chainless they con-

sider best, and we venture to say 90 of them will tell you the

BEYEL-GEHR
is the smoothest, easiest-running chainless they have seen. We would guess that every one of them

will admit it has no superior. We have never known of but one Clipper Chainless rider to go back

to a chain wheel; we never heard of one changing his Clipper Chainless for any other make of

Chainless. We've sold a good many Bevel-Gear Clippers to riders of other chainless bicycles. We've

never offered big prices for bicycles of other makes to induce riders to ride and recommend our

bicycle. Clipper Bicycles, chain and chainless, have sold on their merits. Don't you think it's time

to think a bit ? Write us anyhow.

(Clipper People.)

Grand Rapids Cycle Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
No, N 154.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Our Prices

Some people talk a lot
AND don't say anything.

53i

TELL YOU ALL YOU WANT
TO KNOW, AND ALL WE
HAVE TO SAY.

MAGDONALD

& CO.,

35 So. William St.,

New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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OPENED WITH A BANG.

AFTER six rainy Sabbaths in

this metropolis, the sun came
on the seventh and was King.

Things peeped forth from mother

earth. There was a universal insec-

tivorous buzz, and the created things

that don't buzz lowed, cackled or

what not, each after its kind. Green

things took on more green. It was

a sappy day. The cyclists were very

much in evidence. They came out

by the thousand and kept the roads

busy. The agency man sought his

couch at I a. m., tired but money-fat.

And as with New York, so with all

the big human centres. " The
Wheel" felt the trade and the result

is printed on another page. It will

be an emphatic cycling year. We
want to say so; you want to say so.

Cycling needs considerable fizz. Do
your share.

"THE BROKEN TRUST."

been inflammable. Coghlan's after-coffee ut-

terances have been taken up by all the Eu-

ropean papers and a general charge of lack of

self-containment is lodged against America.

And there is much foundation for such a taunt.

As with Coghlan, so with the trust matter.

We admit the power of the Western Wheel

Works. We are posted on the unique posi-

tion of its head, Mr. R. L. Coleman. But as

one swallow doesn't make a summer, so one

bicycle concern doesn't make -or unmake a

trust. What sense can the big men of the

"Tribune" have when they print such tommy-

rot. And mind you, the '"Tribune" reaches

New York's wealthy and conservative class.

Is it any wonder that people sometimes drop

the newspaper habit?

T"* HE above flare-line is annexed from the

' "New York Tribune," a sane, solid, even

stolid paper. Because the Western Wheel

Works refused to renew their option to the

"bicycle alliance promoters," the "Tribune"

prints a lot of stuff of a tenor in accord with

the above heading. The "Journal" uses:

"Puncture for the Big Bike Trust." The mat-

ter, as presented in these two papers, was sent

over the wire to all parts of the country

—

doing incalculable harm.

A few days since one Captain Coghlan told

some Dewey stories. They might have caused

aninternationalbreachhad our Teutonic friends

FORGET IT.

IT'S slang; but it covers the case. It was

reared on the lamented Maine and on our

people who were shot into the dark. It was

a common-sense rebuke to the over lachry-

mose wave of Maineism which for a time be-

reft the people, and which alike laid hold of

the pulpit and the maker of the newest brand

of soap.

So we annex it and apply it to this much-

tongued bicycle trust. Of course, elsewhere

in this issue, we have a considerable bit of

trust stuff ourselves. But it was necessary.

It is one of the functions of The Wheel to

post the trade. The episode of the week

called for extended treatment. We regret

that trust" inatter figures so prominently in

this issue.

There is no bicycle trust. There may be,

but the may be is, in any case, so remote that

this alliance, trust or combination may, for

the time being, be laid on the shelf. A cer-

tain group of men is attempting to consoli-

date the trade. The makers are fully informed

as to the matter. The agent has heard of it.

But neither maker, or agent, or even the

promoters themselves know at this tiine

whether there will ever be a birth or not.

There is labor, but as yet no certainty of life.

It is a private enterprise. It is a fact to be

kept in mind, but not so constantly as to ex-

clude more vital issues. If we could predict

the future, the effect, the net result, this

alliance would be a cud worthy of constant

and unceasing mastication. At this hour, how-

ever, it is best represented by a child who

would blow a bubble. He hopes for big,

startling, multicolored results—something to

shame the rainbow, something to delight the

eye. We respect the purposes of the pro-

moters. We know ability is behind the move-

ment. But, for the trade's sake, we compare

it to an incipient bubble, which may be much

—or nothing.

Meanwhile, trust or no trust, is it not true

that the trade is righting itself? One man

says that "enough blood has not been shed."

True enough, mayhap. But, at any rate, the

fields are red and the cyclemakers' cemetery

is not without fruit. Prices have sagged. To
ofi'set that, operation and material have been

cheapened. AH along the line selling methods
have been "cut," and those who have the

talent that would succeed in any commercial
enterprise are making fair money in the bi-

cycle business. Again, there are less makers
now than for some time past. There are new
markets abroad. There is a splendid market
at home. Night-work at the factories seems
to be a certainty of the immediate future.

There is money galore all about the country.

Society, the crust, has taken to golf and the

horse; but the great body of the people, par-

ticularly the basic lower classes, are again

wheel-struck.

With such promise, with so much to do, to

do here at home and across the seas, why
make a bugaboo of a hypothetical trust?

Trust talk unsettles the trade, root and
branch. It disafifects the 'public. It intimidates

the buyer. We say, put it aside and devote

your talent to fattening your salesbook.

ONLY A STARTER.

'y HE WHEEL told last week of the de-

cision to use bicycles in the fire de-

partment at Washington. Compared with

other developments in cycling to-day it is

not a sensational fact, but it is worthy of

passing comment. It is another step in the

development of manumotive transportation,

and it is not one of the last steps, either.

The jinrikisha man we will never see, prob-

ably; but have you ever considered that one

reason why the poor man—the huckster and

the parcels-express man—can get horses so

cheaply is because he is .getting the benefit

of the big general demand for horses? When
the horse-car ceases and the big trucking and

delivery systems are operated with automo-

bile power, horses may become still cheaper

for a little while, but only for a little while.

The decreased demand will result in decreased

production, and scarce things cost money.

The passing of the horse and the coming

of suitable pavements means the rapid appli-

cation of the bicycle and tricycle, driven by

foot, steam, oil and electricity, to the various'

local transportation needs of commerce.

Incidentally, enterprising manufacturers will

do well to watch the Washington experi-

ment, and to not go asleep on watch. Other

cities can be taught to buy similar machines.

I899's SPRING.

THE springtime brings a glad new birth to

all nature. To tree and shrub and flower-

ing plant, and especially to things that "bring

forth fruit," it is "the maddest, merriest time

in all the glad new year."

Yet to tnisguided man it too often brings
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lassitude and depression, relaxed muscles and

a wearied mind. It is at this season that wc

"pay the scot" for unwise living through the

rest of the year.

There is no need for this. The remedy is in

our own hands. We have but to live wisely in

order to share the joyousness of the trees and

the flowers and the brooks released from their

bondage of winter frosts.

All that is necessary to avoid "spring fever"

is to observe a few simple rules of hygienic

living. Eat sparingly, remembering that the

winter is past and that you no longer need the

heat-making foods of that season. Eat fruit

especially and the early vegetables.

Let your morning bath be as invigoratingly

cold as you can get it, and take pains to shock

your nerves into alert activity by sluicing and

dashing yourself with cold water.

Go out into the early morning air for your

exercise on a bicycle, if the weather permits;

if it -does not, then on foot. Breathe the at-

mosphere that builds up the flowering plants.

Smell the soil which is ready to do its produc-

tive work and get yourself into sympathy

with it.

Sleep enough, but do not indulge the plea

of lassitude for too much sleep.

So shall you enjoy spring as the trees and

the flowers do.

Talk of the Week.

in the fond parent and has retarded cycle

usage among youth. They do a lot of good

in some direttious. They are responsible for

much that is bad. What the dailies need are

intellect and honesty.

English from Headquarters.

Two ladies cycled to church at Slough, and left their

machines in the porch. When they came out their

cycle bags and fittings "ere gone, which being dis-

covered later on in the possession of a sacrilegious

looter, he was admonished with a month's hard.—The
Cyclist.

,

The paragraph is not only pleasing in the

nature of the information which it conveys,

but in the glimpse it gives us of the growth of

the English language in the home incubator.

We are made to feel, by such a technical

beauty as "sacrilegious looter," that in respect

to the mother tongue we are a long way from

home; while there is a distinct thrill of acquis-

itive pleasure in bringing oneself up to date by

gathering in such a vocabularic gem as "a

month's hard."

In the Fullness of Time.

If more than ordinary proof were needed of

the fixed manner in which our esteemed

cycling contemporaries in England are oper-

ated, the movement to form a bicycle trust

in this country, and to thereby take a giant

grip on the export business, surely supplies

all the needed evidence. Beyond a para-

graph, stowed away somewhere in the body

of the paper, our friends over there have as

yet not budged out of their tracks to pay

attention to the significance of the matter.

PERTAINING TO PUBLICITY.

A trade journal with a thousand subscribers often
has a greater number of readers of the sort the adver-
tiser wishes to appeal to than the daily paper circu-
lating a hundred thousand copies.

—"Printers' Ink."

We commend to the attention of the local

powers of the Metropolitan district the Hud-
son street asphalt strip. The strip connects

upper New York with lower New York. It

opens up the Jersey, Staten Island and Long
Island runs for all uptown New Yorkers, and
it is in constant use by out-of-town wheelmen
who want to sample Central Park and upper

Gotham. It is in pitiably bad shape. It should

be renovated and connected direct with the

end of the Eighth avenue asphalt. At the St.

John's Park freight depot, it should, for three

or four blocks, be double the usual width, be-

cause, at that point, on account of the freight

tracks, all wheelmen, whether going north or

south, are compelled to use one side of the

street.

Juggling with the Law.

The laws are made to be juggled with. A
Georgia rider wins a considerable sum on ac-

count of an obstructed street. A Michigan

rider loses a similar suit, the judge deciding

that the roadway was safe enough for other

vehicles, and that the law was not intended to

include such skittish critters as bicycles. The
Michigan judge had better not place that de-

cision in a frame, for the perusal of his great-

grandchildren.

Need Intelligence and Honesty.

The daily newspapers, in these slipshod, un-

derpaid, yellow days, will kill anything. They

almost ruined the bicycle trade under pre-

tense of serving the people. They ruined the

sport of bicycle racing and made it a business.

Their hysterical outbursts about certain wo-

men bicycle riders drove many good women
out of cycling. The publicity they give cy-

cling accidents and fatalities has bred fear

We don't hear a lot of twaddle about the

new four-hundred million copper syndicate.

Why? Because the dailies don't understand

copper, and the men who do understand it

won't talk. They are either wise, or rich, or

busy—or all three.

Fifty-one scorchers were fined in Brooklyn for fast

riding on Sunday last.—Daily.

Good. Nothing could better indicate the in-

trinsic vitality of the trade. Nothing could

more plainly say that there is a big crop of

neiv riders this year.

"Supposed syndicate"

—

Mr. Coleman's letter.

That's bad.

"Inspired newspaper reports."

—

Mr. Spald-

ing's letter. That's very bad.

The wise agent is the one who doesn't know

anything about his trust, but who does know

all about his bicycles, and how many new

wheels his town ought to take.

The run of the colors this year is: Black,

big; maroon, fair; green, a little. The sky-

blues, baby pinks and that class seem to have

little vogue.

When water runs up hill naturally rather

than down, when the thermometer goes up in

cold weather and down in warm, when Sun-

day comes every day in the week, then and

not until then may the occasional advertiser

expect to get the returns and build up his

business as the man does who realizes the

worth of the motto, "Keeping everlastingly

at it brings success." The latter has in "con-

tinuous advertising" a pair of seven-league

boots with which he can outstrip his rival

every time. But when that rival wakes up

and meets him on his own vantage ground,

there'll be a race worth the seeing.

A man who reads a bicycle paper at all,

reads it every week. If you can interest him
one week, you should be able to another.

After you land him, there are plenty of other

targets, and if you load your space with good,

argumentative copy, the results will warrant

your shooting it at them every week the year

'round.

The bicycle business is on a better basis

to-day than it was five years ago. To be

sure, profits are closer, hut people have come
to kno:w a good from a poor wheel, a point

in favor of the maker of the better class. It's

an easy matter to sell a good bicycle now if

you don't forget to shout. And the bicycle

paper is the proper medium through which

to do your shouting.

Advertise the distinctive features of your

wheel so that they will be instantly recog-

nized by the ordinary wheelman. It is good

advertising to have your bicycle pointed out

with the exclamation: "Oh, there goes a '99

." Little things count, and this is one of

them.

Advertising in The Wheel will prove

profitable to anyone who has anything usa-

ble, eatable or wearable by the trade and

better class of riders.

The bicycle maker who advertises in his

trade paper week after week has a foil against

hard times, failure and the thousand-and-one

trials the trade is heir to.

"No Bicycle Trust Yet."—Daily. No, and if

there were, the papers would know nothing

about it.

What the trade needs is allopathic doses of

silence and ignorance on that trust bugaboo.

An Ad Expert's Experience.

Unless your advertisement is so prepared

that people will look at it and read it, you

must not expect results. G. H. E. Hawkins,

who writes the "Chat on Dealers' Advertis-

ing" for The Wheel, advertises himself as an

ad-writing expert in that column. The plan

has formed several desirable connections for

him, and the wide range of The Wheel's

circulation has surprised him a bit. Among
the letters he has received is one from Hol-

land and one from Belgium.

Query for Mr. Sphinx.—Does Mr. Coleman

really want a bicycle alliance or does he not?

The coming automobile will apparently wear

solid rubber tires.

Inflammable Material.

"I hear they use all sorts of materials in the

manufacture of acetylene gas nowadays."

"True," replied the unfortunate buyer of

$2.63 gas cycle lamp. "They even make light

of the riders' complaints."

It is difficult to understand how it will be

possible to prevent cycle-mounted firemen

from becoming scorchers when on duty.
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park behind a bench containing a bevy of fair

cyclists, overheard them discussing the various

mounts. "There goes a Tiger," one was
heard to say. "I know it by its orange head."

Another called attention to the Tribune, well

known for its robin's-egg blue enamel. The
Columbia chainless was pointed out by the

first speaker, while the other gave a lengthy

discourse on the respective merits of the Sager
and the Columbia gearing.

Tandems, since the price has been reduced

to $75, are proving great sellers, and all of the

local dealers are booking orders daily for this

bicycle-built-for-two. The Duplex, which al-

lows two riders to sit side by side, is frequent-

ly met in the streets of Rochester, while trip-

lets and even quads are occasionally passed

on the road or in the park.

Dealers seem to think 1890 is to be the banner

year for the bicycle trade, and, from present

indications, it will be. The war has been a

good thing for the industry, inasmuch as many
riders who were out of positions when the war

broke out were able to fill the positions left

by men who enlisted. In this way they were

able to lay aside considerable money, and the

returning volunteers received in the neighbor-

hood of $100 each when they were finally dis-

charged. A few years ago this amount would

. have gone into the savings bank—or else-

where. Now it goes into a new bicycle.

Second-hand bicycles bring very low prices,

and when you suggest exchange with a dealer

he informs you that you can secure more for

your wheel by disposing of it at private sale

than he can possibly allow you on it for a new
wheel.

FIFTY THOUSAND IN CHICAGO.

It I/Ooked I/ike a Monster Bicycle Proces-

sion All Day I,ong.

Chicago, April 24.—Yesterday was practic-

ally the opening day of what promises to be

the most wonderful cycling season ever known
in Chicago.

A nasty, late, cold spring has given the

"calamity howlers" their one and only chance

to howl this year, but the events of the last

week have buried them so deep that even an

advertisement in The Wheel would fail to

reach them.

One week ago to-day the first pleasant rid-

ing weather since last fall reached Chicago

and wheelmen appeared as if by magic from all

parts of the city to welcome the event. The

numbers increased steadily during the week

and culminated in the tremendous outpouring

of yesterday.

As a conservative estimate, would say that

there were 50.000 bicycle riders on the streets

and boulevards of this city yesterday. There

might have been more. There could not have

been many less, if appearances count for any-

thing.

It looked to the casual observer to be noth-

ing less than a monster bicycle procession all

day long.

The chainless wheel was in the minority, of

course, but a great many more were seen than

at any time during the season of '98.

The 30-inch wheel was mainly conspicuous

by its absence, and it appears the larger size

wheel, except possibly on tandems, has run

its course and will not cut any figure.

Now, as to tandems: Chicago is the greatest

tandem centre in the world. A representative

of The Wheel counted 400 wheels passing on
Michigan avenue yesterday inside of twenty
minutes. Of these 62 were tandems, the ma-
jority of which had "fair" occupants on the

rear seats.

A prominent local dealer, who is in a posi-

tion to know, states that there are at least 15,-

000 tandems used in Chicago at the present

time. This is out of a total bicycle riding

population of 200,000. One large bicycle man-
ufacturer who sold 680 wheels at retail here

last year, disposed of 82 tandems.

The sale of the double machines is increas-

ing at a wonderful rate this year, as the broad,

smooth and absolutely level boulevards make
the use of tandems easy and pleasurable.

Noting the vast increase in the number of

wheels seen this year, compared with last sea-

son at this time, or, in fact, compared to any
previous year, I made the rounds of the var-

ious retail bicycle stores to-day, to see where

they all came from, and I had my eyes opened

in good shape. This is what the dealers said:

Joseph F- Gunther, Manager Rambler Branch.

—

Our retail business up to the present time has been

at least four times as large as it was last year to

May 1. This will be by far the best year in the his-

tory of our concern. We have twice as many sales-

men on our floor as we ever had before, and if busi-

ness keeps on increasing will have to add still further

to our force.

We sold ninety wheels at retail off this floor last

Saturday, which knocks all our previous records sky-

high. Ninety per cent of our trade is in high grade

goods. Tandems are going fast.

James Levy, Manager Cleveland Branch.—We
have sold and delivered twice as many wheels so far

this season as we sold all of last year. Fifty per cent

of our trade is on the $75 chain wheel, which is an

eye-opener to people who think a $75 chain wheel

cannot be marketed. It has even surprised us.

Tandems are more popular than ever, and we are

selling all we can get of them. We don't have as

much call for the chainless as we anticipated.

M. J. Budlong, Manager Columbia Branch.

—

Our retail trade here will be three or four times as

large as last year. Chainless wheels are selling away
beyond our expectations.

M. J. Gleason, Manager Eldridge Branch.

—

Retail sales are far ahead of last year so far. We look

for the biggest business in our history. Our 30-inch

wheels are selling well, especially in tandems. We
expect a big tandem year.

A. H. Lumsden, Manager Monarch Branch.

—

Business is a good 100 per cent better than last year.

It bids fair to be the largest in the history of our

business. The call is for the better grade of wheel.

Our retail sales are averaging 25 wheels per day.

A. W. Moore, Manager World Branch.—We
have only been open here for one week, but the de-

mand for our best grade of goods is something phe-

nomenal. We look for a great year.

R. D. Buckingham, Manager Fowler Branch.

—

At least 50 per cent more sales so far this year than

last. We are selling 20 wheels per day on the average.

Sold 42 last Saturday. Everyone seems to want the

best that money can buy.

C, H. Larson, of Larson Cycle Co., handling Trin-

ity, Sterling and Tribune.—We are selling much more
of the better than the cheaper grades. Our business

so far this year equals the total to June 15 last year.

We have placed orders for a large regular stock.

Much more cash business than ever before.

Clyde P. Warner, representing The Waverley.—This

is the best year since '95. Our \^'averley business will

be double that of last year.

R. H. Brown, of Brown-Lewis Cycle Co., handling

Featherstone and other lines.—Can't get wheels fast

enough. Our retail trade is double that of any pre-

vious year.

Others speak in the same vein, and one can-

not but believe, after making the "rounds,"

that, in Chicago, at least, this will be a record

year in the bicycle trade.

To sum up the situation: Indications point

to a better, cleaner business here than ever be-

fore. There are fewer manufacturers, fewer

dealers, less price cutting and the demand
greater than for years past. The masses have
money and are calling for the better grade of

goods, stimulated by the fact that the margin
in price is so small between the best and poor-
est.

Wise dealers are placing stock orders, and
those who do not will soon be unable to sup-
ply the demand. Factories are rushed now.
and although there is no great shortage at

present, the supply will surely be short if the

tremendous trade of the last two weeks keeps
up. It seems that the predicted rush has come
and now no one seems more surprised than
those who predicted it.

A BIG WEEK IN TOLEDO.

Factories and Retail Stores Find Their Facili-

ties to Be Inadequate.

Toledo. April 24.—The past week has been
the most remarkable in the matter of bicycle

selling in the history of Toledo.

No conservative estimate can be placed on
the number of wheels sold, but it has been
enormous. Every bicycle store in the city has
been besieged and many of the retailers when
they closed their doors on ^Saturday night had
not enough wheels in stock to supply the sales

they had made. The wheel buyers seemed to

distribute their business around to all the

places, and without exception every dealer had
a good business.

Of course, the Toledo-made wheels had pre-

cedence. The factories were busy with out-

side orders and could not expect in any way
to help out the local trade. The dealers un-

animously stated to a representative of The
Wheel that no such sales were ever known in

the city.

The rush of business has caused the Lozicr

people to open up a branch store on the east

side, where their customers may get what they

want, and in this way the pressure at the

downtown store is expected to be relieved.

Toynton & Hoyt, a Detroit firm, have start-

ed in the bicycle manufacturing business in

this city. They will make a wheel of their own
and expect to open a good-sized factory if they

find a satisfactory trade in Toledo and vicin-

ity.

BACKWARD IN CLEVELAND.

The Sales Are Heavy, but the Riding Season

Has Been Delayed.

Cleveland. April 24.—Yesterday can hardly

be said to have been the opening of the riding

season in this city, as we have had two weeks

of very fair weather, during which time the

wheelmen have made the best of it, but it was

an ideal spring Sunday and the cyclists were

out in full force. The continued dry spell

has made the roads out of town unusually

dusty for this time of the year, but thousands

of riders braved this inconvenience and vis-

ited the surrounding towns and pleasure re-

sorts.

The new park and boulevard system which,

when fully completed, will be one of the finest

in the world, was put in good condition by

the park commissioners in anticipation of a

good day and it was fully appreciated, for the

park patrolmen say the traffic was as heavy as

was ever known; bicycles numbered fully three

to one of other vehicles.

In retail circles the past week has been

one of the best in the history of the business,

in fact, two or three prominent concerns stated
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to The Wheel representative that they have

put out more machines than any week they

had ever known. Certainly it was the best

week tlius far experienced this season.

Saturday was a tremendous day for every

concern in town and nearly every establish-

ment was forced to keep open until very late,

several until after 12 o'clock, in order to give

anxious riders the attention they demanded.

It is needless to say that many expectant ones

failed to secure their new mounts as readily

as they had expected, and because of their de-

lay in ordering ahead of time, will be forced

to wait several days for wheels. In fact, there

is hardly a concern in town to-day which can

turnish a wheel the day it is ordered, and even

the headquarters of local concerns, which are

supposed to be favored when it comes to a

question of rush, are obliged to put people off

three or four days at the very least. Some
of the agents of out-of-town concerns are ex-

periencing great difficulty in securing deliver-

ies or even satisfactory information as to

when wheels can be shipped.

Despite the heavy demand for wheels exper-

ienced at the present time,' the total sales up

to date will not come up to the sales for the

same period last year. The past two week.^

will probably equal the business of the same

period of '98, but the long, cold spring has

held the business back fully three weeks. Last

year the best month of the year was April, but

this season the dealers figure the heaviest trade

will come next month. Although this section

is at present experiencing many fine days,

there is an uncertainty to the weather con-

ditions which is causing people to hold oflf

until later. This is particularly true because

the evenings are rather foggy and damp.

IN OLD KENTUCKY.

" Scorcher Kate " Came Out on the Road and

Many Followed After.

Louisville, Ky., April 24.—They were all out

yesterday. The flowers and trees and birds

began it, and the sun and balmy spring air

put on the finishing touches and clinched it.

Early came "Scorcher Kate" from her win-

ter's hibernation. She probably has another

name, but no one knows it, and no one has

been able to "hook on," follow her home and

consult the city directory. Hence the scorcher

appellation. Out the boulevard she "span," on

a new diamond-frame wheel, built low and

rakish, but geared high and deceptive, dressed

in a recherche costume, and looking like a bit

of runaway. rainbow.

. The season never opens here until Kate

takes her first warming-up, and this was her

day.

Willie-boy, in pale-blue sweater, with rib-

bons fluttering from his handle-bar, came

jauntingly after, while Mugsey and his chums

from the Newsboys' Home labored along in

twine-tied trousers on squeaky "ice wagons."

Yes, they were all out; even the one-legged

enthusiast, who carries a crutch strapped

across his back, and the no-legged genius who
can. "pedal" a three-wheeled contrivance with

his hands at a 2:50 clip.

The society girl, her best fello'W, the staid

business man, who sits up so straight he leans

back; the scorcher, whose nose barely escapes

the front tire—all passed a given point on the

boulevard Sunday afternoon.

So numerously were they out that they

brought the regular annual card from Vo.x

Populi to the daily papers—the card that calls

in thunderous tones on the city powers to

adopt stringent measures for the suppression

of these bicycle fiends before some innocent

pedestrian is killed, whose "blood will be on

your heads"—meaning, possibly, hands.

The weather here has been so backward, and

spring so slow in coming, that few wheels

had been seen on the streets, although the in-

quiry and demand had been excellent. There-

fore Sunday was a revelation. It reminded

an old-timer of the halcyon days of '96 and '97,

when it was really dangerous to attempt to

cross Third street boulevard. Possibly two

or three thousand riders were out for their

first spin.

Local dealers are more than pleased, not

only with the outlook for future business, but

over the business now being done.

Prince Wells said; "Thank The Wheel for saying

a pleasant word about me some days ago, and tell

them truthfully that this is the best season I have

ever had—both as to business done to date, and the

outlook for the future. I have sold more wheels than

ever before up to this time. Have just allowed my
architect $2,000 more to spend on my new $10,000

residence on the boulevard."

Philip E. Allison: "Looks like a better year than

ever. We're having more inquiry for chainless wheels

now, and expect to sell a good many. One encour-

aging thing is, that we are selling higher priced

wheels. The inquiry for $19.98 stuff with bell and

lantern and an extra tire thrown in is not so frequent."

Karl Thome: "This is my first season, but if my next

season is as good as this I shall have no kick coming.

Am having trouble getting wheels to fill orders."

Walter M. Birnbaum: "We have no kick coming.

We got started late, owing to inability to get a satis-

factory line, but are doing fine now. The season is

going to be a corker."

E. T. Royal & Co., who job the Royal wheel and

handle sundries: "Business this season has been phe-

nomenal in sundries especially. We have sold tre-

mendous quantities all through the South and West

—

more than double what we have sold in any one of

the past six years. In wheels, too, we have done

well. The season promises to eclipse famous '95 for

wheel riding."

A GALA DAY IN BOSTON.

At Chestnut Hill Reservoir and Other Ren-

dezvous the Crowds "Were Great.

Boston, April 24.—Sunday was an ideal day

for cycling here, and the first" really fine day

we have had this season. All the wheelmen
in and about the Hub must have taken ad-

vantage of it, for the roads were crowded

from early morning till the sun went down.

You can leave Boston in so many different

directions, and still find fine roads, that it

would be almost impossible to estimate how
many people were awheel, but, judging from

the number that congregated at all the old-

time rendezvoux—Chestnut Hill Reservoir,

Franklin Park and the Fens, the number far

exceeded anything the .first Sunday outings of

years gone by have seen.

The Reservoir, of course, drew the greatest

number, and though many of the old-tim"e

faces were seen, the throng was so vast that

they appeared few in comparison. But with

them lack of numbers was made up by the en-

thusiasm, for most of them were familiar

figures at similar gatherings, sixteen and

eighteen years ago, and the talks of

"the good old days" made the blood

quicken, and the boys (?) feel young again.

Who of the "old guard" does not remember
Lon Peck, W. W. Stall, E. P. Burnham, Peter

Berlo, and then Henry W. Robinson, F. G.

Gibbs, A. C. Fairbanks, Austin Pease, Jack

Fecitt, etc., etc.

Time was when the Boston racing man did

his training at the Reservoir, and the Sunday-

morning saunterer, then, saw many a sprint

and close finish among the track heroes of

those days—Rowe, Hendee, Midgeley, Harry
Corey, Rhodes and many a lesser light. To-
day, how different! What changes a few years
have made! The number of wheelmen has
become so great that the public no longer look
on the cycle as a toy, and the rider has to

conform to the common-sense rules of the
road, and it is better so. Anything over
twelve miles an hour would mean danger, and
even that mild pace, through such a crowd as

was out on Sunday, keeps one on the alert to

escape trouble.

Cycles of all kinds, from the good old ordi-

nary to the latest chainless, were in evidence,
and the number of tandems, triplets, quads,
etc., was astounding. The chainless, in its

several types, was on hand, but you had to

look for it, for the vast majority rode chain
wheels. The machines that attracted the great-

est interest were the motor-cycles, and
wherever they stopped, there you would find

a gathering of curious questioners.

The crowd was gay, both in spirits and at-

tire, though the latter was gay only in the
sense of variety; for the wheelmen of to-day
seem to have outgrown the ribbon age, and
the quiet-colored bloomer suit seems to be
the choice. A striped sweater now and then
added color, but did not meet with the ap-
proval of the onlookers.

The ladies were all charming, as they should
be. Their favorite costume, judging from what
the writer saw, was skirt and blouse, with
either Alpine or Derby hat and high-laced
shoes.

The majority of the representative clubs
were out in force, and at some time during
the day might bave been seen at some one of

the favorite rests. Possibly the most attractive

club, from the point of the picturesque, was
the Rough Riders, who only needed Colonel
"Teddy" to have taken the crowd by storm.
The man with the camera 'was on hand, and

no doubt took many interesting pictures, to

be shown to the future motor-cycle youngster
as what Pa saw in the good old cycling days.

Best on Record in Milwaukee.

Milwaukee, Wis., April 22.—The bright,

sunshiny days of the past week have brought
out Milwaukee buyers in a way that has re-

sulted in the depletion of nearly every stock
ill the city, and some of the dealers are com-
plaining because they are unable to secure
shipments fast enough, having delayed their

orders under the mistaken idea that the rush
would not come for several weeks. The local

manufacturers are in clover and reaping a

golden harvest. The memory of the oldest

dealers goes not back to the time when trade

was better or even as good as at present.

There are new faces in most of the stores as

extra clerks have become a necessity. The
chain wheel leads in popularity, in fact it is

about the only wheel that there is any demand
for, though a few orders have been taken for

the thirty-inch model, with now and then a

chainless. Not a tandem has been sold in

Milwaukee thus far this season.

In the National Capital.

Washington, D. C, April 24.—Ideal weather

on Sunday brought out the wheelmen in

droves. Every road leading out of the nat-

ional capital was thronged from early morning

until late in the afternoon with wheelmen de-

sirous of getting out into the country for a

{Continued on page iS.)
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Favorite" Bicycles. i

We make JUVENILES a specialty.

Wc have the

when in the
reputation of making the best Juvenile Bicycles in the World.
market. Our grade is high. Our prices low. Send for Catalogue.

We also make Adult TAVORITES—an honest wheel at a moderate price.
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THE TOLEDO METAL WHEEL CO., Toledo, Ohio.
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Kindly mention The Wheel.

Have you one of our 1899 Catalogues?
The most complete in the line, showing 2,000

combinations of Frame Sets.
In fact all Parts and Machinery for manufacturing bicycles. We man-
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The **ReIiable" Screw-Cutting Engine Lathe,
In two sizes, lo x 25 and 10 x 36 between centres, either foot power or

power.

THE UNIVERS/VL TUBE CUTTER,
Cuts Tubing from )<-inch to i^i'-inch.

PETER A. FRASSE & CO.,
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HERMANN BOKER & CO.,
& 103 Duane Street. - NEW YORK.

Eastern and Export Agents for

BADGER BRASS MFG. CO., Kenosha, Wis.,

SOLAR LAMPS.
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E. P. BRECKENRIDGE CO., Toledo, 0.,

Breckenridge Gas Lamp,

Light-Weight Oil Lamp.
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Fisk Tires
FOR

BICYCLESi^sCARRIAGES
FULLY GUARANTEED.

Tr.^de-Mark.

FISK RUBBER COMPANY,
Chicopee Falls, Mass.

New York Agents, CASE & SCHLAUDECKER, No. 92 Wall

Street, New York.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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breath of pure, fresh air, while the city streets

and parks had their full quota of riders. In-

quiry among the different clubs shows the at-

tendance on the Sunday club runs was the

largest so far this season.

It is wonderful how a spell of fine weather

has developed cycling interest. W.ishington

has been favored with a week of bright, ex-

hilarating weather, and it has had a marked
effect upon the trade and pastime. The stores

are pictures of activity, and dealers are nearly

rushed to death in their efforts to fill orders.

Your correspondent made a round of the

stores and learned that the bicycle business is

decidedly better than it was at this time last

year. It is quite apparent that the recent

cycle show has had a revivifying effect upon

the business, stimulating interest and making
converts. One prominent dealer on Cycle

Row voiced the sentiments of the entire trade

when he stated that the present year bids fair

to equal the banner year, 1895, in the volume

of business done. All the indications seem

to point that way.

Irarge Turnout in Reading.

Reading, Pa., April 24.—The pleasant spring

weather of yesterday brought out a very large

body of cyclists. The park and city drive-

ways were literally packed with them, while

the newly asphalted streets were well filled all

day and until late at night. Reports from the

rural districts show that the country hotels for

miles surrounding Reading did a rushing bus-

iness yesterday with riders of the wheel. It

is stated on good authority that between 750

and 1,000 riders passed over the Harrisburg

pike alone.

A prominent member of the Penn Wheel-
men, our representative cycling club, in des-

cribing last Sunday's cycling turnout, said it

was the greatest he ever witnessed. While
he recognized a large number of old wheelmen
in the crowd, he says he also noticed a large

number of recruits. The percentage of wo-

men was large. He says that if the crowd of

yesterday can be taken as a criterion, this will

indeed be a banner year.

Harry B. Schwartz, proprietor of the

Schwartz Cycle Co., in company with his

wife, took a 30-mile tandem trip toward Har-
risburg and return. Mr. Schwartz, who years

ago was one of the speediest amateur riders

in eastern Pennsylvania, says that to the best

of his knowledge he never saw so many cy-

clists out on a single day as yesterday.

SkiflFs Needed in St. Ivouis.

St. Louis, April24.—There was no riding done
in this city yesterday, owing to a heavy rain,

which began Saturday night and continued,

with slight intermissions, all day Sunday.
People in some sections of the city would
willingly have traded bicycles for good light-

draught skiffs, in order to go to church or
keep Sunday dining-out appointments.

Minneapolis Dealers Gleeful.

Minneapolis, April 24.—The bicycle dealers

of this city are chortling in their glee these

days, although most of them are too busy to

do much talking. The bicycle business is

booming as it never boomed before, and all

the tradesmen agree in saying that they never

knew such sales as are being made this sea-

son. The business was delayed about two

months by snow and cold weather, but about

the first of this month it started with a rush

and since that time it has been impossible to

fill the orders for wheels as fast as they were

received. Most of the dealers predict that

the sales this year will be far in excess of last

year's, although some do not believe that the

sales will continue to be heavy after the

month of May.

COLONEL'S COUP.

!Every Week No'w,

The men employed at the Gartord saddle

factory will be paid every week, hereafter,

instead of every month as heretofore. This

will be good news for the men at the factory.

The pay-roll amounts to about $3,000 per

week. The men will be paid every Saturday

hereafter.

No Guarantee on Bicycles.

The committee on manufactures in the Con-

necticut legislature has reported unfavorably

on the bill requiring makers and sellers of

bicycles to give two months' guarantee. The
committee declared this was class legislation

and would cause retaliation by other states.

So the bill was rejected.

A Calcium Carbide Ruling.

Through the efforts of the Electro-Lamp

Co., the Bureau of Combustibles in New York
city has made a ruling permitting dealers to

carry in stock 100 pounds of calcium carbide,

instead of 20 pounds as heretofore.

Exports Up to Date.

Exports of cycles and parts from the port of

New York for the week ending April 25:

Argentine Republic.—227 cases bicycles, ^5,775; 50
cases bicycle material, $1,410.

Antwerp.—42 cases bicycles, $1,910; 22 cases bicycle
material, $1,00S.

Alexandria.—1 case bicycles, $61.
Amsterdam.—7 cases bicycles, $294.
Abo.—1 case bicycles, $112.
Bremen.—37 cases bicycles, $1,025; S cases bicycle

material, $284.

British East Indies.—17 cases bicycles, $1,234; 2 cases
bicycle material, $356.

Belfast.—6 cases bicycles, $297.
Barcelona.—2 cases t)icycies, $226.
British Guiana.—IS cases bicycles, $722; 1 case bicycle

material, $140. '

British Australia.—24 cases bicycles, $1,831; 12 cases
bicycle material, $953.

Brazil.—3 cases bicycles, $376; 1 case bicycle male-
rial, $5.

British West Indies.—26 cases bicycles, $1,338; 19
cases bicycle material, $649.
Cuba.—41 cases bicycles, $1,821; 10 cases bicycle

material, $334.
Christiania.—^121 cases bicycles, $2,850.
Copenhagen.—627 cases bicycles, $9,627; 9 cases bi-

cycle material, $331.
Dutch Guiana.—2 cases bicycles, $S5.
Dutch East Indies.—18 cases bicycles, .$2,400.

Danish West Indies.—1 case bicycles, $30.
Ecuador.—3 cases bicycles, $80.
Gothenburg.—55 cases bicycles, $1,100; 1 case bicycle

material, $100.
(ienoa.—^1 case bicycle material, $26.
Glasgow.—2 cases bicycles, $52.

Helsingfors.—4 cases bicvcle material, $133.
Hull.—9 cases bicycles, $'2,558.

Hamburg.—491 cases bicycles, $19,427; 85 cases bi-
cycle material, $4,559.

Havre.—219 cases bicycles, $6,762; 343 cases bicycle
material, $9,292.

Kief.—3 cases bicycle material, $175.
Eiverpool.—43 cases bicycles, $1,090; 10 cases bicycle

material, $432.
Liege.—23 cases bicycle material, $1,216.
Lausanne.—20 cases bicycles, $897.
Mexico.—1 case bicycles, $25; 2 cases liicycle mate-

rial. $32.

Malmo.—1 case bicycle material. $41.
Marseilles.—11 cases bicycles, $588.
Newfoundland —5 cases bicycles, $204; 2 cases bi-

cycle material, $65.

Norrkotiing.—10 cases bicycles, $2.87.

Peru.—2 cases bicycle material, $38.
Rotterdam.—31 cases bicycles, $1,110.
St. Petersburg.—10 cases bicycles, $750.
Stockholm.—219 cases bicycles, $7,503.

Southampton.—221 cases bicycles, $7,270; 127 cases
bicvcle materia], $5,74i).

United States of Colombia.—8 cases bicycle material,
$096.

Uruguav.—4 cases bicycles, $426; 1 case bicycle ma-
terial, $27.

\'enezuela.—1 case bicycles, $120.

He Steals a March on the Other Automobilers

and I<ands on Top in His Usual Satis-

factory Fashion.

When Colonel Albert A. really sets out to

make a deal he invariably comes pretty near

landing about where he has figured upon.

For example, there was a meeting in New
York on Tuesday of representatives of the

Electric Vehicle Co., the Electric Stor-

age Battery Co. and the Pope Mfg. Co., at

which meeting a combination was effected for

the manufacture of automobiles. Assignment
of th*<lifferent properties was made, and they

were turned over to the new corporation, the

New Columbia Motor Carriage Co. George
H. Day, vice-president of the -Pope iMfg. Co.,

and Harold H. Eames, manager of the motor
carriage department and the tube works of the

company, came to the city from Hartford, and

met representatives of the Electric Storage

and the Electric Vehicle companies. The
meeting was held at the Waldorf-iAstoria.

It is the intention of the newly organized

company to begin at once preparation for the

manufacture of automobiles, of which the

power will be either electricity or gasoline.

The company have a capital of $3,000,000. The
Electric Storage Battery Co. will furnish bat-

teries, the Electric Vehicle Co. carriages and

the Pope Mfg. Co. vehicles and tires. Colonel

Pope will hold a large interest in the new
company. Arrangements have been made for

a big factory in Hartford, where the auto-

mobiles will be manufactured. A main struc-

ture, 177 feet in length and fifty feet in width,

three stories in height and having a total floor

space of 26,550 square feet, is now in course

of construction. The entire works will cover

eight acres.

William C. Whitney is largely interested in

the new company as a stockholder, although

he will not hold an official position. It was

impossible to learn who the officers or direc-

tors of the company will be. I was told that

the company intend to engage in the manu-
facture of automobiles on an extensive scale,

and will produce their first vehicles within a few

weeks. So far as the Electric Storage Battery

Co. are concerned the combination affects only

that part of their business devoted to storage

batteries for vehicles.

A Pennsylvania Racing Association.

The Eastern Pennsylvania Racing Associa-

tion has been formed at Berwick, Pa., to pra-

mote professional racing in the counties of

Carbon, Columbia, Dauphin, Luzerne, Lycom-
ing, Lebanon, Lehigh, Lackawanna, Monroe,
Montour, Mifflin, Northumberland, Snyder,

Schuylkill, Union, Clinton and Center.

The officers elected were: President, F. P.

Gstalder, Williamsport; vice-president, W. G.

Keller, Wilkesbarre; secretary, William F.

McjMichael, Berwick; treasurer, J. ;N. Harry,

Berwick. Harvey G. 'Moore, of Williamsport,

and Charles Coleman, of Scranton, with the

foregoing officers, constitute the board of

governors.

All races are to be run under the rules of

the L. A. W.

An Agent I<ooking for Wheels.

W. Thornton, §08 Market street, Chatta-

nooga, Tenn., wants a good line of wheels

to sell at $25, $35 and $40. Mr. Thornton has

a machine, pattern and general repair shop.
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A VALUABLE GRANT.

An Important Concession to the Sterling Cycle

Works, by Which They Will Scoop Com-
petitors in the Paris :Exposition.

It is understood that the Sterling Cycle

Works, of Kenosha, iWis., have "scooped"

other bicycle manufacturers, both here and
abroad, by securing a grant from the govern-

ment officials in charge of the American ex-

hibit at the Paris lExposition next year, to

display an exhibit of bicycles shovv^ing the dif-

ferent styles that have been in use, and the

improvements that have been made from year

to year.

This exhibit is to be in the main building,

among the displays from the different gov-

ernments, whereas the other bicycle exhibits

will be at Vincennes, several miles from the

main buildings, in the sections devoted to

sports.

The inference is that the Sterling people will

take advantage of the opportunity by making
the latest ^Sterling wheels the type of up-to-

date construction.

Shelby Versus Stiefel.

Cleveland, April 34.—At the petition of the

Shelby Steel Tube Co., of this city, the United

States District Court has granted a temporary

injunction, restraining R. S. Stiefel from man-
ufacturing tube-drawing machinery. As is

generally known, Mr. Stiefel is the invetitor of

the Stiefel process of piercing steel billets and

drawing seamless tube, which process is own-

ed by the Shelby Company, Mr. 'Stiefel being

in their employ as mechanical expert, under

a contract which does not expire for some
time to come.

It seems that when Mr. Stiefel sold his pat-

ents to the Shelby Company he was given a

shop right to manufacture and sell tubing on
his own account, although not until his con-
tract had expired. Lately, however, it is

averred that a Youngstown, O., concern is

manufacturing tube-drawing and billet-pierc-

ing machinery under a contract from Mr.
Stiefel, and it is claimed the machinery is to be

shipped abroad on an order from an English

concern. The injunction temporarily restrains

the Youngstown parties from further opera-

tions.

Hard on the Dealers.

Washington, April 22.—It has been decided

that the $100 license tax imposed upon hand-

lers of second-hand wheels shall date from the

beginning of the District fiscal year, that is,

July 1, 1898.

The provisions of the law imposing this

tax are likely to prove quite onerous to deal-

ers, inasmuch as they are required to report

to the major of police every second-hand

wheel which they may take in, and they can-

not dispose of that wheel until after the ex-

piration of ten days from and after the time

at which such report has been made to the

police department.

Dispossessing the Queen.

On the report of the referee, recommending
the course, Justice Titus in the special term

of the supreme court Tuesday made an order

dissolving the Queen City Bicycle Co., of

Buffalo. Henry Weill was appointed re-

ceiver and ordered to give a bond for $800.

A supplemental order was also made, direct-

ing the payment of counsel and referee's fees.

Reading Adopts :Bxchange Price*.

Reading, Pa., April 24.—The cycle board
of trade of this city has reorganized and
elected the old officers for the ensuing year,

namely: Harry O. Koller, of the Wyomissing
Cycle Co., president; John G. Neubling, of

the Globe Cycle Co., secretary; and Harry
O. Hoflf, of Hoff & Brother, treasurer. Sev-
eral new members were elected, after which
the following exchange schedule was adopted
for 1899:

Wheels selling at 1898. 1897. 1896. 1895.
|50 to J75 $20 ?15 $12 $5
$40 to $50 15 10 7 5
$30 to $40 10 8 5 5
Less than $30 10 8 — —
The cycle trade in this city is becoming

very heavy. All the factories are working
to their fullest capacity, while the retail dealers

never experienced such good trade for years.

It is authoritatively stated that 6,500 wheels
were shipped by the Reading manufacturers
during the past week, the larger portion go-
ing to agents west of Cleveland, and a goodly
number were foreign shipments.

Chicago's Elevated Cycleway.

There is said to be a plan afoot to build an
elevated cycleway from the heart of Chicago
to some desirable point to the north, with

'Milwaukee as the final objective point. Frank
T. Fowler is said to be interested, and th"

general plan of the California cycleway is to

be followed. The first section is to be ten

miles long, the northern end to be in loop

form, so as to make a considerable territory

accessible. A ten-cent toll for a trip out, or

15 cents for the round trip, is part of the plan.

The Hoffman Wheel Co., of Cleveland, are

suing H. W. Hartman, of Salem, O., for $l8i.

The Pathfinder.

For particulars
address The National American Cycle Co.,

AKRON, OHIO.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

m
Chicago Office, 605 Garden City Block.
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DOINGS IN THE WORLD OF AUTOMOBILISM.

CHAUFFEURS' CHAFF.

TelUnK of a Tour on a New Type and of

a Hundred - and - Sixty - eight - Miles Rosd
Ridden in Five Thirty-five.

Paris, 'April 10.—During the past week I

have been touring on a heavy oil car, manu-
factured by the Societe des Automobiles Koch,

and a few impressions of the journey may per-

haps be interesting. 'I gave a short account of

the Koch car some weeks ago when I explain

ed the principles upon which it is built. As
I then said, the motor runs with ordinary

naphtha instead of the rectified spirit used on

all the other vehicles, and though there are

some technical drawbacks which need not be

entered into here, the system is a very handy

one for countries where it is not always easy

'to procure the refined petroleum. The great

thing about the naphtha motor is that it is safer

and the working cost is cheaper than with the

spirit engine, but here its advantages seem to

end. There is very little chance of the spirit

motor car finding a competitor in the heavy

oil vehicle in France, as people argue that the

present type of car is quite safe enough in the

hands of competent men and it is at the same

time lighter, more compact and more conven-

ient to manage. Of course, there will always

be accidents so long as owners do not take

proper care of their ears, and when accidents

do happen it is unfair in the majority of cases

to lay the blame on the vehicle.

The car I rode in weighed a ton and was

propelled by a six-horse-power engine. For

such a heavy vehicle I found that the power

developed was not quite enough when running

with a full load, though the vehicle went up ail

the hills without difficulty at walking pace, and

the hills in Normandy are often very long and

very steep. With an eight-horse-power motor,

which is to be put in the new vehicles, this car

ought to go up all the gradients on her sec-

ond-speed gear. There was no trouble with

the motor or the power transmission, which

is of the bevel-gear kind, but we were a good

deal worried over the friction clutch, which

frequently slipped through the grease working

into it. There is much to be done in the im-

provement of friction clutches in heavy motor

cars, and care should be taken to have proper

lubrication so as to prevent the oil working

out over the motor.

One has only to take a run over the French

roads to understand the popularity of the

motor car in this country. The roads are

straight and broad and usually lined with pop-

lars and other trees, and are made from flints,

which give a very hard and smooth surface.

In bad weather the roads are soon cut up, but

as they are under constant supervision this

does not matter much. It might be supposed

that the flints would prove very destructive

to the pneumatic tires, but as they are ground

into the surface they do not seem to do any

harm, and though nearly all the motor cars

are fitted with pneumatic tires there are re-

markably few punctures. A motor vehicle

with air tires running at high speed on the

smooth roads is one of the most luxurious

and certainly the most exhilarating of all

means of conveyance. In every town the

hotel-keepers have laid themselves out spec-

ially to cater for the chaulifeurs. Their yards

are fitted up with water pipes, and so on, to

save time in filling the tanks and facilitating

the cleaning of the cars, and they keep on han.l

supplies of spirit, lubricating oil, tire repairing

material, and, in fact, everything that is needed

by the motor car owner. During the run I

have just completed the hotel-keepers were a

little put out to find that we did not require

any spirit, at which they were very much as-

tonished, this being the first heavy oil car that

had been seen in the country. We got all the

naphtha we required from the stores, and sup-

plies could be had in any small village.

Singularly enough, during this run we did

not meet a single motor vehicle. There were

plenty of petroleum tricycles, but no cars, and

at first this struck us as rather surprising.

The explanation is to be found in the fact that

automobilism is still looked upon as a costly

pastime, and in the country mechanical vehicles

are only owned by rich people. In iParis, on

the other hand, the motor car is no longer re-

garded exclusively as a luxury, and a consid-

erable number of automobiles are now used

by trades people and others who find it more
convenient and more economical than the

horse. Altogether, it is estimated that there

are close on 2,000 motor cars in this city, of

which probably a tenth are in the form of

goods delivery vans, "and it is certain that be-

fore long the proportion will 'be still greater.

Though each of the big cities have some scores

of motor cars, the new movement is still cen-

tered almost entirely in Paris, and it is from

here that the cars from time to time overrun

the country, either when taking part in the

races or when touring during the holiday

season.

The motor car races in the south of France

during the past week or two have been a per-

fect muddle, and it will be a long while before

the Parisian chaufTeurs derange themselves

again to run down to the land of the orange

groves for the purpose of taking part in such

events. It was proposed to run a race from

Pau to Paris in three stages, but on the first

day the competitors refused to start, as a pro-

test against the way in which they had been

treated in previous races. These events had

therefore to be abandoned, and the season

down south, which began with "the Nice

week," has finished very tamely indeed. On
the other hand, the motor cycle race from

Paris to Roubaix on Sunday was a brilliant

success. There were close on sixty competi-

tors and the winner turned up in the profes-

sional Osmont, who covered the 168 miles in

5.35. There were several accidents through

collisions, and the inevitable dog managed to

put two or three competitors out of the race,

but happily no one was badly hurt. No
fewer than 27 competitors finished the course

in less than eleven hours, and this proves con-

clusively how much the motor cycle has been

improved upon during the past twelvemonth.

The winner's time beat last year's record by

nearly two hours,

Sixty Popes Ordered.

Washington, D. C, April 22.—Shortly aftei

the incorporation of the Washington Auto-
mobile Co., 'Manager W. J. Foss, of the local

branch of the 'Pope Mfg. Co., invited the of-

ficers of the automobile company to test the

Pope carriage. The invitation was accepted

and the results were so satisfactory that the

company immediately placed an order for sixty

Pope electrics, and they will soon be running
on the streets of this city. Besides this car-

riage service, the company will also operate

a line of busses to carry sixteen passengers

each, which will traverse sections not having
street railway facilities. Electric delivery

wagons will also be put into service, either to

be operated by the company or sold to mer-
chants or delivery companies. All the roll-

ing stock of the company will be operated by
electric storage batteries. 'If plans do not mis-

carry, Washington will soon have as fine a

line of motor vehicles as can be found any-

where. The promoters of the enterprise are

influential business men and they have ample
capital behind them.

Driven by Dioxide.

The White iMotor Wagon Co., who were
incorporated some weeks ago under New Jer-

sey laws, with a capital of $10,000,000, are per-

fecting their organization with a view of com-
mencing the manufacture of all sorts of vehi-

cles. The motor power which the company
have decided upon is compressed carbon
dioxide. It is claimed by the directors that the

use of that gas is "much more economical than

steam or electric storage. In discussing the

motor power, 'Anderson Price, who is an In-

corporator and stockholder of the company,
said that the main feature of carbon dioxide

as a creator of energy was the manner in

which it was applied. "In addition," said he,

"there is absolutely no danger from explos-

ions."

Booming in Boston.

Boston, Mass., April 25.—The 'New England
Electric Vehicle Co., who were recently in-

corporated with a capital stock of .'j;25,000,000.

have bought the Gettysburg Cyclorama jjrop-

erty and will turn the building into an elec-

trical automobile station. The company have

made a contract with the lEdison Electric

Light Co. for supplying power for the batter-

ies. They have added a few automobile hansoms
to those in public service, and fifty cabs, land-

aus and broughams are expected to be in oper-

ation within a few months. Fifteen million

dollars' worth of stock has been subscribed.

Carriages and Trucks.

American Motor Carriage & Truck Co. have

been incorporated in Portland, Me. Capital,

$200,000. Incorporators: Albert iN. Rolfe,

Newton Centre, Mass.; James H. iMoAdams,

William M. L. McAdams, both of .Newton

Highlands, Mass.

Parts Makers Share.

The Howard iMfg. Co., Mount Holly, N. J.,

have received a large order for hubs intended

for use on New York automobiles.
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BANKING MECHANISM.

That Is Quite as Important as Transporta-

tion Facilities in Our Dealings with the

South Americans.

Washington, D. C, April 20.—Our bicycle

trade with South America has increased con-
siderably during the past year, but the full

development of the trade has been hindered

very seriously by the lack of transportation

and banking facilities. It has been said, and
with reason, that transportation can be had at

almost a moment's notice whenever there is a

considerable quantity ol goods to be shipped.

This may not always be true._ However that

may be, the transportation problem is more
easily solved than is that of banking and ex-

change. A proposition which has come from
Paraguay, looking to the establishment of a

Paraguayan-United States bank, is therefore

one of considerable interest.

The plan suggested is rather complicated,

but possibly it might be simplified. The par-

ticular interest in the matter lies in the fact

that the enterprise originates in Paraguay, in-

dicating that the people of that country are

more actively interested in promoting trade

relations with the United States than has been
supposed.

The development of the South American
trade is just as important to the bicycle in-

dustry as it is to any other. It has been
amply demonstrated that our machines are

fully appreciated, and .the South Americans
are ready to buy liberally of us, whenever we
can sell them without putting them to incon-

venience. And if banking and transportation

facilities are provided there should be, in the

near future, a very large increase in our bi-

cycle trade with our southern neighbors. The
mechanism of exchange is only second in

importance to that of transportation, and im-

provements on both lines might well progress

concurrently.

Our French Prices Too High.

Consul Jackson, of La Rochelle, France,

sends the following: "If American wheels

were sold at prices approximating those for

which they sell in the . United States, they

would be purchased in this part of France in

large numbers. It seems to me a serious mis-

take on the part of our cycle makers to give

the sole agency of their wares for all of Fraiice

cheaper than the local dealer can purchase
them from the agent at Paris., Consequently
there is practically no competition in the mar-
ket between American and French cheap
wheels, and fewer American wheels are sold.

"The conditions which obtain here as to ad-

vertising, travel by railway, exhibition of

goods, etc., are so different from those in the

United States that it is an immense under-
taking, if we demand high prices, to success-

fully introduce one particular 'marque' to 39,-

000,000 people."

The Count Reckons Wrongly.

In the course of a recent debate in the Ger-
man Reichstag, Count von Posadowsky, sec-

retary of state for the interior, gave a survey
of the development of the foreign trade of

America and dealt particularly with American
trade with Germany. He instanced several in-

dustries which had been seriously affected by
the American invasion, including the German
cycle industry. He stated as a fact that. in the

first eight months of the financial year 1897-

98 no less than one-third of all the bicycles ex-

ported from America were destined for the

German market. This was due to the fact, he

said, that extreme protection in America not

only kept up the prices of bicycles in the

American market, but also artificially stimu-

lated the bicycle industry in America. When
a crisis came the superfluous production was
thrown' on the German market at reduced

prices. Count Posadowsky should read up the

bicycle history of the United States before

he attempts to speak on that subject. There

are a number of glaring errors in his state-

ments, especially the one to the effect that the

bicycle industry of the United States is arti-

ficially stimulated. Not only are the demands
of the home market upon our manufacturers

unusually large, but they have increased their

export trade from $6,902,736 in 1897 to $7,092,-

197 in 1898. Where does the artificial stimula-

tion come in?

A CYCLING PIONEER.

An Important Affair.

This illustration will afford some idea of the

magnitude of the 'Philadelphia Exposition,

which opens on September 14 and closes on

November 30. During the intervening time

every form of American product liable to in-

terest foreigners will be exhibited, and every

effort will be made to increase the buying in

to any one house.- The result of this is that

the prices are maintained at a very high fig-

ure. Machines which have always been known
in .America as 'low priced' sell for about the

same price as the most expensive at home.

"From figures recently shown me, one can

buy certain wheels in INew York at retail, pay

the duty and transport, and then have them

this market of whatever manufactured article

the foreigner has heretofore gone elsewhere

for. As the primary object of the entire ex-

position is to boom America's export trade,

the cycle and sundry makers should take a

vital interest in the success of the afifair. Par-

ticulars can be had of the secretary, 2.'53 South

Fourth street, Philadelphia.

How Weutenant tansdale, Killed at Dlanlla,

Mystified the King of Korea and Taught
Him to Ride.

Washington, D. C, April 20.—The an-
nouncement of the death of Lieutenant P. V.
Lansdale, which occurred on April 1 during a
skirmish with the natives near Apia, Samoa,
recalls to mind the fact that this brave naval
officer taught the King of Korea to ride a

bicycle and thereby made the wheel populai-
in that country.

It happened in the early nineties, when Lieu-
tenant Lansdale was an ensign and attached to

the Asiatic squadron. (The vessel to which he
was attached was in Korean waters, and the
young officer took advantage of the time al-

lowed on shore to ride his wheel, which he
had taken on the cruise with him.
The machine excited a great deal of com-

ment among the natives of the country, and
in a short time the king heard of the foreigner

who was creating such a sensation by riding

about the coast country balanced on two
wheels. His curiosity was aroused to such a

pitch that he sent an invitation to the Ameri-
can to visit the capital and bring his wheel.

At that time there was great animosity ex-

pressed for the foreign element in the capital,

and the members of the diplomatic corps had
been forced to flee from the city to preserve

their lives. The American minister was about
to return at the time that Lieutenant Lans-
dale received the invitation from the king, and
he made up a party of twelve.

Although the country was covered with

snow and ice, Lansdale rode his wheel from
the place where the minister had taken re-

fuge to the capital of the country. He at-

tracted a great deal of attention en route, and
when they arrived at their destination the king

was very much mystified at the way the Amer-
ican officer balanced himself on the bicycle.

Lansdale kindly explained the workings of

the machine and offered to teach the king to

ride. The invitation was accepted with alac-

rity and the king soon became an expert

wheelman. In a short time he had grown to

like the machine so much that he ordered a

number of them from the factory in this coun-

try and rode continually thereafter. To-day

American bicycles are very popular in Korea

and their use is continually increasing.

New Customs Regulations.

Windsor, Out., April 22.—Now that the

local bicycle season is opening, the customs

authorities have decided to adopt a new plan

for keeping track of the wheels going back

and forth over the river every day.

'Hitherto cyclists have ibeen allowed. to cross

unmolested, but under the new regulations

every wheel must he registered, and the own-

ers will be given a card containing the num-

ber and a description of the wheel. This,

card must be exhibited to the officer at the

ferry dock. Occasionally the wheels will be

examined, and by this method the officer will

be enabled to tell when a new wheel has been

purchased.
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SOME ENTERPRISING NEW ENGLAND DEALERS.

It is generally admitted that Searle & Lee,

of 75 Lafayette street, Salem, Mass., do one

of the biggest repair businesses of their town,

and this is accounted for by the fact that both

members of the firm are practical machinists

of many years' experience. They occupy a re-

pair shop 45x25 feet, two stories, and generate

their own power. The establishment is equip-

ped witli drills, lathes, brazers and all the ma-

chinery and fittings necessary for the manu-

facture and repair of wheels. The firm is com-

posed of G. S. Searle and E. iC. Lee. Mr.

Searle has been identified with the cycle trade

since its inception. Over a score of years ago,

when the first wheel was brought into this

country by Colonel Pope, Mr. iSearle saw one

and built one for himself, which was one of

the first machines ridden in Salem. Both

mem'bers of the firm give personal attention to

every repair brought to them, which no doubt

accounts for the success they have met with.

R. H. Robson is one of the oldest cycle

dealers in Salem. His business was estab-

lished in 188L He manufactures the well-

known Salem Witch, his factory being at 39

Boston street, and the salesroom at 273 Essex

street. iHe also handles the Eclipse, White,

Lyndhurst, Globe, Olive, Trinity and Clipper,

and the lElfin juvenile. The Salem Witch,

model lA, which lists at .'|;75, has a frame with

two tubes running from saddle-post to crank-

hanger, 30-inch wheels and a four-inch drop to

hanger. 'Model iB, which lists at |50, has 28-

inch wheels, $10 more being charged for 30-

inch wheels. This model has an extra firm

brace running parallel to and about five inches

back of the head, which makes it an exceed-

ingly strong mount. Mr. Robson does all

kinds of repairing, including enameling. He
also has an extensive business in fitting up

engines and general machine work,

F. E. Wing last month started in the retail

business at 74 Washington street, Salem. Mr.

Wing has been identified with the cycle trade

for the past ten years, having last year covered

'New 'England for the Peerless Mfg. Co.

Previous to that he had charge of the bicycle

department of Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, of

Boston. He is known to agents throughout

the iNew 'England states, and his acquaintance

in Salem will undoubtedly enable him to build

up a profita'ble business. 'He liandles the Peer-

less, Barnes, Cleveland, Duquesne, Touraine

and Ariel wheels. 'His store has a frontage of

twenty feet, and runs back sixty feet, the re-

pair department, which is in the rear, being

equipped for all kinds of work. He also car-

ries a full line of sundries and parts, sporting

and athletic goods.

W. S. Achorn has been established in the

bicycle business at Salem since 1892. He
handles the Tribune, Record and Victor, which

are his leaders, and Sterling, Crescent, Snell,

Envoy and Eleetwing. Mr. Achorn runs two

stores, one in Salem and one in Lynn. The
Salem store is managed by A. L. Waitt, who
is secretary and treasurer of the Bicycle Deal-

ers' and Repairmen's Association, of Salem

and vicinity. Mr. Waitt is well known in his

town, and enjoys the confidence of the riders.

The store carries 35 sample wheels, most of

the business being done to order.

The Olive, Wolfif-American and Electric

City wheels are represented in Lynn, Mass.,

by PL J. Pote, of 14 Andrew street. iMr. Pote

occupies an attractive store, having a thor-

oughly equipped repair department in the rear.

He carries a full line of sundries and parts.

He is well known to the riders of New Eng-

land, holding the one-mile championship of

Lynn for '95. ;He was one of the first riders

of the pneumatic tire when it was introduced.

In 1898 he ended the racing season with 63

prizes to his credit. 'He haa been in the bi-

cycle business for nine years, and for the last

five has been established in his present loca-

tion. iMr. Pote has a pleasing personality, and

is considered one of the energetics of Lynn.

Titus & Buckley have been in the general

furniture 'business at Lynn for the past eleven

years. Last year they added a stock of wheels,
,

and met with such success that they have in-

creased their line in this direction this year.

They are handling the Eclipse, Waldorf, Gen-

eva and Wynnewood. They are also showing

the Morrow coaster and automatic brake, which

has attracted considerable attention from the

riders of Lynn. They have a well-equipped

repair department which turns out high-class

work.

It was in 1889 that A. Stainforth, of the firm

of 'Howe & Stainforth, of Waltham, Mass..

first became connected with the bicycle busi-

ness. At that time he joined the Springfield

Roadster 'Co., when it was managed by Messrs.

McCune and Yost. He subsequently became
advertising and sales manager for the Wal-
tham 'Mfg. Co. On November 1, 1898, he

formed the present partnership with E. C.

Howe, and opened up a retail business at 222

iMoody street. The business succeeded, and

last month a move to larger quarters was nec-

essary, and the present store at 131 Moody
street was taken. The firm puts up the Min-
uteman wheel, which lists at $50. This is up

to date in every particular, and is covered with

a year's guarantee. The purchaser has a

choice of everything in the way of fittings and

parts. The firm also handle the Trinity, Day-
ton, Olive, Syracuse, Daycycle and Ariel, and
also carry a complete line of pianos and sew-

ing machines. They carry over 150 wheels in

stock, and their repair department is a model
of completeness.

Eighteen years ago (William Shakespeare, a

native of Coventry, Eng., started in the bi-

cycle 'business at Waltham. He handled the

line of the Pope Mfg. Co. when that concern

were the only manufacturers of bicycles in

America, and since then has handled the Col-

umbia wheel exclusively. His present store at

6 Pine street has a frontage of over 75 feet,

and a workshop at the rear enjoys an excel-

lent reputation for the high-class work it pro-

duces. Here are facilities for all kinds of

work, from brazing to enameling. Mr. Shake-

speare also handles a full line of sporting<•<
I

UNION BieveLES.
WHITEHEAD. REDHEAD.

and MODEL e.
ON SALE AT

Eveningside Cycle Co., - - - 208
Manhattan Bicycle and Sporting Goods Co., 495
T. S. & J. D. Negus, - - - 140
Starr Wheel Co., - - - - 132
Andrew Eckel, . . . .

West 116th St.,

Third Avenue,
Water St.,

East 23d St.,

New York.

1080 Third Avenue, Brooklyn.

UNION CYCLE MFG. CO., Highlandville, Mass.
Kindly mention The Wheel.<
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goods and photographic supplies, phono-

graphs and graphophones. He is a man of

pleasing personality, and has a fine reputation

for fair dealing.

T. 'H. IVIettling is the general manager of

the Forest Hills iBicycle Co., Forest Hills,

Mass. Mr. Mettling has been identified with

the bicycle business for the past twenty years,

having been connected with some of the most

prominent manufacturers of iEngland, France

and Germany. Eleven years ago he came to

this country, and three years ago established

himself at Forest Hills. He builds a wheel

called the iForest Hill Special, which lists at

$C0, and is fitted with all the latest improve-

ments and parts. 'His repair department is

complete in every detail. Enameling and

nickel-plating are features of Mr. (Mettling's

work.

sents the feeling of physical and mental ela-

tion which is common to people who live in

the wonderful atmosphere of Colorado. Here
are the headings of some of the articles in the

latest issue: "Friendship," "Sick Members."
"Club Sentiment." Other headings arc;

"Our Country Club," "The Smoker," "The
New Year," "The Minstrel Show," "The Road
Officers' Banquet." The club is simply full

of virility of the right sort. One of its ideas

is the visiting of sick members by the well

men of the club. Burley , Ayers, who has

written much of the matter which has ap-

peared in "The Echo," will locate in New
Yorlv city, where he has joined the Century

Wheelmen.

Wonld Be "Welcome in the PhiUpplnes.

The cut herewith tells of the triple merits

of a military bicycle invented by Captain

George F. Cole. The trio is composed as

follows:

1st. Transportation of soldiers' kits, am-

munition and emergency rations, when on the

march. 2d. Use as a shelter tent. 3d. A
means of defense from rifle fire. A soldier

Some Twisted English.

A mixing up of the English word "cham-

pion" and the French word "champignon"

(mushroom) resulted in the following remark-

able advertisement in the "Neue Saarbrucke

Zeitung": "Monday, March 21—Great cycle

race between Herr Aloys Krammer, of tliis

town, and the Bavarian Mushroom!"

A Big File Plant.

The files made iby the Nicholson File Co..

Providence, R. I., are used by a large major-

ity of the leading 'bicycle factories in the

/^AT^S ATTS

COLE'S MILITARY BICYCLE.

on the march carries some 75 pounds, a bi-

cycle carrying 160 pounds upon an ordinary

road requires a tractive force of about 5

pounds to haul it along at the rate of ten

miles an hour. H, therefore, two men were

to place their equipment upon such a vehicle

and one man to lead same along he would
have to exert a physical force of only some
five pounds in place of two men each bearing

a weight of 75 pounds, or a ratio of 1 to 30.

This ratio, approximately, holds good under

all conditions; where a man can go a bicycle

can be led. 2d. For use as a shelter tent, the

bicycle would be stayed by guy ropes and the

ordinary shelter canvass would be stretched

over same, giving shelter to two men. 3d. As a

means of defense: Two hardened nickel steel

plates, S S, are fitted upon the bicycle (shown
in drawing) and on which the kits are carried;

to give cover, the bicycle would be thrown

over on its side, when two men, lying behind

the shields, would, excepting at very close

range, be protected from rifle fire.

country. Their temper and cut render them
particularly well adapted for working upon
steel and parts of bicycles. They have been

the standard of this country for over thirty

years, and are sold abroad in every important

city of the world. The company own and
operate four factories, with a daily production

of 76,800 files, employing upwards of 1,200

persons.

She Is a Charming Child.

Children are always charming—when they

have the age and beauty of the "child of the

South," which is being sent to their friends by
the Fairbanks-Boston Rim Co., of Bradford,

Pa. This particular "child" is about sixteen

years old, apparently, but looks older; she's

airily clad for blizzard weather; but, withal,

she's "pretty as a picture," and should smile

from many a wall at future buyers of the fa-

mous rims.

They Seek Members' Comfort.

After you have read from cover to cover

"The Echo," that delightful little monthly
issued by the Denver Wheel Club, you feel

as though you had swallowed a soothing

draught of some kind. It is full 'of the spirit

of kindliness and poesy. It clearly repre-

Bald Is the Spalding Star.

E. C. Bald will try to do what no other man
has done—earn the title of national cham-
pion for the fifth successive year—on a Spald-

ing bicycle. He will be the star of the Spald-

ing team. New York will be his home for

the present, and for a while he will "work
out" on the road, with occasional track trials

at Berkeley Oval.

Our Prices

Compel

Attention.

Competition in the bicycle busi-

ness is even fiercer than before.

It means you must buy close and

sell quickly. Our low prices make

it possible for you to make fair

profits in spite of price-cutting.

Tires^ $2*00 per pair,

I'or just one week we will sell for J2.00

psr pair the identical tire most jobbers

ask $2. 50 and $2.75 for. Suppose you

only get $3.50 per pair or perhaps $4.00?

That's good business anyhow. All sizes

up to 30-inch same price.

1898 Kangaroo Tires, per pair $3.60

1898 Hartford No. 77, first quality 5.00

1899 Peoria Guaranteed Tires 3.T5

24-iach New York Tires 2.50

Patee Crests^

List $35.00
Here's a wheel that actually sells itself.

It is $15.00 under the price of any wheel

of equal grade in America. It looks the

thoroughbred that it is and carries a full

year's guarantee.

We are New York agents and quote

factory prices.

New Gas Lamps,
Don't buy a "cheap" gas lamp, of all

things. Get one which is made by peo-

ple who have always made good lamps

—

that's the "20th Century"—$2.00.

Automatic Gas Lamp.... $1.65

M. &W.GasLamp 1.65

Our terms to all are CASH with order or suffi-

cient to cover express if goods are sent C. O. D.

Money refunded without argument if goods are

not wanted.

CATALOGUE FREE.

N. Y. SPORTING GOODS CO.,

61 Nassau Street, near Maiden Lane,

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Brief Trade Items-

Edward Ripley, bicycle dealer at Williams,

la., has sold out to A. W. Ross.

C. H. 'Minchin & Co. will open store at 143

Main street, Port Chester, Conn.

Clint Redfern has opened a repair store at

117 East North street, Fostoria, O.

Harry Bell, of Stockbridge, Mass., will open

a bicycle store at Great Barrington.

M. A. Osborn, bicycle dealer at Leslie,

Mich., has sold out to Annis & Sayers.

H. P. and J. Deno, of Saginaw, contemplate

opening a bicycle store in Bad A.xe, Mich.

C. H. Lichty has opened a new bicycle store

in connection with his music store, in Read-

ing, Pa.

The Power City Bicycle Co., of Niagara

Falls, N. Y., have been succeeded by Niagara

P.icvclc Co. *

H. H. Lampe & Co., dealers in bicycles at

Altoona, Pa., have opened a branch store in

that city at Chestnut and Ninth streets.

T. F. Wheeler, bicycle dealer at Waukegan,
III., has established a branch store in Lake
Forest, Til., having bought out C. R. Mills, of

that place.

Bert Van Horn has reopened his cycle store

at 77 Madison street, Oneida, N. Y. Chaun-

cey H. Davis will have charge of the repair

department.

9

yETNA Combination Bicycle Parcel-Carrier and Mud-Guard.
8KASILT attached to anv bicvcle.

FIFTl POUNDS, HOLbliNfi SAME SECURELY
This device is so arranged as to be quickly adjusted to large or small packages weighing from ONE TO

,
^j^^ Carrier is made of cold-rolled steel, nicely nickeled, weighing less than one pound.

:

2 Special Rates to Jobbers. Write at once.

i/ETNA MFG. CO.,
• 225 Dearborn St., Chicago.

•••••••••••••••••••••ess

When not in use as a Carrier, it serves

as a perfect Mud-Guard.

Price, $10.80 per Dozen. |
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a

**********************************************

LAWSUIT NOTICE.
We have commenced suit in the United States Court against H. Grin-

berg & Co. and the Manhattan Storage Co., of Philadelphia, for infringe-

ment of our rights under the Duryea patent, in selling and offering for sale, a

compound for pneumatic tires.

Our attorneys will press same with all possible expedition, to obtain an

early adjudication of our rights. We have every confidence that our patent

will be fully sustained, and are prepared, if necessary, to carry the matter to

the court of last resort. In the meantime we shall strictly insist upon our

rights being respected.

NEVERLEAK
Is the only Tire Compound that

can be legally used or sold. In

handling it you have the positive

assurance that it is the standard,

the best; the only one used and

recognized by Tire Makers, and
the only one you can buy, use or

sell without buying a lawsuit.

We are dally asked to license

others under our patent I WE
GRANT NO LICENSES UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES OR CONSIDER-
ATION!

OIR 1899 BRAND
Will close punctures fully three

times as large as formerly, making
it marvelously effective. It will

preserve the tire and overcome all

the troubles.

Buffalo Specialty Mfg. Go.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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PHENOMENON
The Leading Gas Lamp of Europe,

HAS PROVED A WINNER AT THE
NEW YORK AND PHII,ADEI<PHIA SHOWS.

'4

t

t
y

Gas Filtered Before Reaching Burner. XV
No Impurities to Clog Burner. <•

t
It has advantages not pos- v

sessed by any other Gas X
Lamp. .*.

The burner has a lava tip, •>

which is so constructed that '''

the fish-tail flame rests di- *
rectly on the tip, and is not A
suspended above it. As a ^
result the light can never be V
blown out, and is abso- A

lutely stationary under all conditions. •>*
The flow of gas is absolutely uniform. >

Model »S9. Price, S3.50.

The Phenomenon is the easiest lamp to
clean, and will be

The Best Seller in '99.

SEND FOR DISCOUNTS.
THEV WII,Iv INTEREST YOU.

Wolfgang Richter.
1708 Germantown Ave., - PHILADELPHIA, PA. •>

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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LEWES ON ACETYLENE GENERATORS.

The report of the committee on acetylene

generators, appointed at the Acetylene Con-
gress held in Berlin, gives the results of some
interesting experiments made by Professor

Vivian B. Lewes. The generators were div-

ided into three classes:— (1) Those in which

water is allowed to drip or flow on to the car-

bide; (2) those in which water in volume is

allowed to rise in contact with the carbide;

(3) those in which the carbide is plunged into

an excess of water. From his experiments.

Professor Lewes deduced the fact that when
water drips or flows in a thin stream upon a

mass of calcic carbide the temperature rises

until after about 18 to 25 minutes the maxi-

mum is reached, this varying according to cir-

cumstances from 400 to 700 degrees C, and it

is probable that in some parts of the mass

the higher limit is nearly always attained. The
maximum temperature rarely lasts a minute,

and the fall in temperature proceeds rapidly

from fifteen to twenty minutes, and then more

slowly until the action ceases. In the second

class of generators excessive heating is gener-

ally avoided, and Professor Lewes points out

that the melting point of tin is rarely reached

in the charge of carbide during decomposi-

tion, and that, from a practical point of view,

these are probably the best for general work-

ing, provided there is a holder of consider-

able capacity, and that the leading tube con-

ducting the gas from the generator to the

holder is of sufficient diameter to freely con-

duct away the gas, the water at the same time

being allowed to rise so slowly as to do away

with the risk of over-generation. Generators

of the third class have many advantages, but

they are the least economical in the output of

acetylene per pound of carbide used. Hence

for ordinary purposes Professor Lewes favors

the generators in which water in volume is al-

lowed to rise in contact with the carbide.

Bicycle Gamblins Now.

A new nickel-in-the-slot gambling machine

is a miniature bicycle enclosed in a glass case.

On each wheel are painted numbers. The
player drops a nickel in the slot and presses

a lever, when the bicycle's wheels revolve.

They stop after a short run and the player

adds the numbers indicated on each wheel.

If he wins he wins, but the machine is so

made that he generally loses. A notice on the

case announces that a cigarette will be given

with each play, whether it wins or not. The
cigarette, however, is never given, and the

sign is intended only to evade the law, as it

can be claimed that the player receives some-

thing for his money.

New Hardening Process.

In a new process of hardening steel, the

metal is first coated with a mixture of whiting

and varnish. It is then heated to a cherry

red, dipped for a few seconds in acidulated

water, then for a slightly longer time in rape

oil, and is finally laid in a cooling bath of

rock oil or a mixture of water and whiting.

The first dipping into water is said to draw
away the heat from the outer layer, hardening

it, while the dipping into rape oil retards in-

terior cooling, reducing the risk of cracks.

three montlis ago, and its members have been

industriously practicing ever since. Last week
they had a stag party near the factory, and
over three hundred of their friends were in-

vited. During the evening the band furnished

music, and it was a "surpriser." Ira Batton
is the leader, and he has the making of one of

the leading musical organizations of the city

in the Lozier band.

4* 4"

Making Two of Himself.

Kilpatrick, the famous onejegged trick

rider, is now walking around on a cork leg,

which he manages very skillfully. He is about

as spry on one leg, with or without a crutch,

as he is on one real leg and one cork leg.

When he bought his cork leg he astonished

the man he bought it from by leaving his

crutch and walking out on the old and the

new leg. Kilpatrick is full of humor and
resource. While returning from Cuba he

noticed that he was the only American on
board. The other fifty-six passengers were
all Spaniards. Kil walked around on deck

for awhile, then went below, took ofif his ar-

tificial leg and reappeared on deck hopping
around on the one sound leg. "I just wanted

to show them," said Kil, "that there were two
of us if it came to a ciuestion of trouble."

Croker Declined to Decide.

Richard Croker is looked upon by no in-

considerable number of New York voters as a

man beside whom Solomon was a dunce in a

kindergarten. Possessed of this opinion, it is

but natural that Mr. Croker's mail sfiould be a

large one; so it is, and among a big batch of

letters recently came one from a constituent

who wrote to the Tammany leader, explain-

ing that the writer had bought a wheel on the

installment plan, with a provision that it might
be returned if not satisfactory. He wanted to

return the wheel, but could not agree with the

man from whom he had bought it. "Knowing
you to be a wise man, Mr. Croker," the young
man wrote, "I ask you to settle this dispute

for us." Acting as referee in installment plan

disputes is not one of iMr. Croker's fortes, and

he insisted upon being excused.

New Calcium Uses.

New uses for calcium carbide have lately

been discovered. In Germany, its use for de-

oxidizing and carbonizing steel has been

proposed, and it is suggested that it be used

for the production of cyanides by heating it

in a current of nitrogen and steam. In view

of the constantly growing demand for cyanides

in extracting gold from ores, this latter sug-

gested application should prove an important

one.

To Pttsli the Warwick.

A. H. Tennis, of New York, one of the

partners of the recently organized Warwick
Wheel Co., and sole agent for their product,

has established an agency in the Whitney
Building, Springfield, Mass., and placed Fred
Garrison in charge.

With Brass and Cymbals.

It is not generally known that the employes

of the Lozier factory have formed a band and

are already turning out some very choice

music. The band came into existence about

The Stearns in Oregon.

The Stearns agency at Portland, Ore., has

changed both its location and manager. Its

new home is at Washington and Seventh

streets, and Edward Crist, of San Francisco,

is in charge.
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D. L. Caldwell will open a repair shop in

Winthrop, Me.
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DEALERS
WANTED

TO HANDLE

THE

FRONTENAC

The Wheel

Of the Year.

A TRADE
WINNER.

t FOOL-PROOF.

Distinctive

AND
Beautiful

Write now.

Some Representatives

:

NEW YORK - Barclay Cycle Co.

BUFFALO-Adam Hauck & Sons.

PHILADELPHIA—American Bicycle Co.

BALTIMORE—E. A. MauU.
WASHINGTON -E. P. Hazleton.

DETROIT- Cobb & Holmes.

CLEVELAND—Davis & Updegrafl.

CINCINNATI AND COVINGTON-J. H.
Mersman, Jr., & Co.

COLUMBUS—J. A. Orlando.

PITTSBURG-The Theo. F. Bentel Co.

BOSTON—Downey Cycle Co.

ST. PAUL—Neutson Cycle Co.

PRONTENAC MfO. CO.,
Makers,

Syracuse, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel
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ALBANY TRADE.

The Bicycle Continues to Be One of the Most

Important Articles of Trade in New York

State's Capital.

Albany, (N. Y., April 20.—One of the most

important articles of trade here is the bicycle.

There is not, of course, the amount of money

invested in the cycle business' that there is in

the lumber trade or the various iron indus-

tries, but at the same time cycling ranks with

both of them in importance, if not in the dol-

lars and cents invested. As a legitimate

branch of business which received the individ-

ual attention of business men the cycle trade of

this city began late in the winter of 18i)5.

Wheels had, of course, been sold here in a cas-

ual sort of way as long ago as the time when

the ordinary was the only bicycle on the mar-

ket, but early in 18'J5 there were several of the

more far-sighted business men who apprec-

iated the fact that cycling was on the increase,

and further, that the day was not far distant

when the bicycle would come to be used as a

vehicle and would to a considerable extent

take the place of the horse and street car. Be-

fore this time many purchasers, especially

those who had individual taste, were forced to

go to New York to obtain the wheel of their

choice. This was a condition of afTairs which

was not approved of by the enterprising mer-

chants, and they determined to keep the trade

in Albany. Preparations were made for a com-

plete line of the best wheels and a very suc-

cessful bicycle show was given. This gave the

dealers an opportunity to exhibit wheels to

prospective purchasers in the best possible

way, while at the same time it excited interest

in the pastime among those who had not yet

learned to ride.

The sales during the season of 1895 were so

large, and the prospects for an even larger

business during the next season of '96 were so

sure that a large number of people became bi-

cycle mad and determined to go into the busi-

ness. Among them were many men who did

not know a fork from a saddle-post. The re-

sult was that when the season of 1896 opened

there were 33 bicycle dealers and agents in this

city. The natural supposition would be that

the thing was being overdone; on the con-

trary, the entire 33 did a good business and

a few of them did a very large business.

When, however, the autumn arrived and bills

began to come in, those who had gone into the

business without any capital to speak of were

in a hole, and the more so as very many of

them had foolishly sold goods on the install-

ment plan. Collections were slow and many
wheels were returned at a loss to the sellers.

The result was that the small dealers were ob-

liged to give up, and it is greatly to their

•credit that they paid every dollar they owed.

This reduced the number of dealers during the

winter of '96-'97 to about 12, and when the

'97 season opened this number had been fur-

ther reduced to nine or ten, six of who'm were
well established and doing a substantial busi-

ness. During 1896 there were a little more
than 4,000 bicycles sold, and in 1897 the 5,000

mark was almost reached. During last sea-

son, 1898, the number sold was a trifle more
than 4,400, but the majority of the sales were
made by four or five dealers. In fact, the

large concerns increased their business while

the smaller ones just about held their own.
This accounts for the falling off in the total

number sold as compared with those during

1897. The Wheel correspondent called upon

the principal dealers a few days ago and ob-

tained some interesting facts.

The Albany Hardware and Iron Co. were in-

corporated in 1891 with Charles H. Turner,

president; James K. Dunscomb, treasurer, and

William B. Wackerhagen, secretary. For a

number of years this company sold bicycles

simply as a natural detail of their large whole-

sale and retail hardware business, but in 189o

their business in wheels had reached such pro-

portions that more room became necessary,

and so the handsome store, 75 State st:reet, was

leased and fitted up as a bicycle annex. The
company do a large jobbing business, issue

their own catalogue of specialties, which the

firm control, and have six salesmen on the

road during the wheeling season. During 1898

the firm sold 1,200 machines, of which num-

ber about 75 per cent were retailed. The

wheels carried this season are Victor, Sterling,

Union, Eagle, Crawford and Olive. In regard

to the prospects for the coming season, Mr.

Fosket, the company's bicycle manager, said:

"We have found that the people are tired of

cheap wheels. The annoyance of constant re-

pair is great and in the long run the expense

therefor makes the money expended equal to

the cost of a high-grade wheel. I believe that

the $50 bicycle will be the popular one this

season for the chain wheel. Our orders and

sales so far this year are larger than ever be-

fore for the same period, and at least 25 per

cent of them have been for the chainless."

"Dick" Robe, agent for the Pope Co.'s out-

put, is the oldest bicycle man in the city (not

in years oi life, but in business) and he is as

much a feature of Albany as is the capitoI, or

Washington Park. 'He is energetic, keen, en-

tirely honest, and a power in .L. A. W. politics.

His expectations for business for the coming

season are rosy, and like the concern above he

reports a greater number of orders and sales

up to the present time than were his last year.

He is an enthusiastic believer in the Columbia.

He told me that he has a Columbia chainless

which he began to use on October 2, 1897,

which he has ridden a little more than 4,000

miles. For that time and distance the wheel

has never been repaired nor even adjusted.

He .finds that the proportion of chainless to

chain wheels sold this year is four out of five

in favor of the former. Robe carries the Col-

umbia, Hartford, Vedette, Pierce, Tribune,

iBarnes, 'Newport Special and Stormer.

Another substantial concern is the firm of

'Myron J. iHighins & Co., William M. Honig,

affectionately known to his host of friends as

"Larry," being the company. The reputations

of the young men composing this concern for

honest dealing, progressiveness, and hearty

good-fellowship are as good as capital, though

in addition they are believed to be well sup-

plied with the "needful." Their store is one

of the handsomest in the city and is a "hang-

ing-out" place for wheelmen. They carry the

'Cleveland, Spalding, Keating, Rambler, Read-

ing Standard, Stormer, Peerless and Bluebird.

This concern sold during 1898 about 700

wheels.

The White Sewing Machine Co.'s local man-
ager reports the sale of something over 50i)

wheels during '98, and he is expecting a great-

ly increased business for the coming season.

This concern do a large installment business,

and so far have not lost a dollar at it. All the

grades of the 'White are, of course, carried,

and this season there will be added to the line

a really good wheel at $25 for cash, or $30 on

the installment plan. The manager said to

your correspondent that he 'finds there are a

considerable number of men and women work-

ing for salaries who cannot afford to pay for a

high-grade wheel at the time of purchase, but

who will take one and pay promptly all in-

stallments on it. It is with such people that

he does a large and safe installment business.

In Short Meter.

V. Wiss has opened a bicycle store at Mor-
ristown, N. Y.

Banker & Maxwell have opened new store

at Flint, Mich.

E. B. Brown's bicycle store at Keota, la.,

was destroyed by /fire.

J. Eichner, bicycle repairer at Epworth, la.,

has sold out to F. 'Miller.

Angiar & Co., bicycle dealers at Peoria, 111.,

have dissolved partnership.

The Fligg & Harris Company have opened
new store at Montreal, Can.

Bohner & Son have opened new store on
North Fourth street, Oregon, 111.

George Decker has opened repair shop in

the Bailey Building, Rock Falls, 111.

T. C. and H. Stamper 'will open a repair

shop on Tenth street, Anderson, Ind.

It is estimated that about 3,000 wheels will

be sold in Des Moines, la., this season.

J. O. Houby, a cycle builder in New York
city, has recorded a bill of sale for $495.

W. L. Hadley has taken the agency for the

Orient bicycle for Great Barrington, Mass.

J. Marshall has taken the agency for the

Waverley bicycle, and will open store in East

Pleasant Hill, O.

J. D. Strong, bicycle dealer at Columbia,

S. C, is reported to have recorded chattel

mortgage for $250.

Rogers & Rogers have opened new bicycle

store in the McLeon Building, Charlottetown,

Prince Edward Island.

Wm. A. Carter, of the firm of Wm. A, Car-

ter & Son, bicycle dealers at Seymour, Ind.,

gave real estate mortgage for .$600.

It is reported from 'Canada that the Stearns

plant at Toronto will be removed to Brantford

if a suitable location can be secured.

The Cadden Cycle Co., who conducted a

wholesale and retail bicycle business at Nor-

wich, Conn., have been succeeded by the

Plant-'Cadden Company.

A New York firm have a lot of nine pairs of

Dunlop tires, 28-inch, which they will close

out at a bargain. Those interested can write

to A. T., care of The Wheel.
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633,376. PNEDMATIC WHEEtTIRK 8B0E0B E CuKu, Bos-
ton, Mass. Filed 3ept 6, 1898. Serial No. 690.251. (No model)

CiatTn.— l. A poeiimatic wheel-lire haviof; applied to its air-

lube to cover a limited circumBcribed.area thereof, a separate sealed

sack or pocketcoinpoaed'of two pieces secured together around their

edges and containing a sealing compound, hoth walls of said sealed

pack or pocket being perforated by the tubular needle when inflating

or deflating the tire, and the perforations being thereafter closed by

the seatine compound, sabstantially as described.

R 2 3 49 7 BACK-PEDAlilMQ BRAKE. Auto W. WaiBBS, To-

ronto, Canad'a, assignor of one-half to Lambert V. Dusseau, same place.

Filed Nov. 8, 1897. Serial No. 657,847. (No model)

,t ,-
-^^

6 3 3,431. DRIVE-CHAIM AND CHAIN-WHEEL. AUOUST o,

ScEAEFEE, St Paul, Minn. Filed Sept 8, 1898. Serial No.,690,119.

(No model)

Claim.— 1. A drive-chain consisting of a series of I.TiVs havin
overlapping, apcrtured ends, each link having a latcrally-projectin,
lug extending into tbe aperture in tlie adjacent link, and pivct-pin.
pa-»sing transversely through said apcrtured and overlapping end?
the said lugs embracing the opposite sides of the pivot^pins and form
ing extended bearings therefor, substantially as described.

623,495. FRAME-JOINT. BsNtty L. Teebkrt. Syracuse, N
assignor to E C. Stearuif & Co., same place. Filed May 9. 1898 Sa\
No. 680,093. (No model)

Ctt'un.— 1. In a bicycle, an axle and a stationary drum carried

by the said a.\lc.in combination with a hub; a friction-dog movably

supported upon the said hub within the drum and provided upon its

face with a segment of a spiral thread ; and a sprocket-wheel loose

upon the hub and suitably threaded to engage the said dog and ex-

patid it within the drum %vhen the rider hack-pedals, substautially as

and for the purpose..specified.

633 398 C-YCLE-snPPORT. William Wesdlee, Jr., Syracuse,

N. Y. Filed' Apr. 27, 1898." Serial No 678.938. (No model)

(7/«;/»/.—The frame of the bicycle, the body 6 having a sleeve

formed at its lower end, and the bar extending at ri^ht angles to

the body, and a rock-shafl 7 iournaled in the sleeve, combined with

a taperiug cam, which has its lower end secured to the harO, and its

upper end to the body 6, the legs 13 pivoted upon the rock-shaft, and

the spring 14 for keeping the outer ends of the legs separated, the

inner or front ends of the legs being made to bear against opposite

, sides of the cam, substantially as shown and described.

1

623,173. BICYCLE KLZEE C. NoE, Chicago, in. Fileil Aug. 29,

1898. Serial No 689,765. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a bicycle, the combination with the frame and
wheels, of a brake adapted to bc.appiied to one of said wheels, awim(j^

ing foot-levers for propelling, the bicycle, a bell-crank lever, afoo.
connecting said bell-crank lever with the brake, means for operating
the brake therefrom. and means lor rocking said bell-crank lever by
excessive downward pressure applied to one of aaW fo^t^evera, sub-
stantially. as and for the puroose specified.

633,387. BACIf-PEDAUNa BRAKE. WILLIAM TaYLOE, Kearny,
N. J. FUed Feb. 17, 1898. SerialNo. 670.659. (No model)

ij-,;::

6 3 2,477. CYCLE OR OTHER WHEELED VEHICLE. JaMES
HucK, Galashiels, Scotlanl Filed Dec. 9, 1898. Serial No. 698,766. (No
model)

Cluiw.— I. In combination with a cycle or other wheeled vehl
cle, the wheels upon « hich the vehicle is secured, and light gas-tight
receptacles mounted upon the wheels, within the rims and around
the hubs, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

•
1,

9""';~ ' '" i^ombiuation in a bicycle-frame joint, the main up-
right having connecting and downwardly-inclined apertures cut in its
rear face near the upper end, said apertures being outwardly inclined
from each other, and the upper rear- fork sides fitting said aperture
snugly the upper fjd of one fork side.being compressed to form an
inclined channel to receive the upper end of the other.

^^1^;.^**V COMBINED BICYCLE AND CARRIEB. Oeoeoe W

I'liiim. — t. In a bicycle attachment, the comHiiatioli with a
sprocket-wheel provided with ratchet-teeth, of a clutch-plate adapted
to be thrown into and out of engagement with said ratchet-teeth, a
stud-plate fixed upon the pedal-shaft, a brake-plate loosely sleeved
upon said shaft, said brake-plate being adapted to engage said sprock-
et-wheel.- substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

623,184. CYCLE-LOCK SEBASTIAN ScuADLE, Qronenbach. Ger-

many. FUed Jan. 21, 1898. Serial No. 667.445. (No model)

P"

>»„ ^'J"''"
-1- I" "" interconvertible bicycle and carrier a bicvcl,^

623,345. OIL-CAN. Cbakles L Waoahdt. Baltimore. Ml Fliei
May 20. 1897. ^rial No 637.375. (No model)

0111111.— I. A cycle-lock comprising a locking-bolt mounted in a
suitable Casing, a pivoted tumbler mounted in the said casing and
adapted to-tngage the inner end of the said bolt for holding the same
m place, a drag-bar for moving the said pivoted tumbler out of en-
gagement with the bolt, and means for preventing the movement
of the drag-bar. siibatantialij as described.

Claim.—}. A top head for oil-dispensing cans in one integral
piece of metal free of seams or joints and having a front sunken or
depressed portion. A. comprising approximately one-half ofsaid head
a diametrical raised wall, 4. connecting with a curved or part-circular
front wall. c. constituting the boundaries of said sunken portion'- a
rear portion, D. at the opposite side of the diametrical wall and ele-
vated or higher than the front portion : a wall, e, lower than the froilto
wall and curving around the exterior of said higher portion and joiii-

ingthesaidfroiitcurved wall:.andacootinnoii«nr,.„ r ••»
all around the head and io.uding the i^d wX^f bTh I^''^'

""*="

rear [,artinns..as sot forth.
^ =""> "'""f both the frontand,

633,323. DRIVING-GEAR FOR CYCLES, John R.

K

Law. Olas-
go?;. Scotland. FUed Dec. 22. 1897. Serial No 662,869. (No model)

Cfiini.—1. In the driving-gear of vehicles the combination witB
the frame, the.drive-shaft and the drive-wheel, of a treadle-crank
mounted on the drive-shaft, a lever pivoted on the frame and having
one end engaging, the treadle-crank, a spring secured to said lever,
and the frame, aid a clutch mechanism whereby the lever may be
placed in engagement with, and disengaged from the drive-wheel,
substantially as described,

*'
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633,453. BICTCLELAMP BRACKET. CoiRLB E. WHITliEaE,

New Tork, 11. Y., assignor of three-tourtlis to John Qourlay and John J.

ffBrien. ssme place. Filed Mar. 25, 1898. Serial So. 675,187. (Ho

model)

169 3,3 2 7. BAIL-BEARINO. Peikk E Mathbwsok. ClUcopee,

Mass., assignor to the Lamb Maoulsctiirlng Company, eame place.

Filed Feb. 8. 1890. Serial Mo. 704,884 (Ho model)

Cttiinu~i. A bicycle-lamp bracket, coiiipridiiig two parts rota-

tablo one upon the other by a pivot extending longitudinally of thp

bicycle, one part being attachable to the bicycle and the other having

a depending arm, and means for securing a lamp to said arm, sub-

stantially as described.

RQS 277 HUBAMDAXLE. 8E0EQE E CLiEi^ Boston, Mass.

Filed sept 21, 1898. Serial No. 691,484. (No model)

-V

C/ahn.—In combinatio", a base formed or.a single rod or piece;
of wire so bent as to provide parallel sections for contact with the
ground, a cross-section in a higher plane than the parallel sections,
tlie two ends of the rods being twisted together and flared outward
to.form ifork. an adjustable member also formed of a single rZ^or
iplece of wile so bent as to produce two sockets and eyes for hingilig
to the cross-Boction, the ends of this lastiiamed rod being secured to-'-

gether, aa specified.

Claim— 1. An axle, a pair of imla mounted on one end thereof

which receive between them the frame, a hub mounted on said alio

abutting -against one of said nuts, a collar screwed onto said ail»

bearing against said 'hub, a out screwed into said aile turnmg m a

direction opposite the collar having a head bearing against said cot

lar, substantially as described.

623 379. BICYCLE. Simon Nejmbe, Lima, Iowa.- Filed May 14,

Serial Ho. 680,736. (Ho model)

Claim.— I. In a bicycle or like road-machine, the combination

with the front fort, a rearwardly-oxteoaingsteadying-bar havingcon-

nectlon at its front end with the said fork, and a hand-bar attached

to the rear end of the steadying-bar and formed on the arc "f a cir-

cle having the alia of the fork-stem for its center, of a rest applied

to the machine-frame and having a portion encircling the hand-bar

and normally out of contact therewith to admit of the self-ateermg

of the wheel and adapted to come in contact with the hand-bar and

brace it on the application of upward or downward pressure upon

the said hand-bar. substantially as set forth

623,345. BICYCLE-RACK. MllKS HiMILTOD. Auburn, N. Y., as-

signor of one-half to J. a Crouse, same placa Filed Feb. 2i 1898.

Serial No. 671,484. (No model)

C/nim.— 1 A wheel-bearing, comprising an inner axle fixed rig-

idly to the frame and provided with flanges, an outer axle carrying

the hub ofthe wheel, the latteraxlehaving flanges enacting with those

of the inner axle, whereby to hold the two axles in parallelism, and a

cushion acting between the inner and the outer a.'cle, substantially as

described.

623,188. WHENCE JiMEPH W. Skebsiok and JosiPB F. SOE
SICK, Bertram, Iowa. Filed Feb. 13, 1899. Serial No. 705,482, (N(

model)

623,278.- PNEUMATIC TffiE. Oeoeoe E CtaRK, Boston. Mass
Piled Feb. 20, 1899. Serial Ho 706,171. (Ho model)

Claim,—A pneumatic wheel-tire having an imperforate elastif

air-tube, a non-elastic reinforciug-wrapper inclosing it slitted trans-

versely at intervals along its rim side, and an elastic outer tube com-

pletely inclosing said alitted reinforclng-wrapper. said parts being

vulcanized together, substantially a,s described

C/'i'tii.— I, The combination with an annular plate provided with

soaced perforations, of balls seated in the perforations, respectively

aiid projecting through the plate, smaller balls resting against the

plate, filling the spaces between the larger balls, respectively, and

having their centers in the plane of the centers of the larger balls,

and devices carried by the plate and preventing the balls from mov-

ing away from the latter.

623,430. BICYCLE. SEiifi de Saossoee, Brooklaad, D.

Nov. 19, 1897. Serial Ho. 669,146. (No model)

6 2 3,40 9. WHEEL-HUB- WiSBWOTom Ludlow, Cleveland,

Ohio, aaalgmor of ona-half to Daniel E. Taylor, same place. Filed June

,20. 1898, Serial Ho. 683.918, (No model)

<7

Claim.— 1. The combination of the wheel-nub consisting of ao

inner tube containing ball-bearing cups in its ends, and an outer

shorter tube which is removably secured upon the inner tube, said

outer tube having near its ends internal annular pertorated recesses,

with spokes which pass through said perforations and have enlarged

ends which lie in said redesses, and a driviug-wheel secured to the

projecting end of the inner hub-tube, substantially aa specified.

623,238. BICYCLE-SADDLE. Waltes L Davis, Chicago, ni

Filed Jan. 24, 1898. Serial Ho. 667,676. (Ho model)

Claim— 1. lira wrench, the combination of an outer jaw having

a rectangular shank and screw-threaded portion, a handle adapted

to receive the same, with a euitoble adjusting-not, an inner jaw adapted

to slide on the shank of the outer jaw, a bifurcated lever straddling

the shank between the inner jaw and the handle, and pivoted to a

projection of said handle, and a link connecting said lever with said

inner jaw, substantially as and for the purpose set forth

623,431. BICYCLE-STJPPOET. Baktholomew Peiseh. Eldori

Iowa. PUed Jan. 7, 1899. Serial No. 701,496 (No model)

Claim.^\. A bicycle-support, consisting of a casing, an oscilla

tory shaft jourualed in the casing, a pairof frames mounted tooacil

late with the shaft, a pair of supporting-legs pivoted to said frames

and adapted to swing laterally therein, and a spring or springs acting

to normally turn the shaft in a forward direction and thereby swing

the legs downwardly and rearwardly, substantiall? as deacrilred.

Claim..—1 A saddle comprising two separate pad frames each
consisting of a single strip of metal which is vertically disposed in the
direction of its width and bent to form a complete ring to receive a
^eat-pad and a forwardly-extending loop to receive a pommel-pad,
neparate seat and pommel pads in said rings and loops and a conuec- '

tiou between the frames consisting of flat transverse strips secured

rigidly to the rear faces of the said rings and the front faces of the

pommel-loops. '

6 3 3 412 ACETYLENE-6A3 LAMP. Eaeei MmWABB, Blr-

mlng'ham, Engikiid. Filed Oct 22. 1898. Serial Na 694,295. (Ho

modal)
.

Claim.— I. In an acetylene-lamp the combination of a lamp-DodT

part carrying a burner and whose base or lower extremity U fitted

with a ring-recess y! and a cylindrical part having a gasway A throagh

it an attachable geoerating-chamber o whose onUr surface is formed

with a boas o' and a socket o* to engage the parts ^'^ the said socket o

having a hole o* within it which communicates with the generatiug-

chamber and the gasway and a flexible ring n which comes between

the parts g y^ and o^ o' when they engage to make gas-tight the joint

between the body part of the lamp and the generating-chamber, sub-

stantially as described.
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Thinks Miller Will Lose This Time.

John West, .who discovered and brought out

Miller, and has had charge of the Chicagoan

in every race but one in which he has com-

peted, says that Miller will be beaten in Paris.

West does not use an if, but cites the fact th.at

Miller will have had but twelve days' train-

ing when he starts in the long race. Miller

has not ridden at all since the San Fran-

cisco race. He went out of training after the

California trip and took no care of himself,

never receiving a massage. West says that

Miller was far from condition in the New
York race after three weeks of hard training,

and that Waller nearly beat him there. In

'Frisco he had the best of care and yet wanted

to quit fifty times if once. "It is nonsense for

Miller to say that he has no trouble with his

ankle," says Trainer West.

Fredericks is expected to beat Miller, as

the Swiss has taken Nawn to France to work
with him. West conveys the interesting in-

formation that Teddy Hale was responsible

for Miller's win in France last year. Hale

was refused entry because he was too late in

applying, and so worked with Miller, whom
he had to force along constantly.

At Fountain Ferry Track.

A good many of the racing cracks have

been arriving at Fountain Ferry track, Louis-

ville, for more than a week past, and the

five-mile slogs, morning and afternoon, with

the men alternating at pace-making, are in-

teresting.

The men are practicing at about a two-

minute clip, and expect to move at 1.50 or

lowi:r in a short time. No sprinting yet.

Tony Landenwich owns the track, and the

two dwelling houses near it. Both houses

are full of speed-merchants.

Cooper, Kiser, Claude and Floyd .McFar-

land, Juth, Stevens, Kimble and Martens are

training at the track. Others are expected.

"^im" I<eases a Track.

Arthur Zimmerman has leased the three-

lap track at Asbury Park. With the assist-

ance of the racing cracks he expects to run

a series of meets at the famous seaside resort,

beginning May 30.

Zimmerman writes from Asbury Park as fol-

lows, in reply to an inquiry concerning a race

at Milwaukee between Sanger and himself:

"Sanger wrote me he is willing to ride me a

match in Milwaukee, but I do not feel that it

is policy for me to figure as far ahead as next

July, especially as I would have to travel to

Milwaukee and it might not be convenient to

go just at that time."

Points for Bell Ringers.

In a recent damage case on Long Island an

interesting ruling was made by the judge.

He pointed out that what both cyclists and

pedestrians have to learn is that the ringing

of the bell does not mean that the latter have

to make way for the former; but is simply an

announcement of the class of vehicle behind.

It is the cyclist's business so to ride that,

when pedestrians are ahead of him, no acci-

dent shall occur; and when he rings his bell

they are under no compulsion to move aside.

There are a great many risks which a man
may take if he likes. But he generally doesn't

Hke.

Newark; Nate Salsbury and Frederick B.

House, Jersey City; John D. Lasley, Wash-
ington, and Amos Batchelder, New York.

May Abandon Irvinston-Millburn.

New York's big road race over the Irving-

ton-Millburn course may not be run. The
Irvington town council has resolved that the

promoters must furnish a bond of $2,000 and

pay $50 for police protection. There is no

profit in the race. Another course may be

selected.

Why and Wherefore?

A bill to provide for a road tax rebate of

!fil to every farmer who shall display a sign

with his name on it on a place on his farm

where it can be read by passers-by has been

introduced in the Wisconsin legislature. The

object of this curious measure has not yet been

made clear.

Mahanoy to Have a New Track.

•Mahanoy City, Pa., where so many of the

men fell last season, is to construct a new

quarter-mile board track of the very latest

design, on the same site. Several great race

meets will be given in that city, and the N.

C. A. will control the track.

An Endless-Chain Scheme Ended.

Considerable money has been raised, by the

endless-chain form of subscription, for a cycle

path between Cincinnati, Hamilton and New
Richmond. The recent decision of the United

States Attorney-General makes this plan il-

legal.

^on by I/inton.

Paris, April 23.—In the fifty-kilometers race

here to-day Tom Linton, the Englishman,

v/on in 55.30 3-5. Edouard Taylore was sec-

ond and A. E. Walters third.

The If. C. A. Incorporated.

Trenton, April 21.—The National Cycling

Association was incorporated here to-day

under the laws of New Jersey. The company

are capitalized at $2,000. The purpose of the

Association is to direct and govern cycle races.

The incorporators are Charles P. Bloemecke,

Pennsylvania's Sidepath I^aw.

Harrisburg, Pa., April 20.—The new bicycle

path bill became a law April 14, when Governor

Stone affixed his signature. It provides that

upon petition from twenty-five wheelmen, res-

idents of a county, the court shall appoint

sidepath commissioners. A tax of $1 shall be

paid upon each bicycle in the county as a side-

path fund, to be used for paths.

Touring Routes in Preparation.

It is estimated that several thousand L. A.

W. members will ride to the national meet at

Boston—mostly from the eastern states, but

partly from the west. Routes are being pre-

pared by the L. A. W. touring department.

Steam, Speed and Physic.

The motor cycle McDuflee expects to use

for pacing purposes will weigh about 300

pounds, and be propelled by a four horse-

power steam engine. Joe iMcDufifee is to act

as engineer, and to prepare for any possible

accidents while so officiating, Joseph has

been taking a course in medicine at a Phila-

delphia medical college.

The Chainless Surpiised 'Em.

Teddy Edwards is back in England for a

short time. In a recent road ride with some
Liverpool friends he used his chainless, and
the way the 120-gear machine moved along

surprised them.

Sldepaths for Yonngstown.

Between the county commissioners and the

Good Roads Wheel League, of Youngstown,
O., there has been much confabbing, the re-

sult whereof may be a fine sidepath system in

that interesting section of Ohio.

Bespeaks English Hospitality.

The official organ of the Cyclists' Touring

Club, of England, bespeaks the hospitality

of Englishmen for the L. A. W. touring party

which lands at Southampton about May 15.

Short Runs.

Up to April 15, there were 2,375 licenses is-

sued to bicycle riders in Birmingham, Ala.

Chairman Gerlach, of the L. A. W. racing

"board, will not come East, but will remain

in Chicago.

And now the road-race programme, full of

red ink and large promises, begins its annual

pilgrimages.

The Minnesota century record is 6.42.00.

There will be numerous attempts to break it

on the North'field course.

A quintuplet crew will take part in the com-

ing eight-hour century run of the Century

Cycle Club of Washington.

Mrs. Irene Brush and her husband, of

Brooklyn, rode 205 miles on the road in

22.30.00, last Saturday night and Sunday.

The Meriden Wheel Club is fighting the

proposed Connecticut lamp law, on the

ground that it is restricted to bicycles.

Indianapolis has disposed of 13,980 licenses

to ride bicycles through the city streets. This

is more than 6,000 less than the number sold

last year.

Joe Henley, the Kansas veteran, recently

rode a century without handle-bars, in 10,40.

He had one good, hard fall. Next day he

was tired and bruised.

Chicago cyclists who write letters to the

chief consul of the Illinois division say he

doesn't answer. League matters in Illinois

appear to be in a bad way.

Flavell's Sea View Hotel, Sea Cliff, 1. I.
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THE NEW TUBING.

A Glance Through the Plant in Which the

Wilmot & Hobbs Brass - tined Clincher

Tubing Is Made.

The brass-lined tubing, which has recently

been placed upon the market by the Wilmot

& Hobbs Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn., has

been well received by the trade. These people

are proceeding on the right lines to build up

a substantial business in the tubing industry.

Their reputation for turning out high-class

product in other lines is fully maintained in

the bicycle trade. The company are not con-

tent with supplying high-class goods, but go

farther in order to make business easier for

their customers. Instead of shipping tubing

in regular lengths, they cut it up according

to specifications. By so doing, the manufac-

turers save the expense of cutting the tubing,

and also the expense of wastage, which is no

small item. In these days, when bicycle man-
ufacturers are endeavoring to get the cost of

production down to a minimum, it must in-

deed be gratifying to receive their tubing cut

in desired lengths. It is the policy of every

manufacturer to ascertain the cost of pro-

duction, but owing to the considerable detail

required, it is difficult to arrive at this. The
Wilmot & Hobbs Mfg. Co., however, aid

them to a considerable extent, for a bicycle

manufacturer knows exactly what his tubing

costs when it is ready to be put together.

They also counter-bore the ends to fit the

various parts.

A Wheel man visited the Wilmot & Hobbs
works in Bridgeport last week and was shown
the process by which the Clincher tubing,

fork-sides, etc., are manufactured and brass-

lined.

There is nothing mysterious in the process.

The eye-opening feature of it is the wonder-

ful strength of the finished product. Mr.

Lewis, who escorted The Wheel man, placed

a fork-side in a vise and tugged at it. Mr.

Lewis is a big man, and exerted considerably

more force than a rider would in jamming
his front wheel hard into a brick wall. The
fork-side didn't budge.

The process of manufacture is about as fol-

lows: First, the Swedoh steel billet is, by

cold-rolling, transformed into a long ribbon.

The ribbon is fed into a die machine which

cuts the edges into that peculiar saw-like

form used in Clincher tubing.

The same machine, by a gauge attachment,

then cuts the saw-edged ribbon into the de-

sired lengths.

If these die machines were used on fork-

sides alone, they could cut 50,000 a day.

The steel ribbons are then bent into tubu-

lar shape under trip-hammers, which dovetail

the saw edges together.

Then the tubes are placed in machines

which cut them exactly to the lengths desired.

In these machines, the ends of the tubes are

out off flush or beveled, as desired. Another

accommodation to the cycle manufacturer is

that the tubes are countersunk to fit connec-

tions.

After being accurately cut to length, the

tubes are given the interior, rust-preventing

lining of brass. This consists of dipping

into molten brass.

After the dip-brazing, the tubes are run

through swaging machines, which smooth

out any uneven spots.

The fork-sides and other tubes requiring

bending are bent after having been dip-

brazed.

The polishing and finishing come last.

Mr. Wilmot is proud of the plant, and par-

donably so. It is an enormous establish-

ment. The workmen have clean, light rooms
to work in. System is evident everywhere.

All the machinery, except the heavy castings,

is made right on the premises.

The business consists of hot and cold rolled

material, and the company use a good deal

of the material themselves, in producing bi-

cycle tubing, stove-fenders, fine steel oil cans,

gongs, etc., etc.

The present working force, about 600 men,

will soon be doubled on account of the de-

mand for the bicycle tubing. New machines,

new brazing crucibles, etc., are now being

installed.

Following is an interesting letter which Mr.

Wilmot sent out to jobbers:

You undoubtedly have noticed the numerous articles

in the trade journals and daily papers of recent is-

sues, relative to the new process of brass-lining bi-

cycle tubes.

This is the process of the Wilmot & Hobbs Mfg.

Co., and consists of the application of molten brass

to the interior of bicycle tubes, either seamless or

Clincher, thoroughly uniting with the interior sur-

face of the steel in a layer of brass less than one-half

a thousandth of an inch thick, thus causing no ma-

terial difference in weight.

The advantages you will readily appreciate, for it

not only insures a perfectly brazed connection, but

entirely prevents the interior rust of tubes, which is

almost invariably the cause of frame breakages, and

it also prevents "sympathetic" rust from forming on
the exterior of the tubes, under the enamel, which, as

you know, causes the enamel to peel or chip off.

In fact, the merits of brass-lined tubes are so ap-

parent that we feel sure you will fully appreciate them,

the matter having been brought to your attention, and

as we have brass-lined hundreds of thousands of tubes

for prominent manufacturers this past year, we have

no doubt but that many of the factories from whom
you purchase wheels are already furnishing you with

this brass lining throughout the tubes of their frames,

and we would suggest your corresponding with them
to. ascertain just which ones are using the process,

for where you already have bicycles with brass-lined

tubes you should not overlook the advantages you
can obtain in pointing out the feature to your cus-

tomers in disposing of your goods.

We will send you on request a sample of this brass-

lined tubing, for your inspection, and if you would like

any further information on the subject we will be
pleased to have you write us or see our Chicago rep-

resentatives, Fred W. Colson & Co., Manhattan Build-

ing, or George Damerel, room 807 Postal Telegraph
Building, New York.

Stokes' Chainless Gear.

Charles F. Stokes, one of the old-timers

in the bicycle manufacturing game, until very

recently president of the Union Cycle Mfg.
Co., of Highlandville, Mass., but now lo-

cated in Chicago, was in Cleveland a few days

ago showing the manufacturers of that city a

new chainless gear which he has recently in-

vented. The Stokes gear is somewhat on the

order of the Sager, consisting of beveled roller

pins revolving in contact with curved teeth,

and the inventor claims several points of su-

periority over other similar types of gears.

Mr. Stokes states that several prominent man-
ufacturers have expressed themselves as be-

ing very favorably impressed with his gear,

and he is confident of a good demand as soon

as he is in position to place the gears on the

market. He will establish a factory at Chi-

cago and will manufacture the gears, selling

them in conjunction with the well-known Ex-
celsior hub, of which he is the inventor. In

speaking of the demand for chainless gears,

Mr. Stokes stated that it is exceeding all ex-

pectations, but just at present manufacturers

are somewhat backward about taking up any-

thing new because of the uncertainty caused

by the talk of a combination.

Why Hudsonites Are Happy.

"Is it going to be a good season?" repeated

the Bean-Chamberlin representative when the

Wheel man called on the Hudson, Mich.,

concern recently. "Is it? Well, we think so.

To be safe and sure, though, about 10,000

machines will be our output according to

present calculations, though if we have under-

estimated the pubhc's love for the 3-krown,

we will be prepared to go a shade beyond the

figures I have given you. We are now get-

ting the best kind of proof that this is going

to be a good year, since from many of the small

towns second orders for from four to six

wheels are pouring in. That shows the trade

is healthy and the buyers are doing their share

of promoting cycling prosperity. Thirty-

inchers? Yes, we're turning out not a few of

them, more really than we thought would be

needed two months ago. Have we got a

chainless? Have we? Cast your eye on that

and see what you think of it. That's our

latest, and we are not conceited when we de-

clare it to be just as good as the best and bet-

ter than a lot of them."

The cut herewith shows that the Bean-

Chamberlin Mfg. Co. are not claiming too

much for the new addition to their already

large cycle family, and the newcomer will cer-

tainly prove a worthy relative of his brothers

and sisters who so worthily bear the names of

Hudson, Lenawee and No.xall.

Will Handle the Frontenac.

The Downey Cycle Co., of Boston, and
Neutson Cycle Co., of St. Paul, have arranged

to handle the Frontenac bicycle in their re-

spective cities.
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National Bicycles are sold squarely on their

merits at a fair price for their quality.

What you get for your money is as

important as the amount you pay.

Write us or call on National Dealers.

NATIONAL CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO.,

BAY CITY, MICH.

G. K. Johnston Co, and Fifth Ave. Cj cle Co., Kew Toik.

Fred F. Dudley, Boston. F. B. Parshley & Co., PoTtstnouth.

Belcher & i:.ooml8,Providence. Arthur Griggs, New Haven.
Roach & Barnes, Phila. Griswold Cycle Co., Chicago.

J. H. Johnson, Buffalo. B. G. Goble, Pittsburgh.

C. B Ward, Detroit.

Take the advice of any National Rider and you will buy

one for your own use.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

•.M....M*M.M*..*..*.«*««*.*^.*^M%**M*..*«**..*.«*.*****M*..*M*«**.«*.»*.***.*.*.au..u.u......u..u..A..>u...u...^*u.......*.^..

N. C. A. or L. A. W.,
Whichever it is,

THE

OLIVEi RACER
will be there and give a good account

of itself.

RIDE^NiOLIVE,
a three-year-old and a thoroughbred.

The most attractive wheel on the mar-
ket—one of the reasons for its remark-

able sale in the trade this season.

OLIVE agents everywhere are

enthusiastic.

Join hands with us in success and
represent the popular wheel.

The Olive Wheel Co.,
SYRACUSE, N. Y.
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Kindly mention The WheeL JE^
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LEAGUEKIT,
the puncture doctor, mends sin-

gle-tube tires. Makes quick and

sure cement repair, or quick and_

sure plug repair—only tool that

does the work of two kits at the

price of one.

It Pays
to keep the experienced riders on your side. Remember how
many there are now, and how many more each season adds.

Besides what they buy themselves, they practically do the or-

dering for the mass of new riders, who come to them for advice.

Now what do the veterans want ? The very best of

everything. The best of tires—they know what it is to have

light, resilient tires under them throughout a long run. They
know that cheap tires are dull and heavy— what they save the

pocket comes out of the body—the extra effort required to

drive them during a single day's run uses up enough bodily

vigor to pay the difference in cost.

League tires help the rider. Made of the finest Para

rubber, not a grain of soft rubber or substitute in them, they

dance with life and lightness. Specify them on your wheels;

they " get there and get back," and good riders know it.

JVew York 25 Park Place.
Pliiladeltllia ?m Chestnut Street.

St. Louis <11 No. Third Street.
San J'rancisco 509-511 Market 'itreet.

WESTERN DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.
A. G. Spalding &f Bros. ^ 147-149 Wabash Ave., Chicaso.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRIBUTING AGENTS.

Geo. F. Kehew &= Co., 129 Pearl St., Boston.

NEWYORK BELTINGS PACKING CO.LTD.
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THE MAN AND THE MACHINE.

When the patron saint of the chainless

comes to be chosen there won't be any com-

petition in awarding the halo, that is already

safely reposing upon the classic brow of J.

Elmer Pratt, of the Grand Rapids Cycle Co.

Like the famous John, Pratt early went forth

into the wilderness of unbelief and loudly and

convincingly preached and proclaimed the

gospel—of the Clipper chainless. To-day, when
others would do the same, the people every-

where believe the new comers are but dis-

ciples of Pratt, and the glory, and a big share

of the profit, too, comes back to the old

original. The chainless owes Pratt much
and be it to the chainless's credit recorded,

the chainless seems honest and able enough

to pay the debt, since the credit account of the

Clipper chainless is going to show a mighty

handsome balance this year, just as sure as

shooting.

sV-
Doretnus Brake and Coaster.

The Doremus brake and coaster, which has

been placed on the market by the Doremus
Brake and Coaster Co., 127 West Thirty-sec-

ond street. New York, promises to become

popular among riders. The mechanism con-

sists of a simple locking device on the crank-

a.xle, so constructed that a slight back pres-

sure on the pedals puts on the brake on the

rear wheel. This pressure can be applied

with such force, if necessary, as to stop the

wheel instantly in case of danger. By a for-

ward movement of the pedals the brake me-

chanism is promptly unlocked and released.

Should the rider desire to coast, he can sim-

ply rest his feet on the pedals and is ready

for any emergency.
,

This brake and coaster has also the novel

and unique feature of continuously locking

the driving mechanism to maintain the action

of an ordinary chain wheel. But even when
the coasting mechanism is locked the brake

can be operated instantly against the rear

wheel in the event of the breaking or throw-

ing off of the chain—so that in any event this

device, it is claimed, guarantees perfect safety.

The appliance can be attached to any chain

wheel at a small cost. It has .been subjected

to severe tests for the past ten months on all

kinds of grades, hills and sandy roads, and

has proven successful in every instance. The
company will be glad to hear from builders

and riders of wheels.

Goodyear Enlargements.

Akron, O., April 24.—The success already

attained in this, their first season, has

prompted the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.,

of this city, to branch out into broader fields.

Heretofore their business has been confined

to the manufacture of bicycle and vehicle

tires, but through pressure of orders, these

departments are to be increased and other de-

partments for the manufacture of rubber

goods of various kinds are to be added. The
capital stock of the company has just been

increased from iMOO.OOO to $200,000 and plans

are being drafted for large additions to their

present quarters.

"Ring Out the Old; Ring in the New!"

The Bristol Bell Co., Bristol, Conn., well

known manufacturers of Peerless, Corbin and

Standard bicycle bells, have changed their

name to the Liberty Bell Co., without, how-

ever, having made any change of management
or ownership.

They are bringing out simultaneously a

new line of high-grade bells, to be known as

the Liberty bells, and, at the same time, con-

tinuing to manufacture the other lines of bells

already manufactured by the Bristol Bell Co,

The new name is announced at this time in

order that the trade may become familiar with

it before another season opens.

The Sterling Special.

Since issuing their '99 catalogue, the Ster-

ling Cycle Works, of Kenosha, Wis,, have

introduced the Sterling Special, a light but

very strong and rigid machine, adapted for

regular road use, but suitable for track use

when fitted with racing equipment. This is

a good machine to ofifer to amateur racing

men, of whom many can hardly afford two

machines.

Tot Healing Tires.

The Burlington Cyco Co., of Burlington,

Wis., have opened a branch office at 818 Arch

CARBIDE
For All Gas Bicycle Lamps.

PRICES.
48 1-Ib.canstocase, S4.80
24 2-lb. cans to case, 4.32
12 5-lb. cans to case, 4.80
Solid cases shipped from factory at

Niagara Falls or New York—broken ca.<^es

from New York only, F. O. B. Niagara
Falls. Cartage added if shipped by freight

from New York,

Style "A" Charges for Electro Lamps,

$3.36 per gross.

ABOVE RATES TO TRADE ONLY.

GREENE & HASKELL,
27 East 141h Street, NEW YOKK CITY.

street, Philadelphia, Thomas Crichton, an

old-time cyclist, is in charge. This concern

manufacture Cyco, for healing tires.

ADLETS.
For Sale, 35xchang:e, Etc. — Twenty-five words,

thirty-five cents. Each additional word two e.cnts.

Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and Help Wanted.— Answers received
in confidence and forwarded without charge. Rale;
25 words, one time, 50 cents; three times, $1.00; 50
wordsj one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00; 75 words,
one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-
tisements: One-half inch, one time, $1.00; four times,
$3.00; one inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner, patent attorney and
*• mechanical expert, 608 F street, Washington, D.
C. Established 18S3. I make an examination free of
charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

pjUNLOP TIRES.—A bargain; a lot of nine pairs
^-^ of Standard tires, 28 inches, in perfect condition,
for sale; prepared to accept a low offer. Apply to
'*A. T.," Wheel ofSce.—4-27c.

A GENCY FOR SKANDINAVIA WANTED.—An
-^~* old agency in Denmark for bicycle articles wishes
to represent first rate houses for Skandinavia. Best
references. Address "Sofus Cohn, Copenhagen, Den-
mark."—4-20c.

TpOR SALE.—A second-hand Duryea motor car-
-*- riage; price, $450. Gilbert J. Loomis, Westfield,
Mass.^-27.

PARTNER WANTED to exploit a very useful thing
-* on a bicycle; patented; or an arrangement with a
firm for royalty. Mr. More. Attorney at Law, 215
W. 125th St., New York.—4-27p.

rj.OOD PATENT for sale or royalty; Gilbert carrier
^^ attachment (patented) ; mounted over the rear
wheel; quickly attached; fits any bicycle; adapted to
delivery uses and general carrying purposes; satchels,
packages, etc., carried steadily and without hindrance
to guiding or propelling the bicycle; readily detached,
fo'Tded and secured in the frame. Address Chas. S.
Rogers, 220 Broadway, N. Y.^-27p.

"ly/TANUFACTURERS of bicycle sundries, tires,
^^^ bells, lamps, chains, etc. Please address cata-
logues and lowest quotations for large export orders
to M. Rigou & Ca., 467 Esmeralda, Buenos Ayres,
Argentine Republic—-4-27p.

OTOLEN.—A Columbia bicycle, No. 6,346; Hart-^ ford tires; black saddle; natural wood rim. Suit-
able reward will be oaid by Owner, 757 Quincy St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.^-27p. •

T"EQIB50N HOUSE
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Under new management. Superior service;

central location; perfect cuisine.

WILL W. CLARKE, Manager.

WHAT EVERY BICYCLE RIDER WANTS,

A Davis Rubber Roller Brake.

Guaranteed to be perfect in

action and not to injure the
tire. We have an interest-

ing proposition to make to

dealers and to riders. If

not for sale in your city,

write at once to

DAVIS MFG. CO.,
711 Stevenson Building, - - INDIANAPOLIS.

25c.

16 YEARS
we have made a specialty of the manufacture of OILERS.
We make a careful study of every detail and are constantly
improving our oilers in every way possible. We make
oilers for practically the entire trade, and are confident
the QUALITY of our goods cannot be equaled at
the price. Only the best quality of elastic metal is used.
The washers are of specially selected (not scrap) leather.
The threads are well made and tight, not stamped on body
of oiler. The soldering is tested under hydraulic pressure,
etc., etc. A rider's appreciation of a first-class oiler in bis
equipment is more than worth the slight extra cost.

CUSHMAN & DENISON,
MANUFACTURERS,

159 Ninth Ave., New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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VINDEX CHAINLESS BICYCLES.

The Reading Cycle Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa.,

have been quietly at work during the past

several months developing the Gentry gear-

ing meclianism_ for chainless bicycles, and

have now reached the point where they can

offer these machines to the trade with every

assurance that the gear is a success. The

front and rear gears are attached to the crank

flange and rear hub in the same manner that

sprockets are attached to a chain wheel. These

gears mesh into the intermediate gear, which

is comprised of two forged rings, one within

the other, accurately machined. The inner

ring is fastened with screws to lugs brazed

onto the rear fork. The outer surface of this

ring is grooved, forming a ball track for the

balls, upon which the gear ring revolves, the

latter being similarly grooved. These gears

are all machined as light as is consistent, so

that there is not one ounce of metal more than

is necessary to insure safety. The total weight

of the bicycle with complete equipment is 27

pounds.

One of the principal points about the Vin-

dex chainless bicycle is the case enclosing the

gears. This case is perfectly dust and water

proof, all of the openings being protected by

felt washers, making it impossible for the

weather to affect in the slightest degree the

running qualities of the bicycle.

In adapting the Gentry gear to the Vindex
bicycles, provision has been made for the per-

fect interchangeability of the chainless model

to the regular light roadster chain wheel. If

for any reason the rider wishes to change his

mount to a chain wheel, he has only to re-

move the gear and case, substituting Vindex
light roadster front and rear sprockets. Pro-

vision has also been 'made for the simple ad-

justment of the gears, so that they can be

brought into closer contact with each other if

necessary.

Puncture-Closing Wafers.

When the pneumatic tire was first placed on

the market, there were attempts to make a

repair patch which could be carried along and

applied on the road. The trouble was that

such patches were not "sticky" enough. Many
prominent firms since then have tried to

meet this want, but it remained for Edward
Sheffield & Co., of 141 Kosciusko street,

Brooklyn, to find the right thing. They have

introduced Averell's puncture wafers, and they

are meeting with the approval of the trade.

These wafers are not intended for permanent

repairs, but to enable users of single-tube

tires to reach home without delay. They are

applied like postage stamps, and just about

as quickly. For the inner tubes of double-

tube tires they make a permanent repair. To
those interested the firm will send a sample

box on receipt of five two-cent stamps.

t We ±

i Make I

A Long-Felt Want.
""a*^^*"^

The necessity of having to buy new batter-

ies when the old ones are exhausted has

been the one objection that has heretofore

been raised against electric bicycle lamps.

American ingenuity has at last overcome this

trouble. An appliance has been placed on the

market which will enable any rider to recharge

his batteries with decidedly less trouble than

it takes to refill an oil lamp, at less expense

and without soiling the fingers. This recharg-

ing device, which is illustrated here, is a pro-

duct of the United States Battery Co., of 2o'i

Broadway, New York, and is intended for the

well-known U. S. B. electric bicycle lamp.

This device practically gives a rider an in-

exhaustible lamp at a nominal cost of main-

tenance. The batteries are recharged from

any ordinary incandescent lamp and with one

charge furnish light from eight to twelve

hours. Dealers who are not now carrying

this lamp in stock would do well to write the

firm for discounts.

An Unfounded Report.

Owing to an incorrect newspaper report, a

story has gained wide circulation to the ef-

fect that the Pope Mfg. Co. discharged a

number of their employes about Easter time.

The statement is entirely unfounded. As a

matter of fact, the Pope Company have been

constantly adding to their force for several

months past, and are at the present time em-
ploying more men than ever before in their

history. Every department of the company's
immense factories is working overtime, and
the full capacity of the plant is being taxed

to meet the demand for the new model Col-

umbias, Hartfords and Vedettes. Over 3,800

names ate now on the weekly pay roll.
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The Sager Plants Are Busy.

Rochester, N. Y., April 24.—The Sager

Gear Co. are turning out more saddles than

they ever have before since starting into the

saddle business, and there seems to be no let-

up in sight. The men are worked far into the

night, whWe: machinery used in turning out

Sager gears is running six days and six nights

every week, vainly endeavoring to keep up

with orders.

Mr. Sager informed The Wheel representa-

tive that although there have been a number

of inquiries from foreign manufacturers, no

foreign orders could be taken care of until

American manufacturers were supplied. Fully

fifty orders for every gear turned out are

booked. Plans are being made to put in a

plant in another year capable ot turning out

1,000 sets of gears each day.

Denied by India Rubber Co

An Akron newspaper states that, in view of

the combine of rubber manufacturers, the

India Rubber Co.'s tire department was re-

cently closed and might remain closed. The

India Rubber Co. say the report is without

authority; that there was a little labor diffi-

culty, which lasted a few days, and was ad-

justed. All departments are very busy.

««T0RRINGT0N" eHAINS.

Not a Peerless Branch.

The Peerless Mfg. Co. have not established

a branch store in Cleveland, with E. E. Page

in charge, but Mr. Page has opened an es-

tablishment and has the Peerless agency.

Haunts in the 'Wild Woods and Gay Places for

Summer Outings.

Either or both can be found along the lines of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R'y in Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Northern Michigan, Iowa and the Da-
kotas. Among the many delightful summer resorts
are Delavan, Waukesha^ Oconomowoc, Elkhart Lake,
Marquette, Madison^ Kilbourn, Minocqua, Star Lake,
Lakes Okoboji, Spirit Lake, Clear Lake, Big
Stone, Frontenac, White Bear and Lake Minn?-
tonka. In the north woods of Wisconsin, in the for-

ests of Northern Michigan and Minnesota, and in the
far stretches of the Dakotas true sportsmen can fish

and hunt to their heart's content. For pamphlet of
"Summer Tours," and "Fishing and Hunting," apply
to nearest ticket agent, or address with two cent
stamp, GEO. H. HEAFFORD, Gen'l Pass. Agt., 555
Old Colony Building, Chicago, 111. 4-27

A NEW PROPOSITION

Wheels Built to Order,

$12 upwards.
FROM HIGH-GRADE MATERIAL

and fittings of your own selection.

Send for Catalogue of the

famousTEMPLE 3-CROWN Eramcs
and all standard makes of bicycle parts
and fittings. Alake your selection.
We build the bicycle accordingly.

...LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED.
IW~ Write to-day

and send for catalogue of "MAGIC"
$2.00 Gas Lamp-Best Made.

Grapliopliones and Cameras.

RALPH TEMPLE CC^^chre^ato?

3-16-inch and 5^-inch widths only.

The ESSENTIALS of a good chain are. Accuracy of Pitch, Accuracy of Alignment and Strength,
and are striking features In **Torrington *' chains.

F. S. ODELL. Western Rep.,

204 Lake Street, Chicago. THE TORRINGTON CHAIN CO., Torrington, Conn.

A Rider Need Not Be Delayed More Than Five

Minutes With Any Puncture.

Avereli's Pnnctnre Wafers
FOR SINGLE OR DOUBLE TUBE TIRES.
Completely tills the public demand for a simple and at the
same time satisfactory article that will mend a punctured
lire. The old style plug is not only exceedingly difficult

to apply, but is ruinous to tires. Use this Wafer according
to directions, and your dread of punctures will be lessened.

Askyour jobber for them. Send five two-cent stamps for
sample.

EDWARD SHEFFIELD & CO.,
Manufacturers,

141 Kosciusko St.. - Brooklyn. N. Y.

SPESCIA-LiS.
Morgan & Wright. '99 double lires $4..5n per pair.
Schinneer Bar-, '99 Pat 40 each.
Perfecto Hubs . l.lOperpair.
Columbia jjuaranteed tires 3.80 per pair.
Vimoid Repair Kits -. 1.50 per dozen.

We issue a semi-monthly price-list. Send for it—will
make money for you.

Sundry Dept. VIM BICTCtB CO.,
56 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

Graphite Lubricants,

ALL KINDS, ACCORDING TO WANTS.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Remember our Heroes....

DEWEY'S
Mase©T

THE BICYCLE CANNON.
The latest alarm on the market. A souvenir for wheelmen.

The only genuine novelty of the season. It is as practical as it is novel.

RETAIL PRICE, 50 CENTS. manufactured by

Send for sample and quotations. BELL NOVELtV CO., WARREN, R. I.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

NEW JORK ENAMELLING CO.,

155 W. 29th ST.,N.Y.
High-Art Enamel Inq well and cheaply done

_^t HANDLE BARS
"^

] FORK SIDES
^_-^ PROTECTOR REVOLVERS
co«p.sPo.oENCE PERFECTION PADiOCKS
».,c„>:d-o AMES sword CO. CHICOPEE, MASS.

AHEAD OF EVERrBODY.
The Nickel Plate Route continues to keep ahead

of everybody in railway matters, despite intense com-
petition. How is this accomplished? Simply by cater-
ing fully and generously to the public demands. Peo-
ple know and appreciate a good thing when they see
It. That is why they patronize the Nickel Plate so
freely.

Why has this road won its present position? By
furnishing the very best class of service at low rates,
and by generous treatment of its patrons. Safe and
easy roadway, fine trains, luxurious equipment, fast
time, close connections—these are the cardinal points
in favor of the Nickel Plate Route. These are its

prime factors of success. The Nickel Plate is the
people's route— a strong favorite with the traveling
public. Don't forget this when going East. Don't
forget when you go West. Don't forget the road that
gives the best service at the lowest rates.—4-30.

RUBBER TIRE CABS AND CARRIAGES.
The West Shore Railroad has incorporated a system whereby

passengers arriving or departing from its West Forty-second street
terminal. New York City, are supplied with cab, hansom, coach or
omnibus, as they may order. Wcstcott Express messengers are
now on all through trains to sell tickets and engage such vehicles

as passengers desire. New York City has been
divided into six districts, each district having
its own number and its own rates. The ve-
hicles are all rubber-tired and will be maintained
in first-class order. The new service has been
in effect since November 4th, and has been giving
excellent satisfaction. .
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THAT TUBE DEAL.

Now Reported that the Shelby Company
Will on Saturday Buy the Pope Tube
Works.

It was reported last week, too, late for in-

vestigation, that an "amalgamation" of the

Pope Tube Works and Shelby Tube Co. was
being arranged.

At the office of the Shelby Tube Co., in

Cleveland, it was stated early this week that

no such deal had gone through. It was not

stated, however, that negotiations to buy out

the Pope works are in progress. From an-

other source the statement comes that this is

so, and that the matter has gone so far that

the purchase money will be paid on Saturday
of this week.

There have been several indications, during

the past ninety days, of a tendency to reduce

competition in the tube industry. The Wheel
was informed some time ago, by an officer of

the Elwood-Ivins Company, that negotiations

were in the air. But the real nature of the

negotiations has been obscure. Perhaps the

true nature is indicated by the reported buy-
out of the Pope interests by the Shelby peo-

ple.

The Wheel understands that the plant at

Albany, Ind., would not be refused the Shelby
people provided they would pay a satisfactory

cash price for the plant, ground and surround-

ing workmen's homes, which are owned by
the Albany company. Whatever the Shelby
people think of this suggestion, if it has been
made to them, it is understood to be their

desire not to invest in real estate.

The only inference which can with any ap-

pearance of accuracy be drawn from all these

tube rumors is that for a variety of reasons

several concerns are willing to sell to the

Shelby Company at the right price, and that

the Shelby Company are quietly negotiating,

with a view to being in the strongest possible

position to meet any developments that may
occur in the trade.

New Fool Rules.

Washington, D. C, April 29.—^Some weeks
ago the District Commissioners promulgated
a regulation prohibiting merchants from dis-

playing their goods in front of their places of

business, unless permit to do so was first ob-
tained. The first case brought under this

regulation was that of E. L. Wilson, of the

Automatic Cycle Pump Co., who was charged
with having placed one of these pumps on the

iron fence inclosing a park without having the

requisite permit to do so. In view of the

fact that this was the first case brought under
the law, a small fine was imposed. The court

remarked that the strict enforcement of the

regulation would result in 10,000 warrants for

violations of its provisions. Local cycle deal-

ers will be aflfected by the enforcement of the

regulation.

TEN ARE COMBINED.

Changes in Crosby & Mayer Co.

The rumored removal of Mr. Charles

Mayer, oi Crosby & iMayer Co., of Buffalo, to

California, on account of ill health, is prob-

able. Mr. Mayer has retired from the Crosby

& Mayer Co., selling his stock to the other

members of the concern. William H. Crosby

now holds controlling Interest and is presi-

dent and gemeral manager. Anthony G.

Cro'Sby is vice-president and William H. Hill

secretary and treasurer.

San Francisco Dealers Organise.

The San Francisco Cycle Board of Trade

held its fourth annual meeting recently and

elected the following new officers: Walter B.

Morrill, president; W. J. Kenney, vice-presi-

dent; C. F. iMarwedel, treasurer; James M.
Hamilton, secretary. The organization is in

excellent condition. Several new members
have been admitted. The annual banquet is

being arranged by Messrs. Marwedel, Mohrig
and Hamilton.

Simmons Saddle in Camden.

A company has been organized, in Camden,
N. Y., comprising George I. Simmons, R. O.

Simmoms, Robert Pauland, Fred La Tulip, of

Syracuse, for the purpose of manufacturing

the Simmons cycle saddle, which has just been

patented by R. O. Simmons. The plant will

be located in Camden, where quarters of

Paul's tannery are being fitted up for its manu-
facture.

Will Make Sprocket Chains.

The Sprocket iChain Mfg. Co., of Detroit,

in which Theodore D. Buhl, Linn B. Ball

and Alexander McPherson are the principal

holders, have filed articles of association fo''

the manufacture of sprocket chains with a

capitalization of $75,000.

Punnett Receiver Wants Discharge.

Receiver Hone, of the .Punnett Cycle Mfg.

Co., Rochester, has given notice that on May
13, or as soom as counsel can be heard, he will

present his account to the Supreme Court

and ask that a final dividend be ordered and

that he be discharged.

Maples in Maine.

A new enterprise is to be started at East

Sumner, Me., for the manufacture of wood
rims for bicycles, and parties have recefitly

purchased quite a lot of land there from

which to procure maple for the work.

The Much-Talked-o£ Consolidation of Morgan
& W^right and Other Rubber Goods Manu-
facturers Is Practically Completed.

Stocks of the Rubber Goods Mfg. Co. are

issued to the depositary agent, and the organ-

ization may now be regarded as practically

completed. The company's authorized capital

is $50,000,000, divided equally into preferred

and common stock. The preferred bears seven

per cent cumulative dividends and is also pre-

ferred as to assets. The authorized issue of

stock for the present is $6,000,000 preferred and

$12,000,000 common.
The new trust, so called, acquires ownership

or control of the following properties:

The India Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.

The Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co., New York.

Morgan & Wright, Chicago.

Mechanical Rubber Co., New York.

Ten plants are covered by the above list.

It is understood that the 1898 net earnings of

the combined plants were large enough to pay

seven per cent on the present issue of preferred

and common stock.

Charles L. Flint, prominent in the financial

affairs of the crude rubber business, is credited

with having been the promoter of this consol-

idation, but F. W. Morgan, of Morgan &
Wright, is not unlikely to prove a secondary

figure when the concern has progressed far-

ther beyond the promotion stage. Mr. Mor-
gan has made several trips to New York. He
is known to be deeply interested in the matter

of industrial organization as a student, and has

demonstrated his own ability as a practical

organizer and business manager. He is not

buried in the details of his tire business, and

it will be rather surprising if his personality

does not figure prominently in the operative as

well as financial phases of the new "trust."

American Saddle Co. "Versus Sager.

Judge Co.x, in Buffalo, on Tuesday, refused

the application of the American Saddle Co.

for preliminary injunction to prevent the Sager

Gear Co., makers of Sager saddles, from
manufacturing saddles in alleged infringement

of American Saddle Co. patents. This appar-

ently disposes of the matter until the infringe-

ment suit is heard. The suit was instituted as

soon as it was decided that the Sager plant

would not be absorbed by the American Sad-

dle Co.

The Canadian Trust.

William Hendrie, W. D. Mathews and Sen-

ators Sanford and Drummond, all said to be

prominent Canadians, are reported to be in-

terested in the success of the consolidation oi

Canadian bicycle factories.
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THE AUTOMATIC COASTER AND BRAKE.

A Trial of the Morrow Device by a " Wheel " Man Demonstrates

Its Entire Practicability and Comfort Under

Various Conditions.

You feel and look like a cat on a shingle,

at the beginning.

You get over the feeling in short order.

The matter of looks remains one of opinion

or becomes one of custom.

You conclude that a device by which you

are enabled to cease pedaling without remov-

ing the feet from the pedals, and without re-

tarding the progress of the bicycle, is a dis-

tinct improvement in bicycle construction.

The above summary may be taken to heart

by any rider who is thinking of buying a ma-

chine fitted with an automatic pedal release-

variously and obscurely called "automatic

coaster," "free pedal" device, "free wheel"

device, etc. It is also commended to any

dealer who is contemplating, favorably or

otherwise, the sale of bicycles so fitted.

It is the result of a thorough trial by a

member of The Wheel's staff, on a machine

fitted with the Morrow automatic coaster and

brake. This device is now fitted, at slight ex-

tra cost, to the bicycles made by at least 29

manufacturers.

The test .was not intended to demonstrate

the durability of the device. The object of the

trial was to ascertain, if possible, the probable

extent to which the feasibility and desirability

of the idea would appeal to the average rider,

under all the conditions likely to be encoun-

tered by any rider. Perhaps the various con-

ditions encountered, and the results, can be

best described in the form of a narrative.

The machine arrived at The Wheel office

early this year. Inspection showed that the

"automatic" device consisted of two compact,

inconspicuous, light clutch arrangements; one

for driving the machine forward and the other

applying the brake, under back pressure. To

rest your feet you simply stop pedaling. To

stop the machine you back-pedal.

The weather early this year preventing out-

door practice, the first experiment occurred in

The Wheel oiBce. A start was made in one

end of the editorial den. The desire to rest,

and consequently a stoppage of pedaling, oc-

curred half way the length of the office. The

back-pedaling instinct occurred a little later,

but too late, and while awaiting the rise of the

pedal, which did not rise, and thinking around

the corners of the situation, the experimenter

was gently propelled against a typewriter and

stand at the other end of the room. Stand

and typewriter were elevated by the front

wheel of the machine, and further experiment-

ing was deferred until the close of blizzard

weather.

West Broadway is one of New York's busi-

est thoroughfares, and it is more than nor-

mally busy late in the afternoon. Determined

to tackle the critter under the worst circum-

stances, the first out-door experiment was

made on this street. Liberty street ferry, via

the Washington Market, Cortlandt street and

levee crushes, was the objective point.

- The pedal mount, based on the expectancy

of a rising and weight-supporting pedal, was

found wholly unsatisfactory, inasmuch as the

weight of the body, placed upon the rising

pedal, immediately applied the brake and

stopped all forward proceedings. Grasping

the machine, to push it backward out of the

way of traffic, that plan was also found a fail-

ure, since it simply tightened the brake pres-

sure on the rear tire.

For the first and only time during the entire

trial, the brake was so tightly applied during

this incident that it was with difficulty re-

leased; so that no rider is recommended to do

his first experimenting with this device in the

vicinity of railway trains or similar inconveni-

ences.

A good way to mount any machine is to

throw the leg over the saddle and start from

a standstill. However, this particular machine

was pedal-mounted with the left pedal sta-

tionary at the lowest point of its circle, and

the voyage of experiment was actually under

way. Before the ferry was reached there were

several awkward, cut-on-a-shingle sensations.

It was difficult to realize that the pedal would

not rise under the weight of the leg, to make

back-pedaling possible, and in the momentary

absences of brake and wit there was a sense

of conspicuous helplessness. The trick of

back-pedaling without waiting for a rising

pedal was not learned on this trip, but the fact

was learned that a comfortable, slow dismount

could be made while the virtually brakeless

machine was running away down grade. This

slow dismount is made by swinging out of the

saddle to the left, when the left pedal reaches

its lowest point. The machine continues; the

pedal remains stationary.

The next installment of the trial consisted

of a number of short-errand trips', in a subur-

ban town, during several days. Such trips

test the peculiarities of any machine pretty

thoroughly. The knack of handling this par-

ticular device came quickly, easily, naturally.

It is as natural to handle a machine fitted

with an automatic pedal release and back-

pedaling brake as it is to handle a machine

without the device. The work is instinctive,

really automatic; not arbitrary or worrisome.

Let your first bicycle experience be upon a

free-pedal machine, and the other kinds, the

ordinary kind, would certainly appear awk-

ward at -first. This the writer discovered at the

close of the test.

In th« short-errand trips referred to, the

elements of pleasing novelty and labor-saving

utility developed early. What seemed the

proper method of disposing of the weight of

the body, while "coasting," came easily. There

was fun in pedaling rapidly at a down grade

or rough spot and then resting straight-leg-

ged on the left pedal, so that the weight was

hardly applied to the saddle and handle-bars.

It was like standing on a long-reach stirrup,

a-horseback.

In approaching a curb, to stop, the plan was

to coast along like a Mississippi steamboat

floating up to her wharf; a slight back-pedal-

ing, repeated if necessary, and the machine

came to a full, gradual stop. No hard, quick

back-pedaling; no haste in dismounting, as is

sometimes necessary in handling an ordinary

machine.

The next trial was an all-day ride over good,

bad and indifferent surfaces; with an abund-

ance of grade, yet plenty of level. The wind

was unfavorable both ways, of coiurse.

Editor Mecredy, of the "Irish Cyclist," and

other European experts who have given the

automatic pedal release extended trial, say

that it decreases the pedaling by about one-

half. The estimate is not far from correct if

it is applied to hilly roads, and is partially true

as to levels.

Ordinarily, a machine moves no faster than

the rider pedals. This is because there is un-

conscious back-pedaHng. The writer found,

early in his all-day trip, that many times the

machine moved faster than the pedals. As

there was no comfort in simply pawing the

air, the result was a stoppage of pedaling, and

consequently a rest from work. At first there

may have been nervous wear, caused by the

novelty, but this soon passed off and the

stopping and starting became automatic.

Frequently a good start was made down

grade, followed by resting the weight

straight-legged on the left pedal, with the

saddle as a fulcrum. This resting could be

done hands off after a little practice, demon-

strating the fact that automatic pedal release

and a steady machine are not incompatible—

in fact, quite the contrary.

Many riders know that they can enjoy a

pretty view more comfortably when they are

coasting, feet up, than when the feet revolve

with the pedals. On the free-pedal machine

this comfort is enhanced considerably.

Up grade and on the level pedaling could

be done hands off, but not quite as easily as

on an ordinary machine. This would prob-

ably be true even after extended practice.

Toe-clips are recomrnended to all riders,

and particularly to all users of free-pedal ma-

chines. They produce an increased economy

and smoothness of pedal movement. With-

out toe-clips, the most expert rider will find

on a free-pedal machine, when his foot reaches

the top of the circle, that his ankle is not

quite as flexible as he thought it was.

After a good dinner, and a smoke while

overlooking the majestic Hudson, the home-

ward trip was made over another route. In a

series of long, swift coasts, partly protected

from head wind, the plan of coasting straight-

legged on the pedals was found not as com-

fortable as the old method of placing both feet

upon the foot-rests. More weight was thrown

upon the handle-hars. However, considerably

less weight rested upon the saddle, and there

was comfort in the knowledge that in case of

sudden rough spots the feet were on the

pedals, ready for steadying or braking by

back-pedaling.

Right here it should be said that an addi-

tional reason why the free-pedal rider will

coast more frequently than the user of an or-

dinary machine is that he can do so without

removing his feet from the pedals. The ordin-

ary rider pedals down many a slight grade,

often at high speed, because lifting the feet to

the rests and later clawing for the pedals

again is too troublesome.

Later in the homeward ride a very steep

grade off the main road was negotiated, and

the free-pedal mechanism stood the strain,

which was sufficient to bend a crank. The

crank was probably soft. On a very steep

grade—down an embankment to the water's
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edge—^the back-pedaling brake held the ma-
chine safely in check. The pedal could not

lift the rider off the saddle, because it could

not rise against pressure.

The entire ride was finished with obviously

less effort than would have been required

upon an ordinary machine, and the next day a

short ride on a wheel without the automatic

pedal release seemed awkward by comparison.

There came an instinctive desire to stop ped-

aling in crossing rough spots or slight down
grades, and a sense of wasted power when
the desire could not be gratified.

As stated in the beginning, this trial was

intended to be merely a test of practicability,

not of durability. The durability of the Mor-
row device is guaranteed by its makers. The
idea is being widely exploited on the other

side of the water, and there is no apparent

reason why it should not become generally

adopted.

Has Good Objects A-plenty.

There has, been a reorganization of the St.

Louis Cycle Board of Trade, under the guid-

ance of R. L. Hill, who was elected president.

James Arbuckle, Jr., being elected secretary-

treasurer. From the attendance and the in-

terest manifested it would appear that the

new body will be a. more vigorous association

than the old one was. It is starting out with

new aims, as is evidenced by the resolution

that was introduced by A. L. Jordan, and

passed unanimously, "that the objects of the

new association be the promotion of general

interest in cycling, and of a feeling of harmony
among the dealers," leaving the questions of

trading in old wheels for new ones, the terms

on which to sell wheels and repair prices to

take care of themselves, believing that the un-

satisfactory business that has been experienced

in the bicycle line for the past three years has

been a sufficient object lesson to prevent any

one from adopting a ruinous policy in those

matters. Racing, both road and path, clean

anid better sprinkled streets, and the bicycle

license are matters that will receive early and

careful attention.

Capital Society Still Cycles.

Washington, D. C, April 29.—^It has been

asserted in some quarters that cycling was on

the wane among that very desirable class of

customers known as the elite—desirable for

the reason that they invariably pay cash for

their machines. The "calamity howlers"

would have us believe that at the best cycling

was only a fad with the swell set and would

be given up as soon as the novelty wore off.

Such is not the case in Washington, the tem-

porary abiding place of scores of diplomats,

cabinet officers, senators, representatives and

other high officials. Investigation into the

subject brings to light two interesting facts:

first, there is a daily increasing demand for

bicycles among the official and social leaders

of the national capital; and, second, these de-

sirable customers are showing a decided pref-

erence for chainless wheels. The following

well-known persons have recently purchased

chainless wheels: Senators Walcott, of Color-

ado, and Chandler, of New Hampshire; John
Philip Sousa, the "March King"; Captain

Sigsbee, late commander of the ill-fated bat-

tleship "Maine"; Count Lichtervelde, the Bel-

gian minister; Lieutenant Commander von

Rebeur Paschwitz, naval attache of the Ger-

man Legation; Lieutenant Carlo de Luca

Kennedy, naval attache of the Italian

Legation; Truxton Beale, ex-minister to

Persia; M. Cambon, the French ambassador;

Miss Cassini, niece of the Russian ambassa-
dor; Assistant Secretary of State Adee, As-
sistant Secretary of the Navy Allen; Mrs.
George Westinghouse; Baron Speck von
Sternberg, first secretary of the German Le-
gation, who is Germany's representative on
the Samoan Commission; Baron Reidl, of the

Austrian Legation; iMrs. Chandler Hale,

daughter of ex-Senator Don Cameron, of

Pennsylvania, and the first society woman in

Washington to ride a bicycle; and Dr. Hamlin
and Dr. Mackay-Smith, two of Washington's

leading divines.

PREMATURE.

Mil-waukee Moves Forward.

Milwaukee, Wis., April 30.—A consensus of

opinion expressed by the prominent Milwau-

kee dealers and agents, based upon the local

trade to the present time, places the present

season as by far the most prosperous since the

halcyon days of '95. There are some who
think the trade at present is better than it was

in 1896, but a more critical analysis by the

older dealers and supplemented by an ex-

amination of old books of account shows that

while 1899 may not be in advance, still the

trade has been just as good, though, of course,

owing to the difference in the prices, the profits

are not as large. Whether 1899 will come to

an end as the banner year in Milwaukee re-

mains for the future to work out. Following

closely upon the opening of the season of

1895 a revulsion was felt and that obtained for

some little time, although the conditions were

somewhat stimulated toward the close of the

season. There are more persons purchasing

this year who are moved by utilitarian instincts.

The bicycle is a necessity in some quarters

where speedy locomotion is desirable, but there

are many people who are buying wheels simply

for the purposes of the enjoyment that accrues

from bicycle riding. The most noticeable thing

about the trade is the difference in the class

of buyers, though this is not to be wondered
at in view of the cheapness of bicycles at the

present time. Another potent factor in im-

proving trade is the large number of bicycles

that are being sold to school children, some of

the schools now being equipped with bicycle

stands in encouraging the children to ride so

far as it is possible for them to do so. It is

claimed that Milwaukee is unique in this.

That Co-operative Factory.

Some time ago President Mulholland, of the

Bicycle Workers' Union, gave it out in To-
ledo that a co-operative bicycle factory would
be established in that city. A few days ago he

said to a Wheel man: "The matter has

not been given up, although I do not

think it will be brought to a com-
pletion this season. As I said before, the

money is forthcoming, but we have been so

busy with other matters that we have had to

lay the matter aside for a while." He would

not state whether there was any liability of the

project falling through, simply saying that he

could get the money if he wanted it.

J. W. Spalding So Describes the Rumor
that the Spalding Plants Will Go to

Harvey, Illinois.

"It is premature and incorrect," said J. W.
Spalding on Monday, concerning the state-

ments of Chicago newspapers that the var-

ious plants used by A. G. Spalding & Bros.',

now located in Michigan, New Jersey, New
York and Massachusetts, would be removed
to Harvey, 111. Mr. Spalding did not wish

to discuss the matter further at this time.

The Chicago reports say definitely that the

manufacture of Christy saddles, hitherto per-

formed at Jackson, Mich., is to be at once

transferred to Harvey, the new manufacturing

suburb of Chicago. The Spalding interest in

the development of Harvey is said to be large.

The other Spalding plants involved in this

rumor are the bicycle factory at Chicopee,

Mass.; the 'Newark, N. ]., factory, in which
skates, etc., are made, and the Brooklyn fac-

tory for the manufacture of athletic clothing.

An Old Canadian Gone.

The failure is announced of the Comet Cycle

Company, of Toronto, one of the oldest and

largest bicycle manufacturing firms in Can-

ada. No statement has yet been given as tg

the firm's financial condition.

Kew Canadian Custom Rules.

The regulations governing the entry of

American wheels into Canada went into force

on Monday. While the Canadian authorities

are anxious not to put any obstacles in the

way of American wheelmen visiting Canada,

they have to adopt some regulations to pre-

vent the wholesale smuggling of wheels into

the country. Those whose business takes

them over the border very frequently, as at

Detroit, for example, will be furnished with

cards bearing their name and address, and the

name and number of the wheel. In case they

should buy a new wheel they will have to re-

port it next time they cross in order to get

the entry altered.

Members of the L. A. W. will deposit their

cards with the description of their wheels, and

that will be accepted. Persons going on a

tour through Canada may stay in the country

three months, but they must enter their

wheels and either make a deposit of the

amount of the duty or produce satisfactory

references. Those who make a deposit or

leave their membership cards can leave Canada
at any point they choose, and their card or

deposit will be forwarded to them at their

homes. In the case of cycling parties going

over for a day it is best to make up a list

of the names and numbers of the wheels and

the addresses of the owners, and deposit this

with the customs officers, for a considerable

amount of time is saved in that way. Ar-
rangements should be made with the officers

beforehand as to what guarantee would be sat-

isfactory.

Keep Your Eye on Stokes.

From all accounts that new beveled gear of

Charles F. 'Stokes is going to come mighty

near landing right on the top of the bunch.

Just as soon as his foreign patents are al-

lowed Mr. Stokes will have something to say

after the fashion which made him famous in

the cycle trade not so very long ago.

Changeable-Gear Chainless.

Peter G. Scharbach, of Woodburn, Oregon,

has devised and tested a changeable-gear

chainless. He is protected by caveat and a

patent is being applied for. A state senator

and other prominent men are interested, and

it is said one of the largest cycle manufacturers

has offered to buy the invention.
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didn't believe it.

to know that nearly every Clipper Chainless rider recommends our bevel

gear. Do you know why ? We'll tell you. It's because we made every

bicycle just as good as we could, just as good as ten years' experience,

backed by ample capital, could make them. We sold at a reasonable

price, and our friends have found them as we represented. We bribed

them. Not with commissions, free repairs, and other means equally as

unbusinesslike, but by making every bicycle so that its owner would be

pleased. A satisfied customer is the best advertising medium we've

ever found. Our Clipper Chainless is the best bicycle we have ever

made. Those who know us will tell you we wouldn't say that if we

We can't afford to believe what we don't know. We have a good reputation at stake

and it wouldn't pay us to "swap horses" while crossing this Chainless Stream.

(Clipper People.)

Grand Rapids Cycle Co., Grand Rapids, iviich.

P. S.—Send for our new booklet, " The Wheel on the Planet Mars." It's funny and worth a 2c. stamp.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

..j,.i..5..i..j..t..i,.;..j.^.|..j..^^4.4.4..j.4.|.4.4.4.4..j.^.j.4..j.4..j..|.A.|..!.j.4..i..j.^..j..j,.j,.j,.j,.|..j,.!.^^

No. N 155.

Some people talk a lot
AND don't say anything.

Our Prices

*{

TELL YOU ALL YOU WANT
TO KNOW, AND ALL WE
HAVE TO SAY.

MACDONALD

s*

m

&G0
35 So. William St.,

New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE NEW YORK ADDRESS.

FREQUENTLY throughout the year, and

especially at this season, The Wheel

office is visited by people who are unable to

find the 'New York representatives of the bi-

cycles they ride, or want to ride, or are other-

wise interested in.

It has become the custom to expect manu-

facturers who desire to sell goods in the met-

ropolitan district to have suitable representa-

tion here, and to let the address of the local

representative be well known. There has been

singular neglect, in this regard, on the part

^of manufacturers in the cycle trade.

It was only after repeated and tedious urg-

ings from dealers and riders, hereabouts, fol-

lowed by distinct threats of a diversion of

business, that a well-known tire concern gave

the people in this district local attention. Evi-

dently there are many bicycle manufacturers

who are either not represented here at all, or

who do not sufficiently advertise their New
York addresses. As many as five men came

to this office in a single day, last week, inquir-

ing for the local agencies bf prominent makers.

A word to the .wise, etc.

WHAT NEXT?

\ 17 HEN Baron Von Drais, mounted upon
" " the two-wheeled, pedal-less affair which

bore his name, went pawing around his garden

like a cat astride a shingle, he did far more for

posterity than that other nobleman, De Dion,

will have done by setting a poor but inven-

tive mechanic, Bouton, up in business.

De Dion's boost to automobilism is second-

ary to the fillip Von Drais gave to health and

industry., .When Fulton saw revealed the pos-

sibilities of steam, and when Morse sent his

first official telegram, "What wonders hath

God wrought," there was no greater feeling

of mental exaltation than the good old Teuton

would have to-day if he were alive and in a

serviceable state of mind, and could see the

present developments and future possibiUties

which have sprung from those awkward

draisine perambulations around his garden.

Health—greater productive ability—greaiter

consumption of food and the lu.xuries—the re-

habilitation of the roadside inn—all these and

more along the same line, spring from the

early example of Von Drais.

Road improvement—state sidepath laws—

a

great if gradual awakening in this direction all

over the civilized world.

A new channel for the employment of capi-

tal and skilled labor—perfection along this

line even unto the point of gigantic concen-

tration— i. e., a trust.

Stimulation of the rubber trade, and a mar-

velous increase in the comfort of vehicle own-

ers through the use of rubber tires.

The general recognition of the value of ball-

bearings used to-day in railway turn-tables,

wagons, sewing machines, typewriters.

All these are due to that first case of bicycle

fever in Germany.

And now acetylene gas. The use of this

gas, and the manufacture of carbide dates as

far back as 18.36, and some few years ago a

Brooklyn man was newly accredited with dis-

covering the knack of making it commer-

cially practicable. But the needs of the bicy-

cle gave acetylene gas its most active develop-

ment. To-day, whole towns in France are

lighted with it, and on May 1 an American

city, Wabash, Ind., will have this new illumi-

nant flowing through its gas mains.

And now the question is. What next?

WHEELWAY.

A
RENEWAL of bicycle accidents on the

big bridge joining New York and

Brooklyn has revived the call for the con-

struction of a special bicycle ay across the

structure.

At the point where Fifth avenue crosses

Twenty-third street, in New York city, there

is a mixture of pedestrians and a variety of

vehicles such as occurs nowhere else in this

country. Policemen stationed there say they

are frequently obliged to pull cyclists from

their machines to prevent collisions.

There are similarly congested conditions in

all of the principal cities. The going is made

hard for all concerned. The conditions will

grow more intolerable as time goes on. What

is to be done?

We cannot answer for the pedestrian, nor

for the average vehicle owner, but it would

seem that special provision should be made

for the vehicle most likely to enter into col-

lision—the bicycle. It seems that the special

wheelway for cyclists must come, and that,

once in use, it will result in a rapid develop-

ment of the idea of separating the chief classes

of thoroughfare users. For instance, at Fifth

avenue and Twenty-third street a passenger

bridge, and a portion of the avenue itself re-

served for wheelmen.

This whole matter of facilit^<?i^^^ fflaSn^ f\
safe the various forms ofn.n-ban locomotion '

may be reduced to simplioltjUjery '

A STITCH IN TfiMtTe^/r OFF^O^;

5 1899

I T seems strange, in these days of, perfected

* machinery and highly developed pro-

cesses of construction, that any manufacturer

will allow articles of material to be placed

on the market under his own name' which

have not been sufficiently tested, and which

prove defective after they have been sold and

built up into bicycles.

A prominent bicycle manufacturer informed

The Wheel the other day that he was having

more trouble with the crank-hanger which

he purchased for his mediiim-priced wheels

this season than any article of material he has

ever used in the history of his business. The
crank-hanger in question was brought out

this season by a reputable concern, and it has

had a very large sale among manufacturers

of medium-priced wheels and assemblers.

The manufacturer referred to says in his

opinion the hanger is constructed radically

wrong. Nearly every one he has put out

thus far has worked loose and fallen apart

after a few days of riding, and he says that

other manufacturers have found it impossible

to keep it tight. As fast as possible he is

changing the hanger for one of his own con-

struction, and in consequence the wheel costs

him more to build. His agents are complain-

ing because of poor construction and delay

in having faulty machines repaired, riders are

freely crying "cheap wheel," and on the whale

the use of the defective hanger has already

cost him a large sum of money.

The manufacturer who placed the hanger

on the market is of course a heavy loser, as

his reputation has been injured and he is

obliged to make good the defective material

returned to him. And all for. the want of a

proper testing before the article was placed

on the market.

RIDING SCHOOLS.

THE suggestion that dealers combine in

the support of a union riding school has

had previous attention this season, but a good,

thing is worth repeating, and now is the time

to repeat this particular suggestion.

There have been money-making agree-

ments upon repair shop prices. There

should be agreements covering options

and gifts to purchasers. But particu-

larly should every sizable town have a

good riding school, supported by all the

dealers in the town. Hundreds of people

would buy, who do not buy because they,

dread the publicity and real or fancied dan-

gers of out-door instruction.
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The city of Cleveland has set a good exam-

ple. There were several riding schools, but

they were not self-supporting. The new union

school, under the charge of the local cycle

board of trade, will be conducted independent

of any one concern and will be in the hands

of a manager and a corps of competent assist-

ants. The wheels used will be of no one

make and will be secured at the manager's

option from the various stores, being paid for

in lessons given people who purchase wheels

from the various stores. Coupons are given

to beginners, and when they purchase wheels

from a concern in the board the amount paid

in lessons is deducted from the cost of the

wheel. There are about thirty concerns in

the board and they all agree to send begin-

ners to this school. In entering the contract

the manager of the establishment agrees that

no preference shall be given any certain wheel,

and any assistant found guilty of advocating

the purchase of any one make is to be dis-

charged.

Every dealer in every town in which there

is no suitable indoor riding school will find

profit in the carrying out of this idea.

Talk of the Week.

There are some things which can be, and

are, done better under a system of concentra-

tion. The merchants of New York state have
an organization through which they have
exerted marked influence upon the legislature

and upon railway and express companies.

Their influence has even been felt at Washing-
ton. There are national mercantile associations,

but not much is heard of them, probably be-

cause they lack virility. The cycle trade,

organized, could undoubtedly do much
through an organization. Having none, not

much can be expected in the development of

transportation and banking facilities between
this and South American countries unless the

bicycle trust becomes a fact. Increased self-

interest and concentration of power will, per-

haps, cause the trust—if it is formed—to do

successful work at Washington.

Our report of the early track work being

done by the racing cracks at Fountain Ferry

track, tells that the men "are slogging daily,

five miles morning and afternoon. They are

using small gears and traveling at a two-
minute gait. * * *" The report adds that

by mutual pacing the men expect to do their

practice work at a 1.50 gait later on. Now-
adays these speeds are commonplace. Not
long ago they were deemed almost impossi-

ble. The change in time is not due entirely

to mechanical improvement, nor to muscular
development. New riders can do stunts to-

day at what was a few years ago considered

wonderful speed. The change is mental, as

much as anything.

Jo. Pennell, in contempt here for his un-
Americanisms, and in England for his can-

tankerous -disposition, has again put his foot

in it. He doesn't like the roads skirting the

English coasts, and wants cyclists taxed so

that the roads may be made better. Cyclists

are not taxed over there, because somehow

the benighted English people think that vehi-

cles which improve the roads should not be

taxed. Pennell is great as an artist and kalei-

doscopic as a kicker, but he often oversteps

the limits in his latter capacity. It would be

well if so unpopular a character could be re-

placed as the European representative of the

L. A. W.

Connecticut rural school committees are

wasting their time and their constituents'

money in wild and woolly discussions as to

what is the proper length skirt for a school

teacher to wear when she cycles to her daily

task of teaching the young idea how to shoot.

Rural school committees, and urban ones, too,

for that matter, had better leave such matters

to the good taste and good sense of the

teachers themselves.

*
Those dealers who declined to order more

than one or two sample wheels during the

winter are at present in about the same situa-

tion as the famous "foolish virgins" mentioned

in the Scriptures. In the meantime, the sure-

thing contingent should hardly expect to re-

ceive the same consideration from manufac-

turers as do those who placed fair-sized or-

ders at the start of the season.

It might be remarked that the arbutus has

been trailing a long way behind this year, but

it now shows every indication of getting up

with the bunch, for all of which the cycle

dealer, rider and maker are severally and col-

lectively glad.

ir

This country's chances for Tetaining the

America's cup are to be confided to the Col-

umbia. Notwithstanding her name and the

fact that she is the very latest model, she is not

a chainless one, strange to say.

The new suburban car line that blooms in

the spring, trolley, la, proves much less de-

lightful than the flowers the wheelmen seek

over the upturned rural thoroughfares.

Diogenes was perhaps unaware of it, but

the fact is you can test a man's honesty far

more conclusively with the contents of a tool

bag than with a lantern.

All the cycle trade really needs now is some
sort of a device which •will guarantee fine,

sunny holidays to the purchaser of every

wheel.

If you don't want the grass to grow under
your feet this lazy spring weather, keep of?

the grass and ride on the road where you be-

long.
$

A Kansas man rode 100 miles on the road

without handle-bars. 'Next day he was "tired

and bruised." And proud, no doubt.

Often -when a pretty wheelwoman tries to

crush a man with a look she only succeeds in

mashing him.

The spring rush is on, and no mistake.

Dealers and repairmen are swamped.

Tandem trade, from all accounts, will not

flourish this year.

PERTAINING TO PUBLICITY.

A trade journal with a thousand subscribers often
lias a greater number of readers of the sort the adver-
tiser wishes to appeal to than the daily paper circu-
lating a hundred thousand copies.

—
"Printers' Ink."

A merchant wouldn't think of keeping open

shop four days in the week and closing his

doors the other two. Yet such a course would

be just as sensible as the methods of some
manufacturers who talk up their wares three

months in the year and keep still the other

nine.

Advertising to the business man is all that

a personal introduction means to the man
who wishes to enter society. It widens his ac-

quaintance, his opportunities, his prestige

—

an open sesame to the trade and influence of

many a firm who would otherwise never have

heard of him.

Business might decline with good advertis-

ing and thrive without it. The thermometer

might also go up when it gets cold and down
when it thaws. But it doesn't work that way.

The success of to-day is the judicious adver-

tiser of yesterday—the man who had the nerve

and used more space than his would-be com-
petitors. And the only way to keep his suc-

cess after it is once won, is to keep on adver-

tising.

Advertising is simply talking to a great

many people at one time. It's a pretty good
rule to carefully choose your speech and say

something that will command attention and

win the dollars. Too many people write their

advertisements just to fill the space. Faith

in your article and deliberate thought are es-

sential to the best publicity.

It is far better for a maker to sell a great

many wheels at a small margin than a few

wheels at a large margin. The best method of

enlarging your list of agents and increasing

your trade is liberal use of the cycle papers.

Why Riders Differ.

According to the last report of the doings

of the anthropometric laboratory, London,

the following interesting data were established

concerning the relative strength and length

of limbs in man and woman, viz.: In man, in

50.9 cases out of 100, the right arm was

stronger than the left; in 16.4 cases the arms

were each of equal strength; finally, in 32.7

cases out of 100, the left arm was the stronger.

Thus it seems, contrary to the general under-

standing of this subject, that out of every 10

men there are more than 3 whose right arm
is not so strong as the left. The data show,

however, that the proportion is better dis-

tributed in women—that is, out of 100 only

46.9 possessed more strength in the right arm,

and 24.5, or near one-fourth, have more
strength in the left. Dynamometric experi-

ments have likewise proved that in women
the upper limbs possess the same strength

much oftener than in men, since out of 100

there were 28.6 that gave the same results in

the two arms. As regards the respective length

of the limbs, it seems that in most cases the

right arm and the left leg are the longer, the

following proportions being noted at the

laboratory in measuring 50 skeletons of adults,

men and women: In 23 cases the left leg

and the right arm were the longer, in 6 cases

it was, on the contrary, the right leg and the

left arm, and in 4 cases only the limbs of the

right side were longer than those of the left.
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UNIFORM PRICES.

After a Chaos of Figures, Cleveland's Cycle

Board of Trade Adopts a Common I/ist

of Repair Prices.

The wide variation in the prices of repair

work has caused much discussion at meetings

of the Cleveland Cycle Board of Trade and it

was decided some time ago to adopt a uniform

price list which should be posted in stores and

shops as the official list of the members of the

board. The list has just been adopted and it

it believed by the members to be the most

satisfactory list of the kind ever arranged. It

is as follows:

REPAIRING FRAMES.
Top tube $4.00

Lower tube 4.00

Top and bottom tube 6.00

One rear fork-side 3.75

Two rear fork-sides 5^25

Assembling and dissembling extra 1.50

REPAIRING FRONT FORKS.
One new side $2.00

Two new sides 3.50

New stem 2.00

New crown 2.50

New tip and enameling (each) 1.00

CUTTING DOWN FRAME.
Material and enameling complete $7.00

NEW RIMS, TRUING WHEELS, ETC.
New rim $L50
Respoking one wheel 2.00

New spoke 25
Additional spokes 10

NEW GUARDS AND LACING.
New dress guard $1.75

New chain guard 1.75

Lacing dress guards, two sides (cotton) 75
Lacing dress guards, two sides (Mohair) 1.00

Lacing chain guard 50
Truing wheels (no new material furnished), 50c. per hr.

Cleaning, complete 1.50

New grips (one) 25

New grips (two) 40
New chain link 25

TIRE PRICE LIST.

SINGLE TUBE TIRE.

One ordinary puncture $0.25

Each additional puncture 15
Vulcanizing 50
Vulcanizing two places when tire is off 75
New valve stem put in 50

Cementing on tire (extra) 25

DETACHABLE TIRE.
Ordinary puncture 25
Each additional puncture 15

DOUBLE TUBE TIRE.
Ordinary puncture $0.50

Each additional when inner tube is out 15
New valve stem and cementing outer casing, detach-

able and double tube same as single tube.

for this event, which will be the first of the

kind ever held in this country. The wheelmen
have been promised the freedom of the city

on the night of May 24, and the many enter-

taining features provided by the committee

will doubtless bring them out by the thou-

sands.

Peace and Pedals.

Washington, D. C, April 28.—A striking

feature of the peace jubilee celebration, to be

held here during the latter part of May, will

be the parade of the wheelmen on the night

of May 24. The wheelmen have entered heart-

ily, into the spirit of the affair and assurance

is givein that 5,000 or more wheelmen will be

in line. Besides this attractive feature, there

will be decorated floats. No wheel will be al-

lowed in the line unless decorated and prizes

will be given for the best decorated wheel,

for the best club display, best dealer's display,

best comic display, and other prizes as well.

The parade will take place on Pennsylvania

avenue and all intersecting streets will be

closied to traffic, thus assuring the wheelmen
of a clear field for operations.

Another unique feature of the celebration

will be a mile handicap in which will be en-

tered all the crack riders of the country, who
will be here to participate in the race meet

on the afternoon of May 24. The handicap

will take place on Pennsylvania avenue^ start-

ing from the foot of the Capitol and ending

at the White House, a distance of one mile,

over one of the finest thoroughfares in the

world. Several large prizes will be hung up

In Case of Combine.

A Wheel representative the other day over-

heard a friendly conversation between two

prominent retail dealers in a western city, and

while it amounts to sheer bravado at the pres-

ent time, it indicates plainly that should the

proposed combination of bicycle factories

prove a reality and should they undertake to

dispense with a number of retail agents in the

various cities and towns, as has been talked

of, that some enterprising dealers could put

up a fight which it would be a hard proposi-

tion for the combination to "down."

One of the dealers said, "Jones, what could

you and I do if the bicycle combination should

go through and undertake to crowd us out of

business? Would you try to remain in the

game or would you go into something else?"

The other replied: "Smith, I have given this

idea considerable thought and I have a plan

which I believe would clear more money for

us than we are making under the present con-

ditions. In the first place, you and I have been

in the retail business here for a number of

years and our two concerns sell more wheels

than any three other establishments in the

city. We retail probably 1,800 wheels a year.

Now the large majority of these people know
us personally and keep on buying of us each

year because they have found the machines we
sell to be all we claim for them and because

we have been accommodating and lived up to

our obligations. Many of them buy of us

without question because they are thoroughly

confident that what we have to sell is all right.

Now, no matter what the combination may
accomplish, it will always be possible to buy
parts and fittings. We could establish a small

shop and buy material of the best quality only,

building a strictly assembled wheel, but one

of the best quality and which for appearance

and wearing quality would be the equal of any

machine on the market. By buying right and

doing away with all selling expenses, we could

build such a wheel to retail at $35 and clear a

handsome profit. We could build just enough
to take care of our own requirements and I

am. confident we could hold the large ma-
jority of our old patrons."

Change for the Better.

John W. Buckley, the well-known bicycle

and sundry dealer, has moved from 156 South

street. New York, to 69 Warren street. The
new establishment is a large light store, and

Mr. Buckley has fitted it tip to meet the re-

quirements of his growing business. He was

located on South street for twenty-seven years.

A Generous Act.

The officials and employes of the Cleveland

Machine tScrew Co., Cleveland, have raised a

fund of |1,000, which they have donated to

the family of Lieutenant Roth, the brave fire

department officer who lost his life in the re-

cent fire which damaged the stampings de-

partment of the company's plant.

Quite a Natural Position.

It is not surprising that the rider who fol-

lows the races should be behind.

Changes Briefly Told.

C. A. Krebaum has opened bicycle store

in La Crosse, Wis.

W. G. Gould is building bicycle store on
Hennepin avenue, Glencoe, Minn.

C. Weymouth has opened bicycle repair

shop on South Main street, Guilford, iMe.

W. L. Rowell, Jr., bicycle repairer, at Lan-
caster, N. H., has sold out to F. Stebbins.

The Altoona Cycle Co. will open bicycle

store at 1426 Eleventh avenue, Altoona, Pa.

Bohner & Son have opened new bicycle

store on North Fourth street, Rockford, 111.

Henry Herman has been discharged as as-

signee of the League Cycle Mfg. Co., Milwau-
kee.

G. Schmidt's bicycle works at 795 Tweltfth

street, Milwaukee, Wis., were damaged by
fire.

V. & H. Schmitt have opened bicycle re-

pair shop on West Fayette street, Celina,

Ohio.

Crowley & Travis have opened a new bi-

cycle store at 104 Amity street, Flushing,

N. Y.

George M. Decker has opened a bicycle

store in the Lockwood building. Port Jervis,

N. Y.

The Northwestern) Cycle Co. have opened bi-

cycle store in Grand Opera House block, St.

Paul, Minn.

H. W. 'Hartman has gone from Salem,

Ohio, to Dover, 'N. H., where he will open
bicycle store.

Charles A. Miller has opened a bicycle and
sporting goods store at 1049 Main street,

PeekskiU, N. Y.

The building occupied by the Michigan Bi-

cycle Cement Co., at 'Niles, Mich., was de-

stroyed by fire. The loss is estimated at

$3,000.

The Rockland Cycle Co., of which Charles

R. Hawkes is manager, have opened a bi-

cycle store on Union street, near School,

Rockland, Mass.

The Stearns and Columbia bicycles are now
being handled im lElmira by Charles W.
Young, who was already agent for a number
of high-grade wheels.

The Stillman Carriage Co., of Westerly, R.

I., will hereafter confine their attention to

carriages, having sold their bicycle business

on Coggswell street to Albert iPilling.

The Consolidated Rubber Tire Co. have been
incorporated at Trenton, iN.

J., by R. Stock-

ton, T. Backus and F. R. Hutchinson, all of

that city. The capital stock is $10,000.

Mr. Lopath, of the firm of the Leek & Lo-
path, bicycle dealers at Washington and
Union streets. Flushing, iN. Y., has withdrawn

from the concern. Xn future the business will

be conducted by George Leek.
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SHEET STEEL SCARCITY.

Now It Comes Along to Bother the Already

Too Much Worried Producer of Cycle

Parts and Stampings.

Cleveland, April 29.—The scarcity of sheet

steel, which is being felt in other lines of

manufacture, may have an embarrassing efifect

upon the bicycle business, at least that is the

opinion of some of the material manufacturers

in this section.

In a- conversation with a Wheel man to-day

President A. L. iMoore, of the Cleveland Ma-

chine Screw Co., stated that a number of

manufacturers are having difficulty in supply-

ing fittings and parts, although so far as their

company is concerned, there will be no diffi-

culty in filling all orders, as they wisely laid

in a very heavy supply of stock last summer.

By so doing they obtained much lower prices

than can be obtained at present, as there has

been considerable increase in the price of steel

during the past few months. Mr. Moore said

that they had lately accommodated a number

of their customers with stock in order to help

them get out special work on time.

Speaking of the reported scarcity of steel

balls, Mr. Moore stated that so far as they

were concerned, the scarcity was not caused by

a shortage of steel, but through inability to

get the goods out fast enough at the present

time. Last fall the company kept their ball-

making departments in steady operation with

the result that at the opening of this season

they had fully as many balls stored up on hand

as they sold all of the season before. Within

the past month, however, the demand for balls

has increased so greatly that they have found

it necessary to start up again on double time,

and at present they are experiencing consider-

able difficulty in taking care of all customers.

Mr. Moore stated that. the demand for balls

this season is greater than has ever been ex-

perienced, indicating, he believes, an increase

in the number of wheels to be produced this

year, also that steel "balls are being utilized in

many articles of manufacture where it was

never before thought possible to use anything

of the kind.

Sager and Stearns.

J. H. Sager was in Cleveland a few days

ago and he had with him the first sample of a

Stearns wheel fitted with the Sager gear. The

Stearns people have adopted the Sager gear

very recently and will be in a position to push

it better than the majority of concerns, as they

are manufacturing a larger portion of their

own fittings. The new Stearns machine dif-

fers from the majority of Sager-geared wheels

in that there is only a single rear fork with the

gear driving rod inside, instead of two tubes

and a distinct driving shaft.

Speaking of the demand for Sager gears,

Mt. Sager stated that it is growing every day

and that without exaggeration they are having

fully fifty orders for every set of gears they

can turn out. Hundreds of orders are from
small manufacturers and assemblers and many
inquiries and orders are being received from
abroad. That latter class are not being con-

sidered at the present time, as they are fol-

lowing out the policy of favoring those con-

cerns which have officially adopted and are

pushing the sale of wheels fitted with the gear.

The Sager Gear Co. are constantly increas-

ing their facilities and. in another year they fig-

ure on having a plant which will produce 1,000

sets of gears per, day, if necessary.

The Boston Woven Hose Sale.

It was reported on April 18 that a settlement

of the affairs of the Boston Woven Hose Co.

had been effected on the basis of STJ per cent.

This was premature. The assignees and credi-

tors' committee did advise the acceptance of

that settlement, but the matter was not closed

until April 28, when all assets were sold at the

Mercantile Trust Co.'s office to A. E. Denni-

son for $800,000. The terms of the sale are

understood to include an immediate deposit

of $100,000; the purchaser to guarantee the

assignees against all outstanding claims or

contracts; and balance of purchase price to be

paid within fifteen days. As soon as possible

thereafter a dividend will be paid to the credi-

tors.

It is further understood that the purchaser

acted in behalf of the old shareholders, and

that the plant, which is now working, will be

continued as it is. It is thought that the public

sale was a mere form, the matter having

been cut and dried. Holders of claims amount-

ing to $1,205,000, of the total liabilities of

$1,410,000, had already agreed to a 574 per cent

settlement, and the formal sale will forestall a

possibly disgruntled minority.

Swelling Bell Sizes.

An ordinance has been passed by the Cin-

cinnati Board of Aldermen requiring every

cycle rider to have at least a two-inch bell on

his or her wheel, and to ring at all crossings.

It was done owing to the many bicycle acci-

dents last summer. It will force nearly every

Cincinnati rider to change his bell, as those

in use now are small ones. The penalty for

violating the ordinance is a heavy fine in the

police court.

Trust Will Be Organized.

Trust talk is all to the efifect that the defec-

tion of the Western Wheel Wonks, as an-

nounced last week, will not affect the ultimate

result. Those in the know say that the finan-

cial men expected some losses from the ranks,

and are not worried. The trade generally be-

lieve that the bicycle alliance will be a fact

before many weeks.

Polishers' Wages Raised.

On April 17' the polishers in the Union

Cycle Mfg. Co.'s factory in Highlandville,

Mass., began receiving a higher scale of wages

than they have received for five years. The

increase varies, in different grades of work,

from 5 to 20 per cent. The notice also an-

nounces that the wage limit, which has been

fixed at $3, will be increased to $3.50.

New Tire Concern.

The E. W. De Bow Co.. with principal of-

fice. No. 5G7 Broad street, Newark, iN. J., have

been incorporated to manufacture automatic

tires, etc. Capital, $50,000. Incorporators:

Edward W. De Bow and Alonzo R. Frazee,

of Newark, N. J.; George W. Houghland,

'New Albany, Ind.

An Extinguished Beacon.

Worcester, Mass., April 29.—The fifth meet-

ing of the creditors of the Beacon Cycle Mfg.

Co., of Westboro, will be held in the court of

insolvency here Tuesday, May 9, at 10 a. m.,

when claims may be proved and the assignees'

account presented for allowance. The case

has been pending several years.

VICTORS AT $40 NOW.

Increased Demand for a Medium Price and

Demand for Victor Chainless Causes

the Reduction.

The list price—and that means the actual

selling price—of Victor bicycles was reduced

from $50 to $40 on May 1. On April 29 the

Overman Wheel Co. sent the following letter

to each of their agents:

Owing to the great and increasing demand for a

medium priced bicycle, and the fact that many of our

riders are demanding a Victor Spinroller, we have de-

cided to reduce the price of the Victor and Victoria

chain bicycle to $40 on and after this date.

All other list prices remain unchanged.

This should make an enormously increased demand
for Victor bicycles.

All who are interested in the reduction of

the Victor price, and who know the Overman
Wheel Co., can have these two sincere beliefs

in the matter: 1. It is almost regrettable that

so fine a machine should be sold at such a low
price. 2. A change in price does not mean a

change in Ovenuan quality.

A Wheel man dropped into the Overman
branch in New York city on Monday, and read

the pamphlet showing the difference between

machine steel, used in some bicycles, and

crucible steel, used in Victors. That pamphlet

and a sample machine ought to enable any

dealer to sell Victors without talking.

Again a Shortage.

Cleveland, April 29.—The annual bugaboo
of the cycle trade, the cry of "shortage," is

again making itself heard, but just at present it

seems to be emanating from the material

makers rather than from the bicycle makers.

The cause of the present embarrassment is not

confined to the bicycle industry, but is bein^g

felt in all kindred steel trades, it being the in-

ability to secure sheet steel and wire. Never
in the history of the iron industry has there

been such a demand, and although mills are

being rushed to the limit of their capacity, the

shortage in many kinds of steel is greater than

has ever been experienced.

The bicycle trade annually consumes large

quantities of raw steel, but so many different

special varieties are required in the construc-

tion of the wheel, and on the whole the orders

are so comparatively small, that the bicycle

material maker's order of a few tons of special

steel is made a secondary consideration to the

order for thousands of tons coming from

larger enterprises.

An example of this fact is furnished by a

local manufacturer who is preparing to market

a handle-bar. Everything is completed for

turning out several thousand of these bars ex-

cept that he cannot secure the special steel

from which he proposes to stamp the handle-

bar stems and the steel men do not know when

they can supply him.

One of the leading bicycle makers expressed

the opinion, in a conversation with The
Wheel, that the difficulty in securing steel is

certain to result in a shortage of wheels later

on. He stated that his firm had a contract

with another concern for a certain article,

specified amounts to be delivered monthly or

as they chose. Thus far, he stated, they had

used up all of the material due them up to

June 1, and after the full amount had been

consumed they would simply have to take

their chances at securing more.

He ventured the opinion that the deficit in

steel in this country has been caused by the

large foreign shipments the past few months.
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COSTUMING A CHAUFFEUR.

What a Man on an Antomoblle Finds He
Must Wear When He " Stokes " — Wise
Rules Governing Mechanical Traffic.

Paris, April IS.^Most people probably
know that the name "chauffeur" was given to

the French motor car owners in the early days
of the pastime, when there were a few steam
vehicles about, and as drivers were obliged to
stoke their furnaces with coke it got for them
the French equivalent for "stoker," which
came to be applied to owners of all kinds of

motor cars. The name has perhaps lost its

original significance, but it is still appropriate
enough in its literal sense, for when seen in

his motor car costume the chauffeur undoubt-
edly looks "warm" and appears as if he were
equipped for a 'North Pole expeditiom.

Just imagine him in the following guise—
a bear skin coat hanging loosely down to the

knees and a collar coming up over the ears;

hands encased in big gloves of similar mater-
ial; boots with the tops rising to the knees,

with trousers tucked inside; a Russian cap like

a pancake, thick in front, tapering off behind,

and a peak shading the eyes, and last, but not
least, a pair of immense goggles of dark glass

with leather flaps to cover the upper part of

the face. The chauffeur is a strange, formid-

able looking brigand, but much more harmless
than he seems. He is the type of a big class

of owners, chiefly men of position and wealth,

who manage racing vehicles for the pleasure

of the thing and have done a great deal to

bring the motor car into fashion and popular-

ize it as a sport and as a pastime.

The tourists who do not go in for racing

are attired in much the same way except that

they wear simpler and more sightly eye-pro-

tectors and dispense with the top boots. The
coats are not necessarily made of bear skins,

and at all the stores the costumes are sold at

a price which can hardly leave the buyer in

doubt as to what sort of material they are

made of; and, as a matter of fact, the skins of

goats are the most used in the making up of

the chauffeur outfit. In the summer the goat

skin is left off for a complete black leather

costume, which is very practical for a drive,

as, after a run, the dust or mud may be
sponged off and the dress is perfectly clean.

The latest thing out is an over-all costume of

impermeable material made in one piece. The
chauffeur puts his legs through the pants,

draws it up over his head, inserts the arms,

and buttons the dress down in front. With
his indispensable Russiaa cap and eye protec-

tors he is ready for a drive, and the advan-

tage of the costume is that he can easily take

it off and appeal* in his ordinary dress which
is worn imderneath.

You have already printed a summary of the

new traffic regulations for motor cars which

have come into operation this week, and they

appear to have given entire satisfaction to

owners who feared that they would have been

of a somewhat repressive character. The
rules, however, have been drawn up by a

commission including some of the leading

members of the automobile industry, so that

while they are undoubtedly as. strict as is nec-

essary for public safety, they yet give pretty
fair latitude to the chauffeurs. The salient

feature about the regulations is that hence-
forth the motor car owners must carry two
certificates, one to the effect that the vehicle
has been passed by the government inspector
and the other a certificate of capacity, which
is granted when the candidate has successfully

gone through an examination and has proved
that he is able to properly manage his car.

Both of these certificates are given by the

prefect of the department in which the can-
didate lives. Another change in the existing

state of things is that the motor cyclist must
also have a certificate of capacity, but there

is not likely to be any difficulty in getting this,

as the candidate has merely to manage his

car before the examiner and show that he has

it under proper control.

All examinations are to be of a purely prac-

tical character; that is to say, the owner of a

petroleum car will have to show that he has

sufficient coolness and resources to drive a

car and possesses enough knowledge of the

mechanism to put things right in the event of

any slight derangement. Up to the present

Parisian chauffeurs have complained bitterly

of the way in which the examinations were
carried out by the one man who was entrusted

by the government with this duty, his chief

ambition appearing to be to see how many
cars he could cause to be smashed by ordering

the candidate to suddenly apply the brakes

with full force while the vehicle was going
full speed down one of the steepest hills in

Paris. This is to be avoided in the future, for

the Minister of Public Works, in sending out

these regulations to the different prefects, rec-

ommends that every precaution should be

taken in carrying out these tests, and that

nothing should be done to interfere with the

liberty of a "most interesting industry which
is now only in its early stage."

In future all motor cars are to carry white

and green lights, one of a different color on

each side, so that at night time it will be easier

to locate the cars than if both the lamps were
white. The effectiveness of such an arrange-

ment has been proved in the case of the elec-

tric cabs which are now running in this city.

As is well known, the vehicles keep to the

right of the road over here, and the left-hand

lamp of the new cars is green, so that vehicles

meeting one another will only have to keep

clear of each other's green lights, while no
notice will be taken of the white light at all.

This is a much better arrangement than when
all the lamps are white, since then, when sev-

eral vehicles are together, it is often impossible

to pick them out until you are close upon

them.

Ever since the first motor car event took

place five or six years ago, when half a dozen

vehicles ran from Paris to Rouen, and thus

showed that the horseless carriage was cap-

able of moving with its own power, it has

been the custom of the Automobile Club to

run a big annual race, but this year the club

has found itself unable to do so, because, in

the first place, it is being too much occupied

with the various trials and, in the next, its

funds are rather low on account of the heavy

expeatse in taking over the new clubhouse in

the Place de la Concorde. One of the leading
Paris journals, "Le Matin," however, has
come to the rescue, and has undertaken to
organize a race which will entirely eclipse
those to Bordeaux, Marseilles and Amster-
dam. It will be run off in the second half of
July and will be completed in eight stages.
The distance will be 2,500 kilometres and the
course will be a circular one around France.
Several prizes will be offered, the first one be-
ing $1,500, If the chauffeurs were to race
merely for the prizes there are very few of

them who would make the game pay. The
expenses of taking part in a long-distance
event are enormous, and they make a very
big hole in one's pocket, while the risks of

coming to grief when driving at a break-neck
speed through an unknown country are even
greater. It is this which makes motor-car
racing so exclusive and so much in the fash-

ion.

Motor-car racing fits in well with the
French temperament. Our Gallic friends must
have excitement, and they get plenty of it in

a race of this kind. Your correspondent had
a taste of it the other day when the car in

which he was riding was driven at full speed
down a winding road leading to the bottom
of a valley in the twilight when, at every turn,

it seemed as if the vehicle must go off at a

tangent down the bank. Fortunately, the

driver had wonderful control of the steering,

and as the car swung round the corners and
the wind roared past us it was a glorious sen-

sation—a mixture of speed and danger and the

sense of the irresistible force of a ton weight
being propelled by a motor down a winding
gradient. There are few things that give so

much exhilaration as motor-car racing, and
require so much nerve, coolness and judg-

ment.

Part of a Big Concern.

A corporation known as the Illinois Elec-

tric Vehicle & Transportation Co. will soon
establish in Chicago a large plant for the

manufacture of automobiles, electric cabs,

trucks, etc. The company are controlled by
the Philadelphia Electric Storage Battery Co.,

the promoters and backers of which are the

Elkins-Widener-Ryan syndicate and Martin

Maloney, of Philadelphia, president of the

United Gas and Improvement Co. in that

city.

New Electric Company in Camden.

The Atlantic Electric Vehicle Co., with prin-

cipal office, Camden, N. J., have been incorpor-

ated to manufacture motor vehicles of all

kinds. Capital, $100,000. Incorporators: James
H. Nixon and Charles P. Rooney, Philadel-

phia, Pa., and Francis D. Weaver, of Camden,

N.J.

Buffalo Blossoms Out.

National Motor Co., Buffalo, have been

incorporated to manufacture motor carriages,

etc. Capital, $50,000. 'Incorporators: John

Laughlin, M. H, Purcell, James Delahunt, all

of Buffalo,
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NEW TIRE DEVELOPMENT.

How the Coming of the Automobile Means a

I,ot to the Rubber Manufacturing Concerns

of This Country.

Just as the average rubber concern rushed

into cycle tire-making without any definite

knowledge of what was required, so some con-

cerns are now preparing to experiment with

the tire intended for automobile use. The re-

sult in the cycle case was more loss than gain;

the result in the automobile case will more

than likely be the same. In the meantime

cycle tire-makers, as well as other rubber

working concerns, are interested in the follow-

ing editorial in the current issue of the "India

Rubber World":

"Two large companies are in course of or-

ganization in this country for the purpose of

controlling the manufacture of rubber tires

for vehicles, and particularly for automobiles.

The promoters in each case happen to be per-

sons who have earned a reputation for care

in making investments, and their opinion that

the coming of the new vehicles is assured and

that the rubber tire is essential to their success

is entitled to respect. There isreasonto believe,

indeed, that these gentlemen are right on both

propositions. Hence the subject assumes an

interest for the India rubber trade as a whole,

to be compared only with that which arose

from the introduction of the bicycle tire a few

years ago. There is this difference—that

whereas no one could have foretold that the

bicycle trade would grow to such large pro-

portions, and nothing existed in past experi-

ence to prepare the minds of the trade for such

development as took place in that respect, the

growth of the bicycle industry can. now be

pointed to as suggesting what may happen in

respect to the newer vehicles.

"While not a necessary consequence, no

doubt the development of automobilism will

be hastened by the emancipation from the use

of horses which the bicycle first made possible.

Another consideration is that millions of peo-

ple have been spoiled, by the easy running

rubber shod bicycle, for the use of any sort of

vehicle without rubber tires. The element of

noiselessness also tends to widen the use of

rubber tires, as people learn to appreciate the

injuries to health resulting from the constant

din and jarring on the streets. In order to

enjoy to the fullest extent the benefits of the

rubber tire, the desirability of good streets

soon becomes apparent. In time, therefore,

the entering wedge of asphalted 'bicycle paths

alongside the granite pavements in New York
will be followed by smooth pavements from

curb to curb, over every part of which rubber

tired wheels of whatever description may run

easily, comfortably, and noiselessly, and simi-

lar conditions will exist ultimately in every

city and village in the country.

"As for the rubber trade, interest in the new
development will be confined at first to those

who are in a position to manufacture the new
tires, and it is to be hoped that these may
escape the pitfalls into which some of the

earlier makers of bicycle tires plunged. There
is little danger that the trade will go blindly

into the guaranteeing of vehicle tires, as so

many did in the case of the bicycle tires; but

there is also the danger to be avoided of 'go-

ing into' the new tires before one really is

prepared for it, or of selling tires for less

money than a good article can be produced
for, leading either to loss of profits or to

demoralization of standards of quality.

"Interest in the new development must ex-

tend finally, however, to every manufacturer

of rubber goods, for the reason that a heavy

demand for automobiles will only accentuate

the difficulty of several years past in keeping

the supply of material up to the rate of de-

mand. Whatever adds to the rate of con-

sumption of rubber, and particularly if it be

by leaps and bounds, means a postponement

of the lower prices which some members of

the trade still confidently look for. It means

high prices for rubber goods, or low quality,

or new discoveries, in the shape of substi-

tutes, whereby goods may be cheapened

without deterioration. It takes an event

in the trade of more than usual import-

ance to bring about marked changes, and it

may be that the advent of the automobile and

the resulting increase in the demand for rub-

ber will give just the additional impetus

needed to the search for substitutes for rub-

ber.

"The ideal tire for the new vehicles has not

yet appeared, so that new opportunities exist

for inventors in the rubber trade. The new
situation is but another illustration, all the

time appearing, of the fact that the rubber

industry has not yet reached its full develop-

ment. It may be that the industry is yet to

become more important and yield greater

profits to workers in it than at any time in

the past."

Win I^ocate on I/Ong Island.

The representative of one of the largest

wholesale liquor dealers in Manhattan, whose
brother is a leading official of the city of New
York and very close to Richard Croker, said

to a Wheel man recently: "I have positive

information that the big factory of the Auto-

truck Company, in which Mr. Croker is finan-

cially interested, being one of the largest

stockholders, will be built in Long Island

City. Mr. Croker drove over to Mayor Glea-

son's manor last week in a close carriage and

inspected several localities, one of which has

been declared to be entirely satisfactory."

Duty on Automobiles.

Washington, April 29.—In answer to an in-

quiry made by the French government as to

the duty on horseless carriages or automobiles

or parts thereof imported into the United

States, the Treasury Department has replied

that "such horseless carriages or automobiles

will be subject to duty on importation at the

rate of 45 per cent ad valorem as articles or

wares composed wholly or in part of metal,

under paragraph 193 of the act of July 24,

1897."

Case of Kangaroo.

Lord Charles Beresford, just back from
'America, is a warm advocate of automobiles.

He attributes the congestion of London
streets to the use of horses, and dealing there-

with, said: "While I was in New York I was
supplied with a motor car, which had the ap-

pearance of a cab and the manners of a kanga-

roo, but it always got me safely to my des-

tination."

Down in Dover.

American Electric Manufacturing & Power
Co. have been incorporated in Dover, Del., to

manufacture motor vehicles to be propelled

by air, electricity, gas, etc. Capital, $1,000,000.

Incorporators: Henry E. Cain, William M.
Baldwin, Howard L. Mendenhall, both of

Philadelphia.

Colonel Pope's New Company.

Here are the officers of the newly organized

Columbia Automobile Co.: President, Colonel

Albert A. Pope, of Boston; vice-president,

George H. Day, of Hartford; secretary and

treasurer, Harold Eames, formerly a Keuten-

ant in the United States army, and an elec-

trical expert in the Pope Company's auto-

mobile department. Among the directors are

William C. Whitney, P. A. B. Widener, of

Philadelphia; Stephen B. Elkins and G. B.

Schley, of Moore & Schley, the Wall Street

bankers.

The capital stock of the Columbia Auto-

mobile Co. is $3,000,000. But the chief matter

of interest in it all to the public is its plan of

operation, for the public is to be let in at $5

a share. It is intended to form branch stock

companies in every city and town in this coun-

try. These companies will purchase and rui:

from five to two hundred or more auto-

mobiles, depending upon the size of the cit3

or town. And it is the stock of these com-
panies that is to be offered to the public al

$5 a share, so that the poorest need not fear

to apply.

Speaking of the future of the company.

Lawyer Redding, one of the incorporators,

said:

"In the first place, there has been published

so much that is not so with regard to the

company, I wish to correct the impression that

we intend to let the public in at $5 a share.

It is not so. We are a close corporation, and

not a single share is on the market. We are

not going to erect recharging plants as stated.

We are going to manufacture vehicles of all

descriptions and sell them. Manufacture is

our only aim. Heretofore the demand has not

been great, and consequently each vehicle cost

considerable money—from $2,700 to $3,500.

This is too much for a pleasure carriage, and

by manufacturing on a large scale this cost

will be much lower. The company expect

to be in operation on a large scale by Sep-

tember next."

"Overtime" and Officialism.

In France it is forbidden to ask or permit

an employe to work more than twelve hours

a day in any circumstances. The Comte dc

Dion, head of the great automobile factory

near Paris, was tried for violating this law-

while trying to meet the overwhelming de-

mands for his vehicles. His workmen pro-

tested against the arrest, as they were paid

liberally for "overtime." But as the law is

mandatory the court was compelled to fine

him. 'As M. de Dion's workmen said in their

petition, this law is not a help but a hindrance

to the workingman. In every trade and pro-

fession the men who "get on" do so because

by making the sacrifices involved in working

"overtime" they accumulate a lead over their

fellow-workmen and so presently raise them-

selves to a better condition. Work done in

the regular hours is largely for the benefit of

the employer. "Overtime" work is work for

one's self. A law that forbids "overtime" is

a law not only denying the fundamental human

right to liberty, but also that other funda-

mental human right to try to get on in the

world.

Money to Make the Motor Go.

The Washington Automobile Co., of Alex-

andria, Va., have increased their capital stock

to $750,000. .
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FOR THOSE IN QUEST OF FOREIGN BUSINESS.
+ :-

ONE PROMINENT NEED.

To Enable Americans to Hold Their Own
with Foreigners in the Export Game Our
Shipping Must Be Increased.

Washington, D. C, lApril 29.— It is. an ob-

vious truth that the volume of the foreign

trade of any nation is very largely influenced

and increased by the fact that its own ships

are the means used for its communication and

trade.

Their influence on all the agencies of such a

trade is naturally and properly directed to the

development and increase of the trade of their

own country. The great bulk of our export

trade must depend upon shipping. iNo theory

or doctrine of protection or free trade, no

theory or doctrine of finance or currency can

affect the fact that our only means of com-
munication and intercourse with more than

90 per cent of all the inhabitants of the globe

is shipping. In order that the United States

can fairly compete with other nations in the

markets beyond the seas, it is essential that

our means of communication and intercourse

with the buying nations should be put under

the protection of our own flag, and on a foot-

ing of equality at least with our foreign com-
petitors.

It is an unpleasant fact that, at the present

time, more than 85 per cent of the foreign

commerce of the United States is conducted

by means of foreign ships, the result of which

is that there is a constant, powerful and suc-

cessful influence exerted in favor of the pro-

ductions and manufactures of the country

whose flag is borne by the trading ship and

by all the accessories of government aids and

of mercantile and financial influences in the

ports and countries to which such ships go.

Other manufacturing nations, influenced by

the considerations already- stated, have aided

in establishing and supporting lines of sea

connection under their own flags with distant

countries, and have thereby enabled their own
citizens to establish trading houses, banking

houses, and other facilities for the sale of their

productions in those countries; and they have

thus, in a very large degree, secured a com-
paratively exclusive market for their own
goods.

This question appeals with special force to

the cycle industry, which has been so promin-

ent in the expansion of American export

trade, having developed an export trade in

bicycles and accessories to $7,000,000 per an-

num. But 'American manufacturers feel ham-
pered by the lack of communication between

this country and the foreign markets, and to

obviate this difficulty Congress has been asked

to subsidize lines of steamers and rehabilitate

our merchant marine. The proposed bicycle

combination, which will concentrate its great

strength in selling American-made bicycles

throughout the world, should bring its pow-
erful influence to bear upon the national leg-

islature to pass the pending measure to the

end that American manufacturers may be

placed on an equal footing with the bicycle

makers of other countries in the markets of

the world.

It Is Called Marloid.

A new material has been produced abroad
which is called marloid, and is composed of

the hides of certain animals treated by a

chemical process, which makes it -very hard,

and it can then be cut, turned, sawn like

ivory, wood, ebonite or celluloid. One special

feature is that it can be made transparent, or

tinted to any shade, or perfectly opaque. It

can be made in any thickness desired, from
3-16 of an inch to one inch, and is capable of

receiving a very high polish, much like ebon-

ite in appearance. One of the most popular

purposes to which this material has been put

is for cycle handles, for which it is admirably

suited, as it will not chip, burn or split, it

retaining all of the toughness of the leather or

hide.

Coventry Factories Overworked.

Reports of overtime work in tlie factories at

Coventry, Eng., continue. The pressure is,

in fact, greater than ever. It is said that quite

recently the men in certain departments of

one big establishment, employing thousands

of hands, were pushed three days and nights

without leaving the factory. The April pro-

duction of Coventry is said to equal that of

any month in its history.

Africa as a Cycle Market.

Washington, D. C, April 28.—^No feature of

the remarkable development of our foreign

commerce has been more striking than the in-

crease of late in our exports to Africa. Of
bicycles, the exports to that country in the

eight months ending with February were

$120,983 against $75,160 in the corresponding

months of 1897.

Onr South American Trade.

The following table shows the exports of

merchandise from the United States to South

America in each year from 1890 to 1898:

1S90 $38,752,648
1891 33,708,290
1892 33,147,614
1893 32,639,077
1894 33,212,310
1895 33,525,935
1S9S 36.297,671
1897 33,768,646
1898 33,821,701

Eight Thousand Feet for Bicycles.

A cable from Commissioner F. W. Peck,

who is at present in Paris, announces that he

had secured an additional 8,000 feet, located in

the Vincennes annex. This space will be de-

voted exclusively to the display of American

bicycles.

For Patents in Japan.

By a law passed at the late session of the

Japanese Parliament, foreign inventors will

be allowed seven months' time from applica-

tion abroad within .which they can apply for

Japanese letters patent.

Chicago's Columbia Tire Company.

Columbia Tire Co., Chicago; capital stock.

it'2,5(X), have been incorporated in Illinois with

incorporators, Louis G. Knight. James F.

Wells and H. S. Golzc.

Exports Up to Sate.

Exports of bicycles and parts thereof from

the port of New York for week ending May 2,

1899:

Antwerp.—10 cases bicycles, $825; 19 cases

bicycle material, $1,274.

Argentine Republic.—87 cases bicycles,

$2,345.

Abo.—10 cases bicycles, $698.

Amsterdam.—91 cases bicycles, $2,603.

Aalesund.—1 case bicycles, $60.

Aberdeen.—2 cases bicycles, $116.

British East Indies.—15 cases bicycles,

$1,091.

British Australia..—6 cases bicycles, $333; 1

case bicycle material, $90.

Bristol.—20 cases bicycles, $700.

Bremen.—172 cases bicycles, $5,747; 31

cases bicycle material, $3,799.

Bergen.—64 cases bicycles, $1,280.

Berlin.—2 cases bicycles, $75; 1 case bicycle

material, $10.

Belfast.—5 cases bicycles, $272.

Brazil.—4 cases bicycle material, $241.

Berne.—1 case bicycle material, $5.

Christiania.—57 cases bicycles, $1,867; 2

cases bicycle material, $71.

Copenhagen.—192 cases bicycles, $5,819; 56

cases bicycle material, $3,161.

Cuba.—10 cases bicycles, $251.

Dresden.—2 eases bicycle material, $62.

Dutch Guiana.—5 cases bicycles, $127.

Florence.—24 cases bicycles, $1,120.

Glasgow.—1 case bicycles, $35.

Genoa.—8 cases bicycles, $283; 56 cases bi-

cycle material, $1,836.

Gothenburg.—1 case bicycles, $20.

Hamburg.—1,549 cases bicycles, $32,046; 78

cases bicycle material, $4,029.

Helsingfors.—265 cases bicycles, $7,231; 9

cases bicycle material, $730.

Havre.—468 cases bicycles, $13,854; 110 cases

bicycle material, $3,259.

Hong Kong.—6 cases bicycles, $240.

Kief.—10 cases bicycles, $295.

London.—317 cases bicycles, $5,838; 77 cases

bicycle material, $3,516.

Liverpool.—56 cases bicycles, $2,395.

Mexico.—32 cases bicycles, $1,336; 5 cases

bicycle material, $56.

Manchester.—7 cases bicycles, $250.

Munich.—8 cases bicycle material, $213.

Malta.—1 case bicycles, $20.

Nureraburg.—1 case bicycles, $50.

Newcastle.—2 cases bicycle material, $280.

New Zealand.—57 cases bicycles, $4,339; 7

cases bicycle material, $956.

Porto Rico.—7 cases bicycles, $250.

Peru.—6 cases bicycles, $175.

Rotterdam.—113 cases bicycles, $2,269; 22

cases bicycle material, $1,178.

Stockholm.—61 cases bicycles, $2,971; 4

cases bicycle material, $191.

Southampton.—214 cases bicycles, $6,698; 22

cases bicycle material, $1,397.

U. S. of Colombia.—23 cases bicycles, $708;

1 case bicycle material, $8.

Uruguay.—6 cases bicycles, $295.

Upsala.—69 cases bicycles, $5,444.

Vienna,—4 cases bicycle material, $213.
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THE BAR OF THE AGE a» ,^ ^

The League Handle-Bar
ORIGINAL DESIGN. BEAUTIFUL FINISH. CORRECT STYLES. LASTING QUALITY.

See that your bars bear our trade-mark—"League." It's a

selling point. Get our catalogue and prices. Watch our

ads. Get LEAGUE BARS and sell your wheels.

MONROE MITCHELL,
Manager of Sales.

LEAGUE HANDLE-BAR CO.,

2 1 5-2 J 7-2 1 9 SOUTH CLINTON STREET,

CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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LUTMY & CDS
NEW POPULAR PRICED WHEEL5

Vi

- UP TO DATE - BEAUTI E5 SELLERS

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE

.

LUTHY&.CO. PEORIA ILL.

RAKERS THE LUTHY WHEEL
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STORAGE BATTERY SCARE.

Caused by a Careless Wheelman Who Threw
Into the Street a Discarded Portion of

His Electric I<amp.

The good citizens of Cleveland were aston-

ished and greatly disturbed to learn by the

morning papers, a few days ago, that an at-

tempt had been made to wreck the Hickox
building, one of the leading office buildings

of the city, with a nitro-glycerine bomb. The
janitor of the building had been sweeping the

trash from the sidewalk and struck the object

with his broom. 'He stooped to pick it up and

then started back in horror. He quickly sum-

moned a policeman and then, with fear and

trembling, he stood guard over the object in

order that passing pedestrians might not be en-

dangered. When tlie policeman arrived on

the scene a knot of people were standing at a

safe distance from the object, eyeing it, but

afraid to touch it. The patrolman was told

it was a bomb. (Mentally uttering a prayer,

while his frame shook at thoughts of what

might happen if the thing exploded, the brave

man stooped and picked it up. He did not

pick it up with the same relish a man would

a piece of money, but he was there to do his

duty. Carefully and more tenderly than a

man would handle a baby, he shoved it into his

pocket and started off. Every now and then

he would glance down at the pocket; again he

would take a quick step as if to get away from

the terrible thing.

.He arrived at the Central station and "de-

livered the goods." Then came a conference

of ofBcers; all were there from Chief 'Corner

down to the headquarters sergeant.

"A bomb it was and it contained enough ex-

plosive to blow part of Cleveland into the

lake;" this was the agreed verdict of the con-

ference. There was silence. Chief Corner

stood up. He was visibly excited. He grasp-

ed the back of the chair while he delivered this

opinion: "Gentlemen, i think the bomb con-

tains nitro-glycerine; you can tell that from

the manner in which it is soJdered." The sub-

ordinate officers bowed assent.

'After the conference of the police officials the

story was given out to the anxious police re-

porters as follows: "A nitro-glycerine bomb
was found in front of the 'Hickox Building,

placed there by party or parties unknown. De-

tectives and police are hard at work on the

case."

'A patrolman was detailed to take the offens-

ive object and drop it into the river and a sigh

of relief went up when this was reported ac-

complished.

The next day the weather cleared somewhat
and the startling report went up that another

bom'b had been found near the Hickox. Still

another was found later in the day and the po-

lice became greatly concerned. They sniffed

anarchy in the air. A devilish plot was on to

wreck the building and cause a frightful loss

of life. More conferences were held and ad-

ditional detectives were put on the trail.

In the meantime the story of the disposition

of the first bomb had been published in all

the papers, causing consternation among the

vesselmen. A delegation 'was sent post-haste

to the police headquarters to protest against

such action. They said . a vessel striking

against the bomb would be blown to Jericho

or thereabouts. Much indignation was ex-

pressed all over the city.

The plot thickened. Still another bomb was

found. There was talk of red lights and a

cordon of police around the Hickox at night

to keep unwary pedestrians from walking on

'bombs. The tenants of the building talked of

moving out and the situation became desper-

ate. Still no clues were found.

The following day a young man was ad-

mitted into the presence of the chief of police

and asked to be shown one of the bombs, ex-

plaining that perhaps he could throw some
light onto the mystery. His request was com-
plied with and he was shown a metal cylinder

about four inches in length and an inch and a

half wide. Imagine the surprise of everyone

present when the young man burst into a fit

of laughter of such volume that the officers

were convinced they had a mad man to deal

with. Then he exclaimed: "You detectives are

all right; that bomb is nothing but a battery

from my electric lamp."

Further e.xplanations showed that the young
fellow was a well-known 'East End wheelman;

furthermore that he was an up-to-date wheel-

man and experimented with everything new in

the sundry line. He had lately purchased a

new electric lamp and having consumed sev-

eral of the storage batteries, had decided to

take them downtown to have them recharged.

Later he came to the conclusion that this

could not be done, and not caring to carry the

old batteries in his pockets, he threw them into

the gutter in front of the Hickox building. He
had paid no attention to the bomb story at

first, but after hearing more of it, he thought

possibly he might throw some light onto the

matter.

Of course, the police protested that they had
not been alarmed and it was quietly suggested

that the young man keep the story to himself,

'but it was too good to keep.

'Moral.—Don't throw old lamp batteries into

the streets; you may be taken for an anarchist;

in fact, don't throw them away at all, for they

can be recharged and used again

Spreading the Gospel of Progress.

When the future history of England's Sun-
day newspaper comes to be written its pos-

sibility will be found to have rested entirely

upon the co-existence of the automobile.

When the progressive young millionaire, Al-

fred Harmsworth, was asked how his battle

against prejudice and fogyism was going,

he said: "I cannot now print as many Sunday
papers as I can sell. Another thing you must
bear in mind, we have not the Sunday train

service in England that you have in America.

The number of Sunday trains is very limited,

and I think the tendency is to decrease rather

than to increase. For this reason the Sunday
paper has practically to make its own distri-

buting service. For this purpose the auto-

mobile is the most suitable agent, and I am
experimenting with these machines in the dis-

tribution of the 'Sunday Daily Mail.'
"

Good News for Brooklyn Fathers.

Petrolettes for individual use are increasing

abroad in spite of their danger, and the Czar,

who is an enthusiastic autocyclist, has ordered

a petroleum-driven tricycle with a dainty car-

riage attachment, which will accommodate
the Czarina and her three children. The do-

mesticated, or Brooklyn, type of American,

who has heretofore been unique among na-

tions in wheeling forth his progeny, will exult

in the spectacle of a monarch getting off his

throne to tow around his family.

505g Profit on

our $25.00

Bicycle.

Our $25.00 Bicycle is not the
ordinary kind. It will sell in

competition with most $35,00
wheels and is catalogued at this

price. The tubingf is Shelby,
the joints are flush, the handle-
bar is adjustable with expander
and the tires are made by Peoria
Rubber and Mfg. Co., and guar-
anteed. It is a thoroughly good
wheel that has both quality and
style—points which make it easy
for our agents to make 50 per
cent on their investment.
Further particulars given in "Form 11." Only

sent to dealers where we have no agent.

We Want Your

Sundry Business*

We know we cannot do all the sun-

dry business. We know we are doing

our share, but we -want more. As an

inducement, we offer lowest prices,

quick shipment and "your money
back."

Ask for bargain sheet io6.

''Victor" Hubs, made by Overman Wheel
Co., '4x9, 32-36 lioles, worth J3.00
per pair $1.35

Tool Bags, assort'd sizes, fair quality, each .14

Kells Christy-Style Saddles 1.30
Hand Pumps, best quality 07
Full Nickel Wrenches 09
Chameleon Signals, for lamps 05
Wire Toe-Clips, per pair 02

Na 77 Tires, $5.00
The trick is to buy lower than your

neighbor, then it's easy enough to

sell lower. Here's an unusual oppor-

tunity.

Hartford No. 77 Tires, with name on

and free from any blemish, $5.00 the

pair. We can make this price because

they were made in the latter part of

1S98, but are guaranteed just the same
until Dec. 31st next. A week's sell-

ing will close out the lot.

Goodyear Tires, unguaranteed pair $2. 40
Regiment Tires, not guaranteed, but

good " 2.70
Kangaroo Tires, made in '98 " 3.50
M, & W. Inner Tubes 28 xiy., each .65 and .65

You can't buy on credit and get the right prices.

Our terms to all are CASH with order or sufiicient

to cover express if goods are sent C. O. D.

N. Y. SPORTING GOODS CO.,

61 Nassau Street, near Maiden Lane,

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Some Short Stories.

R. Beckwith has opened new bicycle store

at Norwich, Conn.

Buckley & Co. will open a bicycle store on

West avenue, Fairport, N. Y.

J. R. Murphy has opened a bicycle store on

Water street, Naugatuck, Conn.

Edward Ripley has sold his bicycle business

at Williams, Iowa, to A. W. Ross.

J. A. Bell & Co. have opened new bicycle

store on Madison street, Huntsville, Ala.

John Kaiser, of Fremont, will open a bi-

cycle and gun repair shop at Wapakoneta,

Ohio.

Julius Leopold and L. J. Winkler have form-

ed a partnership and opened a bicycle repair

shop, corner of Main and Church streets,

Bellville, 111.

An order has been granted by the court,

confirming the referee's report dissolving the

Queen City Cycle Co., Buffalo, N. Y. H.

Weill is receiver.
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Favorite" Bicycles.
,^ We make JUVENILES a specialty.

We have the reputation of making the best Juvenile Bicycles in the World. Write
when in the market. Our grade is high. Our prices low. Send for Catalogue.

Wc also make Adult fAVORITES—an honest wheel at a moderate price.
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if. THE TOLEDO METAL WHEEL CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Have you one of our 1899 Catalogues?
The most complete in the line, showing 2,000

combinations of Frame Sets.
Ill fact all Parts and Machinery for manufacturing bicycles. We man-

ufacture

The "Reliable" Screw-Cutting Engine Lathe,
In two sizes, lo x 25 and 10 x 36 between centres, either foot power or

power.

THE UNIVERSAL TUBE CUTTER,
Cuts Tubing from ^-inch to i^-inch.

^^^. PETER A. FRASSE & CO.,
iSl^SS*' ICindly mention The Wheel. FultOfl StrCCt, NcW YOPk, U. S. A.
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TETNA Combination Bicycle Parcel-Carrier and Mud-Guard.
EASILY attached to any bicycle. This device is so arranged as to be quickly adjusted to large or small packages weighing from ONE TO
FIFTY POUNDS, HOLDINU SAME SECURELY. The Carrier is made of cold-rolled steel, nicely nickeled, weighing less than one pound.

Special Rates to Jobbers. Write at once.

>CTNAMFG. CO.,
225 Dearborn St., Chicago.
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When not in use as a Carrier, it serves

as a perfect Mod-Guard.

Price, $10.80 per Dozen.
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TO FIRES ON WHEELS.

More Details Concerning the Adoption of

Bicycles by the Fire Department of the

National Capital.

Washington, D. C, April 29.—Tliere is no

end of uses to which the bicycle can be put,

and its general utility is being demonstrated

more and more every day. This fact is attested

by the recent action of the municipal authori-

ties of this city in making the bicycle an ad-

junct of the fire department service.

The plan is to detail one or more men in

each fire company, who are wheelmen, to pre-

cede on their wheels their respective compan-

ies when answering local alarms. These men
are to carry on tlieir backs one of the small

fire extinguishers with which each company is

equipped, ready for instant use upon their ar-

rival at the scene of the fire. As a man on a

bicycle, provided he is a good rider, can in-

variably reach the scene of fire much sooner

than an engine company, it is believed that

much time can be saved by such use of the

bicycles.

Of course, the company called will respond

to every alarm, it being merely the intention to

have the bicycle firemen first on the spot in

order to extinguish any small blaze which

might grow to serious proportions before the

arrival of the engine.

Officials of the fire department have great

faith in the new arrangement and it will in all

probability win a permanent place in the fire

service of the national capital.

A Riding School Case.

Mrs. IVTary 'L. Smith, 45 years old, was

awarded $300 damages by a New York city

jury in a somewhat peculiar case. She had

been taking riding less-ons in a Fourteenth

street school. lAccording to the evidence, she

had karned to balance herself, and continued

alone one day, in the absence of her instruc-

tor, after the expiration of her half hour. She

fell and broke her shoulder blade.

Her suit was based on the claim that the

bicycle racks over which she fell were so close

to the track as to render the school unsafe.

The defense was based upon iMts. Smith's

riding after the expirationi of her half hour.

The judge charged the jury that the ques-

tion to decide was whether the accident was

due to neglect on the part of plaintifif o.v de-

fendant.

Woes of Worcester.

T. Hovey Gage, Jr., assignee in the state

court of insolvency of the Worcester Cycle

Mfg. Co., has had a consultation within a day

or two with counsel for Frank Sullivan Smith,

receiver for the Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co.,

appointed to take charge of the company's

property in all the states, and Mr. Gage de-

clares that the prospects of the creditors of the

company in any state, including the bond-

holders, getting anything from the wreck, are

extremely remote. By the decision of the

United States Circuit Court at New Haven, a

mortgage for $500,000, held by the Central

Trust Co. of New York, has been declared in-

valid, but this applies only to the personal

property of the Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co.,

it is said, and the real estate of the company,
both in Massachusetts and Connecticut, is

covered by other mortgages, which, in the

opinion of those interested, represent more in

value than the property would bring at a

forced sale. The real estate oi the company

in Worcester is going to ruin through neglect.

The Worcester County Institution for Savings,

which recently advertised this property for

sale, through foreclosure of mortgage, was

prevented from selling by an injunction from

the United States Circuit Court at Boston,

obtained by the Central Trust Co. of New
York. The contest over the affairs of the

Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co. has been trans-

ferred from Connecticut to Massachusetts.

To Set Aside Notes.

The World Mfg. Co., of New York.are suing

the Hamilton-Kenwood Cycle Co., in Grand
Rapids, Mich. The purpose is the setting

aside of notes given by the World people,

to the amount of $10,000, on the ground that

the goods for which the notes were given

were not delivered.

There was a contract in December, 189G,

by which the Hamilton-Kenwood Company
was to deliver 1,000 bicycles to the World
Company at specified times. The World
Company's sales were delayed, and the con-

tract was changed to provide for shipments,

as ordered, direct from the Hamilton-Ken-

wood factory to the World Company's cus-

tomers.

Meantime the World Company's notes,

amounting to $10,000, were discounted. It

appears that all of the goods contracted for

were not delivered, presumably because ship-

ping orders did not materialize, and the suit

to set aside the notes is based on this non-

delivery.

A Trusted Man Gone Wrong.

Milwaukee, Wis., April 29.—Steven Kun-
kel, a trusted employe of the Andrae Com-
pany, has been engaging quietly in business

for himself in the manufacturing line, al-

though outwardly working as an employe of

the Andrae Company. Kunkel's business was
all profit, for he drew upon the big stock

rooms of the Andrae Company for his sup-

plies, and so successfully did he guard his

movements that the services of a detective

were necessary to lead to his detection. Then
he admitted that his pilferings would figure

up to about $500, but judging from the num-
ber of bicycles 'he has made and sold the

amount should properly be greatly in excess

of that figure.

Pittsburg Trade Booming.

Perhaps there is no better index to the gen-

eral cycling condition than the present boom
in Pittsburg, 'Pa. That city is one of the

hilliest in the country. Dealers there say they

have never encountered as great a demand as

the present one. Old riders are buying the

high-priced machines. The cheaper ones are

going by thousands to new riders, particular-

ly to people who have long been waiting for

the bottom price. Second-hand machines

bring veii-y small prices. The chainJess is sell-

ing steadily. Tandems are a drug, on account

of the hills.

Elmore Business Is Brislc.

It is understood that the demand for El-

more bicycles has caused a material increase

in the working force of the Elmore Mfg. Co.,

Clyde, O.
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The season
Has advanced

BUT
IF YOU PUT

FRONTENAC
SAMPLES

ON YOUR
FLOOR

NOW
we know that

you will do busi-

No I,onger vrith the Ne-w^ton,

The 'Newtom Rubber Works desire it known
that S. H. Robinson has not been connected

with the company since April 12.
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ness with us

Next Year.

Frontenac Bicycles

do their own
talking.

Some Representatives :

NEW YORK -Barclay Cycle Co.

BUFFALO—Adam Hauck & Sons.

PHILADELPHIA—American Bicycle Co.

BALTIMORE—E. A. MauU.
WASHINGTON -E. P. Hazleton.

DETROIT- Cobb & Holmes.

CLEVELAND—Davis & Updegrafi.

CINCINNATI AND COVINGTON-J. H.
Mersman, Jr., & Co.

COLUMBUS—J. A. Orlando.

PITTSBURG-The Theo. F. Bentel Co.

BOSTON—Downey Cycle Co.

ST. PAUL—Neutson Cycle Co.

The Agency for the FRON-
TENAC is valuable.

fRONTENAC MfO. CO.,
Makers,

Syracuse, fi. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE SPEED-MAKERS.

What Those Who Make the Art of Rapid

Cycle Propttlsion a Study Are Doing to

Increase Their Abilities.

Louisville, 'April 24.—Twenty racing men
arc rounding nicely into condition for a great

season of cycle racing, out at Fountain Fero'

Park. Better weather conditions never pre-

vailed than have been found this season. It

has not been chilly for a day in two weeks.

In such weather men may condition quickly,

and therefore the claim of the men to-day that

they were going seconds faster than at the

same time last year ajid with less training.

iMcFarland and Stevens stand head and

shoulders over their feUows at present and

Downing follows them closely. All had an

excellent month of training in California be-

fore they came East. Kimble, Cooper and
Kiser have been at work but te^n days and
Mertens has just started. Charlie Porter and

Jerry 'Woodward, the Detroit riders; Horace
Poych and George Dupre, the local men, are

among others at work with a lot of youngsters

who are little known. The bunch which

does the fast work consists of McFarland.

Stevens, Kiser, Cooper, Kimble and Down-
ing. These men ride in heavy clothing of

from four to five thicknesses, slogging for

about eight miles in the morning and five

every afternoon witliout even the semblance of

a sprint. From 2.08 to 2.1S is the usual run

of miles of late, but it was 2.30 the early part

of last week. The men go faster every day

with no more effort. They change about the

pace and strike about 0.43 for the lap on the

average. The finishing two laps of a mile are

fast and are usually made by McFarland and
Stevens in 1.19 to 1.20, the finishing mile

having been made in 1.59 by these two riders,

who had pace of one of the others in the

first lap and finished the last two alone. No
really fast time is poss'ible for Kiser, Cooper
and Kimble until they have been at work a

little longer. They complain some now that

McFarland and Stevens want to make it too

fast for them, but hold the pace nicely and are

coming into excellent condition.

All of this hard work has robbed the men
of much flesh. Kimble has already dropped
twenty pounds and is down to 163 pounds.

McFarland dispensed with twelve and is at

180. He expects to go to 172. Kiser, Down-
ing and Stevens are down four to five pounds
and Cooper has deducted three pounds by
regular training.

Rainy day and rough house are synonymous

with Tony Landenwich, the genial proprietor

of Fountain Ferry Park. Mr. Landenwich
hates to see a rainy day with twenty racing

men at his famous hostlery. The animal

spirits of the men break loose and the pets

around the place, dogs, cats, monkeys, eagles

and all else have a time of worriment which

they seldom forget.

August iMerlcns, one of the racing men, has

started a fashion among his fellows. Merten.5

carries a typewriter with him for the purpose

of practice solely. The racing men have taken

to using this and an'other typewriter carried

by a newspaper correspondent and are becom-
ing so proficient that they will shortly pur-

chase writing machines, also, for circuit work.

The correspondence of a cycle rider is enor-

mous, owing to his large acquaintance.

Kimble fights his wheel when riding. The
quarter and two mile national champion is an

earnest rider and goes all out each .time' he

works. The men who have to follow him in

the line say that he is the direct opposite of

Sanger, the Big 'Un from Milwaukee, who
gained the name of "The Quad," owing to his

steady riding. Kiser is another man the

racers hate to follow, as the "Dayton Demon''
crouches over his wheel much as did Pye
Bliss in the old days. Bliss was seldom re-

quired to share the pacing in a race for the

reason that the man following him gained no

material benefit.

Few of the prominent men intend to em-
ploy regular trainers this year. They will

have rubbers employed from meet to meet.

Bald will have Morrow; McFarland and Stev-

ens will have Juth, Cooper will have no train-

er, and Kiser and Mertens will likewise have

none. 'Gardiner has not secured a man yet.

The withdrawal of the royal support of the

makers has caused the reduction in expenses,

both trainer and manager now being done

away with.

McFarland and Stevens wanted their track

robes dyed a robin's-egg blue to match their

Blue Streak Tribune racers. They sent the

robes to a dyer, who returned them in olive

green. When asked why he did not fill the

order he replied: "Did you think I was go-

ing to spend a year hunting for enough robins'

eggs to make up the color?"

Color and Carelessness.

Down at Fountain Ferry the riders do just

about as they please. They dress in undress

uniform, wear out their old clothes, seldom,

if ever, dress up or go downtown. They cut

up all the capers they want in their own neck

of the woods. The free and easy life out of

doors benefits them quite as much as the

steady work they do and they soon show the

effects in a hardy tan, which only the sun may
give.

Moving: of the Monarch.

The Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co., with head-

quarters in Chicago and branches in many im-

portant centres in this country and in London
and Hamburg as well, have always been a

vital factor in wheel production. They are

admittedly of the firms in the Big Ten in the

trade.

Monarch moves have unfailingly been of

trade interest. Their latest, which they terra

a mere incident, is in reality a very important

jump along the lines of progression. It is, in

a word, a rehabilitation and enlargement of

their Eastern branch, which for a long time

has been very snugly quartered at 83 Reade

street. New York. But Monarch ibusiness has

developed to such an extent this past few

months that greater storage facilities became
imperative, and May 1st witnessed the removal

of their headquarters to 20 Warren street. New
York, where they occupy five complete floors,

each 30x100.

The street floor is devoted entirely to show-

room and office purposes, and the balance for

the carrying of a complete stock. In these

twentieth century days it is an important item

to the dealer to be able to fill his wants sure-

ly and quickly, and the new Monarch deal is

to the end of being prepared to ship their

agents at a moment's notice. A complete

stock of all regular models will be carried, as

well as a full line of parts of every kind and

style.

All business from Eastern territory—New
York, New England, New Jersey, Eastern

Pennsylvania, Delaware, 'Maryland, District of

Columbia and Virginia—^wiU be taken care of

by the New York branch. This is the sixth

year in which the Monarch Company have had

direct representation in New York city, and

the growth of the scheme is well told by this

last move.

Majah and Mac Matched.

Major Taylor has been matched with Eddie

McDuffee to ride a fifteen mile paced race at

Woodside Park, Philadelphia, on May 27, for

a purse of $1,000 and a side bet o'f $500. The
pace in this event will be furnished by motor
cycles guaranteed to make a mile in 1.20. Tay-

lor is riding faster than ever this year, and is

confident of lowering the record for a mile to

1.25 this season.

The Gas Lamp which has led them all in Europe is winning its way in America, and is pro- ^
nounced by all who see it to be worthy of its name.

Model 389. Price, »3. 50.

The PHEN0MEN0N
IS THE SUCCESSFUL, LAMP OF 1899.

It is impossible to properly tell the story of its leadership in an advertisement. The true test

of its betterness is USACJE.
There are no impurities to clog burner. Gas is filtered before reaching burner.

You Can't Blow It Out! The Light is Perfectly Stationary Under All Conditions.

Sensible tradesmen will find this lamp and trade discounts a good thing to investigate.

WOLFGANG RICHTER,
1708 Germantown Avenue, . - - . Philadelphia, Pa.

!»»
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

633,7 85. BICYCLE-SUPPORT. BuBB Hubbkll. KeUy'a Cornera

N. Y. Piled Feb. 23. 18B8. Serial No. 671,371. (No model)
633,807. BICYCLE-SUPPORT. CuasHOK A. Mybbs, AtlanUc

Cltv, N. J. Filed May 6, 1898 Serial No. 67fi.890. (No model)

C'/aim.— 1. A bicycle-siippoi't comprising a column, a disk mount-
ed rigidly at the top of the column, two additional disks joined rigidly

to each other and diapoaed at right angles, one of the said additional
disks being mounted to turn on the first-named disk, a body portion
mounted to turn on the second of said additional disks and provided
with lateral projections, a jaw pivoted on the body portion between
tlie said projections, means for holding the jaw in damped position,

a fork attached to the body portion and capable of engaging the
front wheel of the bicycle, and an arm held by the body portion and
capable of engaging the saddle-post tube of the taeyclc-franie'.

6 2 3,680. VELOCIPEDE-GEAR David E MlLLBR. Chicago,

DL, aseignor to Uie AmericaD Chaloless Wbeel Compao;, same place

Filed Dec. 16, 1897. Serial Na 661,967. (No model)

CVaim.— In a geared crank-shaft hanger, the combination with a

slotted and perforated hanger- pi ate, of a slide containing a drive-

wheel bearing and 6tted to said slot, a drive-wheel £aet upon its a:cle

and having an axle e.Ktending through said bearing, a gear secured

to said axle up'-n the opposite side of the bcaring,-a bearing-collar

secured in. the pe»for«tion, a crauk-shaft thereirr provided with a

crank, an internal gear moonted upon the crank-shaft and in mesh
witb the drive-wheel gear, a cover secured to the hanger-plate and

inclosing both of said gears, suitable ball-races in the bearing-collar,

a cone threaded upon the shaft and holding the internal gear in place

thereon, a second cone adjustably clamped upon the opposite end of

the shaft and suitable balls adapted to said races and aaid cones; sub-

stantially as described.

633,559. ACETYLENE-0AS BURNER Frahob J. Patten New
York. N, Y FUed Apr. 16, 1895. Serial No. 677,777. (No model)

Claim.—I. A burner for aCetylene gas consisting of a gas-vent
upon which the r^as is ignited, and a jacket surrounding said vent,
eaid jacket havijg inlets for the passage of air at or near ita lower
end, and an oper ing at the top for the delivery of the air to the ig
nited gas, substa itially as described^

633,959. CHAIN. Glenk G. Howe, Indianapolis, Ind, aesigiior
to The Ewart Mami&cturing Company, Chicago. Ill Filed May 7, 1897
Serial Na 635,615. (No model)

C/'iihi.— 1. In adrive^hain. the combination, with the two per-

foFE^ted end portions of the side bars of one link ; and the tubular end

portion of another link, or connecting-section, of a pintle, or pivot,

having a longitudinal groove, or recess, in its periphery, and having

its end portion^ passing through the said perforations of the link side

bars; and a'soft^metal keying device, or fastener, which is arranged

within the said pintle-groove, which has its end portions passing

through the said side-bar perforations, and which has its extreme

ends headed, to effectuate the retention in place, endwise only, of the

siiid pintle: ail substantiailj as and for the purposes hereinbefore

set foi 'h

623,761. ROLLER-SKATE. AuBtioG.BATLES, New York, N. Y.

Filed Aug, 20. 1898. Serial No. 689,084. (So model)

Claim.—The combination of the leg-support C, provided with
Bintable fastening means, an axle B rigid thereon, a drive-wheel A;

ti>tatably mounted on said axle, a ratchet-wheel H fixed to its hub,
a paw] J pivoted to stud K oo said support and adapted to engag»
witb said ratchet-wheel, a skate E pivoted at D to the base of said

leg-support, a roCer G carried ifi an extended portion of the forward
end of said akate, with its lower periphery substantially in the same'
plane as the skate, aod a wheel F rotatable in the rear extremity of

the skate and adapted to steady the device, substantially as specified.

633,800. WRENCH. Jahes £. Maetis, Marion Center, Pa. as-

signor to himself and Edgar C. Wynkoop. same placa Filed Dea 3,

1898 Serial No. 698.152. (No model)

Cio'i-i -In roller skate wheels, a wheel mounted upon an axle

and provided with coinciding apertures, a pin with a split, or bifur-

cated point adapted to be driven in said apertures whereby the points
are separated to lock the wheel in place, antifriction-ball/at the ends
of 'the axles or journals, and adjustable thumb-sciews for adjusting

Cinim- A wrench, liaving a shank, two spring-arms monuted on

theshank and having each a jaw, the arms bein^' movable to Hard and

from cacii other to clarapan instrument between the jaws, each arm

haviii;; a lug. and the lugs being extended laterally toward each other

and h.nving inner faces adapted to engage with each Other to limit

the movement of the arms toward each other, snch lugs being im-

mediately adjacent to the jaws and forming shoulders at the inliei

onds thereof, a pin having a tapering shank rigidly secured in one

mm and in the lug thereof, the pin beingextencled through said arm

.iiid lug and through an opening in the remaining arm and lug, and

a nut working on the outer end of the pin, whereby to draw the arms

together.

623,507. STEERING-FORK FOR CYCLES. Oliver Barnish. Jr..

Waltham, Masa, assignor of one-half to Oscar H Humphrey, same

placa Filed Aug. 1, 1898. Serial No 687,392. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A bicycle-support consistiog of & casing adapted to

be concealed in the ground, a perforated cap thereon, a loopahaped
member adapted to slide through said cap, a stop on the lower end of

said member, a spring on said member, one end of eaid spring abuU.

ting against said cap when said member is in rained poaitioa, whiM
the othe- cjctremity of said spring is adapted to .contact with said

stop, whereby the crown of said member is adapted to exert a down-
ward yielding pressure on the wheel of a bicycle resting on said cap.

623,863. CRANK MECHANISM FOR BICYCLES, && -John t

Atterbuhy, Needham, Hasa FUed Jaa 18, 1899. Serial Ka 702.53(

(No model)

f'liiifii.— 1, A steering-l|ork for bicycles, comprising a crown hav-
ing holes therethrough, a steering-post and lork-arms ihe ends of
which are seated in the holes in the crown, and each having a split

socket in its end provided with a screw-threaded portion and pings
each having a screw-threaded and a plain portion, said plugs adapted
to enter the sockets in the steering-post and fork-arras, the plain por-

tions thereof adapted to expand the sockets and impinge against the
interior surface of the holes in the crown, and the screw-threaded
portions to engage the screw-threaded portions ot the socketa, sub-

stantially as described,

623,865. ADVERTISING APPARATUa SilasE Ayer, Boston.
Mas., assignor to the Lightning - Change Adveitlelng Company of
Maiaa Filed Dec. 9, 1898. Serial No. 698,792. (No model)
Claim.— 1. The combination with a vehicle, of an advertising ap-

paratus caiiied thereby and comprising a supporting-frame provided
with a tr?i:iRparent or translucent sutface having thereon an adper-
tisement arranj<ed to leave a blank Hpace on said surface, and a C'lr
'tain adaptea to cover an"d uncover said surface and provided rFth
dark portion to cover the advertisfi^nt on the rear surface, and
with'B transparent portion having an advertisemeut thereon which
comes in line with the blank space on the rear surface, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

Claim.— I. In a crank' mechanism of the character described fo?
bicycles and otbet velocipedes, the eubstantially pear-shaped guide-
rings F, F* and the bars H connecting said rings, aaid rings and bars
constituting a cam provided witb a pear-shaped cam-slot set ao a
vertical plane and with its longest diameter on a horizontal plane;
the arms E, B', E" connecting said cam with the frame of the machine;
the crank-shaft C properly supported in the banger; the hollow
frame or siidewayK'supported by the crank-shaft; the bar or crank
L supported by and sliding in aaid frame or slideway and provided
with the horizontal slot 1/ formed with the notched sides L"; the
^tud S provided with the teeth S' and roller T engaged by the cam-
fllpt; and the pedal suitably secured to the outer end of said bar L,
substrfntiftUy ^ and for the purpose set forth.

623,717. ROLLING SKATE. Alfred Houee, Rennes, Franca

FUed SepL 16, 1898. Serial No. 691,104. (No model)

633,947. WRENCH Charles H.CoouRldgeville,Ini, assignor

to Samuel Stick, Jr., same place. Filed Feb. 4. 1 899. Serial No. 704.51

1

(No model)

Clnini.— \. A wrench compr^i g a shank a stationary jaw, a
sliding jaw moonted on the shank and provided b ith projecting ears,
a lever fulcromed between the ears, a pin connecting the ears and
arranged at a point between the lever and the shank, and a movable
wedge pivoted to the lever at a point beyond the -dars, interposed
between the said lever a.]d the shank and arranged to be inserted
between the latter and the pin, whereby the sliding jaw is locked to
the shank, substantially as described-
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623,856. C0UPUNGF0ECHAIN3F0R BICyCLE3.&C MaETIN
L Williams. Tacoma. Wash. Filed Dec 2, 1897 Serial No 660.558.

(No model)

623,662. FOOT-POMP. JoHMaOoss.Waterbury.Conn.,a8aigDor

to Tbe ScotUJ MaEufacturlog Compauy, sanle place. Filed Nov. 16.

189a Serial No. 696.62a (No model)

3 '

Claim.— 1 InftBprockef-chain.ihecoinbiiiai.ioit of two links hav-

ing coincident apertures one of which is elongated, and a coupHag

compriBing a bolt extending through the apertures of the links and

having an elongated portion, and a plate tisedly and permanently

connected to the bolt and disposed at right aiiglca to the same; said

plate being eo arranged thai when it lies alongside one link, the ob-

long portion of the bolt Btaoda at an angle to the length of the oblong

623,914. BICYCLE. William KoNRAD.Jr.Oshkosh, Wis. Filed

Apr 26. 1897. Serial No. 633.923. (No model)

3

623,606. LAMP-BRACKET William C. HoHAW. Merideo. Conn.,

assignor to the Edward Miller k Company, same place. Filed Jan 5.

1899. Serial No 701.228. (No model)

Chiim.— l Id a bicycle, the combination with a suitable frame,

.having side bars, of crank-hangers formed in each side bar, a crank-

shaft mounted in both of said hangers, a gear-wheel secured to the

said shall between the said side bars, pins secured to said gear-wheel

Bnd projecting laterally upoii both sides thereof, independent shafts

mounted in each of the side bars, pinions on the inner euds of said

shafts and arranged upon opposite sides of the said gear-wheel so

as to mesh with the pins upon the gear-wheel upon their inner sur-

faces, cranks on the outer ends of said shafts, and means connecting

each of said cranks with the rear wheel fur actuating the same.sub-

Btantialiy as described.

623 '77-3r BICYCLE SADDLE-POST. Joseph T. FeNTOs, Philadel-

phia, Pa Filed Feb. U, 1898. Serial No. 669,383. (No model)

Claifm.— 1. A foot-pump, having a body or barrel, a cap there-

for constructed with a screw-threaded flange to engage a coraple-

mental screw-thread on the body or barrel, said cap terminating in

an esit^chamber, a stirrup having its 'ends applied to the sidea of such

chamber and a rivet passed through such ends and the cap, to rig-

idly uoite the cap and stirrup, substantially as "described.

(32 3,832. CONSTRUCTION OF STEERING-FORKS FOR BICY-

CLES. Charles J. Russell and Willum a Liming, Philadelphia. Pa.

Fded Feb. 14, 1898. Serial Na 670,206. {No model)

Claim.— 1. The combination of the steering-post and front fork

of a bicycle, with an auxiliary stem carried by one of said parts aud
projecting into position tw engage with the other, but normally free

from engaguraent therewith, substantially as specified.

(nu.— 1. The combination with the upright aaddle-post of a

b* K,*ofapairof horizontal bars clamped thereto, a pair of brack et-

fratues mounted oo said bars: resilient devices between the frames

and the post, on either side thereof, a saddle-bar mounted rigidly at

either end in said bia^ket-frames, whereby the saddle-bar may be

horizontally reciprocatecf*relatively to the aaddle-post, against resili>

eiit pressure in either direction ; substantially as described.

623,7 80. BICYCLE-GEARINO. William Gbeiher, PhUadelphia

Pa Filed June 30, 1898. Serial No. 684,878. (No model)

Claon -1. The comSiiiation with the ciank-;iicle and driving-

wheel of a bicycle, of bevel gear-wheels mounicil vhcreon. a longi-

tudinal sh.ifi jonn.aled intixed bearings on the n.ai^ Irame. pn.ions

at the ends of said shaft meshing with the said wheels, and means

permitting the transverse movement ofoue of said pioions on the

longitudinal shaft for adapting it to be moved longitudinally thereon

'jubsuntiallv asfiescribed

Claim.— 1. In a lamp-bracKet in combination a pairof clamping-

jawa each having a bearing-lug, a lamp-support also having a bear-

ing-lug, said three lugs being perforated aud lying adjacent one an-

other, said perforations being in line, a headed bolt passing through

the same and having a bearing thereon around which said support is

movable, an angular portion on said bolt, a perforation in one of said

clamping-jaws being angular and fitting Ba.id angular portion on said

bolt, and a nut having a round shank of slightly-greater length than

the thickness of the lug on the other jaw. said shankpassibg. through

said perforations in said other jaw and serving to clamp said support

and first jaw fixed with relation to each other.

623,949. BACK-PEDALIN(J iJRAKE. JOHN C. Crockee, Pardoe,

Pa'asslgnor of two thirds to John W. Bell, Mercer county, Pa. Filed

Peh.23. 1897. Serial Na 62i656. (Ho model)

Claim.— 1. A brake for bicycles comprising a rotating wheel-hub,

a cam fast therein, a rotating bushing concentric with said Tliib and
capable of a limited rotary motion relative to said hub, a bralte shoe

or block rotating with said bushing and also movable radially to said

Iwb, a filed axle, and means for checking the rotary motion of said

bushing relative to said hub, whereby said cam is caused to operate

said brake shoe or block.

623,505. BICYCLE-SADDLE. Feedebick C AVEBY,T(rfedd,Ohio.

Filed Oct 8, 1896. Serial No. 608,30a (Ho model)

62 3,830. BACK-FORK EHD FOR CYCLEa ARTHUR H." RoGBM
and Henry W. Patrick, Birmingham, Englani Piled Oct 17, 1898

^rial No. 693,776. (No model)

ClainK— 1. A bicycle-saddle comprising a cover exte;iding con-

tinuously with divergent edges from the front end of the pommel to

the cantle, a separate rear seat portion, a rigid middle plate at the

front part of the latter, and a separate pommel-spring adjustably at-

tached to and extending from said middle plate to the front end of

the pommel substantially a.i and for the purpose described.

623,928. BACK-PEDALINQ BRAKE. Carl-J. Pihl, New York.

H. Y., asalgDor of one-half to Alexander M. Sutherland, same place

Filed May 5, 1898. Serial Nl 679,837. (No model)

Claim.— I. In cycles, the combination with the ho'rizoniat and
vertical members of the back fo^k with a longitudinal slot in the

horizontal member, of a portion hinged to the rear eud of the hori-

zontal member, and carrying means for holding an a,"cle in said slot a

bifurcated post on the rear end of thi hinged portion and a depend-
ing lip on the rear end of the rigid portion of the horizontal member
to be engaged by said bifurcated post, as and for the purpose specified.

6 2 3,825. BACK-PEDALINQ BRAKE. STEPHEN PRiEsr aniT

Stephkh Priest, Jr.. West Devonport, Tasmania. Filed Sept 28, 1898

Serial No. 692,092. (No model)

Cinim.— 1, In a cycle hub-brake, the combination with a noo'

rotating axle, a hollow driving-a.-tle angular In cross-section mounted
thereoti, a.barrel composed of two-tajescopjc members provided witH
nght and rert rafcfiet^teeth upon their outer endi titling said dnving-

axle to rotate therewith, but having axial movement thereon, a cyl-

inder mounted upon the fixed asle atone end of said barrel and hav-

ing ratchet-teeth arranged to engage the t«eth upon the adjajjent

member of said barrel when the driving axle is turned backi; .^i w
hub loosely inclosing said barrel and having interior ratchet-teeth

arranged to engage the ratchet-teeth upon the other member of said

barrel when the driving-axle is turned forward, the said cylinder hav-

ing a limited rotary movemeut upon the fixed axle at the forward

extremity of which movement the teeth on the adjacent member of

said barrel will pass over the teeth on said cylimler, and means for

retaining said barrel in either of itsengagements, subject to displace-

ment by a roverse movement of the driving axle, substantially as de-

scribed,

Claim.— 1. In a bicycle, the combination of a disk fi.xed to the

crank-shaft, a second disk fitted sidewise against the first-named disk

and made rigid therewith, said disks separated from each other at

their peripheries, to form an annular channel, a sprocket havino- an

open center and with its inner periphery slidably fitted in sald^chan-

nel, a clutch mechanism between the disks and sprocket-wheel and
normally holding them in frictional contact to enable the sprocket-

wheel and disks to travel together in the same direction, and to en-

a"ble said sprocket-wheel to continue in motion when the disks are

held by the pedals, a loose ring interior to the second-named disk

and in the vertical plane of the sprocket-wheels and a removable

Oog interior to and in the vertical plane of said loose ring for hold'

ipg the latter in place, a clutch mechanism betwten the loose ring

aJid second-nayied disk whereby a backward movement of the disk

causes its clutph to frictionally engage and lock the ring to the disks,

and a brake and connections operated by the backw;ird movement

of the ring.
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A SELECTED LOT OF GENERAL CYCLING NOTES.

Oscar Was a Wise One.

Once a rider always a rider; the germ may
lie dormant, but it never dies. When Oscar

Wirtensohn gave up his repair shop and be-

came a volunteer to leave his Minnesota home
for Manila, he knew this peculiarity of every-

one who has ever cycled, and from knowing it

he will probably come back with a bank ac-

count. All the money Oscar had, about $175,

he put into aged" bicycles at about the mar-

ket price of old iron or something like that.

When it was all over Oscar was the owner of

twenty-two fairly good bone-shakers—that is

to say, the chains and running gear were all

right, but the machines were old-fashioned

beyond all hope of redemption in this progres-

sive country.

In some manner known only to the initiated,

Oscar managed to get the case containing his

back-number bicycles stowed in the hold of

the transport which took his regiment to

Manila, and they were landed in Manila free of

charge as army supplies, "and that was no lie,

either," as the young man remarked later on

in a letter to his brothers.

Upon arrival at the Filipino capital, Oscar

unlimbered his case of scrap-iron, built up

twenty-two bicycles from the collection of

odds and ends, and immediately began to do

business. The first thing he realized was that

he had the world by the tail, with a down-hill

haul. The only wheels in the Philippines were

his, and. everybody wanted to buy them. Of

course Oscar wouldn't sell. He pointed out

that, having been to such pains to bring a lot

of bicycles over with him, he desired to keep

them in the Wirtensohn family as heirlooms.

On the other hand, he would be very pleased

to rent bicycles at the modest rate of 50 cents

an hour and for just as many hours as the

20,000 candidates chose to ride.

The probability is that if young Wirtensohn

had made a proposition of this kind any place

else, he would have been taken out and

lynched. In the Philippines it was different.

Everybody recognized that Oscar had the bi-

cycles, and everybody seemed tickled to get

the use of an old rattletrap machine at the

figure mentioned. Since the day young Wir-
tensohn landed, his bicycles have been rented

at 50 cents an hour for three weeks ahead. He
made money at a rate that appalls him, and is

now referring vaguely in his letters to an ac-

count of some odd thousand dollars deposited

in the Bank of Manila.

Following a Tire Trail.

There is no limit seemingly to what a good
bloodhound can do in the way of tracking.

Here is proof of this. An escaping cycle thief

passed through Crawfordsville, Ind., last

week while the Bloodhound Breeders' As-

sociation was holding its annual meeting.

Informed by telephone of what was happen-

ing an hour after the thief had passed, the

association's members offered the services of

a dozen of their best dogs, which were turned

loose on the trail and an exciting man-hunt
ensued. After a chase of 10 miles the dogs

overhauled the fugitive, compelling him to

climb a tree. The exultant bloodhound fan-

ciers brought him to Crawfordsville and

turned him over to the authorities, thus giv-

ing excellent proof of the dogs' aid in thief

catching.

In the l/ower Regions.

•I
! !

I
!

! ! ! ! ! ? !?!?!"
Giving utterance to a picturesque assort-

ment of unprintable remarks. His Satanic

Majesty struggled slowly and painfully to his

feet.

"That settles it!" he growled, after feeling

himself all over with extreme solicitude and

examining the wheel on which he had been

scorching. "I shall arrange with a contractor

to have some asphalt laid down immediately.

This good-intentions pavement may be all

right for ordinary purposes, but
"

tory is thus repeating itself: the first rebellion

against the L. A. W. was born, bred and

buried in this same Springfield Bicycle Club.

I/ife and Moderation.

He who exerts himself physically but seldom

and cycles moderately every day is wise.

Other things being equal, he will be alive and

happy years and years after his friends who
spent their spare time in straining competitive

work on a wheel are dead. Besides, those

who engage in hard physical exercise such as

racing is, have to give it up as age comes on,

and having no love for cycling for its own
sweet sake, they negleot to take it. For this

reason their bodies rapidly deteriorate, and

death comes on apace.

No Axemen Wanted.

Anatole Diebler, the new French execu-

tioner, has just been asked to resign from

the Billancourt Cycling Club (Paris) in con-

sequence of his taking on the family office

of headsman, and consequently he will ride

by his lonesomes. His comrades have just

discovered that he always rode at a "killing"

pace, and was inclined to take a "header" oft-

ener than the club believed he should be en-

couraged in doing.

Seemed Natural Knough.

"Gee! Look how that Majah Taylor is go-

ing!" remarked the grocery clerk to his friend

from the hosiery department, as they sat to-

gether watching the flying negro sprint.

"He certainly is going," replied the stock-

ing man. "He reminds me of a brand we have

on our best hosiery."

"What's that?"

" 'Warranted, fast black.'
"

Not an Unlucky Number.

From the good work done in 1898 by the

bicycle police of Fairmont Park, Philadelphia,

the number of men constituting the squad,

thirteen, does not seem to have given them

bad luck. During that year they rode 45.931

miles and rendered assistance in 150 cases, in

twenty-six of which the ambulance was called.

They caught nine runaways and made 251 ar-

rests. There were no casualties.

To Flop or Not; That's the Question.

As soon as the Springfield Bicycle Club

can determine whether it will be outlaw or

League it will decide on whether it will have

a race meet or not. At present the majority

of the club are saijl to lean outlawward; his-

Know Where Schlnneer Is?

Parties in Philadelphia very much desire to

know the v/hereabouts of iSchinneer, the six-

day racer, formerly of Chicago, and the man
after whom the Schinneer handle-bar is

named. It is understood that he is in New
York City. Information as to his where-

abouts, addressed to The Wheel, will be for-

warded.

Sturmey Will Visit Montreal

Henry Sturmey, editor of the "Cyclist," and

one of the authorities, in fact, perhaps the

journalistic authority on European cycling,

will not visit America this spring, as has been

reported. He will, however, accompany a

party to Montreal for the world's champion-

ships in August.

Flther One or the Other.

British tailors are said to be taking into ser-

ious account a new garment, which has been

patented by its happy projector under the

title of the Windsor trouser-breeches. It is a

dual garment in quite a new sense, inasmuch

as it may be used either by ladies or gentle-

men.

Concerning the Indianapolis Track.

Newby Oval, the fine Indianapolis track

upon which the national meet races were held

last year, will have an opening meet on Dec-

oration Day. The stockholders have decided

to co-operate with 'Chicago, St. Louis, Louis-

ville, Cincinnati and Terre Haute in a cir-

cuit.

Special Cycle Cars.

The Austrian Railroad Association has de-

cided to build special cars for the transporta-

tion of bicycles, and has given orders to em-

ployes to handle bicycles carefully. America

has considerable to learn from Austria, judging

by this.

Iflke Begets I/ike.

"Eatin' eggs is the worst thing 'er racer

can do," said the retired trainer.

"Is that so?" exclaimed the interested nov-

ice.

"Yep. Makes 'em chicken-hearted. See?"

Canada to I/icense Racing Men.

Licenses are needed by racing men in Can-

ada. The cost is 50 cents. The license will

be a sort of identification card and will, it is

expected, put a stop to "ringing," which has

been so prevalent in late years.

iouls Glmm Still Weak.

Louis Gimm, who collapsed during the six-

day race in San Francisco, tried to start East

a few days ago, but had to return to the hos-

pital. i

Speed on Tap.

A French cycle paper has a bureau where

racing men of all kinds and prices can be em-

ployed by race promoters in search of talent

of this kind.

FlaveU's gea View Hotel, Sea Cliff, L,. I.
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TWO METAL DISCS.

These, with a Row of Balls and a Sprocket,

Are the Component Parts of This New
Bevel-Gear.

Tlie invention shown in Uie accompanying-

sketch is one that will undoubtedly become

widely known in a very short time, as it cer-

tainly embraces some new ideas that are seem-

ingly practical. It appears to be an entirely

new mctliod for making a bevel-gear and one

that will be most likely to prove of valuewhere

a fine gear with good wearing qualities is

needed. The first point of advantage claimed

for this new gear is the small amount of cost

necessary for its production, the gear con-

sisting solely of three metal discs and a row

of balls, or more properly speaking, two metal

discs with indentations around the edge in

which are held a row of balls; and a sprocket

which engages itself in the balls and thus

forms the gear. Both of the metal discs, as

well as the sprocket, can be stamped out of

sheet steel, and by case-hardening will be cap-

able of enduring the wear that any cycle bear-

ing of the present time must stand.

'Manufacturers will readily see that there will

be a great saving in the construction of a gear

on this principle over the old method of cut-

ting fine bevel-gears, and yet this is only one

of the advantages claimed for this new inven-

tion. The reduction of friction is quite as

important, if not actually more so from the

standpoint of the cycle maker. By making

the indentations, which act as a seat for the

balls, of the proper size and at the proper

angle, the fcall will turn or "spin" in its socket

as readily as the balls in any first-class bearing,

and when the sprocket tooth engages the ball

it does so in a manner that causes the ball to

revolve and roll down the side of the tooth in

such a way as to reduce friction to a minimum.
Another feature of this gear, which is of

importance in other lines of gearing, is that

it matters not with this gear whether the ma-
chinery lines up or not. Anything within 30

degrees will answer. This new gear is the in-

vention of A. C. Warner, of Peoria, and six

fundamental claims have already been allowed

in the Patent Office. The patent has been as-

signed to Geo. T. Page, of Peoria, who, so it

is said, is simply acting for one of tlie largest

New England manufacturers.

A New Bliss Press,

More than twenty years ago the Bliss In-

clirLable Power Press was invented and placed

upon the market. Its many points of excel-

lence were quicklj' recognized by manufac-

turers of sheet metal goods and it soon be-

came so popular that nearly every press build-

er copied its general features more or less

closely. E. W. Bliss Co., 25 Adams street,

Brooklyn, N. Y., who build these presses,

have, from time to time, made various im-

provements in the details of construction, but

recently decided to make entirely new designs,

embodying all the latest and best ideas in

press construction known to the trade. Much
time and study have been devoted to the de-

signing of this new line of presses, and the

result is shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion. Those familiar with press construction

will at once appreciate the straight-line prin-

ciple adopted, which not only produces a

graceful appearance, but also a much more
rigid frame, resulting in greater strength with

the same amount of metal. Notwithstanding

the fact that the builders have increased the

weights, making a much greater increase in

strength over the old pattern, they have, at the

by screws. Both the cases and the connecting

tubes are lined with raw-hide, eliminating all

noise and wear in the case of a slackened

.jft^
.4^3)^,1

same time, made a reduction in the selling

price. The builders claim that no type of

power press lias ever met with such favor for

convenience, ease of manipulation, rapidtty

in producing work, and in general range of

usefulness as the press here illustrated. It is

built in many sizes, both as fliy wheel and

geared machines, ranging in weight from 300

to 6,500 pounds.

Costs Ten and Is Worth It.

This gear case, which is controlled by the

Pope Mfg. Co., is furnished to order with

Columbia and Hartford bicycles at an extra

cost of |10. It is adapted only for the 24-tooth

front sprocket. Any of the rear sprockets

named in the regular equipment of the ma-

chines may be used. Briefly, it consists of

sprocket cases connected by telescoping tubes

covering the chain. The cases, which are di-

vided in the centre around the circumference,

are drawn to proper form from 20-gauge steel.

The outer halves of the sprocket cases close

over the inner halves, forming a dust-proof

connection. These are held firmly in place

chain. The chain adjustment is in no way
interfered with, and the rider is thus enabled

to keep the chain at proper tension at all

times. The case is designed to keep the chain

constantly lubricated. When in position it

adds materially to the handsome appearance

of the machine, and practical tests seem to

have thoroughly demonstrated its dust-proof

qualities. The special 24-tooth sprocket used

with the case is provided with a flange pro-

jecting on either side of the open space which

admits the teeth to the interior of the case.

The lubricant used forms a dust-proof film

between the flange and the edge of the case.

The Pope Company report that a good deal

of interest has already been manifested in this

gear case and that indications point to large

sales thereof.

Cheap and Good.

The accompanying cut well illustrates the

taking appearaoice of the new gas lamp recent-

ly placed on the market by Hermann Boker &
Co., of New York.

Its price ($2.50), with an attractive trade dis-

ccunt, is provi'ng so catchy that the Messrs.

Boker will probably have some difficulty in

keeping their shipments in close touch with
their orders.

In spring time the wheel woman's fancy

lightly turns to new shirt-waists.
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National Bicycles are sold squarely on their*

merits at a fair price for their quality.

What you get for your money is as

important as the amount you pay.

Write us or call on National Dealers.

NATIONAL CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO.,

BAY CITY, MICH.

G. B. JoUnston Co, and Fifth Ave. Cycle Co., New Yoik.
Fred F. Dudley, Boston. F. B. Parsliley & Co., Portsmouth.
Belcher & I.oomis,Providence. Arthur Griggs, New Haven.
Roach & liarnes, Pliila. Griswold Cycle Co., Chicago.

J. H. Johnson, Buffalo. B. G. Goble, Pittsburgh.
C. B. Ward, Detroit.

Take tlie advice of any National Rider and you will buy
one for your own use.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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BICYCLESi^sCARRIAGES
FULLY GUARANTEED.

Trade-Mark.

riSK RUBBER COMPANY,
Chicopee Falls. Mass.

Branch, Syracuse, N. Y., A. 0. BOLSTER, IVIgr.

New York Agents,

CASE & SCHLAUDECKER, No. 92 Wall Street, New York. %
•j*

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST. v

Kindly mention The Wheel. «

••••••••••••••••••••••a

5 GENUINE.

BROWN Saddles I

are absolutely correct in shape.

They are made of the best ma-
terial, and of the finest workman-
ship. There is nothing that will

help the sale of a high=grade bi-

cycle any more than to have same
equipped with a Genuine

BROWN Saddle.
Do not forget that these are plain

facts and worth your consider-

ation.

I
The Brown Saddle Company,

I ELYRIA, OHIO.

:
:

Kindly mention The Wheel.

**********************************************

THAT LAWSUIT.
Mr. DEALER:—The NEVERLEAK battle isalso your battle. Our suc-

cess in it will benefit you. It will add to your business a fine and very important

sundry of stability and reputation, at a fair price, so maintained as to yield

you a snug profit instead of a flood of compounds, many so ruinous in nature

and price as to place the business in disrepute .as heretofore and keep you con-

stantly in "hot water."

We have every confidence of winning this suit. Our rights are broad,

valid and iust and will prevail.

NEVERLEAK
Is the only Tire Compound that

can be legally used or sold. In

handling it you have the positive

assurance that it is the standard,

the best; the only one used and
recognized by Tire Makers, and
the only one you can buy, use or

sell without buying a lawsuit.

We are dally asked to license

others under our patent! WE
GRANT NO LICENSES UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES OR CONSIDER-
ATION!

OIR 1899 BRAND
Will close punctures fully three

times as large as formerly, making
it marvelously effective. It will

preserve the tire and overcome all

the troubles.

Buffalo Specially Mfg. Go.

BUFFALO, N.Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Why Beebes Are Not Blue.

It anyone has the bkics brought about by

thinking that the bicycle trade has gone to the

deninition bow-wows, most certain cure for

the complaint can be found in a visit to the

Becbc Mfg. Co.'s plant at Racine Junction,

Wis. Asking what the outlook and the plans

for the Beebe company were elicited the fol-

lowing cheerful response:

"We manufactured last season 18,000 bicy-

cles and will turn out this season from 25,000

to 30,000. Our trade is extending all over the

country with a good proportion of it going

abroad. By using only good material, steel

stampings throiighout, we have secured an

ever-increasing trade. This seemed to us so

encouraging that we increased our capital

stock from $50,000 to $150,000.

"Part of the proceeds of this increase, how-

ever, will be devoted to the manufacture of au-

tomobiles, plans for which we now have well

matured. The encouragement we have had to

go into this manufacture in connection with

our bicycles from our agents at home and

abroad, is very gratifying and we have re-

ceived many orders on which no price has

been quoted. We shall manufacture but one

style of the auto, a run-about wagon, which

will sell at $600. It will have ample horse-

power to carry two passengers and a fair load

over any main traveled road.

"The present condition of the cycle trade

and the uncertainty in the minds of not only

large buyers but of some manufacturers them-

selves, as to its future, we 'believe calls for

some word of comment at this time. It is

evident to every manufacturer of a good low

priced bicycle, that if he maintains quality his

trade is bound to be an ever-increasing one.

You hear a great deal about cheap wheels hav-

ing had their day, etc., but those who look at

the matter sensibly find the proposition is

about this:

"A reliable manufacturer of low priced

wheels guarantees his wheel throughout, per-

haps to a greater extent than do even the

manufacturers of the high grade wheels. It is

therefore absolutely necessary that he put the

wheel out right in the first place. This is ap-

preciated by jobbers and exporters and ulti-

mately the rider will arrive at the conclusion

that the only difiference existing to-day be-

tween the low priced wheels and the high

priced wheels is almost entirely one of finish.

"For ourselves, we have every confidence in

the future. We know absolutely that if we
maintain the character of our output, that the

market will alway^ be a wide one, and we cer-

tainly can back up our faith in this matter in

no better manner than putting one hundred
thousand dollars additional into our business."

Trust Affects Material Prices.

Whatever may be the outcome of the pro-

posed combination of bicycle interests, it is

very evident that a number of material makers
do not propose to be caught napping with a

heavy stock on hand. In a quiet way many of

them are making efforts to unload their sea-

son's output, and, according to the statement

of a prominent bicycle manufacturer, prices on

material are being accepted which would not

have been considered three weeks ago. The
gentleman in question said that within the past

week or ten days he had been approached by

representatives from material concerns in

every line in the industry, ofTering goods at

very low prices. He mentioned one instance

of a hub manufacturer whose prices had been

$1.25 a few weeks ago, but who was now will-

ing to sell at $1. In several instances the rea-

son assigned for the drop in prices was the

uncertainty of conditions caused by the talk

of a combination which might injure the busi-

ness of the material makers.

Smaller Valves Advocated.

The Fairbanks-Boston Rim Co., desire to

urge upon manufacturers, repairers and such

like the advisability of having a smaller valve,

thinking in this manner to bring such influ-

ence to bear on the tire makers that they will

be obliged to furnish a valve which will be

more satisfactory than the valves that have

been commonly used for th^last two or three

years. Concerning this the Fairbanks-Boston

Co. say: "While the percentage of accidents

due to the breaking of wood rims is very

slight, yet accidents which occur and which

are attributable to this source would materially

decrease were bicycle manufacturers to insist

upon being supplied with valves or valve stems

suited to admit of drilling 3-16-inch or, possi-

bly, J-inch holes in the rims."

" Me, Too " Chainlesses.

The idea that the large manufacturers and

their agents have an advantage over the repair

shops and assemblers because the latter have

no chainless wheels to show, has been proven

a fallacy by several progressive Cleveland

small people. The concerns have purchased a

number of chainless wheels of a well known
make which sell at i$60, and have put on

single-tube tires, a fork of their own construc-

tion, and with a new coat of enamel and a

name-plate, the original designer himself could

not tell the machine. As all other chainless

wheels sell at $75, they make quite an impres-

sion with "one just as good" at $65 or $70.

CHEAP EXCURSIONS. 1899.

Annual Meeting General Assembly Cumberland
Presbyterian Church at Denver, Col., May 18 to 26.

Annual Meeting General Assembly Presbyterian
Church at Minneapolis, Minn., May 18 to June 1.

National Baptist Anniversaries at San Francisco,
Cal., May 26 to 30.

National Educational Association at Los Angeles,
Cal., July 11 to 14.

For all these meetings cheap excursion rates have
been made and delegates and others interested should
bear in mind that the best route to each convention
city is via the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.,
and its connections. Choice of routes is offered those
going to the meetings on the Pacific Coast of going
via Omaha or Kansas City and returning by St. Paul
and Minneapolis. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul Ry. has the short line between Chicago and
Omaha, and the best line between Chicago, St. Paul
and Minneapolis, the route of the Pioneer Limited,
the only perfect train in the world.
All coupon ticket agents sell tickets via the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. For time tables and in-

formation as to rates and routes address Geo. PI.

PleafTord, General Passenger Agent, Chicago, 111.

—

5-11.

ADLETS.
For Sale, Bxchangre, Etc, — Twenty-five words,

thirty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.
Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and Help "Wanted.— Answers received
in confidence and forwarded without charge. Rate:
25 words, one time, 50 cents; three times, $1.00; 50
wordSj one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00; 75 words,
one time, $1,50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-
tisements: One-half inch, one time, $1.00; four times,
$3.00; one inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner, patent attorney and
^ mechanical expert, 608 F street, Washington, D.
C. Established 1S83. I make an examination free of
cliarge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

AGENTS WANTED everywhere; patent bicycle
^~^ trouser guard for business men; will not wrinkle;
quick seller; good money. Write J. G, Watson, 194
W. Eighth street, Oswego, N, Y.—5-4p.

T)UNLOP TIRES.—A bargain; a lot of nine pairs
^^ of Standard tires, 28 inches, in perfect condition,
for sale; prepared to accept a low offer. Apply to
"A. T.," Wheel office.

AGENCY FOR SKANDINAVIA WANTED.—An
^* old agency in Denmark for bicycle articles wishes
to represent first rate houses for Skandinavia. Best
references. Address "Sofus Cohn, Copenhagen, Den-
mark."

"C^OR SALE.—A second-hand Duryea motor car-
^ riage; price, $450. Gilbert J. Loomis, Westfield,
Mass.

PARTNER WANTED to exploit a very useful thing
J- on a bicycle; patented; or an arrangement with a
firm for royaltv. Mr. More, Attorney at Law, 215
W. 125th St., New York.

riOOD PATENT for sale or royalty; Gilbert carrier
^^ attachment (patented) ; mounted over the rear
wheel; quickly attached; fits any bicycle; adapted to
delivery uses and general carrying purposes; satchels,
packages, etc., carried steadily and without hindrance
to guiding or propelling the bicycle; readily detached,
folded and secured in the frame. Address Chas. S.
Rogers, 220 Broadway, N. Y.

A/TANUFACTURERS of bicycle sundries, tires,
^*-'- bells, lamps, chains, etc. Please address cata-
logues and lowest quotations for large export orders
to M. Rigou & Ca., 467 Esmeralda, Buenos Ayres,
Argentine Republic.

CTOLEN.—A Columbia bicycle. No. 6,346; Hart-^ ford tires; black saddle; natural wood rim. Suit-
able reward will be oaid by Owner, 757 Quincy St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y,

T"EQIB50N HOUSE
CINCINNATI. OHIO.

Under new management. Superior service;
central location; perfect cuisine.

WILL W. CLARKE, Manager.

WHAT EVERY BICYCLE RIDER WANTS,

A Davis Rubber Roller Brake.

Guaranteed to be perfect in

action and not to injure the
tire. We have an interest-

ing proposition to make to

dealers and to riders. If

not for sale in your city,

write at once to

DAVIS MFC. CO.,
711 Stevenson Building, - - INDIANAPOLIS.

i%

PERFECT"
25C.

v£ {"'ineo)

OILER.
Used by leading makers o£ high-grade bicycles. The only oiler that regulates supply of oil. CANNOT LEAK.
We make cheaper oilers also, of unequaled quality.

CUSHMAN & DENISON, Manufacturers, 159 9th Ave., N. Y.
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Dictionary vs. Dirt Defiance. •

An Englishman finds himself all at sea when
confronted with Americanisms. For example,

one of the brightest of British cycle papers

looked in the dictionary and found that "stall''

meant "to bring to a stand-still as in mire

or snow." Prefixing stall with chain gave the

editor chain stall, i. e., a chain brought to a

stand-still, etc. Then asked the British editor

"whj' do queer Americans proclaim this chain

stall of theirs as an excellent thing when really

it is the reverse according to the dictionary?"

So much for British theory; now tor Ameri-

can practice. The Chain Stall really consists

of a tube of pure rubber of suitable cross sec-

tion to conform to the shape of the chain on

four sides, completely covering the same, ex-

cept leaving a slight opening on the inner or

working side by which means it passes by the

sprocket teeth. This tube is passed over and

around the chain, its ends being attached to-

gether in an exceedingly quick and simple

manner, and travels with the chain continually,

dividing in passing the sprockets, and has no

attachment to any other part of the machine.

The result is what Englishmen would term

"an exceedingly sweet running chain."

All doubters of the truth of this, however,

are not in England. America has a few, and to

do away with them the American Chain Stall

Co., 320 Broadway, will, if desired and ar-

ranged, send the Chain Stall to any new cus-

tomer not familiar with it, on receipt of price,

on ten days' trial, and if it is not satisfactory

in every way the company will return the

money on receipt of Chain Stall delivered to

them in good order within that time. More
than this no fair-minded man could ask.

New Things and Good Ones.

The Grant Machine Tool Works, Cleveland,

are getting out a new machine which is at-

tracting considerable attention among tire

manufacturers. It is a large-sized ring turn-

ing lathe by the use of which it is possible to

turn out the moulds used in the manufacture
' of moulded tires in much faster time and with

considerable less expense and with greater

accuracy than ever before. Several factories

in Akron, O., and two or three Eastern con-

cerns have ordered these machines. A special

automatic worm gear cutter by the use of

which it is possible to turn a worm gear with

chipping will prove of special interest to in-

ventors who are attempting to utilize the

worm gear on bicycles. Among other ma-
chines of improved design being manufac-

tured by this company are milling machines,

semi-radial drills, hand lathes, special piston

ring and cylinder head lathe, and a 16-inch

taper turning lathe. The factory of this com-
pany will be operated on twenty-two hour
time throughout the entire summer.

Kelly and Kells Ready.

The Dangler Stove & Manufacturing Co.,

Cleveland, manufacturers of the Kelly handle-

bar and Kells saddle, are making great head-

way in the rebuilding of their factory which

was destroyed by fire some weeks ago. The
portions of the walls which remained standing

were found to be in very good condition after

the fire and the new factory is being erected

on the site of the old buildings. New machin-

ery will be required throughout, and when
completed the plant will be much better equip-

ped and have a larger capacity than ever be-

fore. In the meantime the temporary factcy

which occupies a large portion of the plant

formerly operated by the Brush Electric Co.

is making good headway in getting out orders

for bars and saddles. Charles F. Weaver, than

whom there is no greater worker in the busi-

ness, is in charge of afifairs and he is straining

every nerve to take care of customers and their

demands.

Why an Appeal Is Taken.

In appealing from the decision of the Fed-

eral court in Milwaukee to the United States

Court of Appeals, the Indiana Novelty Mfg.

Co., Plymouth, Ind., do so 'believing they have

a good case and that their patents on wood
rims will be sustained by the Court of Ap-
peals. A recent decision of the Federal court

in the state of New York is very favorable to

this view. The decision in question appears in

the "Federal Reporter," Vol. 91, No. 8, in the

case of the Rubber Tired Wheel Co. vs. The
Columbia Pneumatic Wagon Wheel Co. This

decision holds that the new combination of old

parts producing a successful result not pre-

viously achieved constitutes patentable inven-

tion. Also that successful operation is an evi-

dence of invention where the question is in

doubt, as is also the fact that prior devices

alleged to have been anticipations were not

successful.

Brawn for Business.

The Pope Mfg. Co. have sent to all tlieir

agents a handsome half-tone engraving of an

elaborate drawing showing details of the Col-

umbia B'evel-Gear chainless driving mechan-
ism, 1899 construction, actual size. The work
is designed to enable the agent to accurately

describe and explain the chainless wheel to

his customer and to serve the repairman as a

working drawing. Suitably framed and con-

spicuously displayed, the drawing should also

possess a large advertising value if hung in a

public place.

Smith Smiles at Fires.

'Milwauikee, Wis., April 30.—Fire in the fac-

tories of the C. J. Smith & Sons Co. this

week resulted in a loss of from $18,000 to $'25,-

000, the brazing and annealing shops being

destroyed together with a large quantity of

stock. The company manufacture almost ex-

clusively bicycle parts. Although coming at

an inopportune time not much delay is ex-

pected in shipments, as the company have a

number of furnaces and ovens in another por-

tion of the plant.

Fanber In New York.

W. H. Fauber, of one-piece hanger fame,

was in New York last week. Mr. Fauber has

undertaken the task of familiarizing the pub-

lic with his name, in connection with the me-
chanical idea of which he is the father, and

he is succeeding to the extent that practically

every one-piece hanger is a Fauber advertise-

ment, whether it be a genuine Fauber or not.

The name of this nervous, active Chicago

genius has earned a permanency in cycling

history. .

We
Make

Wheels

The Year ^Round*
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The

Standard

ELMORE
They are al-ways

ne'w and better

than others of the

same price

Long Contracts

—

Short Contracts

Executed at any
time of the year,

and for any quantity.

Elmore Mf^. Co.,

CLYDE, OHIO, U. S. A.

Kindly mention Tlie Wheel.
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Sagles Going I/ike Hot Cakes.

Eagle bicycles, manufactured by the Eagle

Bicycle Mfg. Co., are no less prominent these

days than C. 'S. Dikeman, secretary of the

company, ex-president of the .National Cycle

Board of Trade, and much in evidence in New
York City recenitly in the matter of the pro-

posed alliance of cycle manufacturers.

A Wheel man visited Mr. Overbaugh, the

company's representative, in his new quarters

with the 'New York agents at 335 Broadway,

and was informed that whereas a short time

ago the warehouses at Torrington were chock-

full of Eagles, to-day the demand consider-

ably exceeds the supply.

The '99 Eagle's talking points talk so well

that there is little for the dealer to do but

quote the price. The lines, the finish, the

general style and the mechanical points do the

work.

In the 21-pound, $75 machine, the extras

are the light weight, the double lower rear

stays, the disc-adjusting and absolutely dust-

proof bearings. The 24"-pound, $50 machine

lacks the double stays and the disc-adjust-

ments, but is in other respects practically the

same, having the eccentric chain-adjustment.

This chain adjustment has one advantage pe-

culiar to Eagle wheels. It enables the rider,

in case of severe spoke breakage, to adjust

one side, so as to have the wheel clear the

stays, so that the machine can easily be ridden

hom'C.

The $35 machine has not the features men-

tioned above, mor has it internal expanders,

but in appearance and in fact it is a thorough-

ly first-class machine, and remarkable value

for the price.

Dealers who are still looking for lines will

bear the Eagle line in mind if they are wise.

What tlie Best People Say Is Best.

The gospel of worth is what the users of

any article are prepared to say for it in black

and white over their own signatures. By this,

the best of all tests, George W. Cole's famous

"Three in One" is the best lubricant on the

market. If you have any doubt that this is

true perhaps you would accept the decision

of such men as Governor Theodore Roose-

velt, Bufifalo Bill, Ex-Governor Lounsberry

and others of a like calibre, men that money
cannot buy and who endorse a thing only

when they know it is worthy of endorsement.

In a handsome little booklet issued from their

ofhces at No. 141 Broadway, New York,

George W. Cole & Co. have collected a few

fac similes of letters from the afcovenamed,

and other well known people, praising the

merits of "Three in One," which booklet, by
the by, is well worth sending for and preserv-

ing.

Won by Merit and Method.

The success of the Frontenac Mfg. Co., con-

sidering the limited time they have been active

competitors in the field, has been a surprise to

many who think they are informed on cycle

matters. To those who are informed, how-
ever, Frontenac success is not a surprise, since

it is only the natural result of following sim-

ple business principles and adding thereto the

necessary progressiveness. The promises the

Frontenac people made their agents as to

the quality and style of Frontenac bicycles

have in no instance been broken. It is a

pleasure and by no means an ordinary occur-

rence to have agents report their satisfaction

with the treatment of the manufacturer they

represent, and the Frontenac Company are

honored right and left in this direction.

Riders, too, who have selected the Frontenac

as their mount, express their favorable opin-

ion of the wheel; in short, wherever

the Frontenac has been introduced, it

has made a reputation which guaran-

tees its future as a trade winner and

a trade keeper. The greatest succe&s at-

tained by any one of the new Frontenac mod-
els is the 30-inch Model E, with 23-inch frame,

which has made a great hit wherever ridden.

The amount of comfort and additional speed

incorporated in the Frontenac 30-incher is

proving an eye-opener to many a doubtin.g

Thomas, both agent and rider.

Mossberg Will Have Novelties.

Electric carriages of new design will be

manufactured in Providence by the company
in which Frank Mossberg is one of the princi-

pal men. Mr. Mossberg has patents pend-

ing, and expects to have one of the vehicles

on the road next July. The weight, it is

stated, will be reduced to about 1,200 pounds,

and one charge of current will drive the car-

riage on ordinary grades about 30 miles. Mr.

Mossberg considers the storage battery prefer-

able for city streets or wherever current is

available, because moving a lever starts and

stops the motor; the operator is not required

to understand the machinery. Gasoline mo-
tors, however, have their own field, and prob-

ably always will be in demand, because they

can be run long distances and gasoline can

be purchased at country stores. The gasoline

engine appears to call for more intelligence

in using than the electric motor, and may oc-

casion trouble if the operator does not han-

dle it properly. Some novel features are

promised by the designer of the Mossberg
carriage.

Successors to the Bristol Bell Co.

The Liberty Bell Co. are running their fac-

tory twenty-four hours a day, trying to catch

up with their orders for push-button bells.

CARBIDE
For All Gas Bicycle Lamps.

PRICES.
48 1 -lb. cans to case, S4.80
24 2-lb. cans to case, 4.32
12 5-lb. cans to case, 4.80
Solid cases shipped from factory at

Niagara Falls or New York—broken cases
from New York only. F. O. B. Niagara
Falls. Cartage added if shipped by freight
from New York.

Style "A" riiarges for Electro Lamps,
$3.30 per gross.

ABOVE RATES TO TRADE ONLY.

GREENE & HASKELL,
27 East 141h Stieet, NEW YORK CITY.

X HANDLE BARS"^
) FORK SIDES

-??' PROTECTOR REVOLVERS
co.'^m.^uc. PERFECTION PADLOCKS
ioucco-^ AMES SWORD CO. CHICOf EE, MASS.

SPECIAL

Bicycle and Jfutomoblle
ISSUE OP THE

Scientific American.

special efforts have been made to render this issue,
dated May 13th and published May 11th, thoroughly
popular and attractive.

It opens with very readable articles on the Bicycle,
the Motor-Cycle and the Automobile considered as a
means of recreation and for commercial uses. It is

not generally known that the automobile is older
than the locomotive ; but in this special number one
or two forms of the horseless carriag^es that were
in use early in the century will be illustrated and
described.
This issue will contain illustrated articles on the

leading types of automobiles, and detailed drawings
will be given of one of the most successful of the
French motors. The mechanics of the bicycle will be
e.\plained in an illustrated article in which the sim-
pler tricks of bicycle riding, such as riding back-
wards, will be explained.
This issue will be thoroughly readable and of un-

usual interest to all who are in any way interested
in outdoor sports,

n Beautiful Special number-
Profusely Tllusfrated—

gover in Colors. ''°'"

'"'^rfc'eli "ems?"""''
or address,

MUNN & CO., Publishers,

36J Broadway, New York.

A Rider Need Not Be Delayed More Than Five

Minutes With Any Puncture.

AverelFs Puncture Wafers
FOR SINGLE OR DOUBLE TUBE TIRES.
Completely fills the public demand for a simple and at the
same time satisfactory article that will mend a punctured
lire. The old style plug is not only e.\ceedingly difficult

to apply, but is ruinous to tires. Use this Wafer according
to directions, and your dread of punctures will be lessened.

Ask your jobber for them. Send five two-cent stamps for
sample.

EDWARD SHEFFIELD & CO.,
Manufacturers,

141 Kosciusko St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

NEW YORK ENAMELLING CO.,

155 W. 29th ST., N.Y.
High-Art Enamelling weM and cheaply done

Morg n & Wright. '99 double tires $4.50 per pair.
Schinneer Bar-, '99 Pat 40 each.
Perfecto Hubs l.IO per pair.
Columbia guaranteed tires 2.80 per pair.
Vimoid Kepair Kits 1.50 per dozen.

We issue a semi-monthly price-list. Send for it—"will

make money for you.

Sundry Dept. VIM BICTCLE CO.,
56 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

ALONG THE

COLUMBIA RIVER.

No other river in the world is like the Col-

umbia. Its fish are shipped to every part of

the world. Ships Irom the Oriental countries

and the islands of the Pacific pass to and fro

upon it, and the scenery along its banks is

charming.

This country is reached by the iNew York
Central and its connections; in fact, any part

of the Pacific Coast can be easily and quickly

reached by the New York Central Lines.

For a copy of the "Luxury of Modern Rail-
way Travel" send one 2-cent stamp to George
H. Daniels, General Passenger Agent, Grand
Central Station, New York.
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TAKE AN ORDINARY ELASTIC BAND
and stretch it. Note that it can be drawn out to many times its original length, but the more it is stretched the

more is its thickness and strength reduced.

Look at the edges of it before and after stretching.

Note how the fibre or atoms of rubber separate when the band is drawn out or stretched; note how it

stretches irregularly, being thinned most at its weakest points.

It is plain to any eye.

Keep the band stretched taut for a length of time and it disintegrates—it becomes brittle—it loses its

"life"—its strength. It breaks easily—almost crumbles.

THE IVIANUFACTURE OF SEAMLESS
or drawn and stretched steel tubing is quite similar.

A steel tube of, say, this length ^B^^B^IH^BIMBHHB^^Hi and this diameter Q
is clutched by powerful jaws and drawn or stretched until it is, say,

this long and this thin

Unlike the elastic band, you cannot see it with the naked eye, but if you have half a brain you can realize

that the stretching or drawing must necessarily and greatly rupture, separate and draw apart the grains and

atoms of the original steel, especially in its weakest points.

Say that this stretched tube is forever held taut as in a bicycle frame. It crystallizes—becomes brittle and

subjected to many constant jolts and jars, it disintegrates—it breaks. It is the most natural thing in the world.

BUT SUPPOSE INSTEAD OF STRETCHING
a tube to many times its original length, a sheet of " Swedoh Spring Steel "—the finest that the world affords

—

is taken and rolled to the diameter required.

Does not your common sense tell you that the abssnce of all pulling and drawing and stretching operations

leaves the atoms and grains of the metal in their original and knit-together state ?

Does not your good sense tell you that the rolled tube is much stronger because of the fact ?

And if you exercise this common sense in the selection of a bicycle, which tube would you specify, the

stretched or the rolled and unstretched ?.

THE WILMOT & HOBBS MFG. CO.
Established 1877.

Hot and Cold Rolled Strip Steel Mills and Factories, BRIDGEPORT, CONN., U. S. A.

Fred W. Colson & Co., Manhattan Bldg., Chicago. Geo. Damerel, Postal Tel. Bldg., Room 807, New York.

ALL TRADE-MARKS REGISTERED.

The highest-grade bicycles of 1900 will be built of " Brass-Lined," anti-rust

safety tubing. Its advantages, its superiority—its talking points will require it.
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The League,A Wheel up-to-date.

ONE-PIECE

LEAGUE

HANGER.

28 and 30 INCH

WHEELS.

BALL-
RETAINERS

and

DUST-PROOF
BEARINGS.

LEAGUE
HANDLE-BAR

and

SEAT-POST
BINDER.

POPULAR PRICES. WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNT.

LEHGUE eveLE WORKS.
Kindly mention The WheeL

1 5th Street and St. Paul Avenue,

MILWAUKEE, WIS., U.S.A.
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MANUFACTURER OF

BICYCLES.

New York Office,

84 AND 86 EEADE ST., COR. CHURCH ST. NORTH MILWAUKEE, WIS., U. S. A.
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ADVERTISERS—PRODUCT and PAGE.

NOTICE.
THE WHEEIj will be pleased to famish would-be buyers with the addresses of producers

In any line of goods made In the cycle trade and not shown in the following elasaificatlon:

Asphalt Pavements.

Barber Asphalt Paving Co., The, 11 B'way, N. Y.. 39

Balls.

Excelsior Machine Co., Buffalo, N. Y 43

Bells.

Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn 43

Chapman Mfg. Co., Meriden, Conn 47

Liberty Bell Co., The, Bristol, Conn 42

Miller, E., & Co., Meriden, Conn 41

Mossberg, Co., Frank, Providence, R. 1 42

New Departure Bell Co., Bristol, Conn 46

Schoverling, Daly & Gales, New York 47

Bicycles.

Ames & Frost, Chicago, 111 5

Black Mfg. Co., The, Erie, Pa —
Demorest Mfg. Co., Williamsport, Pa 6

Elmore Mfg. Co., Clyde, 37

Frazer & Jones Co., Syracuse, N. Y 6

Geneva Cycle Co., Geneva, 46

Grand Rapids Cycle Co., Grand Rapids, Mich 12

International Cycle Fit. Co., New York 47

Jandorf & Co., L. C, 321 Broadway, New York... 22

Johnston Co., G. R., -105-107 Chambers St., N. Y.. 18

Kirk Mfg. Co., Toledo, 42

League Cycle Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis 2

Leng's, John S., Son & Co., 4 Fletcher St., N. Y.. 17

Lozier, H. A., & Co., Cleveland, 26

Macdonald & Co., New York 12

Meiselbach, A. D., North Milwaukee, Wis 2

National Cycle Mfg. Co., Bay City, Mich 35

N. Y. Sporting Goods Co., 61 Nassau St., N. Y... 25

Reading Cycle Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa 5

Rice Co., C. M., 105-107 Chambers St., N. Y 16

Schoverling, Daly & Gales, New York 47

Speeder Cycle Co., New Castle, Ind 40

Stanton Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass 46

Temple, Ralph, Co., Chicago, 111 39

Toledo Metal Wheel Co., Toledo, 23

Vim Bicycle Co., Chicago, 111 38

Watson Cycle Supply Co., Chicago, 111 44

Bicycle Holders.

Snow Wire Works, Rochester, N. Y 38

Brakes.

Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn 43

So. Wethersfield Stamping & Mfg. Co., So. Weth-

ersfield. Conn 46

Carbide.

Cycle Syndicate, The, 320 Broadway, New York.. 39

Greene & Haskell, 27 E. 14th St., New York 38

Carriers.

Aetna Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111 30

Chains.

Indiana Chain Co., Indianai:olis, Ind 44

Indianapolis Chain &: Stamping Co., Indianapolis.. 44

Le Fever Arms Co., Syracuse, N. Y 44

Power Mfg. Co., Bloomfield, N. J 44

Stockton Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J 40

Torrington Chain Co., Torrington, Conn 39

Whitelaw-Dailey Co., 117 Chambers St., N. Y 18

Chain-Guards.

Amer. Cycle Chain-Stall Co., New York 45

Forsyth Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y 28

Crank-Hangers.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora, 111 47

Cycle & Tool Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass 44

League Cycle Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis 2

Whitelaw-Dailey Co., 117 Chambers St., N. Y IS

Cycle Trousers.

Davis, Al. v.. & Co., 262 Viaduct, Cleveland, O... 23

Cyclometers.

Miller, E., & Co., Meriden, Conn 41

Dynamos.
Mayer, M. M., New York, N. Y —

Snamellng.

N. Y. Enameling Co.. New York 39

Expanders.

Cycle & Tool Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass 44

Walker & Ehrman Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111 45

Fittings.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora, 111 47

Barker, C. B., & Co., Ltd., 70-74 W. Houston St.,

New York 21

Johnston Co., G. R., 105-107 Chambers St., N. Y.. 18

Rice Co., C. M., 105-107 Chambers St., N. Y 16

Walker & Ehrman Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111 45

Forgings.

Iven-Brandenburg Co., New York and Chicago... 7

Fork-Ends.

Desideratum Brake & Fork-End Co., Birmingham,

Eng 44

Fork-Sides.

Ames Sword Co., Chicopee, Mass 39

Wilmot & Hobbs Mfg. Co., The, Bridgeport, Conn. 1

Frames.

Barker, C. B., & Co., Ltd., 70-74 W. Houston St.,

New York 21

Brecher, E. A., & Co., 95 Reade St., New York.... 23

Whitelaw-Dailey Co., 117 Chambers St., N. Y 18

Wilson Co., The, 121 Chambers St., N. Y 22

Winne, Co., The, New York 39

Graphite.

Dixon, J., Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J 40

Handle-Bars.

Ames Sword Co., Chicopee, Mass 39

League Handle-Bar Co., Chicago, 111 7

Sanger Handle-Bar Co., Milwaukee, Wis 41

Hotels.

Gibson House, Cincinnati, 38

Hubs.

Iven-Brandenburg Co., New York and Chicago... 7

Stockton Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J 40

Walker & Ehrman Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111 45

I/amps.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis 42

Boker, Hermann, & Co., 101-103 Duane St., N. Y... 23

Bridgeport Brass Co., Bridgeport, Conn 28

Hartley & Graham, New York 46

Ingersoll, R. H., & Bro., 163-165 Washington St.,

New York 20

Long Beam Lamp Co., Hillsboro, 45

Miller, E., & Co., Meriden, Conn 41

Murray, W. P., New York 6

N. Y. Sporting Goods Co., 61 Nassau St., N. Y... 25

Plume & Atwood Mfg. Co., New York 43

Richter, W., Philadelphia, Pa 43

Schoverling, Daly & Gales, New York 43

I/Ocks.

Ames Sword Co., Chicopee, Mass 39

Machinery.

Barnes, W. F. & J., Co., Rockford, 111 —
Frasse, Peter A., & Co., Fulton St., New York 21

Name-Plates.

Meyercord Co., The, Cham, of Commerce, Chicago. 44

Nickel-plating Outfits.

Hanson & Van Winkle, Newark, New York,

Chicago —

Novelties.

Bell Novelty Co., Warren, R. 1 40

Oilers.

Cushman & Denison, 240-242 W. 23d St., New York 38

Pedals.

Iven-Brandenburg Co., New York and Chicago... 7

Forsyth Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y 28

Sidway Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111 44

Stockton Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J 40

Puncture Wafers.

Sheffield, Edward, & Co., 141 Kosciusko St., Brook-

lyn, N. Y 39

Railroads.

Chicago & Northwestern Ry 39

New York Central & H. R. R 39

West Shore Railroad 39

Saddles.

American Saddle Co., Cleveland, 8

Brown Saddle Co., Elyria, 35

Iven-Brandenburg Co., New York and Chicago... 7

Kirkpatrick Saddle Co., Springfield, 41

Plew Saddle Co., The, Chicago, 111 36

Spokes.

Excelsior Needle Co., Torrington, Conn 44

Wilson Co., Thfe, 121 Chambers St., N. Y 22

Sporting Goods.

Spalding, A. G., & Bros., New York 4

Sundries.

Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn 43

Barker, C. B., & Co., Ltd., 70-74 W. Houston St.,

New York 21

Brecher, E. A., & Co., 95 Reade St., New York.... 23

Hartley & Graham, New York 46

Johnston Co., G. R., 105-107 Chambers St., N. Y.. IS

Leng's, John S., Son & Co., 4 Fletcher St., N. Y.. 17

Rice Co., C. M., 105-107 Chambers St., N. Y 16

Schoverling, Daly & Gales, New York 47

Tires.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass 35

Kokomo Rubber Co., Kokomo, Ind 45

N. Y. Sport. Goods Co., 61 Nassau St., New York. 25

Wilson Co., The, 121 Chambers St., N. Y 22

Tire Compound.

Buffalo Specialty Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y 35

Toe-Clips.

Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn 43

Sidway Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111 44

Tools.

Barnes, W. F. & J., Co., Rockford 111 —
Frasse, P. A., & Co., New York 21

Trade Publications.

Cyclist, The Coventry, England 40

Irish Cyclist, The Dublin, Ireland 40

Transfer Ornaments.

Meyercord Co., The, Cham, of Commerce, Chicago. 44

Trouser-Guards.

Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., East Hampton, Conn 43

Truers.

Le Fevre Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa 45

Tubing.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., Cleveland, 48

Wilmot & Hobbs Mfg. Co., The, Bridgeport, Conn. 1

Valves.

Clark Novelty Co., Rochester, N. Y 45

Schrader's Son, A., New York 43

Wrenches.

Schoverling, Daly & Gales, New York 47
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EXTRA DOLLARS
FOR THE ^L

....BICYCLE AGENT U)
A WORD more on the SHORT-SEASON evil, the bane of the cycle-selling business.
^^ A suitable side line makes more business in your season and will also make dollars

for you ALL the year round. All winter you fiddle and tinker and whittle—you are idle

—

you get into mischief. Why not keep busy? It means more money. It means no rust—
no eating up of SUMMER PROFITS.

EVERY BICYCLE

BUYER IS A

PROBABLE CUS-

TOIMER FOR THE

SPALDING LINE

OF ATHLETIC

AND BICYCLE

OUTFITTINGS.

Why not keep a stock of them, handy and attractively displayed?

These people also (probable

cycle buyers), Baseball and Golf

enthusiasts wouldj come to you
if they knew that you carried the

SPALDING LINE of

ALL SORTS of

SPORTSMEN'S NEEDS.

Write us; we have special, concise information for every bicycle agent—will show
you a profit plan, one that will take you on the first glance.

PRICE MAINTAINED-NEW SELLING PLAN
'»WS»»SN»y*»SSNWYVWSWS»Y»r^rV

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
J26-130 NASSAU ST.,

NEW YORK.

147-149 WABASH AVE.

CHICAGO.

no8 SIXTEENTH ST.,

DENVER.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Twenty-three Years of Supremacy.
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Vindex ChainJess

Bicycles
EQUIPPED WITH THE

GENTRY Ball- Bearing GEAR.
SOME OF THE POINTS OF SUPERIORITY

OVER CHAIN-DRIVEN WHEELS :

It will go faster and farther with less effort.

It is much easier kept clean.
There is no back-lash ; every motion is positive.
It is a perfect hill climber.

®

VINDEX CHAINLESS, ^60.00.

Most Liberal Discounts to Live Dealers.

Good Agents Wanted in Unoccupied rerritory.

WRITE QUICK.

We are prepared to make prompt deliveries.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

READING CYCLE MFG. CO,
TENTH AND EXETER STREETS,

READING, PA.
Kindly mention The Wheel,

t®+®+®+®f®^®+®>®+®>KS>Kl>^^
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''The Name Tells

S the Grade/^ e^

If the Demorest Name
is there^ it is a

Pretty good Bicycle^

3

And the

DEMOREST MODELS
.9* ^ FOR 1899 ^ ^ ALL

bear the name*

(P* t3^ <5^

You see^ we^re not

ashamed of them* They
are all very respectable

bicycles, and startlingly

good value*

$30. $40,

$50.
Don^t forget the im-

portant point—they^re all

good enough to bear the

Demorest name*

Demorest Mfg* Co.,
WILLIAMSPORT, PA.,

\J» ^* x\« e^ V* t^ t^ 6^
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Kindly mention Tlie Wheel.
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The Elfin Juvenile Is a

miniature reproduction
of everything that may
be found in a high-grade
adult wheel.

WM. SOMERVILLE'S SON,
No. 66 West Broadway, New York,

Agents for Greater New York
and Foreign Distribution.

E. G. EAGER & CO.,

Toledo, Ohio,

Distributing Agents for
Ohio, Michigan and Indiana.

FRAZER & JONES CO.,

352 WEST FAYETTE ST., ^ SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Retails for $2.00
WITH
A
GOOD
PROFIT
TO
THE
DEALER.

WEIGHT, U OUNCES.

it'

Murray
>»

The 1
' 1 Ul 1 UJ Gas Lamp,

HOST BRILLIANT LIGHT ON THE MARKET.

Has advantag^es not possessed by any other lamp. Can be easily taken apart.

Aluminum parabolic reflector. A new valve. Larg^e opening for meter.
Can be lighted immediately after opening: valve.

WRITE AT ONCE. OUTPUT ALMOST SOLD.

WM. P. MURRAY,
Sole Importer,

533 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
Kindly mention The WheeL
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THE BAR OF THE AGE ^ ^ ^

The League Handle-Bar
ORIGINAL DESIGN. BEAUTIFUL FINISH. CORRECT STYLES. LASTING QUALITY.

See that your bars bear our trade-mark—"League." It's a

selling point. Get our catalogue and prices. Watch our

ads. Get LEAGUE BARS and sell your wheels.

MONROE MITCHELL,
Manager of Sales.

LEAGUE HANDLE-BAR CO.,

2I5-2I7-2J9 SOUTH CLINTON STREET,

CHICAGO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

I*****.********.**.********.********************************************
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IVEIN-BRANDENBURG CO.,
131 Lake Street, Chicaeo. 56 Reade Street, New York

SOLE U. S. SELLING AGENTS:

•s-

4-

AURORA AIT. MA. CO.
THOR Hubs, Hangers, Frame Lugs,

Expanders.

SAGER GEAR CO.
Saddles and Toe-Clips.

MORSE-KEEFER CO.
Nickel-Steel Spokes and Nipples.

i-

•J-

4-

4-

i-

•J"

•I-

•!• Kindly mention The Wheel. 4-

LE FEVER ARMS CO.
Nickel-Steel and Embossed Chains.

Tucker Br. Wood Work Co.

Maple Rims.

Chicago Drop-Forge Co.

Forgings.

4-

4-

t
t

•h

OAKMAN-BRANDENBURG CO.
Pedals.
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Garrets Everywhere are

©verstocked

with discarded and litde-used saddles of

fearful and wonderful construction.

They appeared, flickered a little, and

disappeared without visibly increasing

the darkness. Some of them may have

flourished for a time, but the sober,

always -to -be -trusted judgment of the

riders of the country—eighty per cent

of them—is that the Standard type, which

we originated and made popular, is the

only true and satisfactory type.

We are making them better than ever

before, and can fill orders in any quan-

tity promptly.

No others can be equal to the genuine

—made as we only can make them. Our

special machinery, great resources, and

intimate knowledge of the wants of

riders enable us to produce the hand-

somest, most durable, comfortable and

finely finished saddles ever offered.

American Saddle Company,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

'J^4^'
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SPALDING BICYCLE TRUST.

AT the Waldorf-Astoria on Monday night, there was
hope, promise and even gaiety. A number of inter-

ested people were at the big hotel. "The melon is ready
to cut," said a man who should know. The opinion was
that a formal announcement of the completion of the

Spalding "bicycle alliance" would be made early next
week. It was stated that the Western Wheel Works had
been " gotten into line " again, and that the completion of

the trust was now a matter of a few days. R. L. Coleman
said: " I am not back. I am not going back. I am out of

it." The Spalding alliance announce that they have se-

cured all the important parts men in the United States.

This part of the deal was handled by A. L. Garford and
R. B. McMuUen. See page 10.

R. L. COLEMAN ORGANIZES A TRUST.

A TWO Thousand Dollar Company was organized at

Trenton, N. J., on Monday. It is called The Inter-

national Vehicle and Manufacturing Co. Among the in-

corporators are Mr. R. L Coleman, President of the Western
Wheel Works, and Mr. F. J. Stimson, Mr. Coleman's counsel.

Note that a bicycle is a vehicle. Dwell also on the " Inter-

national " feature. A number of "strong " bicycle concerns

are allied with Mr. Coleman in this company. The capital

maybe increased to fifty millions. It means a new "bi-

cycle alliance " with R. L. Coleman at the head. See page 10.

COMBINATION OF TIRE MAKERS.

THE absorption of a number of plants by the new
Rubber Goods Manufacturing Co. means a combina-

tion of the interests of several prominent tire manufactur-

ers. This means a comfortable sum of spot cash in the

pocket of each man who thus sells his commercial in-

dividuality. It means concentration in management and
economical production. It means a good profit to investors.

It does not mean a monopoly of the pneumatic tire trade in

America. See page 11.

TURBULENT TUBE SITUATION.

WHEN the Pope Mfg. Co. gave the Spalding trust an

option on their business, they included their tube

plant in it, and the inference was that if the trust went
through, they would use the Pope tube plant for all their

tubing. This was the real cause of Coleman withdrawing
from the trust at the start, because he, with C. F. Smith
and R. P. Gormully, own the Albany tube plant, and this

would practically make their plant valueless. Last week
Mr. Miller, of the Shelby Tube Co., completed a combina-
tion with the Elwood-Ivins Tube Co., owned by H. A.
Lozier, and with the Pope Mfg. Co., and on Monday, Albert

A. Pope withdrew from his option all reference to the Pope

Co.'s tube plant. This gives the Shelby Co. immediate con-

trol of the Elwood-Ivins tube plant and of the Pope plant.

It leaves the bicycle alliance without any special dicker

with tube people, and, in fact, leaves the tube market open.

It is reported that negotiations have been opened by the

Shelby people for the absorption of the Albany plant.

THAT BASIC PATENT.

ON May 22 the final hearing will be held at New Haven
in the suit of Owen vs. Pope. The question involved

is the validity of the Smith-Owen bottom bracket patent.

Every bicycle maker for years has used this bottom bracket

;

in fact, nobody could build a safety bicycle without it. It

is claimed that Owen will win. Many makers admit this,

although some other makers say the patent could be dis-

puted. When it is remembered that the Spalding trust have

an option on this patent, it will be at once seen how impor-

tant a victory would be. If Owen wins, as it is claimed he

will, and the trust own the patent, they will, of course, get

the fruits of the victory, and this will enable them to con-

trol the entire bicycle trade—unless, of course, some firms

outside the trust dispute the patent again. George R. Bid-

well, Collector of the Port of New York, is backing the

Owen fight. A synopsis of the patent was published in

The Wheel of April 13, 1899.

THE CHAINLESS BICYCLE.

THE columns of The Wheel will hereafter be open to

criticism of the chainless bicycle. The name of the

bicycle must be given, and in all cases the riders must fur-

nish a statement of their business connection. The state-

ments of bicycle agents and of employes of the same, or of

bicycle concerns, will not be acceptable. Frank criticism

is invited.

IMPORTANCE OF THE NEW YORK JOBBER.

THE jobber, as an institution, has given ample proof of

his permanency. The products of a thousand manu-

facturers are concentrated in him and distributed by him

to thousands of retail dealers. The New York jobber is

peculiarly well situated, geographically and by means of

inalienable commercial advantages See page 1 7.

INCREASE IN STEEL PRICES.

STEEL prices are going up. The cost of the steel in a pair

of hubs will be increased at least 40 per cent. The
cost of all other metal parts, and of complete machines,

will be increased. Steel experts predict a rise of 100

per cent before the top is reached. See page 10
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THE SPALDING ALLIANCE

May Be Launched Next Week— It Now In-

cludes All the Big Parts Men— No Tube
Concerns in It — Western Wheel Works
and Perhaps Others Out.

THE COLEMAN SYNDICATE.

R. L. Coleman Fathers a New Corporation—
Capital Now Two Thousand ; May Be
Fifty Millions— Several Other Concerns
Allied with the Coleman Syndicate.

To the man who has kept in touch with Mr.

A. G. Spalding's amalgamation project, it was

evident, early this week, that the pot was sim-

mering. On Monday, many important makers

were in town, alert, expectant. It was an-

nounced that all the important parts makers

in the country had been included in the al-

liance. This part of the business was engin-

eered by iMr. R. B. McMullen and Mr. A. L.

Garford. It was stated that this branch of the

bicycle trade had shown unexpected strength

and prosperity and the engulfment of the

cream of the makers was regarded as a big

step.

On Monday also the Pope Mfg. Co. with-

drew their tube plant from the Pope option.

By including their tube plant in their option,

disgruntlement was caused to two other tube

makers, Mr. Lozier, representing the Elwood-

Ivins Company, and Mr. Coleman, represent-

ing the Albany iMfg. Co. If the trust had in-

cluded the Pope tube plant, it could have

placed the orders with that company, which

might seriously aflfect the Elwood^Ivins plant,

owned by Mr. H. A. 'Lozier, and the Albany

plant, owned jointly by the Indiana Bicycle

Co., GormuLIy & Jefifery and the Western

Wheel Works. Late last week the Shelby

people absorbed the Lozier plant and the

Pope plant. Therefore, Pope's withdrawal of

his plant from the alliance placated Messrs.

Coleman, Smith, Gormully & Jeffery and Mr.

Lozier.

This clearing of the atmosphere was ex-

pected to result in a new alliance on the part

of the Western Wheel Works, but it didn't.

On Monday, Coleman planned a fifty million

dollar corporation under New Jersey laws and

he has gathered about him some of the strong

makers, at least six. The Coleman departure

cannot be reckoned with for the moment. The
people who are interested in the Spalding al-

liance state, with certainty, that nothing can

prevent the alliance from going through. They
are on the qui vive. They expect to be sum-
moned to a conference at almost any moment
now. ;

A New Chainless Company.

Boston, May 5.—W. Everett Taft, of this

city, has been in Winsted, Conn., for several

days, looking for a site for a factory for the

Universal Mfg. Co., composed chiefly of Bos-
ton men, whose specialty will be a chainless

bicycle. The company is organized under the

laws of Maine, with an authorized capital of

:}150,000, and its officers are: President, F. K.
Walker; vice-president and general manager,
W. E. Taft; secretary, C. ,S. Buck; treasurer,

I. W. Swain, all of Boston. The gear of the
wheel is a special device.

ADVANCE IN STEEL PRICES.

Globe Gone Up.

Chicago, May 8.—A receiver has been ap-
poiinted for the concern known as the Globe
Cycle Mfg. Co.

Manufacturers In the Cycle Trade with Short Stocks

of Material Are Anxious.

The steel contracts of the majority of the
bicycle manufacturers of this country expire
about June 1. Since last year there has been
a combination of steel interests all over the

country, and as a result the price of steel has
gone up from 40 to 60 per cent. This will un-
doubtedly have an effect upon the cost of

manufacturing bicycles for next season.

Last year at this time, cold-rolled bar stock
was quoted at $1.80 per hundred pounds. To-
day it is selling at $2.50 in car-load lots. Sheet
steel has risen 25 per cent. Spelter has risen

from $3.95 to $6.70, and nickel from $34 to $38.

An increase in these prices will undoubtedly
cause a rapid advance in the prices of parts.

One manufacturer told a Wheel man yes-
terday that he could not begin to make pumps
for what he is selling them at now, if he were
obliged to buy steel for them at present prices.
The same conditions apply to the manufac-
turers of all the forgings and other parts used
in bicycles, from fork-tips to saddle-springs.
A prominent bicycle manufacturer, who did

not want his name used, said that the rise in

the price of steel, if it continues, will have the
effect of driving from the business the makers
of what are known as gas-pipe or tin-can bi-

cycles, and will help to keep up the price of

high-grade goods.

A number of manufacturers of parts, who
have a large quantity of steel on hand, con-
tracted for under the 1898 price list, are con-
gratulating themselves. One house in particu-
lar, which has many tons of bar stock to be
delivered, has been offered a large sum by a

prominent drop-forging house in the east for
the balance of this contract.

Some concerns are not so fortunate, espec-
ially those who have been very conservative
and have been buying according to their im-
mediate needs.

It is the opinion of those who are close to
the market that steel will go up at least 100
per cent before it reaches a permanent figure.

Steel manufacturers report a continued over-
demand for billets, and business is a matter of
favor to old customers rather than of price.

The present price of the metal means that
the steel in a pair of hubs will cost 40 per cent
more this year than last year. The cost of the
steel in pedals will be about 25 per cent more.
In the manufacture of chains the side-plates
are made of sheet steel, while the blocks are
made of what are known as rounds of cold-
drawn steel. The prices of these jnaterials
also go up about 40 per cent.

To state just how all this will increase the
cost, or the selling price of a complete bicycle,
would shed no light to the average person
unfamiliar with the fine economies which are
necessary to-day to enable bicycle factories
to show profit.

A little joke will probably appear in the

New York papers in the near future. Among
the Trenton, N. J., reports may be the

announcement, rather modest, of the follow-

ing incorporation—the International Vehicle

& Mfg. Co., capital $2,000, with the privilege

of increasing it to $60,000,000. Incorporators,

R. L. Coleman, F. J. Stimson and T. F. Mer-
seles. Mr. Coleman is, as everyone knows,
president of the Western Wheel Works; Mr.
Stimson was one of the counsel for the late

Board of Trade; Mr. Merseles is Mr. Cole-
man's right-hand man in the East.

From the proper people, those who ought
to know. The Wheel learned the following:

The incorporation of this company means
more than appears on the surface. It means
that R. L. Coleman does not intend to return

to the Spalding fold, but being convinced that

a certain group of bicycle makers can be
profitably syndicated, he has determined to

go ahead with a trust of which he will be the

head and the guiding spirit. Associated with
Mr. Coleman in this movement are six or
seven firms, all of whom are highly reputable

and highly prosperous. The firms whose
names are mentioned market half a million

wheels each year. They are known to make
handsome profits out of their businesses, each
year, and their methods of making, marketing
and the like are of the winning kind. Unless
some at present unforeseen factor presents

itself, it is the intention of the incorporators
of the new company to group all the strong
people in the trade and create a formidable

combination.

As the title of the corporation indicates, it

has been founded on broad-gauge ideas, and
may manufacture products other than bicycles.

It may include vehicles of any description and
may operate here as well as abroad. The in-

corporators of the new company are convinced
that, within a few days, they will haafe in line

a strong array of concerns.

Briefly, it means that Coleman intends to

put his back to the wall, and that if there is to

be any syndicate in the field, he is either go-
ing to cut a large figure in it or else he will

be the head of a syndicate on his own account.

A Wheelway on Brooklyn Bridge.

On Tuesday the aldermen of New York
City passed a resolution favoring the construc-
tion of a cycle path across Brooklyn bridge.

An ordinance may be passed with that end
in view. If the already overloaded structure

could bear such an addition to its burden, the

cyclists of Greater .New York would be vastly

benefited. At present the crowded bridge is

dangerous.

Gash Leases Waltham Track.

It is reported that W. D. Gash, prominently
connected with the Waltham Mfg. Co. and
manager of the Standard .Mfg. Co., has leased

Waltham track for five years.
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TIRES TIED TOGETHER.

Additional Facts Regarding the Combina-
tion of Tire Concerns— F. W. Morgan Is

Made a Director — The Flint Family
Prominent— Plants and Details.

CHRISTY COMES A CROPPER.

Virginia Court of Appeals Decides a Case in

Favor of Baltimore's Hygeia— Hygienic,
However, May Be Shown to Be Safely
Held Under Other Patents.

The essential facts of the completion of the

Rubber Goods Mfg. Co., including the names
of the concerns absorbed by the new com-
pany, appeared last week in one cycling jour-

nal

—

The Wheel. Since then further details

have been obtained.

The following directors have been elected:

Charles R. Flint, Henry Steers, Alvah Trow-
bridge, Ulysses D. Eddy, George W. Hebard,
R. L. Edwards, Percy Chubb, L. K. IVlcCly-

monds, Alden S. Swan, Charles H. Dale,

George W. Blanchard, Charles Stewart

Smith, Wallace B. Flint and William M. Ivins,

of New York, and Fred W. IVIorgan, of Chi-

cago.

The officers elected are Charles R. Flint,

chairman of the executive committee; Charles

Stewart Smith, president; Ulysses 'D. Eddy,
vice-president; Wallace B. Flint, treasurer,

and W. A. Towner, secretary and assistant

treasurer.

Promoter Flint has issaied the following

statement:

"There have been issued, full paid, and are

now outstanding 61,966 shares of the preferred

stock of the par value of $6,196,600 and 118,400

shares of common stock of the par value of

$11,840,000.

"The company have acquired:

(1). 91 per cent of the capital stock of the

Mechanical Rubber Co., of Providence, R.

I., which also owns:

(a). The plant of the Chicago Rubber
Works, at Chicago, 111.

(b). The plant of the Cleveland Rubber
Works, at Cleveland, O.

(c). The plants of the 'New York Belting

& Packing Co., (il) at Passaic, .N. J., and

(2) at 'Sandy Hook, Conn.

(d). The plant of the Fabric Fire Hose
Co., at Warwick, IN. Y.

(e). The plant of the Stoughton Rubber
Co., at Stoughton, Mass.

(2). 75 per cent of the capital stock of Mor-
gan & Wright, Chicago, 111.

(3). The entire capital stock of the Peerless

Rubber Mfg. Co., of New York.

(4). The entire capital stock of the India

Rubber Co., of Akron, Ohio.

(5). Together with $1,427,820 in cash.

"The actual tangible assets of the Rubber

Goods Mfg. Co., after appraisement by Messrs.

Thomas C. Clarke, William Barbour and

Oliver S. Carter, have been certified by the

Audit Company of New York at $6,196,553,

including the $1,427,820 in cash which remains

in the treasury of the company.

"The Audit Company have certified the net

profits for the year 1898, for the interests ac-

quired by the Rubber Goods Mfg. Co., at

$1,177,227.98.

"The profits on the interests acquired by

the Rubber Goods Mfg. Co., as represented

by the actual earnings in 1898, and the saving

in interest account, show an earning capacity

of about three times the requirements for the

service of dividends upon the preferred stock.

and represent earnings of 7 per cent upon the

present issue of common stock, without re-

gard to the advantages and economies of con-

solidation.

"The interests now owned by the Rubber

Goods Mfg. Co. have been acquired by them as

of January 1, 1899, and carry profits from that

date which, based upon the reports of the of-

ficers of the several companies, are estimated

for the first four months of the present year

at over $400,000."

The authorized capital, as stated last week,

is $50,000,000. The underwriters for the new
combination are Baring, Magoun & Co. and

F. S. Smithefs & Co. ilt is 'understood that

the plants absorbed have been paid for in

cash.

THAT riNDLAY TUBE FACTORY.

It Is Not Likely to Be Bought by Pope, as

lias Been Erroneously Reported.

Toledo, O., May 8.—Newspapers of this city

have printed a dispatch from Findlay, stating

that eastern capitalists have inspected the Kel-

logg Seamless Tube Co. plant with a view to

using it for making bicycle tubing. The dis-

patch represented the Pope Mfg. Co. to be

interested, in connection with their automo-

bile requirements.

The dispatch is without truth on both points.

Mr. E. D. Nickerson, the receiver of the Kel-

logg Company, was seen by a representative

of The Wheel. He said: "There have been

a number of people looking at the plant, and

I think it will be sold within the next sixty

days. So far as I know there is not a single

prospective purchaser who expects to use the

plant for manufacturing bicycle goods or

goods for horseless carriages.

"The Shelby Steel Tube Co., of Cleveland,

last week purchased all the manufactured

goods we had on hand, but they are in no

way figuring on buying the place." The plant

has been invoiced at $125,000, and it is ex-

pected that it will bring something near that

price.

No General Price Advance.

Early in the week The Wheel had positive

information that at least two bicycle manufac-

turers had increased the wholesale prices

of their goods. To feel the market a number
of inquiries were sent out to manufacturers

and correspondents, and the returns, volum-

inously received up to the time of going to

press, show that the advance is not general.

But for lack of space the responses would

be printed in full.

Too Cheap to Sell.

The old Windle bicycle plant at Worcester,

Mass., was offered at public auction last week,

but was withdrawn and the sale postponed in-

definitely, owing to poor bidding. The high-

est bid received was $9,500, and it was held

that this was too low to be considered.

By the decision of the court of appeals at

Richmond, Va., the long-drawn-out suit of H.
A. Christy & Co. versus the Hygeia Pneu-
matic Bicycle (Saddle Co., formerly of Balti-

more, now defunct, has just been decided in

favor of the defendant.

This was a test case. It was begun in Bal-
timore, was lost by the plaintiff, and was ap-
pealed and carried on despite the failure in

business of the defendant.

Spalding bicycles—as well as others—have
long been fitted with Christy saddles, and sim-
ilar saddles have been manufactured by the

Garford Mfg. Co. for the Western Wheel
Works. The result of the suit just decided has
therefore been of greater import than might
at first appear; in fact, it 'has been a saddle
fight between Spalding, for Christy, on the

one side and Garford and the Western Wheel
Works on the other side. It is understood
that when the defendant in this case failed in

business, the suit was carried on in the de-
fendant's name at the expense of the Western
Wheel Works.
The present decision does not necessarily

end the fight, nor make it safe for anyone to

manufacture saddles of the hygienic type, on
lines similar to those of the well-known
Christy. Mr. W. A. Redding, of counsel for

H. A. Christy & Co., informs The Wheel
that there are other Christy saddle patents,

broader in their claims than the patent upon
which the suit just closed was .based. Mr.
Redding said that the Craig patent, owned by
H. A. Christy & Co., is broader than any of

these. Whether or not his clients will per-

severe in their efforts to prevent infringement,

Mr. Redding was not prepared to say. That
depends, of course, upon the will of his clients;

but he made it plain that saddles of the Christy

type could not be manufactured without in-

fringement upon strong patents, and it is to be
inferred that there will be further litigation

if infringement continues.

This Judge Is Severe.

Judge Mitchell, of Tioiga County, Pa.,

stated in a recent decision that the courts have
always conserved the rights of wheelmen on
the streets, but that bicycles, which are vehi-

cles, are not privileged to run on the sidewalks

of a town, and no borough ordinance can give

that right or make the riding thereon legal.

Judge Mitchell further expressed the opinion

that any wheelman who runs over and kills a

person accidentally would be guilty of man-
slaughter, "no matter if he were riding with

the greatest care."

St. Louis Has a New One.

The St. Louis Motor Carriage Co., St.

Louis, have been incorporated to manufacture

motor vehicles and general machinery. Capi-

tal, $30,000, all paid in. Incorporators: Joseph

French, John L. French, G. P. Dorris, Callie

French, H. E. French, Jesse French, Jr., all

of St. Louis.
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ONE DEALER'S REASONS
For not selling Chainless Clippers are as follows:
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Bevel DuslNE$

"Paducah, Ky., April g, 1899.

"Grand Rapids C3''cle Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

"Gentlemen:—We have not sold a single one of your
Clipper Specials for less than $60.00. It is easier for us to

sell a Special for $60.00 than to sell a Chainless for $75.00.
:i: * * * *

' 'I will tell you why we cannot sell Chainless wheels here.

Last season the agent sold two Chainless

for $45.00, their regular $75.00 wheels; and they proved a

death-blow for the people that do manufacture a good
Chainless wheel. They were sold or sent back to factory, and no one in Paducah rides a

Chainless now.
"Understand, I believe the Chainless is the coming wheel, but I can't make these peo-

ple in Paducah think so. Yours truly,

"(Signed), EXCELSIOR BICYCLE WORKS."

No Clipper dealer who sold a Clipper Chainless has been the means of giving Chain-

less bicycles such a black eye as this. Where a Clipper goes into use, it helps sell more.

GRAND RAPIDS CYCLE CO. (Clipper People),

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

No. T 157.
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Some people talk a lot
AND don't say ANYTHING.

Our Prices
TELL YOU ALL YOU WANT
TO KNOW, AND ALL WE
HAVE TO SAY.

MAGDONALD

&C0.,
35 So. William St.,

New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel,
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fATE or THE CHAIMESS?

\\T HAT think you of the chainless?

" ^ If you have ridden a type of the new-

comer what is your opinion?

Is it the coming wheel?

Will it be "the wheel" of 1900?

The Wheel is anxious to measure its pos-

sibilities, anxious to fix its status. With that

object in view the columns of The Wheel
are thrown open for fair and intelligent critic-

ism to any rider who has given the chainless

type a thorough trial.

No hias or snap-shot opinions are wanted.

What we desire is honest criticism, sugges-

tions along the line of improvement and com-

ment on present chainless construction.

Send The Wheel your views.

CYCLE TRADE SYNDICATING.

T"' HE week has been one of evolution along

* the line of consolidation in the various

branches of the trade. The tire syndicate has

broadened, the Shelby people have absorbed

the Pope and the Lozier tube plants, the

Spalding syndicate has gathered in the parts

makers, R. L. Coleman has organized a syn-

dicate on his own account and Colonel Pope,

free from his tube and cycle industries, seems

in a fair way to become the "father" of the

American automobilism.

Surely, there is enough variety, importance

and rapidity in all these moves to keep the

average man guessing, and that the entire

trade is in a state of perplexity' and conjecture

is only putting it mildly. Fortunately, the gol-

den streak in the whole business, flashing

sword-like amid the universal chaos, is a de-

mand for bicycles, good bicycles, that seems

likely to make a new record for the industry.

The Spalding S3rndicate, as told in our news

columns, seems all ready for the launching.

It includ-es, at the present time, almost every

maker in the country. It includes the cream

of the parts people. Its sponsors are gleeful

and fear no mishap. They say that a touch of

the button is all that is necessary. In spite of

this certainty there are some who say that the

allegiance of some of the firms has weakened,

that the sum necessary to float so gigantic a

scheme could not be obtained in any money

centre in the world; that the alliance in-

cludes too many weak firms and that, with the

Western Wheel Works and a few allied con-

cerns out, the syndicate will not hawe easy

sailing.

On the other hand, R. L. Coleman, true to

his reputation, has not let the grass grow

under his feet, but is rapidly organizing a

syndicate on his own account. Before the

breath was in the new baby, it was announced

that at least seven important concerns in the

trade were within the Coleman camp. It was

further stated that the Coleman syndicate would

be composed only of the strongest concerns.

It was also declared with certainty that "the

question of money has been eliminated."

lAs this latter factor is only a few hours old.

The Wheel cannot print anything as to

probable results. It seems at the present time

that there may be no syndicate at all, that

there may be two, or that there may be only

one. Either Coleman's syndicate will kill ofT

the other, or it will be swallowed by the

other—or it may become the real syndicate.

THE TIRE COMBINE.

O Y the placing under one financial control

*-' of several of the largest tire-making es-

tablishments in the country, the individuali-

ties of the various concerns will be maintained

for a period of time, and then, by natural

operation and despite any agreement to the

contrary, those individualities will be lost.

For a while the various methods pursued

by those in personal control of the different

plants will remain practically as they are now.

Then some of the men who have sold their

holdings will retire, and some will probably

become more prominent in the management

of the combination as a whole. At that time

new men and new methods will appear to

govern the plants, and by degrees—sharp or

gentle, as circumstances will it—all vestige of

the still existent "good old days" in the tire

business will pass away, and there will be a

new order of things.

It is a wonderful story, the history of the

pneumatic tire trade. A few short years ago

some of the men who have become most prom-

inent in it were comparative nothings. They

were in and of the mass. Close study of their

characters, of their earlier predilections, would

undoubtedly show the existence of uncommon

faculties, requiring only development through

opportunity to achieve uncommon results.

But the fact remains that they were of the

mass.

The opportunity and the development came,

and to-day these men are not only far richer

in pocket, but richer far in mentality and

character.

As to their pockets—they can do practically

as they will. With large sums of spot cash

at their disposal, the luxuries of the earth are

theirs to command.

As to their mentalities and characters, we

have in mind an intimate acquaintaece with

one of them. A born organizer, a quick and

expert workman with mind, eye or hand, and

with unusual capability and perseverance as a

student, one of his early strokes in the rubber

business was to get together, somehow, the

sum of fifty dollars with which to buy a good

microscope and other paraphernalia for the

study of chemistry.

Rubber-compounding was his special aim.

The kitchen of his little home near the factory

was his laboratory. Compounders, like ar-

tists, may have contempt for each other's

formulas, but the fact is that this man's for-

mulas, coupled with a system of business all

his own, succeeded. When the pneumatic

tire opportunity came he stepped aboard and

in a few years was swept on to great fortune.

Meantime he organized, read, invented and

whittled and changed and developed his mind

and character, until to-day, fresh opportunity

offering, he is in the prime of his life equipped

to assume vastly greater responsibility. On
the other hand, having kept himself entirely

out of any harness or rut, and having re-

duced ease to a science, he is in position

to pass the remainder of his Kfe strolling down

the pleasurable path of the wealthy student

of men and things, causes and effects.

Such is the partial history of one man, as it

is related to what is outwardly a mere pro-

saic, hard-headed business consolidation.

There are doubtless other bits of history just

as interesting, which might be told in the

same connection.

Concerning the eventual effect of this tire

combine upon the cycle trade—that is too

vague a thing to guess at. The combine will

by no means control the pneumatic tire busi-

ness. It is simply an aggregation of valuable

properties, sold at the right time to investors

who are assured of immediate and profitable

returns upon their money. The combine

does not appear at this time to have any other

significance.

THE JOBBER.

ELSEWHERE in this issue attention is

given to the jobber in general, and to

the jobbers of New York City in particular.

The pros and cons of the matter are rather

fully discussed in that article, and need no

repetition or comment here. But there is one

point, already somewhat familiar, which re-

peatedly came to the surface in The Wheel's

talk with the middle-men, and which would
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seem to be worthy of more serious attention

than producers have been inclined to give it.

We refer to the custom—its existence can-

not be denied—which some manufacturers

have of "selling around" jobbers with whom

they have definite territorial and price agree-

ments.

Admitted that, as a middle-man, the jobber

is interested in keeping producer and retailer

as far apart as possible.

Admitted, further, that a manufacturer

makes a mistake when he permits his identity

to be entirely subordinated by the jobbers

through whom he markets his goods.

The fact remains, that agreements should be

carried out, and that when one party to an

agreement breaks faith he is usually the ulti-

mate sufferer, especially when iby doing so he

does not destroy the virility of the other party.

The jobber, as an institution, seems to be

permanent. Manufacturers who do not believe

this should read commercial history and pon-

der. The jobber has an honest regard for

the manufacturer who declines to sell him

any goods at all, but in the vernacular he has

"a knife out" for those vi"ho pretend to back

him up but really work around him, and when

such manufacturers find themselves loaded

with small, uncollectable accounts, and after

wiping them of! the slate, try to renew diplo-

matic relations with their erstwhile friend, the

middle-man, they must expect to find that he

has "made other arrangements," if it has been

at all possible to do so.

Two tire makers have thoroughly disor-

ganized the jobbers' chances in the metropoli-

tan district as far as their goods are concerned,

and from all accounts the results are likely to

prove as disastrous to the makers as the most

disgruntled middle-man couM wish.

IPWARD PRICES.

EARLY in the week, through an increase

in the price of one make of bicycle,

The Wheel got an inkling of a possible up-

ward tendency all along the line. Inquiry

was immediately made, and replies received

from many diflferent sources show that while

no general rise in wholesale or retail price is

likely, the producers and sellers of bicycles are

so pressed by the demand that the tempta-

tion to ask higher figures is strong.

lAs an index to the pleasing prosperity

which characterizes this spring's business, the

hardly suppressed upward tendency is signifi-

cant. Under more urgent circumstances the

tendency would not need to be suppressed.

If, -for example, the cost of materials, through

causes uncontrollable by bicycle manufactur-

ers, were to sharply advance, an organized in-

crease in the price of bicycles would be thor-

oughly excusable; would, in fact, be a desir-

able tonic to the business and pastime.

This is an appropriate time, however, for a

warning against an increase in the price of any

article or commodity except under the most

natural and unavoidable conditions. The de-

marcation between what the public will and

will not stand, in the matter of price, is danger-

ously hard to discern, and as soon as the

negative side of the line is reached there is

sure to be a contraction in demand.

That line has been crossed in brass and

copper manufactures. The producers of these

materials have committed the old mistake of

putting up prices too sharply, the result be-

ing not only an increase in the selling figures

of goods requiring a large percentage of

brass and copper in their composition, but

in a quick decrease in the manufacture of such

goods.

'Increase of price based on mere demand is

not warranted unless the demand produces an

undue drain upon raw materials.

Talk of the Week.

In the St. Louis "Republic," a few days

ago, appeared the following dispatch from Cin-

cinnati: "^ " T:

J. T. Brown, a representative of a bicycle paper,

was in Cincinnati to-day. Brown has been in the

west collecting information in regard to the proposed

bicycle trust. According to Brown's statement, the

bicycle trust is an assured thing.

The essence of the report is that the trust

is assured. That is what we have all been

aching to know, and we are grateful to Mr.

Brown—whoever he is—for clearing the at-

mosphere of all doubt. This assurance from

Mr. Brown, coming like the proverbial straw,

is so relieving that we waive all inquiry as to

its geographical peculiarities and thank the

St. Louis newspaper for placing us in juxta-

position to a good thing.

Calumpit could not be captured sooner be-

cause there were no roads to get there on.

When your Uncle Samuel starts in to civilize

his new citizens prudence and good judgment

should combine to make him a builder of good

roads in the Philippines, then with cycle-

mounted soldiers—but that will come later.

The Wichita candidate who declared he

would arrest every wheelwoman seen wear-

ing bloomers on the street was not elected,

and he is likely to pant in vain for future pre-

ferment at the hands of his fellow citizens,

who, though they cycle not, at least love to

look at those who do.

The aggregate bank clearings for April were

$8,266,469,069, a gain of 66.5 per cent over

A.pril one year ago, an increase of 102 per cent

over the month of April. 1897, a gain of 122

per cent over the corresponding month in 1894

and an increase of 63 per cent over the like

period of 1892.

*
Somebody has written a scientific work on

dust, in which he shows that it serves a use-

ful purpose in nature's general scheme. He

does not, however, try to show that it is a

good thing in the public streets, in the eyes

of wheelmen, nor in the bearings of bicycles.

"There is no excellence without great la-

bor," but when it comes to road improvement

the farmer is inclined to argue that he is not

in this denied the right to put the iwork off on

somebody else, the wheelman, preferably.

"Let the bicycle teach the great moral truth that

unstable equilibrium is made stable by progressive

motion. He who stands still is lost."—Philistine.

'How is it with yO'U? Are you standing still

or are you moving with the procession?

*
'General Pros'perity is operating very extens-

ively now and demands plenty of bicycles to

transport his troops. Will anybody delay that

which General Prosperity demands?

When it comes to legal battles with road

hogs justice takes too much time to ascertain

the social and political condition of the man

whose ox was gored.

If you care for the popularity of your goods

in the Greater New York district, place the

address of your New York representative in .

your advertisement.

Familiarity breeds contempt, and this is

probably why some of the loud-mouthed de-

nunciators of cycling do not respect them-

selves more.

The scorcher who has no respect for pedes-

trians and the driver who has no regard for

the rights of cyclists are alike despicable.

9
Jo. Pennell, as foreign representative of

the L. A. W., is a positive injury to the organi-

zation and should be dropped.

*
Good weather continues. All indications are

that the season will be a regular "double-deck-

er," in point of sales.

We need the Philippines to colonize the sav-

ages who sprinkle tacks and broken glass on

cycle paths.

There is a remedy for every ill cycling is af-

flicted with—e.xcept 'for some of the remedies.

The man who runs in debt for a bicycle

most generally is co'ntent to crawl out of it.

Riders become insufferable to other riders

whose impositions they refuse to suffer.

It is nothing uncommon for enthusiastic

wheelmen to live for centuries.

9
The difference between some men and dust

is that dust settles.
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AMONG THE MAKERS.
: +

SOMETHING ST4RTLIN0.

A New Mechanical Idea for Chainless Wheel Pro-

pulsion Which Will Be Very Close to

Revolutionary.

A new chainkss gear, the owners of which

absolutely forbid publication of details at this

time, has been inspected by The Wheel,
and it is safe to 5ay that when the details are

made public they will be of great interest.

The new idea is a departure not in the ap-

plication of ne-w mechanical principles, tout in

an apparent improvement upon and combina-

tion O'f principles now in use.

Simplicity, minute adjustability, minimum
frictional resistance and wear and economy in

manufacture are the essentials of the device.

The invention of new machinery is not neces-

sary to its production.

The entree of this new step in mechanics is

in line with a recent editorial in The Wheel.
calling attention to several scientific advances

of general value which hafve been brought

about through the development of cycling and

the bicycle. The chainless device here referred

to promises to ibe of even greater utility in

street-car and other automobile construction

than in bicycle work.

Change in Trust Plans.

Toledo, May 8.—-The agents of the proposed

bicycle trust yesterday finished an invoice of

the Kirk Mfg. Co., and have left the city.

While they were here they also in'voiced the

Snell Cycle and Fittings Co., and it is under-

stood that these two concerns will be in if the

trust is organized.

When asked the reason that the Snell and

Kirk were not invoiced at the time the other

concerns of Toledo were examined, the gen-

tlemen representing the trust ventured the

opinion that the refusal of the Western Wheel

Co., of Chicago, in regard to going into the

trust, has caused some energy in getting new
people to take their places. Options were had

on these plants when the trust was proposed,

but neither of them cared to go in, but it is

understood that they will join if the figure is

right.

A prominent bicycle man of this city was

asked for an estimate of the Toledo property

which the trust will buy, and he ventured that

the total would be in the neighborhood of a

million and a half. It is generally believed by

those firms ready to go in that the trust will

be formed in spite of the many printed state-

ments to the contrary. These gentlemen seem

to have and admit they have received inside

information.

Reading Right in It.

Reading, Pa., May 8.—This has been another

busy week for the bicycle people in this city.

Both manufacturers and retailers are doing a

very large business, exceeding all expectation.

The factories are working to their fullest ca-

pacity filling large orders. A number are hav-

ing considerable trouble in keeping up with

their orders in the time specified and their

agents are in consequence telegraphing daily

begging for prompt shipments of orders sent.

The retail dealers here have never experienced

such a rush at this early date and their supply
of wheels is already very low. In a no small
number of instances they , are losing sales

through not having in stock the models called

for. The month of April has passed into his-

tory as one of the greatest months ever experi-

enced by the cycle trade of Reading. Every-
thing indicates a continuance of a good trade,

and in consequence thereof the trade, big and
little, are very jubilant.

Snell Goes to England to Live.

Toledo, iMay 8.—Samuel iSnell, who has been
identified with the cycle trade for many years,

has finally disposed of all his bicycle holdings

and will go to England to reside. The cause

of this change lies in the fact that iMr. Snell

has become identified with a syndicate which
is promoting the Automatic Glass Blowing
Machine, owned by the Toledo Glass Co., of

which E. D. Libbey is the president. The suc-

cessful floating of this syndicate has caused

Mr. Snell to leave for England to assume
active management of the concern.

Mr. Snell has been one of the most active

bicycle men in the country. He is the or-

ganizer of the Snell Cycle Fittings Co. and the

Toledo Mfg. Co., now the Kirk Mfg. Co.

He is also credited with being the organizer

of the American Weldless Steel Tube Co., now
the Shelby Steel Tube Co. He has been iden-

tified with the Colton Cycle Co. and it is un-

derstood that he has disposed of all his hold-

ings in the three Toledo concerns and is en-

tirely out of the bicycle business.

From 1892 to 1897, iMr. Snell was the vice-

president and general manager of the Snell

Company, and to him is due the credit of the

great success of the enterprise. He has been

a director of the Snell since that time until

recently he withdrew from the place.

New Snyder Concern.

Little Falls, (N. Y., May 6.—The concern of

Homer P. Snyder Mfg. Co., of Little Falls,

has been incorporated and this firm succeeds

to the business of the Homer P. Snyder Bicy-

cle and Knitting Works. The new company
is officered as follows: President, Titus

Sheard; treasurer and general manager. Ho-
mer P. Snyder; secretary, Frank Senior. The
directors for the first year are Titus Sheard.

Homer P. Snyder, -Mrs. Jesse F. Snyder and
Frank Senior. The new company will con-

tinue the manufacture of bicycles and knitting

machinery. The Snyder Mfg. Co. is now
rushed with orders in the bicycle department
and is compelled to work overtime to clear up
the order-book.

From a Conservative.

Hartford, May 8.—Is there really a boom
on? Well, your correspondent, a cautious

man, really would not like to say, but you
can perhaps arrive at his opinions by noting

the fact that the Pope Mfg. Co. are employ-

ing 3,500 men twenty-two hours a day, and

still are no way near up to their orders.

have made arrangements with parties at Ham-
burg and Reading by which a quantity of

material is to be made up into wheels and
sold during the present season. The services

of W. I. Wilhelm have been secured, and he
will have charge of the output. The plant will

be put in operation within a few days and
give employment to 100 or more hands. In
the meantime the owners of the plant will

rush its equipment, some of the machines be-
ing still unfinished.

Paying Cash for Bicycles.

Milwaukee, May 6.—The conditions of the
local trade are assuming extremely interesting

proportions. There has been no let-up in the

demand, and in consequence there is none
of the dealers who is able to show an un-
broken line of goods. It is the laboring men
and the working classes that are doing the

greatest share of the buying, and there is

satisfaction in the trade because it is, to a large

extent, cash. Golf is succeeding the wheel
among the wealthy class of buyers as a sport,

although most of them are riders because it is

a long way to the golf links, which cannot

be reached by the street-car lines.

An Automatic Brake Idea.

William Marsden, 79 Huron street, BufiFalo,

says he was much interested in The Wheel's
article on the automatic coaster and brake.

Mr. Marsden is a mechanical draughtsman in

the stationary engine line, and he has stumbled

upon an idea which he thinks would be of

value to manufacturers interested in the future

of automatic brakes. A brake built upon his

design would not wear the tire, nor would it

operate upon the rear hub. He lacks the

means to patent his idea.

England and Gentry Gear.

The probability is that Reading will very

shortly be the home of yet another bicycle

plant, this time for the exclusive manufacture

of a chainless wheel, the Gentry, to list at $50.

Harry C. England, president of the Reading
Cycle Mfg. Co., will be president of the com-
pany organized under the laws of New Jersey,

and with him will he a number of prominent
cycle men, though the personnel of the com-
pany beyond that of Mr. England is yet a

secret.

One Hundred Thousand Rims.

It would take a successful Jeremiah, indeed,

to convince the Kundtz Bending Co., of Cleve-

land, that there wasn't a genuine, old, rock-

bottomed, copper-riveted, high-pressure boom
on just now. As a slight evidence of the ex-

istence thereof the Kundtz people point to

their recent sale of 100,000 rims to the Western
Wheel Works.

Wilhelm in the Meantime.

Pending an issue of preferred stock the

Wilhelm Bicycle Works, of Hamburg, Pa.,

Toledo Too Busy to Talk.

Toledo, iMay 8.—Looks like old times here,

everything pushed to the limit with no im-

mediate outlook for the demand being met.

As one of a number take the Kirk Mfg. Co.

—

with full force working twenty-two hours per

day, they still are behind the demand.
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THE JOBBERS OF NEW YORK.

Facts and Figures Showing the Interesting Part Played by the Middle-

Man in Business—His Bad Points and His Good Ones.

Listen to the manufacturer who must quote

low prices to the jobber, or to the dealer who
expects from the jobber the same treatment

—

the same detailed knowledge of each article

purchased—that he gets from the manufac-

turer, and you will be told that the middle-

man is a very wicked, sordid, unsystematic in-

stitution.

Listen to the jobber himself, and you get

enough of the other side of the story to con-

vince you that, whatever the shortcomings of

individual middle-men may be in matters of

detail, the jobber as a class is the product of

natural conditions, and that he is on the whole

an indispensable part of the commercial ma-

chine.

Stick to details, and you could fill a book

with the pros and cons of the matter. Treat

the subject in its entirety and you must ad-

mit that commerce without the jobber would

be commerce set back at least a quarter of a

century.

Here and there a manufacturer finds that his

own interests, and perhaps those of his cus-

toiners, are best served by the removal of in-

termediaries, but as a rule this is not so.

This is what the jobber does: According to

his means and ^methods, he makes of his es-

tablishment a department store for the con-

venience of the retail dealers, who are his cus-

tomers. His means and methods may not

permit the carrying of much stock. In that

case he is usually able to get goods quickly

when ordered, thus operatmg on a small capi-

tal. On the other hand his means may be

large, and in that case he facilitates com-

merce to a degree that would be absolutely

impossible without him.

Several of the largest jobbers in the coun-

try carry in stock the products of over 1,000

manufacturers. Some of these products are

consigned, but in most of them the jobber's

own capital is invested.

See what that means. It means that a hard-

ware dealer, for e.xample, can order from one

jobber a complete store stock, comprising art-

icles which, but for the jobber, would have to

be ordered from as many as 1,000 different

manufacturers.

See what it means for the manufacturer.

Instead of having to sell his goods to a large

number of retail dealers, he sells them to one

wholesaler—the jobber—^and gets his money

in a lump, and much earlier than would other-

wise be possible.

Having money, the jobber anticipates the

demand from the small trade and lays in a

large stock, so that when the season really

opens there is no dearth of goods. But for

this there would each year be a shortage, as

the small dealer would not order very much

in advance and the manufacturer would not

take chances in building up a stock.

Again, the existence of the jobber probably

tends to the production of better goods all

round. The manufacturer, by selling his pro-

duct to him, has the wear and labor of selling

eliminated from his business, and can give all

his time to the manufacturing end.

Again, the jobber really creates an e.xtra

demand for goods. Handling a great many
things, he is able to send traveling men into all

the nooks and corners, which the manufac-
turer with his one specialty would be unable
to do.

It has been charged that, in his capacity as

middle-m.an, the jobber will sometimes ma-
nipulate the interests of his customers, and
those of the manufacturers he represents, in

such a way that orders for a certain brand of

goods will finally be filled wiUi goods of an-

other brand—to the dissatisfaction of the cus-

tomer and the gradual extinction, sometimes,

of certain manufacturers who have neglected

the retail dealer altogether and placed them-
selves entirely in the hands of the jobber.

There are tricks in all trades. The jobber

must know his tricks or fall by the wayside.

Diversion of business is backed by good rea-

sons as well as bad ones. The jobber does his

best, in the extraordinary mixture of circum-

stances which are a feature of his business, to

serve both himself and his customer. He
may serve himself tmduly well, neglecting the

customer. That depends upon the character

of the jobber.

All in all, the jobber is far from being the

parasite he is sometimes painted. He is a

natural and an essential feature of the world of

merchandise, as the broker is of the world of

stocks. He is a logical part of the plan of con-

centration and economical distribution which

is pervading all commerce. He may in some

instances have to ask the retailer a little more

than the factory price, but the time saved is

usually worth the difference. He is generally

able to market goods at lower prices than

would be possible without him, and in many

cases his margin of profit is almost invisible.

* * *

What the jobber in the abstract is to re-

tail dealers everywhere, the jobber of New-

York City is to retail dealers in the East—in

fact, the metropolitan middle-men have a

larger percentage of world-wide patronage

than the jobbers of any other city, because

New York is so easily accessible to both man-

ufacturers and buyers. The New York jobber

does not have to hunt for goods—they are

eagerly offered to him. His mercantile exper-

ience, and the shipping facilities at his dis-

posal, do the rest.

It has been estimated that the proportion of

the total bicycle outpvit sold through jobbers is

as much as four-fifths. Whatever the correct

proportion is, the New York jobbers handle a

very large share of it.

THE OLDEST TOOL HOUSE.

Peter A. Prasse & Co. Make a Specialty of Complete

Outfits for Small Makers.

If yoiu want to manufacture or repair bi-

cycles, you have only to say how much money

you can spend and iPeter A. Frasse & Co., 94

Fulton street. New York, will do the rest.

They make a specialty of complete store, shop

and factory outfits—machinery, tools, material,

fittings and sundries.

Peter A. Frasse & Co. claim to be the oldest

tool house in America. They were established

in 1816, and it was in the workshop of their

original estabKshment that Robert Fulton con-

ducted the experiments which resulted in the

production of the steamboat.

President Howe and Secretary Brion start-

ed with the firm as youngsters, about 22

years ago. When Mr. Frasse died, in 1891,

Mr. Howe was junior member of the firm.

Mr. Brion was made one of the executors of

the estate, and subsequently became secretary

of the corporation. Mr. Howe is also presi-

dent of the New York Building and Loan As-
sociation.

Bicycle goods have been carried for some-
thing over three years, and catalogue :No. 6,

describing bicycle fittings, supplies, sundries

and tools, shows the ability of the concern to

fit out the customer from A to Z—something

which perhaps no other concern can do. They
do not object to selling on the installment

plan. They are iglad to furnish estimates to

those who are legitimately in the trade.

"When you mention these points," said Mr.

Brion, "just make it plain that our labor-sav-

ing appliances are worthy of any bicycle work-

er's attention—our Reliable lathe and Univer-

sal tube-cutter, for example. Any man who
wants to get the most profitable results out

of his shop or factory ought to come and see

us."

Another index to the importance of Peter

A. Frasse & Co. is the fact that they have

been appointed agents for the Shelby Steel

Tube Co. for Greater iNew York.

BIO, QUIET, SAFE.

That Is the Character of the Firm of John S.

Leng's Son & Co.

Fletcher street, ancient, narrow, interesting,

has repeatedly been written up in the New
York newspapers. A Wheel man went into

No. 4 Fletcher street the other day and made
his way through a densely filled wareroom

to an inner office that would have stimulated

the fancy of a Dickens.

Nothing irritatingly new about it. An at-

mosphere of maturity, quietness and solidity

pervaded it.

In a big, leather-covered chair, before a desk

chock-hiU of systematically arranged papers

sat Charles Leng. He filled a briar pipe, light-

ed it, settled back and told The Wheel all

about the firm of John S. Leng's Son & Co.

The .business started in 1862 and has always

been at the same address—^No. 4 Fletcher.

In April, last year, a branch was opened, and

this spring a branch was opened at 70 Wan-en

street, New York.

Tubing was the first staple of the business,

and is to-day a big feature of it; but the pres-

ent catalogue shows a very complete line of

fittings, bicycles, sundries and tools—and all

these goods are not merely catalogued, but are
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FRAMES....
j- Brazed and filed, all ready for enameling. Fork with nickel-plated crown, f+ *
J Glen's frames, 22 and 24 inch. Ladies', 21 and 23 inch. %

* Seamless tubing, flush-joints throughout.

4. Forged crown.

J Electric welded one-piece head (same as used on
+ Cleveland wheel).

4- " Made as per following specifications: 4.

C. & M. 1899 fork-ends, with nickel-plated ad- *
justers. ^

Drop-forged one-piece hanger, Fauber style. ^
Sprockets, 24, 26, 28 or 30. +

*
^ OUR LADIES' FRAriE is made with double goose-neck frame tubes. This is the handsomest frame on %
^ the market. '^

•f-
Prices are right and are as follows: +

Men's frame, each $8.70 net; Ladies' frame, $9.25; in lots of 5 or more.f.o.b. factory, 10 per cent discount.

+ Full nickel fork 20 cents extra net. •!•

I Frames—GENUINE Fauber Hangers—at right price. I
t t

+

POWER NICKEL-STEEL CHAINS %f 4*
* are used by the most critical local builders, and that means that Power chains are the best made +

+
•i- We are selling agents for this chain and carry a full Stock. Prices are low, quality considered, and ^
% we want you "to call and see the goods, ^
% Have you seen our yi, Nickel-Steel Racing Chain? Looks like a watch chain, but has a tensile strength of 800 lbs %
4-

-

I WHITELAW-DAILEY CO.,
J 117 Chambers Street, New York. %

4- TFE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE OF SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS. SEND FOR PRICE LIST. %
i- 4-
^ Kindly mention The Wheel. X
44•4•4•4•4•4-4-4•4•4•-^4•4•4•4•4•4•4•4•4•4•4-4•^•44•4•4•4•4••^4•4••^4•4•4•4•4•^•4•4•+4•4•4•4•-^4•4•4•4-^•4•4-4•4•4•4•4•4•4-4•4•4•4-4•4^

•.ft******4

*

G. R. Johnston So.,
105 &. 107 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK. |

...BieveLES...

SUNDRIES and FITTINGS.

JUVENILE WHEELS.... prices

The Largest Line in the City. RIGHT.

Other Wheels from $10.00 to $35.00.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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kept in stock. Leng customers remain Leng
customers, because Leng igoods are right and
are quite likely to be shipped when the cus-

tomer wants them. The wide range of goods
actually carried in stock makes this possible.

"The outlook is first-rate in many respects,"

said Mr. Leng. "Prices are moi-e stable—^not

so much cutting. There is more demand,
though the orders average smaller than in the

so-called palmy days. The general tone is

healthier."

A BIG CONCERN NOW.

The Beginning and Present Dimensions of the New

Yorl( Sporting Goods Company.

P. R. Robinson, president of the 'New York
Sporting Goods Co., 61 Nassau street, has

the temperamental and linguistic pleasantry

which is the birthright of a Virginian. He
knows how to advertise. He bought adver-

tisinig and stationery for the Collins depart-

ment store in Fourteenth street. Bicycles were
taken on, and he made that department a suc-

cess.

'As a Brooklynite, iMr. Robinson often pass-

ed 'through Nassau street on .his way thro'Ugh

New York to work. He came to regard it as

a good street in which to open a little bicycle

and sundry shop. In '97 he did so. His ad-

vertising knowledge came in handy, and to-

day, with the aid of James E. Murray, secre-

tary-treasurer, and a strong staff of employes,

Mr. Robinson is very busy taking care of a

big business.

"Low prices for cash" is the policy oi the

New York Sporting Goods Co. Riders in

New York and Brooklyn, dealers from the

Atlantic to the Pacific, and importers in other

lands, are their customers. "One of our biggest

customers," said Mr. iRobinson, "is in De-
merara, and we have a good one in Trinidad."

Mr. Ro'binson said that April sales this year

were nearly double the same month's sales last

year. The Nassau street place is headquarters,

but most of the big shipping is done from the

warerooms in Liberty street. There, also, is

the omly downtown, morning-to-evening, five-

cents-a-day bicycle storage room in the city.

The Patee Crest and iNassau Special bicycles

and a full line of sundries, fittings and tools

are handled by this company.

A GOOD MOTTO.

" Everything and Anything for a Wheel " Is the

Catch Phrase of E. A. Brecher & Co.

That a personal knowledge of and sympa-

thetic interest in the .welfare of customers is

cond'U'cive to pleasant business relationship is

prO'Ven by the very-much-at-home manner of

the line of dealers and repairmen who can be

found every working day at the counter of E.

A. Brecher & Co., 95 Reade street. A Wheel
man watched iMr. Breeher's method and found

that it not only sold goods, but sent the cus-

tomer home well pleased.

"If you want proof Oif the utility of the job-

ber," said Mr. Brecher 'when he had time,

"look at that lot of 'C'Ustomers, and the sj's-

teraatically arranged goods behind the coun-

ter. In ten minutes a man can buy here a

bigger variety of goods, just as he wants them

and far more cheaply, than he could get in two

weeks by ordering direot of the manufac-

turers."

The Brecher firm are composed of E. A.

Brecher and A. W. Steiner. They succeed be-

cause they are both old cyclists and because

they know the art of buying and selling. They
refuse to handle goods of doubtful pedigree,

and are able to quote the right prices on
good's which they do handle. They haive no
"seconds."

They sell "everything and anything for a

wheel," as well as the wheel itself. They make
a specialty of first-class built-up frames. "Last
year," said Mr. Brecher, "we did make a

frame with very low price as a basis. We
know better now, and while we 'charge a little

more for 'this year's 'frame, it is as good as can
be built. Our customers say so.

"We have had a big year so far. One rea-

son is that dealers know we do not sell

around them. We have often refused orders,

accompanied by the cash, because we had rea-

son to ibelieve the buyers were not legitimately

in the trade. O'Ur shipping trade? You can

see by that what it is," and he pointed to a

very busy shipping department.

A NOVEL CATALOGUE.

Alphabetical Arrangement and Net Prices in the

Whitelaw-Dailey Company's Book.

"Courtesy" is a little word, but it stands for

a lot. "Courtesy" is written all over the es-

tablishment of the Whitelaw-Dailey Company,
at 117 Chamb'ers street. New York. Several

dealers or their representatives, as well as a

seller or two, were ahead of The Wheel man
in this busy place one day last week, and it

was noticed that 'buyers and sellers alike re-

ceived the same pleasant treatment. "Like
master, like man," the saying goes. Mr.
Whitelaw is a pleasant master.

Bicycle supplies of every description are

handled by this concern. They have an un-

usual way of cataloguing their .goods. The
catalogue is really a price-list, with the cata-

logue feature subordinated. The articles for

sale are described in alphabetical order, and

opposite the name of each article is printed the

trade price—the book going to the trade only.

It is a 'good idea, and one that dealers ap-

preciate.

One of the company's specialties is the Buf-

falo frame, which they control in this vicinity.

It is characterized by first-class material, elec-

trically welded head and a one-piece forged

hanger. The ladies' frame is 'Very graceful,

looking ni'U'ch like that of the ladies' Colum-
bia. The prices on these frames are remark-

ably low.

The Power chain is another specialty. "The
one-eighth-inch .Power chain," said iMr.

'Whitelaw, "is more like a piece of jewelry than

bicycle work, lit is a wonderful chain." Some
of the strongest and most severe riders in this

vicinity have failed to break the Power chain.

Its tensile strength is 800 pownds. It is used

by a number of racing men. They are glad to

pay for it. The larger sizes are very successful

on quints and other pacing machines.

CnOCK-FULL OF BUSINESS.

Something About the Rapid Rise of the Firm of

Robert n. Ingersoll & Bro.

For about thirteen years, Robert H. Inger-

soll & Bro. manufactured rubber stamps. For

about one year they have luanufactured or

jobbed about everything that can be used or

sold in the bicycle, photographic or general

sporting goods business. They employ about

400 people. Already the Ingersoll one-dollar

watch is one of the most widely known in the

country.

If the above statement doesn't impress you
as a nut-shell story of unusual business virility,

if you visit New York drop in some day at

163-165 Washington street, or at 67 Cortlandt
street, just around the corner.

The latter place is a retail store, busy as a

bee-hive. There is another store, just as busy.
at 111 Nassau street. The Cortlandt and
Washington street establishments form an L.

On the Washington street side is the bicycle

department, on the second floor an extensive
and busy office, on the upper floors the sport-
ing goods factory. Out at Linden, N. J., is

an Ingersoll factory, in which pumps and
metal specialties are made.

If your present jobber does not seem to be
up-to-date, you would hardly make a mistake
in trying Robert H. Ingersoll & Bro. Their
bicycle catalogue is singularly complete as to

parts, fittings, tools and sundries. They arc

very strong in sundries. Other catalogues

describe their sporting goods, etc., etc.

The preface in the Ingersoll catalogue will

be found a good straight business talk—for

example: "We offer only the most popular

goods—goods which are safe for you to buy.

We avoid 'freaks,' and keep to the 'middle of

the road.' We don't run a purchasing agency,

nor do business on the 'bait' plan. We carry

the goods we list and aim to make a legitimate

profit on every item—and no more on any

one item." iNet prices are printed in the cata-

logue, and there is no discount except 3

per cent for cash with order, or on C. O. D.

secured by a deposit.

KEEP THEIR CUSTOMERS.

International Cycle Fittings Company's Old Friends

Are Their Best Friends.

As enterprisirbg and quick-moving a set

of men as you will find in a week's hunt are

the proprietors and emiployes of the Inter-

national .Cycle Fittings Co., at 74 Reade

street. And it isn't the presence of competi-

tors on the same street that .makes 'them act-

ive, either. They are "just naturally born

that way." When The Wheel man called to

look around, Mr. Packas was attending to the

orders of two out-'of-town 'customers, and

there seemed to be at least two customers for

every other man in the place.

Romeo and Juliet bicyicles, and Romeo and

Juliet frames are prominent among the com-

pany's specialties. These bicycles and frames

are unusually attradtive in appearance, and

they are as good as they look—Brightwood

or Fattber one-piece hangers, Baldwin or

Thames chains, etc., in the complete bicycles,

and Shelby tubing, drop-forged flush-joint

connections, head and seat^post expanders,

etc., in the frames. The frame prices include

seat-post and hand'le-.bar. These 'frames no

dealer need hesitate to 'Use for first-class as-

sembling.

A very complete line of tools, parts and

sundries, and the $20 and $35 coin-slot graph-

ophones, graphophone cylinders, records, etc.,

make up the stock of the International Cycle

Fittings Co. Their reputation is established.

Their old friends are their best friends.

A BIG EXPORT TRADE.

Hartley St Graham, Fifty Years Old, Control a Big

Line in and Out of the Country.

Hartley & Graham have been in existence

as a firm for the last fifty years, and are known

from one end of the world to the other. Five
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years ago they added a bicycle sundry de-

partment to their business, and to-day they

carry one of the biggest stocks of these goods

in New York—which is saying much. The
department is under the management of G.

B. Z. Anthony.

Owing to their various connections in for-

eign countries the firm have been enabled to

build up an export trade in bicycle sundries

which promises to make American goods a

big factor in the European trade of the future.

Among the firms for which Hartley & Gra-

ham are exclusive metropolitan and export

agents are: Bridgeport Gun Implement Co.,

pedals; Wheeler Saddle Co., Bevin Bros.

Mfg. Co., bells, etc.; Coe Mfg. Co., toe-clips

and coasters; Matthews & Willard Mfg. Co..

lamps; Badger Brass Co., lamps; Claus Han-

dle-Bar Co.; J. B. Young, sprocket rims;

Whaley-Dwyer Company, stirrup toe-clips;

New England Cycle Supply Co., shop tools;

Bristol Bell Co.; P. W. Tillinghast, vulcan-

izers; Morgan & Wright, tires, and Morse

Chain Co.

YOl WILL FIND IT HERE.

Besides sundries and fittings the company
carry in stock a big line of bicycles, among
ftrhich are the National, which has been

represented by this company continuously for

the past four years; Keystone, juvenile wheels;

Reading Standard, and the Central, the latter

line being especially made for the Johnston

Company, and comprising men's, ladies' and

juvenile wheels.

The Johnston Company issue a catalogue

containing over sixty pages, which should be

in the hands of every dealer.

HANDLE ALMOST EVERYTI1ING.

The G. R. Johnston Company Catalogue Is Complete,

and the Goods Are in Stock.

There are few articles in the sundry or parts

trade which cannot be found in the establish-

ment of the G. R. Johnston Company, at 107

Chambers street. It is the company's boast

that they carry everything for a wheel, from

grips to tires, at prices which cannot fail to

attract discriminating buyers. Their office

and sales room runs through the block to 91

Reade street, the executive office being on

the Chambers street side and the shipping de-

partment on Reade street.

After Twenty-Six Years of Business C. B. Barker

& Co. Are Still Growing.

There is an air of business and prosperity

about the establishment of C. B. Barker & Co.,

of 70-74 West Houston street, which cannot

fail to impress those of an observant turn of

mind.

The firm were established in 1873, incorpor-

ated under the State laws of New York Janu-

ary, 1883. The present officers are: James D.

Saflford, president, and J. R. Viles, secretary

and treasurer. They are well known through-

out the country as the pioneer house for sew-

ing machine needles, sewing machine parts,

manufacturers' supplies, findings, oils and belt-

ing. They carry the largest and most com-

plete stock of the above-mentioned goods of

any house in the world.

Finding that many of their customers who
were dealers in sewing machines were also

engaged in the bicycle business, they felt com-

pelled to add a bicycle department. This they

did in the spring of '98, starting with a limited

line. Having once made a beginning, they

soon realized that the demands made upon
them would allow of no half-way course, anl
this season have added to their line, until they

now have the largest and most varied stock of

fittings and sundries to be found in New
York.

The large increase of business in the bicycle

department has made it necessary to increase

their facilities by adding another floor to the

two which they already occupied, and also to

nearly double their office force.

They are following in their bicycle depart-

ment the well-known policy which they have

maintained in their sewing machine parts and
findings business for the past 30 years; that

is, prompt attention to all orders and corres-

pondence, with an earnest effort to please and

satisfy customers in all business relations

with them.

ALL HANDS HARD AT IT.

In the A. M. Scheffey & Co. Establishment There

Is a Struggle to fill Orders.

"What do I think of the prospects of the

jobber? Well, we are head over heels in

work. Perhaps that is the best answer I can

make," said Mr. A. M. Scheffey, through a

speaking-tube from the packing room. "I

am up here at work myself, and can't come
down," he continued. "Tell 'em A. M. Schef-

fey & Co. have been here since 1892, and that

we are doing the business of our lives. We
are in catalogue touch with the whole country,

and have eight traveling men covering seven-

teen eastern states."

Bicycles, sundries and specialties comprise

the Scheffey line. The Wynnewood bicycles,

listing at $25, $30, $40 and $50, at $75 for
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Yankee Acetylene ^
Gas Lamp^ '^

Smallest, 7 In. High. Lightest, Weight J 7 Oz.

NEAT,
COMPACT
AND
PRACTICAL,

NOTE THE RETAIL PRICE, $2.50.

The Cheapest Reliable Gas Lamp Made and

the Finest in Appearance*

NOT AN EXPERIMENT, BUT AN ASSURED SUCCESS.

MADE of brass, handsomely nickel-plated

Constructed on scientific principles, no

solder used, being put together with rivets. Does

^ not require special cartridge, but will burn car-

^ bide in bulk or cartridge form and will burn five

J hours. Lens is of extra quality, bull's-eye type,

^ set in strongly hinged door, with fluted flange,

+ giving a handsome appearance and materially aid-

J ing the radiation of light. Will not jar or blow out.

J Will supply with plain door if specified on order.

^ Kindly mention The Wheel,
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R. H. INGERSOLL & BRO.,
MANDFACTURERS AND JOBBERS OF

EVERYTHING FOR
THE BICYCLE

163-165 Washington Street, New York.
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The LarqestsssStock in New York.

FITTINGS. SUNDRIES.
Built-l)p Wheels. Frames, with Fauber Hangers.

COMPLETE BICYCLES, LESS TIRES,

AND EVERYTHING REQUIRED BY THE BICYCLE BUILDER, REPAIRER OR RIDER.

t

•:

t

I

t

t

Metropolitan Depot, American Dunlop Tire Co.

The India Rubber Co., Excelsior and Famous
Tires.

Milwaukee Patent Puncture-Proof Tire Co.

The Excelsior Needle Co., Spokes and Nipples.

The Miller Mfg. Co., the Arc Light Gas Lamp.

Bevin Bros. Mfg. Co., Bells and Specialties.

I. A. Weston Co., Canfield Brake and Eosto
Coaster Brake.

I

WRITE US FOR CATALOGUE AND DISCOUNTS.

C. B. BARKER & CO., Ltd.,
•> Iiong Distance Telephone.
i* Cable, CHASBARK. 70-74 W. Houston Street, New York.
*> Kindly mention The Wheel.
V A
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The Latest.
We have secured

York agency for the

the Greater

Shelby Steel Tube Co.
This, with our large Hue of Fittings

plies, puts us ON TOP. We put up 2,000 com-
binatirns of Frame Fittings in sets, and are also

headquarters for Tandem, Trip-

let and Quad Frame sets. If

you have not one of our '99 cat-

alogues, send for one.

We manufacture the

"Reliable" Screw-Cuttin|r Lathe,
the most complete of its kind for repair shop use. Has power cross-feed; made in two sizes, 10x25 ^^•^ 10x36
between centres. We also make the Universal Tube Cutter, which cuts bicycle tubing from half inch to one inch

and a half, furnished for hand use or power.

PETER A. FRASSE & CO., 94 Fulton Street, New York.

E. S. Stacy, Esq., Springiield, Mass.
Powell & Haddock, Philadelphia, Pa.

J. B. Hunter & Co., Boston, Mass.
Syracuse Supply Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
E. Hoffeld & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

The following well-known firms are agents for our Lathes:

Strong, Carlisle & Hammond Co., Cleveland, O.
National Supply Co., Toledo, O.
Vonnegut Hardware Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Dawson & Goodwin, Chicago, 111.

Chas. A. Strelinger & Co., Detroit, Mich.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

Geo. A. Rubelman Hardware Co., St. Louis, Mo.
John Wigmore & Son's Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

U. Baird Machine Co^ Pittsburg, Pa.
C. F. Marwedel, San Francisco, Cal.

August Eggers, Bremen, Germany.
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Sager-geared chainless, are made by this firm.

They also represent the Geneva Cycle Co.

line, listing at the same prices, and are whole-

sale agents for the $25, $27.50 and $30 Fay
juveniles. Their business in all these lines

has markedly increased this season. They look

after their customers very conscientiously.

AN "ANCIENT AND HONORABLE."

For Fifty-Seven Years Hermann Boker & Co. Have

Done Business Under that Name.

Tool steel, machinery steel, steel of all kinds

—including steel tubing—for the manufac-
turer; hardware, cutlery, guns, etc., for the

jobbing trade; a line of good bicycles and cer-

tain specialties for the jobber and retailer.

That, with general business age and integrity,

is what Hermann Boker & Co. stand for.

For nineteen years Boker customers have

sent their orders to 103 Chambers street. New
York. For fifty-seven years the Boker firm

have been operated under that name. A great

record. Mr. Funke, who entertained the

Wheel man. stated that record in reply to

the question as to how his concern secured

and kept its customers. "Every jobber and

dealer in this vicinity is pretty likely to know
us," he said.

One of the principal lines supplied to the

cycle trade by Hermann Boker & Co. is

tubing. They also sell Imperial wheels to

dealers in Greater New York. They are

eastern and export agents for the Solar and

Breckenridge gas lamps, and one of their

own, the Crescent. They control the Baldwin

brake and the Baldwin chain bolt.

WHEELS AT THE RIGHT PRICE.

The Wilson Company Make a Specialty of Profitable,

Low-Priced Machines for Dealers.

If the people from whom >uu are now buy-
ing are too busy to fill your orders for ma-
chines which you want to sell at $25, try the

Wilson Company, 121 Chambers street. New
York. They are very busy, too—the dealer's

margin of profit on their goods is large and
they are wo>king overtime to fill orders—but
they are good people to bear in mind.
Mr. Wilson was discovered by The Wheel

to be an unusually fair, square man; level-

headed, and undoubtedly a pleasant man to do
business with. He said: "We have been in

this business three years. We job sundries

and fittings, and make a specialty of tires and
low-priced wheels. The wheels we assemble

ourselves. We don't sell to anybody but the

dealer. We are as busy as we can be just

now. We are doing several hundred dollars'

worth of cash business over the counter every

day, and you can see the marl on my desk."

IN THEIR NEW QUARTERS.

An Imposing Display Made by Schoverling, Daly &

Gales on Broadway.

In the opinion and experience of men com-
petent to judge, the dealer who makes bicycles

his chief line and tacks on the right side lines

is most likely to succeed. A great many deal-

ers are taking on lines of athletic goods, and
this demand is largely supplied by Schoverling,

Daly & Gales, who are now installed in a mag.-

nificently reconstructed corner store at their

old address, 302-304 Broadway.

"As you can see," said Mr. Schermerhorn,
"we are catering especially to the golfer. He
is increasing numerically, and local dealers will

find it profitable to encourage him. In our

other lines—sundries, bicycles, guns, etc., we
are doing a big business, locally and generally.

We have eight men on the road."

The bicycles carried by this firm are the

Sterling, $50; Gales, $35, and Duane, $25.

The line of sundry goods is extensi've.

PROGRESSIVE AND PERSISTENT.

Here Is a Concern Which Has from the Very Begin-

ning Filled the Bill Thoroughly.

The C. Murray Rice Co.. of 105 and 107

Chambers street, was incorporated in New
York State last January, George D. Boles be-

ing president and C. Murray Rice treasurer.

The firm is one of the oldest in the city. It

was originally the Anglo-American Iron &
Metal Co., after that the Anglo-American

Cycle Fittings Co. The firm conducts estab-

lishments at 635 Arch street, Philadelphia, and

75 Hawley street, Boston. It carries every-

thing in the bicycle line, and has always adopt-

ed the policy of handling high-grade goods

at a moderate price. Mr. C. Murray Rice, the

treasurer of the company, is a gentleman well

known in the bicycle business, lin which he

numbers many friends. The firm's establish-

ment on Chambers street is complete in every

detail. Here a manufacturer can find every

part and fitting necessary to the building of a

wheel, and the business furnishes a striking

example of the lvalue of the jobber in the

bicycle trade.

mmm €0,,
BicyclesJires, rittlngs, Supplies,

121 Chambers St., New York.

(§)

OFFER TO DEALERS ONLY....

(No goods sold consumers):

A "Big Drive" in Spokes at

$5.50 per 1,000, or 65c. per

J 00. They also have been

making a " Special Sale " of

Tires—with Kangaroo Tires

at $3.75, Sterlings $3.00, and

many good brands at $2.00

per pair.

Their Sale of Black Enameled wheels at

$12.50, less Tires and Saddles, continues. We
can sell all these wheels we can get, and do not

go outside " Greater New York " in offering it.

If you will come and look at it, you will not Z

need to ask questions about it. f
J,

Kindly mention The Wheel. 3,
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15.000 i

I Cycles to Sell. I

Want big buyers and dealers to see

our 6 Lines. We guarantee to under-

sell any and all (quality being con-

sidered).

5,000 Handle^Bars.
Shelby Tubing, 13-16 and 3-4, R.

H. and up, 37c. each (value 55c.).

Others, 40c. and 50c.

HAVE 5,000 FLUSH-JOINT CYCLES,

A I, AT A PRICE.

L. C. JANDORF & CO.,

321 Broadway, H W. 14th St., .542 Pearl St., New York.

190-198 Coliiinbns Ave., Boston.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Favorite ' Bicycles.
We make JUVENILES a specialty.

ss
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I We have the reputation of making the best Juvenile Bicycles in the World. Write
|

I us when in the market. Our grade is high. Our prices low. Send for Catalogue,

ss
•o
ss

We also make Adult FAVORITES—an honest wheel at a moderate price.

THE TOLEDO METAL WHEEL CO., - Toledo, Ohio.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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MR. DEALER:

Please do not compare our New Century frames with frames of

similar appearance, but which have brazed fork-sides, brazed uppers

and lowers, stamped clusters and cheap expanders. Our prices are

right, but our frames have seamless tubing, seamless fork sides, Shelby

or Fauber seamless uppers and lowers, Thor expanders, and our

price includes handle-bar and saddle-post.

We have a larger variety of frames than any house in New York

City. We can now furnith Shelby '99 continuous fork-crowns and

fork-sides. Our line of parts and sundries is very complete.

E. A. BRECHER & CO.,

Kindly mention The Wheel. 95 Reade Street, New York.

HERE THEY ARE AT LAST!

The New AMERICAN CYCLE TROUSERS ^^r&^^
The ideal trousers of the nineteenth century! The only combined cycle and

business trousers in ihe whole universe! No clamps or g^uards are needed !

No dust can get above the shoe tops !

You can have the benefit of our hard-earned
idea at very little cost. We have a score or
more of expert tailors working for us and we
are making elegant finished trousers to order
right along, still we are not satisfied. If you
have a pair of good ordinary trousers in your
wardrobe which you can spare for a few days,
send them to us by mail or express prepaid
and we will have our tailors remodel them for
j'ou to our original design and return them to
you per express C. O. D. in ship-shape order,
40 buttons and all for $1.50.
Or send 30 cents (3 dimes) in your letter to us

and we will mail you a cut-paper pattern with
instructions how to cut and shape this elegant
fit around the ankle, to remodel your old ones
or make new ones. These patterns adjust to
any size pants worn. Mention your height
when you write, is all. Hundreds of 1899 de-
signs in fine cloth to select from and will make
you a splendid pair of these trousers in stripes
or checks for from $5 to $7 if you send us your
measure and ?2 when you write. Will send
them per express, balance C. O. D. with privi-
lege of examination, and we will stake our
reputation that you will be simply surprised
and delighted with them.

AL. V. DAVIS & CO.,
363 VIADUCT, - CLEVELAND, O.

Special Rates to Clubs.
Note.—Bear in mind that these trousers ARE

NOT TIGHT, but cut to fit loosely about the
legs same as ordinarypants and fit closely about
the ankles and make that graceful turn out
over the feet. Delicate modeling is required
at this point and is a difficult thing to do
without our original patterns. Even the most
skilled tailor would have to experiment some
time to get this exquisite cut, whereas any
person who can handle a pair of shears can
get it in a few minutes with our correct pat-
terns. Silk elastic cord is looped around the
double row of buttons from side to side of the
open seam on outside of each pants leg. This
arrangement holds the seams together and al-

lows the pants legs to expand at this narrow
place and let the feet pass through easily, so
that these trousers are put on and off as
quickly as any others. No BUTTONING OR
UNBUTTONING to do. This combination of
neat cloth-covered buttons and silk elastic cord
also adds to the trimming and elegant appear-
ance of the garment and is the principal fea-
ture for which we ask tlie U. S. to grant us
a patent.
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i $2.50!
The Crescent Gas Lamp |

But if you
know

you know that

its price is its

least attractive

feature. It

burns 6 hours,

weighs 10

ounces, and

has a number
*? '<IB imm\ W of special me-

chanical points

to recommend
it.

HERMANN BOKER & CO.,
lOI & f03 Duane Street. - NEW YORK.

Eastern and Export Agents for

BADGER BRASS n?G. CO., Kenosha, Wis.,

SOLAR LAMPS.

E. P. BRECKENRIDGE CO., Toledo, 0.,

Breckenridge Gas Lamp,

Light-Weight Oil Lamp.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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\N SANGER'S TOWN.

How the League People Succeeded in Besting tlie

Politicians and the Results Thereof—An

Oshkosh Decision.

Milwaukee, Wis., May 6.—Such local bicy-

cle regulation and legislation as Milwaukee
has does not include the license of bicycles

nor any rule as to lamps. This the city coun-

cil endeavored to remedy by the introduction

of a measure requiring the licensing of all

bicycles at $1 each. Only then did the alder-

men discover that the wheelmen have been

active in more directions before the legisla-

ture than in the one to force the railroads to

check bicycles as baggage. Working quietly.

Chief Consul Frank P. Van Valkenburgh, they

found, had succeeded in carrying through an

amendment to the act under which cities are

incorporated, depriving municipalities in Wis-

consin of the right and power to tax bicycles.

Naturally there is a big "holler," but it is

all for the dogs, because the legislature has

adjourned, and won't reconvene until two

years hence. So until that time no action

can be possibly taken.

The matter has caused a great deal of feel-

ing, however, there being some of the alder-

men who are unable to appreciate a clever

bit of work, and in consequence they are look-

ing about in an endeavor to convince "those

bisickle fellows that they ain't so smart as

they think they are." To do this a scheme

has ibeen formulated to pass a lamp ordinance.

That game has been attempted several times

before, but has always been blocked by the

L. A. W. officials. Without any compulsion

a great many riders carry lamps. While

there will be active opposition against such

an ordinance, it will require a great deal of

work on the part of the riders to defeat it, be-

cause of a judgment rendered against the

city a few days ago for $1,000, growing out of

a wheelman, Walter Moewes, riding into an

excavation at night, where no warning lamps

had been placed. While the accident was

due wholly to the negligence of the city em-

ployes in failing to put up the lanterns, the

aldermen say that if Moewes had had a lamp

of his own, he would have seen the danger

and the city would not have been obliged to

pay the damage.

A suit of more than ordinary interest to the

wheelmen generally has just been instituted

at Oshkosh, where a rider was injured by

running into a paving block that had dropped

from a wagon in the afternoon. The .pre-

liminary battle is to be fought upon the

principle that it is the duty of cities to main-

tain their streets in a condition of safety,

which will require the removal of all obstacles

made dangerotts by the popular use of the bi-

cycle. An obstacle like a paving block that

would merely be an inconvenience in the case

of a man traveling with a wagon or other

horse-drawn vehicle, might ibe the cause of a

fatal fall to a man riding a bicycle.

This Is the Man.

Fred Howard Porter has for many years

been identified with cycling, and for the past

thirteen years has been an active member of

the League of American Wheelmen. Mr.

Porter is president of the '99 Meet Club, an

organization that was formed in 1898 for the

sole purpose of inviting the L. A. W. to visit

Boston some time during the summer of 1899

and there hold its annual meeting, and spend

a week as guests of the '99 Meet Club. The
coming "meet" will be unique, inasmuch as

neither the League, nor the local division of

the League, has anything to do with the

"meet," except that they are to be the guests

of the '99 Meet Club. The '99 Meet Club

does all the preparatory work, and assumes all

the responsibilities; the L. A. W. has only

to come and be entertained.

Mr. Porter was chosen president of the

'99 Meet Club, from the fact that he was the

right man in the right place, being well and

favorably known in both L. A. W. and busi-

ness circles, besides being one with some

leisure time, and willing to devote that time

to the Meet Club's work. His work is one of

love for the L. A. W., and patriotism for his

adopted city—Boston. In the appointment of

the chairmen of the nineteen various commit-

tees who will look after the many interests of

the coming "meet," Mr. Porter has not allow-

ed home factions or L. A. W. politics to in-

fluence him in any way. His appointments

that he has outlined to date, it is evident that

the several committees have been active, and

that nothing will be left undone to make the

"meet" of 1899 a memorable one.

have been for fitness only, and any chairman

who fails to attend two committee meetings

is dropped and another given the position.

The Executive Committee, which is made

up of the chairmen of the nineteen general

committees, meets every Monday afternoon

at the office of the '99 Meet Club, and then

each chairman reports upon the work done

by his particular committee. Since each

chairman chooses his own assistants, and his

particular committee has its own place of

meeting, the Executive Committee does not

waste time with the details, but has only to

act upon the actual business done, or oi?er

suggestions for future action.

Mr. Porter has removed his personal busi-

ness to the office of the '99 Meet Club so he

can, as they say, be always on tap, and he

can be seen there any time, except when ab-

sent from town on personal business, or busi-

ness relative to the coming "meet." He has

already made a trip to Montreal to confer

with the International Meet Committee, and

another to Philadelphia to see the Meet Com-

mittee there. From the extensive programme

Claim It Is a Freeze-Out.

Grand Rapids, May 6.—Bloksma & Bosch,

manufacturers of leather bicycle grips, have

brought two law suits against the firm of

Jarvis & Daniels, cycle dealers. One suit is

in assumpsit—to collect money due on accounts

—and the other is for damages for violation

of agreement and injury to the business of

the plaintifis, and the facts, according to the

litigation, are peculiar, to say the least. The
leather-grip business in question was estab-

lished by C. E. Peterline & Co., with the

assistance of Jarvis & Daniels, who put in

$500 on a written agreement that it was to be

used as working capital. Bloksma & Bosch

bought the business from Peterline & Co. with

the further agreement that the money invested

by Jarvis & Daniels was to remain. They

gave notes as part payment for the plant.

These notes were indorsed by Jarvis & Dan-

iels, and as security for the indorsement they

took a chattel mortgage on the plant, with

the understanding that the indorsers were to

continue to handle the product of the con-

cern.

Bloksma & Bosch continued the business

and delivered the grips as agreed, but Jarvis

& Daniels first delayed payment and finally

refused payments altogether, claiming that

they were drawing out their capital or were

applying the amounts on the mortgage. When
Bloksma & Bosch insisted on payment for

goods delivered Jarvis & Daniels immediately

foreclosed the mortgage, without notice, sell-

ing the plant to themselves at private sale for

$340. Mr. Bosch claims that the plant is

worth a thousand dollars, and that the fore-

closure by Jarvis & Daniels was simply the

carrying out of a scheme to freeze out the

rightful owners and get possession of the

business, hence the suit for damages.

Lozier's New Launch.

The Lozier Company closed a contract

Saturday with T. H. McLean, manager of the

Toledo Traction Co. for a motor launch to

be used by the Casino Company at its park in

this city. The new boat is to be a first-class

craft, 35 feet long, fitted with a canopy top,

nickel-plated trimmings, and will be driven by

one of the new Lozier engines. The Lozier

people have all they can do to supply orders

for their new engines and there are now more

orders in than can by any means be filled this

summer.

So It Will Roll Easier.

S. A. Grant, of Springfield, Mass., the in-

ventor of the League, the original chainless

bicycle, has gotten out a novelty in the form

of a ball-bearing collar button—a great moral

invention, which is expected to drive a large

percentage of current profanity out of the

world.

Kelly Catching Up.

Kelly Handle-Bar Co., Cleveland, have fully

recovered from the effects of recent fire, and

under the energetic supervision of Charles E.

Weaver are turning out 1,300 bars per day.

which large output will be increased to 2,000

per day inside of a week's time or even less

than that.
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ANENT ACETYLENE.

Agents Are to Blame for Much of the Trouble Arising

from the New Lamp's Unsatisfactory

Service— Remedies Needed.

Reports from dealers in several trade cen-

tres indicate that within the past week or more
there has been a decided expression of dis-

satisfaction among riders against some of the

acetylene lamps now on the market. A large

number of these lamps have been returned to

dealers with the statement that they would
not burn, and have by the agents been im-

mediately shipped to the manufacturers

with the complaint that they were defective.

This is not as it should be and the fault lies

largely with the dealers themselves. In their

anxiety to push and popularize the new types

of illuminator many dealers have deliberately

allowed riders to carry away the impression

that the gas lamp is in every way simpler and
easier to care for than the old oil lamps, and
in this they have made a great mistake.

Nearly all of the various acetylene lamps
now on the market are the result of long ex-

perimenting and were finally announced after

many changes, and while several of them are

perhaps as perfect and as practical as it is

possible to make them, yet the manufacturers

themselves do not claim that it is only neces-

sary to fill the chamber with carbide and turn

on the water to keep the lamp in condition and

make it give at all times the beautiful white

light for which the acetylene lamp is noted.

Those riders who have discovered the secret

of maintaining a perfect light will admit that

it requires considerably more care and at-

tention than the old oil lamp, yet they fee!

that the absence of grease and ill-smelling

smoke, in addition to the wonderful light,

more than repays them for their trouble.

In the first place the acetylene lamp requires

frequent and persistent cleaning m. all its

parts. The gas, in generating and in burning,

forms a coating which stops up the gas chan-

nels and lava tips, and, incidentally, it might

be mentioned that this coating varies accord-

ing to the purity of the calcium carbide; hence

it behooves a rider to purchase only the car-

bide which is prepared by reputable makers

for use in bicycle lamps. In several varieties

the gas channels are protected against im-

purities by the use of cotton or felt, but at best

they require cleaning, and care should be

taken to keep the lava tips clear of soot by the

frequent use of a fine wire or, in the absence

of this, the tip can be removed and blown
through. The water flow also requires atten-

tion.

Frequently there is a sediment in the water

which obstructs the flow and the water channel

requires cleaning and adjusting; the latter can

be accomplished in nearly all modern lamps

and the rider should ask for and thoroughly

understand instruction on this point before

purchasing. In some forms of lamps blotting

paper or fine cloth is used to assist in spread-

ing the water throug'hout the carbide, and this

should be changed when it appears to ob-

struct the percolation of the water. Where
the water feeds directly into the carbide the

end of the water channel should not be per-

mitted to become coated with deteriorated

carbide. The base of the carbide chamber

should always be screwed up tight or there is

danger of co^mbustion at this point. In case

the rubber band in the base becomes worn, a

new one should be inserted. Those who have

had long experience with these lamps say the

carbide should be replenished every time the

lamp is used to secure the best results.

The acetylene lamp has been on the market
only about two years and is, therefore, com-
paratively speaking, still in the experimental
stage, with the usual amount of room for im-
provements, but it is a success for all that,

and the dealer who discourages its sale is as

blind to his own interests as the dealer who a

few years ago undertook to block the progress
of the pneumatic tire. It is true there are a

number of cheap acetylene lamps on the mar-
ket which lack the principles of success and
which have been built only to sell, but the sale

of the entire type should not be discouraged
for the faults of the few.

An African Announcement.

Washington, D. C, May 6.—Information
has been received Iiere that the South African
Cycle Mfg. Co., Ltd., is preparing to start a
bicycle factory in Port Elizabeth, South
Africa, with branch depots (and subsequently
factories) in Natal and the Transvaal, to make
and place upon the South African markets bi-

cycles to compete with imported wheels. The
prospectus of the company states that the

sale of bicycles in South Africa has already
assumed large proportions, but the present
high prices debar many from buying them,
and the object of the company will be to man-
ufacture in South Africa a machine the price

of which shall be within the reach of all.

Such claims are absurd. Bearing in mind
that the raw material would have to be im-
ported from the United States or Europe,
that skilled labor in South Africa is only ob-

tainable at a high salary as compared with

the rates paid in other countries, and that the

laying down of mechanical appliances and
their working, for the production of all or

any of the multifarious parts of a bicycle,

would entail an outlay many times in excess

of that in this country or England—it is ob-

vious that the capital of the proposed com-
pany is not only absurdly small for the pur-

pose, even if it be all called up, but is barely

sufficient to cover the expenses of the voyage

of a staff of competent and skilled workmen
and the purchase and the laying down of the

necessary machinery with which to commence
operations. How, then, can the company
claim to "manufacture in South Africa a ma-
chine the price of which shall be within the

reach of all," at a "much cheaper figure than

imported machines are, or can be, sold at?"

Tells the Tale of Progress.

Washington, D. C, May 8.—The Patent

Office has long been recognized as a reliable

indicator of the business conditions of the

country. The following statement of the busi-

ness of that important department of the

government for the month of April, 1899, as

compared with the same month of last year,

compiled from the official records, illustrates

the improved business outlook. The receipts

of the office for April of the curre.-!t year

were $118,594.38, as against $5^,256.80 for the

month of April last year, being a gain of $14,-

337.58. The number of applications received

for patents and for the registration of trade-

marks, labels and prints for April, 1899, was

3,984, as against 3,542 for April, 1898, a gain

of 442. The number of patents, trade-marks,

labels and prints issued in April, 1899, was

2,143, as against 1,756 in April, 1898, being a

gain of 387.

New Prices on

Our $25.00

Bicycle.

If you put this wheel in your
window and mark it $25 00 you
will do business. It is made of

Shelby Tubing, Lobdell Rims,
and is fitted with internal ex-

panders and guaranteed from
start to finish. If you order a

sample and don't want it, send

it back at our expense and get

your money back. We have
the utmost confidence in this

machine. Write for new net

prices ready May 10.

Only sent to dealers where we have no agent.

Let Us Sell

You Sundries,

As an inducement, we offer lowest

prices, quick shipment and "your
money bick."

Ask for bargain sheet io5.

''Victor" Hubs, made by Overman Wheel
Co., J< X 9, 32-36 holes, worth $3.00
per pair $1.35

Toot Bags, assort'd sizes, fair quality, each .34
Kells Christy-Style Saddles 1.30
Hand Pumps, best quality 07
Full Nickel Wrenches 09
Chameleon Signals, for lamps 05
Hartford or M. & W. Repair Outfits 06
Bristol Electric Stroke Bells, doz 1.35
B. & W. Hygienic Saddles, fine quality. . . .35
Dietz Oil Lamp 1.10
Banner Oil Lamp 1.10
20th Century Oil Lamp, '99 1.40
Automatic Gas Lamp 1.65

'' Kangaroo/' $3,50
It often happens that manufacturers

mark their best goods "seconds" sim-

ply because they are overstocked and
want to unload them without hurting

their reputation. Here's a case at

point.

'98 Kangaroo Tires pair, $3.50
Goodyear Tires, unguaranteed . " 2 40
Regiment Tires, not guaranteed,

but g;ood " 2 7«J

Peoria First-Grade Tires " 3.7J
24in. New York Tires " 2 5^
M. & W. Inner Tubes 28 x If^, each .65 and .5o

Vou can't buy on credit and get the right prices.

Our terms to all are CASH with order or sufficient

to cover express if goods are sent C. O. D.

N. Y. SPORTING GOODS CO.,

61 Nassau Street, near Maiden Lane,

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Westfield Bicycles
PROMPT DELIVERIES.

e^ f^

WESTFIELD No. 3.

^TpHE WESTFIELD is a reliable, low-priced bicycle constructed in

' our own factories and bearing our own guarantee. We are

prepared to make immediate shipments, and will quote prices stripped

or with Cleveland Hose-Pipe or Burwell Detachable tires. Where com-

petition is keenest, there^s where you need the WESTFIELD*

e^ ^

WESTFIELD No. 4.

H. A. LOZIER & COMPANY,
Manufacturers Cleveland and Vestfield Bicycles,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U, S, A,
BRANCH HOUSES: New York, 337 Broadway; Philadelphia, 830 Arch St.; Chicago, 307-309 Wabash Ave. ; Boston, 396 Boylston St.;

Buffalo, 615 Main St.; Detroit, 244 Griswold St.; San Francisco, 304-306 McAllister St.; Wm. McCallister,

321 West Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md., Distributer for Southeastern Trade; Toronto Junction. Ont.; London,W.,

24 Orchard St., Oxford St.; Paris, 6 Place de la Madeleine; Hamburg, Neuerwall 36.

Kindly mention The \Mieel.
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DOINGS IN THE WORLD OF AUTOMOBILISM.
:-: +

-: +

CROKER'S COMPANY.

It Announces What It Owns and What It Has to

Offer to the Public for the Latter's

Money.

In offering to the public 10,000 of its 15,000

shares of preferred, non-cumulative, 7 per cent

stock, the International Automobile & Vehicle
Tire Co., of which Richard Croker, Jr., is the

leading spirit, take occasion to say the follow-

ing:

"The business of the company is the manu-
facture of rubber tires for automobiles and all

other kinds of vehicles, and kindred business

that may be embraced in the manufacture of

rubber arid its products, and the sale thereof;

to build, purchase or otherwise acquire factor-

ies for the manufacture of its products, and
to operate the same.

"This company has already purchased the

Newton Rubber Works, of Newton Upper
Falls, Mass.; tne rubber tire business of L. C.

Chase & Co., of Boston, Mass., and the Amer-
ican Tire Co., of New York. Embraced
in these purchases are patents covering the

only practical pneumatic tires for heavy vehi-

cles, as well as the sectional tire, and the well-

known 'Apex' and Chase 'Tough-Tread'

tires. These patents practically give this com-
pany the control of the tire business for auto-

mobiles and other vehicles. The 'Apex'

tire is the only pneumatic tire constructed

upon scientific principles.

"This company has a contract to supply alF-

the rubber tires to be used by the International

Power Co. on their autotrucks in this coun-

try and in Europe, and has in contemplation

extensive plans for further development in

Europe."

Another Railroad Converted.

Within the next two mo'nths the Vandalia, it

is stated, will establish a motor car service

between Terre Haute, Ind., and Harmony, a

distance of 19 miles; between Brazil and Cen-
terpoint and between Indianapolis and Plain-

field. The power to be used will probably be

gasoline. Ever since the New England and
the Erie demonstrated by practical operation

this class of service for suburban traffic, other

roads have taken up the idea, and ultimately

it is likely to 'be of considerable value in com-
peting with trolley lines.

Porto Rico to Auto.

Thomas Watson, of San Juan, Porto Rico,

is in this city in the interest of a scheme for

the establishment of a steam-carriage line be-

tween San Juan and Ponce. Mr. Watson, who
is a Pennsylvanian, and was formerly in the

mercantile business, went to Porto Rico last

October on a pleasure trip. While there he

conceived the idea of establishing an auto-

mobile line of carriages to run over the old

Spanish military road from San Juan to Ponce,

a distance of seventy-eight miles.

Mail and passengers are now carried over

the route in carriages drawn by native horses,

and the time taken in transit is about sixteen

hours. With the assistance of some Washing-
ton capitalists, Mr. Watson has organized

a company under the laws of New Jersey,
with a capital of $50,000. Ten steam-driven
carriages, which will make the trip in eight

hours, have been ordered. The first of them
will be ready for shipment in about three

months. The company expects to get the con-
tract for carrying the mail over the military

road.

The carriages will be fitted with ten-horse

power engines, will have rubber tires and will

carry six passengers each. They will have a

supply of water and fuel sufficient to run them
fifty miles. The carriages will weigh about
three thousand pounds each, and will cost, in-

cluding the $800 tariff, about $3,100 when de-

livered in Porto Rico.

Sort of a Soda Water Power.

Kingston, N. Y., jNIay 6.—The Industrial

Investment Development Co. have started

work at the. plant of the Diamond Truck Co.

in this city. This company is confident that it

has control of the secret which will allow the

cheap propulsion of automobiles by means
of carbonic acid- gas. The carbon-dioxide is

to be used by admitting the gas into the en-

gine under the pressure representing the full

vapor tension of the liquid under normal tem-

peratures, the gas being heated to a high

temperature before it is introduced into the

engine, wherein it is given full expansion at

a single stroke in -each of several cylinders.

It is the opinion of well-known mechanics and

experfs' tliat" the Industrial Investment' De-
velopment Co. have a fortune in their grasp if

the secret of propelling vehicles by carbonic

acid gas has been solved.

The location of the plant of the new com-

pany here was decided upon because arrange-

ments are to be made with the Various cement

companies hereabouts for the gathering and

storing of fhe carbonic acid gas that now
poisons the air in the quarries, the gas being

liberated by the burning of cement. This gas

will be used by the company in its engines.

Two automobiles are now at the plant, and

they will be promptly equipped with the new

acid gas motive power for their propulsion.

The engineer in charge of the construction

department of the new motors is a colored

man.

Two Chicago Companies.

Trenton, N. J., May 5.—The Illinois Electric

Vehicle Transportation Co. were incorpo'-ated

to-day with a capital stock of $25,000,000, none

of the shares being preferred. The object of

the company is to control the automobile

business in Illinois. The incorporators are

James E. Hays, of Camden, and Augustus

Treadwell and Arthur Phillips, of the city of

New York.

This is a branch of the company owning

the American automobile patents and whose

other branches already have New Jersey char-

ters designed to give them control in New-

England and the states of New York and

Pennsylvania. A half dozen more branch

companies, each with large capital, are to be

organized, it is said, in order that the monop-

oly may be extended over the entire country.

It was said at the Secretary of State's ofiice

to-day that when the branch organizations are

perfected there will be a consolidation of their

interests with a joint stock capitalization of

$250,1101.1,000.

The Chicago Electric Vehicle Co., said to

be an independent corporation, were also in-

corporated to-day with a capital stock of

.$1,000,000. The charter gives the company
the right to manufacture, operate and deal in

electric conveyances of every kind. The in-

corporators are Orson D. Fox, Smith C.

Shedrick, John Trier, Gustav Lukas, M. M.
Chesroun and J. W. Creekmurall, of Chicago,

and David Harvey, Jr., city of Asbury Park,

N.J.

Two Bits Per Mile.

While the gas trust is yielding to the at-

tacks of the people, the great New York cab

trust, unincorporated, but nevertheless tyran-

nical, is about to be broken by competition. It

will soon no longer cost a dollar to come to

the shopping district from the uptown region.

A company has just been organized with a

capital .stock of $100,000, which will operate

automobiles in the shopping district, and the

single trip fare for one person will not exceed

25 cents a mile.

Sixty Thousand Dollars for Bodies.

The Electric Vehicle Co., of New York, has

just awarded to the Willoughby-Owen Com-
pany,, of Utica, a contract for the'.furnishing

of bodies for automobiles in the sum of $60,-

000. This contract was secured in the face of

strong competition from various parts of the

countr}'.

New Motor Corporations.

Crouch Automobile Manufacturing Trans-

portation Co.," of Baltimore, capital $250,000,

has been incorporated in Maryland. Incor-

porators: W. Lee Crouch, L. R. Davidson, D.

A. Clark. H. C. Foster, J. D. McDonald.

Judd-Comiskey ^lotor-Vehicle Co., of New
York City, to manufacture and deal in motors

and vehicles, with a capital of $100,000. The
directors are Frank W. Comiskey, Archibald

F. Comiskey, Amazi Camp and Frederick A.

Camp, of New York City.

General Carriage Co.—Principal office. New-

Jersey Corporation Guarantee & Trust Co.

Building, Camden, N. J. General business of

trafficking with cabs, carriages, whether drawn

by horses or propelled by any motor power.

Capital, $20,000,000. Incorporators: Peter H.

Evans, James U. Clarke, Richard C. Ellis, E.

Frederick Gentner, Robert J. McKinstry.

The Graef Motor Co., of Brooklyn, has

filed articles of incorporation with the Secre-

tary of State, to manufacture and sell ma-
chines, etc. The capital stock is $250,000, con-

sisting of shares of one hundred dollars each,

and the directors for the first year are Ernest

W. Graef, Edward L. Graef, Harry A. Buh-

ner. George Eckstein and James C. Church,

of Brooklyn.
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New Comers and Old Friends.

W. B. Cane has opened a bicycle store at

Poland, N. Y.

H. L. Gray has opened a bicycle repair shop

at Bluehill, Me,

C. Batdorf is opening a bicycle repair shop

in Ashley, Ind.

J. Shooter has opened a bicycle repair shop

in Milan, Mich.

T. H. Davis has opened a bicycle store at

Keyser, W. Va.

B. Barton has opened a bicycle store at

Memphis. Mich.

L. Eldred has opened a bicycle store at

Montevideo, Minn.

O. Nelson will open a bicycle repair shop

at Peshtigo, Wis.

MacCready Bros, have opened a bicycle

store at Calais, Me.

The Idlewood bicycle factory, Bufifalo, N.

Y., has resumed operations.

Crawford, Marshall & Co. have opened a

bicycle store in Vancouver, Wash.

E. B. Parks, of Reese, Mich., intends open-

ing a bicvcle store at Akron, Mich.

C. White has opened a bicycle store at 9359

Cottage Grove avenue, Chicago, 111.

A. B. Millard has opened a bicycle repair

shop on Superior street, Antigo, Wis.

E. Fox is building a bicycle repair shop
on Washington street, St. Johnsville, N. Y.

Hendershott & Stephenson will open a bi-

cycle store on Sixth street, Port Huron, Mich.

Weaver & Carpenter Mfg. Co., Cleveland,

O,, have been incorporated by Harrt F.

Weaver, Aloin M. Carpenter, O. L. Neff, R.

R. Kaufman, F. H. Weaver, all of Cleveland.

The concern is capitalized at $25,000, and will

manufacture bicycles.

The Acme of Elegance and Practicability Has Been Reached |

in the Cycle Specialties We Produce! f\
?<>f>n niir np-^u .Snnnn RfaWp ? \X/^atrli tfifs nanpr fnr \^Have you seen our new Spoon Brake ? Watch this paper for

particulars.
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This Chiain Guard is adjustable to stretch of chain.
Not a cheap pedal, nor a very lo^v-p^iced ®

If you don't know
the Forsyth line, it

will pay you to

Manufactured in four sizes of two styles. %^^ "^ toocn.

I
Kindly mention The Wheel FORSYTH MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo, N. Y. I

pedal, but an absolutely perfect pedal at a
fair price.

®

IT BURNS GAS

The "Search-Light" Gas Lantern,

with the new "Wishbone" bracket,

will prove the same factor in the Bicycle

lamp industr}^ as our Kerosene lamp did.

Bridgeport Brass Co., '^'*'?gg^°^'^-

Name this paper and send two-cent stamp for souvenir.

7X
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GO^E AND COMING.

What America Has Sent Abroad and What This Country

Must Be Prepared to Do to Send Still

More of Her Products Away.

Washington, D. C, May 5.—This country's

unprecedented export of bicycles during the

past year, amounting in value to $7,092,197,

shows that American cycle manufacturers are

studying the science of the export trade, for

the search for foreign markets has surely de-

veloped into an exact, specialized science.

American manufacturers are beginning to un-

derstand that it is the buyer, and not the

seller, who determines the kind of machine
wanted and the way in which it wants to be

labeled and packed for shipment. It is the

business of the seller not to attempt to force

upon the buyer something he does not want,

but to ascertain what he does want and to

offer him a better machine for the same or

less money than he has been paying.

Manifestly, to create a demand for a pro-

duction in any market, it must be favorably

represented to prospective buyers. The repre-

sentation must be made in the language of

the country, whether by circular, advertise-

ment, or personal solicitation. The machine

itself must give satisfaction and be adapted to

the tastes, habits, customs, or industrial uses

of the people. Success in securing trade de-

pends fully as much on proper representation

as on making a good machine to be sold

later on. ,

All things cannot be advertised and handled

successfully in the same way, but all things

must be made known to a customer in a way
to secure his favor, in order that they may be

sold. The fundamental requisites are good
descriptive circulars, advertising, and salesmen

addressing buyers in their native language,

and an exhibit of the machines where orders

are expected. The place to exhibit machines

is where they are to be sold, is a trade axiom

good in every market.

The success of many American cycle manu-

facturers in creating a demand for their ma-

chines in foreign countries is stimulating a

general desire in this country for foreign

trade relations, and the energy of this move-

ment will not soon be expended. On the

contrary, it will receive increased momentum
each month. The results will be enduring

and profitable. The manufacturers who put

forth their best efforts will reap a correspond-

ing reward.

American diplomatic oiBcers at St. Peters-

burg, Russia, have been consulting with

American residents of that city and Moscow,

as well as American manufacturers who have

visited the Russian capital during the last

year, as to the advantages to be derived from

an American exposition to be held in St.

Petersburg in 1901, immediately following the

Paris exposition, as the best method of in-

troducing and advertising goods, and of af-

fording American manufacturers an oppor-

tunity to become acquainted with Russian

merchants, the kind of goods Russia wants,

and Russian methods of doing business. Such

an exposition would undoubtedly result in the

establishment of a Russo-American bank to

handle American business, a commercial
agency to report on the standing of business

men in both countries, as well as an interna-

tional express company and parcels post—all

of which are essential to the proper develop-

ment of trade with that rapidly growing coun-

try.

While in some lines American manufac-
tures are recognized by Russian importers and
consumers as the best of their kind and are

held in high favor, American manufactures

in general are both discredited and handi-

capped in Russia, and the introduction of new
goods made extremely difficult, for two rea-

sons. The first is that European manufac-
turers, Germans especially, fill the Russian

markets with inferior goods stamped, trade-

marked, etc., as "American," which goods
being accepted by the unsuspecting Russians

as genuine American productions, discredit

American manufactures to such an extent that

nothing short of active and persistent per-

sonal effort can now push new articles into

general use. The second reason which oper-

ates against the introduction of American
manufactures is the longer credits given by
British, French, German and other manufac-
turers—credits based upon the reports of their

agents, who traverse the empire and know-

how far credit can be safely given to buyers

there.

The proposed exposition would overcome
these difficulties and would undoubtedly re-

sult in American manufacturers securing a

much larger share of Russian trade. It would
be a national advertisement of American in-

dustrial skill, and would be far-reaching in

its results. Such an exposition as the one

proposed is like a window display on a gi-

gantic scale, in which are placed on view

choice samples of the national stock in trade,

which attract the thoughtful attention of pros-

pective buyers. The cycle trade is as much
interested in this export question as any

other industry, and American bicycle manu-
facturers should keep this proposed exhibition

in mind and be alive to the value to be de-

rived from making a creditable exhibit at the

exhibition.

An East Indian Market

Washington, D. C, May 7.—^One of the

striking features of American cycle export

trade during the past year has been the large

increase in the shipments to the British East

Indies. According to official frgures this

country shipped only $31,538 worth of bicycles

to those English colonies in 1897, while in

1898 the shipm-ents had increased to $155,265.

These figures are extremely interesting for

the reason that they show America is playing

an important part in the cycle trade of the

British colonies, heretofore held to be a mar-

ket almost exclusively for British cycles.

When bicycles began to ibe popular in foreign

countries, British manufacturers were dis-

posed to underrate the possibility of competi-

tion, especially from the United States. There

are indications that the conditions are now

fairly appreciated by the British manufacturers,

and they will not be so easily led into overcon-

fidence again. But the fact remains that

American manufacturers have the lead, and

the English will now have to fight to retain

what they have, to say nothing of getting

back what they have lost.

Some Truth-Tellers.

Figures are stubborn things, but sometimes

their stubbornness makes pleasant reading. For
example, take the following as disprovers of

the calamity howlers' repeated assertions that

.'Vraerican cycle makers were no longer hold-

ing their own with the foreign makers. For
the nine months ending with March, 1898, we
exported in cycles and parts thereof $1,426,466,

while for the sam.e period in 1899 the figures

were $4,101,873. All of which goes to show
that the great slump in the cycle trade was not

nearly as "great" as the howlers proclaimed

it to be.

Kroners and Pounds.

Foreign advices note the fact that on March
13 a shipment of 500 bicycles arrived at Chris-

tiania, Norway. The machines were shipped via

Hull, and were the largest shipment on record;

200 more following. The duty on each was
30 kroner and the price at which they sold,

225 kroner, with guarantee, equal to about

fl2 10s.

Exports Up to Date.

Exports of cycles and parts from the port

of New York, week ending May 9, 1899:

Argentine Republic.—7S cases bicycles, $3,149.

Antwerp.—9 cases bicycles, $4€3; 40 cases bicycle
material, ?1,492.

Amsterdam.—5 cases bicycle material, $234.
Africa.—13 cases bicycles, $346.

Alexandria.—28 cases bicycles, $612.

British East Indies.—23 cases bicycles, $3,722.

British Possessions in Africa.—11 cases bicycles,
$361.
Belfast.—6 cases bicycles, $128.
British West Indies.—19 cases bicycles, $686; 14

cases bicycle material, $465,
British Guiana.—7 cases bicycles, $242; 4 cases bi-

cycle material, $142.
Brazil.—1 case bicycles, $53.

Bremen.—37 cases bicycles, $2,075; 6 cases bicycle
material, $318.

Berlin.—1 case bicycle, $35.

British Australia.—3 cases bicycles, $318; 28 cases
bicycle material, $625.

Cuba.—39 cases bicycles, $1,135; 1 case bicycle ma-
terial, $40.

Copenhagen.—112 cases bicycles, $6,167; 16 cases
bicycle material, $925.

Chili.—1 case bicycle material, $36.

Christiania.—16 cases bicycles, $1,024; 16 cases bi-
cycle material, $125.
Dundee.—1 case bicycles, $32.

Havre.—974 cases bicycles, $20,451; 158 cases bicycle
material, $9,604.

Hull.—8 cases bicycles, $350.
Hamburg.—966 cases bicycles, $27,587; 132 cases bi-

cycle material, $4,098.
Helsingfors.—208 cases bicycles, $5,326; 4 cases bi-

cycle material, $53.

Liege.—20 cases bicycle material, $750.
London.—187 cases bicycles, $5,364; IS cases bicycle

material, $2,455.
Lisbon.^71 cases bicycles, $1,161; 3 cases bicycle

material, $180.
Lyons.—1 case bicycles, $52.
Liverpool.—72 cases bicycles, $1,400; 9 cases bicycle

material, $895.
Mexico.—1 case bicycles, $43; 2 cases bicycle mate-

rial $100.

Moscow.—49 cases bicycles, $1,575.

Nova Scotia.—2 cases bicycles, $151.

New Zealand.—24 cases bicycles, $529.

Newfoundland.—3 cases bicycles, $70; 2 cases bicycle
material, $78.
Oporto.—3 cases bicycle material, $270.

Rotterdam.—163 cases bicycles, $5,383; 29 cases bi-

cycle material, $1,440.
Stockholm.—75 cases bicycles, $3,275.

St. Petersburg.—10 cases bicycles. $640.

Upsala.—4 cases bicycle material, $135.

U. S. of Colombia,^3 cases bicycles. $65.

\'ienna.—1 case bicycle material, $140.
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All in a Dozen Years' Time.

L. C. Jandorf & Co. started in the bicycle

business in a small way about twelve years

ago, on Seventh avenue, near 129th street.

The rapid increase in their business neces-

sitated several removals, and they finally lo-

cated at 18 West 125th street. The next move
was to 57 Park place, and four years ago the

firm took their present quarters at 321 Broad-

way, where they occupy a whole build-

ing, the upper part of which is de-

voted to the manufacture of wheels.

Besides this establishment, L. C. Jan-

dorf & Co. have a retail store at 5 West
14th street, and a storehouse at 542 Pearl

street. They also have a branch at 190-198,

Columbus avenue. Boston, under the charge

of Mt. L. N. Wallenston. In all the establish-

ments the firm carry at times between eight

and ten thousand wheels, besides big stocks of

sundries and parts. The firm's specialty is the

Linwood, of which they carry eight models.

This wheel is manufactured by themselves.

The Liniwood high grades are made from the

finest possible parts. The Jandorf Company
also carry Waverley and Stormer lines, besides

making a specialty of turning out wheels to

order. The firm are composed of L. C. Jandorf

and Peter Jandorf. Mr. Louis Jandorf at-

tributes his success to the fact that he has

always bought and sold for cash, which desir-

able trait has. enabled this concern to build

up a very large export trade in a comparatively

short period of time.

Bullls in the Aqueduct.

Hereafter the home of the BuUis Gear Co.

will be fo'und in the Aqueduct Building, Ro-
chester, iK. Y. Having now perfected the

gear until no further changes of any kind are

contemplated, all the necessary machinery for

turning out the gears in quality and quantity

to suit the public's ever-increasing demand
has been installed by the company so that

nothing can interfere with the success which

now seems an assured possession of the Bullis

idea.

Opened a New Store.

J. G. Hartzell has opened a large bicycle

store at 150 North Sixth street, Reading.

Recent Patents.

623,505. Bicycle Saddle. Frederick C. Avery, To-

ledo, O. Filed October 8, 1896. Serial No. 608,300.

(No model.)

623,507. Steering-Fork for Cycles. Oliver Barnish,

Jr., Waltham, Mass., assignor of one-half to Oscar

H. Humphreys, same place. Filed August 1, 189S.

Serial No. 687,392. (No model.)

623,680. Velocipede Gear. David H. Miller, Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to the American Chainless Wheel
Co., same place. Filed December 15, 1897. Serial No.
661,967. (No model.)

623,774. Bicycle Saddle Post. Joseph T. Fenton,

Thiladelphia, Pa. Filed February 11, 1898. Serial No.

669,883. (No model.)

623,780. Bicycle Gearing. William Greiner, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Filed June 30, 1898. Serial No. 684,878.

(No model.)

623,807. Bicycle Support. Clarence A. Myers, Atlantic

City, N. J. Filed May 6, 1898. Serial No. 679,890.

(No model.)

623,793. Tire-Bolt Wrench. Walfrid Larson, Kings-

bury, Cal. Filed October 22, 1898. Serial No. 694,296.

(No model.)

623,830. Back-Fork End for Cycles. Arthur H.
Rogers and Henry AA'. Patrick, Birmingham, Eng-
land. Filed October 17, 1898. Serial No. 693,776. (No
model.)

623,832. Construction of Sterling Forks for Bicycles.

Charles J. Russell and William S. Liming, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Filed February 14, 1898. Serial No. 670,206.

(No model.)

623,825. Back-Pedaling Brake. Stephen Priest and

Stephen Priest, Jr., West Devonport, Tasmania. Filed

September 28, 1898. Serial No. 692,202. (No model.)

623,856. Coupling for Chains for Bicycles, etc. Mar-

tin L. Williams, Tacoma, Wash. Filed December 2,

1897. Serial No. 660,558. (No model.)

623,863. Crank Mechanism for Bicycles, etc. John
FI. Atterbury, Needham, Mass. Filed January 18,

1S99. Serial No. 702,530. (No model.)

623,865. Advertising Apparatus. Silas H. Ayer,

Boston, Mass., assignor to the Lightning Change Ad-
vertising Company, of Maine. Filed December 9, 1898.

Serial No. 698,792. (No model.)

623,914. Bicycle. William Konrad, Jr., Oshkosh, Wis.

Filed April 26, 1897. Serial No. 633,923. (No model.)

623,928. Back-Pedaling Brake. Carl J. Pihl, New
York. N. Y., assignor of one-half to Alexander M.
Sutherland, same place. Filed May 5, 1898. Serial No.

679,837. (No model.)

623,949. Back-Pedaling Brake. John C. Crocker,

Pardoe, Pa., assignor of two-thirds to John W. Bell,

Mercer County, Pa. Filed February 23, 1897. Serial

No. 624,656. (No model.)

623,962. Bicycle Propulsion. Charles O. Anderson,

Butte, Mont., assignor of one-fourth to Neil Allan

Macdonald, same place. Filed Aug. 25, 1898. Serial

No. 689,493. (No model.)

623,967. Bicycle-Rack. Everard S. Barnett, Wash-
ington Court House, Ohio, assignor of one-half to

E. D. Beatty, same place. Filed June 4. 1S9S. Serial

Xo. 682,547. (No model.)

623,981. Bicycle-Stand. William H. Butler, Mays-
ville, Ky., assignor of one-half to A. D. Cole, same
place. Filed Feb. 27, 1897. Serial No. 625,430. (No
model.)

623,996. Bicycle-Brake. Anthony W. Diehl, Mill-

heim, Pa. Filed Sept. 27, 1897. Serial No. 653,159.

(No model.)

624,079. Signaling and Tire-Inflating Means for Bi-

cycles. Herbert H. Pattee, Washington, D. C. Filed

July 6, 1897. Serial No. 643,580. (No model.)

624,093. Lantern-Bracket. Frank Rhind, Bridgeport,

Conn., assignor of one-half to the Bridgeport Brass
Company, same place. Filed Aug. 26, 1898. Serial

No. 689,622. (No model.)

624.231. Bicycle-Rack. David G. Martin, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Filed Oct. 23, 1897. Serial No. 656,149. (No
model.)

624.232. Handle-Bar for Bicycles. John M. Marty,

.Jr., Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the Kelly Handle-
Bar Company, same place. Filed Feb. IS, 1899. Serial

No. 705,973. (No model.)

624,267. Device for Igniting Bicycle, Carriage or

other Lamps. Marwood Tucker, Johannesburg, South
African Republic. Filed Aug. 5, 1898. Serial No.
687,817. (No model.)

624,269. Bicycle-Saddle Spring. John S. Voltz, Buf-

falo, N. Y. Filed Nov. 28, 1898. Serial No. 697,716.

(No model.)

624,177. Bicycle-Chain. Walter A. Church, Pitts-

burg, Pa. Filed July 22, 1898. Serial No. 686,553.

(No model.)
j

624,182. Velocipede Fork-Crown. Frank A. Cook,

East Hartford, Conn. Filed Nov. 22, 1897. Serial No.
659,387. (No model.)

624.284. Back-Pedaling Brake. Antone A. Zalondek,

Oklahoma, Okla. Filed Aug. 31, 189S. Serial No.
689.899. (No model.)

624.285. Bicycle-Brake. Otto O. Zimmerman, New
York, N. Y. Filed March 23, 1898. Serial No. 674,-

915. (No model.)

624.295. Bicycle. Daniel Carpenter, Goshen, N. Y.

Filed Feb. 19, 1897. Serial No. 624,146. (No model.)

624.296. Handle-Bar for Bicycles. William H.
Castle, Geneva, Ohio, assignor of one-half to the

Geneva Cycle Company, same place. Filed Jan. 31,

1S9S. Serial No. 668,532. (No model.)

624,315. Cushion Tire. John F. Finin, Pittsburg,

assigner to Robert P. McChesney, same place. Filed

Sept. 26, 1898. Serial No. 691,928. (No model.)

624,320. Folding Crate (bicycle). Charles E.

Freckleton, New York, N. Y., assignor to himself and
Manierre Ellison, same place. Filed Nov. 6, 1897.

Serial No. 657,615. (No model.)

624,417. Pump for Inflating Pneumatic Tires.

Nathan R. Wickersham and Harry A. Jamison, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Filed Oct. 5, 1898. Serial No. 692,754.

(No model.)

624,419. Bicycle-Wheel. James W. Armstrong, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed Sept. 24, 1S97. Serial No. 652,804.

(No model.)
TRADE-MARK.

32,819. Vehicle and Bicycle Lamps. Edward J.

Dolan, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed March 25, 1898. The
word "Viei." Used since December 14, 1898.
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• EASILY attached to any bicycle. This device is so arranged as to be quickly adjusted to large or small packages weighing from ONE TO
• FIFTY POUNDS, HOLDING SAME SECURELY. The Carrier is made of cold-rolled steel, nicely nickeled, weighing less than one pound.

TETNA Combination Bicycle Parcel-Carrier and Mud-Gtiard.
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Special Rates to Jobbers. Write at once.

I
/ETNA MFG. CO.,

I 225 Dearborn St., Chicago.
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When not in use as a Carrier, it serves

as a perfect Mud-Guard.

Price, $10.80 per Dozen.
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

304144, METAL TUBE. Frank A, WlLMftEtBndgeport. Coim.

'^FUed Jan. 37, 1899. SerisJ No. 703.590. (No qsodell
634 331- BICYCLE-RACK. David Q. Martim. Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Oct 23, 1897. Serial Na 656,149, (No model)

Claim -1 The method of finishing metal tubing which conaiats

iQ coaling the tubes both interiorly and exteriorly with a non^oiidiz-

able metal or aUov and then grinding off the coating from the e^tt-

rior of the tabjea. substantially as and for th* purposes set forth.

62-4,314. TIRE FOR WHEELS. JoBH J. FARRAfi. Rapid CJty,

8. D., aBslgnor of one-half to John B. Henry, same placa Filed July

27. 1898. Serial No. 686,984 (No model)

Claim.—1. A pneumatic tire for wheels, comprising an outer or

tread tube, an inner non-expansible and yielding feed-tube provided

with a .leriea of openings, means for supplying air to the feed-tube,

an inner inflatable tube surrounding the feed and secured thereto at

intervals to form a aeries of independent compartmenta, and an outr

wardly-opening valve in tbe feed-tube for each of the said compart-

ments, the said valves bein^ seemed upon the outer.surface of the

feed-tube and projecting through the openings of the tube into the

interior thereof, substantially as described.

623,967. BICYCLE-RACK. Everard & Baenbtt, WaaWngton

Court-House. Ohio, asaiCTior of one-half to E D. Beatty, same place,

Filed June 4, 1898. Serial No. 682.547. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a bicycle-holder, the combination of a pipe or rod

having a series of transverse openings formed therethrough, a serips

of spring-coils passing through the openings, the coils being disposed

beneath and projecting at opposite sides of the rod or pipe, and a sup-

port for the rod or pipe to elevate it above tbe ground and adapt it

, to receive the upper portion of one of the wheels of a bicycle be-

tween a pair of the coils, aubstantially as shown' and described.

623,962. BICYCLE PROPULSION. CHARLB3 0. Ahdbbsoh, Butter

Hont, asdlgnor of one-fourth to Neil Allan Hacdonal^ eame plaoa

FUed Aug. 25, 1898. Serial Na 689,493. (No models

Claim.—In a bicycle, a frame having its horizontal rear fork ex-

tended beyond the rear-wheel hub, the upright rear fork, and an

arched hanger-bar united firmly to the upright rear fork and having

its rear end forked, said forked endoflhe hanger-bar having its

members extending across and united firmly to the extended rear

ends of tbe horizontal fork, combined with pairs of rolls jonrnaledon

the branches ofsaid forked end of the hanger-bar, levers each slidably

confined between a pair of the rolls, and a driving crank-shafl con-

nected to the levers, substantially as described.

6 2 4,093. LANTERN-BRACKET. Frank Rhihd, Bndgeport;,

Cona, asalgnol* of one-half to The Bridgeport Brass Company, same

placa. FUed Aug. 26. 1898. Serial No. 689,622.' (No model)

Claim.—1. A lantern-bracket having two arms each adapted to
be secured to the corresponding side of a cycle front fork near the
upper end (hereof and projectingupwardly so astosupporta lantern

above the front wheel and in front of the steering-head of the cycle,

substantially aa described.

Claim.—An elevated rail and a support therefor, a movable trol-

ley thereon with s. depending hook and a pin on said rail, in combi-

uaHon with a double hook having a loop 00 the upper ends of the

shanks thereof, said loop being hung on SKid pin, and the bottom of

the side members of said loop being connected by a croas-bar which

rests against the under side of said rail.

634,285. BICYCLE -BRAKE. Otto 0. Zihmermau. New York,

N. y. FUed Mar. 23, 18^8. Serial No. 67i915. (No model)

Claim.— 1. Abrake,compri8ingaframe provided witbclampsfor

securing it in position and with tubular guides; a frame having a

roUer mounted in one end and provided with rods working in the

tubular guides aud with a rack-bar between the said rods, springs

having their ends secured to the said frames, a pinion carried by the

supporting-frame and meshing with the rack, and an operating-lever

secured to the pinion, substantially as described.

6 2 4,068. ACETYLENE-flAS-GENERATINQ LAMP.

MoREAU, New York. N. Y., assignor to the Electro Lamp Compujiy

of West Virginia. FUed Jan. 5, 1899. Serial Na 701,176. (No.model

Claim.— 1, A container tor carbid comprising a body, a remov-

able top and bottom for said body, a perforated tube carried by said

bottom and extending within the body, and a disk within said body

yieldingly supported from said top substantially as described.

623,998. ACETYLENE-LAMP. Edward J. Doum, Philadelphia
Pa Filed Dea 3, 1898. Serial No. 698,148. (No model)

624,2 1 9. BAL'-nEARINO, Emil Kubn. West Hoboken. N. J.

Piled Aug. 22, 1898, Serial No, 689.216. (No model)

Claim.— 1, A ball-retaining device for ball-bearings, conaiatiug
ol a flat ring-shaped base having at its inner and outer boundaries
rims projecting from the base outwardly in the same direction, the
puter rim having a number of flaps extending at intervals in line with
the rim, and of extensions flaring inwardly from the flaps in parallel

position with the. base and having their lateral edges concavely cut
out, substantialjy as set forth.

624.2 96. HANDLE-BAR FOR BICYCLES. WlLLlAM U. CASTLE,
Geneva. Ohio, assignor of one-half to the Geneva Cycle Company, same
placa Filed Jan. 31, 1898. Serial No. 668,532, (No model)

Claim.—The guiding-post, the plate placed vertically upon its

upper edge and e.ttending at right angles thereto, and provided with

notches in its edge, combined with the handle-bars having their iu-

[ner ends bent and bifurcated so as to straddle over the edges of the

plate
;
screws d which are passed through the ends of the bandle-bars

and the plate, and which screws are adapted to clamp the parte I'ig-

idly together: and the screws d' which are passed through the inner

bent ends of the handle-bars and made to engage with the notches
in the edge of the plate, a«bstantially as shown and described.

624,182. VELOCIPEDE PORK-CROWN. Frahs A Cook, E&at

HartXord. Conn. FUed Nov. 22. 1897. Serial No. 659,387. (No model)

iTla"!
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Claim.— 1. In combination with a steering-head tube, tbe fork-

tubes, a sectional fork-crown made up of sheet metal comprising a

floor-section secured to the steering-head tube, a hood having a pe-

ripheral flange inclosing the floor-section aud fork ends and with

extensions along the outer sides of the fork ends, the capped rein-

force in each fork-tube end, and a cylindrical thimble surrounding

the steering-head tube and the central flange on the floor-section, all

substantially as described.

6 2 4,2 9 5 . BICYCLE Dahibl Caepentbr, Goshen, N. Y. Fllea

Feb. 19, 1897. Serial Na 624.146. (No mbdeL)

Claim.— I. In a wheeled vehicle, the combination with separate

and indeppi'ii^jit front and rear frames in which the carrying-wheel.^

are mtuu^tea, of a separate and independent intermediate frame piv-

otally connected thereto on independent horizontal axes, located at

a distance fro.ifr each other, and a contractile spring located below

the pivotal points of the frames and interposed between the front and

rear frames and also'coBaected to the intermediate frame, substan-

tially as and for the purpose specified.

6 24,3 1 9 - MOTOR-VEHICLE. Joseph N. Forbes, Cromanton, Fla.

Filed June 25. 1897. Serial No. 642,270. (No model)
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CTaim.— 1. In an acetyleoe-Iamp. the combination of a general,

ing chamber adapted to contain carbid. a reservoir adapted to sup
ply water to the generating-chamber, and a movable metallic water-
feeder receiving water from the outlet of the reservoir piloted atone
end and havmg its free or movable end supported by the body of car-
bid and adapted to descend therewith as it is consumed and therebv
change its position.

' ^

Claim.— 1. In a motor-carriage, the combination with the riin-

ning-gesLT, of a transverse shaft having gear-wheels loosely mottnted

thereon and in mesh with a gear-wheel driven from the motor, a

clutch interposed between the gear-wheela on the transverse shaft

and adapted to be thrown in engagement therewith, pinions at the

ends of the transverse shaft, bearings adapted to turn with respect

to the running-gear and carrying the stub-axles upon which the sup-

porting-wheels are mounted, pinions on said axles and interposed

gear-wheels connecting the pinions to the transverse shaft, substan-

tiatl£.a8 shown and for the purpose set forth.
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THE WEEKS PATENTS.—Continued.

634,315. COSHION-TIRK. Joan F. Finis, Pittsburg, Pa.,

signer to Robert P. McChesney, same place. Filed Sept 26. 18

Serial No. 691,928. (No model)

624 177 BICYCLE-CHAIN. Walteb A. CauECB, PIttaburg, Pa. 633,996. BICYCLE-BRAKE. Antbosy W. Diebl, Mllllielin, Pa.

FM My 22, 1898. Serial No. 686,553. (No model) Filed Sept 27, 1897. Serial No. 653,159. (No model)

Chum — \. In a lamp for burning acetylene gas generated from

calcic carbid and similar compomidB, the combination of a chamber

for the compounds, a chamber for the slaking fluid, means for con-

ducting the fluid to the compounds, and means operated by connec-

tion wFth the stup-cock of the gas duct whereby the turnuig of the

cock to cut off or turn on gas cuts off or turns on the feed of fluid to

the chamber for the compounds.

623,981. BICyCLB-STAND. WiaiAMH.BDTLBE.May8vme,Ky..
assignor of one-balr to A. D. Cole, same place. FJled Feb. 27, 1897.

Serial No 626,430. (Ho model)

Claim.— 1. In_a drive-chain, a series of links each of which is

formed of a spherical portion which in cut away od ite one side to

form an oblong slot, a Bat circular extension formed integral with the

spherical portion in horizontal alinement nith the oblong slot and

adapted to be secured in the slot of the adjacent link, Bubstaotially

aa described.

624:,'^ 1 9. BICYCLE' WHEEL Jahbs W. Abhstboso, Chicago,

m Filed Sept 24, 1897: Serial No. 652,804. (No model)

C/«J»i.— 1. A single piece of spring metal bent to form a suc-

cession of elongated oppositely-disposed and overlapping loops D bav-

•in- their closed sides E rounded in rocker form and their open sides

contracted to formloop extremities E'.incombination with nm-band B

to which the closed sides of the inner loops are centrally secured, and

resilient tread-band A to which the outwardly-disposed loops are

similarly secured, the curvature of the loop sides caustog the same

to stand away from the bands on opposite aides of the central aecur-

ing-points whereby when nnder eompressioc the loop sides flatten

against the tread and rim bands and coact with loop extremities £

in cushioning the wheel, substantially as shown and described.

633 974r I^MP FOR GENERATING ACETVLENE QAa Chas.

W.'beok. Chicago. DL FUed Aug, 29, 1896. Serial Na 604,255. (No

model)

Claim.— \. In a bicycle, the combination with the wheel-hub, the

a.\le and the bicycle frame pieces or forks on each side of the wheel,

of a pairof ball bearing cups secured inside the hub and having their

beveled or ball-beariiig faces at the extreme ends of the hub. a pair-

of caps or connecting-pieces provided with integral hollow, inwardly-

projecting, screw^ihreaded sleeves or flanges secured to the threaded
ends of the'axle, and a ball-bearing cone seated In each of said caps
or connecting-pieceB,said caps or connecting-pieces having also each
an integral, inwardly-projecting, externally-screw-threaded flange

surrounding the end ofsaid ball-bearing cup and huband fitting within

said frame forks or pieces, whereby the ball-bearings are separated

the full length of the hub and brought under j>r in line with said

forks or frame-pieces, substantially as specified.

63-4,029. ACBTYLENB-GAS-flENERATINa LAMP. PRBDEiaoK
W. Hkdgklaud, Chicago, ni Filed Nov. 12, 1898! Serial'Na 696,232.

{No model)

Claim.—^1. In an acetylene-lamp a carJ)id-holder in combirtation

with a gas and water tube or pipe for regulating the generation, such

pipe being located centrally of the holder and surrounded by the

carbid and having an annular side or branch passage or opening lo-.'

cated above the bottom of the holder and serving to admit the water

to the car\)id, the entrance to such aide passage being of limited height

so the water i^ the rcgujating-ptpe may be qnicbly shut off from the

carbid, substantially as specified.

t>34 414 MOTOR-WHEEL FOR VEHICLES. JOLIDS W. Wal-

ters, New Y'ork. N. Y. Filed Dec. 21, 1898. Serial No. 699,940. (No

model)

Claim.— 1, The combination in a bicycleKsupport, of a pair of'

arms having feet and arranged upon opposite sides of the bicycle a.

bracket carried by the frame of the bicycle, and provfded with a notch ... _u*c;nf,o,

or recess, and supporting the arms, a pair of intermeshing gears car- Chum.^l. A device of the character descnbed, compTismg a

i

ried by the arms wberebv the latter are operated, and a spring-oper- wheel, supports therefor, a motor withiiT* .twheel, a mechanism lo

ated pawl mounted in a' tubular casing carried by one of the geare connecting the motor with the wheel to start stop or reverse

and adapted to engage the recess in the bracket aod thus lock the wheel while the motor is stiU runniog said mechanism having a poi-

I
arms out of operation tion interifir and eiterior to the wheel, and a connecting deT.ce be-

tween said interior and exterior parts, said connecting device being

concentric with the wheel, aabstantiall/ as described.

Claim.—A bicycle-brake comprising a clamp formed of two b;irs

connected by a bolt and adapted to be secured to the front f.uk of

a bicycle, the rear bar of said clamp being extended to form foot-

rests, oppositely-disposed spring-arms formed with coils at their renr

ends surrounding the front clamp-bar and connected thereto, a sh-ifl

mounted in said arms aiifl extended laterally on each side thereof,

and a friction-roller mounted on said shaft, the spring-.irms being

connected to the clamp in such manner that the roller will be nor-

mally out of contact with the tire, substantially as described.

634,079. SIGNALING AND TIRB-INFLATING MEANS FOR BI-

CYCLES. Hbrbeet H. Pattee, Washington, D. C. FUed July 6, 1897.

Seirlal No. 643.580. (No model)

Claim.—I. In a bicycle, the combination with the handle-bar-

supporting tube, of the crown-tube receiving it, a pump-piston within

the tube, a piston-rod extending through the tubes and projecting

through an aperture in the handle-bar, a hollow casing at lower end

of crown-tube, perforated at a point in its vertical wall, means to

secure an air-tube in said aperture a cup-valve within said crown-

tube casing, a handle extending upward through the casing and se-

cured to the valve, the latter having an aperture in its vertical wall

adapted to register with the perforation in the casing when said valve

is rotated; said parts being constructed, combined aod arranged so

that a force-pump for discharging air into the flexible tire is perma-

nently connected with and forms a part of the head of the bicycle-

frame; eubstantialiy as described.

6 3 4 O 3 3 ELLIPTIC SPRING FOR VEHICLES. SoLOMON C.

HITMOOOK. Tacoma, Wash. Filed Aug. 10, 1898. Serial Na 688,288:

(No model)

Oaim- 1. An elliptic spring having top and bottom leaves with

transverse outer grooves near their ends, the recessed spnng-nngs

embracing the grooved ends of eaid leaves, and the spreadere inter-

posed between the leaves.
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EVERYTHING FROM EVERYWHERE.
+ :- :-: +

Of 15,000 cyclists in St. Petersburg only 139

are women.

The high gear craze has had its day; ditto

thirty-inchers.

Dinner deferred makes a hungry rider sick

It his stomach.

Tandems are not as taking as they were

two years ago.

Al VVeinig is to meet "Broncho Bill" in a

ten-round pugilistic performance.

Girls who go 'round a good deal on a wheel

are evidently in tihe spinster class.

Twenty thousand licenses to cycles have this

year been sold to Indianapolis riders.

Large purses (in print) seem to be the rule

of ante-racing announcements these days.

.When a wheel woman is "fat, fair and

forty," she should dress herself accordingly.

Tom Linton is said to have accumulated

$40,000. Hope this is true, but do not believe

it is.

Toledo has an exposition in 1902 and will

try for the national meet for a side-show

thereto.

Pat Macdonald, who trained Bald, is to act

in the same capacity for Major Taylor this

season.

One of those know-it-all men says $75,000,-

000 annually are spent on cycling in Great

Britain.

An Australian paper suggests that the best

price to pay for a bicycle is the price of the

best bicycle.

Cycle paths are netting the country over,

and trouble 'between the wheelmen and the

farmers is resulting.

British wheelmen have arranged for a $90

round trip fare to the world's championships

at 'Montreal in August.

Charles Kluge, who never trained himself,

will in future essay to train the riders who
locate at Ambrose Park.

There is a strong man in a Buflfalo factory

who is paid two cents each for bending handle-

bars into shape by hand.

England's C. T. C. has for some time past

been talking about the events to celebrate its

coming of age next year.

For some unexplained reason a tirade

against cycle skirts seems to have broken

forth all over the country.

If your saddle is too slippery and shiny for

comfort, wash it with soft soap and warm
water, then dry thoroughly.

Two fair tandem riders rode full tilt into a

window full of liquor out in St. Louis. Bot-

tles and beauty both suffered.

Helen Keller, thougli deaf, dumb and blind,

enjoys cycling, occupying the front seat of a

tandem on her trips around Boston.

Albert and Waller are flirting with the Bos-

ton-to-New York record. A motor cycle for

pace-making purposes is in the flirtation.

Fifty-four riders on the Coney Island cycle

path paid from one dollar to five dollars for

the privilege of scorching there last Sunday.

A foolish young woman who undertook to

ride a bicycle from Fort Worth to Washington

is now slowly recovering at a St. Louis hos-

pital.

It now costs Youngstown, O., wheelmen

one dollar or fifty of them. The first named
is the tax, the latter the penalty for not pay-

ing it.

I. M. Levy, formerly of the Dux Cycle Co.,

Melbourne, and a rider of some note in Aus-

tralia, is in New York. He has come to

America to stay.

Now a wheelman has been run over by a

truck on the Brooklyn bridge, the wheelmen's

cry for a separate path over the structure is

being again renewed.

The Colorado division having passed a bill

in the legislature whereby a bicycle is exempt

from execution, is now urging a bill making

the theft of a bicycle a felony.

It took three Englishmen a two years' tour

to discover that to circumcycle the globe re-

quires the destruction of 18 sets of tires and

the reception of 4,000 punctures.

Jimmy Michael must have gone hack. An
ordinary Brooklyn cycle cop chased and

caught the midget, haled him before a magis-

trate and had him fined $5 for riding minus a

a bell.

It must have been pleasant for a bankrupt

Minneapolis cycle agent to have seen the

sheriff auction off his bicycles at prices higher

than he was willing to accept for them at

private sale.

Mike Dirnberger, now a law student at

Cornell College, has judicial ability even at

this early date in his career to foresee that

the L. A. W. is ultimate winner in its con-

test with the outlaws.

Tom Linton is one of the few cracks who
believe in wide handle-bars. Linton uses bars

-!0 inches across, thus preventing any possibil-

ity of cramping his chest. Linton also believes

in and uses fairly straight front forks.

Milwaukee wheelmen are to be congratu-

lated upon having secured a concession from
the street-car companies whereby disabled

bicycles will be carried free upon street cars

upon payment of a small carrying fee.

The appointment of Lieutenant Frank R.

Lang, U. S. A., as chief centurion of Luzon,
with ofhces at Manila, is a species of conceit

on the part of the Century Road Club, that

cannot redound to the credit of anyone.

Those who have never ridden a bicycle will

experience no difficulty in learning to manage
the "free" wheel. It is the old rider who has

to unlearn his backpedaling who finds it hard

to accommodate himself to the new system.

Now from his winter seclusion has come
forth in unusual numbers the wheelman who
whirls silently along and swears at the be-

wildered pedestrian, upon whom he swoops
suddenly down, for not getting out of the way.

Minnesota's insurance commissioners have

decided "wheelmen's protective associations"

are properly bicycle insurance companies and

as such must deposit $2,000 with the commis-
sioners before they can -do business in Min-
nesota.

The French government have adopted the

small metal badge, to be fixed to all cycles,

to save the trouble caused in past years in

collecting the cycle tax. Being caught minus

the badge means being minus liberty for the

French rider.

It is estimated that the bicycle side-paths to

be erected in the various counties of Pennsyl-

vania will cost $400 a mile. The paths are

to be raised twelve to eighteen inches above

the road level. The minimum width must be

three feet and the maximum six feet.

A justice of the peace at Benton Harbor,

Mich., was recently arrested for riding his

bicycle on the sidewalk in violation of the

city ordinance, and to save him the embarrass-

ment of having to find himself guilty and im-

pose a fine upon himself, the officer took him
before another justice, who performed the act.

The Pennsylvania division of the L. A. W.
has completed a road map of the riding dis-

tricts of Philadelphia and Camden, which

shows the composition of the riding surface

of every street in Philadelphia and Camden.

By it a wheelman can instantly find the best

route to be taken between any two points in

the district.

Flavell's Sea View Hotel, Sea Cliff, L. I.
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FOR THE BUYER—TALK OF THE MARKET.
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AN IMPERIAL flTMENT.

What One Clever Inventor Has Done to Make Easy

and Satisfactory the Employment of the

Gear Case.

Q'uick to note the apparent revival in a

publi-c demand for some sort of a chain cover

to better keep the chain-driven vi^heel in closer

communion with its new brother, the chain-

less, Charles A. iMetz has designed, and the

•Imperial Company. C20 Atlantic avemie, Bos-

ton, control the new gear case, parts of which

are here shown. Studying the illustrations will

show that the circular rim has an inwardly-

extending flange, open at its centre and at the

side from which the smaller rim extends. This

smaller rim extends approximately at right

angles with the ajcis of the rim aind has a lip,

which extends but partially around the inner

circle of the rim and connects at its ends with

the flange.

The cap shown in second cut has a convex

top with a central opening, the annular wall

of the cap being continuous at its edge. At a

short distance above this edge the wall ex-

tends outward, merging into the laterally-ex-

tending segmental wall. Following the curve

of the wall is the curved portion, which is cut

away on the curve of the cap-wall. Across the

top is a lip, which is connected with the seg-

mental wall by the ends of the curved portion

and extends downward at each end along the

curve. The whole resulting in a fitment from

which more is sure to be heard.

The Iven-Brandenburg Removal.

The Iven-Brandenburg Company, with of-

fices in New York, Rochester and Chicago,

have removed their New York branch from

No. 101 to No. 56 Reade street, where they

now have ample floor space for the goods

they ship to points from Bufifalo east. From
Buffalo west their jobbing trade is handled

in the Chicago office. The bulk of their busi-

ness is shipped direct to buyers from the fac-

tories which they represent as general United

States selling agents.

The list of concerns represented by the Iven-

Brandenburg Company is a pretty long one.

It includes the Sager Gear Co.—Sager saddles

and gears: Oakman-Brandenburg Company

—

the famous Brandenburg pedals; Aurora Au-
tomatic Machinery Co.—Thor hubs, crank-

hangers, expanders, spoke tie clasps, spoke

tying machinery, nipple-washers, oil cups;

Morse-Keefer Company—silver nickel and

carbon steel spokes with nipples to match;

Tucker Bicycle Wood-Work Co.—hickory

and maple rims, mud and chain guards; Le
Fever Arms Co.—chains; Chicago Drop-

Forge & Foundry Co.—steel drop-forgings.

The Iven-Brandenburg Company are com-
posed of old-time riders. They know the

cycle trade from A to Izzard. They have been

established a long time and their business is

considerably heavier than ever it was.

Gear Case Gains Ground.

Many manufacturers and dealers claim to be

fully convinced that the much-discussed geai*

case is a dead issue so iar as this country is

concerned and that it is a useless expenditure

of money and words to attempt to push it.

H. A. Lozier & Co., of Cleveland, however,

seem to have exactly the opposite opinion, and

the manner in which their gear-cased mod-
els are being ordered by Cle-veland agents all

over the country iiiidicates that with their class

of trade at least there is still a desire to ride

a machine with a protected chain. The Cleve-

land semi-racer. Model 66, eqiuipped with their

new design gear case, weighs less than 22

pounds, and if there is a stauncher or lighter

running machine on the market, the public

does not seem to be fully awai'e of it. The
new gear case is constructed of patent leather

and rubber, and when fitted to the wheel at the

factory it is as solid and as permanent as any

other part of the machine. Lozier branches

in several of the leading cities of the coun-

try report that they have been wholly unable

tc keep pace with the demand for this model.

Wilmot's Winning Trick.

Retail dealers will be interested in a success-

ful plan adopted by W. D. Wilmot, once a

famous trick rider, now a cycle dealer in Fall

River, Mass., for advertising his removal with

an opening. Finding it necessary to remove

to larger quarters he devised a plan of ad-

vertising by giving away sundries, etc., instead

of the usual style of opening with an orches-

tra. He advertised his plan in a four-inch

space in all the local daily papers and had

2,000 circulars printed, which he sent by mail

to his customers. These circulars gave par-

ticulars of the new store and a list of 1,000

presents he would give away to the first 1,000

customers trading at his store, no matter how
small the purchase. The list included a Hart-

ford tire which lists at $5, a Christy saddle,

pedals, sundries, orders for free repairs, free

lessons, etc., down in value to tire tape.

Wilmot got rid of considerable shopworn

stock among other things, but everything was

of good value. Every person making a pur-

chase, paying money on account, leaving a

repair or transacting any business was in-

vited to draw one of one thousand envelopes

placed in the original boxes. Each envelope

contained a free order for one of the thousand

presents. His opening began at 10 a. m. on

a Friday, and, although the walking was very

-:-:+
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bad from a recent snow storm, he made
nearly SIOO small cash sales before closing

Saturday night. Nearly every one bought
some small article just for the fun of the

thing; 1,000 cash sales were made in three

days, and in the first ten days fourteen orders

were taken for 1899 chainless wheels alone.

The Old in the New.

No men have done more to make smooth
the wheelmen's progress than Cushman &
Denison. It was, therefore, but right for the

wheelmen to return the compliment, and by

their long continued purchases of C. & D.

oilers render frictionless the passage of the

Perfect makers from their old quarters to the

handsome new ones here shown. Cushman
& Denison are one of the oldest firms in the

cycle trade, having been established in 1883.

They have since then made a specialty of oil

^

cans, with which they supply almost the entire

trade. This involves quite a line of oilers at

different prices to meet the different grades

of wheels, but even the lowest-priced oiler

made bears the firm name and is of the very

best material and workmanship. Cushman &
Denison will not occupy the store and first

floor of the building, as this portion of it has

been arranged with a special view to exhibit-

ing automobiles, motor carriages, etc., and for

which negotiations are now in progress.

New York Agents for Shelby Tubing.

Peter A. Frasse & Co., 94 Fulton street,

New York city, are too well known to need

introduction to readers of The Wheel. They
have been appointed agents for the Shelby

Steel Tube Co. for Greater New York, and

will carry a full line of tubing, fork-sides,

rear forks and stays, bicycle parts, etc. The
general eastern office of the Shelby Company,
managing the company's business in eleven

states, will, of course, be continued, but the

stock of goods with which to supply the trade

in this district will be carried by Frasse & Co.
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National Bicycles are sold squarely on their ^
merits at a fair price for their quality.

What you get for your money is as

important as the amount you pay. f

Write us or call on National Dealers. ^

NATIONAL CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO., 2

BAY CITY, MICH. 1
G, B. Johnston Co. and Fifth Ave. Cycle Co., Ke-w York. ^

Fred F. Dudley, Boston. F. B. Parsliley & Co., Portsmouth.
Belcher & IjOoniis,Providence. Arthur Griggs, New Haven. J
Boach & Barnes, Phila. Griswold Cycle Co., Chicago. X
J. H. Johnson, Buffalo. B. G. Goble, Pittsburgh. #

C. B. Ward, Detroit. ^
Take the advice of any National Rider and you will buy J

one for your own use. T
Kindly mention The Wheel, ^«

A. *:•
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Pisk Tires
FOR

BICYCLESiiisCARRIAGES
FULLY GUARANTEED.

Trade-Mark.

I nSK RUBBER COIMPANY,
Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Branch, Syracuse, N. Y., A. G. BOLSTER, IVIgr.

New York Agents,

% CASE & SCHLAUDECKER, No. 92 Wall Street, New York.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST.
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,J, Kindly mention The Wheel.

<
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t

STYLE B.

Ask the experienced rider which is the best

saddle to ride. He will most invariably say

the Genuine BROWN is the best. Booklet

free for the asking.

THE BROWN SADDLE COMPANY.
ELYRIA, OHIO.

I

I

:

^«<«Kindly mention The Wheel.
STYLE G.

***********************************************

THAT LAWSUIT.
Mr. DEALER:—The NEVERLEAK battle isalso your battle. Our suc-

cess in it will benefit you. It will add to your business a fine and very important

sundry of stability and reputation, at a fair price, so maintained as to yield

you a snug profit instead ol a flood of compounds, many so ruinous in nature

and price as to place the business in disrepute as heretofore and keep you con-

stantly in "hot water."

We have every confidence of winning this suit. Our rights are broad,

valid and just and will prevaiL

NEVERLEAK I
Is the only Tire Compound that

can be legally used or sold. In

handling it you have the positive

assurance that it is the standard,

the best; the only one used and
recognized by Tire Makers, and
the only one you can buy, use or

sell without buying a lawsuit.

We are dally asked to license

others under our patent 1 WE
GRANT NO LICENSES UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES OR CONSIDER-
ATION!

OUR 1899 BRAND
Will close punctures fully three

tim-s as large as formerly, making
it marvelously effective. It will

preserve the tire and overcome all

the troubles.

Buffalo Specially Mfg. Co.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Another Free Wheel Device.

Certainly there must exist an extensive de-

mand for automatic brakes, or else so many
clever people would not be engaged in de-

signing and marketing them. The cut here-

with shows the product of the Jackson Auto-

niatic Coaster & Brake Co., of Jackson, Mich.

The action of the brake is simple, positive and

effective, being put into play by a backward

movement of the pedals, which causes a noise-

less pawl to engage the front tooth on the

sprocket. The wheel is always under control

of the rider, who uses only the amount of

pressure needed on the brake. The rear wheel

can be stopped altogether in case of an emer-

gency, and it is released as soon as pressure

is removed.

High Standard Goods.

The Standard Tool Co., Cleveland, have

this season become factors in the bicycle tube

industry of this country. After a season's

test, their electrically-welded tubing is being

used by a number of prominent manufacturers.

An official of the concern stated a few days

ago that their season's output would reach

nearly four million feet, or enough to con-

struct 200,000 bicycles, if all of it were straight

tube. However, such is not the case, as the

above figures include, besides, several well-

known varieties of handle-bars, the Standard

one-piece rear-forks and stays, and the Stand-

ard flush seat-post. The latter, by the by,

has been one of the best-selling articles on

the market. The Standard tube has a very

bright natural finish, this being made possible

by the high quality of cold-rolled steel used.

When finished it is impossible to detect the

electrical weld, and when built into a bicycle

it is impossible to distinguish it from the

better-known seamless product. The welded

tube is made in any gauge and diameter, and

in strips up to six feet in length. The

Standard tube drawing plant, which was com-

pleted only a few months ago, is now one

of the busiest institutions in Cleveland.

New Brakes from Old Hands.

South Wethcr.sfickl. Conn., is a manufac-

turing town in the heart of New EngUind, a

tew miles from Hartford. The town's interest

from a cycling standpoint lies in its possession

of a recently established cycle parts factory,

bearing the title, South Wethersfield Stamp-

ing & M%. Co. While technically a new-

comer, the concern is old in experience, its

organizers being experienced hands in tlie

factory-end of the industry. F. I. Farmer,

who was formerly superintemdent of the Fen-

ton factory, and who in that connection made

a good record for himself, is responsible for

the creation of (he new business. Mr. Farmer,

has in the past been -headquarters on various

clever ideas in the construction of cycles and

metal sundries, and is still very much on the

active list. 'He has some novel sundry kinks

coming along, which are apt to be worth in-

vestigation. Mr. Farmer is the manager and

secretary of the company, and D. L. Smith

and W. L. Morris, two local practical busi-

ness men, are president and treasurer, respect

ively. The company are making a full line of

sheet-metal stampings, brakes, lacing-loops,

chain-guards and pedals; but this season they

are particularly pushing their new absolutely-

adjustable brake, which will shortly be illus-

trated in these columns, and is well worth

looking up in the meantime..

Bearing Upon Ball-Making.

The new Cleveland Ball & Screw Co., Cleve-

land, are now shipping tool-steel balls in

sizes ranging from half-inch up to If inches,

intended especially 'for use in motor carriages,

trucks and other heavy roa'd traffic purposes.

In the near future they will be in a position

to supply small balls for bicycle use. This

company have built all their own machinery

and own patents on improved turning and

grinding machinery which, it is claimed, will

be able to produce balls better and faster than

by any other known process. Their grinding

method is said to finish the goods more ac-

curately than it is possible to produce other-

wise. Eventually the company intend to mar-

ket automatic machines of their own design.

Charles M. Pryse, formerly with the Grant

Ball Co., is sales manager for the new con-

cern.

For Baseball Enthusiasts.

Making mitts and making goods mitts, too,

is a side line the Patee Bicycle Co., of Peoria,

are engaged in. This picture, which looks like

a pancake which has been sat upon, is a fair

likeness of the Ted Kennedy mitt which the

Patee people are making.

Grasped by Public Favor.

For a new concern to underestimate the

public's demand for the concern's products

shows careful management, correct business

ideas and the production of an article the

public is willing to buy. All this means ab-

solute success. The Sanger Handle-iBar &
Plating Co., of Milwaukee, are in this very sat-

isfactory condition. In response to a query of

"How's things?" they briefly reply: "Shall sur-

pass our estimate of first season's business by

20,000 Sanger.";. Sanger bars seem to have

caught the popular fancy. Business more than

good."
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SPORTSMEN'S OUTFITTINGS.

An Attractive, Logical, Profitable Side Line for the

Bicycle Agent.

Every cycle agent who has a fair-sized

'Store, well located, owes it to his business

to carry some sort of a side line. The side

line, of course, must 'be profitable. It must
also appeal to the -class of people who fre-

quent his store. In this connection the first

stock that would probably strike the average

agent, and probably best suit ihis purpose, is

a line of sportsmen's outfittings, including, of

course, all Icinds of cycling things in the way
of uniforms, sweaters, cycle shoes an-d all

that. This line should also extend into the

FOR THE JUVENILES.

general line of sportsmen's outfittings, includ-

ing all the material used in baseball, golf,

tennis and all outdoor work.

In this country it may be said, ofT-hand.

that the people who have specially built up

this line of goods until their reputation has

become world-wide, are the firm of A. G.

Spalding & Bros. Commencing modestly in

the baseball world, over twenty years ago,

they have extended their operations into all

the branches of sport, until I hey are now rec-

ognized a'S the leading manufacturers, in this

country, of all the paraphernalia connected

with indoor and outdoor sportsmanship.

Their product runs from the baseball used by

the schoolboy just starting in, to the naphtha

launch used by the business man just starting

out.

FANCY SWEATER.

This year the Spaldings are in a better posi-

tion than ever before to offer an attractive line

of their goods to bicycle agents; in fact, they

are making a specialty of introducing their

product into bicycle stores. They are oflfering

a line of goods second to none in variety,

style and price. They say—^cheap goods can

be bought anywhere, but that, for the com-

bination of fair price and good goods, Spald-

ing trade-mark product cannot be approached.

In addition to this they have a new plan of mer-
chandising, which is self . recommendatory.

EXERCISE AT HOME.

They maintain price. They sell for the same
price to the small man as they do to the big

man, and under no circumstances do they

"cut."

The advantage of a side line of this kind is

obvious. During the cycle season every pur-

chaser who goes to your store in quest of

cycle material is interested in the various para-

phernalia of cycling. A stock of goods, prop-

erly displayed, will attract a lot of outside pur-

chasing. It will require very little booming

A NEAT RACING SUIT.

and no special effort on your part, merely or-

dinary display and ordinary attention. Have
the goods on hand, and your customens are

sure to buy something. On the other hand,

if yo'U become known in your town as bead-

quarters for sportsmen's outfittings, you will

bring into your store people in quest of out-

fittings for golif, baseball, gymnasium, etc. You
will also be in a position to make uniforms for

your local people and for your local clubs.

The Spaldings ha<ve an elaborate plan for mak-
ing uniforms to order, either singly or in

number.

In the winter you ean open up a line of

winter sports goods. You can also do well

with gymnasium stuff in case you happen to

be in a town where there is a gymnasium.

And outside of that point, a great many peo-

ple take up home athletics, and will be prob-

able customers for punohing-bags, dumb-
bells, Indian clubs, and the necessary athletic

v/ear suitable for such exercises. Live agents

who want to increase their business, help out

their short season and create winter business,

should communicate with A. G. Spalding &
Bros., New York and 'Chicaigo.
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We
Make

Wheels

The Year ^Round.

»

The

Standard

ELMORE
They are always

new and better

than others of the

same price

Long Contracts

—

Short Contracts

Executed at any
time of the year,

and for any quantity.

Elmore Mfg. Co.,

CLYDE, OHIO, U, S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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New friends and Old Ones.

F. Park has opened a bicycle repair shop
in Orono, Me.

C. Tovvnsend has opened a bicycle repair

shop in Onarga, 111.

E. Wood has opened a bicycle repair shop

in Lestersliire, N. Y.

Boiler Bros, will open a bicycle store at

Cherry Creek, N. Y.

H. A. Bowne & Co. have opened a bicycle

store in Freehold, N. J.

H. L. Coombs has opened a bicycle store on
Mill street, Bangor, Me.

A. H. iCummerow's bicycle store at Toledo,

O., was destroyed by fire.

W. R. Trusty has opened a bicycle store on

Sweden street, Caribou, Me.

Messrs. Darling Bros, have opened a bicycle

store at Falls Village, Conn.

L. A. Jones has opened a bicycle store in

Root block, Cambridge Springs, Pa.

The Fichter store room, at Rockaway, N. J.,

is now occupied by a bicycle store.

L. D. Wildey has opened a bicycle store in

the Minard building, Fillmore, N. Y.

J. O. Hruby, proprietor of a cycle factory at

Chicago, 111., gave a bill of sale for $595.

Henry L. De Blois has opened a hardware

and sporting goods store at Newport, R. I.

P. A. Stubblebine will move his bicycle

business to Union Block, Herkimer, N. Y.

C. Ferrill, of Waukegan, 111., is contem-

plating opening a bicycle store at Antwerp, O.

Moore & Moore have opened a bicycle re-

pair shop at 349 Pine street, Williamsport, Pa.

T. Erickson, bicycle repairer, at Charlevoix,

Mich., has associated with him his brother, J.

Erickson.

McGee & Young, bicycle dealers at Phil-

adelphia, Pa., have been succeeded by William

C. Young.

R. Holt has opened a bicycle store at

Springfield avenue and Broadway, Clifton

Heights, Pa.

A. Nelson and W. H. F. Smith have opened

a bicycle repair shop at 1307 Main street,

Marinette, Wis.

W. Cory has opened a bicycle repair shop

in the Crater building on Hillsdale street.

North Adams, Mich.

The bicycle repair shop of Ward Ellis, at

Penn Yan, N. Y., has been damaged by fire

to the extent of $800.

The C. M. Phillips Company have opened

a bicycle store and repair shop in the Silvey

block. West Duluth. Minn.

Charles H. Thurston, dealer in sporting

goods, etc., is reported to have given real

estate mortgages for $32,000.

Clark & Dodge, of Eaton Rapids, Mich.,

have opened a bicycle repair shop in the Har-
ris building, Springport, Mich.

Smith, Van Home & Co., dealers in hard-

ware, sporting goods, etc., at Oswego, N. Y.,

are about to retire from business.

The Concord Rubber Co., of Portland, Me.,

have been incorporated by John G. Robinson,

Louis H. Schroeder and Dana B. Paul, with

capital stock of .$50,000.

Lamson & Goodnow Co., handlers of bicy-

cles and bicycle supplies, at Shelburne Falls,

Mass., are being sued by the H. H. Franklin

Mfg. Co. for $800, which the latter claim is

due for certain portions of bicycle pedals

sold to the Lamson & Goodnow Co. This

concern claim that the quality of the goods

was not as represented, which resulted in a

loss to them.

THE QIBSON HOUSE
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Under new management. Superior service;

central location; perfect cuisine.

WILL W. CLARKE, Manager.

CARBIDE
For All Gas Bicycle Lamps.

PRICES.
48 1 -lb. cans to case, S4.80
24 2-lb. cans to case, 4.32
1 2 5-lb. cans to case, 4.80

Solid cases shipped from factory at

Niagara Falls or New York—broken cases

from New York only. F. O. B. Niagara
Falls. Cartage added if shipped by freight

from New York.

Style "A" Charges for Electro Lamps,
$3.36 per gross.

ABOVE RATES TO TRADE ONLY.

GREENE & HASKELL,
27 East 14tli Street, NEW YORK CITY.

CHEAP EXCURSIONS, 1899.

Annual Meeting General Assembly Cumberland
Presbyterian Church at Denver, Col., May 18 to 26.

Annual Meeting General Assembly Presbyterian
Church at Minneapolis, Minn., May 18 to June 1.

National Baptist Anniversaries at San Francisco,
Cal., May 26 to 30.

National Educational Association at Los Angeles,
Cal., July 11 to 14.

For all these meetings cheap excursion rates have
been made and delegates and others interested should
bear in mind that the best route to each convention
city is via the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.,
and its connections. Choice of routes is offered those
going to the meetings on the Pacific Coast of going
via Omaha or Kansas City and returning by St. Paul
and Minneapolis. The Chicago, Milwaukee &: St.
Paul Ry. has the short line between Chicago and
Omaha, and the best line between Chicago, St. Paul
and Minneapolis, the route of the Pioneer Limited,
the only perfect train in the world.
All coupon ticket agents sell tickets via the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. For time tables and in-

formation as to rates and routes address Geo. H.
Heafford, General Passenger Agent, Chicago, 111.

—

5-U.

ADLETS*
For Sale, Exchange, Etc. — Twenty-five words,

thirty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.
Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and Help Wanted.— Answers received
in confidence and forwarded without charge. Rate:
25 words, one time, 50 cents; three times, $1.00; 50
wordSj one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00; 75 words,
one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-
tisements: One-half inch, one time, $1.00; four times,
$3.00; one inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner, patent attorney and
-*- mechanical expert, 608 F street, Washington, D.
C. Established 1883. I make an examination free of
charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

\7[7" ANTED.—Young man familiar with the jobbing
* ^ bicycle and sundry business ; must be thor-
oughly posted as to goods, values, etc; New York
man preferred; State experience, and salary expected.
Address T. M., care The Wheel.—t. f. c.

A GENTS WANTED everywhere; patent bicycle
-^^ trouser guard for business men; will not wrinkle;
quick seller; good money. Write J. G. Watson, 194
W. Eighth street, Oswego, N. Y,

QUNLOP TIRES.—A bargain; a lot of nine pairs
^-^ of Standard tires, 28 inches, in perfect condition,
for sale ; prepared to accept a low offer. Apply to
"A. T.," Wheel office.

A GENCY FOR SKANDINAVIA WANTED.—An
^^ old agency in Denmark for bicycle articles wishes
to represent first rate houses for Skandinavia. Best
references. Address '*Sofus Cohn, Copenhagen, Den-
mark."

"C^OR SALE.—A second-hand Duryea motor car-
-^ riage; price, $450. Gilbert J. Loomis, Westfield,
Mass.

pARTNER WANTED to exploit a very useful thing
-* on a bicycle; patented; or an arrangement with a
firm for royalty. Mr. More, Attorney at Law, 215
W. 125th St., New York.

GOOD PATENT for sale or royalty; Gilbert carrier
attachment (patented) ; mounted over the rear

wheel; quickly attached; fits any bicycle; adapted to
delivery uses and general carrying purposes; satchels,
packages, etc., carried steadily^ and without hindrance
to guiding or propelling the bicycle; readily detached,
folded and secured in the frame. Address Chas. S.

Rogers, 220 Broadway, N. Y.

• #TORRINGT0N" CHHINS.

3-16-inch and J^-inch widths only.

The ESSENTIALS of a good chain are, Accuracy of Pitch, Accuracy of Alignment and Strength,
and are striking features in **Torrington*' chains.

'^'^•"•i^4\H\eX\T."c°h^oV THE TORRINGTON CHAIN CO., Torrington, Conn.

SAVE YOUR WHEEL
PERFECT

POCKET OILER 25C.

SELF-CLOS/NCl VALVE (^OPENEO)

^y Omng it Properly « PERFECT " OILER.
Used by OTer forty makers of high-grade bicycles as many tkues worth its extra cost. Begalates

< he supply of oil to a drop. CAN NOT LEAK. The tightest, neatest and cleanest oiler in the market.

We make cheaper oilers also.

CUSHMAN &:DENIS0N, Mfrs., 240-242 W. 23d St.. New York.
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ASPHALT PAVEMENTS THE STANDARD PAVE-
MENT OF AMERICA..?*.^

THE BARBER ASPHALT PAVING CO.,
Endorsed by the L» A, W. everywhere* Kindly mention The Wheel. No. II BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

THE PUGET

SOUND REGION

Opens a new world to the people of the East.

Here you see the finest timber in America; one

of the finest grain regions; a section celebrated

for its delicious fruits; a country rich in agri-

cultural and mineral resources; and it can be

reached by the luxurious trains of the New
York Central Lines and their connections.

A booklet on the "Lake Shore Limited," con-
taining also a novel and unique descriptive time
table of this wonderful train, will be sent free by
addressing George H. Daniels, General Passenger
Agent, Grand Central Station, New York.

A Rider Need Not Be Delayed More Than

Five Minutes Willi Any Puncture.

Averell's Puncture Wafers

For Single or Double Tube Tires.

Completely fills the public demand
for a simple and at the same time
satisfactory article that will mend a

puT^ctured tire. The old style plug is not only exceedingly
difficult to apply, but is ruinous to tires. Use this Wafer
according to directions, and your dread of punctures will be
lessened. Ask your jobber for them. Send five two-cent
stamps for sample.

EDWARD SHEFFIELD & CO., Manufacturers,

141 Kosciusko St., Brooklyn, N. T.

Names of New York City Jobbers that handle Puncture
Wafers:—R. H. Ingersoll & Bro.; Goodkind & Wood;
A. G. Spalding & Bros ; C. J. Godfrey; G. R. Johnston
Co.; S. B. Devega; G. N. Pierce Co.; Schoverling, Daly
& Gales; Barkelew & Kent; N. Y. Sporting Goods Co,

******************************
**

A NEW PROPOSITION *

Wheels Built to Order, |

$12 upwards.
FROM HIGH-GRADE MATERIAL

and fittings of your own selection. ^-

Send for Catalogue ofJ^he

famousTEMPLE 3-CROWN Pramcs
and all standard makes of bicycle parts
and fittings. Make your selection.
We build the bicycle accordingly.

...LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED.

J^~ "Write to-day
and send for catalogue of "MAGIC"
$2.00 Gas Lamp—Best Made.

Grapbophones and Cameras.

RALPH TEMPLE CO.,'*c^re^a^o!' |

SNOW HOLDERS
ARE ADJUSTABLE.

When Set Are Firm.
Wheels cannot fall over after being

put in holder. Used in bicycle stores,
public buildings, offices^ stores,
churches, schools, factories, in fact
anywhere. No bicycle store complete
without them. Various styles furnished
in any finish. Write for prices.

S9(o^r ^riRE ^voRKS,
78-84 Exchange Street,

Established 1834. ROCHESTER. N. Y.

NEW YORK ENAMELLING CO.,

155 W. 29th ST.,N.Y.
High-Art Enamelling well and cheaply done

-^ HANDLE BARS
;^ ^ FORK SIDES
' ^_^ PROTECTOR REVOLVERS
co.p.sPo.a.NCE PERFECTION PADLOCKS
iDL,c„co-o AMES SWORD CO. CHICOPTe, MASS.

Morgan & Wright, '99 double tires $4.50 per pair.
Schinneer Barp, '99 Pat 40 each.
Perfecto Hubs 1.10 per pair.
Columbia guaranteed tires 3.80 per pair.
Vimoid Repair Kits 1.50 per dozen.

We issue a semi-monthly price-list. Send for it—will
make money for you.

Sundry Dept. VIM BICYCI.E CO.,
56 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

FOR ALL GAS LAMPS.

l-pound, 2-pound, 5-pound Sealed Cans. Rock
Bottom Prices. Send for quotations.

The Cycle Syndicate. 320 Broadway. N. Y.

no^or Built-up Frames.
We are in a position to give prompt service. Send for

our Catalogue of GOOD KITTINGS and you will be our
customer.

Jobbers of Sundries and Fittings, manufacturers of the
Winne Wheel, built to order on honor. We make a spec-
ialty of Built-up Frames for the trade, and will build
frames for the jobbing trade from their own material.
Selling agents for Rathbun Mfg. Co., of Milwaukee.Wis.,
for Kruger Hubs and Rathbun Eccentric Rear Fork Ends.

THE WINNE COMPANY,
S East I 25th St., New York.

UnntRGUTIflG

REST, recreation and continuous pltasure

can be enjoyed at Gogebic, Milwaukee,

Waukesha, Madison, Devil's Lake,

Green Lake, Lake'Geneva, St. Paul,-Minne-

apolis, Duluth, Marquette, Lake Minne-

tonka, Yellowstone Park,' Alaska, Dakota

Hot Springs, Denver, Colorado Springs,

Manitou, Salt Lake and in the mountains

of Colorado, Utah and California. Perfect

train service ministers to your comfort.

CHICAGO AND
NORTH-WESTERN R'Y.

PRINCIPAL AGENCIES :

NEW YORK, BOSTON, CHICAGO,

461 BROADWAY. 368 WASHINGTON ST. 212 CLARK ST.

RUBBER TIRE CABS AND CARRIAGES,
The West Shore Railroad has incorporated a system whereby

passengers arriving or departing from its West Forty-second street
terminal, N«w York City, are supplied with cab, hansom, coach or
omnibus, as they may order. Westcott Express messengers are
now on all through trains to sell tickets and engage such vehicles

as passengers desire. New York Cit^ has been
divided into six districts, each district having
its own number and its own rates. The ve-
hicles are all rubber-tired and will be maintained
in first-class order. The new service has been
in effect since November 4th, and has been giving
excellent satisfaction.
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f Emergency Repair Link.
z
t

Repairs made by the

use of these links are

permanent.

MANUFACTURED BY.:

••••••••••••••••••••••4

VALUABLE for REPAIRMEN in MAKING QUICK
and RELIABLE REPAIRS.

New York Office,

107 Chambers Street. Kindly mention The Wheel.

Stockton Mfq. Co..

5

ALCAZAR CHAINLESS-SAGER GEAR.

ONLY A SAMPLE
...of 9 Different Models.

The finest line of wheels on
earth. We can take care of

a few more good agent.

PROMPT SHIPMENT.

Send for Catalogues.

THE SPEEDER CYCLE CO.,

Neiv Castle, Ind,, V. S. A.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

Remember our Heroes....

DEWEY'S
MflSe©T

THE BICYCLE CANNON.
The latest alarm on the market. A souvenir for wheelmen.

The only genuine, novelty of the season. It is as practical as it is novel.

RETAIL PRICE, 50 CENTS. manufactured by

Send for sample and quotations. BELL NOVELTY CO., WARREN, R. I.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

!>-* -^s—O-^-^-O-^-O-O ->—>-> >—e—e—o—e—5)—o—^.^ < >-o-'>-^ -o--o-o—^-^<

P. 0. Box 444, N. Y

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK.
af jT J?

I enclose $2.00 in payment of one year's subscription,

commencing with issue of

Name, ^ .

Address,-

City

State,-

u< »—*—O—S-*-^-^ a-^^-a»-Q-ia.-£fc-<....^^-^>,^-.g.,a.^g^^^ -Q.-^ ^ ^ ^

Graphite Lubricants.

ALL KINDS, ACCORDING TO WANTS.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City. IN. J.

The Best Advertising for the

Irish Trade is

THE
IRISH CYCLIST.

Specimen copy and advertising rates on
application to

R. J. MECREDY & CO., Ltd., Proprietors,

49 Middle Abbey St., DUBLIN.

All American wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the cycle in
Europe, its trade, mechanics, and sport, should sub-
scribe to

THE CYCLIST
AND Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.
The only recognized authority of English trade and

manufacture. Sent post free to any part of America
for one year, J3.25. American subscription agent,
F. P. Prial, 88 West Broadway, New York City.
American manufacturers having novelties in ma-

chines or sundries to introduce should advertise inTHE 0^2-0XjIST.
Terms on application to

ILIFFE SONS & STURMEY, Ltd.,

19 Hertford Street, Coventry, England.
Members ol the American Trade visitlns Ena-

Innd are invited to call at THE CYCIilST Office
at Coventry, or at 3 St. Bride Street, Ludeate
Circus, liOndoD, E. C,
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Most Dealers DO sell i

"Sanger Bars," I

!

/''^^'^^^ But. to
i

Oh, ye few unfortunates who DON'T, we |

say: ^^Be alive to opportunity! You are f

neglecting the best thing known to the trade S

this year* Put some in NOW and S

Both sides I^ove in Unison. WHTeH 'EM M©YE.''

SANGER HANDLE-BAR and PLATING CO,. Milwaukee, Wis. I

:
:

New York Distributing Agents, W. E. LINDSAY & CO., 205 Postal Tel. BIdg., New York.

New York Jobbers: Chas. E. Miller, E. A. Brecher Co., C. Murray Rice Co., John S. Leng's Sons Co., R. H, Ingersoil &
Co., Defender Cycle Co.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

i

Gentlemen :

—

WE REST OUR CASE.
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EXACT COPIES.

"Of all Bicycle

Lamps which I

have seen, your

Lamp is by far

soperiof, as by

its light I could

plainly see ob-

jects two hun-

dred feet ahead

of me."

ANOTHER.

"We have received sample which you sent us, and

without reserve can say it is the best Acetylene Gas

Lamp we have ever seen. We handle a dozen differ-

ent kinds of Acetylene Lamps, and have experiment-

ed ever since they were first put on the market. This

does not cost you anything."

AND THERE ARE OTHERS,
can be relied on

because they are

EDWARD MILLER & CO.,
Kindly mention The Wheel. MERIDEN, CONN.

MILLER'S GOODS MADE RIGHT.
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FAMOUS OLD.

I "A Thing Once Scientifically Correct is Forever Correct." |T ' -»

t

KipkpalPicR Saddle
GIVES PERFECT COMFORT.

Send for booklet,

'Scientific Saddle Making."
Not a Fad ! Not a Freak

!

Scientlficaliy'Correct

!

Finest Quality Saddle Ever Made.
F. A. HASTINGS & CO., 305 Lake Street, Chicago Depot.

C. M. RICE CO., 105 Chambers Street, New York Depot.

The following^ jobbers will fill all orders promptly : McMaster, Eldridge &
Mangle Co.. 635 Arch Street, Philadelphia; Supplee Hdw. Co., Philadelphia-
R. C. Wall Mfg. Co., 725 Arch Street, Philadelphia; Geo. D. Boles, 75 Hawley
Street, and Bay State Cycle Supply Co., Boston; Abbott Cycle Co., Ltd.. New
Orleans; Angeli, Sumner & Co., Buffalo; Hall-Shone Co and Sidney B. Roby
Co., Rochester; Albany Hardware and Iron Co., Albany; Foster Cycle Depot,
Providence. R. I.; Clark, Horrocks & Co., Utica; Morehouse & Wells Co ,

Decatur, Ills.; Paxf n Hardware Mfff. Co.. Paxton. Ills.; A. G. Spalding &
Bros., Chicago; W. E Lindsey & Co., J. Andrae & Sons Co. and Wm. Frank-
furth Hardware Co., Milwaukee: Great Western Cycle Co and Northwest-
ern Cycle Co.. Minneapolis; W.P.Chase &. Co. and Hai rah & Stewart, Des
Moines, la.; Layman & Carey Co., Van Camp Hardware and Iron Co. and H,
T. Hearsey Cycle Co., Indianapolis; E. G. Eager & Co.. Toledo: McDonald &
Wessell, Detroit; Perkins & Richmond, Grand Rapids; Hurck Cycle Co., St.
Louis; J. A. Reid. Henne Block, Los Angeles, Cal,; Collister & Sayle and
Cleveland Cycle Fittings Co.. Cleveland; Oscar S. Lear, Columbus, O.; Bitten-
bender & Co., Scranton, Pa., Justice Cycle Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

t

t

Kirkpatrick Saddle Co., Springfield, Ohio, t
Kindly mention Tlie Wlie«L *
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LIBERTY No. 3 P.

Liberty Bicycle Bells

!

CONTINUOUS RINGING.

ADTUSTABLE PUSH-BUTTONS.

Plain and Ornamental Desips.

MANUFACTURED BY
LIBERTY No. 7 P.

I
THE LIBERTY BELL CO. (FormenymBristcBenco.). Bfistol, Conn., U. S. A. |
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EVERY SOLAR IS

4«

Carefully tested and lit before it

leaves the factory, hence
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A SOLAR
IS A
GUARANTEE
OF SATIS-

FACTION.
OUR '99

LAMP
ALWAYS
WINS
IN ACTUAL
RIDING
TESTS
AND COM-
PARISONS.

BADGER BRASS MFG. CO.,

Kindly mention The Wheel.
Kenosha, Wis.

^L{.4..{..{..{,.},.l.4,,{,,{,4.^4.4.^,{,^,^^.].^,].4,^4.^^^^^^,),.{,^^^^4,4,4.,^.iaA

The "YALE" FOLKS continue

to be OPTIMISTIC.

BUSINESS—The volume of our business far

exceeds to date that of any previous year.

STORMY MARCH—Notwithstanding the ex-

ceedingly bad weather prevailing in March,

we have shipped over 500 more "TALES"
than in March, '98.

REASONS WHY—First, the •YALE" is a

good bicycle. Second, the "YALE" has

features of its own. Third, the "YALE"
folks try to treat their agents right. Fourth,

the "YALE" agents are the representative

ones.

If you 'want to be in the swim, write us for a cata-

logue and let us explain our agency terms.

THE KIRK MFG. CO.,
TOLEDO, Omo.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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MOSSBBRG Tmn BMLLS.
Xo. 1 Cliiine.

Something new. Sell on sight.

Perfect in construction and give

the best of satisfaction. Sample

postpaid.

No. I, iVIossbcrg Chime, - 75 cents.

H/^^S^'^'*^ No. 2, Single Gong, - - 50 cents.

All sample orders to be sent to the factory.

Manufactured by fi^ANK MOSSBERG CO., 631 Atwells Avc, Providence, R. I.

COE MFC. CO., 50 Warren St., New York. Sole Selline Agents for U. S. A.
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SCHRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE
Trade-Mark Registered April 30, 18PS.

NOTICE.
Manufacturers of Bicycles, Jobbers

and Dealers:
In order to facilitate the
obtaining of

Parts of the Scbrader Universal Ualce

I have concluded to sell parts
only to the general trade.

_
Parts 99-1, 99-2, 99-3, 09-4, may be had from all

tire-makers, or from A. Schradbr'S Son. Price-
list sent on application.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

SIMPLE AND
ABSOLUTELY AIR-TIGHT.

MANUFACTURED BY

99-1

Willi .:.illllH

99-2

A. SCHRADER^S SON,
Established 1844.

30 and 32 Rose Street,

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

—=^ ^
X

The Gas Lamp which has led them all in Europe is winning its way in America, and is pro-
nounced by all -who see it to be worthy of its name.

The PHEN0MEN0N
IS THE SrCCESSFCL, I.AMP OF 1§99.

It is impossible to properly tell the story of its leadership in an advertisement. The true test

of its betterness is USAGE.
There are no impurities to clog burner. Gas is filtered before reaching burner.

Can't Blow It Out! The Light is Perfectly Stationary Under All Conditions.

Sensible tradesmen will find this lamp and trade discounts a good thing to investigate.

WOLFGANG RICHTER,
1 708 Germantown Avenue, -

.

- - - Philadelphia, Pa,
J Model 239. Price, S3. 60,

I

I

•J" "i*

.J. 4.
•I* ^
% If your Gas Lamp goes out, %
.5. ^
t or needs a scientist to keep it t

I
in working order, why don't |

X you investigate the simple, fair- %
•J-

•i-

•i-

i-
•i-

*

4-

priced * Automatic"? — it will t

PLAY YOU NO TRICKS - MADE BY |

THE PLUME & ATWOOD MANUFACTUR- |
•5*

ING CO., NEW YORK AND CHICAGO. %
"1*

I »
|
<*

^
a»

|
<»
!<

>
j«

»
!<v*!* I*"I«*T"I«*I<»T"T"T'

STEEL

BALLS
The Best in

the World.

EXCELSIOR MACHINE CO.,

Kindly mention The Wheel BUFFALO, N. Y.

^.+•!••5••^+*+•^*•^•^*+•^•^**•^^^•^•l•+•^^^•J••^4•+4•4•*•^•^^4••^•^^••^•^4•4•^•*•^
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BE^r^iv^ a^n:i> ^PKCIJ^I^TIK^.
We have as complete a line of bells to

select from as any jobber could wish for.

AI.L HONEST-MADE GOODS.

Over sixty years' experience in the man-

ufacture of bells alone. Send for '99 catalogue.

BEVIN BROS/ Mro. CO., - - East Hampton, Conn.

HARTLEY & GRAHAM, 3t3 Broadway, New York City,

KXF'OFJ'r AGENTS. Kindly mention The Wheel.

^44.4^4^4^4I4;,4I..^4^4^»-^4*|.#^4^^4.4^-^^^^^*^^^^^^^4^'^4'^
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Indianapolis Chain & Stamping Co.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

..MAKERS OF....

DIAIillOND CHAINS.
R. B. Mcmullen & CO., General V. S. Sales Agents,

88-90 Lake St., Chicago. 309 Broadway, New York.

NEW YORK DEPOT: J. S. LENG'S SON & CO., 4 Fletcher St.

CHICAGO DEPOT: EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., 88-90 Lake St.

Kindly mention The Wheel,

PERFECT IN EVERY DETAIL
Is what riders say of the

S. & G. Combination Pedal.
S.&G. Stirrup Toe-Glip.

(The original.)

Pat. Feb. 7, 1899.

The leather clip holds the foot securely on Our 1898 sales proved Ihis
the pedal, and enables the rider to push and ,. . , . . ^i, .^j 1.

pull. Wiil not tire the foot, as the pressure is clip to be what the nders want,
evenly distributed. Thej; add greatly to the -Write for Olir catalogue ; it
safety of ine.xpenenced riders. Send for our ^
catalogue; it tells all about them. tells why.

For sale by all the leading jobbers.

SIDWAY MFG. CO., 240-244 W. Lake St.. Chicago.

Our tweuty-five years' LEFEYER GUNS ^^^ ^°° ^° enviable

experience manufacturing reputation for our

LefeverHrms 6o.6hain

*B^P^ Tfry*" ^y5>' -SSi!

They are built on honor. Each link-block and pin fits perfectly. They are properly

case-hardened. They are accurate as to pitch. The elongation alter use is impercepti-

ble. Built in four grades.

OUR HIGHEST GRADE TS BUILT OF NICKEL AND TOOL-STEEL.

LEFEVER ARMS CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

CHICAGO. DTEN BRANDENBURG CO., 101 Reade St., NEW YORK.

-M-H-4- >-

t

1 CENT INVESTED
In a Postal Card

GETS OUR '99 CATALOGUE.

Model 20, - - List - - $24.50
** 24, - - " - - 21.50
" 26, - - " - - 22.50

Our Leader, - 3-crown, 23.50
Models 10 and 12, " 16.50

\Ve carry everything in the bicycle line. Write for discounts.

OUR PRICES WILL. ASTONISH YOU.

WATSON CYCLE SUPPLY CO.,

MODEL 20.

Kindly mention The Wheel. 77-79 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

K":~KK»<":"XKKK«<~K'<~KK~K~:-x~K'<~:~>
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OUR OUTPUT
"chains.

1895, 48,000
1 896, 99,000
1897, 201,000
1898, 300,000

QUALITY, QUANTITY AND PRICE.
See our New Detachable Connection for 1899.

INDIANA CHAIN CO.,
INDIANAPOLIS,

IND.

f

I

t
t

t
X Send 86c. for Fob,
... Kindly mention Tlie WhccL V
Jx..x..:..:..:..x..Xo:..:..:..:..x..x..:..x..:..:..:..:..X";..:~K..:..:..:..:..:..H«^^^

{••t"i'«>«;«»!«<» vvvvvvvvv*.
(Pat. app. for in

U.S.A.)The

Desideratam

Afltomatic

Brake.
ADTANTAGES.

No wear of tire. Does not
depend upon inflation of tire.

Continuoas in action. No
complicated parts to get out of order. Neat, light, inexpensive. Applied by
back-pedaling. Liberated by forward pedaling. Back-pedaling may be con-
tinued and additional power thus obtained.

Descriptive booklet and prices on application.
Agents Wanted In United States for sale or manufacture of this invention.

DESIDERATUI*! BRAKE & FORK-END CO.,
Kindly mention The Wheel, Liudgate Hill, Birmingham, S^ng^land.

»**•*•*•»••«•**••*»**•»•*»•».»**..*.•- *J*... *:>>:

ONE-

PIECE

HANGER.

HIGH

GRADE.

THE CYCLE & TOOL MFC. CO., Springfield, Mass.

TRANSFER ORNAMENTS
(DrXALCO/^ANIAS) ijim^

We carry a stock of bicycle O^D "'-^ -—-^
decorations, name plates, strip- ,

ing, varnishes, etc. Special de-

signs can be delivered in less
/^

A^ , /^p^ y^^j
than two weeks. Get our cata- n.^^ „ /, ,

THE MEYERCORD CO.
American Manuf.ictui-ei's

GUAKANTEBD ^ DBG|!\L,GOMANIA ^ TRftNSFBRS
Chamber of Commerce, Chicago.
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NICKEL STEEL CHAINS
BY THE

POWER MFG. CO., Bloomfield, N. J.

Made in 1-8 in., S-16 in. and 1-4 in.

Tn7Arii,n/iAn| First, Nickel Steel blocks and plates.

This last is equal in quality, accuracy and finish to the best of other
makes ou the market. Write for net prices and catalogue.

THE BLOCKS OF ALL OUR CHAINS ARE
MADE OF NICKEL STEEL.
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4-
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+
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4-

A patented
revolving
rubber Chain
Guard or
Cover.
Weight, 4 oz.

Keeps out
the dirt.

Makes ma-
chine run
easier and

last longer. Noiseless. No friction. [For sale by all dealers

or mailed free on lo days' trial on receipt of $i.oo.

American Cycle Chain-Stall Co.,
324 Broadway, New York City.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE

Defender Special
FOR '99.

Write for Catalogue and Prices.

KOKOMO RUBBER CO., - - KOKOMOJND.
Chicago Branch, H. W. Coolldge & Co., No. 136 Lake St.
PhlladelphlaAgent, George W. Nock, 126 N. 4th St.
Denver Agent. E. T. Welant, No. 60 1 -3 Sixteenth St.
New York Agency, No. 944 8th Ave.

Kindly mention
The Wheel.

THE LONG BEAM BICYCLE LAMP
Has a reflector built on same

principle as a locomotive
headlight.

Result—throws light 300 feet.

Feeds by capillary attraction.

Result—not affected by jolts

and jars.

The burner will not clog as in

other acetylene lamps.

SUMMARY:
The First Gas Lamp
to Give Absolute Sat-
isfaction

JOBBERS:
WRITE US BEFORE
CATALOGING
INFERIOR LAMPS.

*

The Long Beam
Lamp Co.,

HILLSBORO, OHIO,

U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

GET THE GENUINE

DIAIV10ND E l^^^llt.
and you will find this trade mark t

t

i

^••^^•^••^•^••^4•4'•^^4••^*•^•^^••J-•^•^•^^•

TRADE MARK.

on every spoke. It is conceded to be the most important feature
of the season.

EXCELSIOR NEEDLE CO.,
Western Office,

204 Lakh St., Chicago.
Kindly mention
The Wheel.

Torrington,
Conn.

-I-^"I"I-^-5"!"I"I"J"!"I"

20th eenturvWonder
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We have filled the long-felt want for a Wheel Truer which
enables any wheelman to "True" his own wheel IN THE FRAME.
Thousands of riders are now using this long-looked-for necessity.

Full nickel-plated. Directions with each Truer. Mailed post-

i; paid upon receipt of price—75 cents. Discount to the trade.

± LE FEVRE MFG. CO., 527-529 Bourse, Phila., Pa.

4-
W, & E. GOODS

are the standard of excellence In finigh, quality and
workmanship.

Diamond
Shapedl HEAD FITTIIMCS

HUBS AND FITTINGS
.. FOR ..

RACERS
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Turned from Solid Bars.

AND TANDEMS.
ASK FOR THEM.

WALKER & EHRMAN MFC. CO.,
Washington and Union Sts., - - Chicago.

4*4'4"4'4*4'4*4*4*4'4*4*4'4"4*4*4"4"4*4'4'4'4"4'4*4'*I'4'4*4*4*4«4*4"4'4*4*4*4'4'4"4'4*4»4*

Clark Valve.
AUTOMATIC.

3 PARTS 3
No Springs, No Pins, Opens at Top,

Positive Check, Easiest Pumping

Valve made. Send 50c. and receive

by mail, postage paid, a Clark Rotary

Alarm for your bicycle.

THE CLARK NOVELTY CO., Rochester, N. Y.
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BRAKES!
Are you cock-sure that you know all

about them—and that you are in touch

with the BEST?

IF

A line to

will bringf you

foil particolai's.
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You are open to conviction on brakes,

wemanufacture one that should interest

you—and if it does interest you, we

can ship you an order of *em promptly.

/,
So. Wethersfield

Stamping& Mfg. Co.

so. WETHERSFIELD, GONN., U.S.A.

Chain Guards, Lacing Loops, Pedals,

Metal Fittings.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Geneva Bicycles.
11 MODELS LISTING AT

$25, $30, $40 and $50.

Coaster Brake Machine, $50

Chainless Machine, - $75

EQUAIvKD BY FKW,
SURPASSKD BY NONE.

DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES:

JANNEY-SEMPLE-HILL & CO., Minneapolis, Minn.
WYETH HARDWARE & MFG. CO., St Joseph, Mo.
FLETCHER HARDWARE CO., Detroit, Mich.
BINDLEY HARDWARE CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.

HALL & KNIGHT HARDWARE CO., Lewiston, Me.

Write for Catalogue and Prices...

THE GENEVA CYCLE CO.,
GENEVA, OHIO,

Kindly mention The Wheel. AND 92 READE ST., NEW YORK.

K*•'«2ft•4K••"•5•^**•^*•*••*^

I OUR LATEST WRINKLE.
; NEW
X DEPARTURE
t
X (PATENTS PENDING.)

" SECURITY "

CYCLOMETER I

Everything out of Danger. *
No More Broken Cyclometers. ^
Noiseless Concealed Trip. *

Cyclometer on hub inside J
of spokes and trip on axle

behind fork. Nothing to ^
catch and cause breaking or

bending.

Patent Adjustable

Clamp,
Fits any Hub,

Easier and Quicker
to Adjust

than Old Style.

I

PRICE, SI.OO.

Permanency, Durability and Efficiency Guaranteed. Made from

^ Best Materials Obtainable. Workmanship Thoroughly First-class.

JOHN H. GRAHAM & CO., Selling Agents,

^ n3 Chambers St., New York City.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

HARTLEY & GRAHAM,
313 and 315 Broadway, New York.

I*lanufacturers' Agents, Jobbers

and Exporters of

i Bicycle Sundries.
We have always on hand a com-
plete stock of Standard Goods.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE....
It illustrates everything the dealer wants

that is wortli lia\ing.
Kindly mention The Wheel. (^

WALTHAM TWO-SPEED
BICYCLE HUB.

Ride a fifty gear and, by pressing a button, witnout dismounting, increase
your gear and consequently your speed 100 per cent, and at pleasure reduce it

to fifty again. Ride any gear, and you can reduce it lifty per cent for hill climb-
ing, winds, sand or for any difficult riding. Don't be slow. Shake the bunch.
Mechanism is entirely enclosed in rear hub; sprockets are always in line; no
mechanical change; dust proof; positive in action; guaranteed for a year.
Price, $15.00, rear wheel complete; fits any frame.

Waltham Comet Bicycles
have the famous 3- ball-bearing, guaranteed the easiest-running bearing in the
world; needs nooil, is mechanically perfect. Price, $50.00. Waltham Comets,
with two-speed hub, $60.00. Any bicycle agency.

i
4

t
t
t

AMERICAN WALTHAIM MFG. CO. '^

Boston Offices, 95 Milk St. Factory, Waltham, Mass. X
Kindly mention The Wheel. .J.
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BieveLES.
GHLES, $35.00.

OUHNE, $25.00.
Profitable Terms to Agfents. Write for Particulars.

•?• SUNDRIES •••

The Largest Stock of Sun-

dries in America at the

Lowest Prices.

SPECIAL, AGENTS FOK

MIDDLETOWN BELL CO.

Bicycle Bells.

CHEAPEST AND BEST.

B. & R. ACETYLENE LAMPS,
PRICE S2.50.

Standard Bicycle Wrenches.

...Interesting Prices for Jobbers and Manufacturers...

Schoverling, Daly & Gales,

325 BROADWAY,
Kindly mention The Wheel NEW YORK.»

I

t

11"Silver C'ty
...BELLS...

DO NOT BELIE THEIR NAME.

They are the product of fifteen years of bell making.

They include bells at various prices.

But ALL are individualized by a musical tone, and
by aLASTINGNESS of sound that you will

find in no other line.

Probably you don't realize that there is a great deal
to the proper making of bells—we've been at it

fifteen years.

The Trade is respectfully invited

to post up on our product.

Catalogue free.

The Giiapman Mfg. Co.,

MERIDEN,CONN.,U.S.A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

t

:
:<

• ^^ Expanders. ^>
TRADEMARK.

THE MOST RELIABLE
EXPANDER MADE.

We are prepared to fill

orders on short notice in

our full line of component

parts, consisting of Frame

Connections, Expanders,

Hubs, Crank-Hanger
Parts, Tandem and Trip-

let Parts.

Write tor

Catalos-ue,

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co. I

AURORA, ILL. I

***********

U. S. Selling Agents,

IVEN BRANDENBURG CO.,
^^^^"^

r.:-iut iMnnn. THAOE M-

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
Kindly mention The WheeL

^•••••^
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv*^^

FRHMES
FLUSH-JOINTS,
FAUBER HANGERS
And all '99 Features,

IN STOCK,

$11.50

10,000 Pairs of

PEDALS.
The following makes:

TANNEY, H. & D.,

NATIONAL, NIAGARA.

Full Line of FITTINGS and SUNDRIES.

WRITE US.

iQternational Cycle Fittings Co.,

74 Reade Street, New York City.

f

t
Y
Y

Y
Y
r

J« Kindly mention The Wheel.

vv^vvvvvvvvvvvv^ vvvvvvvvvv%^
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i Is There a Price on Your Life?? i

II Are You About to Purchase a Wheel ? ||

4.4.
4-+

+4-

4-+

g ^
We would warn all intending pur- 11

jT chasers to carefully consider the question

of quality*

%t

4-+

!:?•
,4.
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A Certainty—Spalding, the Successful Organizer—
Coleman and His Friends In—Launched Very Soon
—In a Few Days, Perhaps—Makers and Parts Men
Now in New York, or Coming — Capital, Eighty
Millions—Many Weaklings Will Be Left Out.

AT the Waldorf-Astoria this week, rapid headway is being-

made in trust matters. The trust is now a certainty. Mr.

Spalding is actively engaged these days with accountants,

financial experts and the like. He has even gotten up to the

point of talking details to the concerns. A number of men
came to town on Monday, others on Tuesday, and a batch on

Wednesday. The trade is being rounded into line, and within

a few days the trust will be ready to make its first public move.

As might be expected in a movement of this kind, those who
are very much interested are kept almost completely in the

dark. It is generally considered that a few days will witness

the birth of the trust, and there is a fluttering of feathers

throughout the cycling camp. All kinds of conjectures are in-

dulged in, all kinds of questions are asked. The wonder is why
Coleman went in, how he went in, when the trust will be pub-

licly launched, when it will take hold of the business, whether

there will be any firms left out, whether it will take up the tube

combine, whether it will engulf the Garford saddle combine,

and how it will finally operate the business. Of course,

many of these questions cannot be even considered at

this time. Not until the wheat has been separated from the

chaff, and t'le trust has finally decided upon what concerns it

will buy, can anything of a definite character be done.

insiders
—

"will not be paid the figures mentioned in their op-

tions, but will be offered a reduced figure." The history of the

organization of all combinations bears out this current Wal-

dorfian gossip. No trust in the world ever could be organized

if every man who formed a constituent part of it was given his

asking price. Such a proceeding would bankrupt the Bank of

England. Therefore, this medium group of manufacturers

must go through the process of a long pow-wow and exploita-

tion of their concerns, and the like, and it is probable that the

end will be a compromise. Offhand, the talk is that there are

about six or seven certainties, called the positive group, fifteen

to twenty concerns in the medium group, and outside of these

the rest will be "turned down." These other firms will be

"turned down" because their assets and liabilities walk hand in

hand, and there is no particular net difference between them,

or because their plants are poorly equipped or not well op-

erated. Briefly, with twenty-five big concerns in line, the trust

people think they will not need these scattering concerns, and

they also firmly believe that the left-outs cannot withstand the

new competition.

From rumor, hearsay and gossip The Wheel is prepared

to state that quite a number of firms will be left out of the trust.

When the trust is finally constituted it will include three groups

of concerns. The first group will consist of firms like Pope,

Gormully, Coleman, Lozier, and the rest of the "big fellows."

We mean firms who have high-class factories, high-class repu-

tations, and who are able to show big profits. "These firms,"

say the insiders, "will get their price." The second group of

concerns are those who have shown from small to fair profit,

whose plants are of the medium size, and whose reputations are

of the medium weight. "These concerns"—again we quote the

From laughy talks with manufacturers. The Wheel seri-

ously thought of running" a fishing cartoon this week. They are

all studying the time tables. Each one seems bent on con-

scientious recuperation after they have done the deed. Many
of the men talk in a tired kind of way. They are extremely

anxious to get out. Many of them have had a hard grind in the

bicycle business. There have been startling changes in the

trade ever since the first bicycle was put on the market. And
these sudden changes in pattern, combined with the many off

seasons, which almost seemed to alternate, have made the

business one of uncertainty, and the return on capital by no

means large. The thinking men in the trade also realize that

the cycle business has simmered down to a certain public de-

mand, and they now fix it, say, at 1,200,000 wheels. To supply

this demand Ti-iE Wheel has checked off a list of 125
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concerns who make at least 5,000

wheels or over. This alone, each one

manufacturing the minimum figure,

would show a total of ()2o,000 bicycles,

but, as no one of them makes only 5,000,

and as one of them at least makes 100,-

000, and many of them from 8,0(10 to

15,000, it can be seen what an enormous
output of bicycles there is. Those who
talk on the subject believe that the trust

can turn out enough wheels to supply the

demand from ten or twelve of the big

factories, and they wonder what is to

be done with the others.

There is a great deal of conjecture as

to the personnel of the new American
r.icyclc Co. Some say that A. G. Spald-

ing will be president, others that he has

now practically concluded the important

part of his work, and that the question

of the presidency will be an open one.

In some quarters it is expected that one

of the financial men will head the con-

cern. The Wheel, however, thinks that

some bicycle man will be finally selected,

because of the weight of his name, and
that, at least for a time, either Pope,

Spalding, Gormully. Coleman, Feather-

stone or Lozier may be the acting

president. It is also certain that

many of the big men will retire and

never again be heard of in the

bicycle trade. Colonel Pope, for in-

stance, is a very rich man, and seems

bent, even if he does remain in business,

on automobilism. R. L. Coleman is per-

sonally a rich man, and has been actively

engaged in business since his youth, and

seems to have a disposition to rest on

the fruits of his commercial victories.

Mr. A. Featherstone is also bent on lead-

ing a life of leisure. Mr. Gormully, whose

health has been in a sad condition for

some time, would probably enjoy a light-

ening of his business cares.

Now that the successful formation of

the trust is a certaint_v, and now that the

launching of it is but a matter of a few

days, the trade is quietly, but very effec-

tively disturbed. And the trade may very

well be disturbed. The operations of

this trust will be a turn-over of the busi-

ness, and will afifect every person in this

country who is in the bicycle trade; in

fact, it will cause almost a slaughter in

the number of traveling salesmen, bicycle

agents and sales jjcople generally. It

will close up numbers of branch stores,

and from present appearances ought to

come near demolishing the so-called "bi-

cycle rows." In the imagination of those

who have considered the matter, they al-

readv see Warren street. New York's

cycle row. a forest-like lane of "to let"

l)'ills.

THE TRUST IDEA.

TFIE bicycle trade, as many other trades have done, has succumbed to the trust

microbe. The principal operations in this trade, for some time to come, will be

at the direction of what is resoundingly entitled "a gigantic aggregation of capi-

tal."

No word could now be spoken or printed that could in any material degree afifect

the Spalding trust, one way or the other. This being the case. The Wheel wants

to now quietly state its opinion, which is to the effect that this "industrial move-
ment," this piling up wealth on paper is preparing America for an era of financial

despair such as no country on the globe has ever seen. Once the pendukun
swings back, the land will be dotted with smokeless chimneys and the highways

will be strewn with wreckage.

The Wheel voices the opinion of commercial authorities when it states that

nearly every trust is founded on two prjjjositions, the desire of the "insider" to

get out and the desire of the financier to help him do so. These two are usually

the potential factors. The insiders do get out, the financier gets his "rake-ofif," the

hose is turned on and the speculators do the rest. The insiders get rich, the public

get the stock. These same commercial authorities voice the opinion that trusts

"don't" succeed, and that they usually fail to "control" product. As these words

are being written the voice of the prosecutor is ringing out against the greatest

trust in the country, and the burden of his song is that no trust can succeed unless

it stoops to means that would make the average criminal blush.

The Wheel here means that the bicycle trust, as trusts go, will be a gigantic

success, but, outside of that. The Wheel believes that, after a twelve-month pe-

riod of readjustment, the bicycle trade will wag on just in the same old way. The
Wheel, therefore, counsels the trade, root and branch, not to be too much dis-

tiu-bed, but to tighten the belt, take a closer grip of the handle-bars, and hold on,

and work, and keep at it, with the calm certainty that there is room on earth for

practical talent, and quality, and individuality, and that it is one of the provisions

of nature that, when things get too big, they fall apart, and that it is another divine

provision of nature that, when one man does more than one man was intended to do,

when he takes up too much elbow room in the common arena—he is removed
—suddenly.

Wednesday Afternoon.—What might be called the "desirable" group of mak-
ers are at the Waldorf. Some of the people are Lozier, Columbus Bicycle Co.,

Fanning, Geneva, Indiana, Union, Meiselbach, Olive and others. The Fanning

(Mr. Fanning), Indiana (Mr. Smith) and the Geneva folks have been "up," have

m.ade a satisfactory arrangement, so it is reported, and have left town.

It is talked about the hotel that some contracts are being made on this basis

—a sum is fixed upon a plant ; then it is agreed that, if the American Bicycle Co.

is doing business on August 1, it is obliged to pay in cash the sum agreed upon

to-day. This idea has caused a lot of disgruntlement, and at least one big maker

states that his deal must be closed to-day, or he is out. The Wheel's idea is that

the trust will get possession of any plant it considers of value.

WHY COLEMAN CAME IN.

Those close to the Western Wheel
Works intimate that Mr. Coleman's with-

drawal of opposition to the trust is due
to the fact that he was taken in on the

inside. That is, he was brought in con-

tact with the principals, the working plan

of the scheme was outlined to him, and
probably for the first time he became
assured that the trust had ample financial

backing. When he swung back into line,

he carried with him at least three other

concerns, whose names it would not be
fair to mention here, since they are now
safely in the fold.

WHAT THE riTURE WILL SEE.

Now that the main work has been
pretty well finished up, the trust will

move slowly. The chief point was to get

a profitable group of makers in line, and
this the trust has accomplished. From
now on we may expect only occasional

announcements of the absorption of this

plant or that plant. It will probably be

July before the trust really gets under-

way, in the operative sense. It will take

at least a month then, to consult with

heads and decide upon a policy of manu-
facturing and selling the bicycles made
and vet to be made.
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TUBES. fEATHERSTONE ON THE TRLST.

Miller — Pope— Lozier — Coleman — All the Plants
in Line.

Although R. L. Coleman, representing the Albany Tube Works, of Albany,

Ind., was busy incorporating companies in New Jersey last week, and putting up a

magnificent opposition to the Spalding alliance, he also had time to figure with

interested parties about the Albany tube plant. This plant is owned by three

concerns, Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., Indiana Bicycle Co., and Western Wheel
Works, or at least by A'Ir. Gormully, Mr. Smith and Mr. Coleman of these con-

cerns. The company has been in existence for over a year, and has been supply-

ing its owners with their own tubing, and has also been taking orders from out-

siders.

On Saturday they amalgamated, or sold their plant to the Shelby Steel Tube
Co., of which the controlling man is Mr. James Miller. During the previous few

days this company had also absorbed the H. A. Lozier tube plant and Pope Mfg.

Co. tube plant.

The word "absorbed" is hardly a fair term to apply to this transaction, which

seems to have been a very clever one. The Shelby Tube Co. will practically be

reorganized, and the stock will be reapportioned among Shelby people, Pope peo-

ple, Lozier people and Coleman group. It practically means not an absorption,

but rather a readjustment and amalgamation of this tube business.

WHAT KISER SAYS.

His Opinion of Bicycle Prices, Prefaced by Some

Facts and Figures Produced by

" Kiser Force."

Began about 1893. Sales in 1899, up to

May 1, over 48,0(10 bicycles.

That is a pretty g'ood record. It is the

record of the Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co. It is

also the record of J. W. Kiser, vice-president

and manager of the company.

Since May 1 the increase of ilonarch sales

over the 48,000 mark has continued rapidly.

The daily aggregate of orders has run up as

high as 1,500 machines a day. The Chicago

office alone receives orders for about 600 a

day, and the New York office is not very far

behind. The other branches are all doing a

big business.

These points of information,- indicative of

the present general prosperity of the bicycle

business, came out in a chat with Mr. Kiser

the other day.

Reverting to the Monarch business: It has

had a wonderful g-rowth. The writer well re-

members the day, back in '93, when he took

a walk through the factory in Chicago with

Mr. Kiser. That was in the old Chicago Sew-

ing Machine Co. days, before the Monarch
Company was born. The sewing machine

business is to-day of secondary importance.

On that day in '93 the bicycle end of the

business was not much. The bicycle depart-

ment of the factory was rather hard to find.

But once found, it was seen to be not cramped

into a corner. It had plenty of floor space to

grow in, and it grew.

The expansion of. the Monarch business,

while wonderful, is not to be wondered at. It

was due to what may be called "Kiser force."

Every business, it will be found, grows

through the appHcation of general principles

in some way peculiar to the man at its helm.

The Kiser principle was, first, to adopt a

strong name, one that would stand big, im-

pressive advertising. Next, to advertise it,

and to back it up with bicycles which looked

like what they were called—Monarchs. Ne.xt,

to do no resting—to take advantage of the

cumulative effect of continued motion.

The Monarch business has rolled on the

snow-man principle—small at first, very big

now, growing bigger.

A glimpse at Mr. Kiser personally: He was

born in an Illinois town. The circumstances

of his boyhood life prevented him from get-

ting the higher education then; but he did go

to college at the unusual age of 22. After that

he studied law. Later, through a combina-

tion of circumstances, he became a traveling

salesman for Chandler Robbins. In time he

acquired an interest in Mr. Robbins' business.

To-day Mr. Robbins is passing the early

evening of his life in peace, comparatively

free from business. He is president of the

Monarch Company, but Mr. Kiser runs the

business. He keeps it full of Kiser force

—

intense, quick, comprehensive, self-contained

activity.

The general talk is that the bicycle prices

will not go up next year. Mr. Kiser is not so

sure of that. "The price of material is high-

er," he said. "The price of labor is higher.

The price of both is regulated by demand.

The demand has no visible finish to it; and

there is, therefore, no telling whether selling

prices can be kept where they are now or not.

Really, there is no fixed obstacle to prevent

bicycle prices from rising."

Sunbeam Spol<e Infringement.

The .\merican Specialty 2\Ifg. Co., manu-

facturers of Sunbeam spokes, have applied

in the Circuit Court in Hartford for an in-

junction pendente lite, an accounting and

damages, against the Morris-Kiefer Cycle

Supply Co.. of Salisbury, Conn. Infringement

of the Sunbeam spoke patent is the basis of

suit.

Advance in Chain Prices.

On account of the increased cost of steel,

the Indiana Cliain Co. gave general notice

last Friday that on and after Monday, May
15, all previous quotations on their chains

would be withdrawn and prices advanced twg

cents per foot on their entire line.

"A. F.," or, in plain English, A. Feather-
stone, the big Chicago maker, is a very,

modest man. personally, and ordinarily has a

pet aversion to talking for publication. In
that respect a clam is, compared to him. elo-

iiuent. Many a man has called on the Chica-

goan for news to find that he was singularly

deficient in knowledge of something in whicli

he was presumed to be the head and ccntrif,

So that to really get Mr. Featherstone to talk

and submit to a printing of what he says is a

victory—and the Wheel man claims one. Mr.
Featherstone has all along been very reticent

on the trust question, although he was sus-

pected to be one of the pivotal men, and has
denied himself to the press. But the Wheel
man caught him in the proper humor last

Saturday at his New York branch, and had a

full, frank interview with him on the many-
sided combination.

Asked plainly and directly if he had posi-

tively cast his lot with the Spalding aggrega-
tion, Mr. Featherstone, after prefacing his

reply with the condition that it must not be

used in any manner until this issue of The
Wheel, delivered himself as follows:

Pleased with so frank and unexpected a

declaration of position, the Wheel man venr

tured to ask if the much-rumored statement

that he would rather fight than eat was true,

and that he would be with Mr. Coleman
tooth and nail. The Chicago gentleman
smiled enigmatically, lit a fresh cigar, thought

a bit, and in a convincing tone replied:

The Wheel representative felt that he was
coming along well, and further succeeded in

getting Mr. Featherstone to discuss many de-

tails and sidelights of the situation. He was

questioned as to the probable salvage in

manufacturing and cost of distribution that a

trust would bring about, as to whether the

different makes of wheels would retain their

identity, etc., and he spoke very interestingly

and fully on these and other points. But to

sum up in his own words:

As it will probably be a long time before

Mr. Featherstone talks so freely to a press

man The Wheel feels justified in quoting hira

so fullv.

A Receiver in Trouble.

News of the Premier Cycle Co. is like a

voice from the tomb. The Superior Court in

Bridgeport, Conn., refuses John C. Cassidy s

request for discharge from the receivership.

The court says he is personally liable for un-

paid claims and shrinkage in assets due to mal-

administration.

Massachusetts Bicycles Are Baggage.

On May 15 the Massachusetts legislature,

by a 99 to 47 vote, decided that bicycles are

baggage.
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OUR BEST BieveLE
is the Clipper Special fitted with the Clipper

New Process bevel gears. This wheel has

made a wonderful record as a chain wheel.

Everyone who rides it is enthusiastic over

its easy-running qualities. In '97, when
we decided to "do away with that greasy

chain/' and turn out a Chainless bicycle,

we spent a lot of money experimenting with

gears, we found the Bevel gear to be the

best, we adopted it, and fitted to our Spe-

cial Clipper the finest gears we could make.

Our best

s

i

i

I

ADVERTISEMENT
•

from that day to this has been our Bevel-geared Special. If you want a Chainless that will sell •

itself, and help sell more, write us for agency. J

GRAND RAPIDS CYCLE CO. (Clipper People),

Grand Rapids, Mich. 5
No. T 169. Kindly iiiunlion The Wheel. A

Some people talk a lot
AND don't say anything.

Our Prices
tell you all you want
to know, and all we
have to say.

MAGDONALD

&C0.,
35 So. William St.,

New York.

k.*.*.*.*.***.****.**-**.*'*.**.**.A.***.*.*.*.*.*.'^

Kindly mention The Wheel,
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DEfECTIVE MATERIAL.

"T^ HANKS to the publicity given to fork-

* crown and fork-stem accidents last year,

such accidents are on the decline and manu-

facturers are now paying close attention to

these weak points in the wheel. At present,

however, we believe there is another weak

spot in bicycle construction which needs rem-

edying, and that rig'bt speedily.

We refer to the handle-bar.

According to reports from several sections

of the country, accidents caused by broken

handle-bars are more numerous than any

other kind this spring, and as a rule they are

even imore disastrous than the terrible falls

which have resulted from broken forks. In

one city last week three riders were temporar-

ily retired from their everyday pursuits by

handle-bar accidents.

One of them, who was scorching over a

rough pavement, was taken to a hospital in

an aimhulance and the attending physicians

made the following inventory of his personal

defects

:

One broken nose.

One broken collar-bone.

Three broken ribs.

One sprained knee-cap.

And a dozen more or less severe bruises on

various portions of his anatomy. Perhaps he

will recover. Perhaps not.

In our opinion there is far less excuse fo'

a broken handle-bar than for a broken fork

stem or crown, for the latter frequently break

because it is impossible to tell to a certainty

whether or not the stem is securely brazed

to the fork-crown. In the handle-bar, how-

ever, the brazing is all in plain siglrt, and if

proper care is taken there is no excuse for

breakage at this connection.

'Perhaps the most accurate .reason for the

increase of accidents of this variety is the fact

that manufacturers of handle-bars, as well as

bicycle manufacturers, have been too prone

to regard the handle-bar as a good place in

which to utilize defective or an infenior qual-

ity of tubing. Dozens of manufacturers have

purchased twenty-five-cent .handle-bars made

of inferior brazed tubing, whereas they would

not for a minute consider a proposition to use

the same material in the construction of their

bicycle frames. Low prices have also caused

a cutting down of expenses in the production

of adjustable bars, and in a few cases at has

been at the expense of strength and quality.

We heard not long ago of a reputable handle-

bar maker who had decided to use a casting

in the construction of a certain portion of his

bar, whereas heretofore it had been made with

a forging. He will he enabled to save two or

three cents on each bar, but the reputation of

the manufacturers who sell the wheels on

which the bar is used will not be helped by

the change, neither will the riders who use

the har find that it has been improved upon.

In hill climbing, coasting, scorching or rid-

ing over rough roads, and especially with the

drop position, there is a great strain upon

the handle-bar, and manufacturers should spare

no expense to make this part as strong as the

balance of the machine.

TRIST CERTAIN.

A LL doubt about the formation of a cycle

-

** makers and parts-makers' trust is now

removed. While the Western Wheel Works
and its "allied friends" were on the other side

the situation was complicated. On Monday,

however, there was a complete and satisfactory

understanding. Mr. Coleman went into the

Spalding alliance and, by so doing, he hall-

marked it as a scheme with financial backing

and with commercial possibilities.

The alliance, in a few days, will become a

full-fledged trust. The options will, in many

cases, become bills of sale. The trust, like

all huge creatures, will then slowly move

forward, and, for the present at least, will

absorb such firms as it wills. The personnel

of the trust is, of course, not yet decided upon,

but it must, of necessity, include many men

whom we all know and have known as trade

successes.

The capital is to be eighty millions, and the

securities will consist of thirty-five millions

of 7 per cent preferred stock and forty-five

millions of common stock. Already it is

difficult to obtain a promise of any of the

preferred stock. It is already vastly over-

subscribed—so the bankers say. The trust will

have a cash surplus, at the start, of ten mil-

lions. At the present time, all is conjecture,

outside of two facts—one, that a trust is as-

sured—two, that it can buy anything it wants

—so, as far as it goes, the main point has been

accomplished. It was a gigantic task, ar-

duous, perplexing and wearing, and The
Wheel congratulates Mr. Spalding on the

blossoming of his plant.

Talk of the Week.

The popularity, of the tandem in certain

cities and the disfavor with which it is looked

upon in others is one of the inexplicable fads

of the cycle trade. Just why people should

enjoy riding together in certain sections and

decline to "double up" in others is beyond

the comprehension of the average mortal. In

Chicago, Rochester and several other cities it

is the height of a rider's ambition to own a

tandem, while in Clexcland, Pittsburg, St.

Louis, and any number of other cities a double

seater is almost as superfluous to a dealer's

stock as a solid tired machine would be. The
majority of manufacturers are not at all sorry

to note a general falling off in the demand
for the larger machines, since the makers never

have been able to secure the price they should

get for the two-seaters when the extra work

and the small percentage of demand for them

is taken into consideration.

Was Carnegie's withdrawal from business

a part of his life plan or the result of a differ-

ence of opinion? Many believe it was the

latter. Carnegie sometimes joined pools, but

he was often the first to break them. He suc-

ceeded to his eminence in the iron industry

by unrestrained but systematic competition.

His partners believe that plan no longer de-

sirable; they believe in the trust idea, in re-

strained competition. Carnegie got out. Will

he fight trusts? If so, how? He is growing

old. He has ordered a new pleasure yacht for

the Scottish estate upon which he spends his

time. He may write against trusts; he will

probably do much philanthropic work—en-

dow libraries, etc. And that would seem to

be all. A wonderful man!

A traveling man, who is a candidate for

the Ohio Legislature, tells the public that

combines- have displaced 72,000 traveling-

salesmen in five months. His figures seem

large. Assuming them to be true, it is an ill-

wind which blows nobody good. A man who

is smart enough to be a good traveling sales-

man ought to be smart enough to get along

at home. Assume that he is. Then think of

how pleased his wife and family will be. His

success at home means the displacement of

some other man not as smart as he is—but

that is the survival of the fittest.

One of the greatest factors in the decided

demand for the better grades of wheels this

spring has been the fact that the farmers are

no longer purchasing cheap wheels to the ex-
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tent tliat they formerly did. The orders being

received from the dealers in the small towns

indicate that the farmers have plenty of money

and are willing to spend it on a better class

01 goods than is usually the rule. The aver-

age farmer lives up to his income, and after a

season of heavy crops the shopkeepers are

among the first to reap the benefits.

»
A man prominent in the hardware trade

says, at the close of a long article, that the

cycle trade has now reached a point "where

fadding has ceased, and the call has simmered

down to that which is legitimate, and, perhaps,

more or less permanent." The indefinite

definitcncss of this conclusion somehow re-

minds us of the peripatetic who walks into

your office and offers to lecture ten minutes

for ten cents, upon any subject under the

sun, without making a mistake.

*
The trust whale says all's well and Jonah's

swallowed. Then the big fish tells of its great

capacity—one bicycle every five seconds, two

million and umpty-steen per annum, working

10 hours a day. What some factory employes

would like to know is whether this truly mag-

nificent producing capacity is likely to keep

all of the consolidated factories going all of

the time, or all of them part of the time, or

part of them all of the time, or part of them

part of the time.

The automatic pedal release, commonly

called the automatic coaster and brake, is

peculiarly adapted to the use of women. It

enables them to move down grade with both

grace and celerity. At present the grace is

frequently lacking. But they should be care-

fully taught how to use the device, especially

if their machines have no hand-brakes.

It is a gambler's deal. If the first few meets

operated by the N. C. A. fail the N. C. A. bot-

tom will probably drop out. If these first few

meets succeed a diiTerent result should be ex-

pected. The new body is not inherently

strong. It is made up of evanescent particles.

But its opportunities are stronger than those

of its predecessors.

If there is any one thing that, more than any

other, will repel buyers, it is ignorance of the

goods for sale. A Chicago department store

has secured the '99 agency for a really good

line of wheels, and gives notice that all such

wheels "with the elliptical crank-hangers" ad-

vertised by competitors, are old models.

According to the Michigan Supreme Court

bicycles have no right as vehicles on the

streets. According to city ordinances they have

no rights on the sidewalks. If the bicycle has

no vehicular rights in Michigan, will the Su-

preme Court of Michigan kindly suggest what

rights it has, or why it has no rights?

There has certainly been an extraordinary

number of bicycle accidents this month. Ex-

traordinary in comparison with the compara-

tively small number in the past. The causes

have been various, among them carelessness

of an unusually big crop of green riders.

When automobiles driven by air power are

whirled though space and streets, and we have

to sit over bottles containing a pressure of

IJMI pounds to the square inch, the joke about

the man smoking on a powder barrel will

have to take a back seat.

Owing to Philadelphia's proverbial anti-

swiftness her detectives are henceforth to be

mounted upon ^bicycles in the vain hope that

they may thus acquire sufficient speed to run

down rumors or chase clews.

It is not too much to say that a bicycle may

have automatic pedal release, back-pedaling

.brake, elliptical and changeable-speed, chain-

less gear and a cushion frame, and still be

neat and reasonably light.

We speak a word for the young men. In

this new deal, give them a chance. We could

mention some mighty fine names of young

men who are behind the scenes of some of

the big trade successes.

The chainless and free-pedal machines are

only of the one-in-a-hundred class on the

boulevards, yet. It will be different next year,

depend on it.

9
The man-motor business is in its infancy.

The trust, in our mind, marks the close of the

safety era. The day is ripe for that, "new

type."
^

According to reports, the low prices of

first-class bicycles are making a sure-enough

dent in the tin-pan article.

Following trust rumors lately has caused

more than one man to lose track of whether

he was coming or going.

A little later in the season any student of

beauty on the Boulevard will see a peach with

an olive complexion.

;Mr. Manufacturer, have you a New York

address? Is it shown in your advertisement?

If not, why not?

The bankruptcy law is paved with good in-

tentions, but a lot of rascals are overworking

the weak spots.

A New York rider finished a triple century

ride on Saturday and Sunday. This is tireless

twolegraphy.
. *

One thing that the L. A. W. needs is better

representation in England. It should drop

Jo, Pennell.

PERTAINING TO PUBLICITY,

A trade journal with a thousand subscribers often
has a greater number of readers of the sort the adver-
tiser wishes to appeal to than the daily paper circu-

lating, a hundred thousand copies.
—

"Printers' Ink."

The eflfect of advertising will be felt long

years after the space has been used. A short

time ago the proprietors of a leading grocery

specialty were offered $12,01)0,000 for their

business, yet the plant represented practically

nothing. The whole value was in the business

that had been created through the annual ex-

penditure of a liberal sum for advertising dur-

ing their twenty years' existence. Advertising

is an insurance against business failure.

The firms with the leading positions in their

respective lines are the most liberal adver-

tisers—those wdio use their trade papers

largely and continuously. Each advertisement

is an added argument that supplements the

last and lends prestige to the name and article

of the advertiser.

The manufacturer who persistenly refuses to

use his trade paper will never have a business

that will bear much advertising. The posi-

tion he occupies in the cycling world will be

a mighty little nook. But let him once make
known his name and wares to the dealers of

the country through the best cycle paper, he

will have a better business and more money
in his pocket at the year's end.

Frequently a dealer or manufacturer when
asked to advertise in The Wheel replies:

"Oh, my business is so small and the margin

of profit so close that I cannot afford to."

And yet John Wanamaker recently spent $24,-

000 in one month advertising shoes in New
York city. Just think what his sales would

have to be before the advertising was paid

for, to say nothing of profit. Still it is safe

to say it did pay him. for Wanamaker isn't

spending- money for advertising that doesn't

pay. The point is that no matter what your

article may be. advertising will increase the

sale and enlarge your profit.

Persistency is bound to win in the end.

The largest and most prosperous merchants

of any community are those who advertise the

most, and whose advertisements appear con-

tinuously. The half-hearted advertiser more
often throws away his money than earns a

profit. Advertise continuously or not at all.

No reduction in the price of bicycles in 1900,

with raw material prices up as high as they

are now.

*
Some riders contract the spring fever about

this time of year and are never free from it

again.
*

To know what is going on in the cycle trade

just now one must know just what is coming

off.

Some of these ardent retirers will, at no

distant day, come ambling tack into the fold.

This weather may open your pores, but it

also opens the rider's pocket-book.

A really great man does not care much

whether anybody knows it or not.

The latest is that the whale has swallowed

Jonah.
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AMONG THE MAKERS.

PARISH POINTS.

They Are Sharp Reminders that Higher Prices for

Bicycles Must Eventually Come from Increased

Cost of the Necessary Steel.

Cleveland. May 15.—To-day a Wheel man
called at the factory which has been occupied

for several years by the Parish & Bingham
Company, and was rather surprised to

find that the entire establishment had
been cleaned out and moved to the

new factory building, which is located

on Hamilton street, near Coe street.

The move was made the latter part of the

week and the arrangements were so com-
plete that hardly a day was lost in making
the change. The new factory is considerably

larger than the old, and with improved ar-

rangements and much new machinery the

company's ability to push their especial line,

stamped sprockets, has been improved a hun-

dred per cent. Mr. Parish greeted the writer

vdth:

"I have just been reading the article pub-

lished in the last issue of your paper regard-

ing the advance in steel prices and I will say

you have exactly hit the mark, except that

the conditions of the steel market are even

more alarming than you stated them to be. I

have just returned from Pittsburg, and do you
know that town is literally crowded with

manufacturers from all parts of the country

trying to secure for themselves their supply

of steel.

"Some of them are trying to contract for

another year's supply, while hundreds of

others are content to secure only enough ma-
terial to finish up this season's business.

Many of the bicycle people who have been

conservative and purchased in small lots are

to-day really in bad shape, since it is almost

impossible to secure deliveries within any rea-

sonable time; besides, prices are far above

what they were a few months ago. I don't

want to pose as a Jeremiah, but still I must
say that, bad as the conditions are at present,

I can see little light ahead. I am confident

that prices and the shortage will continue

and that prices will soar upward until late in

the summer.
"Open-hearth furnaces and mills are par-

ticularly rushed with orders and nearly every

concern furnishing this variety has contracted

for its entire product for months ahead. Steel

billets are practically out of the market at

any price and concerns which have not yet

contracted for them are in hard luck. So far

as we personally are concerned, we were well

taken care of by the people with whom we
deal and consequently I managed to contract

for enough steel to carry us through the sea-

son of 1900. But the prices were nearly

double what we paid for our '99 stock. I fig-

ure that our expenses will be $35,000 higher

next year in cost of material than they have

ever been before."

The Wheel man suggested that such an

advance would naturally increase the cost of

production for wheels next year, and Mr.

Parish said:

"T should say it would. Manufacturers have

been complaining about close margins this

season, and with an advance of from 50 per

cent to l'2o per cent on every ounce 'of steel

which will be used in the construction of the

machines next season, the list prices of the

completed article must be increased consid-

erably. If this bicycle combination proves a

success and does as it proposes to do, de-

crease the cost of production and marketing,

it will be the salvation of those who buy
bicycles to ride."

Mr. Parish stated that it was more than

probable that a number of manufacturers

would be forced to increase list prices on the

balance of this year's production, but he

does not look for a general advance in

prices until next season.

4M0NG THE BREAKERS.

Several indications Pointing to Diminished Demand

for Cheap-Made Wheels.

There are some contradictor}' statements

—

statements of fact, too—concerning the tin-

pan or too-cheap bicycle.

Department stores are, of course, advertis-

ing this class of goods, and at the same old

alluring (?) price of some dollars and 49 cents.

If there is any one thing a department store

knows how to do, it is to advertise. Some
people, however, claim to know that depart-

ment-store managers are having a hard time

securing bicycles wherewith to back up their

advertisements.

That is one side of the story. Here is the

other. From talks with traveling men who
have visited various sections of the country,

particularly Chicago and the West, it looks

very much as if the bicycle which is techni-

cally if not justly placed in the tin-pan class

has breakers ahead of it.

It is hard to harmonize the stories. Picture

two men with lighted lanterns, both in the

same back yard, hunting for each other in

broad daylight, and you have the situation.

The troubles of department-store people

give the cycle trade no great concern, unless

it be to wish that they might increase. Nor
is the average dealer likely to be downcast

at the prospect of the manufacture of too-

cheap bicycles running up against a brick

wall.

It is reported by the traveling men aforesaid

that the very low prices now obtainable upon

machines of the , first class, of long and

good reputation, are giving the too-cheap

manufacturer a very bad set of circumstances

to think about.

It is said that one of the biggest of the

too-cheap factories is at present employing

only fifty men.

It is said that a certain manufacturer of ad-

justable handle-bars had a contract to deliver

to this factory over 20,000 pairs of bars, that

so far only 5,000 have been delivered, and that

there seems to be no anxiety for more.

It is said that a big parts-maker had con-

tracted to deliver to a too-cheap wheel manu-
facturer a large quantity of parts. As the sea-

son developed the too-cheap man had de-

liveries delayed, on one excuse or another.

Most of the material was then destroyed in a

sudden fire. The parts-maker was anxious
over this accident, but it didn't seem to bother
the other man. No big deliveries have been
made yet, and the too-cheap bicycle manu-
facturer isn't kicking.

It IS said that the wheels of another too-

cheap concern, supposed to go to the dealer

at a certain very low but uniform price, are

now being pushed direct to the consumer,
through the manufacturer's own stores, at

$1.50 less than the "uniform" price to dealers.

It is said that another make of the too-

cheap variety, and which is likewise ordinari-

ly supplied to jobbers, department stores and
some retailers, under "any old" name-plate, is

now being forced onto the market at a very

low figure under the maker's own name-plate.

It is said that this same make is also being

disposed of by cigar dealers on a lottery plan.

The dealers probably pay about the price at

which the machines are now being retailed.

They could hardly pay much less.

The too-cheap people would not be using

these unusual ways of breaking into the open
market if their usual route, via the jobber

and department store, were not stopped up at

the selling end.

You have the facts and the surmises. Run
them through your analytical mill and draw
your own conclusions.

Tire Comhine Echoes.

It is said that Morgan & Wright received

approximately $1,000,000 in cash, from the

Rubber Goods A'Ifg. Co., for a three-quarter

interest in their business. While nobody
questions the profitable character of Morgan
& Wright's business, the sale to the combine
was undoubtedly as easy a way as could be

imagined to sell the business at anything like

market value.

The price said to have been paid for the

India stock was at the rate of $230 a share.

An insider says that India stock changed
hands at $90 and $109 previous to its sale to

the combine. The combine also paid a bonus
of $50,000.

The Mechanical Rubber Co. should not be

confounded with the Mechanical Fabric Co.,

of Providence. It is said that Mechanical

Rubber (N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.) stock

had been quoted at 20 before the sale.

Reading Still Rejoices.

Reading. Pa.. May 10.—The rush in the

cycle trade still continues. The business done
by both manufacturers and retailers last week
was again unusually heavy. The Wilhelm
Bicycle Works, at Hamburg, which have been
idle for some time, started operation last

week.

Gone to Gay Paree.

President A. L. iMoore, of the Cleveland

Machine Screw Co.. Cleveland, sailed from

New York for Paris on Saturday. Fie will be

absent about three weeks and it is understood

that his mission abroad is to confer with the

French stockholders of the company.
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AN INDEPENDENT BIRG.

One Place Where Agencies Are failures and Small

Makers Flourish—Ready to Buck the Trust

When the Time Comes.

Milwaukee, Wis., May 13.—In the event of

a successful termination of the proposed com-

bination of manufacturers, one of the most

serious problems that the promoters thereof

will have to deal with will be found here in

MilwavTkee. For some years outside manu-
facturers have regarded Milwaukee as a pe-

culiar locality and a city where an agency can

be maintained only by the greatest effort and

the most constant activity. This is so, not

alone because of this city being the home of

the Andrae, but because of the swarm of

small manufacturers here. There was a time

when Milwaukee was one of the best of

agency cities in the country, as Colonel Pope

and some others of the older manufacturers

well know, but to-day it is almost a forlorn

hope from an agency point of view.

There are 94 repair establishments here and

out of this number fully 80 of them are manu-
facturers on a scale running from limited to

large proportions. This does not include the

League Cycle Works, which have an extensive

plant and are doing a brisk local business. The
largest of these small manufacturers will

build 2,000 bicycles this year, three-fourths of

which two thousand will be sold in the vicin-

ity of Milwaukee. There are a number who
say they will build from 500 to 600, while the

unenumerated will build anywhere from a

dozen up to 100 or 150 each. Though it is a

strictly assembled wheel that these concerns

turn out, that kind of a wheel is a pretty good
wheel, at least according to the notion of

Milwaukee buyers, because the best of ma-
terial goes into the frame and is put there by

excellent workmanship, while the parts are

the best the market affords.

Most of these small manufacturers are ex-

pert machinists who have given up positions

in machine-shops to engage in this work, and

they have in most instances had ' experience

in a practical way in bicycle factories. One
of these manufacturers, who will make 600

wheels, stated to your correspondent that he

ran his shop all winter when labor was cheap.

He kept a number of workmen busy then

making up frames of all dimensions, with the

result that when the season opened up he not

only had a stock of made-up bicycles on hand,

but he had a storeroom full of frames. Then
when a customer came in all that was neces-

sary was to select the style of frame that he

desired, and hi usually found it in his stock,

fit it up, send ove- to one of the enameling

shops, buy the parts, and the wheel was ready

for delivery in short order.

All this gave the purchaser a double satis-

faction. He had his bicycle "built to order"

in the first place, and secondly he had the

assurance that the wheel was put up by a

machinist, so if anything went wrong he

could easily bring it in to be remedied with-

out the necessity of sending the machine out

of town and waiting an indefinite period be-

fore he got it back again with several kinds

of express bills to pay in the bargain.

This is what has of late made Milwaukee
such a hard field for outside manufacturers,

aiid,in consequence there are few of them who
are able to maintain large agencies here. The
dealers have an association and the future of

the cycle trade has been very freely discussed

of late. The dealers have reached the agree-

ment to stick together and if the trust wants

Milwaukee as a market it will have a proper

fight, of exceeding dimensions, on its hands

before it gets it.

Naturally a great deal depends upon the

attitude of the trust toward the makers of

parts, for it is upon these that the small man-
ufacturers depend largely, although if they

are taken in it will not make much difference,

as, outside of a few specialties, Milwaukee can

get along very well, the League Cycle Works
having a plant equipped for the manufacture

of tubing, hubs, cones and pedals. Up to the

present, although anxiously waiting, the

three companies in Milwaukee that are to go
in the consolidation have heard nothing con-

cerning the plans of the trust managers. No
action has been taken to bind the individual

members and officers of the company in any

way, so that if they do s€ll out there is noth-

ing to prevent them from opening up a new
establishment, if conditions warrant, and en-

gaging in active competition with the trust.

Yarrington Yanked in Again.

Washington, D. C, May 15.—George E.

Yarrington, an elderly man, alleged to be a

member of the Herman L. Cohen gang of

commercial swindlers, was arrested last night

on two bench warrants brought to this city

from New York. They charge grand larceny

in the second degree. One accuses Yarring-

ton of the larceny of $800 worth of wrenches

from the Mossberg Wrench Co., of Attleboro,

Mass., and the other charges the larceny of

$400 worth of bicycle bells from the Clark

Novelty Co., of Rochester, N. Y. These

goods were secured by Yarrington and his

confederates, it is claimed, by an ingenious

swindling scheme.

The gang with which Yarrington is said to

have operated were the most successful com-
mercial swindlers ever known. Their opera-

tions were gigantic. It will be remembered
by the readers of The Wheel that Yarring-

ton was arrested on February 10 for the lar-

ceny of bicycle sundries worth $10,000. He
was released on .$5,000 bonds, and is said to

have jumped his bail. The system by which

the goods were secured was simple. Yar-

rington and his confederates rented offices in

good localities and took the name of some
person or firm having high rating in the com-
mercial agencies. Then they sent out re-

quests to manufacturers for quotations, and

afterwards orders. The shippers would find

the ratings of the names given by the swind-

lers all right and would forward the merchan-

dise on credit. After receiving the goods the

swindlers removed all marks that might iden-

tify the goods, and then sold them in auction

rooms.

One of the biggest swindles of this gang
was under the name of J. Ferro, when their

oiifices were at 2 and 4 Stone street. New
York. Joachim Ferro is a wealthy exporter

with an oflice on Broadway. The use of his

name secured the firm credit and they got

$20,000 worth of supplies before the real Ferro

discovered that he was being represented by

swindlers. Yarrington has been taken to New
York to stand trial. There are several indict-

ments pending against him.

transfer their property to the new organiza-

tion. The Reading concerns which will be

allied in the new organization are the Acme
Mfg. Co., the Reading Standard and the

Relay, all of which are now running to their

fullest capacity on orders for the present sea-

son. They are all busier now than they have

been at any time since they were put into

operation.

William F. Remmppis, of the Reading
Standard Mfg. Co., said to the Wheel cor-

respondent: "The Reading plants going into

the trust will probably be turned over to the

new organization during the coming week;

our plant will be transferred some day this

week, and, from what I have been told, others

will also. There is every reason why the new
management should be a great success. Every
condition is favorable at this time; the trade

never was more active, and the demand for

wheels is in excess of the output, apparently.

The new organization will result in a great

saving in the marketing of the product of

factories."

Reading's manufacturers have been asked to

run the factories for the combination, and it

is probable that some such arrangement will

be made, but who the managers will be can-

not be said. From another source it was
learned that Reading owners have received

notice that upon calling at the treasurer's oflice

in New York they can get their cash by trans-

ferring their certificates of stock. Further

developments are looked for in the course of

a few days. It is stated that the Acme Mfg.
Co, have already been merged into the trust,

and that James C. Reber has been appointed

manager. This, however, could not be veri-

fied, owing to the absence of Mr. Reber from
home.

AUTOS ON snow.

All Ready in Reading.

Reading, Pa., May 16.—The Reading bicy-

cle manufacturers have been notified to report

at New York this week and be prepared to

How the Vehicles of the Near Future Look on

Dress Parade.

Once more the automobile is on exhibit in

New York—this time as the central feature of

the electrical show in Madison Square Gar-

den. The smallest vehicle is the runabout, and
none of them is of special interest to the bi-

cycle rider, as a cyclist. All are driven by

electricity, neady all have bicycle tubing or

ball bearings, and some of them are really

graceful.

The Columbia Automobile Co. exhibit con-

sists of a runabout, a surry, a brougham, a

ladies' Victoria, a dos-a-dos or trap, a delivery

wagon and an emergency wagon to be used by

a street railway company in Pittsburg.

The Indiana Bicycle Co. exhibit includes

four runabouts, one Stanhope and one deliv-

ery wagon. Demonstrator Barwise showed
The Wheel how easily these vehicles could be

worked with a Yale key shut-off.

Motors was the earlier business of the Riker

Electric Motor Co. In their vehicles roller

bearings are preferred. The surrey exhibited

had been in use one and one-half years, and a

fine brougham will go to a Paris cab com-
pany after the show. There is also a phaeton,

and there will be on exhibit a demi-coach, a

dos-a-dos, a truck of five-ton capacity, and a

theatre 'bus.

The American Electrical Vehicle Co. ex-

hibit consists of a fine, glass-sided delivery

wagon and a runabout.

The Woods vehicles, made by the Fischer

Equipment Co., are a runabout, a dos-a-dos, a

brougham and a phaeton.
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ON LAND AND WATER.

Things that Are Wanted, Whether the Buyer Intends Being
Afloat or Ashore—Wise Dealers Should Take the Hint.

The Wheel prints another chapter in its

course of tuition to the bicycle agent. It

points out the unvarnished folly of making

money in summer and living on it in winter.

It points out the commercial wisdom which

strives to obtain a business which is active

all the year round. The six-months-in-the-

year game is a good one for the summer hotel

and the turfite, but for an all-the-year-round,

on-deck-every-day business man, he wants

something to profitably occupy him for the

four seasons.

In the early spring and summer his bicycle

business is active, but even at these periods

he can devote a lot of timie to a suitable side

line. As The Wheel before stated, there are

many of these, and some agents are now
handling them with profit. But of them all,

the most logical seems to be a line of sports-

men's accoutrements, a line which would in-

clude all the paraphernalia for recreation.

The man who cycles is interested in golf, and

vice versa. The man who cycles is interested

in baseball, and vice versa. Sports are inter-

changeable; one fits into the other. The out-

door man is interested in all sport, and if he

abandons cycling he takes to the golf links.

But in the past few years the manufacture
of sportsmen's outfittings has been advanced
to a science. The materials are now made by
experts, and the garments necessary to prop-
erly and healthfully recreate now contain ele-

ments of intrinsic beauty. In the old days the

sweater covered a multitude of sins, and to

wear a sweater was to be completely sportily

dressed. Now, there are uniforms and outfit-

tings, each devised for a particular line of

sport. They are handsome, they are very easily

displayed, there is a good margin in them.

Of all the people in this line, those who are

making the greatest drive to introduce their

line of goods into the cycle agency is the firm

of A. G. Spalding & Bros. They have gotten

up special matter with which to post the agent

on the conduct of a line of sportsmen's goods.

There is a good profit in them, and price is

maintained. "The goods are not cheap, but

are the best at the price." The reputation of

this firm is well known. To have their trade-

mark on your window, and to have their

goods in your store is to be sporting head-

quarters for your town. It will bring the

young men; it will bring the young women.
In a trade way, one hand will wash the other.

New Idea in Tires.

Tlie essence of a tire idea controlled by the

newly-incorporated Bicycle Supply Co., of

Rochester, is the prevention of tire-slip by
means of rubber nipple projections on the

under side of the tire, and rim-holes to re-

ceive them.

The company's paid-up capital is $20,000.

George C. Crippcn is president; William
Hawley, vice-president: Hon. George W. Al-
dridge, treasurer; Thomas Leahy, secretary

and manager. No site has been definitely

chosen, but the factory is expected to be in

running order by August 1. Next season, it

is hoped, 200 hands will be employed in this

plant.

The Wheel's correspondent was informed
that these nipples will undoubtedly be used
in many well-known tires, several prominent
manufacturers having already written with
reference to placing this patent on their out-

put the coming season. This, of course, will

be done on a royalty. It is the intention of

the patentees to turn out a tire of their own
make as well. They expect to have a non-
puncturable as well as several grades of un-
protected tires on the market early in the

season.

The Bicycle Supply Co. are so named be-

cause they will put several other sundry lines

on the market. The intent is to carry a com-
plete line of bicycle accessories; in fact, do a

general jobbing business.

A Splendid Dozen.

All things to all people is

about what the line of bi-

cycles made by the Bean-

Chamberlin Mfg. Co., Hud-

son, Mich., and here shown,

aims at being. It is also ex-

actly what the same line

very conclusively succeeds in

being. No matter what fad

or fancy, price or finish,

the rider may desire, the

B.-C. agent is prepared to

answer, "Here!" Beginning

with the 3-crown Hudson
chainless and proceeding

down the Hudson line,

through that of the Noxall

and Lenawee, the buyer finds

excellent machines at list

prices varying from $75 to

$40; if he feels satisfied with

neither the Hudson nor the

Lenawee, then the Noxall

will surely content him, and

upon this the makers have

shrewdly placed no list price,

that being a thing first be-

tween the manufacturer and

the agent, and later between

the agent and the customer.

In these days of combines

and what not, the wise agent

seeks for a good concern and

varied line; both of these ex-

ist in the Bean-Chamberlin

Company, and a very short

correspondence with the

Hudson concern will soon

convince the most pessimis-

tic tliat the foregoing claims

are not by any means ex-

aggerations, made for the

mere pleasure of making

them.

Hudson Chainless, ?75. Hudson, 30, $65. Hudson, 40, $50.

Hudson, 41, $50. Hudson, 2S, $45. Hudson, 29, $45.

Men's Noxall. Women's Noxall. Lenawee, 32, $45.

Lenawee, 34, $45. Lenawee, 24, $40. Lenawee, 25, $40.
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PENNELL AND ELWELL

Are Not Popular in Ireland and England, Which

Means Discomfort to the American Tourists

They Will Pilot.

Recently The Wheel called attention to

fresh evidence of the unfitness o^f Jo. Pennell

to represent the League of American Wheel-

men abroad. The Wheef. has the highes-t re-

gard for Mr. Pennell as an artist, and the least

regard for him as a representative of Ameri-

can cyclists in any capacity. There are doubt-

less many American riders who do not know
'Mr. Pennell's reputation for im-'Americanism

and his general tendency to churlishness. For

the benefit of stich the following is printed

with reference to the foreign tour which is

about to be taken by a party of L. A. W. mem-
bers:

"We are to have a visit this suinnier," says

The Scorcher in "Irish Cyclist." "from a party

of American cycling tourists, who are mem-
bers of the League of American Wheelmen,

and Mr. Jo. Pennell, who describes himself

as 'Foreign .Marshal' of that body, and in that

capacity, I suppose, is entitled to wear a

sword and cocked hat. and to appear covered

whenever he chooses to do so. has notified the

N. C. U. and C. T. C. of the coming of the

tourists, and has requested that they be treated

hospitably, and made much of. Perhaps he has

made the same request of the Irish Cyclists'

Association.

"The cool impudence of the thing is delight-

ful. The tour will be personally conducted

by Mr. F. A. Elwell, who is not on pleasure

bent, but is simply bringing the travelers

around as a matter of business, and for the

]nirpose of making personal profit out of the

matter. I wish the tourists well, but I think

they are unfortunate in being nii.xed up with

Messrs. Elwell and Pennell, two persons on

whom hospitality and courtesy are absolutely

wasted.

"When a former party of Americans visited

us in '80, Irish cj'clists did everything they

could to entertain them and make their stay

pleasant. Some of them were nice fellows,

who appreciated the efforts made on their be-

half. Not so Messrs. Elwell and Pennell.

The former treated everyone who paid him

attention as if he were doing them a favor;

the latter complained that the party were so

leted in Ireland that they had no time to them-

selves, and he subsequently described Ireland

as 'a rain-soaked wilderness,' which, besides

beinig luntrue, was a dirty way in which to re-

pay a country which made far more of him

than he was worth.

"When the tourists came on to England

from Ireland they were treated equally well,

but Elwell and Pennell were just as unapprec-

iative as they had been in Ireland. I think,

therefore, that it is scarcely necessary to warn

bodies whose hoapitality may have been

touted for by Mr. Pennell that the best thin.ar

they can do with these people is to leave them

severely alone. Were they coming in their

private capacity as American wheelmen and

not as a party touring to the advantage of Mr.

Elwell's pocket, we would be 'glad to do

everything in our power for them. With El-

well and Pennell. however, we should have,

naught to do. The latter earns his grub in

England, and yet he is -perpetually grumbling

May 18,

at England and the English, and once was
vulgarly rude enough to sit down in an as-

semblage of Eniglishmen who were his hosts

while the loyal toast was being honored. On
that occasion he was forcibly raised from his

seat. There may be many men who do not

believe in honoring the name of the Queen,

but, under such circumstances as I have de-

tailed, the least any gentleman would do

would be to retire. To sit amongst men, to

accept their hospitality, and then to insult

them, is an unusual, and, I think, a dangerous

thing to do. A man who would play a simila-

ganie in Ireland would probably be thrown
out of the window."

VICTOR
..Bicycles

$40
Why Not Ride
The Best?

Overman Wheel Co.,
Chicopee Falls, Mass.
Kindly mention The ^\'hee].
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Kind on
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DOINGS IN THE WORLD OF AUTOMOBILISM.
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LIKE LIGHTMNG.

That Is the Way the Chauffard Gets Over the

Ground—Machine Tools from America—Sixty-

five Miles an Hour -Posts and Taxes.

Paris. ^lay '2.— It is by no means certain

that the motor vehicle would ever have be-

come so popular in this country if it were not

for the speed craze which surely takes hold of

everybody, whether they mount a bicycle or

drive a car. The chauffeur, who is generally

a sportsman, and knows how to handle his

vehicle with care and safety, has created a

new class of chauffard, which is equivalent to

the scorcher in cycling phraseology, and this

t3"pe of individual has become a positive ter-

ror to peaceful citizens. For a long while the

authorities put up with him in the hope that

he would see the error of his ways and re-

form, and when he looked like becoming an in-

supportable nuisance a warning was issued

to the eftect that very severe measures would

have to be put into force.

But the chaufifard is just as selfish as he is

foolish, and refused to listen to the counsels

of wisdom. The police then came down
heavily, arresting everyone they could lay

their hands on who happened to be trans-

gressing the law. This was hard on those

who had to pay the penalty for the reckless-

ness of the chauflfards. Summonses were

taken out wholesale against drivers who did

not merit these attentions from the police,

while the scorchers escaped, because they

went so fast that they could not be stopped.

It was then proposed to have mounted police-

men on petroleum tricycles, who would give

chase to these law-breakers, and the experi-

ment was tried for a short time and then

abandoned, possibly because the police learned

that a stern chase is a long chase, and is more
dangerous to the public safety than if the de-

linquent is left alone. The authorities found

that they were not going the right way to

stop the evil, and they tried to cope with the

chaufifard with the aid of new and more se-

vere laws.

When the new traffic regulations came into

force it was thought that the reign of terror

inaugurated by the chauffard would cease.

The law is explicit enough in limiting the

speed in the open country to 19 miles an hour,

and in the towns to 12 miles an hour. The
immediate result of these regulations is that

complaints are again being received by the

police as to the reckless driving of petroleum

tricycles and voiturettes in the Bois de Bou-

logne, to the danger of the pedestrians and

cyclists who crowd that place on Sundays.

The way in which some of them dash through

the thick traffic is appalling. When a bad

accident takes place the police wdll no doubt

find out a means of putting the culprits in

straight waistcoats or something of the kind,

but meanwhile they are doing a lot of harm
to the pastime by creating a certain prejudice

among the public. There are plenty of places

• within easy reach of Paris where the chaufifard

can put on full steam without causing danger

to anyone but himself. He prefers, however.

to reserve his exploits for the Bois de Bou-
logne, where he is able to astonish the natives.

Some big performances in fast riding have

been done during the past few months, but

they have all been eclipsed by the wonderful

ride of Jenatzy at Acheres on Saturday. M.
Jenatzy is the inventor of an electrical system

of car-propulsion, which has carried off

honors in all the trials held in Paris, and he

has lately distinguished himself by fighting a

pacific duel with Count de Chasseloup-Laubat

over the kilometer record. Each has held it

in turn, but Jenatzy has now put it at a figure

which is likely to make it safe for a long while

to come. The car he used for his record at-

tempt is built in the shape of a torpedo, and

is constructed of sheet iron. It is mounted on

four small wheels, each about a foot and a

half in diameter, and shod with big pneumatic

tires. The electric motor is geared directly

on the rear axle so that the driving wheels

may be made to revolve at a very rapid rate,

and as a matter of fact during the run they

made about fourteen revolutions a second.

The power developed during the short burst

of speed is of course enormous. The record

run took place on the usual course at Acheres,

where there is a perfectly straight and level

road through what is an absolute wilder-

ness. To describe the run would be impos-

sible, because to the onlooker it was only a

fleeting impression. The car fairly whizzed

past, and was a mere speck in the horizon by

the time that one had fairly realized that it had

gone. The flying kilometer was covered in

3-i seconds, flat, which is equal to 105 kiloms.

882 metres an hour, or fi.5 miles 1,404 yards.

Jenatzy may rest upon his laurels, for it will

be a long while before anyone will try to wrest

them from him.-

The automobile industry over here has been

of considerable benefit to the American ma-

chine tool trade. All the big firms have laid

down hundreds of these tools, and De Dion

Bouton & Co. have a vast installation of these

machines. While visiting the works of Pan-

hard et Levassor a few days ago the writer

was particularly struck by the big tool shop,

which was packed with American machin-

ery, and it is certain that the development of

the motor-car industry here will do a great

deal of good to the machine tool firms in the

United States. The American manufacturers

have been ver}' smart to seize their oppor-

tunity. All the leading firms are represented

here, and during the next few years they ought

to do an enormously increasing trade. By
the way, Panhard et Levassor are at the mo-

ment turning out an average of two complete

cars a day, and they told me that they cannot

guarantee further deliveries in less than four-

teen or fifteen months. With the extensions

now being carried out to the works they hope

before long to double their present capacity.

One of the most novel things in the auto-

mobile movement is the proposal to revive

the old posting houses over the whole of

Europe. A company has been formed under

the name of the Poste Electrique, which in-

tends to create stations on all the highways

where motor car owners will have their wants

supplied. There will be an electric generating

station for recharging the batteries of electric

vehicles, supplies of gasoline for the petroleum

cars, plenty of room for stabling the vehicles,

and it is also intended to attach restaurants

and cafes. The company has decided to make
a start by creating a line of twenty stations

on the highway from Paris to Brussels. For
the moment the plan seems to be a little bit

premature, as there is scarcely enough traffic

yet to make the venture pay, and it will need

an enormous capital to carry it out, but at any
rate it seems to point out the possibility in the

not distant future of being able to drive a car,

say, from Paris to St. Petersburg, with the

certainty of finding plenty of accommodation.

The tax on automobiles has raised another

question which is giving soime concern to

owmers of petroleum tricycles just now. The
Academy has already settled one point by

making automobile of the masculine gender,

while the chauffeurs themselves persist in call-

ing it a "she," but the question of deciding

whether a tricj-cle -with a trailer is a cycle with

one or two seats is a more serious one, as

upon this depends the amount of tax to be

paid. On a motor cycle, with one seat, the

tax is twelve francs, and for two seats it is 24

francs. The motor cyclists argue that the

tricycle has one seat, and that the trailer is

not a cycle at all and consequently does not

fall within the tax. The authorities are in-

clined to argue that a trailer added to a tri-

cycle cO'nverts it into a quadricycle with two

seats. As the authorities invariably have the

last word, it is probable that the motor cyclist

will have to pay for the trailer as well.

Newport Now Prepared.

Newport, May 14.—During the week a spe-

cial commissioner from the Pope Mfg. Ca_

was here and completed arrangements for the:

installation of the Sharon plan, as largely usedl

in Paris and in other French cities, for electric-

automobile carriages. As a result of this visit

rates have been established for the care ot

these electric automobile carriages, the charg-

ing of the batteries with electricity for tour-

ists who are expected to come here froi-n

other parts, as well as the cottagers^ who have

purchased a number of these vehicles. The
arrangements completed were with the New-
port Illuminating Co., of this city, and the

Narragansett Pier Electric Light and Power
Co., for supplying the electricity required for

the vehicles. Arrangements were also closed

with Edward G. Hayw-ard, to use a portion oi"

the Hayward stable for the central station. 'By

these arrangements convenient stations for

charging the carriages with electricity have

been established here and at Narragansett

Pier.

The cottagers who run automobiles in Newr

York can carry them on the steamers between

here and New York as they -would their bi-

cycles, bringing them to Newport and using:

them about the roads here and to Narragan-

sett Pier, knowing that facilities required for

their care and installation of motor power can

be secured both here and at the Pier.
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TRADE IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
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LESSONS Of A YEAR.

Who Have Bought American Bicycles and What They

Have Paid for Them—Facts Worthy of Study

by American Manufacturers.

Washington, D. C, May 14.—The opening
of the season gives especial interest to sonic

figures jus't prepared by the Treasury Depart-

ment. These tables, which present the statis-

tics of bicycle exports during the past few

years, show that during the four fiscal years

1896 to 1899; the exportations of American bi-

cycles amount in round numbers to twenty

million dollars.

That such vast numbers of a 'machine re-

quiring such high grade of workmanship in its

production should be conbinuo'usly and suc-

cessfully exported in competition with the

workshops of the most progressive manufac-
turing countries of the world is a fact of which
American workmen and Americans generally

may justly feel proud. Four million dollars'

worth of .Aimerican bicycles will, during the

fiscal year about to end, go to European coun-
tries, countries in which the manufacturing in-

dustries antedaite by generations those of the

United States. To France, with all her skilled

workmen and ingenuity, exportations of

American bicycles in the fiscal year 1899 will

be more than double in value those of 1897.

while the fact that there has been a general

lowering of prices indicates that in number of

machines the increase hasbeen very much great-

er than the valuation shows. To Germany the

exportations of bicycles in 1899 will be 60

per cent in excess 'of those of 1897. though
something less than those o'f 1898. To other

countries on the continent of Europe the bi-

cycle exports of 1899 are 50 per cent in exces.s

of those of last year or the year preceding.

To the United Kingdom cycle exports for the

year are imaterially less than those of 1898, as

measured by values, though the lessened

prices probably account for much of the ap-

parent reduction, as shown by the figures

which give values exclusively and do not in-

dicate the number of machines exported.

One curious and interesting fact in regard to

the exports of bicycles illustrates the general

tendency of American export trade in manu-
factures. This is that a very large proportion

•of America's exports of manufactures go to

inanufacturinig countries. Two-thirds of the

bicycles go to countries which themselves

make a specialty of manufacturing, and this

export to manufacturing countries increases

rather than otherwise. It will be remembered
that predictions were made a year or two ago
that the exports of bicycles to Japan would de-

crease as soon as the Japanese had obtained a

sulificient number of bicycles as models for

their own 'factories to imitate. This predic-

tion, however, has not proven true. The ex-

ports of bicycles to Japan, which in the fiscal

year 1897 amounted to $52,179, were in 1898,

$88,905, and in the fiscal year which ends next

month will reach fully $130,000.

The islands which have 'been brought into

closer relations with us by the events of the

past year evidently appreciate bicycles as be-

ing prominently am.ong the good things of the

United States. Cuba, which in the nine months
of 1897 bought but $1,469 worth, has bought
in the nine months of the .present fiscal year

$8,101 worth of bicycles. The exports of bi-

cycles for the full fiscal year 1898 to Cuba
amount to $9,214, to Porto Rico $3,359, to the

Hawaiian Islands, $52,072, though to the Phil-

ippines there seems to have been no direct ex-

portation of bicycles.

The largest single buyer of American bi-

cycles in the fiscal year 1898 was the United
Kingdom, which took $1,852,166, though, as

already indicated, the fig-ures as to values for

the current fiscal year will not be as large as

those of last year. Germany's purchases of

bicycles from us last year amounted to $1,724,-

404. Canada came next in amount of pur-

chases lin this line, the total being $611,402,

while France followed with purchases amount-
ing to $482,682; British Australasia, $309,906;

Netherlands, $251,918; Denmark, $228,370;

Britis'h Africa, $148,508; British East Indies,

$13,.388; Japan, $88,905; China, $27,449; Dutch
East Indies, $13,368, and Africa, $11,647.

To many of these distant places the exports

of bicycles in the present fiscal year will ex-

ceed those 'Of last year. To Japan, as already

noted, the present year's exports are nearly 50

per cent in excess of those of last year; to

Argentina they have more than doubled, and

to the British East Indies the increase is more
than 150 per cent.

The above fi>gures speak volumes, for they

readily show what can be done by American
cycle makers if they will only properly and

aggressively battle for their share of the for-

eign trade in bicycles, which share can be

had by America almost for the asking.

Where Business Is Being Done.

The clearing-house returns which are given

out every Saturday in every .big city in the

country are a sure index of the amount of

business that is being done in the United

States, and also in the particular city to which

the returns are accredited. In other words.

if the clearing-house returns for Kalamazoo
are a million dollars a week, and for Kam-
schatka one hundred thousand dollars a week,

it shows that, as a business centre, Kalamazoo
is ten times as great as Kamschatka. There-
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fore, for the purpose of comparison, the clear-

ings for the United States ior the first four
months of 1899 are interesting as showing the
relative position of the various business cen-
tres of the country:
New York . $21, 720,3S5,S26, Pittsburg $536,364,588
Boston 2,330,625,541 St. Louis 526,729,235
Chicago .. . 2,llS,239,075'Baltimore 458,348,054
Philadelphia 1,611,230,033'San Francisco 2S6,518,880

Exports Up to Date.

Exports of cycles and parts from the port of

New York, week ending May 16, 1899:

Argentine Republic.—50 cases bicycle material,
.?3,240.

Amsterdam.—3 cases bicycles, $277.

Antwerp.—47 cases bicycles, $1,706; 37 cases ma-
terial, $1,308.

Africa.—8 cases material, $1,013.
Aberdeen.—1 case bicycles, $27.

British East Indies.—26 cases bicycles, $1,814
cases material, $672.

British West Indies.—33 cases bicycles, $1,208; 5
cases material, $130.

Berlin.—53 cases bicycles, $1,647.
Bremen.—6 cases bicycles, $350; 2 cases material,

$200.
Bristol.—1 case bicycles, $30.
Belfast.—3 cases bicycles, $210.
British Africa.—61 cases bicycles, $6,240; 37 cases

bicycles, $1,347.

Christiansand.—10 cases bicycles, $288.

Copenhagen.—235 cases bicycles, $6,581; 10 cases
material, $231.

Christiania.—31 cases bicycles, $1,365; 2 cases ma-
terial, $200.

Chili.—9 cases bicycles, $435; 2 cases material, $236.

Dutch West Indies.—2 cases material, $16.

Dutch Guiana.—10 cases bicycles, $323
terial, ,$82.

Ecuador.—2 cases bicycles, $235.
French Africa.—9 cases bicycles, $275.

Gothenburg.—2 cases bicycle material.
Genoa.—17 cases bicycles, $850; 56 cases material

$2 567.

Hamburg.—382 cases bicycles, $17,730; 93 cases ma-
terial, $3,417.
Havre.—223 cases bicycles, $6,490; 169 cases ma-

terial, $4,986.

Liege.—10 cases material, $350.

Lausanne.—38 cases bicycles, $1,877.

Liverpool.—186 cases bicycles, $4,140; 7 cases ma-
terial, $620.

London.—251 cases bicycles, $4,247; 28 cases ma-
terial, $1,469.

Marseilles.—6 cases bicycles, §270.
Mannheim.—101 cases material, $3,500.

Mexico.—35 cases bicycles, $1,245; 21 cases, $692.

Milan.—1 case bicycles, $54.

New Zealand.—11 cases bicycles, $1,030; 21 cases
material, $981.
Norrkoping.—5 cases bicycles, $170.

Porto Rico.—^11 cases bicycles, $217.

Peru.—13 cases bicycles. $515; 2 cases material, $92.

Rotterdam.—15 cases bicycles, $490; 17 cases ma-
terial, $542.
Smyrna.—2 cases bicycles, $235.
Southampton.—72 cases bicycles, $3,224; 52 cases

material, $3,352.

Stockholm.—14 cases bicycles, $787.

St. Petersburg.—1 case bicycles, $25.

United States of Colombia.—26 cases bicycles, $755;
2 cases material, $146.
Upsala.—1 case material, $75.

Wasa.—1 case bicycles. $123.

2 cases ma-

$120.

Frenchman's Favorite.

On May 14 the Lozier factory in Westfield,

Mass., shipped 230 bicycles to Paris.

For Nine Fiscal Months.

Exports of cycles and parts to various countries during March, 1898-9, and during the

nine months of the fiscal vears 1897-98-99, are shown below:

Destination.
189S,

United Kingdom $273,330
France 85,239
Germany 257,918
Other Europe 176,556
British North America 76,921
Central American States and British Honduras. 569
Mexico 4,630
Santo Domingo 231
Cuba 1,395
Porto Rico 322
Other West Indies and Bermuda 4.458
Argentina 15,342
Brazil 9,344
Colombia 486
Other South America 4,080
China 3,196

East Indies: Britislli 11,959
Hongkong 491
Tapan 4,252

'British Australasia 10,703

Other Asia and Oceanica 4,945
Africa 12,382
Other countries

-March-
1899.

$176,654
86.231

156,452
181,611
96,389

680
3,337

5
3,761

70
7,780
32.279
2.193
757

3,351
1.258
9.112

1,406
4,166
19.658
5,363
19,283

Total $958,729 $811,796
a Included in "Other .Asia and Oceanica" prior to July. 1897.

—Nine months ending March.

—

1897. 189S. 1899.

$1,415,116 $1,142,425 $608,337
143,053 278,027 320,080
488,762 1,193,202 792,290
692,920 636,187 1,048,336
339,563 265,155 338.412
49,453 6.507 4,084
53,095 47,741 36,016
3,214 938 226
1.469 8,910 8.101
3,199 2,646 1,951

88,434 60,521 49,033
32,238 63,694 149.731
17.327 70,886 46,692
18.179 14.251 5,719

55,388 39.249 38,079
10,978 23.013 20.340

11.993 46.650 125,750
(a) 4,960 6,330
30.975 65,249 99,206
578.231 258,125 207,918

36.210 48,280 53,800

96,883 150,305 140,266
545 576

$4,165,680 $4,426,466 $4,101,873
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EVERYTHING FROM EVERYWHERE.

It had to come; Japanese wheelmen are to

be taxed.

Roads out of Chicago are particularly bad

this year.

High gears are called "Steeple" gears in

England.

The English cycling journals already con-

tain numerous race-meet reports.

A more general use of bicycles for postal

delivery is contemplated in London.

When your appetite is lost th"ough riding,

your cycling is an injury—not a benefit.

One of those persistent figure fixers says

there are 3,120,000 wheelmen in Germany.

Always remember in choosing your side of

the road that it is better to be right than to

be left.

Century riding is not the craze it once was,

nor never will it be so again. Let all be

thankful.

There will be a lot of road and track racing

on Decoration day. Newspaper clippings

show this.

In England's volunteers, the equivalent to

America's militia, there are 3,000 riders in the

various cycle corps.

Nothing makes a man so soon discover the

faults in his own riding as trying to teach

cycling to someone else.

To occupy the rear seat on a double-steer-

ing tandem is said to be the easiest possible

way to cycle up steep grades.

Frank J. Smith, ex-president of the Kings

County Wheelmen, is now running a summer
hotel down at Northport, L. I.

The bicycle thief is working ov.ertime in

Buffalo. Twelve to fifteen wheels a day is

not an uncommon record there.

Three inches is said 'to be the safety limit

of a saddle-post end in the frame. Less

means danger of its coming out.

Generally the man of whom cycling has

made a picture of health is in a contented

frame of mind. Ever notice that?

A young woman with more nerve than cau-

tion has ridden a bicycle across a mile-long

and very high trestle at Derby, Conn.

Friends of Zimmerman, and they are legion,

hope the great rider will not be talked into

emerging from his honored retirement.

The German Touring Club now has 42,000

members, an increase of 7,000 over last year's

number. The L. A. W.—but never mind.

The proposed ordinance to tax bicycles for

street cleaning purposes has been killed in

the Kansas City Council, where it originated.

Riders who visit Chicago will be glad to

learn that an asphalt strip will soon connect

the north and south side boulevard systems

on the lake front.

St. Paul's steepest grade, Selby hill, is

walked up daily by hundreds of riders. It was
recently climbed for the first time, and by a

man using a 98 gear.

If the man who coined the word bicycle

had ever dreamed of "bike" coming along he

would have committed suicide if he had any
idea of euphony at all.

Holbein, England's great road racing crack,

lis training for swimming, and intends at-

tempting to cross the Channel. It is hard for

these ex's to keep out of the swim.

A subscription-testimonial is to be given to

Secretary Shipton, of England's Cyclists'

Touring Club, for his services to the club,

which is now twenty-one years old.

An effort is being made by a number of

councilmen of Reading, Pa., to equip a score

of policemen with bicycles. The project will

very likely be favorably acted upon.

A memorial window and a brass lecturn

have been presented to the Parish Church of

Aberdare, Wales, in memory of the late Ar-

thur V. Linton, who hailed from that town.

The wheelman who recently lost both his

legs by being run over on the Brooklyn

bridge is suing ifor $100,000 damages. The
bridge lawyers say he hasn't a leg to stand on.

They are talking of swapping the Philippines

for the British West Indies; well, suppose they

do, wheelmen will be no loser; around Jamaica

alone there are 1,800 miles of magnificent

roads.

A wheelmen's committee, including Chief

Consul Belding, has been selected by the

New York division of the L. A. W. to assist

in the movement for a cycleway across Brook-
Ivn bridge.

The Outlaws, true to their determination

to outdo the L. A. W., have sanctioned a coon

race meet with a cake walk on the side. The
approach of a hootchie-kootchie handicap

draws on apace.

Frankfort and Paris pawnbrokers have

found it necessary to enlarge their premises

for the storage of bicycles. The Paris muni-

cipality has voted $2,600 to convert one of the

halls at Mont de Piete into a bicycle store-

room.

Nailed to the side of a suburban railway

station, and not fifteen miles from New York,

is the following audacious notice: "Wheelmen
desiring to take the train will please show
yourself so that the engineer can see them in

ample time to stop train."

By his own admission, the police say, John
Lasalle, o'f No. 125 Fort Greene place, Brook-
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lyn, steals bicycles for the amusement it af-

forded him thereby. The police have Johnnie
in charge and will try and teach him some
other method of amusing himself.

The strength of the sentiment in JNlassachu-
setts in favor of state aid for good-road build-
ing, for which cycling and the L. A. W. are
primarily responsible, was shown in the vote,
118 to 14, by which the House recently voted
the state highway appropriation of $500,000.

Orlando Stavens, who comes from some-
where in the wilds of Iowa, says the L. A. W.
cannot possibly last longer than the 30th day
of this month. How Orlando knows all of
this, unless he is a prophet or the son of a
prophet, no one, and this includes Orlando,
can tell.

To prevent the stealing of bicycles belong-
ing to the Chicago deliverers of special mail,
hereafter the cycles used by these employes of

Uncle Sam will bear the legend "United States
Mail" on a sign suspended from the upper
bar of the frame. It is intended to prosecute
any person caught stealing these wheels under
the Federal statutes.

No wonder Englishmen are proud of their
records and the accuracy thereof. Where else
could you find a man who had timed 10,000
races, done the same for 131 out of 144 na-
tional championships duning his 21 years of
honorary and honorable service? This is

what G. P. Coleman, timekeeper for the Na-
tional Cyclists' Union has done.

The proposition made by the wheelmen for
the Minnesota farmers to pay road taxes in
cash met with little favor in the beginning.
Farmers were unwilling, as might reasonably
be expected, to pay their road taxes in cash
instead of in work. But sentiment is now
largely the other way among intelligent farm-
ers, since experience has shown that more can
be accomplished with $1 in tax paid in cash
than ,$2 or even .$3 of tax worked out on the
highway.

At last cycle manufacturing has been con-
sidered worthy of regular instruction, and
a technical class on cycle construction has
been commenced at the Battersea Polytech-
nic, London. The class meets one evening a

week from 7.30 to 9.30. Valuable testing ap-

paratus will be provided and comparative tests

will be inaugurated. This will prove of great
benefit, as independent tests of parts of ma-
terials used in cycle construction have not
been made in England.

New York road records in future will not
be accepted unless made over the official

course of the New York division of the Cen-
tury Road Club. A stretch of the Merrick
road, on Long Island, will be surveyed, and
distances of five, ten, twenty-five and fifty

miles measured off. All onslaughts against

the state records will be made over the meas-
ured course after due notification has been
given the Century Road Club, so that their

representatives may be on hand.
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ON THE SPOT.

Snap Shots Taken of the Men of Speed at the

Outlaw Haven in Washington—Their Methods,

Plans and Misfortunes.

Washington, ,May 15.—Almost record time

counts for but little among the speed makers

at 'the Park Bic}-cle Club track nowadays.

Yesterday's third mile by Cooper, for in-

stance in .36, brought but a smile from Mc-

Farland and Stevens, 'Who promised to go

out individually and place the mark down to

.35. The original fast third of .36 1-5 was

set by Cooper at Louisville, the Detroiter be-

ing of the firm opinion that the long sprints

will win this season. On Saturday McFar-

land went out and did .36 for the last lap of

a three-mile grind, the time being two and

two-fifths seconds faster than any last lap this

spring and a fifth under any previous finishing

lap in training. Yesterday Cooper did an in-

dependent sprint and tied 'McFarlatid, whose

fine third was made clos^ing three fast miles,

the last two in 2.06 and 2.02. Cooper was

strong again yesterday; in fact, is strong at

any time now. He went a twelfth of a mile

down the stretch, starting along the top of the

bank, and did .08. The time is probably as

fast as this twelfth may be made. Stevens has

the fastest twelfth to bis credit. That is .07 4-5

and it was made with pacing up to the start.

Cooper rode independently and his perform-

ance is the .most noteworthy. Downing and

Freeman, the Quaker team, sprinted together

and did .08 1-5 yesterday. They made the

same twelfth as Stevens and assisted each

other. Both are going great guns now and as

a teajm must be watched. Mertens did .08 3-5,

and Willie Sims and Babcock both .08 4-5.

Eddie Bald made his initial sprint, but took

the opposite twelfth to the one he announced

his intention of taking, so as to escape the

inevitable watch holder, who is ever present

now at the sprinting trials. The announce-

ment Saturday by Bald that be would be fit

for handicap work by May 30 has aroused an

interest in his speed. He will try himself in

a handicap or two May 30, but does not know
where.

Some road work of the light order is being

done by the men daily now to harden them-

selves. They work out on the track regularly,

but believe in hardening their muscles by

some plugging on the road. Kiser and Coop-

er left the Rock Springs Hotel on the Aque-

duct Road early .Sunday morning for a grind

to Cabin John's Bridge. They came upon

two men walking and in a joking way asked

them if they wanted the entire road. One of

the men suddenly pulled a gun and asked them

if they wanted a pill. They did not and the

incident closed. Coming so soon after the

incident at the hotel, w-hen a drunken horse-

man, whom they were guying, shot at them

three times hand running, the cyclists belie^'e

that this is a good country in which to mind

their own business, and they will accordingly

give strangers a wide berth. The shooting

ooC'Urred while the party of twenty were

seated on the steps of the Rock Springs Hotel

sunning themselves Saturday. Two strangers

went by on horses and were guyed, owing to

their inebriated condition. The bullets sped

over the heads of the wheelmen and struck in

the high bank at the rear of the hotel.

From boys the racing men intend to grad-

uate to men, for all have started 'mustaches on

a wager which brings the payment for ale for

all on the part of the first man to shave his

upper lip. All of the men here are parties

to the bargain and some wish they were not,

owing to the scattered condition of the hairs

which have appeared.

During the next five days the finishing

touches will be put upon their condition by

the men who intend to compete at Ambrose
Park in the opening races of the season, next

Saturday, after which races they return here

to prepare for the meet of May 24, and for

Baltimore May 26. For Decoration Day they

scatter, some to Bufifalo, some to Berkeley

Oval, most of them remaining here, but a few

to go to Chicago, perhaps.

Owen Kimble, the Kentuckian, will join the

bunch this week and be with the circuit chas-

ers for the balance of the season. He remain-

ed behind when the men left Louisville.

There is a match race on the tapis between

.AIcFadand and Stevens and the Sims broth-

ers, two tandem teams that ran undefeated

last season in scratch races, but which never

met in competition. The Sims boys issued the

challenge and "I and Stevie" immediately took

it up.

Dannemiller and his fellow members of the

Georgetown University team, who entered fo'-

the intercollegiatechampionships,met with dis-

aster on .their trip to Charleston to compete

in L. A. VV. races. The entries numbered

twelve only, including their three, and the at-

tendance did not warrant running them, even

though the .Confederate Reunion was taking

place. The races were called off. The loss

to the collegians was $150. They to-day regis-

tered with the N. C. A., following the lead

of Yale, Princeton and Columbia college

teams. The intercollegiate championships are

to be run under N. C. A. sanction.

Recent Patents.

624,442. Bicycle Construction. Henry H. Baker, Jr.,

Buffalo, N. Y., assignor to the Grand Rapids Cycle

Co. Filed March 21, 1S9S. Serial No. 674,587. (No-

model.)

624,451. Pneumatic Brake and Motor for Vehicles.

Franz Burger, Fort Wayne, Ind., assignor of three-

fourths to Henry M. Williams, same place. Filed

January 6, 1S9S. Serial No. 665,772. (No model.)

624,474. Tire-Tightener. Eugene M. Freeman,

Davis, Ind. Tei. Filed July 5, 1S9S. Serial No. 685,196.

(No model.)

624,500. Chainless Bicycle. William K. Kennard,
Hampden, Me., assignor of one-half to George W.
Smith and Lewis C. Smith, same place. Filed July 1,

1S97. Serial No. 643,097. (No model.)

624,572. Clip for \'elocipede Saddles. William J.

Sturgess, Birmingham, England. Filed March .31,

1,S9,S. Serial No. 675,944. (No model.)

624,595. Bicycle Support. John F. Williams, San-

dusky, Ohio. Filed October 12, 1898. Serial No.
693.316. (No model.)

624,636. Bicycle Crank-Hanger. William H. Fauber,

Chicago, 111. Filed November 1, 1897. Serial No.
657,054. (No model.)

624,643. Handle-Bar for Bicycles. Leonard B. Gay-

lor, Erie, Pa. Filed February 17, 1899. Serial No.
705,746. (No model.)

624,651. Bicycle. John J. Hentz, Baltimore, Md.
Filed November 3, 1S97. Serial No. 657,306. (No-

model.)

624,657. Handle-Bar for Bicycles. Ernest H. Jones
and George W. Tarver, London, England. Filed

March 9, 1897. Serial No. 626,588. (No model.)

624.663. Bicycle Pump. Herman Leineweber, Chi-

cago, 111., assignor, by direct and mesne assignments,

to Nicholas Heinsen and the "Handy Cycle Pvimp"
Co., same place. Filed April 14, 1898. Serial No.
677,570. (No model.)

624.664. Bicyole-Pump-Hose Attachment. Herman
Leineweber, Chicago, 111., assignor to George Lein-

inger, same place. Filed December 10, 1S9S. Serial

No. 698,841. (No model.)

624,669. Bicycle-Luggage Carrier. Virgil L. Moore,
San Rafael. Cal. Filed January 17, 1899. Serial No.
702,441. (No model.)

624.762. Back-Pedaling Brake. Perry E. Doolittle,

Toronto, Canada. Filed April 24, 1897. Renewed
March 24, 1899. Serial No. 710,392. (No model.)

624.763. Wheel Rim and Tire. Thomas Downing,
Minneapolis, Minn. Filed October 23, 1896. Serial

No. 609,8.31. (No model.)

624,834. Velocipede. Johan Lunden, Gothenburg,
Sweden. Filed February 9, 1899. Serial No. 705,060.

(No model.)

624,845. Bicycle Lamp Bracket. John S. Mosher,
Chicago, 111. Filed September 6, 1898. Serial No.
690,287. (No model.)

DESIGNS.

30.732. Cover for Bicycles. Albert W. McGuire,
New York, N. Y. Filed March 28, 1899. Serial No.
710,831. Term of patent, 7 years.

30.733. Bicycle-Frame. John C. Robbins, Waltham.
Mass. Filed March 17, 1899. Serial No. 709,555. Term
of patent, 7 years.

IN THE

Crawford Bicycle...
for 1S99 the highest efficiency has been reached by a combination of all desirable points in the most perfect form, no
one part being abnormally developed to the detriment of another. The result is a bicycle of the highest qualitj' pos-

sible for skill and experience, combined witii capital and with a plant capable of production on a scale large enough
to allow selling at a popular price.

We call special attention to our model tandems at $75.00. We also offer with entire confidence our .$50.00, $35.00
and $25.00 models as uuequaled at those prices ; and our Juveniles at $30.00, $25.00 and $20.00, together with
our Chainless, make the line of Crawford Bicycles harmonious and complete.

WE ARE MAINTAINING A HIGH STANDARD FOR WORKMANSHIP.

THE CRAWFORD MANUFACTURING CO.. - - - Hagerstown, Md.
Kindly mention The Wheel. Send for Catalogue.
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634,849. NIPPLE-WRENCtt JOHM C. NicoL, Bridgeport. Conn.

asEdgnor of one-half to Henry C. BylandB, same place. Filed Sept 29
1898.' Serial No. 692,217. (No model)

634,643. HANDLE-BAR FOE BICYLEi LbohaKD K QAYLoa.
Erie. Pa. Filed Feb. 17. 1899. Serial No. 705,746. (No model)

Claim.—1. The combination, in a nipple-wrencb, of the charac-

ter described, having a cam-lever pivotally supported in one of ita

shanks, of an adjustable shoe ptTotally supported at oue end to ^e
opposite shank, an adjusting-screw adapted to engage said shoeaiear

itfi free ead, for the purpose set forth.

6 3 4,443. BICYCLE CONSTRUCTION. HbHRY E Bakee, Jr.,

Buffalo, N. Y., aaslgnor to the Grand Rapids Cycle Company. Filed

Mar. 21, 1898. Serial No. 674.587. (No model)

plaim.—^The combination with a valve-casing provided with a

threaded stem, of a tubular part D provided with an annular shoul-

der, a sleeve fi threaded to fit said stem and provided with an annu-

lar shoulder, and a tubular stem F rigid with and substantially at

'right angles to the part D and in communication therewith, substan-

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

63 4,5 7 2. CLIP FOR VELOCIPEDE -SADDLES, William J.

Stdrsbss, Birmingham, England. Filed Mar. 31. 1898. Serial Na

675,944. (No model)

Clutm.— 1. The combination, with a saddle-bar, of a screw-

threaded socket supported by the said bar and provided with an en-

largement, a saddle-clip arranged at an angle with respect, to the

saddle-bar and provided with a tapered hole which engages with the

said enlargement, a tapered washer bearing against th^clip around

the smaller end of its hole, and a nut engaging with the said socket

and bearing agajnstthe said washer, substantially as set forth.

Claim.— 1. The combination ofa handle-bar stem havingaforked
upper end, each fork having an opening therein, segments adapted to

enter said openings, means to prevent the segments frpm turning,

teeth upon the inner faces of the segments, handle-bar sections hav-

ing right and left; lugs on their meeting ends toothed to match the

teeth on the segments, and a bolt passing through the segments and

lugs adapted to clamp them aU toe^ther. for the purposes set forth.

634,534. WIRE-TIGHTENER. Jacob M. Oldjqee, Vienna Cross

RoadB, Ohia FUed Aug. 6, 1898. Serial Na 687,962. (No model)

Claim.— The combination with the wheel-aile, the slotted fork

having an open end adapted to receive the asle, the flanged plate

or washer embracing the slotted end of the fork side and having

therethrough an aperture in which the end of the axle lies, the pro-

jecting pin adapted to attach said plate to the fork aide, and the

azle-nut screwing against said plate.

634,664. BICYCLE-PDMP-HOSE ATTACHMENT. HBEMAHLsaHE-

,WEBEB, Chicago, HI. asHlgnor to George Lelninger, same placa Filed

Dai 10,1898; Serial-Na 698,841.. XN_o model)

Claim.—I. Id a'~wtre>tightener, the combination with a frame

structure composed of two interchangeable parts adapted to embrace

the wire to be tightened and be secured together, a drum therein for

engaging with and tightening said wire, and one or more ratchets

secured to said drum between said parte, and means to engage with

said ratchets substantially as shown and described.

634,636. BICYCLE CRANK-HANGER. Wiluam E Faubbb]
Chicago, ni Filed Nov. 1. 1897. Serial No 657.054 (No model)

Claim.—The combination with a machine-frame, ofa transverse

hanger-sleeve attached to frame, a crank-shaft and crank-arms made
integral with each other, ball-bearings for the shaft and a hollpw in-

tegral sleeve or shell having a central eccentric part having a cylin-

dric wall which fits within the hanger-sleeve and end cylindric por-

tions which are concentric with the shaft aiid to which the external

members of the ball-bearing arc secured, said eccentric central part

having greater internal diameter than the end portions and said cen-

tral and end portions being adapted to permit the free inirodiiction

and removal of the integral shafl and crank-arms therethrough.

634,500. CHAINLESB BICYCLE. William tKsNNARD. Hamp-

den, Me., assignor of one-half to George W. Smith and Lewis C. Smith,

same place. Piled July 1, 1897. Serial No. 643.097. (No model)

Claim.—The herein-described driving mechanism for rear-wheel-

driven vehicles, comprising a cranfcsbafl and two pedal-cranks, two

levers of the first order mounted to reciprocate as well as to vibrate

and connected with the pedal-cranks, a crank-shaft passing through

the rear-wheel hub and having a crank at each end, and a three-part

difierential ge&r whereof the outer wheel is connected with the last-

mentioned shaft, the central pinion with the road-wheel, and the in-

termediate wheel-carrier with the frame, the intermediate wheel

meshing both with the outer wheel and with the central pinion, sub-

stantially as set forth.

694.845.. BIGDafrtAMPBRACKET. Joes A. MOBflER. Chicago
III FUed Sept 6, im. Serial Ha 690,287. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a lamp-bracket, the combination with a pair of

concentric segmental diametrically-op^sed arms, of a pair of bear-

ing-blocks fitted within the segmental arms, the inner faces of said

blocks being parallel, and an attacbing-arm having ita iuner end in

the form ofa round hub, the ends of the hah. being adapted to the

inner faces of the blocks, and means for securing the arm in pivotal

'engagement with the blocks.

6 3 4,635. VELOCIPEDE. William E Faobeb, Chicago. Ill-

Filed Feb. 12, 1896. Serial No. 579.000. (No model)

Claim.— 1. The combination with a crank-shaft provided with a

sraok-arm having an integral lug projecting laterally therefrom at a

point remote from the shaft, of a sprocket-wheel mounted upon the
ahaft adjacent to the crank-arm and provided with an arm project-

ing outwardly from the hub thereof and having its end free or dis-

connected from other parts of the wheel, said arm terminating at and
engaged with said lug, whereby the bending of said arm wi!l have
DO tendency to distort the wheel-rim.

6 3 4,367. DEVICE FOR IQNITINQ BICYCLE, OARRUQE, OR
OTHER LAMPS. MaawooD Tucker, Johannesburg, South African

Republic. Filed Aug. 5, 1898. Serial No. 687,817. (No model)

,/ \,
s r^——

^

67ojj?i,—An improved device for automatically igniting bicycle

and other lamps of-similar nature consisting ofa forked lever D car-

rying a rotary disk Aorovided withmatch^anckets B B.in combiua-

with the ratchets"E and G and pawls working in the same, the

compound lever F F'.the door I\, the lint M and the striker X_ sub-

stantially as hereinbefore described and in^istratetf on tfie acconlpany-

"ine drawings,

634,678. COUPLING DEVICE FOR VEHICLES. Joseph Planes.

Neuilly, France. FUed Oct 4, 1898, Serial No. 692.640. (No model)

Claim.— 1. As a means of coupling a carriage to a bicycle, tricycle

or like motive vehicle, the combination of a socket connected to the

carriage at a poiut below its center of gravity by a universal joint, a

fork united to said socket and to the axle of the motive vehicle, and

a shaft or bar also united to said socket and connected to the motive

vehicle at a point above its ajrle.
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634.492. DRIVE-CHAIN. Ernst Q. HoPFiUH«. LondonrBngland; ®^^:M1\Jf°^,T»^ ,^°Tn BACK-PEDAUNO BRAKE. Perry E Doolittlk. To-
FlledHar.5.1898. Serial No. 672.755. (No model)

'
Fllfid Feb. 9. 18&9. Serial No. 705.060, (No model)

ronto. Canada. FUed Apr. 24. 1897. Renewed Mar. 24, 1899, Serial

Na 710.392. (No model)

Claim — 1 Id a roller chain and in combination a pm, grooves
in 8ame balls carried in said grooves, and a bushing forming tb€

roller of the chain surrounding said balls and pin, sabstantially ob

dcRcribed
'

6 2 4,651. BICYCLE. John J. Hehtz, Baltimore, Md. FUed
Nov. 3, 1897. Serial No. 657.306.. (Wo model)

Claim.— 1. Tlw combination in a bicj'cle-propelling mechanism
cooatructed and operating sub-stantially as described, of sprocket
wheels. P F; sprocket-wheels. F F; shaft, A, having seata, B B\
couplers. C C, having projections. E E. and keys, L L; chains, M M,
and a shifter; the said wheels. F F, having key-seata and deprea-

eions adapted to mesh with the keys and projections on the couplers

C C. and each seat, B. being substantially twice the length of a key
L ; in substance as set forth,

624,65 7. HANDLE-BAR FOR BICY1CLE& ERHasT E JoNBs anJ
Qeorq? W. Tarvbr, London. England FUed Mar. 9, 1897. Serial Na

(No model)

Claim.— 1. Id a bicycle, rear reaches revoluble about the crank

axle, a driving-wheel held in the ends of said reaches, rear bracea

having arcuate ends, bearing-plates on the ends of the arcs of tbo

braces, bearing-plates on the ends of the reaches, and coil springs

between the bearing-plates on the reaches and those on the arcuate

euds.of the braces, substaiitially as described.

624,669. BICYCLE LDQGAQE-CARRIER (TlRQli L MoORE. San
RalaelCal FUed Jan. 17. 1899. Serial No. 702.44L (No model)

Claim.—A handle-bar for cycles comprisingtwo parts or sections,
astern to which one end of each of said parts is pivotally connected,'
said pivotal ends being provided with oppositely-located rack or
toothed portions, a tapered worm adapted for endwise or longitudi-

nal movement arranged between and engaging with said toothed
portions and adapted to operate the handle-bar sections simultane-

ously, and means for adjusting the worm endwise and holding the same
jin adjusted position, as and for the purpose set forth.

6 2 3,946. MONKEY-WEENCa Maschil D. Cohverse, New
York.N.Y. Filed July 28, 1898. Serial No. 686.907. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A luggage-carrier consisting of a frame forming the
front and two ends, having eyes formed at the rear of the end sec-
tions, in combination with a bar forming the rear, said bar having
eyes loosely engaging those of the front bar whereby the latter swings
about said eyes and lies in a substantially vertical position resting
against the front of the machine below the handle-bar when the car-
rier is empty, hooks bent at the ends to engage the handle-bar and
a central bight engaging the steering-post and a flexible network hav-
ine ita uooer perighery fixed to the said bars,

624,763. WHEEL HIM AND TIRE. TeoHAfl DoWNiHG, Mma;
apoUs, HUm. FUed Oot 23, 1896. Serial No. 609.83L (No model)

Claim.—1. In a wrench, in combination, a fixed'jaw, a ahahk
provided with teeth, sliding tappets carried in the sliding jaw, one
thereof provided with teeth, and each constructed with beveled ends
adapted to impart successive angular movement, and a revoluble, re-

cessed cylinder, the whole adapted to operate subatantialiy as and
for the pnrposes shown and described.

6 2 4,6 8 9 . MOTOR-VEHICLR WiLTON S. Schuyler, Oceaumde,

Cal FUed Apr. 1, 1898. Serial Na 676,128. (No model)

cO^

Claim.— 1. In a brake mechanism for bicycles and similar vehi-

cles, in combination with the driving-wheel and driving means, the

sprocket or other gear wheel on the hub of said wheel, a sleeve on

the sprocket end of said hub and engaging said sprocket, a disk se-

cured to said sleeve and a disk, secured to said sprocket, a contact-

plate between said disks and means to clamp said disks and plate to-

gether by the backward movement of said sprocket, subataDtially as

described.

624,595. BICYCLE-SUPPORT. JoflK F. Williams, Sandusky,

Ohio. FUed Oct 12. 1898. Serial Na 693.316. (No model)

Claim.— \. In a folding brcycle-support. (he combination with a

longitudinal body member, attachable at one end to the bicycle-frame,

of a movable arm member attached to the other eiKl of the body

capable of movement in alinemeot with, or at an angle to the body

raeraber, means for stopping the travel of the arm member after the

required angular position is attained, a wheel-supporting member,

and a securing device upon one or raore_of the several members for

holding the parts to the frame.

'?

,

CUtim.— \. The combination with a wheel-rim constructed to

permit the tire to flatten against the rim, under the compressing ac-

tion, and provided with side flanges which engage said tire, of a pneu-

matic tire secured to said rim with freedom for up-and down move-
ment relative thereto, and a puncture-proof armor embedded in the

outer segment of said tire, which armor is of segmental form and

composed of sufficiently rigid material to maintain its form when

the tire is undw-load. substantiallv as described.

624,663. BICYCLE-PUMP. Herman LBUiBWEBsa. Chicago, Dl.

assignor, by direct and mesne aa^gnmenta, to Nicholas Helosen and

Ihe " Handy Cycle Pump " Company, same place. FUed Apr. li 189a

Serial Na 677,570. (No model)

624,45 1. PNEUMATIC BRAKE AND MOTOR FOR VEHICLEa
Franz Bdrger, Fort Wayne, Ind., assignor of three-fourths to Henry
M. WUllams, same place. FUed Jan. 6, 1898. Serial No 865 772,
(No model)

Claim.— 1. In a vehicle, the combination set forth of a support;
a headlight pivoted to the support ; an operatiug-arm having one end
attached to the headlight and the other end attached to the ruunlv^-
geat-s of the vehicle and adapted to turn the hj»adlight to,t;orjjB»pond
with the line of travel of the vehicle.

Claim.— 1. Tn & bicycle- pump, the codioination of a piston-rod

formed of a tubular section o and a section n telescoping therewith

,
Claim.— I. The combination with a beltor chain driven vehicle,

of a wheel cooperating with the chain thereof, a compressed-air res-

ertfoir mounted on the vehicle, a motor likewise mounted upon the
vehicle for driving said wheel and a passage connecting the motor
and reservoir provided with valves one of which is adapted to permit
the flow of air from the motor to the reservoir and the other permit-

and having u thread n>, said sections being held together against ^'"S <»" to flow from the reservoir to the motor, aubstantially as de-

separation by withdrawal, aod a nut n^ on the threaded section, sab- ^^="^6(3

etantially as aod for the purpose set forth.
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MENDS AND METHODS.
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To Recut Files by Chemical Process.

When files become the least bit dull, they

should be laid aside. A dull file, like all other

edge tools, very often costs the repairer more
In time wasted in its use than the price of a

new one. With a few dull files on hand, treat

them as follows: Dissolve 4 ounces of salera-

tus in 1 quart of water. Be sure and have

enough of this solution in above proportions

to cover the files. Boil them in this for half

an hour. While they are boiling, mix suffi-

cient sulphuric acid and water to cover the

files in proportion of 4 ounces of acid to 1

quart of water, in an earthen or glass

vessel. Take out, wash, dry, and place

in this solution, letting them remain there

from 8 hours for small, fine files, up to 14

hours for the large and coarse ones. When
the files are removed from the last solution,

thoroughly wash and dry them quickly, then

oil with sweet oil to keep from rusting. Hot
sand is good, not only to dry the files in, but

also to temper them with. The solution can

be kept in bottles for future use.

Tire Frame.

One reader ofifers this sketch of the method
he uses for holding tires when lacing them.

"The holder's construction is so simple any re-

pairman can easily make it.

To Remedy a Puffing Brazer.

Many a gasoline brazer puffs and goes out.

Owners of such will find the trouble is caused

by the generator being too small to generate

the gas as fast as it is burned. If the genera-

tor is made of a coil of pipe, an increase in the

size of the coil will remedy the evil. But if

it is factory-made and cast in brass, the only

remedy will be to reduce the size of the jet

by tapping with a light hammer, or else re-

duce the air pressure in the tank.

Care of the Chain.

When the chain is dirty or stiff in the joints,

remove it; put bolt in place, but do not join

the ends. Place in a shallow pan containing

kerosene; work out all the old oil and dirt,

using a small brush—a nail brush will do

—

subsequently wiping off all superfluous oil with

rags. Place chain in a shallow pan, and cover

it with good lubricating (lard or sperm) oil,

or any good engine oil, stirring it as before to

work oil into the rivets and links. Hang it

up so that superfluous oil will drain back into

the pan. Wipe off clean with rags. Do this

as often as may seem necessary, or whenever
the chain is stiff and dirty. Enough oil will

work out of the chain to lubricate the sprocket

teeth, which should be kept clean and dry.

Adjust chain so that when the top part is lifted

it will tighten as the chain becomes i or J

inches out of straight line. If chain and

sprockets are first class, there should be no

noise whatever except the gentle and uniform

clicking of the links. If bearings, chain and

sprockets are correctly made, the wheel should

run noiselessly, except as above mentioned.

Repairing Table for Tires.

A correspondent sends this sketch of a tire-

repairing table in use in his shop that shows

the care he gives his customers. He writes:

The top has a hinged section with water-tank

underneath. The standard at the end of the

table is used for forcing the air out of the

inner tubes. Place the end of tube in the fork

and turn crank, winding the tube around itself

and keep the valve open.

Bending tlandle-Bars Cold.

Use a long coiled spring wire, made to fit

inside of the tube the whole length. The idea

is taken from a similar one used in bending

copper and lead pipe. The tube can be bent

cold, with no buckling. Use a 6-inch cube of

hardwood, held in a vise—the block having a

hole with bell-shaped openings at each side

—

to grip tube.

Crank-Pulling Contrivance.

This is a sketch of a crank puller which has

considerable merit, and for which the inventor

claims that it works well and is easy to make.

It is 7 inches long and is made of soft steel.

c

It may be about IJ inches wide at A, J inch

at B and J or 1 inch at C. It tapers to a point.

The sketches show both a front and a side

view.

To Find Re-Enforcements.

To find out the re-enforcements in a frame,

leave the machine out of doors on a cold day

until thoroughly chilled through, then bring

it into a warm room and the frost that forms

will first disappear from the thinner tubing,

showing the exact shape of every re-enforce-

ment and forging.

To Remove Solder from Files.

To remove solder filings from files, place

the file in a hot lye of potash tor a few sec-

onds, then dry it before a fire. A stiff brush

will then remove the filings without any

trouble.
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FOR THE BUYER—TALK OF THE MARKET.

LONG WAITED fOR.

The Near Marketing of a Light-Giver Regarding

Which Much Is Said and Ex-

pected.

The Bridgeport Brass Co. are peculiar peo-

ple. They have had very great success with

the Searchlight oil lamp, and they know there

is a good market for gas lamps. They could

have had a gas lamp on the market months
ago, as easy as not. But their lamp, while it

has been advertised and exhibited by sample,

has not yet reached the market and will not

until the 24th of this month.

The peculiarity of the Bridgeport people is

that they refuse to experiment upon the pub-
lic. They believe capillary attraction—which

is simpler than its name—to be the only safe,

economical and satisfactory principle for an

acetylene gas lamp, and while Will Pitman,

their minister plenipotentiary in the metro-

politan district, long ago demonstrated by
actual trial the practicability of their lamp,

they have delayed marketing it until all sem-
blance of experiment is past. They want their

gas lamp to establish an instantly good repu-

tation, as did the Searchlight oil lamp.

Meantime their Wishbone bracket, which

causes the lamp light to be thrown in the di-

rection of the front wheel, instead of at a

tangent when the machine rounds a curve, is

being extensively used.

They have also produced another idea,

which originated with Pitman. It is an extra

carbide chamber, to be carried in the pocket.

It is in two sizes—for one or two charges—
and is suitable for cartridge or lump carbide.

It is made of brass, nickeled, very light, ab-

solutely leak-tight, and will be sold to dealers

at a price insuring ready sale and good profit.

Corrected and Sharp Cutting.

Dealers who handle photographic goods
will find the new copying and enlarging lens

invented by U. Nehring, 16 East 42d street.

New York, a most salable article. With this

lens an ordinary camera possesses all the ad-

vantages of the expensive long-focus cameras
and can be used for copying photographs,

letters, paintings, etc., and photographing
small objects as large or larger than the orig-

inal. No alterations are necessary to use this

lens on any folding camera. It is "corrected"

and cuts the plate sharply to the edge. At
six inches from the ground glass it will copy
natural size and will enlarge as much in pro-

portion as the distance between the plate and
the lens is increased. The price for the 4x5

is $5 and the 5x7 $6.

Any Part at Any Time.

The Cycle Repairs Co., of Chicago, a-^e

well within the truth when they boldly pro-

claim that they are "the only house of their

kind on earth." The new concern premise

their right to a place in the trade by calling

attention to their very moderate prices, and
then broadly state their business thus:

"We furnish repairs and parts for every

bicycle manufactured in America or Europe.

We supply frames, wheels, forks, handle-bars,

tires, chains, hubs, spokes, rims, cranks, cups,

cones, axles, nuts, balls, etc., etc. No repair

work is too complex for us. We can repair

any part of a bicycle, and do nickeling, enam-

eling, vulcanizing, etc., etc. Our specialty is

parts for old bicycles the manufacture of

which has been discontinued."

Has Rubber Shoe.

All things in time cycle round until they

seemingly return to their original birthplace.

Take brakes as an example mechanically.

Cycling has seen all sorts and all kinds since

the Adam of brakes, the spoon, first came,

and yet to-day the latest brake here shown
is based on the spoon one of long ago. So

simple and yet so effective is this new re-

tarder that the illustration tells the whole

story. Rubber shod, as the new brake is,

makes it as little likely to damage the tire as

it is to fail to act when called upon. The
Forsyth Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y., are the

makers and will supply details to those in-

terested.

?s POSITIVELY '!

11= THEBEST ,,,

•^ETALPOLISKJ

Quick Shine and Long Lasting.

In the manufacture of their large and varied

line of brass beds, nickel stoves and other

metal and enameled specialties it became ab-

solutely necessary for the

Western Hardware Mfg. Co.

to procure something that

would produce a very high

grade of polish that would
be lasting, while at the same
time be easy of working and

il absolutely non-injurious to

metal, enamel, clothing or

hands. After testing every-

thing in the market without

success, they finally placed

the problem in the hands of a well-known
chemist with instructions to produce the ef-

fect desired, irrespective of time or cost. After

a long series of experiments the expert dis-

covered a combination that met all the re-

quirements, and it is this combination that

the Western Hardware Mfg. Co. have de-

cided to place upon the market under the

trade name of Splendorine. Agents as well

as individual riders will do well to promptly

communicate with the makers of Splendorine,

receiving from them further information re-

garding this much-needed article.

Mossberg on the Force.

The bicycle squad of Greater New York
have been officially directed to use only the

Mossberg chime bell on their wheels. The

musical din resulting from the police on their

rounds has caused the riders to ask the why
and wherefore of the chimeness. Incidentally

they have bought many bells. The Mossberg
Company feel quite satisfied to have a city

magistrate call special attention to their bell in

reprimanding an offender brought before him
recently for not observing the bell ordinance.

Boys Will Buy It.

The Dewey Mascot is something that every

boy is likely to want on his bicycle as soon as

he sees it. He is sure to want it after he

hears it. No boy who ever pulled a rosined

string attached to the bottom of a tin bo.x

would want a bell on his wheel after hearing

the burr of the nickel-plated cannon made
jjy the Bell Novelty Co., Warren, R. I. It has

all the clatter of a rapid-firing gun. It retails

for SO cents.

This unusual novelty is carried in stock by

the following jobbers: Dame, Stoddard &
Levering, Boston; George Hilsendegen, 310

Woodward avenue, Detroit; Farvvell, Ozniun,

Kirk & Co., St. Paul; Baker & Hamilton,

San Francisco.

New Raw-llider.

Up in Camden, N. Y., where good leather

is the rule, not the exception, is located the

Simmons Saddle Co., who will shortly offer

to the trade the raw-hide saddle here shown.

For this saddle the Simmons people claim "a

superior saddle at price where all can af-

ford to buy."

A Book All Should Have.

The Pope Mfg. Co. have issued a useful

little book of about fifty pages on how to

care for and adjust bicycles. A similar book
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GREAT BARGAINS.!
C3

Columbia Bicycles for Women.

Ladies' Columbia Bevel-Gear Ghainless,

MODEL SI.

1898 Price $125. Reduced to $60.

LADIES' COLUMBIA CHAIN, MODEL 46.

1898 Price $75. Reduced to $42.50.

These machines are Columbias of the highest
grade throughout and bear the Columbia guaran-
tee. They are not shop-worn wheels carried over
from last year, but are of I S99 manufacture. Com-
pare them part for part with other bicycles and you
will find good reasons for the admitted superiority

of Columbia quality The stock of these models
is limited.

II there Is no agent In your locality, write to us direct.

POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, - Hartford, Conn.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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FISK RUBBER COMPANY,
Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Branch, Syracuse, N. Y., 4. G. BOLSTER, \lgr.

New York Agents,

CASE & SCHLAUDECKER, No. 92 Wall Street, New York.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

-tit.

STYLE B.

The near approach of the riding season

shows strong indications that 1899 will be an-

other BROWN year.

Demand the genuine BROWN on your
wheel. We have booklets to give away to

those who ask for them.

THE BROWN SADDLE COMPANY,
ELYRIA, OHIO.

#%'/!<•

Kindly mention The Wheel.
STYLE^^4

THAT LAWSUIT.
Mr. DEALER:—The NEVERLEAK battle isalsoyour battle. Oursuc-

cess in it will benefit you. It will add to your business a fine and very itnportant
sundry of stability and reputation, at a fair price, so maintained as to yield
you a snug profit instead of a flood of compounds, many so ruinous in nature
and price as to place the business in disrepute as heretofore and keep you con-
stantly in "hot water."

We have every confidence of winning this suit. Our rights are broad,
valid and just and will prevail.

NEVERLEAK
Is the only Tire Compound that
can be legally used or sold. In
handling it you have the positive
assurance that it is the standard,
the best; the only one used and
recognized by Tire Makers, and
the only one you can buy, use or
sell without buying a lawsuit.

We are dally asked to license
others under oup patent I WE
GRANT NO LICENSES UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES OR CONSIDER-
ATION!

OUR 1899 BRAND
Will close punctures fully three
times as large as formerly, making
it marvelously effective. It will

preserve the tire and overcome all

the troubles.

Buffalo Specially Mfg. Go.

BUFFALO. N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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was issued by the company a year ago. The

new edition presents many additional features

fully covering all of the company's new model

wheels. Every rider who wishes to have a

machine perform its full capacity of useful

work should know how to tell when the ma-

chine is in good running order, and know

what to do to keep it in such order. The

etSciency of any bicycle depends first upon

the correct adjustment of each movable part,

and next upon a proper oiling and a due re-

gard to cleanliness. In the days of the old

high bicycle the average rider was possessed

of a fair knowledge of what to do to properly

care for his machine, and was well posted in

the rudiments of ordinary repair work, but

the bicycle of to-day with its pneumatic tires

and compounded driving mechanism is a much

more complicated machine, and the necessity

of right care, considerate usage and knowl-

edge of "first aid" operations is thereby

greatly increased. While the book issued by

the Pope Company is not an elaborate treat-

ise on repair work, it nevertheless clearly and

tersely sets forth directions for handling all

of the simpler operations and these directions

are supplemented by reproductions of seventy-

five carefully prepared drawings.

Cleans and Lubricates.

]\Iore than any other one thing stiff and

hard-running chains caused the birth of the

chainless bicycle. The average rider knows as

much about properly caring for the chain on

his bicycle as he does about Chinese philos-

ophy. That even so ignorant a man may.

however, have a well lubricated and smooth-
running chain, Robert W. Size, of Medford,

Mass., has invented this little instrument,

which, clamped to the rear fork, not only

keeps the chain perfectly free from dirt, but

in addition a thin layer of lubricant is always

spread on the bearing surfaces, while the

chain is never clogged or gummed up by the

lubricant, as it too often is when the ignorant

rider goes in to fi.x things.

Follows the Wheel.

The Bridgeport Brass Co. have been granted

a patent, No. 62,409, for a lantern bracket

henceforth to be known as the "Wishbone
Bracket." The claims allowed are a lantern

bracket having two arms, each adapted to be

secured to the corresponding side of a cycle

front fork, near the upper end thereof, and

projecting upwardly so as to support a lantern

above the front wheel and in front of the

steering head of the cycle, substantially as

described. The Wishbone Bracket brings the

lantern in correct position, the position de-

sired. One point in its favor is that the light

always follows the wheel.

Good as Its Maker.

George R. Burwell has been astonishing

Toledo with a motor vehicle driven by one of

his famous gasoline engines.

Of Interest to Assemblers.

E. C. Stearns & Co. are now prepared to

furnish complete sets of fittings for Sager-

geared chainless bicycles. They say their fit-

tings are mechanically true and correct, and

have the full approval of the Sager Gear Co.

They are made with the single lower rear

fork instead of the three-piece pattern 'fur-

nished by others, and they make a very hand-

some frame indeed.

They Stand Pat with This.

From Philadelphia, and the Le Fevre Mfg.

Co., there comes this shop-stand, a help such

as no repairman can afford to be without.

In any one of the forty dif-

ferent positions this stand

can be turned to meet the

repairer's requirements, its

extreme rigidity, coupled

with its very light weight

(35 pounds), will not fail to

win it the repairer's wel-

come. Another great point

in the stand's favor is a

unique foot treadle, which

leaves the hands free to

work with—an advantage

only a repairer can proper-

ly appreciate. Any posi-

tion desired for the

wheel is secured

automatically, thus
' doing away with

hand clamps of any kind. Yet another good

feature is the fork for preventing the front

wheel from turning. From a conservative

standpoint the Le Fevre repair stand see"is

and can be safely classed as one of the repair-

man's adjuncts.

Truth on a Bar.

That the truth, the whole truth and nothing

but the truth may be known about that most

vital part of a bicycle, the handle-bar, the

Claus Handle-Bar Mfg. Co. issue monthly

that clever little brochure of theirs, "Handle-

Bar Truth." In the May issue is a story with-

out words, pictured, that will tell anyone the

danger of' riding a wheel not equipped with a

properly designed and constructed handle-bar.

- yETNA Combination Bicycle Parcel-Carrier and Mud-Guard.
¥.'^.5I,yL.^it5f;^^-? t95?Zi'^'y?^'^-__ This device is so arranged as to be quickly adjusted to large or small packages weighing from ONE TO
FIFTY POUNDS, HOLDING SAME SECURELY. The Carrier is made of cold-rolled steel, nicely nickeled, weighing less than o ne pound.

Special Rates to Jobbers. Write at once.

/ETNA MFG. CO.,
225 Dearborn St., Chicago.

o "^

u
<

<

When not in use as a Carrier, it serves s
as a perfect Mud-Guard. •

Price, $10.80 per Dozen. S
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THE CHRISTY-HYGEIA CASE.

Full Text of the Court of Appeals Decision for the

Appellant.

Last week The Wheel stated the fact that the United States Circuit Court of Appeals,

in Richm-ond, Va., had affirmed the decision of the Maryland Circuit Court, favoring the

defendant in the case of H. A. Christy & Co. vs. The Hygeia Pn^eumatic Bicycle Saddle

Co. To-day the full text of the decision of the Court of Appeals as printed. The -case was

heard by Goff, circuit judge, and Brawley and WaddiH, district judges. Julian C. Dowell

and William A. Redding were counsel for appellant. Arthur Steuart, of Steuart & Steuart;

Horace Pettit (iStinson & Williams on the brde-f) were counsel for appellees. The appeal

was argued February 20 and decision rendered May 2.

This is an appeal from a decree passed by the

Circuit Court of the United States for the District

of Maryland, dismissing the bill of complaint filed

in said court by the appellant, the object of which

was to restrain the appellees from manufacturing,

selling or using certain bicycle saddles, which, it was
alleged in said bill, constituted an infringement of

the Letters Patent of the United States, No. 532,444,

issued January 15, 1S95, to Henry A. Christy, for im-

provements in bicycle saddle, which patent it was
claimed was owned by the complainant company. The
complainant below was a corporation organized under

the laws of the State of Illinois, and the defendant

a corporation organized under the laws of the State

of Maryland.

The defences relied on were the non-patentability

of the invention and non-infringement. The court

below held that, in view of the prior state of the

art, the claims set up in the patent were invalid and
entered a decree dismissing the bill, from which the

appeal we now dispose of was taken.

We have given due consideration to the appellant's

assignments of error, have carefully examined the

claims made in support of the patent in suit, and also

the insistence that defendant below had infringed the

same, and we find ourselves impelled to the con-

clusion that the validity of said patent depended upon
whether it required invention to manufacture the

bicycle saddle described therein—the prior state of the

art considered—and as we also find that no invention

was necessary in order to construct the same, that

the patent was invalid and the bill was properly dis-

missed.

The testimony, all prior patents bearing on the

one in controversy, as also the state of the art when
said patent was issued, were so fully considered in

the opinion of Judge Morris—by which he so clearly

demonstrated the invalidity of said patent—that we not

only deem it proper, but find it best to quote the

same here in full approvingly. It is as follows:

"Bill of complaint for the infringement of Letters

Patent No. 532,444, issued to Henry A. Christy, Jan-

uary 15, 1895, for bicycle saddle.

"The defences are want of patentable novelty and
non-infringement.

"The claims of the patent are as follows:

** I, A bicycle saddle having a solid top pro-
vided upon its upper surface with recessed or
sunken portions at each side of the seat portion
constructed to receive and hold removable pads;
said recesses being formed with abrupt marginal
walls to prevent the pads from slipping, sub-
stantially as described.

** 2. A bicycle saddle having a solid top pro-
vided upon its upper surface with recessed or
sunken portions at each side of the seat portion
constructed to receive and hold pads ; said re-

cesses being formed with abrupt marginal walls
to prevent the pads from slipping, in combina-
tion w^ith pads adapted to fit said recesses so as
to be removably retained therein, substantially
as described.

** 3. A bicycle saddle having a solid top pro-
vided upon its upper surface with recessed or
sunken portions at each side of the seat portion
constructed to receive and hold removable pads,
and having ahom portion shortened or truncated,
so that it will not project between the legs of the
rider, and also cut away or recessed upon its

upper surface centrally of said horn portion, sub-
stantially as described."

"The complainant contends that claims '1' and '2'

are infringed; claim '3' is not in controversy for the

reason that in the defendant's saddle it is conceded
that the horn is not truncated or shortened up so

as not to project between the legs of the rider, as

called for by claim '3.' Claim '1' is for the saddle

plate made with sunken recesses on each side of the

centre line of the seat, the recesses being formed
with abrupt marginal walls to receive and hold re-

movable pads, and prevent the pads from slipping.

Claim '2' is for the same device in combination with

pads adapted to fit the recesses so as to be removably
retained therein. As the defendant's saddle has the

removable pads fitted into the recesses, if it infringes

either it infringes both claims, and so far as this case

is concerned, claims '1' and '2' may be considered as

identical.

"The 'Christy saddle,' as manufactured by the com-

plainant and known to the trade, is quite different in

some of its features from the saddle described in the

specification and the drawings of the patent, so that

the question to be decided in this suit turns not upon
the similarity of the defendant's saddle to that made
by the complainant, but upon the validity of the

claims of the patent in suit, and the infringement of

those claims as explained by the specification.

"The prior patents put in evidence show that there

was nothing new in any of the objects which Christy

has in mind to accomplish, Christy states that his

object was to lessen the discomfort and injury which
bicycle riders suffer from the pressure of the saddle

upon the perinaeum, and from the rubbing of the

legs against the horn.

"In Hicks' patent for a cushion seat, designed par-

ticularly for bicycles. No. 487,367, October 11, 1892,

he states that his object is to obtain a cushion seat

that will adjust itself to the shape of the rider, and at

the same time prevent injurious pressure against the

perinaeum. This he tried to accomplish by an in-

flatable cushion with a covering of any suitable

material, secured in any desired manner to a base of

some inelastic material, preferably of wood, the cush-

ion to be formed with a fissure extending from the

front, rearward to any desired extent. He says: 'This

fissure prevents upward pressure on the perinaeum
when a person sits thereupon. This fissure may be

formed by securing a portion of the top of the cush-

ion intermediate the sides down firmly upon the

lower portion thereof, allowing the cushion to be

inflated at each side thereof. The fissure may extend

only part way toward the rear of the cushion * * *

or it may pass to the rearward limit of the cushion,

dividing it into two separate air chambers. * • *

Such a form relieves the perinaeum * *'

"We thus have in Hick's device an inelastic base

upon which is secured two cushions to support the

ischial tuberosities of the rider and separated along

the centre line of the seat by a vacant space which
relieves the perinaeum from all pressure.

"This is precisely what is accomplished by the two
separate cushions or pads with the space between
them shown in the Christy saddle, as manufactured

by the complainant.

"In the English patent to Henson, No. 19,840, of

1893, the same object is declared to be the purpost
of the bicycle saddle there described, in which there

is cut out from the frame work of the saddle the

portion between the points where the ischial tuber-

osities are to rest or a depression is formed in the

frame there, so as to leave a vacant space with noth-

ing to press against the perinaeum.

"It is apparent, therefore, that the claim of Christy

was rightly restricted to the mechanical device by
wliich a saddle having two separated cushions or pads

with a space between them might be constructed, his

invention, as claimed by him in his patent, being

solely for the sunken depressions in the solid saddle

top so formed as to receive the cushions or pads and
prevent the pads slipping. It is conceded that if

cushions or pads similar to those shown in the de-

fendant's saddle are fastened to the top of a saddle

without depressions there is no infringement. The
validity of the patent then depends upon whether, in

view of the state of the art, it required invention to

construct a saddle top with vertical walled depres-

sions adapted to receive the two cushions and hold

them in place.

"It is certainly a case in which all that is new in

the mode of construction is not very distinguishable

from mere mechanical improvement, and if it can be

shown that the idea of the mode of construction was
not new, then I think nothing remains but mechani-

cal skill.

"It being conceded that all that the complainant

can make claim to is the depressions to receive the

pads, it is important to see if that idea in connection

with the seat of a metal top saddle was new. It is a

matter of observation that a depression, more or less

deep, made in a seat in order to receive a cushion is

common and old, and in the English patent in evi-

dence. No. 12,854, of 1889, to Henry Edward Newton,
he describes an equestrian saddle to be made of thin

sheet-steel or iron in which 'two cup-like depressions

are stamped, one depression being on each side of

the central axis ot the blank. These depressions are

subsequently filled up with India rubber, gutta percha,

padding or any other suitable elastic substance so as

to render the seat comfortable and elastic to the

rider.*

"And his claim '2' is for the cup-Hke depressions

'F. F.* as described, as illustrated in the drawing for

the purposes herein set forth.

"This it seems to me is the substance of the com-
plainant's specification and claim, viz. : in a metal-

top saddle a depression on each side of the axial line,

made to receive padding, intended to make the seat

elastic to the pressure of the tuberosities of the ischii.

"Here we have the same problem of a rigid metal

seat to be made elastic at the same two points of

contact with the rider's body and the same device to

accomplish it, viz.: depressed spots in the metal to

be filled with pads.

"It is urged that there are in the complainant's de-

vice the additional elements that the depressions are

made with abrupt walls to prevent the pads from

slipping, and that the pads are removable, both of

which features are asserted to be important and
useful improvements. But with cup-Hke depressions

to hold the pads, already shown by Newton's patent,

it does not appear that it required invention to make
the depressions sufficiently abrupt to prevent the

filling from slipping.

"In his specification Christy states: 'In my im-

proved saddle I have only a truncated horn, * * *

and I also prefer that this truncated horn portion,

instead of being convex upon its upper surface, as

in the old construction, should be cut away or con-

cave centrally thereof, thereby giving room for the

portions of the person which are so easily injured. I

also preferably make the rear of the saddle wider than

ordinarily constructed, so as to sustain the fleshy

portions of the buttocks as well as the pelvis, and
provide upon each side of the seat portion a sunken

portion or recess constructed to receive and hold

pads or cushions which may be removably fitted

therein for the comfort and ease of the rider.' In the

drawings the pads are shown lying in the depres-

sions and not extending above the plane of the metal

top of the saddle. In the Christy saddle, as manu-
factured, the horn is not truncated, it is not cut away
or made concave on its upper surface, and the saddle

is not made wide, and does not support the fleshy

portion of the buttocks at all.

"As manufactured, the Christy saddle presents noth-

ing to the body of the rider but the two small pads

on which the two ischii rest, sustaining the whole of

the rider's weight. Instead of the concavity, the

truncated horn, being cut out to relieve the pressure

on the perinaeum, there is substituted on the saddle,

as manufactured, an open space the whole length

of the saddle from front to rear between the two
cushions, which space, from the cushions being con-

siderably separated and being built up quite high

above the plane of the metal saddle, is both wide and
deep. Merit is claimed for the saddle because the

cushions are removable, but as manufactured they

are held in the recesses by catches of twisted wire.

Any cushion which is aflixed to a solid base may be

removed if the fastenings are released. Great ad-

vantage is also claimed because the abrupt walls of

the sunken recesses prevent the cushions from slip-

ping. But if it was not new, as is shown by the

English patent to Newton, to make the recesses in

a metal saddle to receive cushions, it can hardly be

said to require invention when the cushions as used

are liable to slip to make the recesses sufificiently

abrupt to prevent slipping. The strongest and most
persuasive argument which the complainant urges in

favor of the patentability of the 'Christy' saddle is

based upon the testimony showing the rapidly in-

creasing sales and its decided popularity since it has

become known upon the market. But the saddle

manufactured differs so widely from the saddle shown
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ill the specification and drawings, that it is not easy

to determine just what features make it acceptable

10 the trade and to those who use it. It would appear

that some of the features of the saddle, as manu-

factured, which are not shown in the saddle as patent-

ed, possess more novelty and utility than those de-

scribed in the patent. It may be well claimed that the

advantages of the manufaclured saddle result from the

fnct that the saddle plate is reduced in size until il

is nothing more than a support for the two pads, ami

has no bearing at all for the fleshy portion of the

buttocks, so that the rider's weight rests exclusively

upon the two ischii of the pelvis, and also from the

fact that the interval between the cushions or pads

leaves an open space from front to back similar to

that shown in the Hicks patent, through which there

can be a current of air, and because of which there

can be no pressure upon the perinaeum. It seem;,

quite probable that it may be these unpatented feat-

ures, not shown in the specifications or drawings,

which have given the 'Christy* saddle the acceptance

which it has obtained rather than any advantage of

construction arising from the fact that the pads are

set in depressions and are detachable. It may also

be that with the enormously increased use of bicycles

experience may have taught particular riders that

in the long run it is less injurioxis to use one kind

of a saddle than another, although not so agreeable

at first. The fact of comparative utility when the

acceptance of the improved device may just as well

be attributed to features not claimed in the patent

is an unsafe guide in determining the existence of

patentable invention.

"Upon the whole ease, considering the prior state

of the art, I have been forced to the conclusion that

it did not require invention to form the recesses on

the surface of a solid-top saddle with abrupt marginal

walls to receive the pads and keep them from slip-

ping."

Appellant claims that the fact that the saddle manu-

factured by it so soon went into extensive use, and

largely superseded the saddles made prior to the

date of the patent in suit, is evidence not only of

novelty and value, but also of usefulness and in-

vention. It must be conceded that the sales were

phenomenally large, and that the evidence shows the

Christy saddle was received with great favor by

those who used the bicycle, and also it may be ad-

mitted that it not only added to their comfort, but

contributed to their safety, but still we do not think

that it follows that, therefore, invention was required

to design and construct it. On this question the

Supreme Court of the United States, in McCIain vs.

Ortmayer, 141 U. S., 419, said: "That the extent to

which a patented device has gone into use is an

unsafe criterion, even of its actual utility, is evident

from the fact that the general introduction of manu-

factured articles is as often effected by extensive and

judicious advertising, activity in putting the goods

upon the market and large commissions to dealers,

as by the intrinsic merit of the articles themselves.

The popularity of a proprietary medicine, for instance,

would be an unsafe criterion of its real value, since

it is a notorious fact that the extent to which such

preparations are sold is very largely dependent upon

the liberality with which they are advertised, and the

attractive manner in which they are put up and

exposed to the eye of the purchaser. If the generality

of sales were made the test of patentability, it would

result that a person by securing a patent upon some

trifling variation from previously known methods

might, by energy in pushing- sales, or by superiority

in finishing or decorating his goods, drive competi-

tors out of the market, and secure a practical mo-

nopoly, without, in fact, having made the slightest

contribution of value to the useful arts. The very

case under consideration is not barren of testimony

that the great success of the McClain pads and

clasping hooks, a large demand for which seems to

have arisen and increased year by year, is due, partly

at least, to the fact that he was the only one who
made the manufacture of sweat pads a specialty, that

he made them of a superior quality, advertised them
in the most extensive and attractive manner, and

adopted means of pushing them upon the market, and

thereby largely increased the extent of their sales.

Indeed, it is impossible from this testimony to say

how far the large sales of these pads is due to their

superiority to others, or to the energy with which

they were forced upon the market.

"While this court has held in a number of cases,

even so late as Magowan vs. The New York Belting

and Packing Co., ante, 332, decided at the present

term, that in a doubtful case the fact that a patented

article had gone into general use is evidence of its

utility, it is not conclusive even of that—much less

of its patentable novelty."

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals,, for the

Ninth Circuit, in the case of Klein vs. The City of

Seattle, 44 U. S. App., 741, and 77 Fed., 200, used the

following language, which we think applicable to the

case now under consideration: "A patent must com-

bine utility, novelty and invention. It may, in fad,

embrace utility and novelty in a high degree, and still

be only the result of mechanical skill, as distinguished

from invention. A person, to be entitled to a pateni,

must have invented or discovered some new and

useful art, machine, manufacture, or composition of

matter, or some new and useful improvement thereof.

In the language of the Supreme Court;
" *It is not enough that a thing shall be new, in the

sense that, in the shape or form in which it is pro-

duced, it shall not have been before known, and that

it shall be useful, but it must, under the constitution

and statute amount to an invention or discovery.' Hill

vs. Wooster, 132 U. S., 693, 701; 10 Sup. Ct., 22S, 231,

and authorities there cited.

*'A mere difference or change in the mechanical

construction, in the size or form of the thing used,

in order to obviate known defects existing in the

previous devices, although such changes are highly

advantageous, and far better and more eflicacious and

convenient, does not make the improved device pat-

entable. In order to be patentable, it must embody
some new idea or principle not before known. It

must, as before stated, be a discovery, as distinguished

from mere mechanical skill or knowledge, Atlantic

Works vs. Brady, 107 U. S., 192, 200; 2 Sup. Ct., 225;

HoUister vs. Benedict, 113 U. S., 59, 5 Sup. Ct.. 717;

Thompson vs. Boisselier, 114 U. S., 2, 11, 5 Sup. Ct.,

1042; Busell Trimmer Co. vs. Stevens, 137 U. S., 423,

433, 11 Sup. Ct., 150; Andrews vs. Thum, (1) 33 U. S.

App., 39, 07 Fed.. 911."

In Grant vs. Walter, 148 U. S., 547, the Supreme
Court, speaking by Mr. Justice Jackson, said: "The
most that can be said of this Grant patent is that it

is a discovery of a new use for an old device which

does not involve patentability. * * * The advant-

ages claimed for it, and which it no doubt possesses

to a considerable degree, cannot be held to change

this result, it being well settled that utility cannot

control the language of the statute, which limits the

benefit of the patent laws to things which are new
as well as useful. The fact that the patented article

has gone into general use is evidence of its utility,

but not conclusive of that, and still less of its patent-

able novelty."

The Supreme Court of the United States, in the

case of Aron vs. Manhattan Kailway Co., 132 U. S.,

S4, and, as stated in the syllabus of said case: "The
same devices employed by him (the patentee) existed

in earlier patents; all he did was to adapt them to the

special purpose to which he contemplated their ap-

plication, by making modifications which did not

require invention, but only the exercise of ordinary

mechanical skill; and his right to a patent must rest

upon the novelty of the means he contrived to carry

his idea into practical application."

We find no error in the decree appealed from, and

it is affirmed.

NEW YORK ENAMELLING CO.,

155 W. 29th ST.,N.Y-
Hlgh-Art Enamelllnq weU nnd cheaply done

T^QIBSON HOUSE
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Under new management. Superior service;

central location; perfect cuisine.

WILL W. CLARKE, Manager.

CHEAP EXCURSIONS, 1899.

Annual Meeting General Assembly Cumberland
Presbyterian Church at Denver, Col., May IS to 26.

Annual Meeting General Assembly Presbyterian
Church at Minneapolis, Minn., May 18 to June 1.

National Baptist Anniversaries at San Francisco,
Cal., May 26 to 30.

National Educational Association at Los Angeles,
Cal., July 11 to 14.

For all these meetings cheap excursion rates have
been made and delegates and others interested should
bear in mind that the best route to each convention
city is via the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.,
ana its connections. Choice of routes is offered those
going to the meetings on the Pacific Coast of going
via Omaha or Kansas City and returning by St. Paul
and Minneapolis. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul Ry. has the short line between Chicago and
Omaha, and the best line between Chicago, St. Paul
and Minneapolis, the route of the Pioneer Limited,
the only perfect train in the world.
All coupon ticket agents sell tickets via the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St, Paul Ry. For time tables and m-
formation as to rates and routes address Geo. H.
Heafford, General Passenger Agent, Chicago, 111.

ADLETS.
For Sale, IKxchange, Etc. — Twenty-five words,

thirty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.
Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and Help Wanted.— Answers received
in confidence and forwarded without charge. Rate:
25 words, one time, 50 cents; three times, $1.00; 50
wordSj one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00; 75 words,
one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-
tisements: One-half inch, one time, $1.00; four times,
$3.00; one inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner, patent attorney and
-*- mechanical expert, 608 F street, Washington, D.
C. Established 1883. I make an examination free of
charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

TipOR SALE.—The best bicycle store and shop, in-
-L eluding all machinery for manufacturing bicy-
cles, on H. C. Boulevard, N. J.; reason, family mat-
ter. Address "Star," care The Wheel.

\^ ANTED.—Young man familiar with the jobbing
^ * bicycle and sundry business ; must be thor-
oughly posted as to goods, values, etc; New York
man preferred; State experience, and salary expected.
Address T. M., care The Wheel.—t. f. c.

A GENTS WANTED everywhere; patent bicycle
^^ trouser guard for business men; will not wrinkle;
quick seller; good money. Write J. G. Watson, 194

W. Eighth street, Oswego, N. Y.

pvUNLOP TIRES.—A bargain; a lot of nine pairs
-'-^ of Standard tires, 28 inches, in perfect condition,
for sale ; prepared to accepi a low offer. Apply to
"A. T.," Wheel office.

A GENCY FOR SKANDINAVIA WANTED.—An
^^ old agency in Denmark for bicycle articles wishes
to represent first rate houses for Skandinavia. Best
references. Address "Sofus Cohn, Copenhagen, Den-
mark."

"C^OR SALE.—A second-hand Duryea motor car-
-'- riage; price, $450. Gilbert J. Loomis, Westfield,
Mass.

pARTNER WANTED to exploit a very useful thing
-^ on a bicycle; patented; or an arrangement with a
firm for royalty. Mr. More, Attorney at Law, 215
W. 125th St., New York.

Built-up Frames.
Let us quote

you on

We are in a position to give prompt service. Send for
our Catalogue of GOOD FITTINGS and you will be our
customer.

Jobbers of Sundries and Fittings, manufacturers of the
Winne Wheel, built to order on honor, Wemakeaspec-
ialty of Built-up Frames for the trade, and will build
frames for the jobbing trade from their own material.
Selling agents for Rathbun Mfg. Co., of Milwaukee,Wis.,
for Kruger Hubs and Rathbun Eccentric Rear Fork Ends.

THE WINNE COMPANY,
5 East 125th St., New York.

• 6

PERFECT'
25C.

OILER.
Used by leadine makers ol hig-h-grade bicycles. The only oiler that regulates supply of oil. CANNOT LEAK.
We make cheaper oilers also, of unequaled quality.

CUSHIMAN &;DEMS0N, Mfrs., 240-242 W. 23d St., New York.
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EVENINGSIDE CYCLE CO., - - 208 West 1 16th St. and 495 3d Ave.,

t T. S. & J. D. NEGUS. - - - 140 Water St., y NEW YORK
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STARR WHEEL CO.,

ANDREW ECKEL, -

CHRISTIAN KRABBE,

132 East 23d St.,

- 1080 3d Ave.,
166 Broadway.

... WILL SHOW YOU ...

BROOKLYN

XJIS^rOIV IBIO^^OIvES
MADE BY

UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.,
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Highlandville, Mass.

The Paten. "Wishbonc" Brackct
FOR OIL AND GAS,

Does not interfere with brake* Turns with front

wheel A revolution in bracket construction*

BRIDGEPORT BRASS COMPANY, - - 19 Murray St., New York,
Kindly mention The Wheel.

i
The Acme of Elegance and Practicability Has Been Reached

? in the Cycle Specialties We Produce! f\/^A^^\_^f in tne Cycle Specialti(

^ Have you seen our new Spoon Brake ? See reading columns
T=^=:^?5w

jj^ jj^g issue.

If you don't know
the Forsyth line, it

will pay you to

get in touch.

lit©

^^1%^]^]^.

j^\n r /-^

This Chain Guard is adjustable to stretch of chain.
Manufactured in four sizes of two styles.

Not a cheap pedal, nor a very low-priced ®
pedal, but an absolutely perfect pedal at a
fair price. ®

Kindly mention The Wheel, FORSYTH MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo, N. Y. i
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New Friends and Old Ones,

J. Mcintosh has opened a bicycle store at

Geebe, Ark.

A. Webber will open new bicycle store at

Mount Horeb, Wis.

'C. J, Seavey has gone into the bicycle busi-

ness at Poland, N. Y.

M. Anheuser will open repair shop on Main

street, Green Bay, Wis.

Axel Westerlund contemplates opening a

bicycle store at Salina, Kan.

It is reported that Marshall, Mich., will

have a ball-bearing-hub factory.

H. D. iMcGinnis will open a bicycle store on

Maple street, Marlboro, Mass.

William Dixon has secured the agency for

the Light bicycle at Tower City, Pa.

Crowley & Travis will open new bicycle

store at 104 Amity street, Flushing, N. Y.

J. Seabury will repair bicycles and sell sun-

dries at his store on Church street, Niles, O.

Armstrong & Matthewson have opened a

new bicycle store at 110 Madison street, Ot-

tawa, 111.

George Pendleton, formerly of North Leslie,

Mich., will open a repair shop in Albion, the

same state.

The Benedicts' bicycle factory at Auburn,

Ind., has been enlarged, and now occupies an

entire building.

The. Southampton Cycle Co. have opened a

bicycle store on Job's lane, Southampton, N.

Y. iMr. J. S. Allen is manager.

Worland Bros., formerly of New York city,

have opened a repair shop at Southampton,

N. Y. They also manufacture bicycles.

W. H. Peck, dealer in bicycles at 211 W.
Water street, Elmira, N. Y., has purchased

G. B. Wixon's bicycle business at 125 W.
Water street, and will hereafter run the two

stores.

Knew His Condition.

Passenger Agent Phelps, of the Illinois

Central railroad, Adams street, Chicago, is in

high favor with cyclists, and his assistance in

times of conventions, etc., has always been

one of the features of bicycle gatherings in the

west and south. Mr. Phelps represents a

first-class road, and one which is invariably

used again by those who have once traveled

over it. Mr. Phelps is par excellence as a

story teller as well. While talking railroad

experiences to a party of cyclists the other

day, he related the following one connected

with ticket selling: "A man came in here,"

said Mr. Phelps, "one day to buy a ticket.

He had evidently been patronizing the brew-

ing interests until he was what might be

termed, nautically, half-seas over. He asked

for a ticket to some western point. When I

got my punch working, punching his per-

sonal description on the ticket, he eyed me
very closely, and at last blurted out: 'What

(hie) do you (hie) do that for (hie)?' 'Why,'

I said, 'I am simply punching your personal

description on this ticket so the conductor

can identify you.' After letting the informa-

tion soak through his head for a moment, the

boozy one looked up and said: 'A good

scheme (hie).' Receiving his ticket he walked

outside and pulled his ticket out and studied

it intently, and then came back, and, stagger-

ing up to the counter, said: 'There is some-

thing wrong (hie) with this ticket.' 'What's

wrong with it?' I asked, looking the ticket

over. 'Well,' said the man, 'you write down
in this corner the word "drunk," and then

punch it and you will have it correct.' Talk

about drunken wit, I think that was the best

I ever heard."

SNOW HOLDERS
ARE ADJUSTABLE.

When Set Are Firm.
Wheels caonot fall over after being

put in holder. Used in bicycle stores,

public buildings, offices, stores,
churches, schools, factories, in fact

anywhere. No bicycle store complete
without them. Various styles furnished
in any finish. Write for prices.

SMO^V^ ^W^IRH ^VORKS,
78-84 Exchange Street,

EsUblished 1834. ROCHESTER. N. Y.

PORTLAND,

OREGON,

Is one of the most beautiful cities on the Pa-

cific Coast, and is the principal seaport of

Oregon.

The trip up or down the Columbia River

from Portland is a delightful one, and the

country is rich in grains, fruit and timber.

The New York Central Lines reach this

region via Chicago, St. Louis or Cincinnati,

and all of the great Trans-continental Routes.

A copy of "Two to Fifteen Days' Pleasure
Tours" will be sent free, postpaid, on receipt of

a 2-cent stamp, by George H. Daniels, General
Passenger Agent, Grand Central Station, New
York.

Remember our Heroes....

DEWEY'S
Mase©T

THE BICYCLE CANNON.
The latest alarm on the market. A souvenir for wheelmen.

The only genuine novelty of the season. It is as practical as it is novel.

RETAIL PRICE. 50 CENTS. manufactured by

Send for sample and quotations. BELL NOVELTY CO., WARREN, R. I.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

ALCAZAR CHAINLESS-SACER GEAR.

ONLY A SAMPLE
...of 9 Different Models.

The finest line of wheels on
earth. We can take care of

a few more good agents.

- PROMPT SHIPMENT.

Send for Catalogues.

THE SPEEDER CYCLE CO.,

New Castle, Ind., U. S. A.
Kindly mention The WhecL
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TRUST
Foundation Said to Consist of About Twent>^-five

Concerns— American Saddle Co. In —Two Tire

Plants Included—The August First Folks.
THE NUCLEUS.

Pope Mfg. Co.
Western 'Wheel Works.
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg.
American Saddle Co.
A. Featherstone & Co.

H. A. Lozier & Co.

Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co.
Crawford Mfg. Co.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.
Indiana Bicycle Co.

C. J. Smith & Sons Co.
Sterling Cycle Works.

Hartford Rubber Works.
Ames & Frost.
Meiselbach Cycle Co.

E. C. Stearns & Co.

R. H. Wolff & Co., Ivtd.

Fanning Cycle Co.

Fay Mfg. Co.

Eclipse Bicycle Co.

Eagle Bicycle Co.

Indianapolis Rubber Co.
W. H. Fauber.
Indianapolis Chain Co.

THE preliminary work of the promoters of the bicycle "alli-

ance" was practically finished on Saturday. These facts

are now made quite clear: The bicycle "alliance" will start

out with about twenty-five concerns, cream-of-the-business

concerns. It has options on 107 concerns terminating August

1. It may add others to the twenty-five elect. Fact No. two

is that the "alliance" has decided to work from the ground up.

The "alliance" has taken in two tire factories and also the

American Saddle Co. It has also taken in those great parts-

makers, the C. J. Smith & Sons Company, of Milwaukee. It

has not touched tubes, and nothing is certain on wood rims.

The American Bicycle Co. will start with a capital stock of

eighty millions. It is rumored that its working capital will

be ten millions in cash. It will control the chainless and the

Smith-Owen bottom bracket patents. It had, on Saturday

last, options of 107 concerns. These options must be taken up

by August 1. Between the present date and August 1 the "alli-

ance" people will further investigate and will probably add cer-

tain firms to those already selected.

Above appears a list of firms who are said to be in the

trust. For one or two names on this list we cannot account.

And, on the other hand, there are some strong names in the

trade who are not listed here. Of the firms mentioned their

total credit-capital, from Bradstreet's, aggregates about twelve

millions of dollars, but their combined net assets will aggregate

nearly twenty millions. Of these firms, three are rated at one

million or over and five at five hundred thousand each. The
Wheel does not vouch for the accuracy of this list, as the

firms will neither affirm nor deny that they are in the trust.

The main fact is that the "alliance" will start with a nucleus of

ninety (90) per cent of the very successful and very rich firms,

and that many of the hundred and twenty-five American bicy-

cle makers will remain outside the fold.

By Saturday of this week, the auditors will have finished

their work and the prospectus will shortly thereafter be ready

for the public. It is not certain that the promoters will ad-

vertise the new company, and launch it along the usual lines of

publicity. It is even hinted that the new company will be

quietly born, will go quietly about its business. In that case,

the shares would be listed on the exchange and be quietly

marketed. No trust can be successful unless the insiders take

the shares or unless the public buys them. We believe the

usual course will be followed, that the flotation will be widely

advertised, and that the trust must stand or fall on public opin-

ion. But, in any case, a cycle syndicate is certain.

The New York financial agents are the United States Trust

Co., the principal people of which are also interested in the

Mutual Life Insurance Co. The Boston agents are Lee, Hig-

ginson & Co., said to be a very conservative house. The
financial authorities state that the public are rather satiated

with new securities. They admit that the copper shares have

not been enthusiastically taken up. They also admit that the

rumors of the '600 million Carnegie steel syndicate had rather

clouded affairs. This cloud, however, is now removed by the

announcement tiiat the Carnegie trust capital will be only 2.50

millions and that the stock will be taken up by insiders. A
financial expert stated to The Wheel his belief that the bicy-

cle trust would be a popular and successful flotation.

The incorporation of the company cost $16,000. The shares

will number 800,000, and the war-revenue tax on them will

alone amount to |160,000. Thus far nearly |200,000 has been

expended in preliminaries.

The method of taking over the firms will be as follows:

They have lodged their stock or other legal title in esquirol
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with the United States Trust Co. Be-

tween now and August 1 they will be re-

quested to call at the Trust Company, re-

ceive the sum agreed upon and then turn

their property over to the American Bi-

cycle Co.

The whole of the week was spent in

seeing the men. Those who went

through the mill spoke highly of the

treatment that had been accorded them.

On the other side, it was said that the

prices demanded were unusually reason-

able and modest, and that where a re-

duced figure was agreed upon, there was

gfood-will on both sides.

The firms who are taken in by the trust

will turn over to it all their assets and lia-

l)ilities, commencing from August 1,

1898, so that firms who are to be taken

into the trust are now practically work-

ing in the interests of the trust, and are

in charge subject to a formal handing

over of the businesses.

The trust, of course, will be managed

by a board of directors who will elect

officers. The board will consist of man-

ufacturing and financial interests. Many

of the men now prominently identified

with cycling will be on the board or in

the ranks. There is little speculation as

to the presidency. A. G. Spalding's

name is, of course, most often mentioned.

The trade thinks very highly of the way

the big man has managed the work of

promotion, and The Wheel would not

be surprised to see him named as presi-

dent, if he will accept it.

The factories will be operated as at

present, at least for a time. The first

idea, to make a uniform line of wheels,

has been abandoned. The trust will

make all kinds of wheels for all sorts of

people. It may, to a limited degree,

limit options and will manufacture along

certain basic lines so as to assure econ-

omy in manufacture. Its salvages will

consist principally in the operations of

Ijuying, selling, price-maintenance and

big salvage on the counting-room end.

The Wheel had an interview with Mr.

Kiser, and afterwards with Mr. Spalding,

on Saturday last. The facts brought out

were the certainty of the trust going

through and a statement that options

"were not being extended." Leading

questions as to dates, as to who was in,

or out, or not called, or rejected—all

such queries were not answered, on the

plea of policy and the like.

THE TRADE'S FUTURE.
"•"•.••.••••-•"•.• ..«..f.•..•..••• ..«..»..«..».. t..».. •..•««..a.^

WE speak a word of the future of the bicycle trade, as it may be affected by the

new bicycle alliance. In regard to the trust, facts are scarce. The promo-

ters can shed little light. Business of this sort is not to be talked about. From

the firms themselves little is to be gotten. Some of them don't know where they

stand, and those who do know refuse to talk.

The Wheel has only the desire to do service to all the trade. It is not guided

by self-interest, except that self-interest which dictates that it shall not lean to the

one side or the other. Therefore, The Wheel believes, basing its opinion largely

on straws, conditions, rumor, grunt and whisper, that the new alliance will be

floated. That it will consist of thirty or so concerns, at the start. That it will have

ample capital and brainific and courageous direction. That it must stand or fall on

the same lines as any other concern. That there will be a number of firms outside

of the bicycle trust and that these firms can buy all the material they need.

The Wheel counsels those firms whose position is doubtful not to figure any

longer upon being taken into the trust, except as a remote possibility. It counsels

them to put themselves in shape to give sharp and reasonable business competition,

to study keenly the business game, to study financial strength, ingenious manufac-

turing and clever, broad-gauge marketing. The Wheel believes that there is room

for all,_and that, at the present time and in the near future, publicity will cut a large

figure in solving your problems.

ANOTHER COLEMAN HITCH—OTHER LATE NEWS.

Wednesday Night.—Another sensation. Among the concerns "put through"

to-day were the Western Wheel Works. The sensation was that the delay of set-

tling details necessitates the extension of all options to August 1, but that Cole-

man positively refused to wait longer than June 1. Mr. Coleman's attorney, J. M.
Stimson, admits that there has been further difficulty, but states that it is all over

now and the Western Wheel Works' option is extended to August 1 with the rest.

The following concerns were "put through" to-day: Sterling Cycle Works,

Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co., Indiana Bicycle Co., Western Wheel Works, IT A.

Lozier & Co. Colonel Pope goes through the mill to-morrow. He is at the

Waldorf-Astoria to-night in evening dress. He is in the finest possible physical

form, confident—even rampant. He is shadowilly bellicose—thinking, perhaps, of

early days and the relinquishment of the czarship.

The men left outside, especially parts men, are grouping, actuated by a com-

munity of interest, a desire to show strong reasons for being taken in. Meantime,

trusted advance agents continue to look over the field in behalf of the trust.

A combine of several important nut, Ijolt and screw-making concerns is now on.

Charles R. Flint is the promoter.

Some Corridor Bits.

The Wheel led in the conversion of the

public from the ordinary to the safety. It

welcomed and boomed the cushion tire, which

rented the solid tire. It spread broadcast the

merits of the once despised pneumatic tire.

Then, in the matter of news of this trust it is

so far ahead of the others—but it tells its own
story.

factory without much jubilance. Forty-eight

hours of life in the mother-o'-pearl atmosphere

of the W.-A. and constant contact with multi-

millionaires does not particularly fit a man for

the ledger.

A. G. Spalding—to some close ones, "Al-

bert"—is a big personal success. So is "Wal-
ter," who is often about.

There's nothing but legal talent at the

Waldorf- .Astoria these days. Every other man
is shadowed by "his attorney."

The thirteenth floor of the Waldorf—Spald-

ing's floor—is called the bachelor floor. No
ladies are lodged on it. The trust fathers are

usually assigned to the thirteenth. The ma-

tron who is in charge of the floor says that

the bicycle trust is unique, novel—no other

trust she ever saw quite like it.

Some of the men have gone back to the

The "confidential" man in the alliance is

James Hart, president of the Chicago Base-

ball Club. He has fairly slept on the threshold

of the "suite." He is all that a confidential

man should be, and has as many angles as a

well cut diamond; and he sheds sunlight all

the time. He has, by tact and suavity and

well-deep courtesy, made a name for himself

with the bicycle folk. They don't know that

half Chicago calls him "Jim Hart," and that

his name is printed in the Chicago dailies

oftener than that of Carter Harrison.
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BOTTOM BRACKET CASE WAITS.

At an informal hearing before Judge Townsend, in New Yorl< city. May 17,

final argument in the case of Owen vs. Pope Mfg. Co., involving the validity of

the Smith patents on the bottom bracket generally used in the construction of bi-

cycles, was postponed until about the 20th day of October. Request for postpone-

ment was made by counsel for the defendant, on the ground that the preparation

of their brief, involving a great deal of investigation, could not be completed by

May 24, the date which had been set for the final hearing in New Haven, Post-

ponement was readily agreed to by the plaintiff. Counsel for the plaintiiif informed

The Wheel that the case is so strong that further delay can in no way weaken it.

If there is an unwritten, tacitly tmderstood chapter in the story, if the postpone-

ment is in any way due to the desire of both plaintiff and defendant that the pres-

ent formidable appearance of the case shall in no wise be impaired until after the

successful flotation of the so-called bicycle trust, the outsider who is inquisitive is

not likely to be enlightened by those directly interested. It has been said that

if the people interested in the success of the trust desire to buy the Owen patents,

and use them as a club against bicycle manufacturers outside of the trust, it would

have been well to have induced the defendant in this case to lose the fight, either

by settlement out of court or by a weak defense. Such action would undoubtedly

vastly enhance the strength of the patents for clubbing purposes, and with the

strength of the trust behind it such a club would be a formidable weapon. On the

surface, however, there is no indication of any collusion, and the only fair inter-

pretation that can be applied to the request for postponement is that the defense

will be made as strong as possible. If the Owen side loses, it will have both the trust

and the outside manufacturers to battle with. If the Owen side wins, it will be in

position to sell at a high figure to the trust, if it so pleases. Upon the result of

this case hinges much of importance to the future of the bicycle industry.

SIDE-LIGHTS.
Milwaukee's Lucky Seven.

Milwaukee, Wis,, May 20.—There are five

bicycle manufacturers and two manufacturers

of parts in Milwaukee who have been invited

to come into the new trust. These are: The

Julius Andrae & Sons Company, the A, D,

Meiselbach Company, the Milwaukee Engi-

neering Co,, the Milwaukee Mfg. Co. and the

League Cycle Works. The parts-makers

are the Sanger Handle-Bar & Plating Co.

and C. J. Smith & Son. All the above-named

are prepared to go in providing the tenns of

the options are lived up to, but as to what

they will do when shaving the figures is pro-

posed they are unwilling to say. The list in-

cludes all of the most prominent concerns in

the city, the only other manufacturer of any

pretensions being the Bremer Cycle Co.

There are several makers of parts, however,

who have large institutions which have been

overlooked, noticeably the Claus Handle-Bar

Co., the Drake Mfg. Co., manufacturers of

wood rims; the Layton Park Mfg. Co., manu-

facturers of hubs. There are between fifty

and seventy small manufacturers, but they

are more properly classified as assemblers.

Other Syracuse concerns upon which the

trust holds options have received word from

Mr. Spalding that they will receive a wire the

day before they are wanted in New York to

meet the promoters.—Syracuse Herald.

Peoria Concerns.

This is the view of the local wheel manu-
facturers: So far it seems that the Ide Mfg,

Co. and the Patee Bicycle Co. have joined

neither of the combinations. Each concern

has patents which it does not care to relin-

quish. The Peoria Rubber Mfg. Co. is un-

derstood to have joined forces with the Cole-

man branch of the giant concern. The Spauld-

ing branch alone is the third largest of all the

tiusts organized in New Jersey.—Peoria Jour-

nal.

Stover's Price.

Freeport, 111., May 15.—The Stover Bicycle

plant of this city was sold to-day to the Spald-

ing syndicate for $165,000.—^^Chicago Dispatch.

Up Syracuse Way.

Syracuse, N. Y., May 22.—E. C. Stearns, of

the firm of E. C. Stearns & Co., bicycle manu-
facturers of this city, returned from New
York this morning, whither he was called late

last week by A. G. Spalding and others en-

gineering the formation of the American Bi-

cycle Co.

It was believed here that the call to New
York meant that the trust was ready to take

over the plants. Mr. Stearns to-day said that

it simply was to have the various options ex-

tended to August 1. The trust holds options

on some 110 concerns, including bicycle man-
ufacturers, makers of parts, tubing, etc.

Shelby Cycle Mfg. Co.

Shelby, Ohio, May 15.—The Shelby Cycle

Manufacturing Company of this city, having

an output of 40,000 wheels per year, is included

in the list of those sold to the bicycle trust in

New York last Saturday. It is stated that the

combine will take charge of the plant immedi-

ately. A. W. Gump, manager of the company,

has been in New York several days on the

deal.—Cincinnati Enquirer.

Columbus Plant Absorbed,

Columbus, Ohio, May 15.—The Columbus

Bicycle Company has been absorbed by the

new cycle trust, though the price paid is as

yet unknown. The local works employ about

400 men, and turn out about 25,000 bicycles

per year.—Cincinnati Enquirer.

Grand Rapids Contribution.

One of the significant facts about the bicycle

business which seems up to this time to have

escaped the attention of the public generally,

is that trusts have been organizing in every

branch of bicycle manufacture, and the whole

will be brought to a climax with the one just

about to come into existence. During the past

year, in the bicycle trade alone, combinations

have been effected which in their sum total

foot up ii!l74,000,000. The men who have been

engineering the organization of these com-
bines are practically identical.

The combines which have been going on
practically under the same management in-

clude the following lines of trade: Rubber
tire manufacturers, with a capital of $70,000,-

000; tubing manufacturers, with a capital of

$(i,000,000; saddle makers, with an aggregate

capital of $.3,000,000; parts-makers' trust, capi-

talized at $10,000,000; bevel-gear .trust, with a

capital of $5,000,000, and the bicycle trust,

now organizing, capitalized at $80,000,000. The
total is $174,000,000, a sum which is practical-

ly controlled by a dozen or more large own-
ers.—^Grand Rapids Herald.

Keating Wheel Co.

Holyoke, Mass., (May 19.—Local people

owning stock in the Keating Wheel
Co. have been approached to-day con-

cerning the selling of the plant to the bicycle

trust, which is now in process of formation. It

is reported that the former Holyoke concern

has not been asked to join, but probably will

be before the consummation of the trust takes

place. The officials of the Keating Wheel
Co, have made a proposition to the promoters

of the trust. This proposition is said to be that

the new owners, or rather the trust, will pay

the entii'e indebtedness of the Keating com-
pany and for the stock at par. The majority

of the concerns already pledged to the trust

are those whose financial condition has never

been questioned. This may have something to

do with the fact that the Keating company has

not been asked to join.

Colonel Ben Lovell Thinks This.

It is excellent. It is the very thing we
have been looking for tor the last two years.

The general public have no idea of the im-

mense benefit that will be derived from it,

although the word "trust" sometimes carries

with it a harsh sound. But in this case it will

come to be a public benefit.

The saving, not only to the bicycle manu-
facturer, but to the buyer as well, will reach

up into the millions. The advertising ex-

penses of the bicycle manufacturers of this

country have averaged between five and six

million dollars annually. Of course the larger

portion of the advertising has been given to

the trade papers, but now the major portion

of it will be given to the daily newspapers,

and the expenses in that direction will be re-

duced proportionately.

Another bad feature heretofore—the con-

struction of cheap bicycles—will cease. The
general public seems to fail in appreciation

of what that means, and no better illustration

can be given than my experience of a few

days ago, when a gentleman came into my
Boston store who had some time previously

bought what is known in the market as a

cheap wheel. He brought it in for repairs.

Since the purchase, he had expended over $10

for repairs.

One of the purposes of the combine will be

to buy up and do away with the cheaper

grades so far as possible, and if this cannot

( Continued on page 15.

)
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w E ARE IN OUT OF THE
WET. ARE YOU?

4-

c
HAINLESS CONVERTS. . . .

AN ABLE TRADESMAN DISCOURSES AT SOME
LENGTH ON THE SUBJECT,

If there is anyone who can talk bevel gears and chainless bicycles better or more con-
vincingly than J. Elmer Pratt, of the Grand Rapids Cycle Company, he has not occurred, at
least not to the knowledge of the Bicycling World. Mr. Pratt has an earnest manner that is

all his own and while a firm believer himself, he rather relies on the words and experiences of
others to tell the story, more particularly on the words of those who came to scoff and remain
to praise.

"When we took up the beveled geared bicycle," said Mr. Pratt a few days since, "I think
I was about the only man in our factory who had the slightest faith in it. When our superin-
tendent was instructed to put one together, he did everything in his power to dissuade us; he
brought to bear all the stock arguments against that form of gear—the cost and impossibility
of its being cut true, the difficulty of making the gears mesh properly and keeping them in
line, the unpleasant experience that had attended their use on machinery and so on through the
list. But he was told to go ahead and in due time the wheel made its appearance. At first, I
was not impressed by it, but the more I rode it the better I liked it and it was not long
before the superintendent himself expressed a desire to give it a trial. He did so and soon
after he put up a second wheel. This he thought an improvement and wished me to exchange
for the old one, but I preferred to try the wheel at its worst and did so. The superintendent
used the other one and his remarks soon told me conviction was gradually being forced on
him; he began to ''hedge' on his previous remarks concerning the wheel's impracticability and
is now an out-and-out convert. Next our head repair man began to exhibit interest and in
due time, he, too, wanted a wheel, and so the infection spread throughout the factory; even our
president and our conservative and surefooted general manager caught it after awhile. Our
stock keeper was particularly strong against the chainless and when he became 'infected' and
desired one of the Wheels, it was refused him. We told him he was too strongly anti-chainless
to do the wheel any good. We knew the refusal would make him the more anxious to get
one; and it did. He's riding one now and is as enthusiastic as anyone. A. B. Richmond, one
of our stockholders, who is also one of the largest retail dealers in Grand Rapids, and who,
as you know, is one of the oldest and best posted men in the business, was another who
scofTed mightily at the bevel gear. But after he gave the wheel a fair trial he 'came around,'
and when I tell you that not only is he now riding a full nickeled chainless exclusively—an
enameled one would not satisfy him—but that he urged our directors to turn out only $75. 00
chainless bicycles for the 1899 season, you may judge how thorougTi was his conversion and
Iiijw great his faith in Dhe wheel and its selling capacities. He was willing, mind vou, to
tiirow over the chain bicycle entirely, so certain was he of the demand for the chainless at
that figure.

"Of course you have_ found lots of people who told you that the public is not interested in
chainless bicycles," continued Mr. Pratt. "I have met them, but I know something about that
phase of the matter. We have 'sounded' and advertised in a manner calculated to settle the
point and I can tell you that the results are quite convincing. The interest is not only keen
but wide spread; the heaviest day's mail we ever had—and it was late in the season—related to
our bevel geared Cli;>per and we've had some pretty heavy mails, too. You will find also many
people w<ho have ridden the chainless and do not like it. But as a rule they are the ones who
have not ridden the wheel long enough to become used to it or whose wheels had not been
properly adjusted. Personally, I can recall no one who has ridden a chainless any length of
time who would go back to the chain driver. There may be exceptions, but they can but prove
the rule. I have ridden my wheel some 2,000 miles; it was adjusted tihree times within the
first 500 miles; since then it 'has not been touched and it is an easier runner to-day than it was

months ago—that's one good feature of the chainless, usually admitted by all, and it is not a small one, either.

"I have taken hills with ease that gave me trouble before, and time and again have I seen men on chainless mount hills which to them were impossible on the
chain wheel, so I am convinced it is the better hill climber; in addition there is a positiveness, a sense of energy well expended, a sense of security, a freedom from
dirt and grit and cracking and creaking, and an added ease of running and a charm that is un-doubted.

,
In a measure it brings one back to the old high wheel;

t/he sensation is the same. I am not alone in remarking the fact. More than this, let me tell you that not in the gear alone does the chainless's merits lie. In
frame and general construction it is a better and a stronger wheel and represents added value to the purchaser. Every manufacturer who has tried it, if he is

honest, will tell you that the frame as constructed for chain gearing will not do for the bevel gear. Several have learned this to their cost and sorrow. For
a chainless the frame must be and is stronger and everything else about it must be and is proportioned and Jitted to a nicety. Work that would pass un-
questioned for and on a chain wheel simply cannot be made to serve on the best bevel geared machine. At $75.00 the chainless is sure to make a great leap
toward popularity, and, to my mind, both the trade and the public will be benefited because of it."

GRAND RAPIDS CYCLE CO., "'
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Kindly mention The Wheel. No. T 160. Clipper People,*' Grand Rapids, Mich.

Some people talk a lot
AND don't say anything.
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Our Prices
TELL YOU ALL YOU WANT
TO KNOW, AND ALL WE
HAVE TO SAY.

MAGDONALD

&C0.,
35 So. William St.,

New York.
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PIT IP PRICES.

1\ T OW that a good demand has been es-

' ' tablished for the lower-priced machines

of what are Icnown as the standard makes—as

opposed to machines of the so-called tin-pan

class—there would seem to be very little risk

and promise of larger future profit in the

plan which has been adopted by one promi-

nent manufacturer of slightly increasing

wholesale prices.

That an increase is warranted by the higher

cost of materials is conceded by all. In view

of buyers' preference for standard rather than

for tin-pan goods, there can be very little

risk involved. Manufacturers who hesitate to

take the initiative will probably find little diffi-

culty in securing the co-operation of com-

petitors. The Wheel does not understand

that "trust" negotiations now in progress

would stand in the way of an upward price

movement having such excellent reasons be-

hind it.

The manufacturer already referred to an-

nounces the exhaustion of his present stock

of ladies' 21-inch and men's 22-inch machines,

listing at $30, and all such machines built to

fill future orders will be invoiced to the dealer

at $22 net. This information may guide other

manufacturers who are willing to receive

something more than flat factory cost, now

and next year, for their lower-grade machines.

MORE DEALERS' POWER.

THE question of the best policy to pursue

in dealing with department stores is

one to which manufacturers of high grade

sundries should give particular attention, for

in many large cities the enmity between the

legitimate dealers and the department stores

has reached such a point that the former are

declaring open warfare upon manufacturers

who favor the department stores.

It is all very well for sundry manufacturers

to pretend indifference to. this condition of

affairs, contenting themselves with the idea

that if they create a demand for their goods

by advertising, the dealers will be forced to

handle them whether they will or not. Such

a theory ma"y hold good in a great many

lines, but there are others in 'which it does

not. For instance, we have in mind a certain

lamp, one of the best known on the market,

which has been practically boycotted by the

retail dealers in a large western city because

the manufacturer has sold to a department

store in that place, at a price which enables

the latter to retail the lamp at a figure which

the bicycle dealers cannot meet, The dealers

have not declined to sell the lamp in question,

as it is very popular, but by throwing out

dark hints as to its defects, they are effect-

ually side-tracking it in favor of other varie-

ties.

By buying in quantities, or by making a

pretence of selling to small dealers, depart-

ment stores frequently secure the very closest

jobbing prices, and it is not to be expected

that they will refrain from taking advantage

of this when it comes to retailing the goods.

Manufacturers who have established the

policy of having no dealings with, or at least

showing no favoritism to department stores,

deserve the hearty assistance of regular deal-

ers.

THE PERSONAL INDICER.

SOME years ago an admirable form of

pneumatic tire was placed on the mar-

ket. It was something entirely new. It

quickly became a leader of its type. But it

had peculiarities which had to be understood

to be satisfactorily appreciated. Dealers and

riders needed instruction in regard to it. Con-

sequently its makers sent out a "personal in-

ducer." He went out into the land, visiting

dealers, repairmen and riders. He made

friends and kept them.

A new handle-bar came onto the market.

Others were there before it. It was a good

thing, but was not a marvelous improvement

upon its predecessors. Again the personal in-

ducer. This is his busiest time. The "big"

trade was finished with over a month ago.

To-day he is visiting the retailers. This work

he will keep up all summer.

A bicycle manufacturing concern are mak-

ing a special effort to push the chainless.

They realize that in order to reap a rich re-

ward in 1900 some tall missionary vv'ork must

be done this year. They have a New York

branch, and Irom this 'branch there issue every

day three inducers. They go out onto the

highways and byways talking chainless.

The value of the personal inducer is not

generally appreciated. Some manufacturers

know how to use bim, but many do not. For

a given sum of money he cannot reach as

many people as can be reached through a

printed advertisement, nor can ho satisfactor-

ily displace the printed advertisement. But

he can do a very great deal to assist and follow

up the advertisement. He stands logically

between the printed matter and the out-and-

out salesman.

Acetylene lamps are still a new thing on

the market. Reports to The Wheel show

that while many people buy them, they are

much misunderstood and to that extent un-

satisfactory. Unsatisfactory now to the user,

unsatisfactory later to the producer—cause and

effect.

One acetylene lamp is not yet on the mar-

ket. It is just about ready. Its makers have

advertised it in print, and they have used an

expert veteran to use it and talk dt up in the

metropolitan district for months. The re-

sult is that thousands of people are waiting for

that lamp. Makers o^f acetylene lamps not yet

out should make a note of this. Makers ol

lamps already out will do well to bear it in

mind. too. (Makers of any old thing should

ponder on the value of the personal inducer.

Talk of the Week.

Enemies of the L. A. W. are trying to make

capital out of the possibility that President

Keenan may make the League pay for his

European trip. Mr. Keenan is authorized by

the League to spend not more than $3,500 of

its money, but as his trip abroad is primarily

as a delegate to an international meeting of

press clubs, and as the meeting to promote in-

ternational touring will be merely incidental.

it is extremely unlikely that Mr. Keenan will

make the L. A. W. pay for any portion of his

trip. The good of cycling here must be, and

is, prominent in his mind, and rumors to the

contrary should be discountenanced. Mr.

Keenan has repeatedly spent his own money

foi cycling. It will benefit the League if he

does so in this case. Admitted, however, that

the suggestion is impertinent.

We believe in the universal brotherhood of

man; especially do we applaud the freemas-

onry of the wheel. But, in spite of this admir-

able co-fellowship, we do deprecate that bor-

rowing habit which is so noticeable among

wheelmen. 'It extends to all phases of the

sport. It climaxes when, in broad midday, a

wheelman, starting out for a ride, asks you for

"a couple of matches." This is the height of

imposition. The man who does this sort of

thing usually has a new late-model lamp. But

he hasn't nerve and brains enough to invest a

cent in a box of flame-makers and so make

himself less of a pest than he is. The sensible,

thoughtful wheelman should frown on these

ne'er-do-wells.
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"The Cyclist" says that an ovoid pedal

movement is more exhausting than the cir-

cular movement. This is not true of a move-

ment which, while circular, permits the foot

to travel more slowly back and forward than

up and down. This is accomplished by

elliptical sprocket wheels, which have been

dropped on account of dilificulty in chain-ad-

justment. It is also possible in chainless con-

struction, and we believe that in time such

construction will become popular. Anyone,

by lifting the foot and moving it rapidly up

and down and back and forward, can easily

see that the former is easier.

It would be a good plan for the manufac-

turers of liquid rubber cement, for the repair

of punctured tires, to stamp upon each tube

or package of cement the date of its produc-

tion. It frequently happens that such mate-

rial is not examined by the purchaser until

he has need for it. and that when he tries to

use it the stuff is discovered to be dry. The

makers of photographic films stamp dates

upon their packages, and replace all goods

found defective within a stated period. This

is justice to the consumer, and it is good ad-

vertising.

Last Saturday was the fifty-sixth birthday

of a man for whom all the gentlemen who are

hoping to sell out their bicycle plants at good

prices, and all others who have developed

wealth or wisdom in the American cycle trade,

should have a kindly feeling. May 20, 1&43,

brought into the world the man who is known

as the father of lAmerican cycling, and who

may yet be known as the chief promoter of

American automobilism. The man's name is

Albert A. Pope. ^

Last week the Carnegie Company bought

50,000 tons of pig iron from the Mahoning &
Shenango Valley associated blast furnaces. The

price paid was $16 a ton, an advance of $L50

over the last previous price paid. This Car-

negie purchase, and the fact that the blast fur-

nace people are themselves very short of raw

material, is significant to buyers of finished

material. Not every parts-maker and bicycle

builder is stocked up. Somebody will be

pinched.

It is fashionable to gossip about the fate of

concerns and individuals in the cycle trade.

The cycling journals are not excepted. In

that respect this much is safe to say: The

trade was largely builded upon a foundation

of enthusiasm. It will continue to grow, or it

will shrivel, as it remembers or forgets that

fact. Makers in trusts or out of trusts, if they

be wise, will keep up that promotive, com-

petitive advertising which is the life of the bus-

iness.
_^

The tremendous demand for steel is shown

by a recent statement of E. H. Gary, presi-

dent of the Federal Steel Co., that the con-

cern has nothing to sell and is considering

no foreign orders, because it cannot take care

of all the orders at home. How long the

price of bicycles is going to remain imaf-

fected by this and other advances remains to

be seen.

In these days of N.C A. -ism, fiddle-fooling

Racing Board chairmen, and a prospect that

the national meet in Boston may be a fizzle,

the merit of the L. A. W.'s good-roads work-

ers, and the inherent strength of the organi-

zation, are obscured in an unworthy and un-

savory mess.

When you see a wheelman these spring

days riding along listless and seemingly pre-

occupied, he may have the spring fever, he

may have love sickness, which spring en-

genders, or his liver may be out of order.

IMost men have liver trouble in the spring.

>r

Between a bottom-bracket patent plus a

fighting fund of $00,000,000 and the same

patent plus an $80,000,000 bicycle trust, there

is a difference profoundly more interesting

than the comparative potentiality of a busted

flush and a hand holding four aces.

When a country's ambassador is persona

non grata in the country to which he is sent,

he is called home. The L. A. W. cannot call

Jo. Pennell home from England, but it can

drop him.

Rumor persistently declares that in the race

to get into the trust many makers will find at

the finish that they are only prominent in the

very large division which will be labeled

"also ran."

*
Geared up to eighty millions, the cycle trust

should set a pace sufiliciently hot for their

commerical rivals not to cry for anything

warmer.

We have in both the trade and the sport

too many critics who are apparently unwilling

to assist in the work of correction.

Everything sprouts. grows, blossoms,

ripens, dies, is re-born. The trust is the ripen-

ing.

The figure sometimes has a great deal to do

with making women's cycling bad form.

In certain lines of the trade brass is regard-

ed as one of the precious metals.

A record is a fragile thing; you can't lower

one without breaking it.

The receiver is often as bad as the original

board of directors.

It is a big year so iar—^but will it be a short

year?

TIBES IP TO DATE.

Later Information Showing What Plants the Shelby

Company Has and Has Not

Absorbed.

As The Wheel announced last week, the

Shelby Tube Co. has absorbed the Pope, Loz-

ier and Albany plants. It was the tube situa-

tion which caused the bicycle alliance its first

trouble. It ran this way:

Three men who were going into the al-

liance were interested in tube plants: Pope,

in the Pope Tube Co.; Lozier, in the Green-

castle Tube Co., and Coleman, in the Albany
Tube Co. It is reported that when Mr. Lozier

gave his option to the bicycle alliance, one of

the conditions was that no tube plant was to

be taken in, as he did not wish to have the

proposed trust favor one tube plant, and ex-

clude his own factory from competition in the

open market. Later, when the Pope option

came up. Colonel Pope insisted that the Pope
Tube Co. be taken over by the alliance, and

an agreement was made to that effect. When
this was learned, it disgruntled Coleman, of

the Albany Tube Co., and more than dis-

gruntled Lozier, of the Greencastle Tube Co.

Later, the Pope Company withdrew their tube

plant, and sold to Shelby. Lozier followed,

selling his to Shelby, and then Albany came
in liine.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., Cleveland, Ohio,

the president of which is W. E. Miller, is now
composed of the following plants: Ellwood

Seamless Tube Co., Ellwood City, Pa., ab-

sorbed a year ago; American Seamless Tube

Co., Toledo, Ohio; Brewer Tube Co., Toledo,

Ohio; Mansfield Tube Co., Mansfield, Ohio;

LTnited States Standard Drawn Steel Tube
Co., Beaver Falls. Pa.; Hercules Twht Co.,

Garwood, N. J.; U. S. Projectile Co., Brook-

lyn, N. Y. ; Newcastle Tube Co., Newcastle,

Pa.; Pope Tube Co., 'Hartford, Conn.; Al-

bany Tube Co., Albany, Ind. ; Greencastle

Tube Co., Greencastle, Pa.; the last three ab-

sorbed last week.

The Shelby Company have closed down the

following factories, and have added the ma-

chinery to those plants that they are operat-

ing: Brewer, Mansfield, Standard, Hercules,

U. S. Projectile. The Shelby Company will

now be reorganized on a new basis.

The following concerns are now outside the

Shelby combine: Ellwood-ilvins Tube Co.,

Toledo Tube Co., Wilmot & Hobbs, Milhol-

land Tube Co.

Cleveland, March 22.—Judge Ricks of the

U. S. District Court in this city to-day refused

to grant a permanent injunction restraining R.

C. Stiefel from manufacturing tube-drawing

machinery, the petition for which was recently

filed by the Shelby Steel Tube Co. Some
weeks ago the Shelby company were granted

a temporary restraining order by which Stiefel

was enjoined for a time from making certain

tube-drawing and piercing machinery contrary

to their patents, the machinery being made to

the order of a concern in Denmark.

To-day Judge Ricks refused a permanent in-

junction but granted the Shelby company a fif-

teen days' extension on their temporary injunc-

tion. Stiefel was obliged to give bond for

$7,500, the value of the machinery, and after

the expiration of the fifteen days he will be

allowed to complete the machinery and ship it

abroad if new complications do not arise.
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be done, to brand the wheel for exactly what
it is.

I am exceedingly enthusiastic over this

combine proposition, and notliing pleased me-

more than when the agents of the projectors

declared that the modern machinery which we
possessed in our factory and the wheels we
produced were perfection in themselves.

—

Worcester Spy.

From " Al " Peter's Town.

The bicycle trust that has hung such a long

time in the air is a go at last.

It has been some weeks now since there

was a well-founded report that representatives

of the proposed trust were in town taking

inventories of the stocks of such factories as

it might think best to admit to its member-
ship. The factories to be taken are to be

bought outright and their former owners have

nothing more to do with them.

Yesterday Mr. A. Peter received a dispatch

from A. G. Spalding, the Chicago bicycle man,

instructing him to gather the valuables which

afi'ect the Union Mfg. Co. and hasten to New
York to close the deal.

Mr. Peter was in Columbiaville, Mich., so

could not be talked with personally. But his

representatives stated that the thing is a go,

and that Mr. Peter will be in New York some
day this week, prepared to close up the de-

tails. Other Toledo manufacturers, it is be-

lieved, received similar messages from New
York.

The Toledo concerns included in the options

now out are: The Union Mfg. Co. (Viking),

Lozier, Snell, Yale and Colton. The Gendron
Wheel Co. will not go in because the man-
agement are not inclined to thus surrender

their individuaUty, and for the reason that

their line includes, besides wheels, a large

business in baby carriages, children's wagons,

etc., etc., which would not properly be in-

cluded in a bicycle trust.—Toledo News.

Ilow Reading Regards It.

Reading, Pa., May 20.—It is the general

belief among the representative cycle trade

men here that the trust will undoubtedly be

launched, but that the number of local plants

to go into it will hardly be as numerous as

some people thought. Now it is said that

only the Acme, Relay, Reading Standard and

the Packer Cycle Co. will be taken over. The
Reading Cycle Mfg. Co. have leased their

plant to the recently organized Reading Chain-

less Gear Co., who have purchased the right to

construct the Gentry gear. This company was

recently incorporated under the laws of New
Jersey, with a capital of $50,000.

J. George Ziegler, of the LaureJ Cycle Mfg.

Co., says that their plant will not go into the

proposed trust.

The members of the Keystone Cycle Co.,

recently destroyed by fire, have decided not

to rebuild for the present, and will not go

into the trust if they do rebuild.

The Acme Mfg. Co. is certain of going into

the trust, and James C. Reber has been made
manager for a period of five years. It is un-

derstood that the figures of the sale of this

plant were very satisfactory to all concerned,

though nothing authentic can be obtained for

publication, as all interested are reluctant to

talk at this time.

William F. Remppis, of the Reading

Standard Mfg. Co., states that their plant will

go trustward, but he is in no position to state

just how soon, probably within a week, though
maybe not for a month or more. He said that

the appraisers' report was very complimentary.

John R. Miller, president oi the Relay Mfg.
Co., says the transfer of his concern has not

as yet been made to the trust, but will very

likely be made within a fortnight. Their op-

tions price, it is understood, was satisfactory

to the appraisers. The plant of the Relay
people is particularly well adapted for the

manufacture of bicycles on a large scale.

George D. Packer, of the Packer Cycle Co.,

is absent from the city, and the parties in

charge of his interests are not willing to

speak for publication, although they expect

the transfer will be made shortly.

Local View on the Pope Tube Co.'s Absorption.

The important announcement can be made
this morning that the Pope Tube Co. have
joined the tube trust. The Shelby Tube Co.,

of Shelby, O., have engineered the trust, and
have consummated the purchase of the Pope
Tube Works of this city and the Albany,
Ind., tube works. This gives the company
thirteen tube plants and a complete monopoly
of every seamless tube mill in the United
States. The name of the Shelby Tube Co. will

be continued.

The officers of the Pope Tube Co. are:

President, Colonel Albert A. Pope; first vice-

president, George H. Day; second vice-presi-

dent, H. A. James; treasurer, Colonel George
Pope; secretary, R. P. Parker. The negotia-

tions have been in progress for some time,

and have been practically consummated. The
fact that the company has entered the trust

does not mean that the plant here will be given

up. It is too valuable for that. On the other

hand, it will probably be increased and more
men be employed. There are now about 300

men at work for the company. The Pope
Tube Co. will have representation in the trust,

that is, will be represented on the board of

directors. The contract that has been drawn
up provided for the deal to go into effect on

July 1.—Hartford Courant.

Told in Toledo.

Toledo, May 22.—The following is the exact

condition of the Toledo factories with regard

to the trust :

Lozier, Superintendent Burwell.—Mr. Loz-
ier is still in the East. We do not know
whether we are in until we hear from him.

There is an option on our plant which expires

June 1.

Meilink Mfg. Co.—We are not in the trust,

have given no options and have not seen iMr.

Spalding. We understand that few of the

parts-makers will be in.

Colton, 'Superintendent Draper.—We gave

an option which expires June 1. We have since

been taken into the trust. I do not know what

the price paid is.

:Mauniee, Superintendent Miller.—^Have not

seen Mr. Spalding and given no options on

the plant. Will not be in the trust.

Snell, Mr. Ransom.—^Gave an option on

the plant, but have not learned whether an

agreement has been reached in New York or

not.

Kirk Mfg. Co., Mr. Kirk.—We gave

an option which expires June 1. Have

not seen Mr. Spalding. If the trust is formed

this week we will not be in it, as none of our
people have been to New York.
The Union Mfg. Co., Mr. Peter.—

We are in the trust. Will go to New York
again this week when the details will be com-
pleted. We have reached an agreement.

Toledo Tube Co., LeMonte Bateman, Su-
perintendent.—'We gave an option which ex-

pires June 1. Was in ,New York, but did not
reach an agreement. Expect to be in. We are

the only parts-makers in Toledo who are be-
ing considered.

The Gendron.—(Mr. Vogel admitted that

an option was given, but declines to state what
has been done. Stock was not invoiced by
the trust representatives.

Meanwhile, trade keeps on in a mighty fine

fashion. No slump in sight. It is certain to

be ranked as a good year. That is the verdict.

Some Editorial Ideas.

The bicycle trust says it will turn out a

wheel every .five seconds. If it strikes that

gait it will run the risk of being arrested ifor

scorching.—^Omaha Bee.

The $80,000,000 bicycle trust thinks it can

puncture the opposition so that it will stay

punctured.—Kansas City Times.

There are reasons for believing that the

bicycle trust will not make a century run.—

•

Milwaukee Wisconsin.

The tender little bicycle plants that are

coming up all over the 'country are expanding
in the warmth of a new trust.—Brooklyn

Eagle.

The organization of the trust was a per-

fectly natural outcome of the requirements

of the bicycle trade, and the combination is

in perfect harmony with the progressive spirit

of the time.—The New York Sun.

Fancy Forging Troubles.

Brewer, Me., May 20.—It is rumored here

that the affairs of the Hathorn Fancy Forging

Co. are to be wound up. This firm has been

in litigation for the past three years with the

Simonds Rolling Mill Co., regarding an al-

leged infringement of patents. The story to

the effect that the Hathorn plant had decided

to quit manufacturing bicycle balls and had

discharged its men is not as yet the truth,

though something of the kind may come.

Chainless in Connecticut.

Winsted, Conn., May 22.—This place has

been visited by a Mr. Taft, who is soliciting

subscriptions for the new joint stock company
to manufacture chainless bicycles. Mr. Taft

says be has secured $12,500 out of the $25,000

he wants, and believes the prospects are quite

encouraging for the raising of the balance, and

for the establishment of the factory here.

Pope Plant Formally Transferred.

Hartford, Conn., May 23.—The Pope Mfg.

Co. has transferred to the Columbia

Automobile Co., organized under the laws of

New Jersey, the land, with buildings, situated

in this city and used in the manufacture of

motor carriages. Revenue stamps used indi-

cate the price to be $138,530.

Timms Wants Six Thousand.

Toledo, May 22.—Harvey L. Timms has

brought suit against the Colton Cycle Co. for

$6,100 damages for alleged breach of contract.

Plaintifl was agent for the company and sues

to recover damages and commissions said to

be due him.
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WILL SELLING SEASON BE SHORT?
Uncertainty as to How Long the Big Sales at Present

Low Prices Will Continue.
WHETHER the present big demand for

bicycles will continue long enough to

make the year more profitable to the retail

dealer than any year in the history of the

trade is a question that no man, apparently, is

able to answer with absolute certainty.

The general tone is one of enthusiasm.

Some of the biggest manufacturers have al-

ready sold more bicycles than they sold last

year altogether. All genera! conditions—all

the little ripples that go to make up the big

wave of prosperity—are favorable to a con-

tinuance of the present bicycle boom.
But the natural demand for a certain article

is not to be gauged entirely by general in-

dustrial conditions. What the natural limit

of the 1899 demand for bicycles will be no-

body knows accurately, and those who ought

to know approximately—the manufacturers

and retailers—are just now stirred by feelings

that leave no room for cold statistical calcu-

lations.

The big manufacturers, and many of the

smaller ones, are just now full of an expect-

ancy that unfits them for giving voice to

any sincere thoughts they may have on the

negative side of the question.

The dealers don't know—they simply hope.

They do not care to speculate upon the nega-

tive possibilities.

The negative possibility is this: The fine

weather that has prevailed in so many sections

for several weeks, combined with low prices

for good wheels and the strong probability

that lower prices will not be obtainable, has

brought out an army of purchasers. This

army is generally paying spot cash. Old
wheels are more frequently given away or

stored away than traded in. Unless the army
has large reinforcements later in the season,

the campaign will be over early in June, and
the repair-shop man will be the only busy
man during the remainder of the season.

It is all a matter of guessing. The real

length of the season will be indicated by the

business done in the latter part of June and
the week or ten days following the Fourth of

July. Meantime, see what the dealers of sev-

eral cities, representing various sections, have

to say about it.

CLEVELAND.

Spring Long Delayed Has Made Trade Poor, and

the Dealers Live in Hopes.

Cleveland, May 20.—The theory that the re-

tail season will be a short one this season be-

cause of the great amount of cash business

which has been done and is being done at

present, will hardly hold good in Cleveland

and vicinity, because, unfortunately, there is

no denying that the trade lias not been what it

should be to date. While some of them do

not care to admit it, it is a fact that the deal-

ers here are feeling blue 'over trade conditions,

for hardly a concern has sold as many wheels

up to date as they had done last season at

this 'time. The reason for the poor trade is

not hard to explain, for all told there have
been less than three weeks of weather good
enough to give riders a desire to ride, and
even during these periods the evenings have

been so cold that cycling has not been a

pleasure.

During the past two weeks it has rained or

been cold nearly every day, and for the past

three or .four days people have been obliged to

build furnace fires and wear heavy overcoats;

hence the sale of wheels has been almost out

of the question. Just what effect this delay

will have upon the total season's business is

hard to predict, but there is a feeling of hope-

fulness, for it is the general opinion that there

will be another big boom as soon as the warm
weather sets in. At any rate, the trade will

probably be fair until late in the summer.

Thus far there has been a larger percentage of

cash business than in previous years, but

there have been credit sales enoiigh to keep

the collectors busy throughout the entire

summer and fall.

ALBANY.

Each Dealer for Himself, Devil Catch the tlind-

most—Mixture of Opinion.

Albany, N. Y., May 20.—There is a slight

difference in opinion here as to the effect of

cheaper wheels upon the length of the season,

as far as trade is concerned, and this differ-

ence is directly traceable to the way each indi-

vidual dealer is doing business.

Those who sell wheels on the installment

plan do not believe that the trade will close

unusually early, while those who sell for cash

predict that the first of July will see the fin-

ish of this season's trade.

All the dealers here are opposed to install-

ment sales as being unsatisfactory and too

uncertain as to results. The few who give

time in making payment for a wheel do so

more as a matter of accommodation than any-

thing else. As the majority of those who sell

wheels do so for cash, it is safe to predict that

the business season- will be a very short one

in comparison with past seasons. This, they

say, is clearly shown by the very great in-

crease in the number of wheels sold up to the

present time, and the increase is directly

traceable to the reduction in prices this year.

When the prices for first-class wheels were

$60, $75 and $100, the average purchaser not

only asked for time in making payments, but

he really needed it. With equally good wheels

selling as they do this season for $35 and $50,

the conditions are changed. The $35 wheel

is the popular one here. In regard to those

who can afford to buy the highest priced

wheel and will have nothing else, they pay

cash anyhow, and so do not affect the con-

ditions cither way.

CALIFORNIA.

Nothing But Inability to Meet Demand Can Bring

Grief to the Coast.

San Francisco, May 18.—From present in-

dications '99 will be a record-breaking year

in the wheeling interests on the coast. The
big concerns in San Francisco, both jobbers

and retailers, report an unprecedented demand
for bicycles. The season has hardly opened
up, but already there is considerable talk of

slocks being unable to meet the demand.

Hurry orders have been sent into the factories

by a number of firms.

The San Francisco branch of H. A. Lozier

& Co. say that the demand for Clevelands

is enormous. There has been nothing to equal

this since '95. The Cleveland people's only

trouble is that they cannot get wheels enough.

Leavitt & Bill, who are handling the retail

business for Lozier in San Francisco, are

rushed with work. L. H. Bill, who has been

in the East for some time, will return in the

early part of June.

T. H. B. Varney, agent for the Rambler,

is also talking of the big trade. He has or-

dered nineteen carloads of wheels to meet

the demand for the coming season. He re-

ports an average during the last six "months

of nearly 1,000 wheels sold a month. For
several months he has had only the '99 wheels,

having sold out every '98 model as far back as

November. Mr. Varney is confident this will

be the best season he has ever had in San

Francisco. The call for tandems has been so

great that there is now not one in the house.

The San Francisco agency of the White
Sewing Machine Co. report that the feature

of the last month has been the great number
of requests to establish agencies tor the White
in the country towns of California. The White
is comparatively new in California, but seems

to have taken well, from the number of in-

quiries that are pouring into the office.

A great deal of interest is being aroused by

the cushion frame machine, by S. G. Chap-

man, the San Francisco agent for the Stearns

Company, who reports a strong demand for

something of this kind by his trade. Another

feature of the present season is tlie increasing

sales of chainless machines.

This is the best year which the Columbias

have had on the coast. The Pope representa-

tive says he is certain that as the season ad-

vances more bicycles will be ridden in Cali-

fornia than for any year past.

A. C. Nichols & Co., who have been look-

ing after the Sterling wheel, are gradually clos-

ing out their stock of '98 wheels. They are

only handling enough of the '99 models to

satisfy demands,- as they expect to discontinue

the business before very long. It is not known
who will handle the Sterling after the Nichols

people close out their stock of them.

Edward Buffum, who represents the Kirk

Mfg. Co., of Toledo, O., is now here looking

over the situation, and will probably establish

an agency here.

WASHINGTON.

District Dealers Declare Trade Is in Every Way

Satisfactory.

Washington, D. C, May 20.—The volume
of business done by local cycle dealers this

spring is much larger than that of last spring;

in fact, it has been the best spring since 1895,

the banner year in the local trade. Then, too,

the percentage of cash sales is much larger

than in former years, due to the fact that

prices are so much lower than they ever were

before. Your correspondent talked with a

number of the prominent dealers, and one

after another stated that they were satisfied

with the way their business had been trending

of late, and that the future looked particu-

larly bright for them. Of course trade natur-

ally falls off, to some extent, during the hot

months of July and August, but this is true
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01 every line of business. One of the largest

dealers here, a man who has long been in

the business and who closely watches the

trend of afifairs, summed up the local situation

in the following words:

"I have found, as have many of my com-

petitors, that when spring sales are large,

there will be a proportionately large volume

of business during the summer months. This

is due to two reasons. In the first place, every

wheel you sell is an advertisement for you.

The buyer has friends who ride, and natur-

ally he is proud of his new mount and likes to

show it off to his friends. Every time they

see this new wheel they are filled with a de-

sire to possess one like it, and the result is,

nine times out of ten, a single customer will

bring the dealer at least three more. And so

on through the season.

"The second reason is this: The bicycle is

becoming more popular every day with busi-

ness men—averydesirable class. The merchant,

closely confined to his store during the busy

hours of the day, must have some recreation,

and he finds in cycling a diversion for his

leisure hours. Just now the merchants are

too busy with their business affairs to look

into the merits of the dififerent makes, but

with the advent of hot weather and a con-

sequent falling off in their trade, they will

have time to leisurely look over the field and

to decide which make of wheel they desire."

These two conclusions are logical and, com-

ing from a man who is such a big factor in

the local trade, have considerable weight.

ST. LOUIS.

That Part of the Mississippi Valley lias Had Much

Rain— Dealers Not Over-llopeful.

St. Louis, ISIay 20.—The unfavorable

weather this spring has seriously interfered

with the bicycle business. Early in the year

the indications were that there would be a

good business, but while the dealers have

all done fairly well, the business has by no

means been what it should have been.

So far there have been only three Sundays

this spring when the weather was such as to

make riding a bicycle possible with any de-

gree of comfort or pleasure. It has been the

same old story week after week, either rain

or mud, generally both. In addition to this

we have had so far this year just two Satur-

days when the weather was bright and warm.

This means that on the day when dealers

should have had their best business of the

week they have had the worst. Under such

conditions the lot of the man who sells bi-

cycles has not been a particularly happy one,

though they are still hopeful for the future.

I made the rounds of a number of agencies

to-day in order to find out what the prospects

were, and most of the men I saw are inclined

to think that the best part of the business is

about over. The prospects are that there will

be a fair business done during the summer
months, with a considerable improvement
during September and Octooer.

Hundreds of people have been putting off

buying a bicycle until the weather settles for

keeps. Many of these will get out of the no-

tion altogether, but a large percentage will

come in and buy before the summer is over.

As to the manner of paying for wheels, a

good many people pay cash, but the majority

of purchasers want them on time payments.

Most of those who buy on installments do so

because they cannot afford to pay cash. Then
a good many who could pay cash buy on in-

stallments because they think if anything goes

wrong with the wheel while they are owing
something on it they stand a better chance of

getting free repairs out of the agent than they

would after he has all their money. As one
agent put it, "It is simply a case of people al-

ways trying to get something for nothing."

PniLADELPHIA.

The Quaker Merchants Are Practically Unanimous

in Believing in a Long Season.

Philadelphia, May 20.—A pretty thorough

canvass of the bicycle dealers in Philadelphia

brings out this information: Hart Cycle Co.

(Columbia); James R. Maloney (Cleveland);

R. D. Garden (Victor-Crescent) ; W. A. Rich-

wine (Eclipse); McCallister & Van Mater

(Pierce-Crawford); Charles S. Smith & Co.

(Rambler); Jacob Rech & Sons (Sterling-

Clipper); M.J. Costa (Union-Relay), and oth-

ers, all declare that their installment business

is lighter and cash sales greater than in previ-

ous years, and on the installment business

they do do, the collections are prompter and
easier than ever before. For this latter effect

they cite several causes: all dealers are more
careful in extending credit, some of them
have raised the cash "ante," others have in-

creased the size of the monthly payment, and
others still have placed restrictions of differ-

ent kinds on their time sales that render them
less attractive to credit buyers.

Roach & Barnes are now in their second

year in Philadelphia, and can only compare
their business with that of 1898. On this

basis, Mr. Roach states that both their install-

ment and cash sales are larger this year than

last, with the larger increase in installments.

Nearly every dealer spoken to is of opinion

that the low prices now quoted on high grade

machines have helped their cash sales, but so

far from thinking that this indicates a short

season, they hope and believe it will have pre-

cisely the opposite effect. It was the inten-

tion when starting this letter to quote the in-

dividual opinions of each dealer interviewed,

but the plan was abandoned in view of the

practical unanimity of the views expressed.

MILWAUKEE.

Good Times So Far and the Hope Is General for

a Continuance.

Milwaukee, Wis., May 32.—.Milwaukee deal-

ers have had a most prosperous season thus

far. They are confidently looking forward to

a continuance of the good time and believe

that the season will be a long one, and one

to be remembered on account of its activity.

None of the dealers think that the season will

be active but short.

While it is true that the number of people

with cash is greater than ever before, still

this will not affect the continuance of the sea-

son one way or another. While in the years

gone by purchases were made largely on the

installment plan, still the deal, so far as the

purchase and sale went, was closed, although

the transaction was strung out by reason of

the installment payments, and which had little

to do with the actual condition of trade.

Dealers here would willingly have a short sea-

son if by that were meant a freedom from the

care and anxiety attending the making of col-

lections and the uncertainty of payments.

But the abundance of money, the dealer,

say, and the chea-pness of prices, has another

phase and that is that numerous purchasers

wait until they have the cash in hand, proceed-

ing upon the theory that a cash purchase
would be more to their benefit in the way of

prices. Then also the low prices are an in-

ducement to riders to change for '99 mounts,
and in so -doing there is an incentive to hunt
up some one willing to purchase the old wheel
in order to make it .possible for them to make
a new purchase. There is always a lot of

people who wait until the season is well

along, largely owing to force of circumstances,

before purchasing, and it is upon this that Mil-
waukee dealers figure. At least that has been
the experience of the past, and there seems
to be no good reason why there should be
a change at this time.

TOLEDO.

Manufacturers and Dealers Expect a Short Season

and Give Plausible Reasons Therefor.

Toledo, May 22.—Bicycle makers and deal-

ers of Toledo anticipate a quiet season be-

ginning the latter part of June or July.

Conditions in the retail trade are different

from what they have been at any season in the

history of the business in this city. .March
was an exceedingly quiet month, largely be-

cause of the bad weather, but it was followed

by an unprecedented run of business in May.
Last season the percentage of cash sales was
comparatively small to what this year has de-

veloped. There has been a remarkably low

percentage of installment orders during the

past two months, nearly all being for cash.

Toledo dealers explain this in two ways.

The low price of wheels has caused much of

this condition. Wheels have been at a low
price in this city not alone at the regular re-

tail stores, but the closing up of three large

stocks has emptied upon the market at least

two thousand wheels, which have sold from

$14 to $22, and these sales have been for cash.

This has caused the dealers to offer many in-

ducements to meet competition, and the sales

brought cash money. The general improve-

ment in the times has given the people more
money and this is assigned as one of the

causes of the large amount of cash sales.

Taking these two factors together there is

little doubt that the late summer months are

to be quiet ones. They anticipate a large trade

in supplies and repair work to partially com-

pensate the deficiency.

A Popular Bicycle Guide.

There has just been added to the Spalding

Sportsmen's Library, an institution which

comprises books on all the various sports,

"The Bicycle Guide for 1899," edited by S. A.

Nelson, a well-known writer on athletic topics.

The book is very well named, and is, in fact,

a guide, to the sport. It contains almost every-

thing the cyclist is likely to inquire about,

from finding the gear of a chainless, to an

article on training. The L. A. W.-N. C. A.

situation is reviewed, by George Stackhouse

for the L. A. W. and A. G. Batchelder for the

N. C. A. A number of photos of prominent

racing imen are in the book. There is also a

list of best on record, specially compiled for

this volume. The "Spalding Bicycle Guide"
.

will be mailed to any address on receipt of ten

cents by the American Sports Publishing Co.,

16 and 18 Park Place, New York.
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THE INDEPENDENT EXPANDER.
THE BEST AND MOST POPULAR

Seat-Post and Handle-Bar Expander on the Market.

No ,^^

Difficulty from

Rusting.

Outer Shell Made

of Bronze Alloy.

SIZES.
y^o. J.-ir,-16x3-4 Seat-Post.
No. 2.—1 l-l(i X 13-10 "

No. 3.—1 ;}-Hix7-S "

Absolutely

Guaranteed in

Every Particular.

SIZES.
No. 4.—1 X 13-10 Handle-Bur with Washer.
No. 5.—1 X 13-10 Seat-Fost.
No. O.—l 1-10x7-8 "

Adopted by the most Progressive Manufacturers and carried in stock by every Prominent Jobber and Dealer
of Bicycles in the United States.

We carry complete line of Bicycle Fittings and Sundries of every description. Send for new catalogue.
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INDEPENDENT SUPPLY CO., -
Kindly mention The Wheel.

154 Lake St., Chicago. |
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B. 0. F, Rubber Cement.
In response to an almost universal demand for a Superior Rubber Cement, made "

" especially for Repair Shop use, we now offer to the Trade our ..

SU!i.S!ti^lt.^M.

ARNSTEIN'S

BEST ON EARTH
RUBBER CEMENT.
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ARNSTEIN'S

BEST ON EARTH
RUBBER CEMENT.

^i^ -Ji*- "A^ ^?K*

I

Prices on

Application.

Dealers, write

for our 1899

Catalogue.

No expense has been spared in its preparation, and
though offered at a slight advance in price, we think
you will agree with us that in such matters the item
of cost is a secondary consideration.

EUGENE ARNSTEIN,
The Largest Bicycle Supply House in the World. 86 & 88 West Lake Street, Chicago, III. -

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE JOBBERS OF CHICAGO.
Importance of the Big Illinois Metropolis to Retailers in the Middle and

Western States—Some Representative Concerns.

CHICAGO! There is something in the

very name indicative of power and act-

ion. It is not a name to be lisped, or tittered

sentimentally. It is a big, vigorous, sonorous

jaw-full.

Chicago never vegetated^though it was

once mostly vegetable. It covered a vast

expanse of flat and marsh with wooden build-

_ings and sidewalks on stilts. Then it was

swept by lire. Grass is said to grow most

vigorously on charred ground. Out of the

burned debris of its old self sprang the new
city—massive, broad, granitic. To-day Chi-

cago is one of the great commercial wonders

of the world. Its storm-like activity, the im-

pulsive vigor with which it takes up and
carries onward big industrrial burdens, calls

out the applause of the West and the admira-

tion of the competitive East.

The Illinois metropolis is geographically

nearly the 'Centre of the continent. Its task

is that of gathering, manufacturing and dis-

tributing the products of the earth, of ma-
chinery, of brain, to a territory comprising

millions of square miles. The work "is a

giant's burden. But Chicago's motto is "I

Will!"

In many of the tasks undertaken by Chi-

cago, its mammoth motive temperament has

carried it to accomplishments beyond all

guessing—has landed it, in the vernacular of

the great and breezy West, at the top of the

heap. This is true of its connection with the

cycle trade. A few years ago scarcely any bi-

cycles were manufactured there. To-day

Chicago produces one-third of all the bicycles

made in America.

The history of cycle supply houses is a sim-

ilar story. 'Chicago is the natural home and

breeding place of such concerns. It was in

Chicago that the department-store and mail-

order-house ideas had their greatest develop-

ment.

Lake street seems to have become the cen-

tre for cycle supply firms. This makes for

the convenience of all concerned. It saves the

time of the dealer who prefers personal inves-

tigation to ordering by mail. It has a strong

influence toward the equalization of prices. It

stimulates competition and insures the keep-

ing in stock of the goods that the country

dealer wants. It also places the supply con-

cerns in easier and more frequent touch with

the agents of trans,portation companies, and

it is conveniently near most of the express

and railway shipping depots.

The Wheel is glad to exploit Chicago's

advantages as headquarters for cycle supplies.

To all dealers in towns tributary to the Windy
City it commends the following concerns, all

well and favorably known in the cycle sup-

ply business.

THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND.

is the wholesale hardware district of Chicago.

Their growth since locating there has been

phenomenal—on the sky-rocket order, but so

substantial that they never will emulate the

stick end of it. Their business has grown so

rapidly that they found it necessary to move
into the big double store at 147-149 Lake
street. These large and commodious quar-

ters will enable them to take care of their

rapidly-advancing business. The secret of

their wonderful growth is attributable to the

good judgment they have exercised in select-

ing goods that appeal to the shrewd buyer,

and the uniform courtesy and attention ex-

tended to customers, large or small. Mr.

Follow stated:

"We never lose a customer. Our policy

adds new ones to our list every day, and we
keep them there by business-like treatment.

We are now handling the New Brunswick

tires; in fact, that was our first line. In con-

junction with tires we are manufacturers of

the Solitaire gas lamp, the Webb handle-bar,

the Webb expander, and Flea repair kits. This

line of goods is known all over the world and

favorably at that. When I tell you that our

first year's business, amounted to over $300,-

000, you must admit that we do not use the

terms 'phenomenal growth' unadvisedly.

Every indication is that we will for the year
'119 market close on to half a million dollars'

worth of goods."

Sanford and Follow are wide-awake, up-to-

date men, and are among the leaders on Lake
street.

NEW SIGN OVER THE DOOR.

That Many Dollars' Worth of Expanders Sold the

rirst Year by the Sanford & Follow Co.

The Sanford & Follow Co. were established

in 1898 by George H. Sanford and H. R. Pol-

low. They located at 235 Lake street, which

Popularity of Independent Expanders, Whitely Ex-

ercisers, Etc., Necessitated Larger Quarters.

The Independent Supply Co., 152 and 154

Lake street, have as lively and up-to-date a

plant and store room as can be found in the

bicycle trade. They commenced business in a

modest way in December, 1895, at 153 Lake
street, directly across the street from their

present location. Since that time, each year

has marked improved growth, until at the

present they are surprised to find themselves

the oldest house on the street handling ex-

clusively bicycle supplies.

The controlling and moving spirit of the

Independent Supply Co. is Mr. A. D. Dana,

who is comparatively a young man, formerly

well known as treasurer of the Link-Belt

Machinery Co., and also as the promoter of

the Whitely Exerciser, the phenomenal suc-

cess of which is due largely to his guiding

hand.

Mr. Dana has been ably assisted in building

up the business of the Independent Supply

Co. by Mr. Harry E. Wilde, than whom there

is no more popular or competent all-round

man in the business. The policy of the com-
pany has at once been expansive and con-

servative, and has without doubt exercised a

wholesome influence upon a young and rapid-

ly growing business.

The Independent Company have shown rare

ability in the close attention thev have given

to the selection of tiie lines which they are

manufacturing or handling, in order to meet
the demands of the most exacting makers,

which is one of the great factors of their big

success. This clean-cut policy has enablel

them to market their goods right up to the

last package, never having any of "last sea-

son's stock" on hand. The activity required

along this line can only be fully appreciated

by those who do the hustling.

While acting principally as jobbers and
agents, some of the goods manufactured by
the Independent Supply Co. have already be-

come standard in the market. Among these

may be named the Independent Expander, for

clamping seat-posts and handle-bars. The
popularity of this device is shown by the great

and increasing demand for it, and this has

prompted the company to spare no expense

in perfecting the expander to meet every re-

quirement. To-day orders for the expanders

are being received from manufacturers in all

sections of the country, and export orders

for England, Germany and other European
countries are frequent occurrences. The name
"Independent" is thus becoming world fa-

mous as applied to this company's line of

fittings, and it is not difficult to predict that

the future holds for them a prosperous career.

STILL MOVING UPWARD.

A General Review of the Unusual Success of the

Beckley-Ralston Company.

Among the first concerns to take up the

line of bicycle fittings, accessories and sun-

dries exclusively was the Beckley-Ralston

Company. This enterprising concern was in-

corporated February 2, 1897, with W. L.

Beckley president; Gordon D. Beckley treas-

urer, and J. C. Ralston secretary. The per-

sonnel of this company has undergone no
change since its incorporation. They first

opened up at 132 Lake street, and at once in-

stituted that energetic policy which has since

marked the conduct of their business.

Messrs. Beckley and Ralston have been prom-
inently identified with the bicycle supply busi-

ness from its inception, and on this account

a large and desirable line of customers was
quickly secured from all parts of the world.

At present there is scarcely a place of im-
portance where bicycle fittings or accessories

are used, where the Beckley-Ralston Com-
pany's lines are not in evidence.

In a measure this concern's rapid rise is

attributable to the celebrated Gordon saddle,

which they put upon the market early in '97,

and which has met with universal success.

It is a saddle of great merit, and was given

the requisite publicity. In connection with

the Gordon saddle a high-grade line of fit-

tings and standard sundries were carried and
pushed.

The company does business with manufac-
turers, jobbers and retail dealers and enjoys

a lucrative trade in the East, the business from
that section being as heavy as that from the

Middle, Western and Northern states.

In October. 1897. the rapid growth of its
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Makers of Gordon and Gordon Pattern Saddles.

Frame Sets for Singles, Tandems and Triplets.

Wholesale jobbers of Fauber Hangers, Thor Hubs,

Smith, W. &. E., Singer and Star Hubs.

Record, Smith, Syracuse, Star, Bridgeport and

other Pedals.

M. & W., Clipper, Diamond XX, G. & J., EXin-

lop and all well-known Tires.

The largest stock of high-class Fittings, Equipment

and Sundries in the world.

Over stock and Special offers in FITTINGS and

SUNDRIES:

5,000 J -4 in. No. 7, 58-Iink Chains, blued sides,

bronzed blocks; list price, each 60c.

3,000 3-16 in. No. 7, bright sides; list price, each 60c.

1,000 pr. Special 7-8, tapered to 3-4, Seamless Rear

Forks for 28-in. wheels; list, per pair 60c.

500 pr. assorted Seamless and Brazed Forksides,

special lot; list, per pair 30c.

All dealers know our discount to the trade. No goods

sold except to Repairmen^ Dealers, Makers and Jobbers at

any price. Send for Catalogue and list of Axles, Cones,

Cups and Special Goods.

We invite correspondence from all quantity buyers of cycle goods. Send for Catalogue (May ist issue, 68 pages),

the most complete and latest publication of its kind.

THE BECKLEY-RALSTON CO., 178 Lake St., Chicago.
Kindiv mention The Wheel.
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Little. But ©h. My!
THE SOLITAIRE.

Weight, 8 ounces.

Height, 4/^ inches.

Burns 5 Hours.

A STRICTLY HIGH-

GRADE LAINP AT

A POPULAR PRICE.

The SOLITAIRE lamp contains ail the latest

improvements, and has the advantage

of weight, price and simplicity.

cM.^Write for Prices..^ .^

i he Sanford & r ollow Co.,

Makers,
147-149 LAKE ST.,

Chicago, 111.

Kindly mention The \\'heel.

THE ONLY BAR IN THE WORLD THAT
IS MADE WITHOUT BRAZING.

The Webb Trip^ Adjustable Handle-Bar.

FEATURES.

Guarantee

Shelby tubing

Swaged tubing

Unlimited

Adjustment

Nickeled on

Copper

Fully covered

by patents

The WEBB bar does not SHAKE LOOSE.

DOH'T BE MISLED BY OTHER ADS.

Try the WEBB and prove our assertion.

Write for Prices.

The Sanford & Follow Co.,
Makers.

147-149 Lake St., Chicago, IH.
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trade compelled the company to move into

more commodious quarters, and a new sign

was hung out at 161 Lake street, where three

floors were occupied.

In 1898, with a still growing and increasing

business, over and above any previous mpnth

or year, they were again forced to seek larger

quarters that would facilitate the speedy han-

dling of their increasing orders, so they

moved to 178 Lake street in September of that

year, occupying the entire building of five

floors, where they carry a complete line of

fittings for single and multiple bicycles, and

equipments for medium and large and high-

grade machines in endless variety.

They have just issued a new 08-page cata-

logue, which gives a full description of their

varied lines. It contains everything apper-

taining to the bicycle and kindred trades, and

is probably one of the most complete cata-

logues ever issued.

ARNSTEIN'S "NEVER CREEP" CEMENT.

It Prevents Creeping Tires—Something About Arn-

stein Enamels and Other Goods.

Probably the largest and best known cement

and enameling manufacturing house in the

countr}' is that of Eugene Arnstein, situated

at 86 and 88 West Lake street. It is at that

location that the celebrated Never Creep hard

tire cement is made; a cement that has done

more toward driving out the old English ar-

ticle than anything else on the market. Mr.

Arnstein has the utmost confidence in this

Never Creep cement. He has already enrolled

on his list of users the principal manufacturers

of the country, to say nothing of the jobbers,

and aside from all this he knows just how it

is made. He gives it his personal supervision,

and, as he states, has abandoned the practice of

using old tires and rubber shoes, and uses a

pure rubber gum. which he imports largely

from the Dutch East Indies in crude form, and
which he cleanses by his own special process.

When Never Creep was placed on the

market it was in response to the universal

demand of dissatisfied manufacturers who were

seeking a cement which would prevent tires

from creeping, and to whom a few cents in

cost cut no figure.

In response to a similar call frofn the repair

men, Mr. Arnstein has just put on the market

the B. O. E. (best on earth) brand of rubber

repair cement, and feels confident that it will

be received with even greater favor than the

celebrated Never Creep, if that is possible.

The Best on Earth brand is made from crude

rubber—South American gum is used, which

is especially imported for this cement. This

combination gives a very high adhesive qual-

ity and surface spread.

The Century brand of cycle enamel, both

baking and air drying, is another of Mr. Arn-

stein's products, and is too well known to

need more than passing mention. Years of

experience in enamels has enabled him to turn

out a strictly high-grade article. His Cen-

tury enamels are made in all the popular

shades. He grinds all his own colors, con-

sequently can furnish any special shades de-

sired.

Mr. Arnstein also makes a portable enam-

eling oven which is just the thing for small

makers—does a large business in this line.

These ovens are constructed of iron, double-

walled throughout, are clean and light in

weight, and will turn out the best possible

work.

The Arnstein vulcanizer and Perfection

brazer embody the same sterling qualities that

characterize his other products.

In frame fittings he ofTers a very complete

line, the three-crown model making up into

an exceptionally attractive wheel. In sundries,

tools, fittings and accessories, he probably car-

ries as complete a line as can be found in the

country. These are all illustrated in a com-
plete 96-page catalogue. Every dealer should

have one.

Complete Bicycle, ;g 1 5.85
No. 1. Stripped Bicycle $11.00
No. 3. Stripped Bicycle 12.00
No. 8. Stripped Bicycle 15.00

28 or 30 in. 3-crowns.

Send for Catalo^^ie. Put Company on or we
n*!!! not get letter.

F. S. WATERS CO.,
155 W. Washington St., Chicago.

•^^•^^•^^•^•^^•^^^•r•^•^•^-!••^•!••^•^^^•^•^^•^^•^^-^4••^•I-•^^•^^•^4•^H-4^•!••5

I
SUNDRY OEPaRTMENT, Special.

I Columbia Tires, $2.35 per pair.
i-

i^^^^^^^^ Baldwin pat. Chains, 5ft. lengtlis, $.68 eacli.

I ^^ " "^ Indlanapoiis .50 "

I
I ^ Heatli footpumps, I5ixl2, 20 "

I \\ // Gilliam No. 107 and 108 Saddit, .50

I fW^— - " " 59 " .80

I ^^—g -^ " " 46 and 47 " 80

I p Vimoid Repair Kits, $1.50 per dozen.

^ We carry complete line of Air Pump Tubing, Balls, Bells, Borax, Chains, Cements,

t Cranks, Cyclometers, Dress and Chain Guards, Enamels, Frame Sets, Grips, Handle-

bars, Hubs, Inner Tubes, Lamps, Name-plates, Oils and Lubricants, Pedals, Pumps.

i REPAIRS FOR ANY WHEEL EVER MADE.
•i- Rims, Saddles, Spelter, Spokes, Tires, Tire Repairs, Tool-bags, Toe-clips, ^"alves,

5 Vimoid, Vulcanizing Supplies, Wrenches, Built-up Wheels.

t WE ISSUE A SEMI-MONTHLY NET PRICE LIST on Sundry bargains; send

I
^°^ '^

ORDERS FILLED PR0I>1PTLY.

I \m BICYCLE COMPANY, Incorporated, Chicago, ill.

I* Kindly mention The Wheel.
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MAY BE NO LEAGUE MEET.

Rumors of All Kinds Are Flying Around Boston to that

Effect—"Club" Idea and Inexperience of the Clubites

Alleged as the Cause of the Fall-Down.

Boston, May 20.—With the dates of the L.

A. W. national meet only ten weeks distant,

Massachusetts wheelmen are nervous over the

prospect that there may be no meet at all

—

and at the time of all times when a national

meet means so much to the League. This ap-

prehension, which will amount to a panic if

allowed to go -unchecked much longer, is due

to a rumor prevalent during the past week

that the Boston '99 Meet Club, which as-

sumed responsibility for the conduct of the

national meet, has not only not made any

headway toward securing funds for meet ex-

penses, but is heavily in debt and practically

bankrupt. An investigating committee has

been appointed to examine into the financial

conduct of the club, and it is said it will go

into the hands of a receiver.

It is said the present condition of affairs is

due to the lack of experience of the club

officers, and their attempts to raise money for

meet expenses by promoting amusement en-

terprises rather than by subscription. When
the '99 national meet was awarded to Boston

the Massachusetts Division turned it over to

the Boston '99 Meet Club to conduct. The

club, which in-eluded most of the leading

wheelmen of the division, put its afifairs in the

hands of popular, but inexperienced officers.

The latter evolved gorgeous schemes for the

biggest meet in the history of the League,

and reports of rainbow hue have constantly

been issued from club headquarters. The lat-

ter were in offices fitted up in gorgeous style,

with velvet carpets, roll-top desks and a large

corps of stenographers, clerks, etc.

Among the schemes evolved to raise funds

were the conduct of a military tournament and

the production of an original biirlescjue at a

Boston theatre. The tournament was held

last week, and though it was announced that

several thousand dollars' profit was derived,

those on the inside state that there was a de-

ficit of over two thousand dollars instead.

The burlesque show has not been given, no

funds for the purchase of costumes being

available, and the artists showing a disinclina-

tion to give their services without a guarantee

of remuneration. These amusement schemes

have been conducted jointly with a somewhat
hazy organization styled the iNew England

Agricultural Association, which is reported to

consist solely of two officers of the '99 Meet
Club and three professional amusement men
in search of profit.

The military tournament fiasco stirred some
of the club members to protest, and at a meet-

ing of the e.xecutive committee on Monday
an investigating committee of three was ap-

pointed to examine into the way the financial

afifairs of the club have been conducted. This

committee was not appointed by the presi-

dent, but by direct vote of the board, and con-

sists of Secretary-Treasurer Wolfson, of the

Massachusetts Division, L. A. W., Chairman
Nickerson, of the (National Transportation

Committee of the League, and ex-Vice Consul

Frothingham.

It is understood their report, which will be

submitted at a special meeting, will be of a

sensational character. There is talk of put-

ting the club, which is incorporated, into the

hands of a receiver, in an attempt to pay

some of its debts, and it is reported that the

Massachusetts Division will take the national

meet out of its hands and conduct it directly

under its own supervision. It is said the

employes at club headquarters went on a strike

Saturday because they were not paid, and that

the club headquarters might be closed up.

The situation at its best presents an alarming

phase to those interested in the success of the

national meet, especially as the time for that

celebration is fast approaching.

TRYING TO LINK THEM.

Duckworth Chain and Springfield Drop-Forging Options

Said to Be Sought.

It is reported from Springfield, Mass., that

the Duckworth Chain Co. has given an opt-

ion on its plant, expiring June 25, to Harper

& Son, the New York promoters, who are

said to be working for a combination and

flotation of all chain-making interests of every

kind, under the name Standard Chain Co. .Mr,

Duckworth is quoted as sa3'ing that he was

also approached some time ago by John C.

Bowe, of Syracuse, in behalf of the .Union

Steel & Chain Co., recently incorporated

under Delaware laws, with a capitalization of

$60,000,000. The Bowe deal is said to have

fallen through.

H. W. Goddard, of the Springfield Drop
Forging Co., is quoted as saying that his

company had been approached by a combine,

and that the combine would probably go

through soon. This, presumably, refers to the

bicycle trust.

Watch This Waterbury.

Waterbury, Conn., May 24.—The E. H.

Towle Co., of this city, have been incorporated

with a capital of :^10,00(i for the purpose of

manufacturing bicycles, etc. At first sight there

does not seem to be anything very important

in this, but when the fact is noted that E. H.

Towle is the man who has made famous the

Waterbury watch, and who the watch has in

turn made rich, and that associated with Mr.

Towle are A. B. Barkman, Spalding's right-

hand man. and J. C. Pierrez, widely known in

the tire trade, the new incorporation takes on

a prominence it would otherwise never have

bad.

Comet Cycle Co. Failure.

Creditors of the Comet Cycle Co.. of To-

ronto, met in that city May 17 and con-

firmed J. P. Langley as assignee. Air. Lang-

ley suggested a 50 per cent settlement, which

may be accepted. The whole matter will be

investigated by a committee, representing five

of the largest creditors, and composed of C.

W. Kerr, H. Murray, E. F. Blake, H. P.

Davies and J. H. Armstrong.

The statement submitted to the meeting

places the assets at f?40,2.38. of which $26,383

are for stock and plant, and the liabilities at

128,238, leaving a nominal surplus of $12,000.

Messrs. Lavender and Fane have a preferred

claim for rent and wages of $5,110. Of the

claims !{!l0,070 are direct and $6,058 secured.

The principal Canadian houses interested

are:

.American Dunlop Tire Co., Toronto $S20
American Tire Co.. Toronto 1,030
Canadian Rubber Co., Toronto 900
Boston M'ood Rim Co., Toronto 230
John Morrow Screw Co., Inger-^oll 900
-McKinnon-Dash Hardware Co., St. Catharines.. 900
New York Tire Co., Toronto 500
E. N. Heeny & Co., Montreal 300
Durham Rubber Co., Bowmanvillc 245

The American houses chiefly interested are:

G. L. Thompson, Chicago $2,100
Modan Manufacturing Co., Cleveland 690
Straight Manufacturing Co., Jamestown. N. Y.. 580
Hunter Arms Co., Fulton, I^^ Y 390
Crosby & Mayer Co., Buffalo 330
Springfield, Mass.. Drop Forging Co 240
Cohoes Tubing Co., Trov, N. Y 230
Toledo Tube Co '.

220

number Beats Goodrich.

Worcester, Mass., Alay 2ii.—The United

States Circuit Court at Boston has handed
down a decision dismissing the bill in equity

of the B. F. Goodrich Company, of Akron,

O.. against Humber & Co., of Westboro. The
bill was filed in the superior court for Wor-
cester county several months ago by Henry
F. Harris, counsel for the plaintiff, who al-

leged that Humber & Co. owed it something

like .f3,000, and the case was heard before

Judge F. A. Gaskill in the superior jury-

waived court for March, and Russell & Rus-

sell, of Boston, counsel for Humber & Co.,

made a motion that the case be transferred to

the United States Circuit Court, and Judge
Gaskill allowed the motion. Since then there

have been several hearings in the circuit

court, and at a recent hearing Mr. Harris

made a motion that the bill be dismissed,

after counsel for Humber & Co: had entered

a cross bill, which the court has now done.

American Machines Wanted.

G. F. Fischer, amateur champion of Hol-

land, is in New York. He willremain in this

country, chiefly for pleasure, until after the

international meet at ^Montreal in August. He
maj' do some racing. He carries credentials

from "De Kampioen," a cycling journal, and

from the Dutch Cyclists' Union. He will

incidentally look up one or more desirable

lines of low-priced wheels for certain re-

sponsible Dutch jobbers. Communications on

this subject, addressed care The Wheel, will

reach Mr. Fischer.

New Boston Woven Hose Move.

The new owners of the Boston Woven Hose
& Rubber Co. have incorporated the company
under Maine laws, to manufacture hose and

tires. Capital, $1,200,000. W. U. Symonds, of

Lynn, Mass.. is president; H. P. -Burrill, of

the same city, is treasurer. These gentlemen

and C. H. Tolman. of Portland, are the in-

corporators.

Harris Has Assigned.

B. Harris &Co., of Chicago, dealers in bicy-

cles and bicycle sundries, have filed an as-

signment for the benefit of their creditors,

naming Hugo W. Wightman as assignee.

The assets are estimated at .*2o,000 and the

liabilities at $15,000.

Out of Rumor Range.

A. M. Scheffey is now safely ensconsed in

his new cottage at Deal Beach, where the

rumors of combines arid the trouble thereof

are tempered and made less annoying by a

plenitude of ocean breeze and sunshine.
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DOINGS IN THE WORLD OF AUTOMOBILISM.
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CENTIRY Of MILLIONS.

That Is the Amount of Capital the New Combine of

the Various Other Combines Declare Is

Necessary for Their Plans.

Within the past three months, electric ve-

hicle and transportation companies have been

organized for various states with a total capi-

talization of nearly $100,000,000, and, accord-

ing to the prime mover in the vehicle scheme,

the process of organization has been only

half completed.

Isaac L. Rice, who has gathered together

the various patents which are now controlled

by the Electric Storage Battery Co., of which
he is president, gave some interesting details

Saturday regarding the formation of the dif-

ferent companies.

"There are three distinct branches or steps,"

he said to the interviewer, "in the electrical

vehicle companies. All hinge on the Electric

Storage Battery Co., which owns more than

1,000 patents on storage batteries. It does

not confine itself to the manufacture of bat-

teries for electric vehicles, but is also engaged
in the manufacture of immense batteries for

street railroads, besides batteries for electric

launches.

"The first step in the present movement
took place in February, when the Electric Ve-
hicle Co. was organized, and a few days later

when the Electric Boat Co. was incorporated.

The Vehicle Company is the parent company
of all the electric vehicle companies now or-

ganized and to be organized in the future.

It will build, manufacture and sell to the sub

or operating companies all the cabs or vehi-

cles which they may use.

"There are now incorporated operating

companies of New York, Illinois and New
England, each with a capitalization of $25,-

000,000. In the District of Columbia and the

State of Pennsylvania there are two transpor-

tation companies with a capital stock of $6,-

000,000 each. The other companies, with a

capital stock of $100,000 each, were incorpor-

ated last week in New Jersey to operate in

Tennessee, Georgia, Ohio, Kentucky, New
Jersey, Louisiana, Delaware, California, Mich-
igan, Minnesota, Iowa, Maryland, Wisconsin,

Indiana, Missouri and Virginia.

"In New York the local transportation com-
pany is the only concern which is operating

electrical cabs on the streets. We have given

orders for 200 vehicles, which, it is expected,

will be running within the next sixty days.

Designs are being made for an additional 1,000

cabs of different kinds for the use of transpor-

tation companies in Buffalo, Syracuse and
other large cities, including New York. It is

our intention to centralize the manufacture of

these vehicles at the Columbia plant, at Hart-

ford, and the larger Siemons-Halske factory,

at Chicago, both of which we have purchased
within the past month.

"When everything is in working order, it is

expected that we will have at least 3,000 cabs

in use in New York City. We will establish

cab stands in various parts of the city for

every 100 cabs used."

New Concerns.

Electric Automobile Supply & Manufac-
turing Co., principal office, 2G9 Market street,

Newark, N. J., to manufacture electrical appli-

ances of all kinds. Capital, $100,000. Incor-

porators: Charles P. Scott, New York City;

Frederick K. Gaston, Edgar J. Runyon, Eliz-

abeth, N. J.

The Twyford Vehicle Co., with a capital of

$1,000,000, were organized in Pittsburg last

week to manufacture automobiles. The com-
pany are not yet chartered, but it is claimed

that 'the stock has been subscribed. The com-
pany propose to erect a plant for the manufac-

ture of automobiles under inventions of Robert

E. Twyford.

The Standard Motor Mfg. Co., of Glen

Cove, L. I., have been incorporated at Al-

bany with a capital of $150,000, to manufac-

ture and equip self-propelling vehicles of all

kinds. The directors are Frederic C. Penfield,

Carl C. Riotte, Augustus T. Gillender, Carl-

ton R. Radcliffe and Edward Swan, of New
York City.

Olds Motor Works, Detroit. Machinery,

engines, etc. Capital, $500,000; paid in, $200,-

000. Incorporators: E. W. Sparran, Lans-

ing; J. -H. Seager, Hancock; R. E. Olds,

Lansing; S. L. Smith, F. L. Smith, both of

Detroit.

Chicago Electric Vehicle Transportation

Co., Chicago, manufacturing and operating

electric vehicles and automobiles. Capital,

$10,000. Incorporators: Carl Meyer, Charles

R. Holden and Carey W. Rhodes.

Happy Days Ahead.

The rates for messenger service are pre-

posterous when the slowness of the present

system is considered. It costs from 75 cents

to a dollar and a half to send a parcel by A.

D. T. messenger to Harlem. With the electric

cab service, shortly to invade this sleepy hol-

low of package transmission, there will be

no loitering. The message or package will

be delivered promptly, quicker by far than a

boy could take it. There will be an especial

tarifif for this branch of the business, and one

will shortly see automobile cabs whirling hith-

er and thither empty, but making money just

the same. The modus operandi will be to hail

one of these, give the message or parcel to the

man at the helm, get a receipt for the same,

and in the time it would take to rouse a

sleeping boy from his bench in the A. D. T.

waiting room, the horseless carriage man will

be half-way to his destination.

Greely Wants Three Autos.

Washington, D. C, May 20.—If the plans of

General Greely do not miscarry, automobiles

will soon figure extensively in the operations

of the signal corps. Just now General Greely

is experimenting with wireless telegraphy, and

if this system is to be of service to an army
in the field, it is necessary that apparatus for

stations, with strong batteries, capable of de-

veloping high voltage, should be capable of

easy transportation with moving columns, and

'General Greely believes a great advantage

might result if the wagons in which the ap-

paratus is stored should contain for emer-

gency purposes power for their own loco-

motion. To this end he has advertised for

three electric automobile field wagons capa-

ble of carrying a minimum weight of 800 lbs.,

and to be capable of a radius of twelve miles.

Close to the Colonel.

In all probability Hartford is to have an-

other motor carriage company. The new
company will manufacture the steam carriage

recently exhibited by the inventor, a Mr.
Skerry, of Waltham, Mass., and will have a

capitalization of $300,000. The new organiza-

tion will probably be known as the Director

Motor & Wagon Co., of Hartford, and will

manufacture pneumatic as well as steam car-

riages. The company under its proposed ar-

ticles of organization will be licensed by the

New England Motor Carriage Co., and the

articles will allow it to manufacture vehicles

propelled by steam, electricity, oil, gasoline

and other powers.

Winton a Winner Will Be.

To prove to what few doubters there may
yet be that the Winton automobile is a prac-

tical road vehicle, Alexander Winton has

started from Cleveland to New York on a

schedule of at least one hundred miles per

day. Mr. Winton's private carriage, which

he uses on the trip, has already traveled a dis-

tance greater than 12,000 miles. With this

same vehicle, without some of its present im-

proved attachments, he covered one mile on

a circular track in Cleveland, on Decoration

Day, 1897, in 1 minute 48 seconds.

Prevents Undue Loss.

Julius W. Walters, New York, has taken

out a motor vehicle patent, in which within

the vehicle-wheel a motor is mounted which

is connected with the wheel by mechanism
wherety the wheel can be started, stopped, or

reversed, while the motor is still running. The
mechanism has an outwardly-extending por-

tion concentric with the wheel, by means of

which the mechanism is operated. The motor

is carried within the wheel itself, and the

power is directly transmitted, and undue loss,

it is said, is thereby prevented.

Rubber or Steel.

Urbana, O., May 20.—The manufacture of

a tire invented by E. V. Kiser is now being

carried on in West Liberty on a small scale,

and Urbana capital is trying to get this in-

dustry to move to this city. The tire is fast-

ened to the wheel by the use of flanges in

such a manner that it can be removed from

the wheel in a minute's time. When any acci-

dent happens to the rubber tire it can be taken

from the wheel and the steel tire can then be

used.

Signed for a Race.

Adolph Fisher, of New York, and Kenneth

A. Skinner, of Boston, have signed an agree-

ment to ride a motor tricycle race between

New York and Boston.
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N. C. A.'S OPENING OIN.

Spirited Racing, Lofty Tumbting and a Big Crowd

Cliaracterize ttie Ambrose Parl(

Meet.

'With a very large list of entries (84 for the

novice race alone), a lot of interesting races

and a crowd placed at 5,600 by the box-office

man, the 'National Cycling Association fired

its first gun at League control of racing, at

Ambrose Park on Saturday.

Ambrose Park is in that part of Brooklyn

known as Gowanus. /It is easily reached "by

rail or ferry from iNew York. The fine four-

lap board track was built by Senator Morgan

several years ago, and is unusually well pro-

tected from the wind. A northwest gale blew

on Saturday, however, and at the beginning

of the second curve almost brought the com-

petitors to a standstill.

It was a good meet. It was chock-full cf

interest. The crowd yelled lustily. If not too

much of the attendance was "paper," the pro-

moters of the meet made some money. The

fifty-cent enclosure contained nearly 3,000

people, and the grand stand and bleachers held

enough to balance matters.

There were too many tumbles. This was

partly due to difficulty in starting on the

"whaleback" curves, to inexperienced novices,

and to excessive "rubbering" by those in the

enclosure at the tape. Joe Downey, of Bos-

ton, had the only serious accident, breaking

his collar bone.

Celebrities a-plenty were there—Zimmer-

man and his father, Champion Fischer of

Holland, Promoter Blaurock, Chairman

Batchelder, On-the-Spot Spooner—in brief,

the sort of crowd to be found at a race meet

of national importance.

Fournier and Henshaw, clad in Mephisto-

phelean red, added to the excitement on Four-

nier's red, sputtering, petroleum-driven "infer-

nal machine."

Albert Schock, the time-tried, well-dried

veteran of many a six-day contest, "competed"

in one event. He has a movement like that of

a rheumatic clock.

Tom Cooper, H. B. Freeman, A. C. Mer-

tens, F. A. Mc'Farland, H. T). Elkes, O. L.

Stevens, O. S. Kimble and other well known
pros, took part. Among the amateurs were

George Schofield, E. C. Hausman, Frank

Kramer and others.

The meet was ostensibly run by a club of

colored wheelmen, and several of them com-

peted. One in particular, M. T. Dove, might

have accomplished far more with his really

fine sprint if he had used a higher gear.

There was too much racing. The events

were crowded too close together. The an-

nouncing of winners and times was too quick.

Only an expert wheat-pit operator or pool-

room habitue could be expected to keep the

pace. It was much too swift for the ordin-

ary person. A good play is injured by being

run off with cinematograph rapidity.

The summaries:

Quarter-mile Novice—Final heat won by Gordon
Eesham, Princeton University; R. R. RatclifF, Madi-
son Wheelmen, second; Warner Olund, Jersey City,

thirf^ Time, 33 3-5 seconds.

Ambrose Dash, Half-Mile Professional—Final heat

won by Howard B. Freeman, Portland, Ore. ; Harry
D; Elkes, Glens Falls, second; F. A. McFarland, San
Jose, third; Tom Cooper, Detroit, fourth. Time, 1

minute, IS 2-5 seconds.

One-Mile Scratch Amateur—Final heat won by
George Schofield, Kings County W. ; W. F. Wahren-

berger, Greenwich W., second; E. C. Hausman, New
Haven W., third. Time, 2 minutes 11 3-5 seconds.

Wild West Handicap, One Mile Professional—Final

heat won by W. H. Hicks, Jr., Brooklyn, 200 yards;

F. A. McFarland, scratch, second; Earl H. Kiser,

Dayton, O., 20 yards,, third. Time, 2 minutes 10 2-5

seconds.

Half-Mile Handicap, Amateur—Final heat won by

Frank Kramer, Riverside W., scratch; W. F. Wahren-
berger, Greenwich W., 10 yards, second; W. A. Rutz,

New Haven, 20 yards, third. Time, 1 minute 2 3-5

seconds.

Invitation Multicycle Handicap, Professional

—

Won by H. D. Elkes, Glens Falls, on a single, with

380 yards; F. A. McFarland and O. L. Stevens, tan-

dem, 150 yards, second ; Plarry Caldwell, Oscar Hed-

strom. Burns Pierce, W. D. Furman and Bob Wal-

thour "quint" team, scratch, third; C. S. Henshaw
and E. P. Kent, tandem, 150 yards, fourth. Time,

3 minutes 50 3-5 seconds.

Half-Mile Consolation Race—For professionals who
did not win a prize during the day—Won by A. C.

Moran, Washington; F. P. Kent, Waltham, second;

O. S. Kimble, Louisville, third; A. C. Mertens, St.

Paul, fourth. Time, 1 minute 12 4-5 seconds.

fRENCH WORSHIP MILLER.

Enthusiasm Over His Victory in the tlundred-llour

Race at Roubaix inexplicable to

Americans.

Paris, May 12.—You in America have little

conception of the lengths to which enthusi-

asm will carry a French crowd at a race-track.

For example, the 100-hour race won by Mil-

ler near Roubaix.

In America this man is looked upon as a

wonder of his kind, but in Roubaix, after his

victory, he was the Whole Thing. Every-

thing that could be expressed in inexpensive

emotional enthusiasm was his.

Lesna, Rivierre and other long-distance

champions have had their day. To-day it is

Miller the Wonderful, Miller the Unapproach-

able, Miller the Veritable Prodigy of Energy,

Will-power and Resistance.

Next to Miller, Muller. Before the Rou-

baix affair Muller was an obscurity. Hence-

forth he will be the subject of marked atten-

tion from organizers of long-distance races.

Although he did not win, nor finish second,

he showed prowess under difficulties which

marks him for greatness at an early day if he

does not fall to pieces.

During the ninety-ninth hour, Muller, who
had been off the track since the previous

night, after a very severe fall, reappeared, to

the surprise and joy of the multitude. Miller,

now safely in the lead, Fischer being the next

best man, rode up to his "valiant adversary"

Muller, grasped his hand, and in that melo-

dramatic manner the two M.s made a tour of

the track amid indescribable enthusias.-n.

After winning the race Miller rode around

the track. He was given an ovation such

as can only be given by the emotional Gaul.

His wife awaited him with a huge bouquet of

flowers in her arms. When they left the velo-

drome and drove to Roubaix in a cab they

were cheered all along the route and made a

triumphal entry into the town. Caesar return-

ing victorious from a war was not more
bravely applauded.

Two of a Kind.

"The funeral procession" and "chloroformed

the field" are expressions peculiar to cycle rac-

ing in America. Both are used for a like sit-

uation. The rider that sets a slow pace starts

a funeral procession. The man who comes
up from the back and takes the pace just to

slow it down, "chloroforms the field."
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ELMORE
They are always

new and better

than others of the

same price

Long Contracts

—

Short Contracts

Executed at any
time of the year,

and for any quantity.
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Elmore Mtg. Co.,

CLYDE, OHIO, U. S. A.
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

30,8 20. BICYCLE-FRAME OTTO W. SoBiUM, Philadelphia, Pa
FUed Apr. 17, 1899. Serial No. 713,4ie. Term of patent 14 yearn

30,733. 30,817. BICYCLE-SUPPORT, WiLUiM E ttART. Jr., Philadelphia.

Pa. Filed Mar. 6, 1899. Serial No. 708,034. Term of patent 7 years.

Claim.—The design for a bicjcle-frame aubatantially as herein

ehowD and described. „. . m. . .

r.^ <-, .. - „
(.(mm.—Tho design for a bicycle-frame as herein shown and de-30,815. BICYCLE-SUPPORT WlLLIAll H. HiBT, Jr., Philadelphia, scribed.

nown ana ae

Pa. Piled Mar. 6, 1899. Serial Na 708,032.' Term of patent 7 yeare. 80,789. COVER FOE BICYCLES, albebt W. MoOomK, New Yort
N. Y. Filed Mar. 28, 1899. Serial No. 710,831. Term of patent 7
years.

Claim.—The design for a bicycle-support substantially as shown
and described

30,816. BICYCLE-SUPPORT WniiAM a HAST. Jr., Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed Mar. 6, 1399. Serial Na 708,033. Term of patent 7 yeara

Claim.—The design for a bicycle-support substantially as shown
and described.

30 -819 • BICYCLE-FRAMR HOEITZ FiCHiiNBSEO, Milwaukee,

•Wta. Filed Apr. 20, 1899. Serial Na 713,798. Term of patent 31

yeara

^ aCs

w

<7^ai?7)—The design tor a cover for bicycles herein shown and
""ihed.

30,666. ACETTLENE-8AS BICYCLELAMP. CBAHLSS Kellt,
PaesalcN. J. Piled Apr. 7, 18D9. Serial Na 712.18L Term of patent
7 yeara

Claim.—The design for a rear bracket lor « bicvcle-frame, sub-

Claim.—The design for a bicycle-frame as herein show,n and etantially as shown,

described.

Claim.—The design for a bicycle-support substantially as shown

and described.

30,82 1. BICYCLE HANDLE BAR. HSHET V. SOAITOEEIT, Spear-

vUle, Kana, assignor of one-half to George H Steele, eame place.

FUed Oct. 5, 1898. Serial Ha 692,768. Term of patent 7 yearn

Cluim.—The design of a bicycle handle - bar. substantially as

herein shon-n and described

30,540. BICYCLELAMP. ALBEET FlHmoBB RoojWELL, Bristol,

Conn., assignor to the Joseph Lucas & Son Company, same placa FUed

Feb. 17. 1899. Serial Na 706,891. Term of patent 7 yearE

Claim.—The design for a bicycle-lamp substaatially as shown and

described.

30,739. SPOKE FOR VEHICLE-WHEELS. Chabies. A Hussey

New York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne aaslgnmenta, to the Cycle Spring

Spoke Company, same place. FUed liar. 31, 1899. Serial No 711,284

Term of patent 7 years.

Claim.—The design for an acetylene-gas bicycle-lamp herein

howD and described.

50,82 2. REAIl BRACKET FOR BICYCLES. WlUJAM CaiSBS,

Chicago, lU. PlledApr.21,1899. Serial Na 713,975. Term of eaten'

7 years.

"^

y
C7rtin).— The design for a spoke for yehicle-wheelB hereiD shown

and dencribed.
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.—Continued.

6 2 4-,9 5 6. METALLIC TUBINO. Tbobas MidoleJv Colurabus.

Obio! assignor of two-thirds to Ucorge C-Urlln aud Lewie Fink, same

Filed Nov. 4, 1898. Serial No. 695,476. (No mi. leU

6 3 4,949. LOCK FOR BICYCLSS. Louis T. Upaobh, uuoa;

S. t. Filed Deo. IE. 1898, Serial No. 699.511 (No model)

eidiw —1 TubiiiK composed of multiple concentric roetallfc sec-

tions, nietalMcally joined together and the iooer surface coated with

doft metal.

e 2 5 , 3 O . CYCLE SEAT AND HANDLE-BAR FASTENINO AT-

TACHMENT. Edward H. CbaPj-uis, MarysvlUe, CaL Filed Dec. 13,

1897. Serial No. 661,727. (No model)

Claim.— I. The combination with a bicycle, of a seat-post hav-

ing a head slotted vertically in the line of travel of the machine,

radial inKsrlockinn cwrngations formed on the inner faccsof the head;

a seat-supporting bar having a correspondiDgly-corrugated circular

head adapted to flt between the sides of the seal-post head, a shaft

extending lhr<^ugh the scat-post head and the corresponding part ol

the seat-supporting bar, a cam-lever fulcrumed to the end of the shaft

and adapted to close and lock the corrugated meeting faces, s^id

shaft having its opposite end threaded, and a nut on said threaded

end for adjusting the shaft with relation to the lever.

634 964 GEAR-CHAN8IN0 DEVICE FOR BICTOLEa LUDWIG

OBEBHAMiiBBVMunloli. Osrmany. Filed July 9, 1898. Serial No

685.509. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a lock for bicycles, a casing having a transveraely-

arraugcd wheel-locking bolt adapted to have ita end projected from
the casing and having a recess in its side, a locking-bolt arranged

withiu the casing and adapted to engage the wheel-bolt in said recess,

a tumbler for securing said locking-bolt, and a key-operated catch

also for securing said locking-bolt in unlocked po9ition,-substantially

as set forth.

635,385. VEHICLE - WHEEL BRAKE. VAN BUBION WlLUTS,
iDdlanapoUs, Ini. assignor to the Hay 4 Wllllts Manulacturlog Com-
pany, eame placa Filed Sept. 24, 1897, Serial No. 652,928, (No model)

Claim.— 1, In a vehicle-wheel brake, an axle, a friction-cone se-

cured thereto, a conical sleeve concentric with the friction-cone and

a portion of it externally threaded, the wheel-hub having internal

threads to engage the threads on such sleeve, and means for rotat-

ing such .sleeve, whereby it will be caused to move laterally into or

out of engagement with the friction-cone.

335,034. AUTOMATIC TIRE-PDMP. JA»E8 E. JACOBS, Reading

Pa' Filed Mar. 9, 1899. Serial No. 708,310. (No model)

Claim.— \. In a multiple-gear cycle, the combination of a series

of beveled gears engaging a multiple gear on the drive-shaft, and pro-

vided with bosses having parallel grooves, and also provided on their

adjacent faces with semicircular inclined planes leading to the grooves,

and a clutch device comprising in part a rotatable sleeve provided

vilh lugs adapted to enter the grooves imhe bosses, substantially as

le.scribed.

6\!5 3 84 VEHICLE- WHEEL BRAKE. Van BobTOH WillITS,

IniUanapolla."lnd., assignor to tne Hay St WiUita Manufacturing Com-

pany same place. Filed July 12,1897. Sena! No, 644.352. (No model)

Claim -\ The combination of the hub of a bicycle or other

vehicle wheel, said hub having an interior longitudinal recess or

groove, an axle, a friction-cone secured to the axle within the hub. a

conical' sleeve mounled within the hub concentric with the cone and

having a lug on its large end that can slide in the recess or groove

in the hub and which will cause the sleeve to rotate with the hub,

and means tor sliding thesleeve laterally into and out of engagement

.vtith the iriclioii-coue

t) « 5 , 1 1 1 . CHANGEABLE BEAR FOR BICYCLES. WILLIAM
Lake and Alpeed .Donev, Pen Argyl, Pa., aialgnors of one-third to.

Leonldas W. Moras, Scranton. Pa, Filed Mar. 14. 1898. Serial Na
673,824 (No model)

Claim.—In an automatic tire.pump, a circumferentially-grooved

disk eccentrically and adjustably attached to the hub of a wheel by

means of a slot a therein, a two-piece atrap adapted to flt iu the

groove of said diak, hinged at one point and connected at a point di-

rectly opposite by means of a thumb-screw d', said strap having a

right-angled arm secured to one piece thereof wliich is connected to

a plunger/, said plunger having a piston on its other end operating

in a pump D. which pump is inserted in an opening in the tire all sub-

stantially is and for the purpose set forth.

625,156. TOE-CLIP FOR BICYCLES. TaoMAS I DUTPY. Chicago,

III. asslgnor.by mesne jpaslgnmenls. to the "E Khps" Specialty Com

nany. same place Filed Nov. 19.1898. Serial No. 696.84S, (Nomodell

635,145. WRENCH John Clyde and Robebt T, Clide. Marion

Center. Pa Filed Feb. 20. 1899. Serial No.

'

Claim.— 1. in a wrench, tin; combination with two niembera

awivelly connected on an axial line, and jaws at the outer end of one

member; of a cross-head secured on one member adjacent the inner

end of the other, and a screw passing through said cross-head sub-

stantially parallel with the axis and removably entering the other

member at a point remote from its axis, as and for the purpose set

forth.

Claim.— In changeable gearing tor bicycles and the like, the com-
bination of a drive-wheel having its hub extended at one end and
provided with annular flanges spaced apart, dirterential sprocket-

pears loosely mounted upon the end portions of the hub extension, a

clutch-sleeve mounled upon the hub extension, intermediate of the

flanges thereof, pins applied to the clutch-sleeve and working through

openings of the aforesaid flanges and adapted to enter receaSes or

openings in the differential gears, a triple sprocket-gear bet-.veen the

crank-axle and thehuS extension of the drive-wheel, sprocket-chains

connecting the end elements of the triple gear with the differential

Bprocket-gearTaud a sprocket-chain connecting the middle element

ot the triple gear will, the sprocket-wheel of the crank-axle, substan-

.tially as sot forth for the. purpose described.

Claim.— 1. A band-shell having a nipping edge, extending
" wardly beyond the normal inner surface of the shell, adapted to auto-

matically grip the hub-band as the band-shell is forced into position,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Claim.— I. .A toe-cli p com ])rising a grooved support, having a plu-

rality of notches opening into the groove thereof, and retaining-loops

attached to said support, each loop having its free end located in said

groove in interlocking engagement with said notches.

6 3 5,053. PNEUMATIC TIRE Joan W. McD'juoall, Napier.

New Zealand. PUed Aug 11, 1897, Serial No. 647.889. (No model)

Ohiiiii.— III combination with the riui.a tire having overlapping

surfaces to form a joint and a compression chamber or bands and re-

straining-bajids for making an air-tight joint, an admission-tube lead-

ing into the secondary chamber and a non-ieturn valve leading from

the chamber into the interior of the tire, the valvi>of said chamber

leing arranged to hold a greater pres,iure in the chamber than in the

tire, such tire being capable of being inflated when removed from

the rim of the wheel, substantially as deRcribPtt

694,951. FASTENER FOR BIOYCLEa Richard LSwia. UaneUy.
England. FUed Nov. 16, 189a Serial Na 696,625. (No model)

Claim.— 1. The locking device herein described, comprisiog a

ripg or baud A, open at one side atid provided with parallel project-

ing jaws, a barrel acrew-threaded atone end and passed through said

jaws, said barrel being closed at one end and open at the other, and'

provided adjacent to the closed end with a transverse opeoipg io one'

side thereof, a bolt which is adapted to be inserted into said opening

said bolt being connected with the opposite end of the barrel by a
spiral spring, a spring-operated bolt mounted in said barrel and

adapted to engage with said first-named bolt, the open end of said

barrel being provided with a cap-plate having a central opening, and

a key which is adapted to be inserted through said opening and to

operate said spring-operated bolt, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

6'2o,2 76. ROLLER-SKATE John Schade. Jr., New York, N. Y.,

assignor to the Schade & Company, same placa Filed Sept 3, 1898.

Serial No, 690,220, (No model)

Claim.— 1. The herein-described sheet-metal bracket, for roller-

skates, consisting of the parallel a.\le-su))porting arms, having the

laterally-bent bracing and securing wings at their lateral edges, ard)

the top or connecting portion, substantially as specified.

6 3 4,9 9 3 . RUBBER TffiE FOR VEHICLE-WHEELa James A.

SwiMKHART. Akron, Ohio. Filed Mar. 13. 1899, Serial No. 708,917.

(No model)

624^935. BAND-SHELL FOR WHEEL-HUBS. Henby HigoiN.

Newport, Ky., asalgnor to the Higgln Manufeoturing Company, eame
place. FUed Apr. 15. 1898. Serial No. 677,718. (No model)

Claim.—The combination with a wbeel-tire having outwardly-

extending flanges at each side, of the solid robber tire provided with

metal bars at the inner side, aod the endlesa wires passing around

said tire and bearing against the projecting ends of said^bars, sub-^

Btaatially as described.
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? Weatherproof, Mudproof, Dustproof.
°

Columbia Bevel-G^arChainless Bicycle.

It has found favor with all classes because it gives no trouble.

It is always ready to ride. There is no deterioration of its running
qualities, no matter what the conditions of road or weather. A

G Columbia of the highest grade throughout. Compare it part for

i part with any other bicycle and your investigation will be re-

- warded by proof after proof of its admitted superiority.

IT.EXAMINE IT. TEST IT. TRY
That is what we did for months before it was offered for sale.

CHAIN WHEELS.
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4 ColUmbias and HartfordS are the most popular chain bicycles

!^ because they contain more desirable features than can be found in

G other chain wheels. Special cutting of the spiockets, preventing

^ loss of power through sliding of the chain; narrow tread; narrow

^ rear forks and hubs; dropped crank-hanger; flush joints, which

O are stronger than the body of any tube adapted to cycle construe- o
•!• tion; and bearings brought to the highest degree of perfection •!•

§ through generation in machines designed and built for our exclu-

O sive use, are evidences of their superiority.

Vedette Bicycles are strong and reliable.

a

I POPE

Prices, §75 to 525.

WANLFACTURING CO., Hartford, Conn. $
Kindly mention The Wheel. O
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Fisk Tires
roR

BICYCLESt^sCARRIACES
FULLY GUARANTEED.
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Tkade-Mark.

nSK RUBBER COMPANY,
Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Branch, Syracuse, N. Y., \. G. BOLSTER, Mgr.

New York Agents,

CASE & SCHLAUDECKER, No. 92 Wall Street, New York.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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STYLE B.

Nothing succeeds like success. The

BROWN saddle is an unqualified success.

Ask your dealer for the hand-made, handsome

BROWN.
Write for booklet.

THE BROWN SADDLE COMPANY.
ELYRIA, OHIO.
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Kindly mention The Wheel.
STYLE G.
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THAT LAWSUIT.
Mr. DEALER:—The NEVERLEAK battle isalso your battle. Oursuc-

cess in it will benefit you. It will add to your business a fine and very important

sundry of stability and reputation, at a fair price, so maintained as to yield

you a snug profit instead ol a flood of compounds, many so ruinous in nature

and price as to place the business in disrepute as heretofore and keep you con-

stantly in "hot water."

We have every confidence of winning this suit. Our rights are broad,

valid and just and will prevail.

NEVERLEAK
Is the only Tire Compound that

can be legally used or sold. In

handling it you have the positive

assurance that it is the standard,

the best; the only one used and

recognized by Tire Makers, and

the only one you can buy, use or

sell without buying a lawsuii.

we are dally asked to license

others under our patent I WE
GRANT NO LICENSES UNDER ANY
CIR'IUMSTANCES OR CONSIDER-
ATION!

OIR 1899 BRA^D
Will close punctures fully three

times as large as formerly, making
it marvelously effective. It will

preserve the tire and overcome all

the troubles.

Buffalo Specialty Mfg. Co.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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EVERYTHING FROM EVERYWHERE.

Court tariff on scorching is $5 per scorch in

Philadelphia.

The man who says nothing about his wheel

may be right.

St. Louis wheelmen say they will fight the

cycle tax idea.

iSomc riders tire themselves to death try-

ing to avoid work.

"iCyclumatics" about describes a certain

class of wheel riders.

Some riders can not stop, even when they

come to a conclusion.

It's surprising how easy it is to get some-

thing in a wheel you don't want.

Jack Prince has injected Kansas City with a

strong dose of his velodrome dope.

Since (New York's cycle police have become
Tammanyized they have not been improved.

A cheap wheel doesn't make a cheap man,

but it majkes him feel that way pretty often.

Harry ("Bill Nye") Dekker is no longer a

bachelor, having recently married a New York
girl.

It may be remarked inferentially that the

loser in the game is rarely accused of foul

riding.

"iNever wear shoes too small for you," is a

good foot rule for wheelmen on the wheel or

off of it.

Whenever a man has an accident he can't

blame on somebody else he doesn't like to

talk about it.

When the elusive squeak cannot be found

in his usual lairs, try a few drops of oil on the

steering head.

They say the divorce between "me and

Johnnie" is final. It was a great combination
in its day, sure.

If you have no trouser clips handy turn the

trousers up twice—two folds—and they will

keep out of the way.

Next to making mistakes the easiest thing

in the world for the beginner is to criticise

the mistakes of other beginners.

Springfield, Mass., trolley lines have de-

clined the wheelmen's petition to carry bi-

cycles on the cars of the various companies.

Wheelmen will not in the future be allowed

to deposit their wheels in the depots of the

Long Island Railroad for a period of over two
hours' duration.

Westerly, R. I., has a severe attack of cycle

parade fever. Paragraphic inscriptions rel-

ative thereto have already begun to appear in

the daily papers.

A "cycle cantata" is not what its name
would indicate. Music has nothing to do with

it. In days gone by a pedaling picnic would
have expressed the same idea.

lAn English cycle dealer declared in the

bankruptcy court that his failure was directly

brought about by his use of "faulty American

tools." What do you think of that when you
read it?

Somebody asked the proud possessor of a

brand-new chainless how the wheel was work-

ing. "First-rate," said the proud possessor;

"the only trouble I have is in holding the ma-
chine back going up hill."

"Who will give us a new word which shall

be the feminine for fraternize?" asked a lead-

ing member of a wheelwoman's club the

other day. "Wheclwomen cannot fraternize;

what do we do?" And then she answered her
own conundrum: "We sorosize."

A Pennsylvania trolley company had to pay
a wheelman |1,200 because its electricity got
into a barbed wire fence near the track, and
when the rider took hold of his wheel, which
he had leaned against the fence, he couldn't

let go until his hand and arm were shriveled.

Many persons are asking just now why the

bicycle policemen on the Boulevard patrol in

batches of four or five. Their efftciency is

not particularly increased by the practice, but

their mutual enjoyment is, and the latter is

of prime importance to the pedal-pushing

policeman.

W. L. Harlan has brought suit in Denver
against the Mutual Bicycle Protective Asso-

ciation for $300 damages. iHarlan says he in-

sured his wheel with the defendant and it was
stolen. He has frequently urged the asso-

ciation to recover his wheel or furnish him
another. It refuses to do so, he says.

In the course of a speech the other day
Lord Salisbury declared that "if a new Dante
arose to write a new 'Inferno' its lowest circle

would be tenanted by the ladies who dress

themselves in the bicycle sikirt or knickerbock-

ers." Evidently his lordship must have come
off second best in a collision w.ith one of the

knickerbockered scorcheresses.

California's Supreme Court has decided a

case where a wheelman on the right side of

the road was run down by a driver who was

on the wrong side, that: "A person found on

that portion of the highway to- which he has

not the statutory right must be held answer-

able for a collision resulting with one who
was on the right side of the thoroughfare."

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••l

1 tETNA Combination Bicycle Parcel-Carrier and Mud-Guard.

i

EASILY attached to any bicycle. This device is so arranged as to be quickly adjusted to large or small packages weighing from ONE TO
FIFTY POUNDS, HOLDING SAME SECURELY. The Carrier is made of cold-rolled steel, nicely nickeled, weighing less than one pound.

Special Rates to Jobbers. Write at once.

/ETNA MFG. CO.,
225 Dearborn St., Chicago.
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When not in use as a Carrier, it serves a
as a perfect Mud-Guard. •

Price, $10.80 per Dozen. S
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FOR THE BUYER—TALK OF THE MARKET.
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PRICE OLTIOOK.

Nothing In Sight Which Would Tend to Lower

Figures, Much That Might Mean Higher

Ones.

A number of machines classed as high

grade have, since the opening of the season,

been obtainable at very low prices, thereby

materially affecting the business of machines

of lower caste. Owing to the demand, the

manufacturers of some of these high-caste

low-priced machines have advanced their

prices to the dealers, and may do so again.

Two advances, one of $2 and one of $1, have

been made in the wholesale price of one ma-
chine, and its makers say that after June 1,

when all material purchased before the recent

rise in metals will have been used up, they will

undoubtedly advance the price at least $1

more.

So far, retail prices have not advanced, and
they are not likely to as long as certain man-
ufacturers, who have always catered exclusive-

ly to low-priced trade, stand ready to fill any

gap created by price increases made by

makers of higher-caste machines.

Reports to The Wheel from various cities

show that while it seems impossible to increase

retail selling prices, as a rule there is no

reason nor desire to cut prices. There are

exceptions, however, as to the $50 wheels, and

in one city—Toledo—the dealers are said to

be very liberal in the matter of trades.

Retail selling everywhere continues heavy.

Whether the selling season will be heavy but

short remains to be seen.

They Valued Valves More than llonesty.

An explanation of the cut price for which

Schrader valves have been selling in cer-

tain quarters was made in the Essex Market
Police Court last week, when Henry Cohen,

shipping clerk for A. Schrader's Sons, was

held for trial for stealing several hundred tire

valves, and Aaron Ascen and his wife, consti-

tuting the Ascen Cycle Co., of 121 Broome
street, were held for receiving the stolen prop-

erty. For several weeks the firm had been

missing valves from their stock room, and
private detectives were hired to solve the mys-
tery. These sleuths failed to discover any-

thing, and Manager M. C. Schweinert took
the matter into his own hands with the result

above stated.

Anything at 4ny Time.

The Cycle Repairs Co., 52 to 60 Fifth ave-

nue, was established Jan. 1, '99. John B. Per-

rine and iN. iLowenstein, both of whom have

been identified for several years in the bicycle

and kindred trades and are thoroughly well

.informed in all afifairs appertaining to its

various branches, compose this unique com-
pany. Realizing the necessity and growing
demand that existed for such an institution

and the unlimited field of operation open to

them in this, their original venture, they have,

with no little enthusiasm and confidence, em-
barked in business for themselves, having the

requisite capital, experience, ability, money

and determination to succeed. The new con-

cern have hung out the following sign: "The
Only House of its Kind on Earth," and ofifer

to furnish repairs and parts for any bicycle

ever manufactured in this or any other coun-

try. iMessrs. Perrine and Lowenstein, in a

chat with The Wheel representative, speak-

ing of the progress they have made since the

inception of their business, state that they have

met with success far beyond their most san-

guine expectations and are now shipping

'goods and repairs into every section of the

country and are exceedingly busy now, work-

ing night and day. They are also selling

agents for the guaranteed Columbia tires, be-

sides an endless line of bicycle accessories.

Simple and Successful.

It has been the ambition of all cycle manu-

facturers, during the past three years, to pro-

duce an adjustable bar with internal expander,

and at the same time keep the bar central with

the stem. To do this is by no means a sim-

ple operation, and many more failures have

resulted than successes. Among the compara-

tively small number of the latter the Brennan
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Handle-Bar Co., of Syracuse, take a promin-

ent place with the one here shown. It will

take only a glance to show anyone that in

the Brennan the bar is central over the stem,

therefore will not change the distance between

saddle and grip when you reverse the bar.

The bar being corrugated makes a positive

lock and can be raised or lowered or taken

out without losing the adjusted position, the

bolt not only regulating the raising and low-

ering of the bar, but also controlling the ad-

justment. The expander cannot get out of

place. A child can operate it, as it is entirely

automatic.

The Roller Skate Outlook.

L. M. Richardson, assistant manager of the

Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co., has so much faith in

the revival of the roller-skate business that he

is preparing to market 50,000 pairs of skates

next fall. Referring to. the success of M. C.

Henley's rink at Richmond, Ind., he writes:

"This is only a repetition of the successful

business done at a number of rinks through-

out the country, and especially one which was

opened at Peoria, ran six weeks, and closed

with a net profit of over $2,000. It is said that

the business is in excess of that done at any

time during the old days, and that at times it

was utterly impossible to take care of the

crowds. The rink was opened by some Chi-

cago parties, known as the National Skate

Co., who have taken a lease on the building

for five years, and are now negotiating for a

number of rink buildings throughout the

West, with the expectation of establishing a

roller skate circuit the coming fall. The
skates used in the Peoria rink did not prove

satisfactory, and they are now negotiating for

the Richardson ball-bearing skate, with which

they expect to equip all of their rinks."

Old Faces in a New Firm.

The Pennsylvania Rubber Co., having pur-

chased the old Keystone Rubber Works, at

Erie, Pa., the new owners are now at work
enlarging the plant, reconstructing it with

the most modern machinery, and will within

a week be able to put out the very best goods

at interesting prices. The new concern have

as president Herbert Du Puy, of the Ander-

son & Du Puy Steel Works, of Pittsburg,

whose financial standing and business ability

assure beyond a question the financial backing

and ultimate success of the company. As
general manager is F. A. Wilcox, formerly

secretary of the India Rubber Co., of Akron,

O., who is thoroughly familiar with all the

best Akron made rubber goods. H. A. Mid-

dleton, who became acquainted with all

branc.hes of the business in the National India

Rubber Co., of Bristol, and whose experi-

ence as superintendent of the old Erie Rubber

Co., from 1888 to 1893, and as superintendent

of the Home Rubber Co., of Trenton, N. J.,

also of L. C. Chase & Co., of Boston, and of

the India Rubber Co., of Akron, O., has

given him a wide and varied experience in the

rubber business.

The new concern thus speaks for itself:

"We. expect to be able to produce any quality

of goods desired by the trade and to defy

competition in prices, and to that end are now
prepared to figure on bicycle tires, carriage

tires and automobile tires."

Standard Is Humming.

The Reading Standard Mfg. Co. is still run-

ning day and night in 'some departments,

while in others they are working over time.

This concern is the second largest in Read-

ing. Owing to their constantly increasing

business, the company has recently acquired

the factory building, together with a lot of

ground on which some dwelling houses are

situated, and that part of the factory now
occupied by the Remppis Iron Works will

very Hkely be added to the bicycle plant.

It will give the company about 5,000 addi-

tional square feet of floor space.

The Standard people report a growing and

excellent business in the Eastern States, and

as soon as the rush is over they will prepare

for an aggressive campaign, not only in the

territory in which their bicycles are now en-

joying popularity, but also in the other States

in which heretofore trade has not been so-

licited by them.
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A Most Attractive Line.

The above describes the Vim bicycles, made

by the Vim Bicycle Co., whose offices and

salesrooms are located at 5G 5th ave., Chicago.

The personnel of this concern are L. A. Olm-

sted, president and treasurer, and S. B. Blake,

secretary. This company started in business

in '96 at 154 Lake street. In '97, after

incorporation, the concern moved to the

above address. The Vim people make both

28 inch and 30 inch wheels. From the be-

ginning their business has increased slowly,

but steadily, and substantially. They will

probably market this year all of 10,000 wheels.

The Vim line, nine models in all, sell at the

uniform price of $35. These wheels are hon-

estly made, comprising nothing but the very

best material in their construction, and every

feature is up to date, stylish and backed up

by a very liberal guarantee—which is exper-

ience and capital. Mr. L. lA. Olmstead is a

young man whose knowledge is ripe in com-

mercial affairs in addition to being thoroughly

well equipped with those qualities that always

command success.

Tliis Does tlie Worlt.

Here is an adjuster turned out by F. L.

Ellis & Son, Milldale. Conn. Made from steel

wire, the handy little article is well finished

and nickeled, and equipped with a cup and

nut of special design. Considering the short

time the Ellis fitment has been upon the mar-

ket its extensive sale speaks volumes for its

real merits.

Bail-Bearings and Back Pedaling.

Antone A. Zalondek, Oklahoma, Okla-

homa Territory, has a new back-pedaling

brake wherein the rear wheel hub rotates

upon an axle and is provided with a sleeve. A
disk is fixed to the axle, and the sprocket is

mounted loosely on the sleeve between the disk

,
and hub. A swinging dog carried by the

sprocket is adapted to engage a shoulder on the

sleeve. Balls are arranged in recesses of di-

minishing depth in the disk. iW'hen the rider

back pedals, he causes the balls to move
within the shallow portion of the recess in

order to force the sprocket against the hub

and thus to stop the wheel.

South Dal<ota's New Tire.

John J. Farrar, of Rapid City, S. D., comes

forvrard with a new tire having an outer con-

taining tire halving within it a small inflation

tube with rigid walls. This inflation tube is

inside what corresponds to the inner tube of

an ordinary double tube tire, this inner tube

being, however, firmly bound to the outer

cube at short distances, thus forming bulb-

shaped compartments. A valve in the infla-

tion tube in each compartment admits the air,

and a puncture in any part of the tire will only

cause the deflation of one compartment.

Bralces with a Ribbon.

Otto O. Zimmerman, New York, has taken

out papers on an invention which consists of

two principal parts—th« brake-mechanism

proper, located upon the forward portion of

the lower rear braces, and the operating me-
chanism, consisting of a roller adapted to en-

gage the front tire. A steel ribbon connects

the roller and the brake-mechanism, so that

when the roller is made to engage the front

wheel the brake-mechanism operates upon
the rear wheel, the principal braking action

being upon the rear wheel.

Hundred in Six and One-half.

E. F. Hills, 183 East Prospect street, Cleve-

land, rode a century from Cleveland to Gen-

eva and return in 6.29 one day last week.

Hills is only fifteen years of age and his

mount was a Clipper bevel-gear chainless.

Hills stated to a representative of this paper

that he was delighted with the easy-running

qualities of his wheel and was confident that

he could not have made the ride in as fast

time on a chain wheel.

The Colonel's Ship Goes Out.

Colonel Pope has just presented to the De-

partment of Marine Engineering and Naval

Architecture in the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology a beautiful working model of a

full-rigged ship, built by one ofNew England's

hardy seamen, who devoted over a year to

its construction. This will be used as an in-

teresting and valuable exhibit in connection

with instruction in naval architecture.

Has a Wide Field.

The Wheeling Novelty Works and Ma-
chine Co., of Wheeling, has been incorporated

in West Virginia, for the manufacture of type-

writers, sewing machines, bicycles, cameras

and other mechanical devices; $200,000 capital

is authorized. The incorporators are R. E.

Schubert, Charles iMenkemiller, Oscar T.

Smith, H. G. Fredericks and A. H. Wiede-

busch, all of Wheeling.

To Protect the Morrow Brake.

Green & Hook, London, who represent the

Morrow Automatic Coaster and Brake in

England, have sued the Cycle Components
Co., of Birmingham, for infringement. As
riders abroad are taking great interest in free-

pedal and back-pedaling brake devices, it

looks. as though the great profit which has ac-

crued to lawyers through tire litigation will

be repeated.

Cen^ent and Cycle Makers.

Articles of incorporation have been filed

in the Camden, -N. J., county clerk's office by

the A. W. Stroud Mfg. Co. The objects of

the corporation are to manufacture rubber

cement and make, sell and deal in bicycles.

The capital stock is $100,000 and the amount
paid in $1,000. The corporators are Allan O,

W. Stroud, iW. G. Thomas and -W. Nowman
Morris.

Another Light-Giver.

Charles Kelly, of Passaic, N. J., has in-

vented a lamp which in appearance is very

compact, and gives, for the amount of car-

bide used, an exceedingly bright light. The
brilliancy of this light depends largely upon
the use of a parabolic reflector.

Wants a Settlement.

A. H. Jackson, assignee of Martin & Mar-
tin, of Louisville, cycle dealers, has filed an
action for a reference of the affairs of the

estate to the commissioner for settlement.

Manufacturers

...AND...

Jobbers

If you are dissatis-

fied with the Liquid |

Wood Rim Cement $

you are using, write

us for a sample can |

and price of our.... |

Liquid

Gutta Percha.

?*

It never fails to sat-

isfy and price is no

higher than other

cements.

...MA^U^ACTURED BY...

The American

Trading Company,

100 WILLIAM ST.,

NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Judge Rasps Racing.

Cleveland, May 20.—Local wheelmen are

much interested in the decision of the case

of J. C. A'ber against the ''Pittsburg Press,"

which was decided in that city a few days ago.

The paper promoted the well-known Cleve-

land-Pittsburg road race of two years ago.

and the event was won by W. C Emerick, of

this city. Aber claimed first place on a tech-

nicality and sued to recover the prize. Judge
E. W. White declined 'to render a verdict and

incidentally gave bicycle racing a hard scor-

ing. In his remarks he said: "Bicycle racing

is a species of gambling as much as a horse

race or a game of cards, and it should be

stopped. Bicycle races are demoralizing to

the public as well as hurtful to participants".

(A race from Cleveland to Pittsburg, a dis-

tance of 150 miles, is a terrible strain on the

vital organs. Already we have lost two mem-
•bers of the bar on account of excessive bi-

•cycling. In the ClevelandnPittsburg road race,

now before the court, I saw one of the con-

testants fall from his wheel near my house,

twelve miles below this city. 'He was exhaust-

ed so much that I thought he would die.

Such is not sport and persons should be pro-

hibited by law from taking part in such con-

tests."

O'Connell's Masterly Move.

Here is how W. J. O'Connell, the astute

manager of Arnold, Schwinn & Co., fore-

stalled what threatened to be a serious strike.

In early May the foreman of the assembling

room, after preconcerted arrangements, step-

ped into Mr. O'Connell's office in the morn-
ing and announced to him that be was going

to quit. By making this statement he calcu-

lated that O'Connell would inquire as to the

reasons and that would be his cue for de-

manding a raise of salary all through the fac-

tory or a walk-out. Mr. O'Connell never

looked around, but simply replied: "All

right," which gave the foreman a cold chill.

He immediately (that is O'Connell) tumbled
to the situation and advertised at once for

men. They all walked out at noon, believing

they had O'Connell in the hole. The next

morning he filled their places with new men
and had a lot to spare. While they were not as

satisfactory as the old hands, still they were
plenty good enough to beat the old men at

their own game.

One Thousand in Prizes.

Cleveland, iMay 20.—The Cleveland Wheel
Club's Decoration Oay Toad race, to be held

next Tuesday, promises to start with the

largest field ever experienced in the eight

years' history of the event. The race will

finish on Glenville one-mile track and will be

immediately followed by track races, both

professional and amateur. The road race this

season will probably be a record breaker

from a speed standpoint, as Euclid road, over

which a larger portion of the course runs, has

been paved with 'lire brick during the past

year, making it exceedingly fast. The prize

lists for the road and track events amount to

more than $1,000. A feature of the afternoon

events will be a race between a prominent

professional rider and a Winton motor car-

riage. The latter has a record on this track

of 1.48.

Tiie Major and " Birdie."

The cycle of time and events has brought

Major Taylor back to the mentorship of

"Birdie" Munger, the man to whom all

Major Taylor's early instruction in the fine

art of speed making and race winning is due.

On a Yellow Fellow chainless the flying Major
will be sent against the records some time

during the season. It is also the intention to

have Taylor paced by steam-pacing cycles,

two of which are now buildmg for him. Tay-

lor says he expects to make a mile a minute

at some time during the season. If the steam-

pacing machines will not be sufficiently fast to

enable him to do this he will ride behind a

railroad train on a specially constructed track.

Taylor says he knows he can go at least a

mile a minute on a straightaway course.

New Cliainless Company.

The Helix Gear Co. have been incorporated

in Hartford, Conn., to manufacture a bicycle

gear that will be new to bicycles, though not

new in principle. It is a spiral gear, excep-

tionally neat and easily adjusted. An objec-

tion to it in the past, however, has been its

facility for absorbing, rather than transmit-

ting, power. Spiral gears are used in many
kinds of machinery, to convey power around

corners, when small space is the desideratum.

The new company are incorporated for

$75,000, and will, it is understood, have a

plant in Hartford. F. T. Maxwell, of Rock-

ville, is president.

Second Sext. Built There.

Worcester, Mass., May 20.—William Kra-

foe owns the first sextuplet ever built in

Worcester. He designed and made it him-

self and it has some original features. It

weighs about 150 pounds. It is a single

steerer, only the front set of handle-bars be-

ing movable. The gear is 123, the ratio of

teeth on the rear sprocket wheels being 41

to 10. The forward sprocket wheels have 32

teeth each. The wheels are 30-inch, with

three-inch tires. It is the second sext. ever

built in New England and will be used large-

ly for exhibition purposes.

Made Marshall an Offer.

Marshall, Mich., May 19.—Mr. Trout, rep-

resenting Julius Heine & Co., of Chicago,

manufacturers, desiring to locate here, asks a

$9,000 bonus of the city, $7,000 to be expended

in the construction of a factory building and

$2,000 for the construction of a flume to

furnish 100 horse-power. In consideration of

these privileges the firm will guarantee to

move their plant here and to employ forty

men the year round. Offer was declined by

the city.

Won One-Fifth.

Jacksonville, Fla., May 20.—In the case

of the Keating Wheel Co., of Massa-

chusetts, vs. Kingsley McCallum, of Jack-

sonville, a verdict for plaintiff, awarding

$101 damages, has been rendered. This was

a suit for the payment of bicycles purchased

in 1896 by defendant. The amount sued for

as damages was $500.

New Haven to Hear Them.

The long drawn out cases of the American

Surety Co. and the Central Trust Co. against

the Worcester Cycle Co. are to be heard

in the United States Court at New Haven.

They have not yet been assigned for the

term, which begins the latter part of this

month.

Our Prices

on Tires.

We want the business of peo-
ple who appreciate the power of
cash. That's the only way we
buy and the only way we sell.

Ourlowprices are based on"cash
with order," and you have our
assurance that you will get your
money back quickly if goods are
not satisfactory. These prices
speak for themselves.

No* 77 Tires, $5.00
"Made in 'gS" gives us an excuse to

sell absolutely perfect No. 77 "Hart-
ford" Tires, with name on and fully
guaranteed, at this unusual price.

There are only 175 pairs to go at $5.00
per pair.

Hartford

^^Seconds/^ $3.75
Direct from Hartford come 300 pairs

1S99 Hartford Tires, with name partly
buffed off, but practically perfect.
They are a bargain at the price we ask

—fe-75 per pair. "Made by the Hart-
ford Rubber Works Co. is a good guar-
antee.

"

^' Kangaroo/^ $3.25
It often happens that manufacturers

mark their best goods "seconds" sim-
ply because they are overstocked and
want to unload them without hurting
their reputation. Here's a case at

point.

'98 Kangaroo Tires pair, $3.25
Goodyear Tires, unguaranteed. - " 3 40
Good Tires, not guaranteed,.,, " 2 00
Peoria First-Grade Tires " 3.75
24 in. New Yorlc Tires " 2.50
M. & W. Inner Tubes 28 x IJ^, each .65 and .65

Worcester

Bicycles, $15,00
'99 model, men's 22-in. and girls' 18-

in. frames, oval crowns, enameled
black, and fitted with good, substan-
tial Tires. An unusual opportunity
throws 74 our way. We will use
them to add to our reputation for low
prices.

You can't buy on credit and get the right prices.

Our terms to all are CASH with order or sufficient

to cover express if goods are sent C. O. D.

N. Y. SPORTING GOODS CO.,

61 Nassau Street, near Maiden Lane,

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Exports Up to Date.

Exports of cycles and parts from the port

of New York, for week ending May 23, 1899:

Antwerp.—7 cases bicycles, J393; 25 cases bicycle

malerial, $1,023.

Africa.—2 cases bicycles, $284; 2 cases bicycle ma-
terial, $65.

Amsterdam.—S cases bicycle material, $360.

Argentine Republic.—8 cases bicycles, $996; 71 cases

bicycles, .$8,900.

Budapest.—3 cases bicycle material, $1S.

Bristol.—13 cases bicycles, $260.

British East Indies.—S cases bicycles, $677.

British Australia.—2 cases bicycles $200.

Berlin.—7 cases bicycle material, $220.

British West Indies.—17 cases bicycles, $753; 4 cases
bicycle material, $69.

British Guiana.—19 cases bicycles, $882; 1 case bicy-

cle material, $40.

Brazil.—7 cases bicycles, $157; 5 cases bicycle ma-
terial, $407.

Bremen.—149 cases bicycles, $5,210; 2 cases bicycle
material, $35.

Cuba.—15 cases bicycles, $451; 4 cases bicycle ma-
terial, $53.

Copenhagen.—8 cases bicycles, $160; 3 cases bicycle
material, $178.
China.—6 cases bicycles, $306.

Cork.—1 case bicycles, $31.

Dutch Guiana.—1 case bicycles. $35.

Dutch East Indies.—4 cases bicycles, $224; 5 cases
bicycle material. $100.

Drontheim.—20 cases bicycles, $400.

Florence.—24 cases bicycles, $675; 6 cases bicycle ma-
terial, $375.

Glasgow.—7 cases bicycles, $270.

Gothenburg.—97 cases bicycles, $2,000.

Genoa.—8 cases bicycles, $400; 8 cases bicycle ma-
terial, $132.

Havre.—152 cases bicycles, $2,003; 68 cases bicycle
material, $3,080.

Hull.--4 cases bicycles, $100; 4 cases bicycle material,

$70.

Hamburg.—33S cases bicycles, $11,609; 55 cases bicy-

cle material, $1,669.
_

Tapan.—9 cases bicycles, $415.

London.—260 cases bicycles, $6,158; 13 cases bicycle

material, $1,003.

Liege.—10 cases bicycle material, $400.

Liverpool.—11 cases bicvcles, $445; 2 cases bicycle
material, $282.

Malmo.—1 case bicycle material, $20.

Mexico.—26 cases bicycles, $1,146; 3 cases bicycle
material, $175.

Peru.—1 case bicycle material, $15.

Rotterdam.—18 cases bicycles, $620; 16 cases bicycle

material, $514.

Southampton.—341 cases bicycles, $7,525; 3 cases
bicycle material, $142.

St. Petersburg.—4 cases bicycles, $300; 1 case bicycle
material, $25.

Stockholm.—45 cases bicycles, $1,357; 7 cases bicycle
material, $953.

United States of Colombia.—18 cases bicycles, $610;

1 case bicycle material, $33.

Uruguay.—4 cases bicycles, $150.

X'ienna.—1 case bicycles, $46.
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Temporary Wheel Exports.

Bicycles imported in France after May 1

must carry a "plaque de controle" (registra-

tion plate), with the exception of bicycles be-

longing to foreigners traveling in France,

and whose stay is limited to three months.

They may enter on payment of 60c., in re-

turn for which a stamped permit is delivered,

which must be shown by the holder whenever

required. If the stay of the holder exceeds

three months, the regular tax must be paid

and the "registration plate" affi.xed to the

bicycle.

Australia No Gold Mine.

Writing from Melbourne, The Wheel's
'Australian correspondent, an extremely well-

posted and conservative man, says: "The con-

dition of the cycle trade cannot improve here

for the next four months, as our winter is just

upon us. Bad as the trade has been since the

new year, many qualified to judge believe that

this winter will compel a number to close

their doors. This state of affairs has been ac-

centuated by the thousands of machines which

have been disposed of at auction."

Sending Them to Foreigners.

The Indiana Bicycle Co., of Indianapolis,

is exporting a number of Waverley electric

motor vehicles. Last week's shipments in-

cluded five vehicles consigned to H. Renn,
Paris, and a couple were forwarded to Lon-
don. The value of these orders amounts to

$10,000. Two hundred bicycles were recently

dispatched to Yokohama,

How to

Become
a Fast

Rider
... IS TOLD IN

SPALDING'S

Oiiicial Bicycle Gdide

FOR 1899.

It also tells nearly everything else that a
::

cyclist wants to know about a wheel; gives ::

both sides of the L. A.W.-N.C. A. dispute ::

by leading authorities, and contains the
::

most complete table of records ever com- ::

piled, showing every authentic record
"

from one-third of a mile to six hundred i

miles.

PRICE, 10 CENTS POSTPAID.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
,

New York. Chicago. Denver.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Favorite" Bicycles.
» We make JUVENILES a specialty. |

Wc have the reputation of making the best Juvenile Bicycles in the World. Write
i us when in the market. Our grade is high. Our prices low. Send for Catalogue.

We also make Adult FAVORITES—an honest wheel at a moderate price.

THE TOLEDO METAL WHEEL CO., - Toledo, Ohio.
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IN THE

Crawford Bicycle...
for 1899 the highest efficiency has been reached by a combination of all desirable points in the most perfect form, no
one part being abnormally developed to the detriment of another. The result is a bicycle of the highest quality pos-

sible for skill and experience, combined with capital and with a plant capable of production on a scale large enough
to allow selling at a popular price.

We call special attention to our model tandems at $75.00. We also offer with entire confidence our $50.00, $35.00
and $25.00 models as unequaled at those prices ; and our Juveniles at $30.00, $25.00 and $20.00, together with

our Chainless, make the line of Crawford Bicycles harmonious and complete.

WE ARE MAINTAINING A HIGH STANDARD FOR WORKMANSHIP.

THE CRAWFORD MANUFACTURING CO.. - - - Hagerstown, Md.
Kindly mention The Wheel. Send for Catalogue.
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We have as complete a line of bells to

select from as any jobber could wish for.

ALL HONEST-MAPE GOOPS.

Over sixty years' experience in the man-

ufacture of bells alone. Send for '99 catalogue.

BEVIN BROS.' MfG. CO., - - East Hampton, Conn.

HARTLEY & GRAHAM, 3J3 Broadway, New York City,

EXPORT A-GBNTS. Kindly mention The Wheel.

.^.A4.•l<M•+A-^4••^-4.4-.!••^•l••?-•^••^4•4•^4•4•^^•r*•5•

ALCAZAR CHAINLESS-SAGER GEAR.

ONLY A SAMPLE
...of 9 Different Models.

The finest line of wheels on
earth. We can take care of

a few more good agents.

PROMPT SHIPMENT.

Send for Catalogues.

THE SPEEDER CYCLE CO.,

Xew Castle, Ind , U. S. A.
Kindly mention The WheeL
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Price Question in Capital.

Washington, D. C, May 22.—Bicycle prices

are tlie same here as they were at the be-

ginning of the year. There is no indication

that they will be advanced in the near future.

A representative of The Wheel called on all

the prominent dealers and each stated that

there would be no increase in price unless

the manufacturers tacked on an increase. In

that event the dealers would be compelled to

meet the advance with a proportionate in-

crease in their prices. So far as could be

learned no local dealer is looking for an ad-

vanced price. To the contrary, there may

be a reduction, if anything. The pace has

been set in that direction by the local Victor

agency, and some dealers are considering the

advisability of meeting Victor competition

by a like reduction in price. As a general

proposition, however, it may be stated thnt

reductions will not be general.

Running Niglit and Day.

Worcester, Mass., May 20.^B. A. Lemont,

of Lemont & Whittemore, has recently re-

turned from a visit to the Eagle Bicycle Mfg.

Co., of Torrington, Conn., and reports that

company running their factory day and night,

despite which, with an output of 200 bicycles

each 24 hours, the Eagle people are 2,000

wheels behind their orders. The low price of

N. E. high-grade wheels has driven the cheap

western bicycle out of the market here.

Want More Concerns.

Mathewson & Merrell, manufacturers'

agents and merchandise brokers, have located

at 85 Shelby street, Detroit, and are repre-

senting a number of makers of wheels, cycle,

photographic and sporting goods. The con-

cern say they have had a large and profitable

acquaintance with their trade in Detroit and

throughout Michigan for the past five years,

and are open for a few more good accounts

in the lines above named.

Maumee Company Sued.

Toledo, O., May 20.—The First National

Bank has brought suit against the Maumee
Cycle Co. and the stockholders, F. J.

Cheney, T. F. Huber, A. B. Tillinghast and

F. J. Jaquet, to recover $12,493.92 on promis-

sory notes and interest. The stockholders are

claimed to be liable severally for the portions

of the amount claimed, not exceeding $10,000.

They are sued as security on the promissory

note.

Where Winne Wins.

The Winne Company, at 5 East r25th

street, New York, not only build a large num-
ber of bicycles for riders who are particular as

to their mounts and prefer them constructed

to their own specifications, but the company
are also prepared to build frames for the job-

bing trade from the trade's own materials.

Breckenridge Breaking Records.

Toledo, May 20.—The Breckenridge lamp

is having an unprecedented run of popularity.

The factory is running night and day and it

is impossible to fill the orders as fast as they

come in. Outside orders are weeks behind

and it is a serious question at the factory to

know what to do to catch up.

Koster Concludes to Quit.

Koster & Co., the big dealers of Erie, Pa.,

have concluded to devote their energies to

mercantile lines less crowded and more re-

munerative than the cycle trade now is, and

therefore announce their withdrawal from the

bicycle business.

NEW YORK ENAMELLING CO.,

155 W. 29th ST., N.Y.
High-flrt Enamelling well and cheaply done

PACIFIC

NORTHWEST.

No part of the United States is attracting

greater attention than the States of Oregon,

Washington and Alaska, and the country for

which Portland, Seattle and Tacoma are the

seaports.

By the New York Central Lines and their

connections you can reach this fair land of

promise cheaply and comfortabl}'. Apply to

any ticket agent of the New York Central

System.

A copy of "America's Great Resorts" will

be sent free, postpaid, on receipt of a two-cenl
stamp, by George H. Daniels, General Passen-
ger .-^gent, Grand Central Station, New York.

Let us quote
you on Built-up Frames.
We are in a position to give prompt service. Send for

our Catalogue of GOOD FITTINGS and you will be our
customer.

Jobbers of Sundries and Fittings, manufacturers of the
Winne Wheel, built to order on honor. We make a spec-
ialty of Built-up Frames for the trade, and will build
frames for the jobbing trade from their own material.
Selling agents for Rathbun Mfg. Co., of Milwaukee.Wis.,
for Kruger Hubs and Rathbun Eccentric Rear Fork Ends.

THE WINNE COMPANY,
5 East 125th St., New York.

ADLETS.
For Sale, Bxchanire, Etc. — Twenty-five words,

thirty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.

Cash invariably in advance. .

Situations and Help Wanted,— Answers received
in confidence and forwarded without charge. Rate:
25 words, one time, 50 cents; three times, Jl.OO; 50

words one time, $1.00; four times, ?3.00; 75 words,
one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-

tisements: One-half inch, one time, $1.00; four times,

$3.00; one inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner, patent attorney and
^ mechanical expert, 60S F street, Washington, D.
C. Established 18S3. I make an examination free of

charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly

how much it will cost. Send for circular.

FOR SALE.—The best bicycle store and shop, in-

cluding all machinery for manufacturing bicy-

cles, on H. C. Boulevard, N. J.; reason, family mat-
ter. Address "Star," care The Wheel.

WANTED.—Young man familiar with the jobbing
bicycle sundry business ; must be thor-

oughly posted as to goods, values, etc; New York
man preferred; State experience, and salary expected.
Address T. M., care The Wheel.—t. f. c.

DUNLOP TIRES.—A bargain; a lot of nine pairs

of Standard tires, 28 inches, in perfect condition,

for sale; prepared to accept a low offer. Apply to

"A. T.," Wheel office.

A GENCY FOR SKANDINAVIA WANTED.—An^ old agency in Denmark for bicycle articles wishes
to represent first rate houses for Skandinavia. Best
references. Address "Sofus Cohn, Copenhagen, Den-
mark."

FOR SALE.—A second-hand Duryea motor car-

riage; price, $450. Gilbert J. Loomis, Westfield,
Mass.

PARTNER WANTED to exploit a very useful thing
on a bicycle; patented; or an arrangement with a

firm for royalty. Mr. More, Attorney at Law, 215
W. 125th St., New York.

SNOW HOLDERS
ARE ADJUSTABLE.

When Set Are Firm.
Wheels cannot fall over after being

put in holder. Used in bicycle stores,

public buildings, offices, s t o res,
churches, schools, factories, in fact

anywhere. No bicycle store complete
without them. Various styles furnished
in any finish. Write for prices.

78-84 Exchange Street.

Established 1834. ROCHESTER. N. Y.

T"EQ|BSON HOUSE
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Under new management. Superior service;

central location; perfect cuisine.

WII.L W. CLARKE, Manager.

• «T0RRINGT0N" eHHINS.

3-16-inch and J^-inch widths only.

The iESSENTIALS of a g:ood chain are. Accuracy of Pltcb, Accuracy of Alignment and Strength,
and are striking features in "Torrington '* chains.

P. S. ODELL, Western Rep.,

204 Lake Street. Chicago. THE TORRINGTON CHAIN CO., Torrington, Conn.

25c.

16 YEARS
we have made a specialty of the manufacture of OILERS.
We make a careful study of every detail and are constantly
improving our oilers in every way possible. We make
oilers for practically the entire trade, and are confident

^ the QUALITY of our goods cannot be equaled at
the price. Only the best quality of elastic metal is used
The washers are of specially selected (not scrap) leather.
The threads are well made and tight, notstamped on body
of oiler. The soldering is tested under hydraulic pressure,
etc., etc. A rider's appreciation of a first-class oiler in his
equipment is more than worth the slight extra cost.

CUSHMAN & DENISON,
MANUFACTURERS,

240-242 West 23(1 Street,

^ Kindly mention The ^^'heel. New York.
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GROWTH OF UNION LABOR,

Facts Obtained by "The Wheel" About the International Union of Bicycle Workers
and Allied Mechanics—Its Origin, Its Officers, Its Present

Scope and Its Ambitions.

Ever heard of the International Union of

Bicycle Workers and Allied Mechanics?
Chances are that you have. The name has

cropped out now and then, in reports printed

in The Wheel concerning strikes in bicycle

factories. Perhaps you have wondered what
sort of an organization this union is.

It had its inception on December 22, 1896,

at the Cincinnati conventio'n of the American
Federation of Labor. J. F. Mulholland, of

Toledo, and a fe-w other bicycle workers, were
delegates to that convention and they con-

ceived the idea of forming a union covering

all .branches oi the bicycle industry. President

Gompers, of the Federation, and the leaders of

that meeting, were interested and gave their

sanction. A call was issued for a convention

at the instance of the executive committee of

the Federation, and this convention met in

Toledo on March 15 to 19, 1897. There were
present twenty delegates, the larger propor-
tion being from Toledo.

The First President.

At this meeting a constitution was adopted,

along the lines of similar unions, and Mr.
Mulholland was elected the first president.

Organization of unions was at once taken up
and ithe city of Toledo was given the first

union. The second convention was held in

Bufifalo, June 26 to 30, 1898. At that meeting
the allied trades were added to the Bicycle

Workers. Mr. iMuIholland was again elected

president, and no convention having been held

since that time, he has retained his place.

It is the aim of the organization to induce

manufacturers to employ union men in pref-

erence to others and to induce them to pay
the scale of prices outlined by the union. Man-
ufacturers are supplied with a label adopted

by the Bicycle Workers, provided they live

up to the constitution of the organization.

This label is attached to all goods which are

made by union labor.

It is also said to be the plan of this union of

bicycle workers to establish a co-operative

factory in Toledo. The president, Mr. Mul-
holland, claims that the subject is still being

worked up, that he expects to secure a factory

in the latter part of the year and that bicycles

will be turned out during the winter. He
claims to have ample financial backing in To-
ledo. The wheels made in such a factory,

presumably, would ibe sold through special ar-

rangements with other labor organizations.

Mucti Li(<e Ottier Unions.

A representative of The Wheel called upon

Mr. Mulholland the other day lor some de-

tailed information. Mr. Mulholland respond-

ed to a request for a copy of the constitution

oF his organization by saying he was not per-

mitted to give it out. He said the Bicycle

Workers followed the same general lines as

other labor unions.

There is no doubt that iMr. Mulholland

dominates the entire work of the Bicycle

Workers. There are no further conventions

to be called. All business is done by refer-

endum, proposed by local unions and voted on

after discussion in their lodge rooms. The
reason given for not calling conventions is

that the expense is too great. The president

has an office in the Valentine Building in To-
ledo. He occupies this with Mr. Rausch, the

secretary.

There are monthly meetings of an executive

committee, consisting of the president, J. F.

Mulholland; first vice-president, E. G. Henry,

of Cleveland; second vice-president, F- J- An-
gus, of Toronto, Ont. ; third vice-president, J.

E. Devlin, of Toledo; fourth vice-president

D. M. Foley, of Toledo; fifth vice-president,

A. K. Matfield, of Dayton, and W. E. Rausch,

secretary.

Tlieir Numerical Strengtli.

iMr. Mulholland told The Wheel that he

has 32 local unions in his organization. The
"'International Journal," the official organ of

the Bicycle Workers, in the February number,

places the entire strength at 38 local unions.

Of this number there are six troloris in the

city of Toledo. The same journal shows that

the allied trades of the bicycle workers num-
ber sixteen. They are as follows: bicycle

workers, screw machine operators, drop forg-

ers, brazers, assemblymen, milling machine

operators, adjusters, filers, drill press opera-

tors, hammermen, repairmen, truers, grinders,

strappers, enamelers and rubbers. It will be

seen from these official facts that the entire

sixteen allied trades have an average of but

one union each for the entire country.

When asked about the discrepancy in his

figures as to the number of local unions credit-

ed to him in the "Journal," he stated that he

had organized a number, the names of whicli

had not been printed. The names of these

unions he refused to give.

Following is the entire list of unions now
organized and under the Bicycle Workers:

six in Toledo, three being composed of bicycle

workers, one of filers, one of drop forgers,

and one of assemblers; one union each in

Cleveland, Syracuse, Dayton, Chicago (Ger-

man), iMiddletown, Chicago, Kenosha, Day-

ton (grinders and strappers), Marion, Day-

ton (screwmakers), Toronto, Lansing (re-

pairmen), and Schenectady (screwmakers).

-Mr. Mulholland refused to state the num-

ber of members in his organization on the

ground that the trust was attempting to find

out his strength, and that it would injure him.

It will be seen that the International Union

has very little strength outside of the state ol

Ohio. It is strong in the city of Toledo, and

there its main strength lies. There are per-

haps 2,000 bicycle workers in the city, and

probably one-half of them are in some way
affiliated with this organization.

Wtiat Toledo Makers Do.

The fact is, that the manufacturers of To-

ledo, while they employ many of the mem-
bers of this society and do not bar them on

account of belonging to it, do not follow the

dictates of the union in compelling their men
to belong to it. Union men and non-union

men work alongside each other in all the

factories of this city, and there is no attempt

at strikes.

There are but two factories in the country

using the union label prescribed by Mr. Mul-

holland—the Gendron and Tillotson factories

of this city. The other factories, according

to Mr. -Mulholland's statement, are, in many

cases, entitled to use it and do not do so, be-

lieving that it does no good. Mr. Mulhol-

land plainly admits the present weakness of

the International Union, and attributes it to

the youth of the organization. He says he

has received encouragement from all over the

country, and that organizers are busy getting

the men together.

The principal claim made by the president

of this organization is that it has the balance

of power, and can control in this manner.
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He hopes growth will give it the means of

more dictation.

They Like Mulholland.

The leading bicycle workers of Toledo,

while they think Mr. Mulholland tries to

make his power appear greater than it is,

rather regard him as a valuable man. He
has a large influence among his men. In the

petty strifes in the factories, in which the in-

dividual prejudices of the men might have

caused much trouble, Mr. Mulholland has

stood between the employers and the men in

a commendable manner, and has not allowed

the men to dictate where they have no busi-

ness to do so. Where the wages paid are

satisfactory Mr. Mulholland has plainly told

the men so and refused to let them go out.

In this way he has been a friend to both, and

while the manufacturers do not regard the

organization in a serious light as regards its

strength, they have no desire to fight with

the president or the men. The various factor-

ies have not had an agreement on matters of

scale, each employing its men at its own
prices, which, as a rule, have been as high as

are paid in any city.

Mr. Mulholland said: "We are in position,

with the backing of the Federation, to boycott

any wheel that refuses to recognize us. We
have done so on several occasions, and it has

been very costly to the manufacturer. We do

not take up the troubles of bicycle workers

unless they are our people. We let them fight

their own battles."

Cultivating " Outside " Factories.

Mr. Mulholland claims that the existence of

his organization is giving much concern to

the people who are interested in the effort to

form a bicycle trust. He says he thinks they

are watching him as a cat would a mouse.

He informed The Wheel's representative that

he was neither for nor agamst the trust, but

that he was doing anything he could, any-

where, for the aggrandizement of his organiza-

tion. He has recently been in Chicago. He
stated that an informal meeting was held in

Chicago, at which a number of manufac-

turers were present, and that a meeting would

be Weld this month in New York. He de-

clined to say who was present at the Chicago

meeting. The object of these meetings, from

Mr. Mulholland's standpoint, is an alliance

between factories outside the trust and organ-

ized labor, by which the sale of union-labeled

bicycles would be increased among the union

workers.

Joseph L. Yost, formerly prominent as a

cycle manufacturer in Toledo, and now county

treasurer in that city, thoroughly believes in

the organization and in the label idea. He
employed only union labor in his factory, and

sold a great many bicycles bearing the union

label to members of labor organizations—not

entirely by means of the label itself, but by a

special price arrangement with labor organi-

zations. In a letter to The Wheel, Mr.

Yost says:

What Yost Thinks.

"The work of this organization is entirely

one of humanity and sound in its fundamental

principles, and my experience with it in the

past has been in every way very satisfactory.

Its leaders are always ready to arbitrate fairly

and honestly any difficulties that may arise be-

tween employers and employes.

"As to its numerical strength, it has been

gaining very rapidly since the affihation with

the American Federation of Labor.

"The president, J. F. Mulholland, and the

secretary, W. E. Rausch, are men of more
than ordinary ability and character, and gen-

tlemen in the true sense of the word. They
have succeeded in many instances in bringing

together the manufacturer and employes, es-

pecially in this section of the country, and to

the mutual advantage of both. My experience

has been such that I am warranted in saying

that I believe it to the advantage of any manu-
facturer to treat with them on the labor

question, as it has a tendency to bring about

that feeling of mutual interest between the

employer and employed that will certainly

inure to the advantage of both.

"Their numerical strength, including their

affiliations, exceeds one million members—
mechanics in all branches of the iron-workers'

trades.

"I, for one, heartily approve of their meth-

ods of protection of labor. Their efforts are

along the lines of honesty, treating fairly and

co-operating with and for the benefit of the

manufacturer as well as the laboring classes.

"The Wheel, as a prominent publication

in the bicycle world and trade, can afford to

promulgate to the manufacturer and those in-

terested the consideration of the people who
are fair in their dealings, ever ready to con-

sider the manufacturer as well as the employe,

and who do not endeavor to coerce where

their interests are made a consideration and

in an equality with the returns given."

New Officers Elected.

The Executive Committee of the Inter-

national Union of Bicycle Workers and

Allied Mechanics met in Toledo a few

days ago, canvassed the referendum vote

cast by the local union for officers,

and found the following gentlemen had

been elected: President, John F. Mul-

holland, Toledo; first vice-president, F. J.

Angus, Toronto, Can.; second vice-president,

J. E. Devlin, Toledo; third vice-president,

Samuel Workman, Kenosha, Wis.; fourth

vice-president, D. M. Foley, Toledo; fifth vice-

president, Thomas Hohler, Dayton, O.; sec-

retary and treasurer, George B. Buchanan,

Toledo. W. E. Rausch was defeated for re-

election as secretary and treasurer.

Speaking of the work of the coming year.

President Mulholland said to a Wheel repre-

sentative: "We propose to wage a vigorous

warfare. The organization will be strength-

ened and the organizers will go into new

fields. Several amendments will be submitted

to the local unions, and their fate will be de-

termined by the referendum vote."

President Mulholland recently called a meet-

ing of the wood-workers of Toledo for

the purpose of organizing them into a local

union. When the time for the meeting 'came

none of the wood-workers had appeared, and

the organization was not made. There are

plenty of wood-workers in the city to make a

strong union.

TO ORGANIZE AUSTRALIA.

Gone to Bridgeport.

Winsted, Conn., May 27.—The Universal

Mfg. Co., which proposed to establish a

chainless bicycle factory here, providing a

certain amount of subscriptions for stock

could be obtained by the citizens, has con-

cluded to try conclusions elsewhere, perhaps

in Bridgeport, owing to inability to secure

the requisite amount of stock subscriptions.

Dunlop Interests Now Bent On Invading the

Antipodes.

Toironibo, May 29.—Richard Garland, Can-
adian manager of the Dunlop Tine Co., left

Canada some time ago for England, to con-

sult with rthe parent concern with a view of

going to Australia to float a company. His
plans have met with approval, and he leaves

England this week for the land of kangaroos.

It is said that the Canadian syndicate of

which Mr. Garland is a member paid $500,000

for the Canadian and United States rights

under the Dunlop tire patent, and that they

then sold *he Canadian rights alone for $300,-

000, that being the basis of the $300,000 pre-

ferred stock oif thie Dunlop Tire Co., of Can-

ada, since organized. This preferred stock

was subscribed for .ten times over, the 1898

Canadian j>rofits having been $SO,000, or

enough to pay the 7 per cent guaranteed on
the preferrCid stock and leave $29,000 for divi-

dends on the $700,000 common stock.

Swelling Pay Rolls.

Chicago, May 30.— Charles Carnie, mana-
ger, and William Jones, paymaster, at the fac-

tory of the March-Davis Cycle Mfg. Co., have

b'cen arrested on charges of embezzlement,

preferred by Walter E. Davis, a member of

the 'firm e'raploying them. Garnie and Jones

were later released on bonds for a prelimin-

ary hearing before Justice Bradwell. Mr.

Davis places the amount which he charged

the men with converting to their own uses at

$400, but it is said a further examinaition of

the accounts which passed through the de-

fendants' hands may show a still larger de-

falcation. It is asserted by the complainant

that the men, working together, managed to

pad the pay rolls. Some workmen, it is

averred, were drawing as high as $30 and $40

a week, while in reality their pay was, in some
instances, less than half those amounts.

One Cent Damages.

Columbus, Ohio, May 28.—^In Justice An-
drews' court, in the case of the Columbus Bi-

cycle Surety Co. vs. Overton Echo, to re-

cover possession of a bicycle, right of pos-

session was found in the plaintiff, and dam-
ages of 1 cent assessed against the defendant.

Its Name Is Long.

Sobeduiles of the Mannesmann Cycle Tube
Works, of Adams, Mass., whose office was at

31 Nassau street, show liabilities $42,256 and

assets $116,000, consisting of real estate at

North Adams, $100,000; patents, $10,000, and

unliquidated claims, $6,000.

Penny in a Pump.

Clawson Coin Controlled Bicycle Pump
Co., Dover, Del, with a ^capital of $50,000.

Incorporators: Theo. W. Palms, Thomas
Massey, Philadelphia; James Lord, Dover.

Baldwin Brake Address Wanted.

The South British Trading Co., 6 Victoria

av^enue, Bishopsgate street. Without, London,
E. C, England, wish to communicate with

the manufacturers of the Baldwin hand brake.

Assignee to Wind Up the Comet.

The fifty-cents-oin-the-dollar settlement of

the Comet Cycle Co.'s affairs, in Toronto, did

not go through and the estate is to be wound
up by the assignee.
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^EW TLBE fACTORY.

X-Rays and Sidelights Thrown Upon the New Plant

that Is About to Be Erected Close to

Ellwood, Pennsylvania.

There is in progress, and nearing comple-

tion, a consolidation of practically the entire

steel tube and iron pipe industry. It will be

called the National Tube Co. The Shelby

Steel Tube Co. is not included. The National

Tube Works of Pittsburg and Ellwood are in-

cluded.

The National Tube Works bought some

time ago from Frank Gregg, now of Cleve-

land, some patents on machinery for drawing

bicycle tubing.

It is now reported that a new steel tube

plant will be erected at Ellwood, and that John

Nicholson, formerly of the Shelby Company,

now of Pittsburg, is one of the promoters, his

associates being J. H. Baker and C. E. Pope.

The demand for tubing like that used in

bicycles, for use in boilers, projectiles, etc.,

has vastly increased. The Shelby Company
gets considerable of this new business.

It is very difficult to find out the purposes

of the Pittsburg people, but appearances are

that they contemplate catering to this new

business; that the Gregg patents will be used;

and that in case of emergency, such as a cut in

the price of the goods they want to sell, they

will be in position to retaliate by making and

cutting price on bicycle tubing.

Incidentally, it is said that this new enter-

prise at Ellwood will not be absorbed by the

combine with the National Tube Works.

No Keating Kiting.

Middletown, May 27.—Much has been said

regarding the aflfairs of the Keating Bicycle

Co. of late that has had no foundation in fact

and has not been authorized. Regarding the

rumor that the Keating Company was plan-

ning to increase its capital stock from $250,-

000 to $1,000,000, of which $400,000 was to be

preferred stock and the balance, $600,000,

common stock, for the purpose of engaging

in the manufacture of gasolene and electric

automobiles, not much information is obtain-

able.

The Keating Company, if the trust is

formed, cannot manufacture automobiles at

the factory in this city, for that will be wanted

by the bicycle company, which now holds an

option, and has agreed upon the price to be

paid for the same. Should by any means now
unforeseen the trust not be formed, the fac-

tory of the Keating Company is admirably

adapted for the manufacture of automobiles,

as well as rubber-tired vehicles. In that case

something might be done regarding the in-

creasing of the capital stock.

Making the Law Uniform,

GovernoT Roosevelt has signed the Collins

Uniifoirm Bicycle Ordinance bill, which pro-

vides that the municipal officers and boards in

the several cities, towns and villages of the

State shall pass only such ordinances relative

to the use of bicycles, tricycles and similar

vehicles as are stipulated in the measure, in

order that a uniformity of such ordinances

may be provided throughout the State. The
regulaitions which they make are relative to

the use of lamps on public highways and de-

signate their candle power; require all riders

of such vehicles to have a serviceable bell

with which to alarm pedestrians; to regulate

the rate of speed of such vehicles; regulate or

prohibit coasting; designate the hour at which
the sidewalks of various municipalities may
be used by bicyclists, and provide that a pen-

alty of not exceeding $5, or one day's impris-

onmeirat for each dollar of fine, shall be made
foT each violaition of these ordi nances.

New Gear-Cutting Idea.

Detroit, May 27.—The Lcland & Faulconer

M-fg. Co. have recently come into possession

of high class and expeuisive machinery, to be

used in *he raanufaoture of a chainless gearing

from hardencid steel. The former process of

making the gearings hais been' to cut them
from soft iron or steel, after which the hard-

ening process was gone through with. It

was found, however, that in many cases this

was found to be very unsatisfactory, as very

often the gearimg was twisted or warped in

the prooess.

The promoters of the new process claim

that will all be done away with and gearing

cut by the new machineiy will be perfect in

every respect. The gearing is cut true to line

by means of emery wheels. The firm, now
owners of the machinery, have been asked to

figure on equipping a certain factory with their

machineis. The estimated cost was $60,000.

Bicycle Trust Brevities.

Mr. Spalding has removed his headquarters

from the WaI'diorf-iAiStioria to the Vanderbilt

building.

It is neponted from 'Clevelajnd that the sad-

dle-making plants in Westboro, Mass.; Can-

ton, O.; Readinig, Pa.; Detroit, Mich., and
Toironto, Ont., will be removed to Elyria,

with a view of making all of the bicycle trust

saddles in one place.

The same source of iniformation leaks the

allegement that the Fay factory at Elyria will

be enlarged so as to supply all the juvenile

wheels needed by the trust.

Warwick Cycle Co. Suit.

Judge Aiken, of Springfi>eld, has heard

arguments in the case of the assignees of the

Warwick Cycle Co. against the Second Nat-

ional Bank, of Springfield, for $10,000.

roll and Philip L. Holzer, all of this city.

They represent capitalists, but at this time
refuse to divulge their names. The company
is to manufacture, buy and sell bicycles, motor
carriages, automobiles, and kindred vehicles.

Something Mysterious Here.

Bridgeport, Conn., May 26.—Articles of in-

corporation were printed here to-day of the

National Bicycle & Motor Co., with a capital

of $2,500,000. All the stock is subscribed for

by Hon. A. W. Paige, Judge George P. Car-

Bottom Bracket Talk.

Counsel for the Pope Mfg. Co., in the

Owen vs. Pope bottom bracket suit, is quoted
as saying that there is not the slightest doubt
about the Pope Company winning. If this

result were assured, it might cost the bicycle

trust less to back the Pope fight strongly

than to arrange to have the defense weak,
lose the case, thereby strengthen the patent,

buy the patent and use it on outsiders.

Exports Up to Date.

Exports of cycles and parts from port of

New York for week ending May 30, 1899:
Antwerp.—13 cases bicycles, $310; 15 cases bicycle

material, $426.
Abo.—7 cases bicycles, $738.
Athens.—8 cases bicycles, $450.
Argentine Republic—TO cases bicycles, $2,438; 6

cases bicycle material, $302.
Barcelona.-2 cases bicycles $167.
Bremen.-8 cases bicycles, $400.
British Guiana.—2 cases bicycles, $250; 6 cases bi-

cycle material, $281.
British Possessions in Africa.—1 case bicycles, $39.
British West Indies.-8 cases bicycles, $420; 6 cases

iicycle material, $240.
British Australia.—56 cases bicycles, $1,521; 60 cases

bicycle material, $784.
British East Indies.—5 cases bicycles, $499; 1 case

bicycle material, $50.
Belfast.—2 cases bicycle material, $106.
Brazil.—6 cases bicycles, $495.
Cuba.—13 cases bicycles, $434; 2 cases bicycle ma-

terial, $58.

Central America.—1 case bicycles, $36; 3 cases bi-
cycle material, $80.

Christiania.—-40 cases bicycles, $1,254.
Copenhagen.-194 cases bicycles, $8,200; 10 cases bi-

cycle material, .$362.

Florence.—^1 case bicycle material, $25.
Glasgow.—25 cases bicycles, $1,000.
Genoa.—10 cases bicycles, $620; 1 case bicycle ma-

terial, $5.

Gothenburg.—1 case bicycle, $150; 6 cases bicycle
material, $150.

Hamburg.—399 cases bicycles, $18,127; 651 cases bi-
cycle material, $9,409.

Havre.—279 cases bicycles, $7,664; 65 cases bicycle
material, $4,056.

Helsingfors.—22 cases bicycles, $2,067; 1 case bicycle
material, $6.

Liverpool.—^16 cases bicycles, $680; 5 cases bicycle
material, $300.
London.—199 cases bicycles, $4,268; 5 cases bicycle

material, $195.
Moscow.—1 case bicycle material, $23.
Mexico.—4 cases bicycles, $80.
Malmo.—6 cases bicycles, $150.
Newfoundland.—51 cases bicycles, $1,661; 7 cases

bicycle material, $268.

Nova Scotia.—-4 cases bicycles, $130.
Palermo.—^1 case bicydes, $35.
Porto Rico.—1 case bicycles, $65; 23 cases bicycle

material, $66.

St. Petersburg.—61 cases bicycles, $10,204.
Southampton.—76 cases bicycles, $3,208; 16 cases

bicycle material, $856.

Stockholm.—20 cases bicycles, $410; 80 cases bicycle
material, $1,913.

Trieste.—3 cases bicycles, $75.

Uruguay.—3 cases bicycles, $185.
Vienna.—6 cases bicycle material, $425.
Wasa.—3 cases bicycles, $75.

For Ten Fiscal Months.

Exports of cycles and parts to various countries during April, 1899, amd during the

ten moniths of the fiscal years 1897-8-9 are shown below:
Destination. April —Ten months ending April.

—

1898. 1899. 1897. 189S. 1899.
United Kingdom $293,516 $118,719 $1,824,048 $1,435,941 $727,056
France 76,037 84,138 186,708 354.064 404,218
Germany 190,309 163,220 666,591 1,383.511 955,510
Other Europe 118,440 156,038 884,895 753,627 1,204,374
British North America 152,870 89,020 528,515 418,025 427,432
Central American States and British Honduras. 445 49 50,772 6.952 4,733
Mexico 5,825 6,788 60,782 53,566 42,804
Santo Domingo 195 27 4,220 1,134 253
Cuba 304 4,965 2,055 9,214 13,066
Porto Rico 713 394 3.645 3,359 2,345
Other West Indies and Bermuda 5,606 5,143 106,020 66,127 54,176
Argentina 8,769 32,170 36,061 72,463 181,901

Brazil 9,351 1,907 21,504 80,237 48,599
Colombia 440 931 19,384 14,691 6.650

Other South America 2.996 4,275 62,551 42,245 42,354

China 1,593 1,447 11,444 24,606 21,78'l

East Indies: British 22,075 11,854 13,435 68,725 137,604

Hongkong 547 685 (a) 5.507 7,015

Japan 6,979 4,042 31,357 72,228 103,248

British Australasia 9,182 16,746 612,646 267,307 224,664

Other Asia and Oceanica 9,895 8.573 51,594 58,175 62,373

Africa 10,903 16.170 105,277 161,208 156,436

Other countries 75 40 620 616

Total $927,066 $727,341 $5,283,504 $5,353,532 $4,829,214

(a) Included in "other Asia and Oceanica" prior to July, 1897.
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Our 1899 Clipper Ghainless

is not the same construction as our '98 model was. Some of

our competitors are trying to make buyers believe we are

using the same style of gears, parts, etc., as we used last year.

This is not true. Our '99 Bevel-Gears are a very decided im-

provement over last year's gear, and that was admittedly su-

perior to any other made.'

Our "New Process" gears are a year ahead of others.

It's this new way (Clipper way) of generating gears that has attracted so much attention

and has caused so many to ask, "Why do Clipper gears run so much smoother and

easier than any others ?" If anyone tells you that a '99 Clipper Chainless is no better than

a '98 Chainless of any make, don't you believe it. Investigate for yourself. If you

can't find more than $10.00 difference, we'll "miss our guess."

GRAND RAPIDS (MICH.) CYCLE CO.

"Clipper People."
No. N 163.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Some people talk a lot
AND don't say anything.

Our Prices
TELL YOU ALL YOU WANT
TO KNOW, AND ALL WE
HAVE TO SAY.

MACDONALD

&G0.,
35 So. William St.,

New York.

<m
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1\|EAR the middle of New York Bay is a

' ~ revolving light. From a distance its

bulbous glow is almost as large as that of the

rising moon. At closer range it is smaller.

Certain New York newspapers have unduly

enlarged the size and importance of what is

known as the outlaw racing organization—the

N. C. A., or National Cycling Association.

This is enterprising, but it is not fair. Cyclists

in this country, and those foreign and inter-

national organizations whose racing" interests

are entwined with those of the United States,

should know the truth.

The claims of the N. C. A., the standpoint of

the L. A. W., and an unofficial critique of the

personnel and motives of the N. C. A. appear

in this issue of The Wheel. The desire of this

journal in securing these articles was to lay

bare the motives and opportunities of the new

organization.

Readers will draw their own conclusions

after reading the articles. The Wheel's con-

clusion is this : Whatever the faults of the

L. A. W. may be, the N. C. A. has not true

sportsmanship behind it nor sufficient oppor-

tunities before it. The probabilities are that

it will not succeed, for those reasons.

Any organization, to control sport, must be

of and by the sportsmen, not of and by the

professionals, who want the money of the

sportsmen. The appearance that Albert Mott

was primarily after money made his adminis-

tration of racing a failure. The prospect is that

the men who are the N. C. A. will fail, for the

same reason. So much for the mo'ive.

A word on opportunities. The N C. A. op-

portunities will be fruitful or empty, accord-

ing as they do or do not bring in sufficient

money to properly administer cycle racing na-

tionally. The sources of income are sanctions

and membership fees. The total sum which

the N. C. A. administration can hope to pro-

cure from these sources can 'hardly amount to

one thousand dollars a year. The expense of

properly administering the country's racing,

barring all salaries, is several thousand dollars

a year.

The L. A. W. has wabbled, it is true. But it

has the right motive, and it has the preponder-

ance of opportunities. The N. C. A. has a

mercenary motive, star players, and wind.

Wind is durable, but where will the star play-

ers be next year?

other qualifications a knowledge of the art

of advertising. He may even surprise some

other merchants who "were born that way."

HIS LOOKS DECEIVED.

T"" HE other day The Wheel ran across a

* man who, as iar as looks went, might

have been a drug clerk, a chemist's assistant,

a draughtsman, a stenographer—anything but

a successful business man.

Some of the most stupid-looking chaps im-

aginable are successful business men. One
rather looks for business successes in the

heavy, stolid class.' Occasionally a physical

lightweight makes a few sky-rockety curves

in business, and finally lands in the lee scup-

pers. If he makes a permanent success you

are disappointed.

The man The Wheel ran across the other

day was one of these "disappointments." He
had earned a title to permanent success,

though he didn't weigh much over a hundred.

He lacked the usual characteristics of a bar-

gainer. He was much more like a young

country schoolmaster.

Observation showed that this man had a

good memory—that enabled him to buy pretty

well and sell pretty well. He was cool—that

kept his feet on the ground. These qualities

helped him succeed, but inquiry brought out

two more elements in his success—^^he had

learned his business before putting his money

into it, and he had learned liow to advertise.

That young man started a little 2x4 snug-

gery of a shop two years ago. The shop is

to-day doing a big retail business. That is

because the goods and prices are right, and

the shop is in the right street. Since that

shop was started, however, the same man has

had to open, in another street, a big ware-

house, from which he is shipping goods all

over .the country and out of the country.

Advertising did that.

The old idea of what is necessary for busi-

ness success is not wrong. The bargainer

and driver will always have the best of it in

that line—no denymg mat. Exceptions sim-

ply prove the rule. But there is many a

young man in the bicycle business to-day

who, though he may not be a born merchant,

will do surprisingly well if he will add to his

MISCLE \m BRAIN.

""PH ERE is on one of the up-to-the-minute

* New York newspapers an editorial writer

who is probably in closer touch with his read-

ers than any editorial writer in the world. This

is due to the man and his opportunities. The

man is, or tries to be, psychologically practical.

A prominent place in the paper, prominent

type, and a very large number of readers

—

these are his opportunities.

Some remarkable statements—including a

very large percentage of facts—have been

printed by this writer. He has been injecting

into thousands of minds of all grades some

unusually well concocted doses of natural

philosophy. He is holding the mirror in a

different, but in quite as interesting and

thought-inducing a style as did Benjamin

Franklin, in "Poor Richard's Almanac."

But now and then—being mortal—this un-

usual writer goes wrong. He went wrong a

few days ago when he told people to develop

muscle in youth but let it rest in maturity.

He was wrong, not in what he said but in the

way he said it. He gave verisimilitude to his

error by pointing out that some of the greatest

brains in history have pivoted on top of the

most measly bodies imaginable.

It is true, as this writer says, that over-

development of muscle means under-develop-

ment of brains, but it is equally true that mus-

cular stagnation, in the average man, means

general deterioration. Lack of physical exer-

cise in maturity will never 'De compatible with

a satisfactory average of health as long as

average men have stomachs and a variety of

appetites, and overwork them all.

Those who work their brains and neglect

their muscles—and especially those who use

brain-stimulants—may be brilliant for a time,

but they will have misery mixed with their

brilliance. A nation built upon the plan of

the "Evening Journal's" editorial writer would

be a nation of incompetents. The best aver-

age brain work is produced by men who love

physical exercise. A stagnant muscular sys-

tein means, in the average person, a mixed

noddle. Fortunately, the editorial writer's

word is not law. Fortunately, the masses are

in no danger of becoming encephalic freaks.

Fortunately, we have the bicycle with which

to maintain mental and physical equipoise.

Talk of the Week.

President Keenan has gone to Europe to

hobnob with the bigbugs of journalism and

cycling. While abroad the president of the

L. A. W. should not fail to call upon and be-

come acquainted with that brilliant and ag-
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gressive American, McNeil Whistler. Mr.

Whistler, among other things, is celebrated

for being the author of that charming little

brochure, "The Gentle Art of Making Ene-

mies," and as such Mr. Whistler will have a

more than twin-brotherly feeling for Mr.

Keenan, who, since he has become president

of the L. A. W., has carried the art of enemy-

making far beyond anything Mr. Whistler

ever dreamed of. It is really astonishing to

see how very many enemies one weak man can

build up for an organization, but Mr. Keenan's

record in that direction is beyond approach; as

an enemy-maker 'Mr. Thomas Keenan is all

kinds of a record-maker and record-breaker.

9
From the Oklahoma notes of a Kansas City

paiper:

Billy Bolton, of the "Woodward Live Stock In-

spector," is the biggest wheelman in the territory.

He weighs 350 pounds, but rides his racer with the

ease and grace of a schoolgirl.

W'C are moved to inquisitiveness. Has

our frieTid been led away from the truth, or

is the standard of schoolgiirl pulchritude dif-

ferc'nt out there in the breezy West? Propin-

quity crea-tes sitrange humors, and it may be

that through long association with the bovine

quadrupeds of the prairies humair imagina-

tion has undergone a metamorphosis and

grown wo'oJly. Else how couid our interesting

chronicler find serpentine sinuosity in the

antics of a fatted oaaf?

9
At a meeting of the Sons of Veterans, in

Washington, a resolution' was ado'pted pro-

testing against the practice <yi holding bicycle

meets, athletic contests anid baseball games on

Decoration Day, and expressing the opinion

that *he day ought to be held sacred in mem-

ory 'O'f itihe patriots who d'ied to preserve the

Union. W'e reverently take ofT our 'hats to

the 'Sentiment, and express the belief that it

will never prevail. Human nature, and Amer-

ican human nature in partioulaT, is not adapt-

ed to m'ourniing. That specialty is now re-

stricted to 'the wailing Jews of Palestine.

Whether back-pedaling is or is not tiring

is the question of the hour in England. We
may next expect a madly exciting discussio'n

upon that ever initeresting t&pic, the which-

ness of the whabsomever. American bicycle

trus'ts and such like incidents will be of minor

importance to our introspective journalis'tic

cousins over there until there is a recurrence

of the invasion of '96. There was fiddle-fool-

ing the night before Waterloo.

Without desiring to oast any asparagus at

the members of the Massachuseitts senate as

individuals, we do not hesitate to characterize

as peculiar the action of the senate in killing,

without a word of debate, the measure pro-

viding that bicycles should be carried as bag-

gage on railway trains.

The bicy'cle trust movement is considered

some pumpkins in this country, but it isn't a

marker to the excitement which is reflected

thirough the papers of Australia over the re-

arrival there of the Hon. William Martin, ir-

reverenitly known here a few months ago as

"Plugger Bill."

9
Some heroes in their gallant and courageous

attacks upon the cycle trust remind one of the

old picture on the cover of the almanac in

which a man without fear is plunging a spear,

which stands for patent medicine, into the

open throat of a direful dragon, representing

red measles.
9

Thieving never prospers—the piratical crew

of one Irishman and two Scotchmen who stole

the name of The Wheel, even to its title-

block, for an English cycle paper, have gone

broke. The way of the transgressor is hard

and cycle papers offer no exception to the

rule.

*
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Griffith, of Los

Angeles, Cal., recently rode from that city to

Milwaukee on bicycles. The remarkable

feature of their performance is that the news-

paper accounts of it do not say that they

made the trip to win a wager.

9
Big successes are builded upon remarkable

individuality or upon remarkable powers of

organization. When both qualities are in

combination, we find a Carnegie, or a Rocke-

feller—or, to speak of our own people, a Pope.

It is from racing men's fees and sanctions

to Squedunk and a thonsand and O'Ue other

places that the funds for racing co-ntroJ are

secured. The L. A. W. has practically a

monopoly of 'this income.

As well as can be made oti't without a pair

of N. C. A. spectacles, Major Taylor has a

large, juicy 'String 'oif L. A. W. prizes ahead of

him and practically no competition for them.

9
When a promoter gets a scheme that will

work, it is not necessary for him to. Those

who thought up the cycle combine and carried

it through will divide millions of dollars.

It is a big wabble that knocks an elephant

down. The L. A. W. may have too many

hayseeds sitting up in 'the howdah, but it still

has four feet on the racing .situation.

When the outlaws blacklisted Major Taylor

they but showed the white feather, while he

was but listed according to the color of his

cuticle.

9
An English exchange says the fabric is the

soul of 'a tire. Maybe 'SO. But the rubber is

what sells after the death of the tire.

PERTAINING TO PUBLICITY.

A trade journal with a thousand subscribers often
has a greater number of readers of the sort the adver-
tiser wishes to appeal to than the daily paper circu-
lating a hundred thousand copies.—"Printers' Ink."

The best advertiser is the man who is the

best judge of human nature. He must be

able to read people's needs, meet them with

his article and then tell them about it in the

confidential, convincing way he would use

to a customer, if that customer were at his

elbow. The closer you can get in touch with

a reader, the more effective will be your ad-

vertising. The way to accomplish this is to

study the audience you wish to reach and
give great care to the preparation of your

copy.

The advertisement that is allowed to stand

week after week and month after month will

gather rust and be as incapable of doing

good service as a neglected, rusty old gun.

If you change your copy with each advertise-

ment people will notice, read it and even look

forward to it from issue to issue (if it's in-

teresting); but let the same matter do con-

stant service, and the offended reader men-
tally says: "Oh, I've seen that before."

The past year or two in the bicycle business

has truly exemplified "the survival of the fit-

test." And the fittest in this case were the

makers who had confidence, kept a stiff

upper lip and everlastingly advertised. The
hesitating, weak-kneed fellows have either

gone out of business or dropped so far to the

rear that they are never heard of. They
stopped advertising and paid the penalty.

A man advertises when business is fair to

make it better; when his store is full, to keep

it so; but when business is dull he usually

drops out entirely. This is a mistake. That

is just the time when he should double his

efforts, when he should make business. Ad-
vertising will do it.

The quality and quantity of its circulation

and the standard of its advertisers determines

the value of a paper to other advertisers.

The Wheel reaches the cream of the cycling

trade; its readers are buyers and thinkers; its

advertisers are the most successful makers in

the trade. It is a good advertising medium
for anyone who has anything salable to bicy-

cle riders and bicycle dealers.

The man who trusts nobody in the trade

is generally the man whom nobody in the

trade trusts.

9

The man who steals your bicycle would

steal the roof ofl your house if it had a handle

to it.

*

A bicycle trust born on floor No. 13, Wal-

dorf-Astoria! What will not the superstitious

say I

The '99 model accident is just as numerous

as any of its predecessors.

It is rare that the grumbler works and still

rarer that the worker grumbles.

The activity in cycle path constnictiofl this

year is remarkable.
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DOINGS IN THE WORLD OF AUTOMOBILISM.
-: +

:-: +

SPORT AND TRADE.

What Goes on in the French World of Mechanical

Tractions—Who and What Count de Dion

Is— Uncertainty of Speed Contests.

Paris, May 16,—One of the great forces in

the world of automobilism is the Count de

Dion. He appears to have been pretty freely

paragraphed of late in the journals on your

side of the pond, which have taken his recent

police court summons as a peg upon which

to hang some more or less inaccurate scraps

of personal history, and therefore it may per-

haps prove interesting if I put things right

by telling how the Count became such a big

figure in the new industry. Count Albert

de Dion is a member of the blue-blooded

aristocracy and is one of the best known
men in town. In his younger days he was

of a wild and irrepressible temperament, get-

ting mixed up in many a gay escapade, and

enjoying a universal reputation as a skillful

swordsman. His influence and knowledge of

the duelling code brought his services in

much request among those who had little

"affairs of honor" on hand. Even now he has

to occasionally leave his business and super-

intend the settlement of some dispute, and

probably he has looked after the arrangement

of more duels than any other man in all

France.

He Settled Down.

As the Count verged on middle age he

began to reflect on the way in which he had

squandered the best years of his life. He
had gone the pace and found that the pleas-

ure had left him some very bitter dregs. One
New Year's Eve he sauntered along the

boulevards, which are at that time lined with

little stands for the sale of cheap presentation

articles. His eye caught a toy car propelled

by clock work. This gave an idea to the

count, who made inquiries and found that

the toy automobile had been constructed by

a modest workman named Bouton. He
sought out Bouton, and the Count and the

workman struck up a partnership.

Count de Dion's idea was to devise a small

and compact boiler which would be useful

for propelling road vehicles. This boiler, of

the fire-tube pattern, was made, and for some
years was successfully applied to torpedo

boats. The firm might have done big things

in marine engineering, but the Count was

still fixed to his idea of the motor car, and

about fifteen years ago he and M. Bouton
constructed a steam tricycle and steam car-

riage, both of which moved and had their

being and became the starting point for the

up-to-date petroleum tricycles, steam voi-

turettes, omnibuses and the like which are

now being turned out at the vast works in

the suburbs of Paris.

The original steam tricycle and car are

still piously preserved, and at some of the

automobile parades they are occasionally

brought out and puff along in company with

the modern vehicles, presenting almost as

great a contrast as George Stephenson's

Rocket would with the latest type of loco-

motive. Automobiles have been a great tri-

umph for Count de Dion and M. Bouton,

who seem to be in a fair way of realizing

colossal fortunes through their connection

with automobile industry. The contrast be-

tween the two men is as big as their life's

work. The Count is a man of splendid phy-

sique, with a pair of quick and intelligent

eyes, and moustaches turning up at the points.

He speaks English perfectly. M. Bouton is

a little man, looking every inch a workman,

and his natural modesty has been in no way
spoiled by his good fortune.

Motor cycle racing is becoming very popu-

lar, and we are likely to have plenty of it on

both road and track this year. So long as

we had only the de Dion petroleum tricycle

it was not easy to work up much interest in

racing, except so far as it could be evoked

by repeated attacks upon records; but nowa-

days there are two or three new types of tri-

cycles which are able to compete with the

de Dion, and all is altered. On the face of it,

it would seem that given motors of the same
capacity and the same gear, the racing be-

tween such machines wouffl be rather monot-
onous, since the man possessing the best ma-
chine would be bound to always come in

first. This, however, is not the case. In the

first place, no machine can be said to be bet-

ter than another of the same type, because

they are all made to identical patterns, and
therefore, theoretically, they should be capa-

ble of exactly the same performances each and

every time.

Where the superiority really does come in

is in the management of the machine by the

rider. The success of a racing cyclist de-

pends on his getting the most power out of

his motor, in knowing how to secure the

best mixture of the spirit, and in taking pre-

cautions to prevent any "seizing" of the mo-
tor or other accident. He must be perfectly

cool, have plenty o! nerve, and be an entire

stranger to fear. All of which comes largely

from the familiarity with danger which

breeds contempt; when a man has no fear he

is much less likely to meet with accident.

Most of the famous French motor cyclists

are men who have been brought up in the

workshops, and have, therefore, a thorough
acquaintance w-ith the mechanism of the ma-
chines, so that they know exactly how to

manage and expeditiously set right any little

derangement.

Skill Will Win.

Since the skill of the rider counts for so

much, and the liability to tire punctures and

other little accidents have to be taken into

consideration, there is obviously a good deal

of glorious uncertainty about motor cycle

racing, and in fact it is extremely rare to find

a man carrying off consecutive events. It is all

this which gives so much interest to motor-

cycle racing and makes it so popular. There

are any number of road fixtures this season,

probably too many of them, for they are usu-

ally arranged by makers and others who use

them as an advertisement, and it looks as if

sooner or later they will overdo the sport.

On the tracks, too, a meeting is no longer

deemed complete without a motor cycle con-

test. Despite this, however, there are as yet

very few tracks which are suitable for these

races, and with increasing speeds the velo-

dromes will have to be made very much
bigger to ensure reasonable safety for the

motor people.

The most important event this week has

been the race for the motor cycle club, which

was run off on the road between Orleans

and Vierzon, a distance there and back of 100

kilometres. After his splendid victory in the

Criterium, a month ago, it was expected

that the race would be a soft thing for Teste

on his de Dion tricycle, but the winner turned

up in Beconnais on an Aster tricycle, who
covered the 62 miles 57 yards in Ih. 46m.

12 3-5s. The professional, Osmont, was sec-

ond, and Teste was third. The time of Be-

connais beats all the records for the distance

for any type of machine. On the return jour-

ney Osmont did the 31 miles in 48m. 37s.

The way in which the records are being cut

leaves one with the impression that anything

is possible with the motor cycle.

How Many Makers?

How many automobile makers are there in

France? In his speech at the annual meet-

ing of the Automobile Club de France the

other day, the president, Baron Zuylen de

Nyevelt, said that there were six hundred.

This figure has aroused a good deal of skep-

ticism. We appear to be richer in motor-car

makers than we had believed, for most of us

would have put the figure at forty as a maxi-

mum, and of these certainly not more than a

dozen are producing vehicles on a com-
mercial scale. The Baron has explained by
stating that the six hundred comprises all

the makers who have turned out at least one

workable car. Even with this .qualification

there is some difficulty in accepting such a

number. There may be six hundred inventors

and others who have got new vehicles on paper,

the great majority of which will probably

never materialize, and most of the carriage-

builders have experimented with cars that

may have run, but certainly cannot be said

to be at all practicable. The noble army of

six hundred automobile makers is, it is to be

feared, composed mainly of stragglers who
hope in course of time to join the main corps,

but they are not yet equipped to take part in

the battle for the trade in mechanical vehicles.

The industry is making very rapid progress,

but it is far from being up to the figure rep-

sented by Baron de Zuylen.

Here's Sport for You.

Paris, May 30.—Mr. Winton's challenge to

French chauffeurs for a 1,000-mile—or short-

er distance—^race over United States roads

has been accepted by M. Charron, who won
*he auto-mobile race from Paris to Bordeaux,

on the understanding that the contest is to be

for $20,000. M. Charron's friends quickly

raised $10,000 with which to back him. M.
Charron, who has never been in the United

States, will be accompanied by the Chevalier

Rene de Knyff, the wiell-known motor-car-

riage amateur, who was second in the recent

Paris-Bordeaux race.
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AMERICA'S fIRST LONG AITOMOBILE TOIR.
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On Friday Alexander Winton, Using His Two-Year-Old, Gasoline-

Driven Motor Carriage, Reached New York from Cleveland—
He Covered 707 4-10 Miles in 47 Hours 29 Minutes, Running

Time—Over 17 Miles an Hour—4.02 to the Mile—The Details

Are Worth Reading.

-f

ONE day early in October, 1878, a big

crowd in Union Square, New York,

awaited the arrival of Will R. Pitman—"Vet-

eran" Pitman—"Happy Days" Pitman—from

Boston. Pitman brought with him something

new under the sun^—a bicycle.

On May 26, 1899, a group of newspaper

writers and photographers waited in the same
place for Alexander Winton. Winton rode an

automobile carriage. He came from Cleve-

land, and his ride was the first of great length

on the American continent. 'Mr. Winton had

with him Charles B. Shanks, a "Cleveland

Plaindealer" writer.

The finish was e.xpected at half past five.

At a quarter of six one of the waiting group

found that the automobilists liad just reached

the Astor House, and a rush to that place was
made. Reporter Shanks was found, red-eyed

but chipper. Mr. Winton was quite tired.

Neither man was as dusty as he would have

been after a 20-mile ride behind a horse. As
for the reputed grease and grime of a gaso-

line-driven automobile, Mr. Winton showed
none of it.

The machine itself had one broken spoke

and one soft tire. Otherwise all was well.

An axle had been broken and replaced en

route.

Though they wanted renovation, refresh-

ment and rest, the tourists climbed back into

the carriage, which was then moved with

dexterous rapidity through the Park Row maze
of traffic to a sunny position—this for the pho-

tographers' benefit. The photographs were

fizzles—too late in the day.

At eleven o'clock Saturday morning Messrs.

Winton and Shanks walked over to the City

Hall and delivered the message from the

mayor of Cleveland to the mayor of New
York, giving official significance to the pio-

neer trip of the Winton automobile.

Some day this week Mr. Winton will pro-

ceed to Boston in his carriage.

The trip to New York began in Cleveland

at six o'clock on the morning of Monday,
May 22. Mr. Winton's companion, Shanks,

is a reporter on the stafif of the "Cleveland

Plaindealer." Shanks kept the world in-

formed of the progress of the journey, by dis-

patches to his own paper and to the New
York "World." The route was via Buffalo

and Albany.

A big cloud of dust enveloped the "chaf-

fcurs" as their machine plowed through five

miles of deep sand into Ashtabula. They
passed through that place, about fifty miles

froin Cleveland, at 9.20 a. m., without stop-

ping. Erie, 95 miles, was reached in S.03.00, at

1.10 p. m. Leaving there at 2.20, Buffalo was

reached at 9.15 p. m.—218 miles in ISJ hours.

At Bufifalo the night was spent.

Leaving Buffalo at 7 a. m., Rochester, 82

miles, was reached at 3.10 p. m. The roads

were bad. Farmers were found enthusiastic.

At four o'clock Rochester was left behind, and

near Fairport, ten miles further, one of the

front wheels broke from the axle during a

sprint up a tough grade. Both men were
thrown—no injuries. The night was spent in

Fairport. Reporter Shanks says of the acci-

dent:

"We were going at a railroad-train velocity.

The front a.xle broke without warning, and

we shot through the air twenty-five feet and

down an embankment, landing ten feet apart.

We looked at each other, arose simultaneous-

ly, shook hands in congratulation and con-

cluded without discussion that if either of our

lives was to be checked on the trip it was
intended that it should be nearer New York."

A new axle arrived at 7 a. m., Wednesday,
and at 10.15 the trip was resumed. Local

cyclists tried to "hook on," but were easily

distanced. Reached Lyons at 12.20, and left

at 1.15 at a 30-mile clip, with "the whole town"
there to see. At 6.48 p. m. Syracuse, 392 miles

from the start, was reached—82 miles since

10.15 a. m., ten miles an hour. The roads

were bad—heavy rains followed by heavy traf-

fic and hot sun cut and dried them horribly.

There was also much delay on account of

scary horses. Often the animals had to be

led past the horseless, noiseless buggy.

At 4.50 a. m., Thursday morning, the ma-
chine rolled quietly out of Syracuse. Utica,

52J miles, was reached at nine o'clock—four

hours and ten minutes. Big crowd. The
foot brake was repaired and the journey re-

sumed at 10.30 a. m. It was hoped Pough-
keepsie could be reached by nightfall, but

the roads were often in indescribable condi-

tion, and both men had been jolted into great

weariness when Albany was reached at 6.45

p. m. On a two-mile boulevard, entering

Albany, there was a spurt at the rate of 38

miles an hour.

Albany was left at 5.15 a. m. Friday. At
7.50 the machine passed through Hudson. At
Poughkeepsie, 10.40, the naphtha tank was re-

filled. Restarted at 11.05. The roads down
the east shore of the historic Hudson were
good, but hilly. Near Amsterdam, on a two-

mile up-grade, a race with a freight train re-

sulted in the defeat of the "freight." Near
Rhinejieck a two-niile-an-hour ox-team was
passed at a 25-mile clip. At Croton, 40 miles

from New York's city hall, Shanks learned by
telephone that the mayor could not await their

coming. They ripped through Yonkers at a

30-mile gait, rushing up 8 per cent hills with-

out trouble. The Astor House, New York,

was reached at 5.45.

It has a body of the buggy type, but wider and
longer—about the size of a phaeton. The
machinery is carried in the body behind the

seat, and is completely out of sight. The
wheel-base is longer, proportionately, than

that of a buggy, and, of course, the wheels

are smaller. Having a folding buggy-top, the

general appearance of the machine suggests

comfort rather than speed. It evidently has

both. On Decoration Day, 1897, on a circular

track at Cleveland, it easily covered a mile

in 1.48.

Lack of noise and regulation of fuel con-

sumption are peculiarities of the Winton. Its

gasoline tank contains six gallons, and the

first 218 miles of the Cleveland-to-New-York

trip did not empty the tank. The consump-
tion of fuel is regulated by means of a gov-

ernor under the driver's foot. Operating the

governor increases or diminishes the flow of

gasoline to the cylinder. The pace of the

machine can also be altered by gear speeds-
two forward and one backward—which are

also operated by the governor. There is a

single cylinder and a heavy fly-wheel. The
exhaust is very effectively muffled.

Greely Gets Them.

Washingibon, May 29.—General Greely,

chief of the United States Signal Service, to-

day awarded a contract for three electrk auto-

mohile telegraph and balloon wagons to be

used by thie Signal Corps of the army. The
successful bidder was the Fisher Equipment
Co., of Philadelphia. Bach automobile will

cost about $1,800, and with about $1,500 added

foir extra baitteries will make a total of $8,000.

Bids were opened on Thursday last for

these horseless wagons. The specifications of

the comtiract provide that two shall be suitable

for heavy work and one for light work. It is

proposed to use them in conneotioTi with bal-

looin work and experiments to be conducted

in the Marconi sysibem o'f wireless telegraphy.

The heavy automobiles are to carry not less

than 800 pounds, not including the driver,

and to be Qha-rged with electricity to run not

less than twelve miles without recharging.

They are also to be provided with extra wir-

ing to a switchboard inside the wagon, with

the terminals so as to obtain readily, as need-

ed, the entire voltage of a baittery or 55 volts

or only 10 volts.

It is propo'sed to use the heavy wagons for

general delivery or emergency work. They
are to be so arranged that at any time they

can be convented into a signal corps staticm,

with telegraph lines running to military head-

quarters,' or, when not needed for this work,

to carry batteries for general service in the

field. The light wagon will be built to carry

not less than four persons, and will be fitted

with a switchboard the same as the others.

Its minjnmm radius of (action without re-

charging will also be twelve miles. F^ch ve-

hicle is to be supplied with duplicate batteries

and so fittied that it can be drawn by horses.

It is proposed to have them fitted with either

hard rubber or pneumatic tires. This, how-

ever, will be optional with the inspecting of-

ficer.

The Winton vehicle weighs 1,800 pounds.

Nice for Summer Riding.

United States Motor Carriage Co., of An-

do'vcr, Mass., has been incorporated in Maine

to manufacture ice motor vehicles. Capital,

$100,000. Incorporators: R. L. Melcher, J. E.

Stephen, J. G. French, Andover, and others.
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^ ^ ^ DECORATION DAY EVENTS ^ ^ ^

GENERALLY SPEAKING.

IN general cycling interes.t the so-called

great Decoration Day road races of this

year were mere shadows of their old-time

predecessors. Nobody in Chicago cares how
many riders started in the Irvington-Millburn;

and the lackadaisical feeling is reciprocated.

Still, locally, nearly all the big events seem to

have brought out the people, and that is what
the trade wants. Track meets were fairly well

attended.

CHICAGO'S LAST.

Next Year a Permit for a Decoration Day Road

Race Will Be Refused.

William Blum—"Farmer" Blum—a 172-

pound machinist, won Chicago's 25-mile road

race in 1.17.42, from the 7.30 mark. He isn't

likely to win it next year, nor is any other

man, because Chicago's park commissioners

promise to refuse another permit to desecrate

Decoration Day. The chances are that if

Chicago has a race next year it will be on

the Fourth of July, and it may be held on

the old 14-mile Pullman course.

'Mr. Blum had bad roads to contend with,

and there were others who tried hard to beat

him at the tape, so that he had a worrisome
time of it altogether.

W. B. Furguson, of the Woodlawn Cycling

Club, won first time from the one-minute

mark. He finished second last year, and sixth

this year. Charles Merze, unattached, gave

Blum a tussel for first place. F. V. Arnold, of

the Ravenswood Club, was third—22 seconds

behind Merz. The first 16 men finished prac-

tically in a bunch. "

J. W. Bell, scratch, won second time, 1.13.

Albert Flath, a one-minute man, won third

time, 1.14.29. There were 211 starters. Re-

cent rains had spoiled the course, but the day

was warm and sunny. The policing was

good. A big crowd attended, fully 10,000 per-

sons congregating in Garfield Park alone.

About twenty minutes before the winner

came in seven sections of a temporary grand

stand, built in circus fashion, on the east side

of the course, in Garfield Park, came down
with a crash, injuring about a dozen persons.

The supports had given way because the

ground was softened by rains.

N. C. A. Meet at Bridgeport.

About a thousand people attended the Ram-
bler meet at Bridgeport, Conn., held under

N. C. A. auspices, on Tuesday. George H.

CoUett won the mile open in 2.21 2-5, Haus-

mann and Rulse tieing for second. The other

events were of local interest.

AT BERKELEY OVAL.

Schofield Leads tlie Amateurs at This Fairly Well

Attended N. C. A. Meet.

Over 150 amateurs and pros, competed in

the N. C. A. meet at Berkeley Oval, New York,

on Tuesday. The attendance was from 1,000

to 6,000, according to the degree to which N.-

..«.-•..•..•..•'. •.••.•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•„*..«„,,r]

C.-A.-ism had been absorbed by the various
reporters.

Wonderful, the way tragedies are averted on
race tracks sometimes. In the -finish of the

half-mile handicap, LeRoy See was close be-

hind and between Schofield and Wahrenber-
ger. His front tire collapsed, and in the ensu-
ing few seconds his wheel was wrecked. Sev-
eral riders close behind, yet none fell, and
See himself was only scratched.

George Schofield, of the Kings County
Wheelmen, had amateur matters all his own
way. He took the 500-yard dash in .37 3-5,

defeating G. C. Schreiber, of the Greenwich
Wheelmen and Bert Ripley, of Princeton.

From scratch he took the half-mile handicap

in 1.05 2-5, defeating W. F. Wahrenberger, 10

yards, and J. K. Forth, 50 yards.

Walthour, of Atlanta, 40 yards, won the

mile professional handicap in 2.02 4-5, from
F. F. Goodman, New York, GO yards; V.

Vcrilhac, New York, 140 yards, and F. D.

White, Lynbrook, 80 yards.

Dove, the colored rider, won the five-mile

paced race, against W. S. Torrence, by half

a lap, in 10.40.

IRVINGTON-MILLBURN.

Won by a Dark Horse and Witnessed on a Breezy

Day by Fifteen Thousand People.

1SS9 1.31.43 1S95 ... .1.14.30

1S90 1.2S.29 1S96 1.08.47
1S91 1.27.11 1897 1.12.42
1892 1.17.11 1898 1.16.10

1S93 1.15.10 1899 1.12.19
1894 1.11.18_

ARTHUR W. ROSS, a 19-year-old boy, of

Harrison, N. J., won the eleventh annual

25-mile Irvington-Millburn road race. He
started from the five-minute mark, and was

a dark horse. First time, 1.08.40, was awarded

to John Hansen, of Perth Amboy, who
finished eighth. Monte Scott's time in '96

was seconds faster than this. McCarthy, who
passed a surprising number of first-class men
in the second five miles, also claims first 'time,

but was disqualified.

The second time went to Charles Schlee, of

Newark, 1.10.50 1-5, from the two-minute

mark. He finished tenth. R. M. Alexander,

scratch, won third time, 1.11.18, and finished

twenty-second. The first thirty finishers were:

Position. Name. Handicap. Time.
1—A. W. Ross, Harrison, N. J 5.00 1.12.19

2—John King, Newark 4.30 1.11.53

Z-il. E. Skiff, Hartford, Ct 4.00 1.11.25

4-^Adam Beyerman, New York 7.00 114.27
5—IM. G. Smitli, Orange, N. J 6.00 1.13.28

6—J- F. Rodgers, Avondale 3.30 1.11.31

7—Oscar Stebbie, Morristown 3.30 1.11.32

S—John Hansen, Eagle A. C 1.00 1.08.40

9—\V. H. Ainscoe, Y. iVI. C. A., New
Haven 4.30 1.13.01 3-5

10_Charles Sohlee, Newark 2.00 1.1050 1-5

11—Harry Lockwood, Stamford, Ct...4.30 1.1Z54 1-5

12—Emil Hollander, Union Hill, N. J.6.30 1.14.54 2-5

13—J. B. Neverill, Newark 4.30 1.12.54 3-5

14_R F. Wegener, New York 6.00 1.14.54 4-5

15_T. O'Connor, JMorristown, N. J.. 5.00 1.14.05

IS—Max Levingtow, Hartford, Ct....7.00 1.17.03

17—Edward Meyers, Preakness 4.30 1.15.03

IS—F. Knapp, East Orange 6.00 1.16.18

19—John Finnegan, Brooklyn 5.00 1.15.24

20—Herbert Woodruff, West Orange.. 7.00 1.17.42 1-5

21—T. H. Hunter, Newark 4.00 1.14.53

22—R M. Alexander, Hartford scratdh 1.11.18

23_Toseph Corby, Morristown 5.30 1.15.26 1-5

24—Lorenzo Lovejoy, 13th Reg't 5.30 1.15.26 2-5

25—PI. W. Wolf, Newark 5 00 1.14.56 2 5

26—Joseph Hemlin, Brooklyn 6.00 1.15.66 4-5

27—Charles Doessereck, New York 6.00 L15.57
28—A. W. Higgins, Jersey City 2.00 1.12.20

29_Harry Kunath, Bayonne 5.00 1.17.00

30—E. T. McMahon, Newburg 6.00 1.18.03

There was evidently confusion as to the

statistics of the race, no two newspaper re-

ports agreeing. Promoter Blauvelt gave The
Wheel these -figures: Entries, 127; starters,

120; finishers, 75. The hilly five-mile course
is a terror. Many riders quit at 15 miles. It

is estimated -that 15,000 pieiople lined the course.
The weather was warm, dry and windy. There
was little dust.

The officials were: Referee, C. A. Benja-
min, Syracuse. Judges—Will R. Pitman, New
York; J. F. Cummings, Brooklyn; F. W.
Voight, A. Archibald, R. S. Ireland, H. C.
'Greening, W. R. Parsil, A. E. Powell, Carl
von Longerke. Timers—L. D. Parian, George
W. Jackson, Joseph W. Poinier, Charles McD.
Wills, Philip Jennings. Clerk of course, L. N.
Thome, Atalanta Wheelmen; assistant clerks

of course, H. W. Rhodes, W. P. Neville, Nute
White, F. Cadiz, B. M. Durando; starter,

George W. Lawrence; chief marshal, Robert
Young. Chief umpires—William N. Rapp,
Irvington end; F. A. Turner, Millburn end.

Handicapper, John C. Wetmore.

Church Defeats McDuffee.

Eddie McDufTee, of Boston, and Cliarles

Church, of Philadelphia, ran a five-mile pur-
suit race during the associated clubs' meet at

Woodside Park, Philadelphia, on Tuesday.
Church won in 11.16, McDuiifee's time being
11.38. McDufifee gave Church 100 yards start.

Neither caught the other. McDuflfee used a
chain-driven wheel, gear 112; Church a chain-

less, gear 100. The purse was ,fl50, with a side

wager of $150.

RECORDS AT WALTHAM.

Ryan Broke Several World's Amateur Figures—Mc-

Farland Beat Cooper.

Before a crowd of 10,000, at the N. C. A.
meet at Waltham, Tuesday, Everett B. Ryan,
in a paced race with C. T. Earl, of Brooklyn,
broke world's amateur records for seven,

eight, nine and ten miles, doing the total in

19.59 4-5. Previous record was 20.01 2-5, held
by F. B. Beauregarde, of Fall River. Ryan
is a Waltham rider. The Orient motor tan-

dem covered five miles in 9.10 2-5.

Interest centered in the invitation mile heats

between Cooper, McFarland and Kimble. The
heats went in this order: First, Cooper, Mc-
Farland, Kimble, time 2.07 4-5; second, Mc-
Farland, Cooper, Kimble, 2.09 4-5; third, Mc-
Farland, Cooper, Kimble, 2.06 4-5.

In the team pursuit race, the Kings County
Wheelmen passed the Waltham Cycle Club
men in the fifth mile in 12.08 2-5.

In the mile tandem, Caldwell and Pierce de-

feated Callahan-Cooper, and Crooks-Furman
tied for second, and Beck-Allen fourth.

Time, 4.24.

Cincinnati's Races Postponed.

Rain was a spoil-sport for the Poorman
road race at Cincinnati Tuesday. Koestens, of

Richmond, -won. Jupiter Pluvius prevented

the Gibson-^Downey match race. The races

were postponed to Saturday.
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ZIMMERMAN'S MILE.

He Did It Under Two Minutes, Behind Eoumier,

at Asbury.

Down by the sad sea waves at Asbury Park,

N. J., on Tuesday, about 2,000 people saw Zim-

merman make his reappearance as a racing

man. Zimmerman also managed the meet.

No less an authority than "Pop" Zimmer-

man told The Wheel recently that Arthur is

equal to the mile record, or about 1.30, under

right conditions. On Tuesday the Skeeter did

the trick in 1.53 2-5, behind Fournier's red,

sputtering gasoline tandem. The wind was

unfavorable.

There were plenty of competitors for the six

other events. Most of the riders were un-

known to fame, but some of the times were

pretty good—for example, a mile open by

Harry Rushton, of Asbury, in 2.81 1-5.

Pittsburg Road Race.

Pittsburg, May 30.—F. P. May, a two-min-

ute man, won the B. G. Goble 25-mile road

race here to-day. Robert Thomas took first

time prize from the one-minute mark, in

1.14.50. The following is the order of finish

and time of the first eleven riders:

Position. Name. Handicap. Time.

1_F P May 2.00 1.15.35

2-Richard Smith 4.00 1.17.57

3-E. Ledger 5.30 1.20.17

4-E. F. Engel 4.30 1.19.22

B-E. L. Kallembaugh 2.30 147-24

6—Joseph Gibbo 4.00 1.18.65

7—A. Sanguigui scratch 1.15

S—Tames Weber 2.30 1.17.35

&-W. Brauler 4.30 1.19.50

10—James Weber 2.30 1.17.35

11-C. Guidner 3.30 1.1S.52

Fournier, One Mile in 1.31 3-5.

At the Washington c-aces, May 24, FouTnier

covered an exbibiitiom mile on his gasoline

tandem in 1.31 3-5. McFarland, of CalifoTnia,

broke Bald's record of 4.09, in 4.08 3-5, in the

first heat of the two-mile handicap. H* also

won the iimal in 4.15 2-5, from Moran, Had-

field and Henahaw. In the five-mile amateur

hamdicap E. C. iHausman's 11.34 wais reooird.

This race was won by W. A. Rutz, 50 yards,

in 11.31 2-5. iMoFarland beat Stevens, Kiser

and CoopeT in itbe mile open, in 2.05. Kiser

beat Stevens, McFarland and Kimble in the

omie-third-mile handicap, in .41 3-5.

"The Big Fellow" vs. "Johnnie."

Walter Sanger is preparing to go into ac-

tive training for a match with John S. John-

son, which match, if it can be so arranged,

will be pulled off during the L. A. W. division

meet at Janesville, July 14. Sanger has re-

ceived a handsome ofifer, irrespective of the

Johnson match, from the Janesville managers.

If the match is made it will satisfy one of the

ambitions of Sanger's life, for he has endeav-

ored for years to get an opportunity to meet

Johnson in such a contest, but the Minneap-

olis man has always squirmed out. If the

match is made Johnson will have to cut his

own pace in one race, the riders starting in

opposite directions, while there will be pace

in the other events.

Won on Road and Track.

After winning first and second places in the

Irvington-Millburn road race, A. W. Ross

arid John King won fame on the track at

Vailsburg. Ross, from 180 yards, took a two-

mile handicap from J. H. Hunter, 210 yards;

J. J. Boland, 120 yards, and H. G. Wear, 150

yards, in 4.33. King won second from 140

yards in a mile handicap, which was won by

the scratch man, in 2.08 1-5. He was also

second in a pursuit race, won by A. Gurney,

of Orange, at 10 miles 3 laps, in 26.21.

F. L. Kramer, of East Orange, won the

half-mile open final from Rabb, Brown and

Atwell, in 1.13; also, the final of the mile

handicap, from scratch, beating King, Stiles

and Ayres, in 2.08 1-5.

KANSAS CITY'S RACE.

Seventeen-Year-Old Messenger Boy

First Place.

Captured

Kansas City, May 30.—First place in the

Decoration Day road race on the Waldo
course to-day was won by George McPherson,

a small messenger boy, 17 years old. The
winner of the time prize could not be deter-

mined until later. It lies between A. G.

Laitner, one of the two scratch men, and

John H. White, who had a handicap of one

minute.

The first prize was a bicycle, given by the

J. A. Wood Buggy Co. The first time prize

is a $50 diamond, given by the Barber Asphalt

Co.

There were 35 starters in the race, and all

but five of them finished. There was a crowd

of about 5,000 persons. No fast time was

made, as there was a high south wind and the

course was dusty.

"Sidepaths" Road Race.

Rochester, May 30.—C. D. Skuse, of Geneva,

starting at the 3.30 mark, won first prize in

the "Sidepaths" 25-mile road race, held on the

Boulevard here this afternoon. Skuse's actual

riding time was 1.09.25, which was fast, con-

sidering that the course, being 4 1-6 miles

long, made six turns a necessity.

J. S. Cooper, of Saratoga Springs, finished

second, with E. H. Barrow, of Buffalo, third.

Time prize was also won by Skuse, J. Stahl, of

Geneva, winning second time. There were 102

men at the line-up, and they kept together

exceptionally well, many a hot sprint being

witnessed at the finish.

Freeman Equals Record.

At Washington, Tuesday, about 2,000 people

saw Howard Freeman, the Oregonian, equal

Stevens' third-mile record of 40 seconds in the

third-mile open. Stevens, the record holder,

was second, William Sims third, H. R. Steen-

son fourth. Freeman's victory was close.

Stevens, scratch, took the mile handicap in 2.12

from R. A. Miller, 70 yards; George J. Kra-

mer, 75 yards; H. H. Steenson, 50 yards. The

amateur events were of local interest.

Major Taylor at Boston.

Major Taylor had matters his own way at

Charles River track, Boston, on Tuesday. From
scratch he won the associated clubs' two-mile

sweepstakes from Tom Butler, 50 yards, by

two yards, in 4.34; Frank Butler, 80 yards, be-

ing third. Taylor's homestretch sprint was
magnificent, and he won by two yards. Tay-

lor also won mile open from Tom, Frank and

Nat Butler, in 2.11. In the last lap Nat
dropped back and let his brothers fight it out

with Taylor. Taylor won by a foot. His day's

winnings were $400.

They Rode Six Centuries.

A few days ago H. G. Gurnee, of Minne-
apolis, covered five centuries in one "sitting."

At 2.45 p. m. last Saturday two New York
riders, Charles A. Lehritter and Adolph Fehl-

haber, left Bedford avenue fountain, Brooklyn.

At 2.04 p. m. Tuesday they dismounted there

again, having ridden 617 miles. They used

single machines. Their sleep during the ride

amounted to IJ hours.

Maine Division Meet.

At the spring meet of the Maine Divis-

ion, at Portland, Tuesday, John C. Senior, of

Sanford, won the mile state championship, de-

feating Fred Labonie, of Saco; C. H. Day, of

Lcwiston, and Austin Fitzgerald, of Portland.

Time, 2.39J. Day also won the half-mile open,

with Senior second, in 1.17. In the mile handi-

cap George E. Pake, of Auburn, fell, fractur-

ing his skull.

A BIG CROWD

Looked on During the Twenty-three-Mile Race at

Cleveland.

Cleveland, May 30.—A. L. Hawkins, from

the five-minute mark, won the 23-mile road

race to-day. D. J. Goodbridge, of Youngs-
town, was second, and N. C. Yeagle, of Cleve-

land, third. Fred Reeves, of Salem, won the

time prize from the one-minute mark in 1.03.44.

Second time went to E. J. Merkle, of Cleve-

land, scratch, 1.04.12. Edward Somers, of

Clev-eland, scratch, won third time, 1.04.12 1-5.

There were 92 starters. The route was partly

muddy. A great crowd—about 25,000—saw
the race.

Bald's New Bee.

Bald has another bee buzzing merrily in

his bonnet. This time it is neither the stage

nor the European trip, which he hopes to take

next year, but a hotel, which, in company
with Robert Murphy, the popular proprietor

of the Hotel Regent, Washington, will be

established next winter, in all probability, on
Broadway, New York. In the meantime
Bald is traveling finely in his training.

The Wheels that Won.

Fred Reeves won first time prize in the

Cleveland road race on a Tribune.

J. W. -Bell, who won second time in the

Chicago road race, rode an Eldredge.

At Cleveland, Tuesday, Henry Pleasant won
the Ohio amateur championship and a mile

open on a Pierce.

C. D. Skuse, winner of first place and first

time in the "Sidepaths" 25-mile road race, at

Rochester, used an Andrae. So did A. L.

Hawkins, winner of the Cleveland road race.

Ross, the winner of the Irvington-Millburn,

used the Orient 1.30. So did King, who fin-

ished second. At Waltham, Everett Ryan
used an Orient in breaking the seven, eight,

nine and ten mile amateur world's records.

Other Orient wins were numerous.

"Farmer" Blum, a man weighing 172

pounds, won the Chicago road race on Tues-

day, on a 20-pound three-crown Manson bicy-

cle, made by the Manson Cycle Co., of Chi-

cago. Under such a heavy man, and con-

sidering that the roads were never so tough

in the history of the race, the feather-weight

wheel deserves a strong word of praise.
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OITLAW RACING MOVEMENT ELICIDATED.

THOSE who are responsible for the N. C. A.—the National Cycling Association—have been materially

aided by the cycling editors of prominent New York newspapers in creating the impression that the

organization has not only good cause for existence, but is really supplanting the L. A. W. in the control

of racing. FACTS are needed. The facts are given here, in three articles. Everyone interested in

cycling should read them. The third article, throwing sidelights upon the whole matter, is particularly

spicy reading.

THE N. C. A. SIDE OE IT.

The strength of the National Cj'cling Asso-

ciation was made plainly apparent at the open-

ing meet of the season held May 20, at Am-
brose Park, when over 150 individual entries

were received, and in the lot were included the

most noted professionals and amateurs in the

country. The attendance was first-class.

Riders.—lAmong the professionals regis-

tered by the N. C. A. are McFarland, Free-

man, Bald, Kiser, Gardiner, Cooper, Elkes,

Kimble, Stevens, Michael, Miller, Pierce, Ea-

ton, Goodman, Simms, Moran, Newhouse,

Hedstrom, Henshaw, and in fact all the well-

known proifessionals, with less than a hall-

dozen exceptions.

Such amateurs as Kramer, Collett, Scho-

field, Hausman, Ripley, Van Cott, Rutz, Lake,

Babb, are included in the simon-pure list, and

to these might be added several hundred

others. The array will be extremely formid-

able after the Decoration day meets.

Tracks.—^The iN. C. A. now possesses

tracks at Manhattan Beach, Ambrose Park

and Berkeley Oval, in Greater New York;

New Jersey Bicycle Track, Vailsburg, N. J.;

Asbury Park, N. J.; Flushing, L. I.; Waltham.
Mass.; Bridgeport, Conn,; Baltimore, Wash-
ington, Buffalo, Chicago (after May 30), St.

Louis and several minor cities. Philadelphia

is the only city of cycling importance in

which the iN. C. A. has yet to secure a

track, and negotiations are now in progress.

Clubs.—Though the clubs are well repre-

sented by their riders at N. C. A. meets,

very few of them have yet realized the ad-

vantages of becoming identified with the new-

organization. The Harlem Wheelmen, one of

the oldest clubs in the country, and also one

of the largest in point of numbers, is an active

member, and is the pioneer of them all. With-

in the next few weeks fully a dozen of the

prominent clubs will become members of the

N. C. A.

Built upon broad, comprehensive lines, em-
bracing all interests identified with the sport,

granting representation to tracks, clubs, pro-

moting associations and riders, and inviting

criticism of its Board of Control by a Board
of Appeals composed of well-versed and

competent men not connected with the. body,

it would seem that the National Cycling As-

sociation meets every emergency likely to

arise in the direction of racing.

All that the man who invests his money in

a bicycle track asks is that his investment

shall be protected by granting territorial

rights and in allowing him to use his property

when he desires and in any manner which
siiall not cast discredit upon the sport. It

is his privilege to agree with his fellow track-

owners upon any line of policy that may be
found profitable and advisable.

To the clubs and associations which per-

form the major share of promoting is in-

trusted much that demands their attention and

vital concern, such as arranging circuits and

details of the sort.

Another burden devolving upon the clubs

is legislation definin.g the qualifications to be

complied with in order that a rider may be

known as an amateur. As the clubs contain

the amateur talent, it is logical that they

should elect the restrictions governing this

class.

The professional rider, through his union,

has the opportunity of being heard, and also

is conversant at all times with what is being

done. He has a place on each district board,

and also one of his kind figures on the Board
of Control. In the general meeting he is en-

titled to five representatives, that being the

number of districts into whicn the territory

controlled by the N. C. A. is divided.

Compels Investigation.

In subjecting the rulings of the Board of

Control to revision and annulment by a Board

of .Appeals made up of authorities on the

sport selected outside its membership, it is

made fully apparent that the N. C. A. not

only invites but compels an investigation of

the acts of its main instruments of govern-

ment, for the mass of detail and e.xecution

will fall upon this Board.

Local option, or, to be plain, Sunday racing.

is a matter to be settled by the individual

members, for what is considered undesirable

in one section of the country is not so re-

garded in another state. But no circuit meets

or national championships shall be contested

on Sunday.

One of the efforts of the N. C. A. will be

the establishment of a Grand Circuit that

will be such in every sense of the word, and

on it the champion of the year will be named.

Of not more than eight weeks' duration, this

line will start in the West right after Inde-

pendence Day, and, taking in only the prin-

cipal cycling cities, will skip across the coun-

try and conclude before Labor Day. State

circuits will be in order in the spring, and in

the fall the speed merchants may find profita-

ble occupation in the South and the Far West,

perhaps extending even to the Pacific Coast.

Cycle racing, under proper direction and

control, can be made second to no competi-

tive amusement, attracting that portion of the

sport-loving public which attends for the sake

of the sport itself, and riot because of any

possible monetary gain. In the past the su-

pervision of cycle racing has been to a great

extent of a negative quality, negative because

the L. A. W., originally intended for other

purposes, has neglected its oiTspring and

shunted it to one side upon all possible occa-

sions.

The N. C. A. has a logical excuse for life.

and it has come to stay. Its formation is a

natural sequence of a gradually growing dis-

inclination upon the part of the L. A. W. to

provide properly for cycle racing government.

To enumerate the instances which officially

culminated in the "breakaway" of the leading

professionals last fall would be to reiterate

history that is of too recent date to warrant

the telling. Then, too, the lack of consid-

eration shown track owners had its result,

and even in the L. A. W. itself the divorce of

the sport from the body has been a question

of long standing. And now it has come.

It has been said that it is better for cycle

racing that a disinterested body should con-

trol it, and this fallacj' is hardly deserving of

a reply. The track owners, who have thou-

sands of dollars invested, the promoters who
risk their money, and the racing men who
obtain their livelihood, realize thoroughly

that in order to sustain the confidence and

support of the public the sport must be kept

pure and absolutely above suspicion. A gov-

ernment with some degree of permanency

—

not one which may change annually—is what
the sport demands, and this can never be sup-

plied by the League.

Of course, it is impossible to build up a

new organization in an inkling, but the N. C;

A. is doing very well, thank you, and expects

ultimately to fill the bill.

A. G. Batchelder,
,

Chairman Board of Control.

THE L A. W. STA\DPOINT.

In its control of cycle racing the League
of American Wheelmen protects the interests

of the three interested classes: The riders,

promoters and the public. To do this

it insists that all promoters must carry out

their contracts with the riders and pay their

advertised prizes in full. Racing men are

compelled to do as they agree with the pro-

moters and to apperr at meets in which they

are entered. The public is insured that there

is no collusion among the riders and no foul

riding; that it is seeing real sport, honestly

conducted.

Where any of the two active classes, the

riders and promoters, fail to keep their con-

tracts or fail to ride honestly they are punish-

ed by suspension from racing privileges.

This is made operative in the case of riders

by not allowing them to ride for the period

of their suspension, and in the case of pro-

moters by not allowing them the privilege of

conducting meets for the same time. If they

are track owners, or, if the offense is commit-

ted because of the ownership, the track is

placed under suspension and meets or training

not allowed until the suspension is raised.

By this means riders know they have a pro-

tection against unscrupulous track owners or
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FIRST TIME IN

CHICAGO ROAD RACE
was won by W. B. Ferguson on a NELSON
Wheel, fitted with J. P. THOMAS REVOLV-
ING HUBS AND HANGERS.

These Double Ball Bearings, with inner Revolving
Sleeve, increase the speed 40 per cent

with the same power.

These bearings have created such a demand that we find it necessary to increase our capacity. In

nearly every instance where sample orders have been shipped we have received regular orders for stock.

Large manufacturers and supply houses are figuring with us on quantities.

We receive daily hundreds of letters of inquiry from business men, racing men and pleasure riders.

We are determined to reach all riders and dealers that have not yet tried the J. P, Thomas Revolving

Hubs and Hangers, and have therefore decided to offer a better discount from the list to manufacturers

and dealers on any size orders from one set or more. We supply dealers with advertising matter.

Oscar Holdberg, 3,000 Wentworlh Ave., Chicago, rode a bicycle fitted with J. P. Thomas Re=

volving Hubs and Hangers in a contest and won the three first prizes.

NOTICE THFSE GRF:AT POINTS OF INTEREST.

Travels 40 per cent faster with the same power.

A dust-proof cap prevents dust from entering the bearings.

Oil feeder needs oiling but once in a season.

No cleaning or repairing the entire riding season.

Lasts twice as long as other bearings.

We guarantee wbat we claim or money refunded. Wc Iiave no traveling salesmen.

Write for terms and advertising matter.

J.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

P. THOMAS & CO.,
439-441-443 31st Street, Chicago, III.
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promoters, and the latter know that when the}-

advertise certain riders those riders will be in

attendance and that all riders will compete

honestly. To deviate from this principle

would be to ruin the sport. To adhere to it

is to constantly foster it and increase its im-

portance, as is shown by the 'fact that the

L. A. W. has so governed cycle racing that

it stands to-day as the greatest athletic sport

in the United 'States and the L. 'A. W. the

greatest athletic governing organization. To
control and foster such a sport, however, re-

quires this strong organization, for it has

two contending classes to protect, each in its

own interest, and has to insure the third oi

the honesty of both when attractions are of-

fered.

Control by either riders or promoters would

inevitably result in the controlling class con-

ducting the sport without regard to the other;

and by both in the exaltation of one and later

submission oi the other, or in collusion be-

tween the two, which would rob the public oi

its insurance that it is seeing honest sport.

Disinterestedness Needed.

.\n organization numbering riders, promo-

ters, and the great class of representative cy-

clists is absolutely necessary to the govern-

ment of the sport, and this the League pro-

vides. Its membership includes the enthus-

iasts of cycling WHO ARE INTERESTED
IN CYCLING FOR THE SAKE OF THE
SPORT, as well as those interested financial-

ly, and its interest is of such moment that

it has constantly worked to elevate the sport

and to conserve the interest of all parties to

it. That it has succeeded is shown in the

magnificent proportions of cycle racing in

this country at the present time.

And its success has been not only because

of its underlying principles, but because it has

selected from its membership the most expert

racing authorities 'for its racing department.

It has had the pick of the best men for the

dififerent positions from the best of the wheel-

ing enthusiasts of the country, and their ad-

ministration of racing affairs has resulted in

the elevation of the sport.

Result of Experience.

The League control, as now administered,

is the result of twenty years of exiperience in

cycle racing, and while there may be dis-

agreements at times regarding its policy, the

fact remains that it is the result of actual

experience. In nearly every case where there

are disagreements regarding its policy it will

be found that the dissatisfied one complains be-

cause the rules operate against his personal in-

terests or will not permit him to manipulate

the sport dishonestly.

There is not a rule in the League racing de-

partment but which has been carefully con-

sidered with the interests of all the classes

named in view, and there is not one in which

there is an inconsistency. Of course, they

are changed from time to time as experience

and the growth of the sport shows to be nec-

essary, but on the whole they represent years

of work and are not framed for private ad-

vantage or for the benefit of any one class.

It is this which has caused the League to

make cycle racing so popular and which has

made it possible for business men to invest

their money in it. No one supposes that the

League control of racing could be otherwise

than of the best if it made it possible for mil-

lions of dollars to be invested in the sport.

That is just what has been done, and it is

League government that has made it possible.

Some track owners may see that they could

make even more money if the strict rules,

based upon the principles stated, were not

operating against them, but if they were to

lose this controlling influence they would also

cause the sport to deteriorate in the estima-

tion of the public and their investment would
become practically worthless.

In this connection it is noteworthy that no

track owner who has wanted honest racing

has ever disagreed with this policy of the

League.

Danger of Back-door-isin.

The amateur rule of the League is the same
as that adopted by all other athletic governing-

organizations, in all practical features, and is

much the same as is found throughout the

world. It may be too strict for some who
would like to approach professionalism by
the back-door, but the League does not allow

such "liberality," for to do so would be to

wreck amateur cycle racing. There would be

no protection of the genuine amateur racing

for the love of the sport against the "ama-

teur" being assisted sub rosa.

All actions of the racing department of the

League are subject to revision by the Na-
tional Assembly, composed of the leading

wheelmen of every state in the Union. This

assembly is composed of men elected by the

representative wheelmen of every district and

their work as cyclists has proven them capa-

ble of legislating upon cycling matters. No
better board for revision could be found, and

its most salient point is that it is not selected

at random by any clique, nor is there any

possibility of its contamination.

Danger of " Grafting."

In the racing department are the most act-

ive agents of cycle racing in this country, and

there cannot be the least suspicion against any

of them. Their past records in the sport have

been above reproach. It is known that they

would not stoop to any act which would de-

ceive or defraud the public and that the only

interest they have in the sport is its proper

government. To have men of the least doubt-

ful character would be to destroy the confi-

dence of the riders, promoters and public;

hence, the men appointed are the best to be

found. They cannot be contrasted with any

class of men who are notorious "grafters" or

wanting to conduct racing in "any old way"
so long as it brings in the dollars temporarily.

In a few words, the League maintains its

control of racing by keeping the confidence of

the parties to it and by constantly working,

unselfishly, to make it -even greater than it is

to-day. George L. McCarthy,
Chairman L. A. W. Press Committee.

SOME SPICY SIDELIGHTS.

There are several men who are in position

to throw sidelights upon the racing situation.

It would not be difficult to show that if the

L. A. W. had been more skillful in handling the

racing men the outlaw movement would prob-

ably not have started. It is very easy to

show that those engaged in the outlaw move-

ment are not actuated primarily by pure

sportsmanship. The L. A. W. is not on trial.

The N. C. A. is. It is therefore apropos that

the sidelights be now thrown upon the N. C.

-A. This is done in the following, written un-

officially by an L. A. W. man:

"I have been in a position to see and hear

much of both sides of the question and to

learn something of the requirements of cycle

racing government.

N. C. A. Strength Summarized.

"Aside from the requirements for proper

control of the sport I would like first to sum-
marize the importance of the so-called 'out-

law' movement. It is claimed by the officers

of the N. C. A. that the organization is in

control of the following tracks: Ambrose
Park, Berkeley Oval and Manhattan Beach,

New York; track at Vailsburg, N. J.; Wash-
ington, Waltham, Bridgeport, Baltimore, Buf-

falo, Chicago (Hands track). Flushing and St.

Louis. Admitted that this is so, what does

it amount to? The tracks at Berkeley Oval,

Ambrose Park, Vailsburg, Washington,

Bridgeport, Baltimore and St. Louis have not

had even one lonely meet, since the day they

were constructed, which has paid expenses.

That is an aggregation of failures that cannot

be equaled in any line of sport in this or any

other country.

"The Hands track in Chicago has not joined

the 'outlaws,' and the manager of it is author-

ity for saying that it will not unless cer-

tain prohibitory conditions are complied with.

The St. Louis track is in the hands of a re-

ceiver, and is to be torn up within a short

time unless it is sold. If that happens it will

be bought in by L. A. W. promoters. The
Buffalo track has had innumerable meets, but

not more than two, in the last three years,

have paid expenses. The track at Flushing

is a clay affair, situated in a county fair

grounds, and has not been in use for three

years. The Waltham track was tried last year

and with all the stars and a match race be-

tween Bald and Cooper was so much a fail-

ure that the promoter could not pay his prizes

and the L. A. W. was compelled to suspend
the track.

Practically but One Track.

"This leaves Manhattan Beach as the only

track in the lot that amounts to anything, and
one track is not cycle racing by any means.

It is my opinion that the L. A. W. Racing
Board should be glad to turn over these tracks

to anybody that would take them oflf their

hands. Just stop to think it over. Only one
track that has been a paying institution, and

yet this talk of the 'outlaws' ousting the

League! Out of the twelve tracks, six were
suspended by the L. A. W. last year as a pro-

tection to the riders: one has been abandoned
for three years, one is in dispute, one is to

be torn up, and three have been financial fail-

ures. Let the 'outlaws' show to the con-

trary.

"Of the riders there are 5(3 professionals

identified with the 'outlaws,' out of a total

registered last year of 6'21, and yet we are

told that the professionals are solidly with the

N. C. A. Of course these 56 may be among
the best in the country, but the L. A. W.
has such men as Major Taylor, Nat. Tom and
Frank Butler, Eddie McDuftie, Harry Gibson

and several others of note. And of the 56

there can be little trouble in finding a cause

for their action. It is easily traced, and I

will say something of that later. Thus far it

is shown that the N. C. .-^. is not so formida-

ble as it would appear from the stories of its

press agents.

''Now for the inside history of the move-
ment. It cannot be denied that its start was-

made when the New York handicapper of 1897

was severely reprimanded by the L. A. W.
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MANS0NS
BIG VICTORY IN THE CHICAGO ROAD RACE.

"Farmer" Burns, from the country, and the first time in any

race, won the Chicago road race on a 20-Ib. 3-Crown

Manson over the roughest roads ever known in the history

of the event, and crossed the tape without a scratch on his

wheel.

MANSON CYCLE COMPANY,
153-5 WEST JACKSON STREET,

®-

CHICAGO, ILL.
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for connection with the famous short-track

scandal at Madison Square Garden. He was

fully aware that the track was short because

he had handicapped a race for the preliminary

meet on the Saturday evening previous to the

six-days race, and it was found that the limit

men were beyond the scratch line with a lap

til the good, and it was necessary to bring

them back to the tape, though if the track had

been full distance these men would have been

directly behind the scratch men a few yards.

But he was one of the promoters of the six-

days race, as well as handicapper, and it

would never do to let the public know that

the track was short if it could be helped. Be-

sides, it had its advantages in that the men
would break records on a short track, and the

public would come to see them do it. But
it leaked out and the L. A. W. Racing Board,

upon investigation, gave the handicapper the

alternative of retiring from the promoting as-

sociation or resigning as handicapper.

"He preferred the latter position, and os-

tensibly resigned from the promoting asso-

ciation, and then made an effort to secure re-

appointment as handicapper for another year.

But his reputation was spoiled by the track

scandal and he was shelved.

The Handicapper's Revenge; or, .

"Then it was that the outlaw movement
started. The ex-handicapper determined upon
revenge. He commenced laying plans from

that time, as was shown by premature efforts

in the spring of 1898, but the time was not

ripe and he had not fully planned his move.

Later he did so, and he then took into his

confidence one of the riders, who has been

spoken of as the champion of the last lour

years, and who is his bosom friend; Through
this rider the others were to be made dis-

gruntled against the L. A. W. The ex-handi-

capper, now chairman of the 'Board of Con-
trol' of the outlaws, has succeeded to the ex-

tent of the 56 before mentioned.

"Later in the season a number of tracks had

been suspended by the L. A. W. for not pay-

ing prizes to the racing men, and the owners

of these tracks did not take kindly to the

action, as a matter of course. They were then

prevailed upon to become the nucleus of the

track support of an outlaw movement. Though
they were suspended for the very good rea-

son that they did not pay their honest debts,

they made capital for newspaper talk and

were taken in. By this time also some of the

professional riders had been ripened for re-

volt by the so-called champion mentioned,

and another rider who has been referred to

as a great handicap racing man. He was
notorious for his team work with his partner

and chafed under the restraint of League re-

ferees. He also helped to disgruntle the other

riders that he might be free to do as he pleases

in race meets.

"These riders defied the League last fal!,

and from that day to this have been able to

give but one debatable reason why they did

so, and that is not well grounded. They said

in that 'reason' that the League would not

permit them to ride for a purse of $1,000 on

either July 4 or Labor Day, because there

were National Circuit dates at Newark and

Springfield, Mass., on those respective days.

That is the nearest approach to a 'reason'

the'y have been able to give, and that shows
how little they know of the sport at which

they earn a livelihood. The reason they were

not allowed to ride at these places for the

amount named, was that these places had been

granted sanctions for the National Circuit at

a time previous.

Protection for Promoters.

"The Racing Board compelled all promoters
on this circuit to put up a first prize of at

least $150 in one race of the meet. This, with

the second, third, and often fourth prizes.

made that particular race a very costly affair

to the promoter, and with the other profes-

sional races on the card his meet represented

several hundred dollars. After this was made
compulsory with the promoter, where would
he have been had the Racing Board allowed

the stars to run away to some other meet?

By not allowing them to do so the Board pro-

tected the circuit promoter. And it must be

remembered that the National Circuit was
running every week, week-days as well as

holidays, and the sum total of the races in

which the promoters were compelled to put

up these large purses, no matter what the date,

was many thousands of dollars. But the

riders lost sight of the fact that the Board
was making promoters give them so much
money to ride for. The riders only thought

of the paltry $2,000.

"They also forgot that if this was allowed

nobody would want a National Circuit date

for fear that some other promoter would cap-

ture the star riders and leave them with only

a few mediocre riders to offer the public. The
very vitality of a National Circuit depends

upon this protection, but the riders do not

appreciate that fact. But when the N. C. A.

chairman is asked why they broke away he

always says that it is matter of so recent oc-

currence as not to be worth repeating. He
has said that in interviews in his former home
in Buft'alo, but that is not a reply; it is an

evasion.

Thoughtlessness of Riders.

"A peculiar feature of the situation, and
one which also shows the thoughtlessness of

the riders, was a development early in the

movement. The League had suspended sev-

eral tracks for not paying salaries to certain

racing men. These tracks were among those

mentioned as having joined with the outlaws,

in pique. Strange to say, although these

tracks were suspended by the League as a

protection to these riders, and that they might
get their money, many of them joined the

same organization and now have, as officers,

the very men who would not pay them their

due and who never have contributed one cent

to a settlement. Verily the Iamb is inside the

lion in this case.

"A certain New York club joined the 'out-

laws' recently with much flourishing of trum-

pets. Anyone, who reads the papers in the

metropolis knows that this same club was op-

posing the L. A. W. early last year 'because of

a discussion regarding a race meet. This club

made a great stir over the matter and tried to

make it appear that it had unjustly suffered at

the hands of the L. A. W. Racing Board, but

its officers failed to state that it had endeav-

ored to misuse certain financial privileges al-

lowed by the League under certain conditions,

and that it had resorted to a subterfuge the

year previous to reduce the L. A. W. income.

No, it kept that quiet. That would have placed

it in a bad light. Now one of the officers of

the N. C A. is the principal member of that

club, who was connected with the aforesaid

race meet, and the one who was directly re-

sponsible for the subterfuge, not to call it

worse.

"Thus two of the N. C. A. officials, outside

of the 'Board of Control,' are disposed of.

Of this board there are five members. The
record of the chairman has been pretty well

covered, .\nother is a Buffalo pawnbroker,
who was also connected with the short-track

scandal. A third was formerly an L. .\. W.
handicapper, who made an alliance with the

'outlaws' and afterward, as a member of the

L. A. W. Assembly, voted in that body to

have the League give up control of racing

that the 'outlaws' might get it, or in other

words, he sold himself out. A fourth is an

ex-promoter of races who wanted to run

races without discipline or regard for the

riders, and was not permitted to do so. The
fifth was a member of a committee in the L.

A. W. last year and in that capacity was thor-

oughly 'warmed' by the racing adherents.

He turned to the 'outlaws' to get even with

the racing officials of the League who had

criticised him.

Cause and Effect.

"Of the handicappers, one has been in the

same position as the chairman of the 'Board

of Control' through having lost a handicap-

pership in the League. Both these men
thought the League all right when they had

these lucrative positions. Two other handi-

cappers were candidates for membership on

the L. A. W. Racing 'Board and were not fav-

orably considered. They wanted a job, and

not securing it in the organization of their

first choice took the next thing offered.

"A western cycling paper recently came out

with an editorial espousing the cause of the

'outlaws.' The editor of that paper was a

candidate for chairman of the L. A. W. Rac-

ing Board, and was refused the appointment

for good reasons. Later he became the L.

A. W. delegate to tlie International Cyclists'

Association. In that capacity he expected to

have the L. A. W. pay his expenses for a

trip to Paris for the purpose of attending the

il. C. A. meeting. When the Executive Com-
mittee of the L. 'A. 'W. refused to make an

appropriation for this junket he resigned

the position and wrote the editorial men-

tioned.

"A club which has recently announced that

it will give a meet under iN. C. A. auspices

does not state its reasons. Here they are: It

has had the expenses of its 'amateur' racing

team guaranteed to a meet to be held in a

Southern city, and the use of the track has

been practically donated. Think of an 'ama-

teur' team traveling on the same principle as

a professional!

"Some of the 'outlaws' say that a recent

meet of theirs was a great success. They do

not state that at least one-half of one of- the

stands was filled by dead-heads and that there

v/ere many others, nor do they say how niucli

the promoter lost on his venture. And that

meet brings up some questions of importance

as affecting cycle racing government. One of

these is: What will be done with the riders

who failed to appear? iNo rider has ever been

suspended by the iN. C. A. or any other out-

law organization. Are these delinquents to

be punished? If not, what would prevent all

of the riders entered at any meet failing to ap-

pear and leaving the promoter in the lurch?

Or, even, what is to prevent the advertised

stars staying away? Where does the protec-

tion to the promoter come in?
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"At this meet there was a novice race, the

stamling of the competitors being passed upon

\>y the Iiandicapper. There is no way of tell-

ing whetlier a rider is a no'vice except by his

record of past performances. This particular

Iiandicapper .has no records of the riders, and

iviH probably admit that he has iio'l. It is

evident he let -them pass as novices without

Unowing whether they were. If that was done

how does anyone know that these men were

enilltlcd ito compcite in the class? .And if en-

iiics arc to be passed upon .so carelessly what

proiteclioii do ,the outlaws give the genuine

novice who has neveir won a prize?

'In the 'amateur' races there was at least

one competitor who was transferred ito the

profcssiOiUial class by the L. A. W. last year

upon direct evidence that he h.ad accepted

ca.sh for a prize in a match race. There was

iiuit the slightest doubt of his having violated

the 'moLS't essential principle of amateurism.

Yet he was accepted as an amateur by the

'outlaws' and rode as such. When such

things as these are allowed it shows how dis-

honestly the outlaws would cc>nduct races if

they were allo'wed to control. These things

show tihem to be absolutely without prin-

ciple.

Tempest in a Tea-Pot.

"Jt is noticeable that many of the clubs in

New York and vicinity refuse to conduct any

meet this year rather than hive outlaw riders

at their meets. It is also noticeable that the

'outlaws' have very few meets scheduled,

though including their 'state' circuit, which

includes Flushing, Ambrose Park and Man-
hattan Beach, as given out by their own press

agency. .\ 'state' circuit traveling around

Brooklyn I It is so foolish as to be laugh-

able, and yet it was announced in all serious-

ness. The professional 'outlaws' cannot make
much of a living out of three meets, but that is

all that is ofifered them. Suppose eaeh one oi

the tracks claimed by the 'outlaws' gives a

meet; it amounts to nothing, and there can-

not be more than one conducted on each, be-

cause they cannot be made to pay, as was

shown in last year's experience. Business

men are not losing money for the benefit of

others very long.

"Two years ago the Intercollegiate Associa-

tion begged the L. A. iVV. to recognize its

rules in intercollegiate races, the situation at

that time being such as to almost prevent such

events were it not allowed. The L. A. W.
assembly at Albany granted the request un-

animously. This year some of the intercolleg-

iate riders show their gratitude by riding in

'outlaw' meets.

"This summary includes every faction and

every part of the 'outlaw' government. It

will be seen why the League is opposed by

these men, and the showing is all to the credit

of the League.

Why—Where—What 7

"To close, ndiy did the riders decide that the

League control of racing is not propc-ly con-

stituted? Where is the 'Board of Appeals' the

N. C. .\. has talked so much about, and on

which several League, officials refused to ac-

cept membership? What is to prevent the

track owners (the business element) in the

N. C. A. doing as they please with the riders

and the public if they could get control? Why
are the 'outlaws' afraid of 'Major' Taylor? I;

the chairman of the 'Board' of Control' still

identified with the six-days race and cake-

walk promoting association? What is to pre-

vent L. A. W. riders capturing all the world's

championships at Montreal? Will riders and

promoters who do not keep their contracts

be suspended, or are they too badly needed

by the 'outlaws'? If the track owners sus-

pended last year by the L. A. W. do not want

to pay their debts this year, will they do so

quicker because they are officers of what they

would desire to be the controlling govern

ment? Is cycle racing benefited if it is con-

trolled by men who have been shown as con-

nected with questionable afTairs, not paying

prizes, and others looking for revenge?"

Down' in IVIottville.

Baltimore, May 'JT.—.\ streak of red. all

red, two men and a wheel, circled the six-

lap, steeply, scientifrcally banked track at the

Baltimore Colosseum last night, '^and after a

mile of this streak had been measured off by

the scorers, the timers announced 1.32 '2-5.

and there was a howl of appreciation from the

throats of the people closely packed round

the six-lap saucer bowl. For a mile in

1.3'2 2-5, the same time as that of Edouard

Taylore, the Frenchman, who held the mile

record of the world last year, is unusual for

a two-wheeled vehicle on a small six-lap track

at night. The "choo-choo" machine thus

proved the time of 1.35, made at San Jose last

winter, was right, after all. Numerous watches

in the stands last night caught faster time, but

the official timers were cautious.

Fournier surprised himself, and Henshaw,

the steersman, was also taken somewhat by

surprise when he finally dismounted from the

wheel with water running out of his almost

blinded eyes. For steering a machine over

a mile by electric light at this speed is a job

which tests the eyes to their utmost, since rid-

ing a wheel at such speed not only tires the

eyes but tires the men who labor with their

1U8 gear every inch of the distance as though

there were no petroleum power to help them

along. His present machine is one of two

horse-power, but Fournier says the next

one he builds will be of four horse-power

with a double motor, and that then 1.2n, or

even lower, may be expected for the mile.

In any event, the ride of last night demon-

strates just how easy it is going to be for

the Frenchman to take on some good pace

follower and wipe from the record slate the

mile record of Major Taylor of 1.31 4-5.

Fournier did 1.31 2-5 at Washington on the

three-lap track, and his 1..32 2-5 on the six-

lap track last night proves that the Wash-
ington mile was not the 'icst possible with

the Red Demon machine.

Mr. Mott looked on at the races. Haus-

man, the New Haven man, suffered disquali-

fication for jumping the gun after having run

second to Ripley, of Princeton College, in the

half-mile handicap for amateurs. Ripley en-

tered for this meet, by the way, and then did

not care to come over from Washington

to compete. He was told by J. D. Lasley.

of the Board of Control, to come or be sus-

pended, and he came.

McDuffee Beats Taylor Unpaced.

iln the 13-mile motor-paced race at Phila

delphia. May 27, between McDufifee and Tay-

lor, McD.uffee's steam iiTOtor leaked in the

third mile. The race was re-sbanted, but an-

other •breakdown occurred. McDufifee then

caught Taylor at 2| miles in 6.28, in a five-

mile unpaced pursuit race. Taylor beat

Thompsoin. of Toroitrto, and .\ker, of Phila-

delphia, ill the lone-third-mile dash, in .35 8-5.
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We
Make

Wheels

The Year ^Round.

The

Standard

ELMORE
They are al-ways

new and better

than others of the

same price
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Long Contracts

—

Short Contracts

Executed at any
time of the year,

and for any quantity.

I*

Elmore Mfg. Co.,

CLYDE, OHIO, U, S. A.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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It pays to buy the Genuine BROWN
saddles. Why so ? Because they are the best

that human skill with good material can turn

out. Full illustrated catalogue free. ^ ^ ^

THE BROWN SADDLE COMPANY,
ELYRIA, OHIO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
STYLE G.«*<!«
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Fisk Tires
FOR

BICYCLESissCARRIAGES
FULLY GUARANTEED.

Trape-Mark.

FISK RUBBER COMPANY,
Chicopee Falls. Mass.

Branch, Syracuse, N. Y., A. 0. BOLSTER, Mgr.

New York Agents,

CASE & SCHLAUDECKER, No. 92 Wall Street, New York.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST.

Kindly mention The Wheel. "

We have yet to hear of a rider of the COLUMBIA BEVEL-GEAR
CHAINLESS who would wiHing:Iy give it up for any other wheel.

Direct testimony

is always better than

heresayevidence. If

you desire to know
about Bevel-Gear

Chainless Bicycles,

do not ask a person

who has never rid-

den one, or is in any way connected with a manufac-
turer who does not make them. Inquire of riders of

the Columbia Bevel-Gear Chainless. There are thou-

sands of them throughout the country. They are to

be met in every city, in almost every town of the

United States—so popular has the machine become
in the short space of a year and a half. There are

reasons for this. The Chainless is easier to take care

of than the chain wheel. It has a longer life. Every
ounce of power applied to the pedals is made effective.

This last advantage over chain-driven wheels is ap-

parent the moment you mount the machine. The
Chainless seems to possess an activity and life of its

own. You notice it in starting, stopping, back- pedal-

ing, riding on le /els and especially in ascending grades.

COLUMBIA CHAINLESS BICYCLES, $60 to $75.

Chain Wheels. Columbias, Hartfords and Vedettes. $25 to $50.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO., Hartford, Conn.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THAT LAWSUIT.
Mr. DEALER:—The NEVERLEAK battle isalso your battle. Oursuc-

cess in it will benefit you. It will add to your business a fine and very important

sundry of stability and reputation, at a fair price, so maintained as to yield

you a snug profit instead ot a flood of compounds, many so ruinous in nature

and price as to place the business in disrepute as heretofore and keep you con-

stantly in "hot water."

We have every confidence of winning this suit. Our rights are broad,

valid and just and will prevail.

NEVERLEAK
Is the only Tire Compound that

can be legally used or sold. In

handling it you have the positive

assurance that it is the standard,

the best; the only one used and

recognized by Tire Makers, and

Che only one you can buy, use or

sell without buying a lawsuit.

We are dally asked to license

others under our patent I WE
GRANT NO LICENSES UNDER ANY
CIR'UMSTANCES OR CONSIDER-

ATION I

OIR 1899 BRAND
Will close punctures fully three

tim-s as large as formerly, making

it marvelously effective. It will

preserve the tire and overcome all

the "roubles.

Buffalo Specialty Mfg. Co.

BUFFALO. N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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TOO BUSY TO WORRY.

This About Sums Up the Condition of Affairs Among

Those Chicago Concerns Rumor Mas

Placed Outside the Combine.

Chicago, May 27.

—

The Wheel's represen-

tative found Director Fred. B. Jones, of

Adams & Westlake Mfg. Co., at his desk

wearing that genial smile that never deserts

liim. After a little by-play Mr. Jones de-

clared himself as follows anent the trust:

"We are but little interested, if we are inter-

ested at all. Our bicycle business represents

but an infinitesimal part of our trade. We
only make and market high-grade wheels.

We may not, therefore, interest the trust on

that account. It is highly probable, in fact, I

might say it was a certainty, that there will

be a combination of some kind, and it is not

at all unlikely that it may control consider-

able trade. However, time is a cruel arbiter;

we will await its disposition of the affair. The
days of the prophets have gone by, you know."

Chicago Handie-Bar Co. are not worrying

over the trust, and will cross the bridge, if

there is one to cross, when they come to it.

iW. H. Fauber had nothing to say. Bur-

gess is inclined to believe the trust will not buy
them out, and means it.

Manager C. H. Pratt, of the F. S. Waters

Co., has not been called upon or interviewed

by trust agents, nor are the members of his

firm lying awake at night to devise means
whereby they can carry on their business in

competition with any trust. He cannot im-

agine that they will have any trouble in secur-

ing material, and does not believe that there

is any essential part to a bicycle that the

trust can control; consequently, Mr. Pratt's

present ease of mind.

Talking the outlook over with Mr. L. H.
Manson, of Manson & Co., he stated that his

company had given no option on their plant.

Of course, his business was for sale—at his

price. He said that the trust might in some
way make it difficult for those outside the

combine to successfully carry on business, but

he had discounted any such possible condition

by already purchasing sufficient material to

build 20,000 bicycles. Being asked if, in his

opinion, the trust could control one or more
essential parts of the bicycle, he said he was
inclined to believe they could not: "The trust

in no way perturbs me; I started in business

in '96 in one little room and had three men
employed. That room contained 20 square

feet of floor space. To-day my plant con-

tains 32,000 square feet of floor space, and I

employ from 170 to 250 men. I have marketed

my entire product at an average cost of 25

cents a wheel, and will sell .$400,000 worth of

goods this year. Never had a traveling sales-

man on the road, and am still selling goods

in every state and territory in the Union, and

also in parts of Europe, so that you can put

it down that the trust in no way worries me. I

desire to compliment The Wheel on its ex-

clusive trust news; also, the masterly way it

has presented and succinctly expressed it.

The Wheel, in this respect, certainly occupies

a most conspicuous place among trade

papers."

In a pleasant little chat with Secretary W.
J. O'Connel, of Arnold, Schwinn & Co., he

said in substance that the proposed trust

did not cut any figure. As to whether they

had given an option on their plant or whether

they had been approached by Mr. Spalding,

he declared that, irrespective of the trust, they

would in the future be found doing business

at the old stand, and selling to their old cus-

tomers; in other words, their business was not

for sale. Being asked the leading question if

he thought there was any one essential thing

in the construction of the bicycle that the

trust could control, he did not believe there

was. "If they form a successful combine," he

added, "the incentive for improved methods

of construction and advancement in detail

would be lost, since when you eliminate or

take away self-reliance from great enterprises

they necessarily, in the nature of things, be-

come unprogressive."

When The Wheel man called on Mr.

Walker, of Walker & Ehrman, he found that

gentleman very busy. He stated briefly that

he could not see how anyone could foretell

what would happen in case the trust went

through, since outsiders were not in position

to know the magnitude of the trust. His
concern did not rely solely upon making bi-

cycle fittings or material; that when they could

not do that successfully they would direct

their energy into other new and prospering

channels.

In a chat with S. F. Lane, manager of the

J. L. Bord Engraving Co.. he had this to say

in regard to the threatened trust or combina-
tion of the dififerent bicycle interests: "We
have not seen Mr. Spalding, nor have we been
approached by anyone. We are entirely in-

difTerent as to the outcome, whether the mak-
ers combine or whether they do not. We pro-

pose to go right along in either event, mak-
ing good bicycles and selling them at fair

prices. Personally, I do not believe that the

trust will be able to monopolize the entire

business to the extent that we cannot get

material to build wheels. When the electric

lamp people went into a combination or pool

it was with the intention of controlling the

entire lamp business. The Warren Electric

Specialty Co., of Warren, O., which then was
but a little bit of a concern, refused to enter

the pool, they having every confidence in their

ability to run their own aflfairs. The result

is to-day, outside of the General Electric Co.,

they are making more lamps than any other

concern in the United States, and their busi-

ness has increased tenfold. I assure The
Wheel that we are not at all worried as to

the outcome of the trust. When it has formed

I look for its early disintegration."

Mr. H. Hirsh, of Calumet Cycle Co.,

said, when a Wheel man met him: "I

have arrangements now under way whereby I

will be able to successfully compete with any-

kind of a cycle trust. In other words, I am
going to make bicycles. That means every-

thing in connection with a bicycle. I have the

necessary capital and all is well. You will

hear from us later."

Jilr. Monroe Mitchell, manager of sales for

League Handle-Bar Co., was of the opinion

that the trust would in no way affect their

business; that is, not to any appreciable extent.

They are busy; all they can do.

• EASILY attached to any bicycle. This device is so arranged as to be quickly adjusted to large or small packages weighing from ONE TO
• FIFTY POUNDS. HOLDINtJ SAME SECURELY. The Carrier is made of cold-rolled steel, nicely nickeled, weighing less than one pound.

iCTNA Combination Bicycle Parcel-Carrier and Mud-Guard.
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Special Rates to Jobbers. Write at once.

>ETNAMFG. CO.,
225 Dearborn St., Chicago.
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When not in use as a Carrier, it serves a
as a perfect Mud-Guard. •

Price, $10.80 per Dozen. S
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JLST WAITI^O.

That Is the Way Insiders and Outsiders Are Doing

While Listening for the Glad Tidings

to Reach Them.

Cleveland, May 27.—Authentic information

regarding tlie relations existing between bi-

cycle and material concerns in this city and

the bicycle combination is exceedingly hard

to obtain at the present time. ,No one seems

to know exactly where he stands, or if he does

know, he declines to state; those who have

given options and expect to be taken in are

reticent for fear that complications may ensue,

while those who have not been approached

decline to talk for publication for reasons best

known to themselves. Of rumors there are

plenty and several people are willing to tell

what they know about "the other fellow," al-

though they stolidly insist that they know
nothing about the arrangements of their own
concern.

Yesterday a Wheel man made the rounds

of all of the leading concerns in town, and so

far as he could learn none of them has yet

transferred its holdings to the combination

or has been given notice that its proposition

would be accepted.

H. A. Lozier returned from 'New York Sat-

urday, but he declined to state exactly where

he stood. However, as he has been one of

the leaders in the enterprise, there is little

doubt but the factories of his concern will be

taken in on satisfactory terms in the near

future, if definite arrangements have not al-

ready been completed.

W. T. White, of the White Sewing Machine

Co., also had nothing to say, although in prev-

ious interviews he has expressed a willingness

to "go in" on satisfactory terms. Dame rumor

hath it that none of the sewing machine con-

cerns are looked upon as desirable acquisi-

tions to the combination, as it is impossible

to separate the bicycle from the sewing ma-

chine interests. The pedal manufacturing de-

partment O'f this concern, which is perhaps

the largest and most complete in the country,

would make valuable property for the com-

bination, but it is evident that nothing has

been settled as yet.

L. E. Hoffman, of the HofTman Bicycle Co.,

stated that his concern had given an option

which would expire June 1, but up to date

they have not been notified to come to New
York; in fact, have heard nothing from the

promoters of the enterprise.

L. Fewsmith, of the Peerless Mfg. Co., de-

clined to give any information. It is report-

ed that this concern gave an option with the

others, but when the appraisers came to make

their investigations they were denied ad-

mission to the factory; hence it seems prob-

able that they will not be in the fold.

D. A.' D'ongler, of the Kelly Handle-Bar

Co., stated that some weeks ago they had been

approached on the subject of a material com-

bination by A. L. Garford, acting in the in-

terests of the bicycle combination, and while

he expressed willingness to sell out at that

time, he has since heard nothing of any kind

from them.

Manager Gorten, of the Standard Tool Co.,

was out of the city and the other officials of

the 'Cbncern declined to talk on the combina-

tion subject. On the face of it it seems im-

probable that the entire bicycle material

branch of their business would be taken in,

since they are large manufacturers of welded

tubing and the combination seems to have

formed an alliance with the new tube com-
bination; this, in view of the fact that Pope,

Lozier, Gormully, Smith, Coleman and others

at the head of the bicycle deal are also heavy

stockholders in the new Shelby Tube Co.

On the other hand the electrical welded pro-

cess, which is practically controlled by the

Standard Company, so far as bicycle mater-

ial is concerned, would be of inestimable

value to the combination, since nearly all

stampings used in up-to-date construction arc

welded by the local concern. Their handle-

bar blanks, seat-posts and other material

would also be desirable since they have proved

a strong factor in economic construction dur-

ing the past two years.

A. L. Moore, president of the Cleveland

Machine Screw Co., sailed for Europe a week

ago, and his subordinates declined to talk on

the subject except to state that there had been

no change in the situation since he left. In a

conversation with a Wheel man about ten

days ago, Mr. Moore stated that they had not

been asked to give an option. Both, the

stamping and the ball-making plants of this

concern are the largest and most complete of

their kind in the country, and it would seem

that if the combination proposes to manu-
facture all its own material, it would be the

natural sequence to absorb these plants. The
stock of this concern is largely owned by a

French syndicate, and whether or not Mr.

Moore's sudden departure for Europe has any

particular significance at this time, is matter

of conjecture.

Mr. Parish, of the Parish & Bingham Co.,

stated that no option had been given on his

plant, and he thought it improbable that the

combination would care to absorb it, since

they are almost without competitors in the

manufacture of stamped sprockets by hydrau-

lic process, and the combination could buy of

them at practically as low a figure as it could

to purchase and operate the plant.

Others which declined to discuss the sub-

ject were the Cleveland Hub Co. and the

Kundtz Bending Co. Both concerns are very

important factors in their respective lines of

production.

Rumor has it that the Viking bicycle factory

and the Toledo Tube Co., manufacturers of

brazed tubing, have been turned over to the

combination. The Independent Supply Co.,

of Chicago, manufacturers of expanders, are

also said to have been taken in by the com-

biners.

S Si

Straus Is a Whole Orchestra.

For a good round oath; for a good, hearty

laugh; for a comforting rotundity, a Teutonic

profundity, a rhythmic, serenity-inspiring flow

of the English language, commend us to

Alex. Straus, the tire man. He is in the

vocabularic line what Sousa is in music

—

original—distinctively pleasing. Never jar-

ring, sharp, staccato. On the other hand,

never lengthitudinous. His phrasing is a

series of trills, runs and other interesting

movements, interspersed with half notes,

quarter notes and appropriate full stops. He
is a rippling, trickling piccolo and a deep, re-

sounding bass. He administers the delicate

sensations of the first violin and that mirth-

provoking joker the bassoon. He heralds a

bit of prosaic news with the triumphant mel-

ody of the hunter's horn. He is full of or-

chestral possibilities. He is a "bird."
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EVERYTHING FROM EVERYWHERE.
+ :

Albany licensed 3,0Ul) riders last year an^:

only 1,000 this year.

The law gives the pedestrian license to walk-

in the road: remcniber that.

Talk is cheap, but somehow gossip abou!

the trust always gains currency.

The moment any looseness ol play is felt

in a bearing, it should be seen to.

Walking for a hundred yards or so will act

as relief from the tiring eflfects of a long ride.

Dirt or grit working in between the can-

vas cover and the air-tube is a frequent cause

of minute punctures.

Pittsburg mourns that only -1,117-5 bicycles

have been licensed this year, which is a num-

ber far less than last year.

Prince Wells, probably the most prosperous

dealer in Louisville, is said to be building a

$1.5,1100 home in that city.

Milwaukee footpads stretch a rope across a

street frequented by wheelmen, and then rob

the fallen riders at their leisure.

When hot and 'fatigued, allow cold water

to run over the wrists of both hands. This

also allays thirst and braces the muscles.

'.Maddin's lamp was not so wonderful after

all. .^ wheelman can make a policeman ap-

pear whenever he wants one by letting his

lamp go out.

Birmingham, .\la., wheelmen are required

to take out a license costing 35 cents, with a

charge of 10 cents additional for the fee of

making out the license.

It cost the city of Philadelphia .$50il for leav-

ing a pile of cement in the street without a

light marking it. .\ wheelman ran into the

cement and injured himself.

Atlanta has a Turtle club composed of

wheelmen of anti-scorcher -belief. Club runs

are officially "crawls" and speed in excess oi

eight miles per hour results in a iiac.

Johannesburg, South .\frica, imposes a

yearly tax of $2.50 on all bicycles and a fine

of $25 for riding them on the wrong side of

the street, or for the lack of license, bell and

lamp.

A St. Joseph, Mo., girl was induced by a

mesmerist to confess she had stolen a bi-

cycle and to return it. A shot-gun and a

father's anger drove the mesmerist out of

town. .

In a recent oflicial order to the Connecti-

cut National Guard ordering them to report

for drill and parade, the order says: "Bicycle

suits are prohibited." Wonder what's it all

about?

To those who ride every day. a handy

trouser-clip is. made by sewing an ordinary

hook and eye on the trousers at the places

where the hooks of the trouser-clip usually

fasten.

Michigan's Supreme Court has rendered a

verdict against a wheelman wdio sued a rail-

road for running him down at a crossing.

"Contributory negligence," said the court to

the cycler.

.^ small piece of paper, brown preferably,

used in conjunction with a piece of rag, will

make an emergency repair for a puncture.

.-\fter solutioning the paper to the rag, solu-

tion the whole over the puncture.

Wheelmen who persist in riding on the nar-

row strip of pavement between the electric car

tracks in various parts of the 'city are en-

couraging the surgeons and undertakers to

hope for a large summer business.

Wheel women in St. Petersburg are ordered

by the jjolice to wear bloomers or rational

dress, as the wind blows too capriciously in

Russia's capital for skirts to be worn with

decency. This is a breezy item, truly.

In Montreal these ta.xes prevail: For every

two-wheeled vehicle or carriage kept for hire

by livery stable keepers, ijvS: on each bicycle,

tricycle or other vehicle o-f that kind except

when used by children under 10 years of age.

*1.

A New York wheelman upon being arrest-

ed for riding without a lighted lamp ofifered

the novel excuse that Friday after dark was

a Jewish holiday, and that he, being a Heb-
rew, could not light matches under the cir-

cumstances.

The wind, which often proves so powerfu;

an aid, becomes a dreadful foe when it has to

be faced. Cyclists should remember this just

now, when high winds and unsettled weather

generally prevail. It is as well to note the

direction of the wind, and plan one's ride ac-

cordingly.

Visitors lO the rooms of the Portland (Me.;

Wheel Club are initiated to the high frame

automobile degree. This degree was intro-

duced only a short time ago and has met

with high favor. In fact, so it is said, there

is a squabble always to see who will be the

ne.xt candidate for the goat.

Trolley-car millionaire P. H. Flynn is go-

ing to build a private boulevard 70 feet wide

and 6 miles long across Jamaica Bay to Rock-

away Beach. Two broad cycle paths will be

part of the boulevard and for a small tax

wheelmen will for the first time be able to

reach Rockaway -in comfort. Would that

Flynns oi the P. H, kind were more plentiful!

Here is a smooth idea for the wheelwoman:

Instead of washing the face in water on com-

ing in from a ride, anoint the skin thorough-

ly with cold cream and wipe it ofif with a soft

wash cloth. This removes the dust far more

thoroughly and easily than water does, and is

better for the skin. After the cold crea.ni has

been wiped off wash with warm water and

pure Castile soap.

JefF Welty. of Rockford, illl., must be a

wag. Jeff is -out with a challenge to race

any Rockfordian liHl miles, but he specifies

that the course must be plentifully besprinkled

with hills, and that creameries shall be situ-

ated at convenient intervals so that he may
obtain all the buttermilk he needs during the

race. JefT swears by buttermilk and will

drink nothing else during a race.

Brooklyn magistrates are very susceptible

gents. A woman was up before one on Mon-
day charged with scorching. The Court re-

marked to the prisoner: "It is not often that

we have a pretty woman here. I guess that

your companion made you ride fast, and I w'iil

punish him by fining him $5 and let you go,

because you are a woman.',' That's the way

—

punish the poor, uninteresting man!

In 1808 the bicycles in Maine were valued

at $324,420. The owners paying $8,100.50 in

taxes on their wheels, of which amount the

state received $8!.)2.50, the rest going to the

towns. The value of bicycles in Maine is only
.$7,000 less than that of the street railway

properties, and is one-tenth of the value of the

steam railroad property, not counting rolling

stock. All other wheel vehicles are ap-

praised at a sum only four times that of the

bicycles. Telegraph and telephone companies
pay $8,689.61 in taxes, and the express com-
panies but $4,950.55. There are 13,000 owners
of bicycles in Maine, and the number increase.-^

rapidly.

Bufifalo is the greatest cycle town in this

country, if not in the world. Every summer
day on which there is no rain from 50,0(XI to

60,000 wheels are ridden. Every day on which
the rain falls steadily from morning to even-

ing the receipts of the street car lines are in-

creased by from $800 to $1,200. There is one
wheel to every eight men, women and chil-

dren, including the poorest. The wheel is

the common means of locomotion for 100,-

OOO persons. There are about 180 dealers in

cycles and sundries, more than 100 repair

shops and nearly 100 small shops and stores

in which bicycles are sold exclusively. There
are more men dealing in bicycles than in

drugs or bread. More men mending wheels

than are shoeing horses and repairing wagons
and other vehicles.

Orders were issued to the Buffalo police lasf

week that all wheels standing against the curb-

stone must be brought to the station house,

and the order was obeyed. The desk ser-

geants had little idea that the order would be

productive of such results, for there were al-

most 100 wheels brought in the first night, and
then after the wheels there came a rush of ex-

cited citizens, merchants, laborers, clerks, mes-

senger boys, and a generous sprinkling of

the fair sex. All had tales to tell of purlodned

wheels, but when they were shown to the re-

spective reserve rooms there could always be

heard exclamations of "How lucky!" "Why.
there it is!" and others of a like nature. It is

the hope of the police by vigorous work at

the start to break up the practice of leaving

wheels standing any and every where.
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FOR THE BUYER—TALK OF THE MARKET.
4:- +

rOR QIICK TlR^S.

The Man Who Has Become Famous for tlis Ability

to Buy and Sefl Cycle Stuff at Close

Prices.

In some respects the Willis Park Row Bi-

cycle Co. is uhe most unique cycle concern in

New Yori'.-. It certainly ranks among the

foremost firms doing an exclusive cycle and

sundry business. The proprietor of the con-

cern is E. J. Willis, an old-timer, who has

been coninected, in one way or another, with

mmy branches of the industry, and whose

present business success is largelj' a matter

of experience accumulated in years o-f cycle

direction. Mr. Willis is a pioneer in his form

of business, which, in a word, is that of buy-

ing in very large I'Ots for cash, and selling

quickly at a small profit. Willis was the first

of the cycle people in New York to discard

the notion that to sell bicycles it was neces-

sary to locate in the riding district. He had

the wisdom, years a.go. to take a store in a

Park Row basement—from which the name
of the concern is derived—with the idea of

having his wares displayed before a mass of

people, particularly coni'mercial people, who
would have an oppottunity to look over his

goods during leisure moments of their busi-

ness time. The idea was a hit, and the con-

cern has prospered ever since.

In addition to the store at 23 Park Row,
Mr. Willis has this season inaugurated a

braji'ch business ait 114 Nassau street, which

is already rivaling the first bom in its volume

of business. The Park Row store consists of

two floors; the Nassau street store of one'

floor, but a very large one. Both places are

literally chock-full of goods. Cases of bi-

cycles, parts, sundries and what not abound:

but they do, not last long at this season of

the year.

The W^illis Company issue a comprehensive

caitalogue of bicycles, parts and sundries, but

perhaps their main business can fairly be said

to consist of the cash buying and quick sell-

ing of special lots of stufif. If a lamp man or

a bell man, for instance, has a supply of his

'98 production on hand, which is good and

salable, but which he himself does not wish to

offer to his trade, the Willis Company is gen-

erally the first concern to which he applies.

He knows by experience that they distribute

a great quantity of stufif, and if he needs the

cash, the fact that the Willis people buy only

for cash attracts hira. The bicycle dealer or

jobber who wishes to buy good stufif at inside

prices will unfailingly find something of in-

terest to him in the Willis ofiferings.

The Seat of the Satisfied Cycler.

"Have you ever thought how delightful it

would be were you to own a saddle that

would make all of your rides a real lasting

delight and 'nothing to think about after-

ward?' A saddle that would remove all the

jolts and jars encountered on uneven roads,

and allow you to sit in the saddle while cross-

ing car tracks, and even then to hardly realize

you 'had left the smooth asphalt pavements?

.''i saddle that removes entirely the constant

vibration of the wheel produced by the resil-

iency of the intlated tires (as they respond

to the surface of the road) and other parts of

the bicycle, which is communicated to the

rider through the saddle?"

If you have then you want to write to M.
H. Naber & Co., 5l) Fifth avenue, Chicago,

tine makers of the saddle here shown, who arc

responsible for the opening queries above

given. Of their saddle, which supplies the

essentials for comforts above hinted at, the

Naber people, continuing, say: "The secret

is in the spring or support, the construc-

tion of which is entirely unlike any device

ever used in connection with the bicycle sad-

dle. 'By twisting,' not springing, it responds

to and takes up every jar and jolt O'f the

wheel. It exhausts the consitant vibration of

tiie machine, leaving the seat of the saddle at

all times perfectly quiet under the rider. The
spring allows the saddle to yield to the

motion of rider, thereby preventing any rub-

bing to cause soreness. The elasticity estab-

lished betiveen the rider and the bicycle pre-

\ents any sudden unpleasiant horizontal

thrusts when the front wheel of the bic)'cle

lifts suddenly in passing over obstacles and

has the effect to reduce the labor of propel-

ling the wheel one-third."

A Horrible Example.

The Wilmot & Hobbs Mfg, Co. have issued

a striking advertisement. It is a four-page

circular. The heading on the first page is:

"Terrible Cycle Accident Caused From Inter-

ior Rust." The moral of the story is told on

the same page—a photographic portrait of a

35-year-old rider "after taking."' It is an un-

beautiful picture, taken five days after the man
was thrown from a bicycle by the breaking of

the front forks.

On the second page is a fac simile of a

newspaper report of the accident, and a letter

from the man ordering a pair of brass-lined

Clincher forks, to replace the broken ones.

The fall was caused by interior rust. Such de-

fects and such falls are obviated ty the use

of the brass-lined tubing.

On the back of the circular is a fac simile

of a testimonial to the value of brass-lined

tubing, mechanically and as a talking point.

The testimonial was signed by 82 dealers in

Danbury, Bridgeport, Stamford, New Britairt,

Middletown, Willimantic. Meriden. Hart-

ford, Norwich, New London, -New Haven,
South Norwalk and Hartford, Conn., and
Springfield and Holyoke, iMass.

The several strong arguments in favor of

the Wilmot & Hobbs tubing arc being very

skillfully set forth in the new full-page ad-

vertisements. Such ads cannot fail to im-

press the rider and, more important still, the

dealer who tells the rider what to buv.

Some Mighty Smooth Articles.

The Jeremiah and the jolly one were com-
paring notes as to the likelihood of the much-
talked-of-cycle combine going through. Jere-

miah was sui^' it would not be a success be-
cause of Ijhe friction which he eould see no
possible way to eliminate. "Oh, that's easy!"

exclaimed the cheerful man, "all the combine
has to do is to take Cole into the deal. That
will elimiinBte all friction in no time, and
make things run as smooth as can be." The
Jeremiah pretended he didn't see the joke;
was unaware of the oleaginous efficiency of

Thriee-in-One and all that .sort of thing, but
it wouldn't go, the joke and the refreshments
were on him and he had to admit both.

'Laying joking aside and coming down to

basic faots. there is a lot of interesting read-

ing matter proving the tried and proven ef-

ficacy of the Cole line in a little book entitled

"They Say It Is Good," which has been is-

sued from the headquarters of G. W. Cole

& Co., Ill Broadway, New Yo'rk. In the

book referred to men like "Buflfalo Bill,"

GovernoT Theodore Roosevelt, P. C. Louns-
berry, Anthur Savage and a host of others

each in turn praise the merits of the famous
Three-in-One. To-day every leading cycle

and gun manufacturer in this and other coun-
tries is a ctistomet and an endorser of the

Cole compound. TypewTiters, sewing ma-
chines and all other light mechanism demand-
ing a high grade of lubrication have each in

turn tried, found perfect and then endorsed
what Cole lias offered them.

In selling, using and handling an article,

nex,t to the article's merits comes the method
of its package, and here is where the Cole
lubricant scores again. In a collapsible tube

one inch in circumference the Cole products

can be tastefully displayed, and cleanly and
conveniently used. The Brush in Cap is a

new patent tube put up for a chain lubricant

with 97 per cent pure graphite and Three-in-

One oil. The compound is a paste that melts

and flows to the rivets of the chain; the brush
in the cap aft'ording a very clean and liandy

method of applying where and when wanted.

The Cole Co^mpany also put up a chain lubri-

cant which is made of mica, and use the same
tube for a tire and rim cement, the brush be-

ing used to spread the cement evenly over

the rim. Cole's tire fluid is put up in 4-ounce

collapsible tubes, so constructed that they

screw to all standard valves, thus preventing

leaks of any character. The compound is a

vegetable one and does not injure rubber in

any manner o-r shape. "R. R." removes rust
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from all metals and contains no acid or emery.

"P. M.," one more Cole product, is offered in

an'Oibher style brush .tube, one in wihioh you

squeeze the lubricant through the bristles.

Turn which way they may, neither cycle

maker, cycle seller nor cycle user can afford to

continue in the game without adding to the

fame of Cole and his clever contributions to

cycling ease, comforit and conveniiciice.

heard at a great distance. Dealers seeking a

salable novelty will find this one of the most

profitable that can be handled. Nearly all the

iarg« jobbers carry the Mascots in stock.

The First and the Finest.

Did you ever notice what a look of speed

the rakish s'niokes.tacks, fine limes and well

turned sides of a gireat ocean steamer convey

to even the least iinterested? Something of

the same kind of an impression is made when

t,he lines of one of t^he new motor tandems of

the Orierat pacing teams are seen. To set the

pace, or to "Lead the Leaders," as the Orient

people tersely put it, was again demonstrated

when the Waltham Mfg. Co. turned out of

its factory the first successful motor pacing ma-

chine made in America. It is not too much to

say in praise of the new machine that it is

the ha.ndsomest motor tandem yet produced

in this country or any other. In its first -trial

on the track the new time-killer did a mile in

1.39, which is tiie fastest mile ever ridden on

the Waltham track. The Orient people are

confident that this pacing machine will play

the same havoc with world's records in '99

thait the Orient human pacing machines did

in '98. And that's enough for anyone to wish

for.

What Westinghouse Learned.

The Westinghouse Electric Co., Pittsburg,

made some speed tesits of the bearings used

in a Cleveland bicycle, and found that the

regular hub, fitted wiith the ordinary, every-day

kind of ball bearings, ran 13,000 revolutions a

minute and then heated and ground to pieces.

The Cleveland hub, fitted with the new Bmr-

well ball and roller beaaung, attained a speed

of 48,000 revolutions a minute for one hour,

without being affected. Westinghouse reputa-

tion tells the manner in which it was tested,

and, further, illustrates how it was able to ob-

tain this great rate of speed. This proof alone

is enough to convince the most skeptical that

the Burwell bearing is the fastest speed bear-

ifl'g, because friction is almost an unknown
quanitity.

Ready to Deliver.

The Thomas Mfg. Co., Springfield, Ohio,

were shrewd enough to foresee the possibili-

ties of a cycle demand exceeding a cycle sup-

ply, and they acted accordingly. The result

is that to-day the company are prepared to

ship wheels on the day the order is received,

a thing not by any means the rule elsewhere.

To those who want good wheels promptly the

Thomas Company are especially caitedng; with

those who want any sort of bicycles, at some

sort of a price at any old time, the Thomas
Company decline to have any dealings. Good
people who want to buy good bicycles from

good people will come mighty near being in

prompt communication with the Thomas
people.

Carried by Nearly All Jobbers.

There are few souvenirs that are as prac-

ti'Cable as the bicycle alarm, known as the

Dewey Mascot, manufactured by the Bell

Novelty Co., of Warren, R. I. It is attractive

in appearance and when in op^r^iotj can be

Where Good News Is to Be Mad.

'To all who case-harden," and they are a

mighty host in cycle making and repairing,

the Rogers & Hubbard Company, Middle-

town, Conn., have somet'ning of importance

and profit to say. The cost to the benefited will

only be the postage expended to let the R. &
PI. Co. know you are out bo learn something

which will bring money to your purse and

satisfaction to your soul.

A New Wood Rim Cement.

Manufacturers, repairmen and riders know
the miseries of creeping tires caused by

crumbling or soft rim cement. Liquid Gutta

Percha is the name of a cement manufactured

by the American Trading Co., 100 William

street. New York. They say that it never fails

to satisfy and that the price is no higher than

that of other cements.

Who Makes This?

The Wheel has received several inquiries

regarding where purchases may be made of

a luggage carrier which is vaguely described

as being "the McCormack, made by some-

one in Philadelphia." If anyone can aid the

paper in putting the makers and the buyers

in communication with each other, all con-

cerned will be grateful.

Stearns to the Front.

A clean scoop was the record of the Stearns

bicycles at Charleston, S. C, on May 20. It

was an L. A. W. race meet. There were six

events, and Stearns bicycles crossed the tape

first in every one.

No Short Season in Providence-

Providence, R. I., May 27.—The Wheel
man has canvassed the trade here on the

prospect of a good but short selling season.

H. H. Rice, the manager of the Columbia
agency, states that this season there has been

a fair trade, and he has put out three wheels

where last year he put out one. He is a

crackajack advertiser. He says that there is

no wheel fever, no rush. Most people who
are buying good wheels do not now get a new
one each season.

Dawson & Co. are doing a star business

with the Lovell. Fred. Hazleton, of that

house, says that up to the time of the cut

they were behind on orders, and now they

are putting out more wheels than ever. He
expects a short season.

W. W. Whitten does not look for a short

season, and he is the dean of the Providence

trade. He says that he has done a good busi-

ness, and is not letting trade go past the

door.

One concern is doing a rushing trade—of

its kind. It is the Flint Company. Its prices

are $5 down and so much per month.

Outside of these houses the other dealers

are merely doing a conservative business, and

the general feeling is one of disappointment

over the delayed season.

There are now two business houses in the

city running automobiles. One has the elec-

tric and the other the petroleum power.

FLORIDA.

The Dealers of the Everglade State's Leading City

Expect a Long Season.

Jacksonville. Fla.. May 27.—With reference

to a paragraph in The Wheel recently, stating

that the season's business might be confined

to a few months this year, the dealers here

think differently. The Wheel representative

has seen all of them and nearly all agree that

the low prices of wheels will have a tendency

to lengthen the season and increase sales.

Ninety per cent of the purchasers here desire

to buy on the installment plan, and the deal-

ers accommodate them, varying their terms to

suit all persons and pocketbooks. The poor

negro can purchase a wheel for $5 to $10,

paying, say, $1 or $2 down, and so much
every week.

The seasons here are different from those

in the North, as the dealers here sell almost

as many wheels in the fall as they do in the

spring. With twelve months of wheeling, in-

terrupted only by rainy days, and a few days

of cold, disagreeable weather in January or

March, the cycle dealers have a season that

lasts almost the entire year. With low prices,

they all agree that many more sales will be

made this year, the $35, $40 and $50 wheels

being the favorite priced ones. The best

wheels are sold at from $5 to $10 down, and

$2.50 per week in installments.

All the dealers expect a good season, but

they are complaining a little as regards the

severe rivalry that price cutting, etc., has en-

tailed. An effort is being made to get up a

trade organization to place prices—both of

machines and repair work—on a living basis.

Jacksonville is one of the best, if not the best

cycling city in the South. With its miles

upon miles of fine brick paved streets, and

hard shell roads, making a round-about trip

of many miles, it's the Mecca of all riders

coming South. The season is long enough to

suit all—twelve months, with few days only that

prevent cycling exercise. Everybody rides

here—white and black, young and old. There

is no registry of the number of wheels owned,

but it would seem as if every resident owned
one and used it, too.

Every evening at 5 or 6 a long procession

of wheels can be seen going out Main or Bay

streets, carrying the suburbanites to their

homes. The Western Union messenger boys

ride wheels, the messenger service boys are

also mounted, and there is no excuse for the

stale joke of how the messenger boys former-

ly killed time.

As to dealers and agents, repair men, etc.,

they are here in force. The city has some 23

bicycle agents, dealers, repair men, and nearly

all have good places of business, and carry

lines of wheels of from 75 to 200 in stock, to

half a dozen or thereabouts. Every make is

represented, and the rivalry between the deal-

ers is keen. There are seven or eight really

large stores with full lines.

There is much feeling in Jacksonville be-

cause the comparatively new cement track,

one-third mile, at Panama Park, is "going

to the dogs." The Florida speedway is, or

rather was, a fine track, based on the lines of

Fountain Ferry, and fast time has been made

on it. But, being too far from the city, ill

equipped with means for being reached, it

fell into disfavor, and now it is going to rack

and ruin—the work of months and thousands

of dollars being utterly wasted.

/
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

62 5,6 70. ROTARY BELL JoBN H. Goss and George W Eddi
Waterbury, Cona, assignors to Tbe Scovill Manu/acturiDg Company,
same place Filed Sept H 1898. Serial No 690.962. (No modeL)
Claim,— 1. A bell, proTidedwitli an attached slrikiiiK-liig.olhard

Eteej. subsUntiallv as de»crib<^d.

6 3 5,346. ACETYLENE-QA3-QENBRATING LAMP EuGftNE

MOEEAU, New York. N. Y.. assignor to the Electro Lamp Company,

same place. FUed" Sept 2,1898, Serial Yo. 690.097. (No model)

63556O4. CYCLE DRIVIHB IIKCHAHISM. XoHANH RESCH. Graz

Auatrla-HuDgary. Filed Jao, 25, 1898. Serial No. G67.862. (No model j^

Claim.— I, The^jnbinatioD with a driving-wbeel andmeansfoi

conaectiafc it with a hollow shaft, of a bevel-gear on the cratit-axle,

a bevel-ge»r meshiog therewith and keyed on an inner shaft rotating

in the hollow shaft and means for connecting together the two shafts,

the inner shaft being adapt«d to rotate at times freely within the hol-

lo^ Ibftft anijl^t others to be locked thereto, substantially as described

6 3 5 ;6 5 5 . BICYCLE-BELL Georoe W Eddy. Waterbury, Conn.. 62 5,521. 3ICYCLE OR GOLF TR0U3ER& Otto W, Schauk,

assignor to The ScoviU Manubcturiiig Company, same placa PUed Philadelphia. Pa PtledAug 27 1898. Senal No, 689,640. (No model)

Mar. 27, 1899, Serial No 710668. (No modeL)

f'Inim.— I. A httinmer for bicycle-bells, comprising a base or car-
rier, and strikers having a pivotal spriHg connection with said car-
rier and adapted to rise upon such carrier when at rest and to fall

down into the path of the striking-ing of the gong when in motion,
substantially as desrHhwl

635,387. VALVELESS TWO-CYCLE HYDROCARBON -MOTOR
PanzDORR, Berlin, Germany. Filed Apr, 15. 1898. Serial No, 877.715.

(No model)

Ciaint.— 1. in a lampthe combinationof a casing containing cal-

cium carbid, a water-reservoir surmounting tbe same, a valve-seat

interposed between the two, said valve-seat having a passage eitend-

ing through it for water, a projection in said seat provided with a

channel forming a continuation of the passage in the seat for con-

ducting the water directly to the carbid and a valve for controlling

the passage on said seat, substantially as shown and describpd,

625 45 6 BICYCLE-FRAME. ViRGEL H. Mills ana John E T.

Mills, Hubbard, Tex. Filed Kar. 13, 1897. Serial No. 627.173, (No

model)

C/aini.— ln a bicycle^rame, the combination with the seat-post

lube and the crank-hanger, of the rear forks pivoted at one end on

the crank-hanger, rear braces pivoted at their lower ends to the rear

ends of the forks, a vertically-.-*winging link pivoted at its front end

to the upper end of the seat-post tube, a coupling-head 17 detacbably

and adjustably fitted on the rear end of the vertlcauy-swinging link

and pivotally connected to the upper ends of the rear braces, the ad-

justment of said coupling-head on the rear end of the link providing

means for petting the rear brnces at a proper inclination or angle, a

collar slidabiy mounted on the, link and bavins; an adjustment corre-

Fponding to the adjustment of the coupling-head, and a spring at-

tached at one end to said collar, and at its other end to the crank

hanger, substantially as set forth

Claim,— 1. A valvelesstwo-cycle hydrocarbon-motorcomprising

the casing, the upper cylinder formed with supply-ports and efflux-

ports and providing a conduit-chamber and an efflux-chamber in con-

nection with the casing, the lower cylinder having ports and of lesf

diameter than the upper cylinder, a piston having a tubular body

surmounted by a mantle and formed with ports adapted to coincide

with the ports in the lower cylinder; and an igniting means connected

with the interior of the tubular body: substantially as described.

635,388. ACETYLENE-GAS GENERATOR. James S. Fehquson.

MinneapoliB, Minn. Piled Mar. 21, 1898. Serial No, 674,586. (No

model)

Claim.—I. In a device for generating gas, the combination of a
water-sealed generator in which the gas is generated; a telescope

gasometer in which the gas is stored ; a pipe connecting the said gen-

erator and the said gasometer through which the gas passes from

one to the other; a three-way cock secured to the said gas-conduit;

said three-way cock being fashioned with a flange having one or more
keyways therein ; and a wrench affixed in the cover of the said gen-

erator, said wrench being provided with one or.niore keys adapted

to enter the keyway or keyways of the said three-way cock, oper-

ating to clamp the said cover thereto, and to turn the said core

thereof, whereby the gas-conduit is opened or closed, substantially

as shown and for the purposes specified.

635,574. BICYCLE ATTACHMENT. THOMAS B. LOCKB, Monte
VlBta, Colo.. SBsignor of one-third to Selden M. French, same place
Filed May 5, 1897.. Serial No. 635,180. (No model)

Claim— \, The combination with the lower front bar or brace
of a bicycle, of a plurality of clamps removably secured thereto, a
pendent U-shaped frame connecting said clamps, one of which is pro-
vided with upright sleeve-bearings, durved arms having then- upright
ends journaled in said sleeves, one on each side of said brace-bar and
carrying auxiliary wheels on their lower swinging ends, vertical guide-
sleeves on the other clamp, one on each side of the br,ice, an iiiverted-
U-ahaped rod, the arms of which slide in said guide-sleeves, link.^* con-
necting tbe lower ends of said rod with the swinging ends of the

auxiliary wheel-carrying arms, pivoted braces connecting said wheel-

carrying arms with the penden* U shaped frame, and a lever con-

nected with the upper end of the inverted-U-shaped rod and with

the machine-frame for swinging the auxiliary wheels into and out

of operative position, substantially as described.

Claim —The combination, with a pair of bicycle or golf trouaora

having hands at the bottom of the legs, of a combined leg-cuff and

stock ing-Eupport adapted to be secured t-y each of said bands over the

stocking and composed of an inner layer of elastic material and an

outorlayerof non-elastic material, the non-elastic liyerhaving greater

longitudinal dimension than the elastic layer and said layers being

stitched together at their edges to produce a transverse gathering or

wrinkling in the non-elastic layer, and devices for securing said cuff?

to the bands and for securing the ends of said cuffs together, substan-

tially as described.

625,457.
ni«iAui!.2g

WRBNCa WluiiB C. McCowiS, Lancaster^ Ohio.

1898. Serial Ho. 689,761 (Ho model)

CImm.— l. In a wrench, the combination ivilh tbe stationary
jaw-carrying arm 1 baling a reduced stem e.,tension 3, of a slidint
jaw-carrjmg arm 4 having a half-round ateni extension aj described
a cylindrical rotating handle journaled about said stem extensions'
an inner end ring on said handle-body baring internal threads whichen^ge tbe threads of said sliding-jaw-arm stem, and a keeper or
guide ring having parallel projecting lips, said keeper-ring being
seated against the inner end ring of said haudle and having its lip
portions secured to said li.«d jaw-arm, substantially as and for tho
purpose specified.

6S5,415. BACK-PEDALMSBRAKR JiMES C. Eebee. EeadlDg
andWllLuiilQEnBB,PottstoWD,Pa. Filed Dec. 12, 1898 Serial Kn
699,049. (No model)

^naino.

Claim.— \. In a machine of the character described, the combi-
nation witli-tbc pedal or driving-shaft, the driven ground wheel and
the one-way driving connections between the same and said shaft-
of a brake mechanism adapted to be operated by backward turnin"
of the drivingshaft, and comprising an annular member fixedlv as.so!
ciated with the driving-shaft, an arm slidingly and pivotallv mounted
upon the frame of the machine and extending in proximity to the
said annular member; a loosely-arranged binder or wedging device
iinterposed between the latter and said arm and maintainin.^ an en-

' gagement between the same with provisions for permitting tne annu-

lar member to turn in a forward direction unaccompanied by the

arm and for causing a rearward turning of said annular member to

ef,9ct a pitman-like action of the arm: and a brake appliance con-

nected with the arm

62.5,716. SPANKER. CaAEtB Baxter, London, England, as-

signor of one-half to Frederick Pertwee. same place. Filed Aug. 19.

1898. Serial No 689,041. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A spanner comprising among its members a frame,

a jaw pivoted to said frame and having a face disposed at an angle
to tbe nut-engaging portion of the jaw, a second jaw pivoted to tho

frame, and having its free end engaging said angular face, and adjust-

ing mechanism for said firsfcmeEliQiied jaw. substantially as described.
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<i25 07 1 BELItEAMMbk. JoHHaGossandQKOROBW.EDDr,

Waterbury Conn, aseignore to The ScovlU MaDufacturing Ccmpany.

same place- Filed Nov. 7. 1898, Serial No 695,762. (No modeL)

6 2 5,600. DRIVIHQ-QEAR FOR BICYCLES. Eowih C. P0HL8.

Denver. Colo. Filed Jan. 8, 1898. Serial No. 666.036. (No model)

6 9 5 3 6 8. BICYCLE-STEP O10RQ8 L Thoipsom, CtUcago, DL

Piled Jaa 3. 1898. Serial No. 665,345. (No model)

.

("/,/;/,( —l." A bell-bainmer. having a base, an alUched pinion,

aiio a hub on said piuioo provided with the circumferential groove f»,

combined with a train of operating-gears, a bell-lever and an antirat-

tiing device pivoted 10 said bell-lever and cooperating with said

grooved i)ub.-8ubstantlallv as described.

625 30 8 '

ADJUSTABLE HANDLEBAR FOR BICYCLES. Jessb

ALBiANDKE.'New Yofli, N. Y. Filed Nov, 10. 1898. Serial No. 696,047.

(No model)

Claim— I In an adjustable handle-bar, the combination with a

etecring.post. a bollow cro^head theri^on. the head a.id post being

slotted in alinement, and a transverse bolt and nut engaging the post

to contract the wall of the cross-head, said bolt having a perforation,

of a handle-bar perforated in series within the cross-head sa,d handle,

bar being held secured in the cross-head where adjusted by contrac-

tion of said croBS-hcad. and a spring-presaed slide-bar adapted tx, pa^

through the perforation of the clamping-bolt for engagemeot with

an opposite perforation in the handle-bar.

ftQ«i 606 BACK-PEDALINQ BRAKE. ARTHUR E RoosBs and

££%? 'Patrick. Blnnlngham. Englanl Piled Dea 13. 1898.

Serial No. 699,180. (No mndeL)

Claim.— Id a bicjclc, the combination with the driving-ahatts

mounted in separate bearings, of an arm rigidly held on each shaft,

the arm on one shaft extending toward the other shaft, a link pivoted

to the said arms, whereby said shafts will rock in opposite directions,

and gearing operatively connecting one of said driving-shafts with a
traveling wheel, as and lor the purpose set forth,

6 3 5,613. CONVERTIBLE BICYCLE, ki^zsi ?. Stebnbkhs.
Chicago. la FUed Jan 24. 1899. Serial No. 703,282. (No model)

riai,)i.— \\\ a. brake for cycles, the combination with a driving-

wheel and with a chain-wheel loose on the hubof said driving-wbeel,

of a cylindrical part screwed upon said hub, a carrier-plate rigid on

said hub and having pins that lie in slots in the chain-wheel, a brake-

band having one end connected to a pin on the chain-wheel and the

other end connected to one of the pins on the carrier-plate, ajixed

cylindrical part surrounded by said brake-band, a tensioning-ring car-

ried by the chain-wheel, and having a tendency to close by its owa

elasticity upon the cylindrical part on the hub of the wheel, and a

eet pifi passing through one end of said ring and screwed into the other

end, substantially M described,

6-2 5,37 7. VELOCIPEDE AND CARRIER Madbice E. Buwd
aod CURENCE C. Blood. Kalamazoo, Mich., assignors to The Kalamazoo

Cycle Company, same place. Filed Mar. 8, 1897. Serial No. 626,502.

(No model)

Cliiim.— 1 In a vehicle the combinationaof a rear section made
up of parts liltp the rear of a safety-bicycle, a reach B', extending
forVardly from tbe rear >;ection , a croa." bar or tube N, with vertical

I
tii'bular bearing N', at each end secured to said reach ; an a.xle made
up ot lube M", and blocks M, at each end with suitable carryiatr.

whcpts at each end of the axle, connecting bars or tubes E, witjL

lournals E «l each end at right angles thereto one end of each fol

insertion m bearing^ N' and f.be opposite ends for inseruon in bear-

I

ings .M oil ih*- axle at the oppoeite side , suitable handie-ban G.- in

Troni of the saddle and extending downwardly aod Torwardly into

sockets in blocks M M, to control the same for steering purposes, "•

puitabk bodv supported od the axle for the purpose specified.

CIn.

eased or open

bicycle, and a Ii

as to engage w'

is opposite the

A supporting device for a bicycle, comprising a re-

holder to receive the riin and tire of a wheel of the

oup hinged to the said bolder at the recese therein so

itii the periphery of the said wheel at a point which

said holder, sub-itantiall? as described

C'limn.— l. The conibiuatioo with a machine-frame, of an axle

which extends outside of said frame and is provided with a shoulder

for contact with the inner surface of the frame, a cylindric aleevB

having a smooth interior surface adapted to be slipped over aaid ex-

tended portion of the axle, and bearing at its inner end against the

outer surface of the machine-frame, and clamping means on the axle

engaging the outer end of the sleev*.

325,72U. BICYCLE, ate. Edward Davis, Boston, Masa.asslgnor,

by direct and mesne assignments, to Charles F. Prowa, trustee, Read-

ing. Mass, Filed Feh 4, 1898. Serial No. 669.098. (No model)

Cl(ri}}i.— \. In a convertible or separable frame bicycle, a tube-
joint, comprising the frame-tube, B, the collar, b. and the core-tube,
b', rigidly fiied thereto and projecting beyond the end thereof, in

combination with the tube-section, the meeting end of which is

adapted to be inserted in said collar and eocompaas said core-tube,

and the set-screw to extend radially through eaid tube, B'.and core-
tube, b', substantially as shown and described,

6 3 5,673. BICYCLE PACKAGE-CARRIER. ' Eddaed HaetIMG.

Munich. Germany. Filed Dec. 29, 1897. Serial No. 664,386. (No

model)

Claim,—1. Abicyclcorothervebiclecomprisiiigaframe or body

portion, an axle, yokes e secured to the ends of the axle, each of

said yokes having sockets or holders tf's' and a rod or guide /having

its ends secured in said sockets or holders and provided with a head

or disk /', casings h k affixed to the frame and inclosing the disks /'

and adapted to slide on the rods/, and springs inclosed in the cas-

ings and conhned between the disks/' and the upper ends of the

casings.

|625,709. BACK-PEDALINQ BRAKE James B. Spmoer. Syra-

cuM, N. Y , assignor to E C. Stearns & Ca, same place Filed Feb. 15,

1899. Serial No. 705,589. XNo model)

CUiJm.— \. In combination in a back-pedaling bicycle-brake, the

rear axle sustained in the fork sides, a sleeve sustained oa the axle

having reverse screws at each end, friction -plates fitted to said screws

and attached to arms secured to the fork sides, so that said friction-'

plates are capable of inward movement to engage with the friction-

rings, the hub fitted to said sleeve, cones, cups and balls arranged

between the hub and sleeve, friction-rings secured to the hub ends,

and means for turning said sleeve to force inwardly said friction-

plates to engage with said friction-rings on both sides, simultaneously.

Claim.-—"Xht combination in a bicycle having a handle-bar with

a dovetailed tongue projecting therefrom, a package-carrier having

a depending grooved plate adapted to engage said tongue, and means

for locking ths tongue within the grooved plate, substantially as

specified

62 5,657. BICYCLE-HOLDER Steruho Euiott, Newton, Mass..

assignor, by direct and mesne assignments, to George E Williams,

same place. Frank.W. Whltcher, Boston, Mass., and Howard C. Noble

New Britain, Conn. Original application filed Nov. 20. 1896. Serial No

612,797. Divided and this applicaUon flled May 7. 1897 Serial No.

635.600. (No model) 625,560. BACK-PEDALINQ BRAKE. Hesrt B. Keipeb, Lancas-

ter. Pa., assignor to James C. Reber. Reading, Pa. Filed Jan. 27, 1899.

Serial No, 703,537. (No model)

Cliiim.— 1. In a bicycle, the combination with one-way driving

connections between the sprocket-wheel and rear ground-wheel, of

a back-pedaling brake mechanism comprising an annular disk fastened

to the sprocket-wheel and having a laterally-projecting outer flange

and a similarly-projecting ball-race, balls occupyiogthe same, a ring

formed to engage said balls and provided with tapering recesses or

pockets confronting the flange of the disk, rollers in said pockets, an

annular disk detachably secured to the ring and formed to engage

the balls, a brake-shoe, and suitable connectionn between the latter

ind the last-named annular disk, subsLantiatly as described
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Recent Patents.

G2o,30S. Adjustable Handle-ilar for Bicycles. Jesse

Alexander, New York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 10, 1898.

Serial No. 696,047. (Xo model.)

G24,3GS. Bicycle-Step. George L. Thomson, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed Jan. S. 1S98. Serial No. 665,345. (\o
model.)

625,377. ^'elocipede and Carrier. Maurice E. Blood
and Clarence C. Blood, Kalamazoo, ^lich., assignors

to the Kalamazoo Cycle Co.. same place. Filed March
S, 1S97. Serial No. 626,502. (.\"o model.)

()2,i,415. Back-Pedaling Brake. James C. Reber,
Reading, and William I. Grubb, Pottstown, Pa. Filed

Dec. 12, 1898. Serial No. 699,049. (No model.)

625,449, Dust-Proof Bearing (bicycle), Reynold
Janney, \\estborough, Mass. I'lled Oct, 20, 1896.

Renewed November 21, 1898. Serial No. 697,031, (No
model.)

625,-156. Bicycle-Frame. N'irgil H. Mills and John H.
T. Mills, Hubbard, Tex. Filed March 12, 1S97. Serial

No. 627,173. (No model.)

025,521. Bicycle or Golf Trousers. Otto W. Sohauni,

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed -August 27, 189S. Serial No.
689,640. (No model.)

625,560. Back-Pedaling Brake. Henry B. Keiper,

Lancaster, Pa., assignor to James C. Reber, Reading,
Pa. Filed January 27, 1899. Serial No. 703,537. (No
model.)

625,574. Bicycle .-Vttachment. Thomas R. Locke,
Monte \'ista, Colo., assignor of one-third to Selden
M. French, same place. Filed May 5, 1897. Serial

No. 635,180. (No model.)

625,600. Driving Gear for Bicycles. Edwin C. Pohle,

Denver, Colo. Filed January 8, 1898. Serial No. 666,-

036. (No model.)

625,604. Cycle Driving Mechanism. Johann Resell,

Graz, Austria-Hungary. Filed January 25, 1S9S. Serial

No. 667,862. (No model.)

625,606. Beck-Pedaling Brake. Arthur PL Rogers
and Henry \V. Patrick, Birmingham, England. Filed

December 13, 1S9S. Serial No. 699,180. (No model.)

625,612. Convertible Bicycle. Albert F. Sternberg,

Chicago, 111. Filed January 24, 1899. Serial No. 703.-

282. (No model.)

625,619. Bicycle Pedal. Charles D. Walker, Hono-
lulu, Hawaii. Filed July 5, 1898. Serial No. 685,142.

(No model.)

625.644. Driving Gear for Bicycles, etc. Arthur T.

Collier, St. Albans, England. Filed August 8, 1898.

Serial No. 688,052. (No model.)

025,655. Bicycle Bell. George \Y. Eddy, Waterbury.
Conn., assignor to the Scovill Mfg. Co., same place.

Filed March 27, 1899. Serial No. 710,668. (No model.)

625,657. Bicycle Holder. Sterling Elliott, Newton,
Mass., assignor, by direct and mesne assignments, to

George H. Williams, same place, Frank \\'. Whitcher.
Boston. Mass., and Howard C. Noble, New Britain,

Conn. Original application filed November 20, 1896.

Serial No. 612,797. Divided and this application filed

May 7, 1898. Serial No. 635,500. (No model.)

625.672. Bicycle Bell. John H. Goss, Waterbury,
Conn., assignor to the Scovill Mfg. Co., same place.

Filed November 7, 1898. Serial No. 685,763. (No
model.)

625.673, Bicycle Package Carrier. Eduard Hart-

ing, Munich, Germany. Filed December 29, 1897.

Serial No. 664,386. (No model.)

625,709. Back-Pedaling Brake. James B. Spencer.

Syracuse, N. Y., assignor to E. C. Stearns & Co..

same place. Filed February 15, 1899. Serial No. 705,-

.589. (No model.)

625,720. Bicycle, etc. Edward Davis, Boston, Mass..

assignor, by direct and mesne assignments, to Charles

F. Brown, trustee, Reading, Mass. Filed February

4, 1898. Serial No. 669,098. (No model.)

Where to Spend the Vacation.

"The sweet green valleys ridged with heathery slopes.

The streams whose soft blue arms encircle all.

And far away, the northern mountain-tops,

Hued like the azure of the dewberry.

And mingling with the region of the rain."

—Robert BucJianan.

If you have never gazed at the forest scen-

ery and declared: ".'Vh! what a place for a

week's vacation!"— if you have never done

this you never have looked at Adirondack

scenery.

If you want a real vacation—there is only

one kind, after all, and that is among the

rocks and rills and hills and flowers and

grand old trees—you can get it in the Adiron-

dacks. And an Adirondack vacation is not

expensive. Plenty of comlorlaljle places up

there at *5, $0 and $7 a week for all the food

you want and all the sleep you want.

Every man knows the shortcomings of rail-

way companies in describing vacation spots.

Take the New York Central off that list. Its

literature about the Adirondack mountains

will tell you all the essentials about every par-

ticular place in tabulated form. It will tell

you how long it will take you to get there,

from 'most anywhere. Its maps and illustra-

tions are a distinct advance in railway litera-

ture. Treatise No. (i costs ten cents: No. 2ii,

five cents.

LOWEST BATBS WEST,
Rates to the West are lower via Nickel Plate Road

than via other lines, while the service is excelled by
none. Three fast trains are run every day in the
year from Buffalo to Chicago. The day coaches are
of the latest pattern, are elegantly upholstered and
have all the modern improvements, such as marble
lavatories, steam heat, lighted by Pintsche gas, while
colored porters are in charge to look after the wants
of passengers, especially the ladies and children. Yes-
tibuled buffet sleeping cars are run on all trains,
while the dining cars and meal stations are owned
and operated by the company and serve the best of
meals at moderate prices.

If your ticket agent cannot give you all the in-

formation you desire in regard to rates, routes, etc.,

address F. J. Moore, ClenM Agent, Nickel Plate
Road, 291 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y. S3

SNOW HOLDERS
ARE ADJUSTABLE.

When Set Are Firm.
Wheels cannot fall over after being

put in holder. Used in bicycle stores,
public buildings, offices, stores,
churches, schools, factories, in fact
anywhere. No bicycle store complete
without them. Various styles furnished
in any finish. Write for prices.

SNO^r W^IRE WORKS,
78-84 Exchange Street.

Bstablished 1831. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

NICKEL-
PLATED
DURABLE

- > By Mail 50c.
\ \ NOT A TOY.

LIQUID PISTOL
Will stop the most vicious dog (or

man) without permanent injury.

Parker Stearns aSulton.-fe'r^S

(;><cxvcvvVCy<:vO'<2/\ycyo-<M>^

Cleans, Polishes,
]

Prevents Rust
) The Raven Gloss Mfg. Co., 71 Barclay St., New York.

"BI-CY-KA," the Rust Preventative.
"Worth its weight in gold."

BI-CY-KA cleans and polishes enamel, nickel or any
metal surface—leaves a dry. invisible, rust-preventiiiK
filni—"saves its cost twenty limes a season "—easy and
pleasant to use— no grit or acid— handy package— !0 cents
— of any dealer or by mail from us.

Raven Gloss Mfg. Co., 71 Barclay St., New Tork.

ADLETS.
For Sale, Exchange, Etc. — Twenty-five words,

thirty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.
Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and Help Wanted.- Answers received

or
"confidence and forwarded without charge. Rate:

25 words, one time, 50 cents; three times, $1.00; 60
words, one time, Jl.OO; four times, J3.00; 75 words,
one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed advcr-
•'sements: One-half inch, one time, $1.00; four times,
$3.00; one inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner, patent attorney and
^ mechanical expert, 608 F street, Washington, D.U Established 1883. I make an examination free of
charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

"pOR SALE.—The best bicycle store and shop, in-
^ eluding all machinery for manufacturing bicy-
cles, on H. C. Boulevard, N. J. ; reason, family mat-
ter. Address "Star," care The Wheel.

T-)UNLOP TIRES.-A bargain; a lot of nine pairs
-"-^ of Standard tires, 28 inches, in perfect condition
for sale; prepared to accept a low offer. Apply to
A. T.," Wheel office.

A GENCY FOR SKANDINAVIA WANTED.-An
old agency in Denmark for bicycle articles wishes

to represent first rate houses for Skandinavia. Best
references. Address "Sofus Cohn, Copenhagen, Den-
mark."

TTOR SALE.—A second-hand Duryea motor car-
^ riage; price, $450. Gilbert J. Loomis, Westfield.
Mass.

PARTNER WANTED to exploit a very useful thing
on a bicycle; patented; or an arrangement with a

firm for royalty. Mr. More, Attorney at Law, 215
VV. 125th St., New York.

T"EQ|BSON HOUSE
CINCINNATI. OHIO.

Under new management. Superior service;

central location; perfect cuisine.

WILL W. CLARKE, Manager.

NEW YORK ENAMELLING CO.,

155 W. 29th ST.,N.Y.
High-Art Enamellinq we'I and cheaply done.

GOING WEST?
If you are, enquire of your nearest ticket agent

about rates via the Nickel Plate Road, the short line

between Buffalo and Chicago. Many improvements
have been made during the past few years. New and
elegantly upholstered coaches, vestibuled sleeping
cars, and powerful locomotives have been added tu
the equipment, and substantial structures of steel

and stone have replaced the old bridges, heavier
rails and ties have been laid, and the road now stands
at the front of the best roads in the country. The
rates, however, still remain lower than via other
lines.

If your ticket agent cannot give you all the in-

formation desired, address F. J. Moore, Gen'l Agent,
Nickel Plate Road, 291 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y. 82

TO MANUFACTURERS-
A good oiler will not, of itself, usually sell a wheel, but it will exert a favorable influence;

and every little helps. A dealer or rider craves every "talking-point." In proportion

to the cost, nothing will give increased satisfaction equal to the "PERFECT" OILER.
They may not be able to distinguish between certain wheels, but can tell a high-grade

oiler at a glance. . . . . ,• •

"Straws show which way ihe wind bfows," and a wheel with a cheap or inferior

oiler will be apt to be made of cheap and inferior material.

The " PERFECT " Pocket Oiler has already been adopted by the leading manufacturers

as being well worth the difference in price for really good wheels

CUSHMAN & DENISON,
Manufacturers,

~Hi^^'ci:os7fjV^~Lv¥(pPE~N£a) 240-242 W. 23d St., N. Y.
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ASPHALT PAVEMENTS THE STANDARD PAVE-
MENT OF AMERICA..^ ^

Endorsed by the L. A, W. everywhere.

THE BARBER ASPHALT PAVING CO.,
Kindly mention The Wheel. No. II BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

A Rider Need Not Be Delayed More Than

Five Minutes With Any Puncture.

Averell's Puncture Wafers

For Single or Double Tube Tires.

Completely fills the public demand
Ifor a simple and at the same time
satisfactory article that will mend a

punctured tire. The old st^le plug is not only exceedingly
difficult to apply, but is ruinous to tires. Use this Wafer
according to directions, and your dread of punctures will be
lessened. Ask your jobber for them. Send five two-cent
stamps for sample.

EDWARD SHEFFIELD S CO., Manufacturers,
141 Kosciusko St., Brooklyn, N. T.

Names of New York City Jobbers that handle Puncture
Wafers:—R. H, IneersoU & Bro.; Goodkind & Wood;
A. G. Spalding* Bros.;C. J. Godfrey; G. R. Johnston
Co.; S. B. Devega; G. N. Pierce Co.; Schoverling, Daly
& Gales; Barkelew & Kent; N. Y. Sporting Goods Co.

SFE3CIA.I_iS.
Morgan & Wright. '99 double tires $4.60 per pair.

Schinneer Bars, '99 Pat 40 each.
Perfecto Hubs 1.10 per pair.

Columbia guaranteed tires 2.80 per pair.

Vinaoid Repair Kits 1.50 per dozen.

We issue a semi-monthly price-list. Send for it—will

make money for you.

Sundry Dept. VIM BICSCI.E CO.,
56 Fifth Ave.. Chicago.

.1^ HANDLE BARS"^5 FORK SIDES
^^ PROTECTOR REVOLVERS

!co«p.sPo.o.NCE PERFECTION PADLOCKS
iOL.cco^ AMES SWORD CO. CHICOpTe, MASS.

Graphite Lubricants.

ALL KINDS, AGGORDING TO WANTS.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, IS. J.

The Best Advertising for the

Irish Trade is

THE
IRISH CYCLIST.

specimen copy and advertising rates on

application to

R. J. WECREDY & CO., Ltd., Proprietors,

49 Middle Abbey St.. DUBLIN.

All American wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the cycle in
Europe, its trade, mechanics, and sport, should sub-
scribe to

THE CYCLIST
AND Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.
The only recognized authority of English trade and

manufacture. Sent post free to any part of America
for one year, $3.25. American subscription agent,
F. P. Prial, 88 West Broadway, New lYork City.
American manufacturers having novelties in ma-

chines or sundriei to introduce should advertise in

THEE OY^OLIST.
Terms on application to

ILIFFE SONS & STURMEY, Ltd.,

19 Hertford Street, Covhntrv, England.
Members ol the American Trade vialtini; Gnsr-

land are Invited to call at THE CYCLIST Offlce
at Coventry, or at 3 St. Bride Street, Ludsate
Circus* IjOndon, E, C.

RUBBSR TIRE CABS AND CARRIAGES.
The West Shore Railroad hu incorporated a system whereby

passeagen arriving or departing from its West Forty-second street
terminal, Naw York City, are supplied with cab, hansom, coach or
omnibus, as they may order. Westcott Express messengers are
now on all through trains to sell tickets and engage such vehicles

as passengers desire. New York City has been
divided into six districts, each district having
its own number and its own rates. The ve-
hicles are all rubber-tired and will be maintained
in first-class order. The new service has been
in effect since November ith, and has been giving
excellent satisfaction.

uiimouTific
REST, recrealion and continuous pitasure

can be enjoyed at Gogebic, Milwaukee,

Waukesha, Midison, Devil's Lake,

Green Late, Lake Geneva, St. Paul, Minne-

apolis, Duluth, Marquette, Lake Minne-

tonka, YeUow stone Park,' Alaska, Dakota

Hot Springs, Denver, Colorado Springs,

Manitou, Salt Lake and in the mountains

of Colorado, Utah and California. Perfect

train service ministers to your comfort.

CHICAGO AND
NORTH-WESTERN R'Y.

PRINCIPAL AGENCIES :

NEW YORK, BOSTON, CHICAGO,
461 BROADWAY. 368 WASHINGTON ST. 212 CLARK ST.

)-«"-*- -«>--«^-o—; >^^

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK.
jj, j^ j^p. 0. Box 444, N. Y.

I enclose $2.00 in payment of one year's subscription,

t commencing with issue of

Name,

Address,

City,

State,-

u. >J
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THIS MAY REVOLITIONIZE THINOS.

A well known inventor of Cleveland, James H. Bevington, has completed a

device for spinning metal into any desired shape, which promises to make a great

change in many lines of metal manufacture. Manufacturers who have examined

the process are said to have pronounced it a remarkable invention. The Cleve-

land ''Plain Dealer" says that in the experiments that have been made thus far it

has been found valuable in the manufacture of bicycle parts, hollow car axles, tor-

pedo shells and various tools.

The principle upon which the discovery is based is extremely simple. The
metal that is spun is in tubular form, and is placed in a lathe, which turns it at

the rate of 1,800 revolutions a minute. Old pipe of any kind, so long as it is free

from flaws, may be used for the manufacture of almost any kind of product. The
tool upon which the inventor has secured his patent is applied to the revolving bar

of metal. In a moment's time the metal becomes hot and softens from the friction

and can then be shaped by the operator, according to his wishes. The tool, which

consists of hard steel jaws, touching on either side of the revolving tube, can be

readily gauged to any desired width and the softened metal may be spun down
by means of pressure to any size or shape, so long as a circular form is retained.

iBy this operation a piece of tubing may be shaped in a few moments' time

into shells, pumps and bicycle handle-bars, that have always required the combined
labor of several men for hours to produce.

A company of Cleveland capitalists is being formed to push the invention and

it is expected that within the next few months a large plant will be in operation in

that city for the manufacture of the many articles to which the discovery may be

applied.

<^.«««>.i

TALK Of THE TRIST.

Billet and Rod Prices Up.

June 1, 1898, the prices of steel billets, from

which the round stock for use in bicycle

manufacture is turned, were $14.75, $17 and

$16.25 in Pittsburg, Philadelphia and Chicago,

respectively. June 1, 1899, the prices were

$29, $30.50 and $28.60, respectively. Quite an

increase.

In the same period the price of wire rods,

used for small cones and chain rivets, rose

from $20 to $32.

A Pittsburg dispatch, dated June 6, says

that steel billets have again advanced, the

Pittsburg price now being $31 a ton. One
lot of 600 tons and several small lots were

sold at that price. The rising has all occurred

this year.

was ordered that the matter be referred to

the auditor to state the account between the

parties in accordance with the decree of the

court and to take testimony. The matter has

been pending in the courts for some months.

Farrow Brake Decision.

Washington, D. C, June 5.—In the case of

W. M. Farrow -against the Eclipse Bicycle

Co. for royalties on certain patents used by

the defendant company and claimed by the

plaintiff by reason of an invention, Justice

Cole, in Equity Court :No. 2, has made a de-

cree adjudging that the complainant is en-

titled to the royalties claimed. The particu-

lar invention referred to is an automatic brake

and coaster device, now in general use. It

Globe Sale Enjoined.

Buffalo, June 3.—Yesterday was the day set

by SherifT Kilgallon for an auction sale of the

factory, machinery and chattels of the Globe
Cycle iCo., to satisfy executions for about

.$30,000 standing against the concern. He was
served with an injunction obtained from Jus-

tice Kenefick by the 'Newton Rubber Co., one
of the creditors, restraining him from effect-

ing the sale before June 5.

In the affidavits upon which the injunction

was served, the Newton .Company alleged that

although it is a creditor to the extent of

$5,000, it received no notice of the sale, and
was consequently not prepared to bid. It

further charged that there was an understand-

ing existing between a certain combination

of the creditors that only two bidders, the

Morgan & Wright Tire Co. and Machwirth
Brothers, should appear and bid. This, the

complainant alleged, would lessen the chances

for other creditors to receive anything on
their claims.

THE American Bicycle Co., the so-called

bicycle alliance, is now snugly located

in the Vanderbilt building. It is in this build-

ing that the Spalding New York stores are

located, and their private business offices.

The officers of the company vouchsafe no in-

formation; in fact, none at all is given out.

The reporter is met with a large-sized zero,

and inquiry there is barren, so far as news is

concerned. In the earlier days, when the Wal-

dorf-Astoria was a hotbed of cycling princi-

pals, it was very easy to flit here and there

and gather enough material from each to

make up a decent sort of patchwork story,

much of it genuine and truthful at that. Now,
however, the American Bicycle Co. is, so to

speak, resting on its oars, and the chief per-

son present usually is nothing more or less

than a diplomatic stenographer of the lady

persuasion. She has been trained in so good

a school that it is almost as diflicult to inter-

view her as it is to reach A. G. himself.

Meanwhile, during the dog days, Mr. Spald-

ing, who had piled up great need for a rest

in the Waldorf-Astoria vortex, is taking his

ease at Seabright.

The Wheel understands that the principal

efforts at the present moment are devoted to

searching titles for real estate and putting

the final touches to the prospectus. It is The
Wheel's opinion that the present condition

of Wall street is also being taken into con-

sideration by the promoters of the trust. As
everyone knows, the Street has been rather

cut up of late. There was a big slump last

week. Now there are signs of recovery.

Still, the financiers believe that the public are

rather overfed, and they are counseling cau-

tion in regard to any new ventures. The signs

of the times are, however—and the history

of Wall street makes it certain—that there is

a bull reaction due. This is made doubly sure

by the financial crop of international trade

conditions.

In fact, all the signs point to a revival in

Wall street within the next few weeks. By
that time the American Bicycle Co. will prob-

ably be all right for the launching. At pres-

ent the trust is in the last stage, which all

organizations of this sort must go through.

It is in the stage of no news being good

news—^there is nothing to say, etc.

Meanwhile, The Wheel reiterates its belief,

first expressed two weeks ago, that the trust

will consist of a nucleus, and that this nu-

cleus will consist of the big firms of the trade,

bar one or two who will not come in, and

that later on any firm which exhibits suffi-
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cicnt market force will be purchased by the

trust out of its ample capital.

The Wheel now believes that there will be

no question of the amalgamation of the bi-

cycle trade, and that within thirty days the

trust will become an actual working reality.

Meanwhile it is well to point out, and dis-

tinctly mark the fact, that the trade has taken

its ordinary swing, that there is very little talk

of trust, and that most manufacturers—espe-

cially those who are not certain that they will

lie within the walls—are carrying on their

business with the usual energy and activity.

Those who believe that they will not be in

the trust feel quite certain that they can still

get a share of the bicycle trade. In fact, the

trust as a bugaboo has ceased to exist. It is

simply regarded as a new, powerful, and

probably beneficial factor in the trade.

If the trust is properly managed, it will

kill ofif a certain number of weak concerns,

and this will benefit those strong concerns

who are outside of it. Altogether, the con-

sensus of belief is that the trust matter, after

all, promises to be the very best thing that

could have happened to the trade.

-f..-.
.......

THE DREAM Of PROPHECY.

Concession by Dunlop.

Toronto, Ont., June 1.—For some time past

litigation has been going on between the

Dunlop Tire Co. and the Goold Bicycle Co.

with regard to the infringement of the latter

upon the patent held by the Dunlop Tire Co.

The case came up for trial last fall before

Judge Burbidge, and he gave decision in favor

of the Dunlop Tire Co.

The Goold Bicycle Co. appealed to the Su-

preme Court. This was to come up for trial

in the present month, but has just been settled

out of court by mutual agreement between

the parties, by which the Goold Bicycle Co.

are given the privilege of using the Electric

and Imperial tires on their own wheels only.

Both tires are made by the Goold people. The

Electric is a cemented tire, but the Imperial is

like the Dunlop except that the wire, instead

of being endless, is bent down at each end,

the hooks thus formed being inserted in holes

in the rim. The rim is provided with two or

three holes to facilitate the putting on of the

tire.

In the late litigation between the Goold Bi-

cycle Co. and the Dunlop Tire Co.. the latter

company claimed that this was an infringe-

ment on the Dunlop tire, their patent covering

the endless wire covering this attachment,

on the grounds that as soon as the wire was

attached to the rim it became endless. The
contention by the Goold people was, however,

that this was not an infringement; in the first

place, on account of its not being an endless

wii'p. and in the second on account of its not

requiring a specially made rim. It can be used

on any ordinary crescent rim. They contend-

ed that the Dunlop patent referred not only to

an endless wire, but to an endless wire in con-

nection with a peculiarly shaped rim.

Connecticut's Good Roads Appropriation.

On Tuesday a bill was unanimously passed

in Connecticut, appropriating $175,000 for

good-road purposes and increasing the salary

of the highway commissioners to $3,000. The
bil] provides also for proper inspection of

roads. After the state has once built a road

it must keep it in good repair. One senator

regretted that more money could not be de-

voted to the purpose.

What the Wandering Spirit of the Weary Writer

Learned of Trust Effects.

It was Saturday night and The Wheel
man was tired out. For weeks his nerves

had been strung up to the highest pitch with

stories of bicycle combinations, tube combina-

tions, rubber combinations, chain combina-

tions and a hundred and one other combina-

tions. The air was full of rumors, and every

one was willing to venture opinions and talk

—about the chances of other people going

into combinations. Reliable information was

scarce, for the people who were in a position

to give out authentic facts were wary and

non-committal. For hours at a time he had

paced the corridors of the Waldorf-Astoria,

eagerly grasping at every scrap of informa-

tion, hustling back to the office with choice

bits, but alas! too often having his "story"

contradicted before the ink was dry on the

paper. Still the public demanded news, and

it was the duty of the paper to supply it at

all hazards. People all over the country were

conjecturing as to the outcome of the bicycle

trust. Tradesmen in every branch of the in-

dustry, from Maine to California, and foreign

tradesmen as well, scanned every copy of

trade journals or daily papers, and after learn-

ing the latest, the majority of them proceeded

to bring down maledictions upon the head of

the person who first invented trusts, for few

there were but figured that the bicycle com-

bination would ruin their business. With his

brain buzzing with trust, trust, the scribe re-

tired for a night's rest and was soon in the

Land of Nod, where there are no combina-

tions and where no one is obliged to labor.

Off to Investigate.

But the bicycle writer's spirit was still busy,

for spirits never sleep. He, too, was inter-

ested in the bicycle combination, for he felt

that much human happiness was dependent

upon the outcome of the immense enterprise.

Perhaps many men would be thrown out of

employment and their wives and children

would suffer; perhaps dealers with long estab-

lished businesses would be forced to withdraw

from the field, thus destroying in a few

months' time what had taken years of enter-

prise to build up. Then the thought oc-

curred to him, why not do a little investiga-

ting on my own account? Why not study

the opinions of some of the tradesmen of

minor importance who have not yet been in-

terviewed, yet who are vitally interested?

Why not get away from the driving metropo-

lis and learn what the efifects will be upon

people in distant parts of the country? No
sooner said than done. With the rapidity of

thought he flew to the West, crossing the Al-

leghanies, the Ohio, the Mississippi and the

Missouri.

Drifting into the dingy hotel he looked

around for a familiar face and was pleased to

see someone he knew. It was Frank Hust-

ler, salesman for the well known Go-Easy

wheel. Hustler was glancing through the

columns of a country newspaper several days

old, and his face wore such a tired, bored

look that the spirit decided not to interrupt

.—.-......... ...............................................^

him but to listen to the workings of his mind.

Suddenly Hustler's eyes lighted on an item

on the page in front of him. This is what he

read: "The bicycle combination, including all

the prominent manufacturers in the country,

is now an assured fact, and the deal will be

closed before the end of the week. It is fig-

ured that several millions of dollars will be

saved annually in the expenses of the con-

cerns interested." With an exclamation of

disgust the paper was thrown to the floor.

As Salesmen See It.

"Well, that settles it," said Hustler to him-

self. "The trust has gone through, and I

suppose at the end of this trip I will be in-

formed that my services will no longer be

required. My condition is bad enough as it

is. Here I am seven hundred miles away
from home, and I haven't seen my wife and

children for three months. Nothing but

drum, drum bicycles to a lot of dealers who
don't know a good machine from a poor one.

My sales have been good, though, and the

house has nothing to complain of on that

score. Let me see; I have been with this con-

cern six years, and as a matter of fact my
business has increased each year. They have

shown that they appreciate my work, for I

started on $75 per month, and now I am get-

ting $2,000 per year. Now I suppose I shall

have to break into some other line on a small

salary; in fact, I suppose I can consider my-
self fortunate if I secure any kind of a posi-

tion during the next few months. Still I sup-

pose there is just a possibility that I might

be taken care of by the combination.

More Good Men.

"Perhaps after all they will require a large

number of men. The probabilities are they

will establish branch offices in all the im-

portant cities of the country. I should hardly

think they would have retail stores in the va-

rious centres; as a matter of fact, I believe

they announced, when they proposed consum-

mating the deal, that they would not inter-

fere with the retail business. My house has

had a number of retail branches in some of

the important centres, but as a rule they have

been expensive institutions, and have only

been established after it was found impossible

to secure good live agents. No, I don't think

they will go into the retail business at all.

In that event they will go after the retail trade

just as hard as ever, only instead of having

men travel from the factories, they will take

trips from the various branches at which they

are stationed. I believe it is not the inten-

tion to do away with any of the different

makes of wheels. In that case a traveling

man could not possibly carry more than three

or four dififerent lines, and his trips would

only be very short, covering even the small-

est towns in his district. If I could secure a

position as traveling man I could move my
f.imily to the city in which the branch is lo-

cated, and then I could run in every two or

three weeks; no more of these three-month

trips. After allj I am one of the best known
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men on the road, and the chances are they

will use 'me, so perhaps the prospects are

even brighter than the past has been."

Well pleased with this sudden but thor-

oughly logical change of opinion, The
Wheel man's spirit took up his journey West-
ward. In a small town in Colorado he

paused again and stopped in front of an un-

pretentious bicycle repair shop. The pro-

prietor was hard at work on a new wheel

which he had just "manufactured" from parts

purchased from an Eastern supply house.

This is v/hat he was thinking:

Thought by the Assembler.

"Well, I understand that this bicycle trust

has gone through, and I hear they will take

in a number of the material factories. I sup-

pose that will shut me off from purchasing

parts with which to build wheels. Here I

have just been making a living at this busi-

ness, and now comes along a combination of

rich manufacturers and closes roe up. After

all, though, I haven't made mucn money as-

sembling wheels during the past two years.

Prices have dropped so that riders prefer to

buy of the retail stores, and in a great many
cases they do secure better bargains than I

can afi'ord to give them. My repair business

is profitable, though, and perhaps I should

have made more money if I had attended

strictly to this part of the business. One
thing is certain, if they reduce expenses they

can afford to build wheels cheaper, and in

that case more people will buy them. More
riders mean more punctures and more repair

work in general, so perhaps the trust will

prove a good thing after all."

'TVIore logic," thought the spirit, and he

hastened on to the Coast. At San Francisco

he dropped into the store of one of the largest

and best known retailers. The proprietor had
just balanced up his weekly account, and

paused a few moments to glance over a copy
of a cycling paper which had just arrived:

Realized by the Retailer.

"The trust is a sure go." said he aloud.

"Well, that is bad news. I suppose that

means they will have retail branches in all the

large cities. No"—still reading
—

"this says

tiiey do not propose to mix in the retail busi-

ness, but will have distributing branches in all

the largie cities. Now that is really a good
scheme, and of course they will require good
dealers just the same as in the past, so per-

haps it would not aflfect me at all. There
might even be some advantages in the

scheme. In the first place those branch stores

would simplify shipping facilities greatly. I

could simply send over to the branch for the

machines I wanted and have them here the

same day, instead of waiting two or three

weeks to have them shipped from the East,

and then pay enormous freight or express

charges. That would be a great saving, and

I could buy just as I wanted them, instead of

ordering large quantities at the start of the

season. Then, too, my competitors would

all be buying from the same place, and there

would be no advantage in the way of prices.

Firmly fixes Prices.

"Of course the trust would insist on main-

taining list prices. There would be none of

this dickering with riders as in years past.

If a rider liked our machine he could take it at

the price ofifered or leave it alone, for he

could not secure a better figure on the same

grade of machine at some other store. Then,

too, the trust dealers would be all reliable

people. No unscrupulous concerns to place

an agency in the hands of a curb-stone man,
and the cut-throat dealer would be a thing of

the past. One of the first changes made by

the trust would undoubtedly be to do away
v/ith the large number of options which we
have to put up with at present. Many a time

I have had to go out and buy a certain sad-

dle or tire because the manufacturer whose
wheel I handle would not furnish it, and of

course it was a losing investment. Some-
times I have had riders cancel their orders be-

cause I could not furnish a particular color

or frame height in time. With a combina-

tion this could all be done away with. We
could tell a rider what we could furnish, and

he could take it or leave it.

"The branch office of the combination could

be made a kind of headquarters or official

board of trade for all the dealers in town.

In this way we could agree on certain figures

for repair work or selling terms, and if any

one did not live up to this agreement, the

manager of the distributing depot could sim-

ply take his agency away from him. The
guarantee on a wheel would also be much
simplified, and there would be no taking ad-

vantage of it on the plea that some other

dealer would do this or that. Dealers in

other lines who have had experience with

combinations say that the big corporations

are far more careful in taking care of the

small wants of retailers than the small con-

cerns. This is only reasonable, for if the

dealers turn against the trusts they would

soon fall. The Standard Oil Company fur-

nishes an excellent example of this fact. No
dealer, however small, is ignored by the heads

of departments in this concern, and for that

reason the retail oil dealers all over the coun-

try are friendly to the oil trust. On the

whole, I don't know but what this bicycle

combination will prove rather a blessing than

otherwise." With this solution of the prob-

lem, the dealer closed up his store and went

home to tell the news.

Thoroughly appreciating the clear-headed-

ness of the arguments advanced by the re-

tailer, the spirit was more than pleased with

this call. But he must be back in New York
before The Wheel man awakened, so he re-

traced his steps to the East. On the way

home he bethought himself of a large jobber

who for a number of years had carried on an

extensive business in sundries and bicycles.

The jobber, too, was figuring on the common
subject:

Jobbers' Joy.

"It is hard telling what it will do to our

bicycle business, but one thing is certain,

the combination is bound to help our trade in

sundries. During the past two or three years,

one after another of these big manufacturers

have taken up sundries as a sort of 'accom-

modation' to their dealers. By buying in

large quantities they have secured almost as

good a figure as we can, and then by selling

the goods at cost to dealers they give them

a figure which is far better than we could

make. This practice has been little talked of,

but it has made serious inroads into our busi-

ness. Of course the combination will not

care to trouble itself with this petty trade,

and will leave a clear field for us. That is

one consolation at any rate."

Glad to find that the jobber, too, could find

a bright sid? to the situation, the spirit hur-

ried on. Nearing his destination the spirit

came upon a couple of belated century riders,

and by good fortune they too were discuss-

ing the trust.

"It is hard telling what effect it will have
upon the price of wheels," said one, "but the

promoters have repeatedly stated that they
did not propose to increase prices. Perhaps
it will be better for riders than if there were
no trust, because I understand that prices of

raw material have gone and are still going
way up, and in that case the price of wheels
must naturally go up by another season. The
trust people will, of course, buy very large

quantities, and will demand very low prices;

also there will be a great cutting down of ex-

penses in selling and in the mechanical work
on the machine, so it seems to me they ought
to be able to produce just about as cheaply
as heretofore, even though material has gone
up. If that is the case it will be a good
thing for us."

Last and Not Least

"Yes, and it seems to me there is another
good point about the method of doing busi-

ness," said the other. "Instead of fifty or
more mechanical experts all having different

ideas regarding the best methods of construc-

tion, it will probably be one of the first moves
of the trust to gather together all the good
practical ideas and processes and combine
them in their machines. There would be no
more fork-stems and handle-bars to break be-

cause of faulty construction or because they

had not been sufficiently tried, for the trust

would not care to injure the reputation of its

goods by putting in inferior material and
workmanship."

"Well, well, well," said the spirit to him-
self. "It appears that there are plenty of

good points to this plan of doing business,

and on the whole I don't know but what the

good points predominate." Then The Wheel
man woke up.

.

Wheelmen Fail to Win.

A decision of interest to bicycle riders has

just been handed down in the Fourth Appel-
late Division of the Supreme Court of this

state, in regard to the rights of wheelmen on
turnpike roads now in existence. It appears

that there is a turnpike about five miles long,

leading from Rochester to the shores of Lake
Ontario. In 1888 the company owning the

road built a side-path for bicycle riders, and
charged five cents for the round trip. In 1897.

by arrangement with the League of Ameri-
can Wheelmen, the rate was reduced to three

cents. In 1898 the legislature amended the

act under which the road was built, taking

out the clause permitting the charge to bi-

cycle riders, but the company refused to abide

by the law, declaring that the legislature had
no right to take away the rights secured to

it under the original act.

To test the matter, suit was brought against

a wheelman who refused to pay toll, and he

won in the lower courts. On appeal, how-
ever, the Appellate Division ordered a new
trial, declaring that the attempt of the legis-

lature to interfere with the franchise for the

road was an invalid e.xercise of power, for

if the franchise was in the nature of a con-

tract, the effect of the act was to impair

it: and, if it was in the nature of property, the

tendency of the law was to deprive the com-
pany of its property without due process of

law. 'both of which cases would 'bring the act

within constitutional prohibitions.
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AT no time in the his-

tory of the [bicycle

business has the dealer had
such opportunities for getting

the "long green" as we of-

fered him this season. The
Clipper line was the most

complete of any that we know
of, with possibly one excep-

tion. The bicycles were the

best sellers when properly

pushed of any line in the

world.

Our business in dollars

and cents has been way ahead

of any previous year in

our ten .years' experience of exclusive bicycle building. The Clipper Chainless (Bevel Gear) has made thousands

of friends. We sold more "first-class" 'gg model $75.00 Chainless bicycles than any other maker, with one excep-

tion. Our Chainless has been a very decided success. The price, when reduced to $75.00, forced all $75.00 chain

wheels down to $40.00 and $50 00. Our campaign for 1900 is now being planned. We shall be even more aggressive

next year than this. You, as a dealer, cannot afford to give our line the "high handshake." Better talk with us

now. It's none too early, if you think of doing business with Clippers in 1900.

GRAND RAPIDS CYCLE CO.,

"Clipper People,"

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
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WITH THE a

"Holy smoke! I just fixed

this bar and thought I had it

straight, and now look at it!

One side way up in the air ! Here
goes—I'm off for a 'Sanger'

bar."

SANGER"
Both Sides Move in

Unison.

SANGER HANDLE-BAR & PLATING CO.,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
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"Ah! this is more like it. No
use talking, the 'Sanger' bar is

the stuff—up or down, the grips _
are alwaj's even, it beats 'em all IS

—simply impossible to get 'em
wrong. So easy—regular snap. jg

Ha, ha—why didn't I get one S
in the first place!"

§1 Kindly mention The Wheel.
H
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THE GOOSE THAT LAYS.

l~^ INDING the local dealers unwilling to

^ contribute money with which to cover

the expenses of the national L. A. W. meet,

to be held in Boston next August, the cyclists

of Beantown—or rather the men delegated by

them—undertook to raise money by becoming

amusement managers. The amusement

schemes netted, instead of profit, a reputed

loss of nearly $3,000. Thereupon the so-called

New England Agricultural Association, which

had agreed to assume half the risk in return

for a half share of the profits, took the form

of thin mist and evaporated. Then the Meet

Club caved in. It is a gruesome tale.

. There is a new iT^eet Club. The prelimin-

ary tackles to a firm grip on the situation are

in progress this week. The new club is the

work of Massachusetts Division officers, and

the national meet will be practically in charge

of the Division. This is as The Wheel in-

dicated two weeks ago.

The League of American Wheelmen is not

a good beggar and the cycle trade is not ap-

preciative. If conditions were different the

Boston Meet Club fiasco would not have oc-

curred. If the relations of the national cycling

organization and the trade as a whole were

as they should be, the League would never

need to want for funds with which to conduct

an event which will advertise cycling from one

end of the country to the other.

Those who have, taken up the burden in

Boston are disposed to criticise the retail deal-

ers in the city. Correct, to a certain extent.

But every bicycle manufacturer in the country

will be benefited by the national meet, and not

necessarily indirectly, either. Business men,

as business men, are still selfish in the nar-

rower sense. They still prefer not to sub-

tract from what they have, rather than to

multiply their pile by spending some of it in

advertising. They will not give to the funds

of a League meet if they can avoid it by any

means.

Th§y could not avoid it if the League were

differently organized, but it is a martyr organ-

ization. It has too many suckers within and

too few supporters without. Its official bugle

isn't loud enough. It has no effective sand-

bagging committee. For what it has done

—

for the vast bicycle business that is so la-gely

traceable to the improved highways and just

laws secured through the L. A, W.—for all

this it gets and will get nothing but a little

sentimental reminiscence from its own has-

beens.

^EEDS DEVELOPING.

1\
I
OWADAYS some railway companies

^ make it possible to select a vacation

tour with easy celerity. The New York Cen-

tral has reduced this idea to exactness. You

know how many days and how many dollars

you can spare—their literature does the rest.

Itineraries for tours, covering from two to

fifteen days, a small map showing each route,

are laid out in the simplest yet most compre-

hensive manner.

Compared with ordinary railway literature

this New York Central stuff is the work of

a genius, and he is welcome to all the business

this mention in The Wheel may bring to his

road.

Now, why cannot we have something like

this in cycling? The L. A. W. has a touring

department. We commend the New York

Central idea to the managers of that depart-

ment. If they will develop it quickly and ad-

vertise it in the official organ, we are sure

that bicycle touring will be stimulated. Get-

ting busy men to take vacations of the right

kind is a work that needs attention. It is

now in embryo. Some day it will be one oi

the most fascinating branches of the science of

advertising.

WHO WILL CONTROL ?

To what extent will automobilism be sub-

servient to the controlling elements in

cycling?

It is a live question. It is being answered

by natural developments.

In France, only those automobilists who

participate in cycling events, as pacemakers,

for example, are amenable to the cycling au-

thorities. The Automobile Club of France is

otherwise in control. In England the Na-

tional Cyclists' Union has temporarily super-

vised automobile contests, but has now re-

ceived notice from the Automobile Club of

Great Britain, in diplomatic language, to keep

off the grass.

The proposition to form an automobile club

in New York is only tentative, but there will

doubtless be local clubs and a national con-

trolling organization in good time.

That automobilism here will be as signally

specialized as it is in France, where the chauf-

feurs (ordinary automobilists) and chauffards

(automobile scorchers) are in a class of their

own, is doubtful. There will be road con-

tests, no doubt, as there are in England, and

the general use of the horseless vehicle is

even now only limited by factory capacities,

but the roads and the national temperament

will hardly permit the extreme enthusiasm

which is racking France.

Lack of fine roads, too, will hinder the

popularity of the smaller vehicles awhile. Of

the machines which have the call to-day, the

runabout is the smallest. It weighs from 500

to 1,500 pounds, according to the kind of its

vitals and equipment. Between it and cycling

there is practically no affinity.

On the race track the application of auto-

mobile power to the bicycle and its kind has

begun, but it is a crude beginning.

It looks as though automobilism and cy-

cling in this country will not be one, in sport

or in business, at least for some time.

WHERE WE STAND.

A CONTEMPORARY gets up where

*» everybody can see it, clears its throat,

whirls its arms around a few times and an-

nounces, with regard to one alleged bicycle

trust, that it, the contemporary, is "agin the

government" and for the people, first, last

and all the time.

Well, that isn't so bad. If the bazoo is to

be blown, let it be blown hard. At the same

time we rise to remark that this is particularly

warm weather for unnecessary exercise. And

then the general situation doesn't warrant

such an exhibition of heroics. It is very well

to let it be' understood that a trade journal

is published for the trade as a whole. The

AVheel has, does and always will stand

squarely upon that platform. Indeed, from

a purely mercenary standpoint no other plan

would be profitable. But there seems to be

no exigency calling for undue announcement

of the fact.

It is, as the contemporary says, whispered

on the Rialto that only a few concerns will

ultimately be taken into the trust, that the

material and parts factories absorbed by the

trust will be operated for the benefit of the

chosen few, and that the many, the majority

of those who have given options on their

plants, will, on or before August 1, discover

that they are not "in."

But many things, and nothings, are whis-

pered on the Rialto. The summer winds

that whisper in the trees are not more frivo-
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lous than those who are trying to play check-

ers on the coat-tails of bicycle trust possibili-

ties.

Base not your future actions upon the evan-

escent support of a whisper. Life itself is a

guess, but try to guess sensibly. While this

trust business is approaching its finality, keep

your ship on the same old course. And if

any hifaluting trade journal publisher tries

prancing 'round on your quarter deck and

interferes with the man at the wheel, quietly

deposit him in the lee scuppers.

for a TKw style of bottom bracket, or a new

frame, or some other revolutionary thing

—

the bicycle field has been pretty well worked.

Talk of the Week.

A MAN WHO KNOWS.

THERE appears in this issue ol The

Wheel an article which will probably

seem to some readers as a peculiar one for

a trade paper to print.

We admit that it is peculiar. That is why

we print it. We feel that in ,icquainting our

own clients with the faults, as well as the

good points, of the trade paper, we are doing

a needed service to all concerned.

Nathaniel C. Fowler is a natural critic, epi-

grammatist, creator. 'He is one cf the best

and sharpest tonics the world of advertising

has ever swallowed. When he talks he knows

what he is talk'jig about. In our verbatim

report of his speech we show what he thinks

—

and what we think—of the something-for-

nothing policy, of the fallacy of some kinds of

trade puflfs—in general, of the best relations

that can exist between advertiser and trade-

paper publisher.

Mr. Fowler's talk is something less than a

yard long. We think a careful perusal of it

will be profitable to you.

INVENTIONS DECREASE.

THIS week's issue of The Wheel con-

tains but one page of drawings de-

scribing inventions pertaining to the bicycle.

Usually there are two pages.

There is significance in this. Warm

weather has not caused a diminution in the

number of patents granted. Letters patent

issued now were applied for months ago.

The decrease is not periodical.

Apparently it means this: The limits of op-

portunity for practical bicycle imp-ovements,

in general and in detail, are narrowing. With

internal expanders, ball retainers, ball sepa-

rators and other minutae perfected, there

seems to be little room for further mechani-

cal thought.

Much the same is true of the unpractical

and impracticable. The realm of wild me-

chanical imaginings has been so fully ex-

plored by inventors with bicycle wheels in

their heads that it is difficult to continue

without dovetailing into what has been done

before.

.Automobilism offers inventors a brand new

tield. But unless mew e.xigenries arise—need

A correspondent writes that the popularity

of the chainless bicycle in his city is not

among the road scorchers, nor necessarily

among those who can afford to pay "for some-

thing exclusive," but rather among those "who

do not wish to trouble with the dirty chain

and who use a cyole more as a cab, or cob,

rather than as a road wagon or a blooded

horse." Certainly an interesting view. The

good standing of the chainless ?mong the

anti-dirt men is easily understood, and it is

natural that people who "use a cycle more as

a calb, or cob," should be included in this

class. But why should the absence of a chain

be incompatible with sport? Why isn't the

chainless in favor among those who like to

"whoop it up?" It is clean. I*, is speedy.

It climbs hills easily. We would advise the

scorchers of Providence to try the new beast

before condemi.ing it.

Owing to the fact that single-tube tires

have yet to become popular in Europe, they

know little of quick-repair devices over there

except the one involving the removal of the

tire-shoe from the rim and placing a patch on

the inner tube. A device which has received

the commendation of "The Cyclist," however,

has appeared and may become popular. It

consists of placing floss inside the inner tube.

The floss, by mixture with cement injected

through the puncture, forms a matted patch.

It does not affect the tire's liveliness. Possibly

this idea is better than the quick-repair inner

tube which failed to become popular here be-

cause it was not fool proof. Just now, Ameri-

can riders, particularly in the East, seem to

bother very little about tire repair. When

trouble comes they ride or walk to 'the near-

est repair shop. Some day, of course, this

carelessness must cease.

*
The L. A. W. seems to be pretty well alive yet

in spite of the opposition we hear so much, about,

if we may judge by a list of forty-six race permits

which have just been issued.—^The Cyclist.

While such items recognize the strength of

the L. A. W., they show the effects of vigor-

ous newspapering in behalf of the outlaw

movement, co-incident with and following a

lot of tomfoolery in the iL. A. W. itself. The

L. A. W. will issue many times more permits

and will receive fees from many more racing

men, than the N. C. A. The N. C. A. has

most of the star racing men, and is making

a sensational attempt to hold them through

the season. It may even do so. Its finan-

cial resources, however, are altogether inade-

quate for permanent success. It will proba-

bly fail this season. If the L. A. W. tom-

foolery continues, its control of racing, and

cycle racing itself, will probably b? smashed-.

PERTAINING TO PUBLICITY,

A trade journal with a thousand subscribers often
has a greater number of readers of the sort the adver-
tiser wishes to appeal to than the daily paper circu-
lating a hundred thousand copies.

—
"Printers' Ink."

First get a worthy article, then advertise it.

The Wheel can bring more business to any

maker who has an article worthy the attention

of the cycle trade. The experience of the

past is always the best criterion of the future.

The Wheel's most liberal advertisers have

been the most successful makers in the trade.

Remember that "a nimble sixpence is better

than a slow shilling." Advertising in the best

cycle paper will bring the manufacturer good
agents, increase his output, enhance his repu-

tation as a maker and add largely to his

profits.

An advertiser recently stated that his busi-

ness had just doubled in the last three months.

It simply goes to show that the country is

in a most prosperous condition, and that the

wide-awake advertiser has an opportunity

which has not been open to him for five years.

The year '99 is going to be a milestone that

will mark the success of the maker who ad-

vertises judiciously;- it may mark the failure

of the man who doesn't.

A good article, facilities, business tact, abil-

ity and advertising are the proper ingredients

for a business success, and the greatest of these

is advertising. Advertising will put life into

any business; the lack of advertising will in

time make anv business sick.

We are thrilled with painful emotions.

Count De Dion, father of French automo-

bilism, the leader of a ridiculous royalist riot

at a race track! The Automobile Cluib, cradle

of the new sporting and comme-cial giant,

closed by the Government becausii De Dion

is its president! Count De Dion and Com-

te$$e Anna Gould de Caftellane involved in

an unseemly row! Automobilism and par-

venuisin! Apples of Hesperidec aiid plum-

dufT! We paw the ground and thiow ashes in

the air, let the clinkers fall into the gasoline

can. The earth is mud and our venerated

leader is a chump.

It is not surprising that certain tracks which

did not catch the public at all last year are

now very well patronized. In 1898 people

were too much engrossed in the war to care

for other matters. The race track could not

furnish half the excitement that was contained

in the latest "extra."

Jo. Pennell, who wears the title ?f Foreign

Marshal of the L. A. W., is great as an artist,

and he may be the possessor of numerous

virtues which we wot not of; but he is un-

American, and in England is unpopular to
'

the last degree, for cause. He should cease to

represent the L. A. W.

Connecticut's law, compelling all rubber-

tired vehicles to carry lamps, is good so far

as it goes, but it does not go far enough. It

is no* an indirect tax on the rubber industry.

It should include ?very vehicle.
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AMONG THE MANUFACTURERS.

IN THE BEGINNING.

How the Colonel First Began (lis Successful

Career as a Maker and Seller of

Cycles.

Not long ago one of those interviewers who
want to get right at the rock-bottom facts

asked Colonel Pope how he ever came to go

into the bicycle business, and this is what the

interviewer said Colonel Pope said:

"In the summer of 1877 an English gentle-

man was a guest at my house, spending sev-

eral months with me. He was so enthusiastic

over the bicycle that in order ^to show me
what it was, and its practicability, he had one

made. On that I learned to ride, and, having

learned, I began to think as he did, that the

bicycle was worthy of the attention of the

American public.

"He went home in September, and I told'

him to send me over a few bicycles; but he

delayed sending them, and later in the season

we ordered eight bicycles through our English

correspondent in Manchester. They arrived

here about the first of January. After we had

received and examined them I made up my
mind that there would be enough in the busi-

ness to warrant a proper outlay of capital,

and decided to go in.

"Believing that if there was much to do in

bicycling we would have to manufacture in

this country, I early in that year (1878) in-

terested the Weed Sewing Machine Co. in the

manufacture. After getting them started on

the way, I went over to Europe to study up

the manufacture, and to see what. hold it had

upon the English people, and also to deter-

mine whether we should be justified in mak-

ing the large outlay that would be necessary

in order to make it a successful business. I

returned in the summer well satisfied, and

fully convinced in my mind that in process of

time the bicycle interests in this covintry

would equal those of England."

Two in; Three Waiting.

Toledo, June 1.—Two Toledo cycle manu-

facturers have sotld their plants tO' ithe com-

bine, and three more are waiting the result of

further conference's to karn if *bey too have

been bought. The Lozier and Unioin Mfg.

Co. can now be surely counted in, as they

have each deposited their deeds. Mr. Eiger,

of the Uni'On, stated to a representative of

The Wheel that the sale was an absolute o-ne.

He declined to say what the amount of the

transiaotion is, but admitted ithat it was over

.$100,000. The LozieT people also refuse to

state purchase price.

The other concerns which have bee.n in-

voiced, viz.: the Toledo Tube Co., Snell, Kirk

Mfg. Co., and Colton hive each extended

their options till *he 1st of August. They all

state that the exitenisio'n may 'not mean all it

says, since they are confident they will be

called to New York before that time and

asked ito make a price. There is no't the

confidence among these mianufacturers there

once was, since they found they will be com-

pelled to wait, They all s'eem to feel that

either there is little hope of them getting

in or that ithey will be asked to reduce their

figures.

Everythintg is moving along at the Union
and the Lozier plants the same as usual and
for all the present owners of them know, af-

fairs will be continued as usual for some time

to come.

Trade in the Southwest.

St. Louis, Mo., June 3.—J. P. pQgarty, of

the Pope Mfg. Co., has just returned from an

extended trip through Missouri, Arkansas and

southern Illinois, covering all the largest

towns in that territory. He says the bicycle

business in that territory is very good and the

prospects are that it will so continue for some
time to come.

Many towns where few wheels have been

sold the past two or three years have had an

unexpected revival and business in some of

these is really experiencing a genuine boom.
The country dealers are doing most of their

business on wheels listing at about $35, and

on the installment plan. List prices are being

pretty generally maintained.

At one place, however, St. Joseph, Mo., a

merry price war was on. A large agency, an

adjunct of a hardware house, was slashing

prices all to pieces. Regular dealers, of

course, had to meet this concern's prices if

they wanted to do business, and the result was

that two or three dealers gave up in disgust

and no longer try to sell any wheels. One
well known standard wheel which cost the

agent $36 was being sold in St. Joseph for

$37.50 and on $5 a month payments at that.

From Miner to Millionaire.

The Denver, Col., "Republican" tells this

story of the rise of R. L. Coleman:

In 1874 'Coleman was a miner at 'Central

City. He had conducted himself in a quiet

and decent way among his fellow miners and

was fairly popular. One day he received word
that his wife, then in Alalbama, was very ill

and wished to see him at once. Coleman

was $40 short of the fare to Huntsville, and

was in despair. The miners took up a col-

lection and presented the $40 to Coleman, al-

lowing him to leave at once. The wife re-

covered and Coleman drifted to Chicago,

where he went to work as a repairer in a

little shop where a German was making the

old-style velocipede. The first money he

earned he sent to the miners at Central. The

little shop in which he went to work has

grown into one of the 'largest 'bicycle manu-

factories of the country.

Detroit Is Doing Well.

Detroit, June 2.—In spite of the prolonged

siege of cold and rainy weather which has

prevailed all spring dealers in Detroit are very

well satisfied .with the sales made thus far

The Columbia agency has had a very satis-

f.ictory business, so much so, in fact, that the

manager is grunibling because he is unable

to fill orders. 'The Rambler, Cleveland and

'Stearns have also been rapid sellers. Detroit

is essentially a cycle-u.simg town, due princi-

pally to the miles and miles of fine asphalt

pavements that are to be found in all parts

o: the city. The standard make of wheels are

selling much faster than the cheaper grades,

although the latter are still sold extensively.

Novelties have not caught on with the riding

public here to any extent as yet, but of the

few which have been famed, the sprocket
brake is the leader. The 'chainless has had
quite an extensive sale, but the bulk of the

demand seems to be still for chain wheels.
Very few young riders are found with the
chainless, though, as a rule, elderly men are

found to be enthusiastic advocates of its supe-
riority over the chain-driven mount.

Want Ball Machines.

The Steel Ball Co., of Chicago, whose pro-
cess for making balls is different from that

of any other ball makers in the world, have
had a visit from an English representative of

European capital seeking the purchase of

their patents on the machinery they use in

making balls. The Steel Ball Co. proper
only own American and Canadian patents.

C. C. Hill, general manager, and President

W. D. Tilden, of the company, own all the

patents in nine European countries—England,
France, Germany, Austria, Belgium, Switzer-

land, Norway, Sweden and Hungary. That
these patents are valuable, covering, as they

do, their special machinery, is evidenced by
the fact that English capital is negotiating

for their purchase.

Jersey Wants Money.

The New Jersey Attorney-General has sent

out the following notice:

"I shall apply to the Chancellor of the State

of New Jersey, on the 27th day of June, or

as soon thereafter as he can hear the same,

for an injunction to restrain the Crandall

Bicycle Attachment Co., a corporation incor-

porated under the laws of the state of New
Jersey, its officers and agents, from the exer-

cise of any franchise of said corporation or the

transaction of any business, for the non-pay-

ment of the license fee or tax of one-tenth of

one per cent on the amount of the capital

stock thereof, for the year eighteen hundred

and ninety-eight, amounting to the sum of

$300."

Busy and Contented.

Lebanon, Pa., June 3.—J. G. Xander, of

the Keystone M. & M. Co., who gave the

syndicate an option on their plant, says that

this concern has not as yet entered the com-
bine and the indications are that they will not

do s'O for some time, the appraisers not hav-

ing as yet made any exani'ination of the plant.

The plant employs at present over 200 hands

who are turning out more than 600 wheels a

week.

Sentence Too Light.

It will give some manufacturers in the cycle

trade no particular pang of pain to learn that

three of the "Deraing" gang, including George

Yarrington, have left New York city. They

will be guests of the great state of New York

on "The Island" for six months,
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COLLECTED AND CONDENSED.
-:-:+

Flint, iMich., will have a bicycle factory.

F. A. Barish has opened a bicycle store in

Beloit, Wis.

Mr. Pehel will manufacture bicycles at

Rockford, 111. _
iMr. Reynolds has opened a bicycle store at

Edinboro, Pa.

E. Starks has opened bicycle repair shop at

Utica, Wis.

B. McMillan has opened bicycle repair shop

at 'Marlette, Mich.

E. A. Riege will open a bicycle repair shop

at Appleton, Minn.

R. W. Nelson has opened a bicycle repair

shop at Osseo, Wis.

Warren & Walts, 'bicycle dealers, at Dexter,

N. Y., have sold out.

Brockton, Mass., says a cycle factory is to

locate "in our midst."

A. Paulson has opened bicycle repair shop

at Sacred Heart, iMinn.

Joe Mutchmore's bicycle store at Hull, Ont.,

has been destroyed by fire.

A. C. Cassidy has opened a bicycle repair

shop in Oskaloosa, Kan.

G. H. Kordenat has opened a iicycle repair

shop in Minocqua, Wis.

G. Brockmeier is enlarging his bicycle store

at Albuquerque, N. Mex.

O. O. 'Gates has opened a bicycle repair

shop at Watts Flats, N. Y.

E. 'Nick-erson has oipened bicycle repair

shop at Garden City, Minn.

E. J. Porter has opened a bicycle store at

23 Lowell street, Salem, Mass.

March J. 'Culmore's bicycle store, in Hous-
ton, Tex., was damaged by fire.

R. Collier has opened a bicycle repair shop
on West State street, Fremont, O.

GifTord Mfg. Co. have discontinued their

bicycle business at Adrian, Mich.

iE. Clark has opened a bicycle repair shop
on Main street, Plainville, Conn.

Bailey & Rider -will open bicycle store on
Nottawa street, Sturgis, Mich.

Thompson & Unser, of Alma, Mich., have
opened repair shop at M't. Pleasant.

'H. S. Chapman has taken the agency for

the Thomas bicycle at Knoxville, -111.

A. Strut has opened a repair shop at 1123

Seventh avenue, Beaver Falls, Pa.

Amos Kubik has opened a bicycle store at

33 Fort street, Spring.fiel-d, Mass.

Charles H. Frye, dealer in bicycles at Bes-

semer, Ala., has removed to Ensley.

F. Hutchinson, of Kensington, Conn., will

open bicycle repair shop in Meriden.

F. W. Parsons has opened hardware and

sporting goods store in D'exter, Me.

W. H. Besell's bicycle store at Syracuse, N.

Y., was damaged by smoke and water.

Marshall 'Cycle Co., of Newark. :N. J., has

been succeeded by Leonard Lorentowicz.

Herman 'G. Miller has opened a hardware
and sporting goods store at Wilton, Wis.

Globe Cycle Works, of Buffalo, 'N. Y., are

reported to have given judgments for ,$2,089.

Lampe & Co. have opened new bicycle

store at 1411 Eleventh avenue, Altoona, Pa.

William L. Rowell is reported to have sold

out his bicycle repair shop at Lancaster, N. H.

A. Haworth and J. Engles have opened bi-

cycle store at 515 Ohio street, Terre 'Haute,

Ind.

Moore & Higgins, bicycle dealers at Savan-

nah, Ga., have been succeeded by W. F. Hig-
gins. _

'F. G. Benham, bicycle dealer at Norfolk,

Va., is reported to have sold real estate for

$2,250. _
W. D. iMilliken, dealer in lum'ber at Walnut,

111., has added a line of sporting goods and
hardware.

C. M. Dennis, bicycle dealer, at Edwards-
ville, Mich., has been succeeded by D. W.
Ray & Co. _

E. A. Bonfield 'will retire from the firm of

J. W. Clouse & Co., bicycle dealers, at Chat-

tanooga, Tenn.

J. M. Long, bicycle dealer, at Muncie, Ind.,

is reported to have given a real estate mort-

'gage for $6,000.

J. A. Morrison has opened a bicycle repair

shop on Broadway, near Thirty-first street.

Bay City, .Mich.

Globe Cycle Works, bicycle manufacturers

at Buffalo, N. Y., are reported to have given

judgment for .$457.

H. N. Bigler, dealer in bicycles, at Uhrichs-

ville, O., is reported to have given real estate

m.ort'gage for $350.

Caspar J. Brinkman, a Detroit bicycle deal-

er, is reported to have recorded a chattel

mortgage for $300.

James Havli'k, dealer in hardware, tinware,

sporting goods, etc., at Linwood, Neb., is

erecting a new store.

Blocksma & Bosch, manufacturers of bi-

cycle grips at Grand Rapids, Mich., have sold

out under mortgage.

'Eugene H. Dakin, dealer in bicycles at

Bangor, 'Me., is reported to have mortgaged
real estate for $1,400.

Fred R. Power, manufacturer of bicycle

tires, at Chicago, 111., is reported to have

been attached for $3,669.

Crawford E. Prescott, dealer in bicycles, at

Hudson, 'Mass., is reported to have given real

estate mortgage for $18,600.

A. Milne & Co., of 'Winnebago 'City, iMinn.,

have sold their hardware and sporting goods
business to H. N. Welch & Co.

The C. W. Wilson Co., of Fergus Falls,

Minn., has opened branch store at Brecken-
ridge, with T. Kvindlog in charge.

William Vandermade, dealer in hardware,

sporting goods, etc., at Grand Rapids, Mich.,

has been succeeded by Frank L. Bean.

J. W. Murchison, dealer in hardware, sport-

ing goods, etc., at Wilmington, Del., has been
succeeded by J. W. 'Murchison & Co.

J. Burkowitz's bicycle store, on 'Central

avenue, Albany, N. Y., was recently burglar-

ized, resulting in a loss of about $100.

'Eich & Co., dealers in sporting goods,

hardware, etc., at Bonaparte, la., have been

succeeded by W. S. & A. V. Blackford.

Veeder iMfg. iCo., makers of the Veeder cy-

clometer, are erecting a two-story, 50x40

brick addition to their plant at Hartford,

Conn.

J. M. Lowry, bicycle dealer in the Sulzner

building, on Twelfth street, Miami, FJa., has

sold out to -E. Porter, who will continue the

business at the old store.

G. H. Aisthorpe, of the firm of Aisthorpe

& Hatchman, dealers in ibicycles, etc., at South
Norwalk, Conn., individually gave real estate

mortgages for $1,000.

B. E. Harris & 'Co., bicycle dealers at Chi-

cago, III., have confessed judgment for $918,

and have made an assignment. Estimated

assets, $25,000; liabilities, $15,000.

Joseph P. iHuebsch, of the firm of Hegerson
& Huelbsch, bicycle dealers, at Dearfield, Wis.,

has been succeeded by William Huebsch, so

the firm name remains the same.

Evanston, 111., is to have a new bicycle store.

It will be located at 1571 iMaple avenue, and be

known as the Excelsior Bicycle & Machine
Works, with B. Kraatz, proprietor.

United Mfg. Co. have been incorporated at

Dover, Del., by J. 'Taylor, H. O. Chapman
and D. W. Webster, to manufacture roller and

ball-bearings and machinery. The capital

stock is $200,000.

Frederick F. Wescott and Henry .C. Davis,

individually and as co-partners under the firm

name of the Earl Mfg. Co., have made a vol-

untary assignment to Edward F. Comstock.

The assets are placed at .$500 and the liabilities

at $12,000. The assignors are in the 'bicycle

sundries supply busitiess at 43-49 Canal street,

Chicago, 111.
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ONLY ON PAPER.

Welding the Chain Plants Together— Is Lacking Sev-

eral Important Links.

Springfield, Mass., June 3.—iSome time ago

James Duckworth, the local cycle chain man-

uiacturer, received a letter from a man in

Philadelphia signing himself W. T. Steele,

and asking if he was willing to join a move-

ment to uphold prices on cycle chains.

Mr. Duckworth is now congratulating him-

self that he took no active interest in the

matter. Similar letters were received 'by cycle

chain makers throughout the country, and by

some the letters were answered, the manufac-

turers expressing themselves as favorable to

the move, and asking for a list of concerns

interested.

In reply to these inquiries, letters were re-

ceived stating that the concerns which were

interested in the move and had agreed to meet

and talk it over were the Indianapolis Chain

& Stamping Co., Lefevre Arms Co., Torring-

ton Chain Co., Baldwin Chain Co., iSnow

Chain Co., Reading Screw Co., Chantrell

Chain & Tool Co., Crown Electrical Co., In-

diana Chain Co., and the Bridgeport Chain

Co.

Later Mr. Steele announced that he had

placed the matter in the hands of E. E.

Jackson, Jr., of the firm of Perkins & Jack-

son, 115 Broadway, New York, and that a

meeting had been fixed for May 23 at 10.30

a. m. The praise allotted Mr. Jackson as a

promoter, however, excited the suspicions of

some of the chain makers, and an exchange

of correspondence between some of the con-

cerns revealed the fact that some of the names

appearing in the list sent out were wholly

unauthorized. A letter was then addressed

to Mr. Steele asking for a positive statement

of the concerns which had promised to at-

tend the meeting on the 23d. To this letter

no answer was received.

(Mr. Duckworth said that the situation in

the cycle chain industry remains unchanged.

The Union Chain & Steel Co., capitalized at

$60,000,000, is still in the field for options, as

is also the Standard Chain Co., capitalized

at $6,000,000.

AT AUCTION SALE.

Comet Cycle Co. Bicycles, Machinery, Etc., to

Go Next Monday.

Next Monday the stock in trade of the

Comet Cycle Co., of Toronto, will be sold

at auction in that city. The sale will cover

$19,837 worth of bicycles, parts, etc., $6,430

worth of drilling machines, lathes, spoke

threaders, etc., $570 worth of shafting, belting

and pulleys, and $671 worth of furniture.

The terms are 25 per cent (10 per cent at

time of sale), balance at two, four, six and

eight months. If the entire plant is not satis-

factorily bid for the sale will be in detail. The
factory is the oldest bicycle plant in Canada.

THAT SCREW COMBINE.

Saturday Will Tell the Story of Its Success or

Failure.

Hartford, June 5.—^At the office of the Hart-

ford Machine Screw Co. it is said that the

proposition made by the Western people who
propose a combination of the screw interests

of the country was still under consideration.

and no decision had been reached. The option

expires Saturday.

The terms which were offered for the Hart-
ford Machine Screw Co. and its companion
organization, the Western Automatic Screw
Co., have not been made public, but they are

very favorable to the stockholders. The sum
to be paid for the two concerns is said to be
$1,500,000, $900,000 of which is for the Hart-
ford plant.

It is quite possible that the deal will be
completed by Saturday, in accordance with
the terms of the option, and if so, it is said,

the stockholders of the Hartford concern will

have an opportunity to place their money in

the new consolidated corporation, being given

the privilege of purchasing preferred 6 per

cent stock at par.

Olive Objects Somewhat.

Louisville, June 4.—iWalter N. Birnbaum, a

bicycle and sporting goods dealer, has filed a

deed of assignment to John H. Wheeler. Just

before making the assignment he filed a mort-

gage on 12 bicycles to secure a $300 note exe-

cuted in favor of O. L iHeyman. The Olive

Wheel Co. has brought suit to set the assign-

ment aside, claiming that it is fraudulent.

The plaintiffs say the defendant knew that

he was insolvent and obtained the goods by
fraud and deceit. They state that two notes

were given to the plaintiff as part payment for

said bicycles, but that $1,022.12 of his indebt-

edness remain unpaid. The balance of the

bicycles still undisposed of by the defendant
is placed at $734.88 and the plaintiffs say they

are entitled to their possession.

THE MISSING LINK.

A certain Egyptologist, whose hobby 't was to pore
O'er manuscripts Demotic and much hieroglyphic lore,

While searching in the Pyramids for Form and Scarabae,

After much tribulation made a grand discovery.

He found an old sarcophagus within a gruesome vault.

All carved and polished wondrously in black and blue basalt.

While, strange to say, the mummied form, enswathed in wrappings rude,

Was doubled forward in a most peculiar attitude;

Upon its face there yet remained, despite the lapse of years,

A look intent that spread unto its well-developed ears.

Above it, on the granite wall, high as the height of man.
Encircled all with quirks and quirls, this strange inscription ran:

(OE D)
In haste the Egyptologist to Roll and Cartouche flew,

But these, alas, characters of such an aspect knew.

He grubbed Semetic roots among, and volumes manifold.

But no gymnastics of the brain the mystic letters told.

Anubis knew the writing not, and Horus, too, was dumb.
While Isis grinned and Ra was mute, the mummy still was mum.
And from the Hall of Twofold Right where grim Osiris sat.

Great howls of laughter issued forth from Meaw, the Sacred Cat.

The wretched Egyptologist grew thin and white of head.

As ever up and down he raged those corridors of dead.

At length, despairing, forth he fared, all palsied, weak and ill.

While in the Hall of Twofold Right the Cat was laughing still.

But Fate pursued him on his way—where'er his footsteps turned

The mystic Thing upon the tomb before his vision burned;

He saw its characters emblazed in darkness and in light.

He thought about it all the day and dreamed of it at night.

Until his friends and relatives, but cruel to be kind.

Transported him to Bedlam for Diseases of the Mind.

One morn while gazing through the bars upon a gentle hill.

Our hero saw a summer girl upon a bicycle

—

He clapped his hands unto his brow, and burst his chains and fled

—

And in a month was rushing down those corridors of dead.

The wierd inscription then he took, in ecstacy of bliss.

And twisted it till he evolved, in perfect beauty, this

—

He set the mummy in the seat, and dancing in his glee.

Completed in a second's space his great discovery.

He also found the Pyramids were built so smooth and wide

So that the gay Egyptian rider could coast adown the slide;

And lastly he can tell you why, if e'er you pass that way

—

The sandy Desert of the Nile is "scorching" to this day.
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FOR THOSE IN QUEST OF FOREIGN BUSINESS.
+ >

TRANCE TROWNS.

She Does Not Welcome the American Bicycle and

Will Do All She Can to Tax It Out

of the Country.

Washington, D. C, June 3.—The American

Chamber of •Commerce in Paris, an organiza-

tion formed for tlie purpose of facilitating

commercial intercourse between France and

the United States and protecting and pro-

moting the interests of those engaged therein,

has for a considerable time past been advo-

cating a reciprocity treaty between the United

States and France. It is learned on good
authority that American merchants in Paris

and other French cities all practically agree

that a reciprocity treaty would be beneficial

to American trade.

The secretary of the above-mentioned or-

ganization, speaking of the cycle trade, said

that American bicycles paid the maximum
tarifif (about $5 per bicycle), whereas, if the

minimum rates could be obtained, there would

be an enormous increase in this line. The im-

ports of American bicycles into France were

only 150 kilos in 1893, whereas, in spite of the

heavy duty, it rose to over 100,000 kilos, or

$283,910 worth in 1897, while in 1898 the value

was $517,183.

There is a bill before the French customs

commission to raise the duty to 000 francs

per 100 kilos against 250 francs per 100 kilos

at present. If this extra duty should be levied

the importers say it would kill the trade. A
reciprocity treaty alone holds out any 'pros-

pect of remedying promptly the evils under

which American trade now suffers in France.

Peck Not Pessimistic.

United States Commissioner Peck has just

returned from Paris and arranging for this

country's exhibit there. Asked as to the out-

look he said:

"At Vincennes we will build a structure for

American machinery in operation and an-

other for our life-saving service. We will div-

ide with the French Exposition Co. the cost

of the building for railroad exhibits and auto-

mobiles. The railroad exhibit, we expect, will

be very complete and interesting and it will

include seventeen American locomotives. A
site has been secured for our bicycle manu-
facturers upon which it is expected that they

will erect a handsome building."

(Mr. Peck's attention was called to the for-

mation of the bicycle combine. He said that

this was merely being talked of when he went
away, but that it ought to result in America's

exhibition in that line being more complete

than it would have been with the bicycle mak-
ers acting independently of each other.

An African Gold Mine.

America's greatest competitor for the trade

of South Africa is quite naturally Great Brit-

ain. It is argued that the British manufac-

turer knows the iSouth African trade, and

caters to the same by extending to it the same
credits that are allowed at home. 'Here is the

great barrier to the extension of the American
cycle trade abroad. The elaborate rating sys-

tem of American mercantile agencies does not

extend to 'South Africa, and the American

manufacturer, always depending upon some
such reports when trading at home, is all at

sea to know how far to trust South African

merchants. Hence his demand for cash to

a considerable extent destroys his opportunity

for building irp a trade there. Despite the

drawback in the matter of credit, American
bicycles have nevertheless become very popu-

lar in South Africa. There is something about

an .American wheel which catches the fancy of

the colonial buyer, and this fact is causing

consternation among the English manufac-

turers, who see the bicycle trade slowly slip-

ping away from them.

It is to be hoped that the onward move-
ment of American cycle exports to South Af-

rica will be assisted by so-me movement similar

to the one at Caracas, where the National As-

sociation of Manufacturers have established a

warehouse for the display of American pro-

ductions. The innovation has ibeen eminently

successful and it is believed a similar move-

ment in South Africa -would be even more
successful. The cycle trade would do well to

start the ball rolling.

REGARDING INVOICES.

Complaint that They Are Not Attended to When

Dealing with Canadians.

Halifax, June 2.— I would ask you to

read the following complaint from a Cana-

dian buyer of American cycles and sundries

regarding the carelessness of American ship-

pers and manufacturers when invoicing goods

for Canada.

Every day there comes to the notice of

the writer many instances of gross care-

lessness on the part of American manu-
facturers when invoicing goods for Can-

ada. Some send invoices without the

necessary certification, or if they are certi-

fied, they are not signed; others send btit

one copy, and in nearly every case there are

no marks on packages or invoices to show

what the contents of the different cases might

be. Consequently, when in need of, say, part

of shipment, and it has to be ordered for

examination, there being no distinguishing

marks, the whole shipment has to be moved.

The delay occasioned by not having correct

invoices is usually from one week to ten days.

It is true that our Canadian customs require-

ments are somewhat complicated, but when

once understood, they are simple enough,

and as many of the firms from which we
buy do a large business in this country, it

seems strange that they i^o not master the

subject, especially as the loss and inconven-

ience is not all on our side.

In our endeavor to facilitate matters it

has been the practice of our firm to inclose a

copy (printed at our own expense) of the cus-

toms requirements with every order, but this

does not remove the difficulty, as even yet

a large proportion of the invoices come to

hand incomplete. There is a marked con-

trast between the American and English ship-

pers in this respect. While the preferential

clause in our tariff entails a greater amount
of work and care on the English shippers,

and while they were a little at sea for the first

few months after the new law went in force,

they soon understood what was required of

them, and we have very little, if any, trouble

with their indents now.
I liave not noticed any complaints of this

mture published lately, but I have no doubt

that all or nearly all Canadian importers

could tell the same story. A. R. Q.

Tourists' Wheels and Tariff.

Washington, D. C, June 5.—Referring to

paragraph 483 of the tariff act of July 24, 1897,

which provides for the free reimportation of

exported domestic products, the Assistant Sec-

retary of the Treasury states that the evidence

required by the regulations of the Department

of February 28, 1896, issued under the similar

provision of law found in the tariff act of

August 28, 1894, may be waived in the case

of individual bicycles brought into the Nia-

gara Falls custom district by tourists, where

an examination of the wheels discloses the

fact beyond a doubt that they are of domes-

tic manufacture. In cases of doubt as to

the American origin of the wheels or where

the collector of customs has reason to be-

lieve that they are of foreign origin and bear

substituted domestic markings, plates, num-
bers, etc., and are not brought by members of

the L. A. W., the Canadian Wheelmen's As-

sociation or the Cyclists' Touring Club, they

should be held for duty.

The above instructions will not be under-

stood to restrict in any way the ruling of the

Department of November 12, 1897, allowing

the free importation of bicycles of foreign or

domestic manufacture when brought by well-

known parties crossing the frontier to remain

for a period not exceeding three days.

Making Smooth Their Ways.

Oiling bicycles and motor cars has become
a profitable industry in and around Paris. The
"graisseurs pour cyclettes," as they are called,

are, more correctly speaking, oilers, and us-

ually post themselves at the bottoms of hills.

When a cyclist approaches they offer to

oil his machine before he makes the ascent

up one of the slopes—at Suresnes or St. Cloud,

for instance. They are also dotted along the

level roads, ready for custom, and contrive to

earn a fair share of money by the end of

the day. The oilers are chiefly elderly men,

but not a few lazy youths have joined their

ranks, and compete with them in a petty in-

dustry which is sometimes lucrative.

Tourist Wheels Ahroad.

Washington, D. C, June 1.—In reply to an

inquiry, theTreasury Department has informed

the collector of customs at New York that

the customs cicular issued by the department

on September 29, 1898, contemplates the free

importation of bicycles by members of the

Canadian Wheelmen's Association, the League

of American Wheelmen, and the Cyclists'

Touring Club, from any country or place con-

tiguous or not to the United States.
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TRENCH TANCIES.

What They Are In Costume and in Cycles—Scenes

on the Boulevards and in the Bols

—

Chances for American Machines.

Paris, 'May 30.—Are we to have a boom in

the cycle trade this year? Everything points,

if not to actual Iboom, at least to a much
bigger trade than France has had the last

year or two. Cycling has become more popu-

lar than ever despite the lachrymose com-

plaints of those who a short time ago feared

that the bicycle would ibe killed by the auto-

mobUe. The trade has nothing to fear from

the growing vogue of the motor car, and, in

fact, the cycle people are likely themselves

to have a good share in the business in motor

cycles and the like. All that the automobile

has done has been to check cycling among
those of the upper classes, who merely went

in for it as a fad, and have now given it up

for the more fashionable self-propelled ve-

hicle. This loss of custom ig only a serious

one for those makers who a few years ago

were able to get fancy prices from their rich

clients. Some of this kind of makers have

felt very sick during the transition stage.

They lost their most profitable business, and

it took them some time to find that in the

future they must content themselves with

smaller profits upon a bigger business.

What Competition Did.

The competition of the American wheels

'brought this hard fact home to the Frenchmen

and they have benefited some from the lesson.

With lower prices the demand is increasing

enormously. In fact, the new system of levy-

ing the cycle tax has been a revelation as to

the actual number of wheels there are now in

use. In providing the plates to be attached

to the machines the Government calculated

upon the number of wheels declared in pre-

vious years, but when the plates came to be

distributed it was found that the supply was

only about a third of what was actually need-

ed. This proves one of two things—either

there must have been an enormous number

of cyclists who in previous years got out of

paying the tax or that this year the demand

for cycles must have increased nearly three-

fold. Probably both these reasons hold good

to a great extent. It is certain, however, that

the annoyances caused by the new tax regu-

lations have not cooled the enthusiasm of cy-

clists in any way, and there is bound to be

a much bigger demand for wheels this season

than there has ever been before.

Cyclists Are Classified.

To see the class of cyclists possessing what

the French term chic, a word that concen-

trates all the qualities of elegance, grace and

distinction, one must go in the morning to

the Bois de Boulogne when the leaves are

still moist with the dew and the air is fresh

and exhilarating, while the nervous wheeler

does not have to run the gauntlet of the

critical eyes of loiterers who later in the

day line the broad avenues. You then see

ladies with fresh complexions and attired in

skirts made toy Paquin or some other fash-

ionable tailor, riding American wheels, for it

is rare to see a lady on a bicycle that is not

of American make. Their male escorts have

usually white knickers, white caps and starch-

ed shirt fronts, giving them an im.peccaible and

irreproachable appearance. Undue exertion

is out of the question when the fair lady has

to preserve her complexion, and the elegant

gentleman has to keep down his pace to that

of his companion.

As the sun gets warm the aristocratic cy-

clists melt away, and then come the "bound-

ers" from the city's outskirts, who make
things hum along the leafy alleys How these

individuals can aflford to get bicycles and,

what is more, spend their days in the Bois, is

a mystery that has never yet toeen cleared up.

Added to all is the big army of Parisian

wheelers—the democratic army, composed of

shop boys, clerks and others of a more ele-

vated station, who are kept at work all the

week and open the safety-valve of their pent-

up animal Sipirits on Sundays and holidays,

when they leave the crowded Bois, with its

carriages and automobiles, and make for

Saint-Germain by tortuous ways to avoid the

paved high roads and finally reach the his-

toric town after a long and stif¥ climb from the

banks of the Seine to the famous terrace, from

which one of the finest views of distant Paris

is obtainable.

The bicycles, motor cycles and automobiles

flock to the forest with its long, hard, level

roads. Here riders pass the post marking the

start and finish for the 100-kilometre race for

the U. V. F. certificate. Then turning to the

right we come to the Croix de 'Noailles, or

what remains of the old cross in the middle

of a vast circular space where meet four roads

in the middle of the forest. On a Sunday

this space is full of cyclists taking their ease,

while the scorchers fly past in all directions,

following the tandems or automobiles. A half

hour spent at the Croix de Noailles on a

Sunday affords an interesting study of Par-

isian cycling, except, of course, the dilettante

and impeccable wheelers who never rise be-

yond the Bois de Boulogne.

Women the Enthusiasts.

It is no exaggeration to say that the ladies

are more enthusiastic cyclists than the men.

If a census were taken it is by no means cer-

tain that they would even be found in the

m.inority. At one time the diamond-framed

Ibicycle and the bloomer were looked upon as

the correct thing for the weaker sex, but of

late the fashion has changed. When the aris-

tocratic wheelwomeii donned the skirt and

imitated the English and Americans in dress

and position, it was supposed that the bloom-

er was doomed. This, however, is far from

being the case. The bloomer no longer

reigns supreme, but it is still worn pretty

extensively, and the popular taste runs

pretty evenly upon the divided garment and

the short skirt. In all cases knickers are

worn under the skirt, the hem of which only

comes a little way down below the knee, and

this style of diess has brought the dropped-

framed bicycle into greater vogue.

Most of the fair riders wear brown leather

boots, coming well up to the knees. The re-

mainder of the costume -is formed of a bolero

or jacket with rather tight sleeves, puffed up

at the shoulders and fitting well in at the

waist. The colors most commonly used for

the jacket are white and red, the latter for

dark complexions, and black or dark blue for

the skirt, while uniform browns are also pret-

ty frequent. The hats have rather broad flat

brims with somewhat high crowns, tapering

slightly to the top.

Tandems seem to foe coming into more

vogue, and they would perhaps be more pop-

ular if makers here would only give some at-

tention to this class of machine. I have never

seen a French mixed tandem of rational build.

Makers here do not think that there can be
any demand for any such thing. All the

doulble machines are built with high gears for

men, and it is quite painful to see the woman
riding on the rear seat with a frame much too

high for her, and bending over her work in

the orthodox scorcher style. There are a lot

of mixed American tandems on the road, and

there is no doubt that United States firms

could do a fair trade in these machines. They
should bear in mind, however, that th^ French

prefer single steering tandems, with the

woman on the rear saddle, which position is

considered to be the proper one here because

it protects her from the wind and dust, and
gives her more confidence.

Sent to the Foreigners.

Exports of cycles and parts from the port

of New York for week ending June 6, 1899:

Antwerp.—60 cases bicycles, $2,164; 115
cases bicycle material, $2,982.

Abo.—2 cases bicycles, $128.
British Guiana.—36 cases bicycles, $1,384;

8 cases bicycle material, $215.

Bremen.—55 cases bicycles, $2,750.

British Possessions in Africa.—34 cases bi-

cycles, $2,798; 10 cases bicycle material, $374.
Brazil.—53 cases bicycles, $1,909; 1 case bi-

cycle material, $24.

Bordeaux.—1 case bicycles, $77.

British East Indies.—21 cases bicycles, $940;
1 case bicycle material, $115.

British West Indies.—16 cases bicycles,

.$519; 11 cases bicycle material, $176.

Brussels.—15 cases bicycles, $883.

Cuba.—20 cases bicycles, $517.

Central America.—1 case bicycles, $34.

Cairo.—6 cases bicycles, $240.

Christiania.—89 cases bicycles, $3,053; 36
cases bicycle material, $264.

Copenhagen.—27 cases bicycles, $1,302; 21

cases bicycle material, $848.

Dundee.—2 cases bicycles, $50.

Dutch East Indies.—25 cases bicycles, $510.

Dutch Guiana.—20 cases bicycles, $628; 1

case bicycle material, $38.

Ecuador.—3 cases bicycles, $983.

Gothenburg.—1 case bicycles, $130.

Genoa.—28 cases bicycles, $1,418; 26 cases

bicycle material, $898.

iHamburg.—152 cases bicycles, $6,845; 36

cases bicycle material, $2,453.

Havre.—10 cases bicycles, $830; 12 cases bi-

cycle material, $918.

Hong Kong.—11 cases bicycles, $1,525.

Huy.—1 case bicycles, $22.

'Leith.—20 cases bicycles, $350.

Leige.—31 cases bicycle material, $1,210.

London.—221 cases bicycles, $7,014; 68

cases bicycle material, $1,919.

Lisbon.—8 cases bicycles, $470; 1 case bi-

cycle material, $30.

Liverpool.^-40 cases bicycles, $2,172; 6 cases

bicycle material, $267.

iVIexico.—14 cases bicycles, $555.

Piraeus.—18 cases bicycles, $350.

Peru.—2 cases bicycles, $50.

Rotterdam.—15 cases bicycles, $260; 9 cases

bicycle material, $1,137.

Stockholm.—11 cases bicycles, $290; 23 cases

bicycle material, $1,497.

St. Petersburg.—21 cases bicycle material,

Stavanger.—1 case bicycles, $80.

Southampton.—97 cases bicycles, $2,846; 3

cases bicycle material, $85.

Turin.—40 cases bicycles, $1,400.

Venezuela.—2 cases bicycles, $102; 1 case bi-

cycle material, $1.

Vienna.—2 cases bicycle material, $66.

lias a Lot to Answer For.

The death is announced of the Frenchm'ain,

Coridas, who is credited (or discredited) with

the invention of ,bhe cyclorn. Pie first flatted a

rubber bulb on the mO'Uthipiece Otf a clarion,

which he subsequently replaced by a cornet,

and thus was inverated the instrumient which,

rejected with scorn by cyclisits, has 'been

adopted everywhere as the orthodox waming-

giver of motor cars.
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HOW THE CHAINLESS PROGRESSES.

No symposium of opinions on the cliain-

less bicyicle is really necessary at this

time, but anything that will throw light upon

its progress is of interest. A member of The
Wheel stafif is using a 78-gear chainless, and

finds that it olimbs hills easily, is clean, is al-

together comfortaWe. Other opinions and

experiences are set forth below.

iMILWALKEE EXPERIENCES.

Milwaukee, Wis., May 27.—^^Milwaukee is

likely to develop into a red-hot chainless town

before the present season is at an end, unless

some of the people now riding the chainless

wheel undergo a remarkable change of opin-

ion. Last year there were not more than half

a dozen bicycles of the chainless variety sold

in the city, but by dint of persistent pushing

a hold has finally been obtained, and the effect

is fast becoming apparent.

Up to the present time the Columbia people

are the only ones who have exerted themselves

in Milwaukee to. any extent, and for this

reason the majority of chainless wheels here

are those of Colonel Pope's brand, and it js

an impressive fact that everyone who is riding

the chainless is also doing considerable talk-

ing.

Tried in Seclusion.

"When I first tried the Columbia chainless,"

said Mr. Lundy, "I took it quietly into the

country, where no one would see me, for I

wanted a practical test to see just how well

it would stand up. I had heard so much about

springing of frames when a rider jumped, and

resultant squeakiness in the gearing, and I

wanted to find out for myself. Well, all I can

say is that when a customer is hard to con-

vince I just put him on a wheel and send

him out, and that usually settles it if he is

open to reason. I first tried it by jumping

—

taking a sudden start and then suddenly back-

pedaling with all my strength; but I could

hear no grinding or anything else. I am sat-

isfied that if I had tried that game with an

ordinary bicycle I would have broken the

chain. I ran the wheel over the hardest and

roughest kinds of roads, paved and unpaved,

and over cobblestone paving, but it was all

the same. Try it anyway I would, it showed
up better than I could possibly expect, and

since that time I have been riding and talking

chainless."

Must Be Sometliing in It.

F. E. Walllber, son of Judge Wallber, of the

municipal court, and teller of the First Na-
tional bank, purchased a chain wheel about

two months ago, and rode it for six weeks.

Now he is mounted on a Columbia chainless.

Talking of it, Mr. Wallber said: "My chain

wheel was geared to 78, while my chainless

is geared to 82, but there is a wonderful dif-

ference in the riding. I thought at first they

had made a mistake and fitted me out with a

72, and I wasn't convinced until I figured out

the gear myself. Sunday I rode to Pewaukee
with a friend who was riding a chain wheel.

I rode over the hills with the greatest of ease,

while it was hard work for him. Frequently

we changed about, and when he was on my'

wheel he had no trouble in getting up the

hills, while it was hard work for me, so that

I know it was the chainless that caused the

difference. The result is that he will get a

chainless just as soon as he can get rid of his

old machine."

What the Art Critic Says.

'H. -G. Roeber, senior member of the firm

of Roebel & Rheinhart, and Milwaukee's lead-

ing art critic, recently acquired a Columbia

chainless, and is now busy telling his friends

what a good thing he has found. It's the ease

with which he goes up the hills that impresses

him, besides the doing away with the neces-

sity of constantly cleaning his chain and keep-

ing it in condition.

Weighs Neariy Three Hundred.

Detroit, May 20.—iThough the sale of chain

wdieels in Detroit, so far this year, has been

much larger than that of the chainless, still

those who are riding the latter kind are, as

a rule, thoroughly satisfied with its merits.

Fred H. Warren, one of Detroit's leading at-

torneys, with an office in room 69 Home
bank building, is one of the most ardent ad-

vocates of the chainless wheel. Mr. Warren

is a large man, weighing 280 pounds, and

from his own statement he never rode a bet-

ter or easier running wheel than his '98 chain-

less Columbia, bought May 1, 1898. He says:

"The chainless is certainly the best invention

so far in the bicycle Hue, and I am thoroughly

satisfied with my wheel. During the time I

have been riding my wheel I have taken it

but once to a repair shop, and then only to

have^ a puncture fixed. I may also say that

I had the gearing cleaned but once during all

last year, and then it didn't need it."

A Readable Rhode Island View.

Providence, R. L, May 27.—There has not

been any furore here over the chainless bi-

cjxle. For two years the bevel gear has been

steadily pushed in a quiet way. This season

the other chainless came into the city and

obtained a few riders. The Pope Company
have probably put out several hundred bevel-

geared bicycles. Few of the road scorchers

have them; in fact, the growth here has been

slow but solid.

In a general way the opinion of the chain-

less is that it is thoroughly suited for a cer-

tain class of riders. Not necessarily the men
who can afford to pay "for something exclu-

sive," but for those who do not wish to trou-

ble with the dirty chain and who use a cycle

more as a calb, or cob, rather than as a road

wagon or a blooded horse.

What the Toledo Trade Says.

Toledo, May 29.—A representative of The
Wheel called on a dozen or more of the

leading bicycle dealers of the city this week,

and in course of inquiry asked opinions of

the chainless.

Nearly all the Toledo retail stores are di-

rect representatives of the Toledo manufac-

turers, many of whom are not makers of the

chainless, and this latter class, of course, found

fault freely with this class of goods. The fact

remains that the Toledo manufacturers who
have started in to make the chainless are

heartily sick of their bargain. The Union and

the Lozier people, in speaking of this matter,

freely admitted that they found no trouble in

keeping enough of them on hand to supply

the trade. The product of this season has not

been used, and the outside or country dealers

have had no demand whatever for chainless.

Some fault-Finding.

The Union people seemed perfectly willing

to say why the chainless wheel is not selling

better. They claim, and the statement is well

borne out, that they have as good a chainless

as there is made. In speaking of the matter

the Union (and it was agreed to by other

dealers) said: "The chainless wheel will

probably never be a very popular machine. It

is yet a novelty, and will not make any im-

pression on the trade, at least until some im-

provements are made. The chainless has now
many faults. There is a tendency to vibration

of the frame, which in time will injure if not

ruin the wheel. There is much difficulty with

the alignment, and this trouble has never

been remedied. It is very hard to get the

cogs correctly placed in order to prevent this

trouble. The time may come when this wheel

will be popular, but these must be overcome."

Rather Pessimistic.

This opinion, when expressed to other deal-

ers and makers of the chainless, seemed to

be the exact position in which they hold the

question, and, with the exception of one or

two who are pushing the chainless for out-

side makers, they seem inclined to go to the

chain wheeJ as the standard make.

Toledo dealers also state that the great

amount of advertising done for this class of

wheels should show greater results than it

has, and they feel that the chainless is a lost

hope unless great improvements are made.

In Syracuse.

Syracuse, May 27.—^Chainless wheels are

almost universally praised by their riders here.

Of the several who possess these luxuries in

this city, not one has offered a word of com-
plaint.

W. P. Butler, of the firm of Butler & John-
son, hardware dealers, has a '98 model of the

Columbia chainless, which he bought in No-
vember of the same year, and has ridden ever

since to and from his place of business and
on pleasure trips in the country. His cy-

clometer registers 4,351 miles. This was the

second chainless ridden in Syracuse. He is

pleased with his wheel because it runs so

easily, and is not as difficult to keep clean as

a chain. When it becomes muddy he takes

it to the barn and turns the hose upon it.

C. D. Rice has a Victor '99 model, 22-inch

frame and 88 gear, which he has ridden 1,500

miles so far this year, and likes it very much.
He thinlcs the Spin-roller gear the best of all.

Dr. F. J. Kaufman rides a chainless Fron-

tenac, and is very enthusiastic over the good
points of his mount. He thinks that the

Sager gear is superior to that of any other

make. "It gives such a perfect control of

the wheel," said he.
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FOWLER'S TALK ON ADVERTISING.

Nathaniel C, Discourses Piquantly and Wisely Upon the

Ethics of the "Puff" and Other Points in Trade Jour-

nalism—An After-Dinner Talk, Full of Meat and Ginger.

What is good for the goose is sometimes good for the gander. Nathaniel C. Fowler, the advertising

expert, was the principal speaker at a recent trade-press dinner. His talk was reported specially for

The Wheel. The talk was intended for the ears of men who sell advertising, but The Wheel has no

hesitancy in printing it for the eyes of the men who buy advertising. Every business man can extract

some good from it and should read it. The report begins at the point where Mr. Fowler discussed the

advertising solicitor:

* * * They bring advertising down to

the level of nothing. They make it merely

wind. They depreciate it until the very man

they are selling it to does not buy it because

of their argument.

If they told the truth about advertising, they

would carry it up to the high plane which it

should properly occupy. Advertising is one-

fifth of business. It is just as important as any

other fifth. It is as indispensable to the

proper conduct of a successful business as any

other single factor. Every prosperous busi-

ness man must advertise. The man who tells

me he doesn't advertise is a liar. There never

was a man who did not advertise. Because

advertising is nothing more or less than the

presentation of something to sell. Anything

that aims to make this presentation is ad-

vertising. It matters not whether it be a cir-

cular, a dodger, a magazine announcement, a

street-car card or a billboard. So long as it

presents something, it is an advertisement.

Advertising Is Ancient.

Advertising, in some form or other, has

obtained since the infancy of the world. You

can go right square back to the Bible and get

unimpeachable evidence of this. In a little

book which I was once guilty of printing, I

enumerated the various phrases in the Bible

which pertain to advertising; and, do you

know, gentlemen, I found forty-eight phrases

relevant to this subject. Of course, I got some-

one else more familiar with the book to look

them up for me. Everyone of them per-

tained directly to advertising. Why, the flam-

ing sword in the Garden of Eden was the first

mechanical novelty in the way of advertising

Throughout the books of the Old and New
Testaments the advantages of advertising are

depicted and its employment commended. And

yet the average advertising solicitor depreci-

ates the value of advertising in every word

that he utters to the advertiser.

Trade-Paper Arguments.

To come back to trade papers: I have been

more or less connected with them as an ad-

vertiser. Nearly all of my clients are more

or less advertising in trade papers. Conse-

quently, my remarks to-night are founded

partly on my own experience and partly on

the experience of others as reported to me.

It seems to me that there is one thing that

you do not bring out—one great argument of

which you fail to make practical use. Now,

here is a man like Thompson (J. Walter

Thompson, who sat beside the speaker).

Thompson goes to an advertiser, and says, in

behalf of the general publications in which

most of his advertising is placed, "Gentle-

men, they reach the consumer direct." And

he brings out a good, square argument based

on that promise.

You, gentlemen, have an argument stronger

that that. Even Mr. Rowell, bad as he is

reported to be, even Mr. Thompson, must

acknowledge the superior strength of your ar-

gument. They have never presented a plea

for advertising as strong as you can present.

This is the point in a nutshell:

The advertiser in a general publication does

not and cannot reach, in a business sense,

more than one-fiftieth of the readers of that

paper.

Some Apt Illustrations.

As a concrete illustration of this dictum,

permit me to say that of the readers of the

"Century Magazine," not one-fiftieth are pos-

sible buyers of the Standard wash-tub. It is

fair to presume that that proportion may be

fairly applied to every commodity advertised

in the "Century." And there can be no

special dispensation for the "Ladies' Home
Journal," the "Youths' Companion," or any

other publication of large, general circulation.

Of course, that is only one-half of the propo-

sition; but, given that half, the other portion

becomes obvious. Here it is:

In a trade paper, practically every reader is

a possible, if not probable, buyer of every-

thing advertised in that paper. Because every

reader of the trade paper is not a consumer,

but a buyer of the articles advertised among
that line of trade to sell to the retailer of

those articles. Consequently, I say that the

Strongest Kind of an Argument.

advertisement in the trade paper appeals, with

possibly not even a discount of 1 per cent,

to probable buyers. To make the personal ap-

plication again; if you have a circulation of

so many thousand you go into the hands of

that many thousand probable buyers of shoes,

hats, caps, hardware or whatever class of

merchandise you may represent.

I have dwelt on this point because it con-

tains the strongest kind of an argument, and

because I believe it to be new to the trade-

paper manager. Here you have a clientele,

every member of which is a probable buyer

of every commodity exploited in your col-

umns, while the "Century Magazine" adver-

tiser reaches only possible buyers, and a very

small percentage of them. And yet, you go

to the advertiser with an argument so weak
that he does not want to advertise. And, all

the time, you have this strong argument that

you cannot break down with any amount of

talk. These advertising agents will get ad-

vertising up to hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars, to be placed in publications where there

is only 2 per cent of possible buyers; while

you fellows hustle and hustle and hustle to

get advertising for papers where every reader

is a probable buyer.

I Jiave never heard that argument used by a

single trade-paper solicitor. (Several voices:

"We use it.") Then you have kept your light

under a bushel. I am only telling you what

I think I know.

The majority of trade-paper solicitors come
in and let the advertiser do them the favo- to

advertise. They go to an advertiser who is

willing to take a page or a half-page or a

quarter-page, and, without solicitation from

the advertiser, the trade-paper man says: "If

you advertise with us we will give you a notice

a week or one a month." I want to touch on

this pufi business.

I was connected, when a boy, with a concern

that used a two-inch advertisement in the

"Iron Age," and also advertised in other pa-

pers, and David Williams was the only trade-

paper man I could not work. To this day, I

understand that the "Iron Age" pursues the

same policy; and that you cannot go to David

Williams and say: "I want the war record of

this man or that in the 'Iron Age.' " 'David

Williams will reply: "If it is news to the trade

it goes in. If it is not, it won't go in."

Roasts Trade Puffs.

Gentlemen, I believe in puflfs if they are

news. I believe the trade paper that gives the

advertiser a lot of those things has got to

work harder at the end of the year to get the

contract renewed than the paper that rigidly

tabooes everything that is not news. I have

never seen an advertiser that did not back up

the publication that struck him right square

in the face, and said to him: "We have ad-

vertising space to sell. You can buy it for

so much money. There's the discount on time

and the discount on space. That's all the

discount. We will give you all the notices you
want, if they are news. We won't give you
any other notices, under any circumstances.

And we will give you the news notices just

the same, if you don't advertise."

I am a great hand on theory, because it

doesn't cost me anything. I believe, from the

bottom of my heart, that the trade paper

should give the news, advertising or no ad-

vertising. I believe, also, that the advertiser

should have an advantage. I believe that, if

a man is putting up a new shoe factory, that

it is the business of Mr. Richardson to give

that man a notice; and I believe it is Mr. Rich-

ardson's business to give him a longer notice

if he is an advertiser. But the notice should

go in, anyway. I do not believe in the kind

of puffs that I am working for one of my
clients in Richardson's paper; but I am doing

it because the other fellows do it. If you fel-

lows would combine upon a policy which

would only publish notices when they were

news, and not fill your columns with every

little thing that the advertiser is interested in,

your papers would be better; your readers

would like them, they would read them, and

they would stand by you, and your advertisers

would respect your policy. You are obliged

to give the notices, because you don't com-
bine and stop it.

The " Something-for-Nothing " Policy.

I have never found an advertiser that re-

spected a paper that he could work. Here is

Mr. Thompson, who handles lots of advertis-

ing in the "Ladies' Home Journal," for in-

stance. He will tell you that the fact that that

paper does not care a continental for any ad-

vertiser is one of the reasons why the "Ladies'

Home Journal" is jammed with advertising.

The advertiser never appreciates something
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lor nothing. When the beginning of the year

comes round, and one of my clients says,

"Let's spend so much money this year,"

the publications mentioned first are those thai

run their business within their own doors and

do as they please about everything. The time

has come for the trade paper which would

come nearest the heart of the advertiser to

run its paper on the same lines as the "Iron

Age," selling advertising space for so much
per line, per inch, per page, giving notices

when they are news, and giving preference to

the advertiser. Not a line should ever appear

that is not news.

Do not thinU that I am actuated in these

remarks by a carping, criticising, fault-finding

spirit. I am trying to look at advertising as

one of the most dignified lines of business on

earth; but this it never will be until the sellers

of advertising think just as much of it as the

seller of Hour thinks of his flour. You do

not see the wholesale iiour man or molasse.s

man going around to customers and saying:

"I want a dress for my wife; I will give you

flour or molasses in payment for it." The
wholesale flour man does not sell flour for

bicycles.

Antediluvian Idea.

I would not, if I owned a trade paper, take

a trading advertisement under any circum-

stances whatever. Did you ever get a per-

manent cash advertiser from a trade? The
only advertisement you get is a black eye

every time. This trading idea is primitive,

antediluvian, unbusinesslike. Stop it. Get

along without your bicycle; walk. You had

better walk and keep up the dignity of your

publication.

Advertising is nothing but a simple com-

modity. I wish the advertising seller would

look upon it in that light. You are to blame.

You can't expect the buyer of advertising to

appreciate its value, when you are going to

that advertiser and offering him a chromo in

the way of notices. You are otifering your

advertiser in these free notices something

away down below the level of the chromo, and

the chromo policy is played out in every

reputable business. There never has been a

publication, for the last ten or fifteen or twen-

ty years, that succeeded on a chromo system.

A Topsy-Turvy Transaction.

I bought some Health Cocoa the other day;

paid 25 cents for it. Baker's, which I usually

buy, was 23 cents at the same store, but the

other brand ofifered a picture-book worth 15

cents with every can. We bought two cans

and got two picture-books. In reality, we
bought the picture-books and considered the

cocoa a premium. When a premium is of-

fered, the customer buys the premium and

considers the advertising thrown in free. The
whole transaction is a topsy-turvy one.

I do not think the day will ever arrive

when advertising will be sold for what it is

worth until the sellers appreciate it as I try to

do, and as the big advertiser tries to appre-

ciate it. You publishers have great and ex-

clusive advantages. You go right into the

family of your advertisers and of your sub-

scribers. Your claims for advertising rest, or

should rest, on solid, unshakable foundations.

And yet you will admit that a considerable

part of your advertising is given you, not on
account of the circulation of your paper, bur

on account of the circulation of your adver-

tising man. The indi\dduality of your adver-

tising representatives, and not the intrinsic

merit of the paper, is responsible for a large

share of your business. This ought not to

be so. You ought not to have that kind of

advertising.

Similarity of Advertisements.

A noticeable point in trade-paper adver-

tising is the similarity of the advertisements.

Nearly all of the advertisements in your papers

are practically, "John Smith, Dealer in

Something, Someville, Somewhere." Every

article advertised is choice or first grade.

Sometimes people really want second-grade

goods; but nobody would imagine that from

a trade-paper advertisement. Here is an op-

portunity for a trade-paper man. It may be

money in your pocket to get an advertisement

from an advertiser, but it is not money in

your pocket, if you are going to stay in busi-

ness, unless you make that advertising pay.

Help your advertisers.

Suggest to the Advertiser.

I don't believe in dictating the policy of the

advertiser. I don't believe in saying: "Mr.

Advertiser, I am going to write your adver-

tisements. I'm going to prepare all this

thing, and you are all wrong." The adver-

tiser will naturally resent this. But it is your

business to so represent advertising that the

advertiser will make his own advertising pay.

Do not tell him how, but suggest. Give him
new theories of advertising, and leave it to

him to apply them to his own case.

I said to a client of mine the other day:

"You have a certain brand of shoe dressing

to sell. You put an advertisement in Richard-

son's paper, 'This dressing is the best dress-

ing.' Now, the dealer doesn't care a con-

tinental vifhether it is the best dressing or not,

because he knows that there is less than one-

half cent difference between the best dressing

on the market and the poorest. What he

wants to know is, will this dressing sell? The

Talk to tlie Dealer.

quality takes care of itself." Have your ad-

vertisers put in their trade-paper advertising

something -which will tell the dealer how an

article is going to sell. Tell your advertiser

not to limit his advertising to "Fine car-

riages," "Fine shoes," "Fine blacking," but

to give the dealer selling points. Then the

dealer will be more likely to buy the stuff.

This is opposed to the general principles of

advertising, I know, but it is peculiarly ap-

plicable to the trade paper. You can say in a

magazine anything you want to. You can

talk about "99 44-100 per cent pure," as Ivory

soap does. This is all right for the general

medium, but it doesn't go in a trade paper.

The consumer does not know the difTerence,

but the soap man may know better. Don't

tell the shoe man that that dressing is the best

in the world, but tell him it will sell, and tell

him why it will sell. Then your advertising

will pay, and your customers would ask the

usual 25 per cent discount for continuation

the second year.

Some of the trade papers, I notice, are run-

ning articles on advertising. This does not do

a bit of good. An article on advertising in

the "Boots and Shoes Weekly" (I promised Mr.

Richardson to use his paper whenever I need-

ed an illustration) won't hit anybody. This

sort of thing must be accomplished by per-

sonal work. The cute advertising solicitor

will assimilate these ideas and reach each ad-

vertiser as he goes to him.

There is another particular in which trade

papers are deficient. I do not think there is

a paper here, with the exception of the "Iron

Age," which could live without advertising.

You are all dealing in advertising. You could

not li\'e without it. And yet not one of your

trade papers in a hundred is advertising its

advertising. Now, there is a man by the name
of Curtis, who runs the "Ladies' Home Jour-

nal." He takes a full column in the "Dry
Goods Economist" to advertise the "Ladies'

Preaching and Practicing.

Home Journal." He claims that the dry

goods men are liable to be advertisers in the

"Journal." He has put out probably $100,000

a year in advertising his paper. You do not

suppose he is putting out that amount of

money merely to get readers? .A.t least one-

half of that money is put out for the adver-

tiser, because the advertiser wants to advertise

in the publication which advertises.

Of course you can't advertise your trade

papers in the magazines. You can't adapt

Thompson's methods to your business. But

you can follow up your advertisers, as the

"Ladies' Home Journal" and the "Youths'

Companion' and the "Sunday-School Times"

do. These papers keep a card index of all

the advertisers that they believe are possible.

They follow them up every week or every

month with a card or a letter, or some kind of

a circular or other kind of printed matter, sys-

tematically, saying briefly: "Why don't you

advertise in our paper?"

Keep Up Acquaintance.

The trade papers do not do that. They
could do it with greater facility and at less ex-

pense than the papers mentioned. You have,

comparatively, a small clientage. It does not

cost you one-tenth what it costs a general

publication to cover your field. Every trade

paper ought to reach all its advertisers by

mail once a month. The work ought not to

be left entirely to the solicitor. Of course, he

has to close the trade. Calendars and cards

and circulars are only preliminary work. But

that kind of advertising is profitable if it is

properly handled. Make your circulars

pithy, pertinent and brief. When the trade

papers do circularize they give the advertiser

more to read than he will ever read in the

world. I believe in a little, short line which

brings out just one point. One word inside

a man is worth a million outside of him.

If your advertising space is a commodity,

if it is merchandise, if it is just as much so as

flour, I would like to know by what method
of reasoning you can say that it should not be

advertised, particularly when your trade-paper

men have only got a few hundred customers,

and you can reach them at the very lowest

amount of expense.

Advertising Is a Commodity.

You will pardon me for saying what I have,

but I believe in the commodity of advertising;

I believe in the necessity of advertising; I be-

lieve that advertising is merchandise, and I

call upon you, gentlemen, to assist me, as I

will try to assist you, in bringing advertising

up to the level of a commodity. Until you

do this you will have to hustle, and every ad-

vertiser will feel that he is doing you a favor

when he ought to feel that he is buying his

advertising and ought to buy it, and it is

worth just as much to him as his roller-top

desk, his pens, his paper and his copying-

press.
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DOINGS IN THE WORLD OF AUTOMOBILISM.
: +

SCARED ALREADY.

French Automobile Interests Are Even Now Begin-

ning to Be Jealous of American Progress

in Horseless Vehicles.

So long as the Frenchman has a monopoly
on anything, so long is the Frenchman a po-

lite and courteous trader. No sooner, how-

ever, does John Bull or Uncle Sam announce

himself as a competitor than the Frenchman

drops his superficial politeness and shows

himself In his true light—a shrewish, snarl-

ing, snapping flinger of unpleasant adjectives

and untruthful assertions. One cannot blame

the Frenchman, though, when it is remem-
bered that never has it failed that in any

commercial race against England and Amer-
ica has France ever finished better than a bad

third.

All this comes to mind now with the auto-

mobile. So long as France had a monopoly
in the production and use of the vehicle

minus a horse, all was well, all was smiles.

But the very moment her historical crinquer-

ors put in an appearance and declare they

are going into the automobile skirmish the

tactics of the French change, and once more
the shrew and the shrieker take their place in

the front line. Here is the way it looks in

print when the Frenchman has had his say:

"Automobilists here are beginning to

think that Mr. Winton is a long time in re-

plying to M. Charron's acceptance of the

challenge which he threw down. It is im-

possible to deny that they have some
reason. M. Charron agrees to Mr. Winton's

conditions, and what more does he want?

The 'Velo' prints an article under the head-

ing, 'Humbug & Company,' in which it says:

" 'The Winton affair looks to us like "hum-
bug." This could be foreseen. M. Charron

seems to us to have been quite right in ac-

cepting here and now all the conditions of

the challenge of this good Yankee, Winton.

I will stake ten cents against a lucifer match
that the Winton-Charron wager will not

come oft". Do you recollect the blufif of Pen-

nington with the Americans? It is the same

old story. When he means to retreat he is

all for pushing forward. That may be so,

but everything should be finished straight-

away, and M. Charron will no longer listen

to these tomfooleries. We know the Yankee
'Humbug & Company,' and always in such

matters they leave us sceptics.'
"

Could anything be more thoroughly

French and fear-showing than this?

How They Work It.

Automobile manufacturing in France, with

its attendant demand, continues so spirited

that some of the shrewd middlemen speculate

in the opportunities it presents, and with a

success about as sure as betting with counter-

feit money would be. The plan is this: The
factory is a year or more behind in orders.

If you want an automobile at regular price

you can take your turn, and if you are lucky

you will get it next fail. There may be some
favoritism shown, and at your expense,

though the charge is not distinctly made.

In steps the man who has a big "livery sta-

ble" of automobiles, with his selling, renting

and general retail trafficking in that line. He
"regulates" the output. He puts in an order

at the factory, telling the manager, "I'll take

all you can make," and the result is that you

come face to face with two propositions, the

one being, for instance, $1,000 for the vehi-

cle and wait si.x months to get it, the other

(that of the middleman) $1,500—and, in con-

sideration of the little tip of $500, you can

have the vehicle at once.

What Americans May Expect.

The following letter has been forwarded by

the British Motor Co., Ltd., to all known
dealers and users of unlicensed De Dion mo-

tors: "It has come to our knowledge that

you have bought and are using a machine

fitted with a De Dion motor which has been

brought into this country without the pay-

ment of any royalty to us. As these ma-

chines, as you are no doubt aware, are spe-

cifically covered by patents and rights for

which we have paid a very large sum of

money to Messrs. De Dion and Bouton and

others, we must ask you to forward us the sum

of £5, being our fixed royalty upon the same,

and we will forward you a license plate, which

will have to be affixed to the machines in

order to make it properly licensed. If, how-

ever, you are purchasing" any more De Dion

motors, we must ask you kindly to see that

you buy a properly licensed motor for use

in England which Messrs. De Dion and Bou-

ton are able to supply by special arrange-

ments with us, and which will have affixed a

plate properly licensing the cycle or vehicle

for sale and use in England."

Quickest Way Out.

'^Admitting all you say as to the good qual-

ities of asphalt pavements, such as their

smoothness, noiselessness, durability, cleanli-

ness and wholesomeness from a sanitary point

of view," said the street commissioner, "it

is still true that in wet weather such pave-

ments are slippery and frequently cause horses

ro fall and injure themselves. How do you

dispose of that objection?"

"We expect to dispose of that, sir," an-

swered the paving contractor, "by abolish-

ing the horse."

New Incorporation.

Twyford Vehicle iCo.. principal office, the

New Jersey Corporation Guarantee & Trust

Co. Building, Camden, N. J. Manufacture

all kinds of vehicles to be operated by elec-

tricity, compressed air, etc. Capital, $1,000,-

000. Incorporators: Wm. B. Lawton, J. D.

Humes, C. B. Lawton.

Booming Right Along.

The foreign motor industry is active, and its

future appears bright. There is a brisk call

for motors. A traveler who recently arrived

in Coventry from a Continental trip brought

back an order for one hundred, and he said

that in France especially the demand for me-

chanically propelled vehicles is keen. Im-

provements are being made weekly, while re-

markable speeds have already been recorded

on long journeys. At present the cost is pro-

hibitive to the great majority ot foreign pur-

chasers, but the possibilities of development

for business purposes are not limited. Coven-

try has been described as a Tom Tiddler's

ground, and also as a modern Jericho. It is

neither. It is the home of two large indus-

tries, cycling and motoring, both of which at

the present time are exceedingly active.

Going to Move Swiftly.

This is from a rabid wheelman and is part ot

a private letter bearing the Paris post-mark

and not intended for publication: "We went

to Fontainebleau, five in t)ie party, for break-

fast, forty miles in three hours, and such a

ride! We came back by a longer route, forty-

eight miles, in the same time, through the

forest at sunset and along the iSeine in the

moonlight. Fancy going eighty miles for

breakfast and enjoying it—that is, eighty mile-^

by road. I have always detested automobiles,

but for quick traveling they beat everything I

have ever tried, and when Americans get the

craze as bad as the Frenchmen have got it

—

well, look out, that's all!"

IVIore Motor Combines.

A consolidation of the Initernational Power

Co., Richard Croker's New York Auto-Truck

Co., the General Carriage Go. and others is

coiniteniplated. The company will have a cap-

ital sitock of $200,000,000. It will control the

exclusive right to manufacture auto-tracks

under the Hoadley-Knight patents, boith in

this ooumtry and Euro'pe. The company will

give its attention almost enitirely to freight-

carrying vehicles. It is stated that it is tihe

intention of the company to operate as an

express company, colleoting aind delivering

freight in the various parts of the country, but

at freigrht rates.

Only Four Stockholders.

Bridgeport, Conn., June 1.—Articles of in-

corporation were printed here Friday of the

National Bicycle and Motor Co., with a capi-

tal of $2,500,000. All the stock is subscribed

for by A. W. Paige, Judge George P. Carroll

and Philip L. Holzer, of this city. They rep-

resent capitalists, but at tliis time refuse to

divulge their names. The purpose for which

the comp'amy is organized is to ^manufacture,

buy and sell bicycles, motor carriages, auto-

mobiles, auto-trucks, eleatric vehicles, cars

aind coaweyiainces and pants thereof, and all

other kinds of articles made of wood or metal.

Will Be None Too Large.

Despite the moderate progress which motoi

carriages have made in this country it is

worth noting that forty-three hundred square

feet should be reserved for them in the Amer-

ican space at the Paris Exposition.

Motor Manufacturers, Please Note!

John Schneider. 145 Essex street, Law-

rence, Mass., wants to be put in communica-

tion with concerns building motor vehicles

suitable for use by physicians and the like.
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BOUGHT BY WALKER.

Stanley Steam Wagon Rights and Plant Bought by

a Syndicate Headed by the Magazine

Publisher.

Boston, June 5.—The Stanley steam wagon

patent right and plant have been sold to a

syndicate headed by J. Brisben Walker, of the

"Cosmopolitan." Rockefeller is interested.

It is understood that they will manufacture at

Irvington-on-Hudson. They paid $250,000

for the whole thing. Young Walker, son of

J. Brisben, is now at Newton in charge of

the factory. The Stanley wagon is a fine ve-

hicle. Stanley and Sterling Elliott rode one

from New York to Irvington last week, and

it is told in all seriousness that as they went

the telegraph poles looked like the teeth of a

fime-tooth comb.

Most automobiles constructed in this coun-

try weigh over 1,000 pounds. The weight of the

Stanley roundabout is put at about 520 pounds,

and it is a surprisingly neat, compact, clean-

cut machine. There is almostno outward indi-

cation of machinery. Altogether, a remarka-

ble machine. Outwardly, it looks very much
like the Mason wagon, and the feed valve

regulation is the same—is, in fact, the inven-

tion of the Stanley brothers. This feed valve

regulation is extremely important. It pre-

vents wasteful generation of steam to a

markeda, degree. By vaporizing the gasoline

before using it in the burner, the Stanleys

now have a steam boiler weighing less than

a hundred pounds which will supply a pair

of steam cylinders 2i-inch bore by SJ-inch

stroke, cut-ofi at 9-16, at 822 revolutions per

minute, the boiler pressure being 140 to 150

pounds per square inch. This may seem in-

credible, but it represents the actual perform-

ance of the Stanley wagon at Charles River

Park track, Boston, November 9, 1898. The

user of this wagon can leave it for a couple of

hours and be sure of a full head of steam on

his return, without any reduction or increase

of pressure having occurred in tlie interim.

state laws, or local option. To the credit of

cyclists and cycling it may be said that the

great majority of riders are inclined to use

their privileges with consideration and to wel-

come any just special regulations which may
be imposed upon them for their own welfare

or in the interest of the general public.

A good deal of interest has recently been

manifested in this subject by wheelmen, and
in response to a very general inquiry for new
information, the Pope Mfg. Co. have just

issued, in pamphlet form, a treatise, entitled

"Law of the Road, as Applied to Bicycles,"

which clearly enunciates the foundation prin-

piples of road law -and tersely deduces there-

from the burdens and privileges which be-

long to drivers in general and bicyclists in

particular. The pamphlet is from the pen of

J. iG. Calhoun, of Hartford, who is not only

a practical rider himself, but who besides, as

counsel for various cycling organizations, has

made road law the subject of special study.

Maudie Won Out.

At the close of the electrical show at the

Madison Square Garden, the ballot was

counted in the voting contest for an auto-

mobile to be given for the most popular act-

ress. There were more than 75,000 ballots

cast. Maude Adams was the winner, with a

vote of 14,764. The others that were close up

were as follows: Lillian Russell, 13,615; Mrs.

Leslie Carter, 8,994; Viola Allen, 5,640; Edna
May, 3,974; May Irwin, 2,129; Julia Marlowe,

1,565, and Ada Rehan, 949.

Wagon Makers Win.

South Bend, Ind., June 2.—The Stude-

baker Bros. Mfg. Co., of this city, yesterday

closed cointracte for the consitruction of auto-

mobiles aggregating in the neighborhood of

$1,000,000. New York and Boston capitalists

are interested in the deal. In o^rder l?o supply

this new demand immeinse additioois bo the al-

ready mammoth wagon insititution will be

erected immediately. The coat of the new
departments will be $400,000.

Road Rights and Wrongs.

In a certain famous case, in legal parlance

kflown as "Coombs vs. Purrington, 42 Me.,

332," the court of highest appeal held that

"every member of the community has the

right to travel upon the street or highway,

either on foot or by such means of conveyance

as he may see fit to employ." The law seems

to regard this right as fundamental, and it

evidently cannot be curtailed, although it is

undoubtedly true that persons may be en-

joined from traveling upon the public highway

with vehicles which are made grotesque or

dangerous in a manner unnecessary to the

full and free use of the road. It is apparent

that the driver .may drive whatever he is ca-

pable of guiding and controlling as long as

his outfit contains no objectionable feature

unnecessary to the purpose of travel. This

implies that the thing driven may be a horse,

a steam or electric carriage, a goat, a bicycle,

an elephant or whatever other locomotive

agent the driver prefers.

The right of all classes of drivers, including

cyclists, to the highways, is thus placed be-

yond question, which, however, does not mean

that the law denies the right of legislative

enactment for the better regulation of any or

all classes of drivers. The cyclist, so long as

he is not denied reasonable use of the road, is

therefore subject to special restrictions under

Two Hundred Thousand Paid.

Detroit, June 3.—The corporation that

is to manufacture and sell mioitor car-

riages, motor cycles, engines aind ma-

chinery in this 'city, has filed articles

of LncoTporatioin with the county clerk. The

capital stock is $500,000, of which $200,000

ha!s been paid in.

After the Fathers.

Pilgrim Motor Vehicle Co., of Biddeford,

Me., have been incorporated for the purpose

of manufacturing motor vehicles. Capital,

$500,000. Incorporators: E. Orcutt, H. J.

Savory, E. iN. Hutchins, B. A. Prince, G.

Butman, Lizzie S. Orcutt, H. Cantara, all of

Somerville.

Teuf-Teuf Taxes Talked Of.

Mayor Ashbridge, of Philadelphia, has

asked Councils to note the increase of the

automobiles on the streets, and advises some

action which shall cause them to be taxed as

carriages and other vehicles.

New Ball Makers.

United Mfg. Co. of Philadelphia comes into

existence to manufacture roller and ball

bearings for cars, bicycles and automobiles;

capital, $200,000, and has been incorporated

in Delaware for that purpose.
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ELMORE
They are always

new and better

than others of the

same price

,

9

Long Contracts

—

Short Contracts

Executed at any
time of the year,

and for any quantity.

Elmore Mfg. Co.,

CXYDE, OHIO, U. S. A.
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It cannot be denied that the Genuine

BROWN takes the lead. Look at the many
imitations and be convinced that we are not

boasting, but stating facts.

DIustratcd booklet mailed in response to

requests.

THE BROWN SADDLE COMPANY.
ELYRIA, OHIO.
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Fisk Tires
FOR

BlCYCLESi=£CARRIAGES
FULLY GUARANTEED.

Tkade-Mark.

FISK RUBBER COMPANY,
Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Branch, Syracuse, N. Y., A. 0. BOLSTER, Mgr.

^cw York Agents,

CASE & SCHLAUDECKER, No. 92 Wall Street, New York.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST.
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- FOR A LONG RIDE OR A SHORT RIDE f
The

Columbia
: Bevel-Gear Chainless Bicycle ::

$60 to $75
excels all other wheels. It has a longer life, it is easier

to take care of, and its quick response to power applied

affords a pleasurable suggestion of life and vitality in the

machine itself. The recognition of these advantages

by 1898 Columbia Chainless riders has resulted in the

great demand for the 1899 models.

EDWIN A. QUICK & SON, Architects.

YoNKERS, N. v., May 22, 1899.
Poi'E Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

Gciitlciiien: -I take pride in writing a few lines in praise of such a
peerless piece of worlcmanship as the Columbia Bevel-Gear Wheel. On
Saturday I completed 5,000 miles on my 1898 Columbia Chainless No.
1179 wi'h every bearing and gear in as good condition as when first re-
ceived on Dec. 13, 1897, not an adjustment having been made to bearings
or gears, which run as easily^ sii/oot/i/y and si/ciit/y as when new. The
gears have been oiled four times and the other bearings once. Con-
gratulating you on producing such a superb piece of workmanship, I am.

Very truly yours,
EDWIN A. QUICK.

CHAIN WHEELS.

ColumbJas, Hartfords and Vedettes, $50 to $25.

j.<.<.<..:.<.^;«;..K«^.H..:.<.^:.^:..:<>.:«KK~K^^^

POPE MANUFACTURING CO., Hartford, Conn.

Kindly mention The A\'hecl.

°-^ OIL CAN BOTTLE
jf- 'I ^® ^^® newest and finest

Direct r" fea^C '^^ %. ^^^^g in Cycledom.

from I ~#««'^S«vi % . ^
Bottle

I
ig^4. \ Just Show It

Drop by I 4\.^irlJ and It's Sold!

No

Waste,

No

Soiled

Hands!

The oil is al-

ways visible

and cannot
evaporate or

leak out. No
corks to lose and

hunt for. Oil

is always in

original pack-

age ready for

use.

FRAGRANT
CYCLE OIL.

Lubricates,
Cleans,
Polishes,
Stops Rust,

Invert bottle, touch

point of sliding wire to

desired object and oil

will come promptly drop

-/ by drop. You cannot

A use it wrong.

IT'S GREAT!

Patent applied for,

Buffalo Specialty Mfg. Co., Makers of NEVERLEAK.
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EVERYTHING FROM EVERYWHERE.
+ :-:-w. :-:-:-:

Be sure the brake is properly adjusted.

Never allow much weight to rest upon the

handles.

Cycle history may not repeat itself, but gos-

sip never fails to.

A trip to Morocco is being organized by

the Touring Club de France.

If you will give certain borrowing riders an

excuse they will take the rest.

The cycle is a splendid servant, a quiet

friend and a pleasant companion.

Every rider believes the weather should be

made always to observe Sunday.

The French Automobile Club now has a

membership of more than 1,700.

A chain should be a trifle slack; a tight

chain means hard work in driving.

To try and save weight in your saddle is

to add to the load of your discomfort.

When it comes to shoddy bicycles, to sell

in is just about as bad as to sell out.

Contrary to the general rule the pacemakers

find- their hangers-on a source of revenue.

It's foolish to worry about the things in

cycling you can help or the things you can't.

Before passing a foot passenger or vehicle,

give ample notice of approach by ringing the

bell.

In Paris fashionable women ride motor-

cycles just as capably and enthusiastically as

men.

In the purchase of cheap bicycles lots of

bright hope is exchanged for gloomy experi-

ence.

Nothing is so exasperating as the memory
of an accident that was all the rider's own
fault.

Comfort and high gears have no speaking
acquaintance with each other, nor never will

have.

"The best rule that I know of," said the

Pedal Mechanic, "is, don't ride in shoes too

small."

The cycle trust might run more smoothly
if it incorporated the chain lubricant manu-
facturers.

The more a man gets in a bicycle the more
he wants, and the more he wants the more he

doesn't get.

It is difKcult to get wheelwomen to under-

stand that saddles should be neither too low
nor too high.

Remember that a long distance can be rid-

den with more ease by adhering to a regular

and steady pace.

There is a rule without exceptions. It is

for cyclists. It is: "Don't coast crooked hills

on strange roads."

A fussy man around a wheel always wastes
time in worrj'ing about the things he can help,

or the things he can't.

The trade in ordinary carriages is said to

be at a standstill in France owing to the great

demand for automobiles.

Tacoma's sidewalks are so obstructed with

cycle racks that pedestrians complain they are

forced to walk the streets.

The conveyances which use the streets at

night without a lamp should be taught that all

roads lead to the police station.

Nothing takes the life and elasticity out of

a pneumatic tire so much as keeping it per-

manently in bright sunlight does.

Forty-two million pounds of India rubbei

were imported in North America last year.

All of it did not go into bicycle tires, either.

To preserve and keep .tires soft, wipe occa-

sionally with a cloth saturated with water

to which has been added a little common soda.

Never depend entirely on your brake to

save you from accident. Cultivate back-pedal-

ing, and use the latter in conjunction with the

former.

Pneumatic tires are essential to automo-

biles, for without them the delicate machinery

of the vehicle is shortly racked to pieces by

the vibration.

Never eat a hearty meal before going on a

.ride, since by doing so you will bring on syn-

cope, which often proves fatal. "Little and

often" is a good rule regarding eating.

It might be well for riders to know that

one who pays a wrongful demand, merely

because of the threats of a civil action, can-

not maintain a suit to recover the repayment.

Never attempt to pass carts, carriages, etc.,

on the wrong side. This is a serious mistake,

since if the driver suddenly pulls over to his

own side, a collision and smash-up are likely

to result.

H. C. Gurnee, of Minneapolis, amuses him-

self grinding off 500-mile sprints over Min-

nesota roads. Some men do have such queer

ideas of what constitutes the "pleasures of

cj'cling."

Chicago's Salvation Army finds itself una-

ble to keep up with Satan on foot, so they are

now scorching after the king of scorchers on

bicycles. At last accounts the old man hadn't

lost a heat.

One of the most dangerous moments in a

rider's life is when he is overheated from hard

riding. It is then the easiest thing in the

world to catch a cold or chill which may
bring death in its train.

William Herrick, Charles H. Thorne and

F. W. Morgan, of Chicago, are having a

sloop built at Ogdensburg from designs

which will try for the honor of being chal-

lenger for the Canada Cup.

Right on the heels of the horseless carriage,

wireless telegraphy and the chainless wheel

comes the berryless strawberry shortcake at

the suburban hotel where the hungry wheel-

man stops for "refreshments."

- +

-I-

To remove specks of rust from the bright

parts, cover the rusted parts with sweet oil,

and let it remain on for a day or two. Then

rub it well over with powdered whitening

until the rust will be removed.

A 17-year old London vegetarian cyclist

has made 317 miles in a twenty-four-hour

road trial over hilly country, unpaced. Won-
der how much more he could have ridden if

he had not been a food crank?

The dear souls who in search for a new
name called a Washington bicycle club the

Chain and Sprocket Club, either had not

heard of the chainless or else did not desire

any members riding that form of wheel.

If rain overtake you and you get wet, keep

on riding till you get home, and then have a

complete change of clothing. Many illnesses

for which cycling is blamed are due to noth-

ing else but the carelessness or ignorance of

the person concerned.

Baltimore's famous wheel club, the Mary-
land Bicycle Club, will spend $50,000 on their

new clubhouse. No more aristocratic, ener-

getic and progressive cycle club has ever ex-

isted in the United States than this same
Maryland organization.

Rural school boards with a plenitude of

time and a paucity of sense are now wrestling

with the schoolmarm's right to wear any

other than a ball train when cycle riding to

the school house. Lynn, Mass., affords the

latest sample of this brand of busybody.

As proof of its loyalty the Denver Wheel
Club will send a fast racing team to the Bos-

ton L. A. W. meet. The team will consist of

five of the fastest amateurs in the Colorado

division. An example is here set that many
other divisions nearer home might follow with

credit to themselves, their members and the

League.

According to a committee appointed by the

city of Atlanta, Ga., to determine what make
of bicycle was best for the Atlanta police to

ride, there are just nine makes to fill the bill,

and the committee wisely refrained from say-

ing which one of the three quarters of a dozen

makes was the best. The committee had nine

members.

When a rider finds that his wheel is out of

true, it is high time that it was put right. A
wheel never trues itself, but, on the contrary,

becomes rapidly more and more sprung, until

at last the overstrained spokes begin to break.

Long before this happens, however, a sensi-

ble rider will have taken the machine to a

repairer.

The following is a good rub for sprains:

Secure a bottle that will hold about half a

pint, get five cents' worth of ordinary castor

oil, and the same amount of hartshorn or

spirits of ammonia. Shake the bottle well,

and a fluid milky in appearance will be the re-

sult. If corked tightly the mixture will be as

good at the end of twelve months as when
freshly made.
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WHAT SPOO^ER SAYS.

Coming from Behind the Scenes, Ite Gives a Few

Straight Tips on the Way the Racing

Farce Is Being Played.

Being "upon the spot" makes F. Ed.

Spooner's opinions of racing of value. After

reading the two sides of the case, as set forth

in The Wheel, Mr. Spooner drew up his

trusty typewriter and "spotted" a few League
fallacies as follows:

"Every attempt is being made by the L. A.

W. to bring applicants for the National Cir-

cuit into line. As a proof of this a declaration

made in writing by a member of a state rac-

ing board of a Western state, who is inter-

ested in a cycle track, is interesting. This

gentleman writes to N. C. A. men that he ap-

plied for one day on the League's National

Circuit, was allowed four, and was told that

no sanction fees would be required for the ex-

tra days. 'We will put up $150 firsts in the

championships.' said he, 'and $40 firsts in

the other races, on the guarantee of the L.

A. W. that ALL the prominent men 'will be

present to take part in these contests.'

"There are several men in the L. A. W.
ranks who are in position to know, who,
convinced that with the racing men arrayed

on one side, with a list of tracks anxious and
willing to give meets, there is not a ghost

of a show for the League to again regain the

full control of the sport, and hardly any

more show for the League to control what
it now has in hand. It is wrong to slander

a track because some promoters did not pay
prizes at meets held on that track. Waltham
Track, Ambrose Park, Manhattan Beach,

Berkeley Oval, Newark and other tracks

cited as unsuccessful tracks, have been suc-

cessful this year, for the reason that the

promoters now in charge of the tracks know
what attractions please the people and have
known how to succeed. A large proportion

of the tracks last year were failures. This year

it is dififerent, and the same tracks which were
unsuccessful last year may be the most suc-

cessful this year under capable management.
Providing the tracks mentioned cannot give

successful races, then where will be found
the tracks that will succeed? Waltham was
suspended for prizes unpaid, but even the

L. A. W. takes care to rule this year that a

track may not be suspended for the non-pay-

ment of prizes; the promoters only are to suf-

fer. Why, if the rule was such a good one
regarding tracks, did the L. A. W. repeal

the law? What protection now has the L.

A. W. rider providing only the promoter is

to be disciplined? What is to prevent a

change of promoters for every meet given?

"The L. A. W. evidently admits what was
apparent all along, that it was nonsensical

to rule out a track for the misdeeds of pro-

moters. Chairman Mott admitted this when
he broke his own rule regarding Willow
Grove track last year.

"What do suspensions amount to anyway?
The Milwaukee track w^as suspended, yet

Chairman Gerlach fought to retain it in the

League and gave it a sanction, only to find

he had sanctioned a race meet upon a sus-

pended track. The chairman admitted to the

Wisconsin Division L. A. W. officials that he

did not know of this suspension, and yet he

is in charge of League affairs at a handsome
salary.

"The L. A. W. has Major Taylor, Eddie
McDuffee, the three Butlers, Watson Cole-

man, Oscar Hedstrom—suspended for life for

riding outlaw, yet still riding L. A. W.

—

Gibson, Downey, Aker and Church. Given
all of these, and what is the field as com-
pared to Kimble, Stevens, Bald, McFarland,
Gardiner, Kiser, Freeman, Downing, Walt-

hour, Elkes, Miller, Kramer, Hausman, Col-

lett, Rutz, Diraberger, the Yale College team,

the Princeton team, the Columbia College

team, Johnnie Johnson, Zimmerman, Fournicr

and fifty more stars of the cycling world?

In the L. A. W. ranks are represented two

cities, Boston and Philadelphia, with a num-
ber of local men mostly, since Major Tay-

lor and McDuffee alone amounted to any-

thing in the fast company now under the

N. C. A.

"True it is that the movement started last

fall. The racing men themselves started it.

They had no help from anyone. The spark

was lit when Albert Mott suspended a lot of

riders for training upon the suspended Berke-

ley Oval track, which track had been rein-

slated until further orders. A. G. Batchel-

der had nothing to do with this movement.
The racing men later did, however, ask him to

Trenton to aid in adjusting their differences,

and he came.

"True it is that no riders have yet been sus-

pended by the N. C. A., nor have any riders

under L. A. W. control been suspended by

that organization. The N. C. A. has had

no cause to suspend, but investigation by

the League might lead to suspensions. Offi-

cials of the N. C. A. say that the L. A. W.
may suspend without strengthening N. C. A.

ranks, since they will refuse to accept riders

placed under the ban of the League. There

has been no cause for suspension of N. C. A.

men. Under the League in the old days,

men entered conditionally, and had their en-

tries accepted, and under the N. C. A. they

have done the same. These men perhaps

found it impossible to reach the meet, or

reaching there, were excused from riding.

"Records maintained of the entries and
starters at the opening meets of the N. C. A.

this season prove that there is a larger per-

centage of entries made good this year than

were made good for the past three years

under the L. A. W. These records have

been kept carefully and may be examined.

"Over at Red Bank, N. J., Decoration Day,

forty-two amateurs were ordered to register

with the L. A. W. Three only had done so

and seven did so, but the other thirty-two

refused and rode under L. A. W. sanction

that day. This is seemingly outlawry of a

far superior brand to any yet attempted in the

N. C. A., where riders are all registered

strictly."

DENIAL FROIVI MEARS.

The Cleveland Man Sheds Light on Ills Position in

L. A. W. Matters.

A contributor to The Wheel, in its issue

of June 1, said the following:

A western ;ycling paper recently came out with an

editorial espousing the cause of the "outlaws." The
editor of that paper was a candidate for chairman of

the L. A. W. Racing Board, and was refused the ap-

pointment for good reasons. Later he became the

L. A. \V. delegate to the International Cyclists' As-

sociation. In that capacity he expected to have the

L. A. W. pay his expenses for a trip to Paris for the

purpose of attending fche I. C. A. meeting. When
the Executive Committee of the L. A. W. refused to

make an appropriation for this junket he resigned the

position and wrote the editorial mentioned.

Concerning the above, Charles W. Mears,

editor of "Cycling Gazette," writes from

Cleveland as follows: "In the clipping here-

with attached it is stated that I was refused

the appointment of Racing Board chairman

and also that I resigned the position of dele-

gate to the I. C. A., because the Executive

Committee declined to pay the expenses of a

trip that I proposed to take to Paris. Allow
me to deny point blank both assertions. I

was offered the Racing Board chairmanship,

as well as any other position in President

Keenan's gift, all of which I declined, with

the exception of the honorary position of

delegate to the I. C. A., which place I later

resigned because during my occupancy I was

denied the right to express my views on perti-

nent questions through the columns of the

paper of which I am the editor.

"I shall not now go into details, but should

future events warrant a full explanation, I

shall furnish the press with a little 'copy' that

will cause squirming in official quarters."

FLUSHING'S FIRST.

The Town Over the Marsh Tries Circuit Racing for

a Change.

Familiar names, it not familiar faces, greeted

the 1,500 people who on Saturday went

through a good dose of poor accommodation
purgatory to reach the track at Flushing, L.

I., where the N. C. A. opened its New York
circuit. Bald showed plainly that, despite

the unwise praise and touting of his friends,

he was far from being in racing form,

failing to score even in his trial heat. Mc-
Farland, to the contrary, showed he was
easily the fastest one in the bunch and bagged
the scratch event in convincing style. Nine
lined up for the final—^^Cooper, Gardiner, Mil-

ler, McFarland, Goodman, Kiser, Walthour,

Stevens and Freeman—and two single pace-

makers were provided in Kent and Henshaw.
There was a good bit of mixing during the

first half of the distance, owing to the running

ahead of the pace, but when Henshaw came
up from the back to do his part of the work,

hooked on to stay was one elongated Cali-

fornian. When the finish came Gardiner was
the one to finish second and Cooper and

Freeman were at the Chicagoan's wheel.

The .Mercury Handicap, at two miles, fell

to the long markers, as is usual around here,

particularly when the back bunch have settled

down to a loaf. In this lot were Bald, Cooper,

and McFarland.

Zimmerman followed Fournier and Hen-
shaw on the petroleum motor a mile in 1.53 1-5.

Rutz, the New Haven fad, jumped in the

amateur mile at the head of the straight, and

none could reach him in the finishing; Kramer.

Wahrenberger, Hausman and Schofield came
in a bunch in the rear. Kramer's win of the

handicap was well within himself.

Zimmerman Will Go to Europe.

A Wheel man returned from a local race

meet on Saturday with Papa Zimmerman. His

son, the renowned Arthur Augustus, is man-

aging a pleasure-resort at Asbury Park. With

cycle racing and other attractions it is hoped

to make the venture successful. Zimmerman
ipere is authority tor the statement that Arthur

will go to France to race next autumn.
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ST. LOUIS' ROAD RACE.

A Limited Crowd Watched the 20-IVIile Contest In

forest Park.

iSt. Lx)uis. June 3.—This city liarl no road

race in 1898. In previous years, upward of

15,000 persons attended the race. Tlie event

of to-day had a scant 3,000 to look on. Celebri-

ties were conspicuously absent. Nevertheless

the race was interesting. There were 43 start-

ers and 36 finishers. Con. R. Ahrens, G.45,

paced A. Juehne, 6.45, right to the finish.

Juehne won, Ahrens second. Then came W.
N. Chandler, 5.15; Howard Dudley, 5.00;

Wentworth Steele, 2.00; R. N. Le Cron, 4.45;

Ernest Ernst, 4.00; Charles A. Smith, 6.45;

Arthur M. Stockhoff, scratch; Eddie Grath,

1.00. Stockhof! won first time, 55.22, beating

Grath by 1.00 1-5. Juehne's time was one

hour flat.

mile and five-mile race. Princeton took sec-

ond honors, winning the quarter and mile,

and running second in the tandem. The five-

mile event was won by barely three inches,

after a most exciting finish, by L. E. Danne-
miller, of Georgetown, which placed that col-

lege third on the list. Owing to the fact that

most of the riders took part in all of the races

there were long delays occasioned by the

riders having to rest; in consequence the five-

mile contest was not concluded until 7

o'clock. A new intercollegiate record was es-

tablished by Bert Ripley, of Princeton, in the

final of the quarter mile, which he covered in

30 4-5 seconds.

miles. His race last year was one of the best

ever run in western New York, and he prom-
ises that the coming event will eclipse the

previous one. Entry blanks are ready, and
can be procured from the promoter, or from

Dai H. Lewis, Buffalo, N. Y., in whose hands

the charge of the race has been placed.

Yale and Princeton.

From a sporting point of view, the first an-

nual championship meet of the Intercollegiate

Bicycle Racing .Association at Berkeley Oval

on Saturday was successful, but. judging from

the meagre attendance, the (Association will

not benefit financially from its initial meeting.

Eight universities and colleges were repre-

sented and the only absentees were the Syra-

cuse men. Harvard failed to make a single

entry. The following colleges competed:

Yale, Princeton, Columbia, Pennsylvania,

Cornell, Georgetown and Swarthmore.

The Yale men took the championship, win-

ning the half-mile and tandein events and be-

ing placed in the other three. The five races

were: Mile tandem, quarter, one-half, one-

Three from Paris.

Paris, May 28.—The ainnual cycle race from

this city to Bordeaux, a distance of 358 miles,

which began last evening, was won by Huret.

whose time was 16 hours 35 minutes and 47

secoinds, or an average of about 21J miles an

hioiur. HuTiet beat the record by more than

four hours. Fischer, the German rider, was
second, and he beat the record by 3J hours.

The increased speed is attributed to the fact

that the mem were paced by motor cycles.

Oh, Those French People!

"A splendid time" was the summary given

by hundreds of the gay thousands of people

who attended the "Echo de Paris" annual fete

in the Longchamps Friday. The occasion was

the now famous "Course des Artistes." Fair

members of the profession raced on wheels in

every form of bicycles, tandems, petroleum

tricycles and even skates. As a windup there

was a kaleidoscopic display of brilliant auto-

mobiles. The procession was opened by a

pretty little girl astride a decorated bicycle.

Comte de Dion appeared on one of his latest

carriages under an ornamentation of orange

and green. The proceedings were adjourned

to the Chalets du Cycle for dinner, the prize

distribution and ball.

In Charge of Dai Lewis.

BufTalo is going to have a road race after

all, and a big one, too. The Bison City has for

the past ten years conducted one or more first-

class open road races each year, but it looked

very much as though there would not be any
this season. However, W. C. Jaynes, the

bicycle dealer, has just announced that he will

conduct his second annual road race on July

4, over the Lewis course, a distance of 21?f

Prosperity Begets fleshiness.

The employes of Julius Andrae & Sons Co.

have organized the "Anti-Fat Club," the main

object of which is to reduce the avoirdupois

of its members. The members meet daily at

the toll-gate on the Whitefish Bay road at

5.30 a. m., and spin out to the bay and return

before '.breakfast. John Schmidtbauer, the

captain of the club, and for whose especial

benefit the club was organized, has already lost

20 pounds. Few of the other members have

that much surplus to lose.

()
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We can take care of a few ^

more good Agents.
()

Write for Mid-Season

Price on

Union = =

Bicycles,

UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.,

HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

••••••••••••••••••••••

(grawford

...Bicycles
Hold the palm for supreme
excellence in every feature

of their construction

^2S to ^TS
J-

MAKERS:

THE CRAWfORD MfO. CO.,

N4GERST0WN, m.

BRANCHES:

NEW YORK, 71 Reade Street.

BOSTON, 170 Congress Street.

BALTIMORE, 14 West German Street.

CHICAGO, 86 Wabash Avenue.

:
:

Kindly mention The \\'heel.

»•••.••••
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Bunker on Combinations.

When The Wheel's Chicago representa-

tive called on Manager William I. Bunker, of

the Bunker Saddle Co., after exchanging the

courtesies of the day, Mr. Bunker pointed to

a large easy chair and said, "Be seated and

ibe comfortalble." Then, quietly continuing,

he said:

"Do you know that I have been taking

more or less interest in combines and trusts,

but I have been so busy I really have had

no time to give to the bicycle trust or its

progress. The ^Rubberneck,' " he added, with

a smile, "is still rubbering, and stretching its

neck out into the different sections of the

country, and taking on new converts each

day, so that we are so busy that we haven't

time to think. By the way, young man,"

passing over a saddle, which he accompanied

with the following remarks: "That saddle

has been ridden for over three years, has had

very hard usage. You will notice that the

stitching is giving way, and it has been sent

here to be recovered, but you w'ill observe, by

pulling back the cover, that the rubber-celled

pad is in as good condition as the day it was

first put in the saddle. It is unimpaired. Is

it any wonder that the Rubberneck is growing

more popular from season to season? It

pushes forward with leaps and bounds. But,

by the way, you are probably weary of my
Rubberneck talk. You might tell me some-

thing of the bicycle trust and what it means
to many who are engaged in its various

branches." Fully realizing that Mr. Bunker
was a trained thinker and a close student of

political economy, The Wheel man ventured

to predict that the bicyicle combination or

trust would probably be a good thing, and

advanced his reasons for so thinking.

"Young man," Mr. Bunker replied, "you
have often heard of those portentous words
uttered by the immortal Lincoln, 'You can

fool part of the people part of the time,' etc.

Well, you can't fool the American people

any more. The preservation and perpetuity

of American industries, American institutions,

and American supremacy is vouchsafed only

in the diversification of her industries, not in

their concentration. Centralization of power

is not a panacea for all ills commercial. Un-
impeded circulation of the commercial blood

means strength, vital force and long life, just

as the normal circulation of human blood is

conducive to health, strength and prosperity.

Any force applied or otherwise that congests

or impedes and confines it only to the large

arteries breeds paralysis and disease, and if

not arrested, means death, and. likewise, to

the body commerical."

1877 Columbias of the highest grade sold for

mM. Jn 1883 the price had advanced to

.{^142. 50. Two years later the "ordinary"
reached its highest value and the best grade
sold for $150. In 1887 the price had dropped
to $130'. The rear-driving safety made its ap-

pearance in 1888 at $135, and four years later,

when pneumatic tires were added, the price

was $150. From 18f>2 the price steadily de-

clined until 1897, when the standard figures

were $100. The following year the advent of

the chainless again raised the price to $125.

Present prices are $75 for the chainless and
$50 for the best chain wheels. The opinion is-

freely expressed that prices have reached the

lowest point and that future values will tend

upward. This view is supported by the ad-

vance in the cost of materials and labor and
the general prosperity of the country.

Course of Price.

It is interesting to note the rise and fall of

bicycle prices during the last 21 years. In

Tti'ngs to Wnk About.

Many bicycle folk and bicycle agents will

be interested in a photographic exposition

which is to be held at Madison Square Garden
next October. Of course many cyclists use

the camera in connection with their riding,

and many cycle agents also carry a stock of

photographic goods. The exhibit will be very

complete, and all the new up-to-date pro-

cesses will be shown. There will also be a

very fine loan collection gathered from ex-

perts all over the country.

WALTHAM COIVIET...
THREE BALL-BEARING.

Some manufacturers claim that their bearings run easy

and outcoast anything. The long record of public tests of

Comets has absolutely proved that in the past and present

they are the easiest-running bicycles in the world. When
some bearing comes on the market that will beat this, we
will let you know. When a better, more thorough, hand-
somer or stronger bicycle than the Comet is made, we will

notify you, because we want everybody to have the best.

WALTHAM TWO -SPEED HUB
isn't so slow either. Pick one out

on the read and try to follow it.

AMERICAN WALTHAM MFG. CO.
(STANTON MFG. CO.)

95 Milk Street, BOSTON. Factory. WALTHAM.

STEEL

BALLS
The Best in

the World.

EXCELSIOR MACHINE CO..

Kindly mention The Wheel BUFFALO, N. Y.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••aB9»«»»»«9««««»««««»M>

TETNA Combination Bicycle Parcel-Carrier and Mad-Guard.
EASILY attached to any bicycle. This device is so arranged as to be quickly adjusted to large or small packages weighing from OJTE TO
FIFTY POUNDS, HOLDING SAME SECURELY. The Carrier is made of cold-rolled steel, nicely nickeled, weighing less than one pound.

:
:
s

<

<

Special Rates to Jobbers. Write at once.

^TNAMFG. CO.,
225 Dearborn St., Chicago.

When not in use as a Carrier, it serves

as a perfect Mud-Gaard.

Price, $10.80 per Dozen.

i
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FOR THE BUYER—TALK OF THE MARKET.
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READY TO nOHT.

fred Johnson Throws a Twenty-Five-Dollar Bomb-

shell into the Combine Camp—Never Was

More Bicycle Given for Less Money.

The model which has been the most talked

of in the general trade for the last two weeks,

and which has had the Boston trade, partic-

ularly, by the ears, is the new Iver Johnson

product, retailing at $25, in both ladies' and

gentlemen's styles. In Boston, which is so

near the Iver Johnson factory as to be a

legitimate stamping-ground for them, the

new production seems to have caught com-

petitive trade right and left.

In the Johnson store at 408 Washington

street from fifty to a hundred of the new models

are being retailed daily. The "other fellow"

insists that its producers are making a ten-

strike for notoriety, but losing money hand

over fist by the operation, but no air of gloom

surrounds the Iver Johnson people. The

.

make-up of this sensational bicycle includes

Raritan tires (New Brunswick Tire Co.), a

2i-inch drop to crank-hanger, Sager saddle.

Fairbanks rim, and adjustable handle-bar, the

whole weighing about 24 pounds.

It is a pretty generally accepted fact that

the Iver Johnson folks will not enter the

Spalding combination, or any other. Those

who know the combative spirit of Fred John-

son whisper that the introduction of the new

model is meant to let the big comlbination

understand early in the game that the Iver

Johnson factory, for one, can 'be counted on

as a stayer and fighter from start to finish.

Sweet-Smelling Lubricant.

Englishmen have a habit of referring to the

"sweet running" of a bicycle, meaning thereby

smooth or easy running. Americans have not

heretofore used the term, but henceforth

"sweet" smelling and "sweet" running may
both become common
terms in this country,

thanks to the clever

idea of the Bufifalo

Specialty Mfg. Co.,

1445 Niaigara street,

Bufifalo, who are put-

ting on the market a

perfumed cycle oil and

oil-can bottle.

This bottle is pro-

vided with a nozzle in

which is loosely fitted

a sliding wire. By
simply inverting the

ibottle and touching

the point of this wire

to the object you de-

sire to oil, the oil will

come out promptly,

drop by drop; no

more nor less. It is

impossible to use it

wrong; it is impossi-

ble for it to get out of order, and it is always

ready for use. The device absolutely prevents

waste, overcomes the necessity of transferring

the oil from the bottle to the oil can, pre-

»mmMm »«««

FRAGRANT

! CYCLE OIL

IT
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BICYCLES.
CUHS. SEWING

MftCIIIMES.
. TYPEWRITEBS.
' CLOCKS, Etc.
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vents the oil from losing its identity by fce-

coming mixed with other oil in the can, or its

nature being forgotten. It prevents soiling

of hands, floors, tables, etc. The oil is always

visible; you can see its quality and quantity,

and need not depend on your memory or

someone else's as to whether it contains fine

oil, cart oil, or anything else. It works better

than an .oil can, prevents bothering with corks

or stoppers, and it is absolutely leak-proof.

Fragrant 'Cycle Oil, its makers affirm, is

the best than can be produced. It is a hiigh-

grade oil; is intended for the finest machines,

bic}'cles, guns, typewriters, etc. It is unsur-

passed for cleaning, pohshing and preventing

rust. The oiling device, on which patents have

been applied for in all the various countries, is

causing this article to sell better than any of

the old and established goods on the market

to-day when placed side by side as a test.

Kenwood Parts.

Those who desire parts, etc., of Hamilton-

Kenwood wheels can -find same at 233 East

Randolph street, Chicago, where C. H. Blake

is manager.

What the Stirrup-Pedal Is for.

It will not take a very lengthy study of the

cuts from the "Scientific American," herewith,

to tell the story of what the stirrup-pedal, in-

vented by Messrs. Kablsch and Garcia, 95

Broad street, New York, is expected to do.

The idea is plain enough; it is to enable the

rider to exert greater power on the down-
stroke than would be possible if the ordinary

form of pedal were employed, and to obtain

a better control of the wheel when back-

pedaling. The stirrup is pivoted on the pedal-

pin of the crank by means of a sleeve swing-

ing on ball-bearings. Whatever may be the

position of the crank, the stirrup will always

hang vertically.

The foot on the downstroke exerts force

upon the bottom of the stirrup, and on the

upstroke the foot will bear against the pedal-

sleeve. Power is therefore applied on both

up and down strokes. It is claimed for the

stirrup that it dispenses with the necessity of

toe-clips; that high knee-action is overcome;

and that in back-pedaling the rider is enabled

to stop his wheel more quickly than would
otherwise be possible. From Fig. 1 it is seen

that the crank-pin can be made shorter than

usual, because the stirrup-pedal being always

in vertical position, the length of the upstroke

is that of the crank and the length of the

downstroke that of the crank plus the depth

of the stirrup. It follows, therefore, that the

path of the foot is elliptical, thus enabling the

rider, as before mentioned, to apply more
power than would otherwise be possible.

Two Hundred Thousand.

This will be the number of lamps sold by
the Badger Brass Co. this year. In a chat

with Treasurer R. G. Wells, he stated that the

only complaints they were receiving to-day on
their lamps was, "Why don't you ship our

goods?" and they are all sweating ink. "We
have to confine our shipments to our old

trade," observed Mr. Wells, "or to our regu-

lar line of customers, owing to the fact that

our capacity is not equal to the great demand
that has been created for the Solar. We are

now making preparations to double our ca-

pacity, and for the season 1900 we hope to be
in position to sell Solars to anyone that wants

them. We certainly anticipate a marked in-

crease in the demand for our lamp. Our sales

now abroad have run up to 25,000 lamps a

year." "There is big trade to be had across

the pond, old boy, and don't you forget it."

That remark was edged in by their popular

Lou Keck, wlio represents the Solar abroad

as well as in this country.

Only Two Hours' Rest.

L. B. Gaylor, of the Black Mfg. Co., Erie,

writes that the factory in which Tribunes are

made is running 22 hours a day, and this is

expected to continue till the rush is over.

"There is little doubt that we shall have sale

this season for fully twice the number of Tri-

bune wheels that our factory will be able to

produce."

No Longer with the American.

Charles McCutchen is no longer with the

American Saddle Co. Mr. McCutchen was one

of the hold-overs from the Gilliam Saddle Co.,

with which concern he was four years. Mr.

McCutchen is well and favorably known.
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

t>36,145. ODARD FOR BICYCLES. BENJABIS C. Crake, Monte-
saao, Wash. Piled Nov. 26, 1897. Renewed Dec 10, 1898. aeilal No.

693,896. (No mOdeU

63 6,018. MUD-ODARD. SaMUEI, DUBLOP and 8E080E H. Oil' « o =i O- J. Q
WAY, Dunedln, New Zealand. P'I-^ n/>i if. iaqb o.,^..! m„ eni co" o ^ o, ^ -i y
(No model)

Filed Oct. 15, 1898. Serial No. i

Ctdiju.—A guard for a bicycle comprising a drive-sprocket guaid-
plate adjustably mounted in position and having a series of openings
in the upper portion thereof, a holding device engaging one of said
holes or openings, and a web or strap connected at its front end to
said holding device and at its rear end to the rear part of the ma-
chine, substantially as described.

62 5,746. SIAND FOR CLEANING AND REPAIRINQ BICYCLEa
CBAHLES CoLSTEN, Jersey City, N J. Filed May 24, 1899. Serial No.
881,649. (No model)

' —n_- r* ':.p^
J- ,V :V":I

C/fitm—l. Ill a bicycle-Stand, the combination, witb tlie side
frariiea consistin;; each of the grooved top rail, the wooden legs, and
their tie-bar, o( the movable carriage fitted to the grooves in the top
rails, and the diagonal braces piv()ted each at one end to the end oi

the frame, subsUintiallv as herein set forth

635,943^ ACETYLENE-GAS LAMP. FREDERICK B. Waibel and
Henry Meytrott, New York, N. Y.. assie;nors to the Manhattan Brass
Company, same place.. Filed Oct 28. 1898. Serial No. 694,831. (No
model)

Claim.— 1. The combination in a cycic-laiiip with the water-hold-

ing vesaeland a generator below the same aud permanently connected

thereto, of a removable holder for the calcium carbid having a per-

forated upper end and a central tube, a separate reJiovable bottom

to the carbid-holder for separating the parts to remove the spent

carbid, and a separate removable bottom to the case of the generator

and screwed upon the same, and an elastic washer between the re-

movable bottom and the generator suh'^tantiallv as snof^ified.

.

625.986. ADJUSTABLE CRANK FOR BICYCLES OR VELOCI-
PEDES. Frederick Q. Pennock, Bralntree, Mass.. assignor of one-
half to William H. Doble, Quhicy, Mass. Filed Jaa 8. 1898 Serial No
666,008. (No model)

C/fiim.~l. Id a bicycle or velocipede, in combination w'i'th a
crank-shaft, a holder fixed to the crank-shaft, a crank adjustable in
eaid hoiderand unitary throughout its length, a tension device which
holds the crack at any po.'^ition to which it is adjusted, the crank
being adjustable to increase and decrease the lengths of throw solely
by additional pressure on the pedal but varyingonly when such prea-
eure is exerted and having a length at least as great as the longest
radius of rotation, substantially as described.

BICYCLE, QusTAF EusTRot, Fltchburg, Mass.,

assignor to Mary Ehzabeth Johnson, same place.' Filed Dec, 30, 1896.

Serial No, 617,531 (No modeM

. I*

Via.ni.^\, A mud-guard consistiug of an extensible frame sur-
rounding the wheel, a scraper pivoted at one end thereof and pro-
vided witn holes in its edges, an opening in the frame adapted to
register with the holes in the scraper, and a set screw passing through
both for holding the scraper in position, substantially as described,

625,S73. CLIP FOR BICYCLE SADDLES. Harry R Cressman."

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Sept. 24, 1898. Serial No. 691,782. (No modf.L)

Claim.— 1. In a bicycle-brake, the combination with a wheel-

hub, of a fixed lug or projection carried by said hub, a split brake-

ring mounted on said hub and having its ends butting against oppo-

site sides of said lug or projection, a wheel-driving element loosely

mounted on tbe hub and connected with one end of said brake-ring,

aud a fixed brake member with which said brake-ring is brought into

engagement by meaos of eaid connection, substantially as described.

62 5,835. BICYCLE. Thomas S. Davis, Lanalogburg. N. Y. Filed

Jan. 31, 1898. Serial No. 668,535. (No model)
Chun.— 1. The combination with a frame a bracket provided

to said frame, a driving-axle, a counter-shaft carrying spur-geara of
different diameters, a pedal-shaft carrying corresponding spur-gears
in reversed order, means for transmitting motion from the counter-
shaft to the driving-axle, an intermediate spur-gear, a hanger for sus-

pending the intermediate gear, a transverse shaftsupported from the

bracket aud serving to suspend the hanger, and means for secuing the

banger at predetermined points along the bracket-shaft, the whole ar-

ranged to provide for the transfer of the intermediate gear from one

pair of gears to another and for it« retention in place when adjusted,

substantially as and for the.purpose herein set forth.

Clmm.— \. A tilting-clip for bicycle-saddles comprising a support-

ing-section adapted to be secured to the saddle-post of the machine,
a downwardly-projecting pivoted arm rigidly secured to the frame
of the saddle and pivoted intermediate of its length upon the sup-

porting-section, a rotatable horizontally-disposed worm-screw jour-

oaled ID said supporting-section carrying a nut upon said screw-
threads adapted to travel to and fro in said supporting-section when
said worm-screw is rotated, said nut being loosely connected with the
lower arm of said pivoted section and adapted to oscillate the same
in its backward-and-forward movement to regulate the tilting of the
saddle and to hold the same in the desired given position, aubstan-

tially asdescribed-

626,732. BACK-PEDALINO BRAKE. Robert S, Anderson, To-
ronto, Canada, assignor to the New Departure Bell Company, Bristol,

Conn. FUed Jan. 29, 1897. Serial No. 621, 151. (No model)

Claim.—Thecoinbinatioii with the splitand acrew-throaded fork-

tube of a bicycle, of a tightenin^-nut by whichtho fork-tube is com-

proesed, a ball-bearing adjusting-nut, and an intoriocdiate check-nut,

said check-nut having a recess to receive 5>,iiit tightcning-iiut, substan-

tially aa described.

6 2 6,00 1 . BICYCLE-LANTERN. Patrick J. Creeden, Columbus,

Ohio. Filed Feb. 21, 1898. Serial No. 671,144. (No model)

('l)inii.— In a lamp, the combination of a body portion 1, a re-

movable chimney -I having openings 4» at its front and rear sides and
slots 4'' at its upper end. a door having a hollow cone 5'^ adapted to

enter the front opening of the chinmey to hold the same in position,

ao oil-reservoir 7, an independent receptacle 6 to removably receive

the reservoir and detachably connected with tbe body portion 1, a

pin I'' in the upper end of the portion to engage slots 4"^ to hold the

chimney from rotation, arched portion V arranged across the smoke-
outlet, and a cover 2 removably secured to the arch, substantially as

shown and described.

62 5 ,944. LAMP-SUPPORT. Frederick L White and Wuxiam
F. 0OELT2, Wat«rbury, Codd., assignors to Oeorge H. Clowes, same place

Filed Mar. li 1898. Serial No. 673,767. (No model)

Claim.— \. The combination with a bow-shaped bracket adapted

to partially embrace a lamp-body and provided with a projecting disk

having one of it5 faces toothed or roughened, of a polygonal post

having an arm projecting lateraHy therefrom at a- point substantially

midway between its ends and terminating in a disk having one of its

faces toothed or roughened, a bolt and thumb-nut centrally applied,

to said disks to hold their roughened faces in locked engagement,

two clamping-arms terminating at one end in V-ahaped jaws which

are adapted to closely engage said polygonal post, and, at their op-

posite end, in two V-shaped jaws of a greater angle, a claraping-bolt

passing transversely through said arms between said two sets ofjaws,

and a thumb-nut applied to said bolt, substantially as described.

626,038. MECHANICAL MOVEMENT. PETER J. Riley. Weath-
erly, Pa., assignor of one-half to Jerome Comstock Read, Paterson, N. J.,

and James Walter Lovatt, Bethlehem, Pa. FiledSeptH 1898. Serial

No. 690,916. (Ho model)

Clitim.—The combination of a shaft having suitable hearings, an

eccentric carried thereby at each of its ends and consi.=;ting of three

integral annuli of graduated diameters, the smallest one of said an-

nunbelng peripherally screw threaded aud the intermediate annulua
having peripheral notches, a cap screwed on said annulus. said cap
and the largest annulus approximating io diameter and forming with
,the intermediate annulus a channel, a crank provided with a band of
less thickness than said crank and surrounding, and movable about
said eccentric, said band being disposed between said cap and the

largest annulus and the inner end of tbe crank being in approximate
contact with said largest annulus and the cap, and a spring-actuated

longitudinally-movable pawl carried by said crank, radially arranged

therein with respect to said eccentric, and being adapted to engage

eaid notches, substantially as described
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TO LESSEN VIBRATION.

A Front-Wheel Device Which Is Claimed to Be

Ahead of Anything of Its Hind

Up to Date.

lArlicles chock-full of A-B-C references to

drawings are not interesting.

Perhaps the point can be explained in a few

words: The idea is to lessen vibration. Tihe

plan is to have theoretically 'two axles or hubs

in the front wheel—one axle within the other.

The wheel revolves around the larger hu-b,

while the small hub re\'olves within the other

one. 'A clock spring inside the larger hub

Isolds it and the smaller hub in a certain rela-

tive position. When obstacles are struck this

relative position changes and the vibration is

absorbed. The claim for this particular device

is that it does not affect the lateral firmness

of the machine. The absence of lateral firm-

ness is the objection to most anti-vibration ap-

jiliances.

Fig. 1.

The general appearance of the device is

shown in Fig. 1. B is the smaller hub, C the

larger one. It doesn't seem to make a wheel

more bulky than some of the hubs now in

use.

Fig. 2.

Fig 2 lis a front sectional view.

Fig. 3 is a side sectional view. The front

wheel travels on the outer line of balls. The

smaller hub (B) does revolve only to the ex-

tent that obstacles are struck. It is held in

position in the larger hub by the spring (H).

iNot a bad idea, apparently. Its inventor is

not named by the "Cycle Trader" of England,

from which the drawings are taken. A Penn-

sylvania man has tried to get the same re-

sults with a pneumatic front-wheel hub.

Rubber Robbed Lightning's Power.

Milwaukee, Wis., June 2.—Vehicles equip-

ped with rubber tires were proven to have an

unusual and most decided advantage beyond

that generally attributed to them in connec-

tion with the ease and comfort they convey

to the carriage. During a severe electrical

disturbance in this city Friday night a bolt

of lightning struck the pole of a carriage in

which the family of George O'Neill were

driving, but beyond the fright caused by the

sharp glare and the running away of the

horses, no one was injured. A subsequent

examination of the conveyance showed that

the bolt struck the shaft squarely in the cen-

tre, changed its course to the iron work and

was there lost. The vehicle was equipped with

rubber tires and around the felloe of one of

the wheels evidences of the lightning are

noticeable. The electric fluid evidently made
the circuit of the wheel until the cement was

melted and the tire released, permitting the

electricity to escape. What became of the

tire it is impossible to say, for it was stripped

from the wheel as neatly as anything could

possibly be. Electricians who examined the

\ehicle remark upon the incident and say

that but for the rubber tires there might have

been serious consequences to the occupants.

The incident is likely to give rubber tires an

impetus in Milwaukee hitherto unequaled.

Ways of the Wind.

What Inn the wind had on Sunday! It bent

the cyclists double who had to buck against

it, and it helped those going m its direction

so much that the bicycle bluecoats had their

hands full with wilJy-nilly scorchers. But the

women's skirts—how the zephyrs sported with

tb.em! Some were loaded with lead—the

skirts, not the women—and they were immov-
able before the gusts. But the unloaded ones

were prey for every bit of wind. And some
riders got off and walked rather than suffer

—

and others didn't.

In These Glorious Times of War.

The wheelman mounted his horse. He look-

ed around at his fellow cavalrymen. There

was a helpless air to his gaze.

"Trot," roared the drillmaster.

The wheelman tumbled wildly in the air.

"What are you doing there. No. 4?" roared

the drillmaster.

"F-feeling for the handle-bar," shrieked the

unhappy man as he pitched headforemost on

to the juvenile Filipino, who was, as usual,

very much interested in the doings of the

Americanos.

Recent Patents.

Back^Pedaling Brake.625,732. Back,Pedaling Brake. Robert S. An-

derson, Toronto, Canada, assignor to the New De-
parture Bell Co., Bristol, Conn. Filed Jan. 29, 1897.

Serial No. 621,151. (No model.)

625,746. Stand for Cleaning and Repairing Bi-

cycles. Charles Colsten, Jersey City, N. J. Filed

May 24, 1S99. Serial No. 681,549. (No model.)

625,749. Bicycle. Gustaf Ellstrom, Fitchburg, Mass.,

assignor to Mary Klizabeth Johnson, same place.

Filed Dec. 30, 1S96. Serial No. 617,5.'!1. (No model.)

625,835. Bicycle. Thomas S. Davis, Lansingburg,

N. Y. Filed Jan. 31, 189S. Serial No. 668,535. (No
model.)

625,873. Clip for Bicycle-Saddles. Harry R. Cress-

man, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Sept. 24, 1898. Serial

No. 691,782. (No model.)

625,906. Bicycle Propulsion. James J. Stafford,

Rochester, N. Y. Filed Jan. 14. 1S99. Serial No. 702,-

175. (No model.)

625,986. Adjustable Crank for Bicycles or Veloci-

pedes. Frederick G. Pennock, Braintree, Mass., as-

signor of one-half to William H. Doble, Quincy,

Mass. Filed Jan. 8, 1898. Serial No. 666,008. (No
model.)

626,001. Bicycle-Lantern. Patrick J. Creeden, Col-

umbus, Ohio. Filed Feb. 21, 1898. Serial No. 671,145.

(No model.)

626,045. Bicycle-Pedal. Thomas Behan, Woodlawn,
Pa. Filed Nov. 29, 1898. Serial No. 697,733. (No
model.)

626,145. Guard for Bicycles. Benjamin C. Crane,

NoMontesano, Wash. Filed

698,896. (No model.)

626,165. Bicycle-Pedal.

Rapids, Mich. Filed Feb.

(No model.)

626,194. Back-Pedaling Brake,

dice, U. S. Navy. Filed Dec.

614,816. (No model.)

26, 1897. Serial No.

Louis C. Howard, Grand
11, 1898. Serial No. 669,959.

William IT. AUer-

7, 1896. Serial No.

tOWEST BATES WEST.
Rates to the West are lower via Nickel Plate Road

than via other lines, while the service is excelled by
none. Three fast trains are run every day in the
year from BuiTalo to Chicago. The day coaches are
of the latest pattern, are elegantly upholstered and
have all the modern improvements^ such as martile
lavatories, steam heat, lighted by Pintsche gas, while
colored porters are in charge to look after the wants
of passengers, especially the ladies and children. Ves-
tibuled buffet sleeping cars are run on all trains,

while the dining cars and meal stations are owned
and operated by the company and serve the best of

meals at moderate prices.
If your ticket agent cannot give you all the in-

formation you desire in regard to rates, routes, etc.,

address F. J. Moore, Gen'l Agent, Nickel Plate
Road, 291 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y. 83

The Best
in all respects, be-

yond a cavil.

ir
it is that which you

want, use

WM. f . NVC'S

SPERM
OR

TRIPLET

I

Soldeverywhere

New prices
to dealers...

William

F. Nye,

NEW BEDFORD,

MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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An Anti-Golfer He.

His countenance suffused with satisfaction,

ard his walls: expressing triumph, the Man
from Jersey made his matutinal descent upon

the metropolis. Without waiting for ques-

tions, he began the paean of his joy.

"Knocked seven-eighths of a second off my
record this morning," he said. "I simply can't

be beat. Nineteen and a quarter minutes from

the arms of iMorpheus, through ablutions,

vestiture, nutrition, conjugal admonition, and

a half mile of geography to the confines of a

car, and there you are! Giving all proper

handicaps, by this performance I win the cup

and I'm going down to the engine house to-

night to get it.

"Mebbe you thought we didn't have any

sporting blood out in my country? You never

heard of a links from me, and you never saw

me going around like a gosh-binged umbrella

mender with my arms full of shinny sticks.

No, siree! But we have a diversion that beats

golf all hollow in making time for the trains;

one that lasts all the year round, too. Records?

What are the records of putting little pills

into little holes to the records pinned up in

our little depot; records of honest toil that

appeal to the instincts of all industrious men?
I tell you that the dessicated individual who
thinks he abides in joy when he has quartered

over a county in one stroke less than he ever

did before is an object of pity to the man who
is trying to cut off a fraction of a second from

the passing from sound sleep to the busy rail-

road.

"He is engaged in a useful occupation. He
is trying to demonstrate the capacities of the

wonderful human engine and at the same time

adding to the well being of the race by length-

ening the hours of sleep, all through the use of

the bicycle as a means of self transport from

doorstep to depot. lAny scientist will tell you

that the great fault with man is that he doesn't

sleep enough. You take my advice and quit

golf and come live in the country and keep

tab on your transits per cycle like me, and if

that ain't enough you can go down to the

engine house on Sunday afternoon, when there

ain't any trains, and pitch quoits."

California's Elevated Cycleway.

The earth turns and we turn the earth, but this is

the first time in the history of the earth that it has

been turned for a cycleway.

With these words. President Horace M.
Dobbins, of the California Cycleway Co., ded-

icated the act of formally breaking ground

for the elevated roadway which is to connect

the cities of Pasadena and Los Angeles. The
ceremony occurred on .May 1, near Pasadena,

on the slope back of Garvanza Mountain.

President Dobbins broke the ground with a

little spade, ornamented with ribbons. Con-
gressman Waters and others speechified, a

flag was unfurled and then the party went

down the hill, climbed into drags, and re-

turned to Pasadena.

President Robbins' dedicatory sentence was
not exactly accurate. The earth's crust has

been broken in many places for cycle paths.

But the California path is to be different in

that it is to be elevated. It will wind in and
out among the beautiful scenes of the southern

half of California.

The dedication party inspected a fifty-foot

section of the cycleway at Raymond. It is

ten feet wide, well built of Oregon pine with

composition floor and top of plank flooring.

THINK ON THIS!"

You can leave New York by the New York

Central at 5.30 o'clock every afternoon, and

dine in San Francisco the fourth evening fol-

lowing.

3,400 miles in four days.

No other line than the New York Central

can do this.

A booklet on the "Lake Shore Limited," containing

also a novel and unique descriptive time table of this

wonderful train, will be sent free by addressing

George H. Daniels, General Passenger Agent, Grand
Central Station, New York.

SNOW HOLDERS
ARE ADJUSTABLE.

When Set Are Firm.
Wheels caonot fall over after being^

put in holder. Used in bicycle stores,

public buildings, offices, stores,
churches, schools, factories, in fact
anywhere. No bicycle store complete
without them. Various styles furnished
in any finish. Write for prices.

78-84 Exchange Street.

Bsubtished 1834. ROCHESTER. N. Y.

NICKEL-
PLATED
DURABLE

LIQIID PISTOL
will stop the most vicious dog (or

man) without permanent injury.

Parker, Stearns X Sutton.X'r^S

p«<:>o^XM><:yQ'<0'"v><yO'0^yc

) Cleans, Polishes,
5

Prevents Rust
) Tlic Raven Gloss Mtg. Co., 71 Barclay St., New York.

B I -CY-KA, The Bicycle's Chaperone.

It takes care of the nickel plate. It takes off
llie rust and keeps it from rusting. It is a
cleaner, a polisher, a brightener, a rust preventer
all in one. It leaves on the machine a dry, in-
visible film, which keeps off the rust. No grit
and no acid. lU cents a package, by prepaid
mail, or of your dealer.

RAVEN GLOSS MFG. CO., 71 Barclay St., N. Y. City.

ADLETS.
For Sale, Exchange, Etc. — Twenty five words,

thirty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.
Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and Help Wanted.— Answers received
in confidence and forwarded without charge. Rate:
25 words, one time, 50 cents; three times, jl.OO; 60
words, one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00; 75 words,
one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-
tisements: One-half inch, one time, $1.00; four times,
$3.00; one inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner, patent attorney and
^ mechanical expert, 608 F street, Washington, D.
C. Established 1S83. 1 make an examination free of
charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

TTOR SALE.—The best bicycle store and shop, in-
-^ eluding all machinery for manufacturing bicy-
cles, on H. C. Boulevard, N. J.; reason, family mat-
ter. Address "Star," care The Wheel.

AGENCY FOR SKANDINAVIA WANTED.-An"^ old agency in Denmark for bicycle articles wishes
to represent first rate houses for Skandinavia. Best
references. Address "Sofus Cohn, Copenhagen, Den-
mark."

pOR SALE.—A second-hand Duryea motor car-
J- nage; price, $450. Gilbert J. Loomis, Westfield,
Mass.

PARTNER WANTED to exploit a very useful thing
on a bicycle; patented; or an arrangement with a

firm for royalty. Mr. More, Attorney at Law 215
W. 125th St., New York.

T"EQIBS0N HOUSE
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Under new management. Superior service;

central location; perfect cuisine.

WILL W. CLARKE, Manager.

^
NEW YORK ENAMELLING CO.,

155 W, 29th ST., N.Y-
High-Art Enamelling well and cheaply done

GOING WEST?
If you arCj enquire of your nearest ticket agent

about rates via the Nickel Plate Road, the short line
between Buffalo and Chicago. Many improvements
have been made during the past few years. New and
elegantly upholstered coaches, vestibuled sleeping
cars, and powerful locomotives have been added to
the eqiripment, and substantial structures of steel
and stone have replaced the old bridges, heavier
rails and ties have been laid, and the road now stands
at the front of the best roads in the country. The
rates, however, still remain lower than via other
lines.

If your ticket agent cannot give you all the in-

formation desired, address F. J. Moore, Gen'l Agent,
Nickel Plate Road, 291 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y. 82

SAVE YOUR WHEEL
^IBIREECT
POCK£T^IUER 25C.

SELF-ctasj/vcrl valve [aPENEn)

^y^iling it Properly « PERPECT " OILER.
Used by over forty makers of high-^ade bicycles as many ti*me8 TForth its extra cost. Regulates

the supply of oil to a drop. CAN NOT 1.1]AK. The tightest, neatest and cleanest oiler in the market.

"We make rbpaper o^Ipts also.

Kindly mention The Wheel. CUSHMAN & DEMSON, Mfrs., 240-242 W. 23d St.. New York,
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ASPHALT PAVEMENTS
THE BARBER ASPHALT PAVING CO.,

Endorsed by the L. A, W. everywhere. Kindly mention The wheei. No. II BROADWAY NEW YORK.

THE STANDARD PAVE-
MENT OF AMERICA.,^^

A Rider Need Not Be Delayed More Than

Five Minutes With Any Puncture.

Averell's Puncture Wafers

For Single or Double Tube Tires.

Completely fills the public demand
for a simple and at the same time
satisfactory article that will mend a

punctured tire. The old style plug is not only exceedingly
difficult to apply, but is ruinous to tires. Use this Wafer
according to directions, and your dread of punctures will be
lessened. Ask your jobber for them. Send five two-cent
stamps for sample.

EDWARD SHEFFIELD & CO., Manufacturers,
141 Kosciusko St., Brooklyn, N. T.

Names of New York City Jobbers that handle Puncture
Wafers:—R. H. Incersoll & Bro.; Goodkind & Wood;
A. G. Spaldinff & Bros.;C. J. Godfrey; G. R. Johnston
Co.; S. B. Devega; G. N. Pierce Co.; Schoverling, Daly
& Gales; Barkelew & Kent; N. Y. Sporting Goods Co.

BICYCLES

Vm BICYCLE CO.,

GIVE
SATISFACTION.

CHICAGO.

_^4 HANDLE BARS-^
1 FORK SIDES

,_^^ PRaTECTOR REVOLVERS
copR.sPOHOE«ce PERFECTION PADLOCKS
«v,c.,cD^ AMES SWORD CO. CHICOPEE. MASS.

Graphite Lubricants.

ALL KINDS, ACCORDING TO WANTS.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

The Best Advertising for the

Irish Trade is

THE
IRISH CYCLIST.

Specimen copy and advertising rates on

application to

R. J. WECREDY & CO., Ltd., Proprietors,

49 Middle Abbey St., DUBLIN.

All American wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the cycle in
Europe, its trade, mechanics, and sport, should sub*
scribe to

THE CYCLIST
AND Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.
The only recognized authority of English trade and

manufacture. Sent post free to any part of America
for one year, $3.25. American subscription agent.
F. P. Prial, 88 West Broadway, New York City.
American manufacturers having novelties in ma-

chines or sundries to introduce should advertise in

THEE O-yOLIST.
Terms on application to

ILIFFE SONS & STURMEY, Ltd.,

19 Hertford Street, Coventry, England.
Members of the American Trade visltinf; Elnc:-

land are incited to call at THE CVCLIST Office
at Coventry, or at 3 St. Bride Street, Luduate
Circus, London, E. C.

RUBBER TIRE CABS AND CARRIAGES.
The West Shore Railroad has incorporated a lystem whereby

pasiengera arriving or departing from its West Forty-second itreet
terminal, N«w York City, are supplied with cab, hansom, coack or
omnibus, as they may order. VVestcott Express messengers arenow on all through trains to sell tickets and engage such yehicles

as passengers desire. New York City has beea
divided into six districts, each district having
its own number and its own rates. The ve-
hicles are all rubber-tired and will be maintainedm first-class order. The new service has been
in effect since November 4th, and has been giving
excellent satisfaction.

>--*"«>-o -<>—;>—c—*—»"«—«»-^--*- -^-

<

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK,?|\\MZ/J!S)YWPII

;: p. 0. Box 444, N. Y. ,
jf j^ jf

I enclose $2.00 in payment of one year's subscription,

commencing with issue of __^__

Name,

Address,

City

State,-

u
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SOME OE\LI\E TlJBE SECRETS.

The Story of How the Tube Game Question Began,

Was Worked and Is at the Present Time.

"••••"••••••"I .....4-

In these days of kaleidoscopic changes in

the trade, even the best informed have gone

astray in the details of bicycle history—the

term is used broadly and embraces not only

bicycles, but the manufacture of goods re-

quired in bicycle construction.

Although the manufacture of bicycles in

this country dates back to the early '80s, the

manufacture of tubing used in their construc-

tion is a comparatively new enterprise, but

for all that there have been a number of con-

flicting statements as to who first brought out

American tube. Colonel Pope has been given

the credit of starting the manufacture of bi-

cycle tubing on this side of the Atlantic

Ocean. Snell, Cockley, Yost and others have

also been given the credit at various times.

As a matter of fact H. A. Lozier was the

man.

In '92 Lozier, who was then in partnership

with Yost at Toledo (The Lozier & Yost

Mfg. Co.), went to England to buy his sup-

ply of tubing for the season. For several

years past American manufacturers of bicycles

had been making these annual trips to pur-

chase material, and the treatment they re-

ceived at the hands of snobbish English fac-

tory managers was frequently galling in fhe

extreme. American trade had just begun to

develop, and while English manufacturers still

sold large numbers of wheels on this side,

their export business to this country had com-
menced to suffer; consequently, with their us-

ual shortsightedness, the Englishmen were not

inclined to specially cater to America's de-

mand for material. England held a monopoly

on the tube business and it was a case of

"take it or leave it."

This year Lozier, with his proverbial push

and enterprise, determined to receive fair

treatment or luake trouble. Finding that the

Englishmen were not inclined to change their

tactics, Lozier straightway quietly set to work
to purchase tube-drawing machinery. He re-

turned to America with a high-class outfit.

Then with Yost and D. L. Cockley, since fa-

mous in the tube business of this country, laid

the foundation of the present Shelby Steel

Tube Co. The plant at Shelby, Ohio, was

rapidly increased until it had capacity enough

to supply a large portion of the American
demand, the English business on this side of

the water receiving a blow from which it never

recovered; later, it was wholly wiped out.

For quite a time the Shelby Company en-

joyed almost a monopoly and then Lozier

withdrew and formed the Ellwood Tube Co.,

at Ellwood City, iPa., at the same time selling

his 'Shelby interests to Colonel Pope. Later

Pope started a plant of his own at Hartford,

where he created a sensation by bringing out

the much-vaunted nickel steel tube. At that

time W. E. Miller bought out Pope's Shelby
interests and became the head of the company,
which position he has held ever since.

A few years ago there was a demand for

large-sized tubing for boilers and Lozier's

Ellwood plant not being equipped for this

work he started a second plant at Greenville.

Pa.

From '92 to '97 the tube business in this-

country made rapid advancement and a num-
ber of plants were started in various parts of

the country, the most important being the

American Weldless Tube Co., of Toledo,

founded by Samuel Snell; the Albany Tube
Works, at New Albany, Ind., started by Cole-

man, Gormully & Jefifery and Smith, to sup-

ph' their respective bicycle factories, and the

U. iS. Projectile Co., of Brooklyn.

In '97 the tube business was swamped by

overproduction and prices fell below cost

of manufacture. Then it was that Lozier exe-

cuted another clever move, which has since

proved one of the greatest romances of the

bicycle business—the pretended sale of the

Lozier and Snell interests to an English syndi-

cate.

Fearing the results of still harder competi-

tion, the smaller factories about the country

were willing to sell out at almost any figure

and then Lozier capped the climax by sudden-

ly changing his plans and combining with the

Shelby Company. The old company was re-

organized and Lozier became the heaviest

stockholder in the new concern, which speed-

ily bought out all of the other plants in the

country, with the exception of the Albany and

Pope enterprises. During the past year the

(
Continued on page S. )

POPE SETTLmN ENGLAND.

London, June 12.—Announcement has been

made here that the Pope Mfg. Co., of Hart-

ford. Conn., bicycle and motor makers, have

just purchased a large tract of land at Coven-
try, England, where they will erect extensive

works for manufacturing motors.

As most of the new works in France, Bel-

gium and England which are manufacturing

motors have bought a large share of their

tools and other machinery in this market,

there is reason to believe that an American
firm engaged in similar work on the other

side will tend to create a preference for the

American product.

In consequence some transactions of im-

portance for these works may soon be re-

ported.

Shelby Wants Booth Barred.

Toledo, June 11.—A suit of more than or-

dinary interest is now on trial before Judge
Scverns, of the United States Court in this

city, in which the Shelby Tube Co. is the

plaintiff and the Lloyd Booth Co. is the de-

fendant. The suit is brought to secure an in-

junction to prevent the defendant from mak-
ing certain machinery used in the manufacture

of seamless tubing. The evidence so far de-

veloped shows that the Booth company have

made three machines, and the Shelby people

allege that more of it is under construction to

be sent to Sweden. The case will test the

validity of certain patents held by the Booth
people, and will practically decide their right

to be in the tube business.

Maumee in the Market.

Toledo, June 11.—The Maumee Cycle Co.'s

plant is for sale by the receiver, Terry. An
effort has been made by the receiver to in-

terest a number of capitalists in the place, but

nothing definite has been done. Colonel

Terry also tried to sell the plant to Mr. Mul-
holland, who had a project to start a co-

operative factory. This deal did not go
through, for some reason. The plant is being

held at $7,000, and the actual cost of the place

was about $15,000 when built. It is one of the

best equipped small factories in the state.

Fighting Over the Remains.

There was a hearing in Probate Court at

Worcester, before Judge Long, of Spring-

field, last week, on the accounts of the as-

signees of the Beacon Cycle Mfg. Co., of

Westboro, Sherman L. Whipple, of Boston,

and Edward C. Bates, of Westboro. The hear-

ing was in relation to the charges of the as-

signees for their services.
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former concern proved a serious "thorn in the

side" of the big combination, hence they glad-

ly embraced the opportunity presented by the

combination of bicycle interests to absorb

both plants.

This deal, as is generally known, was carried

tlirough about two weeks ago, and the prob-

abilities are that an entirely new corporation

will be floated from the combination. At pres-

ent the iShelby Steel Tube Co. has practically

a monopoly on the 'American seamless tube

business, and is by far the largest concern in

its line in the world. The only factory pro-

ducing seamless tube outside of its fold is the

Ellwood-Ivins Tube Co., of Oak Lane, near

Philadelphia, Pa., and this concern does not

claim to be an important factor in the field,

producing bicycle tubing on a small scale

only.

iplowever, it is doubtful if the giant tube

corporation will continue to hold the mon-
opoly of the business within its grasp. Rumors
there are in plenty which indicate if there is

room for new tube interests they will speedily

take to the field in earnest. At 'Ellwood, Pa.,

it is said that H. W. iHartman, J. H. Nichel-

son, J. H. Baker and C. E. Pope, all old tube

people, are preparing to erect a $500,000 plant

for the production of tubing in that place.

H. W. Hartman, the reputed head of the en-

terprise, was formerly in the Ellwood Tube

Co. with Lozier and still retains an interest in

the Shelby Company, but persistent rumor has

it that he is not exactly on the best of terms

with the policy of the big concern and that

he will therefore wage a bitter war against the

tube and cycle trust.

There is also talk that the National Tube

Works, of Pittsburg, the $80,000,000 trust,

which is a consolidation of the pipe and tube

interests of the country, may retaliate against

the Shelby Company for daring to produce

boiler tube, by in turn dabbling in the cycle

tube business. The recent purchase by the

National Company of patents pertaming to the

production of seamless tube, supports this

rumor.

Again persistent Oame Rumor has it that

the Phoenix Tube Co., of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

will again embark in the cycle tube business.

This concern was formerly a considerable fac-

tor in the field, but it sold its business to the

U. S. Projectile Co., which was gobbled up

by the Shelby Company. The Phoeni.x plant

is said to be equipped for the business and if

there is a demand they could enter the field

on short notice.

If American tubing advances in price as a

result of the combination, it is possible that

foreign tubing may again become a factor in

the American market, but at present this

seems hardly probable. 'Last year one or

two American concerns, finding that prices in

England were at a low-water mark as a re-

sult of a slump in the market, undertook to

save money by importing tubing. 'It is said

that in the neighborhood of 3,000,000 feet were

brought over from England up to a few

months ago when it was suddenly stopped by

a change in the tariff.

The first English tubing brought in was

charged according to British figures, but an

objection on the part of the 'Shelby Company
caused the customs authorities to figure the

duty on the current price of tubing in America,

which made the duty practically prohibitive.

One prominent concern which was caught by

the change in the method of figuring has

brought suit against the Government to re-

cover the difference thus charged. The case

has not been decided, but if the plaintifif wins

it will admit of the possibility of bringing

more foreign tubing into this country.

Aside from the seamless tube situation there

is every indication that the producers of

brazed tubing and welded tubing will hold

and possibly increase the size of their respec-

tive fields. Brazed tubing is produced by C.

J. 'Smith & Sons Co., of Milwaukee, the To-

ledo Tube Co. and the Standard Tube Co.,

Toledo; the Columbia Corrugating Co., Niles,

O.; the Ames 'Sword Co., Chicopee, Mass.,

and the Wilmot & Hobbs Co., of Bridgeport,

Conn. The Clincher tubing produced by the

last named concern undoubtedly has especial

merit and several first-class concerns have

used it during the past year with complete sat-

isfaction.

Fully as strong a factor as the brazed tub-

ing is the electrically welded tubing produced

by the Standard Tool Co., of Cleveland. Four

million feet of this tube were built up into

American bicycles last year, at a figure almost

as high as seamless and as a result it was

thoroughly introduced. Several first-class

concerns even claim to prefer it to seamless

and, astonishing as it may seem, it is stated on

good authority that the Standard Company
have already taken orders for next season

from cycle manufacturers who have given opt-

ion on their plants to the cycle combination.

All of which brings the history of bicycle

tubing down to date. Perhaps in a couple of

years the mysterious processes of time, events

and men may have produced an additional

chapter or two. Perhaps the most possible of

the possibi'lities is that American seamless

tubing will be produced from American-made

billets. Nowadays all billets are imported

from Sweden at an expense.—which includes

freight and a heavy duty—which is bound to

hold the price of seamless tube above that of

welded or brazed.

American billets if they could be satisfactor-

ily produced might mean cheaper tubing all

along the line. Looked at in any light the tube

question is exceeding pregnant with possibili-

ties of great things, and in the very near fu-

ture, too.

In connection with all of the foregoing it

may interest some people to read the follow-

ing, which comes from the Atlantic Tube 'Co.,

Pittsburg, Pa.:

"'We take pleasure to announce that we
shall, within a few weeks, commence the man-

ufacture of a superior grade of weldless cold

drawn steel tubing, and will be glad to have

you consider a tender from us before contract-

ing for your next season's supply of bicycle

tubing. Our plant is rapidly nearing com-

pletion, and will be equipped with the most

modern machinery, from the rolling mill to the

draw benches, all of which have been design-

ed and built to produce a quality of weldless

tubing of extraordinary density and strength,

guaranteeing accuracy, smooth finish and ex-

actness of gauge throughout the entire length

of the tube. We shall have no hesitancy to

challenge comparison of any make, either for-

eign or American.

"Our officers and mill force are not novices,

being well and favorably known as experts in

tube manufacture and fully posted as to the

requirements and exacting demands of the

bicycle trade. We have ample capital and men
of influence in the commercial world back of

us, and we purpose to maintain an indepen-

dent plant, free from the control of any com-
bination of manufacturers or trust, nor will

we be interested in the construction or sale of

any particular bicycle or automobile. Our
annual output of tubing will exceed that of

any single mill in America.

"All contracts made or orders entrusted to

us shall receive our careful and prompt ship-

ment. We, therefore, ask for your support

and a share of your business, and will make
you such prices as we believe will warrant you
in favoring us."

Of Course They Kick.

The Liberty Dawn Association of Livery

Coach Drivers and the Rising Sun Associa-

tion of Livery Stablemen, which has always

been "agin" every bit of road improvement
and legislation, now announces that it will

fight the 'bill providing that none but com-
petent electricians can have charge of auto-

mobile carriages when that bill is introduced

in the legislature next session. The Dawners
say that the automobiles will drive hundreds

of horse cabs and carriages off the streets,

and that it is unfair to deprive their drivers

of a chance of taking charge of the automo-

biles. According to the Dawners the Sun of

Liberty has not risen, and never will until

the Dawners are at liberty to do as they

please, and as no one else but Dawners would

be pleased at doing.

Reading Readily Renews.

Reading, Pa., June 12.—Nothing new has

transpired here relative to the local manufac-

turers entering the bicycle trust. It is said

that Mr. Spalding has asked the Reading
Standard, Relay and some other local manu-
facturers to extend the options on their plants

a few weeks, owing to the immense amount
of work which has to be done in consequence

of which the syndicaters are unable to investi-

gate the statements, etc., made by the manu-
facturers. The options will be extended.

Burned an Industrial.

Springfield, Mass.. June 10.—The wooden
building occupied as a manufactory for bi-

cycles by the Industrial Cycle Co. was done

$11,000 damage by fire on Wednesday. The
greatest loss was by water, that by fire being

only about $1,000, while the water damaged
about $10,000 worth of cycle stock, The stock

and fixtures were insured for $15,000. The
building contained from $80,000 to $90,000

worth of bicycle material, so the occupants

declare.

Pope Prices Go Up.

The 'Wheel learns that the Pope Mfg. Co.

has notified its agent in Chattanooga, Tenn.,

of an increase in the price to dealers of $L25

on all wheels retailing for $30. 'Doubtless

similar notices have been sent to other cities.

Warwick Wins In Canada.

At Montreal, Canada, a judgment by default

for $252.53 was given to Warwick Cycle Mfg.

Co. against Connibear. This was the balance

due on a judgment rendered against the de-

fendant in the 'Province of Ontario.

To Make and to Sell.

The A. W. iStroud Mfg. Co., Philadelphia,

Pa., has been incorporated by A. O. W.
Stroud, W. G. Thomas and W. N. Morris.

The company will make, sell and deal in bi-

cycles, and is capitalized at $100,000,
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OVERMAN WHEELS, $28.

The Famous Chicopee Concern Wants to Clean

Out Stock on Hand and Re-

organize.

Victor bicycles, made by the Overman
Wheel Co., are now on sale at the extraor-

dinarily low price of $28. The reason is stated

in a circular issued to agents of the com-
pany: "We have an opportunity to reorgan-

ize our company; to do this it is necessary

to raise a large sum of money before July 1,

and we must put our entire product into cash

before that date. To this end we are obliged

to make such prices as will close out the

wheels at once. Our branches in Boston,

New York, Chicago and Springfield will ad-

vertise Victors at $28. Our agents are at

liberty to sell at this price or more. The only

restriction we make is that no agent shall

advertise at less than this figure."

While this latest move of the Overman
.Company has raised no hue and cry in the

newspapers, as it would have done a year ago,

the opportunity is not being neglected by
sellers and buyers of bicycles, and the goods
are leaving the factory as fast as they can be

handled. One New York firm wanted to

buy the entire quantity available, but the re-

quest was refused.

Without explanation, so remarkable a re-

duction of price on a bicycle like the Victor

could only be regarded as an extremely des-

perate measure, with no hope of better times

to come. The Wheel takes pleasure in show-
ing the purpose of the move by quoting

President Overman's own words:

"The situation is simply here: There is

nothing the matter with the Overman Wheel
Co., except that they have made bicycles too

good for years—better than they were com--

pelled to. When others made imitations of

bicycles we aimed to make them better and

better.

"They cost us too much and our profit was
absorbed. Then we put ourselves in the

hands of our creditors for the safety of the

creditors, and have refused all offers of com-
promise, because we cannot take that which

belongs to others.

"Now we have a proposition from our

creditors' committee giving us until July 1 to

reorganize our company and take it back into

our own hands.

"We expect to accomplish this, but in order

to do it we must dispose of our stock with-

out regard to its value.

"iMany riders will appreciate the chance to

get a Victor bicycle at a low cost, and we are

glad to add them to the Victor family, though

it is a matter of serious loss to ourselves.

"We are in the bicycle business, and we
have come to stay, notwithstanding diligent

rumors circulated to the contrary.

"We shall devote ourselves hereafter to the

production of Victor Spinrollers, the demand
for this machine being very great."

Binghamton's Boom Is Waning.

Binghamton, N. Y., June 10.—The bicycle

business in the Parlor iCity is just beginning

to show the first symptoms of falling ofT.

From the very beginning of the season until

the first of this month the various dealers

have been doing a rushing business, many of

them being unable to keep it up with their

orders, As one dealer expressed himself to

a Wheel representative, so many others feel.

He said: "I don't care whether I sell an-

other wheel this summer or not. I have had
my share of business, and I am satisfied."

Installment sales have predominated among
the large dealers. Binghamton is pre-emi-

nently a place of working people, who draw
their weekly salary on Saturday night and on
Monday morning are in that disagreeable

condition which is covered by the word
"broke." With such the agents' only hope of

dealing is the installment plan, and so it is

that most of the dealers here have a collector

busy all of the time keeping track of the

wheels. It can be said, however, to the credit

of the purchasers that there have been very

few lapses in the city.

Repair business is booming. The writer

was in a prominent repair shop the other

morning, and there was not a wheel in the

place, and the proprietor was congratulating

himself on a prospective day of rest. At noon
'2.3 wheels were in the shop and three men
were hard at work. The repair .men report

but a small amount of business in the line of

punctures, the advent of the single-tube quick-

repair outfits having knocked that lucrative

branch of the business sky-high.

Reading Rejoices in Prosperity.

Reading, Pa., June 12.—Trade here during

the past fortnight has again been very heavy,

both retailers and manufacturers having their

hands full. Conditions in the retail trade are

at this time quite different from what they

were during the corresponding term last sea-

son. Trade last year during 'May and June
was very light, while this season it was the

heaviest Reading makers and dealers have

ever experienced. Interviews with a number
of representative ones found all the dealers

in good humor and enjoying a season of

much success. They all predict a continu-

ance of the good trade for the next two

months, and declare their installment trade

is considerably less than last year; nearly all

the increase thus far this season was for cash,

the percentage of installment purchasers be-

ing comparatively small. The number of new
riders for the year is unprecedented; especially

is this true of women. The sales of women's
wheels thus far this season average an in-

creased percentage of 150 over that of last

season. The sale of juveniles is also steadily

on the increase. The leading manufacturers as-

sert that there is every indication of a con-

tinuance of the good trade thus far enjoyed

this season; good sized orders are still mak-
ing their appearance with each mail. The
season of '99 will go down in local trade

history as one of the greatest ever experi-

enced by either retailers or manufacturers

since the advent of the wheel.

An III Wind Blows No One Good.

Cleveland, June 12.—Street railway strikes

are not generally supposed to be conducive

to good business, but the tie-up which was

inaugurated rn this city on Saturday morning

is proving a veritable windfall to the cycle

dealers and repair shops. The entire system

of the Cleveland Electric Railway Co., in-

cluding fifteen out of the twenty lines in the

city, are completely tied up, hence it is a case

of walk—or ride a bicycle, for about 300,000

people. Naturally those who owned bicycles

which were in need of repairs made a dash for

the nearest repair shop or bicycle store, while
those who did not own machines as promptly
dropped into the nearest establishment and
seriously considered the advisability of buy-
ing. If the strike continues several days there

will be such a demand for wheels as was never
known in the history of local business. Cleve-

land is a city of homes, and it covers probably
more territory than any other city of its popu-
lation in the country; hence it is absolutely

necessary for the major portion of its inhab-
itants to have some means of conveyance
other than the kind nature supplied Adam
with.

Tale of Toledo's Trade.

Toledo, June 11.—The prediction made by
The Wheel on the poor prospects of a long
season has more than been verified in this city

during the past two weeks. There is a no-
ticeable decrease of sales of every kind, and
among all dealers. The weather conditions
have been perfect, but wheels have not been
sold. The decrease has been heavy among
some dealers. A Wheel representative was
told by one of them that his sales had fallen

off at least 50 per cent during the past two
weeks. "It is simply a case of the people
being through," he said. "I think all dealers

will agree with me that the heavy trade is

over for the season."

This decrease in the city is, however, par-

tially balanced by an increase in the country
trade. The factories have noticed that the

country buying is slower, yet more wheels
are being shipped than usual. Repair busi-

ness is heavy, and in many shops extra men
are being put on.

Sabbath Breakers Sanctioned.

Vailsburg, near Newark, N. C. A.-ized on
Sunday. The violation of the Sabbath was
said to have proven profitable. The half-

mile handicap was won by Kimble after a

dust-up in the stretch, in which the victor

squeezed through and reached the tape a bare

half length in front, while the second and third

men were separated by inches. The final of

the one-mile open brought to the tape McFar-
land, Freeman, Steenson, Kreamer, Furman,
Stevens, Eaton and Cooper. Stevens set pace

on the last lap, stalling ofif Cooper, who could

not hold the clip. The field spread-eagled and

came up the stretch following Stevens until

within fifteen yards of the tape, when Freeman,

making a wonderful burst of speed, over-

hauled Stevens and crossed the tape second

by only half a length. Stevens wabbled and

took a sensational fall immediately after fin-

ishing, but was only bruised.

An Old Tube Dent.

New Haven, Conn., June 10.—^Seymour C.

Loomis, counsel for the Ohio Steel Tube Co.,

has brought suit against Isaac Dann, of this

city, for $1,500. The complaint alleges that

the defendant sold the plaintiff bicycle tubes

that were defective. Real estate was attached

to cover the suit.

Afraid of Getting Wet.

Because it sprinkled a bit and because the

attendance was extremely slim the state cir-

cuit race meet of the National CycHng Asso-

ciation to have been held Saturday afternoon

at Ambrose Park, Brooklyn, was "postponed

until July 1.
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I "Minneapolis, Minn., March 20, '99. g
• "Grand Rapids Cycle Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. •

"Dear Sirs:— I desire to add my testimony as a woman to the efficiency and •

proficiency of the Clipper Chainless. §
• "On all kinds of roads, in all kinds of weather, I have accompanied my hus- *

g band nearly 1,000 miles on m}^ Ladies' Clipper Chainless. Hills are no longer a bug- g

I bear, Avinds no longer a terror, a twenty-five-mile run (without leaving the saddle) H
i only a pastime. My wheel is truly a Clipper. •

i "Yours very truly, |
I "(Signed), ^ Mrs. E. B. WARMAN." i

(I KOTE.—Some of our friends (?) have criticised and questioned the advisability of using "testimonials" in our advertisements. •
g They say this kind of adveitis ng is a "chestnut," and is used by fake patent medicine people. This may be true of medicines, but of g
Sg Clipper Bicycles it's not. We've never requested our friends to write us complimentary letters for advertising purposes. All Clipper testi- g
• monials are genuine and unsolicited. We'll pay expenses of anyone from anywhere providing an investigation is made which proves y
• otherwise. We'll gladly furnish stamped return envelopes with which to address any party whose name we use. You can get from them S
• their opinion of •

L«]
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m
m
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i

I BICYCLES made by the CIvIPPER PKOPLE.

I GRAND RAPIDS CYCLE CO.,

S GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
g No. N 171. Kindly mention The Wheel.
iHl M

t
•J-

t

To Bicycle flanufacturers: t

t

I Various rumors having been circulated among the |

trade to the effect that we are not in position to contract

for parts for next season on account of the proposed

I trust, we wish to state that such is not the case. We
are domg business as heretofore, our facihties are being |

increased and we are taking orders for next season t

t wherever customers are ready to contract. +

I MILWAUKEE, WIS.

C. J. SniTH & SONS CO., I

t
t

j^ ICindly mention The Wheel. .j.
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AN OPINION-AMD ANOTHER.

"A
RIEL" is a pen name that carries old-

timers back to the early days of cy-

cling journalism; the poetic days; the days

when, to be a wheelman, was to be lifted from

the low-down, pedestrianistic hoi-poUoi to the

peculiarly romantic altitude of the S4-inch

cognoscenti.

On another page "Ariel" holds forth on

the subject of the chainless bicycle. There is

none ^better able to pass judgment on any

new kink in wheeling. Yet it seems strange

that "Ariel" should have found the chainless

machine distasteful, even after having ridden

it a couple of hundred miles, though he favors

it now enthusiastically. The writer tried a 78-

gear chainless of the same brand used by

"Ariel," and the first fifty miles brought easy

proof of its surprising facility for going up

hills.

We are sure that the average rider will not

need an extended trial to learn whether or

not the chainless is suited to him. The re-

mark is made in justice to the makers of

chainless bicycles. As to the durability of the

chainless device, that is guaranteed by the

makers, and must be tried out in the crucible

of time.

POSSIBLY MISQIOTED.

P) ERHAPS it is the envy of the common-
•'• ordinary "newspaper man," who, for

lack of a collegiate education, has never be-

come a "journalist." Whatever it is, some

mysterious influence appears to be at work

against college professors who break out

periodically and tell the people alleged facts

in the sciences of mechanics, anatomy and

hygiene,

There is a newspaper correspondent up in

Ithaca, N. Y., who must lie awake nights

thinking up outlandish scientific propositions,

which he links with the name of a Cornell

professor and sends out over the wires, to the

wonderment of the cycling public and to his

own pecuniary profit.

Recently a Massachusetts professor gave the

world solemn notice that working a pump-

handle with one arm would develop the mus-

cles of the other arm. Encouraged by this

refreshing example, perhaps, Professor Archi-

bald Sharp, who is described as a fellow of

the Royal Society of Great Britain, has made

the assertion—and backed it up by diagrams,

too—that back-pedaling down hill causes

biood to flow into the muscle cells, and does

not, therefore, tire the legs. Having once

done considerable back-pedaling, by reason

of a defective brake and a thread-bare tire,

during a twenty-mile "coast" down Pike's

Peak, the writer is abundantly able to say that

Professor Archie—or his newspaper roisrepre-

senter—is discoursing with inaccuracy.

But then, cycling is only taking its turn.

Every partly developed condition or thing,

from inconsiderate spring fever to the philan-

thropic trust, has been similarly lampooned

and magnified by the theorizing professor and

the professional pipe-dreamer.

WO^DER^lJL NERVE.

TJATS off to Felix Bannert! Nerve is al-

^ ^ ways admirable, and cyclists are not

backward to recognize the quality when it

crops out in one of their own number.

Bannert. clerk in a wholesale woolen house in

New York City, was in the habit of riding to

and from his home in Brooklyn by way of the

big bridge. Everybody knows that even for ex-

pert riders the crowded condition of the

bridge is dangerous.

One day, recently, he started home over the

structure. Near the Brooklyn side he was

pocketed by a truck. He turned into the

trolley track, with the result that a car ran

over him, mangling his legs. It -was decided

to amputate them. He refused anaesthetics.

He stood the ordeal without an exclamation.

After being bundled up in bed this man of

remarkable nerve astonished the nurses by

saying:

"Well, there's one good thing about this.

I have at last got rid of my corns."

• Napoleon uttered high-sounding phrases

less worthy of transmission to posterity.

Talk of the Week.

Washington news reports confirm The

Wheel's remarks last week about cycle in-

ventions. While the applications for patents

are more numerous than they have ever been.

a significant decline has been in progress in

cycle inventions, the heaviest rush in which

was about two years ago, when the division of

the Patent Ofiice devoted to that work was

overtaxed. Now it has become necessary to

assign other lines of work to that division.

For a year this class of inventions has been

declining in numbers and a marked decrease

has set in in the last six months. Patent Of-

fice oflicials interpreting this significant de-

cline say that it puts bicycles on a par with

other vehicles as a large but steady industry.

Experts in zoology tell us that plant galls,

abnormal growths of vegetable tissue, are

caused by the hymenoptera, coleoptera, lepi-

doptera and other digging insects. The pecul-

iar gall which our esteemed Chicago contemp-

orary exhibited two weeks ago, in ofifering

itself as a Moses to an alleged lot of wavering

ninnies in the cycle trade, is now under analy-

sis. Its origin may never be discovered, and

its singular impenetrability makes it difficult

for the investigators to find what has gotten

into it. They are considering the use of dyna-

mite. It has another curious property, that

of turning green when placed in juxtaposition

to United 'States currency. It is totally unre-

sponsive to Confederate money.

From Cleveland it is learned the cycle man-

ufacturers are not only preparing for next sea-

son as though there were no such thing as a

combination extant, but they are making in-

quiries and placing orders for material fully

two months earlier than they did last year.

This is as it should be. Incidentally, it rather

takes the wind out of the sails of the contemp-

orary which recently informed the trade of

negative trust possibilities which the trade al-

ready knew all about. The trade knows its

business and has been attending to it.

9
Overman's attempt to get his company out

of debt and start anew, independent of any

creditors' committee, is like the man. The

extremely low price he has authorized will

not improve the bicycle market at this time,

although pains seem to have been taken to let

the public into the reasons. But the trade as

a whole will not complain. Overman always

stood for a high standard of machine and

price, and his present shift is but an effort to

get back from the slough of despond onto his

old plane of independence.

*
In the interest of matrimony, if in no other,

let wheelmen push for good roads. A pair

of lovers were married near Polo, Mo., recent-

ly. After the ceremony the bride and groom

started for their new home. Their buggy

stuck in a mud hole and they got another.

After a third buggy was abandoned because

of the muddy roads they finished their journey

in a lumber wagon with a four-horse team,

arriving home after midnight.
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The body of a man dressed as a cyclist, with

money in tlie pockets, but bearing no trace of

the man's identity, was found standing upright

in the Hudson River. A couple of days later

the body of another cyclist, greatly resembling

the other in features, was found near the same

spot. Both appeared to have been drowned

the previous Sunday. Who were they? Where

are their wheels? The wheeling life is not

without its tragedies.

Englishmen take their pleasures sadly and

their ease laboriously. To save the labor of

pumping up a tire an English invention con-

sists of a tank into which you put chalk and

vitriol and apply the spout to your valve, and

the gas generated rushes into the tire on its

own account and saves all bother. You are

supposed to carry all of this with you when

riding.

*
The New York cabmen are opposed to the

bill which is to be introduced at the ne.xt ses-

sion of the Legislature providing that only

competent electricians can have charge of au-

tomobile carriages. The thought of what

might happen with a night-hawk cabby at the

lever is enough to make one. except the night

hawk and his brethren, shudder.

#

A recruiting agent proposes to start July

1 on a bicycle tour of New England to recruit

for the regular army, and expects to ride 15,-

000 miles before he gets through chasing the

elusive recruit. It is a case of "nichts kommt

heraus" with the recruit when he is chased

in this fashion.

9
A Cleveland man has invented a simple pro-

cess by which tubular articles of all kinds

can be quickly manufactured on a lathe. Told

you so. There can be no monopoly of any

manufactured product which cannot, in time,

be eluded by inventive ability.

In shipping wheels abroad, remember that

all ischial protuberosities are not alike, and

that what seems to the hardened North Amer-

ican tissues a seat of comfort is likely to be

a source of uncomplacency in foreign parts.

*
With Rockefeller, John Brisben Walker and

other fairly well-to-do denizens of Irvington-

on-Hudson interested, the manufacture and

promotion of light automobile road wagons

may be expected to amount to something.

*
One of those Arkansas jayhawkers who are

always giving other people advice, says if you

think you need more out-door exercise re-

member that a 49-cent spade will do the work

as well as a $100 bicycle.

After duly looking into all the surrounding

circumstances, and considering the time of

year, and reckoning upon the possibility tihat

somebody will shoot, the remark is covertly

dropped that it is warm.

In presuming that A. G. Spalding would

lend himself to carrying out a confidence

game, our Chicago contemporary isj to put it

mildly, monkeying with a nebular hypothesis.

The names of dead men have been found to

appear on the rolls of the street cleaning de-

partment of the city of Chicago. Also the

names of other men who ought to be dead.

*
There is no such thing as a fool killer! If

there were, how could there be a man who

was trying to get permission to ride a bicycle

on a slack wire suspended over Niagara?

9
Too often the successful man wastes time

in talking about himself; there are lots of

other people in the trade who will talk about

him if given half a chance.

Clothes don't make the man, and the season

of the year is at hand when he casts just as

many of them aside when riding a bicycle as

the law will permit.

The assets of a bicycle concern are to be

sold by an auctioneer firm named Suckling &
Co. Something about that name to make an

honest bankrupt think.

An eagle cannot become a chicken. Give

the American bicycle, and the American price

and push behind it, a hold in a country and

it will never let go.

If some people who went into bicycle build-

ing in the good time had profited by their

errors it would have kept them busy declar-

ing dividends.

Mr. Shanks, of Cleveland, has ridden to

New York by automobile and in such good

time that it looks as if Shanks's mare is not so

slow, after all.

If there is one thing, more than any other

that will injure international trade, it is the

office-boy who mails letters with insufficient

postage.
9

For every dollar a woman spends on a bar-

gain-counter bicycle she gets about 90 cents'

worth of show and 10 cents' worth of com-

fort.

9
A soft answer turneth away wrath. A

courteous and complete reply, in the foreign

customer's own language, brings business.

9
The new bicycle trust can have no more ter-

rors than the old kind of cycle trust that call-

ed for Ij5 per month installments.

9
Show us a community of civilized people

in any land, and we will show you a possible

market for American bicycles.

PERTAINING TO PUBLICITY.

A trade journal with a thousand subscribers often
has a greater number of readers of the sort the adver-
tiser wishes to appeal to than the daily paper circu-
lating a hundred thousand copies.

—"Printers' Ink."

Take two dealers or manufacturers—one

who advertises and one who doesn't. The
man who believes in the value of publicity

will have the best trade ninety-nine times out

of a hundred. If you have anything to sell, it

pays to tell.

The two great factors in an advertising suc-

cess are the newspaper and the trade paper.

The newspaper takes care of the local trade,

the trade paper serves to interest the dealer

as well as create a demand generally which

the dealer must prepare to take care of.

There is usually at least one cobweb in

every business. If it isn't in one corner, it is

in another. The cobweb that clogs the wheels

of success in many a business is the old foggy

unbelief in advertising. Fortunately, it has

been gradually swept away until it is to be

found but in isolated spots. The business

world has no use for Doubting Thomases.

The Wheel reaches weekly every bicycle

dealer in the country worth reaching, as well

as iTiany riders. It is therefore a good me-
diuin for the advertising of any articles used

by bicycle dealers or wheehnen generally.

And when you come to think about it, wheel-

men are just ordinary mortals who eat and

drink and smoke and wear and use just the

things that other people do.

"Keeping everlastingly at it brings success,"

is the motto of a well-known and successful

American firm. This is particularly apropos

of advertising. Half-hearted publicity does

but little good; but the advertiser who hits

the nail squarely on the head every week in

the year is bound to accomplish something.

Now is the tiine to convince Connecticut

dealers and riders that the particular lamp you

make is the one they need.

9
Among the several ailments of the L. A. W.

is its European representative, Foreign Mar-

shal Jo. Pennell.

When a j'oung man gets started on the

down grade he seldom uses the brake till he

reaches the bottoin.

9
Very fortunatelj', the man who runs all over

creation hunting a bargain in a bicycle gen-

erally gets left.

9
If the new rider attempted to follow all

the advice given to him he would ride his

legs oflf.

When two crackajacks get to discussing

racing it is always the case of an I for an I.

9
The American bicycle is best in material,

design, detail, workmanship, finish, price.

Man prefers the blush on the wheelwoman's

cheeks which is not made of fast colors.

It is all right to keep in the middle of the

road; but do not obstruct the highway.

9
The pessimist is useful, in that he never fails

to point out difficulties of cycling.
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BARNES VS. RIPPER.

An Interesting Case Bearing on the Riglit of Two

Rival Concerns to Use Certain Cycle

Names.

Utica, N. Y., June 10.—Probably the most

interesting case which appeared before Judge

Co.xe, sitting here in a special term of the

United States Court, was one entitled the

Barnes Cycle Co. vs. the Ripper Cycle Co.

and Victor E. Ripper. The complainant ap-

plied for a temporary injunction restraining

the defendant from using the term "White

Flyer" in connection with its wheels. The
Barnes Company has its headquarters in Syra-

cuse, while the Ripper Company is a Buffalo

concern. There were two exhibits in court,

namely, two bicycles, which looked enough

alike to be twin brothers, or at least to ap-

pear like the same make of wheel to a care-

less observer. Both were enameled white,

with white frames and rims, the head of each

being enameled in purple. But the names on

the name-plates were different. One was the

Barnes, the other the Ripper "White Flyer."

George W. 'Hay, of Syracuse, appeared for

the Barnes Company, and briefly related the

wrongs that he alleged they had suffered from

the defendant. The Barnes Company, he said,

had an agency in Buffalo, over which a Mr.

Crenur presided. There the "White Flyer" is

sold at not less than $40. Next door the de-

fendant has a store, which Mr. Hay alleged

was the sole place of business of the Ripper

Cycle Co., and there he sells for $30 a wheel

under the name of "White Flyer," which he

also advertises under such title in the front of

his store and in the newspapers.

An advertisement of the defendant in the

Buffalo "News" was shown. It contained the

words "White Flyer" in the largest type, and

the advertisement stated further that the de-

fendant would sell for $30 a wheel sold for

from $40 to $60 elsewhere; that he could do so

because he preferred many sales with small

profits to a few sales with big profits, etc., etc.

The attorney also displayed a letter from the

defendant printed in the "News." It was ad-

dressed to the editor of that paper and was a

testimonial to the value of advertising therein,

the writer claiming to have sold 58 bicycles

within a short space of time after his com-
pany had begun advertising their "White
Flyer."

Mr. Hay said the Barnes Company's agent

was kept busy explaining to people that the

company had not reduced the price of its

wheels to $30. The wheel sold by the Ripper

Company, he alleged, was an inferior article.

The Barnes Company had used the term

"White Flyer" to designate its wheels since

1895, and the appropriation of the term by the

defendant had greatly injured them in their

business. He asked for an injunction.

Edward L. Jellinek, of Buffalo, replied in

behalf of the defendant. 'He said that other

companies had enameled their wheels white,

long before the Barnes Company had done so.

He denied that the Barnes Company had any

exclusive right to the use of the term. The
company which he represented, he said, sold

their wheel under the name of the "Ripper

White Flyer," and made no attempt to hide

the fact that the wheel was not the Barnes

"White Flyer." The name Ripper was on the

plate of the wheel. No one would be deceived

into supposing it was a Barnes wheel.

Judge Coxe said he understood the com-

plainant did not complain because the defen-

dant colored his wheels white, but because he

had adopted the term "White Flyer" to desig-

nate them. Anyone walking along Main
street and wishing to buy a "White Flyer"

would hardly know which store to stop at,

said the judge. The term used in a newspaper
advertisement might also deceive. "I think

your client had better get some other name
for his wheel," continued the court. "'If he is

honest in his business he will not be injured

by taking some other name, and if he is not

honest he certainly ought to stop it. I think

the complainant is entitled to an injunction re-

straining the defendant from the use of the

words 'White Flyer' in designating his

wheels." Mr. Jellinek asked if "Ripper White
Flyer" would not do, but Judge Coxe replied

in the negative.

Running Day and Night.

iFor a cycle manufacturer to run all day

and all night in the month of June is indeed

an unusual condition. 'It points to genius in

the line of manufacture, it means first-class

product and high-class salesmanship. Such is

the condition of the Black Mfg. Co., Tribune

makers, at Erie, Pa. This plant has been

running night and day since last -February,

and yet the concern are fully thirty days be-

hind orders, and have for the past two months
been declining all orders from new trade.

Agents who are handling Tribune bicycles,

and those who are riding them will be pleased

to hear of this remarkable popularity.

Many More Saddle Makers.

During the past week architects have been

making plans and estimates at the Garford

works with the view of determining how best

to enlarge and increase the plant. It is under-

stood that seven large saddle factories will be

com'bined with the Garford works, and almost

the entire output of saddles in this country

will be manufactured at Elyria. The Garford

factory, when running full blast now, employs

about 400 men, but when the consolidation is

effected no less than 2,000 men will be given

employment there.

Going Right Ahead.

There is no note of hesitancy in the plans

of the Frank Mossberg Co., Attleboro, tMass.

It is this company's intention to add a number
of new lines for next year's business, among
them a brand new bell, an improved pump, a

satisfactory lock and an original brake. With
these added to the company's very popular

chime bell agents seeking for trade-catching

sundries will do well to bear the name and

location of the Mossberg Company well in

mind.

Collected and Condensed.

R. S. Hammon has opened bicycle store at

Sloan, Iowa.

A. C. Reinecke has opened a bicycle store

at Elkader, La.

'W. W. Mitchell has opened bicycle store at

Two Rivers, Wis.

Joseph Beaulieu, bicycle dealer at Hot

Springs, Ark., has sold out.

W. E. Allen's bicycle store at Bancroft,

iMich., was damaged by fire.

R. Jennings has opened bicycle repair shop
on Hill street, Naugatuck, Conn.

Otte .Mentc, dealer in bicycles at Ocala,

Fla., is reported to have sold out.

Carpenter's bicycle store at Anderson, Ind..

was almost entirely destroyed by fire.

Hall-Moore Mfg. Co., of Cincinnati, O..

are reported to have been sued for $33,481.

OMing & iHurlburt have opened new hard-
ware and bicycle store at Albany, Oregon.

D. S. iMyers will open bicycle repair shop
in the Haffner block, at Yellowsprings, Ohio.

Columbia Machine Works, dealers in bicy-

cles and machinery at Fort Wayne, Ind., have
sold out.

J. W. Weightman has opened new hardware
and sporting goods store at Epid, Oklahoma
Territory.

Miller & Johnson, dealers in bicycles at

Niles, Mich., have been succeeded by Subbc
& Johnson.

R. Holt has opened new bicycle store at

Springfield avenue and Broadway, Clifton

Heights, Pa.

E. Munsell & Co., dealers in bicycles at

Dubuque. Iowa, have been succeeded bj'

'Miller & Munsell.

The Buffalo Cycle Supply Co., of 720 Broad-

way, Buffalo, N. Y., damaged by fire to the

extent of about $25,000.

The bicycle store of Charles S. Labotish

at 717 Ninth street, N. W., Washington, D.

C, was damaged slightly by fire.

Blish, Mize & Silliman Hardware Co.,

dealers in sporting goods, guns, etc., at Atch-

ison, Kan., have enlarged their place of busi-

ness.

It is reported that a judgment for $172 has

been given against Leonard Held, president

of Brown's 'Cycle Supply Co., of Detroit,

Mich.

B. W. Canady, dealer in wholesale and re-

tail hardware, sporting goods, etc., at Kinston,

N. C, has been succeeded by B. W. Canady

& Co.

Thomas & Barton, dealers in bicycles, mu-
sical instruments, etc., at Augusta, Ga., had

their store damaged by fire. Loss, $24,000;

fully insured.

T. H. Andrews, gunsmith and dealer in

sporting goods at Mankato, Minn., has filed

a petition in bankruptcy. The assets are about

$2,700 and liabilities $3,000.

G. .M. Sadler, of Louise, Tex., has closed

out his drug business and will hereafter devote

his attention solely to the retailing of shelf and

heavy hardware, sporting goods, etc.
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GOING RIGHT AHEAD.

Cycle Manufacturers Preparing for Next Year as

Though No Trust Were Contem-

plated.

'Cleveland, O., June 12.—It may he the un-

certainty of the steel market and the pros-

pects of higher prices, or it may be the un-

certain conditions resultant from the talk of

the bicycle combination; perhaps it is both,

but at any rate manufacturers all over the

country are displaying great anxiety to get

under cover for their next season's supply of

stampings, tubing and other steel material.

A prominent manufacturer of stamped

sprockets said to a Wheel man the other day

that manufacturers were commencing to buy

fully two months earlier than they did last

year. He has secured enough raw material to

be able to guarantee prices and deliveries,

and inquiries are coming in at an astonishing

rate. Already he has closed contracts with

several concerns.

The writer also had a conversation with

two manufacturers who supply stamped ma-

terial, and both of them say the same thing.

Manufacturers are asking them to have

their representatives call at the earliest pos-

sible moment, in order that they may discuss

the situation and decide on contracts. .A

number of concerns have offered their con-

tracts to be closed at once, prices and deliver-

ies to be agreed upon later.

The Shelby Steel Tube Co. have announced
that they will furnish tubing to all comers,

and they are being flooded with inquiries. It

is understood that they are not guaranteeing

prices for any length of time.

The Standard Tool Co. are closing a num-
ber of contracts for their electrically welded

tubing and are busy answering a flood of in-

quiries. They put out over 300,000 flush-joint

seat-posts this year and a number of promin-

ent concerns have already stated their inten-

tion of using these goods another season.

Some of the inquiries are from concerns which
are said to have given options on their plants

to the combination, but for all that they are

placing contracts, specifying that if they sell

out to the trust they are to be relieved of their

obligations.

The demand for balls for another season is

not yet apparent, although the local ball

plants are receiving casual inquiries as to their

ability to supply goods and the probable

prices. Balls are always purchased late in

the season and the business for this year is

far from being over.

'It is probable that the advance in prices will

take in other lines besides steel products.

Lumber from which to manufacture wood
rims has increased considerably during the

past few months and there is a steady advance.

Even such an obscure commodity as glue

seems to have fallen into line on the advance
proposition. A representative of the Kundtz
Bending Co. stated that glue has gone up
four cents a pound, and small as this increase

may seem to the casual reader, it will make a

difference of thousands of dollars in the ex-

penses of this concern for the coming season.

An Easy One.

New Haven, Conn., June 10.—iln the State

Secretary's otBce has been filed the certificate

of incorporation of the Easy Rubber Tire Co.,

of iNew Haven. Capital, $2,500; $1,200 was
paid in.

NOT ARNOLD, SCHWINN & CO.

.\rnold, Schwinn & Co., of Chicago, are very well known as makers of the World
bicycle. They are in no way connected with the World Mfg. Co., jobbers in New
York City, and are consequently desirous that publicity be given to the fact that they

are not, as stated in "Cycle Age," plaintiffs in a case recently decided in Grand
Rapids, Mich. The World Mfg. Co. bought some wheels of the Hamilton-Kenwood
Cycle Co., of Grand Rapids, and gave notes prior to delivery. The notes were dis-

counted, the Hamilton-Kenwood people failed, the goods were not delivered. There-

fore the World Mfg. Co. tried to avoid paying the notes. The bank holding the

notes won the legal contest. In reporting the matter. "Cycle Age" used the name of

Arnold, Schwinn & Co., Chicago, instead of World Mfg. Co., New York, thus

making it appear that Arnold, Schwinn & Co. had not been manufacturing the World
bicycles, but had been buying them elsewhere. The Wheel is pleased to help

straighten the matter out, and prescribes for the "Age" man earlier hours, cold baths,

(|uieting diet and a hat full of cracked ice.

WHAT SPOONER SAYS

Was Not Altogether True, According to an Official

of the L. A. W.

Editor The Wheel: Replying to "What
Spooner Says," in your issue of last week, I

beg to say, that his statement that a promoter

had applied for one day on the National Cir-

cuit and was allowed four, is not true. The
promoter in question applied for dates cover-

ing one week and was given the four days

mentioned. There was no guarantee of riders.

Chairman Mott did not break any rule as

stated. He suspended a track under the rule

mentioned and did not allow any racing on it

so long as the suspended lessees were in any

way connected with it. Spooner knew this,

but it did not serve his purpose to state it cor-

rectly.

The "outlaw" movement did not start with

the fining of the men at Berkeley Oval, and

Spooner knows that also. Reference to the

files of any .'New York paper a short time be-

fore the fining will show my statement as be-

ing true. iRiders are suspended by the L. A.

W. for infractions of the rules, as anyone tak-

ing the least interest in cycle racing knows.

There has been cause for suspending riders

by the "outlaws" and Spooner knows it.

Why does he not reply to the articles of

your issue of June 1 in full, instead of dealing

in subterfuges and misstatements? Yours,

Geo. 'L. McCarthy.
New York. June 13.

An Enormous Tube Plant.

Pittsburg, Pa.. June 14.—Propitious market

conditions have induced a radical change of

plans upon the part of the .Atlantic Tutoe Co.,

of this city, which arranged some months ago

to build a large plant at Beaver Falls for the

manufacture of cycle tubes.

Orders in advance of the company's active

competition for trade have been so heavy that

the original designs for the plant have been

abandoned and the projected capacity has

been increased four times.

Negotiations for ten acres more of land ad-

joining the ten acres first acquired are now
progressing satisfactorily and will probably

be closed within a few days.

Comet Cycle Co. Sale.

Toronto, June 12—At the Comet Cycle Co.'s

sale to-day a bid of 29 cents on the dollar

was made on the whole plant, but as a re-

serve bid of 30 cents was put on this was not

accepted. The auctioneer then proceeded to

sell the finished bicycles and disposed of

about eighty, which averaged $22 each.

The machinery was then offered en bloc,

but received no bid. It was then announced
that at a future date—say about one week

—

the balance of the bicycles which are yet to

be assembled, about forty, will be sold, and at

the same time the machinery, office fixtures,

etc., will be sold in detail.

Home Once More.

J. Frank Starbuck, the well-known distance

bicycle racer, who has been in Europe for the

past year, has returned home to Philadelphia.

Starbuck has been fortunate while abroad and

did not come back broke. He is in condition

and willing to race anybody in this country.

He had an excellent chance to get behind the

motor cycle machines on the other side and
predicts that human pace will eventually be

superseded thereby. Starbuck, it will be re-

membered, v^as the first man in this country

to follow the choo-choo bicycle. The trial

took place about eighteen months ago in

Saenger Hall, Philadelphia.

Busting Things Wide Open.

Baltimore, June 14.—Fournier, mounted on
his "infernal" bicycle, with C. A. Henshaw, of

New York, as steering partner, last night is

said to have clipped thirty-five seconds off the

five-mile tandem record. The record of 8

minutes 48 1-5 seconds was made in London
in September, 1897. The "infernal machine"
is said to have covered the five miles on the

Colosseum track in 8 minutes 13 1-5 seconds.

Fournier is also announced to have set a new
mark for each distance up to five miles, but

no official time was taken except for the entire

distance covered.

Official Cycle Hire Figures.

In Toronto the City Council not only fixes

the rates for cab hire, but at the demand of

the cabmen have also set the figures for cycle

rental. The amounts are absurdly low, viz.,

15 cents for the first hour, 10 cents for the

second and 5 cents for the third hour. To-
ronto's city council are—well, worthy of those

who elected them.

Worthy of Your Attention.

If there are any people in the trade who feel

that they wish to tie up with a strong concern,

it might be well for such people to look up

the proposition offered by V. H. K. in another

portion of this issue.
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BEST \m WORST.

nalstead Says Americans Are the First as

Manufacturers and the Second as

Traders.

Murat Halstead, renowned as a journalist

and who is at present United States Consul at

Birmingham, England, signalizes the fact that

in international trading we have the best to

offer, 'but are still young in the methods of

offering it. Concerning opportunities for ex-

tending our export trade, he says: "In my
opinion, there is hardily a single line of Amer-
ican manufacture of articles, used also in other

countries, as well as many novel things not

known elsewhere, but could be profitably ex-

ported if proper steps for its introduction

were taken, and if careful, slow, reasonable

and common-sense methods of sales were

adopted; secon-d, I must add that while I be-

lieve we are the best manufacturers in the

world, I am also convinced that we are the

poorest traders, and this is impressed upon me
over and over again every day in my corre-

spondence with American merchants and

manufacturers, and in my observations of the

way they are handling the new export trade

and of their endeavors to get into it; third,

it is my idea that American export trade is

rolling up like a snowball because of a 50

per cent superiority in manufacturing knowl-

edge and natural resources, and despite a 15

to 30 per cent inferiority in trading knowledge,

a heavy percentage of unwillingness to learn

foreign trading customs, and a still greater

percentage of lack of foreign merchant facili-

ties and organization.

"If a small portion of the vast sum of money

in the United States now seeking investment

could be employed in some form of export

scheme to handle American goods, we would

soon be able to record greater export of

American goods than of the raw products of

the soil, though to-day we are boasting of an

excess of manufactured exports over the man-

ufactured imports."

For Free Admission.

Under date of June 3 O. L. Spaulding. As-

sistant Secretary of the Treasury, addressed

the following letter to the Collector of Cus-

toms at 'Niagara Falls:

"Sir: Referring to paragraph 483 of the act

of July 24, 1897, which provides for the free

reimportation of exported domestic products.

I have to state that the evidence required by

the regulations of this Department of Febru-

ary "28, 1896 (Synopsis 17,694), issued under

the similar provision of law found in the tariff

act of August 28, 1894, may be waived in the

case of individual bicycles brought into your

district by tourists, where an examination of

the wheels discloses the fact beyond a doubt

that they are of domestic manufacture. In

cases of doubt as to the American origin of

the wheels, or where you have reason to be-

lieve that they are of foreign origin and bear

substituted domestic markings, plates, num-
bers, etc., and are not brought by members
of the League of American Wheelmen, the

Canadian Wheelmen's Association, or the Cy-
clists' Touring Club (Synopsis 19,428 and 20,-

108), they should be held for duty.

"The above instructions will not be under-

stood to restrict in any way Department's rul-

ing of iNovember 12, 1897 (Synopsis 18,571),

allowing the free importation of bicycles of

foreign or domestic manufacture when brought

by well-known parties crossing the frontier

to remain for a period not exceeding three

days."

Paper Displaces Waste.

For cleaning machines and parts of engines

which are soiled by lubricating materials and
dust while in use, fibrous substances, such as

tow, woolen refuse, sponge cloths, jute waste,

etc., are usually employed. The better varie-

ties of cotton waste are sufficient for the clean

scouring of parts of machines, but the cheaper

ones are charged with dust, making the use of

a sponge cloth necessary, which is specially

manufactured for this purpose. Of late the

use of blotting paper for scouring purposes

has been recommended in Germany. Not
only can the use of cotton waste be decreased,

but also the sponge cloths become entirely

superfluous. The German workman formerly

received on an average 250 grammes of cotton

waste, one new sponge cloth and one or two
washed ones per week; now he receives 150

grammes of cotton waste and eight to ten

sheets of blotting paper. The former cost

was 25 pfennigs (6:^ cents) ; now it is only 10

pfennigs (2J cents). Hence the paper goes

much farther than sponge cloths and woolen
refuse, and as it cannot soil the machine with

fibres and dust, it is decidedly preferable to

cotton waste. Besides, the -blotting .paper is

not so combustible as the other cleaning me-
diums. Another advantage of the paper over

cotton waste is that in case it should get

caught while cleaning parts of engines which

are in motion, it tears easily and does not

draw the hand of the workman into the works.

The National Export Exposition.

Work is progressing rapidly on the build-

ings of the National Export Exposition at

Philadelphia, and they will doubtless te ready

for the installation on August 15. The ex-

position actually opens September 14 and

closes November 30. It is sanctioned and

supported by the United States Government,
the state of Pennsylvania and the city of

Philadelphia. Boards of trade and commer-
cial bodies in many foreign cities will send

delegates to the international commercial

congress, to be held during the exposition.

By Parcels Post.

It is not true that a three-story house can

be mailed by parcels post in or from England,

but anything weighing not over eleven pounds

can be so shipped to any point in the British

dominion, and to some other countries. We
could sell bicycles, not complete, but in parts,

to Aden, Arabia, if we had a parcels post to

that country. A dealer in Aden says so. As

it is. he orders from Bombay or iLondon.

Exports Up to Date.

Antwerp.—3 cases bicycles, $85; 8 cases bi-

cycle material, $115.

Africa.—76 packages bicycles, $2,827; 6 cases

bicycle material, .$401.

Athens.—1 case bicycles, $35.

Amsterdam.—5 packages bicycles, $299.

Argentine Republic.—51 cases bicycles,

$2,863.

Bremen.'—14 cases bicycles, $700.

British West Indies.—56 cases bicycles,

$2,876; 16 cases bicycle material, $373.

Berlin.—10 cases bicycles, $630; 1 package,

.$10.

Brussels.—1 case bicycle material, $13.

Brazil.—4 cases bicycles, $178; 1 case bicycle

material, $40.

British Guiana.—12 cases bicycles, $567; 2

cases bicycle material, $37.

Belfast.—8 cases bicycles, $550.

British Australia.—8 cases bicycles, $967; 32

cases bicycle material, $1,760.

British Possessions in Africa.—73 cases bicy-

cles, $8,341; 56 packages bicycle material,

$2,687.

Cairo.—9 cases bicycles, $523.

Cuba.—^1 case bicycles, $75; 3 cases bicycle

material, $25.

Christiania.—5 cases bicycles, $205; 9 cases

bicycle material, $230.

Canada.—1 case bicycle material, $23.

Copenhagen.—5 cases bicycles, $181; 33

cases bicycle material.

iDanish West Indies.

—

2 cases bicycles, $54.

Gibraltar.—7 cases bicycles, $119.

Glasgow.—20 cases bicycles, $817.

Genoa.—24 cases bicycles, $900; 14 cases bi-

cycle material, $655.

Gothenburg.—6 cases bicycles, $150.

Havre.—87 cases bicycles, $1,349; 1 case bi-

cycle material, $2.

Hango.—4 cases bicycles, $103.

Helsingfors.

—

2 cases bicycles, $150.

Hamburg.—336 cases bicycles, $13,545; 33

cases bicycle material, $1,330.

Liverpool.—71 cases bicycles, $1,669; 31

cases bicycle material, $990.

London.—^296 cases bicycles, $5,738; 15 cases

bicycle material, .$949.

Leith.—^^1 case bicycle material, $13.

Liege.—6 cases bicycle material, $700.

Mexico.—5 cases bicycles, $531; 2 cases bi-

cycle material, $34.

Manchester.—5 cases bicycle material, $152.

Milan.—2 cases bicycle material, $30.

New Zealand.—47 cases bicycles, $2,336; 7

cases bicycle material, $93.

Norrkoping.—2 oases bicycle material, $100.

Rostock.—1 case bicycles, $30.

Rotterdam.—87 cases bicycles, $3,742; 55

cases bicycle material, $1,416.

St. Helena.—3 cases bicycles, $6.

Southampton.—181 cases bicycles; 12 cases

bicycle material, $476.

Stockholm.—2 cases bicycles, $50; 1 case

bicycle material, $5.

Turin.—^33 cases bicycles, $799.

Trieste.— 1 case bicycles, $20.

Vienna.—16 cases bicycles, $1,816; 1 case

bicycle material, $10.
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EVERYTHING FROM EVERYWHERE.

An injury done to one rider is a threat held

out to hundreds.

Judgment and decision are man's great

wheels of fortune.

'Norway iboasts of 15,000 cyclists, 5,500 of

them being in Christiania.

No bicycle is so oM and tired and ugly but

somebody can be found to ride it.

The value of the Grand Prix de Paris, to

be run in 1900, will exceed $5,000.

Lots of young men have found it easier in

racing to make a record than to make a liv-

ing.

Port and starboard—green and red—lights

are henceforth to bt carried by French auto-

mobiles.

Common as the word automobile now is, it

is of too recent date to appear in the latest

dictionaries.

The rider who does not know how to learn

from his mistakes turns the best schoolmaster

out of his life.

Help some rider worse off than yourself,

and you will find that you are better oft than

you imagined.

Hartford has a cycle police squad now.

Rather slow, considering the prominence Pope

occupies there.

Milwaukee is to have a cycle parade in

which only masked and fancy costumed riders

will be permitted to take part.

There were 309 fatal street accidents in Lon-

don last year. The bicycle was only responsi-

ble for the odd nine. Jeremiahs, please note.

'Russian wheelmen are to pay $7.50 per

annum for the blessed privilege of pretend-

ing to enjoy cycling in that God-forsaken

country.

The annual battle between the side-slipping

cyclist and the slop-making sprinkler is now
on. Honors are easy, with odds in favor of

the sprinkler.

A Louisville judge has most properly ruled

that if a woman wears a man's hat she must

take it ofT when she appears in his court

charged with scorching.

After passing a strict lamp ordinance, Pitts-

burg's committee on public safety has recom-

mended another ordinance prohibiting road

racing in or through the city, beginning or

ending in it.

An English idea is to have the saddle so

fitted that it can, with the seat-post, be de-

tached and used as a camp stool. The stem

is split in three and expands upon removal

from the machine.

New York's once famous cycle police squad

has been much altered; and more even in

character than in personnel. And the worst

of it is that the Commissioners seem neither

tO know nor to care.

Jinimie Michael, all idiotic press-working

aside, will never be ibetter than a third-rate

jockey. He made his debut at Brooklyn last

week, and was away back among the "also

rans" when the finish came.

If you want a really charming cycle trip,

take the boat to Kingston, N. Y., and from

there lollow the banks of the Delaware &
Hudson Canal. There is nothing finer than

this short of the Yosemite.

Charlie Murphy appears from retirement

long enough to assure an astounded public

Ihat the mile-a-minute-behind-a-railroad-train

bee is still alive in Murphy's bonnet, and with

warm weather buzzes busily.

The real aristocrat of touring will, in the

future, be accompanied by a motor vehicle to

carry his luggage, tow him up hill, and, in

case of a break-down, physical or mechanical,

to carry feoth rider and wheel.

There are living witnesses by whom the

dangers of cheap and brakeless bicycles coast-

ing down steep and unknown hills can be

proved beyond question, yet these are not all

the witnesses. There are others.

Kansas City is to have a big tannery and

factory where all kinds of hides will be made
into all kinds of boots and shoes. In the

meantime on the city streets the banana skin

is only available for cycle side slippers.

The Century Wheelmen, of Philadelphia,

believe they can get more for $500 per year

than in the expenditure of that amount for

membership in the L. A. W. There are others

who will "me too" to this Philadelphia idea.

A hint as to the polishing of nickel plating

on a machine after cleaning with oil is well

worth attention. A little soot applied with a

soft cloth will give an excellent polish. It

is also useful to clean the lamp reflectors and

glass.

Never turn a sharp corner or pass a cross

street without giving some warning of your

approach. Repairers and doctors have grown
wealthy from the fees they have received from

reckless riders who have failed to take these

precautions.

One thousand five hundred and sixty-nine

cycle owners in Youngstown, Ohio, have paid

the license fee of $1 and secured a license

plate, good for one year. This number repre-

sents about one-half the wheels owned in and

around the city.

A flexible thin-soled shoe is right enough

for racing, but for general road use a good
firm-soled one will give greater satisfaction.

Be careful, therefore, to purchase your cycling

shoes with a good stout sole, so that you can

walk as well as ride in them.

The Pennsylvania Division had an all-night

smoker and vaudeville show on Monday. Ad-
mission was only by League ticket, and the

membership of the division was greatly in-

creased by this clever reply to the "What-do-
I-get-for-my-dollar?" query.

For cycle tourists to frighten dogs and high-

waymen with, a Swiss inventor has patented a

cartridge which explodes with a very strong

light, having layers of gunpowder, sulphur

and magnesium in about equal proportions,

to be fired by a percussion cap.

Hagerstown, ,Md., seems to have solved the

problem of what to do with bad men and

good roads. It puts the former to work upon
the latter and thus enforces emphatic object

lessons in industry, at the same time improv-

ing the thoroughfares of the city.

One of the chief failings to which women
riders are prone is the putting on of the brake.

Many women ride along at a good speed, and

then will suddenly put on the brake, with the

result that often the front forks are bent and
the machine rendered unridable. In all cases

the application of a brake should be gradual.

A New York doctor announces that he pur-

chased a bicycle in 1897, and since then he has

ridden sixteen thousand miles. In this period

he says he did not expend a cent for repairs,

and estimating 5 cents fare for each five miles

ridden, he calculates that he has saved $180.

That doctor is either a story teller or else he

is too blamed lucky to live long.

What are we coming to? Dr. George R.

Elliott, professor of orthopedic surgery at the

Post Graduate Hospital, in a paper read be-

fore the American Medical Association prom-
ises to revolutionize the methods of treatment

of spinal deformity. Dr. Elliott declares that

lateral curvature can 'be greatly aided by bi-

cycle riding, with the handle-bars properly

adjusted.

Find a place in your tool-bag for a bit of

an old-fashioned tallow candle; mind you,

not one of those new-fangled waxy imita-

tions thereof, but tallow—that's what is need-

ed. When rain, or fog, or mist threaten

you, use the candle and give all the bright

parts of your machine a coating of tallow, and

you can laugh at rust and the thoughts of

ruined nickel.

It is to laugh! Think of a Chicago detec-

tive claiming to know anything about any-

thing but "addition, division and silence!"

Yet Captain CoUerain has the effrontery to

do this very thing, and hence declares upon
his professional honor that: "I must certainly

consider the adoption of the bicycle by women
as detrimental to the advancement of moral-

ity, nay, even its stability." iNow, what do you

think of that?
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LIKE 4 SOLOMO^.

This Referee Was Not Long in Deciding a Rather

Knotty Installment Trade Ques-

tion.

A Wheel representative dropped into the

Lozier headquarters at Cleveland a few days

ago and found Retail Manager Covey in the

midst of a very heated discussion with two

men; in fact, it was a three-corneri;d argument,

and, while the two strangers did not seem

to coincide in their opinion, both were strong

in vowing vengeance against some per-

son not present. When the two men had

gone, the Wheel man inquired the cause of

the discussion, and Manager Covey rendered

this account of one of the queerest of the

many odd transactions which a person run.-i

across in the bicycle business:

It seems that some weeks ago Mr. Covey

sold a wheel to a party whom the writer will

call Brown. It was on the installment plan,

and Brown gave a mortgage on the wheel,

paying part of the purchase price in cash.

After meeting several of the installments

Brown wanted money, so he sold the machine

to Smith, who paid Brown $7, but he did not

take the trouble to notify the Lozier store cf

the transaction. Smith rode the wheel for a

few days, and then cut one of the tires so

badly that he was obliged to buy a new one.

One day Brown came along and said he

wanted to borrow the wheel and Smith com-

plied, but instead of returning it on the agreed-

upon time. Brown called upon another friend,

Jones, and offered him the wheel at a very

low figure, stating that he was going out of

town. Jones agreed and paid Brown $5, with

the understanding that the wheel was to be

delivered to him in a few days. In the mean-

time Mr. Covey learned that Brown was about

to leave town and he sent a constable to

Brown's home and seized the wheel. Not re-

ceiving his machine at the agreed-upon time,

Jones called on Brown and learned that he had

left the city; also that the wheel had been

seized. Calling on Mr. Covey he learned the

state of affairs, and, as he still wanted a wheel,

Mr. Covey sold him the machine at a low fig-

ure, so that in the end Jones secured the ma-
chine at a good bargain, even though he lost

the $5 he had paid Brown.

Later Smith ran across Jones and demanded

his machine. Lengthy explanations followed,

and while Smith admitted that he was out

his $7, he thought Jones should give up the

new tire he had put on the machine. Jones

thought different, and after a war of words,

they agreed to leave it to Mr. Covey. The
"trial" before Mr. Covey was what the writer

witnessed. The question was a poser, but

Mr. Covey finally held that the wheel was

really the property of H. A. Lozier & Co.

during all the transactions. If Smith had used

one of their wheels without their consent and

had destroyed a tire, it was no more than

right that he should replace it. Smith saw

the force of the argument and proceeded on

his way, bringing down maledictions upon the

head of his "friend" Brown,

Meanwhile Brown is spending his $12 in

parts unknown.

respect is due in a great measure to faulty

methods in compilation. Lack of system is

the foremost error, as by it ready reference

to the part wanted is rendered impossible,

and at times the article looked for is not

found, because not in its proper place.

Another mistake is in publishing net prices

in an illustrated catalogue. What the wheel

or sundry looks like is of primary importance

to the consumer. A retail dealer, with an il-

lustration and a description, may make a sale

from the catalogue, even when he has no

stock; but when he is compelled to exhibit

his cost price in showing the cut, he will not

do so. With two catalogues in his possession,

one with long list prices and the other with

net, the former will be invariably used in

such cases, and the goods more than likely

ordered from the firm issuing it. There are

jobbers and manufacturers who say, "We do

not make our catalogues for the consumers'

use;" but they should remember that that

which increases their sales to the consumer

causes a greater demand from the dealer.

A catalogue requires more careful editing

than a magazine and receives less. A man
may be a good business manager or a good

salesman, but be utterly incompetent to com-

pile a catalogue. A knowledge of the bicycle

business is of advantage, it is true, but unless

combined with the ability to edit and ar-

range systematically the result will be failure.

Catalogues, to be effective, must be amply

illustrated, fully descriptive, logically or al-

phabetically arranged, and contain the retail

price, with a discount sheet separate from the

body.

You Pay as You Go.

Some of the police regulations in Germany

are exceedingly practical. A gentleman sit-

ting smoking at his window in Berlin was one

afternoon disturbed by a knock at his door.

A burly policeman entered the room in re-

sponse to his "Herein!" and presented a cigar

stump, with the laconic remark, "Three marks,

please." To the astonished culprit he ex-

plained that this was the fine for throwing

anything out of a window. There was no ar-

rest, no inconvenience of any description be-

yond that of handing over the amount of the

fine to the policeman, who happened to see the

bit of tobacco falling and had the authority

to collect the specific fine for this offence.

This same procedure is followed in violation

of the minor laws regulating the use of bi-

cycles. If you are riding too fast, or are with-

out a light after the prescribed time, or if you

neglect to observe- the rules about ringing the

bell before passing any one or crossing a

street, or even if you are concerned in an ac-

cident, if not of too serious a nature, the po-

liceman on post has the right to impose and

collect a fine, and, in case of an accident, to

take your name and address for reference

should the result be more serious than antici-

pated.

Compiling of Catalogues.

To the manufacturer and the jobber the

catalogue is a valuable adjunct in making

sales. That it is not more successful in this

Loading of the Bag.

There are few riders who understand how

to load the tool-bag properly, and yet it is

important in order to utilize the limited space

and save annoyance and delay. Take a strip

of cloth as wide as the bag is long, or if the

cloth is thin have it twice as wide and fold it.

Take that article which you are most unlikely

to need and roll it once over in the cloth, then

add another article and roll the cloth around

the whole, leaving the wrench and oil-can until

the last. Use as long a piece of cloth as pos-

sible without over-crowding the bag. This
method insures tools against rattling and
wearing against each other. Each article us-

ually needed on a trip is thus placed in the

order likely to be called for, and saves the

owner the necessity of unwrapping all the

articles in order to find one, as each can be

pulled out separately from its place in the

cloth.

Looking at It Laughingly.

A l.Twsuit over a Louisville bicycle has cost more
than $200, and the end is not yet.—Cleveland Leader.

Why should the end be yet? Superficial

economists may prove, or believe that they

prove, that bicycles are more common than

certified checks for $200, but the value of a

bicycle to his owner is not to be estimated

accurately by juries or cold-blooded material-

ists. There are bicycles loved and valued by

nobody save their owners, for which their

owners would not take counted or uncounted

millions. Indeed, it may be accepted as a

leading principle of cynological economics

that the poorer the bicycle, the greater its

sentimental and poetical value to the owner.

Men who will not fight for their country, if

they can help it, need no goading to fight for

their bicycles. "An ill-favored thing, sir, but

my own," as Touchstone said of Audrey.

Luggage Carrier Requirements.

In choosing a luggage carrier for touring,

there are several points to be specially sought

after. It should be waterproof, should be

large enough^ and not over filled, and so ar-

ranged as to be getatable en route—i. a., not

so strapped and fastened as to require a vast

amount of undoing. It should be strong but

light, and be attached with as few straps as

possible.

Stricter Laws Outlined.

Frank Fowler, now a Chicago alderman,

believes it would be a good thing for the city

to require cycle factories, retail stores and

storage rooms to keep track of every wheel

which passes through their hands, thus being

constituted agencies for the' recovery of lost

wheels. Each place to 'be required to hand in

daily a report of the wheels it has handled.

Patching Inner Tubes.

Where a large piece of the inner tube is

blown out, clean the parts with gasoline. Cut

out a piece of patching rubber, some larger

than the hole, and cement it on inside of the

tube. Now replace the blown-out piece. This

makes a neat patch, but to make it even more

secure, put another patch outside.

Cement and Soapsuds.

To unscrew the cap from a can of cement,

wrap a stout string several times around the

cap to the left and then tie to a short stick.

Hold the other end of the string tightly and

turn stick around the cap to the left. In the

use of soapsuds to find a leak, wash off im-

mediately, as soap rots rubber.

One Way to Enamel.

An easy way to enamel a machine is to

saturate a piece of soft material in the enamel

and pass it lightly over the tubes. This will

give a highly satisfactory result, and is not

so tedious as using a brush. The enamel

should be applied warm.
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WE MANUFACTURE..

TUBING...

REAR FORKS, STAYS, &c.

And for all Bicycle uses.

A COMPLETE LINE OF

ONE-PIECE HANGERS

FOR

OUTSIDE AND FLUSH-JOINTS.
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HANDLEBARS
STATIONARY, ADJUSTABLE

OR EXPANDING.
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L" AND "T" SEAT-POSTS

Furnished in the Black or Nickel-

Plated ON Copper.

We are ready to contract for next season's business on the above. We have a complete and

economical plant; enormous capacity, and our product is safe, strong and fashionable.

INQUIRIES

SOLICITED.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

CLIPPER CHILLED PLOW CO.,

ELMIRA, N. Y., U. S. A.
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Fisk Tires
FOR

BICYCLESi^CARRIACES
FULLY GUARANTEED.

Trade-Mark.

FISK RUBBER COMPANY,
Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Branch, Syracuse, N. Y., A. 0. BOLSTER, IVIgr.

New York Agents,

CASE & SCHLAUDECKER, No. 92 Wall Street, New York.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST.
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Kindly mention The Wheel. .J,

°-y^ OIL-CAN BOTTLE
Oils

Direct

From

Bottle

Drop by

Drop.

No

Waste,

No

Soiled

Hands!

The oil i:

ways visibl

and cannot
evaporate or

leak out. No
corks to lose and

hunt for. Oil

is always in

original pack-

age ready for

use.

the newest and finest

thing in Cycledom.

Just Show It

and It's Sold!

FRAGRANT
CYCLE OIL.

Lubricates,
Cleans,
Polishes,
Stops Rust,

Invert bottle, touch

point of sliding wire to

desired object and oil

will come promptly drop

by drop. You cannot

use it wrong.

IT'S GREAT!
Patent applied for.

Buffalo Specialty Mfg. Co., Makers of NEVERLEAK.
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DOINGS IN THE WORLD OF AUTOMOBILISM.
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CARS AND CYCLES.

Ilow the Former Aided the Latter to Knock Road

Records More than Sixteen Ways for

Sunday.

Paris, May 30.—When the decline in pro-

fessional cycling began to set in a couple of

years ago, it looked as if the once famous
Bordeaux-Paris race would entirely lose its

hold upon the public, but the introduction of

the automobile for pacing has entirely changed

the fortunes of the classic event. Last year

motor cars were used for the first time at a

moment when the sport appeared to be at

a very low ebb, and so great was the success

of this feature that mechanical pace-making
has developed with marvelous results. It is

hardly necessary to go into a history of this

big race, but it may be remarked that on
Sunday it was run off for the ninth time,

the winners in previous years being as fol-

lows: 1891, G. P. Mills, English; 1892, Ste-

phane, French; 1893, Cottereau, French; 1894,

Lesna, Swiss; 1895, Gerger, Austrian; 1896,

A. V. Linton and Gaston Rivierre, dead heat;

1897, Rivierre; 1898, Rivierre. The most
singular thing about the history of this event

is the way in which the records have been re-

duced, for while G. P. Mills took 26J hours

to cover the distance, Constant Huret this

week rode the course in 16J hours, a drop of

no less than ten hours in nine years. It is

true that this would never have been possible

without mechanical pacing.

The start was given on Saturday night to

ten competitors. The field was poor, but the

quality was rich, including, as it did, Maurice
Garin, Gaston Rivierre, the Dutchman, Cor-

dang; the German, J. Fischer, and Constant

Huret. There is no room for outsiders in

such a race, since a man cannot hope to win

unless he has a good service of motor cars,

and these are, of course, only available for

the cracks. Right from the start it looked

as if the race would be a duel between Huret
and Fischer, the former being excellently

paced by Rene de Knyff and Girardot, while

the German had the services of Charron. It

was generally expected that both Cordang
and Rivierre, with their well-known staying

powers, might show up at the finish, but they

had yet to learn that the automobile favors

speed and endurance at 'the expense of the

slower-going stayers. Cordang did not have

enough experience with the motor car and
had neglected to fix a brake on his wheel,

with the result that in a rush down hill he

ran into the car, and in falling hurt his legs

so much that he was obliged to give up.

Huret also fell several times and 'barked the

skin off his legs, but he rode on gamely, and

at Angouleme—127 kilometers—was six min-

utes ahead of Fischer.

All the records for the course were now
falling like a house of cards. At Ruffec the

German was first, with Huret close on his

heels; as for the others, they were a long

way behind. The struggle between Germany
and France all. though the night was a desper-

ate one, Huret leading by a quarter of an

hour at the 200 kilometers mark, while at

Poitiers the German was again ahead five

minutes in front of the Gallic crack. Huret,

however, did not let the German keep his ad-

vance long, since at Chatellerault he was
again leading and increased his advantage up
to Tours, where Fischer was forty minutes

behind.

When Huret drew near to Paris he found

there was an enormous crowd waiting to greet

him. Thousands of cyclists and chauffeurs

lined the way from Versailles, and when at

length Rene de Knyff dashed down the Sures-

nes Hill with Huret, white with dust and un-

recognizable, foillowing him with apparent

ease, a cannon was discharged to announce

Huret's approach to the Pare des Princes

track, where the finish was to take place.

Huret covered the 369 miles in 16h. 35m.

47s., beating the previous best by no less

than four hours. He appeared completely

done for when he got off his machine, not so

much on account of the fatigue as of the pain

caused by his wounds. Fischer was second

in 17h. 21 m. 26s.; Garin third, 18h. 43m.,

and Rivierre fourth, in 20h. 24m.

The result has conclusively proven two

things; first, that a long-distance track rider

can do equally well on the road if he is proper-

ly trained for it; second, that with the auto-

mobiles the fast riders have the best chance

of winning, irrespective of distance. Those

who have ridden behind motor cars know
what an immense assistance they are in get-

ting over the ground. If the car is going

only at a moderate speed the cyclist behind

is so far protected that he feels as if the wind

were at his back, and when the automobile

is traveling at the rate of more than twenty

miles an hour it creates a sort of "vacuum im-

mediately behind, while a whirlwind closes in

on the cyclist riding behind.

So long as he remains in the vacuum he is

literally sucked along, and the force with

which this operates is seen in the fact that

if the cyclist drops out he is helpless. It is

for this reason that it is not fair to compare

the records made behind automr>biles with

those created with the assistance of human
pacemakers. Whether pacing with automo-

biles is true sport—a fair test of a racer's

ability—opens up too many issues to be dis-

cussed just now, but at any rate there can be

no doubt that it adds enormously to the in-

terest of long distance races.

WHO WINTON'S COMPETITOR IS.

Butcher Boy, Champion Cycle Racer, Rich Dealer and

Fearless Driver of a Motor Car.

Paris, June 1.—Ferdinand Charron is one

oi the biggest figures in the world of automo-

bilism, metaphorically speaking, that is, for

as a matter of fact, he is a man of small

stature. He began life as a butcher's boy, and

threw off his apron to mount a bicycle, when
he developed into a crack sprinter and won
the championship of France three years run-

ning. In the height of his popularity he left

the track and took up the management of

IJumber's Paris depot, when he appeared to

have jumped all at once from fame into for-

tune. He ran this business successfully until

the automobile came to the fore, when he

threw himself into the movement with his

usual impetuous vigor. He liked the sport

and he saw a chance of rushing his way ahead.

At the moment there was only one firm

turning out good cars, and the demand for

them was so great that customers had to wait

more than a year for delivery, and second-

hand cars were sold at higher prices than new
ones that could only 'be procured a year or

two after ordered. Charron, therefore, opened
an agency in association with two of his old

cycling friends, Voigt and Girardot. He or-

dered a million francs' worth of cars from
Panhard and Levassor, and then as the cars

were delivered he sold them at a huge profit.

People were ready to pay fifty and even

a hundred per cent above the list price in

order to get immediate delivery. In fact, no
one could get cars without going to Charron.

The business has since then been growing at

such a rate that Charron's automobile ware-

house is the greatest of the kind in the world.

.Since his victory in the 'Paris-Bordeaux

race there has been some talk here ' of the

challenge thrown out by Mr. Winton. Char-

ron is willing to accept this
,
or any other

challenge. If Mr. Winton means business he

has got anything but a soft thing on hand.

He is reported to have said that if the French

do much 'better times here than in America,

it is not on account of any superiority in the

cars, but of the better roads. If this 'be his

opinion he is likely to change it after running

off his match.

Of course, high speeds are out of the ques-

tion without good, reliable cars and good
roads, but still more depends upon the man-
agement of the vehicles and the driving. If

Charron has met with so much success, win-

ning the Paris-Amsterdam race last year, and

getting first or thereabouts in most other

races, it is not because he has a better car

than his competitors; it is merely because he

knows how to drive it and does drive it with-

out any regard to his own safety. There is a

good deal of recklessness and deviltry in his

driving, but at the same time his handling of

the car is so sure that he will turn corners and

go through the traffic at a speed that is heart-

breaking.

Some time ago the writer saw him speed-

ing along the Avenue de la Grande Armee
when a woman was encountered directly in

Charron's path, completely terror stricken at

the apparition of the on-rushing motor.

Charron didn't stop, or even slow down, but

turned up on the sidewalk and back onto the

road again after passing the woman, as if it

were the most ordinary thing in the world.

A week or two ago he was sprinting along

the road during the night in the direction of

Chartres when he dashed into the closed

gates of a railroad crossing and broke them

down. His companion was thrown out, but

Charron clung onto the car like grim death,

thinking the whole thing a fine joke. He has

had so many hair-breadth escapes that it

seems as if he enjoys a charmed life. When
Charron drives a car there is every chance

of that car getting in first, whether it be on

French or on American roads.
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WHAT ALTO-RACING IS.

Some Idea of What Running an Automobile Road

Race Means When It Takes Place in

France.

Paris, iMay 30.—The cable no doubt flashed

over to your side the result of the great Paris-

Bordeaux race almost before the winner had

done receiving the congratulations of his

friends. To ride 351 miles in llh. 43m. is a

feat that is well worth being dealt with at

some little length to supplement the brief

details already published. The race, more-

over, was not only remarkable fo- the record

but also for the splendid struggle among the

leaders, who had to fight against the storms

of wind and rain as well as the indomitable

perseverence of each other. The origin of

this event may not be so well known.

As motor cars are employed for pacemaking

in the great professional road race, they had

to go down to Bordeaux to 'bring the men
back to Paris, and the opportunity was seized

upon to organize a race on the outward

journey for the pacing automobiles. Last

year the race was run off in two stages, when
it was won by 'Rene de Knyff in 15h. 15m.

On the present occasion it was decided to

do the whole distance in one day, and so

as to enable the competitors to reach Bor-

deau.K before nightfall, the start was fi.xed in

the early hours of Wednesday morning.

There was nothing more curious than to

see the suburban town of Suresnes lighted

up by a, myriad of bicycle lamps and motor
car headlights, which showed up the big

crowd that had sacrificed their night's rest

in order to witness the start. Out of 78

entries no fewer than 28 cars and 37 motor

cycles lined up for the start at the bottom

of the long hill that leads to Saint Cloud and

on to Versailles. The operation of fixing

seals to the machines so as to prevent any

changes of the mount on the road took a

long time, but eventually the motor cycles

were sent off at 3.13 while the night was still

dark. Twenty minutes afterwards the cars

started amid a din that must have awakened
the soundest sleepers in the town of Suresnes.

All of the cars, it may be remarked, were very

powerfully motored, most of them varying

from 10 to 15 horse-power, and some de-

veloped as much as 18| and 20 horse-power.

This power is usually got by coupling together

two two-cylinder engines.

As soon as the signal was given the vehi-

cles dashed up the Suresnes hill, and, when
descending the other side, the first accident

took place between two of the heavy-weights.

Etienne Giraud' suddenly slowed down to

cross the railroad at Saint-'CIoud, when one

of tlie favorites, A. Lemaitre, dashed into

him from behind. The man in Lemaitre's

car was thrown out on his head. He lay

senseless and his injuries looked so bad that

M. Lemaitre decided not to continue, though

there was nothing the matter with his car,

and the man was taken to the hospital, where
for a long while the doctors doubted whether
he would recover.

With their start of twenty minutes the

motor cyclists kept the lead up to Tours

—

226 kilometers—when iBardin was leading,

with Charron close up. Giraud, who had
been the first among the chauffeurs during

the first hundred kilometers, had an extra-

ordinary accident near Vendome. At that

point the road is crossed by a ridge over an

aqueduct. While traveling at a terrific pace

Giraud's car struck the ridge in such a way
that it bounded up in the air and Uterally

flew a distance of 18 yards, coming down
again with such force as to smash the wheels.

Then continuing for another fifty yards on

the 'broken spokes the car turned over in a

field, when Giraud's leg was caught under-

neath. The limb was badly lacerated, but the

injured chauffeur is progressing so satisfac-

torily that he will soon be on his feet again.

The struggle between iCharron, De Knyff

and Gilles Hourgieres was now Homeric, for

each managed to lead in turn, but after leav-

ing Angouleme Gilles Hourgieres lost ground

through an accident, and Charron again took

the lead, which he maintained up to Bordeau.x.

He arrived there at 3.15 in the afternoon, cov-

ered with mud and utterly exhausted by the

severe physical and mental strain. Rene de

Knyff was second at 3.23, and then came
Girardot, Comte Boson de Perigord, and the

motor cyclist, Bardin, whose machine went

wrong about fifty yards from the finish, when
he pushed along and dead-heated with the

car of Gilles Hourgieres.

Altogether si-xteen cars and ten motor cy-

clists completed the full journey, which may
be considered a very good proportion in such

a hard race. There were three foreigners

among the motor cyclists—two lEnglishmen,

S. F. Edge and Charles Jarret, and an Ital-

ian, Bugatti, but they all disappeared along

the route.

Match Race Seems Not Likely.

Cleveland, June 10.—^Unless present indica-

tions fail, the proposed match race between

Alexander Winton and his motor carriage and

M. Charron, the French automobile cham-
pion, will be called off. At the start Charron

demanded that Winton make a deposit of

$4,000 to ibind the bargain. Winton put up

his money last week, but now the Frenchman
demands that the Clevelander stand for a side

bet of 100,000 francs on the result of the

race. This Winton declines to do. He says

he is not a gambler, and does not care to race

for money. He believes he has the fastest

and most serviceable machine that can be

used on the roads "in this country, and is will-

ing to demonstrate it, but he does not care

to go abroad to race, neither does he desire to

race for money. However, if ,M. Charron is

anxious to wager he can point out people in

New York and Cleveland who are enthusiastic

enough to bet any amount the Frenchman can

bring over, but he CWinton) will have noth-

ing to do with it. This seems fair enough,

and if Charron is really anxious to race he

can bring over all the money he can raise

and be assured of having it taken by Ameri-
cans.

This Seems an Excellent Idea.

It is said that automobile vehicles are to

be used by the .Pittsburg Express Co., in con-

nection with its trolley express cars. This

company will do business on all the traction

lines in the vicinity of Pittsburg. It expects

to operate eleven baggage cars and a large

number of automobile delivery wagons. The
baggage cars will have six-foot sliding doors

on either side. The baggage can be taken up

at any point along the line.

Pope's Plant Transferred.

.Hartford, Conn., June 12.—The transfer

deed of the Columbia Automobile Co. to the

Columbia Electric Vehicle Co., was filed here

to-day. The deed was executed in New York
and signed by Albert A. Pope, president. It

transfers the entire plant in this city, formerly

known as the Pope Motor Carriage Works,
and revenue stamps on the instrument showed
the price to be $139,000.

A large fcrick addition is being built to the

factory to provide for the increase of business.

All Kinds of Vehicles.

Albany, June 12.—There was incorporated

to-day the Automatic Air Carriage Co., of

New York city, with a capital of $600,000, to

manufacture self-propelling or horseless car-

riages, to be operated by compressed air and

gas, together or separately. The directors

are: Edward A. Willard, who subscribes for

5,889 of the 6,000 shares of the capital stock;

E. A. Willard, Jr., Robert R. Blood, Charles

J. Hensley and Seymour L. Husted, Jr., all

of iNew York city.

Beats Gold Mining.

Paris, June 11.—The automobile boom is

causing a great demand on makers here from

all parts of the world. Many English orders

have been received. The Czar and other mem-
bers of the Russian imperial family are among
the recent purchasers of machines.

Some of the vehicles command enormous
prices. M. Charron, the winner of the recent

Paris-Bordeaux race, has refused an offer of

£2.000 from an ^English nobleman for the

winning car.

In Little Rhody.

The Rhode Island Automobile Transit Co.,

Providence, has been incorporated in Rhode
Island for the purpose of manufacturing auto-

mobiles, carriages, etc. Capital, $200,000. In-

corporators: J. J. Banigan, J. A. Chase, D.

McNeven, H. C. Luther, Providence; E. L.

Freeman, J. Chase, W. B. Banigan, Central

Falls.

Up to the Times.

The New Century Air Motor Cycle Co. has

been incorporated in 'New Jersey, with prin-

cipal office 'No. 1 Montgomery street, Jersey

City, N. J., to manufacture goods, wares and

merchandise. Capital, $100,1X10. 'Incorpora-

tors: Z. Taylor Ubil, Philadelphia; John W.
Avery, Osborn Congelton, both of .New York.

To Be Made by Franz.

Akron, O., June 10.—The Franz Body Mfg.

Co. has completed its first shipment of bodies

for automobiles. The company is making

preparations to manufacture the vehicles com-

plete in this city.

New and Named Niagara.

The Niagara Automobile Co., Niagara

Falls, has been incorporated at Albany with

a capital of $10,000. Incorporators: P. F.

King, Lockport; J. H. Leggett, ,Mrs. E.

Burns, ,M. Brown, J. F. Murphy, all of Nia-

gara Falls.

Supports and Rests.

The Tierney Mfg. Co., of Rochester, has

been incorporated at Albany to manufacture

and sell bicycle supports and rests; capital,

$18,000. Directors, Charles Englert, Jr., Aug-
ust P. Weitz, and Edward J. Tierney, Roch-

ester.
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WAS A BEAUTY bRIGHT.

now TO SELL 'EM.

Editor E. R. Lozier Tells Why It Is So Easy for His

Readers to Dispose of Bicycles.

....^

Dealers 'who handle the CleveJand wheel,

also a few chosen friends of H. A. Lozier &
Co., are the recipients of "On the Square,"

one of the cleverest little house organs ever

gotten out by any concern in any industry.

The May issue, just at hand, is one of the

brightest of the series, and the person who
carefully peruses its pages will note that the

editorial heading has undergone a slight

change, for in .place of the familiar "Edited

by Frank Gregg," will be found "E. R. Lozier,

His Edition." Thereby hangs a tale.

.Editor .Gregg is an old news.paper man, but

his important position as head of the foreign

department, also his oversight of the naphtha-

launch business, leave him little spare time

for his editorial work. lAt odd moments and

when ideas occur to him the matter is gath-

ered together, but for all that .the little sheet

usually comes out on time. A few weeks ago

"Ed" Lozier remarked to Mr. Gregg, in a

bantering way, that he had never had any

experience in the newspaper line, but he

would .be willing to wager he could get out

"On the iScjuare" in about three days, while

Mr. Gregg usually took about three weeks.

"I will bet you a new hat that you can't get

it out in two weeks .working steady," was the

retort. "Ed" accepted the bluff and went to

work. Editor Gregg wore a new hat down
to the office the other day, and report has it

that Editor E. R. Lozier .paid for it, but at

any rate the edition came out not many days

behind time, and it certainly is a credit to

its author. His advice to dealers on "One
Way of .Selling at Retail" is well worth care-

ful consideration. It is as follows:

"If your customer be a stranger, start to

talk up your machine in a general way. Ask
him if he rides. If so, what particular wheel?

This gives you the inside of the situation at

the start. If he rides a medium-priced wheel,

Jay particular stress on your .wheel of equal

quality, bringing out all its good points, your

tact telling you whether or not you are inter-

esting your listener. If not, and you have

been using mechanical expressions too deep

to be thoroughly comprehended, switch to

more simple, every-day kind of talk, bringing

out your good points, and, at the same time,

taking care that all you say is thoroughly un-

derstood. After .a thorough talk, give a

synopsis of what you have said in as few words

as possible, .bringing out your strongest .points

and saving the best and most impressive for

the last.

"Then bring forward your to.p-notcher, os-

tensibly to show the very latest in bicycles

—

a machine having a new and improved design

in the hanger, the bearing, or whatever the

case may be. Bring out its merits over all

wheels in general, but not necessarily over the

wheel. you have just explained to him, and

lead the train of argument slowly. Don't say

the first thing that this hanger or that bearing

is better than all the others put together.

Your customer, remember, is not as en-

thusiastic as you; consequently, cannot follow

as rapidly.

"If you lead faster 'than he can follow, you

not only lose the weight of your argument,

but you give him an opportunity for taking

your word for it without his consent, which

opens up too readily the difference in the in-

trinsic value between the two machines. If

this good wheel is a good buy, then the first

.wheel is a .poor wheel at any price, for you

have told him that there is too great a dif-

ference. Possibly he thinks he cannot afford

the higher-priced wheel, and you have told

him that it is times better than the cheaper

one. Your customer is lost to you now, as

he thinks he cannot afford the top-notcher,

and it is so much better than the cheaper p.ne

that he will not be satisfied with the latter.

"A better way to do is, after explaining in

a general way the difference in bearings, etc.,

call further attention to the fact that the

chea.per wheel is ibuilt on a.bout the same lines

—possibly the tires, saddle, front forks, etc.,

are alike or quite similar. Then gradually

get back to the main points of difference and

carry your customer along slowly and easily,

being sure that he understands the difference,

and wax enthusiastic as he follows you. While

it is a better bicycle, owing to the hanger,

bearings, etc., it is not as much higher priced

as it looks on the face of it, for this bicycle

is $75 and that one is $50.

"Next year there will still be a difference

in value as second-hand machines, as this new

$75 wheef will bring at least $15 more, and

from that up to $25 more than this $50 wheel.

Bicycle prices are now stable—at their rock-

bottom—and can allow of no further reduc-

tion in list.

"A moment ago you had lost this customer,

but not now, for he still believes the first

wheel showed him is a good wheel for the

money, but he would like to have the $75

wheel if he could afford it. You have a cus-

.tomer now who believes your $50 wheel is

worth $50, and your $75 .wheel is worth $75.

At the lowest estimate, this $75 wheel will

only cost him $10 more than the $50 wheel,

and then after he has had the satisfaction of

riding it a whole season. He further pos-

sesses the best the market affords, which is

worth something.

"It is human nature to put up the best front

we can afford, and now is your opportunity

to do so at a very slight additional cost, which

is soon .paid for in ease and self-satisfaction,

exclusiveness from the general grade of bicy-

cles, and the self-gratification to know that

others know as well as you that your .wheel

is of the latest design, the .best mechanical

construction and the Ibest all-around wheel of

the year.

"If you have confidence and enthusiasm and

impart it into your hearer, you have sold him

a $75 wheel, for he will economize in some

.way to make up the one or two extra .payment?

to get your top-notcher."

Birnbaum, Though a Boy, Had No Trouble in Getting

What He Wanted.

Louisville, Ky., June 10.—The old man's
advice to his son, "Get money, my boy, get

money; honestly if you can—but get money,"
has been forcibly illustrated in this city, if

you change "old man" to "bicycle manufac-
turers," and "money" to "business." And at

the same time the need of some amicable

business organization among makers has re-

ceived a strong illustration. About two years

ago Walter iM. Birnbaum & Co. opened up a

cycle agency in Louisville. Birnbaum was
a sharp-visaged youth, unknown in the busi-

ness world, and his "Co." was a mystery at

the time, and remained incognito always. But
Birnbaum was energetic, and he had things

coming his way in a short time. He secured

the agency for a well-known bicycle, and
pushed it for keeps. Scores of wheels were
put out, and it soon became noised about
that Birnbaum was allowing fancy .prices for

any sort of an old ice wagon, just to get

riders on the wheel he was booming. Sun-
dries he sold, too, in immense quantities,

sometimes at prices far below the list.

The season ended, and the time to make
new contracts came around. Birnbaum was
slow about announcing his line for the new
season, and finally when he did announce it

he did not have on his list the wheel he had
pushed so vigorously the previous year. Then
came rumors of financial troubles, which were,

of course, denied. Representatives of the man-
ufacturer whose goods Birnbaum handled the

season before and of the sundry makers came
to town, lingered around a week or two, and
then left. These men knew their concerns

had been "done " by a slick boy, and they

knew there was no recourse for the doing.

Birnbaum promised to pay some time; mean-
while he would settle in full for '25 cents on
the dollar if agreeable. When the proposi-

tion was laughed at and a suit threatened

Birnbaum smiled. "Sue and be hanged!" he

said. "I am a minor and you had no right to

sell me goods." And such was the case.

But Birnbaum got wheels and sundries.

Every agent who came through Louisville got

an order from him, and a big one at that.

He was plausible, and he made rosy promises.

But he did not give second orders. He
changed his leading wheel three times in al-

most as many months. He caught the Olive

people for a num'ber of wheels; he handled

a few Sterlings; he put out about $400 worth

of Spalding goods. He sold sundries cheap,

and made a run on well-known lamps for

cash, selling them at less than wholesale cost

price. Still the dealer, in his blind con-

fidence, did not catch on, and the traveling-

man, whose instructions were to "get busi-

ness," counted himself lucky. The inevitable

end came. Birnbaum makes an assignment

with liabilities way up and microscopic assets.

He has practically'nothing in sight. If credi-

tors get 20 cents on the dollar they will do

well. This might have been avoided had
traveling men made only half an effort to find

out the methods of doing business in Birn-

baum's store, or had the cycle makers been

able to inquire of each other how much
Birnbaum owed this man, or that, or why he

was not handling the second year the wheel

that he had spent hundreds of dollars to ad-

vertise the year before.
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PRACTICAL ROAD TEST Or THE CHAINLCSS.

"Ariel's" Narrative and Opinions, Based on Ex-

perience Last Year and This.

As one of the old-timers—having ridden

everything, from the bone-shaker down-
ward, or upward, in the evolution of the bicy-

cle—I have had considerable experience in

all makes and styles of mounts. The ordinary,

the Facile, the Kangaroo, the Star, the Eagle,

the Rational, and the present safety, have all

been experimented with in turn.

So it was with no lack of either theoretical

or practical knowledge that I took up last

summer—the year 1898—the problem of the

chainless bicycle, in relation to its practical

use upon the road. Not that this was my first

venture on the chainless, because I had ridden

the old League machine several years back,

knowing Mr. Parker very well indeed. (Poor

Parker! he shared the usual fate of all

pioneers.) But the old League chainless,

with all deference to its merits, was

not the present model iby a good bit.

True, its gears were well and accurate-

ly made, and it gave excellent service,

none of them, in fact, as far as I know, having

worn out while in actual use; but, on the

other hand, it was exceedingly heavy, even

in those days of heavy-weights, and clumsily

built in comparison with the present light,

graceful, chainless model of '99.

It may as well be confessed at the outset

that I shared with a good many other people

that prejudice against the bevel-geared ma-
chine which obtains to-day in the minds of

many riders and mechanical men. After all,

it is not so difficult to account for this. Theo-

retically, the chain or belt is the best method
yet devised for the transmission of power.

Given a bicycle in which the sprocket teeth

are accurately and scientifically cut, in all

the details of pitch and shape of teeth, and

with due allowance for the proper entrance

and clearance of the chain blocks, and there

has no means of power transmission yet been

devised which utilizes to a fuller extent the

power applied, vv'hen the sprockets and chain

are new and the latter properly lubricated.

It is, I believe, a fact demonstrated by actual

dynamometric test that the loss of power in

the chainless is a trifle more than with a

chain, under these conditions.

The important point, and the one which

most theorists and mechanical men lose sight

of, is the fact that for each succeeding mile

ridden, the chain loses its efficiency. In fact,

its deterioration is in rapid proportion to the

distance which it is ridden, and this is in-

tensified greatly if the roads be muddy or

very dusty; while even the ordinary dust

created toy the passage of the 'bicycle itself

rapidly afTects its running qualities.

This is an axiom, and no one knows it bet-

ter than those unfortunate wheelmen who, in

lengthy tours, or even in short trips, have

found their progress sensibly impeded by the

dusty or muddy condition of their chains.

Under such circumstances the chain, in fact,

becomes a positive detriment, the fine parti-

cles of dust, or mud, combining, as so much

grit or emery would do, in grinding away, not

only the rivets (thereby producing that con-

dition frequently termed chain-stretch), but

also wearing away the surface of the sprocket

teeth, sensibly altering the pitch, and increas-

ing the labor of driving the machine in direct

ratio to this wear.

Moreover, and most unfortunately, it is also

a well-known fact that the attention which the

chain receives is practically nil, so far as the

average wheelman is concerned. Cleanliness

and lubrication are two essentials more fre-

quently honored in the breach than in the

observance. And while it is true that many
attempts have been made to introduce gear

cases, chain covers, and so on, none of them

have yet proven thoroughly successful (*).

even in England, which is the particular home
of the gear case.

Now all this is altered in the chainless bi-

cycle.

It scores heavily through its invulnerability

to dust and mud.

Moreover, paradoxical as it may seem, the

farther it runs, the better it goes. This is

true of all chainless bicycles, iDut observe par-

ticularly that I am now speaking of the 'bevel-

gear, which is the one on which I have made
my series of tests up to this time.

In fact, it takes about two hundred miles

to get the surfaces of the .teeth so perfectly

worn that they begin to run smoothly, and

from this point onward there is not only not

the slightest deterioration, but an actual im-

provement. Bevel-gear bicycles have been

ridden some thirty thousand miles, and upon
e.xamination the teeth showed not the slightest

wear; in fact, they were better than when the

machine first came from the assembler's

hands.

It may .be depended upon that the public

—

the cycling public—is going to be quick to

appreciate a machine that is so practical a

vehicle as to require absolutely no attention

in rain, dust, snow, mud, sand, or any other

of the adverse conditions of the road. It

means not a little to the tourist, or even the

average rider, to be able to house his ma-

chine after simply wiping off the tires and the

dust from the frame, and feel that it is certain

to be in ridable condition when he next takes

it out. No longer does the bugaboo of neces-

sity for chain cleaning and oiling concern him.

Again, so far as a com,parison of breakage

is concerned, there is none. I know of no

bevel-gear machines having given out through

'breakage of the gears since they have been

placed upon the market. And this, too, de-

spite the fact that it has pleased a number of

mechanical men and chain adherents to poke

fun at the bevel-geared machine as "trans-

mitting power around the corner," etc., with

the ensuant claims that the necessarily great

strain was bound to cause breakage.

When I took up the chainless for practical

road use, I was decidedly prejudiced against

it. I may as well confess this freely. And the

first couple of hundred miles did not dispel

this feeling of antagonism. It did not run, to

my mind, as smoothly or sweetly as my chain

machine (always bearing in mind that this

was when the chain was cleaned and freshly

oiled—in other words, in the good condition

in which I always endeavor to keep it) ; there

was a noticeable grind, which was unpleasant,

and which to me represented a greater ex-

penditure of power. It ran smoothly enough,

I was fain to admit, but there was a slight

back-lash, in which particular I had been told

I would find it superior to the chain machine.

Again, it did not climb hills as easily as

my chain machine, and this was—again I had

been told—one of its strongest points. In

fact, to sum up, I was not at all disappointed

in my preconceived ideas. The thing did not

run as easily as my own chain machine, and

that was all there was to it.

One thing was noticeable. On a down-
grade it simply ran away from everything in

sight. Nothing could begin to hold it in

coasting. This was encouraging, for, in a

general way, it is admitted that the machine

which runs easiest when the power is taken

off, requires less energy to drive it when that

power is again applied.

*The gear case used on "Cleveland" bicycles is said
to be entirely satisfactory.

—

Ed.

So I Stuck to it, and, strangely enough, after

the first couple of hundred miles had been

covered, I began to find that the going was

easier.

'Noticeably, I was getting back to my old

and almost forgotten art of "ankling," which

we had all been at such pains to studiously

acquire upon our ordinaries. The new ma-

chine seemed to call for more of the motion

of the ordinary in pedaling. And with this

return of ankling, I began to find that the hills

went easier; that slopes that had hitherto 'been

more or less of an effort as the top was ap-

proached, now were surmounted with less ex-

penditure of power.

In fact, it was evident that I had gotten the

knack of the machine, and like all other

things that have to 'be learned, as that knack

was acquired it began to develop increased

possibilities.

Moreover—and this is a point that I think

every chainless rider will be sure to remark

more than anything else—I was enabled to

ride greater distances and return with less

resultant fatigue than had been possible with

a chain wheel. Out and back, I found myself

taking longer trips than before, and coming

home fresher and stronger.

During some three months the test contin-

ued, and I am not ashamed to confess that I

had not been riding the machine (let me give

credit where credit is due; it was a Clipper,

and well did it deserve its name!) more than

a fortnight before I found that, unconsciously,

whenever I wanted to take a ride, I gave my
old chain machine the go-by.

And easier did the chainless run; more and

more did I use it; and I found, too, that others

in the family—and this was equally signifi-

cant—whenever I did not have the machine

in use, would proceed to appropriate it in

preference to their own machines.

Yet it weighed heavier than a chain ma-

chine, and had that drawback of 'being more

difficult and cum'bersome to get in and out

of a house; but with it all there was not a

moment when its increased value for road
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work did not grow upon my mind. And it

was with a feeling of regret that I laid it

away for the season.

Along came the spring of 1899, and as, dur-

ing my visits to Boston and Hartford, I had

become acquainted with the valuable improve-

ments which were being made in bevel-geared

machines for this present season, I deter-

mined that it would be an 1899 chainless upon
which I would do my riding this year.

And this season's test has simply confirmed

and strengthened the experience derived from
last year. If there is one thing more certain

than another, it is the way in which the su-

periority of the bevel-gear bicycle will make
itself apparent to the practical rider the longer

he uses it.

It is beyond all question a better hill-climber,

and, as has been so well expressed by my
friend, Elmer Pratt, "In addition, there is a

positiveness. a sense of energy well expended,

a sense of security, an added ease of running,

and a charm that is undoubted. In a meas-
ure, it brings one tack to the old high wheel.

The sensation is much the same."

iLightened as it is in this year's make, there

is yet an increased strength to the frame,

which is by no means its least valuable fea-

ture. The sense of security felt is not an

imaginary one. The framework is undoubted-
ly stronger and better calculated to resist the

mechanical strain, and therefore the strains

of the road, than in the old chain machine^
all of which counts, and counts heavily.

In summing it all up, I should say that it

has no faults that usage has thus far developed,

beyond the unimportant one of slightly ad-

ditional weight, and this does not count for

a moment. It is a well-known fact that "Zim-
my" never rode a racing machine built down
to 17 or 18 pounds, as a good many of the

racing cracks did and do. He always claimed

that the decreased weight was more than

compensated for by the lack of stability of

the machine; that the additional weight in

the framework was of much more importance

to a man going at a high rate of speed, than

the lightening efTected at the expense of stiflf-

ness or rigidity. The "whip" of a too light

machine was too great a handicap.

So with the chainless. It is easier to take

care of than the chain wheel—immeasurably

so; it has a longer life, and every ounce of

power applied to the pedals seems to be ef-

fectively utilized. This last advantage is

quickly remarked by old riders.

The chainless seems to possess an activity

and life of its own. As has been said by an-

other: "You notice it in starting, stopping,

back-pedaling, riding on levels, and, especially,

in ascending grades. In the bevel-geared

Columbia which I am now using the improve-

ments are so marked as to require special

mention—notably the m^ans provided for the

instantaneous adjustment of the gears, by
those who are sufficiently well versed mechani-

cally to permit them making the experiment.

It may 'be just as well, however, on this point,

to caution the would-be experimenter with the

words which were formerly utilized in the old

'85 Victor catalogue in '.How to True a

Wheel,' in which Mr. Overman tersely sum-

med up with the vvord
—

'Don't.'
"

This, to my mind, is too great. Too great

for seven-inch cranks, and much too great for

longer ones.

And in the tests made considerable atten-

tion was paid to the matter of crank lengths

and gears. As is well known, our English
friends have been running to extremes in this

matter—eight and nine inch cranks being com-
paratively common among the exponents of

the long crank ideas.

Increased crank lengths yield greater

power, and therefore admit of higher gears

being used, with consequent increase in speed.

On the other hand the length of the crank

should be in proportion, to a certain extent,

to the size of the rider and the length of leg.

A short leg with a long crank stroke wastes

power and is awkward, no matter how strong

the rider may be.

On the other hand, by proper ankling,

longer cranks can be ridden than without it.

I find that a 7}-inch crank, with a 74 gear is

an excellent average, and for those who are

desirous of investigating, I would advise a

gradual increase. A jump from a 7-inch to

an 8-inch crank, or from 6f to 7J, is too great.

Muscles should be gradually habituated to

the greater strain, as well as to the longer

stroke. Therefore the machine should be built

with a view toward having greater crank

length if desired, and where the crank-hanger

is dropped from 2J to 3 inches, or even more,

a 7i crank brings the pedals so near the

ground that even in average turns on the road,

unless the rider is careful, the pedal corners

are apt to strike.

However, this is a matter of mere fashion,

which will be bound to right itself in time.

The crank-hanger drop craze is merely an

ephemeral one, having neither rhyme nor rea-

son, mechanical or otherwise, to defend it,

and I believe that the present season will wit-

ness its decrease and a return to sounder

principles.

THEY WILL HAVE 'EM.

If I were to criticise at all the general de-

sign of the present chainless, it would only be

in the one particular of crapk-hanger 4rop.

It would not be fair to pass these experi-

ments over without some mention of tires.

I found it impossible, owing to the great

demand upon the factory for orders, to have

the Columbia fitted with larger tires than the

regular stock, IJ inch, and these I am
riding at present. They are Hartfords No.

80, and lively, resilient tires they are. But

they are too small for road use, and this also

I believe to be one of the features of the pres-

ent season which will find a reaction. Certainly

for my own use I would select nothing smaller

than If tires. Machine and rider alike de-

serve all the resiliency which compressed air

can supply, both for comfort and safety.

Thread fabric tires of some sort should be

used on the high-grade wheel, by the high-

grade rider. One pair which I tested very

thoroughly, and which gave great satisfaction,

were made by the Fisk Rubber Co., after im-

provements devised by Dr. Woodward, well

known through his long connection with the

Overman Wheel Co., and who is an authority

on tires as well as other matters mechanical

connected with the bicycle. But I am free to

confess that the ordinary woven fabric tires

run heavy and hard. The rhythm of peddling,

as required and acquired on the chainless,

needs a noticeably quick response in the

resilience of the point of contact of the wheels

with the ground. Why this should be so I

do not know, but it is a point which might

perhaps be further inye5ti.g3ted by experi-

mentalists, Ariel.

Itumorous Oregonian Corroboration of the Fact that

People Will Not Do Without

Bicycles.

People will buy luxuries, though they have

holes in their shoes. If you don't believe it,

read what the "Independent," of Salem, Ore.,

has to say albout it:

"It is a fearful condition of affairs. A mer-
chant went out some days ago to collect a

small bill of $1.75, for which he had been

dunning the debtor for a long time, and when
he reached the house he found the door barri-

caded by three new bicycles.

"A man in the country became bankrupt

not long ago, and among his assets were two
'97 Columbias, a Rambler and a Crescent.

"About ten days ago a very poor team was
seen hauling an old wagon through the streets.

They seemed to be pulling hard, for they

evidently had not tasted oats for a month.
The boys who were standing on the adjoin-

ing block began counting the horses' ribs.

There arose a dispute as to the number, so

they went over to the wagon to see who was
right, and they discovered that the wagon was
loaded with two wheels of last year's make
which had been brought in for repairs, and
one new Stearns (chainless). The old man
will be able to give his horses a rest on his

return by running his bicycles in their stead.

"A man not a hundred miles from Salem
complained that the taxes were so high this

year that he could not pay them. After a

long struggle, he succeeded in borrowing the

money required, and then rode up to the

sheriff's office on a $75 bicycle to pay them
over and take a receipt.

"We know several gentleman in Salem who
have houses to rent, and they own no bicycles.

We know several of his renters. They are

poor men, and only get work a day now and

then. They have great difificulty in raising

their rent. But they all own bicycles, and

spend a good deal of their time riding round

and seeing the sights.

"And thus it goes. To cut our story short,

the only persons who are unable to own
bicycles are the editors, and even one of those

has succeeded, by some means, in gaining

possession of a chainless. Just how he has

done so, we have been unable to learn. A
committee of newspaper men will wait upon

him some day in the near future and compel

him to divulge the secret."

Boys Will Be Boys.

On the deck of a ship lying at a South street

wharf appeared a boy's bicycle that evidently

was in use. It seemed at first a curious thing

to see on the deck of a ship, but the simple

fact was that it belonged to the captain's son,

a boy of six years, who sails with his father

whenever his mother does, and who has made
numerous long voyages, including two trips

around the world, having begun going to sea

when he was a year and a half old. This bi-

cycle was bought when the ship was in Buenos

Ayres. in South America. The boy rides it

around on deck in fair weather when the ship

is at sea, just as a boy would ride a bicycle

ashore. The ship, of course, heels over some

with the wind, but in fair weather not so much
but that he can ride, and wheeling up to the

windward on the deck of the ship isn't a much
harder task than wheeling up a hilly street on

the land would be.
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TAX PLATES.

tlow They Are Paid For, Used, Lost, Stolen and

Generally Troublesome to the Poor frenchman

Who Is Compelled to Use Them.

Paris, June 1.—The past week will be long

remembered by many thousands of cyclists

who have had to put up with no end of trouble

and annoyance, to say nothing of loss oi time

and temper, through the application of the

new law with respect to the tax on bicycles.

Up to the present all classes of cycles have

had to pay a uniform tax of 10 francs a year,

but it was found that a good many people

managed to evade the law. The cyclists car-

ried on an agitation in favor of getting the

tax reduced, and argued that by imposing a

smaller sum the difference would be more
than made up for by the fact that every wheel-

er would pay the tax. Not only would there

be no more abstentions, but cycling would be

encouraged, and the revenue to the State from

this course would become larger every year.

The government fell in with this view. It re-

duced the tax to 6 francs for bicycles, 12

francs for tandems, and 6 francs for every ad-

ditional seat on multicycles. As it was neces-

sary that' no one should avoid paying the

State imagined the ingenious device of com-
pelling cyclists to carry plates on their ma-
chines, which plates would fee given as re-

ceipt for the tax.

The system would probably have worked
out all right if it had not been for the incur-

able habit of the State departments making
the application of the simplest idea as intricate

as possible. They hedged round the plate

with all sorts of rules and regulations and re-

strictions until the average cyclist found him-

self in a perfect muddle, and even the em-

ployes themselves, who had to receive the

taxes and distribute the plates, did not know
what they were doing. Divested of its in-

numerable clauses, filling up 55 closely print-

ed pages, the law was simple enough. It

came into force on January 1, when everyone

who bad not previously declared their ma-
chines were required to do so, while those

who had made the declaration in previous

years had merely to wait for the official notice

advising them of the tax, when they would

pay it, and receive the plate. This is simple

enough in all conscience, and yet the 55 pages

of law have landed thousands of cyclists in

trouble.

Here is an example: We have a tandem

that was declared. last year when the tax was

the same on all classes of cycles. Having
thus, as we thought, complied with the law,

we waited for the official information that the

tax was due. On going to pay 12 francs for

the machine we were ruled out of order. Our
declaration was for a "velocipede," which was

equivalent to a single machine, and we were

ordered to declare a tandem. This was done,

with the result that half a day was lost. On
returning we were informed that we should

have to pay double tax—that is to say 24

francs—as a fine for the non-declaration of

the tandem at the beginning of the year, as

well as the tax on a bicycle for the three

months already expired, thus bringing up the

total to 30 francs. This is an example of

what has happened to many a cyclist who was

unable to grasp the subtleties of the new law.

The owner of a bicycle has certainly four

francs taken off his tax, but he has lost con-

siderably more than this in time uselessly lost

and very often in fines which he could not

have foreseen.

Another objection to the plate is that it may
be easily lost, and in that event the cyclist

will have to immediately replace it by paying

the tax over again. The plate is in white

metal, with the date of the year stamped on

it. It is oval in form, and its narrowest di-

ameter is about an inch. At each side there

is a metal strip with a slit at the end. An-
other strip of metal is supplied with the plate.

This plate is tent round the head tube, and

the metal strip is passed through the slits

and bent over to secure it in position. The
plate is not obtrusive or unsightly, and in fact

is not more conspicuous than a maker's trans-

fer. The difficulty, however, lies in the fact

that it can be so easily stolen, and there is

certainly a great temptation for this kind of

pilfering, as a cyclist can very well get out of

declaring his machine and escape the law by

annexing somebody's plate. There are so

many contemptible cads about that this fear

must always be a slight source of worry to

cyclists who may be obliged to leave their

wheels out of sight for a little while. This

could very well be avoided if every man who
paid the tax was credited with it on the books
as well as being given the plate, but this ar-

rangement is much too simple for the officials

of the State departments. Had some such

precaution been taken it would have given

satisfaction to cyclists who, as it is, are thor-

oughly discontented with the law which they

had thought would diminish their burdens

rather than add thereto.

PLAI^ "PLLOOER BILL."

Here Is an Endorsement.

Eulogies of the bicycle are common enough,

but such praise as the steel steed received

from the 'Secretary of the iNavy, in a speech

delivered this week before the assembled Uni-

tarians of New England, has been heard rarely

indeed. "I used to fear," said Mr. Long, "that

with these extravagant and exaggerated for-

tunes, these accumulations of great wealth,

there might come some sharp violence be-

tween the rich and the poor. . But how does

that difference between the rich and poor man-
ifest itself? What is the one symbol that used

to mark the poor man from the rich man?
I have sometimes thought it was summed up
in just this one fact—that the rich man could

ride while the poor man was forced to go
afoot."

Then came the astonishing part of the

speech: "That whole danger has been entirely

dissipated. Not by teachings of the Church,

not by any new theology, not even by the

sweet persuasion of religion, but by the in-

vention of a man \yho ought to have a monu-
ment erected to him as much as the man who
discovered ether, or Martin Luther—by the

invention of the man who invented the bicy-

cle. The bicycle is the great safety of modern
days. The man who owns a bicycle rides his

own steed. He throws his dust in the. face of

the man in the carriage, so that it is no longer

pleasant to ride our country roads in a coach

and four."

To Push the Searchlight.

Will R. Pitman has gone into the land of

Connecticut to illuminate the dark places

with the Searchlight. His trip is due to the

passage of the Connecticut lamp law, which

went into effect June 1.

They Think a Lot of tlim Out in Australia-

Other News from the Anti-

podes.

'Melbourne, May 5.—Plugger Bill Martin

was the recipient of an enthusiastic welcome
on his reappearance at the Exhibition Oval

on April 15. As he wheeled around the path

for a preliminary spin the clapping was con-

tinuous. The plaudits were redoubled when
he won the first event he contested—a heat

of a scratch mile—and as there was a paid

pacemaker in this heat, the time registe»-ed

was 2.14.

(Martin was not suited to the machine he

used, "having received it the day before, and

he stated that the cranks (6f) were too short,

the gear too high (106), and that the tires

were too small (IJ). Still, he made a credita-

ble showing, and won his heat of the "St.

Vincent's Fair," a two-mile event, with con-

suminate skill and judgment. He was not

quite so successful in the evening, when the

finals were run. Walne beat him by four

inches in the scratch race, while in the two
miles he failed to come up to the front divis-

ion, who paced alternately and kept the pace

uncommonly fast.

On the 21st he did some excellent racing,

'but did not score much. On the following

day, while contesting the final of a half-mile

handicap, he attempted to get past, 'but the

field opened out and ran him into an iron

picket fence. He would have just about have

won. He. fell with terrific force—the half be-

ing carved out in 59 2-5 seconds.

This, of course, laid him out, and so 'badly

was he shaken and bruised that it was with

the greatest pain that the doctors were en-

abled to make an examination. For the first

few days it was feared that at least three of

his ribs were fractured close to the spinal

column, and it was not until five days after

the accident that the doctors were positive as

to the extent of the injury.

Luckily for William no bones were broken,

and he has now gone on with his negotiation

with Don Walker, one of our lightning

sprinters, for a series of races—a test match

—

of one, five and three miles, and run in that

order. This takes place May 20.

Without a doubt .Martin is a wonderful

rider. Only si.x days off shipboard, he can

run to within four inches of our best man
(beating all others), who had saved himself

for this event, whereas Martin had not.

Thousands of people went to the races mere-

ly to see him ride, and I doubt not, if a good
day is encountered, there ought to be a

bumper attendance when he meets Walker.

'On May 6, just a fortnight after his ugly

fall, Martin was racing again. He ran well

in the heat, securing second place, but did

not score in the final. He says he is not free

from pain, and is afraid to knock off riding

for fear of becoming stiff. He hopes to wear

it off.

iBarring one or two, the Victorian cracks

have migrated to West Australia, and are

competing in whatever races .may come on,

but more especially, later on, in those they

will, as a syndicate, inaugurate.

During the past year or two there has been

a decided lull in the interest taken in club

matters. Most riders seemed to ha^ve for-

gotten entirely the existence of clubs, let

alone the one to which they may belong.
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There seems to be a renewed interest on the

approach of winter. Runs are being better

attended, and several clubs are looking out

suitable rooms wherewith to establish them-

selves, now that the League have decided to

relinquish their present too commodious
premises.

Our path racing season is now almost over,

and we are entering upon the winter or road-

racing period. But there won't be much
road racing. The police are against it, and

the governing body will discountenance it.

There is considerable more road riding done
in the fall and winter than there is in the

summer. This is a grand climate for the

wheel.

In the Glad Springtime.

An Iowa editor puts it thusly: "There is a

grand opening in Cedar Rapids for a balloon

livery where the people would be enabled to

hire means of conveyance that would allow

them to travel without fear of fool bicycle

riders and fooler drivers, dt will soon be

that the life insurance rates for a man who
is so ill that he is unable to leave his house

will be cheaper than for a man in good health

and who exposes himself to great risk in

traveling across or along the avenues."

Gone with fisl<.

H. T. Dunn, formerly superintendent of

agencies of the Overman Wheel Co., has taken

charge of the sales department of the Fisk

Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.

I

•as-

STYLE B.

I
:

I

GENUINE BROWN SADDLES, I

Absolutely Correct.

Hand Plade.

Best Material.

Finest Workmanship.

FREE BOOKLET MAILED
ON APPLICATION.

THE BROWN SADDLE COMPANY,
ELYRIA, OHIO.

:
:

t

:
:

<»»Kindly mention The Wheel.
STYLE G.

LIKE A THING

—OF LIFE—
That's the way the COLUMBIA BEVEL-

GEAR CHAINLESS BICYCLE moves. From

pedal to driving wheel there is no interruption

in the transmission of power.

The operation of the machine is positive.

Each part of the driving mechanism is fixed in its

place, all parts move together and there is no

back-lash—no straining, wear or less of power in

bringing the different parts consecutively into

action.

The rider expends no strength without com-

pensation. Every ounce of muscular force ex-

erted is utilized in the propulsion of the machine.

Price, $60 to $75.

Columbia, Hartford and Vedette Chain Wheels, $25 to $50.

POPE MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

f yETNA Combination Bicycle Parcel-Carrier and Mud-Guard.
EASILY attached to any bicycle. This device is so arranged as to be quickly adjusted to large or small packages weighing from ONE TO
FIFTY POUNDS, HOLDINt} SAME SECURELY. The Carrier is made of cold-rolled steel, nicely nickeled, weighing less than one pound.

<

<

CO

Special Rates to Jobbers, \7rite at once.

/ETNA MFG. CO.,
225 Dearborn St., Chicago.

When not in use as a Carrier, it serves a
as a perfect Mod-Guard, •

Price, $10.80 per Dozen. |
I——9—•9999999999i>—m———————

•
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THEY LAST LONGER NOW.

Racing Men Show the Advantages of Improved Ma-r

chines and Ideas—Why and Wherefore of It All.

•-.*••>. ti.>..t..»-#->^

FEW, perhaps, have ever stopped to con-

sider the present day racing men from

one point of view. Few, perhaps, have ever

stopped to figure upon the shortness of time

these men have to remain before the pubUc.

Few ponder upon the life of a racing man, the

length of his career upon the path. In the

racing field the stars come and go. They
appear and disappear with regularity. There

are always just about so many who may be

considered top-notchers, and the number be-

ing equal all the time, old faces are forgotten

in the enthusiasm of the moment and the

world moves on.

Nine men stand to-day as in the first class.

These are lE. C. Bald, Buffalo; Arthur Gardi-

ner, Chicago; Tom Cooper, Detroit; Earl

Kiser, Dayton; Floyd A. 'McFarland, San

Jose, Cal. ; Orlando Stevens, Ottumwa, la.;

Howard Freeman, Portland, Ore.; Owen
Kimble, Louisville, Ky., and Hardy Down-
ing, San Jose, Cal. The tenth man, to make
the half score, is Major Taylor, the dusky

whirlwind. Of the nine men all have been

before the public at least four years; some
five, some six, and others seven, and yet all

count upon an active season in France in

1900, with a trip round the world following

the international races there, and a career

upon the path in America in 1901. From
nine to eleven years of their lives will be

spent upon the racing path by these men, yet

back in the early nineties a career of three to

four years was considered about the limit

for any racing man while at his best.

The return of Zimmerman to active com-
petition, after nine years' elapsed time from

the date of his flash into great .prominence

when he defeated Windle so sensationally at

Peoria in '90, brought the thought of the dif-

ference between the two ages of riders, those

of the 'days of Zimmerman in the early nine-

ties and those of the late-day riders. Zimmer-
man, Banker and .Martin are exceptions to

the old-time rule. Tyler, -George Taylor,

Hoyland Smith, Willie Windle, Pye Bliss,

Mike Dirnberger, Walter Sanger, Lonnie

Warren, all were men who stayed with the

fiont bunch for from three to four years and

then retired to give way for faster men.

Banker and Martin are to-day relics of the

old days, and their ability seems in no way
diminished. The probable success of Zim-
merman is cause for speculation, and should

he get back to shape, he forms another ex-

ception.

The nine stars of to-day are men who will

probably be racing well into the twentieth

century, and why. The reason is not so far

away. They have taken better care of them-

selves, true, than did the old-time riders, but

that is -only part. The wheel and tires form
an easier running combination, and that is

a great deal. Old-timers of the late eighties and

early nineties jolted and jarred along on the

old bone shakers and gave up the game ivhen

the modern wheels came into prominence with

the later trained men who had not gone

through the treadmill action on the old-time

wheels. Van Sicklen, Charlie Thorne, Tom
Roe, George Barrett, Will Thorne, George

Thorne, Edward Thorne, HerbieGithens, Ar-

thur Lumsden, Will Banker, Arthur Banker,

all will recall the old-time machines and their

superior wearing qualities, not wearing upon

the heavy, cumbersome machine, but wearing

upon the rider.

Riders of to-day who make a profession of

racing upon a wheel, as few of the old-timers

mentioned did not, train themselves the year

round, preparing themselves during the win-

ter months for the next seasun, and attending

to racing and racing only as a means of liveli-

hood while they last upon the path. Old-timers

had business cares of some sort or other, and

combined business in private life with their

cycle racing in public life, a combination

which would probably shorten the career of

the late-day men just as it did of the old-

timers, were they to try it.

There is an old maxim, "What's worth do-

ing at all is worth doing well," and the racing

imen of to-day who 'become prominent do

one thing and that one only; slave in their

profession, save their money and retire to

start anew in business after a lapse of many
years.

Few plan to enter business life at the close

of a season's circuit. Many plan for a quiet

winter at home, others plan for a trip to some
warmer country where they may race oc-

casionally to gain the wherewithal for the

expenses of the trip, and others travel, hunt,

fish and have a pleasant time.

Wherever it is they are constantly planning

upon the next race, constantly preparing the

system for the hard campaigning of a season,

and so it is that when another season rolls

around the training camps show a dozen or

more stars riding in record time almost at the

outset of their work. Training camps of old

were long and tedious afifairs. The riders had

had a good time all winter, were heavy and

as far out of shape as it was possible to go.

Then it took a long time to whip them back

into condition, and the hard work may have

told. Training camps of to-day are short

affairs. The 'men enter them in good physical

condition, nearly down to weight, and ready

for sprinting at the close of a couple of weeks'

hard work. They have prepared their sys-

tems for hard work, kept down their weight

by exercise, and so are prepared to stand

the strain of a siege of work and go into com-

petition. Their thoughts all the winter

through have been of another season, their

habits all the winter through have not been

so very different than they were during the

racing season: their stomachs have not been

disarranged by the consumption of a lot of

rich food stufifs. by drink, or carousing, and

therefore they find little difTiculty in gaining

speed and staying qualities. Their powers

have been conserved for another season; their

strength has not been wasted by the grind of

daily work, and so they are full of life and

ginger right at the very outset of the game.

All this is different from the old-time days,

when .riders worked through the winter days,

caroused through the winter nights, added to

their girth, and in the spring entered training

to reduce all this. Requirements each year

are tor more speed than the former season,

for harder sprints than formerly, for shorter,

sharper strains, all of which the racer's con-

stitution must be prepared to endure. That

these requirements are met is shown by the

work of the men of to-day. Fournier says

that a champion in France seldom lasts lon-

ger than six months. He says, with an ex-

pressive shrug of the shoulders, "Too much
wine, too .much women, too much good time

all the time."

'Chances in foreign countries lo win the big

money has aroused American riders to an

efifort to organize a party, consisting of all

stars, which party is planned to start for

France in February, spend the spring there

in becoming acclimated, race in France during

the season of the great Exposition, then off

for a trip around the world. Algiers, Egypt,

South Africa and Australia are included in

the plans, with a return through 'California

in the spring of 1901. The stars are all in-

terested in this trip, and propose to select a

treasurer, form a sinking fund of several

thousand dollars and make the trip, come what

may. Of the men who will probably be with

the party, Gardiner started his racing career

in '94; Bald in '91, being first known among
the more prominent men in '93; Cooper in

'93, when he won his novice race; Kiser in

'93, as a road rider; Downing and Freeman

in '95; Kimble in '94; McFarland in '94, and

Stevens in '95.

Since starting racing none of these men
have been regularly employed in a position

during the winter 'months. McFarland has

gained his success through constantly ham-

mering at it. He is not a natural rider, but

a made rider. Gardiner has taken his winters

for enjoyment of an outdoor character. He
has a hunting lodge at Fox Lake. 111., and

there he may be found the winter through,

hunting, fishing and engaged in outdoor ex-

ercise. His careful habits of the past winter

enabled him to round into condition for win-

ning races in ten days after he reached the

East this spring. Downing owns a fruit ranch

in Santa Clara County, Cal., and has a for-ce

of men to work it. He attends to the ranch

affairs and takes the best care of himself.

Stevens spends his winters at the home of

McFarland in 'California, and is about to

marry and settle down there in charge of a

large fruit ranch, or will do so when he

finishes racing. Cooper has invested his money
in stocks, and has grown independently rich.

He spends the winter looking after his busi-

ness interests and after his condition. 'Cooper

does much work in a gymnasium. Kiser is

a great home body, and lives with his parents

at Dayton during the winter. His past winter

was devoted to relieving himself of malaria,

which he contracted early last year, just as

was Cooper's winter spent in clearing his

blood of the poison which 'brought the ter-

rible affliction of boils for the past two sea-

sons, blunting his career at its most success-

ful fioint. Bald spent his winter in traveling

with Tod Sloan, 'but did not go to the ex-

cesses claimed of him. Bald came out this

spring in finer condition than he has done

for sofne years. Freeman did do some work,

inasmljch as he traveled on the road for the
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Pope Mfg. Co. But he took very good care

of liis physical condition, and rounded into

condition quickly. Kimble stayed quietly at

home and prepared himself through gymnastic

work.

Devoting all their time to cycle racing as

they do, these racing men all have their

future mapped out for them, and intend to

enter business in one field or another, just

as soon as the time shall come when they are

unable to earn a good thing on the cycle

path. McFarland and -Stevens will open

branch stores for the firm for which they ride

in a number of eastern cities. Cooper will

set up as a capitalist, with perhaps a $100,000

account to start with, as his investments are

constantly mounting up. Gardiner will enter

into the same line of business as his father.

Kiser will be with iCooper, in all probability,

in the stock business, as he also has consid-

erable invested. Downing and Stevens will

be in charge of their ranches during the

winter months. Freeman is an artist of rare

ability, and has excellent chances on a num-
ber of daily papers as a cartoonist. He onee

worked on the "New York Journal." Kim-
ble has a trade which he will follow.

Looks Blue for Springfield.

No cycle racing is likely to be held on

Hampden park this season, in spite of rumors

to the contrary. A few members of the

Springfield club are talking tournament, but

most of the club men feel that this is no sea-

son for races. They say they propose to wait

until they are assured people want more rac-

ing and will support it before they plan an-

other tournament. It is, oi course, possible

that the track may fee leased by out-of-town

parties, who will run a tournament. The
track belongs to the Hampden Park Associa-

tion, in spite of the fact that the bicycle club

built it, and the park owners could lease the

track to whoever they chose. It would not

take much work to put the track in good con-

dition, and before the season is out there may
be races there, though it is not very likely.

No Outlaws in Europe.

London, June 8.—The banquet of the In-

ternational Touring Association was held at

the Hotel Cecil last night.

In reply to a toast, T. J. Keenan, Jr., presi-

dent of the League of American Wheelmen,

urged foreign wheelmen to visit America, and

assured them that there had been a great im-

provement in American roads during the past

decade.

Henry Sturmey, secretary of the Interna-

tional Association, assured Mr. Keenan that

no American racing men will be recognized

in 'Europe unless bearing L. A. W. creden-

tials.

The association has decided to meet in

Paris in 1900, when the admittance of auto-

mobilists to membership will be considered.

They Ride on Sleds.

Conceive the unhappiness of T. C. Jones, an

American, with an American's love for bi-

cycles and other good things of the world,

serving his country as consul at Funchal, on

the Island of Madura. He writes: "No bi-

cycles used here. No roads. We ride in

sleds, drawn by oxen or donkeys, and walk.

The island is mountainous. The streets are

narrow, crooked and paved with small stones.

Visitors sometimes bring bicycles, but they

are rarely unpacked."

A Well-Known Cycling

Everybody who pretends to be "up" in cy-

cling matters knows F. E. Spooner—^"On-

the-spot" Spooner—the man who puts racing

news and rumors into print. A good many
people know Howard E. Freeman, the racing

nian from Oregon. And probably you have

heard of the training quarters at Fountain
Ferry track, in Kentucky. You have the

scenario, now for the harrowing details.

Freeman is a cartoonist as well as a dis-

penser of speed, and he has here attempted

something full of allegorical significance.

Spooner occupied an apartment at Fountain

Ferry, which was much visited by the men
while training. Although iSpooner and verac-

ity are synonymous, in the matter of date-lines

and general accuracy, his Fountain Ferry

apartment came into such repute among the

racing men that Freeman wrote upon his pen
sketch the title, "In the Hop Room." Ob-
serve, upon the wall, further calumny in the

Ctiaracter Cartooned

long, according as you look high or low, the

'N. C. A.

The geographical nebulae and the house
boat discernible in the smoke is another pure-

ly allegorical representation, which is taken

seriously, however, by Spooner himself. The
house boat means the life on the ocean wave,
and the rest a tour around the world, re-

porting racing events as they may, do or

should occur. It is a trip Spooner hopes to

take some day, next year, by and by, and
those who know him sympathize. The date-

line possibilities of the idea are illimitable.

The vast size of mosquitoes and other ani-

mals of the Great Northwest is notorious.

The beast in the foreground, trying to solve

the allegory, is an Oregonian frog.

Butler Bests the Major.

Westboro, Mass., June 10.—Tom Butler

rode a mile at the Worcester Wheelmen's

>
A SPOONERIAN ALLEGORY.

representation of a bottle of the essence oi

poppy, and of a Hop Sing smoke-producer.

The significance of the pills and needles has

not been made plain, but presumably Spooner

now and then encloses a capsule or two with

his story to the editor, to facilitate its diges-

tion, while the needles may be used to test

the non-deflatability of others.

The cigar, its reinforcements and its size,

could not well be omitted. Spooner smokes

as long as he works, and there are those who
say he never does anything else.

More allegory is to be found in the juxta-

position of Spooner and the chair-racing at-

titude.

The ill-prOiportioned chap holding up the

cigar, the individual with sadly compressed

legs and lean, reaching, hungry-looking

arms, is intended to represent the organiza-

tion, which is now the means through which

Spooner derives his wherewithal; in short, or

races to-day in 7 minutes and 40 seconds. It

was the first heat of his match with "Major"
Taylor. Butler zigzagged, shot ahead and
stopped alternately in the endeavor to make
Taylor go ahead. At 200 yards he jumped
suddenly, got two rods lead, and Taylor could

not quite close the gap before the wire. In

the second heat J. J. Casey paced them. But-

ler cleared the pacemaker first in the sprint

and fairly outrode Taylor, winning by a

length. Other heats will come ofif at other

state meetings, and the winner will be sent to

the Montreal meet at the expense of the

Massachusetts L. A. W.

Tells the Whole Story.

Mr. Charles McCutchen, Ute of the Amer-
ican Saddle Co., becomes general manager

of the Acme Mfg. Co., Readmg, Pa., on July

1, Any further comment is superfluous.
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62 5,94.9. ACETYLENE-GAS GENERATOR. WiLUAM M. Gil-

bert, Waterbury, Conn., aeslgnor to George H. Clowes, same place.

Filed Mar. 14, 1898. Senal No, 673.754. (No modeL)

6Q6 525. BICYCLE DRIVINO-QEAR. JoHHbBOUOH, Manchester.

Conn. FUed" Jan. 14. -1898. Serial No. 666,667. (No model)
626,550.

Aug. 2. 1898.

VALVE. Qeoboe W. Mowry, Roobester, N. Y,

Senai No. 687,551. (No model)

CItivn.— 1. The combination with the top portion 4 of an acctj-

Icne-lamp. of the chamber 1 detachablj secured thereto and having

the conical bottom 7 whereby the height of said chamber increases

from its center to its outer odge, the angle of inclination of said con-

ical bottom being greater near its apex, a water-reservoir connected

with said top portion by a single pipe connectiou leading from said

reservoir nearly to the apex of said conical bottom, and a valve lo-

cated in said pipe connection adjacent to said water reservoir fot

governing the passage of water therethrough, substantially as de-

scribed,

6 2 6,396. SPRING SEAT-POST. Joseph N. Smith, Detroit. Mich.
Filed June 23. 1897. Serial No. 641.970 (No model)

Claim.— 1. A rectangular-shaped seat-post provided with two

guideways and yielding means of support, in combination with cylin-

drical friction-rollers journaled upon bolts, said bolts having nut?

and heads adapted to bear against the outer faces of the guideways,

so as to compensate for wear between the seat-post and the guide-

tvays, substantially as descrjbsd

6 2 6,440. HOTOR-BICYCLE. Joseph F. Radees, New York,

N. Y., assignor, lay direct and mesne assignments, of one-half to Ed-

ward N. Dlckerson, same place. Filed Feb. 17, 1896. Serial No
679,685. (No model)

CTaim.— 1. The combination with the pedal crank-shaft of a bi-
cycle, or similar vehicle, of an engine, comprising a number of cyl-
inders. mechanically connected to said shaft for propelling or assiBting
in the propulsion of the bicycle, a storage-reservoir mounted upon
Jie bicycle, pipes or paasage-ways connecting said engine with said
reservoir, and a valve interposed in said pipes or passage-ways for
connecting the same in different relations to each other, whereby at
the will of the rider, the said engine may be used as such to operate
the pedal crank-shatl, or the said cylinders may be converted into
compressors for storing air in said reservoir, said valve also operat-
ing to render oue.or more of these compressor-cylinders inoperative,
substantially as specified.

Claim.— In a safety-bicycle, the combination of a frame pro-

vided with a pivot pin or bolt at the hanger and a series of ears or

bearing projections on the lower end of the seat^post and front cnA

of one of the back-fork stays thereof, a rear-wheel a.^le carrying a

pinion, drive-gear meshing with the pinion and mounted on a spindle

projecting from said back-fork stay, a pedal-lever adapted to be piv-

oted to the pivot-pin or either one of the said ears or bearing pro-

jections and carrying a pedal at its rear end, and a crank-arm con-

necting the rear end of the pedal and drive-gear, substantially as de-

scribed.

tD>^6,194. BACK-PEDALING BRAKE. WlLUAM H. AaoERDlCE,

U. S. Navy, Piled Dec. 7. 1896. Serial No, 614,816. (No model)

Cfaim.^l. A brake mechanism consisting of two rotating mov-

able parts concentric with each other and normally rotating together

but capable of a limited rotary motion relative to each other, a fixed

part concentric with said rotating movable parts, a brake-shoe car-

ried by that one of the said rotating parts nearest to said fixed part

aud rotating therewith and normally out of contact with said fixed

part, a spring carriedby said rotating part nearest to said fixed part,

a cam secured to or integral with that one of the said rotating parts

farthest from said fi.-ced part and rotating therewith, a forked sleeve

transmitting motion' from the rotary part farthest from said fiied

part to the rotary parts nearest to said fixed part, suitably-arranged

surfaces on said cam and on that side of said brake-shoe farthest

from said fixed part whereby when a limited rotary motion relative

to each, other is given to- said rotating parts said surfaces will act

upon each other in such manner that said brake-shoe will be pressed

against said fixed part in opposition to the tension of said spring,

substantially as described.

62 6,656. BICYCLE-LOCK. Charles A Halu Denver, Colo., as-

signor of one-third to Frank A Pettee, same place. Filed Nov, 25,

1898. Serial No, 697,340, (No model)

Claim.— 1. A valve for a pneumatic tire having an enlarged end

or head consisting of a screw adapted to pass through a hole in the

tire of less diameter than that of said screw, substantially as set forth.

626,165. BICYCLE PEDAL Loots C. Howaed, Grand Kapida,

MIclL FUed Feb. li, 1898. Serial No. 669.959. (No model)

Cluim.— \. In a toe-clip for bicycle-pedals, bodies slidingly se-

cured to the faces of the pedal-plates, longitudinal depressions in said

bodies, forming guides for holding them in alinemeot with each other

aud with the pedal, arms projecting out from said bodies, a support-

ing-web upon said arms, aud clips at the ends of said arms, substan-

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

626,257. VARIABLE GEAR FOR BICYCLES. Alfred L, Wh
PLE, Lisbon, N. D. Filed Mar. 3, 1898. Serial No, 672,6 la (Nomodf

Cfinvi.—lh^ combination in a bicycle, of the backstays and forks,
the seat-post tube and the rear axle with the lougitudinally-grooved
hub loosely mounted on said axle, the clutcb-bars sliding in said
grooves, the collars connecting said bars, the sprocket-wheels loosely
mounted on said axle and formed with clutch-lugs on their inner faces,
the clntch-levers fulcrumed on said backstays, and having their lower
ends engaging said collars, and their upper ends terminating in par-
allel arms, a cap encompassing said arms, a spring-actuated sleeve
encompassing said cap, a locking-slot in its head, and a transverse
hood fixed to said seat-post tube and encompassing said .sleeve

626,295. MOTOR ATTACHMENT FOR BICYCLES. Edward J
Pehhihotoh, Walton-upon-Thames, England. Filed Dec, 30, 1897. Se-

rial No. 664,734 (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a bicycle-lock the combination with a crank-shaft,

provided with a metal disk having notches, of a rod located in one

of the frame-bars and provided with a bolt at its lower extremity,

adapted to enter a notch of the disk, a lock-case inserted in the

frame-bar, a slidable plate located in said case and provided with a

cogged rack, a pinion engaging the rack and provided with a crank

with which the upper extremity of the rod is connected and suitable

means for actuating the rack -plate, whereby the -rod and locking-

bolt are actuated for the purpose set forth.

Claim.— 1. The combination with a bicycle, of a motor, a frame

carrying the motor and fastened to the steering-frame of the bicycle,

and mcaoB for driving the steering-wheel &om the motor, snbstau-
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636,883. BICYCLE REPAIR-UNK. Joan C. Jbnkins, Toronto,
Canada, assignor to Albert Barton Crosby, same place. Filed Feb. 16
1899. Serial No. 705,723. (No model)

Claim.—In repair-links for bicycle-chaias. the combination of
r wo of the repair-lioks compriBiDg the bent piece of apring-steel bav-
inp the hinge 3, and the flat yoke 2, with the connecting-link hav-
ing the slot 9, substantially an described.

626,633. 6ICTCLEHANDL&BARGIUPCLAUP. JahbsKRob-
Uratffl, CWcago, IlL FUed June 20, 1898. Serial No. 683,970. (No

model)

ing

Claim.— A detachable bicycle handle-bar grip, provided with an

ex[)andiDg cylinder, a cone fitting within the same, a screw running

through the outer end of the grip Into the cone, and a metallic washer

Interposed between the end of the cylinder and that of the grip, said

washer being provided with sharp projectionc extending in opposite

directions parallel or approximately so, with the axis of the grip,

whereby, when the screw is tightened, said projections may engage

both the cylinder and grip and lock the two together, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth *

6 2 6,3 '2 4. ACETYLENE-GAS GENERATOR AND LAMP. Charles

K. Hardikq, Chicago, ni, assignor of one-half to Simon E Levy, same

plaoe. FUed Mar. 15, 1897. Serial No. 627,708, (No midei)

Claim.— 1. Ill ati acetylene-gas generator the coioblliation with

a water-chamber, and a generating-chainber below the water-cham-

ber, of a tube leading from the water-chamber to the generating-

chamber, the lower end of the tube being trapped and the walls of

the trap being of porous material.

636,643. DRIVING-GEAR FOR CYCLEa William E WAKfEB,
London. England. Filed July 8. 1898. Serial No. 685,387. (No model)

63 6,6j37. BICYCLE-LAMP. Ellsworth D. Middlkkaupf. Sao
Francisco, Cat. assignor of one-half to William B. Hall, Chicago. Ul
FUed May 21. 1898. Serial Na 681,295. (No model)

636,630. MAHtJALLY-PROPELLED VEHICLE. JambS, Lamar.
Qrovetown, Oa. FUed June 6. 1898. Serial Na 682,548. (No model)

Cfnirn.— 1. In a portable ctirclnc lamp, the combination, with a
suitable body or casing containing the batteries, of an electric lamp
connected, with said batteries and upon said casing, a circuitHiloaiiig

switch, and an automatic switch provided on the bottom of said cas-

ing to break the circuit between said lamp and said batteries, when
the device is set down, substantially as described,

636,368. COIN-CONTROLLED BICYCLE-PUMP. LewisS. Brown
Columbus. Ohio. Filed SepL 21, 1898. Serial No. 691,492. (No modeU
Claim.— 1. A coin-controlled bicycle-pump, comprising a ca-sing

a pump and its operating mechanism within the casing, said mechan-

ism including a rotating disk having a series of projections thereon,

a power-crank external the casing and connected with the pump-op-

erating mechanism, a lockiiig-lcvor adapted to normally lie between

adjacent projections on the disk to lock it, and coin-controlled means
for releasing the lever from the disk, substantially as described.

Claim.— 1. In a vehicle of the character described, the combina-

tion with the two loosely-mounted traction driving-wheels, and with

independent driving mechanisms therefor, of a foot-operated roller

device mounted adjacent to one of said wheels, and adapted to be

brought into contact with the ground to raise the said wheel off the

ground, substantially as specified.

0-^0,580. BICYCLE RUNNING ON RAILS. PRILIPPE WaQNKR.
Constantinople, Turkey. Filed Oct. 2i 1898. Serial No. 694,443. (No
model)

6'^ 6.3 94,
TON, Coventry,

model) ^

Cln,m.~\. In a mo or-vehicle, the Combination of the frame,
steering and driving wheeis journaled thereon, a motor attached to
the frame and connected to the driving-wheel by differential gear-
ing, seats for riders or passengei-s supported in the longitndinal cen-
ter of the frame, hollow foot-restsattached to the frame^and means

for carrying the exhaust from the engine to the hollow foot-rests,

substantially as set forth.

636,411. WHEEL FOR BICYCLES. David R C. Devine, Phila-

delphia, Pi, assignor of one-half to Isaac F. Hoffaer, same place. Filed

May 25, 1898. Serial No. 681.726. (No model)

Claim.— \. In a gear-driven cycle, the combination with the
crank-epindle, a gear-wheel thereon, the driving-wheel spindle, the
driviog-wheel loose thereon, a gear-wheel on the hub of said driving-
wheel, a transmittiog-shaft, a gear-wheel at each end thereof, said Ciaim.—A wheel having inner and outer rings, springs rigidly se-

gear-wheele gearing with the wheels on the crank-spindle and driv- cured at their crownsto one of setd ring.s and having slots near their

wg-wheel respectively
; of a tubular bearing provided near each end ends, the ends of two adjacent springs overlapping, and headed bolts

with two radial screw-threaded etuds, two forked brackets each hav- passed through said slots into the other ring, said bolts permitting
ing slotted Jugs at right angles to their bodies for the reception of said slotted ends to slide on each other and their heads preventing
the aforesaid studs and suitable nute on *iid studs, iubstantially as said ends from springing toward the opposite" ring,

and for the purpose set forth.

SELF-PROPELLED VEHICLE. Edwaed J. Pehhino-
England. FUed Oct 23, 1896. Serial No. 609,798. (No

Ctaim.:~\xi a bicycle running on a single rail, the Combination
vith the frame the movement trauamiasion devices and the wheels
iaviiig steel concave-sha|>ed rims; of a moving lever turning around
1 pivot and piovided at its back portion with a cross-bar to Support
the saddle and with a sliding bar for the guiding, and at iw fore por-
tion with a slot the pivot of front fork extending therethrough; a
pin secured to the upper tube of the frame and around which pivots
the preceding lever; a spring secured on the one hand to the fram£
and on the other hand to the moving lever to bring said lever back
into its normal positio.

i ; a pin secured to the upper tube of the front
fork and around which turns the handle bar; a handle-bar provided
with a socket to secure an operating-lever thereto, finally an oper-
ating-lever secured to the handle-bar socket and pivoted to the fore
end of the moving levei- to actuate the said lever, substantially as de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.-

636,339. BICYCLE-SUPPORT, Edward Lindstkom, Kenosha.

Wis., assignor of two-thirds to Gerald R McDowell and Anton Wiilff,

same place. Filed Aug. 31, 1898. Serial No. 689,930. (No model)

Clnim.—The combination with the saddle-post rod of a bicvcie-

trame, of a clamp adapted to be secured thereto, a tubular rod pro-

vided with a tubular cross-head at one end, a cross-bolt for holding

said chmpand cross-head together, said bolt having an eye therein,

and a key engaging a recess in the clamp, and a spring-actuated lock-

ing-bolt located within said tubular rod and adapted to engage in

:he eye of the cross-bolt at either side, substantially as described.

625,906. BICYCLE PROPULSION. James J. Stafford, Roches-

ter, N. Y. Filed Jan. ii 1899. Serial No. 702,175. (No model)

Claim.—A propulsion device for bicycles, comprising in combi-

nation the fixed axle, the stationary disk D secured thereto, the -hub

having an enlarged shouldered portion K^, the sprocket-disk K, with

central aperture fitted to rotate on said shouldered portion and bear-

ing against a rim thereon, the inner circumference of the sprocket-rim

of disk K rotating about and adjacent to the circumference of disk D,

the apertured disk N secured to the sprocket-rim of disk K, and hav-

ing a bearirtg at its center on the axle, the square frame E and pivots,

arried by said disk D, on which the frame is mounted, the gear-wheel

ii mounted to turn with the hub. the geared wheels F jourualcd on

the pivots at the corners of said frame and meshing with teeth on

the inner circumference of the sprocket-rim, the gear-wheels G mesh-

ing with wheels F and B, all as shown and described.
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Beauty of Being Properly Posted.

Seat-posts may not have much to do with

whining races, but a race could easily be lost

because of a broken seat-post, just the same.

Manager Pierrong, of the Standard Tool Co.,

Cleveland, was feeling jubilant the other day

when The Wheel man called, because he had

just discovered by looking over the last issue

of this paper that every win recorded for

the various makes of wheels in the various

Decoration 'Day road races had been captured

by machines which he figured were fitted with

Standard flush seat-posts. Of course, Mr.

Pierrong had no proof for the absolute accur-

acy of such a claim, but at the same time he

was not presuming too much when it is con-

sidered that over 300,000 of the best wheels

in the country have been equipped with his

company's seat-posts, and, of course, every-

one admits that the best wheels win races.

Speaking of fashions in bicycle accessories,

Mr. Pierrong claims that the Standard flush

post has wholly changed the fashion in all

other posts. Two years ago the large ma-

jority of posts were of the T variety, while

many others were direct. The forward L post

was almost unknown, or at least it was not liked

by the riders. To-day nine-tenths of the posts

used are of the forward L simply because the

Standard post was first made that way, and

because of its fine appearance it at once be-

came popular. iNow a T post is a drug on the

market and manufacturers who still have them

are cutting off the rear arm and using them

on cheap wheels for L posts.

Gathers No Moss as It Rolls Along.

Trumansburg, N. Y.. is a typical Central-

York-State town, on Lake Cayuga and the

Lehigh Valley road. More than any other

thing the town derives its cycle prestige from

the fact that the home of the Morse Chain

Co.—the famous Morse roller chain—is lo-

cated there. It is not likely that there is a

live cycle tradesman anywhere who has not

heard of the Morse chain; it is quite true, of

course, that there are many who have not

handled the famous friction killer, which is

explained by the Morse people as 'being partly

because everyone does not think the same as

every other one. Mainly, however, the thing

which prevents the Morse product not being

in universal use is that the price is enough

higher to cause many dealers to talk and sell

the ordinary cheap chain, while they are thor-

oughly aware of the unique qualities of the

Morse. Merit, however, always wins in the

long run, hence the Morse has many friends;

and that the number thereof has grown stead-

ily is equally true. The present season's

sales of the chain are far in excess of those of

'98, and the Morse folks state that they al-

ready see sufficient business, practically in

hand for 1900 to warrant them doubling the

present output of their plant.

Will Dust a Chain Off.

Bullock's automatic chain brush, manufac-

tured by the Automatic Chain Brush Co., of

10 iNorth Canal street, Chicago, is a novelty

which will prove a valuable accessory to the

wheel of any rider forced to use muddy or

dusty roads. The brush is attached to the

rear-stays and the advantage of it over other

similar contrivances is that the brush is double

and operates on both the upper and lower

surface of the chain at the same time. The

frame is of steel, not easily bent, ?nd the bru§h

is substantially made from bristles which will

not wear out readily. As the company tersely

says, "It does the business." There renlly does

seem to be no possibility of dust or mud be-

coming lodged on the chain. If desired the

brushes can be saturated with graphite or oil,

forming an ever-present lubricator. Retail

price is 50 cents.

Enameling Only at Even Prices.

H. S. Covey, manager of the Lozier retail

store in Cleveland, and L. E. Thomas, his

chief lieutenant, have organized the Covey &
Thomas Co. to do fine enameling for the,

trade. The Cleveland enamelers have been

indulging in a price cutting war during the

past few months and as a result it has been

almost impossible to secure satisfactory work

at any price. Becoming tired of indifferent

treatment, Mr. Covey, who- is a leading spirit

in the Cleveland Cycle Board of Trade, for-

mulated the above scheme. The prices of

the new firm are just high enough to come
out even and they have the assurance that the

Board of Trade members at least will give

them their patronage. Meanwhile the other

enamelers are sorry they indulged in a petty

squabble.

Rah! Rah! Y-A-L-E!

The evil of giving a dog a bad name has

passed into proverb; the wisdom of giving

a dog or anything else a good name needs

no bush. The Kirk Mfg. Co., of Toledo,

recognized this when they chose the name of

Yale for the bicycle they turn out. Not only

was the name good, but so was the wheel,

the consequence is that President and General

Manager Ezra E. Kirk finds himself enjoying

the heated term trying to keep cool, while at

the same time meeting the red-hot demand

for Yaies. If any man can do all of this, Mr.

Kirk is that particular individual.

New Game of Solitaire.

H. R. Pollow, of the Sanford & Pollow Co.,

Lake street, Chicago, was in New York dur-

ing the past week, pushing the Solitaire acety-

iene lamp, a clever, light, well-burning, com-

pact and rakish-looking little light giver. The

orders from Chicago riders alone average

over a thousand a week, showing what the

new comer is thought of at home. The Soli-

taire is not so well known in the East as it

deserves to be. There is an excellent oppor-

tunity in this Sanford & Pollow product for

some good, live. Eastern man to introduce

this lamp in local territories.

He Keeps Them in the Black Family.

Brick Kuhn is one of the Black Mfg. Co.

Tribune salesmen, whose smile and presence

is of medicinal value to the agent on a very

wet or cold day who is in need of a tonic.

Mr. Kuhn knows every inch of the Pacific

coast territory, ibut for the past few months

he has labored in the East
—

"to keep peace

in the family," as he expressed it. In other

words, his duty has been that of cheering

up agents who wanted wheels and couldn't

get them fast enough.

They Build for Jobbers.

The Carpenter & Weaver Mfg. Co., which

was recently incorporated at Cleveland, have

moved into a spacious factory on the Superior

street viaduct, that city? The new estab-

lishment is equipped with modern machinery

for bicvcle work of all kinds, They mak? a

specialty of frame building, nickeling and en-

ameling. Bicycles are built for jobbers in any

quantities.

All Balled Up.

An official of one of the concerns in ques-

tion says that the bicycle combination holds

options on the ball plants of the Cleveland Ma-
chine 'Screw Co., the Cleveland Ball & Screw

Co. and the Grant Ball Co., all of Cleveland,

and that if the deal goes through the Grant

factory is to be equipped with the machinery

of the three and utilized as ball-producer for

the trust.

Looking After Kirkpatrick's Interest.

Mr. Thomas J. Wetzel, representing Kirk-

patrick Saddle Co., Springfield, O., has been

in New York and the East lately, looking

after the growing interests of the Kirkpatrick

concern.

Two from Out of Town.

Chicago contributed to Gotham's visitors

last week Mr. Da-na, of the Independent Sup-
ply Co., while Buffalo sent Mr. Crosby, of

the Crosby & Mayer Company.

LOWEST RATES WEST.
Rates to the West are lower via Nickel Plate Road

than via other lines, while the service is excelled by
none. Three fast trains are run every day in the
year from Bufifalo to Chicago. The day coaches are
of the latest pattern, are elegantly upholstered and
have all the modern improvements, such as marble
lavatories, steam heat, lighted by Pintsche gas, while
colored porters are in charge to look after the wants
of passengers, especially the ladies and children. Ves-
tibuled buiTet sleeping cars are run on all trains
while the dining cars and meal stations are owned
and operated by the company and serve the best of
meals at moderate prices.

If your ticket agent cannot give you all the in-

formation you desire in regard to rates, routes, etc.,

address F. J. Moore, Gen'l Agent, Nickel Plate
Road, 291 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y. 83

The Best
in all respects, be-

yond a cavil.

IF
it is that which you

want, use

SPERM

TRIPLET

O
I

Sold everywhere

New prices
to dealers...

William

F. Nye,

:i!l':::[!!IP:lli!ai)I[l|i!I|

Kindly mention The \Vhe?l,

NEW BEDFORD,

MASS.
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Recent Patents.

626,227. Crank Attachment for Bicycles. Leonard

B. Gaylor, Erie, Pa. Filed Aug. 1, 1898. Serial No.

687,436. (No model.)

626,239. Bicycle Support. Edward Lindstrom, F-

nosha, Wis., assignor of two-thirds to Gerald R.

McDowell and Anton Wulff, same place. Filed Aug.

31, 1898. Serial No. 689,930. (No model.)

626,257. Variable Gear for Bicycles. Alfred L.

Whipple, Lisbon, N. D. Filed March 3, 1898. Serial

No. 672,618. (No model.)

626,268. Coin-Controlled Bicycle Pump. Lewis S.

Brown, Columbus, Ohio. Filed Sept. 21, 1898. Serial

No. 691,492. (No model.)

626.295. Motor Attachment for Bicycles. Edward J.

Pennington, \A'alton-upon-Thames, England. Filed

Dec. 30, 1897. Serial No. 664,734. (No model.)

626.296. Device for Steering Motor-Driven Vehi-

cles. Edward J. Pennington, Walton-upon-Thames,

England. Filed Dec. 30, 1897. Serial No. 664,735.

(No model.)

626,309. Flush Joint for Tubular Bicycle Frames.

Charles S. Smith, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed Dec. 14,

1896. Serial No. 615,587. (No model.)

626,383. Bicycle Repair Link. John C. Jenkins,

Toronto, Canada, assignor to Albert Barton Crosby,

same place. Filed Feb. 16, 1899. Serial No. 705,723.

(No model.)

626,411. Wheel for Bicycles. David R. C. Devine,

Philadelphia, Pa., assignor of one-half to Isaac F.

Hoffner, same place. Filed May 25, 1898. Serial No,

681,726. (No model.)

626,440. Motor Bicycle. Joseph F. Raders, New
York, N. Y.. assignor, by direct and mesne assign-

ments, of one-half to Edward N. Dickerson, same

place. Filed Feb. 17, 1896. Serial No. 579,685. (No

model.)

626,525. Bicycle Driving Gear. John Brough, Man
Chester, Conn. Filed Jan. 14, 1898. Serial No. 666,-

667. (No model.)

626,535. Cycle Hanger. Eduard Gradmiller, Leo-

ben, Austria-Hungary. Filed May 4, 1898. Serial No.

079,725. (No model.)

626,580. Bicycle Running on Wheels. Philippe

Wagner, Constantinople, Turkey. Filed Oct. 24, 1898.

Serial No. 694,443. (No model.)

626,602. Bicycle Handle-Bar. Joseph T. Fenton,

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Oct. 23, 1897. Renewed
March 10, 1899. Serial No. 708,594. (No model.)

626,620. Manually-Propelled N'ehicle. James S.

Lamar, Grovetown, Ga. Filed June 6, 1899. Serial

No. 682,649. (No model.)

626,627. Bicycle Lamp. Ellsworth D. Middlekauff,

San Francisco, Cal., assignor of one-half to William

E. Hall, Chicago, 111. Filed May 21, 1898. Serial No.

681,295. (No model.)

626,633. Bicycle Handle-Bar Grip Lamp. James E.

Robinson, Chicago, III. Filed June 20, 1898. Serial

No. 683,970. (No model.)

626,642. Driving gear for bicycles. William II

Walker, London, England. Filed July S, 1898. Serial

No. 685,387. (No model.)

626,644. Pneumatic Saddle for Bicycles. Louis

Widdershoven, Antwerp, Belgium. Filed Aug. 10,

1899. Serial No. 688,-278. (No model.)

626,656. Bicycle Lock. Charles A. Hall, Denver,

Col., assignor of one-third to Frank A. Pettee, same
place. Filed Nov. 25, 1898. Serial No. 697,340. (No
model.)

Read and Digest.

The recipient who fails to read and care-

fully examine the advertisements in his trade

journal frequently misses the valuable infor-

mation contained in it, and thus sometimes

loses opportunities of the highest importance

to him as a business man. The advertise-

ments are, in fact, communications on busi-

ness subjects addressed directly to each reader

of the journal, and a careful business man
would as soon think of neglecting his morn-
ing's mail as of skipping the advertisements

in his trade paper. It is in the advertisements

that he must seek all that is new, useful and

profitable in his line of trade. He must not

stop at that, however. When he finds an

announcement that interests him he should

follow it up by acting upon it, by correspond-

ing with the advertiser and learning all there

is to learn about it.

Dusty Roads. Noisy Chains.
The Morse Twin Roller Chains run
SMOOTHLY. QUIETLY and FREELY

in DUST or MUD.

As the pendulum
swings, so the joint

of the Morse Chain
rocks.

No Rub,
No Slide.

Lasts longer, runs
easier than any other
chain made. Pendu-
lum will swing on
the Morse Joint 45
minutes and on the

pin joint about 5 sec-

onds. Large swing-

ing model sent free

to agents ordering

three chains.

Write for Illustrated Cir-

cular and Price to

MORSE CHAIN CO.,
Trumansburg, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

SNOW HOLDERS
ARE ADJUSTABLE.

When Set Are Firm.
Wheels cannot fall over after being

put in holder. Used in bicycle stores,

public buildings, offices, stores,
churches, schools, factories, in fact

anywhere. No bicycle store complete
without them. Various styles furnished

in any finish. Write for prices.

sixoMT vriRE; ^vorks,
78-84 Exchange Street,

Established 1834. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

NICKEL-
PLATED
DURABLE

LIQIID PISTOL
Will stop the most vicious dog (or

man) without permanent injury.

Parker Staarns 8 Sutton.^firj^rl':

^

Cleans, Polishes,

^ Prevents Rust
\ The Kaven Gloss Mfg. Co., 71 Barclay St., New York.

'PERFECT

"BI-CY-KA," the Preventer Of Rusting.
It cleans and polishes enamel, nickel and all metal sur-

faces, leaving a dry invisible lilm which effectively
prevents rust. Easy to use, and contains neither grit nor
acid. In collapsible tubes, 10 cents, of your dealer or by
mail of the makers,

BAVEN GLOSS MFG. CO.,
71 Barclay Street, New York City.

ADLETS.
For Sale, Exchange, Etc. ~ Twenty-five words,

thirty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.

Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and Help "Wanted.— Answers received

in confidence and forwarded without charge. Rate:

25 words, one time, 50 cents; three times, $1.00; 50

words, one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00; 75 words,

one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-

tisements: One-half inch, one time, $1.00; four times,

$3.00; one inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner. patent attorney and
-*- mechanical expert, 608 F street, Washington, D.
C. Established 1883. I make an examination free of
charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

"CpOR SALE.—The best bicycle store and shop, in-
-*- eluding all machinery for manufacturing bicy-
cles, on H. C, Boulevard, N. J.; reason, family mat-
ter. Address "Star," care The Wheel.

A GENCY FOR SKANDINAVIA WANTED.—An
^^ old agency in Denmark for bicycle articles wishes
to represent first rate houses for Skandinavia. Best
references. Address "Sofus Cohn, Copenhagen, Den-
mark."

pARTNER WANTED to exploit a very useful thing
^ on a bicycle; patented; or an arrangement with a
firm for royalty. Mr. More, Attorney at Law, 215
W. 125th St., New York.

WANTED-50 Ladies' and 50 Gents' Bicjcles

;

Must be cheap; state full particulars

and best spot cash discount.

B., care of The Wheel.

T"=QIBSON HOUSE
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Under new management. Superior service;

central location; perfect cuisine.

WILL W. CLARKE, Manager.

NEW YORK ENAMELLING CO.,

105 W. 29th ST., N.Y.
High-Art Enamelling wall and cheaply done.

GOING WEST?
If you are, enquire of your nearest ticket agent

about rates via the Nickel Plate Road, the short line

between Buffalo and Chicago. Many improvements
have been made during the past few years. New and
elegantly upholstered coaches, vestibuled sleeping
cars, and powerful locomotives have been added to

the equipment, and substantial structures of steel

and stone have replaced the old bridges, heavier
rails and ties have been laid, and the road now stands
at the front of the best roads in the country. The
rates, however, still remain lower than via other
lines.

If your ticket agent cannot give you all the in-

formation desired, address F. J. Moore Gen'l Agent,
Nickel Plate Road, 291 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y. 82

9 >

25C.

OILER.
t'sed by leading makers of high-grade bicycles. The only oiler that regulates supply of oil. CANNOT LEAK.

We make cheaper oilers also, of unequaled quality.

Kindly mention The Wheel. CUSHMAN & DENISON, Mfrs.. 240-242 W. 23d St. N. Y.
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ASPHALT PAVEMENTS
June 15,

THE STANDARD PAVE-
MENT OF AMERICA.^ ^

THE BARBER ASPHALT PAVING CO.,
Endorsed by the L, A. W* everywhere. Kindly mention The Wheel. No. II BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

A Rider Need Not Be Delated More Than

Five Minutes With Any Puncture.

Averell's Puncture Wafers

For Single or Double Tube Tires.

Completely fills the public demand
for a simple and at the same time
satisfactory article that will mend a

punctured tire. The old style plug is not only exceedingly
difficult to apply, but is ruinous to tires. Use this Wafer
according to directions, and your dread of punctures will be
lessened. Ask your jobber for them. Send five two-cent
stamps for sample.

EDWARD SHEFFIELD & CO., Manufacturers,
141 Kosciusko St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Names of New York City Jobbers that handle Puncture
Wafers:—R. H. Ingersoll & Bro.; Goodkind & Wood;
A. G. Spalding & Bros.;C. J. Godfrey; G. R. Johnston
Co.; S. B. Devega; G. N. Pierce Co.; Schoverling, Daly
& Gales; Barkelew & Kent; N. Y. Sporting Goods Co.

BICYCLES

Vm BICYCLE CO.,

GIVE
SATISFACTION.

CHICAGO.

X HANDLE BARS
:) FORK SIDES

1^ PROTECTOR REVOLVERS
coRRESPCNOENCE PERFECTION PADLOCKS
so.icco-o AMES SWORD CO. CHICOPTe, MASS.

Graphite Lubricants.

ALL KINDS, tCGORDING TO WINTS.

Joseph Dixon Cracible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

The Best Advertising for the

Irish Trade is

THE
IRISH CYCLIST.

Specimen copy and advertising rates on

application to

R. J. MECREDY & CO., Ltd., Proprietors,

49 Middle Abbey St., DUBLIN.

All American wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the cycle in
Europe, its tradCf mechanics, and sport, should sub-
scribe to

THE CYCLIST
AND Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.
The only recognized authority of English trade and

manufacture. Sent post free to any part of America
[or one year, $3.25. American subscription agent,
F. P. Prial, 88 West Broadway, New York City.
American manufacturers having novelties in ma-

chines or sundries to introduce should advertise inTHE O^S^OLIST.
Terms on application to

ILIFFE SONS & STURMEY, Ltd.,

19 Hertford Street, Coventry, Engl.\nd.

Members o< the American Trade visitinc: Enc:-.
land are invited to call at THE CYCLIST OlDce
at Coventry, or at 3 St. Bride Street. Lndsate
OircuB, IjOudoD, K* C.

RUBBER TIRE CABS AND CARRIAGES.
The W«st Shore Railroad has incorporated a lystam whereby

pasiengen arriving or departing from iti West Forty-second itxeet
terminal. K«w York City, are supplied with cab, hansom, coack or
omnibus, as they may order. Westcott Express messengers are
now on all through trains to sell tickets and engage such vehicles

as passengers desire. New York City has beea
divided into six districts, each district having
its own number and its own rates. Th« ve-
hicles are all rubber-tired and will be maintained
in first-class order. The new service has been
in effect since November ith, and has been giving
excellent satisfaction.

InriEROUTind

REST, recreation and continuous pleasure

can be enjoyed at Gogebic, Milwaukee,

Waukesha, Midbon, Devil's Lake,

Green Lake, Lake Geneva, St. Paul, Minne-

apolis, Duluth, Marquette, Lake Minne-

tonka, Yellowstone Park, Alaska, Dakota

Hot Springs, Denver, Colorado Springs,

Manitou, Salt Lake and in the mountains

of Colorado, Utah and California. Perfect

train service ministers to your cotnfort.

CHICAGO AND
NORTH-WESTERN R'Y.

PRINCIPAL AGENCIES :

NEW YORK, BOSTON, CHICAGO,
461 BROADWAY. 368 WASHINGTON ST. 212 CLARK ST.
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SUBSCRIPTION BLANK,
jf J? jf"

W
P, 0. Box 444, N. Y.

I enclose $2.00 in payment of one year's subscription,
;

commencing with issue of

Name,

Address,

City,

State,-
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The American Bicycle Co.

BICYCLE MANUFACTURERS,

Western Wheel Works, Chicago, III.

H. A. Lozier & Co., Cleveland, O.
Crawford Mfg. Co., Hagerstown, Md.
Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co., Chicago, III.

Indiana Bicycle Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Geneva Cycle Co., Geneva, O.
Acme Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa.
Black Mfg. Co., Erie, Pa.

Gr'd Rapids Cycle Co., Gr'd Rapids, Mich.
Sterling Cycle Works, Kenosha, Wis.
A. G. Spalding & Bros., New York.
Fay Mfg. Co., Elyria, O.

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
A. Featherstone & Co., Chicago, 111.

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co , Chicago, 111.

A. D. Meiselbach, Milwaukee, Wis.
Columbus Bicycle Co., Columbus, O.
Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co., Torrington, Conn.
Shelby Cycle Mfg. Co., Shelby, O.
Fanning Cycle Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Viking Mfg. Co., Toledo, O.

E. C. Stearns & Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

White Sewing Machine Co., Cleveland, O.
Barnes Cycle Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Aggregate bicycle output 1899, 605,000. Current year demand, estimated, 1,000,000.

TIRE MANUFACTURERS,
Hartford Rubber Works, Hartford, Conn. Indianapolis Rubber Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

WOOD RIMS,
Indiana Novelty Manufacturing Co., Plymouth, Ind.

SADDLES,
American Saddle Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

CHAINS,
Indianapolis Chain and Stamping Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

PARTS, STAMPINGS,
C. J. Smith & Sons Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

STEEL BALLS,
Cleveland Machine Screw Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
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FLOATED NEXT WEEK.
A. Q. Spalding, President, Probably— All the Men in Session

at the WaIdorf=Astoria.

J OFFICIAL SESSION AT THE WALDORF. J
•i- +

Each one of the firms named here was rep-

resented at the Waldorf-Astoria on Wednes-

day, Thursday and probably Friday of this

week, because the official session promises to

be long and important, by either one or two

men. Occasionally the firm lawyer was pres-

ent, but in all cases the principal speaking

mouthpiece and direct thinker and manager

of the firm was present. The bonds of secrecy

had bedn reinforced. A. G. Spalding had

warned the various component parts of the

amalgamation to strictly beware of the insist-

ent, permeating reporter. The result was that

none would talk. Even those inclined to be

the most friendly to the press were as close as

a safe deposit vault. It was just this way:

The trade to a man, that is, those interested

in the American Bicycle Co., are much dis-

gusted with the action of some of the cycling

papers, who, in a half-hearted, semi-ignorant

fashion, made a puerile attempt to "queer" the

proposed amalgamation. It was not a sharp,

clear-headed fight, simply a weak, mucilagin-

ous opposition, and this, instead of command-
ing the admiration of the many, provoked dis-

gust arhong the entire body.

f TWENTY-FOIR BICYCLE MAKERS. |
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In its issue of May 25 The Wheel an-

nounced that the American Bicycle Co.—bi-

cycle amalgamation—bicycle trust—would con-

sist of a nucleus. The Wheel had private,

inside information. Its statement has proved

to be correct. In the issue of May 25 The
Wheel published the names of twenty- four

concerns who were to form this nucleus. It

will be remembered that A. G. Spalding and

his colleagues had options on 107 plants, and

that, at that time. The Wheel advised those

who were not printed in The Wheel's
"nucleus list," to go ahead with their business

as if no amalgamation was on the carpet.

This advice was founded on the rock of fact.

On the preceding page is printed a list of

firms who will form the American Bicycle Co.

There may be one or two names yet to toe

added, but so far as can be learned, the list

will form the heart of the business, and will

in fact constitute the American Bicycle Co.
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± MEN ALL HAPPY. X
"r *

^ *:-

Around the Waldorf it could not be learned

whether any of the firms took either pre-

ferred or common stock in the new company,

and it could not be learned there whether they

would receive all cash or part cash and part

stock, and on these important points no light

was thrown. Whatever the arrangement was,

it created nothing but good feeling among
the makers. A happier set of men could not

be found under any roof in America than was

housed in the Waldorf this week.
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^ A GIGANTIC TASK. J
4. -J-

The plans of operating the American Bicy-

cle Go. are as yet very much in embryo.

Around the Waldorf-Astoria pages of stuff

could be gleaned as to what will be done,

what will not be done, and what ought to be

done. This, however, is all driftwood, and

the printing of it would mean no profit at the

present time, because the American Bicycle

Co., like any other concern, will have to

go step -by step, will have to consider in

which way it will use its factories, how it will

sell its goods, whether it will operate branch

stores and how many, how it will operate

them, and all that sort of thing. In fact, it

will be a gigantic task to build up even a

semi-perfect manufacturing and selling com-

petitive system. This can only be accom-

plished by high-class and perfect manage-

ment, and it will be the work of months to

even get within sight of a semi-perfect or-

ganization.
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The Wheel estimates the output of the

bicycle manufacturers who have sold into the

American Bicycle Co. as totaling 605,000.

We give the figures of each concern, without

mentioning the name. The insiders can, with

a bit of thinking, come near the mark in each

case. As for the public, we consider this

private information:

80,000. 15,000.

55,000. 15,000.

50,000. 14,000.

50,000. 12,000.

40,000. 12,000.

40,000. 12,000.

40,000. 10,000.

34,000. 10,000.
^ 22,000. 10,000.

20,000. 7,000.

18,000. 3,000.

16,000.

I A COMPLETE SCHEME. J
•J- -i-
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The scope, plan, importance and possibili-

ties of the trust are now quite clear to those

who can read. The list of bicycle concerns

is an imposing one. Then the trust has in

line its own steel-ball concern, the Cleveland

Machine Screw Co., and its own wood-rim
concern, the Indiana Novelty Mfg. Co.,

which can turn out one million pairs of wood
rims a year. It also has two enormous tire

factories, the Hartford Rubber Works and
the Indianapolis Rubber Co. It has an im-

portant big-parts concern in the C. J. Smith

& Sons Co., and the Indianapolis Chain &
Stamping Co. will supply the chains. Of
course the saddle question will be taken care

of by the absorption of the American Saddle

Co., which, as the trade knows, is the two-

million-dollar saddle combination recently

perfected by A. L. Garford.

^ -J-

J COMMITTEES ON OPERATION. ^
i- ^^^^
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Despite this opulent silence. The Wheel,
among the flotsam and jetsam of the Waldorf-

Astoria, caught up various straws of fact,

rumor and fancy. Throughout the day the

men were in session with the bankers. That

is, the United States Trust Co. and their

representatives. So far as -Mr. Spalding is

concerned as a factor, he has technically fin-

ished his work. The day was devoted to the

appointment of committees, and to general

talk as to the plan, scope and management of

the American Bicycle Co. Taking the meet-

ing as an index of conditions, it may be

stated that the American Bicycle Co. is an

actual, assured fact, and is already practically

doing business. These meetings, which were

inaugurated on Wednesday, and which will

probably be concluded on Friday, are pre-

liminary to the floatation of the company,

which is almost certain to be accomplished

next week. The concern was gotten under

way by the appointment of committees on

publicity, foreign trade and domestic trade,

com'mittee on sales, and committee on man-

ufacture.

4-

A. G. SPALDING, PROBABLE PRESIDENT. %
-J- -J-
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All the talk at the Waldorf referring to the

probable president of the organization—and

there was not very much of it, it did not

seem to be a very vital point—^^pointed to the

election of A. G. Spalding. It was admitted

that he had achieved a very big task, and it

was the expressed opinion of those who had

never met him personally that he was a "big

man." On all sides nothing but praise was

heard. Should he desire the presidency, he

will probably get it. The fact that he has

piloted the deal from the start, that he has

been a balance wheel between the financial

end and the trade end, the fact that he has

absorbed a vast amount of information as to

trade conditions, tends to mark him as the

man best suited to be the first president of

the company.
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± WILL BUY OUT COMPETITION. t

It is officially l:nown that the (American

Bicycle Co., like all other amalgamations and

combinations, will from time to time, provid-

ing it is successful, 'buy out any competing

concern which shows strong competition.

+ CAN IT CONTROL? ^
4. •{•
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The American Bicycle Co.'s list of bicycle

makers of course includes a very large per-

centage of output. It is also wonderfully well

equipped in the matter of saddles, tires, tub-

ing and the like. They start oflf with big

capital, start off with manufacturing and

merchandising brains. They will be a big

factor in the business. Whether they can

control the bicycle trade or not is an open

question—a question that only the future will

solve. In treating with all the trade. The
Wheel, which first announced its neutrality,

will be absolutely balanced as between the

interests of those inside the amalgamation

and those outside. The Wheel believes in

a fair field and in fair competition, and it ex-

pects to be active in that arbitership which is

one of the innate properties of the newspaper.

LIVE riRMS OUTSIDE.

To all intents and purposes, the trust has

practically gotten under way. The Wheel
now regards the bicycle manufacturing trade

as consisting of 800 concerns. Of these 800

concerns, 300 are in the business in a kindred

way, or rather are remotely marketing little

specialties, special devices, and the like. Of
the remaining five hundred, 350 are engaged

in a fair sort of way in the manufacture of

stampings, parts, lamps, saddles, tubing and

the like. Of the remaining 150 the above have

gone into the American Bicycle Co., leaving

122 live concerns out of it. In these 150 con-

cerns, which The Wheel calls live, first-class

concerns, there are a hundred bicycle manu-

facturers whose output was at least five thou-

sand wheels a year. Of these hundred bicy-

cle manufacturers, the trust has twenty-four.

PEOPLE OF THE PLAY.

Pope Mfg. Co.—Albert A. Pope, a big,

handsome, efTective, brainy man, developer

and pioneer of the business, a remarkable

man. Moving about the hotel vigorously,

talkatively, genially, and having a lot of fun

with himself and with others.

E. C. Stearns & Co.—Quiet, reserved E.

C. Stearns, a Syracuse man, born of a manu-
facturing father; a cultivated, successful man-
ufacturer and merchandiser, self-contained,

superior, polished.

Columbus Bicycle Co.—G. C. Urlin, a 36-

year-old, semi-slender, effective, vital man,

natural manufacturer, big man in Columbus.

Viking Mfg. Co.—Alvin Peter, Peter the

unique, the curious figure of the tiade. A big

six-footer, great brawn, great brain; the son

of a great manufacturer, one of Toledo's big-

gest manufacturers, William Peter; interested

in lumber, steamboats, railroads and all sorts

of things, a great big wide-angled man, whose

head ranks level with those of some of the

U. S. big men.

Indiana Bicycle Co.—^^Charles F. Smith, one

of the first men to make a cheap wheel, a

marvelous, sudden success. A big, lofty man,

closely linked to all the men in the trade

who know him, very likable, almost gentle,

kind, broad, quiet.

'Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co.—J. W. Kiser,

about thirty-nine, a huge success; will retire

rich, after eight years of work. Good manu-
facturer, great merchant, self-contained, opin-

ionated, sure, certain, ambitious, enterprising.

Gormully & Jeflfery Mfg. Co.—R. P. Gor-

mully. In business since 1880 or therea'bouts,

with Partner Jeffery. A man who, year by

year, built up a wonderful business, a busi-

ness showing wonderful profit, owning big

property and great factories; interested also

in Shelby factory; also in tube plants and tire

companies. Very ill for the last three years,

the battle well fought, and well won. Very
keen, thinking deeply, and a great worker

for the American Bicycle Co.

Fanning Cycle Mfg. Co.—F. J. Fanning, a

young, fairly clean-cut man, a "young fel-

low," once with :Spalding, in business a few

years, a great success; moving about quietly,

handling himself nicely.

A. G. Spalding & Bros.—A. G. Spalding.

Over the forty-six mark, 'big, forceful, radi-

antly vital; a big thinker, a quick actor, sharp-

ly marked by a fine common sense, which is

not weakened with furbelows.

Crawford Mfg. 'Co.—R. L. Crawford. San-

dy, compact, well knit; takes a drive in

the park in the afternoon, but appears every

evening at the Waldorf. Started in a small

store in Washington, about '86. Hit the

good-wheel-reasonable-price mark very hard;

built up a wonderful factory; 'built up a won-

derful trade. Success based on his factory

ability at the start.

'A. Featherstone & Co.—A. Featherstone

and Mr. Bromley; Featherstone the merchan-

diser, Bromley the financial man—a wonder-

ful pair. Featherstone first: About 45, with

a ripe, well-kept, ruddy look; compact,

square-built, democratic, sharp-eyed, broad-

minded, even princely. Bromley, clean-

shaven, gracefully built, incisive features; a

man of talent, a man of lawyerly look, a man
to bank on; the right hand of Feather.

Western Wheel Works.—R. L. 'Coleman.

A Virginia man, with a wonderful career; has

all kinds of activities, has all kinds of brains;

is, in fact, the genius of the bicycle trade.

Black Mfg. Co.—Mr. Black the father and

Mr. Black the son. The elder gray-haired,

looking like a big up-state manufacturer, the

son a refined,/ forceful-looking young man, of

the 27, college graduate, business common-
sense style. Perhaps L. B. Gaylor was there

too. Gaylor was the architect and is the cap-

tain of the Black Company.

Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co.—C. S. Dikeman, a

young man, shading the nether side of 35 or

36, of the Rooseveltian type; 'big-bodied, big-

brained; a natural manufacturer, a natural

salesman; a natural trade-annexer, with a big
career yet before him.

A. D. Meiselbach.^A. D. Meiselbach, the

Milwaukee marvel, with a certain amount of

healthy, homely good nature, a remarkable
manufacturer, perhaps a marvelous manufac-
turer; built up in Milwaukee a business which
is the wonder of the trade.

Sterling iCycIe Works.-^C. S. Dickerson.
A quiet, heavyishly built, eyeglass-wearing
man, with hair now of a bankerial gray.
Moves about quietly, and is consulted for

sound opinions; kindly-hearted to a certainty.

American Saddle Co.—A. L. Garford, the
slender, the alert, the mental type; once a

bank clerk in Elyria; fooled with saddles and
eventually built up a two-million-dollar con-
cern, a feat which means talent of a high
order. Did an immense amount ofjiMritfcML*,

connection with this amalgaifiatio^?Rra%
here, there and everywhere; talked to all kinds
of men, and brought some- of the recalcitrant

ones gracefully into campl J. JUN L'4

Indianapolis Rubber Co>^h(*>^y.pungster,
Howard O. Smith, talks for "tliis concern, a I

nephew of C. F. Smith, manager of the cou=,
cern. A slender, brainy, hard-working, clear-

thinking, young fellow; a model in dress,

man-of-the-world in deportment; modest,
non-showy, 'bright and altogether all right.

Indiana 'Novelty Mfg. 'Co.-H. G. Thayer
represents this great wood-rim concern.
They can make a million rims for the trust.

A ruddy-faced man, hovering about the forty-

five mark, with physique; heavily shod with

eye-glasses; a worker, a thinker, and one who
quietly got there. Happy now; satisfied.

C. J. Smith & Sons 'Co.—A big, blonde
Smith represents this concern—a man of 38,

a great big, strong-looking man, one of the

strong-business-scent kind.

Cleveland Machine Screw Co.—A. L.

Moore, a 40-year-old man, a man who is in

the prime of life; just fresh from Europe; a

great success; a well-rounded, strong man.

White Sewing Machine Co.—Windsor T.

White. Very close to Garford, somewhat of

Garford's type, a thinnish, thinking sort of

man, an incisive man.

Grand Rapids Bicycle Co.—L. T. Wil-

marth; talhsh, sweeping, moving about alert-

ly, knowing well his business, which business

is, in its class, a great success.

Indianapolis Chain & Stamping Co.

—

Messrs. Newby and Test—two very strong,

hard-working men, who established their

company years ago, when the bicycle business

looked rather gloomy. Lost at first, but

stuck hard, and 'have reaped their reward,

theirs being the big chain plant of the

country.

H. A. Lozier & Co.—H. A. Lozier, the

ponderous one, the ponderosity affecting the

cranium as well as the rest of him, a big,

Waldorfian man, seemed to fit the hotel;

shadowed by son Harry, who closely follows

the sire's type. Lozier pere, one of the potent

forces of the trade, one of the biggest men in

the trade, once a sewing-machine man; Lo-

zier fils being a college man, live, alert and

trained in good ways of business.
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Second'Hand Bicycles.
We can use a limited number of good second-hand standard chain wheels.

In order to introduce our Clipper Chainless in territory where we have no

agents pushing the sale of the best bicycle we ever made—the '99 Chainless

Special—we will take

In Exchange for (Chainless
and a reasonable cash consideration any good standard chain bicycle (no bargain-counter crocks), providing you

live in territory where we have no proper representative, or where our Chainless has not been properly introduced.

If you don't "want a Chainless at any price," get our Bargain List of chain wheels. The cash prices on

these wheels may surprise you, considering quality.

Write us anyway.

CLIPPER PEOPLE.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

p. S.—Mr, Clipper Dealer:—Before registering a "kick" on this proposition—write us for particulars.

We are pushing Chainless for the interest of all parties concerned.

GRAND R/VPIDS CYCLE CO.
W. N. U. U. Kindly mention The Wheel.
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A MONEY MAKER
FOR
EVERY
DEALER.
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The phenomenal success we have had in the sale of the Mor-

row Coaster and Tire Brake has created such a demand for a

coaster and brake that can be attached to any wheel that we have,

after a year's work, completed the Morrow Hub Coaster and Brake.

It is now offered for the first time to the trade, and will prove a money
maker for all dealers and repairmen who want a selling article right

through the summer. Do not forget that the only reliable coaster

and brake in the wide world is the Morrow, and that it is made and

guaranteed by the...

FITS ANY CYCLE. ECLIPSE BICYCLE COIMPANY,

Kindly mention The Wheel. ELMIRA, N. Y., U. S. A.
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DOES IT fIT VOL ?

'

I

' HIS may interest you, and it may not.

* It is intended especially for the eyes of

men whose success depends somewhat upon

advertising.

A short time ago The Wheel had occa-

sion to invite the patrons of its foreign edi-

tion to send in reading notices for publication

in that edition.

Some sent in first-class notices—compre-

hensive, modest yet strong, and not too long.

Others sent articles which had to be pruned

—not always because they were too long.

Some, in fact, were too short. But they con-

tained too much of this sort of thing: "These

machines are undoubtedly the finest in this

world, if not in the next."

Still others sent nothing—made no response

to the invitation. One 'head of a concern, who

knows both the value and the art of adver-

tising, sent a good idea in a few words, and,

pleading great pressure upon his time, asked

this office to polish up his idea. He was ac-

commodated as well as limited time and other

work permitted. :So were those who simply

forwarded catalogues and asked The Wheel
to do the rest.

All of which reminds the writer that human

nature in general and in particular is much

the same.

In general, 87 per cent think not at all.

Of the remaining 13 per cent, about half want

the Earth.

In particular—in the face of certain good

opportunities like the one referred to in the

'beginning of this article—the tendency of the

majority is still to float along; to take life

easy until the whistle blows. There is the

usual percentage of over-reaching people, and

of people who are just right.

The uncivilized human traits—laziness and

greediness—both fail in advertising. Every

concern which has any appreciation at all of

the value of advertising should impose upon

one of its members or employes the task of

reading advertising periodicals and writing

such pamphlets, advertisements, letters or

notices as will help the concern's business.

The pig-headed man, the grasping man, the

man of splendiferous but ungrammatical

language, or the lazy man, should not touch

this work. Put it in the hands of the right

kind of man.

If you are the concern, and are not con-

structed to do this work, find a man who is.

He will probably prove to be the most val-

uable worker you have—the one who will sell'

more goods, and get less credit for it, than

anyone else in the place.

^OREIG^ TRADE.

THERE are to-day five chief obstacles in

the way of our merchants, with regard

to international commerce. They are stated

in the order of their importance:

OUR OWN IGNORANCE.
POLITICAL CONSULAR SERVICE.
LACK OF DIRECT BANKING.
LACK OF DiIRBCT SHIPPING.
FO'REIGN GOVERNMENTAL DIS-

CRIMTNATION.
Wipe out ignorance, awaken ambition, and

the other obstacles will soon be overcome.

The Wheel is in possession of, and has ac-

cess to, all the facts and information-channels

which would be of use to American manufac-

turers desirous of cultivating foreign trade in

general and the trade of any country in par-

ticular. The .Wheel places itself at the ser-

vice of its patrons in this work. Once fairly

started, Americans will find the cultivation and

carrying on of foreign business easy, profitable

and inspiring. The wider range of commer-

cial intercourse will react beneficially upon

the conduct of home business. Cultivation of

foreign trade in one branch will breed indus-

try and profit in other branches. It will has-

ten the day when American commerce will

rule the world.

SOME YEARS fROM \0W.

/^ NE does not look for much of common
^—' human interest in a financial paper. A
recent issue of the "United States Investor"

furnishes the exception to the rule. The

editor of that journal, in closing a five-column

exposition of the future of industry, brings

out the fact that for the purposes of commerce

the world is much smaller than it was a cen-

tury ago, and that at the present rate of in-

crease the world's productive capacity will

soon outstrip its demands. He says:

What will then happen? From a purely material

point of view, that is the most important question in

the world. If social conditions remain as at present,
that time may be awaited with great anxiety. But
Nature, which is ever inscrutable, has quite likely a
remedy in store for the world. It may be a drastic
remedy, or it may be one so gradual in its operation
as to occasion no inconvenience. That is a matter
which of course need not terrify the present genera-
tion. It is, however, one that should cause us to
reflect upon our ways. The world has been living
very fast, and a fast life is proverbially a short life.

A feverishness characterizes all our thoughts and
actions to-day that was conspicuously absent say a
century ago. We see its effects in our religion, moral-
ity, philosophy, arts, sciences, benevolences and
pleasures; and most of all, perhaps, in our business
methods. It is not a good sign. A restless spirit

bodes no good if a proper field cannot be found for
it to employ itself in.

We venture to say that this will happen:

Drastic situations at first, perhaps; tout after

that a diminution of the restless activity,

greater love of ease and greater opportunity

for it. Love of refined ease as the result of

hard, quick work is entirely compatible with

highly developed human nature. Universal

degradation and discomfort is not. In some
way the whole world—the mass of people in

it—will in due time enjoy more of the benefits

and less of the miseries which spring from

the use of labor-saving devices.

This is an off-hand opinion. You may argue

differently.

Talk of the Week.

Signs of the times are not wanting that the

trade is going to experience a very early

preparation for next year. Already plans are

being made by those who have a good year,

who have finished up with increased reputa-

tions, and who look forward with hope to the

next season. These people are placing or-

ders, with parts men particularly. In fact, one

concern has booked to date over $100,000

worth of orders. Part of this early prepara-

tion appears to be due to anxiety that, later

on, when the American Bicycle Co. is in op-

eration, there will be a shortage of various

raw materials. The Wheel, however, thinks

this is a factor which should not enter into

the consideration of any manufacturer. The
Wheel is certain that there will be all kinds

"

of material, and that the operations of the

American Bicycle Co. will not concern this

phase of the cycle making trade. Meanwhile

it is a fact that a number of orders are being

placed on all sides.

Charles M. Murphy has made sure his name

will live in cycling history. In season

and out of season the "iron rider" of Brook-

lyn has claimed he could pedal a mile in one

minute, provided pace-making was provided

sufficiently speedy for him. To-day Murphy

has proven that his claims were not idle

boastings, and while the coveted mile a min-

ute has not been reached, so close thereto has

Murphy shown he could ride, that where there

was one man yesterday who thought the per-

formance possible there are a thousand to-day.

We move swiftly at this, the close of the
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century, and among the swift movers Murphy

now is king.

They have a way, abroad, of acknowledging

and answering in print certain communica-

tions sent to the editor. The communications

are not printed, and the replies are often

unintelligible to the inquisitive outsider. But

here is one that sheds light. It is addressed

to a correspondent in West Australia:

P. W. Armstrong (Perth).—Thanks for yours. We
have forwarded to firm in question. Hope it will not

be of frequent occurrence. We spend pounds per

annum through the carelessness of American office

lads, but "two blacks do not make a white."

Flea bites are more exasperating than good

hard thumps, and the great American office

boy, if permitted to go uninstructed, will do

more to hinder export trade by failing to

sufficiently stamp letters than any other un-

favorable influence.

It is not difficult to imagine that a mixed

and violent rotary motion, like that of a Wis-

consin wind-pudding, would occur in the

American cycle trade and in the office of the

official organ of the League of American

Wheelmen, if that organ were to permit the

free expression of riders' opinions that is a

feature of the "Cyclists' Touring iClub Ga-

zette" in England. Indignant letters would

be written. The wires would be hot with

invective. Advertising patronage would drop

with a quick succession of dull thuds. And

yet the English idea is good for all concerned.

It favors the survival of the fittest and the

quick burial of the unfit.

It is really a pity that those pneumatic tires

which increase the ease and speed of riding,

while also increasing the danger of puncture,

are not adequately advertised. There is a

certain, ascertainable percentage of the public

which will buy such goods, and pay an extra

price for them. But if the superior merits

of a thing are not continuously exploited,

every day somebody forgets. All tires look

about alike, and time has proven that retail-

ers push the goods that are advertised.

The American tourists who are in the country on
whose behalf Mr. Jo. Pennell touted for the hospi-

tality of English cyclists—to which English cyclists

responded, "Not for Jo"—are apparently having a
quiet time of it. We have not heard much of them
since they arrived, but I hope that they enjoy their

tour. Had they come under other auspices they
would have been more effusively welcomed, but we
all hope that they may have a thoroughly pleasant
stay.

—"Irish Cyclist."

Jo. Pennell is the unpopular foreign mar-

shal of the L. A. W. He should be displaced

for someone capable of filling the post satis-

factorily.

The maker says: "We not only make bi-

cycles, but we are also trying to improve them.

This is why we cannot stand still, trust or no

trust; we have to always keep the next year

in our mind's eye, We have already laid our

plans for 1900,"

A LITTLE or LVERYTHING.

Looking for Some Money.

Hartford, Conn., June 16.—There is no

progress in the matter of the loudly-pro-

claimed combination of the screw manufac-

turing interests of the country. The options

expired last Saturday, but the promoters of

the combine asked for an extension of time,

promising that the money would soon be

forthcoming for the purchase of the plants.

No meeting of the Hartford Machine Screw

Co. or the Western Automatic Machine Screw

Co. has been held to take action on the time

extension, and no money has yet been seen.

The combination awaits these very essential

conditions for its formation, and the doubting

Thomases who ibelieve that there never will

be a dollar seen in this deal are very much
in the majority.

Looking Over What Is Left.

Judge 'Gildersleeve, of the Supreme Court,

has appointed John S. MoMaster, of Jersey

City, ancillary receiver for the property in this

state of the Place & Terry Mfg. Co., manu-
facturers of bicycle sundries, at 245 Centre

street, on the application of Julio S. Gadsden,

James F. Place and Alfred L. Knapp, stock-

holders, who stated that the company has

suspended business and is insolvent. It is a

'New Jersey corporation, organized in April,

1895, with a capital stock of $50,000, and was

liable to attachments, as claims are due, or

soon to become due, amounting to $3,800.

The material on hand, if made up, would sell

for $2,000. Mr. McMaster has been appointed

receiver in New Jersey.

Wood Now Owns the Chain Company.

There has been a change in the personnel

of the Indiana Chain Co., of Indianapolis, by

which F. W. Wood becomes the sole owner

of the business, having "bought out the in-

terest of his former partner, Mr. Pattison.

Mr. Wood was the organizer of the com-
pany, and is an old-timer in the trade, having

served as manager of the Indianapolis Rubber

Co. previous to the organization of his chain

business. His capacity and acquaintance with

the trade have all along been responsible for

the success of the Indiana Chain Co.'s product.

Pope and Chains.

Another effort is being made to organize

a trust among the bicycle chain manufacturers.

Mr. A. R. Pope, of the Standard Ball Co., of

New York, who is well known in the trade,

is now calling upon the chain manufacturers

for the purpose of interesting them in a

pool which, it is said, will retain all the essen-

tial features of a trust without placing before

the public another "industrial security," with

which the country has been flooded. Mr.
Pope intends to bring about a meeting of

the chain men in New York at an early date.

Keating Cutting Down.

iMiddletown, Conn., June 17.—The usual

summer decrease in the hands at the Keating

cycle factory has taken place. AH orders have

been filled and a sufficient number of wheels

manufactured to keep abreast of the demand
for the rest of the season. A number of men
are, of course, retained during the summer

at work on the new models for next year.

Several changes are contemplated in the reg-

ular Keating. A chainless model will be made
next year.

Not a Bankrupt.

Detroit, June 17.—The jury in the case of

the petition of the creditors of the Anderson

Cycle Co., to have that company adjudicated

bankrupt, returned a verdict of not guilty.

The creditors who petitioned were as follows:

Detroit Screw Works, $500; "Detroit Free

Press," $102; George W. and Octavia W.
Bates, $825.

Neiton Goes Bankrupt.

Toledo, June 19.—R. G. Nelson, formerly

a prominent bicycle man of this city, filed a

petition in voluntary bankruptcy on Wednes-
day. He claims his assets are but $800 while

his liabilities, secured and unsecured, amount
to twice that amount. The debts are largely

due to cycle supply dealers with whom he

dealt when in the business.

Must Renew Checks.

New Haven, June 19.—^Judge Townsend, in

the District Court of the United States, has

granted the motion of Frank Sullivan Smith,
receiver in the suit of the Central Trust Co.
of New York against the Worcester Cycle
Mfg. Co. and C. C. Goodrich, trustee, to re-

new receiver's checks to the extent of $5,000.

An Echo of the Past.

Judgment for $10,550 was entered on Mon-
day against the Weaver Cycle Material Co.,

formerly at 956 lEighth avenue, in favor of the
New Brunswick Rubber Co., for tires sold in

1897, and also on notes of other concerns
which were indorsed by the Weaver Cycle
Material Co.

He Will Count Cycle Makers.

Washington, June 14.—William M. Steuart.

of Michigan, has been appointed Chief of the

Division of Manufacturers in the Census
Bureau. He has for some years been a statis-

tical expert in the Bureau of Labor.

Steel Prices Still Higher.

Pittsburg, Philadelphia and Chicago prices

on steel billets were $31.50, $31.50 and $32.50

last Thursday, compared with $30, $31 and
$32 a week previous, and $14.75, $17 and $16.25

on June 15, 1898.

Monthly Bulletin Coming.

Boston, June 20.—It is known here that the
L. A. W. "Bulletin" will, in the very near
future, this week or next, make its appear-
ance as a monthly instead of a weekly, as it

is now issued.

Pierce Laurels.

The Pierce bicycle was in emphatic evi-

dence on that century rurL of Saturday last.

Sixty-seven Pierce wheels in line. Next near-

est total of any one make, thirty-two.

Zucker & Levett & Loeb Co. have taken a

judgment for $114 against the Messinger Bi-

cvcle Saddle Co.

Fred W. Colson is in town visiting some
of his Eastern principals,
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'TWAS A HUGE ArfAIR.

Gotham's Big Century Run Last Saturday Supplied

Some Statistics of Trade Value.

Total number of entries . . . .

Largest number on one make of tire

Users of next most popular tire

Users of third most popular tire .

Largest number on one make of wheel
Users of next most popular wheel .

Makes of wheels represented . . . .

Makes of wheels represented by one machine only-

Number of chainless bicycles . . . .

Number of tandems ....

977

314

56

51

67

32

178

125

15

15

REMARKABLE from a purely recreative

point of view—if a century ride can K~

considered recreation. Notable as an illus-

tration of the influence of whoop-it-up daily-

newspaper work. Interesting to the cycle

trade in its statistical aspects. Last Saturday's

century ride, under the auspices of the New
York "Journai," was all of that.

The run was on Long Island roads. It has

been described in detail by the dailies. It

was filled with incident, accident, success and

failure. Some people fell by the wayside, and

others finished with ease. There were nearly

a thousand participants, the actual entry

number being 977, and, of course, there were

a few later stragglers. It was such a run as

must have opened the eyes of all beholders.

Its mere numerical appearance must have

cheered every cycling veteran. It was a

knock-out blow to the argumentative person

who has talked of the dwindling of cycling,

and of its being a fad. Approximately, a

thousand is, after going through a surprised

mind's multiplication table, as big as an army.

Altogether, last Saturday was a red-letter

day for cycling in the vicinity of iNew York.

But as to the statistics. They have a sep-

arate and peculiar value. The Wheel has

been able to get the official report of the num-
ber of wheels ridden, both the make g.nd

name, and also the name of each tire used.

A copy of this list will be forwarded to any

bicycle or tire manufacturer who desires it.

Up to this time no such careful count of so

large a number of cyclists has ever been made,

and this list will be of great use to the bicycle

trade, and will post them as to who is doing

business.

One tire led all the rest, totaling 314; the

next nearest numbered 56; while the third tire

in line totaled 51.

There were among the 'bicycles 178 differ-

ent wheels. This shows how wonderfully well

trade is distributed. Of these, one make led

all the rest, with a total of 67 bicycles, the

next nearest number being 32. Seven firms

ran along around the 30 mark.

Another important trade point is that there

were 125 makes of bicycles of which there

was only one type each.

There were in line 15 chainless wheels and
15 tandems.

There is room for rumination here. Of 977

machines, 314 were fitted with one make of

tire. It is safe to say that that tire is popular

in these parts. What has made it so? Let
the tire makers figure upon. that. The metro-

politan district is a lucrative field to cultivate.

Out of the total of 977 machines, 67 of one
make. In view of the fact that bicycle com-
petition is much greater than tire comjjeti-

tion, this percentage in favor of one make of

wheel, a brand that has always been excellent

but which has not been a leader until a com-
paratively recent time, is startling.

One hundred and seventy-eight makes used

by 977 riders—illustrative of the great growth
of cycle manufacture.

One hundred and twenty-five machines,

each one of a different brand—a greater illus-

tration of the same fact.

Only 15 chainless bicycles in all that crowd

—why is this? Price too high, or lack of

active demonstration of practicability? If the

chainless is to become really popular, a move
of some kind must be made.

Only 15 tandems. Various reasons for this.

One of them is that the double machines have

been expensive to build. Another is that most

tandems are poor hill climbers—this being a

hilly country. They strain the riders, and are

themselves strained and broken. There is no

reason why the problem of successful tandem

building cannot be solved. One maker has

done much in that direction. Others might

find it profitable.

Victory for the Monarch Company.

The ruling of the Illinois Appellate Court,

which denies the right of Rudolph Mueller

to recover judgment of $187.50 claimed to be

due him under a contract with the Monarch
Cycle Co., is of interest as bearing upon the

relations of employer and employe.

Mueller was employed as foreman on a

three-year contract, drawn February 12, 1896.

He stopped work December 28, 1897. On
January 15, 1898, he brought suit in a justice

court for wages due. Judgment was entered

and the amount paid. Later a suit for the

succeeding month's wages was begun in the

Circuit Court, where a judgment of |187.50

was obtained. In disposing of the case Judge

Sears reversed the finding of the Circuit

Court. He said:

"But one question is presented upon this

appeal which need be considered, namely, the
effect of the other and former judgment as a
bar to this suit It is clearly established by
the evidence that the judgment recovered on
January 29, 1898, was in part at least for wages
claimed during the period from December 28,

1897, until January 15, 1898, which wages
were not earned by appellee by reason of his
wrongful discharge from employment under
the contract, or if not for that, then it was
for damages resulting to appellee by reason
of the breach of the contract by appellant. We
cannot regard the decisions of the Supreme
Court as having adopted the doctrine for

which counsel for appellee contend, and we
do regard the decision last cited as distinctly

opposed thereto. If the suit first brought and
upon which a recovery was had cannot be
treated as a suit for wages, because no wages
had been earned, but must be treated as a

suit for the breach of the contract, then it is

apparent that a recovery in such suit is, in

law, a complete recovery of all damages con-
sequent to the breach, and must be held to

be a bar to the suit now in question. We
therefore hold that the gist of the action first

brought, and upon which a recovery was had,
not being for wages actually earned, was
merely the breach of the contract, and that

such former recovery is a bar to the suit here
in question. The judgment is, therefore, re-

versed."

Itemming tlas a Speed-Meter.

Waterbury, Conn., June 17.—^Eugene Hem-
ming, an ingenious mechanic in the employ of

the iScovill Mfg. Co., has invented a cycle

speed-meter, which consists of a bell, similar

to the ordinary bicycle bell, about the diam-
eter of a silver half dollar, equipped with

mechanism that will warn the rider when he is

riding over a stated number of miles an hour.

The device is clamped to the fork. From one
side of the speed-meter projects a lever from
which a wire leads to the handle-bar. By
pressing the wire the rider brings the rotary

part of the bell against the front tire. Inside

of the bell there is an arrangement which
works on the same principle that the governor
of an engine does. There is a miniature tongue

set on a pivot, which, when a certain speed is

acquired, will fly up and ring the bell, thus

v/aming the cyclist. On roads where he can

ride as fast as he pleases, another pressure

of the finger and the bell is released from the

tire.

Gathered from Around Reading.

Reading, Pa., June 19.—An investigation

among the smaller manufacturers and assem-

blers here develops the fact that there is very

little fear existing among them as to any like-

lihood of their having any difficulty in pur-

chasing parts and material, trust or no trust.

So far as can be learned there has been no
change in the local situation with regard to

the Reading makers going into the Spalding

combine, and it is not likely that anything

definite will be accompKshed before a month
or more.

The Keystone Cycle Co., whose plant was
destroyed by fire some months ago, have dis-

posed of all their unfinished wheels and parts

to J. G. Hartzel, of the Reading Bicycle Ex-
change, and have decided to abandon the bi-

cycle trade, believing that there is no longer

enough profit in it.
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IN SIXTV-riVE SECONDS.

Murphy Credited with Riding a Mile Behind Locomotive
|

Pacing in This Most Wonderful Time. I

..»»•»•••••••••«•-'

"T AiMit!" One can imagine Clias. M. Mur-

1 phy looking at a lil<eness of tlie greatest

ever and then uttering these self-laudatory

words. Faster than any living creature that

moves upon the ground has Murphy, unaided

by any other than his own self-motive powers,

traversed a mile. Well may the gentleman

from Brooklyn proudly point to himself and

say, "I am it!" Verily, the man and the mile

are Murphy.

On Wednesday, on a broad strip laid be-

tween the rails of the Long Island Railroad,

over a five-mile stretch between Farmingdale

and Babylon, Murphy was timed as cycling a

mile in 65 seconds. The arrangements for

this wonderful performance were as follows:

At the rear of the railroad car a box-like

structure had been built to shield the rider

from the wind. The sides of it extended

straight out about six feet and downward to

within two feet of the ground, where they

slanted inward toward the track at an angle

of about forty degrees. The bottoms of the

wind-shielding extension lapped over the in-

ner sides of the rails, setting close to them

like flanges, so as to exclude all the air and

dust possible. The front end of the box, un-

derneath the platform of the car, sloped for-

ward to a point like the bow of a flat, crudely-

built skifif. The whole afifair had an arching

roof that was continuous with the roof of

the car. The side view looked like the top

part of a cab, built solidly of boards, that had

been tacked onto the car. A fender made of

steel and shaped like a huge rectangular han-

dle was affixed to the rear of the car, the long

bar standing out horizontally, so as to pre-

vent the rider from colliding with the car.

This bar was covered with rubber and so set

that if the cyclist ran up too far the head of

his machine would strike it. Murphy's steer-

ing wheel would barely pass under it.

Within the sides of this contrivance Murphy

pedaled for more than two miles, swerving

only for a few inches and never losing his

steam-driven pacemaker. Murphy rode in an

ordinary racing suit of -black tights, full length.

black racing shoes and a jersey of pale blue,

on the back of which was pinned a rabbit's

foot. He was bareheaded and wore no eye-

glasses, nose or mouth shield, or any kind of

appliance. He rode a wheel weighing twenty-

one pounds and geared to 112, with ordinary

wire toe clips.

Murphy's right hand rested on the horizon-

tal bar of the rubber-covered fender when the

word wai given to start. It was simply

"Ready" called to the engineer. Slowly the

train started and began to gather headway.

As soon as he was moving at about ten or

twelve miles an hour Murphy let go and be-

gan to pedal with his handle-bars gripped

tightly, his head down and his front wheel

about one-third under the iron bar or fender.

The train gathered speed rapidly. There was

three-quarters of a mile to be traveled before

the real trial began, for the board track was

more than two miles long and nearly half a

mile was left for slowing up. The roar of the

train shut out every possibility of speech or

call. The spectators on the platform held

their breaths. The cyclist pedaled faster and

faster, his wheel never falling away an inch

from his position and swaying from side

to side only five inches. There were five

planks, each ten inches wide, composing the

track. Murphy rode the entire distance on

the middle one, and he used only one-half of

that.

The above ride was private and in the

nature of an experiment, but there was not

room for the slightest reflection on the whole

performance, the timers named being unbe-

lievers, who acted independently of the rail-

road officials, who held watches and made the

time out to be nearly a second slower. In the

spring of 1897 E. E. Anderson, of St. Louis,

rode behind a locomotive and car, and his

time was said to have been LOS 1-5.

In order to ride as he did yesterday, Mur-

phy had to make 180.07 revolutions of the

pedals in the mile, which means 2.77 revolu-

tions per second.

A public trial will be made June 30.

IN PROPER HANDS.

Now that the Management of the League Meet

Has Been Changed Success li

Sure.

Boston, June 20.—There is to be an L. A.

W. National Meet in '99 after all, and from

latest indications it will be entirely credita-

ble to the largest cycling organization in

the world. The Boston '99 Meet Club, which

was organized to conduct the '99 Meet

in Boston in August, was almost wrecked by

the incompetency of some of its officers, who
have since resigned.

The Massachusetts Division, L. A. W., has

come to the front and taken the matter

into its own hands, relieving the '99 Meet

Club of the responsibility which proved too

great for it. The Massachusetts Division is

no "fly-by-night" affair, but the third largest

state division in the L. A. W., officered by

men of energy and ability, who are now
roused to the importance of the work before

them, and who have entered upon it in a way
which will realize the promises originally

made concerning the meet.

As told exclusively in The Wheel several

weeks ago, the failure of the '99 Meet Club to

carry out its plans caused the circulation of

a rumor that the National Meet might fall

through. This stirred up the "old guard" in

Massachusetts cycling circles, men who had

not been actively identified with the '99 Meet
Club, and decisive action was taken at the

quarterly meeting of the Massachusetts Di-

vision board of officers last week. A gen-

eral committee consisting of Chief Consul

Sterling Elliott, National Secretary Abbot

Bassett, Secretary-Treasurer Wolfson, Henry

C. Nickerson, chairman of the National

Transportation Committee, and President

Abrahams, of the Associated Cycling Clubs

of Boston, was appointed to take charge of

National Meet affairs, and the conduct of the

meet was practically taken out of the hands

of the '99 Meet Club. No effort was made

to hide the fact that the latter organization

had been deprived of its usefulness by mis-

management, but it was asserted with posi-

tiveness that the National Meet would not suf-

fer thereby.

Indications are that such will be the case.

The new executive committee meets daily,

and has already made up for the time lost

since the demise of the '99 Meet Club. Many
of the original committees have been doing

good work and have been continued, and

plans laid out by them a month or more ago

are being perfected as if nothing had hap-

pened. The Entertainment Committee is ar-

ranging a programme which will include

some positive novelties, such as visitors to

national meets have not heretofore enjoyed,

in spite of the pace set at Philadelphia and In-

dianapolis.

The river and ocean fetes will be a feature

of this programme. The Race Committee has

not been interrupted in its preparations for

the biggest race meeting ever conducted at a

national meet. The Touring Committee has

added to the list of tours and runs which it

will conduct during the week of the meet,

and the National Touring Committee of the

League is in addition arrangmg for a series

of personally conducted tours to the White
Mountains, the Berkshire Hills, the North
Shore resorts, etc., in the week following the

meet. The latter feature will be especially

appreciated by members from a distance, who
have never visited these places.

Massachusetts cyclists regret that the report

was spread abroad of a possible failure of the

meet. It has spurred them on to even greater

efforts, and if the '99 Meet is not a success it

will not be the fault of the ten thousand en-

thusiastic L. A. W. members who hail from

the Bay State.

Stearns Absorbs Tinkham.

E. C. Stearns & Co. have purchased from

J. R. Tinkham and E. F. Walton the con-
trolling interest in the Tinkham Company,
306-310 West Fifty-ninth street, New York.
The officers of the company are now: E. C
Stearns, president; H. E. Maslin, vice-presi-

dent; George W. Shannon, secretary and treas-

urer. The Tinkham Company have for years

been the metropolitan agents for Stearns bi-

cycles, and they manufacture largely tricycles

and the Tinkham carriers. Although having

sold the controlling interest, Messrs. Tinkham
and Walton still remain stockholders of the

company.

Make Five Millions More.

Cleveland, June 19.—In a meeting at .Pitts-

burg a few days ago the directors of the

Shelby Steel Tube Co. decided to increase the

capital stock of the concern from $5,000,000

to $10,000,000. The combination of the Pope
and Albany mills with the Shelby Company
necessitates the increase.

Boston intends transporting its street-clean-

ing machinery with automobiles in place of

horses.
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DOINGS IN THE WORLD OF AUTOMOBILISM.

AN EXCELLENT OPPORTINITY.

Those Who Want Automobllistic Fame,

Glory and What-Not Given a

Chance.

Gold,

The Automobile Co. of America, through

its president, A. L. Barber, the asphalt king,

of Irvington-on-the-Hudson, has announced
that on July 20 a competitive automobile test

will 'be made. General Miles has been re-

quested to name a committee of five judges,

with himself as chairman. The winner of the

competition will receive a prize of $2,000.

Each machine will be graded on a scale of

175 points, distributed thus:

Speed, 20; safety, 20; ease of backing and

guiding, 10; power to climb grades, 20; cost

of power, 20; low-selling price, 20; light and

graceful appearance, 15; strength and durabil-

ity, 10; management easily learned, 10; fuel

obtainable everywhere, 10; absence of dis-

agreeable odors, 10.

The carriages will start from New York's

City Hall at 9 o'clock in the morning, and
will come to a full stop at each corner until

they reach Fifty-ninth street and the Boule-

vard, where their arrival will ibe timed. From
Fifty-ninth street to the south end of Wash-
ington Bridge the carriages will move without

racing. At the latter point the race for speed

will begin. The carriages will move via

Broadway to the south entrance of the private

park of Henry Villard; thence via Mr. Vil-

lard's park back to Broadway; thence to

Ardsley on the Hudson or to Irvington. At
the conclusion of the course the committee
will require such tests as they may deem
proper.

The competition will be open to all nations,

and each company will be entitled to enter

three vehicles. The Automobile Company of

.A.merica hope that Winton and Charron will

not fail to avail themselves of the competition,

but it is not likely that they will do so.

First "Put Out" the Burners.

On a recent evening the inhabitants of the

Rue de Chartres, in Paris, were startled by
an immense jet of flame rising from an auto-

mobile, to the height of the houses. The
automobile and the flame belonged to Baron
Merlin, whose groom was foolish enough to

fill the reservoir without "putting out" the

burners. The oil at once took fire, and the

carriage was completely destroyed in fifteen

minutes.

Chortle of the Convert.

The editor of the "Bicycling News" has

gone in for a -motor tricycle, and dealing with

the disappointment of the scorchers who en-

deavored to take a fall out of him on his first

ride, says: "But, peradventure, a time will

come when the puffer will lead the van, for

I could feel potentialities beneath me which

promise good things for the future, and there

were palpitating possibilities of pace which

were little short of thrilling. What ho! You
may scour the country on a motor, and you

may make it move marvelously. It is the

dream of the average British boy to be an

engine-driver. Here's one who seems likely

to have his ambition gratified at last, and,

notwithstanding my gnarled age and rugged

exterior, I'll confess to a juvenile jumpiness

when the little earthquaky convulsions were
going on beneath me, that I haven't experi-

enced since we used to skim the foaming

billows in a little sailing boat, and made her

bury her nose in the froth when things were

smoky to windward, and there were hills and

valleys on the tumbling gray sea. More later.

At present the little ship moves well, and as

I said before—there are possibilities!"

From a Sleepy Point of View.

The Philadelpliia "Inquirer" asks: "Will

the automobile replace the bicycle?" and

thinks it will. The "Inquirer" goes on to

say:

"The trouble with cycling so far has been

that while it has given a good and healthy

e.xercise for men, it has not met entirely with

that popularity among women that was ex-

pected for it. If anything, it has lately fallen

from its former high estate among them. For
the feminine half of society the new horseless

carriage is a boon. Their escorts on auto-

mobile trips into 'the country or along the

city streets can talk to them as easily as

though in a parlor, instead of having to shout

over their shoulders or across six feet of cob-

ble stones, as is the case with the bicycle."

nave Great Expectations.

The Automatic Air Carriage Co. expect to

revolutionize the automobile industry of this

country. The company were incorporated

with $600,000 capital at Albany last week, E.

A. Willard and others appearing as petitioners

for the charter.

"We have the best thing in the way of an

automobile in the country," declared Mr. Wil-

lard to a Wheel representative. "Some of

the leading capitalists of this city are inter-

ested in the company. The best engineers on

air in the country have developed an inven-

tion, and we are getting ready to make practi-

cal application of the result of their two years'

labor."

How Frenchmen View It.

Paris, June 5.—The Winton-Charron chal-

lenge is not taken very seriously here. The
automobile leaders imagine that Mr. Winton
feels inclined to draw out of the engagement,

and are urging that no time should be lost,

but that arrangements should be made at

once to settle the matter, and run tLe race

without undue delay, either in France or

America.

Two German Good Things.

The German railroads have so far complied

with the requirements of motor cyclists as to

accept automobiles as passenger's luggage, the

only specification being that they shall have

empty tanks. No benzine or petroleum will

be allowed in the baggage cars, being ex-

: +

plosive, and therefore dangerous. It is im-
perative that the officials shall assure them-
selves of the absence of such before accepting

motor cycles for transport. Mr. Daimler, the

father of the modern motor industry, has
signified his willingness to lend for exhibition

at the forthcoming retrospective exhibition of

motors, to be held in June next in the Tuil-
leries, Paris, all the drawings and models of
motors he has built between the years 1884
and 1899.

Not All Beer and Skittles.

"Man, know thyself" may have been all

good enough before man took to motoring,
but now it should be "Man, know your motor,''
with the addition of "Know it blamed well,

too." All this is from a man, a man who
has motored and miseried. Continuing, he
further says:

"It is distinctly unenjoyable to start out
for the sole purpose of showing off your new
possession and your control of it, and to find

that the new battery which you had ordered for
the occasion has either not been inserted at

all, or has been so badly fitted as to be ex-
cessively feeble, so that the sparking only
occurs intermittently, and you have to keep
getting off every two or three miles in the
midst of the traffic and in the mud to unscrew
and adjust the mechanism, until some sort

of a spark is produced sufficient to carry you
another mile or two; and at last, when you
are too far from town to get back, the appar-
atus breaks down entirely. You know that

the place where your motor was supposed to

be repaired has closed at 1 o'clock, so that all

you can do is to leave the machine to its fate

in the nearest stable, while you proceed by
train. On an occasion like this, I think you
will agree with me, that even the most re-

ligiously disposed motorist may be excused
for observing: 'Dear me, how provoking!'

—or words to that effect. To motors, indeed,

may be applied with peculiar force the ver-

dict that 'When they are good, they are very,

very good; and when they are bad, they are'

—well, enough said."

New Incorporated Concerns.

Beacon Motor Traction Co. Motor vehi-

cles. Capital, $1,000,000. Incorporators:

James Lord, Henry E. Cain, James L. Wol-
cott, Dover, Del.

National Wheel & Traction Co., New York
City. Manufacturing motor vehicles, etc.

Capital, $16,000. Incorporators: A. Ohlsen,

F. S. Dickinson, L. T. Noonan, all of New
York City.

Ascot Vehicle Co.—Principal office, 1 Mont-
gomery street, Jersey City. Manufacture elec-

tric vehicles, etc. Capital, $100,000. Incorpor-

ators: Peter Whitney, Ferd Von Kusserow,
David M. Bressler, all of Jersey City.

Riker Electric Vehicle Co.—Principal office,

55 Montgomery street, Jersey City, N. J.

Manufacture electric vehicles, etc. Capital,

$7,000,000. Incorporators: Andrew L. Riker,

William G. Meyer, James C. Young, all of

Jersey City, N. J.
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FOR THOSE IN QUEST OF FOREIGN BUSINESS.
+ :-:-:

now AMERICA STANDS.

Abroad She Is Universally Recognized as a Likely

Winner In the Battle for the Foreign

Buyer.

An American sundry manufacturer of more

than ordinary shrewdness as an observer,

while complimenting The Wheel on its

splendid showing in its export issue, had this

to say of his recent study abroad of the

chances there for the American manufacturer:

"Great Britain, Germany and other coun-

tries in Europe are beginning to view the

rapid progress the United States have made

in a broader light. It was not long ago when

America was looked upon as an unimportant

rival in the world's battle for commercial

supremacy.

"We have not only invaded European mar-

kets, but have established a foothold for our

manufactured products in countries the trade

of which has for scores of years been con-

trolled by the principal manufacturing nations

of the Eastern Hemisphere. Foreigners are

now compelled to recognize the fact that

America is one of Europe's most formidable

competitors, and in nothing is this more true

than in everything connected with the cycle

trade.

"I had an opportunity while abroad to ob-

tain the views of the trading element, as well

as the general public, on subjects relating to

cycling. The people seem to be very much
impressed with the wonderful progress the

United States has made in locomotive con-

struction. Our rapid advancement in the va-

rious branches of cycle manufacture, as well

as other manufactured products, has aroused

the interest of the business communities of

Great Britain and Germany. I believe tliis

interest in American progress will be to urge

European countries forward in an attempt

to improve their own products.

"In a hotel in London I heard a gentleman,

who had evidently just returned from Amer-

ica, rertiark that he had to confess that the

United States was vastly ahead of Great Bri-

tain in point of industry, and that the sooner

the people recognized the fact the better it

would be for them. He advised that the best

policy for Europe to pursue would be to

follow the American business policy. If they

didn't, he added, they would in time be driven

out.

"People of business who keep in touch

with what America is doing, and is capable

of doing in all branches of manufacture, are

of the same opinion. European people, I

observe, are more -willing to adopt American

methods and ideas than they were several

years ago.

"The industrial classes of Great Britain, as

well as all Europe, never lose an opportunity

to investigate everything offered from Amer-
ica, and it is surprising to see how favorably

disposed they are toward our products. In

my own line of sundries J have found this

particularly noticeable.

"From what I saw, Germany has got to be

recognized as a strong trade competitor, and
is growing more so every day. One cannot

fail to be impressed with that fact after in-

specting a reasonable number of German
cycle plants. Germany continues to manifest

great interest in the development of her tech-

nical schools, which are supported and en-

couraged liy substantial contributions. One
thing of interest I learned was that the ma-

jority of young Germans who expect to fol-

low a commercial life are giving special at-

tention to the foreign languages, particularly

English. In language and commercial edu-

cation I believe Germany stands supreme.

And all this is bound to tell in the battle of

the sales."

Experts^ Up to Date.

Exports of cycles and parts from the port

of New York for week ending June 20, 1899:

Antwerp.—19 cases bicycles, $369; 15 cases

bicycle material, $984.

Abo.—3 cases bicycles, $365.

Amsterdam.

—

i cases bicycles, 150.

Bremen.—59 cases bicycles, $2,430; 5 cases

bicycle material, $180.

British Honduras.—4 cases bicycle material,

$30.

Belfast.—10 cases bicycles, $427.

British Australia.—14 cases bicycles, $493;

46 cases bicycle material, $1,728.

Brussels.—1 case bicycle material, $24.

British West Indies.—'1 case bicycles, $26;

5 cases bicycle material, $54.

British East Indies.—20 cases bicycles, $936;

4 cases bicycle material, $342.

British Possessions in Africa.—8 cases bi-

cycles, $668; 10 cases bicycle material, $296.

Brazil.—1 case bicycles, $23.

Copenhagen.—133 cases bicycles, $2,825; 3

cases bicycle material, $182.

China.—29 cases bicycles, $2,645; 2 cases bi-

cycle material, $61.

Cardiff.—2 cases bicycles, $48.

.Crefeld.—1 case bicycle material, $7.

Cuba.—19 cases bicycles, $440.

Dutch East Indies.—1 case bicycle material,

$30.

Dusseldorf.—1 case bicycle material, $30.

Ecuador.—1 case bicycles, $51.

Frankfort.—5 cases bicycle material, $96.

Glasgow.—1 case bicycles, $75.

Gothenburg.—10 cases bicycles, $310.

Genoa.—57 cases bicycles, $3,582; 16 cases

bicycle material, $898.

Hull.—39 cases bicycles, $1,300.

Hamburg.^05 cases bicycles, $13,318; 108

cases bicycle material, $1,908.

-Havre.—344 cases bicycles, $11,965; 92 cases

bicycle material, $3,929.

Helsingfors.—1 case bicycles, $30; 7 cases

bicycle material, $116.

Japan.—7 cases bicycles, $411.

Liverpool.—8 cases bicycles, $325; 9 cases

bicycle material, $372.

London.—220 cases bicycles, $5,453; 71 cases

bicycle material, $1,718.

Leipzig.—1 case bicycles, $35.

Libau.—3 cases bicycle material, $190.

La Rochelle.—2 cases bicycles, $84.

Mexico.

—

2 cases bicycles, $400.

Manchester.—9 cases bicycles, $459.

'Munich.—2 cases bicycle material, $49.

Newfoundland.—48 cases bicycles, $1,494; 11

cases bicycle material, $227.

Norkoping.—1 case bicycle material, $60.

Naples.—1 case bicycles, $53.

Porto Rico.—2 cases bicycles, $80.

Riga.—2 cases bicycle material, $100.

Southampton.—43 cases bicycles, $2,314; 21

cases bicycle material, $1,068.

iSundsvall.—1 case bicycles, $35.

St. Petersburg.—2 cases bicycles, $125; 6

cases bicycle material, $324.

.Siam.—18 cases bicycles, $800; 2 cases bicy-

cle material, $146.

Stockholm.—13 cases bicycles, $528; 1 case

bicycle material, $60.

Turin.—2 cases bicycle material, $289.

United States of Colombia.—1 case bicycles,

$50; 3 cases bicycle material, $59.

Vienna.—7 cases bicycles, $206.

Verona.—8 cases bicycle material,

Wasa.—2 cases 'bicycles, $40.

In the New Islands.

Washington, D. C, June 17.—lAmerican

cycle manufacturers are already finding an en-

larged market in Cuba, Porto Rico, Hawaii

and the Philippines for machines. Cuba

shows the greatest gain, the exports for the

ten months ending April, 1899, aggregating

$13,066 as against a value of $9,214 for the

same period of last year.

MOSSBERG TIRE BELLS
Patented Mlarcli 28, 1899.

Our chime bell has been adopted by the police

force of "Greater New York " as the best bell made.

Ask the cops how they like them. There is

music wherever you go.

No. 1, Chime, - - - 75 cents.

No, 2, Single Gong, - - 50 cents.

Made by fi^ANK WOSSBERG COMPANY,
p. 0. Box 803, Attleboro, Mass.

COE MPG. CO., 50 Warren St., New York, Sole Selling
Agents for U. S. A. Kindly mention The WheeL
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Popular Pierce

!
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In the "New York Journal's" Century Run,

held June 17, 1899, on Long Island,

The Pierce Led AH Other Makes By a Wide Margin.

Pierce Bicycles, 67.

Next Nearest Make, 32.

Thus Merit tells in the Long Run.

•••••••••••

Speedy Pierce

!

Frank Kramer, the Amateur Champion,

rides the Pierce Model 142. This model

is made in 21, 22 and 23 inch frames.

It is still on sale.

The George N. Pierce 60.,
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MANAGED BY THE N. C. A.

Bald, Cooper, Kiser and Other Stars Seen Under

Outlaw Auspices at Manhattan

Beach.

Bald is "logy." -McFarland, the Californian,

is great in handicap work. Kiser, the minia-

ture Ajax from Ohio, has left malaria behind

and recovered his "yump." Kramer, the New
Jersey amateur with the long chin and punish-

ing sprint, will be one of the best soon if he

keeps on improving at his present rate. He
has displaced Schofield as amateur leader in

the Greater iNew York district.

All this, and more, developed during the

N. C. A. meet on Manhattan Beach's quarter-

mile cement track, last Saturday. A crowd of

about 2,500 looked on. Unaccountably, the

people warmly applauded some hot finishes

and appeared to fee asleep during others. As

a whole, the racing was first-class. The

tumbles were not chargeable to any but the

riders. From the spectators' standpoint, it

was a good meet.

The big race was the Great Atlantic Handi-

cap, two miles, $500 to the winner. The
second, third and fourth men got percentages

of the total entry fees. Newhouse, of Roch-

ester, who wakes up occasionally and sur-

prises people, gave McFarland the hardest

kind of a fight for first at the finish, but lost.

McFarland started from scratch, Newhouse
120 yards. R. A. Miller, of Galveston, 130

yards, was third; Robert Walthour, Atlanta,

90 yards, fourth. Time, 4.19.

Bald, Cooper and Kiser figured in the third

heat of the race—the two former at scratch,

Kiser 30 yards. The three helped each other

along. Bald died first; then Kiser. Cooper

caught the field, -but failed to qualify, finish-

ing sixth.

In the one-third-mile, Kiser's famous fin-

ishing jump reappeared and landed him first,

ahead of Cooper. McFarland was third; Kim-
ble, of Kentucky, fourth. Time, .44 1-5.

Kramer, of New Jersey, won two out of

the three heats of his mile match with Scho-

field, in 2.09 2-5 and 2.09 1-5. Schofield won
one heat in 2.10 8-5.

Kramer also won the Metropolitan district

championship, half-mile, in 1.07 1-5, defeating

Wahrenberger and Schofield.

Collett, of New Haven, scratch, beat Nye,

20 yards, and Wahrenberger, 20 yards, in the

mile amateur handicap. Time, 2.11 1-5.

IN DUCKER'S nUKEDOM.

He Gets the People in a Matched Race that

Failed.

Boston, June 17.—^Over 17,000 persons at

Charles River Park saw a most complete fizzle

this afternoon in the much-advertised motor-

paced race between Eddie McDuffee and

Major Taylor. Both machines broke down
before two miles had been run, and 'Major

Taylor rode the course alone, with a job lot

of human pacemakers. iMcDuf^ee tried a

steam motor tandem and Taylor a tandem
with a French motor attachment. Both ma-
chines utterly failed and the vast crowd left

the track sadly disappointed, as they had every

right to be. The complete fizzle of the prin-

cipal event of the day did not, however, detract

from the high class of the rest of the day's

attractions.

Every other event was hotly contested and

brought out killing finishes. Taylor won the

first professional event, the one-third-mile

open, in a splendid sprint, beating out Tom
Butler at the tape by a couple of wheel lengths.

The five-mile handicap, professional, was easy

for the high mark, as not one of the low

mark caught the bunch, the McLane brothers,

of Chelsea, taking the first two places, and

'iNat Butler third. Nat and Tom Butler won
the Australian tandem pursuit race, catching

the second team of Watson Coleman and

Frank Butkr in the fourth mile. A ten-mile

paced race between members of local clubs

attracted considerable attention and was well

fought. Berlo, of the Eagle Cycle Club, beat

out Farnum, of the Metropolitan Wheelmen,
closing the ten miles in 20 minutes 16 2-5

seconds. The failure of the paced race is a

serious blow to motor pacing here.

McFarland Takes a Look Into the Future.

"1 expect," said McFarland, as he lit a

new pill, "to see the racing of the future con-

ducted on saucer-bowl tracks—tracks banked
almost on end all the way round. I expect

to see men riding wheels at a mile a minute,

or even faster, round these tracks—wheels fit-

ted with two to five-horse-power motors, these

motors being but a help and not the entire

power. The men will have to work just as

we work now. The races will be a flash and

over with. The people will sit in high grand

stands looking down the banks. As you
know, there is no more interesting place to

watch a race now than at the tops of the

banks. The field as it swings round a high

bank, laying over toward the pole, presents

a sight that sends the heart up into your

mouth. It does mine. Think then what the

future will -be with men traveling at one-half

the speed we travel now and with their eyes

covered with shields and their mouths fitted

into rubber mouthpieces. They will have to

have these, you know, to catch their breath

from behind, and not from in front, for that

would choke them."

Then be filled and relit the pipe, and con-

tinued:

"Think of hour races then. Men going

without pace fifty and sixty miles an hour

round the sides of the fence, which will be

the real status of the track. Of course there

will be accidents and men will be killed, but

that will be the exciting part of the game.

Purses will be enormous, say $65,000 for an

hour race. They must put up the money
then, for the riders run the chance of their

life to win a fortune. No elbowing then; no
team work; but every man for himself, and

keep clear of everyone else, for tO' jockey

would be dangerous. I tell you that day is

not so far distant."

Doverites Are Dodgers.

Canal Dover, O., finds that only 700 cyclists

out of 3,000 have taken out licenses. Before fin-

ing the 2,300 delinquents the auditor has writ-

ten to the Attorney-General asking these ques-

tions: Must students residing elsewhere pay

a tax? Does a license in another county en-

title the use of paths in this? Must wheelmen
without license keep off the public road along

which paths run?

I
Big Meet!

j

I Saugerties Consulate, |

No, 4, L. A. W.,
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Yea, Verily!

Of all sad words

To the racing man
The saddest are

"They also ran."
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SAUGERTIES, ULSTER Co., N.Y.,

TuesdayJuly 18/99

m-
Saugerties-on-Hudson is an in-

dustrious town, 99 miles from New York,
and is readied by both N. Y. Central
and West Shore R. R., and night boats
leaving Chris-topher St., New York,
every evening at 6 o'clock.

The Races will be held on a one-half-

mile banked dirt track, which is said
by riders who have previously raced here
to be the third best dirt track in the
State.

The Events and Prizes. The
events are novice, five open events
and Ulster County Championship. The
prizes are of a total value of f400 and the
value we guarantee. The first prizes

are optional. All finals will be paced
by the Quaker Tandem Team. Events
and prizes complete are as follows :

1. ONE-MILE NOVICE — 1st prize, Gold
Medal; 2d prize, Silver Medal.

2. ONE-MILEOPEN-lstprize, S35Diamond
Stud (optional); 3d prize. $20 Solid Gold Watch;
3n prize, $6 Silk Umbrella.

3. TWO-MILE HANDICAP-lst prize, $3S
Diamond Stud (optional); 3d prize, $30 Gold
Watch; 3d prize, $6 Solid Gold Cuff Buttons,

4. ONE-HALF-MILE OPEN—1st prize, $35
Diamond Stud (optional); 2d prize, $20 Alligator
Traveling Bag with fittings; 3d prize, $6 Opera
Glasses,

5. TWO-MILE OPEN—1st prize, $35 Dia-
mond Stud (optional); 2d prize, $30 Diamond
Scarf Pin; 3d prize, $8 Watch Charm.

6 ONE-MILE ULSTER COUNTY CHAM-
PIONSHIP—1st prize. Gold Medal; 2d prize,
Silver Medal.

7. ONE-MILE HANDICAP-lst prize, $35
Diamond Stud (optional); 3d prize. $30 Gold
Snake Ring; 3d prize, $6 Diamond Collar Button.

OTHER ATTRACTIONS.
WM. SHIELDS, the famous "Rube" Trick

Cyclist, will give an exhibition of trick riding.

W. A. LA DUE, of Cold Spring, will endeavor
to lower the one-mile paced State record of
1.53.

MUSIC BY THE BAND;

REMEMBER.
Fast Races. Good list of events.

Prizes optional and guaranteed.
Trial for State record.

Finals paced by Qaaker Tandem Team.
Trick riding^. Good music.

A good time promised.

For entry blanks apply to

H. T. KEENEY,
Assistant Secretary Race Committee,

SAUGERTIES, N. Y.

" How ARE ALL YOU FOLKS—

Coming to Saugerties?"

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE OLTLAWS' DEN.

A Pen Sketch of the New York Headquarters

of the N. C. A. from Which the

Wires Are Worked.

In the stronghold of the N. C. A.—in the

office of A. G. Batchelder, chairman of its

board of control—there is an atmosphere of

action, of the militant spirit. And that is

something which appeals to every man. This

N. C. A.-L. A. W. fight for the control of

racing may be a battle between a flea and an

elephant, and The Wheel is betting on the

elephant, but it must be admitted that this

flea is a particularly active, carnivorous insect.

War bulletins—not those issued weekly by

the press committee of the L. A. W., but such

as give courage to the loyal cohorts and

damn the enemy—are spread upon the walls,

and vigorous comments are written upon

them. "Up Goes the Sponge," is one in

blue pencil. It refers, of course, to the other

fellow's sponge. "P'all River Is Ours," reads

a telegram. "Take Warning; Don't Ride in

N. C. A. Races," is a sarcastic marginal in a

red-and-blue, on a New York "Tribune"

screed. "L. A. W. Lies Nailed by iN. iC. A.

Truths" is the cheerful heading over an ar-

ticle in a Buffalo paper.

The den in which the N. C. A. pow-wows
are held is high up in the air. The chairman

can look for inspiration at the lofty spans of

the great Brooklyn bridge; for despair into

the turgid East River; and his anathemas

can 'be easily tossed across the way upon the

roof of the hated "Tribune."

There are visitors a-plenty. Two appli-

cants for membership came in within half an

hour—that makes 48 in a day of 24 hours.

Newspaper men and Sui Generis Spooner
haunt the place.

This much for Batchelder, the master work-

man of the N. C. A.: He is not a speaker of

speeches, like the new racing board chair-

man of the L. A. W. He looks well in natty

blue serge, but he would look very natural

in the make-up of the Lone Fisherman. He
has an old-fashioned, utilitarian, good-natured

personality, and the men who are working
with him like him. He is systematic, indus-

trious, full of purpose. He has undertaken

something which will quite probably fail, but

without regard to that and other underlying

incidentals, he is putting up the kind of fight

that compels admiration.

The chief workshop of the N. C A. will

go down in cycling history as a most inter-

esting place.

GOOD OLD KINGS COUNTY.

Eighteenth Annual Meet of the Veteran Club at

Manhattan Beach.

For seventeen years that ancient and hon-

orable organization, the Kings County
Wheelmen, of Brooklyn, has given race

meets. It is probably the oldest race-promo-

ting club in the country.

Next Saturday, at Manhattan Beach track,

and under the auspices of the N. C. A., the

K. C. W. will hold their eighteenth annual

meet, and if the weather permits the attend-

ance should be a grateful testimonial to the

worth of the good old club.

In addition to the usual amateur and pro-

fessional races, there will be two special

events, an inter-club pursuit race and a 15-

mile amateur match race, with 40 pacemakers.

The match will be between C. T. Earl, of

the K. C. W. and H. Y. Bedell, of the Pierce

Wheelmen. In the pursuit race there will

be four teams: Schofield, Munz and Richt, K.

C. W. ; Kramer, Lake and Welsing, Harlem
Wheelmen; Wahrenberger, Nye and Schrei-

ber, Greenwich Wheelmen; Van Cott, Brown
and another, Nassau Wheelmen.

Schofield, for a long time amateur leader

in the metropolitan district; Kramer, who has

been beating Schofield; Wahrenberger, Nye,

Van Cott—it is a fine lot of men. W. H.

Wells, an old-timer, will. ride again for the

glory of the K. C. W. It should be a notable

meet.

fIXTllRES.

NEWARKERS LIKE IT.

Sabbath Day Racing Gets the Money in the New

Jersey Suburb.

Vailsburg has proven no new thing when
it succeeded in once more catching the coin

of that class of supporter who is equally con-

tent to view a woman's baseball match, a

fake foot race or a balloon ascension, provided

the event takes place on Sunday when the

remainder of his Saturday's salary still lingers

in his pocket

The second Sunday meet at Vailsburg, held

under the N. C. A. rules, attracted a crowd

and was a repetition of the first day's suc-

cesses. H. Elkes defeated A. Gardiner by half a

lap in a twenty-mile matched pursuit race. Gar-

diner's pacing machine gave out, but he was

carried through the race by human pacers

and made a good fight. Elkes made the dis-

tance in 37 minutes 3 3-5 seconds. A novelty

was a three-mile matched tricycle motor race

between K. A. Skinner, of Boston, and C. H.

Metz, of Waltham. Both machines ran evenly,

but failed to make exceptionally fast time, the

time of the winner, Metz, being 7 minutes

29 2-5 seconds.

Dai's Dining-Room Race.

The "Jaynes" road race, which takes place

in Buffalo on July 4, is going to be a good
one, and is attracting considerable attention.

It has been decided that the first prize will be

a very handsome complete dining-room set,

consisting of the following: One solid oak

dining-room table, six dining-room chairs,

one china dinner set, 112 pieces; one set of

linen for the table, and one quartered-oak

sideboard, all of which is valued at from $150

to $200. There will be two or three time

prizes, the first of which will be worth from

$75 to $100. All told there will be from 50

to 75 prizes, all of which will be worth riding

for. Entries close July 1, and blanks can be

secured from W. C. Jaynes, 520 Main street,

Buffalo, iN. Y.

Reading Not on the National Circuit.

Reading, Pa., June 17.—For the first time

since their organization, ten years ago, the

Penn Wheelmen, Reading's representative bi-

cycle club, have decided to dispense with the

National Circuit meet this year. Last year's

circuit meet cost the organization considera-

ble money, it proving a financial loss. The at-

tendance has fallen off owing to the scarcity

of fast amateur riders. Besides, some of the

stars of the L. A. W. have deserted the or-

ganization, and the non-participation of these

fast men would hurt the attendance.

L A. W.

JULY.

1—Burlington Co. Wheelmen, Mount Holly, N. J.

1—J. F. Flugrath, Patchogue, L. I.

1—United Tribes I. O. R. M., Maspeth, L. I.

3—F. M. McCullough, Trenton, N. J.

3—D. A. Lesser, Ridgway, Pa.
3—Brockton High School, Brockton, Mass.
4—Chicago Cycling Club, Chicago, 111.

4^H. W. Foltz, Indianapolis, Ind.

4—^Hazelton Driving Park Asso., Hazelton, Pa.
4—^Rockford Cycling Club, Rockford, 111.

4—36th and 37th Separate Cos., National Guard,

Schenectady, N. Y.
4—Athletic and Bicycle Club of Dover, Canal Dover,

Ohio.
4—Beaver Valley Cyclers, Beaver Falls, Pa.
4—^Richard Ford, Altoona, Pa.

4—^Middletown Cycling Club, Middletown, Ohio.
4—J. Roland Jones, Jr., Racine, Wis.
4—^Medina Business Men's Asso., Medina, Ohio.
4—Miflin Co. Fair Asso., Lewiston, Pa.
4—E. A. Wliitney and H. G. Spillane, Springfield, Vt.

4—A. E. Reynolds, Plattsburg, N. Y.
4—James H. McGuire, Johnstown, N. Y.
4—RoUstone Cycling Club, Leominster, Mass.
4—E. C. Cashin, ^Vappinger Falls, N. Y.

4—Gt. Harrington Ath. Asso., Gt. Barrington, Mass.
4—Hartsuff Asso., Rockland, Mass.
4—^Crescent Park Cycle Track Asso., Providence,

R. I.

4—Red Bank Wheelmen, Red Bank, N. J.

4—South End C. C, Newburg, Ohio.
4—Learnard & Watson, Danville, 111.

4—Ravenswood Athletic Field, Chicago, 111.

4—Associated Cycling Clubs of Worcester, West-
boro, Mass.

4—Gibbon Cycle Co., Gibbon, Neb.
4—W. P. Chase Co., Des Moines, la.

4-^Mahanoy City A. A., Ltd., Mahanoy City, Pa.
4—Osgood & Coolidge, Gardner, Mass.
4—^West End Wheelmen, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

15—^Ravenswood Athletic Field, Chicago, 111.

22—Ravenswood Athletic Field, Chicago, 111.

29—Ravenswood Athletic Field, Chicago, 111.

SEPTEMBER.

4—Lobdell Cycling Club, Marietta, Ohio.
4—H. W. Foltz, Indianapolis, Ind.

OCTOBER.
*

4—H. A. Keith, Brockton, Mass.
5—H. A. Keith, Brockton, Mass.
6—H. A. Keith, Brockton, Mass.

7—H. A. Keith, Brockton, Mass.

NATIONAL CIRCUIT.

JULY.

4—St. Louis Cycle Racing Asso., St, Louis, Mo.
7—Geo. D. Barnett, St. Louis, Mo.
8—Geo. D. Barnett, St. Louis, Mo.
12—^Janesville Cycling Club, Janesville, Wis.
13—Janesville Cycling Club, Janesville, Wis.
14—^Janesville Cycling Club, Janesville, Wis.
19—Ottumwa Bicycle Track Asso., Ottumwa, la.

20—Ottuniwa Bicycle Track Asso., Ottumwa, la.

27—Ottumwa Bicycle Track Asso., Ottumwa. la.

28—Ottumwa Bicycle Track Asso., Ottumwa, la.

29—Board of Control, Ravenswood Y. M. C. A., Chi-

cago, 111.

AUGUST.

4—E. N. Hines, Detroit, Mich.
5—E. N. Hines, Detroit, Mich.

17—H. E. Ducker, Cambridge, Mass., chairman L. A.
W. Meet Com.

18—^H. E. Ducker, Cambridge, Mass., chairman L. A.

W. Meet Com.
19—H. E. Ducker, Cambridge, Mass., chairman L. A.

W. Meet Com.

N. C. A.

JULY.

1—Atlantic Ath. Asso., Ambrose Park.

4—Press Cycling Club, Buffalo, N. Y.
4—^County Fair Track, Trenton, N. J.
4—^Atlantic Ath. Asso., Manhattan Beach.

4^-Waltham Bi. Track Asso., Waltham, Mass.
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A WILD NIGtIT RIDE.

How Long Island Was Covered Fore and Aft and a

Very Much Broken Bicycle Repaired.

You see on this page the portrait of a con-

siderably damaged bicycle. If you care

to learn how the rider fell up a tree— if you
please to hark back a few years, to the time

when wild night rides and their incidentals

were far more common than they are now.

this of?-hand sketch may interest you. At the

same time you may learn how to repair your

wheel under apparently the most unlikely cir-

cumstances.

Seven men—three on a triplet, four on

singles—had determined to ride from Brook-

lyn to the extreme eastern point of Long

along through the darkness at the rate of 18

miles an hour.

Nothing eventful. Just a steady grind. No
sounds but the crunching of the roadway, and
those mysterious noises of the night which

have come to the ear of every man who 'has

spent the wee sma' hours in the wilderness.

Dawn. The triplet had reached East Mor-
iches. The singles had been dropped, and

were trying to catch up. Their captain did

not see a hitching post and struck it head on.

Up went his rear wheel. Also the latter half

of his anatomy. With a giant swing, not

Island, where the first sick soldiers from Cuba
camped, and return. Having made up their

minds, a gently falling rain did not deter

them when, at half past nine on a Saturday

night, they had to choose between resting

dry or riding wet. A gentle rain was falling.

They rode. And all went well until they

reached a place with the Indian name of

Massapequa. There occurred something

which has happened to many night riders.

The triplet crashed into a mass of sand and

crushed stone. The road-improvers had left

it there, and omitted to put up warning lights.

No serious damage, and onward.

Within half an hour of midnight the first

intentional stop was made at a town named
Babylon. No Babylonian babble there.

Everything quiet.

Then on through Patchogue. This ride, by
the hy, was no Sybaritic loaf. It was a long,

hard grind, by hardened century riders, and

when the lanterns burned out hereabouts the

men who followed the triplet had to smash

necessarily learned in the turning-school, he

landed up in the tree, and another rider

passed under before he fell down again.

Then came the first repair. The front forks

of the captain's machine had been forced back
by the shock until the front wheel was fast

between the sprocket wheel and frame. Heroic
situation. A tug of war, with a fence at one
end, five men at the other and the machine
as the rope. The machine was straightened.

Full daylight now. Crossing a railway

track, one of the triplet pedals stuck, up-

setting the machine, breaking one sprocket

wheel and twisting the other. The twisted one

was straightened, the other was removed, and
thereafter two men propelled the machine
while the third man steered.

On to the hills of Riverhead. Here the

leading man fell, and the captain, to enlarge

his own measure of trouble, fell over him.

The captain's frame now broke in two. And
this is how they fixed it: Procuring two

pieces of oak and shaping them with jack-

knives, they drove them into the top and
bottom reaches of the machine. Then placing

splints on the outside, they bound them on

with cord, wire and straps.

And then they went on, and at 8 o'clock in

the morning, after a night of variegated road

experiences, they sat down to breakfast at

Greenport. They were at the eastern end of

Long Island, and had covered half of their

ride of 250 miles. The return trip was the

prosaic day-time grind of the century rider.

IN THE BEGINNING.

How the Present Owner of the Cleveland Was

Induced to Build Bicycles.

Every enterprise has its starting point, and

sometimes the largest business houses are

products of the most trivial incidents. The
story of v/hat is said to have suggested the

bicycle business to H. A. Lozier, the head of

the famous house which bears his name, was

related to a Wheel man the other day by

Charles F. Stokes, of Chicago.

Years ago, before the safety bicycle had

made its appearance, Mr. Lozier and Mr.

Stokes were in the sewing machine business

in Cleveland, under the firm name of Lozier

& Stokes. 340 Superior street. This partner-

ship existed for six years, when Mr. Stokes

went to Chicago and became manager for an-

other sewing machine concern. Soon after

going to Chicago the concern with which Mr.

Stokes associated himself took up an agency

for the old Springfield wheel. The friendship

existing between the two gentlemen was of

the warmest kind, and they frequently ex-

changed visits at their respective homes.

It was one Sunday morning while Mr.

Lozier was visiting his former partner that

Mr. Stokes suggested a walk down town, and

happening in the neighborhood of the latter's

store they decided to stop in for a few min-

utes. As they approached the store a young

man, who appeared to be loitering along,

stepped up to Mr. Stokes and inquired if he

was connected with the store. A reply in the

affirmative brought forth the inquiry: "Will

you sell a bicycle on Sunday?" He explained

that he was employed in a factory and had

never been able to call at a time when the

store was open, adding that he had made up

his mind what he wanted and would buy at

once if convenient. To use Mr. Stokes' own
words: "We stepped inside, and in less than

five minutes the young man had made his se-

lection, counted out six twenty-dollar gold

pieces and a five-dollar note, taken his re-

ceipt, 'hopped' on his wheel and ridden on his

way rejoicing.

"Then I turned my attention to Mr. Lozier,

and you should have seen him. He was sim-

ply struck with astonishment. Then he burst

out with: 'Great Scott! Stokes, you are mak-
ing money faster than any man in Chicago.

The idea of having people standing around

in front of your store Sunday morning wait-

ing to hand you $125 for one of those ma-

chines. Wh3^ down in Cleveland I am satis-

fied to talk sewing machine all day to a lady

if I succeed in making a sale, but in this busi-

ness it appears that the people simply hand

out their money and ride off. If that is the

bicycle business, you can depend upon it I am
going to sell bicycles!'"

A short time after this Mr. Lozier met

Joseph Yost and they put their heads together

and bought out a factory in Toledo and went

into the manufacture of bicycles.
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now TnEV STEAL 'm.

Sidelights on the Lightning Artists Whose Business

Is to Appropriate Bicycles.

ONE of ihe prominent young men in

Milwaukee bought a chainless, and,

mounted upon it, rode up to the house of

the finest social club in the city. He wanted

to exhibit his new wheel to some club

friends, so left it outside when he entered.

When he and his friends emerged the chain-

less was gone. At first a joke was suspected.

Then they all went to poKce headquarters.

After the inspector had heard the story he

turned to another young man, who had been

listening. This young man had, a few mo-
ments before, purchased a chainless bicycle.

He had paid $25 for it to a plausible fellow

who had related to him the hardest, most

impenetrafcle kind of a hard-luck story. The
purchaser had trundled the wheel down to

the Pabst building, less than a block away,

and had left it standing at the curb.

Again it disappeared, and it has never come
back. Neither has the $25. It is the opinion

of all concerned that where the wheel and the

$25 are, there is the plausible fellow with the

bard-luck story.

A Chicago Expert.

Milwaukee is not alone in the matter of

cycle thievery with frills on it. A man in

Chicago rode downtown, carried his wheel up

a flight of stairs, left it in the hallway and

entered an office. He came out again in

three minutes. The wheel was gone. It was

discovered that a man had followed him,

picked up the wheel, carried it down to a

wagon and disappeared.

Another Chicago rider left his machine in

the rotunda of a big office building and went
up in the elevator. Where his wheel had been

there was space. The elevator boy's answers

were unsatisfactory. The victim was a sus-

picious and persistent man. A "hunch" di-

rected him to the engineer's room in the base-

ment. He was promptly ordered out, but

what he saw made him get a search warrant.

On his return, what he saw in the basement
was gone. To shorten a circuitous story, that

bicycle was traced from the basement to a

vacant room on an upper floor and back to

the engineer's room. The engineer's expla-

nation only served to show that stealing bi-

cycles is a side line as well as a regular busi-

ness.

A few Weeks' Work.

Two men, ex-convicts out of an Illinois

penitentiary on .parole, recently worked a new
plan in Chicago, by which they secured about

a dozen wheels in a few weeks. Karf and

Johnson are their names. Karf would go
into a ibicycle shop in his shirt sleeves, as

though he had come from a house near by,

and negotiate for the renting of a wheel. Then
Johnson would come in. He would pretend

to be the hostler for Karf's family, and would

remonstrate with the young fellow about go-

ing out, on the grounds that he was not strong,

and his mother had forbidden his riding. Karf

would insist on going, and by giving the

name of some prominent resident, found no

difficulty in securing the wheel. None of the

stolen wheels have been recovered. Both
men will be returned to the penitentiary.

During the month of May Detectives An-
derson and O'Hara, who are detailed from
Chicago's central police station on bicycles,

recovered and returned to the owners 50

wheels valued at something over $2,000. Five

arrests were made and three persons were

held to the criminal court. The stolen wheels

in most cases were found in second-hand

stores and repair shops, where they were un-

dergoing a transformation.

Buffalo Full of 'Em.

Buffalo is full of petty thieves, who seem
to enjoy dismantling a wheel of all its trim-

mings. Many cyclists who leave their wheels

in front of the large office buildings return

to find that their wheel has 'been stripped of

its bell, handle-bars or saddle. Coasters are

also taken from wheels by the score. Many
wheels are stolen outright and are afterwards

found by the police with their tires missing,

their saddles and extra trimmings gone. This

is done by thieves who have not the nerve to

stop and tinker with a wheel to remove the

parts, but who would rather take chances in

being caught stealing the whole wheel than

be seen removing separate parts. After strip-

ping the wheel of what they want they place

what remains of it in some spot where it

will be found by the police. Other wheels

which have been stolen are often found by the

police in a damaged condition. When stolen

they are all right, but through some accident

they become damaged, and rather than take

them to a repair shop, where discovery is

very probable, the thieves will leave the wheel

in some place where it will be sure to be

found.

Howard JefTeris, the old racing man and
present dealer in Louisville, Ky., had a Victor

stolen about six weeks ago, recovering it this

week in a peculiar manner. The wheel was
taken by a house painter, who at once pro-

ceeded to daub it up so as to make it un-

recognizable. A sharp-eyed negro boy saw it

on the street one day, and called a policeman.

The thief mounted and rode away, however.

Later he lost his nerve and hid the wheel in

a railroad yard. It was found by a policeman,

who eventually turned it over to the owner.

Two Sad-Faced Girls.

Two sad-faced girls tried to work Prince

Wells, of Louisville, out of two wheels a few

days ago, tout failed. They rented the ma-
chines, giving no references. They looked so

innocent that Prince let them have the wheels.

A couple of hours later someone told Prince

that two handsome little women were trying

to sell a couple of wheels cheap at a second-

hand store. Prince got suspicious and began
an investigation. The little girls skipped

when they saw him ride up.

In Rochester, recently, a young man ofifered

a plumber a wheel for $10. The plumber
suspected. He induced the man to leave the

wheel and call next day. Meantime the

plumber arranged a few details with the chief

of police. Next day the young man called and
was invited to take a walk. Something about
the direction of the walk made him feel like

running. He couldn't lose the plumber. At
police headquarters it transpired that the

wheel had been stolen in Syracuse, about 100

miles away.

Albany, Schenectady, Amsterdam, Johns-
town, Gloversville and several other places in

the Mohawk Valley lie in the route of tramps,

who sometimes ease the weariness of their

journeys east or west between Bufifalo and
New York by picking up bicycles in one
town and riding them until they get saddle
sore. Then the stolen articles are sometimes
discovered leaning against curbs or buildings.

And sometimes they reach their proper towns
and owners again. Local cycle thieves in

Albany and Schenectady seldom do worse
than pawn the machines for from 50 cents

to $5.

In the Nutmeg State.

In Connecticut there seems to Jiave been
rather more than the usual amount of cycle

stealing, as reported this season, from the

more important cycling centres throughout
the state. In Hartford about thirty cases have
been reported, with possibly half a dozen
recoveries and about that number of arrests

• and convictions. The impression gains

ground that more or less system enters into

the situation, and that the "fence" may be
several hundred m,iles away. Several chain-

less Columbias, of easy identification, have
been taken in Hartford and never heard from,

although both the owners and the makers
have been to considerable exertion to get

trace of the machines. The Hartford police

department is one of the most efficient in the

country, and a stolen wheel that is allowed to

remain within ten miles of the city is pretty

sure to be found. But in the average in-

stance the machine simply disappears and is

apparently blotted out of existence.

Zip! It Was Gone.

A few days ago one of the Pope employes

left a chainless wheel at the curb in front of

a store on a side street, where there is but

little passing. Not a dozen people were in

sight as he entered the door. He was inside

less than two minutes, but in that brief time

the machine disappeared. The rider could

hardly believe the evidence of his senses.

He thinks that he was shadowed by the thief,

and possibly an accomplice, and that a pre-

arranged plan was successfully executed. The
police were put on the case within fifteen

minutes after the wheel was taken, but their

efl'orts to find it were fruitless. Mysterious

affairs of this sort have helped the lock busi-

ness in the iNutmeg iState.

What Cleveland Police Do.

A few days ago a Wheel man interviewed

a detective in Cleveland, O., who is detailed

exclusively to the work of recovering stolen

wheels. In Cleveland more wheels are being

stolen than ever before. Last year about 175

wheels was the record. Over 100 of these

were recovered and returned to their owners.

Thus far this season 112 have been reported

missing. Last year a number of arrests were

made, and during the past few weeks several

oft'enders have been gathered in. However,
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the thieves are usually captured late in the

season. It seems that they grow bolder then.

The police of Cleveland have lately adopted

a measure which should correct the careless-

ness of a great many riders. Wheels which

are allowed to stand in front of buildings or

against the curb for any length of time, with-

out being locked, are taken to the central

station, where the owner can recover his

property by identifying it. One scare of this

kind usually proves enough for that particular

rider. The use of wheels and the thefts of

wheels has increased matter on account of

Cleveland's street-car strike.

Toledo has been remarkably free from

cycle thieves this season, and this has been

wondered at in view of the fact that the bi-

cycle protective companies, which were doing

business in the city last year, have been closed

•by order of the state insurance commissioner.

His ruling late last season brought these com-

panies under the same law as the regular in-

surance companies, and the taxes involved in

this ruling made the "freight" too heavy, and

they closed their business. The percentage of

bicycles stolen in Toledo this season, as re-

ported to the police, is below that of last year.

There have been less than fifty wheels stolen,

providing they were all reported, and the

police have succeeded in returning a number

of these to their owners.

Canadian Courts Are Strict.

Considering the population of Canadian

cities, there has been a good deal of bicycle

thieving going on throughout the Dominion
in the past. There is, perhaps, more induce-

ment, on the one hand, to steal there than in

the United States, because the prices of wheels,

even of home production, are on a higher

scale than in American territory. But to

robbers once caught, retribution is not slow

in coming. In Montreal the courts have

viewed with extreme disfavor the "bicycle thief,

and his sentence in consequence has been

heavy, ranging from six months to three years.

The Dominion Burglary Guarantee Co.,

Ltd., a concern with a capital of $200,000, and

having branch offices in Toronto, London,

Hamilton, Ottawa, Quebec, and headquarters

in Montreal, undertook a few years ago, in

addition to their regular business of affording

protection to banks, private houses, etc., the

insurance of bicycles against loss. They are

at present carrying a big percentage of risks.

The fee is a small one and cyclists enter into

the scheme heartily. Application is made to

the company in regular form, stating amount
to be insured for; the term of insurance;

•maker's name and number of bicycle; when,

where and from whom purchased and cost;

if bicycle has ever been stolen, and if so, when;

together with the declaration of the insurance

agent as to the character and repute of the

person insured. The company's contract calls

for a $2 fee, and guarantees a certain sum or

the return of the machine, or one just like it,

in 30 days. In Montreal, only about one-

fifth as many machines are recovered as in

Toronto.

Ninety Per Cent Returned.

The situation in Toronto is in this shape:

There is no evidence of any organized work
being done along this line. A large number
of wheels are reported to the police as being

stolen, and 90 per cent of these are recovered

and returned to their owners. In a great many
cases they are apparently stolen from bicycle

liveries. The police magistrate has intimated

that it is his intention to deal severely with

bicycle thieves, and the consequence is, any

culprit coming before him receives a severe

sentence. In a case brought before him a few

weeks ago, the evidence proved that the party

was making a business of stealing bicycles.

He received a sentence of three years in the

Kingston penitentiary. Considering the num-

ber of wheels that are being ridden in Toronto

the number stolen is very small.

Last year the police of Binghamton, N. Y.,

unearthed an organized gang of wheel thieves,

and all of them were given long terms in the

penitentiary. So far this year not a single

case of a stolen wheel has been reported to

the local police authorities.

R. L. Hill, president of the cycle board of

trade of St. Louis, Mo., says that so few-

wheels have been stolen there lately that the

matter has not even come up for discussion

in the meetings of the board. A year or

two ago there was considerable stealing going

on, but the thief (one of them) was finally

caught and eleven wheels which he had stolen

were recovered in a North St. Louis junk

shop. He was given five years in the peni-

tentiary, which had a depressing effect upon

that kind of enterprise.

Another factor which reduces the number

of thefts is that riders who use their wheels

in transacting business around the city now
generally lock their wheels. Many of the

wheels stolen in St. Louis are shipped out

of the city, and that is the last ever heard of

them.

Ten or Twelve a Day.

There have been several hundred bicycles

stolen in Milwaukee this season, and reports

are coming in every day, the average running

as high as ten and twelve. The thieves are

organized, because their operations are me-

thodical. It is rare that a bicycle is stolen in

the business portions of the city or out of

any of the large buildings. These occasionally

disappear, but that is set down as amateur

work. Nearly all the thefts are reported from

the residential portions, where the police are

not so numerous. The difficulty has been

that up to the present time very few of the

policemen were wheel riders, and they were

all big men, so it was an easy matter for

thieves to spot them. The last legislature

remedied this, however, by the adoption of

the anti-pass law, and because the coppers

can't ride on the street cars without paying,

nearly every one has purchased a bicycle.

With 250 policemen on bicycles, the termina-

tion of bicycle thieving ought to be a quick

result.

Out in Los Angeles, Cal., the city fathers

purpose to discourage the buying of stolen

wheels by providing for a report to the chief

of police at noon each day by all second-hand

and junk dealers. The report must contain

a description of all goods bought by them

for the 24 hours previous, together with the

name and address of the seller.

In the National Capital.

Washington, the nation's capital, is alive

with wheels, and the industry of stealing them

was once flourishing. In 1896 the police re-

stored 117 to their owners. In '97 the number

recovered was the same. In '98 there were

268 reports of theft and 254 recoveries. Gen-

erally the wheels were valued at less than $35,

so that the culprits, when caught, could only

be convicted of petit larceny. In some in-

stances a value of over $35 was proved, which

meant for the thieves six months to two years

in jail. Last year one thief worried Wash-
ington's police, who were making strenuous

efforts to capture him. Finally it was learned

that a colored maru was traveling through

Virginia disposing of second-hand bicycles at

very low prices. The police got on his track

and finally landed him. He had disposed of

a large number of bicycles that he had stolen

here, but nearly all of them were recovered.

The colored gentleman is still a guest of the

Government.

Down in Jacksonville, Fla., in most cases

the thieves are young negro boys and men—

-

the vagrant class. They seem to steal almost

from innate love of the thing. They seldom

try to take the wheels from the city, but use

them after dark, riding on the streets, and

in some cases selling to innocent purchasers.

The courts are breaking this up, however, and

at the last term of court one negro got two
years for stealing wheels, it being a second

offense. The riders do not take much pains

in looking after their wheels, as a rule, and

most of the thefts are reported where wheels

are left after nightfall on the sidewalks, etc.

Several years ago bicycle thievery became a

nuisance in Jacksonville, but the dealers, the

Jacksonville Wheelmen (250 members) and

the courts have pretty well broken up the

habit.

An Accident Policy Ruling.

Elmira, June 17.—The Court of Appeals

has just handed down a decision, in which it

defines the rights of cyclers under accident

insurance policies. The status of a business

man who suffers an injury while riding a

bicycle for pleasure has hitherto been in doubt

in this state, owing to the clauses usually in-

serted in accident policies that if the insured

is injured while engaged in any occupation

or exposure classed as more hazardous than

his ordinary vocation, he shall receive merely

the indemnity specified for such increased

hazard.

In the case referred to, Israel W. Baldwin,

of Avoca, an undertaker, was injured while

riding his bicycle after business hours for

pleasure. As an undertaker, his rate of in-

demnity was fixed at $20 a week, but the

company resisted the claim on the ground
that when he was injured he was not an un-

dertaker but a cycler, whose indemnity was
but $10 a week.

The case was tried before Judge Davy at

Bath, in 1896, and he held that the increased

hazard clause of the policy referred to the

occupation, and not to the recreation of the

insured; that a business man did not become
a cycler, within the meaning of the policy

by a few minutes' ride, but he was entitled to

the same indemnity as if he had been injured

in the regular employment specified in the

policy.

Judge Davy's decision was unanimously af-

firmed in the Appellate Division and in the

Court of Appeals. It secures to cyclers who
are injured while riding for pleasure the full

insurance stipulated in any accident policy

they may chance to carry, unless such policy

should expressly except bicycling as a recre-

ation.

Back to His First Love.

Monroe Mitchell has returned to his old

love—Artemis Plating Works—resigning his

position with the League Handle-Bar Co. Mr.

Mitchell is a capable man.
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Thefe are a great many BROWN Type Saddles

on the market, but only one GenuineBROWN Saddle.

The celebrated BROWN Saddle leads them all;

others follow, but are outclassed.

BOOKLET MAILED FREE
ON APPLICATION.

THE BROWN SADDLE COMPANY,
ELYRIA, OHIO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
STYLE G.^^
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Fisk Tires
FOR

BICYCLESi22CARRIACES
FULLY GUARANTEED.

Trade-Mark.

FlSK RUBBER COMPANY,
Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Branch, Syracuse, N. Y., A. 0. BOLSTER, IVlgr.

New York Agents,

CASE & SCHLAUDECKER, No. 92 Wall Street, New York.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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EFFICIENCY
No more suggestive or important word is found in

the vocabulary of mechanics. Some bicycles show a

high percentage of efficiency under light strains and

a very low percentage under heavy strains such as

are imposed in hill-climbing, or in riding on rough

ground or through sand.

...THE...

Columbia Bevei-Gear Ghainless
is ALWA YS at the point of highest efficiency, first,

because the action of the driving gear is POSITIVE

and, second, because the frame is so constructed

that there can be no distortion under hard pedaling

and consequently no binding or cramping of the

mechanism.

$60 to $75.

Columbia, Hartford and Vedette Chain Wheels, $25 to $50.

POPE MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.
Kindly mention The Wheel,

^OIL-CAN BOTTLE
Oils

Direct

From

Bottle

Drop by

Drop.

No

Waste,

No

Soiled

Hands!

The oil is al-

ways visible

and cannot
evaporate or

leak out. No
corks to lose and

hunt for. Oil

is always in

original pack-

age ready for

use.

is the newest and finest

thing in Cycledom.

Just Show It

and It's Sold!

FRAGRANT
CYCLE OIL.

Patent applied for.

Lubricates,
Cleans,
Polishes,
Stops Rust,

Invert bottle, touch

point of sliding wire to

desired object and oil

will come promptly drop

;/ by drop. You cannot

B^} use it wrong.

j|( IT'S GREAT!

Buffalo Specialfy Mfg. Co., Makers of NEVERLEAK,
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GAS m OIL ENGINES.

What These Little Giants Are and How They Save
Money for Their Employers.

Although tlie steam engine has hitherto

been rightly regarded as the one great source

of motive power, and electricity is meeting

with ever increased favor, heat engines of dif-

ferent types have been rapidly coming into

common use in this and other countries as mo-
tors for industrial purposes; and they are likely

to be much more largely adopted in the future

as their size and efficiency are increased. Gas
and oil engines possess the great advantages

of less than two horse-power, must be kept

cool by a water-jacket to prevent injury to its

parts, by which means a large portion of the

heat is sacrificed; while some of the remain-

ing heat escapes with the unburned gases

which are expelled from the cylinder by the

return stroke of the piston, so fhat only a

comparatively small proportion of the power
generated in the explosion is converted into

useful work. In the early double-acting gas

engines, the mixture of gas and air is com-
pressed before ignition, whereby the power of

expansion is greatly increased and the explo-

sion becomes more certain and rapid, so that,

whereas it was difficult to raise the pressure

of the gases adequately in the non-com-
pressing engines, the expansive force of the

gases in the compression engines is greater

than can be fully utilized. Moreover, as com-
pression reduces the volume of the charge, a

smaller cylinder is sufficient; and, as the closer

contact of the particles of gas and air pro-

motes the explosion of the mixture, a smaller

quantity of gas, and of purer quality, may
be employed. The complete cycle of opera-

tions, accordingly, performed by all gas en-

gines consists in: (1) admission and mixture

of the charge of gas and air; (2) ignition; (3)

explosion; (4) expansion; and (5) discharge

of the gases and products of combustion, to

which, in some types of the most modern en-

of being very convenient for plants requiring

small powers, dispensing at the beginning

with furnace, boiler and chimney altogether.

The simplicity of these engines is secured by

making the explosion and expansion of the

motive force take place inside the cylindei

itself, thus enabling extremely small engines

to be constructed economically, which occupy

a very small relative space, are easily erected,

require a minimum of skilled management,
and are, moreover, free from the dirt and dis-

comforts necessarily attending a furnace and

chimney. Where gas is used, a constant sup-

ply of fuel is always obtainable by mere con-

nection with the gas pipe; and, instead of be-

ing obliged to wait until sufficient steam is

generated after lighting the fire, the gas en-

gine may be set at work in a few minutes at

any time, and as readily stopped.

The heat, however, produced by the explo-

sion of the mixture of gas and air is so great

that the cylinder, except in case of engines

engines this loss amounted to from 90 to 95

per cent; and, even with all the recently intro-

duced improvements, the loss of heat in gas

and oil engines averages about 35 per cent in

the cooling of the cylinder and 40 per cent es-

caping with the exhaust gases, or about 75

per cent of the whole. As the pressure of the

gases increases with the temperature, this

loss of heat greatly reduces the force of the

expansion. Some of the pressure is lost with

the discharged gases; and any incomplete-

ness in the combustion still further reduces

the expansion.

In tfhe earlier engines of this type, the gas

and air were drawn in throughout the first

half of the forward stroke of the piston; bvit

it was soon discovered that this delay in the

explosion greatly limited the work performed

by the expansion of the gases, so that in the

later engines the explosion is made to take

place when the piston is nearly as possible at

the beginning of its stroke. In most modern

gines, is added (6) compression of the mix-

ture.

Ignition is effected by one of three methods,

namely, (1) a continuous stream of electric

sparks; (2) a gas jet, and (8) a metal tube

kept red hot by a gas flame. The last method

is now usually employed in Great Britain, and

the first method has been largely adopted in

France and other continental countries. In

the second method, the pressure of the com-

pressed burning gas, carried past the flame,

often puts it out, and the flame is then relit

by an external burner. The compression of

the charge of gas and air is effected, (1) in

the cylinder of the engine itself, by using

every alternate complete stroke for admit-

ting and compressing the charge, so that only

half of the strokes are working strokes, or (2)

by adding a pump worked by the engine, into

which the charge is admitted and in which

it is then compressed, so that in this case

each stroke of the main piston gives its im-
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pulse to the fly-wheel. The high speed in

working of the gas engine and the great heat

and consequent dryness developed render the

thorough lubrication of the interior parts es-

sential for their preservation. The speed is

regulated through the intervention of a gov-

ernor, by regulating the supply of the gas, or

the volume of the charge, or by entirely cut-

ting off the supply of gas during one or more

strokes. The diminution of the supply of gas,

or of the charge, effectually checks the speed

of the engine; but, beyond a certain point, it

results, naturally, in the absence of explosion,

and a consequent waste of gas. Accordingly,

a temporary shutting off of the gas is now
generally preferred for reducing the speed;

and, while the introduction of air alone, dur-

ing the cessation of explosions, cools the cyl-

inder, it also completely drives out the prod-

ucts of previous combustions, so that the ex-

plosion of the next charge of the mixture is

more perfect.

Oil engines are serviceable, like gas en-

gines, for small powers and intermittent work,

and in instances where a furnace and boiler

are inexpedient. They take the place of gas

engines where gas is unavailable. The fuel

in this instance is provided direct; but, on

the other hand, the machinery is more com-

plicated from the necessity of preparing the

fuel for combustion in the cylinder, either by

charging atmospheric air with volatile petro-

leum, or by evaporating ordinary petroleum

and converting it into spray by a current of

air, with the aid of heat. The efficiency of

oil engines is very similar to that of gas en-

gines. Though oil engines have been de-

signed and operated for many years, they

have usually been viewed with considerable

distrust on account of the inflammable petro-

leum spirit used; and it was only on the intro-

duction of Priestman's oil engine in 1888 that

this class of engine became suitable for gen-

eral adoption.

The first engines operated by gas were

made near the end of the last century, and

embodied many of the chief features of the

present designs; but they were imperfect in

mechanical details. Various improvements

have been introduced at intervals by different

makers, and by 1860 the value of the gas en-

gine for small and intermittent work had be-

come fully recognized. It was not, however,

until the introduction of a novel type of the

Otto engine in 1876, in which the compression

of the charge before ignition was effected,

that the gas engine became a practical and

assured success and economically applicable

to special conditions of work. The large re-

cent extension in the use of gas engines has

been in a great measure due to the conven-

ience and economy of the same type of en-

gine for driving dynamos for electric lighting,

and to the expiration of the Otto patents.

An engine which has already been manufac-

tured in sizes from about one-half horse-

power tip to 800 horse-power possesses a

much varied scope of activity, and may have

a still wider future before it but, w'hile the su-

perior qualities of the ,gas engine and of the

oil engine, for small powers and under spe-

cial conditions, have been fully established,

the larger types of these engines will be able

to compete successfully with steam powers

only by materially increasing their efficiency

and economy.

Attempts were made to obtain motive

power by the explosion of powder at least a

century before the invention of the steam en-

gine, but the power thus generated could not

be controlled sufficiently and efficiently, or

usefully employed. Air engines have been

used but little, owing to their low efficiency

and their bulkiness. But they possess the ad-

vantages of ease in working and absolute

safety, which leads to their employment for

working fog signals in lighthouses and light-

ships, and for a few other purposes outside

of the domain of competitive industry.

A SINGULAR ISLAND.

Picturesque, Not Hot, Good Roads, but a Mysteri-

ous Something Prevents Cycling In

Porto Rico.

Sidney McKee, brother of Joseph McKee,
is back from Porto Rico. He has been there

several months and expects to return after

he has secured a sufficient number of adver-

tisements for a number of daily and weekly

newspapers on the island.

Mr. McKee likes Porto Rico. It is a rtere

dot of a place, compared with Hayti and

Cuba, being only 50 miles wide and about 150

miles long, but it catches all the sea breezes

that blow, is very healthy, has two mountain

ranges of about 3,000 feet altitude, and the

800,000 people are very hospitable. Nearly all

conditions conspire to make purely physical

life a pleasure.

"But there is something about Porto Rico,''

says Mr. McKee, "that prevents people from

riding bicycles. I took mine with me. I

think I used it twice. No, the climate is not

too hot. I have just returned, and the clothes

I usually wore in San Juan were of the same
weight as these I have on. It is not custom-

ary to exercise, and lack of it does not seem
to affect the mental health of the people.

"Aside from that inexplicable tendency to

not exercise which comes over one in Porto

Rico, I know of nothing to prevent the popu-
larity of cycling there among those who can

afford it. There is, between San Juan and
Ponce, on the other side of the island, a

90-mile macadam roadway, which I consider

as good as the roads of New Jersey. It

crosses the two ranges of hills and is pictur-

esque to a high degree."

Hamburg Stakes the Cycler.

Berlin, June 14.—Buying and riding Amer-
ican-made bicycles seem to have given Ger-

man legislators some American ideas regard-

ing how to give the machines a decent road-

way to travel over, hence an example set by
the Hamburg Senate this week is sure to be

followed, eventually, by all the great European
cities. The Hamburgers are among the most
practical of Germans. They see the bicycles

are yearly becoming more important factors

in transit, being utilized in all branches of

trade and being also invaluable in the recrea-

tion of all classes. So for the first time the

elected authorities of a great community in

Europe have seen fit to imitate America and

give special road facilities in the wheel's be-

half.

The resolution proposes that cycling paths

be made in the main streets of the new parts

of the town, except where they are already

provided with asphalt, wood or square-dressed

stone pavements, and that the paths be con-

tinued to the far boundary of Hamburg terri-

tory. It is impossible to build such paths in

the centre of the city, owing to its large traffic

and the narrowness of the streets, but where

there are badly paved streets a strip one metre

wide shall be taken up all along the curbstone

and rendered practicable for cyclists, and

where the street is only partially paved a

cinder-path shall be laid. These paths shall

be for the sole use of cyclists. The total cost

is reckoned at 243,000 marks. It is expected

that it will take four years to provide all the

new pai'ts of Hamburg with the much-needed

cycle paths.

That Memory Tester.

Wobbles dropped exhausted from his new
machine at the hill top and asked disgustedly

if anybody knew how to get at the gear of a

wheel, anyhow. He was sure his was over a

hundred.

"Easy enough," answered the Ponderous

Wag. "First, you count the teeth on the front

sprocket. Then you forget and count 'em

over again. Then yoni go through the same
motions with the rear sprocket. Between
first and second counts you scratch you head,

repeat a few well-learned incantations and

cudgel your brain back onto the problem. By
the time you have done examining the teeth of

the rear sprocket, and find that your steely

steed is of age, you forget for the second time

the number of masticators on the front one.

At this juncture you rip three spokes out of

the hind wheel, talk rapidly for five seconds,

and multiply the real merits of the case by

44. Then you go over the figures again, both

front and rear; try to remember them while

you think of the next step in the process,

throw your cap on the road, slam the machine

up against the fence, bend the handle-bar, and

divide by 7-11. Then multiply the diameter

of the rear tire by the number of links in the

chain, divide by 3, add the number of spokes

in the front wheel, subtract ten, add 11, kick

off a crank, multiply by 16 and go rushing

down the road, stark, staring mad!"

But Wobbles concluded he wouldn't do any-

thing of the kind.

Another One of Those Germ Theories.

An eminent doctor has been investigating

the malady, and has come to the conclusion

that sunstroke is not due simply to excessive

heat or exposure to the full rays of a cloud-

less sun. He declares that sunstroke is, on

the contrary, an infectious disease, caused, like

fever or small-pox, by a specific organism or

germ. But this germ he 'has not yet suc-

ceeded in isolating, though he hopes in course

of time to do so. There is little doubt, he

says, that the germ is bred in the superficial

layers of the soil in certain low-lying regions

of the earth, and that it is imbibed into the

human system by the breathing of dusty air.

If this is true, how does the learned gentle-

man account for the wheelmen's singular

immunity from sunstroke.

Drink All You Want.

iRiders who, from hygienic motives, sternly

deny themselves a drink when parched with

the thirst of exertion and the dust of the

road will be comforted by the views of Dr.

Lucas Championiere, of Paris, an eminent au-

thority on the subject, who recommends dur-

ing exercise as much drink as the cyclist can

comfortably swallow, but no solid food. It

is useless to eat during violent exercise, he

declares, but it is important to drink if the

body is in the good condition it should be at

such times.

\
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FOR THE BUYER—TALK OF THE MARKET.
; +

NO MIDDLE MAN.

Eliminating Itim Has Proven to Be the Most Suc-

cessful Way of Merchandising.

Manufacturers, and particularly the dealers

'throughout the country, both large and small,

have been close watchers of the Spalding

policy which was announced some six months

ago by Messrs. A. G. Spalding & Bros., a

one-priced policy and a policy that makes it

possible for the small dealer to sell the Spald-

ing trade-marked goods at the same price as

the largest dealers or the department store.

The policy has now been in operation six

months, and during the course of an inter-

view as to the success of the plan Mr. J. Vi

Spalding said that the new business policy of

distributing their goods direct to the retailer

instead of through the jobbers had been a

success, tar more so than was really antici-

oated; that there had been a wonderful in-

crease m their athletic goods business since

tne plan went into operation—in fact, the m
crease had been so enormous it had surprised

everyone connected with the firm.

Mr. Spalding said that it had another sal-

utary effect, namely, that instead of doing

business on a large scale with a few jobbers,

it has had a tendency to open up live accounts

in their books—four times as many as they

had previously—and the orders they are re-

ceiving daily average three times the number

and considerably more in value over any

other previous year since they have been in

business. That the plan has received thft

liearty co-operation of the dealers it is need-

less to say, tor letter? are being constantly

received by Mr. Spalding commenting very

favorably upon the working of the new

Dolicy.

All are enthusiastic over the fact that they

are now enabled to sell Spalding's trade

marked goods on the same basis that a de-

partment store can sell them and make a sat-

isfactory profit and a good living.

Few people expected that Spalding's could

stop the price-cutting on their trade-marked

goods, but they have done so to a very great

extent, and there is now scarcely any price-

cutting at all, and what there has been has

been due to a misunderstanding of the re-

tailer or upon the error of a clerk in marking

the goods. Mr. Spalding stated further that

they only had occasion to cut oil and refuse

to supply their goods to aboiit twenty-five

dealers who were persistent price-cutters.

This he considers a remarkable record, con-

sidering that they have upwards of 20,000 ac-

counts on their books. He expressed himself

as being perfectly satisfied with the new pol-

icy, that it was a success in every respect,

and that they will continue to operate their

business upon the same plans in the future.

When asked his opinion as to whether the

bicycle dealers should take up side lines of

sporting goods, Mr. Spalding was very em-
phatic. "Yes," said he, "I believe it will be

their salvation, as the bicycle business has a

short season, and the money the dealer makes

in his busy time is usually lost again before

•he next season returns, for he has to pa)

his men and his expenses. Since we have in-

troduced our present business policy, we have

started many bicycle agents throughout the

country as sporting goods dealer's. The re-

sult is that they are satisfied, and they are at-

tracting to their stores an entirely new clien-

tage, who will eventually become their best

patrons. Furthermore, it is to any dealer's

advantage to handle Spalding's trade-marked

goods. The bicycle dealer that does put in

a side line is sure to benefit his business."

ture which will commend itself to riders in

large cities, where the removal of the feet

from the pedals is sternly forbidden by law.

In riding 50 miles on a wheel fitted with the

Morrow brake, a wheelman would actually

pedal not more than 30 miles, thereby enabling

him to cover a larger distance with less fa-

tigue."

A Most Attractive Line.

The above describes the Vim bicycles, made
by the Vim Bicycle .Co., whose offices and

salesrooms are located at 56 Fifth avenue,

Chicago. The personnel of this concern are

L. A. Olmsted, president and treasurer, and

S. B. Blake, secretary. This company started

in business in '96 at 154 Lake
street. In '97, after incorporation,

the concern moved to the above

address. The Vim people make
both 28 inch and 30 inch wheels,

a half-tone of which is here

shown. From the beginning

their business has increased slow-

ly, but steadily and substantially.

They will probably market this

year all of 10,000 wheels. The
Vim line, nine models in all, sell

at the -uniform price of $35. These
wheels are honestly made, com-
prising nothing but the very best

material in their construction, and
every feature is up to date, stylish and backed
up by a very liberal guarantee—virhich is ex-

perience and capital. Mr. L. A. Olmsted is

a young man whose knowledge is ripe in

commercial afifairs in addition to being thor-

oughly well equipped with those qualities that

always command success.

Good People to Write To.

The Clipper Chilled Plow Co., of Elraira,

N. Y., have been and are important people in

the cycle business. They have an extensive

plant at Elmira, which has been kept fairly

busy in and out of season, since bicycle goods
have been made one of the products thereof.

As noteworthy as this has been in the past,

the company intend adding to the size and

What an Authority Says.

When a paper as cautious and thorough as

the "Scientific American" endorses an idea

or an invention in this fashion, it is worth the

investigation of all those who are seeking

for meritorious improvements:

"Since the introduction of the automatic

coaster and brake, improvements in construc-

tion have constantly been made which have

increased the efficiency of the device to such

an extent that the old plunger-brake is be-

ginning to disappear. There seems to be no

question that the Eclipse Bicycle Co., of El-

mira, N. Y., are the pioneers in the intro-

duction of this device. Many were the ob-

jections which were at first made by riders,

and it was not until the equipment of 5,000

bicycles had .been exchanged and renewed
tb.at the company reached a point where they

could send out their coasters and brakes, and

guarantee them to be absolutely durable, trust-

worthy, and fully adapted to the needs of the

rider.

"Besides overcoming many of the objec-

tionable features of the ordinary plunger-

brake, the new device gives the wheelman
full command of his mount on the steepest

hills, and enables him to hold his pedals

Stationary for the purpose of coasting—a fea-

prestigfe of their cycle line this coming season.

The aiim of this company is to he at all

times prepared to promptly and satisfactorily

supply a large number of cycle manufacturers

with various parts necessary to the construc-

tion of a bicycle. To that end they have, dur-

ing the last season, added to their factory a

complete and efficient plant for the manufac-

ture of brazed-tubing, which tubing they will

supply to the trade made up into rear fork-

stays, and in the various other forms and

shapes in which cycle manufacturers use such

tubing. The company's tube plant is equal

to a heavy 'demand, and turns out a product

that is beyond cavil.

A Wheel man not long ago inspected the

tubing made by this company, and found it

to be absolutely perfect and uniform. The
fact of this tubing addition to their chilled-

plow plant places the Clipper people in a

splendid position to deliver handle-bars to the

trade without the several profits which would

exist if the tube source of supply did not

exist as an adjunct to the factory where the

bars were made. The Clipper people now
ofifer a variety in bars, including stationary,

adjustable and expanding. "L" and "T" seat-

posts are also produced at low cost, owing to

the existence of this same tirbe mill, and are

offered the trade by the Elmira company at

remarkably close prices. Brakes and steel

rims are also featured in their output. The

company have sold an unusual number of

steel rims this season, mostly, of course, for

bicycles intended for export. A complete line

of one-piece hangers for both outside and

flush joints completes the offerings of the

Elmira concern,
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The Chilled Plow Co. would seem to be

very much in line to get their share of the

cycle-maker's trade in any goods they make.

They are experienced manufacturers, have a

fine factory, and are unlikely to b« affected

by labor agitation, as Elmira has always been

remarkably free from unpleasant things of

that sort.

What One Energetic Company Has Done.

The Waltham Mfg. Co. is to be credited

with having taken the initiative in all attempts

at producing pacing machines capable of re-

cord work. Last year their efforts with human
pacing machines resulted in the establishment

of 200 new records for the Orient, and it is

to be hoped that their efforts with motor

pacing machines will add greatly to the sport

and make many new marks on the racing-

board. A look at the records already estab-

lished would seem to prove that new stars

have been discovered in the firmament of

cycledom, and that before the season closes

many new laurels will be added to the Orient

crown, already richly studded with world's

records.

An Opportunity in Connecticut.

Sanford & Follow Co., 147 and 149 Lake

street, Chicago, are desirous of securing a

reliable agent to represent their iSolitaire

lamps in Connecticut, to work on a com-

mission basis. To the right party a very liberal

offer will be made. This lamp has a splendid

reputation, is light, and is sold at a reason-

able figure. It has a wonderfully good sale

in the west, but has not yet been popularized

in the east to any very great extent. Good
representation would insure satisfactory re-

sults.

Gone to Battle Creel<.

Battle Creek, Mich., June 19.—On Saturday

a carload of Hudson bicycles was received in

Battle Creek from the Bean-Chamberlin Mfg.

Co., of Hudson. This carload of brand-new

bicycles was needed to stock the store which

the Bean-Chamberlin Co. have just opened

on South Jefferson street in this town. The

new establishment is one of the finest in the

city. A full line of sundries will be carried,

and Alfred E. Teale will manage.

Koster Does Not Quit.

In case anyone in or near Erie, Pa., is in

want of a reliable and efficient cycle agent

they need not transfer their purchases from

their old friends, Koster & Co., who, despite

all rumors to the contrary, are still in the

cycle business, with no intention of leaving

it until it proves a great deal less satisfactory

than the company's books show last year to

have been.

To Locit Things Up.

Bicycle Locking Co., Ontario, 'have been

incorporated to make and sell locking de-

vices for bicycles. Capital, $40,000. Incor-

porators: W. W. Smith, M. V. McQuigg, W.
S. Palmer, T. J. Williams, Ontario; F. C.

Paulin, Chicago, III.

For the Juveniles.

National Wheel Co., Ferrysburg, O., have

been incorporated to manufacture velocipedes,

etc. iCapital, $50,000. Incorporators: J. M.

Drury, I. M. Lott, T. Schmitt, H. K. Auth, all

of Ferrysburg, and other prominent local cap-

italists.

An Enterprising and Growing Concern.

Armstrong Bros.' Tool Co., the Chicago
concern who make a specialty of planer and
lathe tools, three years ago added thereto a

line of bicycle fittings and sundries, which ad-
dition to-day represents 50 per cent of the

total bulk of the business, and is still increas-

ing. The Armstrong people furnish fittings

and parts complete for bicycles.

AMERICAN REPRESENTATION WANTED.

The Desideratum Brake and Fork-End Company, of

England, Have Something of Interest.

A band brake on the rear hub, operated
by back pedaling. That is the theory and
practice of the Desideratum automatic brake,

made by the Desideratum Brake & Fork-
End Co., of Ludgate Hill, Birmingham, Eng.
These people are well and favorably known

in England, and desire to arrange for the

manufacture and sale of their goods in this

country.

The cut shows the brake with the dust cap
removed. It is patented in this country. It

has no complicated parts, is light, inconspicu-

ous, inexpensive. It is applied by back-pedal-
ing and released by forward pedaling. It is

continuous in action. It does not wear the

tire nor depend upon the inflation of the tire.

Another article made by this company, and

which has been patented in this country, is

the Desideratum fork-end. This enables the

instant removal and easy replacement of the

rear wheel, without interfering with adjust-

ments or removing chain. Those who have

had to take out the rear wheel, to remove the

tire, for example, will appreciate the advan-

tage of this device.

An Effective Hanger.

The Avery & Jenness hanger can be put on

any wheel, since it consists only of the two

cranks, a sprocket and a lock nut. The A. &
J. hanger is not an experiment, as it has now
been in use for several years on wheels of

standard make, with nothing but satisfaction

to its users. The business of this concern is

growing rapidly, and they are already receiv-

ing inquiries for 1900 stuff.

Rides Twenty Thousand Bicycles a Year.

J. L. Lewis, of Hartford, occupies a unique

position in cycling, inasmuch as he has

mounted more individual bicycles than any

other man in the world. His claim to this

singular world's record is further clinched in

that he has ridden each and every one of these

bicycles a half mile or more. Last season he

rode more than 20,000 bicycles that distance

during the winter months, not counting the

50 miles or more he rode every day during the

summer months, sometimes covering a cen-

tury and a half on favorable riding days, and
riding his 50 miles daily in spite of bad
weather.

Lewis was born in Wales, 22 years ago, and
came to this country several years ago and
located in Pittsburg, where he first took up
cycling. Later he came to Hartford. He is

now in the employ of the Pope company,
where he supervises the "wheel testing" de-
partment with two assistants, who are also

well known as road and track racers.

Young Lewis has been at the work several

seasons, and not a wheel constructed by the

company is shipped before it is given a "half-

mile" testing on a 12-lap asphalt track, con-
structed expressly for the purpose in the base-
ment of the east wing of the factory build-

ings. But the business of the company has
grown to such proportions that it has been
found necessary to call in two assistants.

Good for the Andrae.

Milwaukee, June 17.—The anti-pass law,

preventing policemen from riding free on
street cars, was a good thing for the Andrae
people, because when the policemen began
to hunt about for bicycles they found few
stores with 26-inch frame wheels on hand.
Few of the coppers ride 24-inch frames. Col-
onel Andrae says the law has resulted in the

sale of more than 150 bicycles for his firm.

Leads All the Valves.

That there are more Schrader valves used
in the United States than any other make of

valve, is sufficient testimony of the merits

of this standard article. The manufacturers,

A. Schrader'S' Son, of 30 Rose street. New
York, are now making valves for many of the

well-known motor wagons, both in this coun-
try and 'Europe.

Willis Has Some Winners.

The Willis Park Row Bicycle Co. are not
yet entirely sold up on their special bargains

in Kangaroo tires and '98 20th Century lamps.

The tires are made by the 'National India

Rubber Co., of Bristol, R. I., and are '98

stock. Willis is offering them at $3.25 per
pair, which price makes them a bargain.

Will Supply All Comers.

Various rumors have been circulated that

C. J. Smith & Sons Co., the well-known Mil-

waukee parts makers, are not in position to

make contracts for next season on account of

the proposed trust. This they deny emphatic-

ally. They have increased their facilities and

are taking orders as they come.

Nipple-Grip that Grips.

You can make a very simple nipple-grip out

of an old cotter-pin. File a slot across the

centre of the pin, making the slot wedge-
shape; file the slot so that the flat side of pin

is turned up toward the rim. This grip is

strong, light and small enough to be carried

in tool-bag,

Buyers Are Looking Ahead.

Walker & Ehrman are in receipt of any

number of inquiries as to 1900 material. This

Chicago concern's past season's business was

unusually heavy.

One Company Well Content.

Chicago Tube Co. say they have enjoyed a

brisk trade for this season's goods at prices

quite satisfactory.
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

636,693. "bicycle-support. William a Habt, Jr., Phlladel-

pbia, Pa FUed Mar. 5 1898. Serial No. 672.656, (No modeLl

C'/aini.— 1. The combination of a tubular handle-bar post which
13 split at its lower end and provided at its upper end with a split

clamping-sleevo for the handle-bar, a tapered ping in the split lower
eod of the handle-bar post, a claaipinp-screw for the split sleeve,

mounted.tranaversely in the upper part of the post and an ecceatric

sleeve 8iu-roundin|r said clampiag-bolt and connected with the said

plug.

626,696. BICYCLE-SUPPORT. WiuiAM H. Hart, Jr., Phlladel-
ptla. Pa FUed Mar. 5, 1898, Serial No. 672.659. fNo model)

Oiaim.— I The coniDination with a rotatable member of a pedal-
shaft, of a swinging pedal-frame which ia mounted on said member
and adapted to be turned from a horizontal to a vertical, or cora-
pai-atively vertical position, as a bicycle-support, a swinging leg
mounted on the free end of said frame, and adapted to be folded on
said frame, and means connected with said leg for automatically
throwing out the same from its folded position aud holding it as a
downward continuation of said frame in the.operative position ofsaid
support.

6 *-3 6 , 9 9O . LAMP, MAHI03 Dreyfus. Parle; Franoft Filed Dec
7.189a Serial No. 698.64a. (No model)

Claim — 1 An ai'elylene-gas lamp, comprising a oody portion

torroiDg a water-fount a cover for the body portion.* jacket carried

py said cover and extended into the body portion, a valve in the

lower porttor of said jacket adapted^oTj^ openeH or closed by a ro-

tarv movement of the jacket relatively to the body portion, a carbid-

bolder removably placed in the jacket, a perforated tube ftx(«ndod

upward in said rarbid-holder. a perforated tube attached to the

jacket and extruded upward in said first-named perforated tube, and

a burner-tip extended through the cover, substantially as specified.

636,861. TOB-CLIP. Petkh E. Eriokboh, Port Chester. N. Y.,

assignor of ODe-baif to Jobn W. Czennak, eame place. Origloal appli-

cation filed Feb. 2, 1898. Serial Na 668,876. Divided and this appUca-

UoD filed Aug. 9, 1898. Serial Na 688,164. (No model)

636,875. BICYCLE. Feedeic W. Smith, Chicago, III Filed Apr.
25, 1898. Serial No, 678,783. (No model)

Claim.— I. A pedalshatt sleeve, a pedal-frame pivotally mounted
on said aleeve, and rc^'ilient legs pivotally connected with said frame.

6 2 6,836. ADJUSTING DEVICE FOR HANDLE-BARS. Iveht
LAB3EN, Chicago, III, assignor to the Chicago Handle Bar Company,
eame place. Filed July 16, 1898. Serial No. 686.173. (No model)

Cluini.~\. The combination with the pedal of a bicycle or simi-

lar vehicle, of a toe clip, comprising two separate members B, which

are pivotally supported, and which comprise shanks which project

toward the middle of the pedal, and upwardly and inwardly curved

arras, said shanks being provided Mith outwardly-directed pins, and

a vertically-movable plate provided with slots through which said

pine pass, substantially as shown and described.

637,06 6. AUTOMOBILE. John Sohhbpf, New York, N. Y., as-

signor of one-half to William C. Doscher, same place. Filed May 6,

1898. Serial No. 679,905. (No modeU

62fc>,81 1. BICYCLE SEAT-POST Alfred JOHNSON, Philadelphia

Pa FUed Aug. 4, 1898. Serial No. 087,747. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A saddle-post comprising tubular sections, onesliding

within the other, the inner section being provided at diametrically

opposite pointe with longitudinal slots and having tongues extending

iuward from the ends of .said slots, iu combination with parallel wear-

plates extending transversely through the saddle-post, the extremities

of said plates being received in notches on opposite sides of said

tongues, and a key passing between said plates and having its ends

Jited in the outer section, substantially as described.

Chi',„>.~ 1. Thecopiibinat.ion with the frame. crauk-shatY and rear
wheel of a bicycle, of a hollow brace of sufficient, extent to contain
within it the connecting-gear between the crank-shaft and the rear
wheel, suitable connecting-gear between said crank-shaft and said
rear wheel located within said brace, the rear portion of the inner
side of said brace being depressed to receive the portion of the hub
of the rear wheel in engagement with said connecting device and the
wall of said depre3.sion being cut away upon one side to allow said
connecting device to reach and engage with the rear hub wherebv
said depression furnishes for the rear a.tle of the frame a support
within the brace and beyond the end of the rear hub adjacent thereto

;

substantially as described.

637,030. HANDLE-BAR.- Qeoege 3. Webb, Aurora, III. assignor

to (leofge H. Sanford and Henry R. PoUow. Cook county, III Filed

Feb.25,1896. Renewed Aug. 6, 1898, Serial No. 687,981. (No model)

Cltiim.— 1. In a device of the character described in combination
a vehicle having a frame and a front and rear wheel, a support at-

tached to said frame and extending over said rear wheel, a motor
carried by said support having a pulley driven by said motor and
frictionally engaging said rear wheel, means forming a part of said

support whereby the same and said motor may be vertically adjusted

60 as to press said pulley firmly against said wheel, said motor located

at one side of the point of attachment of said support to said vehicle

.ind automatically bearing its weight, when said pulley is pressed

against said wheel, upon said pulley to increase the friction between
it and said wheel.

636,756. BICYCLE. Robert H, Henneheier, New York, N, r
Filed Sept 17, 1898. Serial No. 691.141. (No model)

C/iiini.~\. A bicycle constructed as herein described, and pro-

vided with the usual pedal-shaft and the usual drive-wheel, sprocket-
wheels mounted on the pedal-shaft and on the hub of the drive-wheel,
said sprocket-wheels being in a vertical plane parallel with the lon-

gitudinal center of the frame of the vehicle, and a shaf^ mounted be-

tween said sprocket-wheels, the front end of ^.hich is inclined in-

wardly toward the longitudmal center of the vehicle, and face-gears
connected with the front and rear ends of sai.fj sbafl, and operating
In connection with said sprocket-wheels, substantially as shown and
described.

Claim.— I. Thecombinatioii of astern, a transverse tubular socket

carried thereby, said socket being open only at its ends and being

provided at one eud with a longitudinally-tapered surface presented

inward, a continuous handle-bar movable longitudinally and revolu-

ble in the socket, said handle-bar having a circumferential enlarge-

ment occupying the socket and provided at one end with an out-

wardly-pVesented longitudinally-tapered surface complementary to

and engaging the tapered surface of the socket, and means engaging

both the socket and the enlargement of the handle-bar for forcibly

moving the bar longitudinally in the socket and thereby forcing to^

gether the tapered complementary surface of the socket and enlarge-i

ment, substantially as set forth.

6 3 6 8 5 3. BICYCLE. Feedehick P. Bebis, Davenport, Iowa.

Ori^nal appll(MUon filed Aug. 25. 1896, Serial No. 603,909. Divided

andthlsapplIoationfiledFeb.13,1897. Serial No. 623,208. (Nomodel):

Claim.— 1. In a bicycle, the combination of a reach and a front

fork, the fork being composed of-two uprights, one on each aide of

the wheel, two bridge-plates carried by the uprights, each bridge-

plate being independently adjustable thereon, in such a manner that

the axes of the uprights may be shifted in respect to the points at

which they intersect the planes of the plates, and a spindle carrying

-the reach and mounted between the bridge-plates, substantially as

dflBcribed

636,679. BACK-PEDALING BRAKE. VICTOR E. DoREMUS, New
York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne assignments, to the Doreraue Brake

and Coaster Company, same place. Filed Feb. 1. 1898. Serial No.

.668,724. (NftmodpM

Claim.— In a braking and coasting device of the class described

a sprocket-wheel having two concentric rings projecting outwardly

from the main body of said sprocket, the inner ring being provided

upon its outer peripheral face with a channel or groove adaptable m

ft ball-race and upon its iimer peripheral edge with a series of re

ceeses in depth equaling one-half the diameter of the locking-rollers

said reces-ies having one square shoulder and one inclined shouldc

each, a t^QtiM fixed upon~"and forming part of the crank-shaft, said

dollar being provided with a series of pockets upon its periphery, said

pockets being arranged in radial relation with the recesses in said

sprocket and adapted to, receive a series oflocking-roUei's, an outer

casing biazed or otherwise fixed to said crank-shaft having an in-

wardly-projecting flange at its periphery, the inner iace of which is

beveled for contact with the balls and forming one Side of the ball;

race, an annular ring adapted to thread upon the periphery of said

casing and provided with a beveled flange forming another side of

tne ball-race, a lock-nut adapted to thread on the periphery of said

outer casing and prevent displacement of the annular adjusting-ring

a>id to prevent dust from entering the bearings, the series of balls

adapted to run in said ball-races and in the plane of the wheel, said

sprocket-wheel being dished and adapted to bring the strain of the

chain in line with the plane of the wheel uwi (he ball-beaiioge there-

of, substantially as shown and described.
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.—Continued.

636,706. CYCLE. CamxllbLippbss. Ghent, Belgium. FlledAug.

20^*1898. Serial No. 689,070. (Nr raodeL)
63 7,042. WHEBL-RlBt Edoab M. Bibdsall, Buffalo, K Y.ae-

signor or one-tialf to Thomaa 3- Kellet, Troy, N. Y, FUed Aug, 4. 1898,

Serial No. 887,705. <No model)

3 1 , O 7 . BICYCLE HANDLE- BAil EXTENSION. CflARLBa E
Mbtz. WalthwD. Masa Filed May 11. 1899. Serial No. 716,440. Term
of patent 7 yeara

Claim.— 1. A pedal-frame having an opening and a slot in a side

piece thereof, and an eye on the outer cross-bar thereof, in combina-
tion with a leg which is journaled in said eye, a sliding spring-catch

mounted on said leg and a headed button and stud on said catch, the

head of said button being adapted to interlock with the wall of said

slot and said stud to spring into said opeiiingand control said button

and consequently said leg in its folded position on the vertical aide of

%aid frame,

69 6,695. BICYCLE SUPPORT. William H. Hart, Jr., Philadel-

phia, Pa. p'iled Mar. 5. 1898. Serial No. 672,658. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A pedal-frame, in combination with outiunied cars,

and inturned lips thereon, and legs provided with jaws adapted to

hold the saD)e folded on said frame, a journal connecting the upper

portions of said legs, and a sleeve on said journal, said journal being

mounted on said ear-s with sai^i sleeve between said ears, and said

lepcs when in open position being adapted to enter said Hpa and abut,

thereagainst embraced by the sides of said lij)s.

/

\ ^ /
Ciaim.— 1. A wheel-riui, formed of two strips of flexible mate-

rial bent into circular form and arranged the one within the other,

„he outer strip having its inner face formed with a tongue running

longitudinally throughout the strip, and said inner face of the outer

strip alao having an undercut groove at each side of the tongue, the;

grooves being undercut in opposite directions, and the side walls of

the toTigue being inclined so as to lie parallel with the walls of the

grooves respectively adjacent thereto, and the inner face of the inner

strip being formed with two tongues running longitudinally through-

out the strip, such tongues normally standing perpendicular to the

face of the outer strip and being separated from each other by a lon-

gitudinally-extending groove, and the tongues of the inner strip being

adapted to enter the grooves of the outer strip and to engage the in-

clined walls of the tongue of the outer strip, whereby to spread the

tongues of the inner atrip into the undercut grooves and thus fasten

the two sections toirether.

6 2 6,849. CYCLE-SDPPORT. Chahles Witts and Hehbt Jt

LuiCK, New York, N. Y. Piled May 3, 1899. Serial No. 716,416. (Ng

model)

Ciawi.—ln combination, the front forks, the steering-head l.the

top bar 3 pivotally coimected to the steering-head, the bar 2 fixed to

the head and extending to the crank-axle, the forks 5 connected tc^

the crank-hanger which is movable pivotally in relation to the said

a.tle, the rear forks 6 pivotally connected to the fork 5, the pivot B

joining the bar 3 and the forks 6. the seat-standard 4 pivotally con-

nected with ihe crank-hanger and the spring connecting with the up-

per part of the frame for forcing the same downwardly, substantially

as described

626,694. BICYCLE-SUPPORT. William a Hart, Jr. Philadel-

phia, Pa. piled Mar 5. 1898. Serial No. 672,057. (No model)

0O,941. LAMP-BODY. Percy C Avery, Chicago, III, assignor to

the Schumacher Acetyhte Lamp Company, pame place. FUed Dec. 29,

1898. Serial No. 700.662. Term of patent 7 years

C/aim—The design for a bicycle handle-bar extension as herein

shown and described,

30,970. BICYCLE FRAME Hehry a Baker, Jr., Buffalo, N.Y.,

assignor to WllUam E Penseyres and Charles Eaberer, same place.

FUed May 5, 1898. Serial No. 679,864. Tenn of patent 14 yeara.

3 l.OOS. BICYCLE CRANK-ARM. Harrt D. Ogden, Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed May 19,1899, Serial No. 717,507. TermofpatentSi years.

Claim.— 1, A cycle-snpport composed of a pair of tubes having
an upper and a lower perforation, a pair of pivoted props, rods within

the tubes and pivoted to the props, a slide connected to the rods, and
bolts carried by the slide and adapted to engage the perforations of
the tubes, substantially as specified.

6 3 5,953. ELECTRIC DEVICE FOR PROPELUNO AND CON-
TROLLING VEHICLES. RUDOLPH M. Hdntee, Philadelphia. Pa. FUed
Mar. 29, 1899. Serial No. 710,875. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In an electrically-propelled vehicle the combination,

motive mechanism consisting of a battery-box spring supported on a

pail- of drivin^'-ivheels and pivoted to the front of the vehicle-body

portion, a battery in and movable with the box, a separate electric

motor for rotating each of the" dfiving-wheels, electric circuits for

supplying cunentrCiom the batte-y to the motors, and means extend-

ing to the vehicle body for rendering either motor non-propelling

whereby the battery box motors and driving-wheels may be caused

to travel in a curve.

Ciiim.—The design of a: crank-arm, as herein shown and de-

scribed.

31 006 BICYCLE-SADDLE SPRINQ, QEOHOE Parkeb Holdkh,

Kingston,' N. Y. FUed May 25, 1898. Serial No. 681,780. Term of

patent 7 years.

(7/„,„i.—The design for a bicycle-saddle Bpriog substantially a

shown and descpbed.
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AN INTILIED TIEID.

What the South Still Offers in the Way of

Inducements to Cycle and Parts

Makers.

Stretching from the Atlantic to the Rio

Grande and from the Potomac and the Ohio

to the Bay of Florida and the Gulf of Mexico,

is that section of this country ordinarily re-

ferred to as "The South," and often dismissed

with a word, as thoug-h it were of indifferent

commercial importance. It is, in reality, an

empire yet unconquered in the commercial

sense, differing from the iNorthern zone less

in territorial extent than in the degree of its

development, and less in natural resources

than in industrial initiative and forcefulness.

Throughout this vast region there is, as yet,

no manufacturing of bicycles, tires, or sun-

dries; and all wheel products and their ac-

cessories are drawn from the north, much the

same as were the supplies for the Union ar-

mies during the civil war. Political and com-

mercial lines do not always coincide, and,

when "The South" is considered as an in-

dustrial whole, it must needs, to be complete,

include the Mexican Republic, pushing its

lower boundaries down to the Central Amer-

icas and giving it additional importance as a

field for the sale of northern manufactured

products.

Those who are inclined to underestimate

the importance of the south as a whole should

take into practical consideration the notable

fact that no other section of the country

better weathered the general business depres-

sion of the past few years. Of course, it

cannot be said that the south was entirely

unaflfected by the depression, but it is un-

questionably true that that section sufifered,

speaking comparatively, much less than the

north or even the extreme east or the Pacific

coast. This gratifying fact should concen-

trate public attention, even more than glow-

ing census reports possibly could, upon the

vast and varied natural resources of the south.

The southern states now raise over one-

half of the cotton of the world, and mills for

the manufacture of cotton goods have sprung

up with wonderful rapidity since manufac-

turers have come to realize the fact that cot-

ton goods can be produced in the south and

marketed all over the world at a much less

cost than elsewhere. The south has enough

ore in her mines to supply the wants of the

earth for an indefinite period, and no other

section of the country possesses facilities for

its working to the same extent. In fact, the

south's unequaled resources of coal and iron,

and the cheapness of bringing them together

at the furnace, are alone sufficient to enrich

an empire.

One-half of our country's timber stands in

the fourteen southern states, and those who
visited the Forestry Building at the World's

Fair cannot fail to remember that the varie-

ties there displayed were numerous enough to

furnish the material for the manufacture of

anything from a tooth-pick to the finest carv-

ings. Back of these and other industries is

the greatest of all a nation's reliances—a fertile

soil, adapted to the cultivation, to their highest

perfection, of every useful cereal or vegetable

raised anywhere else in the United States.

When these facts are considered, the progress

of the south in recent years and its stability

during the hard times are pior? easily anal-

yzed than at first glance.

The absence of good roads, and other han-

dicaps, especially limited means on the part

of a vast majority of its people, place the

south at a decided disadvantage as compared

with the north, for the sale of high-grade

products at profitable prices; and yet it is

to be inquired in all seriousness, whether it

is not easy for a well-established trade to

overestimate these handicaps rather than to

properly estimate the accompanying possibili-

ties. Many small southern towns, for in-

stance, have no direct representation from the

bicycle manufacturers, which, if transplanted,

with no increase of size or relative import-

ance, to the north, would soon have one or

more regular agencies. In these times no

town or village in any part of the country

should be without a responsible representa-

tive for the sale of bicycles, tires and acces-

sories, to take a cycling paper, distribute cata-

logues, and work up trade in a modest sort

of way—^trade that would never come in the

world without this element of "working up."

Such a condition may normally exist, al-

though no regular store is kept open or even

models carried in stock. It is even to be

questioned if the attitude of the bicycle trade

toward the smaller places in the south has

not been in the past one of undue conserva-

tism. Responsible persons can be secured in

the most out-of-the-way and uninviting places

—the country postmaster being generally

found already acting as storekeeper, and

agent for this and that, but usually ready to

add another iron to his fire and to put an-

other sign in his window. In such cases the

agent may not be of the highest intelligence

or astuteness, but he will be found to be

"pay dirt," if handled with unusual care and

caution. The profitable results of one such

agency may perhaps be too small to be worth

consideration, but multiplied several thousand

fold, the aggregate would be surprisingly large

and could not fail to add very materially to

the expansive force and vigor of the Ameri-

can bicycle industry.

now to Tell a Valve Leak.

When a tire goes down without apparent

reason, it is advisable to see that the valve is

working all right. A bit of grit may have got

in, or the rubber may have perished. Now,

A TRIP TO

CALIFORNIA

is a revelation to one who has not made it,

and a double pleasure to those who have en-

joyed it.

The way to go is by the (New York Central

Lines—you have the choice of a dozen routes

and the quickest and most comfortable trains.

Our Illustrated Catalogue, a booklet of 32 pages,

4xS. gives synopsis of contents of each of twenty-five

books; this Catalogue sent free to any address on re-

ceipt of a postage stamp by George H. Daniels, Gen-

eral Passenger Agent, Grand Central Station, New
York.

an easy way to ascertain whether all is right

in the valve department is—turn the wheel

until the valve points straight downward, then

take a narrow tumbler or wineglass, fill it

with water, and immerse the valve therein; if

bubbles rise, the escape of air is at the valve,

and it will be necessary to take it out and ex-

amine it.

THE FIBST ANNIVERSARY,
It is just a year since the Chicago, Milwaukee &

St. Paul road inaugurated its celebrated Pioneer Lim-
ited passenger train service between Chicago, Mil-
waukee, St. Paul and Minneapolis, This service

marked a new era in the railway world in the line of

passenger accommodations. At a cost of a quarter
of a million dollars that progressive company fur-

nished the traveling public, in its Pioneer Limited
train, comforts and facilities the best ever produced.
This train has been described many times in news-
papers and magazines, but should be seen and exam-
ined to be appreciated. In beauty of finish, richness
and elegance of furnishing nothing equal to it has
ever been attempted by any other road. The car

builders were nearly a year in completing the Pioneer
Limited trains (there are two—one leaving Chjcago for

the West and the other leaving the Twin Cities for

the East every evening in the year) and they stand
to-day a monument to the builder's art. No regular
passenger train service in America is as well known
as the Pioneer Limited. From the standpoint ot

passenger traffic the past twelve months have been
the most successful in the history of the St. Paul
road, made so very largely by the Pioneer Limited.
The patronage of this service is a striking illustration

of the fact that the public appreciates a good thing. *

LOWEST RATES TVEST.

Rates to the West are lower via Nickel Plate Road
than via other lines, while the service is excelled by
none. Three fast trains are run every day in the
year from Buffalo to Chicago. The day coaches are
of the latest pattern, are elegantly upholstered and
have all the modern improvements, such as marble
lavatories, steam heat, lighted by Pintsche gas, while
colored porters are in charge to look after the wants
of passengers, especially the ladies and children. Ves-
tibuled buffet sleeping cars are run on all trains,

while the dining cars and meal stations are owned
and operated by the company and serve the best of
meals at moderate prices.

If your ticket agent cannot give you all the in-

formation you desire in regard to rates, routes, etc,
address F. J. Moore, Gen'l Agent, Nickel Plate
Road, 291 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y. 83

The Best
in all respects, be-

yond a cavil.

IF
it is that which you

want, use

WM. r. Nvrs

SPERM

TRIPLET

O
I

Soldeverywhere

New prices
to dealers...

William

F. Nye,

NEW BEDFORD,

MASS.

Xindly mention The Wheel,
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Hart, Jr.,

Serial No.

Hart, Jr.,

Serial No.

Serial No.

Hart, Jr.,

Serial No.

Hart, Jr.,

Serial No.

Recent Patents.

626,679. Back-Pedaling Brake. Victor E. Doremus,

New York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne assignments,

to the Doremus Brake and Coaster Company, same
place. Filed Feb. 1, 1S9S. Serial No. 668,724. (No
model.)

626.693. Bicycle Support. William H
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed March 5, 189S.

672.656. (No model.)

626.694. Bicycle Support. William H
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed March 5, 1898.

672.657. (No model.)

626.695. Bicycle Support. William H. Hart, Jr.

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed March 5, 1898.

672.658. (No model.)

626.696. Bicycle Support. William H.

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed March 5, 1898.

672.659. (No model.)

626.697. Bicycle Support. William H,

Philadelphia, Pa., Filed April 25, 1898.

678,694. (No model.)

626,706. Cycle. Camille Lippens, Ghent, Belgium.

Filed Aug. 20, 1S9S. Serial No. 659,070. (No model.)

626,736. Bicycle Shoulder Brace. Daniel M. Taul-

bee. Gray, Ky., assignor of two-thirds to W. A. Taul-

bee and F. E. Sampson, same place. Filed Sept. 28,

1898. Serial No. 692,096. (No model.)

626,756. Bicycle. Robert H. Hennemeier, New
York, N. Y. Filed Sept. 17, 1898. Serial No. 691,141.

(No model.)

626,811. Bicycle Seat Post. Alfred Johnson, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Filed Aug. 4, 1S9S. Serial No. 687,747.

(No model.)

626,836. Adjusting Device for Handle Bars. Ivert

Larsen, Chicago, 111., assignor to the Chicago Han-

der-Bar Company, same place. Filed July 16, 1898.

Serial No. 686,173. (No model.)

626.849. Cycle Support. Charles Witty and Henry

M. Luick, New York, N. Y. Filed May 3, 1899. Ser-

ial No. 715,415. (No model.)

626.850. Back-Pedaling Brake. Charles O. Barnes,

Buffalo, N. Y,, assignor of one-fourth to Edward A.

Jones, same place. Filed Dec. 27, 1898. Serial No.

709,331. (No model.)

626,852. Bicycle. Frederick P. Bemis, Davenport,

Iowa. Original application filed Aug. 25, 1896. Serial

No. 603,909. Divided and this application filed Feb.

13,1897. Serial No. 623,208. (No model.)

626,861. Toe Clip. Peter E. Erickson, Port Chester,

N. Y., assignor of one-half to John W. Czermak,

same place. Original application filed Feb. 2, 1898.

Serial No. 668,876. Divided and this application filed

Aug. 9, 1898. Serial No. 688,154. (No model.)

626,875. Bicycle. Frederick W. Smith, Chicago,

111. Filed April 25, 1898. Serial No. 678,783. (No

model.)

Worthy Their Good Name.

You have to live with people to know them;

so it is that you must judge a man or a firm

or the manufactured products of either by

their standing in the home community. Go
to Reading, Pa., and apply this test to either

the products or the repute of the Reading

Cycle Mfg. Co., and you will quickly learn

that in the hearts of Readingites both the

Vindex and Simplex machines are prime fa-

vorites. The Vindex chainless has all the

earmarks of the careful and competent con-

struction which distinguishes the company's

chain-driven wheels. It is equipped with the

choicest specifications and lists at $75. The

driving power is by the Gentry gear, which is

the property of the Vindex Company, and

which is confined to their products entirely.

To Remove Rust.

A simple way to remove rust is to dampen

a cloth with a little vinegar and dip it in emory

flour; rub briskly.

Length of barrel 3 in.i total length 5 1-4 in.

NICKEL- 'S^^^n^^s^^Bn^^L^^OwV not a toy.
PLATED .-KV-itEaasKX

DURABLE

LIQIID PISTOL
will stop the most vicious dog or

man) without permanent injury.

Parker, Stearns & Sutton,'fe'r^^r'i^

§y}

Dusty Roads. Noisy Chains.
The Morse Twin Roller Chains run
SMOOTHLY, QUIETLY and FREELY

in DUST or MUD.

As the pendulum
swings, so the joint

of the Morse Chain
rocks.

No Rub,

ISO Slide.

Lasts longer, runs
easier than any other
chain made. Pendu-
lum will swing on
the Morse Joint 45
minutes and on the
pin joint about 5 sec-

onds. Large swing-
ing model sent free

to agents ordering
three chains.

Write for Illustrated Cir- -^^
calar and Price to ^^

x

MORSE CHAIN CO.,
Trumansburg, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Liquid

Brazing

Crucibles!

All sizes and shapes as required

to fit any make of furnace,

made by the original makers
of brazing crucibles and the

largest and oldest manufactur-

ers of plumbago or graphite

crucibles in the world.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,

Jersey City, . . . New Jersey.

ADLETS.
For Sale, Bxchange, :Etc. — Twenty-five words,

thirty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.

Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and Help Wanted.— Answers received

in confidence and forwarded without charge. Rate:

25 words, one time, 50 cents; three times, $1.00; BO

words, one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00; 75 words,

one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-

tisements; One-half inch, one time, $1.00; four times,

$3.00; one inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner, patent attorney and
'- mechanical expert, 608 F street, Washington, D.
C. Established 1883. I make an examination free of
charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

A FIRST-CLASS bicycle factory, five years stand-
^~^ ing, 5,000 capacity, three different models of
wheels; owns its own natural gas plant, best in the
country; no incumbrance; wish to go in other busi-
ness cause of selling. Address "Gas Plant," care of
The Wheel.

pOR SALE.—The best bicycle store and shopTin-
-* eluding all machinery for manufacturing bicy-
cles, on H. C. Boulevard, N. J.: reason, family mat-
ter. Address "Star," care The Wheel.

AGENCY FOR SKANDINAVIA WANTED.—An
-'^ old agency in Denmark for bicycle articles wishes
to represent first rate houses for Skandinavia. Best
references. Address "Sofus Cohn, Copenhagen, Den-
mark."

Your Bicycle without "BI-CY-KA"
is more or less rusty, unless you give half your
time caring for it. With "Bi-cy-ka" it is clean,
bright and rustless, at the minimum of care,
because it's no trouble to apply "Bi-cy-ka." If
your dealer doesn't sell it, we'll mail you a full-

sized collapsible tube of it on receipt of the
price, 10 cents. Send stamps.

RAVEN GLOSS MFG. CO., 71 Barclay St., New York.

The Columbus 1899
GUARANTEED TIRE.

Guaranteed for one year. $2,75 per pair.

IS NOT MADE BY A TRUST.

COLUMBUS RUBBER TIRE CO.,
47 Dearborn Street. Chicago, III.

T"=QIBSON HOUSE
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Under new management. Superior service;

central location; perfect cuisine.

WILL W. CLARKE, Manager.

NEW YORK ENAMELLING CO.,

155 W. 29th ST.,N.Y.
High-Art Enamelling well and cheaply done

GOING WEST?
If you arCj enquire of your nearest ticket agent

about rates via the Nickel Plate Road, the short line
between Buffalo and Chicago. Many improvements
have been made during the past few years. New and
elegantly upholstered coaches, vestibuled sleeping
cars, and powerful locomotives have been added to
the equipment, and substantial structures of steel
and stone have replaced the old bridges, heavier
rails and ties have been laid, and the road now stands
at the front of the best roads in the country. The
rates, however, still remain lower than via other
lines.

If your ticket agent cannot give you all the in-

formation desired, address F. J. Moore, Gen'l Agent,
Nickel Plate Road, 291 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y. 82

25c.

16 YEARS
we have made a specialty of the manufacture of OILERS.
We make a careful study of every detail and are constantly
improving our oilers in every way possible. We make
oilers for practically the entire trade, and are confident
the QUALITY of our goods cannot be equaled at

the price. Only the best quality of elastic metal is used.
The washers are of specially selected (not scrap) leather.

The threads are well made and tight, notstamped on body
of oiler. The soldering is tested under hydraulic pressure,
etc., etc. A rider's appreciation of a first-class oiler in his

equipment is more than worth the slight extra cost.

CUSHMAN & DENISON,
MANUFACTURERS,

240-242 West 23(1 Street,

Kindly mention The Wheel. New York.
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ASPHALT PAVEMENTS THE STANDARD PAVE-
MENT OF AMERICA.^^

THE BARBER ASPHALT PAVING CO.,
Endorsed by the L. A. W. everywhere. Kindly mention The Wheel. No. II BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

SNOW HOLDERS
ARE ADJUSTABLE.

When Set Are Firm.
Wheels cannot fall over after being

put in holder. Used in bicycle stores,

public buildings, offices, stores,
churches, schools, factories, in fact

anywrhere. No bicycle store complete
without them. Various styles furnished
in any finish. Write for prices.

SfiOyV W^IRE MTORKS,
78-84 Exchange Street,

EsUblished 1834. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Overstock of

BELLS AND LAMPS.
Prices Less Than Cost.

VIM BICYCLE CO., Chicago.

X HANDLE BARS
r^ ) FORK SIDES

js PROTECTOR REVOLVERS
™..sPo.otNc. PERFECTION PADLOCKS
'iouc.rcD.^ AMES SWORD CO. CHlCOPEt. MASS.

Graphite Lubricants.

ALL KINDS, AGGORDING TO WANTS.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, IS. J.

The Best Advertising for the

Irish Trade is

THE
IRISH CYCLIST.

specimen copy and advertising rates on

application to

R. J. MECREDY & CO., Ltd., Proprietors,

49 ivilddle Abbey St., DUBLIN.

All American wheelmen who desire to keep , them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the cycle in
Europe, its trade, mechanics, and (port, should tub-
scribe to

THE CYCLIST
AND Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.
The only recognized authority of English trade and

manufacture. Sent post free to any part of America
(or one year, 93.26. American subscription agent,
F. P. Prial, 88 West Broadway, New York City.
American manufacturers having novelties in ma-

chines or undriei to introduce should advertise inTHE O-YOLIST.
Terms on application to

ILIFFE SONS & STURMEY, Ltd.,

19 Hertford Street, Coventry, England.
members of the American Trade visitliiff Eng:-

land are incited to call at THE CYCLiIST Office
at Coventry, or at 3 St. Bride Street, l^ndffate
Circus, London. E* C.

RUBBER TIRE CABS AND CARRIAGES.
The West Shore Railroad has incorporated a system whereby

pasienKen arriving or departing from iti West Forty-second itreet
terminal. N«w Yorlc City, are supplied with cab, hansom, coack or
cmnibui, eathey may order, westcott Express messenger! are
now OB all through trains to sell ticlceti and engage auch vehicles

as passengers desire. New York City has been
divided into six districts, each district having
its own number and its own rates. The ve-
hicles are all rubber-tired and will be maintained
in first-class order. The new service has been
in effect since November 4th, and has been giving
excellent satisfaction.

finEROUTinG
REST, recreation and continuous pleastire

can be enjoyed at Gogebic, Milwaukee,

Waukesha, Madison, Devil's Lake,

Green Lake, Lake Geneva, St. Patil, Minne-

apolis, Duluth, Marquette, Lake Minne-

tonka, Yellowstone Park, Alaska, Dakota

Hot Springs, Denver, Colorado Springs,

Manitou, Salt Lake and in the mountains

of Colorado, Utah and California. Perfect

train service ministers to your comfort.

CHICAGO AND
NORTH-WESTERN R'Y.

PRINCIPAL AGENCIES :

NEW YORK, BOSTON, CHICAGO,
461 BROADWAY. 368 WASHINGTON ST. 212 CLARK ST.

>-^- ^-0--0-<«"<»"<'-«—^*- -s n
Sl^rp-WMl. SUBSCRIPTION BLANK,
p. 0. Box 444, N. Y. jp *r j?

I enclose $2.00 in payment of one year's subscription,

(, commencing with issue of

Name, -. ^

Address,

City, _

State,-

V-^-o-*-*-*-*-< i»»0»»000»» » » » » 0-0"»-0"&"0"0"»-<
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AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY.
BICYCLE MANUFACTURERS.

Concerns. Address. Represented by

AMES & FROST CO Chicago, 111 Chas. L. Ames.
ACME MFG. CO Reading, Pa James C. Reber.
BARNES CYCLE CO Syracuse, N. Y A. R. Peck.
BLACK MFG. CO Erie, Pa Geo. I. and W. T. Black.

BUFFALO CYCLE :MFG. CO Buffalo, N. Y F. C. Atherton and Geo. C.

Sweet.
CRAWFORD MFG. CO Hagerstown, Md R.S.Crawford and E. W.

Mealey.
COLTON CYCLE CO Toledo, Ohio Geo. B. Colton.
COLUMBUS BICYCLE CO Columbus, Ohio G. C. Urlin.
EAGLE BICYCLE MFG. CO Torrington, Conn C. S. Dikeman and A. F. Mi-

geon.
A. FEATHERSTONE & CO Chicago, 111 A. Featherstone and J. W.

Bromley.
FANNING CYCLE CO Chicago, 111 F. J. Fanning.
FAY MFG. CO Elyria, Ohio... A. L. Garford.
GORMULLY & JEFFERY M EG. CO . . Chicago, 111 R. P. GormuUy.
GRAND RAPIDS CYCLE CO Grand Rapids, Mich.. L. T. Wilmarth.
GENEVA CYCLE CO Geneva, Ohio J. A. Carter.

HARTFORD CYCLE CO Hartford, Conn Col. Geo. Pope.
INDIANA BICYCLE CO Indianapolis, Ind Chas. F. Smith.
H. A. LOZIER & CO Cleveland, Ohio H. A. Lozier, Sr., H. A. Lo-

zier, Jr., and E. R. Thomas.
LAMB MFG. CO Chicopee, Mass Wm. T. Brown.
A. D. MEISELBACH Milwaukee, Wis A. D. Meiselbach.
MONARCH CYCLE MFG. CO Chicago, 111 .J. W. Riser and Chandler Rob-

bins.

MILWAUKEE ENGINEERING CO. .Milwaukee, Wis L. H. Starkweather and J. H.
Dousman.

MILWAUKEE MFG. CO Milwaukee, Wis T. H. Hoyt and W. C. Green.
NUTTALL MFG. CO Nyack, N. Y John Nuttall.

NORTH BUFFALO WHEEL CO Buffalo, N. Y J. P. Devine.
POPE MFG. CO Hartford, Conn Col. Albert A. Pope.
PEORIA RUBBER & MFG. CO Peoria, 111 M. Sieberling.
STERLING CYCLE WORKS Kenosha, Wis C. W. Dickerson.
SHELBY CYCLE MFG. CO Shelby, Ohio A. W. Gump.
STOVER BICYCLE MFG. CO Freeport, 111 D. C. Stover.
E. C. STEARNS & CO Syracuse, N. Y E. C. Stearns.
SYRACUSE CYCLE CO Syracuse, N. Y H. E. Maslin.
VIKING MFG. CO Toledo, Ohio Alvin Peter.
WESTERN WHEEL WORKS CO Chicago, 111 R. L. Coleman and Otto Un-

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO Cleveland, Ohio Winsor T. White.

TIRE MANUFACTURERS,
HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS Hartford, Conn George Day.
INDIANAPOLIS RUBBER CO Indianapolis, Ind Harold O. Smith.
PEORIA RUBBER & MFG. CO Peoria, II! .M. Sieberling.

SADDLE MANUFACTURERS.
AMERICAN SADDLE CO Cleveland, Ohio A. L. Garford and R. B. Mc-

Mullen.
H. A. CHRISTY CO New York J. Walter Spalding.

WOOD RIM MANUFACTURERS.
INDIANA NOVELTY MFG. CO Plymouth, Ind Geo. H. Thayer and G. W.

Marble.

CHAIN MANUFACTURERS.
INDIANAP. CHAIN & STAMP. CO. .Indianapolis, Ind A. C. Newby and C. E. Test.

MANUFACTURERS OF STEEL BALLS, STAMPINGS AND FITTINGS.
CLEVELAND MACH. SCREW CO.. .Cleveland, Ohio A. L. Moore and M. B. John-

son.

C.J. SMITH & SONS CO Milwaukee, Wis C. S. Smith and R. P. Tell.
G. L. THOMPSON MFG. CO Chicago, 111 G. L. Thompson, C. H. Foster

and D. B. Gamm.

STEEL MANUFACTURERS.
HART & COOLEY MFG. CO Chicago, 111 H. S. Hart and M. P. Cooley.

-^••••••••-•••1

TRLSTITEMS. 1
• i

THE American Bicycle Company's exist-

ence, hitherto somewhat nebulous and

embryonic, has been dignified by an "official"

announcement. It was issued from the offices

of the company in the Vanderbilt building, in

New York, on Monday night. The official

notice was practically a report of the meeting

which was held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel

on June 21, 22 and 23. The concerns listed

opposite are referred to as the "nucleus of the

company." Important features of this meet-

ing were the appointment of committees on

organization and other committees, a unani-

mous recommendation of A. G. Spalding for

president and an exhaustive discussion of the

bicycle trade situation.

This official announcement, in the opinion

of The Wheel, removes any doubt as to the

positive formation and flotation of the Ameri-

can Bicycle Co. AH caviling as to the proba-

bilities of the company's being launched is

now the opinion of the extreme doubting

Thomas. It is not conceivable that any body

of men of even ordinary capacity would call

these people from all over the United States,

put them through the paces of forming a

temporary organization, and spend three days

talking over the situation unless they were

absolutely certain that the principal factor in

the formation of this company, the money,

was practically at hand. Were such not the

case this proceeding would be not only ab-

surd, but even criminal.

*

Committees Appointed.

On Organization—Albert A. Pope, chair-

man; resigned. A. L. Garford appointed.

On Domestic Sales—C. W. Dickerson,

Kenosha, Wis., chairman.

On Foreign Sales—H. A. Lozier, Jr., Cleve-

land, chairman.

On Manufacturing—C. S. Dikeman, Tor-
rington, chairman.

The men listed here formed the confer-

ence. The sessions were held at the Waldorf-

Astoria. As soon as the meeting was called

to order A. G. Spalding was elected chair-

man and C. W. Dickerson secretary. Mr.
Spalding made a very complete report of his

work in connection with the entire formation

of the trust, from the time of its inception up

to the hour of the meeting. He explained the

various steps which had been taken, and

dwelt on the many obstacles which had been

overcome. The report was enthusiastically

received, was endorsed by the meeting, and

the following resolution was passed:
Resolved, That all who are present at this meeting

for themselves and the corporations or firms which

they represent, desire to express to Mr. Albert G.
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Spalding their appreciation of the abiiity and fairness

exhibited by him in forming this combination of

bicycle manufacturers; and, further, appreciating the

immense amount of labor involving persistent and

unremitting elTorts for many continuous months, now

congratulate him that his initial labors are success-

fully completed.

Mr. Spalding expressed himself as highly

pleased with the results of his efforts, and laid

stress on the fact that his work was now

practically completed, and that the responsi-

bility could be turned over to the manufac-

turers themselves, for whom he would act

temporarily as chairman. Mr. Spalding also

reported that the above concerns had already

been closed with, and that, for the present at

least, no other options now in his hands

would be considered until the company had

been permanently organized.

During the first day of the meeting the com-

mittees above-named were appointed, and later

they made temporary reports, which will be

further amplified, and which will be presented

to the officials of the company when such

officials are elected. The recommendations of

these committees will form the first basis of

operation. Upon them the policy of the com-

pany will be based at the start. The com-

mittee on domestic sales recommended con-

centration of branch stores in the different

cities, and their abandonment of the retail

field, leaving the retail business to be con-

ducted by the regular retail agents and deal-

ers, and making the branch offices distributing

centres. The committee also strongly recom-

mended that all agents throughout the coun-

try who have been identified with the trade,

or who have built up a trade in some particu-

lar wheel, be retained as selling depots, and

that everything be done to make the handling

of the goods heretofore manufactured by the

different concerns who form part of the or-

ganization as satisfactory to the agent as pos-

sible. The committee recommend a general

plan of marketing with as little change as

possible in distributing methods during the

coming year.
* *

At the request of the bankers who have

undertaken the finances of the company, and

who will have the selection of the officers

for the first year, an expression of opinion

was asked for regarding the selection of a

president and ten directors. Mr. A. G. Spald-

ing was unanimously endorsed by the meet-

ing as the first president of the organization.

The vote for the directors was sealed, it has

not been canvassed, and it will not be an-

nounced until the American Bicycle Co. is un-

derwritten.
* «
*

From Friday on, the various component

parts of the bicycle trust began to forsake the

Waldorf-Astoria for the homeward flight.

Only those men remained in town who were

actively engaged in committee work, such men
as Messrs. Dickerson, Lozier and Garford.

The position of Mr. Garford, as chairman of

the organization committee, is, of course, the

most important one at the present jnoment.

On him will rest all the burden of prelimin-

ary plans. Of course the most important work
is that of the committee on domestic sales.

Already chairman Dickerson has gotten into

active touch with all the makers throughout

the country. Speaking of Dickerson, it is ru-

mored that he will be the permanent secretary

of the organization, but at this present time

this is merely a rumor.
* *
*

Now that the American Bicycle Co. seems

to be an actuality, there is a deal more gossip

than at any- time since the inception of this

amalgamation. There is all kind of talk as to

how the factories will be operated, what kind

of goods will be made, how they will be sold,

and in fact, all the various phases of the cycle

business are being digested at great length.

The Wheel interviewed Mr. A. G. Spalding,

but without much net result. To the queries:

What will your policy be? How will the

goods be marketed? How will they be adver-

tised? What men will be active in the com-

pany? When will the company be floated?

When will the purchase price be paid? To
these, and to similar leading questions, he

could make no reply. The Wheel judged

that no reply could be made at the present

time, and that all of these important factors

were yet matters for discussion and decision.

* *
*

From gossip around the market, predictions

have been made that the bicycle makers have

subscribed for ten million dollars' worth of

stock, and that the bankers insisted upon their

investing in the new company in order to give

it a good send-off with the public. It is ru-

mored that 40 per cent of the stock was of-

fered to the bicycle trade for the first sub-

scription, leaving 60 per cent in the hands

of the bankers, giving them, of course, a ma-

jority. It is rumored that some of the firms

took as much as two million dollars' worth of

stock. Some of the gossips carried the rumor

still further, and stated that the bicycle mak-

ers had finally agreed to take 40 per cent in

stock and 60 per cent in cash of the purchase

prices asked.

The impression is that the launching of the

company is now a matter of days. The

market has been improved of late by the Van-

derbilt shares, and from now on the market is

due for a big reaction. The financial men
who have been tied to the ticker for the last

twelve months, and many of whom have made
enormous fortunes, have been using the earlier

part of the summer for rustication. They,

however, are due for an early return. The
present temper and chance in the Street

come only once in a lifetime. These men
know this thoroughly well, and they are

not apt to waste their time in Europe or in

the fastnesses of the mountains while there

is such good work to be done. Coming back

from their brief rests, filled with vitality, it is

likely that Wall street will see the biggest

market of its history, commencing slowly, late

in July, and gathering wonderful force as the

fall comes on.

A Wall street man, who does the financial

column for one of the authoritative evening

papers of New York, is of the opinion that,

within a few years, industrials will lead the

speculative list of shares, and it will be more
common to buy their stock than it is at pres-

ent to buy railway shares. His opinion is

based on the theory that railways have been

pretty well organized, and are now forming to

a fixed 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7 per cent basis, and that

they will strike a steady rut in the speculative

sea. On the other hand, he declares that the

industrials afford great opportunity for in-

vestment and for speculation, and he believes

that, with some reorganization, they will, for

some years to come, lead Wall street activities.

He is also of the opinion that the American
Bicycle stock will be subscribed for many
times over. He has inside knowledge, and

he has had practical evidence where some of

the late big flotations were over-subscribed

many hundred per cent. He predicts the

same voracity for the American Bicycle Co.'s

flotation.
* «
*

The "Nucleus" list of the American Bicycle

Co. contains some surprises. In almost all

cases the firms taken in have some particular

factors of success. Of course, everyone in the

trade knows the positions occupied by the big

people, such as Pope, GormuUy, Crawford,

etc. On the other hand, it has surprised many
that such concerns as the Columbus Bicycle

Co. and others were taken in. This is due to

the fact that these concerns have worked
quietly and have built up profitable businesses,

and have combined capital with manufacturing

talent, the result being a good, sound busi-

ness. The Ames & Frost Co., for instance, is

a very rich concern, and that is an important

factor. They have enormous capital, and

could equip any kind of a bicycle plant they

wanted, in case they decided to give the trust

competition. The Acme Mfg. Co., of Read-

ing, Pa., has always been carefully managed
by James C. Reber, who, though not very

prominent in the trade, is a very shrewd busi-

ness man. They have done a very large busi-

ness, far larger than the average outsider sup-

posed.

The Barnes Company must also have shown
a better statement than that generally credited

to them, must also have shown larger sales

than bicycle folks had supposed. This is also

true of the Stearns and Syracuse companies,

although the Stearns has been a widely-adver-

tised wheel, and the name is not without big

market value. The Buffalo Cycle Mfg. Co.

must also have sawed wood, and incidentally

turned out carloads of bicycles, otherwise they

would not have figured in this list. This is

also true of the Colton Cycle Co. The Col-

umbus Bicycle Co. is credited with having a

20,000 output, and this explains their election.

The Fanning Cycle Co. were rapidly becom-
ing very big makers. Some say that Mr.
Fanning is a protege of Mr. Spalding. He
was at least employed by them in their Chi-

cago store for several years. He started on

his own account, was backed by ample capi-

tal, and he rapidly developed a big and profit-

able business.

The Geneva Company is credited with hav-

ing Mr. Garford's influence. He is credited

with being the chief owner of the company.

It is managed by one of the high-class busi-

ness men in the trade, J. A. Carter, whose

ability is in reverse proportion to the pub-

licity he has achieved. The Lamb Mfg. Co.

is simply the technical name for A. G. Spald-

ing & Bros.' plant, and the Nuttall Mfg. Co.

is a concern at Nyack, N. Y., who have made
all the Spalding juvenile bicycles. The Stover

folks are also very rich. They have always

shown a good net profit, have manufactured

quietly, and have marketed economically. The
chief man, D. C. Stover, is a multi-millionaire

manufacturer, and it is no doubt deemed ad-

visable to get him into the fold. This same
word might be applied to the Viking Mfg.

Co., Mr. Alvin Peter being a millionaire man-
ufacturer, a man of wide interests, and capable

of creating strong opposition.
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In the "nucleus" list are also a number of

firms whose interests dovetail. For instance,

here are a few pointers in that respect: Mr. R.

P. Gormully has in the past few months en-

tered into the following combinations: He
sold to, or, rather, combined his interest in

the Albany Tube Co., of Albany, .Ind., with

the Shelby Tube Co., sold to the American

Bicycle Co. the Gormully & Jeflfery Mfg. Co.,

also the Shelby Cycle Co. He is also reported

to be heavily interested in the Indiana Nov-

elty Mfg. Co. Mr, Stearns parts with his in-

terest in the E. C. Stearns Co. and the Syra-

cuse Cycle Co. The Spaldings part with the

Christy Saddle Co., and the Lamb Mfg. Co.,

and the Nuttall Mfg. Co. Mr. Garford parts

with his interest in the American Saddle Co.,

in the Geneva Cycle Co. and the Fay Mfg.

Co., this latter being big manufacturers of

juvenile bicycles. Colonel Pope parts with

his interests in the Pope Mfg. Co., the Hart-

ford Rubber Works and the Hartford Cycle

Co. Recently he combined his tube plant

with the Shelby interests, and more recently

he combined his automobile plant with a new
automobile syndicate. Thus the Colonel, in

these red-letter industrial days, is the biggest

unloader of them all. Mr. Coleman scores a

double win with the Western Wheel Works
and with the Albany Tube Co., of which he

was a third owner.

*

The financial end of the trust is being han-

dled by George Young, president of the

United States Trust Co., of New York, and

by Lee, Higginson & Co., of Boston. Young
is a man of about 33, a Jersey City man, a

Hudson County man. His first work was in

connection with the building of the Hudson
County Boulevard, handling which project for

the New Jersey Title Guarantee & Trust Co.,

he saved that company $40,000. This gave

him a reputation. He afterwards went with

the United States Trust Co., and became its

president. Bicycle men who have seen him
describe him as compact, sharp, nervous, and

they also learn that he stands very well with

financial people.

Comes the Dull Season.

Cleveland, June 26.—The retail stores in

this city do not seem to be laying any great

plans for the winter season, although prob-

ably all of the downtown establishments will

keep open throughout the dull season. Most
of the stores claim to be doing a very fair

business at present and they figure that trade

will hold out for a month or six weeks at the

least. The street railway strike which has

been in force for the past two weeks has just

been settled up, but it was a great help while

it lasted.

Many people who would not have otherwise

purchased wheels were forced to invest or

walk to and from their business. The repair

shops in the outlying districts have been es-

pecially favored by the street railway tie up.

At any rate the repair business will hold out

until cold weather, for Clevelanders ride for

business, while some of the dealers figure

there will be a very fair demand for wheels

iate in the fall, after people have returned from

their summer vacations. One of the big

stores has taken up a line of sewing ma-

chines which it will push this winter and fall,

while one or two others have sporting goods.

Three of the largest concerns have the ter-

ritory of iNorthern Ohio to look after and this

will occupy all their attention, unless they are

closed up by the combination, for they are

all branches of combination concerns.

One prominent dealer, N. A. Quilling, of

the firm of Quilling Brothers, when asked

what he proposed to handle this winter, re-

marked with a smile: "I think we shall take

a trip to 'Europe. We have enjoyed a very fair

business; really can't complain, but what

pleases us most is a little real estate transact-

ion which we closed up yesterday. Just a year

ago, a customer came in and remarked that

he had a piece of property which he desired to

sell at a bargain. We looked it over and fin-

ally paid him $10,000 cash. This year -busi-

ness has boomed all around this property and

an immense office building has been erected

nearly opposite it. A short time ago a prom-

inent builder bought up land on both sides of

our piece and tried to induce us to sell out, as

he was desirous of erecting a large building.

It was a case of 'have to have it' with him

and after considerable dickering we sold it

yesterday for $25,000. Fifteen thousand clear

profit for one year's holding is not a bad in-

vestment, so we think we can afford to take

a vacation and leave the wheel business in the

hands of an assistant this winter."

WORTH WATCniNO.

One Welding Process Which Will Figure Prominently

in Subsequent Events.

•Chicago, June 26.—It is stated on good

authority that the George L. Thompson Mfg.

Co., of this city, have discovered a new pro-

cess for welding by electricity, using an arc

light current. Experts have held that this

could not be done without burning the life

out of the metal, but the Tho'mpson people are

said to have done first-class work, and have

decided to do their own welding in the manu-

facture of bicycle fittings. Heretofore all

their- welding, as well as that of other con-

cerns in the bicycle fittings business, has been

done 'by a Cleveland firm, which has the ex-

clusive right to utilize the process in con-

nection with bicycle fittings, holding this right

under patents on welding machines owned by

the Thompson-Houston Company. It is said

that the new process does not interfere with

the rights owned by the T.-H. Co. The bi-

cycle combination is soon to secure control

of the George L. Thompson Co., and it may
be that the new welding process will cut an

important figure in the production of the

American Bicycle Co.'s wheels and fittings.

Steel Prices Still Higher.

June 14, prices of steel billets in Pittsburp'.

Philadelphia and Chicago were $31.50, $31.50

and $32.50. A week later, June 24, they were

.$31.50, $34 and $34. On June 22, 1898, they

were $14.50, $16.75 and $16.25. Manufacturers

of steel bicycle parts and material will apprec-

iate the increase.

Something Mysterious Here.

Rochester, June 26.—In February the Clark

Novelty Co., manufacturers of bicycle sup-

plies, at 388 Exchange street, were the victims

of the well-organized gang of New York
"come-on" men, who sent to the company for

$500 worth of bicycle supplies, under the name
of J. Ferro & Co., of 127 Broadway, New
York city.

Friday M. F. Clark, president of the Clark

Novelty Co., was called to New York by

order of the court in which the swindlers

were being tried, to reach a settlement in the

matter. Upon reaching the metropolis, Mr.

Clark was ordered by the court to present his

bill in full, with expenses. The total amount

of his claim was $154, and he received a check

in full for this amount. One of the other

firms engaged in the deal received a check

for tlie amount of their claim, but 25 more

are still mourning the loss of sums aggregat-

ing several hundred dollars.

THEY ARE NOT ALARMED.

Pope Company Paying No Attention to the Howard

Chainless Company Announcement.

Beyond the statement that the Pope Mfg.

Co. is paying no attention to the matter,

nothing is said by those in authority in that

company concerning an announcement made
by the Howard Chainless Bicycle Co., of New-
ark.

It appears that Mr. Parker, of the old

League Cycle Co., makers of the bevel-gear

chainless of that name, became associated

with the Howard Company, and that the lat-

ter made an arrangement with the Pope Com-
pany by which the latter was to control cer-

tain chainless patents.

The Howard announcement is to the effect

that the Pope Company has violated certain

provisions of the arrangement, including the

one covering price, and that consequently the

Howard Company will prepare to market a

$50 chainless, and has instructed its lawyers

to demand from the Pope Company the return

of drawings, etc.

Pumps and the Public.

Washington, D. C, June 23.—By a vote of

two to one the District Commissioners have

granted the application of the Automatic

Cycle Pump Co. to place its "penny-in-the-

slot" automatic pumps at about seventy dif-

ferent points in the city. The pumps, under

the aiuthority granted by the Commissioners,

are to be placed in every instance outside of

the dine of, and in such a manner as not to

interfere with or obstruct travel. A.s a rule,

it is understood, the pumps are to be attached

to places of business. Commissioner Ross

declined to join his associates in granting the

permit, holding that to do so would be to

authorize the occupancy of public space for

private purposes, which is prohibited by law.

Out of All Combines.

Springfield, (Mass., June 26.—Neither the

Overman Wheel Co. nor the Duckworth
Cycle Chain Co. will be affiliated with the

combines. Proposals were made to the Over-

man company, but were not deemed suffi-

ciently advantageous to be accepted. H. H.
Bowman, trustee of the Overman company,

does not look for any friction between the

company and the trust.

The option which the 'Duckworth Cycle

Chain Co. gave to J. C. Bowe expired on

Saturday, and will not be renewed, Mr. Duck-
worth says. The Union Steel and Chain Co.

also desired an option on the Duckworth
plant.

Speedy on the Coast.

Out in California, E. O. Kragness, of the

Olympic Club Wheelmen, has broken the

American 200-mile record by making a double

century in 11 hours and 37 minutes.
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100 CHAINLESS BICYCLES

FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES.
Some dealers will not give the public what they want and what they ought

to have—the Chainless—why, we don't know. We do know that one Clipper

Chainless sold almost invariably sells more. We've sold several thousand

Chainless—Bevel-Geared kind. The buyers like them better than the

old chain bicycles. If we can put loo Chainless Clippers in loo towns

now where we have not sold a Chainless, we can next year sell at least ten for

every one now put out.

m

s

WE PROPOSE
to exchange one of our $75.00 "first-class" '99 model Chainless Specials for any good standard make of chain bicy-

cle and a reason able cash difference. We will give you as much or more for your old bicycle than you can get elsewhere,

PROVIDED you are in new territory or where our goods are not properly introduced. Write us, describe your

wheel if you want to trade. Get our chain wheel Bargain List. High-grade bicycles at low-grade prices.

CLIPPER PEOPLE.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

p. S.—Clipper Dealers are invited to write for particulars before "kicking" on this advertisement.

GRAND RAPIDS CYCLE CO.
W. N.'U. No. 13. Kindly mention The Wheel.
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FOR iA EVERY I

/' DEALER.!
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The phenomenal success we have had in the sale of the Mor-
row Coaster and Tire Brake has created such a demand for a coaster

and brake which can be attached to any wheel that we have, after a

year's work, completed the MORROW HUB COASTER AND BRAKE.
It is now offered for the first time to the trade, and will prove a money
maker for all dealers and repairmen who want a selling article right

through the summer. Do not forget that the only reliable coaster

and brake in the wide world is the MORROW, and that it is made and
guaranteed by the...

ms ANY CYCLE. ECLIPSE BICYCLE COMPANY,
Kindly mention The Wheel. ELMIRA, N. Y., U. S. A.
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TNE OITSIDE GROIP.

OUTSIDE of the American Bicycle Co. there are a number

of concerns who are doing a very large business, who

are handling' their business on the best lines. It is an open

question, in our mind, whether these concerns will be affected

by the present amalgamation. It is, in fact, our opinion that

the amalgamation will enable them to do a better business.

The amalgamation will lessen competition, will concentrate it,

will aid in price-maintenance, and, in many ways, will make

the work of marketing much easier for those who are outside

the fold. In the outside group there are some concerns who

will probably withdraw from the market, but such concerns,

through lack of ability or capital, reputation and the like,

were slowly making their way to innocuous desuetude in any

event. Their demise is simply hastened, and their disappear-

ance from the market will simply be a hastier clearing of the

atmosphere. This is not said in any spirit of censorious remin-

iscence. It is merely stating the bald fact.

Despite the enormous capital of the American Bicycle Co.,

The Wheel believes that there will still be room for many

other concerns, though at the same time, the object of the

American Company will be to buy up any very strong com-

petition. This simply gives any manufacturer two objects

to work for. One, to maintain an independent, profitable ex-

istence; another, to build himself up so that he will be con-

sidered a worthy foe of the American Bicycle Co. Thus the

maker will either work for a permanent profitable business,

or he will work with the object of being bought up.

So far as the situation is concerned at the present moment,

the factors are that the season has been a good one, up to

high-water mark, that the sport and use of wheels is more

firmly fixed than ever, and that the American Bicycle Co. will

simply have a vitalizing effect on the entire bicycle manu-

facturing business. Any manufacturer, however, who fails to

feel the necessity of greater effort, and the need of a more

intense enterprise, had better abandon the field now than at

a later date.

A. B. C.'S FIRST YEAR.

FOR the first year the American Bicycle Co., because of

the complexity of the laicycle trade, will probably be

fearful of making any radical changes. One good move, and

a very good one, is the announcement that, on the recom-

mendation of the committee on sales, it will probably combine

the various branch stores, and take them out of the retail

field, leaving that department of marketing in the hands of

those agents whose business ability and whose capital war-

rant them in undertaking the sale of bicycles. For instance,

applying this plan to New York, it means that the company

will probably have one or two local depots here, which depots

will supply agents all over the city. In this way, the company

at once disposes of the selling problem, and hits upon a very

good method of obtaining great sales-potency, while, at fhe

same time, it leaves its branches free to make better use of

their machinery, and gives them greater opportunity to more

intelligently handle their particular field. The efforts of the

company, during its first twelvemonth, must necessarily be

in the direction of simple and obvious economies, such as

combination on advertising, economy in catalogues, economy

in traveling expenses, in presidential and other official salaried

men, in the making and purchase of raw material and equip-

ment, in the reduction of options, in manufacturing wheels

with a certain degree of economical uniformity, and along

similar lines. This salvage alone will be simply enormous,

and will give the American Bicycle Co. considerable leeway

in the market.

LCADERSniP, NOW AS EVER.

NO person engaged in the making of cycles, or of anything

in connection with the cycling trade, should for one

moment lose sight of the fact that merit will win its reward

now, as it ever did. If, to-morrow, some man should invent

a superior kind of saddle, and should properly make it and

market it, and build up a name for it, he would be no less a

factor in the business now than at any other time in the

history of the trade. The American Bicycle Co., despite

its importance, could never afford to ignore any article for

which a reputation had been created among bicvcle riders

and bicycle agents. And this is all as it should be. If it were

merely the turning of a hand to corral and build a wall about

any great trade, life would be insufferable for the many, and

the world would consist simply of a galaxy of stars, who would

drain the earth of its best, leaving the many millions to

scramble in the gutter. Such a condition, however, was not

intended in the general theory of existence and the pursuit of

happiness. Since the beginning of the world, the strong man

has ever gotten to the top. Individuality and intrinsic worth
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will count for as much in the twentieth century as they did

ill the days of Noah, who was saved because he was worth it.

THE American Bicycle Co. will probably continue to make

Columbias, Crescents, Crawfords and all the popular

makes of bicycles. They cannot alTord to sacrifice the pop-

ularity and the trade-mark property which has been built up

by years of meritorious manufacture. For instance, there are

thousands of men who will ride nothing else but a Columbia,

and in theory, at least, it would be a mere waste of money

and energy to try and convert these Columbiaites to some

other bicycle. The most feasible plan would seem to be that

the publicity feature can in no wise be neglected. The handling

of this department will be an important factor in the ultimate

success of the company. A penny-wise policy would be

suicidal. The Wheel is not speaking for itself, nor for the

bicycle trade papers; it is simply speaking on the broad ques-

tion of publicitv.
* » *

A CLEVELAND bicycle manufacturer who is not in the

new combination stated to a Wheel man the other

day that he had already contracted for his season's supply of

tubing, and incidentally he remarked that the price at which

il had been contracted for was exactly the same as the one

he paid last year at this time. If this is true, it would seem

an excellent policy for manufacturers to look up the question

of their 1900 tube supplies, at once. The recent increase in

the price of steel makes it very probable that tube prices will

increase proportionately before many months.

* -A- *

A BROOKLYN priest has arranged to check wheels for

the faithful who want a part of Sunday for cycling rec-

reation. A prominent preacher approves Sunday golf. Two

incidents of the tendency of the people to indulge in a Con-

tinental Sunday. The Sunday bicycle races at Vailsburg, N.

J., were well attended by New York people. The Wheel

does not believe in Sunday racing, nor in entire neglect of

the refining touch of rehgion, but facts are facts. Sunday

amusements flourish and churches are comparatively empty.

Whether or not there exists a regulation forbidding automobiles to

enter any of the city parks, those novel vehicles must enter soon. Be-

ing free from any objection on the score of danger, they must be free

to travel anywhere in he company of ordinary vehicles.—New York
Sun.

QUITE true. \\'e wonder, by the way, if anything of like

nature appeared in the ''Sun" about the time that bicycles

appeared. They were as "free from objection on the score of

danger" as the automobile is. Winton's experience en route

from Cleveland to New York proved that as an inducer of

equine fits the horseless vehicle meets all requirements.

* * *

A2\L\TEUR cycle racing has suddenly sprung into popu-

larity in the eastern cities, and particularly in the

vicinity of New York. Incidentally, this popularity is cropping

out at meets held under the sanction of the N. C. A., which

was born of the opinions and necessities of professional racing

men. Growth of amateurism at this time means the decline of

professionalism, unless among the pros, a far-and-away leader

appears. This will not be strange. It is periodic.

T^ V- *

IT
is certain that an important factor in the American Bicycle

Co.'s business will be its foreign trade. With boundless

capital, and with great machinery for making and selling, it

will cut a big swath in the foreign markets. We expect the

concern to pay very great attention to this branch of its

business, and it is certain to reap a big reward. This will all

make for the general benefit of the American bicycle trade.

* * *

NOW for the anti-friction chain. It is eclipsing the gear

case in England, and there is at least one such chain on

this side which, properly advertised and supported by makers

opposed to the chainless, should make a big mark in the

market.
* * *

PRESCRIPTION for the man who is wondering what to

do on the glorious Fourth : Mount your wheel and ride

off in a general direction. Keep a-going, leisurely, until you

are hungry. Rest awhile. Then ride back.

FROM a leading concern in Chicago, carrying practically

everything that is handled by dealers, it is learned

that orders from the retail trade for all sorts of goods,

•:icluding tires, have suddenly dropped considerably. There

is an annual drop at about this time, and the incident this year

probably has no particular significance, although our inform-

ant is inclined to think the "trust" anxiety has somewhat to do

with it.

-K- * *

WINTON. Charron. Two names of international interest

just now. We have seen Winton handle an automobile

in a crowd, and cheerfully certify that he is an expert. But

the other man—from what we read of him he is a terror, a

man who lies awake nights thinking up new and devilish

plans for getting into physical trouble at a high-rate of speed.

We know what will happen to Charron if he races on Ameri-

can roads. It is a cheerless prophecy. He will break his neck.

Ir
is edifying to learn, through the columns of an esteemed

contemporary, that a considerable number of people who

have not been invited to sell out are feeling pretty independent

about it and do not propose to sell.

* -K- *

"Wheeling" is the journal of the practical cyclist.—Wheeling.

ALSO of the practical scissorist. In three columns of mat-

ter, twelve transplantations from The Wheel—about

one-third of the total.

* * »

BY a combination of ignorant rider, careless dealer and

sometime inexpert manufacturer, the entire acetylene

lamp business is receiving a measurable degree of set-back.

* * *

B
The great American trust is rapidly cohering.—Irish Cyclist.

UT not rapidly enough to set at rest a lot of talkeering and

wonderering.
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fOR THE TWENTIETH.

Massachusetts Will Make Her League Meet Exceed

Any of the Nineteen Preceding

It.

Boston, June 26.—Preparations for the

twentieth national meet of the L. A. W.,

which is to be held in this city August 14-19,

are progressing rapidly under the new man-
agement. The Massachusetts Division, L. A.

W., is now in full control of afi'airs, and more
has been accomplished during its first week

of authority than during the entire previous

period. More interest is being shown by the

membership of the League at large in this

meet than ever before, owing probably to

Boston's favorable location as a summer re-

sort centre, and to the one-fare railroad rate

which has been secured, and which applies to

every section of the United States. This

makes it possible for L. A. W. members to

obtain advantages in the way of summer
tours which they never before enjoyed, and

a surprisingly large number have signified

their intention of embracing the opportunity.

Chairman Sterling Elliott, of the Managing
Committee, will announce in a day or two

the names of the gentlemen who will have

charge of the various departments of the meet

management. Most of them are already at

work, and have been for some time. Chair-

man Nickerson, of the Transportation Com-
niittee, is kept busy answering inquiries which

are pouring in concerning the reduced rail-

road rates. 2\Ienibers do not seem to realize

that a flat half-fare rate has been secured, and

it takes repeated assurances to convince them

of the fact that they can get to Boston at such

a small cost. Chairman Nickerson has pre-

pared printed circulars explaining the railroad

rates fully, and is sending them to all inquir-

ers. In addition, he has during the past week
secured concessions from all the coast steam-

ship lines running out of Boston, whereby

one-fare rates for the round trip will be made
from Boston to every seaside resort on the"

New England coast—Bath, Portland, Ports-

mouth, Gloucester, Mount Desert, Marble-

Tiead, Salem, Nantasket, Plymouth, Yarmouth.

Buzzard's Bay, Martha's Vineyard and Nan-

tucket, etc. To some of these points special

'L. A. W. excursions will be conducted during

the meet week, but members are at liberty to

take passage at any time at the half-fare rate.

The Hotel Committee will endeavor to ec-

lipse previous records in the entertainment of

visitors. Heretofore they have been allowed

to look out for themselves to a large extent.

This year the committee offers to engage

quarters in advance to suit each individual

Tisitor, and to attend to their material com-
fort during their stay in Boston. Chairman
"Wolfson, of this committee, has secured a 10

per cent discount from the lowest rates made
"by all the leading hotels of Boston for League
members, and the list will be published and

sent to all inquirers who forward stamp and

address to Chairman Wolfson, 530 Atlantic

.avenue, Boston. This committee requests that

members who intend to come to Boston se-

cure their hotel accommodations through its

instrumentality.

The Entertainment Committee is already

burdened with the programme it has laid out

for the meet week, which will be most elabor-

ate. The details of the great water carnival

on the Charles river at Waltham are prac-

tically completed. This will be a decided

meet novelty. The always-anticipated "all-

night smoker" will be held in Mechanics'

Hall, one of the largest auditoriums in the

country', and the committee expects to break

previous "all-night smoker" records with the

programme it will present on this occasion.

Mayor Quincy is giving this committee some
valued assistance, and it may be stated that

the city of Boston will contribute a very con-

siderable share toward the entertainment of

visitors, and "m a practical way.

The official headquarters during meet week
will be at the Brunswick, Boston's most pic-

turesque and beautiful hotel, located on Boyl-

ton street opposite the buildings of the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology and near the

famous Boston Public Library. This loca-

tion gives easy access awheel or by car to

every section of the city and suburbs. Three

blocks distant is Boston Common, where a

huge tent will be erected to serve as a rally-

ing-poinf for League members, and whei"e

the credentials and souvenir committees will

have their headquarters. Boston Common
and the beautiful Public Garden will be prac-

tically given up to the wheelmen that week,

and no more delightful and picturesque rendez-

vous could be imagined.

The Race Committee is abreast of the others

in its preparations, and it is likely that the

Associated Cycling Clubs of Boston will have

the direction of the national championship

meeting at Charles River Park. The racing

attractions will be of an international charac-

ter, coming as they do the week after the

world's championship meeting at Montreal,

Boston wheelmen are much amused at the

frantic efforts of the outlaw press agent to

spread the impression that Charles River track

is to be under outlaw jurisdiction, and that

such L. A. W. stars as 'Major Taylor, Mc-
Duffee, etc., will join the outlaw ranks. These

men are emphatic in their denials of the out-

law agent's "pipe-dreams," and as for the

track, the fact that it has been leased for the

season and sanctions issued for L. A. W.
meets and the national championships dis-

poses of that part of the outlaw fairy-tale.

The Tours and Runs Committee has a big

contract on its hands in arranging to show
visitors the numberless historic and scenic

attractions of Boston and its environs. It

will take many trips and much traveling, but

the committee will provide guides awheel and

guides afoot, and an itinerary of tours short

and long, so that nothing may be missed by
the sight-seeing visitor. The National Tour-

ing Committee of the L. A. W. is at work on
its personally-conducted White Mountain,

Berkshire Hills and North Shore tours, which
are to take place the week following the meet,

and which are e.xpected to ior^m an additional

atti action. In fact, confidence in the success

of the '99 meet is universal, and from indica-

tions around meet headquarters that confi-

dence will not be misplaced.

HE IS HERE TO BUY.

Closed for Repairs.

Chicago, June 19.—The Cycle Repairs Co.

was closed to-day on an attachment brought

by the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. in a

suit for $1,954. The partners in the firm are

J. B. Perrine and Nathan Loewenstein. The
liabilities are said to be over $5,000 and the

assets but a few hundred dollars.

A Gentleman from Copenhagen, Denmark, Who Handles

Trade in tils Own Country and

Others.

Chr. Achen, of 13 Norregade, Copenhagen,
Denmark, is in New York, and will make
the Broadway Central Hotel his headquarters

until Saturday. From July B to July 15 he

will be at the Palmer House, Chicago, and
from July 20 to July 24 again in New York.
Then he will return home.
Mr. Achen sells American, English, French,

German and Danish cycling goods in his

own country and in Norway, Sweden and
Finland. He sells very few Danish goods

—

a few lamps now and then. His catalogue

contains illustrations of several well-known
American products. He is here on his an-

nual visit, and will be glad to meet whomso-
ever may be interested.

To The Wheel's representative Mr. Achen
appeared to be a capable, pleasant, simple-

mannered man of business. He arrived in

New York, by the Fuerst Bismarck, on Mon-
day, and had ten callers before 11 o'clock on

Tuesday. Concerning his business in Norway.
Sweden and Finland, he said: "I have an

advantage over firms in those countries who
import direct from America and other pro-

ductive sources. A banking firm in New York
pays for all goods I buy, on delivery here.

I then have the goods shipped and stored at

Copenhagen in the 'free port' I pay Denmark
a duty upon the goods I remove from the

'free port' to deliver in Denmark, but on
goods which I reship from the 'free port' to

other countries I pay no duty.

"That plan enables buyers in Sweden, for

example, to buy from me, particularly as my
prices to them are about as low as they

would have to pay here. I am able to sell

low because I come here personally and buy
my stock. I save my customers much time,

also, being near to them."

Three travelers cover the Scandinavian

countries mentioned, every year, in Mr.
Achen's interests. They sell parts, material

and complete bicycles. Mr. Achen sold 3,000

machines last year.

Mr. Achen was naturally interested in the

"trust" matter, and expressed the hope that

the American Bicycle Co.'s influence would
not be in the direction of higher prices on
export goods. There was little time for ex-

tended conversation. The Wheel may quote

Mr. Achen at greater length later.

Racer Wants five Hundred.

Milo F. Lewis, a Dayton, Ohio, racing man,
has brought suit for $500 damages against the

Big Four Railway, because of the refusal of

the road to carry his wheel from Dayton to

Delaware. Lewis purchased a ticket to Dela-

ware and checked his bicycle, but the baggage
master refused to receive it. Lewis was en-

tered in races in Delaware, but was prevented

from riding by the non-arrival of his wheel.

Ohio has a baggage law which requires rail-

roads to carry wheels as baggage.

G. Frank Fries, of the Day Mfg. Co., Buf-

falo, was a temporary Gothamite on Monday.

Near Puget Sound.

Fobes Cycle & Repair, Co., Seattle, have

been incorporated in Washington to conduct

a cycle business. Capital, $25,000. Incor-

poratirs: E. N. Fobes, C. E. Shepard. Seattle.
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BELONGS TO THIS COINTRY.

Geographically and Otherwise the Trade of South

America Should Come to American

Manufacturers.

Washington, D. C. June 25.—It has been

aptly remarked that lor some years past this

country has been on the eve of securing a

vast amount of trade in the (Central and South

American countries, and it is still in that

position. We have, in the meantime, been

able to extend our exports to all parts of the

Eastern Hemisphere, beating our chief Euro-

pean competitors in their home as well as in

some of their foreign markets in many lines

of manufactures, particularly bicycles.

Just such machines as Americans sell in

England, Germany and elsewhere, the Eng-

lish and German manufacturers ship across the

Atlantic and sell to this country's nearest

neighbors, to America's natural customers.

These foreign manufacturers have pushed their

machines with wonderful vigor in those coun-

tries, and are reaping a corresponding reward.

At the same time the American 'exporter,

while he can ship better machines for less

money than his European competitors, has

not given the attention he should have to his

southern neighbors,

Latin-America is a most fertile field for the

exploitation of American bicycles, and the

United States, the leading producing power of

the world to-day, is destined, in the natural

order of things, to ^become the greatest supply

market for the countries of this continent.

That Latin-America purchases American bi-

cycles is shown by recent statistics, from

which it is learned that the total exports in

this line, during the ten months ending April,

were valued at :5S390,781, but there are reasons

to believe that these figures can be greatly

increased if the proper effort is made.

To Export Automobiles.

The fact that a company composed largely

of French capital and native Frenchmen is

contracting for large numbers of automobile

vehicles in this country, for sale in Europe,

would seem to indicate that this country has

recently forged ahead of France in that direc-

tion. One of the members of this company,
after a thorough investigation of all types of

carriages in France. England and America,

said he believed that the vehicles built here

were far better for the money than those of

any manufactured on the Continent. He re-

ferred to the fact that American bicycles sold

better in the European market than those built

at home. They were superior in material,

workmanship and finish, as well as lower in

price. It was reasonable to suppose that

the same features would enable this country

to head all others in the construction of au-

tomobiles.

"This country has taken all that is good in

French ideas of automobile construction," he

said, "and has improved on them. The com-
pany of which I am a member, and which was
formed for the purpose of selling and renting

automobiles in Europe, has investigated all

patterns of vehicles in the three countries

where the use of the wagons has attained its

greatest proportions. The American vehicles

are- built as well as those built in France or

England, and at considerably less cost. In

some minor details French carriages are pre-

ferable: in other ways the American are su-

perior. Consequently, I am placing all orders

for vehicles in this country."

He said that 100 carriages were now under

construction for his companj' by a large con-

cern whose present headquarters are in Mas-
sachusetts. The vehicles are to be ready July 15,

and half the number is to be shipped abroad

at once. The carriages are of two types only

—a vehicle for two persons, technically known
as a "doctor's carriage," and a wagon for four,

called a runabout. The motive power will

be steam, each wagon to have an engine of

about six-horse power. This is what might

be considered a trial order, for if they are

satisfactory several hundred additional car-

riages will be built as rapidly as possible.

Very Strict on Advertising.

"Yes, indeed, there is a lot of chance for the

bicycle trade down in South America, but

you hflve got to be mighty careful what you

do when you go after it." Thus spoke a man
who has been traveling there for a large 'Amer-

ican manufacturer. "As a sample of this take

the case of a dealer in New Orleans who sent

an assorted lot of patent medicines to an

American agent at Santiago, Chili. Among the

stuff was a lot of toothache drops, which were

warranted on the bottle to cure the worst case

of toothache in ten minutes. Here nobody
would take such an assertion seriously, but

down there it's different.

"The first man who bought a bottle made
an immediate application and then pulled out

his watch. When ten minutes elapsed and the

tooth calmly continued to ache he was furious,

and at once had the agent arrested. The poor

fellow was fined $1,000 and sentenced to three

months in jail. Through the efforts of the

American Consul the imprisonment was
knocked off, but he had to pay the fine, and it

broke him up in business. That story is ab-

solutely true, as can be testified to by a dozen

people now in the city. 'It is sad to fancy the

efl'ect on commercial circles generally if such

a law was enforced in the United States."

other side of the water. Letters addressed as

above will reach him.

Please Pack Properly.

When will American exporters appreciate

the all-important necessity to substantially

pack goods? Bicycles, especially, are noto-

riously 'badly put up for foreign shipment.

The bulk of them at present leave this country

in an open fragile crate, frequently with the

saddles tied with a thin piece of twine to the

outside of the case. A heavy shipment of

machines was recently forwarded in this con-

dition to Russia. Several of the saddles and
other accessories were lost, owing to the

many necessary handlings to which the goods
were subjected. In a Rotterdam shipment the

spare rubber tire was hanging out of some of

the cases. Bicycles for export shipment must
always be packed in a strong wooden case,

which should be entirely closed. It is sur-

prising that only one out of the hundred odd
foreign shippers of bicycles completely inclose

their machines.

Wants American Connections.

Samuel Snell. Medova building. Livery

street, Birmingham, England, writes The
Wheel that he is now in a position to repre-

sent American cycle trade product and spe-

cialties abroad. Mr. Snell is well known, both

here and in England. Having had experience

in both countries in the cycle trade extend-

ing over many years, he is particularly well

fitted to conduct an American business on the

The Beginning of the End.

The reports of exports to foreign countries

for the past week show that the American
manufacturers of automobiles have shipped ten

cases containing self-propelling vehicles worth

*15,i!12 to Havre, France. There, it is said,

the motors will be mounted and shipped to

other lands.

Obstacles to Overcome.

The special trade methods of different coun-

tries and the longer credits given by European
exporters are not the only points which our

people must study. Occasionally it will be

found that foreign governments discriminate

against the United States, or any newcomer.

Germans Wake Up to Facts.

Berlin, June 18.— It is announced, semi-offi-

cially. that any increase in the tax on Ameri-

can bicycles is impossible, because the com-
mercial treaties with Austria. Russia and Italy

exclude such a change.

Exports Up to Date.

Shipments of cycles and parts from the port of New
York for the week ending June 27;

Antwerp—5 cases bicycles. $2C0; 17 cases bicycle ma-
terial, ?e21.

Amsterdam—3 cases bicycles, $296; 7 cases bicycle

material, $320.

-Argentine Republic—45 cases bicycles, $3,S74; 17

cases bicycle material, $1,6S3.

.\thens—8 cases bicycles, $232.

Brazil—16 cases bicycles, $1,712; 3 cases bicycle ma-
terial, $148.

British Australia—1 case bicycles, $75.

British East Indies—1 case bicycle material. $85;

2 cases bicycles. $191.

British Guiana—11 cases bicycle material. $205.

British Possessions in Africa—3 cases bicycles, $189,

Barcelona—1 case bicycles, $68.

Bremen— S cases bicycles, $400.

British West Indies—28 cases bicycles, $1,114; 22

cases bicycle material, $472.

Cologne—2 cases bicycle material, $245.

Cuba—53 cases bicycles, .$2,290; 8 cases bicycle ma-
terial, $170.

Dutch East Indies—23 cases bicycles, $2,500.

Danish West Indies—1 case bicycles, $13.

Dutch Guiana—2 cases bicycles, $33.

Ecuador—1 case bicycles, $41.

Fiume—1 case bicycles, $24.

Glasgow—43 cases bicycles, $2,024; 5 cases bicycle

material, $130.

Huddersfield—1 cases bicycles, $150.

Havre—322 cases bicycles, $9,015; 62 cases bicycle

material, .$5,432.

Hamiburg—76 cases bicycles, $2,903; 22 cases bicycle

material, $735.

Leghorn—1 case bicycles, $175.

Lusanne—5 cases bicycles. $218.

Liverpool—58 cases bicycles, $1,885; 8 cases bicycle

material, $529.

London—361 cases bicycles, $9,630; 145 cases bicycle

material, $6,495.

Lisbon—12 cases bicycles, .$239; 1 case bicycle ma-
terial, $17.

Manchester—2 cases bicycle material, $125.

Mexico—1 cases bicycle material, $246; 4 cases bicy-

cles, $164.

Newfoundland— 3 cases bicycles, $91; 4 cases bicycle

material, $77.

Nova Scotia—1 case bicycles, $35.

Naples—1 case bicycles, $30.

New Zealand—2 cases bicycles, $64.

Peru—3 cases bicycles, $161; 3 cases bicycle material,

$30.

Rotterdam—15 cases bicycles, $939; 214 cases bicycle

material, $812.

.Stockholm—9 cases bicycle material, $426.

Sundsvall—5 cases bicycles, $95.

Stavanger—1 case bicycles. $165.

Southampton—18 cases bicycles. $536; 66 cases bicycle

material, $1,580.

Trieste—1 case bicycles, $24.

Uruguay—14 cases bicycles, $663.

U. S. Colombia—3 cases bicycles, $65.

X'ienna—44 cases bicycle material, $3,120.
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GOOD OLD KINGS COINTY.

Interesting Amateur Racing Cltaracterized Their

Eighteenth Annual Meet at Manhattan

Beach.

Kramer, one-mile amateur champion of the

United States, by virtue of his victory at the

L. A. W. meet at Indianapolis last summer.

did not thoroughly establish himself as cock

of the walk in the metropolitan district until

recently. He finally landed on top by giving

Schofield a good walloping or two. Only two

weeks ago he stuck out that long chin of his,

doubled up a la Pye Bliss, and showed the

slender Schofield once more, in a most de-

cisive manner, that there were "others."

But Mr. Kramer's supremacy has already

been given a large, imposing dent. Another

German rider, who carries around the heavy-

weight patronymic Wahrenberger, has invaded

the Teutonic dreamland which the blonde

scorcher from Newark had begun to think

was all his own. And Wahrenberger, not

Kramer, is this week regarded in the metro-

politan district as the "coming man."

'It happened last Saturday at Manhattan
Beach. It was the great feature of the eigh-

teenth annual meet of that veteran race-pro-

moting club, the Kings County Wheelmen.
Pity that not more than 3,200 people were

there to see. There were other strong fea-

tures, and most of them were furnished by
amateurs.

W. F. Wahrenberger, representing the

Greenwich Wheelmen, New York City, won
the inter-club pursuit race by passing Kramer
at 15 miles 300 yards, in 36.24 3-5. There
were four teams of three men each. They
started from equi-distant points on the track.

Any rider passed by any member of another

team was to drop out. The event was kalei-

doscopic and confusing to the hoi poUoi until

it was nearly over, but it was nevertheless

very interesting, and the long wind-up repaid

the patience of all who had previously looked

but could not understand.

At seven miles there were only three out

of the twelve starters left. Two of them were

Kramer and Lake, of the Harlem Wheelmen.
The other was Wahrenberger, the last of the

Greenwich Mohicans. Kramer had disposed

of Schofield's ambitions early in the race, and
it seemed to the crowd that he and Lake
should be able to catch Wahrenberger, who
was grinding along alone.

The latter did the catching, however. Little

by little he closed the long gap. At 14 miles

Lake dropped out. Kramer and Wahren-
berger were tired themselves, but the latter

gradually closed the gap and when he passed

Kramer at 15 miles 320 yards the crowd ap-

plauded him tumultuously.

The fifteen-mile match event between C.

T. Earl, of the K. C. W., and H. Y. Bedell, of

the Pierce Wheelmen, was practically a half-

mile race, as up to the last half Bedell's un-

skillful pacemakers marred matters. There

were twenty pacemakers for each man. Earl

had a considerable advantage up to 14 miles,

when Bedell began to catch up. In the last

half mile Bedell gained sensationally. Earl

entered the last lap 25 yards ahead, but Bedell

wiped out the lead. The men finished on op-

posite sides of the track. It looked like a

tie, but Bedell won by 2-5 second. Time,

30.23.

Kiser and his jump landed inches ahead of

Cooper and a length ahead of Kimble in the

final of the half-mile pro. dash. Time,

1.02 2-5. The first heat went, Gardiner, Mc-
Farland; R. A. Miller and Newhouse tied

for third; second heat, Kiser, Stevens, Becker;

third heat, Cooper, Kimble, Hadfield.

Kramer led Wahrenberger by a length and

a half and Schofield by 2J lengths in the ama-
teur mile open. Time, 2.21 4-5.

The amateur half-mile handicap went to Le
Roy See, of the N. Y. A. C, 30 yards; G. C.

Schreiber, Harlem W., 10 yards, second; A.

T. Nye. Jr., Greenwich W., 10 yards, third.

Time, 1.012-5.

H. T. Allen, of London, Eng., 160 yards,

won the final of the pro. mile handicap; A. C.

Mertens, St. Paul, 60 yards, second; W. E.

Becker, Minneapolis, 100 yards, third. Time,
2.01 4-5.

A 14-year-old boy from Brooklyn, Walter
Smith, Jr., romped away from bigger riders in

the trials and final of the one-third mile nov-
ice race. Time, .43 3-5.

CIIAINLESS SPEED.

McDuffee Establishes New Quarter and Half-Mile

Records at the New Bedford Track.

Last Saturday afternoon at New Bedford,

Mass., Eddie McDuffee, mounted on a Colum-
bia chainless, established new records for the

quarter and half mile. Both McDuffee and
Trainer Culver believe that a new mile record

would have been made had the weather con-

ditions been favorable. _ McDuffee's work on
the last half was badly interfered with by the

first gusts of wind from an approaching thun-

der storm, but he nevertheless negotiated the

full mile in 1.34 3-5. The new figures for the

half and quarter are respectively 4-5 and 2-5

of a second better than Taylor's records made
last year at Philadelphia.

McDuffee's steam pacer made a number of

rounds of the track in the way of limbering

up and then the rider caught on at the signal

and an excellent start was made. The first

quarter was done in 22 seconds flat, and the

half was reached in 45 seconds flat. All was
going well and it looked as though the mile

record would surely be broken, but conditions

were against the rider on the last half. Culver

expects to send his man for the mile again

on the same track and declares that his get-

ting the record is a foregone conclusion, pro-

vided the weather is right.

iMcDuffee's work is regarded as of excep-

tional importance for two reasons. First, as

a demonstration of the adaptability of bevel

gears to high speeds, which has been denied in

certain quarters, and second, as setting forth

the possibilities of the steam-pacing machine.

The Grand Prix.

In Paris, France, Sunday, the cycling Grand
Prix was won by Tommasselli, of Italy, Mey-
ers, of Holland, being second, and Morao, of

Piedmont, third.

TOM ECK'S NERVE.

It Has Saved Him Sometimes, but It Cannot Do

So Now.

Tom Eck, suspended by the L. A. W. and
the A. R. C. U. and unable to secure registra-

tion with the N. C. A., is now a resident of

Canada, where he stands between fires. Oc-
casionally Tom fires a blank cartridge at his

friends in the United States. Some of the

racing men were discussing the other night

some incidents in the career of Eck, and the

following were related as showing the nerve

of the white-haired veteran: It was while

Eck was with Johnson, and on a skating tour

up through Canada. Johnson had been fouled

by the Donohues, and there was a lot of

trouble. Five thousand people crowded out

onto the ice, surrounding the excited skaters.

Eck and Johnson were about to be assailed

when Eck jumped to the top of a pile of

snow and shouted: "You're five thousand,

I'm one man, but that makes no difference.

I can't whip you all at once, but come on

one at a time and everyone will be accom-
modated." His nerve quieted the trouble.

While in France it will be remembered that

Johnson had some trouble with a colored

rider. Eck was attacked, and, reaching the
^

dressing-room, he grabbed a champagne bot-

tle and stepped to the door. "Now, people,"

said he, "I haven't but one life, and as you
will see by my white hairs that has not long

to run. I might just as well die now as any

time, but, by heavens, there will be just three

men to the happy hunting ground ahead of

me, that's all." This was the only time Eck
ever admitted being old, but his aggressive

appearance and flashing eye put a stop to the

demonstration.

Fournier Finds an American Mal<er.

Ever since the introduction of motor-pacing

into America began with the advent of Henry
Fournier at the indoor races at Madison

Square Garden in New York last November,

Fournier has been acknowledged, without any

argument, the peer of all the American

"chauffeurs." His performances at Madison
Square Garden on the 10-lap track were not

only daredevilism, but his escapes from in-

jury really miracles. As an amusement, Four-

nier thought nothing of taking a heavy three-

wheeled motor tricycle around the heavily

banked 10-lap track at a two-minute clip, while

the spectators held their breath, expecting

every moment to see him killed. Out on the

Pacific coast the Frenchman had everything

his own way, as the mile he made there in

1.31 2-5 shows.

On June 17, however, Fournier, who paced

Arthur Gardiner in the 20-mile match with

Elkes, who was paced by motor tandems of

American design, met his Waterloo, Gardiner

being defeated after a series of accidents, such

as the slipping of a chain on Fournier's ma-

chine. Fournier, who is not only an expert

motor-mechanic but a racing man as well,

was much taken with the design of the Amer-
ican motor tandem which paced Elkes in this

race, and when Gardiner returned to Man-
hattan Beach to finish out his training, Four-

nier did not go with him, but stayed over at

Waltham and visited the Orient factory where,

after some deliberation, he made arrangements

with the Waltham Mfg. Co. for them to build

for him two new motor tandems, which he

will use exclusively this year in pacing and

in record work. Fournier says that, although

the French people undoubtedly build the best

gasoline motors, Americans are many years

ahead of them in the construction and designs

of frames and running gear. He is of the

opinion that the American motor tandems

which were used in the Elkes race are just

as strong and much faster than the French

machines, though the American weighs only

one-quarter as much. That is why he has de-

cided to use Orient motor tandems this year

exclusively.
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During liis stay in Boston Fournier visited

the factory of the International Automoibilc

& Vehicle Tire Co., whose general office and

factory are located there. He was so much

pleased with their tires that he immediately

purchased a pair for his motor tandem, and,

after testing them thoroughly on the track,

he pronounced them the fastest and appar-

ently the strongest tires that he has yet seen

in America; in fact, he considers them supe-

rior to the famous Paris tire, which, he claims,

is 10 seconds faster than any other American

tire.

An Old Timer.

Chas. Frazer, of South Bend, Ind., who was

arrested for keeping his bicycle store open

on Sunday, pleaded in his defense that he

could not see any difiference between renting

bicycles and carriages on Sundays, and called

the judge's attention to the livery stables be-

ing open for business on Sunday. This argu-

ment seems sound and Frazer should be ac-

quitted accordingly. The complaint against

Frazer was not filed by the Sabbath Obser-

vance Society, but by iMr. Frazer's competi-

tors in the bicycle business, who all agreed

to close up on Sundays, but Frazer would not

agree to do so, hence the complaint.

Very few people who read recently of the

prosecution of Charles Frazer, of Frazer,

-Roberts & Frazer, bicycle dealers. South

Bend, Ind., for keeping open on Sunday re-

cognized in Charles Frazer the old Star bi-

cycle champion, once the idol of Smithville,

N. J., and general favorite with the at that

time large number of Star riders.

Charlie Frazer disappeared suddenly from

the East about thirteen years ago, after a most

successful career as amateur and professional

racer, and it was rumored that he had met his

death in the Maine forests while hunting

moose, as Frazer was a most successful hunt-

er and trapper and accompanied the late ex-

Senator Smith, who owned the greater part

of Smithville, on nearly all his hunting trips.

Other reports said he had gone to Australia,

but the true facts were that Charlie got mixed
up with a Mount Holly belle and went to Indi-

ana and worked for several years in the wagon
shops of Studebaker, of South Bend, and con-

tinued his hunting with the son-in-law of Mr.

Studebaker, who a few years ago started him
in business, in vifhich he has been successful.

Frazer was noted for three things on the

path; one of them was his immense strength

in driving the lever wheel, his sangfroid

under all circumstances and the immense
quantity of tobacco he could chew on and oflE

his wheel. He never started without an im-

mense chew of tobacco.

Murphy, Ptease Note!

Here is a Boston idea; it is not patented,

neither is it a pipe dream, nor is it a Tom
Eck phantasy. The object of bicycle pace-

making is, chiefly, to create a partial vacuum
in front of each contestant. Bot pace-making
by the old method was frightfully expensive.

It is as yet uncertain whether by the new
method, that of using motor-cycles, it will be

satisfactory to spectators and participants. If

not, it will be in order to try our new plan,

which is this:

Build an enormous glass dome over the race

track. Hermetically seal the dome to the

ground. Let two contestants enter through a

door made for the purpose, but without any

impediment of racing men or machines. Her-

metically seal the door. Apply a gigantic air-

pump and make the inside of that dome
a vacuum. There being no longer a re-

sistance of the air to be overcome, there will

be no need of pacing, and the riders can break

all records. As for the little matter of their

own breathing, nothing could be simpler.

Each one will have strapped on his back and

suitably connected with his nostrils, a recep-

tacle containing a sufficient quantity of liquid

air.

The Mineola Meet.

Alex Schwalbach regularly arranges the bi-

cycle features of the annual summer fair. of

the Queens County Agricultural Society at

Mineola, L. I., and this year was no excep-

tion. The races occurred last Saturday under

L. A. W. sanction. The mile handicap had 31

entries and was rendered spectacular by a

nasty spill in the final heat. Van Nostrand, it

is asserted, fouled Seward, who fell, and

Ladue, the only scratch man, fell over him.

Ladue became unconscious, but was only

shaken up. The race went to C. F. -Hucheson

in 2.20; G. E. iHoman, second; G. V. W. Vor-

hces, third.

Ducker Won't Desert.

Boston, June 24.—The report that Henry
E. Ducker, manager of Charles River Park,

was to retire from the cycle race promot-

ing game, is vigorously denied by the friends

of that gentleman. They say that :Mr. Ducker
will stay in the game this year, and will con-

duct a meet at Charles River Park on Satur-

day, July 1. He will also be manager of the

races to be held in conjunction with the Na-
tional L. A. W. meet, to be held in this city

in August.

To Race in Washington.

Washington, D. C, June 24.—The stock-

holders of the Park Bicycle Club, which is

chartered under the laws of Virginia to pro-

mote bicycle racing in this city, met in Alex-

andria, Va., on Tuesday, and elected the fol-

lowing directors: John D. Lasley, E. H. Neu-
meyer, W. Jose, R. Jose, and E. C. Clark.

The following were elected officers for the

ensuing year: President, J. D. Lasley; vice-

president, E. H. Neumeyer, Jr. ; treasurer, E.

C. Clark; secretary and manager, Wm. Jose.

fIXTlRES.

L. A. W.

JULY.

1—Burlington Co. Wheelmen, Mount Holly, N. J.

1—J, F. Flugrath, Patchogue, L. I.

1—United Tribes I. O. R. M., Maspeth, L. I.

3—F. M. McCullough, Trenton, N. J.

3—D. A. Lesser, Ridgway, Pa.

3—Brockton High School, Brockton, Mass.
4—^Chicago Cycling Club, Chicago, 111.

4—^H. W. Foltz, Indianapolis, Ind.

4—'Hazelton Driving Park Asso., Hazelton, Pa.

4^-Rockford Cycling Club, Rockford, 111.

4—3&th and 37th Separate Cos., National Guard,

Schenectady, N. Y.

4—Athletic and Bicycle Club of Dover, Canal Dover,
Ohio.

4—Beaver Valley Cyclers, Beaver Falls, Pa.

4—Richard Ford, Altoona, Pa.

4—Middletown Cycling Club, Middletown, Ohio.
4—J. Jloland Jones, Jr., Racine, Wis.

4^-Medina Business Men's Asso., Medina, Ohio.
4—Miflin Co. Fair Asso., Lewiston, Pa.

4—E. A. Whitney and H. G. Spillane, Springfield, Vt.

4—A. E, Reynolds, Plattsburg, N. Y.

4—James H. McGuire, Johnstown, N. Y.

4—RoUstone Cycling Club, Leominster, Mass.

4—E. C. Cashin, Wappinger Falls, N. Y.

4—Gt. Barrington Ath. Asso., Gt. Barrington, Mass.
4—Hartsuff Asso., Rockland, Mass.

4—Crescent Park Cycle Track Asso.. Providence,

R. I.

4—Red Bank Wheelmen, Red Bank, N. J.

4—South End C. C, Newburg, Ohio.
4—Learnard & Watson, Danville, 111.

4—Ravenswood Athletic Field, Chicago, 111.

4—Associated Cycling Clubs of Worcester, West-

boro, Mass.
4—Gibbon Cycle Co., Gibbon, Neb.
4—W. P. Chase Co., Des Moines, la.

4—Mahanoy City A. A., Ltd., Mahanoy City, Pa.

4—Osgood & Coolidge, Gardner, Mass.

4-^West End Wheelmen, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

15—Ravenswood Athletic Field, Chicago, 111.

22—Ravenswood Athletic Field, Chicago, 111.

29—Ravenswood Athletic Field, Chicago, 111.

SEPTEMBER.

4—Lobdell Cycling Club, Marietta, Ohio.

4—H, W. Foltz, Indianapolis, Ind.

OCTOBER.

4—H. A. Keith, Brockton, Mass.

5—H. A. Keith, Brockton, Mass.
6—H. A. Keith, Brockton, Mass.

7—H. A. Keith, Brockton, Mass.

NATIONAL CIRCUIT.

JULY.

4—St. Louis Cycle Racing Asso., St. Louis, Mo.
7—Geo. D. Barnett, St. Louis, Mo.
8—Geo. D. Barnett, St. Louis, Mo.
12—Janesville Cycling Club, Janesville, Wis.
13—Janesville Cycling Club, Janesville, Wis.

14—Janesville Cycling Club, Janesville, Wis.

19—Ottumwa Bicycle Track Asso., Ottumwa, la.

20—Ottumwa Bicycle Track Asso., Ottumwa, la.

27—Ottumwa Bicycle Track Asso., Ottumwa. la.

28—Ottumwa Bicycle Track Asso., Ottumwa, la.

29—Board of Control, Ravenswood Y, M, C. A., Chi-

cago, HI.

AUGUST.

4—E. N. Hines, Detroit, Mich.

5—E. N. Hines, Detroit, Mich.
17—H. E. Ducker, Cambridge, Mass., chairman L. A.

W. Meet Com.
18—H. E. Ducker, Cambridge, Mass., chairman L. A.

W. Meet Com.
19—H. E. Ducker, Cambridge, Mass., chairman L. A.

W. Meet Com.

N. C. A.

JULY.

1—Atlantic Ath. Asso., Ambrose Park.

1—^New York City, Ambrose Park, Nate Salsbury,

N. Y. State Circuit.

1—Middletown, Conn., Crystal Lake Park, C. S. Hen-
shaw.

4—Press Cycling Club, Buffalo, N. Y.

4—County Fair Track, Trenton, N. J.

4—Atlantic Ath. Asso., Manhattan Beach.

4—Waltham Bi. Track Asso., Waltham, Mass.

4—New York City, Manhattan Beach, Atlantic Ath-

letic Association.

4—Asbury Park, N. J., A. A. Zimmerman.
4—Trenton, N. J., State Fair Grounds, Brotherhood

of the Union.
4—Bridgeport, Conn., Pleasure Beach, Rambling

Wheelmen.
4—^Ansonia, Conn., Recreation Park, Ansonia Ath-

letic Club.

4—Chicago, 111., Hand's Park, Chicago Cycling Club.

4—'Philadelphia, Pa., Woodside Park.

4—Washington. D. C, Park Bicycle Club.

4—Hartford, Conn., Charter Oak Park Association.

4—New Milford, Conn., Cassedy-Soule Cycling Asso-

ciation.

4—Waltham. Mass., Waltham Athletic Park Co.

4—Buffalo, N. Y., Press Cycling Club.

6—Hartford, Conn., Charter Oak Park Association.

8—Hartford, Conn., Charter Oak Park Association.

8—^New York City, Berkeley Oval, N. Y., Berkeley

Oval Association.

15—Asbury Park, N. J., A. A. Zimmerman.
IS—New Haven, Conn., Elm City Driving Park, Con-

necticut State Circuit.
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THEIR AITOMOBILE SHOW.

Fifty Thousand French People Attend Opening of

the Second Annual Exhibition.

.....>.

Paris, June 16.—Yesterday was opened the

second annual exhibition at the Tuileries Gar-

dens. The show this year far surpasses in in-

terest and variety that o£ last year. There are

thirteen large tents, under which are 416 dif-

ferent stands, representing that many firms

dealing more or less directly with automobil-

ism.

During my visit I noticed just at the en-

trance a peculiar clumsy-looking steam tri-

cycle exhibited by De Dion & Bouton, the

best known French manufacturers. It was

made by them in 1885 and represents the most

striking contrast to the products of the same

firm in 1899.

France has made immense progress in this

new industry, in which she still retains the

lead, in spite of the immense strides made

during the past year by America. The show-

is almost exclusively a French one, not more

than twenty-five foreign firms being repre-

sented.

Several unusual sights may be witnessed,

not the least interesting of which are the small

forges, by the aid of which iron shafts are

turned and steel fittings polished.

A new steam automobile on the SerpoUet

system is exhibited. The peculiarity of this

machine is that it is a copy of Perkins's inven-

tion, brought out in 1827 in Philadelphia.
^

The Serpollet system is known in Paris in

connection with tramways only, and now for

the first time it is applied to automobile car-

riages. A new future now seems to await

steam as a motive power on the road. Three

of the machines exhibited have a speed of

from 40 to 60 kilometres an hour, and are

capable of traveling 150 kilometres without

stopping. They ascend a hill more easily by

one-fifth than any hydrocarbon motor known.

A beautiful voiturette, 3i horse-power and

weighing 120 kilos, is on view—cost $800.

Then there is a five-seat charrette, six to eight

horse-power, with American buggy top,

weighing 850 kilos.

In connection with the French trade it may

be interesting to state that more than $20,000,-

000 is represented by automobilism in France,

while this present exhibition represents alone

$1,000,000 worth of machines and material.

The De Dion & Bouton stand has fifteen

machines on view, among them being two

steam omnibuses, one with twenty-two, the

other with fourteen seats. Eight hundred

men are employed at the firm's works at

Puteaux, and about thirty motors (not vehi-

cles) are turned out per day. Orders on hand

represent $200,000 worth of automobiles. The

voiturettes of three seats are in great demand

and orders for them cannot be carried out

under six months. The class of vehicles they

make is favorably considered by American ex-

perts, as De Dion & Bouton have refused $2,-

000,000 for their business, offered by American

capitalists. There is a rumor, afloat that they

will shortly start a branch establishment in

the United States.

The Panhard and Zevassor Co., being the

most important in France, enjoys immense
favor with the public. The concern is now a

limited company, with a capital of $1,000,000.

The factories are near Ivry. Two automobiles

a day are put out and employment is given to

from 1,200 to 1,500 men. Over 1,200 orders

are booked, all French orders, the company

not yet encouraging foreign commerce, in fact

having no time to do so.

A noticeable feature one remarks in the

Panhard autocars is that the wheels have

wooden spokes, made of acacia on account oi

its resisting moisture.

These machines are turned out in aluminum

on account of its lightness. The recent vic-

tory of the Panhard machine in the Paris-

Bordeaux race has increased its prestige won-

derfully.

Messrs. De Dietrich & Co. have their works

at Luneville and also in Alsace. They repre-

sent a capital of $2,000,000, and 8,000 men are

employed in all. The De Dietrich automobile

is really a Bollee petroleum machine, as the

company bought certain automobile patents

from M. Amedee Bollee. The motor on ex-

hibit is horizontal, low in position, giving the

machine more stability and power. One im-

portant improvement in the machines on view

is a new brake which acts in both directions,

thus preventing accidents in case the ma-

chine gets beyond control when moving back-

wards. They are constructing a new twenty-

two horse-power machine for racing purposes.

The Peugeot Automobile Co. was founded

three years ago with a capital of $160,000. At

present three times that amount is repre-

sented. About 400 workmen are employed,

the regular output being about one per day.

At Lille a branch factory turns out teri per

month. Orders have been received in such

quantities that if no more are booked for seven

months the workmen will be fully employed

for that period. Eight vehicles are exhibited

at the Tuileries. The four-wheeled phaeton

is the model most in vogue. There is a pretty

3J horse-power voiturette, weighing 375 kilos,

a miniature of the ordinary type. The cost of

a two-seated five horse-power machine is not

excessive—$1 ,300.

iM. Jeantaud exhibits an electric hansom
cab. To Americans his exhibits have a spe-

cial interest, as he has taken up electricity. He
was the first to make electric carriages in

France, in 1881, and now his accumulators

have been brought to the highest point of per-

fection, the firm being undoubtedly the first

of its kind in France. Count Chasseloup-

Laubat is director of all electrical investiga-

tions in the business department. The factory

is at Courbevoie, where 800 men are em-
ployed, and the business represents a capital

of $100,000. The exhibits include a hansom
cab, coupe, landaulette, a brake, etc.—all elec-

tric. In the recent competition, four of M.
Jeantaud's electric carriages did 60 kilos a

day in Paris in the most successful manner.

"I am convinced," said M. Jeantaud, "that

electric carriages will ultimately be the only

ones allowed to circulate in towns and that

my new accumulators, which will appear in

1000, will effect a revolution in the auto-

mobile world. It will take a few years to or-

ganize stations for recharging all over France,

but it will be done. A sum of $5,000,000 will

be necessary, and it will be forthcoming."

It would be impossible to give more than a

summary and very brief sketch of the numer-

ous attractions this unique exhibition afifords.

As a slight guarantee of the popularity the

Automobile Club of France has achieved it

may be noted that 50,000 persons yesterday

visited the Tuileries, and it needs no prophet

to be able to predict that the financial success

of the venture will be even more striking than

that of last year and that a good round sum
will be handed over to the treasury of the

Automobile Club, which has been of such

service in the development and progress of

this industry throughout France.

From West Virginia.

Charleston, W. Va., June 24.—The Secretary

of State has granted a charter to the Auto-

mobile Company of America, with principal

office in New York. The purposes of the

company are to manufacture automobiles,

auto-trucks and horseless carriages. The cap-

ital subscribed is $20,000, with a privilege of

increasing it to $2,500,000. The shares are

$100 each, and are held by Avery D. Andrews,

of New York City; Amzi L. Barber, of Ards-

ley; Lewis A. Beebe, of Dobbs Ferry; Newton
C. Lyon, of Montclair, N. J., and L. D. L.

Barber, of Ardstek, N. Y.

Automobiles Tax Free.

Toledo, June 24.—Lamson Brothers ap-

plied at the mayor's office for a wheel license

for their automobile delivery wagon. The
mayor's clerk was faced with a problem

which he could not solve. The ordinances

provide for licenses for one-horse and two-

horse wagons, but there is absolutely nothing

to cover the case of the automobile. There-

fore Lamson Brothers did not get a license.

Newly Incorporated Companies.

Goodyear Rubber Carriage Tire Co., Kit-

tery. Manufacture of rubber tires. Capital,

$50,000. Incorporators: T. E. French, Win-
chester; A. J. Quensler, Brookline; E. P.

Saunderson, Waltham; R. L. Kingston, Mel-

rose, Mass.

National Wheel & Traction Co., of New
York City, with a capital of $16,000, have been

incorporated to furnish motor carriages and

other vehicles. The directors are: Frederick

S. Dickenson, Louis T. Noonan and Alvin

Ohlsen, of 32 Nassau street. New York City.

Ascot Vehicle Co.—Principal office, 1 Mont-

gomery street, Jersey City. Manufacture elec-

tric vehicles, etc. Capital, $100,000. Incor-

porators: Peter Whitney, Ferd Von Kus-

serow, David M. Bressler, all of Jersey City.

Automatic Air Carriage Co., New York

City. Manufacturing and dealing in self-pro-

pelling vehicles. Capital, $60,000. Incorpor-

ators: E. A. Willard, E. A. Willard, Jr., R.

R. Blood, C. J. Hensley, S. J. Husted, Jr., all

of New York City.

Up-state Dogberry justices are undecided

where they are at since the Collins bill has be-

come a law.
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MAN AND MACHINE.

Who They Both Are in the Much-Talked-of

Winton Automobile Af-

fair.

The portrait shown here represents Alex-

ander Winton, of ^Cleveland, who, toy reasoii

of his remarkable motor carriage trip to New
York and his subsequent challenge of M.
Charron, the French champion automobilist,

has lately 'become one of the most talked-of

figures in the world of sport both in this

country and abroad. Mr. Winton is about

thirty-eight years of age, of Scotch descent,

and he has resided in Cleveland the greater

portion of his life. In his early days he was
a foot racer of considerable ability, but for

the past twelve years his name has been linked

with the bicycle sport and industry in the

central section of the country, first as a rac-

ing man and later as a manufacturer.

In '87 he established one of the first bicycle

repair shops in Cleveland. In '92 the first

Winton bicycle was brought out, and its queer

double-braced frame will be rememtered by

all the old-timers; in fact, it was only a few

days ago that the writer saw a machine of

this pattern on the streets of Cleveland. A
year later the Winton Bicycle Co. were or-

ganized, with Mr. Winton as president, and

with ample capital and facilities and a ma-
chine which was remarkable for its easy run-

ning qualities, the concern became an im-

portant factor in the pioneer business of the

West. As a bicycle designer, Mr. Winton was

always a great "sticker" for quality and

strength. For some years after the plain dia-

mond frame came into general use, the Winton
wheel was provided with an extra brace to

the frame, making it very distinctive. Winton
insisted upon using the best material and the

most expensive processes, and this fact prob-

ably accounts for the abandonment of the

bicycle business by the concern about two

years ago. The later models of the Winton
probably cost more to build than nine-tenths

of the wheels of the day. Although stamp-

ings were in general use even by some of

the best concerns in the country, the Winton
wheel was always constructed of forgings

throughout, even the head being drilled from

a solid forging. "Quality" was and still is

his pet hobby, and if the Winton could not

be kept up to the high standard established

in the days of $100 wheels, Mr. Winton did

not care to have his name connected with

them; so the company dropped out of the

field. However, the Winton wheel will prob-

ably be a familiar one in certain portions of

the country for several years to come, as

thousands of them are still in use, the ma-
jority in as good condition as the day they

were purchased.

About four years ago, Mr. Winton first ex-

perimented with the gasoline motor. In the

summer of '96 his first practical motor car-

riage was completed, and in the spring of '97.

on Decoration Day, the 6,000 people assembled

at Glenville track to witness bicycle races

were treated to a sight of the first exhibition

of the kind ever conducted in this country.

In the face of a high wind, the Winton car-

riage covered a mile in 1.48, the fastest mile

ever made in any way on this famous trotting

track. The public was satisfied, and soon
after this the Winton Motor Carriage Co.,

with a capital stock of .$1,000,000, was organ-

ized. Later in the same year Mr. Winton
made a trip to New York, covering the dis-

tance in eight days, through severe rain

storms the greater portion of the way, thus

demonstrating beyond question the practica-

bility of the carriage as a road machine.

During the past two years the Winton Com-
pany have been turning out practical road ma-

chines. They claim to be the only concern

in the country actually supplying carriages

of the gasoline type, for although there are

a number of other people who claim to be in

the 'business, their machines are hardly out

of the experimental stages. In all, about sixty

Winton carriages are in constant operation

in various parts of the country. At present

the output of the factory is tnree complete
machines per week, but the probabilities are

this will be increased, as the company are far

behind on orders.

The details of the recent record-breaking
trip to New York are too well known to re-

quire repetition; suffice it to say, that the trip

has demonstrated beyond a question of doubt
the practicability of this type of carriage for

speedy and severe road work. In making his

challenge to the world, Mr. Winton was not

so much desirous of showing the speed quali-

ties of his carriage as he was to demonstrate
its durability over the notoriously bad roads

of this country. For example, the best piece

of work on the recent trip was between Cleve-

land and Buffalo, the 218 miles being covered

in 14 hours. M. Charron, the French cham
pion, has covered nearly 400 miles over the

roads of France in the same time; despite this

Mr. Winton is confident he can defeat the

Frenchman in this country; not because he

has a speedier vehicle, but because he be-

lieves the Winton carriage will stand more
rack and strain than any similar machine ever

•built. In a word, Mr. Winton is not an ad-

vocate of speedy automobiles, although he

claims he can build as fast a machine as any-

one.

In a conversation with a representative of

this paper iMr. Winton said: "The French

people sacrifice everything for speed, but I

do not believe the sport will ever go to that

extreme in this country. In the first place

there is no pleasure in traveling at a high

rate of speed. At a 35-mile-an-hour gait a

person has the greatest difficulty to retain

his seat in the carriage, and if he strikes a

stone or a rut going at that gait, he is simply

thrown out into space. From fifteen to twenty

miles an hour is fast enough for anyone in

this country, and if a person desires to go

faster my advice is to take the Empire State

Express; there is some pleasure and comfort

in that kind of riding, but there is none in

a motor carriage traveling at a high rate of

speed. In a race from New York to 'Chicago

I am confident I could beat M. iCharron, be-

cause I have plenty of speed and can start

and stop quickly. Of course, the roads will

be in very good condition late in the fall, but

even so, they will not be like French roads, by

any manner of means."

Asked regarding the present prospects for

the race, Mr. Winton stated that his forfeit

of $4,000 is still in the hands of the New York

"Journal."
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If you want comfort, speed and durability

ride the Genuine BROWN Saddles. Will

send booklet if you write for it, free.

THE BROWN SADDLE COMPANY,
ELYRIA, OHIO.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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BICYCLESi=sCARRIAGES
FULLY GUARANTEED.
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Trade-Mark.

riSK RUBBER COMPANY,
Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Branch, Syracuse, N. Y., A. G. BOLSTER, Mgr.
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New York Agents,

CASE & SCHLAUDECKER, No. 92 Wall Street, New York.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE-LIST,
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Bicycle riders new to the Columbia Bevel-Gear Chainless often remark
that the machine seems to possess an activity and vitality of its own. This is

because every ounce of power applied to the pedals is made effective. In
starting, stopping, bacii-pedaling, riding on the level and especially in ascend-
ing grades, this saving of energy is manifested. We have yet to hear of a
rider of the Columbia Bevel-Gear Chainless bicycle who would willingly give
it up for any other wheel. Price, $6(1 to $75.

Nest to the Chainless in eiUciency are Columbia and Hartford chain
wheels. The new driving mechanism shows better results under riding
strains than any other form of chain gear. Price, $35 to $50.

Vedettes, though low-priced, are easy-running, strong and reliable
Price, $35 and $26.

POPE MANUFACTURING CO., Hartford, Conn.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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^ Cbe Spittroller. Si

Invented in the spirit of Bicycle driving

and for the purpose of transmitting power on

Bicycles.

The only Chainless device which can

be substituted for the chain without loss of

power.

AH chain troubles are abolished.

No noise, no jar to the feet.

Minimum of friction is reached, consisting

only of contact of the rollers, which, instead of

Rubbing, turn each other slightly and in oppo-

site directions.

i
M

manufacturers Supplied wifb m$ mkt and Tiifings. u

Address, THE SPINROLLER CO.,
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Kindly mention The Wheel. \ \ East Avenue^ Rochester^ N, ¥
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EVERYTHING FROM EVERYWHERE.

Atlanta, Ga., has a "2.20 Scorcher Club."

Some riders take troubles as they come and

make the worst of them.

Fast Friends: A couple of scorchers on a

tandem.

:-: +

A green rider makes a fat repairer's bank

account.

One of the best "coast defences" in the

country: A bicycle brake.

Do not take some other man's chances of

breaking his neck on a cheap wheel.

.Harrisburg, Pa., shows returns for 4,800 bi-

cycles taxable for cycle path purposes.

The American bicycle is best in material,

design, detail, workmanship, finish, price.

Avoid riding too fast or too far. Let the

other fellow be a fool, but you act sensibly.

Everybody who knows enough about a bi-

cycle can learn something from anybody else.

Fat people are recommended to cycle with

dropped handle-bars. It will make them lean.

Boston is proud—her Back Bay plain

clothes police now ride bicycles when on duty.

Accidents seem unusually deadly this year

for some reason or another. In Detroit, for

example.

It is said that time waits for no man, and

yet almost every wheelman stops a iminute

now and then.

The race is not always to the swift, but

sometimes to the man who can "arrange"

matters best.

The rider who looks for difficulties on the

road OT in his wheel will find two where he

expected only one.

A New York rider for seemingly no cause

scorched down a street to the river, over into

that and was drowned.

If on your wheel you'd be genteel, five

things observe with care: What wheel you

ride, with whom you ride, and how and when

and where.

Little Bo Peep, she lost no sleep o'er any

high-geared tandem; she let 'em alone to

pedal her home, then gave 'em a drink and

fanned 'em.

As soon as a road hog acknowledges that

cyclists have any rights on the road his fellow

swine think he has gone crazy.

If the march of improvement keeps up its

lick they'll soon be changing the name of a

Southern city to Auto-Mobile, Ala.

Of intelligent League members who are

willing to serve the organization without

money or pay there are entirely too few.

English are queer people. A cycle-chess

club is a sample of this. Weekly runs are

held and games of chess played al fresco.

Jimmy Michael has quit the turf, or rather

Michael has at last concluded he can never

get near enough to the turf to either quit or

hold onto it.

An eight-legged skunk which for a long

time made suburban cycling unpleasant has

been captured in Missouri. A new species of

the scentipede.

Jack George, who in '96 and '97 was the

century-riding king of the world, is now said

to have gone into a decline in consequence of

his unwise riding.

Little Jack Scorcher sat on a porch a

—

swearing at his punctured tire; then he put in

a plug snug's a bug in a rug, and once more

the road set on fire.

Evansville, Ind., has 2,370 wheelmen too

honest or too unfortunate to dodge the tax

gatherers. One in every 100 people in Evans-

ville is said to be a rider.

England is experimenting on the frontier

with a petroleum gun carriage. It is said to

work so easy that an ordinary servant girl

can fire it without difficulty.

"That old oaken bucket that hangs in the

well," has sent many a wheelman to his death.

Typhoid and that old oaken bucket are en-

tirely too often closely related.

Surely Buffalo's aldermen must tie dafly,

for were they not so at this late day they

would never seek to limit cycle speed upon the

city streets to five miles an hour.

It is now said that Connecticut's hayseed

law compelling the carrying of lighted lamps

by "all rubber-tired vehicles" will force baby

carriages in many instances to be lamp-lighted.

Owing to repeated losses on stolen wheels.

Rochester pawnbrokers have met and declared

that henceforth second-hand bicycles are non-

hockable so far as Rochester three-ballers are

concerned.

the fact that Brooklyn profits more than

$10,000 annually from fines imposed upon the

small percentage of scorchers apprehended.

All vehicles should carry a lighted lamp at

night. It is on this line wheelmen should

fight all lamp ordinances which attempt to

single them out as the only vehicles to be

forced to be lamp-equipped.

H. C. Frick, the head of the great Carnegie

steel plant, has given a handsome silver mug
for the wheelmen among his workmen to

race for.

The first two cycle riders in the world to

complete six century runs on the road within

seventy-two hours are said to be Charles A.

Lehritter and Adolph Fehlhaber, two New
York road riders of local fame.

Connecticut's lantern law providing that all

rubber-tired vehicles shall show lighted lan-

terns from one hour after sunset to one hour
before sunrise, will go into eflfect 30 days
from adjournment of the Assembly; in other

words, about July 20.

Zim says that when he first began to be a

money getter he was lucky if he netted $10

from a meet. Later, however, he was able to

echo the demand of Thomas Starr King—"F.

A. M. E.—Fifty and my expenses." The re-

mainder is history.

Some idea of the scorching done on the

Coney Island cycle path may be gained from

There was a man in our town, and he was
wondrous wise; he bought himself a Just-as-

good, and thought he had a prize. When
from the wreck he cleared himself, with all

his might and main he swore and swore, but

couldn't get his money back again.

, Rather than be captured by a Jersey City

bicycle policeman for not having his lamp lit,

a pursued rider abandoned his wheel, and,

with the remark, "You can have it, but you
can't have me," jumped over a wall, disap-

pearing from sight. The police have the

bicycle.

A Stamford, Conn., paper suggests that the

cycle policemen who can't catch the scorchers

should be empowered to shoot them in the

legs. The idea is all right enough, but the

average policeman would be more apt to blow
ofl the heads of the pedestrians than to punc-
ture the calves of the monkey-humped
scorcher.

There are all kinds of hogs and yellow dogs,

but none worse than is the Red Wing, Minn.,

brand. This particular breed is locally known
as Helmeche and is a road overseer. Lately

Helmeche, for feai people might not appre-

ciate his hoggishness and yellow canineship,

deliberately ploughed up a half a mile of cycle

path which had been built by the Red Wing
Bicycle Club. Refusing to repair the damaged
path, Helmeche was arrested on a warrant

sworn out by the club, who propose to give

him that portion of his name preceding the

"meche" thereof.

Wheelmen of the lawless class imagine that

pedestrians have no rights on the surface of

the earth. Such a rider imagines he has right

of way eversnvhere, and endeavors to enforce

that right. Twenty-five dollars fine, or a

workhouse term, is none too much for law-

lessness of that character. The reckless driver

is even worse. He respects neither the rights

of pedestrians nor those of cyclists. By the

brute force of superior weight of team and

vehicle he proceeds to clear the track wherever

he may be. He speeds over crossings regard-

less of people afoot or people awheel, and if

the latter fail to get out of the way so much

the worse for them. Nothing but jail or a

clubbing will cure such.
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CHOOSING A SALESMAN.

What Happens When the Manufacturer Endeavors

to Get a Man to Sell His Product.
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The cream of the '99 selling season is about

over. Sales managers are skimming the milk

of the trade for the last time. The mighty

product of many factories is now being

churned on the roads by the individual riders.

Manufacturers are experimenting on new
models, and as the great cycle of time turns

round it will soon be time to receive applica-

tions for traveling salesmen.

The most important factor in placing a sea-

son's output is the proper selection of sales-

men, and, therefore, the question naturally

arises as to whether the bicycle salesmen of

the past five seasons should be employed, or

whether it would not be better to employ an-

other class of traveling men.

When an advertisement for road men is

placed in the cycle papers it brings in scores

of applications of various sorts. Most all of

these contain a semi-conceited history of the

applicant's past life as a bicycle salesman, and

give the name of the last firm for whom he

has worked for reference as to his integrity

and producing ability. On writing this house

his statements are usually corroborated, but

nothing can be learned as to whether he has

ever utilized that hustling ability to advantage.

The chances are that if he had done quick

yeoman service his recent employers would

rather retain his services than give him a tes-

timonial. If he is pleased with his house and

his house is pleased with him, why the

change?

In the scramble for experienced men such

minor details are overlooked and he is written

a favorable reply and the trouble commences.
Pufifed up with his own importance, he imag-

ines he has a certainty and demands a season's

contract. On receipt of a negative sort of a

reply his toad-like propensities, which have

been swelled, gradually deflate as he sees his

chances for an engagement are by no means a

dead centre shot. Then the applicant changes

his tune to a request, and asks what you have

been paying and how long you usually keep
out your men, winding up with that stale old

blufT, "Please wire your reply, as I have several

positions offered me, but I would rather repre-

sent your wheel, as I believe it the best on

the market, etc.," and then he goes out to

borrow a stamp from his landlady to mail you
the letter.

You finally engage him and call him into

the factory. He knows everyone about the

place in fifteen minutes, and after dinner he

calls, all the office force and foremen by their

Christian names. He goes over the factory

and tells you all about the business and
methods of the last firm he worked for, calling

them "lobsters" and "skates," but points out

to you the advantages of their factory, and
gives you a confidential tip which you can use

to make yourself solid with the superintendent

on all sorts of changes. He is satisfied with

himself, but not mth the wheels, as he re-

views the new models; then he tells you how
he would have built them if he had been do-

ing it, and gives you a pointer as to what

changes his recent employers are going to

make, and what you ought to do, next season.

After a while he discovers the stock room
and yanks out the best trunk he can find,

marks it with a piece of chalk and asks the

foreman of the enameling room to paint his

name on it in large,' red letters. When you

send for him to come into the factory for final

instructions, he knows more about the factory

and wheel than you do, and bluntly informs

you that he doesn't need any instructions,

that he has seen the models and knows all

about them, that he has been on the road be-

fore and what he will do to the trade will be

a-plenty.

After he has gone you find out that he has

swaped a lot of last season's parts to show the

material you are using in this season's models.

Four days after, just as you have begun to

get anxious at not hearing from him, the mail

carrier (who always knows more than the

telephone exchange girl) selects one letter

from his bunch and slams it down, saying:

"Well, there is Jones' first order." You rip

it open, while Uncle Sam's gray boy waits

for a moment for results. Yes, it's from Jones,

sure enough; he is in Oshkosh. You search

for an order, but find only a weather report.

You hear a diabolical laugh, and reach for a

paper weight to hurl at the carrier, when the

slam of the office door warns you that the fire

is out.

As day follows day he sends in excuses,

kicks, advices, expense accounts and weather

reports with remarkable regularity, varied oc-

casionally with orders sufficient to cause you

to hope more from him later.

As a reverse of all this take the sleepy,

dreamy, slow-speaking, farmer-looking chap

you had engaged against your better judg-

ment; he astonishes you by sending in an

order by every mail. At first you cannot

understand it and lay the cause to the terri-

tory, but as the weeks go by you notice his

expense sheets are smaller than those of the

brighter man's. His daily reports are ex-

purgated of signal service notes and he doesn't

advise you to change the finish of your models

to look more like that of some competitor's.

Then you come to the conclusion that the

trade must be smarter than you are, since they

refuse to be duped by the bright fellow and

give orders to the duller salesman who was

never on the road before, and didn't know a

bicycle from a sod cutter till his influential

uncle induced you to try him.

The fact is, a retail merchant thinks he

knows something about bicycles himself, so

when your experienced drummer comes round

with a patronizing air and begins an argu-

ment by running down the line that dealer

has been selling and tries to teach him his

business, the dealer gets mad and the fresh

drummer, seeing that he cannot make a sale,

begins to roast him and finally tries to square

himself by inviting him to supper, drinks and

cigars. If the dealer sees in him a soft mark
he accepts, and freshy will sit down and write

you, "I have Mr. Dow on the string for to-

morrow. It is going to cost me something,

but I am sure to land him in the morning.

He is by far the best man in this town." The
next day, after the dealer gives him the go-

by, poor freshy sneaks back to the hotel

thinking he has been abused. He writes in

another weather report, gets drunk and leaves

the town on the third day without an order

and having called on but one man in it.

As an example of this, one of the inexperi-

enced slow fellows, when asked how he suc-

ceeded when Jones who seemed so energetic,

failed, wrote the following: "Well, you see I

am kept pretty busy studying the good points

of our virtheel in order to answer a dealer's

questions with intelligence. I never compare
our wheel with other makes, because I don't

know anything about any other make. I have

noticed that dealers seemed pleased to think

they have the advantage of me in that respect,

and they tell me many things that I am glad

to forget. When they ask me if I don't think

so and so, I tell them they are the best judges

of that; all I know is my line. It is rather

difficult at times to induce them to listen to

me, but when they do they usually give me
an order.

"I went from St. Joseph at 7 o'clock Fri-

day morning to Buchanan, reaching there at

8.10, got my trunks to the hotel at 9. I

met the Company's traveler there; he

had been there over night. He seemed to

know everyone around the hotel, and was

popular. At noon we sat at the same table

for dinner. I asked him when he was going

to get away; he told me his trunks were at

the depot yet, not opened. Did not know
whether he could get out that night or next

morning.

"When I finished my dinner, at 12.30, my
trunks were loaded and at the door for a six-

mile drive into Niles. I had sold Mr. Smith

four samples. I drove to Niles and made an-

other good agent, Mr. Brown; took the G

o'clock train to Lawton and sold Mr. Green
before I went to bed, and I am almost posi-

tive that salesman was still in Buchanan
trying to place a sample wheel, with his trunks

at the depot. I have noticed that as a rule

the traveling men for bicycles do not seem to

work very hard. They seem to take life easy,

but I would be afraid of losing my job if I

acted that way."

Now, this came from a new man who knew
but one wheel and had never tried to place

agencies before.

The writer employed thirty salesmen during

the last season; of these five were green men,

some of whom had never in their lives been

over fifty miles away from their native

towns, but these five salesmen placed as many
agencies and sold as many wheels as any

eight of the experienced men, and it goes

without saying that their expense accounts

were from .$5 to $10 less per week than the

older salesmen.

The daily papers say that the trusts have

thrown 35,000 salesmen out of work. If they

are all like the ordinary experienced bicycle

salesmen it will be a good thing, for the coun-

try needs more farmers anyway.

W. K. Thomas.

John Merry, of Chicago, to keep pace wilh

his name, stole eighty bicycles from Chicago-

ans before he was caught.
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CAUrORNIA'S ELEVATED CYCLEWAY.

Quarter of a Million Dollars to Be Invested and

Work Has Actually Begun.

California's elevated cycleway was dedicated

recently, and the incident was chronicled in

The Wheel. Meantime an inquiry for more

details concerning the enterprise had been sent

West. Fortunately it reached George H.

Frost, an old-time cyclist, of Pasadena, and

to him the readers of this paper are indebted

for throwing light upon the whole matter.

This cycleway has existed in the boiler-

plate or patent-inside newspapers for a long

time, and until the recent dedication there

was a pretty general opinion that it did not

exist anywhere else. The practical side of

the matter, the money-making side, had not

seen the light, and probably has not to this

day.

All this Mr. Frost explains. As he presents

it, the idea promises to prove artistic, useful

and financially profitable. Read what he says;

"The structure, when completed, will cover

a distance of nine miles, starting at Pasadena,

in the business centre of the town, and having

its terminus in the heart of Los Angeles. It

will be ten feet in width, constructed almost

entirely of Oregon pine, or what is known in

the East as Douglas fir. Its elevation will

vary from five to fifty feet, according to the

topography of the country through which it

passes, the intention being to build the path

on an almost level grade. As the elevation

between the two cities is nearly 600 feet, it

can be readily seen that this will be a great

feature of the enterprise. As shown in the

specifications, the heaviest grade on the cy-

cleway \yill be two and three-fourths per cent,

which, to the cyclist, is a practically level

grade. The flooring of the structure will be

of IJ-inch matched boards, to be covered with

a coating of creosote, which will not only

protect it from checking and warping under

the action of the sun and rain, but will insure

a perfectly smooth roadway.

"Midway between the two cities, on the

line of the cycleway, a tract of land has been

purchased which will 'be transformed into a

pleasure park, vdth various attractions.

Among the features will be a casino, with

cafe, reading room, etc.; a swimming bath,

bowling alley, and, in fact, nearly everything

possible for the comfort and convenience of

the cyclist. It has been christened Merle-

mount Park.

"The contract for the grading has been let

and that work has already been commenced.
Bids for lumber, 2,000,000 feet of which will

be used,, will be asked for within a few days,

and as soon as this is on the ground work
on the construction will be rapidly pushed
forward. It is the intention of the projectors

to have at least six miles of the structure com-
pleted by December.

"When first brought to the notice of our

people, the project was looked upon as im-

practicable, but later developments have

proven conclusively that it will be a paying

proposition, and there is no doubt that it will

be built at once upon the lines originally con-

templated. The California Cycleway Co. ex-

pect to put about $250,000 into the enterprise,

including the cost of right of way, franchises

and improvements at the park.

'"The structure will probably be lighted by

electricity, although the projectors have been

looking closely into the new system of light-

ing by acetylene gas. Lights will be placed

at a distance of every 200 feet, and provision

will be made for lighting every 100 feet, if

found necessary. In addition to the lumber

mentioned above, the amount of material to

be used is estimated as follows: 750,000 feet

of No. 12 wire, for sides; 60,000 pounds of

wire nails, extra barbed; 8,000 gallons of stain

and paint, and 90O feet of steel bridges.

"As an old-time wheelman in California, I

have taken a great interest in the cycleway.

I believe it will be of great advantage, not

only to the cyclist and the cycle dealer, but

to the people generally in this section of the

country."

Albany wheelmen take "short-cake runs"

during the strawberry season. The name tells

the game.

Stealing Trade-Marks.

A firm of New York patent attorneys wrote

to the Secretary of State complaining that their

clients found that the inhabitants of South

American countries, especially those of Brazil

and the Argentine Republic, were permitted

to appropriate and register in their own names
the trade-marks and symbols of United States

citizens, and that these citizens nad to buy

them back if they wished to use them again

with any effect.

On June 5 the Third Assistant Secretary sent

to the firm a response from the United States

A'linister to the Argentine Republic, which

explains the cause of the difficulty encounter-

ed by American merchants in the preserva-

tion of their trade-marks in that country.

Minister Buchanan said that the practice

complained of by the department's correspon-

dents not only prevailed now, but had done

so for a long time past.

The reason the practice had grown up there

lay in the negligence shown by American

manufacturers with regard to having their

trade-marks entered in the Argentine patent

office in their own names. Mr. Buchanan

feared American manufacturers did not prop-

erly realize the great advantage it would be

to them to control their own trade-marks

from the beginning of their business in that

country. A strong effort, he said, was now
being made by manufacturers from Europe

to correct the blemishes apparent in the Ar-

gentine trade-mark laws, inasmuch as they

also suffered from the operation of the law.

Cycle makers had better look into their trade-

mark standing before dealing with these.
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THE OLD ORIGINAL.

Twenty-Three Years in the Cycle Trade Finds

This Company Still to the

fore.

Remarkable it is, in tliis day of rapid

changes and ups and downs, that a bicycle firm

have been in existence for twenty-three years.

This is the record McKee & Harrington have

just cause to be proud of.

This concern started making boys' three-

wheel velocipedes in 1876. Seeing the exhibit

of English bicycles at the Philadelphia Cen-

tennial, it was an easy matter to take off one

of the two rear wheels and make a bicycle.

The result was a wooden wheel affair, with

gas-pipe back-bone, and malleable iron con-

nections. This bicycle had an enormous sale

at the time, but was superseded by the steel

suspension wheel, with rubber tires. The Weed
Sewing Machine Co. were the first to make

these from English models, on an order from

Col. Pope, but McKee & Harrington made

the same thing in 1878, calling the machine

the "Union," and finding for it a ready sale.

In a talk with Joseph McKee recently he

said that his company have originated more

ideas, which have been accepted and are in

use to-day, than any other firm in America.

As samples he claimed wood rims, wood dress

and chain guards, tubular sheet metal con-

nections in place of castings or forgings, in-

ternal brake mechanism, taper rear tube for

rear forks, seamless tube crank-hanger. As
early as 1893 McKee & Harrington had a 2J-

inch drop to the crank-hanger, and have been

using the same thing ever since, but the other

makers never discovered its value until 1897,

when it was at once exploited as a new idea.

The last and best of the McK. & H. inven-

tions is the triple front fork, which increases

strength and power, and which they prophesy

the trade will sooner or later rush for, as they

have for other McKee & Harrington ideas.

In 1878 this company sold the Lallement

crank patent for $300 to Col. Pope, out of

which the astute Colonel later on made $100,-

000 by charging $10 royalty on each bicycle

made here or imported.

In 1883 these clever people invented the

wood rim, which should have been worth

millions, but the Patent Office restricted the

patent and they could not get a broad claim.

The position that McKee & Harrington oc-

cupy is unique and original. Concerning this

they say: "Everything of any value on a bi-

cycle, with the exception of the above-men-
tioned improvements, is either French or

English. America has cheapened the bicycle,

but not improved it. The two-wheel idea, the

crank invention and bevel-gear are French,

the suspension wheel, ball-bearing, tubular

and diamond-frame and the pneumatic tires

are English."

periments, secured a small quantity of this

tubing, and from it constructed a tandem.

The tubing was of 20-gauge, rather light for a

two-seater, but after two years of hard road

use the frame of this machine shows no in-

dication of a crack or flaw, and its owner is

fully satisfied that it is as staunch a machine

as could be tuilt at the same weight. At the

time the tandem was built several alleged ex-

perts on tubing declared that the brass em-
ployed in brazing the clinching sections of the

tube would melt under the heat required for

brazing the frame connections: also that the

tubing would warp at the joint, but neither of

these complications arose. The frame to-day,

after the toughest kind of usage, retains a clear

ring, and it is impossible to detect the char-

acter of the tube under a heavy coat of

enamel.

New Two-Part Crank.

A crank has recently been patented which

may be secured to the crank-shaft without

the aid of nuts, the attachment being so

effected that a smooth outer surface

for the crank is provided, at its con-

nection with the shaft.

One of the accompanying illustra-

tions, from the "Scientific American,"

is a view of a shaft, crank and pedal,

embodying the improvements; and

the other is a side elevation of the

members of the crank separated, at

their lower ends.

The crank-shaft at each end is

formed with a hexagonal surface and

with a reduced, threaded extremity.

The crank is made in two parts, the

inner surfaces of which are flat and

fit closely together. The inner part

of the crank, at its upper end, has a

hexagonal opening arranged to fit

snugly upon the hexagonal surface of

the crank-shaft; and the outer part

of the crank has a threaded recess ar-

ranged to screw upon the reduced

threaded extremity of the shaft, and

to conceal the end of the shaft. At
their lower ends the crank parts

have threaded openings, which, when in align-

ment, receive the threaded inner end of the

pedal spindle.

It is evident that a crank thus constructed

dispenses with tlie use of nuts, and offers no

projections liable to become entangled with

the rider's dress.

The patents on this crank are controlled by

Messrs.' Peerstone & Knudston, Room 500.

Fisher building, Chicago, 111.

daily output of four thousand bars. Notwith-

standing the phenomenal success of the Kelly

handle-bar, due to its merit, experience in the

last three years has developed that even a

good thing may be improved, which we dem-
onstrate in our new bar for 1900, which has

been generally reconstructed, retaining all the

desirable features, reducing the weight while

greatly increasing the strength.

"The centre joint of the bar will be entirely

closed, thus avoiding all gaps, making it more
compact. The centre or clamping bolt passes

into the stem from the front side, supporting

the side arms, and the nut clamping all to-

gether, simplifyingthe construction and greatly

addingtothefinishof the bar. Our new internal

binder or expander (recently patented), a fea-

ture to which we call spec'al attention, hav-

ing abandoned the stud screw with the nut

screwed on the end, and now making the bolt

in one piece with a solid head, passing it into

the stem from the top in such a way that it is

easily accessible, and may be operated with

either a monkey wrench or a screw-driver,

Tried and Found Excellent. .

When the much talked-about clincher tub-

ing manufactured by the Wilmot & Hobbs
Mfg. Co. was first brought out, a member of

The Wheel staff, who was in a mood for ex-

Kelly Makes 1900 Announcement.

In thanking the trade for its indulgence in

waiting for the company to recover from the

effects of their fire, the Kelly Handle-Bar Co.

of Cleveland take occasion to say:

"Under the circumstances, we are pleased to

be able to inform you that we are rap-

idly getting into position, with ample pro-

vision for our Kelly handle-bar department,

which is being fitted up with the latest and

most improved machinery, with a capacity of a

and will in the future dispense with the taper

plug expander.

"In our new bar the stem is secured by both

the bearing surface and the jaw projecting

through the stem tube. The combination of

the long bearing surface and the jaw permits

the stem to be made absolutely secure with a

very little strain on the binder bolt. Our
new expander is an absolute success and re-

quires no extra time for assembling. It has

been tested under the most severe conditions,

and is received with much favor, and its un-

qualified success makes us feel safe in saying

that we have solved the problem of the in-

ternal binder for handle-bars.

"With these added improvements to one of

the most popular bars ever made, or that can

be made, it is manifestly to the interest of all

the manufacturers of bicycles to equip their

entire output for 1900 with the Kelly handle-

bar, as we are fully prepared to furnish them

and will make it an object for you to do so.

New samples ready July 1."
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New Blood for the Elkhart Acme.

There has recently been an infusion of new

blood into the personnel of the Acme Cycle

Co., of Elkhart. Charles McCutchen stands

for the new blood, and it is vital and char-

acterful.

The Acme Company—of Elkhart, Ind., re-

member—is by no means a child in the trade.

It has made wheels for years, and its product

has borne the earmarks of honest and

thoughtful factory work. Its stockholders

include some of the safest business people

in the section.

As anyone versed in trade matters knows,

the policy of the Acme Company in the past

has been to sell exclusively to the consumer

—

practically a mail-order business. It has quite

limited its activities to this field, and for that

reason is, perhaps, less strongly known to the

trade than the merit of its goods would seem

to warrant.

But with the coming of McCutchen there

is likely to follow a more or less broadening

of its scope. Indeed, it would not be sur-

prising if the company should take the gate

at a jump and look for trade patronage only.

The jobbing trade especially would seem their

most likely goal. With a factory capacity

of ten or twelve thousand wheels, working

at an easy gait, they would seem to possess

the requisites for successful competition in

that branch of the -business, and would un-

doubtedly aim to produce a strong and re-

liable wheel. They are the sort of people

to bank on as avoiding a trashy product.

A very good reason why the Acme Com-

pany should find supplying the wants of the

jobber attractive is the fact that McCutchen.

in his travels for the Gilliam Mfg. Co., and

later for the American Saddle Co., has got-

ten in close touch with many of the best job-

bing people in the business. He has made

business friends and personal friends among

them. They know that he is a man to be

trusted.

Eclipsing British Infringers.

The Eclipse Bicycle Co. have so far defend-

e'd their patents on coasters and brakes with-

out fear or favor. They have not hesitated to

bring action against the greatest infringers

any more than they have the smallest. As an

evidence of this, they say their case against

the Cycle Components Mfg. Co. of Man-

chester, Eng., which has been in the courts

for some time, has been decided in favor of

the Eclipse Company, and an injunction

granted against all infringers. The decision

against the Components Company was made

in a High Court of Justice, Chancery Division,

before Mr. Justice Stirling. Already the

Eclipse people have found some of the larg-

est manufacturers of parts in England willing

to take out licenses under the Eclipse patents.

This certainly is a victory for the Ameri-

cans and will give the Eclipse coaster and

brake a greater prestige than ever. One of

the points that was considered by the Court

in rendering the recent verdict was, whether

bicycles fitted with coasters and brake under

the Eclipse patents should be delivered up

as a whole or only the coasters and brakes.

The Court decided that it would be too se-

vere to have bic3'cles fitted with the coasters

and brakes surrendered, and gave orders to

have only the coasters and brakes on such

cycles delivered to the Eclipse Company or

Ihcir attorneys, or have the license fee paid

for the same.

NOT A " RUBBER " PEDAL.

Richardson of the Monarch Company Has Produced

an Article with Novelty.

L. M. Richardson, assistant manager of the

;Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co., Chicago, is re-

sponsible for something new in pedals. The
Wheel has already expressed an opinion on

the common fitting of sole-destroying rat-trap

pedals to bicycles. Mr. Richardson's idea is

to dispense with the rat-trap or toothed fea-

ture, supplanting it with a corrugated metal

surface which will serve the purpose of a

pedal rubber.

With toe-clips, by which every rider's com-

fort is improved, the Richardson idea should

be a good one. Otherwise either a rubber or

rat-trap device would more firmly hold the

foot. Mt. Richardson has prepared for the

vulcanization of rubber pads to the corrugated

surface when desired, but he does not antici-

pate a large demand for the rubber articles.

His aim is to supply a pedal which will be

equally pleasing to users of rubber and rat-

trap pedals—something that will not cost more
than the rat-trap, and that will lack such ob-

jectionable features as the rubbers coming ofif

or wearing out, not to mention the expense of

rubbers, bolts, nuts, etc.

None Shrewder than tie.

M. Fichtenberg, manager of the League
Cycle Works, Milwaukee, has been in New
York for a considerable time, and leaves for

home the latter part of the week.

Among his intimates Mr. Fichtenberg has

always had the reputation of being on the

right spot at the right time. He is what the

West calls a hustler, but adds to that quality

an intelligent appreciation of trade conditions

and a nicety of judgment on the elements of

time and opportunity that make him singular-

ly fit to control the destinies of a cycle fac-

tory. Mr. Fichtenberg's present trip to New
York has been no idle Waldorf dawdle. He
is on a keen scent for 1900 business, and

on this occasion met a foreign cycle merchant

by appointment and had the good fortune

to close a mutually satisfactory deal for the

next year's representation of his wheels in

Europe. •

Tip Slee Is in This.

The Maryland Bicycle Lock Co., of Balti-

more, have been incorporated with the follow-

ing directors: Messrs. John F. Clark, N. Tip

Slee, Robert A. Taylor, B. G. Boileau and

Joseph A. Gilpin. The capital stock is $25,000,

divided into 1,000 shares of the par value of

$25 each. The company have a very strong

financial backing, including such men as

Messrs. Harry M. Parr, Charles J. Taylor, F.

W. Feigner and Colonel Seymour Mandel-

baum. The object of the company is the plac-

ing in public buildings and popular resorts of

a bicycle lock to prevent wheel theft. The

wheel is secured by the dropping of a penny

in a slot and the key of the lock is released, so

that the owner of the wheel takes possession

pt it until he vvishes to release his wheel.

Expanding an Expander Business.

In a recent letter to this paper the Cycle

& Tool .Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass., say:

"Much to our surprise, we are having many
orders of good size for our C. & T. expanders

and hangers. The expander trade gives us

the impression that a great many are taking

advantage of the present low price on wheels

in anticipation of a rise in the market soon.

Our C. & T. expander has met with almost

phenomenal success, and proved to be a per-

fect holding device, just as we claimed for it,

from our own tests before putting it upon the

market. We are already booking several good
orders for next season, and believe it is to be

a banner year in the bicycle line."

Our Prices in france.

Some time ago United States Consul Jack-

son, at La Rochelle, France, reported that

American wheels would sell better in his dis-

trict if the price were lower. Felix Fournier

& Knopf, of Paris, write that they represent

the Dayton, Stearns, Luthy, Rambler and

Ideal lines, and claim that the prices are not

exorbitant, particularly when the duties and

other extra costs of production are consid-

ered. A comparative table submitted by the

Paris firm shows their French prices to be

$3, $2, $2, $2 and $1 higher than the Ameri-

can list prices for the same machines.

A Pope Publication.

"The Columbia," volume 1, number 1, is

out. Its editor says that its future "will de-

pend entirely upon circumstances," but prom-

ises that the next issue may be expected not

later than two weeks from June 24. The first

number, a four-pager, is obviously and satis-

factorily devoted to the interests of Colum-

bia chainless and chain bicycles, the Whitney

gear case. Pope iMfg. iCo. sundries, etc. Its

editor is, presumably, C. G. Huntington. His

graceful sanity seems to pervade it.

Called Spinroller Now.

Rochester, June 24.—The corporation for-

merly known as the Jameson Mfg. Co. has,

by an order of the court, been permitted to

change its name to the Spinroller Co. The

original capital stock of $35,000 has been in-

creased to $50,000, consisting of 500 shares at

a par value of $100 each. The office of the

company, which is engaged in the manufacture

of bicycle gearings, is at No. 11 East avenue.

Robert Thompson is its president and Rob-

ert W. Jameson, secretary.

Designed by a Doctor.

The Steeleech saddle, manufactured by the

Steeleech Saddle Co., of 5 Warren street, is

enjoying a good sale. This saddle is built on

entirely new lines, and Dr. Leech, the in-

ventor, claims that it will fit the body as no

other saddle does, ensuring comfort and

stability.

Light on the Lamp Question.

In future the Pope Mfg. Co. will repre-

sent the Sanford & Follow Co. in the East,

and all inquiries for lamps should be referred

to the Hartford concern.

Had to Steal Them.

Cleveland's complete tie up of transporta-

tion facilities owing to the street car strike

has made the demand for bicycles so fierce

that an unusual number of them has been

stolen.
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637,133.
Orange, 1), J.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE. WiLiiAM M. McDoDGiLL, East'
Filed Aug. 4, 1898. Serial No. 687,885. (Ko model)

C/owH.— 1. Iq a wheel, tiie combioatioil with tiie wheel-rim, a
tread-riug supporting the tread of the tire, and a flexible, uon.-elastic

cover exteodiog over the tread-ring and secured to the wheel-rim, of

a bent-wood annular 'rim intermediate the wheel-rim and the tread-

ring, and springs between the bent-wood annular rim and the tread-

ring; whereby the wheel and its load are suspended from the tread-

ring by the fle.'rible cover and supported from above on the bent-wood

annular rim free to move independent of tlie wheel-rim, as described.

637,086. BICYCLE PEOPDLSION. Augiist R. Abdebsos, Cam-
eron, Idaho, assignor of one-half to Nicholas E Carter, Howard Idaho
Filed Sept 8S. 1897. Serial Eo. 652,698. (Ho modeL)

Claim.— I. The combination with a crank-axle, of a hollow crank-
arm mounted upon the axle for independent rotary movement, a
crank-frtn mounted upon the crank-arm near its outer or free end
for independent rotary movement, speed-multiplying and direction-
revereing gearing consisting ofa large driving-gear fixed to the crank-
pin, a small driven gear meshing with the driving-gear and having its

spindle arranged parallel with that of the driving-gear and arranged
Adjacent to the outer or free end of the crank-arm, sprocket^gears
carried respectively by the crank-shaft and said driven gear, and a
chain traversing said sprocket-gears, and a pedal attached to the
crank-pin and held from independent rotation with relation thereto,
substantially as specified.

637.340. PROPELLIHG MECHANISM FORBICYCLES. SlEPHEB
Stech, Butte, Mont, assignor of one-halt to George W. Brown, samS
place. Filed June 3, 189& Serial No. 682,441. (No model)

Claim.—The conihination with a crank-axle, of a disk moiiutPLi
thereon and having on its sides cam-grooves provided with a pin-

i-ality of curves, pieces connected atone of their cuds to tlie crank-
hanger and at their other ends to the axle of the rear wheel and hav-
ing gnidewaysand slots in their front and rear poi-tioiis. sliding blocks
located within the front-sideways of said pieces, rollers jouinalcd
on said blocks and located in the cam-grooves of tlie disk, rods con-
nected atone of their ends to the sliding blocks and having at their
other ends blocks located in the rcargnideways, pitmen pivotiillv -.c-

cnred to the blocks on the rear eilds of said rods, clanks (i.ved i,ii

the axle of the rear wheel and pivotally secured to the intmen. sub-

stantially as descri^bed..

THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

627,268. BICYCLE-SUPPORT. Gboess W. Newsob and Jobs P,

Harris. Wellington, New Zealani FUed Oct 27, 1898. Seriai Na,
6W,720. (No model).

627,1 IQ. BICYCLE-WHEEL Loois A. Hiix, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Au^. 15, 1898. Serial No. 668,560. (No model)

C/aim.—\. In an electrically-propelled vehicle, the combination
of a plurality of gear-wheels, an electric motor and its shaft and
meanB for shifting the motor bodily to throw its shaft into and out
of mesh with said gear-wheels, substantially as described,

6 2 7,223 WHEEL TIRE. William CoaLiss, Providence. R I.

Filed Apr. 13, 1898. Serial No, 677,439. (No model)

Claim.~\. In combination With a bicycle frame, an arm 1 pivot-
ally connected therewith, a catch on the frame to engage the arm
when the Bame is moved laterally and a disk attached to the frame
over the face ofwhich a portion of the arm moves, said disk having
a slot to allow the arm to be moved laterally when it is opposite the
catch on the frame, substantially as described.

627,1 63. HANDLE-BAR FOR CYCLEa ALFRED W. Watkes,
Toronto. Canada, assignor of one-half to Lambert V. Dusseau, same
place. Filed Nov. 8. 1897. Serial No. 657.846. (No model)

Claim.—1 . A luggage-barrier comprising a pair of parallel plates,

a bolt penetrating saiij [itates and adapted to clamp the aame to a

portion of the bicycle-frame, straps secured to one of said plates, and

means, independent of said bolt, for securing one of jaid plates in an

1 operative position relativiily to the frame, substantially as described,

627,335.. VELOCIPEDE. WESLEY Johnson, Pittsburg, Pa Filed

Sept 7, 1898. Serial No. 690.416. (No model)

Chihii.— In a velocipede, the combination of a main frame pro-

vided with rear forked extensions of excessive width, a similar for-

ward pivotally-mounted fork, double forward wheels provided with

stiffening cross-bars mounted ou a hub secured in the forward forks

with intervening ball-bearings, a stationary axle secured between the

rear forks having double circular ball-races on its exterior faces, dou-

ble rear-wheel hubs having '.procket-teeth on their peripheries and
annularly recessed on their inner faces, provided with rings of har-

dened metal and mounted on balls adapted to rotate on the ball-

races of the hub, stiffening cross-bars connecting the rear wheels,

double independent driving sprocket-wheels mounted on the outer

reduced ends of a stationary sprocket-wheel shaft incorporated in

the frame of the machine with intervening ball-bearings, pedals se-
j

cured to Buch driving sprocket-wheels, and independent sprocket- 1

chains connecting the driving sprocket-wheels with t*i^ rear driven

sprocket-wheeli, substantCaliy as set forth.

Cla{m.~l. In a bicycle-wheel, the combination of a grooved rini,

with a double-tube or clencher tire, and an intermediate detachable
metallic band having its lateral sides bent under and extended inward
sufficiently- to sustain the band upon the rim and the central portion
of the band bent inward into a longitudinal grooveealso resting upon
the rim intermediate of the lateral portions and adapted to properiy
receive the adjacent parts of the rubber tire on* the outer side.

627,199. BICYCLE. JoHHMcDoHHELLandOooDwraW.McDoH-
HELL. Elma, Iowa FUed Apr. 9. 1898. Serial No. 677,088. (No model)

Claim,—I. A handle-bar for bicycles and like vehicles having s,

threaded hub at its middle, a stem threaded to engage said hub, in-i

versely-threaded portions next to said hub at each side thereof, an(^

means engaging said inversely threaded portions and coacting -with

said stem, substantiallv as described.

627,187. BICYCLE. Cliffoed P. Hall, Racine, Wla, assignor,

by direct and mesne assignments, to Charles a Seaman and Leslie

M. Roberts, Milwaukee, Wla Filed Oct.' 16, 1895. Renewed Nov. 18,

1898. Serial No. 696.821 (No model)

Chum.— 1
.
In a bicycle-frarae, the combination with the steering

and saddle posts, of curved braces meeting in the center and forked
or separated at a point between the center and their ends, said braced
.connecting the steering-post and saddle-post at a point above the
wheek, a rearwardly-cxtending arm connected to the saddle-post and
the rearwardly-extending brace-rod, and propelling mechanism piv
otally attached between the said arm and brace-rod, and having op-
erative engagement with the drive-wheel, substantially as described,'

627,451.. BICYCL5 SADDLE - SUPPORT. Milo L BAKER,Loe'
Angeles. Cal " Filed July 22. 1898. Serial No. 686,594. (Ho model)

Claim.— 1. In a bicycle, the combination of the tubular steer-

ing-fork shank, a clutch-section adjustable on said fork-shank longi-

tudinally of the same to constitute a check for a similarly-adjustable

bearing-cone, the haodle-'bar having its shank engageable with the

aforesaid fork-shank, and another clutch-section adjustable on said

handie-bar shank for engagement of the former clutch-section.

627 225. LUGOAGEtCARRIER. William J. Eifleb. Pat^reou.

N. J. Filed Apr. 25, 1899. Serial No. 714,346. (No model)

C/a'im.-^i. The combination of a bifurcated saddle-post, a sad-

dle-support provided with a cogged sector and pivoted and arranged

between the arms of the saddle-post and a wormed stem also between

the arms of the saddle-post and meshing, with the sector, as and for

the purpose described

,

3 2 7,201. SPEED-REGULATING. STARTING, STOPPING. RE-
' VERSING, AND STEERING MECHANISM 'FOR MOTOR-VEHICLES
Arthur Paget, London, Englani Filed JIar. 23. 1897. Serial Na
628.833. (No model)

Clrih)'..^ 1. In a motor-car, launch or the like, the combinatio'^

with steering mechanism therefor, and -speed-regulating mechanism
therefor, of a head having a rotary motion ou an axis, and a back-

ward-and-forward motion laterally of said axis, a mechanical con-

nection between said steering mechanism and said head operated by
its rotary motion and operating said steering mechanism, and a me-
chanical connection between said head .and said speed-regntating

mechanism operated by the backward-and-forward mo.tjou of the

head, and throwing sp.id regulating mechanism to the advancing po-

sition with forward movement of the head and toward the stopping

position with backward movement thereof, whereby the actual change
of direction and velocity in the movement of said car, launch or the

Jike, correspond with the direction and extent of movement of said

h^d, substantially as and for the purpose set^forth.
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Recent Patents.

627,086. Bicycle Propulsion. August R. Anderson,

Cameron, Idaho, assignor of one-half to Nicholas H.
Carter Howard. Idaho. Filed Sept. 22, 1S97. Serial

No. 652,595. (No model.)

627,118. Bicycle Wheel. Louis A. Hill, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Filed Aug. 15, 1S98. Serial No. 688,560. (No
model.)

627,163. Handle Bar for Cycles. Alfred W. Waters,

Toronto, Canada, assignor of one-half to Lambert V.

Dusseau, same place. Filed Nov. 8, 1897. Serial No.

657.846. (No model.)

627,187. Bicycle. Clifford P. Hall, Racine, Wis.,

assignor, by direct and mesne assignments, to Qiarles

H. Seaman and Leslie M. Roberts, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Oct. 16, 1895. Renewed Nov. 18, 1898. Serial

No. 696,821 (No model.)

627,199. Bicycle. John McDonnell and Goodwin W.
McDonnell, Elma, Iowa. Filed April 9, 1898. Serial

No. 677,088. (No model.)

627,201. Speed-Regulating, Starting, Stopping, Re-

versing and Steering Mechanism for Motor Vehicles.

Arthur Paget, London, England. Filed March 23,

1S97. Serial No. 628,823. (No model.)

627,225. Luggage Carrier. William J. Eifler, Pater-

son, N. J. Filed April 25, 1899. Serial No. 714,346.

(No model.)

627,327. Bicycle Handle Bar. Joseph T. Fenton,

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Nov. S, 1897. Renewed Marpji

10, 1899. Serial No. 708,595. (No model.)

627,240. Propelling Mechanism for Bicycles. Stephen

Stech, Butte, Mont., assignor of one-half to George

W. Brown, same place. Filed June 3, 1898. Serial

No. 682,441. (No model.)

627,268. Bicycle Support. George W. Newson and

John P. Harris, Wellington, New Zealand. Filed

Oct. 27, 1898. Serial No. 694,720. (No model.)

627,314. Bicycle Fastener. Andrew E. Veon, Brain-

erd, Minn., assignor of one-half to Isaac Leder, St.

Paul, Minn. Filed Oct. 27, 1896. Serial No. 610,195.

(No model.)

627,335. Velocipede. Wesley Johnson. Pittsburg,

Pa. Filed Sept. 7, 1S9S. Serial No. 690,416. (No

model.)

627,351. Bicycle. John C. Raymond, New York,

N. Y. Filed Nov. 4, 1897. Serial No. 657,361. (No

model.)

027,359. Automobile. \'ehicle. Herbert B. Steele,

Maiden, Mass. Filed Jan. 18, 1897. Serial No. 619,-

545. (No model.)

627,451. Bicycle Saddle Support. Milo A. Baker,

Los Angeles, Cal. Filed July 22, 1898. Serial No.

686,504. (No model.)

Brewster's Wheel Stolen.

Recently The Wheel asked W. M. Brews-

ter, president of Philadelphia's cycle board

of trade, for any information he might have

on the bicycle-stealing industry in the City of

Brotherly Love. Presumably no such busi-

ness existed in Philadelphia at the time, as

nothing was heard from Mr. Brewster, but

within a few days there has evidently been a

revival. Witness the following, sent by

Brewster to the local newspaper men:

Some vile caitiff without the fear of God before his

eyes has made away with my Crescent chainless bicy-

cle. No. 517,244. It was taken from the basement of

the Drexel Building. If you will kindly give pub-

licity to this deplorable fact and warn everybody to

be on the alert I will be grateful.

All who have any interest in the welfare of

one of American cycling's old-timers will be

glad to aid in the return of No. 517,244.

Teddy Edwards' Job.

The Pope Company promised him a steady

job for his century-a-day work. That is what

Dame Rumor says about Teddy Edwards.

At any rate, Teddy went to England awhile,

after recovering from his recent illness, came

back, and on Tuesday of this week left New
York on a Columbia bevel-gear chainless for

Chicago. It is said to be the first installment

of his "steady."

He is not to hurry. Not that his health de-

mands ease. A doctor who didn't know him
gave him a thorough ex'amination after he

had ridden 250 centuries and recovered from

the subsequent illness, found him as sound as

a dollar, and was incredulous when told who
the subject of his verdict was. So that Teddy
can still hurry, as far as his health is con-

cerned.

But his employers want him to go slow.

He is to stop in every town, get acquainted,

and tell people about the chainless bicycle.

Not a 'bad plan.

John Kennedy, Bridgeton, N. J., who says

he is a wealthy bicycle manufacturer of 'New
York, is under arrest charged with complicity

in the robberies.

THE
"FOUR-TRACK

SERIES."

The New York Central's books of travel.

These small books are filled with informa-

tion regarding the resorts of America, best

routes, time required for journey and cost

thereof.

Our_ Illustrated Catalogue, a booklet of 32 pages,
4x8, gives synopsis of contents of each of twenty-five
books; this Catalogue sent free to any address on re-

ceipt of a postage stamp by George H. Daniels, Gen-
eral Passenger Agent, Grand Central Station, New
York.
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Kokomo Korker Kompound

Komplctel'j^ Korks a Kokomo or any

other good tire.

FOR SALE BY

KOKOWO RUBBER CO., Kokomo, Ind.
gi Kindly mention The Wheel.
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1 TETNA Combination Bicycle Parcel-Carrier and Mud-Guard.
• EASILY attached to any bicycle. This device is so arranged as to be quickly adjusted to large or small packages weighing from ONE TO
• FIFTY POUNDS, HOLDING SAME SECURELY. The Carrier is made of cold-rolled steel, nicely nickeled, weighing less than one pound.

<

special Rates to Jobbers. Write at once.

I /ETNA MFG. CO.,

I 225 Dearborn St., Chicago.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••e«««««M«««««««««««*tt*M«««««««««««*«««

When not in use as a Carrier, it serves

as a perfect Mud-Guard.

Price, $10.80 per Dozen.
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Some Condensed Trade News.

E. Bailey has opened a repair sliop at Ox-

ford, Mich.

C. L. Clarke has opened a cycle store in

Connelsville, Pa.

V. Roberts will open a bicycle repair shop

in Lakota, N. Dak.

Graham Bros., 'bicycle dealers at Gaines-

ville, Fla., are closing out.

E. D. Hobbs & Co. have opened a bicycle

repair shop at Tampa, Fla.

E. H. Cowan will open a bicycle repair shop

on Main street, Ashland, O.

J. H. Buckland's bicycle store at Ports-

mouth, O., was destroyed by fire.

Jay Barton & Co. have opened a new hard-

ware and sporting goods store at Gorman,

Tex.

Baker & Roger, dealers in bicycles at North

Manchester, Ind., are reported to have sold

out.

E. J. Stoddard, dealer in bicycles, etc., in

Chicago, 111., has given chattel mortgage for

$400.

Capital .Cycle Co., Trenton, N. J., have dis-

solved. John Sykes continues under same

style.

F. B. Witcher & Co., bicycle dealers oi

Lowell, .Mass. Susie E. Witcher filed cer-

tificate.

Fred Myers, Jr., bicycle dealer at Savannah,

Ga., has been succeeded by the Cleveland

Bicycle Co.

John L. Coesir, bicycle dealer at Joplin,

Mo., is reported to have recorded a chattel

mortgage for $200.

Carpenter's bicycle store at Anderson, Ind.,

was slightly damaged by fire, caused by ex-

plosion of gasoline.

J. W. Clouse & Co., dealers in bicycles at

Chattanooga, Tenn., have been succeeded by

Qouse & Shepherd.

Fobes Bros. & Niles, dealers in 'bicycles, at

Seattle, Wash., have been succeeded by Fobes

Cycle & Supply Co.

O. C. Gorton, dealer in bicycles, etc., at

New London, Conn., is reported to have

given warranty deed.

'Melvin H. Davis, bicycle dealer, at Man-
chester, Mass., is reported to have recorded

chattel mortgage for $250.

Priest & Hart, hardware and sporting goods

dealers at Bainbridge, Ind., have been suc-

ceeded by Colliver & Huffman.

D. M. Cotton, dealer in hardware, sporting

goods, etc., at Frankfort, S. Dak., has been

succeeded by A. W. Jones & Co.

C. J. Peahl, bicycle repairer, at Rockford.

111., has moved from the Brown block to the

"Times" 'building on Seventh street.

Fenno & Howland, bicycle dealers, at Union
'City, Pa., are reported to have dissolved. Ray
K. Fenno is continuing the business.

William W. Marshall, dealer in bicycles.

etc., at Beverly, Mass., is reported to have

recorded a chattel mortgage for $100.

Bullis Gear Co., manufacturers of bicycle

gears, at Rochester, N. Y., have increased

their capital stock from $75,000 to $250,000.

George D. Ferguson, a bicycle dealer, at

Mt. Vernon, N. Y., has filed schedules, show-

ing liabilities of $2,577 and assets of $21,323.

The SpinroUer Co., manufacturers of bi-

cycle gears, at Rochester, N. Y., have in-

creased their capital stock from $85,000 to

$50,000. _
E. S. & H. H. Pillard, dealers in 'bicycles,

etc., at New Britain, Conn., have dissolved

partnership. Edward S. Pillard is continuing

the business.

James H. Fisk Co., dealers in sporting

goods, at Chicago, 111., made a voluntary as-

signment. The assets are estimated at $2,000;

liabilities, $1,000.

iNational Wheel Co., Perrysburg, O., have

been incorporated by J. M. Drury, I. M. Lott.

T. Schmitt and H. K. Auth, to manufacture

children's wagons, velocipedes, etc. The capi-

tal stock is $50,000.

Bicycle Locking Co. have been incorporated

by W. W. Smith, M. V. McQuigg, F. C.

Paulin, W. S. Palmer and F. J. Williams, to

buy and sell bicycle locldng devices, at On-
tario, Cal. The capital stock is $40,000, ali

subscribed.

" Edward Adams," Fraud.

A man who gave the name of Edward
Adams, 'height five feet ten inches, short-

cropped gray whiskers, age about 64, and who
stated that he represented the Eagle Bicycle

Co., collected $3.50 from a dealer at Fishkill

Landing, iN. Y., for an advertisement, which

he said would he published in The Wheel.
This person was not authorized to represent

The Wheel, is unknown to us, and we warn

the trade that he is a fakir.

THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY.
It is just a year since the Chicago, Milwaukee &

St. Paul road inaugurated its celebrated Pioneer Lim-
ited passenger train service between Chicago, Mil-
waukee, St. Paul and Minneapolis. This service
marked a new era in the railway world in the line of

passenger accommodations. At a cost of a quarter
of a million dollars that progressive company fur-

nished the traveling public, in its Pioneer Limited
train, comforts and facilities the best ever produced.
This train has been described many times in news-
papers and magazines, but should be seen and exam-
ined to be appreciated, in beauty of finish, richness
and elegance of furnishing nothing equal to it has
ever been attempted by any other road. The car
builders were nearly a year in completing the Pioneer
Limited trains (there are two—one leaving Chicago for
the West and the other leaving the Twin Cities for
the East every evening in the year) and they stand
to-day a monument to the builder's art. No regular
passenger train service in America is as well known
as the Pioneer Limited. Prom the standpoint of
passenger trathc the past twelve months have been
the most successful in the history of the St. Paul
road, made so very largely by the Pioneer Limited.
The patronage of this service is a striking illustration
of the fact ttiat the public appreciates a good thing. **

LOWEST BATES WEsT.
Rates to the West are lower via Nickel Plate Road

than via other lines, while the service is excelled by
none. Three fast trains are run every day in the
year from Buffalo to Chicago. The day coaches are
of the latest pattern, are elegantly upholstered and
have all the modern improvements, such as marble
lavatories, steam heat, lighted by Pintsche gas, while
colored porters are in charge to look after the wants
of passengers, especially the ladies and children. Ves-
tibuled bufTet sleeping cars are run on all trains,
while the dining cars and meal stations are owned
and operated by the company and serve the best of
meals at moderate prices.

If your ticket agent cannot give you all the in-

formation you desire in regard to rates, routes, etc.,

address F. J. Moore, Gen'l Agent, Nickel Plate
Road, 291 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y. 83

Assortment No. 3, SS.OO.
1 dozen cups uIHl cones, aSbortod.

100 nutg assorted and taged.

2 dozen cotter pina complete.

1 dozen axles, assorted sizes.

I dozen seat post bolts.

Jrt dozen forksidea.

J^ dozen sprockets, assorted.

^ dozen crank lianger shells.

Idozen forged chain adjusters nickeled,

i^ dozen seat posts, not nickeled.

Send for large illuatratcd catalog of aim
ilar Kargains.

WHEELMEN'S CO., ladaaapolis, Ind,

The Best
in all respects, be-

yond a cavil.

IF
it is that which you

want, use

SPERM
OR

TRIPLET

o
I

Soldeverywhere

New prices
to dealers...

William

F, Nye,

NEW BEDFORD,

MASS.

Kindiy mention The Wheel,

TO MANUFACTURERS-
A good oiler will not, of itself, usually sell a wheel, but it will exert a favorable influence;
and every little helps. A dealer or rider craves every "talking-point." In proportion
to the cost, nothing will give increased satisfaction equal to the "PERFECT" OILER.
They may not be able to distinguish between certain wheels, but can tell a high-grade
oiler at a glance. . . . .

"Stra^vs sho>v which way the 'wind blows,"^nd a wheel with a cheap or inferior
oiler will be apt to be made of cheap and inferior material.

The " PERFECT " Pocket Oiler has already been adopted by the leading manufacturers
as being well worth the difference in price for really good wheels

CUSHMAN & DENISON,
Manufacturers,

. n.. „„ .
240-242 \l/. 23d St., N. Y,

Kindly mention The Wheel.
SELF'CLaSINB VALVe^PEN£0)
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Cured by an Arc Light.

Tlicix is one scorcher in Cleveland who has

been wholly cured of the bad habit of racing

along at full speed through the streets with

his nose almost touching the tire. A Wheel
man was witness to the incident which proved

a sure cure for this particular rider's bad

habit. The leading characters in the scene

were the rider above described and an inspec-

tor of electric lights. The inspector had just

finished examining an overhanging arc light

and had stepped to the pole at the side of the

street to draw the light up into position. The

connecting rope hung slack in the middle of

the street. Seeing the scorcher coming at full

lilt the inspector commenced to pull, but fig-

uring that he could not get the lamp out of

the way in time, he shouted to the rider. The
deluded wheelman was traveling at about a

2.30 gait and hearing the shout he raised his

head just enough to catch the rope under the

chin. The wheel went on, but the rider didn't,

and to make matters worse the inspector had

continued to pull on the rope, so that before

further operations could be stopped the wheel-

man was suspended by the neck, several feet

from the ground

He Was Competent All Right.

It takes an expert rider to be a delivery

boy for some of the repair shops, which, by
the way, are having all the work they can do
for people who have decided that bicycling

has not altogether gone out of date. One of

those chaps went riding up Central Park
West with three wheels he had to deliver to

customers of the shop where he was employed.

The wind was blowing at a pretty stiff rate,

yet he managed to ride one wheel by steering

it with one hand, while with the other he

guided a woman's wheel. Slung across his

shoulders was a third machine, and, thus

handicapped, the youngster went on in the

teeth of the wind, having no trouble in dodg-
ing about among the wagons and carriages

that crowded the drive. Passengers on at

least one Eighth avenue car watched him curi-

ously until he ranged up alongside of the

sidewalk and delivered at one of the resi-

dences the wheel he had shouldered, and
then went on his way uptown, whistling, and
unconscious of the mild sensation he had
created.

"Bi-cy-ka," Rust's Deadliest Toe.

The only successful rust-preventer and cleaner and
polisher combined. So easy to apply, for all you do is
to rub it on when you clean your bicycle It leaves an
invisible film which keeps off the rust, and at the same
time it cleans and polishes. If your dealer doesn't sell it,

send five2-cent stamps, for full-sized collapsible tube, to
Raven Gloss Mfg. Co., 71 Barclay Street, New York.*j*

4

Dusty Roads. Noisy Chains.
The Morse Twin Roller Chains run
SMOOTHLY, QUIETLY and FREELY

in DUST or MUD.

As the pendulum
_ swings, so the joint

of the Morse Chain
rocks.

No Rub,

ISO Slide.

Lasts longer, runs
easier than any other
chain made. Pendu-
lum will swing on
the Morse Joint 45
minutes and on the

pin joint about 5 sec-

onds. Large swing-
ing model sent free

to agents ordering
three chains.

Write for Illustrated Cir-

cular and Price to

MORSE CHAIN CO.,
Trumansburg, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

The Columbus 1899
GUARANTEED TIRE.

Guaranteed for one year. $2.75 per pair.

IS NOT MADE BY A TRUST.

COLUMBUS KUBBER TIRE CO.,

47 Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

T"=QIB50N HOUSE
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Under new management. Superior service;

central location; perfect cuisine.

WILI, W. CLARKE, Manager.

A FLYER IN ORIP!^.
We liavc an overstock of over 1,000, 000 pair of grips, all brand new and

saleable, comprising all standard styles of corkalene, leather, wood, en-
ameled wood, fibre buckskin, corkwood, etc., in all sizes, 5-8, 3-4, 13-11),

7-8, 15-lG and 1 inch, and put tliGKe up in assortments of 100 pairs for

$4.00, .'tO pairs for $2.25. Our regular assortment includes all sizes and
styles, about 80 per cent, being standard 7-8, and the balance odd sizes.

Catalog of similar bargains for the asking.

WHEELMEN'S CO., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

GOING WEST?
If you are, enquire of your nearest ticket agent

about rates via the Nickel Plate Road, the short line
between Buffalo and Chicago. Many improvements
have been made during the past few years. New and
elegantly upholstered coaches, vestibuled sleeping
cars, and powerful locomotives have been added to
the equipment, and substantial structures of steel
and stone have replaced the old bridges, heavier
rails and ties have been laid, and the road now stands
at the front of the best roads in the country. The
rates, however, still remain lower than via other
lines.

If your ticket agent cannot give you all the in-

formation desired, address F. J. Moore, Gen'l Agent,
Nickel Plate Road, 291 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y. 82

(CYCLE INDUSTRY.) H
(i

A grand patented invention, required for all Ladies'
^

Cycles, is for sale at a moderate price. Intending buyers I

will please apply for particulars to i

2
GENIUS," DOHREN-HANNOVER, GERMANY.

Kindly mention The Wheel.pj. ivmaiy mention Ihe Wheel. 4-

ADLETS.
For Sale, Exchange, Etc. — Twenty five words,

thirty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.

Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and Help Wanted.—Answers received

in confidence and forwarded without charge. Rate:

25 words, one time, 50 cents; three times, $1.00; 50

words, one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00; 75 words,

one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-

tisements: One-half inch, one time, $1.00; four times,

$3.00; one inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner, patent attorney and
^ mechanical expert, 608 F street, Washington, D.
C. Established 1883. I make an examination free of
charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

A FIRST-CLASS bicycle factory, five years stand-
-^~*- ing, 5,000 capacity, three different models of
wheels; owns its own natural gas plant, best in the
country; no incumbrance; wish to go in other busi-
ness cause of selling. Address "Gas Plant," care of
The Wheel.

"ppOR SALE.—The best bicycle store and shop, in-
^ eluding all machinery tor manufacturing bicy-
cles, on H. C. Boulevard, N. J.: reason, family mat-
ter. Address "Star," care The Wheel.

A GENCY FOR SKANDINAVIA WANTED.—An
"^"^ old agency in Denmark for bicycle articles wishes
to represent first rate houses for Skandinavia. Best
references. Address "Sofus Cohn, Copenhagen, Den-
mark."

POSITION WANTED as superintendent of bicycle
-* factory; have had 10 years experience; Al refer-
ence. A. E. M., care The Wheel.

EXPANDERS 15c EACH
We have a largo stock of handsomely nickel plated seat post

expaniicrs, 14 outside for 7-8 seat post, and 1 1-8 outside for

i:l-llj scat post. They are manufacured by the Cleveland Ma-
chine Screw Co., which is a guarantee of its quality and we are
Belling them at a remarkably low price, so low in fact that you
should not,
them.

in justice-to yourself, neglect to put in a stock of

Sample by mail, 25c.

100 by express or freight, $18.
500 by freight, $80.

1,000 by freight, $150.

Wheelmen's Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Ijcng^Cli of bai'rel 3 in.;

NICKEL-
PLATED
DURABLE

LIQIID PISTOL

total lens^tli 5 1-4 in.,

r\ By Mall 50c.
^iX NOT A TOY.

Will stop the most vicious dog for

man) without permanent injury.

Parker Stearns & Sutton,'^el°C^^

INDIANA CHAIN
Special prices on job lots In B styles.

Send 26c for Aluminum Fob. Gold Plated. SI.

SNOW HOLDERS
ARE ADJUSTABLE.

When Set Are Firm.
Wheels cannot fall over after being

put in holder. Used in bicycle stores,
public buildings, offices, stores,
churches, schools, factories, in fact
anywhere. No bicycle store complete
without them. Various styles furnished
in any finish. Write for prices.

sNo^v w^ire; ^nroRKS,
78-84 Exchange Street.

Established 1834. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

CO. ^^=
INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANA,
U.S.A.

$

5
$

Assortment No. 4^ $5.00
10 Pr. Rims, ^S inch, drilled as ordered, nat-
ural color or enameled and striped,

200 Spokes and Kipples, nickeled,
1000 Wood Rim Washers.

We have the largest stock of sundries and fit-

tings in the country. Send for largo illustrated

catalog, free for tlie asking.

Wheelmen's Co. ladianapolis, Ind.5
Graphite Lubricants.

ALL KINDS, ACCORDING TO WANTS.

Joseph Dixon Croclble Co., Jersey City, N. J.
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MILE-A-MINITE MIRPHY.

Story of a Thrilling Bicycle Ride Behind a Railway

Train in 57 4-5 Seconds.

^•»"t-»"i

DISTANCB. TOTAI<. BY QUARTERS.
Quarter-mile 15 .15

Half-mile 29 2 5 .14 3-5
Three-quarters 44 .143-5
Fullmile 57 4-5 .13 3-5

THE TIMERS.
R. StoU, N. Y. A. C, New York.
W. H. (Sparrow) Robertson, Brooklyn.
Samuel See, Brooklyn.
F. D. Creamer, Sheriff, Brooklyn.
Charles Dieges, Pastime A. C, New York.
Robertson and Creamer clocked the mile time

at 57 3-5; StoU and Dieges, 57 4-5 ; See, 58.

J. E. Sullivan, Secretary of the Amateur Ath-
letic Union, was referee. Fred W. Burns, cy-
cling veteran, handled the aluminum mega-
phone as announcer.

First, will the reader kindly accept the as-

surance that the mile ridden by Charles M.
Murphy, behind a railway train, was accurate

as to distance and time, and that it was in all

its aspects a wonderful demonstration. It was
not done by Murphy alone. It was the prod-

uct of the minds and muscles of about 200

men. - It demonstrated more than the flexi-

bility of Murphy's knee joints. It demon-
strated the progress which the world has made
in the past 100 years in mechanical construc-

tion, in physical development, in mental in-

genuity.

The performance occurred shortly after five

o'clock last Friday afternoon, June 30, on a

stretch of railway between Maywood and

Babylon, Long Island, and temporarily un-

used by the railway company.
For a distance of 2 miles 962 feet there was

a pine plank path between the rails, fifty

inches wide.

Three-quarters of a mile was the space trav-

ersed before the official mile was begun, and

there was 2,282 feet beyond the finish of the

mile for slowing up.

Approaching the measured mile there was

a slight down grade, and after the finish there

was a slight rise. The mile course itself was
perfectly level and absolutely straight.

Before Milo M. Belding, chief consul of the

New York Division of the L. A, W., and in-

cidentally notary public, Chief Engineer Ford

and Superintendent of Bridges Cummin, of

the Long Island R. R. Co., made affidavit as

to the accuracy of the measured mile.

STORY Of THE RIDE.

Few people on the car behind which Mur-
phy rode actually saw his performance. The
Wheel man was one of the few. Lots were

drawn to select the two newspaper men who
should be permitted on the back platform.

A few others, standing closely together on the

floor and on a chair, were able to get a rather

unsatisfactory view of the small glass pane in

the closed car door. At the left of the door

was a closet, so that there was no window
view from that side. The window on the other

side of the door was clear. Protected from

the crush by chairs, and looking out over the

back of the stooping referee and others on

the platform. The Wheel man had a practi-

cally uninterrupted view of Murphy.

At about ten minutes past five all was ready.

The hinged-up portions of the protecting

hood, right at the rails, were unhooked and

swung down. They almost touched the

rails. Special Agent H. B. FuIIerton, who
was responsible for the successful 'carry-

ing out of every detail, climbed up onto the

platform. Murphy, mounted, and with feet

held against the pedals by rather tightly-

laced leather stirrups, was prepared. He had

his right hand on the handle-bars. The left

hand rested on the rubber-covered iron Irame

which projected from the car platform and

out over the head of his machine. Outside

the hood, on the track and on the embank-
ments, snap-shot photographers were busy.

There were few other spectators at the start.

Out toward the lowering sun stretched the

railway line.

The Start,

The train started. There was no jerk, but

the start was quick—so quick that all observ-

ers were immediately on edge. It was the first

sensation of the bigness of the thing.

The speed increased rapidly. Alurphy let

go the iron frame after about lllO feet had
been traversed.

Just before the start Dr. Holly found Mur-
phy's pulse and temperature normal, and Mur-
phy is practically devoid of fear, but under his

mop of yellow hair when he let go of that

iron bar there was a face which looked drawn,

gray, eerie.

He at once gripped his handles and began

to pedal fast. He had to.

The train gained impetus surprisingly.

Heavy particles of dust swirled about iMur-

phy and the men on the platform.

Inside that hood, and inside the car as well,

there was a hollow roar.

Within five seconds, it seemed, the rate of

speed was terrific. There came up from be-
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low that whistling shriel< peculiar to a train

traversing steel rails at top speed.

Where an instant before all was quiet sus-

pense, all was now rush, shriek, roar, dust,

turmoil, pandemonium—and still, suspense.

The Wheel man's eyes were glued to Mur-
phy. Through two light sweaters, the outei

one blue, the action of his back muscles was
plainly seen.

His head was down over the bars—over the

three-foot projection from the platform, in

fact.

A Very Busy Man.

His slim, iblack-clad legs were the legs of

an exceedingly busy man.

Riding in comparatively still air, yes, but

riding hard—very hard.

The whole aspect of the man was that of

one with a hot, fast, serious, life^or-death con-

tract on his hands.

Now and then Murphy's position changed
slightly. Superintendent Cummin, crouching

on the platform with Referee Sullivan, Special

Agent Fullerton, Conductor Ousey and
others, declared afterward that the head of

Murphy's machine touched the rubber-cov-

ered projecting bar six times.

An Exciting Moment.

This back-and-forward variation, the tre-

mendous action of the rider, the occasional

sway of his machine ofif the central ptank in

the path, the dust, the roar, and the swish of

the train over the rails—all these were factors

in a situation which would excite the most
stoical.

Inside the car there must have 'been thirty

men, all on edge. At side windows sat the

five timers. Their duty was to watch the

flags at the start, quarter, half, three-quarters

and finish. All were seasoned, experienced

timers. They could not see Murphy—and it

was well they could not. It was a wonder
they could see the flags at the track-side. The
Wheel man had done many miles of railway

travel, but when the speed of this train was at

its maximum the rear view was a novelty. It

was almost a blur. The country seemed a dull,

yellow-green waste.

Fell Back a Toot.

In the midst of the nervous pressure—at the

moment when the half-minute seemed an hour

—at the moment when one marveled at the

way that rider, down there behind the plat-

form, kept his terrific pace—at that moment
the rider fell back suddenly, about a foot.

His wheel wavered. Further back he

dropped. Dust partly obscured him.

The writer expected to see his leg action

diminish, but the motion of his black feet,

clearly seen even in the dust cloud, remained

steady.

Murphy looked up blankly. It was the

uncanny look of a man gazing at his finish.

His lips moved. Nobody understood what
he yelled, but he translated it later. He had
said: "I'm all right."

He dropped farther fcack. The writer could

now see only the front wheel, and that sway-

ing-

What was up? Was the pace too fast?

Murphy would drop back into the mael-

strom, lose his balance and go down with a

sliding smash!

.'No—back into view, inch by inch, crept

that front wheel. Whew! what a relief to see

it!

In a few seconds Murphy was back at the

fender—but only for a Ijrief spell.

Again he fell away, .'\gain he disappeared

. entirely from view.

Between The Wheel optics and the rider

were three human bodies, their owners lean-

ing anxiously over the rear rail of the plat-

form. Oh, for a pair of X-ray eyes!

Once More, Suspense.

A moment more of suspense. Nobody
cried out. If they had who could have hearr'

them ?

They did reach out. the men on the plat-

form, in sheer nervousness. Then Murphy's
wheel came back into view.

Gradually it drew closer. Murphy was
now, at the very finish of the mile, riding

faster than the train itself, as he was gain-

ing on it. Head still down, he was pedaling

fiercely. It seemed, to the observers, an end-

less task.

A has-been Murphy is said to be in rac-

ing. No has-been about any man who can

pedal like that.

Up close to the projecting fender now.

Murphy's Home Trainer.

The speed of the train slackened—no jerkiness,

just a trace less of rush and roar.

Murphy's handle-bar passed under the fen-

der—touched it. Announcer Burns yelled at

Murphy through a megaphone that the ride

was finished. And then there was another

sensation.

The finish.

Like a drowning man, or a being groping

in suffocation through smoke, Murphy slowly

lifted his left hand and touched the fender.

Then he reached higher up the frame, at the

same time catching hold also with his right

hand.

He was evidently not going to back-pedal

away from the train. Indeed, it was too late

—

the end of the wooden strip was near.

Fullerton, Cummin and Post reached out

and grabbed him. With difficulty (he remem-
bered afterward) Murphy released his feet from
the pedals. Meantime the rear wheel of his

machine shot up into the air. The frame of

the machine somehow became engaged with

his left leg, just below the knee joint. There

the machine hung and floundered about in the

air until Fullerton grabbed it and saved it,

unscratched.

Murphy lay motionless, face down, on the

platform, his legs resting on the projecting

fender. He did not faint, but he was "all out,"

and when they lifted him into the car he did

not walk alone.

"I thought it was a good place to rest

awhile," he explained later.

As Murphy was half carried to his cot at

the other end of the car, the roar of the train

was challenged by hysterical yells. Every
man on that car felt that a very remarkable

performance had occurred, and the general

nervous reaction ended in pandemonium.

Murphy on the Cot.

The train slowed up. The time was an-

nounced. More yells. Then all crowded to-

ward the cot. On it Murphy remained speech-

less, on his back, for a couple of minutes

—

ashy in color. The doctor noted his pulse

and temperature, and though he found both

satisfactory, he administered a hypodermic in-

jection. Presently Murphy's pulse increased

somewhat, but safely.

Then he sat up. He could not be held down.

He was like a daffy six-day rider.

"Those d boards!" he ejaculated. "They
kept flying up—that was why I pulled back

—

those planks were sucked up by those rubber

flanges—I know it—I could smell the rubber

—

I
"

Here the train stopped. Trainer Stewart

jumped aboard and hurried to the cot. Mur-
phy jumped up, tore off his sweaters and
leaned over the cot, with hands against the

side of the car. While Stewart rubbed liils

back with hniment Murphy turned his face

to the crowd and continued to hold -forth

about "those d boards," and the suction,

and the smell of the rubber. Then he called

for his wife. She was one of a tally-ho pa-ty

at the finish, and did not reach her husband
until ten o'clock that night.

Why ne Fell Back.

After a good rub Murphy's color returned

and he became perfectly cool. It was agreed

that the suction he complained'of was a spas-

modic elevation, at quick intervals, of the en-

tire track. This must have been caused by
the rapid movement of the train, the heavy
car full of men, and the slightly springy na-

ture of the road-bed.

Engineer Sam Booth and Fireman Howell
came in. Booth was a massive, good-natured,

brown-eyed giant, normally undemonstrative,

now spasmodically emotional. Between sen-

tences and hand-shakes he broke into nervous

laughter, while his assistant stood with back
to the door, overcome with bashfulness and
pride. He said not a word. He could onh'

grin.

What the Engineer Thought.

"I thought we'd lost you, ^lurphy," said

the giant. "When I slowed 'er up I leaned

out and looked back for you, and you were

gone."

Murphy's climbing onto the train while it

was moving at a mile a minute was entirely

unpremeditated by himself or the engineer. "I

never thought of such a thing," Murphy as-

sured The Wheel.
That engineer and that fireman won a glory

all their own. Among railroad men they are

"it." To try two engines and finally select the

right one, and to run that one over a meas-

ured distance in the time specified for each

quarter and to end all without a jerk or mis-

hap of any kind—that, to practical railroaders,

is much. It is not usual to compliment en-
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gineers, but Engineer Booth was given the

heartiest kind of a hand-shake by Superin-

tendent Cummin when the job was over.

And wlien the train went jogging on to

Patchogue the two men in tlie cab of engine

74 were happy. Booth looked over at his

fireman and said pleasant things. Fireman

Howell glanced back, saw the observer at the

front door of the car, and grinned again.

Murphy had supper at Patchogue. He was

all right. To bed before 11, breakfast at

about 8 next morning, and at Ambrose Park,

for an exhibition ride in the afternoon.

Where Is the Limit?

Murphy believes that .he can ride a mile

in 40 seconds behind a train. It is extremely

unlikely that the Long Island Railroad Co.,

.having now sent its name around the world,

would share in the expense and risk of an-

other similar ride, and to those who watched

Murphy's ride it did not seem possible that

the man, let alone the engine, could .have done

the distance under 50 seconds; but in a meas-

ure Murphy's belief in the 40-second mile is

borne out by his home-trainer work. At
Babylon, L. I., on Monday of last week, he

covered a home-trainer mile in 55 seconds, be-

fore an audience and accurate timers. Two
weeks ago he covered a mile in 47 seconds,

and last November, in the Kings County
."Wheelmen's clubhouse in Brooklyn, he did

the distance in 37 seconds, using a 112 gear.

That meant seven pedal revolutions per sec-

pnd. Murphy's young son has ridden a home-
trainer mile in 1.04, using a 45 gear—^three

pedal revolutions per second.

If lie llad Fallen.

What if Murphy had fallen while he was

still under 'full headway? The question was
much discussed after the ride. At the close

of his previous ride, in 1.05, he found consid-

erable difficulty in back-pedaling when the

train pulled away. The converging air cur-

rents, rushing together about 30 feet behind

the car, were boisterous in the extreme, and

even when Murphy was 200 feet back he ex-

perienced a strong atmospheric turmoil and a

general forward suction. His second ride was
faster and harder, and had, he back-pedaled in-

stead of boarding the car he might have gone
down. What then? A long, sliding fall, prob-

ably, and not necessarily dangerous if .con-

fined to the limits of the plank pathway, which

was as smooth as glass. Plenty of dangerous

possibilities, however, and in any event spec-

tacular to a tragic degree. Murphy declared

after the ride that he would have been more
comfortable with the 112 gear which he had

used in the 1.05 mile, and to which he had
been accustomed. When the gear was in-

creased to .120, only two days before Fri-

day's ride, the crank length,, 6J inches, was
iiot increased. Had it been done, Murphy
would still, probably, have been uncomforta-

ble. He is an ankler and extremely well

adapted to a short, rapid stroke.

It has 'been scientifically demonstrated that

when a train is moving at the rate of sixty

iniles an hour the density of the atmospheric

resistance is equal to the water resistance of

a body moving through water at the rate of

ten miles an hour. Murphy's pace maker
moved more rapidly than sixty miles an hour,

which meant a proportionately greater sav-

ing from air resistance; but Murphy did not

ride, in a vacuum, nor was he aided by suc-

tion. He rode in an atmosphere which was

comparatively but not actually still. The agi-

tation of the dust particles within the hood
attached to the rear of the car was apparently

violent, but there were no gusts which could

be felt. A vigorous broom in a very dusty

room could produce a very similar condition.

C. M. Murphy is nearly 29 years old and

weighs 154 pounds. He is a brother of W. F.

Murphy, and began racing in the early nine-

ties, when W. F. was at the zenith of his

fame as a record breaker and handicap rider.

C. M. is broad in the shoulders and tapers

downward. Built like a slab. In street

clothes he looks like a "farmer." In racing

togs and action he looks the expert. His face

is an index to the man. Square, heavy jaw.

Large, generous, easy-going mouth. High
cheek bones. Light blue, practical, wide-

awake eyes. Short, strong nose. Altogether,

the face of a good eater and hard worker.

One hundred and sixty-five men built the

path .between the rails in ten hours. The
quantity of lumber was 60,000 feet, board

measure. First, joists or stringers were nailed

strongly to the ties in the road-bed. Upon
the stringers were nailed pine planks one inch

thick and ten inches wide. Five planks com-
prised the width of the path. The planks

were carefully planed, and the central plank

was of finer grade than the others. -The top

surface of this path was level with the tops

of the steel rails, and between the rails and the

outer edges of- the path there was a space of

perhaps three inches.

The illustration in this issue gives the reader

a good general idea of the hood which was at-

tached to the car to protect Murphy from wind

and dust. Under the car, just behind the rear

truck, wooden fenders extended downward.
Attached to the lower edges of these fenders

were thin rubber lips which swept the path

and rails. Despite all this, and the oiling of

the track ballast, considerable dust swirled

into the hood during the ride.

There was discussion as to the profit of the

Long Island Railroad Co., which paid the .

expense of Murphy's mile. Mere favorable

publicity is money to a railway company.

Even people who have never heard of Long
Island may at some future day become -sufti-..

ciently interested in it to patronize the com-
pany which controls Long Island transporta-

tion. _.

When Murphy first dropped back from his

position close to the projecting fender he was
within about a quarter of a mile of the start-

ing line O'f the' measured mile. When he-

dropped back the second tirhe he had covered

half of the measured mile. Practically all of

the remaining half mile was traversed during

the second retrograde and return movement.

Not over a thousand people watched the

ride. At the finish there was a gathering of

people afoot, wheelmen, and occupants of va-

rious vehicles. The spot was not especially

accessible. The performance did not draw

many people from the city by train, and com-

paratively few cyclists could spare Friday, a.

busy working day.

The rider's labor on a home trainer of

suitable construction is evidently less than

Murphy has found it to be behind a train.

The atmospheric condition is about the same.

The home trainer Murphy uses has heavy
wooden rollers, ball-bearing, and quite prob-
ably these rollers, once under full speed, re-

lieve the rider from all pedal resistance.

There was some argument among those on
the platform as to how tar outside the hood
Alurphy was when he permitted the train to

pull away from him. This he did twice.

Neither time could he have been more than
four or five feet outside of the hood. Beyond
that he would have been visible to.THE Wiiuel
representative.

While the official timers stopped their

watches at the end of the measured mile, there

is no question that Murphy and the railway

engine and car in front of him actually cov-

ered two miles in two minutes. Murphy's
glory, however, was in the mile.

Brick Pomeroy Kuhn, of the Black Mfg.
Co., was on the car, and personally took care

of the Tribune bicycle used by Murphy. The
tires, branded "Tribune," were l^-inch, sin-

gle-tube, moulded, and had a thread fabric like

that of the Palmer.

A wheelman who stood at the finish said:

"I did not appreciate the speed while the train

was approaching, but I did just afterward.

It went by like a shot. I got a glimpse of

Murphy, riding inside the hood behind the

car. Then a cloud "of dust hid everything."

The home trainer used by Murphy has been

repeatedly tested for accuracy by Murphy's
employer, Mr. Townsend, a reputable bicycle

dealer in Brooklyn. Mr. Townsend says the

rider covers nearly a mile and one-tenth be-

fore the machine registers a mile.

Before the race against time the train made
a leisurely round trip over the course. Like

Darius Green before he emulated Daedalus of

legendary flying machine fame. Cyclist Mur
phy and Engineer Booth wanted to see that

the coast was clear.

The country through which the record-

breaking train and its pursuer sped was
rather open—plenty of shrubbery and short

scrub oaks, but no forest.

Murphy's pulse, before the start, was 76;

temperature 98}. . After the ride his pulse was

84, temperature 99J. After the previous ride,

the 1.05 mile, his pulse was 90.

This week Murphy will do home-trainer

exhibitions at Hammerstein's big New York
amusement palace. Consideration, $350.

Murphy's wheel weighed 20J 'i^ounds. Gear,

120. Cranks, 6^inch.

A. B. C. Reports Nothing New.

At the office of the American Bicycle Co.,

in the Vanderbilt building, Mr. A. G. Spald-

ing was on deck on Wednesday, after three

or four days of over the Fourth rustication

at Seabright. To all inquiries Mr. Spalding

responded, "There is practically no news re-

garding the American Bicycle Co. this week.."

The Wheel suggested that the trade were

expecting a definite announcement at or about

this time. To this suggestion Mr. Spalding

responded that things were ripening, and that

no doubt within a very short time official an-

nouncements regarding the American Bicycle

Co. would be issued. It was also learned that

next week will probably mark the official

launching of the new organization.
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CHAINLESS

BICYCLES
will pay us in future sales.

in exchange for chain wheels of " standard makes " is an

offer not often made by a standard maker. If our Chain-

less was not a success, we couldn't afford to do it either.

We've discovered the value of advertising by making a

bicycle that stays sold and helps sell more. We're not

giving Chainless wheels away; we're not going to pay you

cash to ride one; we're not going to loan you one for

advertising it. But, we will make you a straight business

proposition, which will pay you to ask for. We think it

We can't make much, if anything, out of it if you "take

us up," but we have enough confidence in our gears, as fitted to Clipper Specials, to

warrant us in "taking chances." It paid last year, and we'll take pleasure in fur-

nishing you with the names of those who accepted our proposition and got the best

bicycle we ever made.

We have a Bargain List of chain bicycles.

CLIPPER PEOPLE, Grand Rapids, Mich.

p. S.—Our regular dealers will please understand that we are not encroaching upon their territory without their

consent. Write us before making " a howl." We are working for your interest as well as that of your customers.

GRAND RAPIDS CYCLE CO.
W. N. U. No. 13. Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Pedal only 35.

THE BEST SELLER EVER HANDLED BY ANY DEALER.

ONLY reliable, durable Coaster and Brake in the wide world.

FITS ANY BICYCLE. Write us for prices.

ECLIPSE BICYCLE CO., ELMIRA, N. Y., U. S. A.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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NINETY-THREE EEET PER SECOND.

LAST Friday a bicycle moved along a pine-board path-

way, built on a railway track, for 57 4-5 seconds—at the

rate of 03 feet per second.

Next morning- a Wheel observer saw, in a street car, the

eyes of practically every man and woman glued to that page

in each newspaper on which appeared the account of Murphy's

wonderful ride.

Enthusiastic belief in a warship or in a bicycle is not spread

by mechanical claims or hygienic argument, but by sensa-

tional, blood-stirring performance.

Ridiculous and all that, as you please, but true. The per-

formance behind a locomotive will stimulate cycling in all of

its various branches.

Analyzed more closely, Murphy's ride proved the capacity

of man, on a bicycle, to follow practically any pace that human

ingenuity can provide. Murphy has ridden a mile on a home

trainer in 37 seconds. He could probably do 50 seconds be-

hind an engine. No engine, probably, can do better.

Physiologically—as to the effect of high locomotion upon

the human organism—in this instance a perfectly strong,

healthy and somewhat nerveless man showed no ill effects

upon the heart, and the nervous reaction was not great, con-

sidering the exciting surroundings.

Athletically the feat was comparatively simple to the per-

former, who had virtually been training for it for years. To

others it was marvelous. Without the pacing machine it

would have been impossible, but the man did his part. It was

an exceedingly hard part. None who saw him cared to emu-

late him.

Mechanically, the ride was a most emphatic certificate to

the excellence of the present state of bicycle construction.

Lightness, rigidity, narrow tread, ball-bearings, steady steer-

ing—all these were essential to the success of Friday's under-

taking, and all were present in the machine Murphy rode.

All branches of human endeavor are now and then over-

done. Riding a bicycle behind a railway train, at the rate of

a mile a minute, is a bit too much. But who is sorry that it

has been accomplished?

ON EAIR PLAY.

A SHORT time ago The Wheel printed some matter

intended to give correct proportions to the efforts of the

N. C. A. to deprive the L. A. W. of its control of racing,

Shortly afterward the writer received from a high officer of

the L. A. W. the following letter:

Permit me to congratulate you upon the stand taken by your pub-

lication on the racing question, as evidenced by the editorial and art-

icles in the issue of June 1. There is manifest a desire to be fair to

both sides in the treatment of the subject. The L. A. W. has not

asked, nor does it expect, all the bouquets from the cycling press.

What we would like to have, however, and what I think we are justi-

fied in asking, is fair play. In view of the fact that cycling editors in

general and those in the metropolitan district in particular have shown
a disposition to deny us even this, your position on the subject is all

the more to be commended.

The L. A. W. officer's letter is printed to call attention to

what he calls lack of fair play on the part of the cycling edi-

tors of daily newspapers. He and others may be interested

in knowing that the gentlemen of the N. C. A. considered the

anonymous article in The Wheel anything but fair play, and

that they claim the L. A. W. press committee to be all kinds

of a prevaricator.

Fair play is a psychological what-is-it. What is often

masqueraded as fair play is, after all, nothing but sympathy.

It is not surprising that officers of the L. A. W. say hard

things of the cycling editors, nor that the cycling editors

favor the N. C. A. One or two of the cycling writers may

have a financial interest in the success of that organization,

but most of them are actuated by two other motives—disgust

with the Mott regime and natural affinity for professional

sporting men and fellow newspaper workers.

They may have one other motive—admiration for nerve.

The N. C. A. men are trj'ing to row a boat apparently several

sizes too large for them, and they don't deny that they ^re

a piratical crew, and that the pull is problematical, but they

are putting up an audacious front—and that, even in a pirate,

wins a kind of admiration.

IT REQIIRES TI^E.

How often we hear the remark about how lucky So-and-so

was in happening to think of an idea that resulted in for-

tune for him. How familiar is the sad sing-song about how

this or that man, reputed inventor of a wealth-producing thing,

did not get the lion's share, or any share, of the wealth.

The fact is that very few lucky ideas fall out of a thoughtless

sky. The fact is that the reputed inventor who doesn't share in

the profits of ideas that are linked with his name seldom gets

less than he deserves. _
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- There are exceptions. Men have, in off moments, evolved

ideas to which they had not previously given thought, and

which have landed them in the lap of luxury. Other men have

labored over mechanical principles which, during their lives or

afterward, have produced great wealth, but not for tliem. The

"chronic inventor" forms a large proportion of this class. He
either thinks too far ahead of the times or lacks the commercial

ability or backing to make his ideas yield him money results.

But the rule is that he wlio works and waits profits. There

is no better illustration of this than tlie history of Dunlop. Pre-

maturely born, he was pronounced physically unsound. Some-

how he managed to hang onto the thread of life, matured, and

became a veterinary surgeon. He also became interested in

the study of vibration in wheels, and gave up his leisure time

to it. This resulted in the pneumatic tire and in great wealth

for Dunlop.

But how long do you suppose he studied to earn that wealth?

Forty years.

July 6,

THE Mm BEHIND THE SCENES.

THE tlirectors of the .A.merican Bicycle Co. will not be

lacking in wisdom if they press into the service of their

corporation some of those men of real intrinsic talent, who are

seldom seen on the Rialto, men who seldom or ever do any

ground and lofty tuml^ling in the public place. In many of our

bicycle concerns, in the factory and in the finance and market-

ing departments, earnest sappers and miners are little known

to tlie trade, but who are, nevertheless, the mainsprings of

effort and enterprise in their businesses. These are the work-

ers behind the scenes, these the men who supply vitality,

novelty and field-marshalship to the concerns with which they

are connected. These sort of men, the brainy sort, do not

naturally take to dress parade, and, outside of that, they are

too busy and too sensible to waste time in the furbelow act.

They should be carefully sought out and put in positions of

weight.

BROOKLYN has a girl of heroic mold, Schenck by name.

Miss Schenck rode a diamond-frame bicycle in Pros-

pect Park one day last week. A person of the male persua-

sion, aged fifty, one of those world-reorganizers, took her to

task for riding a diamond-frame cycle. The male person's

vocabulary was unchoice. Whereupon Miss Schenck, so his-

tory states, "called a policeman" and had the male person

arrested. The justice fined him five dollars, and incidentally

threw into the verdict some sound advice as to the advisability

of people minding their own business.

* * *

Should the big bicycle trust in America come off, the outcome of

the scheme will probably be greatly enhanced prices in the American

market, coupled with a lowering of quotations, when necessary, to

promote sales abroad It is here that the British cycle manufacturers

become interested.—The Cyclist.

TO our worthy English contemporary, greeting: We think

American cycle makers, in and out of the trust, will un-

doubtedly continue to promote sales abroad, and not necessarily

by lower price. We also think that the trust will not increase

home prices one cent. Merely for the "Cyclist's" information.

* » «

IN the United States the development of ordinary highways

has unquestionably been dwarfed by railway construction.

One of the results of this is the cycle path. Soon Pennsyl-

vania, New York and other States will be gridironed by such

paths. State aid makes this possible. Meantime, the auto-

mobile. The ordinary road is not suited to its high speed, and

it can certainly not be accommodated on the cycle path. This

means the rapid improvement of the conmion highway.

* * *

The Wheel is continually giving the League of American
Wheelmen good advice concerning the L. A. W. representative in this

country.—^Cyclers' News.

WE take this seriously. The L. A. W. misrepresentative

in England sliould be replaced by a man who, by mak-

ing himself popular, can be of occasional service to visiting

L. A. W. members who like a little hospitality mixed with the

scenery.
* * -x-

ALL effect is cumulative. - Remember that this applies to

cheerfulness and the blues; to industry and slothfulness;

to success and failure. Don't kick yourself in the face when

you are moving up. Back-pedal, dismount and turn about

quick when you are going down. And what you do for your-

self do for others. And preaching is easier than practicing.

* » »

IT will be observed it is the older cyclists—those who have

reached the dictatorial don't-do-a-thing-till-you-see-me

stage—who advise against the use of free-pedal and such-like

devices by riders of one year's experience. The fact is that the

average rider learns practically all the tricks of machine man-

agement within the first three months of his experience.

-:t * *

SOME people expect a deal of friction in the operation

of the American Bicycle Co. We don't expect anything

of the kind. The bankers will be in control for the first year

at least. They know nothing of the old sores, and they do

not want an)' fooling with that eighty million.

* * »

SEVENTY-FIVE years old and successful—even honored

—advertising solicitor for one of our contemporaries

across the water. To an American it seems scarcely possible.

Surely the possibility ended with the old gentleman's death a

few days ago.
» * *

OUR English exchanges chortle over any admission made

in the cycling press on this side of weaknesses in Ameri-

can construction, such as the use of castings in handle-bar

stems. And yet we believe publicity is the best way to shut

off such evils.

* * *

AN English expert testifies that a certain free-wheel ma-

chine neither grimts nor jars. Gratifying. There is no

afifinity between pleasure and a bicycle possessed of a vocabu-

lary.
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PLANS PROGRESS.

Boston's League Entertainment Ideas Take on a

Decided Change for tlie

Better.

Boston, July 4.—The week of August 14th

to 19th will be a gala one for wheelmen who
make Boston their rendezvous at that time

—

and the indications are that many thousands

of them will do so. The '99 L. A. W. national

meet has never been held in a locality better

fitted for the perfect enjoyment of a meet pro-

gramme. Veterans who attended the '86 nat-

ional meet, which was held in the Hub City,

remember that never-to-be-forgotten "hot

time," and the recollections probably account

for the unusual interest which the cycling pio-

neers are taking in the '99 meet.

The Boston meet will be one at which the

rank and file of the League will be the guests

of honor. The whole programme is being-

outlined with a view to the entertainment of

the "high privates." Tours and runs and land

and water sports are the chief features of the

programme, and the boundless facilities which

Boston enjoys in tliis regard will be made the

most of. There will not be a point of historic

interest or romantic attraction missed in the

personally-conducted tours which the commit-

tee in charge of that department is arranging.

Neither will any of the salt-water pleasures

be omitted.

The "all-night smoker" will be held in one

of the largest auditoriums in America, and

promises to be even a warmer affair than the

famous Philadelphia symposium. The races

are in the hands of the Associated Cycling

Clubs of Boston, and the three-days' pro-

gramme on Charles River track will include

some contests of international interest. A
strenuous efifort is being made by the Massa-

chusetts Division committee to break all prev-

ious meet efforts.

The following is the list of committee chair-

men who have the work in charge:

General Committee (constituted by the

Massachusetts Division, L. A. W.)—Sterling

Elliott, chief consul Massachusetts Division;

Abbot Bassett, national secretary, L. A. W.

:

Henry C. Nickerson, chairman National

Transportation Committee, L. A. W. ; Leo

Abrahams, president Associated Cycling

Clubs of Boston and vicinity; A. Wolfson,

secretary-treasurer Massachusetts Division.

Transportation—^Henry C. Nickerson.

Reception—^E. R. Benson.

Hotels and Accommodations—A. Wolfson.

Entertainment—Sterling Elliott.

Press—Paul I. Aldrich.

Headquarters—A. G. Frothingham.

Racing—'A. W. Robinson, member National

Racing Board.

Tours and Runs—Alonzo D. Peck.

Ladies—iMrs. E. F. Tillinghast,

Souvenir Programme—H. P. Hanaford.

Pioneers—Abbot Bassett.

The General Committee desires it distinctly

understood that the management of the meet

is in the hands of the Massachusetts Division,

L. A. W. The defunct '99 Meet Club has no

connection whatever with the affairs of the

meet, and its "decline and fall" will have no

effect whatever on the success of the meet,

which is in the hands of men of national cy-

cling prominence, and backed by the third

largest division in the League, and by prom-

inent Boston business men and public of-

ficials. In this connection it is interesting to

note the part Mayor Josiah Quincy and the

city government of Boston are taking in the

affair, an interest which goes to the extent of

excursions on city steamboats, concerts by the

famous Boston Municipal Band, and other

material favors.

The various committees are completing the

details of their work this week, and will be

ready to announce the official programme in

a few days. When this announcement becomes
public it will be seen to what limits the wheel-

men of Massachusetts have gone to provide

pleasure for their L. A. W. guests next montli.

L. A. W. MEET AT TIOGA.

There Was a Natural Dearth of Starts in the

Philadelphia Races.

An L. A. W. meet, held last Saturday at

Tioga track. Philadelphia, was more or less

interesting. There was no automobile race.

as advertised, and Charles Church disap-

pointed people by staying out of the pursuit

race, which was won by Starbuck, well known
pro, and Charles Turville at 4 miles 2 laps, in

10.35.

Church defeated Turville and Airhardt in

the professional mile open in 2.19 4-5.

Starbuck took the mile consolation in 2,28,

beating Lindley and Aker.

H. F, Kusel took the amateur mile open
from G. W. Richardson and H. S. Emons in

2.41 1-5.

W. A. Barlow, 150 yards, was a pro and
needed the five-mile pro handicap. He got

it. Ray Crouse, 275 yards, came hurrying

after, and Edwin Stout, 350 yards, was third.

Time, 11.45 2-5.

Three gentlemen named Coll, Kusel and
Rock fini.shed 1, 2, 3 in the amateur two-mile

handicap, in 5.01 2-5.

Kusel, Richardson, Emons was the finish-

ing tune in the mile open, amateur, and the

time was 2.41 1-5.

THEY ARE CLEANING UP.

Manufacturers of Bicycles Find It Better than Buy-

ing New Material.

A Cleveland manufacturer of material who
is closely in touch with the trade conditions

among manufacturers all over the country

remarked the other day that the close of this

season would find the various factories with

cleaner floors than was ever known in the

history of the business. The American Bi-

cycle Co. have had much to do with this, as

manufacturers have thought it best to get

their business in as clean shape as possible

before entering the alliance.

But a better reason seems to be that the

demand for wheels still continues strong in

certain districts, and in order to fill this de-

mand manufacturers are cleaning up all the

odds and ends rather than making up addi-

tional supplies of new machines.

As evidence to this fact, the, gentleman in

question pointed to a large number of small

orders for odd articles of material which had

lately been received from prominent manu-

facturers.

"Fifty of this, and a hundred of that, is

about the general run of orders at present,

and there are plenty of them," said he.

of Boston, Mass. On the Buttonwood Cycle
Track at New Bedford, Mass., last Thursday,
McDuffee, following motor pace, rode the

mile in 1.31 2-5, beating Taylor's previous

record by two-fifths of a second. The quar-
ter was done in 21 2-5 seconds, the half in 43

seconds and the three-quarters in 1.07 3-5,

all of which are also ne\v world's records. It

is a matter of interest that this new record
was made on a Columbia bevel-geared bi-

cycle. Heretofore but very little has been
done to bring out the bevel-gear's qualities

for speed, and those who have argued against

this form of power transmission have dwelt
largely upon the fact that no especially de-

sirable track records have been made with it.

McDuffee's performance is, therefore, clothed
with especial importance as upsetting a num-
ber of theories and conclusions regarding
cycle construction which evidently have been
rather widely accepted.

About a Thousand Here.

Tumbling Dam Park, Bridgeton, N. J.,

belied the two first words of its name on
Tuesday when a race 'meet under L. A. W.
sanction was held on it. There were no tum-
bles to speak of. The amateur mile open was
so well patronized that it required three heats,

the final going to Clift, of Philadelphia, in

2.23 4-5. Somers, of Philadelphia, was second,

Robbins and McQuilkin, of Millville, third

and fourth.

McQuilkin, 90 yards, took the two-third

mile handicap in 1.24J, beating Jesse Hall, 90

yards; Somers, 36 yards; Cole, 15 yards.

McQuilkin also took the two-mile handicap
from 240 yards, in 4.25, beating Moore, 210

yards. Hall 240 yards and Mixner 90 yards.

Raced Between Showers.

Rain hindered the races of the Syracuse A.
A. on the Fourth. L. J. Schillinger won the

two-mile city championship in 5.05 1-5, leav-

ing L. P. Gardner and L. D. Cornish. He
also won the one-mile tandem, aided by C.

B. Shaw, in 2.08J, defeating W. Demong and
D. Horton, and Fleckenstein and Sullivan.

Demong won the novice in 2.33 3-5.

The mile open was won by Fred Ernst, of

Rochester, in 2.15 1-5, Connolly and Cornish

.being second and third.

D. Sullivan, 20 yards, defeated Fleckenstein,

30 yards, and C. A. Smith, 50 yards, in the

mile handicap. Time, 2.05 3-5.

Brooklyns at Maspeth.

Over 2,000 people watched the annual races

of the Brooklyn Wheelmen at Maspeth. The
riders were not of national fame, but the rac-

ing was interesting. Arthur Bangs' won the

three-mile club championship from DroTille

and Greene, in 8.38. Greene took the mile

club event from Bangs and Anderson in 2.51.

McDuffee and the Mile.

The honor of holding the most coveted of

all records now belongs to Eddie McDuffee,

Cooper at Buffalo.

Cooper and McFarland's mile race in heats

was the feature of the Press Cycling Club's

meet at Buffalo on Tuesday. Cooper won two

straight heats in 2.01 2-5 paced and 2.46 3-5 un-

paced.

No Chicago track Races.

On account of rain the track races which

were to have been held at the Parkside,

Ravenswood and other tracks in Chicago

July 4, were postponed.
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DOINGS IN THE WORLD OF AUTOMOBILISM.
+:-

W THE MIDST Of IT.

What the Automobile Exhibition Has Shown to

the Thousands Who Have Flocl<ed

There.

Paris, June 'S.i.—The cxliibitiiin of auto-

mobiles at the Tuilerics Gardens has proven

a great success. Rows and rows of auto-cars,

delivery vans for heavy work as well as for

quick traffic, steam lorries ami huge wagon-

ettes are on view.

Over -fdO firms arc exhibiting, the majority

being French. Indeed, not more than a score

of foreign exhibitors have forwarded their

wares to the show.

This exhibition has been a brilliant social

function. Society generally disperses after

the Grand Prix, but has this year remained in

Paris for this show.

All the space available has been utilized,

and material to the value of over $5,0O0,U00 is

represented. One automobile alone has been

sold to iMr. .'Mbcrt Menier for $12,500, and

many others arc shown at prices ranging from

*7,o00 to $300.

Since the commencement of the industry

here, practically a little more than ten years

ago, automobilism has been brought to a high

state of perfection. The industry to-day, in

France, represents a capital of upwards of

.$50,000,000, and employs more than 100,000

men. The special tendency of manufacturers

here is towards the production of light cars.

capable of seating two or three persons, and

not 'Costing more than $800.

Motorcycles are much in evidence at the

show, and are of great variety, whilst an ex-

cellent show of electric cars may be seen. M.
Jeantaud has a stand of these latter, of vari-

ous types, among them being a very smart

hansom with wheel steering, the motor being

placed over two additional wheels on the foot-

board. It looks very neat, and does not sug-

gest in the slightest that the horse is missing.

M. Jeantaud. who is associated with the

Count de Chasseloup-Loubat, a great elec-

trician, is the leading maker of electric auto-

mobiles in France. During recent trial races

in Paris his vehicle covered 60 kilometers

(about 38 miles) with one charge of elec-

tricity. With his machines the steepest hills

are climbed with ease.

ThcPanhard and Levassor machines prove a

great attraction just now. and it is only by the

exercise of considerable patience that any ap-

proach to the stand is possible. The racing

cars which performed such marvelous feats

during the recent Paris-Bordeaux race are on

view, and are the cynosure of all eyes. In the

latest cars of this type there is very little vi-

bration, even when the engine is running free,

the car being at a standstill. The various

levers arc grouped together within easy reach

of the driver, the steering-wheel bar has a

rake of 45 degrees, and the radiator cooling

apparatus is placed in front of the motor hood
—an eminently practical arrangement.

Everywhere are signs that the question of

motors having been fairly solved, builders

are devoting their attention to the making of

artistic carriages which will invite favorable

comparison with the market of horse-drawn

vehicles. Cambier has a model of a motocar

decorated in Louis XV. style, a real marvel of

the coach-builders' art, possessed of old-oak

carved panels and gorgeous upholstery.

In the adjoining tents are all kinds of ap-

pliances for the use of the chauffeur—maps

and guides, racing kits, stalls filled with all

kinds of lubricating and lighting oils, and

patented ideas of every description.

Altogether it is a great exhibiiion. Crowds

daily fill the marquees, immaculately dressed

elegants, the jeunesse doree of the capital, jost-

ling with cyclists in kni'ckers, chauffeurs in

leather jackets and peaked yachting caps and

bloused workmen.
The automobile is the craze of the year,

and the intimate knowledge of the technical

parts of the machines evinced by even the fair

sex would considerably surprise visitors.

BE A BIT CAREFUL.

Time Is Here for Guessing at the Coming Auto-

mobile Tire.

It is worthy of more than passing attention,

ihe following from the current issue of the

"India Rubber World":

"There is reason to believe, in view of the

rate at which investments have been made
by large capitalists in the promotion of the

automobile, that they have sufficient assur-

ances of a coming demand to justify their in-

terest in the new vehicles. The story of how
the locomotive displaced the old stage coach
is likely to be repeated in the case of these

more modern horseless carriages. The auto-

mobile will find a place, for one thing, in

supplementing the railway systems by carry-

ing passengers and freight to points to which
It would hardly pay to build lines of rails. In
the crowded streets of cities the automobile
is bound to appear, not so much on account

of being cheaper than the use of horses for

performing a given service, but because it

will perform a service far beyond the capacity

of horses.

"The automobile will yet be as far ahead
of the horse-drawn vehicle in point both of

capacity and of speed as the modern ocean
steamship is ahead of the small sailing craft

in which Columbus crossed the Atlantic. If

people were going to remain content with the

present size of street loads, drawn at the

present rate of speed, they might as well keep
their horses and cabs and trucks. Space will

be saved in the use of the new vehicles, since

at present the horses occupy as much or more
room in the streets than the loads which they
draw. The removal of horses from street

traffic will tend to an increase of cleanliness,

and the introduction of the automobile will

aid in bringing about better pavements, in-

cidental to which there will be less noise.

"It is nowhere expected that the new vehi-

cles will prove a success without rubber tires.

But the problem of what is the best tire to

meet the new requirement remains to be

solved. Large amounts of capital have been
invested in patents on solid tir^s and pneu-

matic tires, and in companies organized for

their manufacture, and a live contest between

the rival types of tires will be in the nature

of things. Not only this, but the principal

patents themselves are in litigation, and any-

one who has followed the course of a patent

suit need not be surprised if the tires to which

attention has been drawn most prominentlj'

should be decided finally to be without valid

patent protection. The opening of their man-
ufacture to the world would increase the com-
petition, and everybody knows that such a

condition often has tended to lower the stand-

ard of quality in rubber products.

"Fortunately for the quality of automobile

tires, the manufacture of the vehicles will be

controlled really by a few interests, provided

with ample capital, and not likely to endanger
their standing with the public by sending out

inferior tires. The condition will be different

from that which has prevailed in the bicycle

trade, in which there have been many hun-

dreds of wheel makers, many of them with in-

sufficient capital, and most of them seeking

constantly to lower the standard of cost of

tires. It was natural that the bicycle trade

should be able to obtain tires at any price

which might be bid, many tires having been

sold of such a quality that no manufacturer

would put his name on them. One result

might have been foreseen—the greater part of

the bicycle tire business to-day is in the hands

of manufacturers who have refused stead-

fastly to cater to the ultra-cheap trade. The
same thing is going to happen in the business

of supplying tires for automobiles.

"But the question is: What type of tire

is going to 'stand up' best under these heavy

vehicles? It is a new battle of the tires—the

first having been fought between the rival

bicycle tires in the early days of that trade.

Some people came to grief by guessing wrong
as to the tire best suited for cycling, and

some -others may guess wrong with regiard

to the coming automobile tire."

To Equip with Electricity.

Washington, June 30.—The Post-Office De-
partment is considering a proposition to equip

the mail-collection wagons in use here with

electricity. Power for charging them could be

furnished from the big electric plant in the

new city post-office, and the force used for

propulsion would also be available for letter

stampers and lights. It is expected that ex-

periments will be made in the near future,

and if the results are satisfactory automobiles

may be generally used by Uncle Sam.

Getting Ready for Business.

Tarrytown, N. Y.. June 30.—The Kingsland

Point property here, comprising 600 acres of

land, has been sold for a consideration of

$150,000 to Amzi L. Barber and John B-is-

ben Walker. It is said they intend to remove
their automobile factory now at Newton.

Down in Dover.

Dover, Del., June 30.—A certificate of

corporatio;i of the United States Vehicle Co.,

with an authorized capital of $25,000,000, was
filed here. The company is incorporated to

manufacture vehicles to be operated by com-
pressed air as motive power.
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ON THE OLORIOIS rOlRTH.

N. C. A. Race Meets Were the More Important, and
L. A. W. Meets the More Numerous.

ACCORDIiNG to those not altogether in-

fallible indexes, the sanction lists of the

L. A. W. and N. C. A., there was not tlie

same race-meet enthusiasm on the Glorious

Fourth that has been shown in the past.

Amateur and professional stars scattered

their abilities generously to the four points of

the compass, but the best known riders of

both classes did not go far away from New
York City.

N. C. A. meets were held at the following

points:

Ambrose Park, Brooklyn—Atlantic Athletic Associ-

ation.

Manhattan Beach—Atlantic Athletic Association.

Buffalo—Press Cycling Club.

\\'altham—^W'altham Bicycle Track Association.

Asbury Park—A. A. Zimmerman.
Trenton—Brotherhood of the Union.

Philadelphia—^^'oodside Park.

Hartford—Charter Oak Park Association.

Washington—Park Bicycle Club.

Bridgeport—Rambling \\ heelmen.

Middletown, Conn.—C. S. Henshaw.
Ansonia, Conn.—Ansonia Athletic Club.

New ililford, Conn.—Cassedy Soule.-Cy. Association.

In the number of metropolitan meets the

N. C. A, led, as was to be expected. The N.

C. A. also had practically all of the star riders.

A very good list of cities and towns held L.

A. W. meets, however, and the L. A. W.
list for the future is rather more encouraging

than that of the N. C A. The L. A. W.
meets on the Fourth were as follows:

St. Louis—St. Louis Cycle "Racing Association.

Chicago—Chicago Cycling Club.

Chicago—Ravenswood Cycling Club.

Indianapolis—H. W. Foltz.

Providence—Crescent Park Cycling Association.

Des iloines—W. P. Chase Co.

AVilkesbarre—West End ^^'heelmen.

Hazelton, Pa.—Driving Park Association.

Rockford, 111.—Rockford Cycling Club.

Schenectady, N. Y.—National Guard.

Canal Dover, O.—Athletic and Bicycle Club.

Beaver Falls, Pa.—Beaver Valley Cyclers.

Altoona, Pa.—Richard 'Ford.

Middletown, O.—^Middletown Cycling Club.

Racine, Wis.—J. Roland Jones, Jr.

^Medina, O.—Business Men's Association.

Lew'iston, Pa.—Mifiin County Fair Association.

Springfield, Vt.—E. A. Whitney and H. G. Spillane.

Plattsburg, N. Y.—A. E. Reynolds.

Johnstown, N. Y.—^James H. McGuire.
Leominster, Mass.—Rollstone Cycling Club.

Wappinger Falls, N. Y.—E. C. Cashin.

Great Barrington, Mass.—Great Barrington Athletic

Association.

Rockland, Mass.—Hartsuflf Association.

Red Bank, N. J.—iRed Bank Wheelmen.
Newburg, O.—South End Cycling Club.

Danville, 111.—Leonard & Watson.

Westboro, Mass.—Associated Clubs of Worcester.

Gibbon, Neb.—Gibbon Cycle Co.

!Mahanoy, Pa.—Mahanoy City Athletic Association,

Limited.

Gardner, Mass.—Osgood & Coolidge.

Yesterday, too late for insertion. The
Wheel received from the L. A. W. a ^com-

plete list of meets held July 4 under L. A. W.
sanction. The number of these L. A. W.
meets was 74.

PIERCE WALLOPED WALLER. THE PILLMAN.

Was About Sixty-Nine Miles Aliead in a Twenty-Four-

llour Race.

Frank Waller, very Dutch and very resist-

ant about giving up the ghost as a racing man,

lost a 24-hour race at Waltham, Mass., to

Burns Pierce. The start -was made at 4 p. m.

on Monday, and Waller enjoyed a rear view

of Pierce from the first mile. He wasn't feel-

ing well at 5 a. m. Tuesday and dismounted at

380i miles.

For some time after Waller left the track

Pierce rode steadily and fast, but when he had

gained a lead that it would be impossible for

his rival to overcome he left the track. He
returned only when Waller went out, and

remaining only a few minutes at a time, not

making any attempt to lower the record for

.the time. When the race was finished Pierce

had covered 449 1-6 miles and Waller .380}.

Waller's previous record tor the twenty-four

hours was 494 miles, 587 yards. Waller rode

his last mile in 2.03. Pierce's mileage was

said to be 46 miles over "the" record. Sum-
mary: 50 miles, 1.36:50; 100 miles, 3.25:20;

150 miles, -''S-. 19:23
;'

200 mijes. 7.20:48; 250

miles, 9.24:28; 350 miles, 13.53:55; 400 miles,

17.06:55.

A telegram from Waltham says that Pierce

broke world's records up to and including

12 hours, and that he used the new Orient

motor tandems, showing that these new Ori-

enters- are the real things in speed produc-

tion.

Judges and Timers Have an Old -Time Wrangle

Over the Times.

Chicago, July 4.—Covered from head to

foot with sticky mud. Leroy H. Bender, an

unattached rider, of Englewood, rode across

the line to-day, the winner of the Pullman

road race. Two wheel lengths behind him,

and struggling gamely through several inches

of mud, William Condon, another unattached

rider, finished second, with six wheelmen 25

yards back of him, who came down the wind-

ing course at the finish and crossed the line

so closely bunched that the judges had trouble

in placmg them.

The speed was necessarily slow on account

of the rain. The most familiar face among
the contestants could not be recognized owing
to its coating of mud.

It is 13 5-8 miles from Van Buren street

and Michigan avenue, where the men started,

to the Florence Hotel, in Pullman, where they

finished. The rain had made the boulevards

slippery, ' and when the turn into Sixty-third

street was made the contestants from that

thoroughfare to the finish were in mire.

Many bad falls were experienced, W. A.

Stahnfield, of New Orleans, having his arm
broken.

The time of Bender, the winner, was 41.38,

and Condon, second man, 42.04. The five

time prize winners were Frank A. Davis, C. S.

Powell. R. W. Merrill, John Nelson and Ben-
jamin Hinderman.

A few thousand spectators lined the boule-
vards and streets along the course, but the rain

made it very uncomfortable for them.
There were 327 entries, but the rain was too

much for many.

ZIMMERMAN'S MEET.

A Good Crowd Attended His Races at Asbury

Park.

Arthur A. Zimmerman not only managed
the meet at his track at Asbury Park, Tues-
day, but rode a one-third mile exhibition,

paced by William H. Laughten. The time,

39 2-5, was slow for the track, but a wind
blew against the Skeeter most of the way.

"Dute" Cabanne, of St. Louis, was to have
reappeared as a racing man, but found the

curves unsuitable for his long cranks.

Stevens, of Buffalo, won the professional

mile from Jay Eaton and Carroll Jack in 2.20.

S. R. Lake, of Brooklyn, 90 yards, won the

two-mile amateur handicap in 5.41 3-5, de-

feating Joseph Harrison, scratch, and Lewis
Bennett, 60 yards.

Furman, of Los Angeles, scratch, won the

professional two-mile handicap in 5.00, defeat-

ing Fred Sims, of Washington, 30 yards, and
E. D. Stevens, of Buffalo, 60 yards.

H. L. Wilson won the amateur mile open,

in heats, but exceeded time limit, 2.35. In

the runover he was third, Joseph Harrison
winning in 2.35, with Harry Rushton second.

There was a 3,000 crowd.

Kramer's Rival, Wahrenberger.

W. F. Wahrenberger, who has shown a de-

cided tendency to dispute with Kramer the

amateur leadership of the Greater New. York
district, rode at Vailsburg, N. J., while Kra-
mer rode at Manhattan Beach.

Wahrenberger and five other riders started

from equi-distant points in an Australian pur-

suit race. As men were overtaken by others

they dropped out. John Ring, half a mile

away, was the last man overtaken by Wahren-
berger, at 10 miles li laps. King, last to drop
out, was second; Olund, third; Waller,

fourth; Kearney, fifth.

Wahrenberger won the amateur mile from
Hunter and Dove in 2.35. From scratch he

was third in the two-mile handicap, won by
Fagan, 210 yards; W. G. Frank, 150 yards,

second. Time, 4.25 1-5.

Neuhaus won the professional half-mile

from Rual and Creamer in 1.08 2-5, and fin-

ished third from fifty yards in the five-mile

handicap, which was won by Albert, 250 yards,

with Creamer, 100 yards, second. Time,
7.50 1-5.

Elizabeth-Rahway Road Race.

A couple of thousand people watched the

25-mile road race on Tuesday 'between Eliza-

beth and Rahway, N. J. There were 110

starters, among them Ross, winner of the re-

cent Irvington-Millburn. The course was .3^

iniles in one direction, return, then one mile

in another direction and return, making nine

miles to the laip. Road good, breeze stiff.

A rider named Journey discontinued travel-

ing in the eleventh mile by contact with a

non-combatant. Both men and the wheel

were "consid'able shuck up." Schuller, of

Brooklyn, also failed to win the race, for a

similar reason.

William McCauley won from the 3.30 mark,

-nd A. Michel, scratch, won time prize in

1.02.311.
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i He Tried His Best at Ambrose Park, but History ?
I ;

i Repeated Itself. I

ARTHUR AUGUSTUS ZIMMERMAN,
who retired from cycle racing with a

glorious record in 1805, made his "reappear-

ance" at Ambrose Park, Brooklyn, last Sat-

urday.

It was hardly a reappearance. He proved

a changed and slower man. He rode an un-

paced quarter, and the announcer said his

time, .27 3-5, was record for the track. But

Zim failed toy a long shot to qualify in his

heat of the half-mile "Zimmy" handicap, and

those who really expected a miracle—the suc-

cessful renaissance of the greatest champion

in cycle history—were disappointed. It was

to be expected.

Others—the majority, probably—were glad

to see Zim ride anyway. He did not abso-

lutely "fall down," as Bald has been doing.

There was nothing humiliating or mortifying

about his losing. It was a pleasure to merely

look upon him once more, for in some re-

spects he was the same old Zim.

On Saturday he was heavier in body and

thinner in face than in those other days. He
used an 84 gear, instead of 64, 72 and finally

74. His legs were heavier. Altogether he

looked a big brother to the Zim we used to

know, and when the crucial moment came,

when those long legs were due to move like

lithe lightning, somehow they would not go.

The eye liad no difficulty in following the

tlexile knee work. It was no longer phenom-
enal.

Still, it was Zim. The same thin arms.

The same long neck. The same curved back.

The same general action. It was not an

unpleasant reminder of the champion that was.

More graceful now, in fact, than formerly.

JMore flesh on the bones—a far more likely-

looking racing man, in fact, than the skinny

Zim of 1895. There are some people who
would pay to see him ride again, even if he

again loses.

As far as was possible, Zimmerman was
given a "great ovation." The ovationers,

about 2,000 in number, did their level best,

and the echoes did the rest. The meet as a

whole was excellent, and there should have

been more people there. Also, there should

be a new bandmaster, with plenty of nerve

and a .shot-gun. There were individuals in

that band who perpetrated horrible jokes upon
a defenseless audience.

When Zimmerman ambled across the field

for his quarter-mile exhibition, everybody
yelled double measure, and the band made a

fragmentary effort at "For He's a Jolly Good
Fellow." The man from Manasquan wore
black trunks, knee deep; blue shirt with

winged-foot on chest; flag loin-cloth. The
timing did not begin till he entered the third

lap. so that people had plenty of time to see

and admire him.

Zimmerman started scratch in the third heat

of the "Zimmy" half-mile handicap. Kiser.

squat, powerful, full of jump, was at ten yards

when the pistol was fired. In a jiffy Kiser

was fifty yards ahead of the Skeeter. Zim-
merman did not really get steam up until he

reached the back stretch of the second and
last lap. Kiser was already on the curve

ahead, in a big bunch, and flying. Kiser won
handily.' Zimmerman had the eyes of the

crowd with him, and went through all the

old-time motions—sweeping around from the

rear, on the outside—but the motions weren't

fast enough, and he failed to qualify. He
finished seventh.

The final was a fine race. Cooper, scratch,

won; Huffstetter, 70 yards, second; Kiser, 10

yards, third; A. B. Stone, 50 yards, fourth.

McFarland, scratch, really finished first, but

was obviously paced to the homestretch by

his partner, Stevens, and was disqualified.

The finish was hot and close 'between all

hands.

Kramer, Schofield, Wahrenberger, Nye—

a

quartet of amateurs who can give interesting

racing to the most critical audience. Each of

them won his heat in the quarter-mile dash,

and the final ended thus: Kramer, Schofield,

Wahrenberger. Time, .32 1-5. Nye was near-

by. The run liome was a regular buster.

Stevens-Bald; Cooper-Eaton; McFarland-

Newhouse; Kimble-Walthour. These pros

qualified in their beats for the mile open. The

final ended Kimble, McFarland, Stevens,

Bald, Cooper. Time, 2.{)2. A surprise all

around. Bald beat Cooper, who is in beauti-

ful conidition and who left Bald easily, later,

in the final of the "Zimmy" half-mile handi-

cap. Bald's win was hard, though. His

mouth was open. He looked drawn.

Mile-a-minute Murphy rode an unpaced

half in 1.04 2-5. He rode easily.

Altogether, as interesting a race meet as

could be asked for.

OPENED THEIR EYES.

fastest Races Ever Ridden in Canada Occurred at

Montreal Last Week.

Montreal. June 29.—The Queen's Park one-

third mile board track, where Tom Eck's

string, of McLeod (the Canadian champion),

^IcCarthy, the St. Louis flyer; Dunbar and

Boake, have been training for some time, was

the scene on Monday and Tuesday nights

last of the fastest bicycle races ever held in

Canada. The races were in the nature of

matched events between the above-mentioned

riders and the Butlers, the American boys

—

single, tandem and triplet.

An idea may be gained of how fast the

track is from the fact that, under electric light,

the Canadian mile professional record was

twice lowered, by Nat Butler on the first

night to 1.46 4-5, and again by Tom Butler

on Tuesday night to 1.45 flat, and that a

world's record for a five-mile pursuit race was

made in 9.60. On Tuesday afternoon, behind

a triplet, Tom Butler accomplished a mile in

practice in 1.30. This is the track on which

the World's ^leet I. C. A. will be run off.

In the recent mile races between Nat Butler

and McCarthy and Tom Butler and McLeod,
the Butlers had beyond all doubt the best

pacing. Especially was this so in the mile

between Tom Butler and McLeod. McLeod
kept crying for faster pace, and had the triplet

been strong enough there would perhaps have

been another tale to tell. The question of

superiority is not yet decided between them.

In the second heat the time made was 1.50 2-5

and was called "no race," time limit being 1.50.

In McCarthy's race with Nat Butler the

former was a little handicapped by high gear,

but Butler had to break the Canadian record

to beat him in the first heat.

The five-mile pursuit triplet race was a

noteworthy one. The Butlers were looked

upon as sure winners, but the Eck men rode

a great race and established a world's record

of 9.5(i, with the Americans only two seconds

behind.

In the amateur events the local riders did

well, and Boisvert brought the Canadian

record, standmg start, down to 2.00, beating

out Drury, former record holder, by a wheel.

KIMBLE AT PIIILADELPIIIA.

lie Disposed of Kiser and freeman Witliout

Difficulty.

In a race between Kiser, Kimble and Free-

man, off-hand bettors would be likely to back

Kiser. That much-compressed racing per-

sonage has recovered from his malaria in an

unmistakable manner, and has been nipping

the best of them at the tape. •

However, Kimble won two straight heats

against Kiser and Freeman, winning each

heat with apparent ease, at Woodside, Phila-

delphia, Tuesday. First heat, 2.23; second

heat, 2,26.

Kimble also won the half-mile open, pro,

in 2,21, defeating John Zimmerman and Rob-

ert Thompson,
Kiser, 10 yards, defeated the same men,

who had 50 and 60 yards respectively, in the

mile handicap. Time, 2,04,

H, F. Kuzl, scratch, won the amateur two-

mile handicap in 5,01, beating ^Miller, 100

yards, and Gregory, 90 yards, Kuzl also won
the amateur mile in 2,32. beating P, G, Van
Cott and Teddy Goodwin,

Kuzl and Gregory tried for the quarter mile

amateur tandem record, ,25 4-5. Their time

was .24 2-5.

McEachren and Thompson, of Canada, were

caught at .SJ miles in the professional tandem

pursuit race by B. B. Stevens and John Zim-
merman. Time for three miles, 6.13.

A Big Sunday Crowd.

.'Kbout 4,000 people attended last Sunday's

N. C. A. meet at Vailsburg, N. J. Bald rode

an exhibition half, paced by a tandem. Wal-
thour, of Atlanta, won the half-mile profes-

sional from Miller, of Galveston; Newhouse,
of Buffalo; Mertens, of Minneapolis, and Fur-

man, of Los Angeles, in 1.06 1-5. Walthour
also won the mile handicap, from 400 yards,

in 2.09 4-0, beating Jay Eaton, 80 yards; New-
house, 80 yards; Hadfield, 80 yards;. Miller,

80 yards. -
'

' "
-

Rutz, scratch, beat Ross, 150 yards; Hunter,

300 yards, and King. 200 yards, in the five-

mile amateur handicap, in 11.36. Lake, 30

yards, won the half-mile amateur handicap in

.58, defeating Hunter. 60 yards, and Fagan,

70 yards.
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"BILMARTIN'S" MATCH.

It Was a Queer Comedy of Accidents

and Australia Is Mixed Over

It.

Melbourne, Australia, June 4.—Despite all

of the blood-curdling stories of the injuries

received by Bill Martin through being thrown

while his feet were securely strapped to the

pedals, this same "Plugger Bill" again proved

his right to the title of "iron man," and came

to the scratch in his races with Walker. These

races were paced events of one, five and three

miles, to be run in the order named. This

match took place on May 27 at the St. Kilda

cricket ground track (3 1-3 laps to the mile,

asphalt, '25 feet wide), in the presence of 12,-

000 to 14,000 spectators.

It was an unsatisfactory afifair from start to

finish. Paced by quints, the two men had a

flying start, but within the first two hundred

yards Martin's quint shed a chain and Bill had

to sprint ahead and hook onto Walker's back

wheel. He sat there until just before the bell,

when he sprinted, hoping to draw Walker

from his pace, but Don declined, hence, when

it came to the last kick, William could not

respond. Time, 1.57 4-5.

An hour later the five-mile event came on

(there were open handicap races between),

and in .this event it was Walker's turn to have

trouble. During the fifth lap, while the pace

was strong, his chain mounted the sprocket

and came olT. Martin, of course, didn't wait

to put it on, but kept up a ding dong gait

right through, and finished up the five miles

in 9.56 8-5.

The public hardly knew what to do. They

couldn't cheer Bill for that victory, nor could

they give Walker a hurrah for bad luck, so

tliey did the next best thing—kept silence.

Then came a lot of by-talk about the bad

luck of both riders. Well, they were quits, at

any rate, now, both having secured a point

each, hence .the three miles was sure to be an

exciting competition.

Alas! In the third lap, when the quints or

quads were moving along at a terrible pace,

the outer one (Martin's) having secured the

lead, they turned into the backstretch, when

Bill's quad was seen to skid along, and down

came William all of a heap. What had hap-

pened? It appears that one of the centre

chains of the big machine was somewhat

loose, and in swaying the crank end caught it,

and as the chain did not choose to break it

pulled the quad right up dead. Martin, by the

time that had occurred, was huddled up

against the fence.

What a fiasco! Walker finished on his

own time, 5.50, the last mile occupying

1.59 3-5. A hollow victory. The stake was

for $500 deposited by Martin, $250 deposited

by Walker, and $500 added by the promoters

of the meeting, the St. Kilda Cricket Club.

Disappointment is a poor term to express the

feelings of the onlookers. Walker was riding

exceptionally well, while "Bilmartin" was

not quite so speedy as he might have been,

owing probably to his recent falls, for he had

a cropper only four days prior to the match

upon one of the provincial race tracks.

The Martin-Walker match practically fin-

ished up the season, and since then cycling

matters have been very slow: True, we are

getting near midwinter, and hitherto road

racing has occupied the speed men during the

short davs.

This year, however, it will be different, for

the police have set their face against contests

on the road, and have written a courteous

note to the Council of the League, asking

them to co-operate and do all in their power

to prevent the highways from being used as-

race-courses. The League has, of course,

taken the very strong hint, and in future will

discountenance all road races. I may say that

it is the numerous accidents in the short dis-

tance scrambles which have "been the direct'

cause of the police interference. G. R. B.

ELKES BEATS GARDINER.

Lapped the Chicago Man Early in Their Twenty-Five-

Mile Race.

Elkes and Gardiner rode a 25-mile paced

race at Manhattan Beach on the Fourth.

Elkes lapped Gardiner on the third mile. At

eight miles he led by 1} laps and had things

his own way. Even in the last five miles,

when he rode easily, Gardiner could not re-

gain any of the lost ground. Elkes finished a

mile ahead. His time was as follows: One

mile, 1.51 3-5; two. miles, 3.38 2-5; three miles,

5.21 4-5; four miles,. 7.10 1-5; fi.ve .miles, 9.04

1-5; ten miles, 18.25 1-5; fifteen miles, 28.00 4-5;

twenty miles, 37.41 2-5; twenty-five miles,

47.32 2-5. No records broken.

Elkes' win was made notable by his pluck in

riding at all, after having fallen and dislocated

his left elbow while practising, half an hour

.before the race. Tlie front fork of the pacing

motor cycle snapped, and there was a mix-up.

Elkes' physiciafi forbade him- riding again,

but he refused to disappoint the crowd.

Kramer was the star amateur. He won

the half-mile handicap by four lengths from

scratch, defeating Schreiber, 10 yards, and Ar-

thur, 50 yards. Time, 1.04. Kramer won the

one-third mile dash easily from Le Roy See

and Charles Earl, in .42.

Bedell and Mosher won the amateur tan-

dem handicap from 60 yards in 1.51 4-5; Tor-

rence and Sullivan, 30 yards, second; Alexan-

der and Tollner, 150 yards, third.

About 4,000 people attended. .

Bald at Bridgeport.

E. C. Bald shone alone at Bridgeport on

July 4 by producing a new half-mile state

record, flying start, in 53 4-5. The record

was 56 3-5. He was paced. He won the two-

third mile handicap in 1.36 4-5; beating Steen-

son and Becker, both of Minneapolis.

Becker won the two-mile handicap, from.

120 yards in 4.29, beating Hoyt, of Bridgeport,

and Tolbert, of Meriden.

George H. Collett won the mile open, ama-

teur, in 2.11 1-5. Rutz, disqualified, second;

Hausman, third; Dickernian, fourth.

Dickerman and Regan, 90 yards, won the

two-mile tandem handicap in 4.08, beating

Thayer and Goodwin 50 yards; Collett and

Alexander, scratch, third.

Rutz, oi New Haven, won the mile open,

amateur, in 2.17 3-5, beating Collett and

Thayer. Collett claimed Rutz was aided by

Hausman, and first and second prizes were

held pending, investigation.

New York Division Meet.

This meet, scheduled to be held at Patch-

ogue, L. I., last Thursday, Friday and Satur-

day, was about as conspicuous as the snakes

of Ireland. The division officers had the field

practically to themselves until Saturday.

W. A. Ladue, of Cold Spring, was the star

of the Saturday race meet, capturing both the

quarter mile and mile state championships.

Some of the other races were also exciting.

Generally, the racing was clean; no falls, no

fouls. In the evening there was a parade.

This was not witnessed by all of the division

officers. There was some kind of a spat

among them, and some of them wouldn't play

and went home.

SCIiOFIElD AND STEVENS.

About 8,000 People Attend the N. C. A. Meet at

Trenton.

George Schofield, erstwhile owner of

Greater New York's amateur kingship, which

is now held by Kramer and wanted by Wah-
renberger, raced at Trenton on Tuesday,

while the other two were at Manhattan Beach
and Vailsburg, respectively. Schofield and

Orlando Stevens, the pro, pleased about 8,000

people who came to the N. C- A. meet.

Schofield, scratch, vyon the amate'ur mile

handicap in 2.35, beating Johnson, 80 yards,

and Frist, 120 yards. He took the mile open

from Hollis and White in 2.34 2-5, and the

two-mile, handicap from scratch in 4.49 2-5,

beating Prentis and Frist.

Stevens won the professional mile open

from Downing, Mertcns and Sims in 2.25 1-5,

and the two-mile handicap from Mertens,

Walthoiu" and Sims in 4.56.

TAYLOR BEAT BITLER.

The Major Won His Match Race with Tom Without

Difficulty.

At Charles River Park, near Boston, on

Saturday, Major Taylor won three straight

heats from Tom Butler. One was a run-

over, ordered because Taylor fouled and But-

ler would not protest. The winning heats

went to Taylor in 2.22 1-5 and 3.48 1-5—con-

siderable jockeying in the latter.

With motor pace, Joe Downey covered a

mile in 1.44.

An amateur from Chelsea, James F. Moran,
wanted first place in everything labeled "ama-

teur," and got it. He won the Massachusetts

division mile championship in 2.13; the mile

handicap from scratch in 2.46 3-5, and the

ten-mile paced match race against J. Ingra-

ham, in 19.31.

Nat Butler took the mile open, pro, from

Urquhart, of Dorchester; Eckberg, of Wor-
cester, and Charles McCarthy, St. Louis.

Time, 2.11 4-5.

Nat and Frank Butler won the two-mile

tandem handicap, from -scratch, in 4.42 1-5,

defeating Major Taylor and Casey, scratch;

McCarthy and Watson Coleman, 50 yards..

Fair Crowd at Red Bank.

Red Bank, N. J., is of considerably more
importance than a hill of beans, its name to

the contrary notwithstanding. Among its

evidences of progress is the annual Fourth

of July meet of the Red Bank Wheelmen.
The races were exciting, and some riders

tumbled, and about 1,500 people looked on.

Chipper Harry Chappy, of Little Falls, was
there. That's why Ivins of Red Bank and

Lipman, o.f New York, finished second and

third in the two-mile handicap. Chappy had

90 yards, the others both 120. Time, 4.49.-

Corwell and Rodgers, 60 yards, rode their

tandem faster than Fitzgibbon and Boskey,

110 yards, the time being 4.22.

Voorhees came over from New Brunswick

and deprived Allen, of Brooklyn, and Edgar,

of Red Bank, of the half-mile open in 1.18J.
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0\ " OETTIIMG NEXT." ^"'^ "°w imported from America, Germany,
and a little from England.

How It Pays Big Dividends When It Comes
what Canada Did.

to Catching the Foreign. u ^ ^ u j- a i i -i^nr- ,-thor tlie ten months cndmg April 1, lh!)(, the

''''V*''. United States shipped to Canada bicycles to

Washington, D. C. July l.-^The secret of '•i'^ amount of !f528,515. This fell away in

success in foreign trade, as in business here 181)8, same period, to $418,025, while in 189'J

at home, is close touch with your customer, ' totaled ii;4-27,432. Incidentally, it is inter-

acquaintance with him, knowledge of his '^^''"g to "ote that during this same period

methods, wants and peculiarities. If you t'le coal shipments to Canada from the United

want to do business with a man you must get States totaled about eight million dollars for

close to him. ^acli of the ten months,

After trying to do foreign business at long
Exports Up to Date.

range for a number of years the bicycle man- „ , , , , , , „,, -,,T.,„ , , , Exports of cycles and parts from the port ot JNcw
ufacturers of the United States have learned York for week ending July 4, 1S99:

that the better plan is to get close to their Antwerp.—1 case bicycles, ?75; 19 cases bicycle ma-

customers—to go where they are and also terial, $334.

to bring them here. The success of the
A.-gentine Kepublic.-166 cases bicycles, $S,332; 12

T-. ,. , . , . cases bicycle matenal, $bSO.
English manufacturers, who for many years Abo.-lO cases bicycles, J200.

have been the world's greatest traders, and Brazil.—6 cases bicycles, $239; 2 cases bicyck ma-

of the Germans, who have lately shown them- terial, $76.

selves to be among the keenest traders in the
Bremen.^2 cases bicycles, $1,S91; S cases bicycle

, J . , , . . . , , . material, $29S.
world, is due to their acquaintance with their

J^^^i,^, ^Vest Indies.-5 cases bicycles, $201; 6 cases

customers, their familiarity with every con- bicycle material, $42.

dition in the markets where they trade. British East Indies.—12 cases bicycles, $473; 2 cases

Manifestly, to create a demand for a pro- ''''^>"=''= ™t"ial, $100.

J ^. . . - , Belfast.—G cases bicycle material, $315.
duction, American manufacturers and ex- British Guiana.-13 cases bicycles, $550.

porters must study the markets to which they British Possessions in Africa.—6 cases bicycle ma-

wish to sell goods; they must conform to terial, $115.

the needs of the same, even in details which Christiania.-3 cases bicycle material, $62.

, . . , ^ . . , . Copenhagen.—2S cases bicycles, $519; 30 cases bicy-
may appear trivial. Competition, to be ef-

^,^ material, $1,834.

fective, must be as nearly as possible inoffen- Cuba.—19 cases bicycles, $659; 1 case bicycle ma-

sive and undemonstrative. Never boast of terial, .$77.

success until it is well achieved. Ecuador.-l case bicycles, $75.

(iT-, • ^ ., ,, . , , , ,
Hamburg.—148 cases bicycles" $6,088; 31 cases bicy-

Prices talk is an old motto, but even
^,^ ^^^^^^j^,^ ^ggj

" '

against favorable prices prejudice frequently iiull.-27 cases bicycle material, $679.

wins. Overzealous efforts often result in Havre.—84 cases bicycles, $2,645; 27 cases bicycle

markets closed by imperial decrees or legis-
material, $3,120.

1 ,. ... i .1 1 , - Helsingfors.—7 cases bicycles, $300.
lative action in response to the demand ot j^pan.-S cases bicycles, $340.

some section of the people, when steady, well- Leeds.—5 cases bicycles, $125.

directed, but less noisy measures would not Lisbon.—1 case bicycles, $110; 2 cases bicycle ma-

only have retained, but even strongly de- t«"al, $15.

1 1 ,.1 J J 1 1 • ,- Liverpool.—22 cases bicycles, $814; 3 cases bicycle
veloped, the demand already existing.

t
'

1 $25

London.—143 cases bicycles, $3,760; 37 cases bicycle

American Exporters, Note. material, $763.

Moscow.—2 cases bicycles, $34.

Firms wishing to cultivate a trade with Mexico.-4 cases bicycles, $133; 6 cases bicycle ma-
Scandinavia, says the "Cyclist," will find an terial, $353.

advertisement in our "Situations Wanted" ^^'^'^ Zealand.—70 cases bicycles, $4,501; 21 cases bi-

column from a man. well up in trade matters
eye e ma erm

, $ •

iSashkov.—4 cases bicycle material, $li5.

m that country and competent to take charge Oporto.—2 cases bicycles, $105.

of a Scandinavian factory if desired. We un- Porto Rico.—3 cases bicycles, $100; 77 cases bicycle

derstand that there exists a good opening at material, $47.

.1 . .-_ r ,1 1. t,T I. 2. r Rotterdam.—3 cases bicycles, $110; 47 cases bicycle
the present time for the establishment of a ^ .

, ,„„, j' > >
j

material, $831.

factory there making component parts, rims, Southampton.-26 cases bicycles, $575; 10 cases cycle

mud-guards, etc., as the bulk of these things material, $391.

For Eleven Fiscal Months.

Exports of cycles and parts in April, 1899, amounted to $727,.341. In May they amounted

to only $535,919. There is also a decrease for the eleven months, ending with May, com-
pared with the same period last year:

Destination. May Ten months ending May.
1898. 1S99. 1897. 1898. 1899.

United Kingdom $204,600 $74,613 $2,082,963 $1,640,541 $801,669
France 65,205 34,137 232,104 419,269 438,355
Germany 179,850 100,770 823,210 1,563,361 1,056,280

Other Europe 119,171 110,8S1 1,004,821 872,798 1,315,255

British North America 133,845 110,940 668,515 551.870 538,372
Central American States and British Honduras. 381 869 52,894 7,333 5,602

Mexico 6,410 3,278 66,952 59,976 46,082

Santo Domingo 4,310 1,134 253

Cuba 1,965 3,406 9.214 15,031

Porto Rico 344 3,795 3,359 2,689

Other West Indies and Bermuda '.

6.795 3.894 119,602 72,922 58,070

Argentina 8,166 22,150 38,323 80,629 204,051

Brazil 8,612 3,407 25,377 88,849 52,006

Colombia 340 1,638 21,619 15,031 8,288

Other South America 4,129 7,556 68,647 46,374 49,910

China 2,478 808 16,939 27,084 22.595

East Indies: British 13,964 2,309 13,435 82,689 139,913

Hongkong 310 1,675 (a) 5,817 8,690

Japan 8,790 7,103 32,906 81,018 110,351

British Australasia 22,418 14.962 659,416 289,725 239,626

Other Asia and Oceanica 6,565 7,970 64,051 64.740 70,343

Africa 5,024 24,650 118,944 166,232 181,086

Other countries 605 HO 1,225 616

Total .$797,658 $535,919 $6,122,339 $6,151,190 $5,365,133

(a) Included in "Other Asia and Oceanica" prior to July, 1897.

St. Petersburg.-14 cases bicycles, $634; 2 cases bi-

cycle material, $15.

Siam.—16 cases bicycles, $000; 1 case bicycle ma-
terial, $5.

Stockholm.—9 cases bicycles, $700; 2 cases bicycle

material, $16.

U. .S. of Colombia.—1 case bicycles, $15.

Uruguay.—S cases bicycles, $210.

Recent Patents.

627,483. Tire Covering. T. E. Cnmly. Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed April 5, 1899. Serial No, 711,764. (No
model.)

627,523. Motor Vehicle. Edward J. Pennington,
Walton-upon-Thames, England. Filed Dec. 30, 1897.

Serial No. 664,736. (No hiodcl.)

627,548. Bicycle Saddle Carriage. Charles E. Vail,

Salt Lake City, Utah. Filed May 18, 1898. Serial No.
liSl,018. (No model.)

627,574. Pneumatic Cushion Handle Bar. Edward
J. Davis, Chicago, 111. Filed Feb. 2S, 1898. Serial No.
072,090. (No model.)

627.596. Monocycle. Louis Schutte, Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed Jan. 30, 1S9S. Serial No. 667,308. (No
model.)

627.597. Means for Attaching Sprocket Wheels to

Crank Shafts. Burton W. Scott, Detroit, Mich. Filed

Aug. 26, 1898. Serial No. 689,573. (No model.)

627,601. Crank Fastening. Lucien Seymour, Geneva,
Ohio, assignor to the Geneva Cycle Company, same
place. • Filed Feb. 12, 1898. Serial No. 670,038. (No
model.)

627,639. Tricycle for Invalids. John C. Eames, San
Francisco, Cal. Filed Aug. 18, 1898. Serial No. 688,-

S73. (No model.)

627,653. Snow or Ice Velocipede. Carl J. Nilson,

New York, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Claes G.

Johnston, same place. Filed Oct. 5, 1898. Serial No.
692,681. (No model.)

627,676. Spring Posts for Seats or Handle Bars of

Bicycles. William N. Amory, New York, N. Y.
Filed Sept. 5, 1896. Serial No. 604,928. (No model.)

627,680. Driving and Steering Mechanism for Cycles.

William E. Brock, Plainfield, N. J. Filed Oct. 7,

1898. Serial No. 692,909. (No model.)

627,682. Bicycle Lamp Attachment. Wildric Chap-
leau, Chicago, 111., assignor to John Hewitt, Orlando
S. Gauch, David J. Wilson, Emil A. Pauli and Charles

T. Blackford, same place. Filed Dec. 14, 1898. Serial

No. 699,287. (No model.)

627,693. Bicycle Attachment. Sarah S. Howarth,
New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 30, 1899. Serial No.
703,794. (No model.)

627,704. Hood for Bicycle Lamps. Emil A. Pauli,

Chicago, 111., assignor of four-fifths to John Hewitt,

Orlando S. Gauch, David J. Wilson and Charle.s T.

Blackford, same place. Filed Jan. 11, 1899. Serial No.
702,678. (No model.)

627,744. Support for Bicycles. Roy E. Cheeseman,
Lafayette, Ind. Filed Feb. 17, 1898. Serial No. 600,-

718. (No model.)

627,751. Bicycle Rack. Randolph Hayden, Haddam,
Conn. Filed July 7, 1898. Serial No. 685,319. (No
model.)

627,811. Bicycle Driving Gear. Herbert F. Sheldon,

Melrose, Mass., assignor of one-half to Edward De
Anguers, Wakefield, Mass. Filed July 19, 1898. Serial

No. 686,329. (No model.)

627,865. Pneumatic Tire. Frank H. Mingay, Bridge

of Weir, Scotland. Filed July 2S, 1898. Serial No.
687,084. (No model.)

627,881. Driving Mechanism for Bicycles. Axel F.

A. Roxendorff, Stockholm. Sweden. Filed Dec. 24,

1897. Renewed April 15, 1899. Serial No. 713,175. (No
model.)

627,897. Bicycle Gear. Malbert T. Borden, Rook-

mart, Ga. Filed March IS, 1897. Serial No. 628,077.

(No model.)

627,912. Bicycle Brake. Joseph F. A. Farfan, Port-

of-Spain, Trinidad. Filed March 15, 1898. Serial No.
673,941. (No model.)

627,934. Bicycle Brake. Charles Knaffi, Knoxville,

Tenn., assignor of one-third to Henry E. Maxwell,

same place. Filed March 17, 1896. Serial No. 583,558.

(No model.)

627,946. Crank Shaft and Bearing for Cycles. Melvin

L. Wilcox, Bay City, Mich., assignor to the National

Cycle Mfg. Company, same place. Filed May 8, 1897.

Serial No. 635,617. (No model.)

TRADE-MARKS.
33.169. Certain Named Bicycle Supplies. The Na-

tional Cement and Rubber Mfg. Company, Toledo,

Ohio. Filed May 25, 1899. The words "High Pres-

sure" and the representation of a gauge. Used since

Oct. 1, 1897.

33.170. Certain Named Bicycle Sundries. Gilbert

J. Loomis, Westfield, Mass. Filed April 20, 1899. The
word "Excelsior." Used since September, 1895.
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BROAD OR NARROW.

What One Investigator Believes Tire Width Should

Be Where Pneumatics Are

Used.

Editor Tjii; Wheei.: I would like some of

your readers who are better posted than I

am to tell me whether the opinion I have
formed regarding the advisability of using
broad or narrow rims is correct. In using
pneumatics, according to my view, most dis-

tinctly the rim should be broader than the tire,

so that when the tire is flattened next the

ground by the weight of the rider and ma-
chine, the rim should always extend laterally

beyond the flattened tire to give the latter

support. I know that one of the greatest of

British tire experts favors tires being outside

the rim, and I agree with him when he applies

his ideas to solid rubber tires, but I have no
hesitation in contending that an unsupported
lateral expansion of a pneumatic tire outside

the rim is radically wrong. The stresses of

a pneumatic tire are altogether different from
that of a solid, by reason of the radially out-

ward pressure in all directions of the confined

compressed air. As I dififer from so great an

authority as the patentee, whose ingenious

brains really made the monopoly of the Dun-
lop tire, it is only right that I should give my
reasons, which are these:

In a pneumatic tire the wheel floats on a

fluid in the same way as a ship floats at sea,

except that one is supported by the expansive

pressure of a confined compressible fluid, and
the other by the displacement of an incom-
pressible fluid. Air being compressive and
expansive, has to be confined in a pliable, un-

stretchable cover for use as a pneumatic tire,

and the rider sinks into the tire until a square

area of compressive energy in the confined

air on the rigid rim equals the weight of the

rider and machine, and thus supports them.

If the rim be narrow and the tire insufficiently

blown up, the rim overcomes the pressure

and finds its level next the ground, thereby

displacing the air which otherwise would
exist under it. This displaced air finds its

outlet in the line of least resistance, .viz., at

the unsupported sides, causing a bulge all

round the rim, which affords no support what-

ever to the rider.

By having a flat rim broad enough to ex-

tend beyond the pliable tire containing air

even when flattened to its fullest extent, th'..-

rider must always have a thin stratum of

compressed air acting as a cushion between

the rim and the ground, even if the tire had

been insufficiently inflated in the first instance.

A narrow rim acting on a pliable tire broader

than the rim creates a continuous vibratory

action on the tire cover at the edge of the

rim which creates wear at this point. As the

wheel revolves, that part of the tire which is

next the ground is forced upwards outside

the rim towards the centre of the wheel, only

to react back to its place with the further

revolution of the wheel taking it off the

ground. This movement always causes the

tire to wear at this point, and consequently

a narrow rim must wear out a tire quicker

than a broad one.

A narrow rim causes rolling, for the same
reason that a narrow-beamed ship rolls more
than a broad-beamed vessel, which makes what

is called a good sea boat. We do not hear

so much of rolling as formerly, because we
have smaller tires blown up harder. When a

tire is broader laterally than the rim, there is

an absence of rigid support to the machine,

which causes it to roll in the tire. I think,

also, a narrow rim is more provocative of

side-slip. As the rim sinks in the tire the

sides bulge up above the rim, and, having no
rigid support, a soft surface prone to slip is

created on either side.

The great advantage of a narrow rim is

the decrease of weight in that part of the ma-
chine where any saving is equal to two or

three times the weight saved in any other part.

For track purposes, where th«re are no in-

equalities of surface, and speed is the main
object, a narrow tire blown up very hard on

a narrow rim, sjiould prove faster than a

broad tire. Such a tire on an uneven surface

like an ordinary road is not conducive to com-
fort, but is best to prevent side-slip. Although

a tire in a high state of tension more easily

punctures, yet on the doctrine of chances a

tire one inch wide is not so likely to fall foul

of a puncturing object as one two inches.

It is only because of the small diameter

of tires that the material used can stand the

pressure. This can be understood when it is

mentioned that a cylindrical boiler made of

quarter-inch plate, two feet in diameter, bursts

at a pressure of 501 pounds, whilst the like

plate six feet in diameter only requires a

pressure of 167 pounds. It is this whicii

creates the difficulty of applying pneumatic

tires to motor cars and carriages, where larger

diameter tires are necessary. Tiremore.

POROUS" TIRES.

Some Practical Advice Regarding a Much-Misunder-

stood Condition of Affairs.

Said an old tire-repair man to a Wheel
representative the other day: "About ninety-

five per cent of the riders in this country do

not understand the construction of the single-

tube tire, although the tire has been in use

for a number of years. They do not seem

to appreciate that a single-tube tire has an

inner-tube just as much as the double-tube

tire has, although it is vulcanized to the fab-

ric instead of being separate, as in the double-

tube. If riders could get this idea into their

heads there would be very few complaints

about 'porous' tires, instead of which there

are hundreds of such complaints, especially

from users of the cheaper class of tires.

"With some of these cheap tires the inner

tube is made from an inferior quality of rub-

ber, which becomes cracked or pitted. Then
the tire leaks all over and is porous in the

true sense of the word; but the majority of so-

called 'porous' tires simply have been punc-

tured and the inner-tube or surface of the tire

may have been correctly repaired. The tire

may have been plugged, or even vulcanized, so

that no air escapes through the outer surface,

and yet upon being inflated the air follows the

fabric and escapes through the numerous

small cuts and scratches which are always

found on the surface of tires which have been

used.

"The experienced repairman, after a few

experiments, can determine which is the true

puncture and repair it permanently, but in

nine cases out of ten a novice at the game
decides that his tire is 'porous' and useless. If

it is a comparatively new tire he makes the

dealer or manufacturer trouble by demanding
that the tire be replaced, or if it is an old one,

he either throws it away or tries to get around

the difticulty by refilling the tire with some
kind of a compound.
"My advice to riders who have 'porous' tires,

is to send them to an experienced tire-repair-

man, or to a tire factory and have them thor-

oughly tested. Generally they can be re-

paired."

POLICE BICYCLE CONTRACT.

New York's Police Commissioners Finally Award It

to Lovell.

After considerable delay, the contract for

supplying the police department of New York
city with 100 bicycles was awarded, June 30, to

C. J. Godfrey, the well-known New York
dealer, representing the Lovell Arms Co.

One of the causes of delay was the police

commissioners' perplexity with regard to that

clause in the specifications reserving the right

to grant the contract to the lowest bidder.

The matter was referred to the corporation

counsel, and on receipt of his opinion the

contract was given to the Lovell people.

Theirs was the lowest bid, being about $3

lower than the next higher figure.

The bidders were: Pope Mfg. Co., McKee
& Harrington, A. G. Spalding & Bros., Lovell

Arms Co., Liberty Cycle Co., R. H. Wolff &
Co., Ltd., Simpson, Crawford & Simpson (de-

partment store with a stock of Victors), A.

Featherstone & Co., Keating Wheel Co., Fol-

som Arms Co., George N. Pierce Co.

The lowest bid has been published in the

daily newspapers, and it might be printed here

with the explanation that advertising, not di-

rect profit, was the motive of the bidders; but

it is considered wiser to print the explanation

without the figures.

Adding to Columbia Facilities.

Hartford, Conn., July 4.—The Columbia

Vehicle & Electric Co., of this city, has paid

$200,000 to the stockholders of the New Haven

Carriage Co., and the deal was completed

which adds that concern to the work of auto-

mobile construction, which is to be carried on

by the big plant here. The plant thus ac-

quired will be used for the manufacture of the

bodies of the automobiles. The motors will

be built elsewhere. It is said that orders for

1,000 wagons will be filled immediately. The

local officers of the New Haven Carriage Co.

remain in charge of the acquired plant.

Jimmy Michael Won Twice.

Jimmy Michael, jockey, celebrated the

glorious Fourth by winning two horse races,

a five-furlong and a half-mile, at Torrington.

Conn. He rode in good style and won with

judgment.

Buffalo's Road Race.

The Jaynes 25-mile road race, held on the

Lewis course at Buffalo, July 4, was won by

J. Rick, of Buffalo, a 5-minute man, in 1.05.00.

A. Bean, of Buffalo, won time prize.

Another Sunday Meet.

A crowd of 2,000 people attended the

Kingston Cycling Club's meet on Sunday at

Maspeth. L. I.'

Philadelphia's L. A. W. recruiting "smoker"

ran six hours and had an audience of over

3,000 League members in attendance.

All vehicles must carry lighted lamps when

using Boston's park system after sunset.
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EVERYTHING FROM EVERYWHERE.
+ :-:-:-:-:-!

Toledo's Cycle Workers' Union have ofli-

cially endorsed tfie Cleveland street car strike.

Wheelmen and wheelwomen in Minne-

apolis turned out with pick and shovel to

build a cycle path.

A Chicago wheelman ran into a grass-cutter

on the roadside, knocked him down upon his

sickle, causing his subsequent death.

Omaha wheelmen have unwisely started a

movement looking to a test in the courts of

the legality of the bicycle lamp ordinance

which is now in force in that city.

A bufTalo escaped from the Central Park

Menagerie and ran into and destroyed a wheel-

man's bicycle. Suit has been brought against

the city for the value of the machine.

Berwyn, a Chicago suburb, does not like

wheelmen to pass through its aristocratic con-

fines, hence a hose is used to dash cold water

upon the perspiring aspirations of the

scorcher.

The following classified want ad appeared

in a recent issue of the New York "Herald:"

"A strong bicyclist wanted to push a tandem

up hill and against winds on suburban trips;

salary and expenses."

While training at Washington last week a

racing man was thrown on the board track,

and when taken to the hospital he was found

to have accumulated more than 500 splinters

in various portions of his anatomy.

William Rockefeller, who formerly allowed

wheelmen the use of his beautiful grounds

near Scarboro, has been forced by the van-

dalism of the riders to bar them from the

privilege he hitherto granted them.

William T. Botolfson rode a bicycle without

handle-bars from Milwaukee to Racine and
return. He made the ride without fall or

mishap, and covered the distance, fifty-two

miles, in three hours and twenty-seven min-

utes.

Experience goes to show that it is not till

the second or third year of riding that cycling

becomes thoroughly enjoyable and fully ap-

preciated, and yet no one enjoys the pastime

more than the really old stager. Cycling

never appears to cloy.

Newport is but another name 'for extrava-

gance. The assignee of the Newport Cycle

Club, of Rochester, N. Y., has taken judgment
against inventor Max Nowack for: Dues, $3;

lawn festival tickets, $3.75; dance tickets, $2.50.

Another was against John Milne: Dues, $4;

lawn festival tickets, 75 cents; judgment, $6.40.

-t-

Lynn, Mass., has a wheelman, Arthur F.

Gary, who should at once be examined as to

his sanity. Mr. Cary has just completed a

cycle journey around the world, and declares

he did it "solely for instruction and pleasure."

As Mr. Cary did not do this "for a million

dollar wager, etc., etc.," something must be

wrong.

Some one started the rumor in Washington
that cycle costumes were to be forbidden the

female clerks of the Interior Department.
Secretary Davis denied this, saying: "For my
part I approve the bicycle skirt, for it is both

healthful and fetching. It would be a hard-

ship on the ladies who ride wheels to deprive

them of the bicycle skirt. I think, however,

that no lady should wear the bicycle dress un-

less she rides a wheel."

No comment on this is needed: Miss Wise,

who died recently in Germantown, Pa., willed

that her bicycle should be given to some poor
girl, so that she could ride to and from her

place of employment. There was a proviso,

however, that the girl who should be the re-

cipient of the wheel should under no condi-

tions ride it on Sunday. There are many work-
ing girls in Germantown, but so far not one

of them has come forward to ask for that

bicycle.

•*********«*********************************************************^
^

IT DEPENDS UPON THE KIND

OE THE AUTOMOBILE PACEMAKER.

Pierce's victory over 'Waller, in their 24-hour match race

at Waltham, Mass., certainly demonstrated the superiority of

the Orient motor tandems. These machines, only recently

introduced to the public, by the Waltham Mfg. Co., of

'Waltham, are surprising everybody with their speed and

reliability. The 12-hour and all preceding world's records

were broken by Pierce.

After the above race, the pacemakers rode an un-

limited Australian pursuit race. Of course the Orient motor

tandem, ridden by Stinson and Stafford, won—in four miles,

time 6.24 4-5,—

THE FASTEST RACE OF ANY KIND EVER RUN.

« Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

627.523. MOTOR - VEHICLE. Edward J, Penheroton. Waltoo-

upon-Thames, EnglaDcL Filed Dec- 30. 1897. Serial No 664,"36. {No
model)

C'lmm.— 1. A nionocjcle having [nvotcd arma as C C dependent

from its center in coinbinaticn with frames t) D depending from each

arm, reciprocating pedal-levers F K pivoted on the frame.=i below

their points of connection with the arms C, and means for transmit-

ting and converting the reciprocating motion of the pedal-levers to

a rotary movement of the single wheel o( the monocycle.

'627,694. CHAIN. Qlemn u. Howe, Indianapoiis, Ind.. assignor

to The Ewart Manu^turlng Company, Chicago, IlL Filed July 2,'""
Serial No. 643,312. (No model)1897.

o^^i^^ .hi€5iIBS

Claim.— 1. Id a chain of the type shown and aescribed, the com-
bination, with wiug-links, the plates, or parts, of which hare aon-
circiilar perforatioos in them; and center blocks, arranged as usual,

tetweeii the said plates, of pivots, the end portions of"which are of
nun-circular shape {in cross-section) and shouldered, to hold the said
plates the proper distance apart, and the other portions of which
nonstitute the male members of the chain-pivots; and rivet-like de-
vices, which hold the said plates securely in place against the Sdid

pivot-shoulders; all substantially as and for the purposes hereinbe-
fore set forth.

31,098. BICYCLE CRANK-HAKaEE. Frabkuh PlSRCB Boebbam

and Jeff'ersom Davis Alsup, Mlddletown, Ohio. Filed Mar. 1. 1897.

Serial No. 625,675. Tenn of patent 14 years.

Claim.

described.

-The design for a bicycle crank-hanger herein shown and

627.811. BIpXCLE DRIVINO-OEAR. Hbebeet F, Sbeldom, Mel-

rose, Maea., assignor of oue-half to Edwanl De Anguere, Wakefleld.

Map>- Filed July 19, 1898. Sena] No. 686.329. (No model)

637 693 BICYCLK ATTACHMKNT Sarab 3. HOWARTH, New

York. N. Y. ' FUed Jan. 30, 1899. Serial No. 703,794. (No model)

Claim.— 1 . hi a self-propelled vehicle, the combination of a frame

carrying the motive apparatus and the driving wheel or wheels, a

second frame pivoted to the first frame in the longitudinal center of

.the vehicle, and means for rockiog one frame with respect to the

other-, the steering-wheels standing at all times in an uprightposition.

iubstantiatly as sei forth.

'627,596. MONOCYCLE. Louis Schutte. Philadelphia, Pa. Piled

Jan. 20, 1898. Serial No. 667,308. (No model) ('lah>K—\. In a device of the kind described, the combination

with a crank-shafi and iU crank, of a pedal-lever pivoted intermedi-

ate its ends to the free end of said crank, and having a pedal at its

forward eud, and a yTclding connection to the frame at its rear end

^

said connection yielding for shortening during ODeratioo, substantially

jai described

627,897. BICYCLE-GEAR. Malbert T Bohden, Rockmart,. Oa.

FUed Mar. 18, 1897. Serial No. 628.077. (No model)

C/ahii.— l. Ill a bicycle, the combination with the crank-hanger,

of a sleeve movable longitudinally therein aud formed with a rack,

the crank -shaft rotatabic in said sleeve and movable longitudinally

thereby, iiigh and low speed gears adapted to be rendered operative

by the movement of the shaft, and an operatifig-ehaft carrying a pin-

ion for engaging the rack upon the sleeve, and effecting the move-

ment of the latter, substantially as described.

i'^7 682. BICYCLE-LAMP ATTACHMENT WiLD"lic Chapleau,

Chicago, IU.,* assignor to John Hewitt,- Orlando S. Gauch, David J. Wil-

son, Emil A Pauli. and Charles T. Blackford, same place. Filed Dea 14.

Serial No. 699.287. (No model)

Claim.— I. The combination with the frame and handle bar of a

bicvcle ; of a lamp and reflector pivotally connected to the front cud

of the frame, and connections substantially as described whereby tho

rc6ector is turned by and in unison witli the handle-bav, substaotiall}

I as described.

627,744. SUPPORT FOR BICYCLES. Roy B. Cheeshah. Lafii-

yette, Ind. Filed Feb. 17, 1898. Serial No. 670,718. (No model)

Claim.—Aa a bicycle attachment for repelling the attacks of

dogs, the combination of a perforated boi containing pepper or other

substance, and a flexible tube and a compressible bulb, and means

for attaching the device to the frame of a bicycle, substantially as

shown and described.

627,912. BICYCLE-BRAKE. Joseph P.A. FAHFAH.PortofSpain,

Trinidad. Filed Mac 15, 1898 Serial No. 673,941. (No model)

627,611. CUSHION-TIRE FOR VEHICLES, august Lehhann.

Sr., Chicago, IU. assignor of one-half to Fred. Bose, same placa Filed

Dec. 9, 1898. Serial No. 698,755. (No model)

C/itim.— 1. A vehicle-tire, consisting of a tubular body having a

circumferential series of approiimately circular weft-ribs, and circi""-

ftfrentral warp-strands. interwoven therewith and abase and tread

band each comprising concentric elements lying on opposite sides<»f

the adjacent ribs, the elements of eaob band having mutual cobdgc-

tions. substantially as set forth.

Claim.— In a bicycle-support ot the class described the combi-

I

nation of an elongated casing provided with means for securing its

'upper end to a bar of the cycle- frame, with a pair of supporting-legs,

i a block to which the lege are pivoted, adapted to slide within the

casing, a spreader for the legs at the lower end of the casing, a leaf-

spring within the casing, having one end 5iecured thereto and carry-

ing a pin projecting through a hole in the casing, a brake-shoe on

'the pin, the spring acting to normally hold the shoe out of contact

with the wheel and in such position that tbe sliding block will when

moved to its operative position engage the spring and force the brake-

shoe at the end of tbe spring into operative engagement with the tire

ipf the front wheel, substantially as described.

Ctahn.— l. In a bicycle-brake, the combination of two arms piv-

oted at their upper ends to the fork and having their lower ends pro-

vided with brake-shoes for engaging the inner face of the rim of the

wheel, a spring between the said arras and having its cods secured

thereto, an operating-lever, and a connection between the lever and

spring, subsUntially as described.

627,946. CRANK-SHAFT AND BEARING FOR CYCLES. Mel-

viN L Wilcox, Bay City, Mich., assignor to the National Cycle Manu-

facturing Company, same place. .FUed May 8. 1897. Serial Na 635,617.

(No model)

Ji

'Js ^

Claim.— 1. In a ball-bearing of the character described, an inte-

rior bearing constituting a sleeve for the shaft or spindle, composed

lof two or more sections formed with wedge-joints between them
adapted to clamp the shaft by endwise compression of the sleeve.' and

a shaft provided with shoulders one movable relative to the pther

adapted to clamp said sleeve between^ tbjem.

6 2 7 .6O 1 . CRANK-FASTENING. LuciES SEYMOUR, Geneva, Ohio,

assignor to the Geneva Cycle Company, same place. FUed Feb 12.

1898. Serial No, 670,038- (No model)

afthavii a threadC'Aii7)i,^Tbccoinbinationof a hollow crank-slia

on lU end, a crank-arm having a hub surrounding said shaft and
A.hread, a recess in the outer side of said crank -hub, a nut M screw-

ing onto said sliaft and lying within said reces.'i, a screw-threaded bolt

projecting through the hollow shaft and a nut screwing onto the end
•oi.the J)oIt and extending over said nut M.anbstantially as de-scribed..
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THE WEEKS PATENTS.—Continued.

627,680. DRTVINUAWU STEERING MECHANISM PORCYCLES
William E. Bbock. Plalnfleld, N, J. Filed Oct 7, 1898. Serial No
692.809. (NoinodeL)

CVflim— 1. In a cycle, ihe combination, with the horizontal frame-
par A having crank-fibaft bearing at its rear end, and aeat-po3t tube C
orojected upwardly th^ercfrora. braces D and O* extended backwardly
Tom Buch bearing an^ tube to support the rear-whccl axle, a .scat

fiaving spindle pivoted in the eeat-post tube, tbe transverse frame-
aar A' attached ngidly to the Troirtof the frame bar A, with a steer-

ing-wheel connected to each end ofsuchframe-barby a vertical pivot

and provided with a lever-arm ' tor turning sue b whtcl,Alovcr-franie7'

upon the frame-bar A with link connections to the Jevcr-arms ?, a
steering-shaft uiounted in bearing's parallel with the seal-spindle,

cranks and links for cotipliii» such spindle and shaft, crank-arnre at-

tached to such shaft, and wires exteudcd from such crank-arms

through the interior of the frame-bar A to the lever-framey, to actu-

.ate the steering-wheels by tlic tnrninc of the seat, substantially as

"herein set forth.

627,881. DRIVING MECHANISM FOR BICYCLES. AxEL F A.
RoxENDORf F. StX)ckholm, Sweden. Filed Dec. 24, 1897. Renewed Apr
15.188ft, Serial No. 713,175. (No model)

637 607. RUBBER VEHICLE-TIRE. Chaeles E. Walte&s, Ak

ton, Ohio. Filed May 15, 1899. Serial No. 716,875. (No modeL)

clastic tire-bod

fit said proovcs

channeled rim provided with an

sand lateral fillct-s conformed to

to be compressed between them

637,704. HOOD FOR BICYCLE-UMPa Ewl A. Pauu, Chi-

cago. Dl, assignor o( four-fifths to John Hewitt, Orlando S. Gauch.
David J. Wilson, and Charles T. Blackford, same place. Filed Jac 19

1899. Serial I.o. 702,678. (No model)

6 2 7,705. ACETYLENE-GA8-QENERAT1NQ LAMP. Emil A.

Pauli, Chicago. HI. aEslgnor of four-flfths to John Hewitt, Orlando S.

Gftuch, David J. Wilson, and Charles T. Blackford, same place Filed

Jan. 19, 1899. Serial No. 702.679. (No model)
Clutm.^\. In an acetylene-lamp, the combioation of an annular

water-tank, a generating chamber within and extending below said

tank, an air-cuahioniug chamber containing a body of confined air

below the tank and surrounding the lower end of the gcneratiog-

chamber, a pipe for conducting water from the tank 'o a point near

the bottom of the cushioniog-chauiber, and an iulet from the cueh-

ioniugchamber to the generating-chamber, said iulet being near the

boLtOQi of said gcnerating-chambcr and below the top of tbe cushion-

ing-cliamber, for the purpose and substantially as described.

the water inlet opening to said chamber, and a lateral slittcd feed-

tube, in said holder, at one side thereof, said slittcd tube opening
through the bottom of the holder to one side of the inlet opening of
the gcncrating-chamber. for the purpose and substantially as de-

ecribcd.

Claim.— J. A bicycle-lamp having its hood adjustably and fric-

tionally held to the- lamp, whereby the operator by simpiv turning
the hood is enabled to throw the lightet? either Bide of his path in-

stantly and at will, Bubstantially as 3pecifie''d.

627,876. CLUTCH. JamesPrice, Maidstone, England. Filed Feb
20.18S9. Serial No. 706.228. (No model)

Claim.— 1. A clutch for operatively connecting two concentric

. rotary bodies, comprising a ring located between said rotarv bodiej.

clutch-levers carried by said ring and shoulders or abutments on one

of said rotary bodies located between said clutcli-lcvera, whereby, ac-

cording to the direction of motion of this rotary body, oue or the

other of iaid clutch-levers is forced :igainat the other rotarv body,
for the purpose above specified.

637,653. SNOW OR ICE VELOCIPEDE. CARL J. Nii£OH, New
York, N. y.. assignor of one-half to Claes G. Johnston, same place.

Filed Oct 5, 1898. Serial No 692.681. {No model)

(7/mm.— In a bicycle or similar vehicle, the combination with the

frame, the driving-wheel, the hub and the axle, the coupUng adapted

to engage with said hub. and the elliptic bar secured to the frame,

of the fulcrum bar or rod working on said elliptic bar, the disk oi-

block journaled thereto and means for adjusting the same, the treadle

and the treadle bar and the chain connected with said coupling and

directly connected to the treadle, and passing over said disk or block,

cubstantiallv as described.

637,934. BICYCLE-BRAKE. Charles KNAFFUKnoxville.Teim.,

asB^or of one-third to Henry E. Maxwell, same place. FQed Mar. 17,

1896. Serial No. 583.558. (No model)

Clniw —1. In combination, a wheel-hub, a brake member rigid

with theasle. a loosely-mounted positively-driven part or rim having

a brake member.coftperatingcamshavingtheircomplemeutary parts

attached to the wheel-hub and driven part to positively hold the said

brake members separated under normal conditions, and other coop-

erating cams inversely disposed to the first-meotioued cams and car-

ried by the wheel-bub and driven part to force the brake members

together upon relatively reversing the direction of movement of the

wheel and the said positively-driven part, substantially as set forth.

Claim.— 1. In a vehicle of the character herein set forth, the

combination with a frame carrying the driving-gear and its connecU

ing-rods, of three runners jointed with respect to the frame and ar-

ranged.to travel upon the surface of the path, the two rear runners

being united by the rodsand spring, the latter running over a sheave,

substant'-^Uit oB.Bjul_for_the purposes explained.

6 2 7,842. MOTOR-VEHICLE. Qustave V. L. Cbadvead, Pans,

France, assignor to La Soci6t6 Anonyrae des Volturettes AutomobUes.

same place Filed June 23. 1898. Serial No 68i3D0. (No model)

Claim.— 1. Inarear-drivingautomotor-tricycleof the type speci-

tied, the arrangement of removable seat and foot^board in one adapt-

ed to be detachably connected to the machine by hooks Iv engaging

a cross-bar of the Irame and bolt^fasteners M m connecting the seat

and foot-board with the frame belov the hooks, substantially as spcci-

,licd.

6 2 7 6 7 3. ROBBER TIRE. Woodb-jrn Lakguuir, New York

N.
y' Filed Mar, 10. 1899. Serial Na 708.482. (No- model)

rhiw -1 In a wheel for vehicles, the combination oi a chan-

nel bavin- a flanged rijn. a solid-rubber tire tapering from the base

so a. toWe aw shaped space between the flanges of tbe nm and

the s.dts onh!4e.L wires for retaining the t.re w.thm sa.d chan-

627 548. BICYCLE SADDLE-CARRIAQE. CHARLES E. VAIL, Salt

Lake City, Dtah. Filed May 18,1898. Serial No. 681,018. (So model)

Claim.— !. In a bicycle saddlc-carriagc, the combination, with a

stationary section comprising two side bars provided near their lon-

gitudinal centers with opposing flanges, of a yielding section carrying

a removable guide-rod received between said flanges, a sleeve dis-

posed on each end of tbe rod and secured to the yielding section of

the carriage, and a coil-spring eocircjing the guide-rod and having

its ends secured to said sleeves, said flanges being received between

the two adjacent coils of the spring ; substantially as and for the pur-

nnse set forth.

627 483. TIRECOVERINO. T E CoaLY. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed

Apr. 5, 1899' Serial No. 711,764. (No model)

Claim -I. A tire-covering adapted to embrace the tread of the

tire, a series of apertures passing through said covering, and passages

coniiecting the interior of the apertures with .the ouUs.de edges of the

cover, substantially as described and for the purpose stated

33 172. STEEL BALLS. THE Steel BALL COMfABJ. Kenosha, WiB.

and Chicago, DL Filed Aug. 1, 1898.

Efscitliul ftaturt.—A representatioQ of a ball or sphere held be-

tween thejaws ofa micrometer-calipers. Used since January 1, 1898.
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TEETH AND LINKS.

What They Must Be to Arrange for a

Continuous Change Between

Them.

It seems absolutely impossible for the mod-

ern college professor to keep his pen and

theories from wandering cycleward. Arnold

Emch, Ph.D., Professor of Graphic Mathe-

matics in the Kansas State Agricultural Col-

lege, is the latest. Professor Emch unbur-

dens himself to the "Scientific American" in

this fashion:

"As the theory of the movement of a bicy-

cle is being gradually introduced into text

books on mechanics and discussed in mathe-

matical journals, it is interesting to know
whether certain results of mathematical inves-

tigation in this direction might be of prac-

tical value to the constructor. In this com-

munication no reference shall be made to the

dynamical laws governing the motion of a

bicycle, but I shall submit for practical con-

sideration the arithmetical solution of a prob-

lem which is connected with the sprockets

and chain of a bicycle, and which may be

stated as follows:

"What must be the relation between the

number of teeth of the sprockets and the

number of links of the chain in order to have

a continuous change between the teeth of the

sprockets and the links of the chain?

"To make the problem clear, consider a

tooth A„, of the front sprocket and a tooth

B„ of the rear sprocket which are connected

with the links a,„ and b„ of the chain re-

spectively (m and n designate the orders of

the teeth in counting). In a similar manner

let Ani-i, B|,_.i, a„,_i, b„_.i, be the teeth and
links next to the previous teeth and links in

the opposite direction of the motion of the

teeth and links. Now let the chain describe

a complete revolution. What must be the re-

lation between the number of teeth and links,

so that after a complete revolution of the

chain the links a,„._i and b,i_i^ will be applied

to the teeth Am and B,, respectively? To
answer this cjuestion let m and n be the num-
ber of teeth of the rear and front sprocket

respectively, and c the number of links of the

chain.

"If c is divisible by m and n the problem

cannot be solved, since the same link will al-

ways be applied to the same tooth. The con-

ditions of the problem are evidently

(1) ma-f 1 = c

(2) nb-f l = c

where a and b are two integral numbers to

be determined. The co-existence of these

conditions gives the required relation

—

n a
(3) ma ^ nb, or — ^ —

m b

i. e., the two integral numbers a and b must
be proportional to the numbers m and n re-

spectively. As an example, suppose that the

front sprocket has 27 and the rear sprocket

27 b 6

9 teeth. Then — ^ — := —, assuming a ^ 2

9 a 2

and b ^ 6, the number of links, according to

(1) and (2),

c = 27 . 2 + 1 = 9 . 6 + 1 = 55.

In this case the gear would be (28-inch wheel)

27
— . 38 == 84,

9

"During the complete revolution of the

chain the front sprocket makes 2 1-27 revolu-

tions and the rear sprocket 6 1-9 revolutions,

so that during the second and every succes-

sive revolution of the chain every link is ap-

plied to a tooth next to the tooth in the pre-

vious revolution, A great number of other

possibilities and extensions of the original

problem might be added, but the foregoing

example is sufficient to illustrate its value.

The condition implied by equations (1) and

(2) is seldom realized in the driving mechan-

ism of a bicycle. Take, for instance, the data

of a real case, where m = 24, n ^ g and

C ^ 5(3. It is impossible to find two numbers

a and b, so that

24 . a -f 1 = 56, and 9 . b + 1 = 50.

"The practical advantage of the arrangement

of the number of teeth and links, according

to the condition named above, seems to lie

in the fact that by constant interchanging of

teeth and links driving the motion the move-
ment and wearing of sprockets and chain be-

comes more uniform. It would be interest-

ing to know what practical bicycle builders

think of such an improvement, and how much
importance they attach to my proposition."

Light from Scorchers.

Writing from the Soudan a surgeon tells

this interesting story of a new ap-

plication of cycle power:

"After the battle of Omdurman we
brought back to Abadieh 121 wound-
ed officers and men. Of this number
there were 21 cases which could not

be diagnosed accurately by ordinary

surgical means. By the help of the

Rontgen rays, which were used about

sixty times, we found the bullet or

proved its absence in 20 out of these

21 cases, the odd case being so ill with

a severe bullet wound in the lung

that it was not considered justifiable

to examine him at the time. Of
course we had no steam engine to

generate our electricity for us, and
the desert heat had dissolved our

specially-prepared candles into their oily con-

stituents.

"Necessity, you know, is the mother of in-

vention, and we had recourse to a unique
method. The pulley of a small dynamo was
connected by means of a leather strap with the

rear wheel of a specially-constructed tandem
bicycle. The required velocity for the dyna-

mos was thus obtained and our procedure

was as follows: Having carefully adjusted the

circuit with the storage 'battery and also with

the voltmeter and ammeter, a warrant officer

took his position on the seat of the bicycle

and commenced pedaling. When fifteen volts

and fourteen amperes were registered the

switch close to the handle of the bicycle was
opened and the charging of the battery begun.

"As the resistance became greater a sensa-

tion as if riding uphill was experienced, and
the services of an additional orderly were re-

quisitioned for the front seat of the tandem.

This bicycle practice was generally carried out

in a shade temperature of 110° F., so that at

the end of half an hour the orderlies were
not sorry when the switch was turned off and
the machine brought to a standstill."

An ingenious Effort.

For goodness knows how long inventors

have tried and tried to devise something me-

chanical in which the relative positions of the

pedal and crank constantly change during

each revolution to keep the thrust exerted by

the rider on the pedal approximately at right

angles, so as to insure a full utilization of

the power exerted. An ingenious gear of this

character has recently been patented by Dr.

Cephas Whitney and .Mr. Alfred C. Lazarus,

of 999}^ Harbour street, Kingston, Jamaica, B.

W. I., and is shown in side and end elevation

in the following illustrations, taken from

"Scientific American."

The gear is provided with the usual crank-

shaft, sprocket, cranks and pedals. Each

pedal is pivoted at one end to the crank, and

is provided at its outer end with a roller, A.

capable of engaging a cam-race, G, secured

to the frame. The two cam-races for the

two pedals are connected with each other by

rods. At its upper end the cam-race, G, is

provided with an inwardly and downwardly

extending spring, adapted to be engaged by

the roller. A, at the time the pedal is in an

uppermost position, so that the pedal stands

horizontally or nearly so. When the rider

presses downwardly and forwardly on the

pedal, the roller. A, rides up and cushions on

Under Baltimore's cycle lamp law the very

worst class of careless riders—boys under fif-

teen years of age—are exempt from the re-

quirements of the ordinance.

the spring before mentioned, while the crank

travels downwardly. When the roller. A,

nears the uppermost end of the spring, then

the pedal has swung relatively to the crank,

• and the pedal is now locked to the crank to

form an extension. For this purpose the

pedal is provided with a hook, B, capable of

being spring-pressed into engagement with a

lug, C, on an extension of the crank. During

the further movement of the crank the roller,

A, travels down the segmental part of the

race, G, but not in contact because of the

rising at its upper end. When the roller

finally leaves the lower end of the segmental

part of the race, it enters the race, E, thus

causing the swinging of the pedal outwardly

relatively to the crank so as to move the

hook, B, into engagement with the lug, F,

situated at right angles to the lug, C. The
pedal now stands again at angles to the crank,

and during the movement of the roller. A, in

the last part of the cam-race remains in this

position, but not in contact with the cam-rac,

until it comes again in contact with the spring,

owing to the rise at the beginning of the last

or lower part of the cam-race. When the

crank finally swings up on the return stroke,

then the pedal is pushed forward again to

assume the position shown in the side eleva-

tion at the time the crank is on uppermost

position.
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ONE WOMAN'S IDEA.

She Tells What Iter Experience Has Taught Her to

Think of the Chainless.

Editor The Wheel: Why do none of the

ladies express their opinions of tlie chainless?

Are they waiting for "some one else to begin?"

I have, when riding leisurely along, been

so often asked by so many wheelwomen,

"Would you mind telling me what you really

think of the chainless?" that it convinces me
that women are quite as much interested in

"opinions" as are their brothers.

Christmas, '97, Santa Claus brought me a

ladies' Spalding chainless. During '98 I rode

the wheel between five and si.x thousand miles

through snow, rain, sand, mud and over al-

most every kind of a road imaginable, with-

out the slightest mishap in any way; and dur-

ing the entire year not a repair was necessary,

nor was the wheel taken apart or cleaned

—

all of which is very, very much more than I

could truthfully say of any chain wheel I ever

rode.

The first two or three weeks of my chain-

less acquaintance, I will admit, I half made

up my mind more than once to say good-bye

to it and return to my first love, as I could

not seem to control it so readily and easily

as I did the chain-driven wheel, besides, I was

conscious of a grinding, in a mild degree,

which was unpleasant.

Later these annoyances entirely disappeared,

and from that time to the present I have

never had but one opinion of the chainless,

and that is: It is "the 'best wheel built." I

am yet riding the same wheel, having had it

taken apart and cleaned the present season,

although to all appearances it was entirely

unnecessary.

For those who ride a wheel solely for pleas-

use—as I do—I can hardly believe if one

gives a chainless a fair test they would care

to return to a chain wheel. At least, this is

my experience.

Could I be fortunate enough to find a tire

that would give as little trouble as my wheel

does, I know at least one wheel woman who
would be thoroughly happy would be

the one who signs this. Miss Chainless.

A WHEEL WELL NAMED.

Murphy Used a Tribune "Blue Streak" in His

Wonderful Ride.

The other day a Wheel man happened into

Tom Ward's bicycle shop at 65 Barclay street.

New York, and became interested in the

Tribune bicycle, not knowing that it was a

Tribune that Murphy would use in his ride

behind a locomotive.

In Ward's place are cross-sectional parts,

showing plainly the fine, carefully and expen-

sively constructed inner works of the Tribune.

Outwardly, too, it is comely to the eye of the

cycling connoisseur. Natty, slender, narrow

tread. Not an awkward line or kink in it. A
thoroughbred among wheels. Well nick-

named the "Blue Streak."

A TLYER IN GRIP8.
We have an overstock of over 1,000,1100 iiaii' of Krips, all brand new and

saleable, comprising all standard styles of coikalene. leather, wood, en-

ameled wood, fibre buckskin, coTkwocid, etc., in all sizes, 5-S, 3-4, i;M6,

7-8, 15-10 and ! inch, and put these up in assortments of 100 pairs for

$4.00, 50 pairs for $2.25, (jur regular assortment includes all sizes and
styles, about 80 per cent, being standard 7-S, and the balance odd sizes.

Catalog of similar bargains for the asking,

WHEELMEN'S CO., INDIANAPOLIS, INO.

TIRE TAPE, 1 y. cents a Roll.
Large ounce rolls. Best grade of fresh, sticky

tape. Wrapped in foil. 24c. a dozen, $1.75 per hun-
dred, $8 for 500, or $15 for $1,000 rolls.

WHEEI.M:GN'S CO , Indianapolis, Inld.-

"Wheel" Is Lawful Now.

"Wheel" goes in law in Kentucky in the

future. The Court of Appeals has set the seal

of its approval on the word. In an opjnipn

just rendered, this court uses the sentence: "It

cannot, however, be held as a matter of law

that appellee was so guilty in being on the

street of Louisville trying to ride a wheel."

This was at the same time the first bicycle

case that had reached the highest court in

this State. The plaintifif in the lower court

was a Miss Blaydes. In learning to ride on

the street she was run down and seriously in-

jured by a trolley car. She sued the railway

company and was awarded $2,500 damages.

The railway company appealed, alleging that

the young woman was guilty of such con-

tributory negligence (in being on the street-

with a bicycle, presumably) as to render a

verdict in her favor unjust. The Court of

Appeals very properly affirmed the verdict of

the lower court, awarding damages, and at the

same time established the right of the bicycle

to use streets and roads, even though the rider

be a beginner, without full control of the

wheel,

BROWN PATTERN S/XDDLE, 44 cents.
In 100 lots. Hard Brown Pattern Saddles. '99

patterns, manufactured bv Mesinger Saddle Co. Sam-
ple for 50c., dozen for $5.50, $44 for 100.

Padded Brown Pattern, 60c. each, $6.75 per dozen,
$55 per 100. Made of best leather througliout. A
great snap.

WHEELMEN'S CO., Indianapolis, Ind .

Liquid

Brazing

Crucibles!

All sizes and shapes as required

to fit any make of furnace,

made by the original makers
of brazing crucibles and the

largest and oldest manufactur-

ers of plumbago or graphite

crucibles in the world.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,

Jersey City, . • • New Jersey.

LOWEST BATES WEST.
Rates to the \yest are lower via Nickel Plate Road

than via other lines, while the service is excelled by
none. Three fast trains are run every day in the
year from Buffalo to Chicago. The day coaches are
of the latest pattern, are elegantly upholstered and
have all the modern improvements^ such as marble
lavatories, steam heat, lighted by Pmtsche gas, while
colored porters are in charge to look after the wants
of passengers, especially the ladies and children. Ves*
tibuled buffet sleeping cars are run on all trains,
while the dining cars and meal stations are owned
and operated by the company and serve the best of
meals at moderate prices.

If your ticket agent cannot give you all the in-

formation you desire in regard to rates, routes, etc.,

address F. J. Moore, Gen'l Agent, Nickel Plate
Road, 291 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y. 83

CHAIN PARTS.
We represent two of the largest chain factories in

the world and can make bes-t prices on chain repair?.
You need an assortment of sliort lengths of chain
from 2 to 5 links all widths, B or 8, and we can sell

you these just as you want them at $2 a hundred
links. Chain Bolts, any size, 50c. per 100; Chain
Studs, any size, ISc. per 100; Threaded Sides, any
size. 44c. per 100; Chain Nuts, any size, 50c. per
100; Chain Sides, any size, 20c. per 100; Chain Blocks,
B or 8^ dOc. per 100; 100 each. Links, Bolts, Nuts,
Studs, Sides and Blocks, for $3.50.

WHEELMEN'S CO , Indianapolis, Ind.

The Best
in all respects, be-

yond a cavil.

IF
it is that which you

want, use

WM. f . NYE'S

SPERM

TRIPLET

I

Soldeverywhere

New prices
to dealers...

William

F. Nye,

NEW BEDFORD,

I MASS.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

CHAIN LUBRICANT, 80 cents gross.
In 10 gross lots. First-class lubricant wrapped in

foil, labeled, packed in individual wood tubes, 10c.

dozen, 90c. gross, $8 for 10 gross.

WHEEIiMEN'S CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

SHYE YOUR WHEEL
tPQGKET^ILER

©^

25C.

SELF -CLOSlrjcl VALVE (opeAJEo)

By Oiling it Properly
With the ... . "PERFECT" OILER.

Used by over forty makers of high-^ade bicycles as many tmies -wortb its extra cost. Begnlates

the supply of oil to a drop. CAN NOT I.EAK. The tightest, neatest and cleanest oiler in the market.

We make cheaper oilers also.

Kindly mention The Wheel. CUSHMAN & DENI50N, Mfrs., 240-242 W. 23d St, New York.
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Makers of Smooth Running.

Cushman & Denison started in 1883. Al-

though this is but sixteen years ago, this

makes the concern one of the oldest in tlic

cycle trade. The head of the firm and man-

aging man from the start is Joseph W. Cush-

man. Away back in the days of the old

ordinary Mr. Cushman saw then the need of

a good oil-can for cyclists' use, and from that

time to this he has used every effort to make
the best oiler that money and brains could

produce. As a result of this the present gen-

eration of riders is not annoyed with the

clumsy and leaky oilers that made life a

burden to the first converts of cycling.

Cushman & Denison still make a specialty

of oil-cans, with which they supply almost

the entire cycle trade. Their Perfect oiler is

too well known to all riders to need any de-

scription. This oiler has been constantly im-

proved from year to year, and continues to

be used withviearly all the really high-grade

wheels. This firm also make the Star, Leader

and Gem oilers for lower priced or medium
grade wheels, but even these oilers, although

low in price, are far ahead of the ordinary

oilers. Cushman & Denison have just re-

moved to their new building, 240-242 West
Twenty-third street, where they have greatly

increased office and storage facilities. Their

factory, however, will still be in Connecticut.

Tubes for All Who Want Them.

The rumor that there was a possibility that

the tube combination would decline to sell

to people outside of the proposed bicycle

combination was, of course, unfounded, for

the Shelby Steel Tube Co. have announced

that they will furnish tube to all comers, but

at the same time there are a number of con-

cerns which show a desire to purchase from

other sources than from the combination. For

the benefit of such The Wheel will state that

it is acquainted with a party who has had

long experience in the tube business, and

who has ample capital to carry on any large

enterprise he may see fit to enter, who will

start a tube mill and supply first quality of

seamless tubing at lowest prices within ninety

days from receipt of order, providing he can

secure business enough to warrant the under-

taking. Manufacturers who can figure on the

amount of tubing they will require for another

season may find it to their advantage to ad-

dress The Wheel regarding this.

"Bi-cy-ka," Rust's Deadliest Foe.

The only successful rust-preventer and cleaner and
polisher combined. So easy to apply, for all you do is

to rub it on when you clean your bicycle It leaves an
invisible film which keeps off the rust, and at the same
time it cleans and polishes. If your dealer doesn't sell it,

send five 3-cent stamps, for full-sized collapsible tube, to
Raven Gloss Mfg. Co., 71 Barclay Street. New York.***

SPOKES, 32 cents a 100.
In 10,000 lots. Standard lenRth for 28 in. wheels.

Either 14 or 15 gauge, headed, threaded, bent and
nickeled. Excelsior Needle Co.'s make.

100 1,000 10,000
Spokes, nickeled $.40 $3.50 |32.00
Nipples, nickeled 25 2.00 18.00
Plain Washers 03 .20 1.80
Tooth Washers 05 .30 2.50

WUI<:ELM1<:N'S CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

^I7«V TIRE THRE.
...EXTR/V QUALITY...

LOWEST PRICE.
Ask for Sample.

VIM BICYCLE CO, - Chicago.

Dusty Roads. Noisy Chains.
The Morse Twin Roller Chains run
SMOOTHLY, QUIETLY and FREELY

in DUST or MUD.

As the pendulum
swings, so the joint

of the Morse Chain
rocks.

No Rub,
No Slide.

Lasts longer, runs
easier than any other
chain made. Pendu-
lum will swing on
the Morse Joint 45
minutes and on the

pin joint about 5 sec-

onds. Large swing-
ing model sent free

to agents ordering
three chains.

Write for Illustrated Cir-

cular and Price to

MORSE CHAIN CO.,
Trumansburg, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

We have tho most extensive stock of cups and cones in the country,

nuiiibering over SOU.OOO pieces, and including several hundred different

Btyles for hanger, front and rear wheel, head, pedals, etc. All of tho

Earts are finished complete ready for use but many of the cones have not

cen case hardened thus enabling tho repairman to make any necessary

alterations. We have arranged theso in assortments tagging each with

Btock number and s>ze and every repairman should have them as they

will be u'orth ten times the cost.

1 aozen, assorted, tagged, $1.00.

100, assorted, tagged *7.00.

3,000, assorted, tagged $50.00.

Ask for catalog of money making bargains.

Wheelmen's Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

T"EQIBSON MOUSE
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Under new management. Superior service;

central location; perfect cuisine.

WILL W. CLARKE, Manager.

VALVES, 3 cents.
We give you best value on the market in valves.

Try us and see. jjai-h. Doz. 100
Outside Cap U. S. Valve (exactly
same as M. & W.) $ .04y2 $.54 $4.00

Inside Cap U. S. Valve 04 .48 3.50

Hartford Valve OSV2 .42 3.00
'98 Schrader Valve O51/2 .60 4.90
'98 Schrader Shoe Valve .11 1.20 9.75
'99 Schrader Valve 06V-> .75 5.75
•99 Schrader Shoe Valve 13 1.44 11.50

Rubber Valve Stems 04 .36 2.75

WHEELMEN'S CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

GOING WEST?
If you are, enquire of your nearest ticket agent

about rates via the Nickel Plate Road, the short line
between Buffalo and Chicago. Many improvements
have been made during the past few years. New and
elegantly upholstered coaches, vestibuled sleeping
cars, and powerful locomotives have been added to
the equipment, and substantial structures of steel

and stone have replaced the old bridges, heavier
rails and ties have been laid, and the road now stands
at the front of the best roads in the country. The
rates, however, still remain lower than via other
lines.

If your ticket agent cannot give you all the in-

formation desired, address F. J. Moore, Gen'l Agent,
Nickel Plate Road, 291 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y. 82

Ca^ing^ ?5<^ each.
A certain large tire manufacturer, who makes one of the best

single tube tires in the world, doesn't believe in putting any
seconds on the market. He should be encouraged and we have
helped hira hy contracting for all the tires he makes tliat are
not strictly high grade firsts. He splits them for casings, and
ns he sells them to us clicnp he docs not guarantee them, and as

we give you the benefit of our barg.iin and let you have them at
a few cent^ above cost, we do not guarantee them. Still they
are good tires and give satisfaction wherever they are sold. By
putting a tube in one of them, you have a first class double tube
tire at a price which will allow you to to make some money.

Casings, 75c each, $8.75 per doz.. ^70. per hundred.
Morgan & Wright or Kangaroo Inner Tubes (guaranteed), 63c.

each, ?7,20 per doz., $58. per hundred.
Trv a few before your competitor does.

Wheelmen's Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

ADLETS.
For Sale, Exchange, Etc, ~ Twenty-five words,

thirty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.

Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and. Help Wanted.— Answers received

in confidence and forwarded without charge. Rate:

25 words, one time, 50 cents; three times, $1.00; 50

words, one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00; 75 words,

one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-

tisements: One-half inch, one time, $1.00; four times,

$3.00; one inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner, patent attorney and
^ mechanical expert, 608 F street, Washington, D.
C. Established 1S83. I make an examination free of

charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

BUSINESS PARTNER WANTED
By a practical man who desires opportunity to leave
jjresent work and devote entire time to developing
cliainless device which is covered by two patents;
liberal inducement .to man who will supply capital.

INVENTOR, care The Wheel.

BICYCLE MANUFACTURERS—We can put you
in communication with a man competent to

take charge of sales department or to travel in New
England; has an extensive acquaintance of long stand-
ing. Address "Competent," care The Wheel.

A GENTLEMAN OF 10 years' experience in the
•^"^ bicycle business is desirous of a change; com-
petent as traveler or agency manager. Address
"Change," care The Wheel.

A RESIDENT of New England with extensive ac-
^^ quaintance among dealers desires to represent
a reliable house with large output. Address "Resi-
dent," care The Wheel.

E are in the market for bicycles in large or small
quantities, for spot cash. Also tires, saddles,

pedals, tool bags, lamps, etc., etc. Describe what you
have to offer and state bottom cash price. Mead Cycle
Company, Chicago, 111.—7-13.

Length of barrel 3 in.; total len&:tli 5 1-4 in.,

NICKEL I^^^^^^^^X ByMallBOc

PI flTCn ^fl^^^^^^^^S^CCyJ^il^V NOT A TOY.

DURABLE '"""

W

LIQIID PISTOL
will stop the most vicious dog (or

uidu) without permanent injury.

Parker, Stearns & Sutton.^^^ew" Yorl'.

INDIANA CHAIN
CO.
INUIANAPOLIS
INDIANA,
U.S.A.

Special prices on job lots In B styles.

SNOW HOLDERS
ARE ADJUSTABLE.

When Set Are Firm,
Wheels cannot fall over after being

put in holder. Used in bicycle stores,
public buildings, offices, stores,
churches, schools, factories, in fact
anywhere. No bicycle store complete
without them. Various styles furnished
in any finish. Write for prices.

SKO^r ^VIRK ^ORKS,
78-84 Exchange Street.

Sstablished 1834. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

BELLS, 10 cents.
Before the bell trust was formed we stocked heavily

on bells, and not having to pay the advance in price,

except on a few '99 novelties, will give our customers
the benefit of our snap.
We offer a bell that is sold the world over at 25c.

retail; the top is cast of pure bell metal and finished
beautifully, giving a loud, clear tone and it is a bell

that will satisfy your most fastidious customer.
Price of No. 17 bell, lie. each, $1.30 per dozen, $10

per 100.

WHEKL31£N*S CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

500 BALLS PREPAID FOR Si.
We represent the Grant Ball Co. and will send you

100 each of 1-S. 5-32. 3-16, 1-4 and 5T6 in. ball, express
prepaid, for $1. If you need 1,000 of each of these
5 sizes we will send them for $7, and you pay the
expressage.

WHEELMEN'S CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

Graphite Lubricants.

ALL KINDS, ACCORDING TO WANTS.

Joseph Dixon Croclble Co., Jersey City, N. J.
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1900 Trade.
THE options given by manufacturers of bicycles, saddles,

tires, parts and the like to the American Bicycle Co. ex-

pire on August 1st. Those interested in the formation of tiie

American Bicycle Co. state that the proposed syndicate is a

certainty. The Whf.ei,, however, is in a position to state that,

because of certain facts and factors, there is extreme doubt

that the American Bicycle Co. will be launched on or before

August 1st, and further, that there is at least a doubt whether

the bicycle trade, or any part of it, will be syndicated this year.

The two points we emphasize are: First, if a syndicate is

perfected it will be so late in the year as to not materially affect

the bicycle trade of 1900. Second, there is, as stated above, a

doubt as to whether there will be a syndicate or not. With

these two facts in mind, The Wheel expresses the opinion

that the manufacturer, the jobber or the agent, whether of bi-

cycles, tires, saddles or what-not, who permits the Trust, as a

factor, to enter into his business scheme for 1900 is commit-

i....f

ting an egregious commercial error.

Wednesday Afternoon.

Since the above was written important conferences have

been held, with the result that many new factors will shortly

appear in connection with the promotion of the American Bi-

cycle Co. The Wheel learns that, at the moment, important

complexities and snags which existed and upon which the

above forecast was written, have been adjusted and eliminated

and that the flotation of the syndicate may be accepted as an

assured fact. Charles R. Flint, the rubber goods potentate,

despite all rumors to the contrary, is now working in harmony

with the American Bicycle Co.'s interests. Between to-day,

Wednesday, and Saturday, important work will be accom-

plished. It will be of a nature to greatly forward the flotation

of the American Bicvcle Co.

«•»•»•»•»••.•»•»•-•«•»•»•««»•.• •»•«•«««•«( W«M««gH«HaH««a»«»*M»K«»«H«H|

Busy Day for Mr. Flint.

Charles R. Flint, who has been mentioned

in connection with the American Bicycle Co.,

visited Baring, Magoun & Co. and the United

States Mortgage & Trust Co. yesterday.

Appraisers Tiirougli at Auburn.

The appraisers representing the American
Bicycle Co. have completed the appraisement

of the Auburn Bolt & Nut Works, at Auburn,

Pa.

^ THIS ISSUE OF " THE WHEEL." %

Up
at Berkeley Oval, last Saturday, a Man
from Newark, aided by the acoustics of

the principal grand stand, delivered himself

of a variety, of fact and opinion concerning

the contestants, the officers, and the meet al-

together. It seemed to do him good, and it

was relieving and instructive to his listeners.

On another page you may read The Wheel's
report of the opening of the National Circuit,

and of what the Man from Newark thought

about it.

* * *

Some dealers catch flies during the sizzling,

quiet months. Others originate money-mak-
ing schemes. If you are a dealer and not an

originator, you may be at least an imitator,

and the article elsewhere on this subject may
be of profitable interest to you.

* * *

Changes in bicycle construction are not yet

ended. This is as it should be. The general

appearance of a great many bicycles seen to-

day is far from what it should be—frames too

low, sprockets too large, colors too violent.

The pendulum of fashion will swing back and

forth for some time yet. It will take a con-

siderable swing next season. Sprockets and

tubing may be smaller in the machines de

luxe. There will be other changes.
^: * *

It is properly the function of those who
conduct the cycling journals to maintain a

more or less personal relationship with their

readers—to give and take opinions about

things and men—to try the latest jimcracks

and tell the readers about them. The Wheel
has been doing this for some time. In this

week's paper there is a miscellaneous talk

about chainless gears, automatic coasters, anti-

vibration ideas, and so on.
* * *

Those who were cyclists in the early eighties

were amused at seeing illustrated descriptions

of a self-driven Star bicycle (automobile, rub-

ber-neck, and other scientific additions to the

common vocabulary were still unborn in

those days), and no tears were shed when the

homely thing returned to oblivion. The orig-

inal automobile Star is to-day in existence in

Smithville, N. J. That and other reminiscent

features of a visit to the old Star factory have

been interestingly written up by "Ariel."
* * *

Speaking" of old Stars—two of these now
antediluvian machines were shipped to Ariz-

ona a short time ago. The Wheel heard of

it and, thinking its readers would like to know,

had some of its correspondents look up the

varying degrees of enthusiasm with which

Star and other old types of wheels are still

ridden in various cities.
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NEXT YEAR'S OUTLOOK.

Prospect for Smaller Tubing and Sprockets, Shorter

Chains, Etc., in Al Machines.

All the dealers but one, in an enterprising

Ohio city, agreed to close their shops at sup-
per time. The nights were hot and business

wasn't brisk enough to warrant keeping open,

anyway. So they all thought, with the one ex-

ception—and his experience simply proved the

rule. The other shops being closed, he got a

multiple dose of free jobs—filling oil cans,

pumping up tires, etc. An amusing story, and
worth reading.

IT may be a trifle early to talk about the

probable demands of the bicycle riding

public for 1900, yet the writer ventures to pre-

dict that the opening of another season will

find a pronounced demand for a lighter line

of wheels than has been the rule for several

seasons.

During the past three or four years manu-
facturers have brought out many novelties,

in the way of large tubing, simplified crank-

hanger arrangements, adjustable handle-bars,

large sprockets, square cranks, etc., and while

they have unquestionably improved the run-

ning qualities and appearance of the wheel,

they have also added to the weight. In '98

and for the most part of '99 tlie product aver-

aged 'from 24 to 26 pounds for the road ma-
chines, and these weights have satisfied the

vast majority of people because they have

been taught from experience, or through the

advice of bicycle salesmen and manufactur-

ers, that light weight road wheels were un-

necessary for speed and light running quali-

ties, and undesirable from the standpoint of

strength and rigidity.

nigh-Priced Ligtit Maciiines.

This year, however, one or two prominent

manufacturers have brought out light road

wheels which seem to have exactly hit the

popular fancy, and what is more, these manu-
facturers have been enabled by improvements
in bearings and other details to secure a

higher price for these special light machines

than the majority of salesmen thought it

would be possible to get for '99 chain ma-
chines.

At the opening of the season a certain large

manufacturer, who announced that he would
feature a road chain machine weighing less

than 22 pounds, at $75, was looked upon as

having adopted a suicidal policy, but within

a very few weeks after the start of the riding

season the majority were willing to admit

they were mistaken. An official of the con-

cern in question stated a few days ago that

they had disposed of 15,000 of this special

model, and that orders were still coming in

at a surprising rate.

Evolution of the Frame.

The evolution of the bicycle frame, which
admits of the possibility oi a light yet thor-

oughly stanch wheel of up-to-date design, is

interesting to note. Without going back into

ancient history, the introduction of large tub-

ing was one of the most important changes
in the wheel. Prior to that time the ideal ma-
chine had a high frame of small tubing, and
the rider who could sit closest to the top bar

was the most fashionable in the opinion of his

fellows. Large tubing brought with it larger

hubs, larger sprockets, larger crank brackets

and other fittings, and necessarily increased

weight, but it stiffened the frame, a much-to-
be-desired improvement. Gradually people
forgot to talk about weight, and "easy run-

ning" became the chief slogan of manufac-

turers.

Then came the low frame. Speedy riders

took it up, and others followed after. Last

year it became the accepted type. Still there

was little talk of decreasing weights.

This year several manufacturers figured on

special light chain machines to take the place

of chainless wheels as their highest priced

models. They found that the popular low

frame type could be made with smaller tubing

and still retain its rigidity and strength.

Symmetry demanded smaller cranks, sprock-

ets and tires, which still further decreased the

weight; net result, a light yet staunch road

wheel which sold like the proverbial "hot

cakes." Although the fact was not widely ad-

vertised, several inanufacturers brought out

special models late in the season in answer

to demands from their leading agents.

What the Tube Man Says.

For 1900 there are already indications that

there will be plenty of wheels for those who
desire lighter mounts. A prominent tube

salesman informed the writer the other day

that a number of manufacturers are consid-

ering the advisability of featuring models

with one-inch tubing. Inch and one-eighth

will be the popular size, and from all indica-

tions inch and a quarter frame tubes will be

in the minority. A leading concern which

furnished sprockets to the trade tells a similar

tale. The latter part of this season saw a

general shrinkage in sprocket sizes all along

the line, and the early orders now being

placed show a decided tendency toward still

smaller sizes. The result is evident. Smaller

sprockets mean shorter chains and reduced

weight.

One 1900 Model.

A day or so ago the writer saw the 1900

model of a manufacturer who has been noted

for being up to the times. The machine was

almost a counterpart of a model which the

firm brought out a month after the opening

of the season. A few weeks ago the concern

in question built up a lot of fifty ladies' models

weighing less than 22 pounds for their retail

store in a Western city.

"They brought $60 each, and we could sell

a thousand of them to-day if we could make

them in time," said the manager in speaking

of the incident.

Likely to Cause a Row.

The constitution of the L. A. W. states that

a list of applicants for membership shall be

published weekly in the official organ. In

view of this and the contract between Sterling

Elliott and the L. A. W., his announced in-

tention of supplying the official weekly bulle-

tin in bulk to the State divisions of the L. A.

W., to be by them, at their own expense, de-

livered to the members, is likely to result in

several different kinds of vocabularic fire-

works.

All of these, and other things, are treated

of in this week's Wheel.

Closing Up a Pope Local.

St. Louis, July 8.—Orders were received at

the local branch of the Pope Mfg. Co. a few
days ago to close up the place and move all

goods back to the factory. This announce-
ment came as something of a surprise to the

local trade, as the store had been doing a

good business and had this spring been made
a supply depot for the southwestern trade.

Mr. Fogarty, who has charge of affairs, says

he does not know what caused this rather sud-

den order nor could he say how soon it will

be carried out. The place may stay open a

week or two and it may be two or three

months.

Miller and Linton Back.

Six-day Miller has returned from abroad.

He says he will hereafter stick to 25, 50 and
100 mile races behind pace. He is quoted as

desiring to first race with McDuffee, and to

then join the N. C. A. and compete with Elkes
and others. He has two motor pacing ma-
chines.

Tom iLinton, "the man who drove Michael
out of England," is also here, with one motor
pacing machine. Both men arrived on the

same steamer on Saturday.

Keating Closes Down.

Middletown, July 8.—The 200 or more em-
ployes at the Keating bicycle factory were
paid off Saturday night and the factory was
shut down, and it is possible that it may be
some time before it will reopen. It is believed

that the main reason for this action is the

factory's uncertain relation with the A. B. C,
and work will be suspended until something
definite is known.

Changed the Name.

Rochester, July 8.—The Hall-Shone Co.'s

petition to the courts for permission to change
its name to The E. H. Hall Co. (Inc.) after

July 1, has been granted. The company man-
ufactures and wholesales bicycle goods at 17

Elm street, and have made no change in its

management.

Those Queer Germans.

Berlin, July 5.—The Hessian Diet has placed

a tax of five marks per annum on bicycles un-

less they are used for business purposes. A
proposal to doubly tax wheelwomen was only

defeated by a narrow majority.

Steel Prices.

June 28, steel billets at Pittsburg, Philadel-

phia and Chicago were $31.50, $34 and $34,

respectively. A week later, July 5, the prices

were $32.50, $34 and $34.
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BACK TO OVERMAN.

Reorganization to Bring the Control of tlie

Famous Victor Plant Back to its

Founder.

Springfield, July 10.—It is believed by those

whose beliefs are founded upon something

better than guesswork, that the Overman
Wheel Co. will be able to effect a reorganiza-

tion soon and gratify its creditors with a pay-

ment of $150,000 on the three payments now
due. The remaining two payments, which

will amount to about $300,000, it is expected

will be secured by a mortgage on the plant.

The trustees have paid ofif all bills contracted

in placing this year's stock of wheels on the

market, and collections are now being has-

tened to make up the $150,000 needed for the

payment. Mr. Overman is believed to have

a plan in mind for reorganizing the company
which will insure its continuance and place

his factory in competition with the American
Bicycle Co.

According to rumor Mr. Overman intends

to reorganize the Overman Wheel Co. with

about the same management as of old, secure

the creditors with a mortgage of about $300,-

000 on the plant, and use . the cash paid

in on the new issue of stock as working capi-

tal in placing another year's stock of wheels

on the market.

It was stated by officers of the company
this week that matters were in a very unset-

tled state, but that a successful outcome would

soon be the result of their eiiforts.

In connection with all of the foregoing it

may .have some bearing, that an attachment

for $5,000 in an action of tort has been

brought by George Elie, of Chicopee, 'against

Henry. H. Bowman as trustee for the credi-

tors of the Overman Wheel Co., and an at-

tachment for a similar amount has also been
brought by 'Mr. Elie against the Overman
Wheel Co.

Reading Rests on Its Laurels.

Reading, Pa., July 11.—Local manufacturers
are just beginning to experience a drop in

trade. In consequence thereof they have dis-

continued working night shifts and have laid

off a number of employes; they still have a few
orders on hand sufficient at least to keep the

plants going for a few weeks, however. Re-
tailers apparently have a supply of wheels on
hand and are not hurrying shipments of back
orders. The retail demand here is sagging off

to the usual midsummer demand, so that trade

for '99 is now practically at an end. A care-

ful canvass of the retail trade here brings out
the fact that sales of the chainless and 30-inch
wheels did not reach 5 per cent of the total

season's selling. Manufacturers also say the
demand for both of the above mentioned was
very light.

A DEAD FISn.

Ttie Cycle Repairs Company Failure in Cliicago

Apparently in tliat Class.

There have been times when people of

recognized sanity in the cycle trade have filled

large orders from concerns whose assets, upon
final inspection, have been practically undis-

coverable. And this seems to be one of those

times.

On June 22 a petition in involuntary bank-
ruptcy was filed against the persons com-

posing the Cycle Repairs Co., of Chicago.

The India Rubber Co. had a claim of $7,650,

the claims of Morgan & Wright and other

creditors being smaller.

Chapter number two: No schedule of assets

has been filed yet. From the best informa-

tion obtainable, those assets are invisible to

the human eye. The estimable gentlemen who
"composed" the Cycle Repairs Co. have been

indicted by the grand jury. And to complete

the interest in the case, the "composers" have

disappeared. Their names: Nathan Lowen-
stein, D. A. Moses, John Perrine.

Fischer's Government Contract.

Washington, D. C, July 8.—The fact that

the Fischer Equipment Co., which was award-

ed the contract for furnishing the Signal

Service with three automobiles to be used in

wireless telegraphy experiments, will be unable

to ship the first carriage for at least a month,

shows how great is becoming the demand for

automobiles. It is a fact worthy of note that

all of the concerns which submitted bids for

the above work stipulated that if given the

contract they were not to be called upon to

deliver the carriages until after the expiration

of at least three months, and it was upon this

basis that the contract was awarded. The stip-

ulation was made on account of the numer-

ous contracts already on hand.

The first automobile to be received under

the contract mentioned above will be a light

.runabout. The others will be heavy vans

for transporting materials and line equip-

ments. They will be installed at Fort Meyer,

just across the river from Washington, and

will be used in connection with field drill. It

is expected the employment of these vehicles

will help materially in the wireless telegraphic

experiments now being conducted by the Sig-

nal Service.

PALMER LOST.

The Infringement Suit Against English Dunlop Com-

pany Is Settled.

In the long litigation against the Dunlop
Pneumatic Tyre Co. by the Palmer Pneu-

matic Tire Co., in England, the defendant

won. The decision, judgment for defendant

with costs, was rendered by Justice Wills on

June 24.

The Palmer people claimed priority in the

use of fabric of certain, construction, and
claimed that the defendant infringed the

Thomas patent (1889) covering ease of de-

tachability of the tire shoe wrappings from

the rim; the Trigwell patent (1890), covering

the holding of tires by a metal rim, and the

Palmer patent (1898), covering the well

known Palmer .fabric.

The Justice decided against plaintiff's pri-

ority claim, stating that the fabric was manu-
factured in 'Manchester before, and in the

early days of, the pneumatic tire.

The Justice criticised the drawing up of

specifications in the Thomas patents, and con-

cluded that it had.not been infringed.

The question of infringement of the Trig-

well patent, by the Dunlop-Welch tire, he

said, did not arise unless the Welch patent

was got rid of.

There was no infringement of the Palmer
tire fabric because of prior use of similar

fabric, and because of the apparent truthful-

ness of defendant's claim that in the Dunlop
tire the film of rubber between the threads

was used to hold the fabric together, and not

for the purposes stated by Palmer.

The fabric complained of by Palmer is

known as the Flexifort, and is used in the

new Dunlop tire, called the Multiflex. That

fabric, and the three-wire idea used in the

Multiflex, are not used in the Dunlop tire

made in this country. Even if it were so,

there would probably be no legal conflict with

the Palmer interests here.

Garford Growing Greater.

Elyria, July 8.—It is now settled that in

preparation for the increase in business surely

coming to the Garford plant that it will at

once be enlarged by the addition of a four-

story building 40 by 180 feet. The improve-

ments will cost $25,000 and will ifurnish em-

ployment to many more men. Orders have

already been issued for the enlarging of the

engine and boiler house at the plant.

Twenty-Four Hours, 637 Miles.

A Paris despatch dated July 9 says that

Walters, oif England, won a 24-hour race,

covering 687 miles and breaking all records

after the 110th kilometer. He rode the first

100 miles in 3.1.3.12 2-5.

Exports Lp to Date.

Export of cycles and parts from the port of

New York, for week ending July 11:

Antwerp.—25 cases 'bicycles, $1,559; 17 cases bicycle

material, $607.

Africa.

—

22 cases bicycles, $446.

Amsterdam.—2 cases bicycles, $75.

Athens.—17 cases bicycles, $650.

Argentine Republic.—222 cases bicycles, $14,887; 16

cases bicycle material, $2,500.

British West Indies.—10 cases bicycles, $399; 15

cases bicycle material, $514.

Belfast.—5 cases bicycle material, $268.

British Guiana.—28 cases 'bicycles, $834; 9 cases bicy-

cle material, $527.

'British East Indies.—6 cases bicycles, $303; 1 case

bicycle material, $5.

Brazil.—2 cases bicycles, $90; 1 case bicycle ma-

terial, $20.

Bremen.—57 'Cases bicycles, $2,810; 3 cases bicycle

material, $49.

Bergen.—1 case bicycles, $225.

British Possessions in Africa.—102 cases bicycles,

$10,441; 34 cases bicycle material, $1,684.

Chili.—1 case bicycle material, $11.

Cuba.—5 cases bicycles, $133; 5 cases bicycle ma-

terial, $210.

Copenhagen.—55 cases bicycles, $1,737; 27 cases bicy-

cle material, $1,156.

Christiania.—101 cases 'bicycles, $2,965; 2 cases bicycle

material, $59.

Dutch East Indies.—^10 cases bicycles, $950.

Danish West Indies.

—

2 cases bicycle material, $19.

Glasgow.—35 oases bicycles, $1,180.

Genoa.—11 cases bicycles, $525; 4 -cases bicycle ma-
terial, $10.

Havre.—31 cases bicycle material, $296.

Hull.—13 cases bicycles, $399.

Hamburg.—^202 cases 'bicycles, $7,121; 272 cases bicy-

cle material, $3,693.

Londom—'17 cases bicycles, $630; 83 cases 'bicycles,

$2,504.

Liverpool.—15 cases bicycles, $626; 7 cases bicycle

material, $275.

Marseilles.—2 cases bicycles, $120.

'j\'Iilan.—12 cases bicycle material, $30.

Messina.—1 case bicycles, $52.

Neufchatel.—3 cases bicycle material, $100.

Newfoundland.^24 cases bicycles, $702; 3 cases bicy-

cle material, $60.

Norrkoping.—1 case bicycle material, $213.

Porto Rico.—^1 case bicycles, $20.

Rotterdam.—7 cases 'bicycles, $2,429; 13 cases bicycle

material, $428.

'Southampton.—48 cases bicycles, $2,155; 46 cases

bicycle material, $2,621.

Stockholm.—4 cases bicycles, $110; 1 case bicycle

material, $20.

Trieste.—2 cases 'bicycles, $50.

\'ienna.—1 case bicycles, $15.
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"New York, June, 1899.

"Mr. C. F. E. Luce,

"Care of Grand Rapids Cycle Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

"Dear Friend Luce:—What do you think of this ? He has been

riding a Chainless, same gear, but it ran like a truck, so he

asked me if I would loan him my 'CLIPPER CHAINLESS,' as he

thought that it was the finest running machine he had ever been on.

I thought the matter over and loaned him same, with the result as you

can see. Everybody in New York among riders is talking about it;

that he could not do it before on a , but did it on a 'Clipper

Chainless;* pretty good work.

"Yours truly,

"(Signed), M. SIEGEL."

The above letter referred to Mr. Mock's record ride in the recent 200-mile New York Road Race,

in which 161 riders started and but four finished. Mr. Mock rode the 200 miles in 13 hours 1 1 min-

utes flat. His nearest competitor was Gus Egloff of the Century Wheelmen, who was defeated in the

final spurt. Mr. Mock has clearly demonstrated the fact that he can ride in record time on a Clipper

Bevel-Gear. He has also convinced himself that he can finish with a spurt. Some say you can't spurt

with a Chainless ; that's not true ; there's nothing in the gears to prevent spurting all the time if you've

"got it up your sleeve."

CLIPPER PEOPLE,
Grand Rapids Cycle Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.
No. 178. Kindly mention The Wheel.

i-
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RIDE 50 Miles
AND

. Pedal only 35.

THE BEST SELLER EVER HANDLED BY ANY DEALER.

The ONLY reliable, durable Coaster and Brake in the wide world.

FITS ANY BICYCLE. Write us for prices.

ECLIPSE BICYCLE CO., ELMIRA, N. Y, U. S. A.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE DILL MONTHS.

Try base-ball. Wherever there is a lot of young Americans

there is a probable market for balls, bats, gloves, masks, shoes

and uniforms.

Try other sporting goods. Study the latest wrinkles in

guns and fishing tackle, and interest possible buyers who drop

in to talk about the weather. Orders can often be secured

without actual samples.

Try bicycle insurance. There is at least one good bicycle

insurance company. Convince riders of that fact, and you are

within sight of lucrative commissions.

Try most anything, but try something. It is your business,

during working hours, to make money, and there is money to

be made even out of hot-weather visitors, if you but know how.

ONCE more there approaches that session of from six to

ten weeks, between the earlier period when cycling en-

thusiasm is annually born and reaches maturity, and the

beauteous autumn weeks when even the laggards enthuse and

the regulars indulge to the limit the vigor that precedes a frost.

Once more there will be hundreds of shops throughout the

country in which will sit, through the long, warm hours, deal-

ers and repairmen with nothing much to do but wait for the

bit of autumn prosperity to come along and give them a fresh

if temporary boost.

Once more it is the function of The Wheel to advise all

and sundry that in many instances this period of hot-weather

inactivity can be avoided.

You are, first, a merchant. If you are not, the permanence

of your stay in this business, or in any business, depends

greatly upon the agihty with which you slide into a suitable

salaried position. Assuming, however, that you are a mer-

chant, the same principles that you apply to the cycle trade are

applicable to other channels of trade. There are other salable

things than bicycles and their accessories.

Try cameras. The photographic enthusiast is perennial.

He is as likely to buy at one time as another. The percentage

of camera fiends is probably not nearly as large in your com-

munity as it ought to be. There is room in almost every town

for at least one good pusher of cameras and photographic

goods.

Try golf goods. Even if you are not personally adapted

to the present social requirements of the game that is said to

have been originated by the hurnble Scotch shepherds, as a

merchant m recreative wares you can find a way of organizing

a golf crowd in your town.

DEALERS, TRY THIS.

IT is a psychological fact that one policeman can get more

immediate compliance out of the average man than could

be wheedled out of him by half a dozen ministers of the gospel.

This fact is not necessarily opposed to the theory that mo-

lasses draws flies more easily than vinegar. It is a fact that

can be used to advantage by any retailer who has skill and

nerve.

Instead of coaxing your customer to pay cash by ofifering

him a cash discount, try the plan of ofifering no discount for

cash, but, on the contrary, pleasantly naming a higher price if

the customer wants to buy on time—adding, say, $2.50 on

wheels quoted at |35 and under, and |5 on those quoted at

over |35.

A dealer out in Montana uses that plan, and 75 per cent of

his sales are for cash. The additional charge for the installment

plan takes that idea out of his customer's head.

Of course it depends somewhat upon what your competitors

offer, and upon what terms. Everything equal, it is a good

plan to try. The man who really knows how to bluff is the

man who wins in this world. We don't mind adding that few

men know how.

HORSES, PIANOS-WHY NOT BICYCLES?

FOURTH. That is where bicycles and bicycle goods

stand, in our national export statistics. In 1898 the

cycle exports reached the value of f6,846,529. Surprising,

when you consider the total productive capacity of the cycle

trade and the youth of this country as an exporter.

But this is not the point. Horses, pianos, and several other

instruments of man which might be mentioned, are of little

importance compared with the bicycle in export statistics or

domestic interest. Yet horses and pianos are included in the

census.

No country that we know of does give the bicycle a place

in its national census. Large bodies move slowly, and the

world is large. Some day this country and the others will

wake up to this neglect of the two-wheeled, air-shod phenom-

enon of the nineteenth century.
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Every bicycle in France is taxed. In that way that country

ascertains the numerical strength of its cycling population.

If a sufficient number of people in the cycle trade would like

to see this country take the initiative in giving the bicycle its

rightful place in the regular census, We have no doubt that

dropping a few lines to the folks at Washington will have the

desired effect.

THE journalistic experimenters on the other side speak

favorably of machines fitted with two-speed, free-wheel

(automatic coaster) and back-pedaling-brake devices, so con-

structed that the free-wheel feature can be instantly eliminated.

This is compounding matters with a vengeance, and the funny

man who takes nothing seriously may soon be expected to re-

late the purely fictitious experience of a rider who, desiring to

reduce speed on an upgrade, touched the wrong button and dis-

covered himself coasting; or, wishing to throw out of use the

free-wheel feature, again pushed the wrong knob and doubled

his speed on a down-grade. Seriously, there is comfort in

these jim-cracks. Applying them satisfactorily is a matter

of ingenuity and expense.
* -K ^

WHEN Taylor, using a chainless gear of other than the

beveled-tooth sort, reduced the mile record, voice was

given to the opinion that the bevel-gear could not equal his

performance—that the close mesh of the teeth would retard

the machine's progress on curves, under strong tension. This

contention is removed by McDuffee's mile ride. There are

other makes of chainless gears which have not yet run the

complete gamut of tests, but, broadly speaking, there seem

to remain but two obstacles to the entire popularity of the

chainless idea—price and weight—and those who are willing

to pay the price will not be deterred by the slightly additional

weight.
* * »

EVERYBODY interested in the bicycle in this covuitry

will be sorry for one phase of the struggle for racing-

control. There will be held in Montreal, in August, an inter-

national race meet. The controlling cycling bodies of Eng-

land, Scotland and other European countries are preparing,

despite financial obstacles, to send over here racing men to

represent them. The man who won the L. A. W. mile cham-

pionship last year, and other riders who were last year promi-

nently before the public, are now outlaws. Unless a dark

horse springs from the ranks of L. A. W. amateurs, this coun-

try will be unsuitably represented at Montreal.

* * *

IT hasn't anything to do with cycling, but we can't help

congratulating that Harriman chap on winning the ama-

teur championship at golf. Up to this year foreigners have

won premier American honors at this game. Harriman is the

first home man to come off with the laurel.

* * *

PEOPLE have the right to attend Sunday bicycle races.

The Harlem Wheelmen, a big organization, and the

first amateur club to join the N. C. A., have the right to pass

resolutions condemning Sundaj' racing, sanctioned by the N.

C. A. And The Wheel has the right to say that the action

of the Harlem Wheelmen is a pull away from the betting ring,

touts, rowdyism and other features which in the end attach

to all Sunday sport.

* * *

THE WHEEL conservatively estimates the 1899 output of

the concerns who are named in the nucleus of the Ameri-

can Bicycle Co. at six hundred and forty thousand bicycles.

* * *

CIRCUMSTANCES and the elements seem to have

formed a permanent compact to make the accurate tim-

ing of a Chicago road race impossible.

MEANTIME, the gentlemen who make a profession of

benevolently assimilating other people's bicycles are

working overtime.

WE feel that the entire bicycle trade will learn with very

great regret of the death of Mrs. A. G. Spalding,

which occurred on Sunday, at Seabright, N. J., Mr. Spalding's

summer home. The tie between husband and wife, from the

days of the husband's earliest endeavor up to and through

his later years of very great prosperity, must have been more

than ordinarily dear, more than ordinarily close.

PERTAINING TO PUBLICITY.

A trade journal with a thousand subscribers often has a greater

number of readers of the sort the advertiser wishes to appeal to than

the daily paper circulating a hundred thousand copies.
—"Printers'

Ink."

Trusts or no trusts, the rule has always been and ever

will be that the man who wants to keep the business he

has and add to it must advertise. There is no such thing

as standing still in business—it is either develop or peter

out. The man who advertises has a foil against failure.

The advertiser who puts his personality into his adver-

tising will always have an eager audience. There should

be as much difference in advertisements as in men. The
advertiser who knows what he is about tells his story in a

natural way, just as if he had his customer at his elbow

talking to him; that is the sort of advertising that con-

vinces and makes customers:

Never lie in your advertisements. If you always tell

the truth, people will place confidence in your statements.

There's enough that is good in your business to talk about

if you will only seek it.

There is probably less waste circulation in a trade paper

like The Wheel than in any other class of mediums.

Every subscriber is a rider or dealer; every reader a pos-

sible customer for the advertiser. You are making the

mistake of your life if you ignore the trade paper.

iMany a cycle maker's first venture in advertising was

for a small ad. in one of the trade journals. He made the

contract with fear and trembling, with many misgivings

as to its real worth and outcome. To-day he is spending

from $10,000 to $100,000 for publicity alone. This is not

an exaggerated picture, but the actual experience of sev-

eral of to-day's leaders in the trade. The trade paper

was the nucleus from which his business was formed.

[§i.«..«-»"»"»-«"»-»..»"»..i . "•"•..'••H*..!
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IN THE QIIET MONTHS.

Some Dealers Will Catch Flies, Others Have Money-
Making Schemes.

^\^ ELL. is

VV And hov

the rush of orders over?

Dw will you put in the sum-
mer?" There's a question for you.

These questions were put to retail dealers

in various cities by correspondents of The
Wheel, and some of the returns are interest-

ing. 'Conditions differ in different cities and

localities. In some respects the conditions

are similar everywhere.

Some dealers, no matter where they be, will

wait for the sleepy season and calmly go to

sleep with it until they are dispossessed.

Some will do very well by pushing fishing

tackle, camp outfits and other sporting goods.

Some will sell sewing machines, some cam-

eras, some cash registers.

One dealer, who has a repair shop worthy

of the name, is advertising the shop and its

prices by means of big fence posters. That

man is all alive.

Nearly all dealers who handle juvenile ma-
chines are benefited by the school vacation, and

in some instances this business will nicely tide

over the dull period.

Generally so far the year has been practically

free from harassing price-cutting, and the

actual volume of trade has been larger than

that of 1898.

NEW YORK.

Branches and Other Big Stores Stay; Many Small

Shops Will Go.

From . manufacturers' representatives who
canvass the retail trade in 'New York city

i: is learned that while in general the condi-

tions are those which characterize most other

riding centres, there will be the usual crop of

quiet close-ups among the smaller dealers, the

men who start in the spring, carry very little

stock, float along with the annual prosperity

wave, such as it is, and take to the woods
when the tide goes down and leaves them on

the beach.

The branch stores, and those larger inde-

pendent dealers who represent good lines,

have first-class repair shops and advertise,

stand the usual, or more than the usual chance

of longevity.

READING.

Banner Year So Far, and Various Expedients for

the Quiet Time Ahead.

Reading, Pa., July 7.—The retail stores in

this city seem to have enjoyed the cream of

this season's trade. There is a noticeable de-

crease in trade the past fortnight, although

the business is good. Representative retail

dealers state that the business done to date

is considerably ahead of last season, it being

the banner year for all.

While they predict a continuance of fair

trade for at kast the next six or eight weeks,

they are preparing to add side lines to tide

them over the dull months of the year. Such

side lines are sporting goods, sewing ma-

chines, cigars and tobacco, while various other

lines will 'be introduced when occasion war-

rants.

The manufacturers are all beginning to de-

crease their working force, the sales having

fallen off the past two -weeks. They have en-

joyed a season of unusual success.

TORONTO.

Slow Spring and Auction Sales Hindered Dealers

and Manufacturers.

Toronto, Ont., July 6,—The rush is over.

On the whole it has not been very satisfactory.

The season opened up very slowly on account

of the cold and backward spring. In fact, we
have had but a short season of good warm
riding weather so far. Just when trade com-
menced to get into shape, the Comet Com-
pany's failure dropped a blanket on the city

trade, as buyers were on the alert for bar-

gains at the Comet sale. Most of the Comet
wheels sold at from $19 to $24,

Immediately following this sale came one

by S, M. Clapp, one of the largest retail

dealers in the city. He had a stock of about

1,000 wheels of different makes to dispose of,

and put them up without reserve. Con-

sequently they sold at low prices, some of

them going as low as $11 and $12, These

were bought largely by small dealers and

riders throughout the country, so that the

legitimate trade will be affected thereby to a

large extent.

Some of the makers, however, are quite

satisfied with the season's business, A few

of the larger firms, such as H, A, Lozier &
Co., Massey-Harris Company, and Welland-

Vale, have done a good export trade, and

consequently are not so much affected by the

fluctuations of the local business.

Most of the retailers are still hoping for

fair trade after the effect of these auctions has

passed off and the weather becomes more
seasonable. None of them seem to be loaded

up with very heavy stock, and do not fear

any great quantity to carry over.

WASHINGTON.

How One Man Uses Three-Sheet Posters to Get

Repair Work.

Washington, July 7.—During July and Au-
gust all business here is almost nothing.

Tliis is particularly true of the bicycle busi-

ness. As the dull season is now upon them,

local dealers are casting about for some plan

to bring them in revenue until the fall season

opens. Some dealers will pay special atten-

tion to the sundry business, introducing nov-

elties in cycle equipment.

Another good source of revenue at all times

is a thoroughly equipped repair shop. Every

bicycle store has a repair shop as an adjunct

to the business; some have all the work they

can do, while others hardly do anything,

owing to the -manner in which they are man-

aged. The plan followed by one dealer here
might well be followed by others. The dealer
in question, who has a centrally located store,

has a three-sheet poster on every billboard in

town announcing the fact that he does repair-

ing in all its branches, and then lollows his

price list for repairs of various kinds. These
posters meet the eyes of wheelmen every-

where, and the consequence is that the dealer

has all the work he can do. Frequently his

repairmen work until late at night getting

out promised work. When his sales fall off

this dealer will not worry about the dull

period.

On Cycle Row, side lines are receiving a

good deal of attention. Cameras and cash
registers take the lead in the number of sales,

and on both there is a good margin of profit.

The former are handled by the Carpenter .

Cycle Co., agents for the Sterling and Feath-
erstone, and a splendid business is being built

up. Amateur photography is receiving a great

deal of consideration at the hands of wheel-
men, and bicycles and cameras seem to go
hand in hand.

"Jack" Lasley, the Eclipse agent, handles
cash registers as a side line, and he has ap-
parently struck a gold mine with them. The
register handled by him has a world-wide
reputation for accuracy and efficiency, and he
finds little trouble in disposing of them.

Gas lamp mantles, sewing machines and
phonographs are handled as side lines by
other local dealers. On the whole, Washing-
ton dealers are very well prepared for the

dull period.

FLORIDA.

Jacksonville Trade Is Pretty Fair During the Whole

Year.

Jacksonville, Fla., July 5.—While the main
rush is over here, yet the dealers claim that

they are selling many wheels right along.

The wheel trade in this city, not being con-
fined to a few months, is different from that

of most other sections. Here the riders can

use their machines all through the year.

Naturally the spring and fall enjoy the best

trade, yet there is a continual demand during
the summer.

The trade here, especially in the repair de-

partments, has heretofore been somewhat de-

moralized, despite the efforts of a few to

maintain paying rates. Recently the dealers

got together, organized and agreed upon a

regular rate for all repair work, with a de-

posit for forfeit in case of breaking rates. This

was needed and it will have a healthy effect

upon the business.

The American Bicycle Co. have worried

some of the agents here, as they don't know
where they are at, so to speak, and they are

waiting to see what the combine will do as

regards agents. Many of the agents say that

they w*ill act independently if possible, but

they are afraid that the new situation will cut

down many agencies.

SPRINGFIELD.

Good Season So Far, but Most Dealers at Sea as

to the Future.

Springfield, Mass., July 7,—The dull season

which stares the agent in the face is more

than usually ominous to many Springfield

agents. Some of the dealers have built up

a valuable trade in sporting goods or other

lines of trade, which can be conducted har-
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nioniously with the bicycle business, and such

dealers have but few misgivings.

The season opened a little later than usual

in Springfield and vicinity, and brisk retail

trade has held out longer than usual.

Perhaps half of the bicycle agents of the

city may be said to be at sea as regards the

future. The branch houses of concerns inside

the American Bicycle Co. are naturally the

most composed. Agents of makers who are

among the chosen claim to have received as-

surances that present relations will be main-

tained. Agents who handle several wheels,

some of which are made by members of the

A. B. C., and others that are not, realize

that they have come to a parting of the ways,

so to speak, and are in doubt on which side

to place their alleg'ianc.e.

The next month will be a period of waiting

with most of the agents. Very few will go

out of business unless forced out by circum-

stances beyond their control.

ST. LOUS.

Good Year, and a Little Rest Won't Do Any Par-

ticular llarm.

St. Louis, July 7.—The rush of orders is

about over in this city, but most of the deal-

ers report that business is still very fair for

this time of the year. No one -in the trade

expects business to be on the land-office order

during the summer months. The climatic

conditions do not favor us that way.

Two of the large houses here handle bi-

cycles in connection with sporting goods, and

they are doing a big business in fishing tackle

and camping outfits, but report things rather

quiet in the bicycle line.

Taken all in all the season has been a very

fair one. Most of the dealers have done much

better than last year, and list prices generally

have been maintained. There has been some

sub rosa cutting of prices through the medium

of cash discounts, but no one has made a

general cut for the sake of getting business

or unloading stock.

TOLEDO.

Renting Wheels Is Found a Good Summer Feature

by Some Stores.

Toledo, July 7.
—

"Yes, we are beginning to

led that the heavy trade is about over," said

the majority of the dealers to The Wheel
representative this week. "We propose to

clean up the odds and ends, then devote our

time to bicycle repairs."

This is not the case with the downtown

agencies of the factories. There are always a

lot of people in Toledo waiting for the annual

factory clean-up, and in the majority of cases

the factories inaugurate a short, crisp, closing-

out sale of last year's wheels, fitted with this

year's tires and handle-bars. They always sell

well, the factory is glad to be rid of them,

and many people would just as soon have

them. These sales never last more than a

month.

There are other retailers, like the Viking

store, that will have the summer to sell sport-

ing goods. This line comes in handy for the

dull months. More dealers are getting into

this than ever before.

There is a constant rental demand and the

prices are right to those who do not own
wheels. All the dealers have a few wheels

they will rent. The 'Cleveland, the Kirk, the

Summit and the Viking all make this a sum-

mer feature. A little extra advertising is al-

ways added by Toledo dealers at this time of

the year, making business very satisfactory.

CLEVELAND.

Dealers Think the Demand Will Be Good Some

Weeks Yet.

Cleveland, July 7.—It may seem an unusual

condition of affairs for this time of the year,

but during the ten days previous to the Fourth

the retail business in the Forest City has actu-

ally shown an improvement over the month

of May, which is usually the best month of

the year for retail sales. For two weeks past,

the weather has been ideal for bicycle riding,

and the -first warm evenings of the season

have been experienced.

Clevelanders ride largely for pleasure, so the

condition is not so remarkable after all. The

demand for juveniles has been very heavy of

late, caused by the closing of schools for the

summer vacation, and it is also evident that a

large number of people who are enjoying

their annual outings are taking their wheels

with them. On the whole, there is a very en-

couraging volume of business for so late in

the season, and dealers are inclined to the be-

lief that it will hold out for some weeks yet.

POPE'S FOREIGN PLANT.

Ready to Meet the Foreign Demand for Electric

Motor Vehicles.

Paris, June 30.—^The Columbia Automobile

Co. has now started business seriously in

Paris. It has secured a five-acre factory at

Clement's Bicycle Works, and Mr. Hart O.

Berg, the Paris manager who came back from

New York about a fortnight ago, has already

set up over 400 machine tools of the latest pat-

terns. When the factory is fairly started and

the heavy freight and duty now paid on the

American built cars thus avoided, the pres-

ent prices of $3,600 will probably be con-

siderably reduced, and the cost will better

bear comparison with the price of the French

oil-cars, of which over 3,000 are now running

in this country.

It seems evident that now is the time to

push American electric vehicles in Paris. Out
of the 150 stands where vehicles and motor
cars are shown, very few French electric cars

are to be seen. There is the Bersey cab, used

in London and Paris, a useful but inelegant

vehicle, the Krieger i& Jeanteaud cabs, and

Jenatzy vehicles. These latter include the

"torpedo car" on which the inventor establish-

ed the record of 1,000 yards in 33 seconds, and

which naturally attracts the curious. Besides

the Columbia, the Cleveland has shipped half

a dozen cars over just in time for the show,

and the Waverley people show a standhope.

The accident to the Bretagne prevented their

run-about arriving in time. All seem to be

doing business. These American cars are far

more elegant and compact than the French

and English models, and will probably be-

come popular as soon as their excellent qual-

ities are duly set before the public.

The Columbia Co. proposes to introduce the

American electric cabs into Paris. There is a

big opening here also. The few electric cabs

running here are rarely idle. Cars running

25 to 30 miles only are not salable here. Your
Parisian likes to do his promenade 'round the

Bois before lunch, and have sufficient power

left for a 30-mile afternoon run in the coun-

try and a few daily visits.

Answer Was Insufficient.

In an action by J. Burnett Nash on a prom-

issory note for $3,5C0, given in part payment

of a balance claimed to be due under a con-

tract for the sale of goods, Camille Weiden-

fcld, the indorser, and the Worcester Cycle

Mfg. Co., the maker, for their answers set up

as an affirmative defense that by express agree-

ment the note was subject to all defenses ex-

isting to an action on the contract, which,

among other things, contained a provision

that, in the event of delay in making deliveries,

the vendor should "forfeit absolutely, without

contest at law, the full value of the order,"

and a warranty that the goods to be delivered

would stand certain tests.

It was also alleged that subsequent to the

giving of the note the defendants had discov-

ered that a great part of the materials to be

furnished under the contract "were furnished

after great delay, and at times later than the

time at which they were required to be fur-

nished by said contract, and that the said ma-
terials were of much less value than the value

of the materials called for to be furnished

under said contract." The offer on the trial

by the defendants to prove these facts was re-

fused on the ground that the defenses pleaded

were insufficient in law and no evidence

could be given to support it.

A judgment on a verdict then directed for

the plaintiff has been affirmed by the First Ap-
pellate Division, which held, by Justice Rum-
sey, that the fact that there was delay in the

delivery of the goods was immaterial unless,

as a result, the purchasers were damaged by

the failure to deliver at the time they agreed;

and no such damage being alleged, the defense

was entirely insufficient. Besides, the goods
having been accepted, the forfeiture was
waived, and to have recouped any damages
suffered from the delay the defendants must
have pleaded those damages as a counter

claim. It was further held that the breach of

warranty afforded no defense to an action on
the contract, but constituted only a counter

claim, which, to have, been availed of, should

have been pleaded.

A Change in Name.

The Standard Tool Co., of Cleveland, an-

nounce a change in the manner of conducting

their business. The seamless steel tubing busi-

ness, electric welding of bicycle parts and their

general welding business has been transferred

to a new company to be known as the Stand-

ard Welding Co. The stockholders and of-

ficers of the new company are the same as

those of the Standard Tool Co., but the busi-

ness will be conducted separately. The new
tubing plant of this company, built some
months ago, is now in full operation and they

are rapidly closing contracts with prominent
manufacturers for their season's supply of

tubing.

As is generally known, the Standard Tool

Co. are large manufacturers of twist drills

and other machinists' tools.

At Paul Smith's.

Mr. R. P. Gormully, immediately after con-

ference in relation to the American Bicycle

Co., left for Paul Smith's in the Adirondacks.

He will spend the entire summer there, re-

maining until September.
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AN EARLY MOTOR CYCLE.

What the Famous Star Makers Once Did in the Way
of Applying Power to the Tricycle.

DOWN in the quiet little village of Smith-

ville, in southern Jersey, is an automobile

of the vintage of 1885, silent, dust-covered, un-

used, and yet vi'ithal a thoroughly practical

vehicle, light, strong, speedy and embodying

details worthy of attention by more than one

of the experimenters of to-day.

And thereby hangs a tale.

How many of The Wheel's present read-

ers, apart from the older manufacturers, ever

even heard of the H. B. Smith Machine Co.?

Yet time was when that firm was one of

the most-talked-about in the cycle trade, and

bade fair to put 'itself at the forefront of the

then youthful industry. That was when the

American Star was sworn by by thousands of

riders throughout the United States.

To-day they are only known as the makers

of a class of wood-working machinery that

has achieved a high reputation as a leader in

its line.

The H. B. Smith Machine Co. is unique

in its way.

Founded by H. B. Smith, who bought up

all the land in that locality, it speedily be-

came a sort of manorial government, in which

the supreme authority was always the head

of the firm. Mr. Smith, in fact, carried out

in a smaller way the ideas which George M.
Pullman elaborated in his famous industrial

town.

Its products speedily became known for

their excellence, and when, therefore, they

took up the manufacture of the old lever-

driven American Star bicycle—the "cofifee

mill," as it was derisively termed by its op-

ponents—the company's reputation assisted

materially in the early introduction of the ma-

chine, which was curious looking, indeed, with

its straps, levers, and. above all, little wheel

in front, to those wheelmen who had seen

nothing but an ordinary or a tricycle, up to

that time.

But it rapidly made its way, and among all

the enthusiasts of a rabid age none were so

thoroughly wedded to their mounts as the

.Star riders, albeit the early models were, like

all first types, ungainly, difficult of learning

and handling (what a job it was to learn

to ride and perfectly master the big old style

Star bicycle, and what painful recollections are

connected therewith!), and weighted down
with pounds upon pounds of useless metal.

Indeed, the old high Star required a ladder

to successfully mount it, for all excepting a

certain nimble few, who early attained fame

as trick riders. But with the introduction of

the Pony Star, one of the most delightful

mounts ever provided for those who fancied

that type of wheel, dawned a new era, and

had it not been for the introduction of the

safety bicycle there is no telling where its in-

roads might not have ended among the or-

dinary makers.

Early in the game—somewhere about '83

or thereabouts—my friend Jo Dean (now

a well known legal luminary in Boston), at

that time editor of the "Bicycling World," and

early winner of racing honors, advised Mr.

Kelley, of the Smith Company, to import a

few English tricycles, which was accordingly

done, and the lever motion applied to them.

Somehow or other, though, the demand for

tricycles never materialized in America, al-

though in England it amounted to a craze.

This was undoubtedly due to the fact that

upon our wretched roads the three-wheel ma-

chine made very poor going as compared with

its use upon the sandpapered highways of the

tight little isle.

So the H. B. Smith Co. made various uses

of these tricycles, and among others began

some e.xperiments with motors. Most un-

fortunately the capacity of the company's

shops was taxed so heavily and continuously

to supply the demand for its regular product

that there was no time for anything beyond

the daily rush. In all probability, too, the

possibilities lying fallow in the business were

not realized. At all events, when Mr. Smith

died, and the safety bicycles came along to

speedily crowd all competitors to the wall,

the trustees of the company, harassed by the

litigation which followed closely upon Smith's

death, neglected to take advantage of the

new move, and it was but a very short time

ere the H. B. Smith Machine Co. was to the

cycle trade but a memory and a name.

Meanwhile, safeties came and went,

changed and developed; and the bevel-geared

chainless was evolved, together with the latest

for popular favor, the automobile—and all

the time down among the relics and antiqui-

ties of the Smith Company reposed a machine

which, if developed, would have elevated the

comparatively modest factory into one of the

country's largest industries.

It was last week that business affairs took

me to Smithville. It is the same sleepy place,

hard to get to and harder to get from, as of

yore, but reaching the office it was a most
pleasant surprise to encounter T. R. Finley,

once the incomparable Tommy Finley, whose
graceful performances upon the Star have

never been equaled. He still rides, of course,

but not, alas, a Star..

When we struck Mr. Kelley, who still pre-

sides over the destinies of the company, the

subject of bicycles came up, naturally, and
logically turned upon the latest development,

the automobile.

"Why," said Mr. Kelley, "we've got one
of the earliest affairs in that line extant. And
it was a most decided success, too."

So a journey to that gallery of experimental

machines and archaic relics which all the old-

time factories possess, was made, and here,

among a host of dead-and-gone ideas and ob-

1
solete models and contrivances, we resurrected

the motor vehicle from where it had peacefully

lain for many a long year.

"Well," said I, "Mr. Kelley, you missed it,

and missed it badly. This machine, properly

developed, would simply have put you among

the leaders of what is going to be, within

the next five years, one of the country's fore-

most industries."

"I know it; and it was through no desire

of mine that the business was shelved. It

was due entirely to the litigation. Why, only

the other day I met Colonel Pope on the train

between New York and Boston, and he re-

marked, in the same vein, that our company

ought to have been way up in the millions."

This seemed no exaggeration when the ma-

chine was examined. It was a three-wheeled

vehicle on the same general style as the old

side-steering bicycle of the so-called open

type, only it was substantially built through-

out, both in framework and wheels. These

latter consisted of two large drivers, about

40 inches in diameter, wire suspension type,

with a small front steerer on the right hand

side.

The frame was tubular, of course, but heavy

enough for practical road purposes, and in

fact it had been put to the hardest kind of

road work with the greatest of success.

Strong enough for the transportation of one

or two people, it was yet light enough, owing

to the adaptation of bicycle construction ideas

and methods, to be easily handled and rapidly

propelled.

But handsome as the vehicle itself was, it

was the motor which drew and deserved es-

pecial attention. The result of careful experi-

mentation by the Smith mechanicians, it was

a splendid type of engine for vehicular propul-

sion, weighing but little and yet capable of de-

veloping great power. Although it was so

light and portable that it could be easily car-

ried by one hand, and measured but 18

inches in extreme length, it could develop

three horse-power without any difficulty. It

was of the oil and steam type, and had the

manufacture of those motor vehicles been con-

tinued would have proven a distinct advance

in small engine construction.

Possessing as it did two speeds, and an in-

stantaneous development and application of

power whenever desired, such a machine to-

day would score an immediate success, as it

could be cheaply produced and quickly built.

As it is, it occupies a corner in the scrap-

room of the H. B. Smith Company, among
other antiquities and curios, and serves no

beter purpose than to point a moral of wasted

possibilities.

Nor is it alone. Here, side by side, among:

tricycles and machines of curious form and
construction—^all, or nearly all, with the Star

lever motion, however—repose the frames,,

parts and complete machines of many genera-

tions of Star bicycles.

In one corner are two or three big 60-inch(

machines—giants towering 'way above theif

more diminutive successors, who gradually di-

minished in size, year by year, until the 45-

inch Pony Star reigned supreme.

And here are all of the various years' models
to be found.- Indeed, the company still ship

complete Star bicycles, as well -as parts for

repairs, to many parts of the country, the de-

mand for the complete wheels, however, com-
ing principally from the West, in some sec-

tions of which the Star secured a foothold

which even yet, among a few faithful adher-

ents, has never been lost.
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It is but a repetition of that curious affec-

tion for old and familiar things which causes

some riders still to cling to the good old or-

dinary. Karl Koon to-day still rides his full

nickeled expert Columbia, and has never

taken to a safety, while eveo' here and there

are a few like him.

And indeed, when all is said and done,

there never was a vehicle on which the sense

of delightful motion was so near akin to flying

as the old high wheel—peace to its ashes! If it

only could be given the narrow tread to which

we are accustomed to-day, and did not re-

quire a spread of the feet like a hay wagon,

I know some to-day who would use it over

good roads and for pleasant runs.

One of the pleasantest recollections of my
Smithville trip was the meeting with Thomas
R. Finley, at one time, as "Tommy" Finley,

known throughout the land as the premier

trick rider on the Star machine. Whatever
could be accomplished by human skill Mr.

Finley could do on his handsome '"Pount, and,

clad in a handsome suit of green velvet, his

well-known face was the centre of attraction

at race meets and cycle gatherings every-

where.

Air. Finley is still the same quiet, courteous,

well-informed gentleman that was known to

thousands of riders throughout the country,

and his old friends will be glad to know that

he is still one of the fixtures of the H. B.

Smith Company, and as ready to greet the

casual visitor as when they flocked in crowds

to the Smithville shops to leave the coin of

the realm in place of one of the "coflee-mills."

But to the cyclist the glory of the place has

departed. With the decadence of the com-
pany's cycle trade, the celebrated cycle railway

between Smithville and Mt. Holly fell into dis-

use, and to-daj' the visitor who wants to go
from one to the other takes the train or hires

a team at Mt. Holly.

Collected and Condensed.

The bicycle store of John Gillis, at Quincy,

Mass., was damaged by fire.

Mesinger Bicycle Saddle Co., of New
York, have given judgment for .sll4.

Fehr Bros, have started a hardware and

sporting goods business at Langdon, Kan.

The bicycle store of A. N. Andreson, at

Minneapolis, Minn., was damaged by fire.

J. yi. Pardue. dealer in groceries, at Eddy,

N. Mex., has added sporting goods, hardware,

etc.

The James H. Fisk Co., dealers in sporting

goods, at Chicago, III, have made an assign-

ment.

Haines & Battefield, dealers in bicycles at

Boston, Mass., have been succeeded by J. D.

Battefield.

The Allegan Wheel Co. has been estab-

lished at Allegan, Alich., with a capital stock

of -$12,000. _
Meyer & Flannelly have established a hard-

ware and sporting goods business at Elk

Rapids, Mich.

T. T. Wentworth, dealer in bicycles, at Mo-
bile, Ala., is reported to have filed a petition

in bankruptcy.

Cycle Repairs Co., of Chicago, 111., are re-

ported to have given an involuntary petition

in bankruptcy.

^Maryland Sporting Goods Co.. of Balti-

more, Md., have been succeeded by A. G. Al-

ford Arms Co.

A. B. Cutting & Co. have just established a

sporting goods and hardware business at

Gouverneur, N. Y.

Millard Storey has opened a hardware and

sporting goods store at Dallas, Tex.

Burglars entered the bicycle store of William

C. Libb. at Pitman Grove. N. J., and stole

$70 worth of goods.

It is reported that a chattel mortgage for

$450 has been recorded by Rufus A. Cory,

South Haven, Mich.

Charles Ott, a Dallas, Tex., sporting goods

dealer, is reported to have given a trust deed

on real estate for $5,000.

Can You Beat This?

The Reading Standard bicycle, which is

manufactured by the Reading Standard Mfg.

Co., of Reading, Pa., is a popular mount in

Hartford these days. On Friday, in the

road race run at the capital of Connecticut,

Alexander, the well-known racing man.

mounted on a Reading Standard, won second

time prize, and would have won first time had

not the rider in front of him fallen, which

threw him in turn. Alexander was a scratch

man. The first time prize was also won on a

Reading Standard, the winner beating Alex-

ander by two seconds. In the evening there

was a big bicycle parade, which was conduct-

ed under the auspices of Alexander & Elmer,

who are the local agents for the Reading

Standard, and who by their push and energy

have built up one of the largest bicycle busi-

nesses in Hartford. The parade was a success

from the start, over 900 wheelmen and wheel-

women being in line. One of the features of

the parade was a detachment of Reading

Standard riders, 150 in number. These were

not competing for a prize, not being an organ-

ized club, but they attracted considerable at-

tention from the fact that so many riders of

one make of wheel could be gotten together

for a parade. That the Reading Standard is a

popular wheel in Connecticut is apparent.

Keep Your Eye on It.

On this page appears a diagram of the ex-

port exposition to be held in Philadelphia

this fall. A great deal of international interest

in this project is being shown, and while on
account of its purely commercial character it

is not much heard of among the average peo-

ple, American manufacturers should not be

misled by that fact and should familiarize

themselves quickly with the whole matter.

The latest issue of the "Exposition Bulletin."

printed weekly, chronicles the receipt of a

cablegram from the chamber of commerce of

Fremantle. West Australia, naming the man
who will be that city's delegate to the inter-

national congress, which will be a feature of

the exposition. Similar assurances come from

where -\nierican bicycles should be ridden.

PLAN or
CR0LND5 AND BUILDINGS

National Export Exposition
philadelphia.
September 14^" to /November 30'^ \899

Floor 5pace. /IainBuiloimg I2 acre-s-

Length qfAIain Builoinq lOOQ fect Width 400 fect >
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G. E. STRAUSS, SARTUS EMIL KLAHN.

REGISTERED TRADE-tilARK

THE SARTUS BALL BEARING COMPANY,
37 MAIDEN LANE,

CABLE ADDRESS:
SARTUS, NEW YORK. New York, July, 1899.

TO THE TRADE.

Gentlemen: --

We beg to inform you, in order to avoid any further mis-

understanding, that we have an interference suit now pending in the

Patent Office in Washington, D. C. , against Mr. H. B. Keiper, of the

Star Ball Retainer Company, of Lancaster, Pa., the manufacturer of

the so-called Star Ball Retainer.

We also wish to inform you that Mr. Keiper, the alleged

inventor of the Star Ball Retainer, has not yet received a patent

from Washington on this invention. All his claims to such an effect

relate to a simple design patent.

These details are given to the trade, because we wish

everybody to know the above facts and to intimate that the use of

the Star Ball Retainer may involve litigation in the future.

At the same time we wish to add that the Sartus Ball

Retainer is the original and pioneer, given to the trade at large,

and is fully covered by Letters Patent in this country and abroad.

Yours very respectfully,

THE SARTUS BALL BEARING CO.
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A CHAT WITH THE RIDER.

Chainless Gears, Automatic Coasters, Non-Vibrators

and Other Cycling Jim-Cracks.

IT is only by careful comparison in actual

practice that the real merits of various

mechanical ideas introduced into cycling can

be accurately determined. It is customary for

those who stand as experts—the club scorch-

ers and, usually, the scribes in the business,

to damn with faint praise those devices which

make for anything but absolute mechanical

and artistic simplicity. This is particularly

true of the United States.

Thus the spring saddle, so popular among
English riders, in fact, among riders the world

over, is not tolerated here. It would be diffi-

cult, in the writer's opinion, for anyone to

give a good reason why, other than the ten-

dency just referred to.

Mud guards, useful but ugly, are not in

vogue here. Rubber-padded pedals, com-

fortable, economical, are tabooed because they

are not the fashion of the fastest man awheel.

And so on. When the chainless idea made

its bow on the market, the oracles of the club-

house and many of those who mold public

opinion in the cycling columns of the daily

papers rather threw cold water upon it.

They had cycling construction about where it

suited them, and the newcomer was regarded

with not much of any sentiment except sheer,

unreasoning unwelcome. The chainless is

moving right along, however. The oracles

have already ceased criticising it, and it will

become very popular next season if price con-

ditions permit.

Similarlyarethe automatic coaster and brake,

called in England the free wheel device, mak-

ing progress despite the unfavorable stage

whisperings of the scorcher and his satellites.

When a man finds out that he can cover 50

miles by pedaling 35; when on practically

every hill he can enjoy a downward rush, au-

tomobile, he is likely to say a good word for

the mechanical kink that enables him to do

it, and his deprecating friend the scorcher will

have to come 'round by and by.

For years—since long before pneumatic tires

were thought of—there have been anti-vibra-

tion ideas on the market. One of the earli-

est, in the good-old-ordinary days, was the

New Rapid system of rubber cushions, made
a part of the backbone and forks of the ma-

chine. Many will remember the later spring-

frame ideas which came in with and followed

the present form of bicycle. With none of

these vibration-killers have the aforesaid self-

appointed and generally worshiped arbiters

of cycling had any patience. Yet to-day

there is on the market a simple, semi-pneu-

matic, inconspicuous jar-reducing device

which is looked upon with favor by such lov-

ers of artistic outline as the Stearns people

and the George N. Pierce Co., and if the de-

vice is properly exploited there is no reason

why it should not be rather generally

adopted.

The two-speed gear—there is another idea

which, not without some reason, the arbiters

elegantiae have always pronounced against

and the Stanton Company's device, praised

by the Pratt & Whitney experts, will proba-

bly have to be Barnumized vigorously in

order to get a foothold in popular estimation.

Some time ago, one of The Wheel staff

tried a machine fitted with the Morrow auto-

matic coaster device, under a variety of rid-

ing conditions. His favorable conclusions ap-

peared in these columns. More recently the

same rider has been using a Clipper bevel-

geared chainless, and has found it not in-

ferior to the ordinary chain-driven machine

in amy respect and superior to it in several.

A few days ago, for comparison's sake, a

Pierce chain-driven wheel, fitted with the Hy-
gienic anti-vibration device and Morrow au-

tomatic coaster, was tried, and the experi-

ence is here recorded for the benefit of whom-
soever:

The machine was first mounted at about

noon, Saturday, on West Broadway, in New
York City—under the elevated railway. It is

an exceedingly busy thoroughfare. This is

mentioned in view of the argument that the

automatic coaster is not always desirable in

congested streets. The writer is half inclined

to agree with the argument, but would not

advise anyone to refrain from using the de-

vice on that account.

Having become accustomed to the positive

and fixed action of the chainless, the trans-

position to a spring-frame, automatic-coaster

machine on West Broadway was interesting,

especially as the street surface was slimy as

well as crowded. After following West
Broadway far enough to prove that within

five minutes the back-pedaling braking, which

is a feature- of the coasting device, became
practically automatic again, the machine was
turned off at 'Canal and northward again in a

street comparatively empty of traffic but very

much rougher.

Here the Hygienic anti-vibration . device

came into play. It consisted of a combination

air-cushion and spiral spring, compactly

placed in the upper rear stay, and a broad, flat

spring, forming the juncture between the

lower rear stays and the bottom bracket.

Rigidity with reduced vibration is the ob-

ject, and it was certainly accomplished on

that horribly paved street.

Then several miles on asphalt. The spring

in the frame constantly responded to every

pressure from the rider and from the road,

and possibly it retarded the machine's prog-

ress on the smooth surface to an infinitesimal

degree, but it was hardly noticeable by the

rider, whose attention again reverted to the

labor-saving automatic coaster.

Later in the day, and the ne.xt day, the

same machine was used in the company of an-

other rider, and it was really surprising to

note the advantages of the automatic coaster.

During a delightful ride through Staten Island

th-ere was frequent comparison between the

machine with the "jim-cracks" on it and the

one without. The jim-crack machine had de-

cidedly the best of it. Its rider was often cool

and exhilarated, while the other man was

pedaling, perspiring and talking breathlessly.

The tail end of this ride was not so de-

lightful, but a ride on the well-worn granite

blocks from the Battery and up Broadway,

in a driving rain, was made genuinely com-
fortable, as far as jolting was concerned, by
the anti-vibration device.

* * *

After a sufficient comparison of the chain-

driven machine with automatic coaster, and

the chainless machine without the automatic

coaster, the writer finds more pleasure in the

former, and believes it will to a certain ex-

tent hinder the progress of the chainless un-

less that and the coasting idea can in some
way be combined. Few riders, after trying

the automatic coaster and experiencing its

automobile advantages, will fail to wish for

the possession of it.

UNCLE SAM'S MAPS.

He Will Sell Them to Wheelmen at Rock-Bottom

Prices.

A topographical map, to the uninterested

observer, looks a good deal like a cross be-

tween a weather chart and a Chinese puzzle.

For a serious-minded tourist, however, the

maps prepared by the United States Geologi-

cal Survey contain data of value, as they

clearly show all important physical features

of the country. The elevation of the land is

shown through use of contour lines, so that

it is possible to tell at a glance the exact

grade of any road, or height in feet of any

portion of the land. All roads are clearly

shown and a number of wheelmen now use

these maps, not only to pick out routes for

their cycling, tut by marking the roads over

which they pass, to keep a complete record of

their runs.

The maps are sold at five cents for the

standard size sheet, special maps costing in

proportion (i. e., the New York city and

vicinity map, which is a special combined map
of five standard size sheets, costs 25 cents).

The wholesale rate of 100 sheets for $2, either

for same or different - sheets, enables those

needing large numbers of maps to buy them

at a reduced rate, and dealers can thus buy

the sheets and retail them at a fair profit.

Nearly 1,000 separate maps have been is-

sued, and they are oft'ered for sale according

to an act of Congress, approved February 18,

1897. Orders should be addressed to "Di-

rector U. S. Geological Survey, Washing-

ton." The exact price, in cash, must be en-

closed.

War Is .Well.

The wheelman mounted his Philippine

horse. He looked around at his fellow caval-

rymen. There was a helpless air in his gaze.

"Trot," roared the drillmaster.

The wheelman fumbled wildly in the air.

"What are you doing there, No. 4?" roared

the drillmaster.

"F-feeling for the handle-bar," shrieked

the unhappy man as he pitched headforemost

into the nearest rice-field.
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mmmi circlit opened.

A Fine Meet, but the Hard-Vorced Man from Newark
Didn't Think So.

As a result of the Berkeley Oval mile, this

list of chanipionship points: Cooper, 5;

Kiser, 3; Walthour, 2; Kimble, 1. Bald, who
finished fifth, stands at 0.

IN the opinion of the Newark man with a

stubby red mustache and dry, hard voice,

the meet was not a numerical success. He
wasn't far from right, but he was an alien and
hypercritical.

About a thousand people saw the opening

races of the first meet in the National Circuit

or the N. C. A., at Berkeley Oval, New York
city, last Saturday. As the afternoon wore
on more people came in. It is a beautiful

spot, but not too easily reached, and the sky

v/as threatening.

The fact that the meet was held under the

auspices of the N. C. A., instead of the L.

A. W., was merely incidental. It was the

first circuit meet of the majority of the coun-

try's best-known riders, and it was a very

lively and well-conducted meet. The crack

amateurs of the metropolitan district

—

Kramer, Wahrenberger, Schofield, Nye and
others, were there. Bald, Cooper and many
other pros of renown competed.

The Man Came Betimes.

The Man from 'Newark came betimes, and
located himself and his hard, dry voice in a

good position in the north grand stand. He
was a practical man. The gentle, flufify breeze,

the forest trees beyond the track, the view

across the valley of the Harlem—these did

not interest him. He gave the crowd a look-

ing over and said:

"Well, this meet's a failure, all right, all

right."

And from that on, the acoustics being

good, the grand stand had the benefit of his

observations.

The programme boy was slow. This was
hard, crusty pie for the Man from Newark.
The first heat of the two-lap (1.006 yards)

novice race was run and the result announced.

"Ah, gwan! We don't care. We haven't

got a program."

The second, third and fourth heats were

run, and about that time the programme boy

came and was mobbed.

Their Money's Worth.

The amateurs gave the crowd their money's

worth—Kramer, Sullivan, Wahrenberger and

Dove, the colored crack, finished closely in

that order in the first heat of the amateur

mile open. Wahrenberger, therefore, did not

qualify for the final. He was almost dis-

mounted by Welsing in -the second lap.

Schofield and Crook qualified in the second

heat; Nye and Van Oott in the third. Kramer
won the final, followed by Nye, Schofield and

Sullivan. Time, 2.09 1-5.

Kiser, the sawed-oflf Ohioan, who rides a

bicycle as phlegm atically as his ancestors

smoked their pipes, was pocketed in the back-

stretch in the first heat of the professional

mile, by Fisher, of Chicago, and Babcock, of

New York, but he got through and landed
first in 2.25 4-5. after a clinking contact with

Fisher's machine right at the tape, Babcock
third.

In the same heat Cabanne, of St. Louis,

also ran. "He don' need a race, he's got lots

o' money," said the iMan from Newark.
"Bald's hog fat," continued the oracle, as

the four-year champion got up in the second
heat. The man who made up the programme
was good to Bald, who is really improving
now, and he won, with Mertens a very close

second, in 2.19.

Cooper's win in the third heat was superb.

Kimble rushed on the curve, but Cooper
nipped him at the tape.

Newarkian Sympathy.

Jay 'Eaton won nothing but the sympathy
of the Man from Newark in the fourth heat.

Long before train time Becker developed a

hurry and Eaton profited by it. Becker
dropped out. Eaton landed first, was dis-

qualified for team work, and walked off with

bis lower lip hanging in a pout. The Man
from (Newark stuck up for him.

"Ah-h! Look out 'er you'll have yer photo-
graph taken!" This to Referee Batchelder.

"Come out to Newark 'n we'll do it! Rotten!

Call yerself a referee? Ah-h!"
Walthour got the heat. The extra heat for

second man went to Kimble in 2.33 1-5.

Cooper won the final in 2.06 4-5, defeating

Kiser, Walthour, Kimble and Bald, in that

order. Cooper led into the backstretch, wait-

ed until Bald sprinted from the rear, and then

lit out. The finish was kaleidoscopic. On the

curve Kimble ran around. Bald followed

Cooper, lost ground, gained again and fin-

ished at the pole. Kiser woke up in the last

couple of seconds and almost won.

Wahrenberger, 10 yards, unfortunately fin-

ished third in his heat of the amateur half-

mile handicap, and did not start in the final.

Crook, 40 yards, and Schofield, scratch, quali-

fied in the heat in 1.00. Kramer, scratch, had
similar luck in the next heat, Nye, 20 yards,

and Sullivan, 60 yards, beating him. J. H.
Lake, a very likely 20-yard man from Staten

Island, took the fourth heat and the final,

beating Sullivan, 60 yards, and Nye, 20 yards,

in 1.00 3-5. Schofield, scratch, was two sec-

onds slower. He probably lost because he was
crowded on the backstretch.

Cooper and Stevens, scratch, did not qual-

ify for the professional half-mile handicap.

Kiser walked away from Kimble in the next

heat, both starting scratch. Riser's move-
ments are as unexpected as those of a tad-

pole. Apparently half asleep, his short, thick

legs suddenly wiggle at a prodigious rate, amd

while he does sprint he goes faster than any

rider on the track to-day. Meantime his

heavy upper works seemingly remain inac-

tive.

Bald Also Ran.

Bald "also ran," but was close up in his

heat. He might have qualified if Kittinger

had not delayed him in the backstretch. The
winner's time was .59 2-5. The final went to

Raymond, 70 yards; Miller, 45 yards; Lawson,
45 yards. Time, .56.

Le Roy See, a graceful boy, rode an ex-

hibition half so easily behind a quint that the

Man from Newark pronounced the pace-

makers "a lot of ice wagons." The time was
.53 8-5. It was done over later behind a

triplet in .51 4-5.

"Now we'll show you something," quoth

the Man, giving his remark a general direc-

tion. "See that little shaver? He don't be-

long to no club at all, but they couldn't do
without 'im. He works in a repair shop
over'n Newark. Just watch him."

The "little shaver" was Johnny King, who,
with Wahrenberger and Nye, made up the

Greenwich team, opposed to Kramer, Lake
and Bedell, of the Harlem team, in a five-mile

struggle. iNye dropped out in the second

mile, and little King did nobly in Wahren-
berger's company.

"He's a Boid."

"He can grind along like that all day,"

said the .Man from Newark, "He won second

in the IrVington-Mill'burn. He's a boid, I

tell ye!"

And so he was. But Kramer's team won, in

11.11 4-5. Wahrenberger's time was 11.12 2-5.

The crowd went down the hill saying it had

been a first-class meet. "We'll knock this

over to Vailsbirrg to-morrow," said the hard-

voiced Man from Newark.

And then the rain came down.

CAPTURED IN CANADA.

Wins and Winners at the Provincial Championship

Race Meets.

Montreal, July 8.—The Provincial cham-

pionship meets which were held on Dominion
Day in Guelph, Ontario, and Terrebonne,

Quebec, respectively, were very successful.

The time, however, was very slow, the races

being practically won on the sprint home.

The Guelph track was much the better of the

two. A large crowd from Toronto attended

that meet, but the support from other places

was not what was expected. In the pro class

Angus McLeod had things pretty well his own
way, beating out Harley Davidson for the one-

half mile championship in 1.24 2-5, besides

winning the five-mile championship in

12.34 3-5; one mile in 2.1.3, and with Alf

Boak, the two-mile tandem championship.

Wm. Sherritt, Brandford, won the one-half

mile, 1.11 3-5; G. L. Moore, Toronto, the two-

mile handicap in 4.33 2-5; T. D. Higley,

Blenheim, the mile championship in 2.33 2-5;

Barnes, of Hamilton, and Axton, of Brant-

ford, the mile tandem championship, and the

three-mile team race went to the Royal Can-

adians of Toronto, time 8.11 1-5.

At the Quebec Province meet at Terrebonne

there were no professional events. Many Mon-
trealers attended these races solely to cheer

Jimmy Drury. Drury was worthy of his fol-

lowing and captured the three championships

—one-half mile, mile and five mile, showing
his heels to both Boisvert and Martineau, two
other flyers from this city. Drury now holds

the Canadian records for the mile flying and

also for the mile standing start, as well as be-

ing the champion amateur Canadian skater.
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THE INTERNATIO^AL MEET.

Considerable Speculation as to What Riders Will

Represent the L. A. W. at

Montreal.

It is about time to begin wondering what

riders will represent the L. A. W. in the

International Cyclists' Association races at

Montreal, August 9 to 12. At that meet

the following world's championships will be

contested:

One mile, professional. Purses, $200, $125, $50, $25.

100 kilometers, professional. Purses, $250, $125, $75,

$25. The distance is about 63 miles.

One mile, amateur. I. C. A. iMedals.

100 kilometers, amateur. I. C. A. Medals.

Team championship. I. C. A. amateur teams, not

more than four. I. C. A. Medals, and additional

prizes valued at $25, $15, $10, $5.

The selection of riders to represent the

L, A. W. will be made by the Racing Board.

For the professional mile event the Racing

Board will select all the proifessionals who
compete in at least three championship races

on the L. A. W. national circuit prior to the

Montreal meet. It is understood that cham-
pions of past years will also be perinitted to

compete. Among the probable coinpetitors

arc Major Taylor, Tom and Frank Butler, C.

R. McCarthy and J. B. Bowler.

For the amateur mile, all riders who win a

Division one-mile championship will be se-

lected, provided they make application to the

Racing Board. Among those who may com-
pete are Moran, of Massachusetts; La Due, of

New York; Cuthbert, of New Jersey; Kusel

or Clift, of Pennsylvania.

For the 100 kilometer events, amateur and

professional, the Racing Board will choose

three amateurs and three professionals, select-

ing the men who make the best showing in

races held under the L. A. W. sanction prior

to July 22. McDufifee will probably compete

as a pro.

An announcement issued by the Racing

Board does not state the method by which

L. A. W. representatives for the teain cham-

pionship will be selected.

Selections made by the L. A. W. will be

sent to those in charge of the international

races on July 22.

A cable dispatch from London says that

several fine riders will represent England at

Montreal, among them A. J. Cherry, who
won the 100 kilometer amateur championship

at the international meeing in Vienna last

year. Cherry holds three records, namely:

One-mile paced, one-mile unpaced and the

10(1 kilometers, paced. His parlor at home
contains three fifty-guinea cups, one sixty-

guinea cup, thirteen challenge cups, twenty-

six gold medals, a dozen other medals and

about 150 miscellaneous prizes.

A BIG SUNDAY MEET.

Newhouse Won a Sensational Mile at Vailsburg,

New Jersey.

The Man from Newark, he of the hard, dry

voice, who told the people at Berkeley Oval
on Saturday that their meet was an ace-

phalous ambiguity, and that he would show
them a thing or two "over to Vailsburg, to-

morrah," was as good as his hard, dry word.

Five thousand people, newspaper count,

thought enough of the Vailsburg .meet to go
there on Sunday afternoon. But then New
Jersey is a foreign land.

Nye, . Collet and Wahrenberger all wanted
the half-miile amateur "Dashaway" so 'badly

that only inches separated them at the tape.

The judges said they finished in the order

named. Rutz was fourth. The tiine, 1.08 3-5.

The "Ozone" mile, handicap, professional,

was won by iNewhouse, of Buffalo, in a most
sensational manner. Newhouse started at 100

yards. The back-mark men were practically

not in this race. The pace was hot through-

out. Babcock, 120 yards, and Maya, 140

yards, were fighting it out in the homestretch

when Newhouse came out of the bunch like

a streak, took the outside and won by feet

in 2.01 1-5.

Little Johnny King, the favorite of the hard-

voiced man, did something that incapacitated

his admirer for the day, and the shattered

voice is hung up for the week. Starting from

110 yards. King won the final of the two-mile

amateur handicap in 4.30 2-5 by a great finish.

Hunter, 180 yards, was second, and Jasper, a

rr'.osquito-bitten man from Bayonne, third.

Most of the crowd stood up arid danced an

excited hoedown during the five-mile profes-

sional handicap. Thirty-one starters. The
350-yard men were just behind the scratch

man, Mertens. Up to three miles the men
rode in three bunches. Then they closed and

Mertens went up. Entering the fifth mile he

was run ofl the track, and though he regained

it, he was spent and gave up in the last lap.

Interfering handle-bars clicked during a roar-

ing finish. Fisher, of Chicago, 100 yards, won;

Iver Lawson, Chicago, 150 yards, second; Jay

Eaton, 150 yards, third; Earl Stevens, Buffalo,

100 yards, fourth. Time, 11.28. Becker said

Fisher fouled and Fisher and Lawson made a

similar claim against Eaton.

Joseph Maguire defeated John Hall, two

straight heats, in a one-mile match race.

Times, 2.22 3-5 and 2.24.

Metropolitan Club Competition.

Under the management of L. C. Boardman
there is issued a weekly bulletin of the Metro-

politan Club competition for the $1,000 silver

trophy presented by the 20th Century Mfg.

Co. The competition endures through the

'99 racing season. The competition is re-

stricted to riding at N. C. A. meets, at Man-
hattan Beach and Ambrose Park.

Largely on account of Frank Kramer's

good riding, the Harlem Wheelmen are far

in the lead. The Greenwich Wheelmen,
represented by Wahrenberger, Kramer's rival,

stand second.

On July 5 the score stood: Harlem Wheel-

men, 28; Greenwich Wheelmen, 13; Kings

County Wheelmen, 11; Nassau Wheelmen, 8;

N. Y. A. C, 6; Princeton College, 4; Madi-

son Wheelmen, 2; Uralia Wheelmen, 1.

"Me and Stevey."

With money in his pocket, speed in his legs

and confidence in his heart, Orlando Stevens

has taken to singing that famous Bnitish

music-hall ballad, "Let 'Em All Come On,"
and as an evidence of his belief in the senti-

ments expressed by the song, Stevens has

posted $500 to race anyone anywhere. In

his defiance Stevens stipulates three heats, best

two in three, at the mile, the first paced, the

second unpaced, and style of the third to be

decided by the toss of a coin. Stevens will

ride to suit the acceptors, though, and they

may name the terms.

Chicago L. A. W. Racing.

Chicago, July 8.—The National Circuit meet
of the League of American Wheelmen at

Parkside to-day packed the grounds. There
was good and excited racing, and "Jimmy"
Bowler ran "Major" Taylor to a dead heat

in the mile National championship.

The two-mile professional multicycle handi-

cap was won by Phillips, Newkirk, Van Nest

and Lavin, on a quadruplet; "Nat" Butler, on
a single, second; "Major" Taylor and "Tom"
Butler, on a tandem, third.

Record at Hartford.

In the five-mile handicap at Hartford, Mon-
day, Walter Zeigler, 190 yards, landed first in

11.28 1-2, said to be eight seconds 'below

record. Cadwell, 80 yards, was second;

Roberts, 280 yards, third; Granger, 200 yards,

fourth. George H. Collett won the quarter-

mile dash in 0.30 4-5, defeating W. S. Fenn
and Harrv Sloan.

fIXTlRES.

L A. W.

JULY.

15—G. B. Coleman, Memphis, Tenn.

15—Cincinnati Bicycle Club, Cincinnati, Ohio.

15—Ravenswood Athletic Field, Chicago, 111.

15~F. W. Hoit, Littleton, Mass.

15—Union Glee Club, Rockland, Mass.

18—Brazil Cycling Association, Brazil, Ind.

22—Ravenswood Athletic Field, Chicago, 111.

29—Ravenswood Athletic Field, Chicago, 111.

AUGUST.
10—E. L. Cohen, Salem, Ohio.

18—Macon Co. Woodmen Picnic Assoc'n, Decatur, 111.

SEPTEMBER.
4—Lobdell Cycling Club, Marietta, Ohio.

4—H. W. Foltz, Indianapolis, Ind.

OCTOBER.
4—H. A. Keith, Brockton, Mass.

5—H. A. Keith, Brockton, Mass.

6—H. A. Keith, Brockton, Mass.

7—H. A. Keith, Brockton, Mass.

N. C. A. GRAND CIRCUIT.

JULY.
15—Buffalo: Athletic Field, Olympian Games Co., W.

W. Wilson, secretary. (Half mile professional na-

tional championship.)

IS—Rochester: W. E. Mosher, secretary, 216 Powers

Building.

20—Syracuse: A. E. Hughes, secretary, Syracuse A. A.

22—'Philadelphia: Woodside Park, G. F. Wiese, secre-

tary.

29—Asbury Park, N. J.: A. A. Zimmerman, secretary.

AUGUST.
5—New York City: Ambrose Park, Nate Salsbury,

manager. (One mile professional national cham-

pionship.)

12—New York City: Manhattan Beach, Atlantic Ath-

letic Association, J. A. Blaurock, president.

16—Waltham, Mass.: Waltham Athletic Park Co.

17—Waltham, Mass: Waltham Athletic Park Co.

19—Philadelphia: Woodside Park, G. F. Wdese, sec-

retary.

26—Bridgeport, Conn.: Pleasure Beach, L. M. Rich,

manager.

28-Trenton, N. J.: Capital Circle, Brotherhood of

Union, James Eardley, secretary,

SEPTEMBER.
2—Hartford, Conn.: Charter Oak Park Association.

9—New Haven, Conn.: G. H. Collett.

12—'Baltimore, Md. : National Colosseum, J. Frank
Elin^e.

14—\\''ashington, D. C. : Park Bicycle Cluh, William

Jose, secretary.

Ifi^Philadelphia: Woodside Park, G. F. Wiese, sec-

retary. (One-third mile professional national

championship.)

Western loop to extend from Sept. 18 to Oct. 12.

OCTOBER.
14—Washington. D. C. : Park Bicycle Club, William

Jose, secretary. (One mile professional national

tandem championship.)
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OK WARM NIGHT.

How the General Manager Tried His Hand at

Catching Down -Town Trade.

LAST week the members of the Cleveland

Cycle Board of Trade decided they would

discontinue keeping their establishments open

after 7 o'clock, except on Monday and Satur-

day evenings. Clevelanders do not come

down to the business portion of the city in

the evenings as much as they do in other large

cities, and, except during the very busiest

weeks, the "open-evening" proposition is not

a paying one. Last Tuesday evening the man-

ager of one of the leading branch establish-

ments, the headquarters of which concern is

located in the city, was preparing for the early

closing when the general manager dropped in

and demanded to know the "wherefor." The

retail manager, whom we will call Mr. Smith,

explained that as all of the other stores had

agreed to close he felt called upon to do like-

wise.

"Well, that don't make any difference," was

the retort; "we need all the business we can

get, and we must keep open evenings as long

as there is any trade." Mr. Smith remarked

that he did not think it a fair deal to keep

open when the other fellows were closed.

Then, seeing a look of disappointment on

the faces of the three salesmen who were lis-

tening to the controversy, the G. M. magnani-

mously clinched the argument by saying:

"You can all go home if you want to. I

haven't anything to do for the next few even-

ings and I had just as soon come around and

keep open as not. Mr. Smith, you can send

your old Board of Trade to me if there is any

complaint."

It was one of the warmest evenings of the

year, about 95 degrees in the store with all

the lights burning, but the G. M. took off his

coat and prepared for business. For half an

hour he sweltered and fought files, and then

"business" put in its appearance in- the shape

of a man with a punctured tire. "He lived

five miles from the centre of the city, the

strike prevented the cars from running and

he must have his wheel right away." The

G. M. was made of stern stuff; he had seen

tires repaired, so to be accommodating he

hunted up plugs, tools and rubber cement and

went to work. The first plug went in beauti-

fully—stem and all. He tried another, and

this time the head pulled off in the operation.

Never daunted, a third he tried, and'while this

one seemed to be a success, there was a sus-

picion of a bubble around the plug when the

tire was inflated and tested; like other inex-

perienced ones he had torn the fabric around

the puncture by repeated attempts to insert a

plug.

The man was in a 'hurry, the G. M.'s hands

were covered with sweet-scented "Sure Grip,"

"warranted to stick anything," and to make
matters worse the weather seemed to be grow-

ing warmer every minute. With a mentally

registered vow that he would not again

"monkery" with tires, the G. M. stated that

the puncture could not be fixed without vul-

canizing, but that it would probably liold air

until the rider reached home. "No charge

this time." The wheelman -went out mutter-

ing something about "bum workmen," and

the G. M. set about cleaning his hands.

He was still busily engaged in this arduous

operation a few minutes later, when a plaintive

voice said: "Please, mister, pump my tires?"

After a ten-minute struggle with a leaky

valve which "blew out" nearly as fast as he

could pump, the tires were inflated and the

regular charge of five cents demanded. Al-

most ready to cry the little girl explained that

she didn't have any money, and that the

"other men" never charged her anything, so

the G. M. let it go at that.

A second "wash up" was fairly completed

when an old maidish appearing lady hove in

sight, daintily holding forth an exceedingly

dirty oil lamp. "Would you kindly replenish

the oil in this lamp?" s'he said.

The G. M. looked at his clean hands, heaved

a sigh and gingerly proceeded. He hunted up

an oil can, but, alas, it was empty. Muttering

an imprecation he started down the dark stairs

for the basement. There was a single gas jet

which cast a dull glow around the gloomy

place. In the darkest corner was the oil bar-

rel, and as he stumbled over empty boxes and

crates he recalled that it was only a short

time ago that the manager had asked to have

that basement thoroughly lighted by elec-

tricity. He turned the oil spigot and held the

-bottom of the lamp. Some of the oil went

into the lamp and some of it didn't. Up
stairs he retraced his steps and attached the

botto-m to the lamp, then the lamp to the

wheel and then wiped it off carefully. Then
he happened to glance at his feet. His new

$5 tan shoes were spotted with kerosene, and

there were several long streaks on the trousers

of his $50 suit of clothes. In the meantime the

lady had started for the door, saying, "Thank

yoti, so much."

"Madam, we charge five cents for filling

lamps," came from the G. M. in tones of pent-

up wrath.

"Why, the idea; it is simply outrageous.

You can buy oil at ten cents a gallon, and I

am sure my lamp does not hold more than

two or three spoonfuls. Well, here it is, and

I can assure you I shall not patronize this

store again." With that she flirted out of the

door.

The G. M. was angry. He felt like saying

all sorts of unpleasant things out loud. He
might have done so, but he noticed that an-

other lady 'had entered the store. Her face

was wreathed in smiles. She seemed bubbling

over with good humor. Then he recognized

her; she was one of the most zealous workers

in the church which he attended.

"Oh, Mr. Blank, I am delighted to find you

here; it is so fortunate. The church is to

have such a charming entertainment next

week * * * I am chairman of the pro-

gramme committee * * * soliciting adver-

tisements * * * just the place to adver-

tise your wheels * * * very large circula-

tion * * * .jjgjf people * * * buy

wheels here * * * only $15 for a whole

page * * *"

With the haunted look of a condemned
murderer the G. M. gasped "Certainly, de-

lighted; let me sign contract at once."

How he managed to close the store and get

home deponent sayeth not, but the next after-

noon Manager Smith received the following

comni'unication from the headquarters of the

concern:
j\'Ir. Smith, Manager Retail Dep't, City:

Dear Sir—This company have decided to follow your

suggestions regarding the hours for closing the retail

department. You may act accordingly. Yours very

truly, Blank Bicycle Co.

General Manager.

POLICE AND FIREMEN.

Washington Thinks that Both of Them Should Be

Mounted on Bicycles.

Washington, D. C, July 8.—At the last

session of Congress an appropriation was

made to enable the superintendent of police

to purchase thirty-six bicycles for the use of

the police department. The appropriation is

now available, and the superintendent has

called upon a number of m.anufacturers to fur-

nish bids for supplying the department with

the required number of wheels. It is under-

stood that quite a number of bids have been

received, and these will be gone over care-

fully by someone who is familiar with the

various makes of bicycles, who will recom-

mend to the District Commissioners the make
of wheel he thinks best suited to the purposes

of the police department. With the addition

of thirty-six wheels to the bicycle Squad a

very efficient force will be constantly on duty,

and it should prove to be one of the most

important branches of the police service.

The police bicycle squad has achieved such

a large measure of success, and has become

such a satisfactory feature of the capital's po-

lice department, that the municipal authorities

have decided to establish a similar squad in

the fire department. A number of the fire

.companies will therefore be provided with a

wheel each, to be used by a fireman in re-

spondinig to what are known as local alarms

of fire. The bicycles will be placed in a con-

venient position in the different engine houses,

and the riders will carry each a pump, pro-

vided with several feet of hose. The wheel

and pump will always be kept in readiness for

instant use, and the bicycle will only be used

in responding to an alarm.

The chief of the fire department has been

experimenting, and in several of the com--

panics men who had bicycles of their own
were designated for the purpose. A report

was submitted adverse to the innovation, it

being stated among other queer things that

the company could reach a fire about as quick-

ly as the -man on. a bicycle would. The re-

port failed, however, to impress the author-

ities as being worthy of acceptance as a con-

clusive argument against the establishment of

a firemen's bicycle squad, but rather as a dis-

inclination on the part of the chief to adopt

the wheel as an addition to its force. The
outcome of the larger experiments to be con-

ducted here will now be watched with interest

by fire -fighters all over the country, and if the

Washington trials should prove successful,

and there is every reason to believe that they

will, it will open up a large field for the sale

of bicycles to municipalities.
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SOME BACK TIMBERS.

Vi/here the Antique Bicycle Still Flourishes—Speci-

mens of Non-Progressive Men and Mounts.

A
SHORT time ago two Star bicycles—not

of tlie safety type, with levers, nor of the

Pony Star variety, but the real old-fashioned,

little-wheel-in-front article—were shipped from

the factory at Smithville, N. J., to Arizona. 'Not

long previously two others just like them were

shipped into the Northwest.

Different motives cause men to 'buy ma-

chines of antiquated type. Some touy them

for temporary sport, some because their own
natures dislike change, some for economy's

sake.

Nowadays most manufacturers do not en-

courage this sort of thing. Reduction in list

prices has reduced profits. The old wheels

cost more money than is spent upon the ma-
chines of to-day. Their manufacture requires

dififerent machinery, too. Years ago it was

possible to buy any part of certain standard

makes, no matter how old, and this is proba-

bly true of some makes to-day, but not of the

average first-class bicycle.

One maker turned out a new model each

year for three years—1895, '96 and '97. Even

now orders are received for the '95 and '96

models, but they are not filled, and the '97

model will be dropped soon.

Reverting to the old Star bicycle: H. B.

Schwartz, of the H. B. Schwartz Cycle Co.,

Reading, Pa., was, years ago, the acknowl-

edged racing crack of eastern Pennsylvania.

He won 51 firsts on the old-style Star. He
still thinks the lever bicycle is the best,

and that if a bicycle could be built in the

same, manner as the safety bicycle of to-day,

with a 9 or 10-inch leverage, it could be

geared to about 110, and would run easier than

the ordinary 65 gear. "On a lever bicycle

you can use ali ' your weight, besides the

strength that you would apply on a crank

motion, and there is no danger of stopping

the forward motion of the bicycle. With a

revolving crank, a person often stops the for-

ward motion of the wheel by pushing the

pedals too far down."

There are two or three of the old Star

wheels still ridden in Toledo. An old man
with a dinner bucket goes down St. Clair

street every morning and evening on one, and

he seems to enjoy it.

A bicycle repair man in Toledo says that

he has repaired two "good old ordinaries"

this season, and that the riders thereof de-

clared they would not trade for a modern

wheel. There is at least one of the old-time

"walking wheels," or draisines, in Toledo, al-

though it is not used.

In Detroit, up to five years ago, the rickety

boneshaker type of machine was ridden hy

a collector and by several telegraph messen-

gers. Some of these machines were ancient.

Others were of comparatively recent construc-

tion, and one, ridden by a veteran typesetter,

had wire spokes and rubber tires.

In Chicago the G. O. O. (good old ordi-

nary) is now seldom seen, although that city

once swarmed with them. They dropped out

of sight suddenly when the pneumatic safety

appeared, and it is a ditilicult matter to con-

gregate a sufficient number of the old-time

machines for the annual "ordinary" run to

Pullman.

In St. Louis there are a number of or-

dinaries and Stars in various stages of decay,

but about the only use ever made of them is

on the occasion of the annual run of the A. O.

G. O. O., a club composed of men who rode

these wheels prior to 1889. Then there is a

great skirmishing around among repair shops,

junk shops, garrets, etc., looking for some-

thing safe enough to ride. After the ride the

wheels are returned to their resting places for

another year. Some of the more enterpris-

ing members of this organization have sup-

plied themselves with new high wheels fr.oni

the factories during the past few years. E. C.

Klipstein and Alex. Lewis have new Victors.

C. C. Hildebrandt has a Victor cushion-tired

ordinary, and last fall the H. B. Smith Ma-
chine Co. shipped from Smithville three brand-

new 45-inch (Pony) Stars, for Messrs. Belding,

Silverburg and Wolzendorf. The wheels were

bought at prices which ten years ago would
hardly have paid for the tires.

In making inquiries in Toledo about old

wheels, The Wheel correspondent furnished

a good suggestion to Captain Alexander,

dealer and cycling authority. The captain

thought that Toledo could gather together

the finest line of junk wheels of any city in

the country, and that the aggregation would

make an interesting exhibit for the coming

Ohio centennial. The matter will be brought

before the proper committee.

Perhaps no city in the country has pro-

duced a greater variety of wheels than To-

ledo, and of old patterns of the modern make
there are hundreds still in use. Toledo has

a great number of laboring men, and they

pick up these wheels for little or nothing, and

before and after working hours they can be

seen in all parts of the city.

Where the Pickings Are Good.

The retirement from the cycle trade of W.
IT. Pickens will be a surprise. Mr. Pickens

has for the past year managed the southern

business of the Adams & Westlake Co. of

Chicago. Four years prior to that time he

held the position of manager of Southern de-

partment of the Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co.,

and under the tutelage of L. M. Richardson

developed rare ability in the advertising and

press line, latterly editing the Monarch house

organ, which fairly sparkled with that pe-

culiar brand of Pickens originality which

helped much to make Monarch bicycles what

they are to-day. With an eye to the future

Mr. Pickens associated himself with the Ad-

lake people, who were not slow to recognize

his ability, and when a man was needed in the

railway department of the concern to take up

the sales end in the East, Mr. Pickens was se-

lected to fill the position. To do so it was

necessary to sever his connection with the

bicycle department. Always conservatively

enthusiastic in his line, with the strongest

personality, his success is not to be won-

dered at, and the future of "Billee" Pickens

will be watched by all who knew him in the

trade.

Will Have to Be Adopted.

The movement in favor of a parcels post

is crystallizing at Washington. Postmasters-

general, almost without exception, have op-

posed the establishment of such a service. It

is interesting, however, to note that the most

conspicuous, perhaps the only exception, was

John Wanamaker, under whose administration

more reforms were proposed and put into

efi'ect than under any three postmasters-gen-

era! who either preceded or followed him.

In his second annual ^report, Mr. Wana-
maker said that there could really be but four

reasons advanced in opposition to a parcels

post. These were the four great express com-

panies, which threw their influence in opposi-

tion whenever the question was discussed.

That a parcels post for the interior distribu-

tion of merchandise at a reasonable irate would

benefit the cycle trade no reasonable man
will permit himself to doubt.

Metric Must Come.

Bearing on the question of standardization

is the uniformity in screw threads, and Conti-

nental papers are now referring to the suc-

cess of the movement inaugurated in 1895

and concluded last October, with regard to

the Continental solution of what had been a

great difficulty. Last winter a conference of

representative machine makers of France,

Italy, Switzerland and Germany was held at

Zurich, when it was agreed that gauges and

threads should be stipulated in millimeters in-

stead ol the English inch, and the plan is

proving most acceptable. Hence another rea-

son for the adoption of the metric system by

the engineers and manufacturers of this coun-

try and Great Britain.

Letter Writers, Please Mote!

John R. Keim, the well-known parts maker

of Buffalo, does not follow the custom of

using his regular letterhead for the second

and succeeding pages of letters written in his

office. Instead, the pages following the first

contain his own name, the name of the per-

son or concern to whom the letter is ad-

dressed, the page number and the date, thus:

JOHN R. KEIM.
Jno. Smith & Co. 2 6-30-99.

The plan saves stationery, space and is in

good taste.

Bets on the Side.

Paris, July 6.—Riviere, the French racing

man, has obtained a judgment for $1,000

against the managers of the Auteuil track, the

amount having been promised to him for rid-

ing in a twenty-four-hour race. In the course

of the testimony in the case it was shown that

Huret received $1,220 in extra prizes and Cor-

dang $900 additional money.

Six at the Seaside.

Six of the motor cycles that have been caus-

ing so much newspaper discussion since their

arrival in this country from France are to

meet in competition at Manhattan Beach Sat-

urday afternoon.
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EVERYTHING FROM EVERYWHERE.

Moderation is the way to enjoyment.

Raisins are said to be good for staving off

thirst.

Bombay claims to have nearly 10,000 cycle

riders.

Ball hearings are said to have been in use

about 140 years.

Fourteen states require railroads to carry

bicycles as baggage.

More than 200,000 hands are employed in

the French motor factories.

In Chesamore there is a cycle club with the

rather taking name of U-Go I-Go.

In Syracuse clergymen and physicians are

allowed to ride on the sidewalks.

Stick to your sweater and ne'er look blue;

when days are hot 'twill stick to you.

For that run-down feeling call a police-

man and have the careless driver arrested.

In starting upon a cycle tour hope for the

best, prepare for the worst and take what
comes.

In this weather some riders are stuck on
their clothes and some riders' clothes feel

stuck on them.

In the West the once fashionable quilting

or husking bee has now been superseded by
the cycle path bee.

Air resistance is calculated to be about G

degrees less when a rider is leaning forward

than w-hen sitting upright.

Every Connecticut vehicle with rubber tires,

baby carriages and all, must carry a lamp on
and after August 1. Sabe?

'Even if you can ride fast when occasion de-

mands it, you need not show your speed

abilities off in busy streets.

Murphy was wise not to use a circular

track. He would be in danger of bumping
his nose against his back if he had.

In the Rochester High School there are ac-

commodations for storing 500 bicycles. Thus
is the young idea taught how to scoot.

Dunlop studied vibration forty years be-

fore he produced the pneumatic tire. Now
he has organized a company to market a

spring fork.

A Chewtown, Pa., man has traded his

wife and children for a bicycle and an ac-

cordion. The wife and children are to be

congratulated.

The firemen of the Copenhagen fire depart-

ment have all been furnished with bicycles, in

order that they may reach small fires as speed-

ily as possible.

A statistical fiend says that if a man could

move his legs at the same rate that an ant

can he could travel about 2,400 miles an hour

on his bicycle.

Necessity is said to be the mother of in-

vention, but is not oftentimes invention the

mother of necessity? Most cycle inventors, at

any rate, go broke.

Now the alarmists have discovered the "bi-

cycle kidney." It was time they forsook the

"bicycle heart," "eye," "neck" and the like.

Truth would grow and be more healthful

and good looking if she came out of that well,

bought a bicycle and thereby got more air and

e.xercise.

The County Commissioners have placed a

tax of $1 on all bicycles in Portage county,

Ohio, the fund to be used in making perman-

ent paths.

Just think of that poor engineer! Suppose

he could not have got speed enough from

that locomotive to keep from being run down
by Murphy!

That project of getting to the North Pole

by means of reindeer should be preceded by

an Arctic good-roads agitation on the part of

the Arctic divisions of the L. A. W.

A gentleman claiming to be a "rough rider"

has arrived in New York and says he came
from Lincoln, Neb., per cycle, 4,100 miles, in

54 days. Mighty good traveling that.

A decoy bicycle was stolen from under the

noses of four Chicago detectives who were

set to watch it and catch the thief. But, thank

goodness, they didn't steal the detectives!

A young man has attracted great and env-

ious attention at the Casino in Newport by

appearing with a golden snake, with emerald

eyes, entwined about the bell on his bicycle.

"Bicycle bugs" have succeeded the kissing

bugs in the columns of the yellow journals.

The new discovery lies in -wait for the unsus-

pecting wheelman and kicks him off his sad-

dle.

The new French Minister of War has not

the facile tongue of his countrymen and speaks

so slowly that they call him "Bicyclette a

I'Heure," which, being interpreted means, "a

bicycle hired by the hour."

In a recent patent infringement suit in

New England it was testified by one of the

contestants that in two months they had sold

$250,000 worth of bicycle bells at a profit to

them of twenty cents on each bell. Ring

out the glad tidings.

foot passengers may run into them till the fly-

ing vehicles are passed.

William Myers, a Fostoria, O., farmer, had
to have a wheel built to order. The reason

William could not be suited with or seated on

the ordinary bicycle of commerce was be-

cause he was six feet four inches high and

weighed 250 pounds.

St. Louis has every reason to think she is

getting cheated some way or another. So
far this year St. Louis has only sold 3,349

cycle ta.x tags. This time last year twice that

number had been disposed of. The authori-

ties have now issued orders to arrest all riders

found without tags.

A contemporary in Boston likes this page
so well that it has stolen even the name thereof

in reproducing an imitation of the idea. The
least it might have done was to have been

original enough to change the title, great as

the struggle would undoubtedly have been

for the imitator to evolve anything original.

It is suggested that, owing to the speed at

which motor vehicles are driven through the

streets of Paris, that barrels or other havens

of refuge be provided at intervals, so that

There have been so many fools in cycling

that it really did not seem possible to evolve

another kind, but while there are wheels there

is hope, and so Washington is to have a

rider who is goimg to pedal on a home-trainer

for a week on top of a chimney 105 feet high.

Now what do you think of that?

In satin costume of bright orange color,

an alleged bicycle club of six came into New
York last week saying they had ridden all the

way from Chicago. The new arrivals began

to distribute yellow envelopes containing

some magic powder. Some people thought

the whole scheme was an advertising one.

An Irish wheelman was bitten on the leg

by a little terrier. He wrote a complaint to

the local paper, and the communciation closed

thus obscurely: "The dog, I understand, be-

longs to a magistrate who resides in the

neighborhood and is allowed to wander on
the road unmuzzled and yet sits on the bench
in judgment of others."

After a sad experience in such matters

Dr. C. H. Hunter, president of the Minne-
apolis Cycle Path .Association, says: "Those
connected with the voluntary system of cycle

path building are now convinced that the

time has arrived when the wheel should be

cared for by the public, like other public

utilities—^by means of taxation."

A man named John Spqs was arrested in

New York a day or two ago for scorching.

On being brought into court he gave his name
and then spelled it. but neither the judge

nor any one of the court officers was able to

pronounce it. "As uttered by the prisoner,"

said the clerk later, "it seemed to be the com-
mingling of a hiss of a punctured tire and the

wheezing of an inflator therefor."

After a number of bicycles had been stolen

from a large Chicago office building one of

the sufferers arranged an electric battery to

connect with the wheel rack on the fourth

floor of the building and with a bell in the

office on the floor below. Soon the bell rang,

and the inventor rushed to the stairway to

find a young man walking off with his bicycle.

The man claimed that while waiting for an

elevator he picked up the wheel to examine

it. He will think over the matter in jail.
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FOR THE BUYER—TALK OF THE MARKET.

SPINS RIGHT ALONG.

A Well ' Named Invention Which lias Done Much

to Make Easy the Running of the

Chainless.

Sometimes a good thing fails to suc-

ceed because the name thereof is unfortu-

nately chosen; such, however, will never be

the fate -of the ".Spinroller" gear. There is a

name which tells the whole story, and at the

same time makes you think of some smooth-

running afifair, just such a one in fact as the

Spinroller Company at Rochester turn out.

It needs no mechanical training in the

study of the mechanism here pictured to

show that the line of pressure is always ver-

tical—upward at one end of the shaft and

downward at the other—obviating the crowd-

ing action found in so many forms of gear-

ing. The result is that the Spinroller geared

machine starts of? with wonderful life the

moment the pressure of the foot is applied to

the pedal. The studs upon which the rollers

are mounted are accurately spaced, and the

rollers are ground to a thousandth of an inch.

The rollers and studs are made of the best

quality of tool steel, and are tempered as

hard as glass. One of the strongest points in

one of the largest forge shops in the country,

where we can, if necessary, make all our forg-

iiigs and stampings.

"Bradley, 111., is located on the main line of

the Illinois Central, C. C. C. & St. L. and 1. I.

& I. railroads, with connections to all Eastern

and Western points outside of Chicago. We
have direct connection with the American and

Adams Express companies, also Western

Union Telegraph Co. and long distance tele-

phone.

"The business will be conducted the same

as heretofore, as a department of the David

Bradley Mfg. Co., and the management and

superintendency the same. We will continue

the manufacture of the American Truss Frame
and other models, similar to the ones we have

manufactured the past season. We believe our

facilities for manufacturing will be superior in

many ways over our present location, having

better light, cheaper fuel, etc. Bradley, 111.,

can be reached from Chicago in about one

hour and fifteen minutes and we will be pleased

to have our customers and patrons call on us

after we are settled."

You Can't Knock It Out.

A tire which comes very close to filling

that long felt want for a resilient puncture-

proof tire is being marketed ty the Interna-

favor of this form of gear is that the pins of

the rollers of two engaging wheels are by a

very simple but ingenious device rigidly sup-

ported at both ends. This permits the central

pins, or pivots, to be made much smaller

than if they were fixed at one end only, thus

materially reducing loss by friction.

TALKING or TRlSS-rRAMES.

The American Brand of These Seeks Newer and

Greater Quarters.

Manager C. E. Saunders, of the David Brad-

ley Mfg. Co., is evidently not spending sleep-

less nights in an endeavor to find out where he

and his company "are at" amid all of this

glorious combining. To the contrary, having
seen to it that the name of North Kankakee
has been changed to Bradley, iMr. Saunders
now announces that on and after August 1st

he and his firm will be located in that pro-
gressive Illinois town. The exact status of

affairs is best told by Mr. Saunders himself,

who says:

"We will have facilities for manufacturing
2,500 bicycles per month and with ample room
for increasing this capacity if demand should
warrant us in doing so. In connection with
our plow factory, of course you know we have

tional Automobile & Vehicle Tire Co. ol New
York. The tire was brought out some time

ago by the New Brunswick Rubber Co., but

they were just prepared to thoroughly intro-

duce when they were absorbed by the com-
bination as above mentioned. The new tire

is not only light, but it is nearly as resilient

as many of the best known thread tires now
before the public. In fact, it is made with

thread fabric and seems to retain its resilient

qualities despite the fact that between the lay-

ers of fabric is a coating of chemically pre-

pared softened rubber which immediately

closes any puncture of ordinary size. J.

F. Ives, representing the company, was in

Cleveland showing the tire the other day
when a Wheel man had an opportunity of

thoroughly looking into its qualities. Pins

and small nails inserted into the fabric made
no impression, and the tire continued inflated

despite a large number of such punctures.

Should there be a cut or large puncture the

tire can be vulcanized the same as any or-

dinary one, for it is claimed that the soft

rubber coating vulcanizes as readily as the

ordinary rubber one does. Mr. Ives is out

introducing the tire for 1900 business, and he
says that it has created a very favorable im-

pression wherever he has shown it.

Waiting for the Bell.

In days gone by there were easier men to

crowd off the track than Walter C. Sanger;

this must be a family trait, since in a letter to

the trade regarding a threat to bring suit

against the users and makers of the Sanger

handle-bars, the Milwaukee people come out

flat-footed and say:

"The same claim of infringement has been

made for a full year and still we await formal

action on the part of those upon whom we
are supposed to be infringing. The fact is we
are ready to sustain our position and protect

our trade at all points, and have no misgivings

whatever as to the validity of our patents or

the outcome of any possible infringement

suit."

REMOVING THE SUPERFLUOUS.

Ilow in the Case of Spelter and Scale It Is Dene

Away With.

Too much of a good thing is often worse

than no good thing at all; while spelter is

perhaps not quite so bad as this, still the re-

moval of the superfluous metal binding ma-

terial is a question which has caused many
a cycle maker to spend nights wherein sleep

and he were not as familiar as they might

have been. To aid such people the League

Cycle Mfg. Co. of Milwaukee come to the

front with the following explanation and very

fair proposition:

"We have invented a process for removing

superfluous spelter as well as the black scale

and hard substance left from the brazing flux

on the steel tubing.

"The process is based upon a solution in

connection with electricity. We have used it

in our factory, and thorough tests have proven

that it is not injurious to the steel and will

not weaken the inner surface of the brazing.

It will take thirty minutes to prepare for the

work of the finishing as great a number of

frames, seat-posts, handle-bars and other small

brazed articles as a tank of any given size

will hold. The saving of time, files, emery
cloth, emery wheels and expensive manual
labor is obvious and need not be demon-
strated. Our process will reduce the labor of

filing and grinding to a minimum, and all

that will be necessary after treatment accord-

ing to our new method will be a few finishing

touches.

"The first cost of putting in the plant does

not exceed $400, which includes a first-class

dynamo, iron tank and solution. The solu-

tion itself will cost. very little, and the ex-

pense of keeping it up is quite nominal."

They Deserve Success.

No two men in the parts and supply busi-

ness deserve more success than does F.. A.

Hastings and F. H. Peterson, of Chicago.

The business they do is always on a fair and
substantial basis. Congenial, energetic and
good judges of men and material, it is not

surprising that they do a fine trade. The old

accounts Hastings & Peterson have handled

will undoubtedly be retained, and one or two
new ones are being investigated.
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63S,0O5. BICYCLE POMP CONNECTIOK. AEOHIE A. HlSTED and
Claobe Meeshob, Des Moines, Iowa. FUed Oct. 17, 1898, Serial No
«93.723. (HomodeL)

Claim.— J. The connecting device comprisiDg the chamber, the
]packing-valve in the chamber apertured to receive a valve-stem, the
|Cap on the chamber apertured to receive the valve-8tem and means
for attaching tha^^J^mb6r to an air-pump or source of air-supply.

® ^J.' 8 fc> 5 • fNEUMATIC TIRE, ffiiHK E MlSGiY, Bridge or
Weir, Scotland. FUeclJuly28,1898 Serial No. 687,084. (No model)

THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

6 2 8,386. BICYCLE-CHAIN. David R. Bebey, HarriMO. and
WiuiAH P. BOKHELL, Jr., Newark, N. J. Filed Oct 13. 1898. Serial

No. 693,387. (No model)

6•38,l9^3. PNEGMATIC TIRK Ricbard WApsaAae. Moretoa-

Bampstead. Euglani PUed Sept 4, 1897. Serial Na 650.564. (Kc

(QOdeL)

CJa'im:— 1, In a changeable-speed mechanism for bicycles or simi-

lar vehicles, tne combiaation with a hub, of a loose sleeve mounted
upon the axle, means fo.r imparting motion to the said sleeve, gearing
interposed between the said sleeve and the hub and means for mov-
ing the h ub with respect to the axle for bringing the said gearing into

and out of engagement whereby the speed of the bub may be in-

creased flr diminished as desired, substantially as described.

6 3 8,138. BALL-BEARINa FOR CYGLBa WiiiiAM J. BussB.

Chicago, m. Filed July 2, 1898. Serial No. 685,062. (No moael)

Claim.— I. A ball-bearing for cycles, comprising in combinationj
a hub having an enlarged bearing-cavity for the balls, and providetj
with a bearing sleeve or lining, an inner bearing-disk and an outer
bearing-disk, the bearing-sleeve and inner and outer bearing-disks,
being of the same diameter as that of the enlarged cavity in the hub,
an axle, a bearing-cone formed with a shouldered cylindrical outer
extensioD carrying the onter hearing-disk, a coufining-nut screwing
upon said extension, a confining-nnt screwing upon the axle, a central
main series of bearing-halls, and outer and inner series of auxiliary
spacing-balls, the bearing-cone in its movement effecting an adjusts
mentofthe main bearing-balls and the inner serieaofspacing-balls and
the outer bearing-disk having movement independent of the cone to
jCfTect an adjustment of the outer series of spacing-balls, substantially
as set forth.

Claim.— i. In a sprocket-wheel chain, the combination with

blocks a, a, of aide links A, 6, each having atuds attached thereto, one

of said studs being pivotally movable in said side link and provided

with a cross-head and reduced bearing and the other of said studs

being provided with a reduced bearing e*, a further reduced bearing

r^, and a head e", aide links c, each having a perforation <f, and longi-

tudinal slot c^, and key-links each having a keyhole-slot d'. and a

transverse slofrf^, all said parts being arranged and operating, sub-

stantially as set forth.

638,169. DRIVING -GEAR. John £. Starlet. Coventry, Eng-

land." BUed Feb. 27, 1899. 3arlaJ-.No. 707,072. (No model)

Claim.— 1, Id driving-gearloi niotor-cars, the combination of a

rotatable shaft, a spur-pinion fixed to such shaft, a stud adapted to

be moved about such shaft as center, an ioternally-toothed ivheel

mounted on the said stud and always gearing with the said spur-pin-

ion, means for transmitting motion from the periphery of the said

mternaity-wotDed wheel and means tor moving and fixing the ea.

8tud, for thepurposes set forth.

Claim.— \. In a pneumatic tire, the combination with a rigid
^ube or nozzle attached to an air-valve and projecting from the out-
bide of the wheel-rim into the channel of the rim, of an air-tube hav-
ing a sleeve over its air-inlet adapted to fit over said nozzle and per-

mit the tube to be slipped from off said nozzle in withdrawing the
(air-tube from the rim, substantially as described.

6 3 7 . 9 9 O . BICYCLE AND GEARING TH8REF0R. JOHH W.
EisENBUTH, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 5, 1898. Renewed May 22,

1899. Serial No. 717,798. (No model)

638,096. BICYCLE SUPPORT AND LOCKING DEVICE. Waiter
* C. HoMPHSEis, Salisbury. Md. FUed May 22, 1897. Serial No. 637,720.

(Ho model)

Claxm.—1. The combination with a bicycle having the front fork
and lower bar 3, of a brace pivotally connected to said bar and hav-
ing a broad forward end adapted to swing into direct engagement
with eaid fort, a support also pivoted to said bar," and connections
between said brace and support whereby they may be moved into,
and out of operative position sioiultaoeously, substantially as de-
accifeed.

637,458. COMBINED WHEEL RIM AND TIRE. JAMEsaflALDB-

mab, Cameron, Mo., assignor.of one-half to Joe E Combs, same place.

FUed Aug. 26, 1898. Serial No. 689,548. (No model)

Claim.—The combination of a wheel-rim, provided with a plu-

rality of periplieral pockets or chambers, a resilient or elastic band

encircling the rim and bridging said pockets, balls against said band

and radially opposite aaid pockets, a baud of resilient matter encir-

cling said balls to hold them in their proper relative positions, a flexi-

ble cover or tire proper incasing said band and balls, secured to the

wheel-rim, a loop journaled inlaid rim with the lirst-named resilient

or elastic band extending through it, a ratchet-wheel upon one of the

trunnions or journal-arms of said loop at the outer side of the rim,

and a spring-actuated pawl engaging said ratchet-wheel to prevent

the accidental back rotation of the loop, substantially as described,

Claim.—1\iQ combination with a pneumatic tire, of fibrous ma-
terial in a loose, flocculent, or fluffy condition, such as cotton-wool,
arranged to float throughout the interior of the pneumatic tire in the
form of a complete annular rope or sliver for the purpose of forming,
in combination with rubber solution which may be injected, a tough,
fibrous, adhesive patch at the interior end of the puncture, substan-
tially as described.

6 3 8.3 13. VEHICLE-WHEEL. AUGUST ScaocB, Hector. Minn.
FUed May 4, 1899. Serial No. 715,604. (No model)

Claim.— 1. The U-shaped rim, formed with the parallel walla,

the looped retaining-wire fixed to said rim, the tire formed with the
parallel walls, encompassing said rim, the looped retaining-wire fixed

in the tire and the spiral springs interposed between the tire and rim
and having their free ends encompassing the loops oo the fetaiotng-

. wires, substantially as shown and described.

2. The U-shaped rim, the looped retaining-wire fixed in said rim,

*he tire, the looped retaining-wire fixed in said tire, the radially-ar-

ranged spiral springs, interposed between the rim and tire, and the
key-wire passing through the rim-retaining wire and the contiguous
encompassing endg of said springs, substantially aa shown and de-

scribed.

6 3 8,0 5 6 . BACK-PEDALING BRAKE. James F. Wilbue, Mara-
thon. N. y. FUed Mar. 8, 1899. Serial No. 708,224- {No model)
Claim.— 1. The combination, with the driving-shaft of a bicycle

or other vehicle, of a hollow disk loosely mounted on the shaft, said
disk comprising two side plates united to a peripheral ring, a sprocket-
wheel revoluble upon said disk, a clutch-block radially adjustable in

an opening through said peripheral ring, and mechanism within the
disk operated by the shaft when rotated forward, to throw said

block into engagement with the sprocket-wheel.

637,351. BICYCLE. JOHN C, Raymond, New York, N. Y. Filed

Nov. 4,1897 Serial Ka.657.361. (No model)

Claim.— 1 The combination with a drive-wheel, and a gear-wheel

and a pinion revolving with the drive-wheel, of a driving-pinion in

mesh with the said gear-wheel, a driving gear-wheel In mesh with

the said pinion,^ hollow crank-shaft on which the said driving-pin-

ion and driving gear-wheel are mounted, the said crank-shall carry-

ing a crank-arm, a device extending within the said hollow shaft and
along the crank-arm and adapted to connect either the said driving

gear-wheel or the said driving-pinion to the said sliafi the said device

having a vertically-sliding portion, under the control of the opera'

tor, and means for locking said sliding portion in either it.s ti))pcr

most or lowermost position substantially a.s shown and described.
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637,616. PNBDMATIC TIRE. CiEBEBT 4. Bill, Bull, England
Filed Oct 31. 1898. Serial No 695,038. (Ho model)

THE WEEKS PATENTS.—Continued.

638.363. BICYCLE-PATH MAKER. FEED W. BHOEcaAn-. Stur-
gla, Mich. Filed July 25. 1898. Serial No, 686,805. (No mMeL)
Claim.—In a bicycle-path maker the combinatiop of a triaagu-

lar-Bhaped frame supported on wheels e the braces a ciirryiog de-
tachable disks b the detachable roller D; with the plow-bfam B piv-
oted at lu forwara encfto th*- apex of frame A having direct draft
from motive power, substantially as and for the purpose described,

Claim.— I. A pnenmatic tire consisting o( a series of indepeiid-
3titly-detachablc, pneumatic, resilient rings arranged rim to rim in

the plane of motion of 'he wheel, sub.stantiallv as set forth.

628,426. BICYCLE TeoMA38, Woodruff, Olrara. fa., assignor

to Rosa L OdelL New York, N. Y.. and Sarah B. Woodruff and Mary
W. Johnston. Erie. Pa. Filed Feb. 15. 1898. Serial No, 670.372, (No

model)
62 7,676. SPRING-POST FOR SEATS OR HANDLE-BARS OF BI-

CYCLES. William N. Amory. New York. N. Y Filed Sept 5 1896
Serial No 60i928. (No model.)

Chhn.—The combination, with a bicvcle-franie, and steeriug-

wheel; of a bar arrajiged parallel with the steering-head and pro-

vided at Its upper part with aii ort'sci arm which engages with tlie,

said steering-head, an arm securing the lower part i}f the said bar to

the front fork, a sprocket-wheel earned by the said bar and provided
with two crank-pins arranged in line with each other upon one side

of its axis, a sprocket-wheel secured to the steering-wheel, a chain

paaaingaround thesaid sprocket-wheels, a rearwardly-projecting han-

dle-bar having its middle portion pivoted to the top portion of the
said bar, and connecting-rods pivoted to the said handle-bar and en-

gaging with the said crank-pins, substantially as set forth

628,340. CYCLOMETER. ARTHUR A Leuchter, Everett, Mass.

Filed Jan. 15, 1898, Serial No. 666.748, (No model)

t'Uiim.—As an article of manufacture adapted for use with ad-
justable saddles, a T-post. a sleeve surround ing the stem thereof, bear-
mg-plates snrrounding said stem, one on said stem and the other on
said sleeve, eachofsaid plates being provided with a reentrant curved
portion, and a pnenmatic cushion surronndingsaid stem between said
plates and provided with a reentrant curved portion corresponding
to said curves on said plates for permitting the adjustable fastening
of the saddle to approach the stem, substantially as described,

6 2 8,0 & 2 . BICYCLE George A. Enhis and Hamfobd a Ross.

Livingston, Moot Filed Mar. 16. 1898. Serial No, 674,048. (No model)

Clmm.— l. A cyclometer having a plurality of number-wheels,

a central rotatable actuatigg-shatlc-ctending concentrically through

all of said number-wheels, reducing mechanism for rotating said shaft

at the normal reduced speed I'equired for said number-wheels, said

reducing mechanism being concentric with said shaft and at one end

of said shaft, and means for transmitting the initial motion from the

device whose speed is being measured, said means being coaxial with

said shaft, said reducing mechanism being located between said trans-

mitting means and said shaft, substantially as described.

628,135. GEAR FOR CYCLES. Thomas H. Williams, London,

England. Filed Dec. 10. 1898. Serial No, 698,874 (No model)

C/fiim.—I. The combination with the rear members of a bicycle-

frame and the rear-wheel axle, of a stationary jaw rigid with said

frame, a movable jaw pivoted to the stationary jaw, an elongated

apertured bearing-block between said jaws within which the axle

rests, the aperture of which is located at one side of the longitudinal

center thereof, and adjusting means engaging said block to move the

same endwise with respect to the jaws,

t> 2 7 , 9 6 2 . ROLLER-BEARING, William B, Allen, Hartford.

Conii., assignor to the Premier Manufacturihg Company, same place.

Filed Nov. 26, 1897. Serial No. 659,727. (No model)

Claim.— ]. In combination with a wheel or like part arranged
for ball-bearings, an axle-arm and a cone supported thereoo, ot;e of
eaid parts having a groove extending to the end thereof, and the op-
posite part having a radial opening, an angular-shaped key with one
branch extending into said opening and the other branch adapted to
enter said groove and with its end extending to the surface of that
side of its supporting part first-engaging with the opposite part, and
means for boldine the cone in nosition

827,639. TRICYCLE FOR INVALIDS, John C."Eames. San Fran-

cisco, Cal Filed Aug. 18, 1898. Serial No, 688.873. (No model)

C/(iim.— \ The combination of a crank shaft or axle, a road-

wbeel axle parallel to the crank-axle, bearings for the two axles, a
frame connecting the bearings, a lay-shafl and its bearings, gearing

at one end of th« lay-shaft connecting it to one of said axles, a crank
on the opposite end of the lay-shaft, a corresponding crank on the
other ftvie, blocks fitting and working in sockets in said cranks par-

altnl with the sxen of the cranks, a pin fixed* to the frame, a sleeve

free to move to and fro and turn on the pin, arms fixed to the sleeve

and ball? at the end." of the arms working in sockets in the blocks,

substarrtially as set forth.

Clahii.— I. An improved tricycle consisting of a rectangular

frame, a front axle, wheels upon each end thereof a single rear

wheel, vertical posts rising from each side of the center of one of

the rear transverse frame-bars and also from each side of the center

of the front axle, steering devices connected with the rear wheel

and a lever at the front for operating the same, adjustable spring

connections between the steering devices and the said posts of the

rear transverse frame-bar, a seat mounted upon said posts, independ-

ent crank-axles upon each side of said seat and independent sprock-

ets and chains connecting the crank-axlea with opposite ends of thei

fVOlvt kxlc.

6S8,087. CLEANER FOR BICYCLE-CHAINS. Edwaed B OlB

C/aiTn.— 1. In a bicycle-chain cleaner, the combination with a

suitable holder, of a carrier connected to said holder to move freely

thereon and to play in a vertical plane with the moveinent of a drive-

chain under the variation in the tension thereof, and oppositely-fac-

ing brushes mounted in said carrier on opposite sides of the path of
the drive-chain to ride against the faces of the latter; said brushes

being mounted in the carrier for adjustment therein independently

of each other and both brushes being movable with the carrier as it

moves in a vertical plane with the drive chain, substantially as de-

627,977. BICYCLE-GEARING. John A. Caldwell, VanoouTer,
Canada. Filed May 26, 1897. Renewed Nov. 28. 1898. Serial No,

697.711. (No model)

Claim.— I. A drive-gearing comprising a eUtionary internally-

toothed annuluB, a bub-pinion, a frame composed of a pair of rings

having inturned portions arranged at intervals, secured together and

forming intervening openings 10*, and pinions journaled in the open-

ings lO', and meshing with the annulus and a hub-pinion, substan-

tiallv ft« dp-srribed.

63 7,731. COVER FOR PNEUMATIC TIRES. Albrecbt Hawsen
and Theodor Likdgreen, Copenhagen, Denmark. Filed Aug. 3, 1897.

Serial No, S46,902. (No model)

A

Cluim.—A protective covering for pneumatic tires composed of

the strip of textile material A. the strip of a closely-woven metallic

fabric B narrower than the strip A. and of the strip or band of tex-

tile material C, said strips cemented together throughout their con-

tacting surfaces and folded BO that the edges of the strip A will over-

lap along the line of the tread of the tire, the strip C being of such

width as to form with the utrip A a sheathing for the intermediate

wire fabric and prevent the latter from coming in contact with itself

or with the tire and outer covering, wires D inserted in the bights

along opposite edges of the cover for securing the same to the wheel-

rim, and an outer cover of rubber cemented to the protective cover-

ing, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

627,3 5 9. AUTOMOBILE VEHICLE. Herbert B. Steblb. Maiden,

Masa Filed Jaa 18, 1897. Serial No. 619,545. (No model)

Clfiini.— 1. In an explosion-engine, the combination of a com-

bustion-chamber H, means of supplying an explosive charge to said

chamber, an inlet^valve as G^ normally operated by the pressure of

the incoming charge, and a device adapted to be actuated as by hand

which device is further adapted upon such actuation to unseat or lift

the said valve and permit the escape of said charge
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A MOST INGENIOUS CLUSTER.

Has All the Good Points of Both Castings and

Forgings.

John R. Keim, of Buffalo, the successor to

the Spaulding Machine Screw Co., has sent to

The Wheel a sample of a new seat-post

cluster and rear fork end with adjustable lug.

On the former piece he has applied for a

patent. In this new fitment Mr. Keim seems

to have accomplished a combination of all

the graceful lines of both the casting and the

forging patterns, which have been so popular

during the past season. At the same time he

has ^been able to make this same piece with-

out a seam in the upper surface between the

two rear stay branches and also arrange it so

the opening on the upper side of the cluster

is a continuous wall preventing any spread-

ing or distorting of the metal at any point

when used in the new dip brazing process.

Mr. Keim is ready to furnish with each of

these clusters a long reinforcement for seat-

post tube of 16-gauge metal sufficiently long

and thick to prevent amy bulging of the seat-

post tube when used in connection with in-

ternal expander. The shoulder thereon to

make a perfect flush joint is not stamped over

a mandrel, but is turned down carefully,

thereby preventing and avoiding any possi-

ble kinking or obstruction to free action of

seat-post on inner diameter of the tube.

Mr. Keim states he will be in position to

supply any and all parties, not only with the

above special pieces, but also with a most
complete line of sheet metal parts and stamp-
ings throughout the coming season, and is

ready now to quote prices and accept business

for 1900 delivery. His facilities are so thor-

oughly well developed and adapted for both
standard and special work that he is able to

guarantee prompt and careful service and sat-

isfactory deliveries.

Good Man Available.

George H. Strout, who has for three years

been sales manager of the eastern branch of

the Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co., will sever his

present connection on July 15. He would
like to enter the service of a manufacturer,

-either of bicycles or automobiles. He is thor-

oughly acciuainted with the cycle trade and
the people in it, particularly in Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Con-
necticut, Rhode Island, New York, New Jer-

sey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Dis-

trict of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia.

Named After the President.

The Chicago Handle-Bar Co.'s newest bid

for a continuance of the public's favor will

be known as the Webster, and is, of course,

adjustable. The fact that the bar is to bear

the name of President Webster is in itself a

guarantee that it is already a proven success.

Speaking of the bar and its merits President

Webster said: "We are not quite ready yet to

talk for publication, but by the middle of July

our formal trade announcements will be made.
Suffice it to say for the present, we have bought
a valuable patent and are now working out

the details of a 'bar which we are satisfied

the trade will approve. The cycle business

has come to a point now where the equip-

ment sells the wheel, and it is the aim of

manufacturers to give a first-class equipment
so far as it is consistent with the selling price

of their wheels. The Webster bar we are fig-

uring to place at such a price as will enable

any manufacturer to adopt it exclusively.

Our policy is to give the trade what they

want. Notwithstanding we have been making
upward of fifty different styles, the side-acting

adjustable bar with expander seems to be

growing in popularity, and it is to cater to

this that we are to introduce the Webster ad-

justable. We will, of course, furnish the new-

comer with various styles m tops and

widths."

An Unfortunate Accident.

Frank Pierce, who is at the head of the

Lamont Cycle Co., Cleveland, one of the For-

est City's leading "small manufacturers," met

with an accident last Friday which may cost

him his life. He was riding home to dinner

and slipped on the wet pavement, falling di-

rectly in front of a street car. His skull was

'fractured and he was otherwise injured. Mr.

Pierce is a veteran of the Civil War.

Little, but Excellent.

Charles H. Rutherford, of 12 Gold street,

New York, is . jout to place on the market

a new luggage carrier which, owing to its

compactness and strength, will doubtless meet

with favor. The carrier is attached to the

saddle post, where the package is out of the

way. The carrier weighs less than three

ounces, is made from steel wire, is nickel-

plated, and retails for thirty-five cents.

Seneer Had a Cinch.

First honors in the races held during the

Ohio State meet, L. A. W., at Canal Dover,

O., were easily won by Earl Seneer, of Day-

ton, mounted on a Dayton racer. One of

seven starts Seneer captured four firsts and

three seconds. His winnings included two
of the four State championships—the J mile

and the 5-mile ones—while he rode a close

second in the other two. He also won the

J-mile open amateur in 1.06 2-5, and the l-V-

mile open in 3.42 2-5, on a rough dirt track.

They Are Growing Greater.

Steel Ball Co., of Chicago, will shortly move
into new quarters, located on Boston avenue.

The new factory will be 120x120 feet square.

Part lof it two stories high. This new move
will cost the ball company $50,000.

Recent Patents.

627,972. Means for Restoring Air Pressure in

Pneumatic Tires. John F. Brady, Chicago, 111. Filed

Nov. 17, 1S98. Serial No. 696,694. (No model.)

627,977. Bicycle Gearing. John A. Caldwell, Van-
couver, Canada. Filed May 6, 1897. Serial No. 697,-

711. (No model.)

627,990. Bicycle and Gearing Therefor. John W.
Eisenhuth, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 5, 1S9S.

Renewed May 22, 1S99. Serial No. 717,798. (No
model.)

628,005. Bicycle Pump Connection. Archie A.

Plistet and Claude Mershon, Des Moines, Iowa. Filed

Oct. 17, 1898. Serial No. 693,723. (No model.)

628,056.. Back-Pedaling Brake. James F. Wilbur,

Marathon, N. Y. Filed March S, 1899. Serial No.

708,224. (No model.)

628,059. Bicycle Brake. Reuben R. Wise, Sebe-

waing, Mich. Filed Sept. 21, 1898. Serial No. 691,524.

(No model.)

628,074. Bicycle Alarm Bell. Joseph E. Cotter, St.

Louis, Mo. Filed March 10, 1899.- Serial No. 708,540.

(No model.)

628,082. Bicycle. George A. Ennis and Hanford H.
Ross, Livingston, Mont. Filed March 16, 1S9S. Serial

No. 674,048. (No mod-el.)

628,087. Cleaner for Bicycle Chains. Edward B.

Gibtord, Adrian, Mich. Filed Jan. 28, 1S98. Serial

No. 668,287. (No model.)

628,096. Bicycle Support and Locking Device.

Walter G. Humphreys, Salisbury, Md. Filed May
27, 1897. Serial No. 637,720. (No model.)

628,135. Gear for Bicycles. Thomas II. Williams,

London, England. Filed Dec. 10, 1898. Serial No.
698,874. (No model.)

628,138. Ball Bearing for Cycles. William J. Busse,

Chicago, 111. Filed July 2, 1898. Serial No. 685,062.

(No model.)

028,173. Pedal-Crank Extension A-ttachment. John
B. Young, Chicago, 111. Filed May 16, 1898. Serial

No. 680,845. (No model.)

628,184. Bicycle Driving Mechanism. Reuben H.
Plass, New York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to John ,W. Melick, same place. Filed Jan. 7,

1897. Serial No. 618,280. (No model.)

628,294. Luggage Carrier for Bicycles. Ira D. Alder-

man, Waycross, N. C. Filed March 17, 1899. Serial

No. 709,485. (No model.)

628,363. Bicycle Path Maker. Fred W. Shoecraft,

Sturgis, Mich. Filed July 25, 1898. Serial No. 636,805.

(No model.)

628,383. Bicycle. Leonard Bauroth, Toledo, Ohio.,

assignor to Leonard B. Gaylor. Filed Feb. 24, 1898.

Serial No. 671,469. (No model.)

028,386. Bicycle Chain. David R. Berry, Harri-

son, and William P. Bonnell, Jr., Newark, N. Y.
Filed Oct. 13, 1S9S. Serial No. 693,387. (No model.)

628,106. Sprocket-wheel Chain Case. Henry D.
Gris-wold, Olneyville, R. I. Filed July 8, 1897. Re-

newed June, 1899. Serial No. 719,305. (No model.)

628,407. Gearing. William W. Kenfield, Roches-
ter, N. Y., assignor to the Rochester Cycle Mfg. Co.,

same place. Filed April 21, 1899. Serial No. 713,906.

(No model.)

628,426. Bicycle. Thomas S. Woodruff, Girard,

Pa., assignor to Rosa I. Odell, New York, N. Y.,

and Sarah H. Woodruff and Mary W. Johnston,

Erie, Pa. Filed Feb. 15, 1898. Serial No. 670,372.

(No model.)
TRADE-MARK.

33,198. Bicycles tor Men, Women and Children.

Emma J. iSwartout, Boston, Mass. Filed May 19,

1899. The word "Delsarte." Used since 1886.

receIyeWsale op letters patent
fOR BICYCLE SLNDRIES, Etc.

The undersigned, Receiver of the Place & Terry Manu-
facturing Company, of 347 Centre Street, NewYoik Cily,
will at above place on Tuesday, August 1, 1899, at 2 p. m.,
receive bids for the following Patents, etc., belonging to
said Company, the acceptance of said bids being subject to
confirmation by the Court. A deposit of 30 per cent in
cash will be required on day of sale. Intending purchasers
can inspect the following Letters Patent, tools,dies, etc., at
above place, at the usual business hours on any day prior
to said hour of sale :

1. U. S. A. Patent No. 37.003, for Trade-Mark. 3. U. S.

A. Patent No. 25,440, for Design for Bicycle Lamp. 3. U.
S. A. Patent No. 5ti2.319, for Bicycle Lamps. 4. U. S. A.
Patent No. 574,568, for Bicycle or Vehicle Lamp Brackets,
5. U. S. A. Patent No. 586,295, for Bicycle Lamp Brackets.
6. Great Britain Patent No. 19,300, for improvements in
Bicycle Lamps. Aiso certain tools, dies, etc., connected
with and for the making of the articles patented above.

JOHN S. McMASTEH, Receiver, e-c.
Dated July 10, 1899. 1 Exchange PI., Jersey City, N.J.

LOWEST KATJtSS WEsT,
Rates to the West are lower via Nickel Plate Road

than via other lines, while the service is excelled by
none. Three fast trains are run every day in the
year from Buffalo to Chicago. The day coaches are
of the latest pattern, are elegantly upholstered and
have all the modern improvements, such as marble
lavatories, steam heat, lighted by Pintsche gas, while
colored porters are in charge to look after the wants
of passengers, especially the ladies and children. Ves-
tibuled buffet sleeping cars are run on all trains,

while the dining cars and meal stations are owned
and operated by the company and serve the best of

meals at moderate prices.

If your ticket agent cannot give you all the in-

formation you desire in regard to rates, routes, etc.,

address F. J. Moore, Gen'l Agent, Nickel Plate
Road, 291 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y. 83

TIRE TAPE, 1 yi cents a Roll.
Large ounce rolls. Best grade of fresh, sticky

tape. Wrapped in foil. 24c. a dozen, $1.75 per hun-
dred, $8 for 500, or $15 for $1,000 rolls.

WHEtlLMEN'S CO., Jndianapolls. Ind.

LiCusth of barrel 3 in.i total length 5 1-4 in,,

..^_ ^^. -^--__»— . By Mall BOc
NICKEL- c^^^iiE^^^^^^H eL>ioi7^H|^i \ NOT a toy.
PLATED

-'^^-^^'^^°*-^

DURABLE

LIQIID PISTOL
will stop the most vicious dog (or

man) without permanent injury.

Parker, Stearns &Sutton,'^e'^Yo'rr.
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Making Light of Misfortune.

A strike and absolute tie-up on tlie street-

car system used by three-fourtlis of the people

of Cleveland developed some of the best ad-

vertising by the Cleveland bicycle people

Cleveland ever saw. Here are some:

"Owners of the Cleveland bicycles always

ride. Patrons of street cars sometimes walk.

Be independent! Own a Cleveland, save car-

fare and annoyance."—H. A. Lozier & Co.

The Geo. Worthington Co. heads its ad

"Big Consolidated Strike," this being the

nick-nauie of the Cleveland Electric Railway

Co., which is having the strike. Then it goes

on: "What will you do? Walk or call at our

store and select a first-class bicycle." Then

follows a list of the wheels the firm sells.

"Why_ walk or stay at home when you can

buy tbe best bicycle in Cleveland for $50, $40

or $35?" is what the Hoffman Bicycle Co.

asks.

"Tribune bicycles $50. Tribune bicycles $40.

They never strike. They get there and get

back," say Colister & Sayle.

Perhaps the "most unkindest cut of all"

from the street car people's point of view, for

nearly every bicycle buyer now means a cus-

tomer lost for at least a part of the future, is

that given by the Gormully & Jefifery Mfg.

Co. "Don't walk or jeopardize your life by

riding in street cars during the strike. Note

the look of satisfaction on the faces of those

who now possess a Rambler."

"There is no strike against White bicycles,"

says the White Sewing Machine Co.

Have Long Been Needed.

The American cycle trousers maniifactured

by AI. V. Davis & Co., of Cleveland, are

becoming very popular in their home city.

A large number of prominent business men in

Cleveland and elsewhere, who do not care to

commit themselves to the negligee appear-

ance and brevity of the ordinary bicycle cos-

tume, find in this Davis garment exactly what

they want for office wear. An illustration of

the trousers was in a recent issue, and,

as will be. seen, no clamps or guards are

needed. From the calf up, these riding gar-

ments are the same shape as any ordinary

trousers, but around the ankle they fit tight.

Silk elastic cord is looped around a double

row of buttons from side to side of the open

seam on the outside of each leg of the gar-

ment, which arrangement holds the seams to-

gether and allows the leg of the garment to

expand at this narrow place, thus letting the

feet through easily and permitting tbe trous-

ers to be put on and off as quickly as any

others. The results are no wrinkles, and a

dressy appearance which cannot be maintained

in any other form of cycle leg-covering.

Dusty Roads. Noisy Chains.
The Morse Twin Roller Chains run
SMOOTHLY, QUIETLY and FREELY

in DUST or MUD.

As the pendulum
swings, so the joint

of the

rocks.

Morse Chain

No Rub,
No Slide.

Lasts longer, runs
easier than any other
chain made. Pendu-
lum will swing on
the Morse Joint 45
minutes and on the

pin joint about 5 sec-

onds. Large swing-
ing model sent free

to agents ordering

three chains.

Write for Illustrated Cir-

cular and Price to ^^l

MORSE CHAIN CO.,
Trumansburg, N. Y.

Kindly mention The Wheel.

CHAIN LUBRICANT, 80 cents gross.

In 10 gross lots. First-class lubricant wrapped in

foil, labeled, packed in individual wood tubes, 10c.

dozen, 90c. gross, $S for 10 gross.

WHEBIiMEN'S CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

"Bi-cy-ka," Rust's Deadliest foe.

The only successful rust-preventer and cleaner and
polisher combined. So easy to apply, for all you do is

to rub it on when you clean your bicycle It leaves an
invisible film which keeps off the rust, and at the same
time it cleans and polishes. If your dealer doesn't sell it,

send fiveS-cent stamps, for full-sized collapsible tube, to

Raven Gloss Mfg. Co., 71 Barclay Street, New York.*:):*

T«EQIB50N HOUSE
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Under new management. Superior service;

central location; perfect cuisine.

WILL W. CLARKE, Manager.

FOR SALE, CHEAP.
35 pair of 30-in. fancy Rim Wlieels; 36 pair of
'"99" M. & W. 30-in. Tires; 25 pair 30-in. ly,

made by New Brunswlcb; Cabinet of 150 drawers
witb parts of all kinds; 1 large and 1 small Safe;
100 pair Inner-Tube Tires ; Office Fixtures

:

Stands and Platform; 75 doz. Bells. 2-in. Electric:
6 Bicycle Exhibition Stands; 50 Lenox L.adv
Saddles; Job Handle-Bars; l,OOOToolBags; about
350 Cycles, assorted.

WRITE US IF ANYTHING INTERESTS TOU.

L. C. JANDORF & CO.,
Kindly mention The Wheel. 321 BROADWAY, N. Y.

(«

PERFECT"
25C.

OILER.
Used by leading makers of high-grade bicycles. The only oiler that regulates supply of oil. CANNOT LEAK
We make cheaper oilers also, of unequaled quality.

Kindly mention The Wheel. CUSHMAN & DENISON, Mfrs., 240-242 W. 23d St.- N. Y.

ADLETS.
For Sale, Exchange, Etc. — Twenty-five words,

thirty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.

Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and Help "Wanted.— Answers received

in confidence and forwarded without charge. Rate:

25 words, one time, 50 cents; three times, $1.00; 50

words, one time, Jl.OO; four times, $3.00; 75 words,

one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-

tisements: One-half inch, one time, $1.00; four times,

$3.00; one inch, one time, $L50; four times, $5.00.

pATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner, patent attorney and
^ mechanical expert, 608 F street, Washington, D.
C. Established 18S3. I make an examination free of
charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

BUSINESS PARTNER WANTED
By a practical man who desires opportunity to leave
jjresent work and devote entire time to developing
chain] ess device which is covered by two patents;
liberal inducement to man who will supply capital.
IN\ENTOR, care The Wheel.

AT7" HOLE or one-half interest in established and
' • paying bicycle material jobbing business in

]a.rge city near New York. Cash trade; no debts;
good opportunity for experienced party; very little

capital required. Address "Reliable, care The Wheel.

DICYCLE MANUFACTURERS-We can put you
*-' in communication with a man competent to
take charge of sales department or to travel in New
England; has an extensive acquaintance of long stand-
ing. Address "Competent," care The Wheel.

A GENTLEMAN OF 10 years* experience in the
^^ bicycle business is desirous of a change; com-
petent as traveler or agency manager. Address
"Change," care The Wheel.

A RESIDENT of New England with extensive ac-
-^"^ quaintance among dealers desires to represent
a reliable house with large output. Address "Resi-
dent," care The Wheel.

"XA/^E are in the market for bicycles in large or small
'' quantities, for spot cash. Also tires, saddles,

pedals, tool bags, lamps, etc., etc. Describe what you
have to offer and state bottom cash price. Mead Cycle
Company, Chicago, 111.—7-13.

POSITION WANTED as superintendent of bicycle
^ factory; have had 10 years experience; Al refer-
ence. A. B. M., care The Wheel.

The Best
in all respects, be-

yond a cavil.

IF
it is that which you

want, use

m. r. Nvrs

SPERM
OR

TRIPLET

o
I

L
Soldeverywhere

New prices
to dealers...

William

F, Nye,

NEW BEDFORD,

UiiiUiMidiiUHliliiiMliiliillJlllmlllimiMliljl^ HflAuu.

Kindly mention The Wheel,
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AMERICAN BICYCLE COMPANY.

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, Wednesday.—This

morning the manufacturers assembled to carry

on the work of organization. It is hardly

likely that much will be done to-day. The
reaction which came last night, after a long-

sustained strain, will not be hastily thrown

off. The gathering may not be dispersed this

week.

Tuesday, July 18, 1899.—The official an-

nouncement of the formiation of the American
Bicycle Company was given out to the press

at the Waldorf-Astoria to-night:

CAPITAL, $40,000,000.

SECURITIES.

Debenture bonds, 5 per cent $10,000,000

Preferred stock, 7 per cent 10,000,000

Common stock 20,000,000

Total $40,000,000

The bankers' proposition to the bicycle man-
ufacturers was that they take, in payment for

their plants, the following:

Cash 30 per cent

Preferred stock 30 per cent

Common stock 50 per cent

Total 110 per cent

This means that, if a man puts his plant

in say at $100 he receives in cash $30; pre-

ferred stock, $30 and common stock, $50.

The original prices named in the options

given were not cut, but were maintained.

The original capital as at first proposed was
abandoned because of the "glut in industrials"

and because of the condition of the stock mar-

kets and of the money markets.

The flotation was not accomplished without

a long session, lasting from ten a. m. to

six p. m. Not one firm of the options ac-

cepted declined the proposition. The Gormul-

ly & Jeflfery Mfg. Co. was the last concern

to go in. There were seven concerns on the

fence and they fell in one by one, Mr. Gormul-
ly being the last to get into line.

The debenture bonds are the first lien on

the property of the company. These bonds

were ofifered to the bicycle manufacturers at

$92,50 per share. It was announced that al-

most all of them had been subscribed for.

I met Colonel Pope as I left the Astoria. He
said: "The entire amount named for our

plants was put into the securities of the com-
pany. We take no cash." Authorities placed

the aggregate Pope figure at ten millions. It

was stated from a reliable source that the

Gormully & JeiTery Co. had also put their

entire amount into the securities of the new
company. As the property, the real, actual,

tangible property of the company is easily

worth over twenty millions, these bonds are

gilt edge.' The water was squeezed out of the

flotation. The opinion of all concerned is

that A. B. C. stock is a good thing, a

good value and free from wind. The bonds

are to run for twenty years but may be re-

tired at any time at $105 per share.

iCharles R. Flint, the rubber magnate, pro-

moter and capitalist, was not at the meeting

but he was in the adjoining room. Flint's

position, so it was stated, is as follows: His

interests are dove-tailed with those of promi-

nent capitalists. Flint controls the Morgan
& Wright, the India Rubber Co. and other

tire companies, organized under the style of

the Rubber Goods Mfg. Co. His chief profit,

at least a big share of it, would come from the

sale of bicycle tires. But, if the Trust made
its own tires in the Hartford Rubber Works
and in the Indianapolis Rubber Co., it would

cut a big slice off his trade. Therefore Flint

is alleged to have influenced the capitalists

to withdraw their subscriptions and their sup-

port from the A. B. C. His avowed ob-

ject, it is alleged, was to obtain some conces-

sions from the A. B. C. in the way of

preferential trade. It is further stated that

Flint's price was the ceding to him, of course.

at a value, the two A. B. C. tire companies.

What has been done in this respect is not

known. Certain it is that Flint withdrew his

opposition and even threw his weight in favor

of the A. B. C. flotation. Any agreement, if any

exists, is probably a private contract. The
Board of Directors of the A. B. C, when
formed, can, of course, carry out any legal

and reasonable contract it may see fit.

The original plan of the American Bicycle

Co., with eighty millions of capital, might

have been floated on the bull market this

spring. So many companies were launched,

however, that the public were glutted. No
doubt the bankers expected to launch the

company as originally planned. It is the

opinion of the entire trade that Mr. Spalding's

original cash proposition was made in good

faith. Later, with contracted speculation, and

with the probabilities of financial world-wide

stringency, it became necessary to ask the

makers to accept 40 per cent of the purchase

price in stock. Still later, with trusts multi-

plying daily, with anti-trust legislation proba-

ble and with a probable important political

movement in sight, coupled with some inside

complications, said to be credited to Flint,

there was a serious hitch. It was this hitch

which The Wheel telegraphically announced

last Thursday night, at which time many men
prominent in the matter stated that the flota

tion would fall through.

It was felt, however, on all sides, that cycle

trade conditions made it imperative to attempt

a prevention of further throat-cutting. The
last straw that decided the matter was the

universal opinion that it would be disastrous

to the trade if the American Bicycle Co. flo-

tation was abandoned.

The Committee on Organization, that is.

the Bicycle Committee, and the Bankers'

Committee were in session a large part of

Monday at the board rooms of the Mutual

Life Insurance Co. of New Yorkr Mean-

while the makers were all about town waiting.
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To-day at ten a. m. they went into session

and there was light shed until six p. m. Then
the Waldorf-Astoria was permeated with

jubilance. The appended list, including also

the Owen bottoim bracket interest, will form

the heart of the American Bicycle Co. The
company had originally options on one hun-

dred and ten to twenty concerns. Those who
gave options and whose names are not printed

below will be taken up later. The men who
have been active in the concerns as heads at-

tended the meeting.

There will be much acti\aty during the rest

of the week. To-morrow the final signatures

will be given. Later the Committee on Or-

ganization will call a meeting of stockholders

and report. The stockholders will elect a

temporary chairman. A temporary charter

will be adopted. A Board of Directors will

then be elected. Then the other officers, of

whom Mr. Spalding has been unanimously

slated as president. The form of launching

the vessel may vary, but this will be about the

basis of procedure.

At 8 o'clock the press men were ushered

into a room adjoining the rooms in which

the manufacturers had met, and received the

official announcement from Mr. J. A. Hart,

Mr. Spalding's personal representative. Mr.

Hart said in effect:

"Gentlemen, I will give you the bare facts,

without frills. The American Bicycle Co. is

born, and is healthy and thriving. The scheme

of capitalization originally contemplated has

not been put into effect. That scheme was

$35,000,000 preferred stock, $45,000,000 com-
mon stock. Owing to the condition of the

times, and the public feeling toward indus-

trials, the people who invest in this sort of

thing did not desire to invest on that plan.

In consequence the capitalization which has

been adopted represents actual value.

"The total capitalization stands at $40,000,-

000. Ten million dollars debenture bonds,

gold, drawing five per cent interest and re-

tirable in twenty years. If called in before

due, these will be taken in at 105. Ten mil-

lion dollars of seven per cent preferred stock,

cumulative as to dividends, preferred as to

assets. Twenty million dollars of common
stock.

"The manufacturers will be paid the amounts
originally agreed upon between, them and Mr.

Spalding. They will be paid thirty per cent

in cash, thirty per cent in preferred stock,

fifty per cent in common stock, one hundred

and ten per cent in all.

"The manufacturers who make up this com-
bination are privileged to subscribe for the

debenture bonds at 92J per cent, their value

being par. The manufacturers have already

subscribed for practically all of these bonds.

The sale of the bonds provides the cash which
is to be paid to the manufacturers. Some of

the manufacturers have taken bonds instead

of cash. All of the acceptances are not yet

complete.

"The list of manufacturers recently given out

for publication, has not been changed, and

.everyone was represented at the meeting to-

day except one, and the single absence was
on account of illness. The list includes 45

concerns and 56 plants. There are options

upon other plants. These options expire

August 1, and the probability is strong that

many of these will be accepted by the officers

after they are elected, which will probably be

to-morrow. Some of the options to be yet

passed upon are very desirable.

"The absence I have just referred to is that

of Mr. Newtiy, of the Indianapolis Chain &
Stamping Co.

"I want to say in conclusion, concerning this

whole enterprise, what you probably already

know. This has been to a very large extent

a one-man afTair, and the one man has been

Mr. A. G. Spalding. He undertook the task

alone, without any outside assistance, and car-

ried it along through all kinds of vicissitudes,

right to a finish. I might add that, at an in-

formal meeting some lime ago, the sentiment

favored his selection as president of the com-
pany. I have, however, used what influence

I 'have with Mr. Spalding to prevent him
from undertaking that work. I have im-

pressed upon him the necessity, in fact, of

his going away for a rest, and think I have

succeeded. The election of directors and

other officers will, I presume, receive attention

to-morrow and at any subsequent meetings

that may be necessary."

ers who came into direct contact with the bi-

cycle manufacturers. Mr. Young came to the

meeting late in the afternoon.

Mr. Dickerson, who acted as secretary of

the meeting, added that the headquarters

would probably be in New York. Questions

by the reporters 'brought out the fact that the

whole movement was started in February.

The early consummation of the work is notable,

inasmuch as the flotation of first-class proper-

ties frequently takes up a year and a half or

two years. Mr. Dickerson said that this had
been one of the most desirable industrial in-

vestments ever placed on the market. Both
Mr. Dickerson and Mr. Hart stated that they

knew nothing of any connection between Mr.

Charles R. Flint and the flotation of this com-
pany—this in reply to a question by one of

the reporters. Mr. Dickerson said that Mr.

Flint had not been present at the meeting of

the manufacturers.

Ten o'clock in the morning was the time

set for the gathering of the manufacturers in

what are known as the state apartments of

the Waldorf-Astoria. They had been told the

previous afternoon, in the Board room of the

United States Mortgage & Trust Co., upon
what terms their options would be accepted,

and had considered and confabbed- over night.

When they met this morninig it was found

that Messrs. Lozier, Kiser of the Monarch
Company, Gormully, Coleman of the Western
Wheel Works, and Smith of the Indiana Bicy-

cle Co. and Indianapolis Rubber Works, were

not ready to accept without receiving further

explanations. As one of them remarked to-

night, they considered that the bamkers want-

ed too much for their work.

Mr. Auerbach, who ranks with Charles R.

Flint as one of the leading promoters of in-

dustrials in the country, explained to the man-
ufacturers some of the intricacies of flotation

and worked with the dissatisfied ones. The
Wheel was informed also that Messrs. Lane,

President Young O'f the U. S. Mortgage &
Trust Co., and Flint were in an adjoining

room during the afternoon session, but they

were not there in the morning. Mr. Auer-

bach was the only representative of the bank-

With the exception of Mr. Auefbach's in-

formal talk, there was nothing of the nature

of a speech. Those who wanted light were at-

tended to individually, and as the day wore on
one after another of the recalcitrants was
brought into line. The meeting adjourned

tor luncheon and was resumed at two o'clock

in the afternoon.

Late in the afternoon Mr. Gormully arose

and informed the meeting that he had been
fully convinced that the flotation as devised

was more than satisfactory; that he accepted

the terms offered cheerfully and would invest

all the cash ofifered him in the company. At
five o'clock Mr. Coleman had announced his

acceptance of the terms, and shortly afterward

the acceptances had been completed and found

unanimous. A vote was taken at six o'clock.

Then the manufacturers dispersed for the

night. During the evening Mr. Spalding was
repeatedly congratulated upon his success in

carrying the work through to completion.

Following is the list of those who are in:

Ames & Frost Co., Chicago, 111.

Acme Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa.

Barnes Cycle Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Black Mfg. Co., Erie, Pa.

Buffalo Cycle Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Crawford Mfg. Co., Hagerstown, Md.
Colton Cycle Co., Toledo, O.

Columbus Bicycle Co., Columbus, O.

Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co., Torrington, Conn,

A. Featherstone & Co., Chicago, 111.

Fanning Cycle Co., Chicago, 111.

Fay Mfg. Co., Elyria, O.

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Grand Rapids Cycle Co., Grand Rapids,

Mich.

Geneva Cycle Co., Geneva, O.

Hartford Cycle Co., Hartford, Conn.

Indiana Bicycle Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

H. A. Lozier & Co., Cleveland, O.

Lamb Mfg. Co., Chicopee, Mass.

A. D. Meiselbach, Milwaukee, Wis.

Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co., .Cliicago, 111.

Milwaukee Engineering Co., Milwaukee,

Wis.

Milwaukee Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Nuttall Mfg. Co., Nyack, N. Y.

North Buffalo Wheel Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

Peoria Rubber & Mfg. Co., Peoria, 111.

Sterling Cycle Works, Kenosha, Wis.

Shelby Cycle Mfg. Co., Shelby, O.

Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co., Freeport, 111.

E. C. Stearns & Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Syracuse Cycle Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Viking Mfg. Co., Toledo, O.

Western Wheel Works Co., Chicago, 111.

White Sewing Machine Co., Cleveland, O.

Hartford Rubber Works, Hartford, Conn.

Indianapolis Rubber Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Peoria Rubber & Mfg. Co., Peoria, 111.

American Saddle Co., Cleveland, O.

H. A. Christy Co., New York.

Indiana Novelty Mfg. Co., Plymouth, Ind.

Indianapolis Chain & Stamping Co., Indian-

apolis, Ind.

Cleveland Mach. Screw Co., Cleveland, O.

C. J. Smith & Sons Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

G. L, Thompson Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Hart & Cooley Mfg. Co., Chicago, III. .
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ECHOES FROM "PEACOCK ALLEY."

It is not probable that Gharles R. Flint, as

a factor to be dealt with in forming this com-
bine, occurred to the projectors when the

matter was in its incipiency. Since then, how-
ever, there has been occasion for rather close

acquaintanceship between Mr. Flint and the

leaders in the American Bicycle Co.

Whether Mr. Flint's Rubber Goods Mfg.
Co. is to buy the Hartford Rubber Works
and other A. B. C plants, or whether he sim-

ply has the assurance that the A. B. C. will

not discriminate against M. & W. and other

tires made by the Rubber Goods Mfg. Co.,

or just how Mr. FKnt's co-operation in the

flotation of the A. B. C. came about, is

not shouted from the housetop. Mr. Fhnt
has been as great and as interesting a mystery

to most of the "insiders" as to anybody else.

Scarcely any oi the manufacturers have seen

him. He has been a veritable "Bogy Man."

There are two theories regarding the motive
with -which Mr. Flint "fixed things up" in

this A. B. C. matter. The one generally

touted is that he discovered the possibility of

the A. B. C. practically boycotting the M.
& W. and other tire plants in the Rubber
Goods Mfg. Co., and that he then arranged

with the men who had been asked to provide

the cash for the A. B. C.—men whose money
is already in Mr. Flint's Rubber Goods Mfg.

Co.—to withhold support from the A. B. C.

until the tire interests of the other company
could be taken care of. That theory is com-
pleted by the assumption, which is general,

that Mr. Flint received assurances which he

considered satisfactory, that there would be

no boycott of his tire factories by the A. B. C,
and that he then loosened the screws he had
applied to the money-boxes of his financial

intimates—J. P. Morgan, the Belmonts, Bar-

ing-Magoun, Brown, and others.

There is another Flint theory involving

sidelights which are not essential at this time,

and that is that at no time has Mr. Flint been

an obstacle to the A. B. C. getting money,

but that on the other hand he was either asked

for or offered his services in consummating
what he considered a desirable flotation.

Mr. Flint's avocation, according to the di-

rectories, is that of merchant. In Wall street

he is regarded as one of the principal, if not

the principal promoter of industrials. It is

said that with the possible exception of Mr.

Auerbach he has floated the sto'ck of more in-

dustrial combinations than any man in the

"street." His offices are in Broad street.

Under the names of Flint & Co., Flint, Eddy
& Co., The Manaos Railway, etc., etc., he is

interested in a perplexing variety of busi-

nesses, some of which he has personally con-

trolled and conducted for years, and in some
of which he occupies that unique position,

unknown to commerce a few years ago—the

position of promoter. He is a very strong

factor in the rubber import trade. He is

hand in glove with the official and unofficial

magnates of South America.

When you step out of the elevator at the

fifteenth floor of the Johnston building. New
York City, you step directly into the banking

department of his aflfairs. Corridor and office

are one. In the corner is the telegraph and

cable room, and adjoining it is an "informa-

tion" or "inquiry" desk. There are several of

these desks, one for each department, or firm,

or company in which Mr. Flint is a ifactor.

There is a swarm of young and old clerks,

managers and specialists. Mr. Flint's per-

sonal office force includes a private secretary

—

a very considerate, tactful gentleman—and a

secretary who has charge of certain important

financial and other matters.

Mr. Flint lives at .'X.rdsley, some 25 miles

up the beautiful Hudson river. When the

weather and his time permit, his journeys

between home and the city are made on a

steam yacht. He often dines on this vessel,

spends pleasant evenings upon it, and some-
times sleeps aboard. At home and aboard the

yacht his secretary and men with whom he is

negotiating are with him, or he is alone with

his family, as circumstances dictate.

Reaching the city at about ten o'clock in

the morning, the head of the Flint interests

at once plunges into work. His is rarely desk

work. He is much on his feet and is seldom
in his own office. By means of amanuenses,

who follow him to this banking house or to

that trust company, his office people keep in

touch with him. He generally lunches with

other men of kindred interests, and imme-
diately resumes his intense activity. At about

four o'clock he goes again to his yacht.

Physically, Mr. Flint is well equipped. He
is a square-built, sturdy, rather large man.

Not a poet. He has a jaw built after the pat-

tern of a dry goods box. Customarily he

wears closely-cropped burnsides and mus-
tache. Mouth straight but rather noncha-

lant—not infrequently open, as though its

owner were undecided to go on with the deal

in hand or break into a nonsense-song. Al-

together, a promoter, a mixer, an arranger,

the man to do the talking and fix things up.

There has been too much interest centered

to the one idea, "What will I be offered?" to

leave room among the makers for much talk

concerning the selection of officers of the

A. B. C. Mr. Spalding has been unanimously

chosen for president, if he wants the place.

Mr. Dickerson is temporary secretary, and

could creditably fill the position permanently.

The directors have already been designated by

sealed vote. That much is definite. On Tues-

day night, the selfish strain removed, the

makers began to talk of this matter of officers.

From one source came the assertion that

Colonel Pope had paid all the preliminary ex-

penses of the deal—the office expenses, cost

of incorporation, etc. ' (the amount is esti-

mated as high as $150,000), and that in the

event of Mr. Spalding not becoming president.

Colonel Pope will be elected and George Day
will be his right hand and the advisory and

largely executive lobe of the presidential brain

—i. e., really or practically the general man-

ager. Mr. Garford is also mentioned for

that position, though not in connection with

Colonel Pope.

Meiselbach has been persistently mentioned.

That position requires two faculties in one

brain—executive ability of the kind which
must control physical labor, and talent ifor

economical production. Others may have

these faculties. It is commonly admitted that

Mr. Meiselbach has them to a marked de-

gree.

The Owen (Smith) bottom bracket patent

now belongs to the A. B. C. A man who
has been closely associated with the fortunps

of this patent said to The Wheel on Tues-

day: "If the A. B. C. goes through it will

own the patent and can use it as a club on
outsiders, but I think it would be absurd to

assume the possibility of its being used to

establish a monopoly—to drive outsiders out

of business. On the other hand, it would be
much more expensive—^counting changes in

machinery, etc., in the one case, and legal

expenses in the other, for outsiders to try to

evade the Owen patent mechanically or by
legal fighting instead of working under li-

cense."

On Monday there was a considerable de-

gree of doubt among the makers—not among
the very few, but among the many. On Tues-

day at 6 p. m. the air was thick with harmony,
optimism, exuberant good nature. That
which had been mysterious was now clear.

Everybody was convinced that the consumma-
tion of the deal was not only a very good
thing for the "ins," but really the best thing

which could have happened for the really

worthy "outs." It was the common feeHng

that failure of the project would have been a

catastrophe to some, an embarrassment to all.

On Tuesday night the Nestor of the Ameri-
can cycle trade, and the man who has been
exceeded by nobody in supplying the ele-

ment of personal and financial liberality in this

A. B. C. matter, was one of the least con-

spicuous men in the 'hotel. Sauntering about,

wearing a black alpaca coat for coolness' sake.

Colonel Pope had little to say, and that little

was pleasant. His whole aspect said, "Well,

it's all over and it's all right."

Ocular affinity for the key-hole, with its

disadvantages for all concerned, is a natural

result of that official brick wall, the chestnutty

"Everything is all right." Some fine day a lot

of people in this trade will discover the ad-

visability of reposing more confidence in their

journalistic representatives. They will learn

to believe that others than themselves know
what not to print.

Late last week, during the critical periods

of the flotation of the American Bicycle Co.,

The Wheel kept the entire trade informed

by telegraph. We beg to thank the trade for

its almost universal expression of approval of

this enterprise.

The A. B. C. will prove a good thing—

a

bracer for those who are in and those who are

out. Had it failed to go through—disorganiz-

ation, distrust, disgust, inside and outside.

The factory managership is another matter,

and in that connection the name of A. D.

The American Bicycle Co, stock will have

this remarkable peculiarity to distinguish it

from very many others in the market—it is

practically "dry."
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"Battle Creek, Mich., 3-23, '99.

"Grand Rapids Cycle Works, Grand Rapids, Mich.

"Mr. Pratt, Sir:—Your letter at hand. I am pleased we

understand each other. I leave for Chicago to-morrow for

one week, to get a traveling outfit for a year's travel.

Take your time and make me the wheel so that the

and agents here will have nothing to howl

about. They think I am foolish to order anything except

one of their wheels,

business, and sold —
I have been here twelve years in

— wheels eight years, also other

makes, and have studied the wheel construction, and believe you people can put out

the strongest and lightest wheel of them all. Shall be back April ist.

"Respectfully,

"(Signed), W. C. SANFORD.- .

Mr. Sanford is now touring in the South. He now proposes to extend his

tour around the world. When men with Mr. Sanford's experience are left to their

own judgment, with no "political pulls" to "influence" them, they will select the

Clipper in seven cases out of ten.

CLIPPER PEOPLE,
Grand Rapids Cycle Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.
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No. N 180.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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the rider so much pleasure and comfort as the Morrow
Coaster and Brake, save only pneumatic tires. Do
not forget that the Morrow is positively the

ONLY COASTER and BRAKE in the World

RIDE

50

and Pedal
ri\ll V ^^ y^Q^Qi^ that is safe, reliable, durable, and has behind it a broad

UllLI *j3m
'fjr guarantee. It's the friend of every dealer and repair-

man in the country, because it's an easy seller, and when sold, stays sold. FITS ANY BICYCLE. Write

us for prices.

ECLIPSE BICYCLE CO., ELMIRA, N. Y., U. S. A.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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BETTER CONSILAR SERVICE NEEDED.

ONE of the needs of any country desiring to maintain a

successful foreign trade is a highly organized, simple,

effective, permanent consular service. Great Britain's service

is highl)' organized and permanent, but is neither simple nor

effective when compared with our own, which is lacking some-

what in organization, and decidedly so in permanency.

On the whole, the United States Consular service is probably

the best in the world. Within the past few years it has cer-

tainly led all competitors in the thoroughness and promptness

of its commercial researches and reports. And there is a certain

advantage in not having consuls remain so long in one place

as to become localized in their views.

But there should be less shifting than is now the custom,

and politics should be entirely removed from the service.

Moreover, there should be consular training schools, as there

are naval and military schools. Annapolis and West Point

should be supplemented by an academy of diplomacy.

RAT-TRAP SOLILOQIY.

WE suppose that manufacturers of pedals, bicycles and

shoes do not lie awake nights hating the rat-trap pedal.

It is simpler and cheaper than the rubber pedal, and it has the

additional advantage that it wears out shoes.

But this particular editorial is not written to please either

the makers of pedals and bicycles nor the manufacturers of

shoes. Nor does it concern a few racing men and their imi-

tators.

Builders of bicycles have no more right to fit rat-trap pedals

to practically all of their bicycles than they have to fit rat-trap

saddles. It is not meeting a public demand, but pinching a

penny. Which is, in a way, enterprising.

Rat-trap pedals cause the sale of toe-clips. That is good.

They hinder the sale of rubbers. That isn't good. There is

more money for manufacturers and retailers in rubbers than in

toe-clips. Rubbers wear out. And retailers could easily con-

vince people that toe-clips are desirable anyway. But we know
some retailers who don't think much.

Some riders buy snap-on rubbers for their rat-trap pedals.

Most riders don't. Having become hypnotized into the idea

that they want a certain bicycle, they accept it as it comes, and

keep it so. The percentage of those who know, and say so, is

small.

Some day this rat-trap problem will be solved. That will

be when something cheaper is discovered.

E.xcept for sleepiness, the condition of Mrs. B was fine. At
the finish her physician noted that her heart and stomach were in

first-rate condition, but that her eyes were bloodshot, her knees,
hands and feet numbed, her facial muscles drawn, and her lips

slightly cracked. She was thoroughly fagged and much sunburned, but
otherwise in condition to ride further.

'T^HIS from a daily newspaper, concerning a young matron
-I who is infatuated with cycling, and who covered 400

miles on the road, with the assistance of her husband and sev-

eral pacemakers. The same paper is authority for the state-

ment that during this gentle spin the fair one benevolently as-

similated two g'allons of ice cream, and similarly acquired other

light nutrients. The whole affair m.ust have been eminently

edifying, dainty and delightful.

T F there is any one point in cycle racing that deserves noting

A to-day it is the remarkable ascendency of the riders of

German birth or descent. Albert, a German, is in England,

and is pronounced far superior to any rider in that country, in

speed and headwork. In the United States, probably the two

most interesting amateurs just now are Kramer and Wahren-

berger. In all of the principal cycling countries the name

of the Teuton is prominent just now. In this country the Ger-

man rider has hitherto been chiefly notable for long-dis-

tance and road work. We call to mind Waller of San Fran-

cisco, Shoch and Miller of Chicago, Kohl of St. Louis, Egloff

of Brooklyn. The list could be easily extended.

* * *

FREQUENT bathing, regular habits, plain diet, plenty of

sleep and abstinence from alcoholic liquors are the

regimen prescribed by the doctors for the avoidance of sun-

stroke by wheelmen. This prescription, carefully followed,

will make a pretty good citizen out of any man, and it would

be well if everybody would accustom himself to it on that

account quite irrespective of the weather or C3'cling. There is

greater inducement to practice it in hot weather, however, and

it should be begun at once. Now is the time to reform.

* # ^

CYCLING papers, some of them, are throwing paroxysms

of ecstatic self-laudation over their accuracy and un-

erring previousness in reporting trust news. Each paper was
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"the only paper in the know;" each paper published "the first

authentic, exclusive story." In a case like this there is no

opportunity for humbug. The trade can easily make up its

mind as to which paper has turned out the best story. The

best story is the one which contains the most news, presented

in the most readable style.

A N English manufacturer of pneumatic tires has four

brands—the Racer, Road Racer, Roadster and Irish

tire—the latter being intended "for Irish roads, military pur-

poses, hiring out and hard usage." As American readers we

are in doubt whether to accept the reference to Irish roads

as advertising humor or export information.

ONE has only to roll over some of the fine roadways of

Massachusetts, or of Long Island, Staten Island or

New Jersey, and while rolling think of those at home who

are not well adapted to bicycle riding, to see the possibilities

of the automobile. A great demand is sure to follow a realiza-

tion of those possibilities by people who are able to buy.

CYCLE manufacturers who sell to retail hardvi^are dealers,

and the dealers themselves, will do well to bear in mind

that the present strength of the iron and hardware trades is

too much greater than that of other branches of commerce to

be permanent. Logically, there must be a lull soon.

* -X- -x-

NOT sensational, but steadfast, has been the effort of

inventors for years past to produce a cycle stand that

would be very small, very cheap and still effective. "Microbe"

is the name given to a recent attempt. The universally pop-

ular thing in this line has not yet been found.

« * w

EA-^ERY man who has sat on the cellar door of a country

inn after dinner and fought the stocking-penetrating

muscid will welcome the automobile when he is told that a

horseless world will mean a flvless summer.

EXIT human pace-makers; enter the motor quad, the

motor triplet, the motor tandem, mounted by men who

sit up and look around at the scenery; the man on the front

seat a steersman, the rear man an engineer.

WE regret to learn of the death on Friday, July 15, he

being thirty-five years old, of Isaac S. Bowdish. "Ike"

Bowdish was one of the old guard, the guard royal, who

loved cycling and who fought for the sport, just for the sport's

sake. He was, for years, an enfliusiastic spirit in that fine old

organization, the Kings County Wheelmen, and the members,

as well as many cyclists who knew him well, sincerely regret

his passage. Bowdish had a really fine mind, a mind backed,

and strengthened, and made luminous by a character at once

delicate, manly and strong. To know him was to inscribe

his name on the friends-roll. The Sable Knight, whom no

son of man has conquered, placed the mark on him some three

years ago, but he passed through his agony dauntlessly and

with courage, even while he saw what had to be must be.

Poor Ike Bowdish!

What has become o£ that mile-a-minute gear?—The Cyclist, of

London.

LAST we saw of it, a has-been named Murphy was doing a

clam-tread turn on it behind a Long Island railroad

train, out neai" Bill Jones's farm, between Alaywood and Baby-

lon.

H-.

PERTAINING TO PIBLICITY.

A trade journal with a thousand subscribers often has a greater

number of readers of the sort the advertiser wishes to appeal to than

the daily paper circulating a hundred thousand copies.
—
"Printers'

Ink."

Every dollar spent in advertising space in a medium
with a circulation will prove an investment, not an ex-

pense. The successful advertiser is the one who is a judge

of mediuins, who makes few experiments, using' the tried

and true papers of known circulation and standing and

uses them week after week, year in and year out. Such

advertising is bound to make an impression.

In writing an advertisement, try this recipe: Jot down
all the hard-hitting things you want to say, all the things

that give specific information about the article you wish

to advertise. Then cut out all the drift-wood, all the

superfluous words and weak sentences, leaving a terse,

plainly expressed, easily understood argument. Give in-

structions to have it set in good, plain type, with a dis-

play heading or illustration which bears directly on the

matter, and you will have an advertisement that will make
buyers.

The retail cycle dealer depends on the trade paper for

his information; it keeps him posted as to firm changes,

condition of trade in various sections, outlook for the

coming season and all possible rumors about price reduc-

tion. This is knowledge he must possess if he is going to

succeed to the fullest. That is why every cycle dealer

worthy the name takes a cycle paper, and also explains

why the trade paper is the maker's best medium for secur-

ing immediate and direct results from advertising.

There is no business under the sun that cannot be

bettered and broadened by judicious advertising. The
whole trouble with new advertisers is that they rush

into print with no outlined policy, no plan or aim. Their

copy is prepared at the last moment, just to fill the space;

it isn't convincing, very seldom contains good and suffi-

cient reasons for the buyer's making a purchase, and
altogether has a hit-and-miss style to it that makes it a

perfect gamble. Money thus spent is, nine times out of

ten, simply wasted, while another advertiser who uses

the very same mediums, but gives some thought to his

copy and plans, reaps a harvest that amply repays all his

trouble.

If you are going to advertise at all, go about it right.

Don't feint and hesitate; strike right out from the

shoulder, say what you mean, and ten chances to one it

will have the desired effect. Don't pay in one advertise-

ment and let it run unchanged throughout the duration

of contract. Frequent attractive changes, coupled with

good illustration and sensible argument will win against

all sorts of odds. The experience of every successful ad-
vertiser has proved it.

g|i«»«<^> •••"•••••••"••*••• •••»•••••••••>•••••-••••••••'•••••••»«•••»•••.•~««av«.^
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A GERMAN VISITOR.

He Tells "The Wheel" Some Facts of Interest to

AH American Bicycle Manufacturers.

RECENTLY a Wheel man visited ihe fac-

tory of the Cleveland Machine Screw

Co., Cleveland, with a view to securing in-

formation regarding foreign trade, Mr. Moore,

president of the company, having recently

returned from an extensive trip abroad. The

genial official was busy when the visitor made

known his errand, and, referring to a gen-

tleman with whom he had been engaged in

conversation, he remarked: "Here is a man

who can tell you more about foreign business

in five minutes than I couid in a week."

The gentleman thus recommended proved

to be Maurice Talbot, representative of Ro-

main Talbot, a large and enterprising jobbing

house located in Berlin, and dealing in Amer-

ican manufactured articles only. Mr. Talbot

is on one of his semi-annual trips, making new

connections for the coming season, and it may

interest manufacturers to know that he may be

reached care of John Hoffnung & Co., New
York, until August 1.

Herr Talbot is doubtless counted a brilliant

conversationalist in the Fatherland, but his

"United States" is not exactly the same as

that taught in the grammar schools of this

country; but for all that he managed to make

himself understood, and on the whole is an ex-

ceedingly interesting person to interview.

"Ach, you Americans are simply ruining the

business in my country," said he. "Altogether

too many cheap wheels have been sent over.

They have been fitted with cheap saddles,

cheap single-tube tires and wood rims, and

the people who bought them, thinking they

were good because they came from America,

have been badly disappointed. Now, they

know better, and the American wheels are

being received with scant favor—all ex-

cept two or three of the best makes, which

are equipped to suit our requirements.

"Wood rims and single-tube tires will never

become popular in Germany, of that I am
convinced. Single-tube tires do well enough

until they are punctured and then there is

trouble. Our repair men do not know any-

thing about vulcanizing and have no means of

learning. What is more, they do not want

to learn, because they are thoroughly pre-

judiced against single-tube tires. The German
rider demands a tire which can be repaired

permanently with little trouble, and the clinch-

er answers his purpose. The trifling addi-

tional weight makes little difference. The

wood rim will not go because it is not adapt-

ed to the clincher tire. Of course, there are

special clincher wood rims, but they are heavy

and cost more.

"I believe the greatest objection to Ameri-

can wheels, and one which is but little ap-

preciated here, is that you change your models

too often, and you do not furnish agents with

duplicate parts of all models. We are con-

stantly receiving inquiries from agents asking

for duplicate parts of American bicycles. We
write to the manufacturer asking for this or

that part, and when we hear from him he says:

T am very sorry, but we have none of these

parts in stock. We have used them all up and

are not making any more because we have

changed our model.' German manufacturers

make few changes from year to year, and they

always furnish duplicate parts to all agents.

The fact that they have difficulty in making
repairs is one of the greatest handicaps to

German dealers who have bought American
wheels.

"German manufacturers are thoroughly alive

to the situation and are building reliable ma-
chines to compete with the cheap American
goods. Next year there will be no room for

this class of Yankee product. On the other

hand, the better class of people are well

pleased with such wheels as the Cleveland,

Columbia and Sterling. They bring a higher

price than the best German machines, and

there will probably be a larger demand for

another season. The manufacturers of these

wheels equip them according to our require-

ments, or even they would not sell."

iMr. Talbot said that the German manufac-
turers laugh at the idea that the combina-
tion of American manufacturers will sweep
foreign markets with American wheels in

another season. On the other hand, he said,

the news of the combination pleases the for-

eign makers because they feel it will result

in a better class of competition from America
than has been the rule. They believe that

only the best grades of wheels will be pushed

and that no more bankrupt stock will be sent

over.

The German repair-shop manufacturer, or

assembler, is fully as important a factor in

the trade as in this country, and the German
small makers take very readily to American-
made material. In fact, the introduction of

American fittings has aided greatly in the

growth of the assemblers. Mr. Talbot deals

largely in cycle material, and closed several

important contracts with Cleveland concerns.

Regarding the motor carriage field in Ger-

many, Mr. Talbot says it is developing rapid-

ly, and what is more, the German people are

looking to America for carriages rather more
than to any other country. The electric ve-

hicle is preferred to any other variety, and the

few American electric carriages which have

been exhibited there have been received with

great favor. He expressed surprise that so

few American concerns are prepared to fur-

nish vehicles despite the fact that they are ad-

vertising them. He had anticipated closing-

contracts for a number of American carriages,

but as yet has been imable to do so.

Nothing Criminal in Defaulting.

Judge Lemon heard a case in a Brooklyn
court on Tuesday which involved an im-
portant point 'of law for installment mem. Six

young men were summoned to appear and

show why they did not pay the regular weekly
installments on the bicycles which each had

purchased from John Pflieger, of 376 Central

avenue. The defendants did not all appear,

but those who faced Judge Lemon were in-

structed to resume their payments or the

court would find out the reason why.

The young men were without counsel and

argued their cases themselves. One of them
wrote the judge an impudent letter about the

case and then remained away from the hear-

ing, while another, who was present, told the

court how his wheel was "no good" and by

the fall which it caused him he was thrown

out of two weeks' pay.

Counsel for Pflieger claimed that since the

wheelmen had sold the bicycles, notwith-

standing the chattel mortgage which each had

signed when the wheels were bought on the

installment plan, they were guilty of criminal

offense.

To this Judge Lemon said: "Before I had

this soft snap I was the attorney for a safe

company. They got me to draw up a chattel

mortgage, I guess because they thought I

knew how. I made it as tight as I knew how
and it was no good. These contracts with

parties are peculiar, and there is another pro-

cess of reaching these individuals without re-

sorting to the criminal courts."

The court questioned each of the young men
in turn and made them promise to resume

their payments, and Pflieger's counsel seemed

to be satisfied with this.

Newly Incorporated.

The Standard Motor Carriage Co., Port-

land, Me. Manufacturing motor carriages.

Capital, $500,000. 'Incorporators: C. G. Whit-

comb, S. Braintree, G. Adams, W. O. Adams,

of Reading; F. H. .Bates, of Hyde Park; J. F.

Ross, of iSomerville, Mass.

Garden City Cyclery. Principal place of

business, San Jose, Cal. Directors, W. H.

Krause, H. M. Krause, Eli Wright, R. R.

May and I. Trone, all of iSan Jose. Capital

stock, $10,000; all subscribed.

Liquid Air, Power & Automobile Co., Bos-

ton, Mass. Manufacturing, buying, selling and

dealing in licjuid air, automobiles, wagons, car-

riages, motors, engines, etc. Capital, $5,000,-

000. Incorporators: G. Code, H. Knudsen, T.

iSewell, E. Teanta, of Boston, Mass.; M.
Chase, of Haverhill, Mass.

The Admiral Bicycle Lamp Co., Columbus,

Ohio. Manufacture bicycle lamps, etc. Capi-

tal, $7,000. Incorporators: C. C. Armstrong,

S. W. Court, W. R. Gault, O. S. Sear, E. B.

Thomas, all of Columbus.

What Are They After?

The Kellog Seamless Tube plant will be sold

at public auction. The sale will take place in

Findlay in August, and there will be a num-
ber of bidders. Among those who have been

to see the plant and who expect to be biddc-s

are David B. Oliver and Dan E. Wenke, of

Pittsburg. They also were in Findlay last

week looking over the plant of the Columbia

Glass Factory, but refused to state what they

expect to do with the plants if they get them.

Happy navanese.

Havana, July 17.—The State Deipartmen!

has provided bicycles for all employes living

at a distance, with a view of insuring early

morning arrivals.

May Move to Alton.

The Soudan 'Mfg. Co., of Chicago, has sig-

nified their intention to move their plant to

Alton, '111.
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NATIONAL L. A. W. MEET.

Full Programme and List of Races and Prizes Has
Been Prepared.

BOSTON, July 17.—The full programme
for the National L. A. W. meet in

this city the week of August 14-il0, has

been issued by the general committee

of the Massachusetts (Division in charge

of the affair, and shows that elaborate

preparations are being made to en-

tertain League members at that time. The
tours, runs and excursions, which will be a

more prominent feature than at any previous

National meet, are outlined in the programme
given below, as are tbe other forms of enter-

tainment provided. The fun will begin on

Monday afternoon and last until Saturday

night; and even then it will not end, as is

indicated by the arrangements for century

runs on Sunday -by the Century Road Club

of America and the White Mountain, Berk-

shire and North Shore tours under the direc-

tion of the L. A. W. touring department dur-

ing t'he week following.

The race programine has been prepared by

the committee of the Associated Cycling

Clubs of Boston, which has the racing in

charge; and it shows $4,500 in prizes and an

attractive four days of track sport. In addi-

tion to the professional an-d amateur short-

distance championships, the feature will be a

middle-distance championship contest, run in

heats, with six competitors, two in each heat,

the winners and losers in heats receiving

cash prizes of $150 and ^15, and the coju-

petitors in the final -$850, ^300 and $75. The
foreign' participants in the world's cham-
pionships at Montreal, including such famous

flyers as Cherry, of England, and Goodson, of

Australia, will compete in the meet races

against the American and Canadian flyers,

while it is said the contestants in the middle-

distance championship will be McDuffee,

Linton, Taylor, Nat Butler, Downey and

"Baby" Gibson.

The programme for the meet is as follows:

MONDAY, AUG. 14.

4 p. m.—Opening of official headquarters of Meet
Committee, national and division officers, at Hotel
Bruns^'ick, Boylston and 'Clarendon streets.

7.15 p. m.—iMoonlight run throug'h Boston park

system, 12 miles, including Back Bay Fens, River-

way, Jamaicaway, Jamaica Pond, Arnold Aboretum,
Forest Ilills to Franklin Park.

7.30 p. m.—Concert by Boston Municipal Band at

Highland street, West Roxbury.
7.30 p. m.—Run througih Longwood and Brookline

to Chestnut Hill reservoir and pumping station,

around 1)he reservoir, through Brookline Woodlands
to Jamaica Plain, and return via park system, 14

miles.

5 p. m.—Lawn party given by Tiger Roadsters at

their clubhotise, Dorchester.

TUESDAY, AUG. 15.

G a. m.—Early morning bath run to Marine Park,
South Boston.

9 a. m.—Opening of meet headquarters in the L. A.
W. pavilion, Boston Common, where credentials,

badges and souvenir programmes will be issued.

Daily concerts by orchestra, and light refreshments
served to members throughout the week,

9 a. m.—Run along the South Shore to Nantasket
Beach. Jerusalem road and Cohasset, with "s.hore

dinner" at Nantasket and surf bathing. Day's trip

through historic region; 40 miles.

9.15 a. m.^Run through park system.

2.30 p. m.—Run to the famous Blue Hills of Milton

and ascent to the Blue Hill Observatory, .highest

point on the coast ibetween Maine and the Rio
Grande; 20 miles.

7 p. m.^Run to Cambridge and Fresh Pond, Har-
vard College, Longfellow's 'home, the Washington
elim, etc. ; 10 miles.

S p. m.—Reception to League visitors by Mayor
Josiah Quincy at the Hotel Brunswick.

8 p. m.—(Entertainments by various ibi cycle clubs

at itheir clubhouses.

S p. m.—'Special run to Huntington avenue chutes;

"L. A. :W. night" at the chutes.

WEDNESDAY, AUG. 16.

8 a. m.—Run to Middlesex Fells, Spot Pond and
the Mystic Valley Parkway, the Lawrence O'bserva-

tory, the Winchester woods and the Mystic Vadley

lakes to Arlington.

9 a. m.—'All-day run over the route of Paul Revere's
Iiistoric ride,

9.15 a. m.—Specially conducted tour of the historic

buildings and places in Boston, colonial and revolu-

tionary.

11 a. m.—Trip down the harbor for executive officers

and press representatives, as guests of Mayor Quincy.
1 p. m.—Mayor Quincy's lunch to officers and guests

at the Parker House,

2,30 p. m.—Bath run to the State reservation and
bath houses at Revere Beach.

2.30 p. m.—'Races at Charles River Park,

7.30 p. m.—Special concert for league members on
Boston Gommon by the Boston Municipal Band of

GO pieces. Reserved seats for members.
9.30 p. m.—Fireworks display on the Common.

THURSDAY, AUG. 17.

7.30 a. m.^All-day run along .the North Shore to

Gloucester, 42 miles, returning by wheel, rail or boat.

S.30 a. ni.—Run to Nahant; shore dinner, and re-

turn for afternoon races.

2.30 p. m.—Races at Charles River Park.

7 p. m.—Run to Dorchester pumping station and
Marine Park, seven miles. Return for smoker.
' 8 p. m.—Vaudeville entertainment and concert in

Paul Revere Hall, Mechaaics' building, for ladies

and escorts.

9 p. m.—"iStag" smoker in Mechanics' Hall, the

annual hot time.

FRIDAY, AUG. IS.

S a. m.—All-day run to Brockton; historic and natu-

ral attractions.

S.30 a. m.—All-day run to Sudbury, dinner at the
Wayside Inn and return via Stony Brook, Waltham
and Watertown.

9 a. m.—Run to Combridge, tiarvard College, Ar-
lington and Waltham.

2.30 p. m.—Stag picnic and clambake at a shore
resort to 'be announced; "Milwaukee 1900 Club" will

assist lin making merry.

S p. m.—Electric ligh.t races at Charles River Park.
8 p. m.—Pioneers' banquet, American House.

SATURDAY, AUG. 19.

7.20 a. m.^All-day run along the South iShore to

Plymouth, the -landing place of the Pilgrims.

9 a. m.^All-day run to South Natick, via Echo
Bridge, Wellesley College, Hunnewell Gardens and
Riverside; 30 miles.

2.30 p. m.-^Races at Charles River Park.

7 p. m.—iMoonldght run to Norumbega Park.

The race programme with prize list is ar-

ranged as follows:

WEDNESDAY, AUG. 16.

Amateur Events.

One-mile novice—A. C. C. gold, silver and bronze
medals, $20, $10 and $5.

Quarter-mile national championship^L. A. W.
medals, gold $25, silver $15 and bronze $5,

Two-^mile tandem handicap—Two diamonds, each
valued at $25; opera glasses $10, and dress-suit cases

$5.

Five-mile club team pursuit race, three men to a

learn—Team trophy valued at $35, medals valued at

$10 each to members of winning team, pipes valued

at $5 each to members of second team.

Professional Events.

Third-mile L. A. W. champion^ip—$150, $50 and
$25.

Two-mile multicycle handicap—$100, $50 and $25.

First heat, 20-mile middle distance championship,
winner to qualify for final—$150, $75.

THURSDAY, AUG. 17,

Amateur Events.

Two-mile L. A, W, national championships—L, A.

W. medals, bicycle suit $10,

Mile handicap—Diamond $30, onyx clock $20, train-

ing robe $5,

Half-mile national chainipionship—L. A. W. medals.

Professional Events,

Five-mile L. A. W. championship—$175, $75, $50 and
$25.

M.ile handicap—$100, $50, $30 and $20.

.Second heat, middle-distance championship—$150

and $75.

FRIDAY EVENING, AUG. 18.

Amateur Events.

Five-mile national championship—L. A. W. medals.

One-half mile handicap—Diamond $25, camera $15,

training robe $5.

One-third mile national championship—L. A. W.
medals.

Professional Events.

Half-mile L. A. W. ohampionshap—$150, $50 and $25.

Third heat, middle-distance championsliip—^150 and
$75.

SATURDAY, AUG. 19.

Amateur Events.

Mile national chanipionship—L. A. W. medals.

Two-mile handicap—Diamond $35, gold watch $20,

bicycle suit $10, s-ilk umbrella $5,

Three-mile interdivisional team pursuit champion-
ship—$35 trophy lo division winning race and $25 gold
medals to members of winning team.

Professional Events.

Mile L. A. W. championship—$200, $100 and $50.

Five-mile intercity team pursuit race—$150 and $90,

providing three or more teams compete.
Two-mile handicap—$100, $50, $25, $15.

Final, middle-distance championship—$850, $300 and
$75.

Hot Time In the Old nomestead.

O, there's sulphur in the kitchen

And there's brimstone in the hall.

While oaths, loud and portentous,

Ricochet from every wall;

The women walk on tiptoe,

Lest they feel effects of ire,

For father is attempting

To repair a punctured tire.

There are sprockets on the doorknob.
And the saddle's on a nail;

The rims are on the gas jet

And ball bearings fall like hail;

There is gore upon the carpet.

Caused by blistering spokes of wire.

As father is attempting

To repair a punctured tire!

O, the baby's gone to gasping,

And each breath seems like its last,

For it's swallowed half the stickum
And its insides are glued fast;

Little Johnny's lost the ruibbeir

In his wish to help the sire

In his wild, misspent endeavor
To repair a punctured tire!

O, the gasoline for cleaning

Has exploded with a flash,

And the tube for tracing bubbles

iFIas tipped over with a splash;

Hush! 'Tis finished! Now he's bumping!
"Eajiled to stick!"—and through tlie mire

To the puncture man goes father

With his still deflated tire.

Van Sicklen Joins Fauber.

N, ?I. Van Sicklen will travel among bicycle

manufacturers as the representative of the fa-

mous 'Fauber crank-hanger. The Wheel
considers that all concerned are to be con-

gratulated. Many people in the trade have

known "Van" intimately for many years, and
will be glad of this opportunity to meet him
frequently.
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THE "BILLETIN" CHANGE.

Elliott Admits Brealcing Contract and Asks ** What
Are You Going to Do About It?"

BOSTON, July 17.—The change in style of

the organ of the League of American

Wheelmen, the "L. A. W. Bulletin and Good
Roads," from a weekly to a monthly publica-

tion, and its practical absorption in what is

to be called "Elliott's Magazine," has aroused

a good deal of comraent among League mem-
bers, and more among outsiders, who are tak-

ing more than a normal interest in League

affairs this year, owing t-o the struggle now
going on over the control of cycle racing.

This change took place lasit week, when, for

the first time in years, members of the organi-

zation failed to receive their weekly paper.

The first number of the new monthly maga-

zine will appear on August 1, and its pub-

lisher claims that it will be a great improve-

ment over the weekly as a periodical, and will

continue to contain all League news and mat-

ters of interest to L. A. W. members. In the

meantime a weekly supplement will be issued,

containing the "official department," edited

by Secretary Abbot Bassett, and such League

news and announcements, including the list

of new members, as will not "keep" for the

monthly publication. This supplement will be

sent to all League officials and local consuls,

but will not be received by individual mem-
bers except upon personal request, accom-

panied by postage.

As has been said, this rather radical change

is being received with varying comments.

Here in Massachusetts the change has caused

no stir whatever. Mr. Elliott did it, there-

fore it must be right. But outside of Massa-

chusetts there does not appear to be the same

unanimity. A prominent member of the New
York Division, who is an attorney and a

member of the New York State Board, sent

to Mr. Elliott the other day for a copy of the

contract with the League under which the

oiificial organ is published, the inference being

that he intended to question the legality of

the change to a monthly. The reply he re-

ceived probably surprised him. It was to this

eflfect: "I am willing to admit that I have

violated every letter of the contract, and every

comma and semi-colon of it. Now, what are

you going to do about it?"

The facts in the case are these: The Na-
tional Assembly, the legislative body of the

organization, and the only one which has

authority in the matter, entered into a con-

tract with Mr. Elliott to publish the official

organ of the League for a term of years as

a weekly. That contract still has several

years to run. Mr. Elliott recently found that

the style of his publication was not of a kind

to attract sufficient advertising patronage to

warrant successful business, and he deter-

mined to make it a monthly magazine, of a

character general enough to attract outside

advertising. To do this would be to violate

the terms of the contract w'ith the League,

which requires the weekly publication of the

names of new members, and all official news,

as well as the supplying to members of a week-

ly cycling publication as a part of the return

for their membership fee. Mr. Elliott de-

termined to take the bull by the horns. Pres-

ident Keenan, of the L. A. W., was in Europe,
but Mr. Elliott secured what, he says, is the

assent of the other two members of the Na-
tional Executive Committee, Vice-Presidents

Foltz, of Indiana, and Kingsbury, of New
Hampshire, to his proposition, and went
ahead with his plans for the change to a

monthly.

In an interview to-day Mr. Elliott said to a

Wheel representative: "The change was due
chiefly to causes of a strictly business nature.

I am willing to admit that the contract with

the League has been violated, but it was a

question with me whether I should continue

to publish the weekly at a loss, or make what
promises to be a profitable change, both to

myself and the League, and leave it to the

National Assembly to see the wisdom of my
action, or to bring action against me on my
bond for violation of the contract. I have

assurances from the officials of the League
and from ex-President Potter and other in-

fluential members, that my action meets with

their approval." Mr. Elliott went on to tell

of his plans for the new monthly, in which
he claims he will give League members more
value than before, and of the intention to issue

a weekly supplement containing official

League news, which supplement, he said,

might in time be made to support itself, and

so give members two publications instead of

one.

The "L. A. W. Bulletin" has long been a

sore point with many Leag^ue members. They
have objected to its style, to the preponder-

ance of what was variously termed "poetry"

and "doggerel," and to other literary features

which they claimed were not suited to a cy-

cling or a League publication. They have

even declared that the "Bulletin" was thrown

into the waste-basket by a majority of its sub-

scribers. To them the change will be wel-

come, as they will now receive their League
news and their literary pabulum in different

dishes, and can consign the latter to the

waste-basket without loss of time or temper.

League officials deny that the change in the

style of the publication was the result of any

suggestion on their part, or that it was due

to any falling off in membership. They dis-

claim all responsibility for the change, and

say it was due to personal business reasons

on Mr. Elliott's part alone. It is an open

secret that the amount paid by the League to

the publisher is nowhere near sufficient for

the financial success of the official organ, and

the change is attributed largely to the recent

falling off in class advertising such as the

"Bulletin" could command.

The "Bulletin" supplement, which is to be

issued weekly, containing lists of new mem-
bers, official noticesi, etc., will not go to every

member of the organization, but only to

national and state officials and local consuls.

It will be issued without expense to the

League, and the postage will be paid by the

publisher. If the rank and file want the

supplement, however, they must either send

individual requests for copies, accompanied
by the necessary postage, or remit a small

subscription price, which is to be either 15 or

25 cents per anninn, in which case their names
will be put on the mailing lists and the sup-

plement sent to them weekly. The monthly
magazine goes to every member as hereto-

fore, without extra expense.

President Keenan, who has just returned

from Europe, will be in Boston this week for

a conference with Publisher Elliott concern-

ing the change in the publication of the offi-

cial organ.

Just Between Gem'men.

Robert S. Ross and William Gale, both ne-

groes, had an altercation some time ago grow-
ing out of an intimation on the part of Ross
that Gale couldn't tell whether or not a melon
was ripe without cutting into it. The more
Gale thought of this the more he resented it,

and his chance to avenge the insinuation came
yesterday when the two met on Eighth ave-

nue, near Twenty-eighth street. Both were^

riding bicycles and they were going in op-

posite directions.

Gale wheeled about and chased Ross down
the avenue, shouting challenges for a flying

or a stand-still set-to. Ross violated the cor-

poration ordinance against scorching in his

efforts to avoid trouble, but Gale was the

faster rider and was soon abreast of the fugi-

tive.

"I'll lick yer with both hands on the handle-

bar," sneered Gale.

"I'm a gentleman rider, suh, not a profes-

sional," retorted Ross, as he kept his hands on

his own handle-bar and continued to scorch.

Then, forgetting his threat to fight with both

hands on the bar. Gale let go with his right

and landed vigorously on Ross's left cheek.

Ross slowed up and retaliated with a blow on

the back of Gale's head. There was no back-

ing out after the preliminary exchange, and

the tourney was on full blast. The fighters

.

circled abotit in one spot now and fought head

on. They turned off, one to the left and the

other to the right, and, after describing two

small circles, came together with heads low-

ered and necks set and rigid. The skulls came

together with a whack, and the force of the

concussion sprung the spokes of Gale's front

wheel. Otherwise there was no damage done,

and the fighters back-pedaled off for a second

tilt. Again the heads came together with a

terrific impact, and an upper set of false teeth

fell from Ross's mouth and rattled down,

against the front fork of his bicycle and onto

the asphalt near Gale's wheel.

"Hi, there, you fool nigger, fight fair! Don't

you try to puncture mah tire with those

teeth!" shouted Gale.

Then he withdrew for a third tilt, but Po-

liceman Whitley, who had scorched for six

blocks to see what the trouble was about, ar-

rested both men and took them to the station

house. They were arraigned before Magis-

trate Deuel, whom Ross convinced that he had

fought only in self-defense and was dis-

charged. Gale was fined $5.

"In these days of cycle trusts and com-

bines," said the careful rider, "even the city

streets are cornered."
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THE WEEK'S RACING.

be fast enough for 'Murphy. The challenge is

in due and proper form and The Wheel be-

lieves the makers of it are anxious to pull ofif

the match.

Cracks Scattered, but a Fine Manhattan Meet Pro-

vided by First-Class Amateurs.
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WHILE the cracks were pretty well scat-

tered on Saturday, the big meet was at

Manhattan Beach. Kramer, who had deposed

Schofield as amateur leader of the Greater

New York district, was beaten by Wahrenber-

ger in a mile match race, best -two in three

heats. He then lost the one-third mile dash

to Nye. Schofield broke his arm in a smash-

up in the two-mile Schofield handicap. Elkes

won the 25-mile motor-paced event.

There is a renaissance of interest in amateurs

in these parts, and in Wahrenberger, Kramer,

Schofield, Nye, J. H. Lake, Van €ott. Bedell,

Reith and others there is material for as spirit-

ed racing as anyone could desire. Wahren-

berger and Kramer can uncoil as fine a finish-

ing sprint as any of the professionals—bar-

ring, always, that projectile-like dash of

Riser's, which comes into play sometimes, but

not always. The amateurs furnished the racing

at Manhattan Beach on Saturday.

It does not seem strange that Wahrenberger

defeated Kramer. He is just ripe, athletically.

Kramer is still a boy. Kramer has a fine sprint

-^Wahrenberger's is still finer, that's all. In a

50-yard finish Kramer would probably win.

He did win the first heat, in which a pace-

maker led two-thirds of the way. Wahrenber-

ger led into the stretch an-d lost by half a

wheel length. Time, 2.09 2-5. The second

heat, run after an intermission, was of the

pursuit order, the men starting from diflferent

points, each riding the mile unpaced and alone.

Wahrenberger won in 2.10 4-5, Kramer's time

2.15 3-5. After another intermission the third

heat was run like the first one. This time

Kramer led into the stretch, sprinting early.

Wahrenberger wore him down and won by

lengths in 2.11 4-6.

llmmediately afterward, Kramer competed in

the one-third mile dash and was beaten by

Nye in a close sprint. J. H. Lake was third.

Time, 0.44 1-5. The five preliminary heats of

this event were all hot races, as only the winner

of each qualified for the final. Bedell beat

Van Cott in the fifth heat in 0.44 1-5.

The 25-mile race between Elkes, premier

pace-follower at middle distances; Burns

Pierce, six-day veteran, and Earl Stevens, of

Bulifalo, was a fine exhibition of spluttering

pacing machines and the smoothness and

grace of Elkes' riding. The occasional grand-

stand plays between the Elkes and Pierce out-

fits were sufficiently exciting to the hoi polloi,

and Stevens deserves the nick-name ''Doggy"

more than ever. He played his part to the

limit. Elkes had the benefit of a motor quad,

which was replaced for a brief time by a wide-

awake motor tandem. Pierce had one motor
tandem all through. Thus equipped, he had

no more chance against lElkes, superior man
with superior equipment, than he would have

had against an express train. As for Stevens,

he was tucked in behind the wind-shieM of a

tandem that was run by a motor with weak
lungs, and a couple of men with sleep in their

legs. Riding leisurely, with never a sprint nor

sign of enthusiasm, and with "Doggy" behind

them, fiis mouth open, unhappy, but deter-

mined, this outfit ambled around the track

with the steady regularity and unexciting

plunk of a "through freight" on the Squedunk
Railroad.

Elkes won, of course. He might have beaten

those men had he ridden backwards. The
time was fast, but the race might have been

labeled: "This Race will be Won by Mr.

Elkes, and is 'Merely Intended to Show the

Unsophisticated Public what a 25-mile ride

behind Automobile Plunkety-Plunk Machines
is Like." Elkes' time, 45.ill 3-5. His first mile,

1.51 4-5; twenty miles, 36.07 3-5.

The three preliminary heats of the Schofield

two-mile amateur handicap were all interest-

ing. The smooth way in which Reith, of the

Harlem Wheelmen, slid in first in the second

heat showed that with more ginger this grace-

ful rider would soon be arguing with Kramer
and Wahrenberger. In the final an unfortun-

ate smash, involving several riders, occurred

in the homestretch at two-thirds of a mile.

Mundt lay insensible and Schofield broke his

arm. A loose tire on P. G. Van Cott's wheel

caused it. J. G. Hunter, of Kearney, 'Neb., 120

yards, won; Richt, Brooklyn, 90 yards, sec-

ond; Lake, of Brooklyn, 120 yards, third.

Time, 4.55 1-5.

About 3,000 people attended. Bald sat in a

box.

llausman's Friends Kick.

New Haven, July 14.—'Friends of Edward
C. Hausman take exception to the ruling of

N. C. A. Referee R. F. Kelsey, wrhich resulted

in Hausman being disqualified in one of the

events at Charter Oak Park, and claim the de-

cision was unjust in the extreme. In the final

of the quarter mile there was a hot contest be-

tween the three New Haveners, Collett, Haus-
man and Rutz, right up into the stretch, when
the two first named drew away from Rutz and
Hausman took the lead. Collett started his

sprint at the same time Hausman did and at-

tempted to pass the other Elm City man on
the outside, but Hausman refused to let Col-

lett pass. A hot battle then ensued in the

duration of which Hausman crowded hi.-,

former team mate out to the edge of the track

and crossed the tape first, only to be disquali-

fied by Referee Kelsey. The race was given

to Collett, iHausman's friends claim that i:

was just as much the fault of Collett as it was
of Hausman that the former was shoved over

to the edge of the track.

Mr. Murpliy, Please Note.

The Wheel is in receipt from London of

an oflfer from a responsible cycling and ath-

letic dub offering to match an English un-

known against Charles Murphy, for any dis-

tance from one to ten miles behind pace. As
locomotive pacing seems a bit too progressive

for British railways to undertake, the Murphy
challengers submit a cement path with motor
pacing as a substitute, guaranteeing both shall

PIXTIRES.

L. A. W.

JULY.
22—Ravenswood Athletic I'ield, Chicago, lU.

26—Rock-ford C. C, Rockford, 111.

26—National Sewing JSIachine Co., Fox River Grove,

III.

29—Ravenswood Athletic Field, Chicago, 111.

AUGUST.
2^'99 Meet Club. Clinton, Iowa.
3—E. P. Krepps, St. Johns, Mich.
10—E. L, Cohen, Salem, Ohio.
15—Mahanoy City A. A., Mahanoy City, Pa.

17-HLocal U. No. 2 A. M. C. and B. VV., Crescent

Park, R. I.

18—Macon Co. Woodmen Picnic Assoc'n, Decatur, 111.

SEPTEMBER.
4—Lobdell Cycling Club, Marietta, Ohio.

4—H. W. Foltz, Indianapolis, Ind.

4—W. H. Little and H. L. Allison, Keene, N. H.
4—York Wheeling Club, Y'ork, Pa.

OCTOBER.
4—H. A. Keith, Brockton, Mass.

5—H. A. Keith, Brockton, Mass.
6—H. A. Keith, Brockton, Mass.

7—H. A. Keith, Brockton, Mass.

L A. W. NATIONAL CIRCUIT.

JULY.
22—^St. Paul, Minn., Northwestern Cycle Company.
26—O'ttumwa, la., Octum^vva Bicycle Track Associa-

tion.

27—Ottumwa, la., Ottumwa Bicycle Track Associa-

tion.

29—Chicago, Ravenswood Athletic Field.

AUGUST.
5—Detroit, Mdch,, E. N. Hines.

9—^Montreal, Canada, International Meet.

10—^Montreal, Canada, International Meet.

11—Montreal, Canada, International Meet.

12—Montreal, Canada, International Meet.

16—Boston, Mass., National Meet.

17^Boston, Mass., National Meet.

IS—Boston, Mass., National Meet.

19—Boston, Mass., National Meet.

23—Providence, R. I., Crescent Park Track.

26^New Bedford, Mass.

30-j\Vilkesbarre, Pa., West End \\'heelmen.

31—Wilkesbarre, Pa., West End Wheelmen.

SEPTEMBER.
2—Philadelphia, Pa., Associated Cycling Clubs.

26—Mineola, Long Island, N. Y., Alex Sohvvalbach.

N. C. A. GRAND CIRCUIT.

22—Philadelphia : Woodside Park, G. F. Wiese, secre-

tary.
JULY.

29—Asbury Park, N. J.: A. A. Zimmerman, secretary.

AUGUST.
5—New York City: Ambrose Park, Nate Salsbury,

manager. (One mile professional national cham-

pionship.)

12—New York City: Manhattan Beach, Atlantic Ath-

letic Association, J. A. Blaurock, president.

16—Waltham, Mass.: Wallham Athletic Park Co.

17_WaItham, Mass: Waltham Athletic Park Co.

19_Philadelphia: Woodside Park, G. F. Wiese, sec-

retary.

26—Bridgeport, Conn.: Pleasure Beach, L. M. Rich,

manager.

28—Trenton, N. J.: Capital Circle, Brotherhood of

Union, James Eardley, secretary.

SEPTEMBER.
2—Hartford, Conn.: Charter Oak Park Association.

9—'New Haven, Conn.: G. H. Collett.

12—Baltimore, Md. : National Colosseum, J. Frank

Elin«.

14_Washington, D. C. : Park Bicycle Club, William

Jose, secretary.

16—Philadelphia: Woodside Park, G. F. Wiese, sec-

retary. (One-third mile professional national

championship.)

\^^estern loop to extend from Sept. 18 to Oct. 12.

OCTOBER.
14_\\'ashington, D. C. : Park Bicycle Club, William

Jose, secretary. (One mile professional national

tandem championship.)
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DONE BY DOWNEY.

How the Boston Youngster Was Given Good

Pacing and Shook Things

Ip.

A mile in one minute and lli 2-5 seconds

without the aid wf a vvind-shield or locomotive

ion an up-and-down hill straightaway course

will probably stand as the fastest mile ever

ridden by a human being for some time.

What makes the performance more remark-

able was the fact that it was ridden by a IG-

year-old midget by the name of Joe Downey,
who bids fair to rival Jimmy Michael in his

palmiest days. Downey was paced by one of

the Orient overhanging motor tandems,

manned by those well-known experts Calla-

han and Harry Caldwell. He rode a 1.30

Orient geared to 128, and finished on a flat

tire. The ride is a remarkable test for wheel

and motor tandem. The half mile went in

.38 and the last quarter in .17 flat.

The only mile that ever approached that of

Downey was made by Howard Freeman, of

Portland, Ore., who, in 1897, rode a mile

along the beach at San Francisco in Im. 28s.

Freeman's ride was with a gale of wind.

Prior to the mile in Im. 16 2-5s. Downey
rode a mile in Im. 25s., which was not con-

sidered sufficient, as during the entire mile he

was calling for more pace.

In both rides his rear tire was in trouble,

as it would not hold the air, but nothing

daunted, Downey finished each mile on a flat

tire.

The course is a remarkably fine one, being

part of the state highway, and it was as

smooth as a 'billiard table, though a trifle

dusty. As the motor and Downey traveled

so fast they did not catch any of the dust

until it was all over.

About 4.59 o'clock Downey and his pace-

makers went up the road about a half mile

to get under way for the flying start, and as

they passed the tape at the starting point both

machines were well under way and Downey
was clinging close to the rear wheel of the

motor cycle. As they struck the first hill

on the down grade they seemed to be flying

through the air, and the boy was calling for

more pace, but the motor would go no faster,

and the result was that the first attempt at

the record resulted in bringing down the time

to Im. 25s.

There was a disagreement as to the time,

but to settle everything and being confident

of riding faster Downey got ready for his

second crack at the mark.

A few seconds after 5.37 p. m. Downey shot

across the startiuig point, traveling faster than

in his first attempt; faster and faster down
the grade the motor shot with the little rider

clinging closely to its rear wheel at a speed

that seemed impossible for him to follow.

The little fellow hugged the rear wheel in

great shape, but ihe had to work hard, as the

motors were exploding like a buzzing ma-
chine, and on the second hill he was almost

shaken, but by a superhuman effort he re-

gained the machine and shot across the finish-

ing mark with the honor of having gone the

fastest mile ever ridden in the world without

wind-shields or railroad trains to help him.

Downey crossed the starting point at 5h.

37m. 17 4-5s. He crossed the finish at 5h.

38m. 34s.

Downey is 16 years old. He is already a

middle-distance rider of prominence, although

last year he was only considered a comer in

the amateur ranks.

Last fall at Madison Square Garden, New
York, he threw his lot with the professionals,

and his career since has been meteoric. He
has ridden in but one middle-distance race

this year, which he won. It was with Eddie

McDufifec at New Bedford on June 29, when
he defeated McDufTee by four miles in 15.

He has a record of Im. 37s. for the mile on
a four-lap track. 48s. for the half-mile and 24s.

for the quarter. He holds the half and mile

indoor records, and in conjunction with

Harry Gibson, the standing unpaced and
competitive half-mile tandem records.

Downey more closely resembles Jimmy
Michael than any other rider on the Ameri-
can track, being 5 feet 3 inches in height, 103

pounds, and he rides in the same position as

Micliael. He is one of the high-gear con-

tingent, and one of the few who can use one

in coinpetition. In the latter he uses 108 and

116, and 120 in all of his middle-distance

work.

LUCKY LUCEY.

His Second Annual Race Run Off in first-Ciass

Time and Shape.

The second annual 2S-mile road race, held

under the auspices of James Lucey, the largest

bicycle dealer of Troy, N. Y., was one of the

best ever held in this section of the State.

Fifty-one started in the event, which was
closely contested. The first prize, a $75 Day-
ton wheel, went to A. J. Ruflf, of Troy, who
had a handicap of 9.30 and rode a fine race.

Contrary to expectations, time prize went to

L. P. Cunningham, of Saratoga, who was on

the three-minute mark. The scratch trio,

Hopkins, Cooper and Taylor, failed to land.

Cunningham's time was 1.07.03 and that of

the winner 1.11.00. The time prize was a

Reading Standard racing wheel. Mr. Lucey
is deserving of much praise for his energetic

efforts in promoting the race, and that suc-

cess has crowned his efforts.

Real Scorchers These.

Fully two-thirds of the Trenton firemen are

wheelmen, and they employ their wheels in

riding to and from their homes to meali.

Many of the men say that the long trousers

worn by the firemen are a hindrance to the

proper enjoyment of cycling, while short

trousers would be of great advantage in fight-

ing fires. There is some talk of a petition

being presented to the Commissioners ask-

ing that the men be permitted to wear knick-

erbockers when on duty.

IT WAS HARMLESS,

But It Blew Off Part of a Door Jamb Just the

Same.

If you have never inspected the interior of

the Overman Wheel Co.'s New York store, do

so before this hcvt spell passes. It is a distinct-

ly Overmanian establishinent—quiet, cool, ele-

gantly furnished. The description fits the

place and the men in it.

W. C. Overman is manager. C. iR. Over-

man, formerly manager of the Chicago branch,

now associated with "Elliott's Magazine," has

a desk there.

A Wheel man dropped in there the other

day. Both Overmans were in, and as the trio

sat down W. C. laid down his pen and, care-

lessly picking up something that looked like

a round wad of dough, tossed it toward the

door of the sanctum. As it struck the floor

it exploded with a loud detonation. Everybody
in the store started. The sanctum filled with
the choking smoke of saltpetre.

"Perfectly harmless," said W. C. "Doctor
friend of mine over in INewark is interested in

it. He left a few here with me."
"But what's it for?'' the others gasped.

"To carry in your pocket when you're out
riding. Scares dogs. Perfectly harmless."

On inspection it was found that the clay ball,

in exploding, had torn away a piece of the

fine quartered-oak door frame.

The Old Man Was Wrong.

"Now, then," exclaimed the irate father, as

he squared off and began rolling up his

sleeves, "I want you to explain why you stole

my daughter away!"
"I didn't steal her," the young man replied.

"She went willingly, and there isn't a court
on earth that will not agree with me."
"You lie!" the trembling old gentleman

cried; "you know you lie! You got her onto
that tandem bicycle and carried her away.
Speak! Is it not so?"

"It is true," the other replied, "that we went
away on a tandem, but that fact only proves
that I could not possibly have taken her
against her will. Have you ever been on a

tandem?"

"No!" screamed the stricken father;

"never!"

"Then that accounts for your ignorance in

the present case. Didn't you know that a

woman generally sits in front and picks out
the course to be pursued?"

With a heart-breaking groan the white-

haired old man sank down, crying:

"Alas! 'Tis true. I hadn't thought of that.

What'll you have?"

Kind of a Tandem Safety.

The youth in the rough-rider looking cy-

cling suit turned to the white-mustached man
with a deferential gesture.

"Pardon me, Mr. Bards," he said, "but will

you permit me to ask what kind of matches
you prefer for domestic use?"

"Matches?" echoed the old gentleman.

"Matches' for doinestic use? What an ex-

traordinary question! Why, safety matches,

of course."

The young man smiled.

"Then, iMr. Bards," he said, "permit me to

inform you that your daughter Millie and I

eloped on wheels this morning and are now
back for the customary parental blessing."

He blew lightly on his whistle and the love-

ly girl darted into the room.

How to Train and Gear.

James Brown, and Hathaway Bros.—For in-

formation regarding racing, training, etc., get

a copy of the "Bicycle Guide," American
Sports Publishing Co., 18 Park Place, New
York. Cost, ten cents. Call on your nearest

agent and he will instruct you as regards

gearing.

Bald to Try Middle Distances.

E. C. Bald has ordered two motor-pacing

machines and will look for match races for all

distances up to 15 miles. He will also do short

distance competitive work. Austin Crooks
will be one of his motormen.
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TALC Of THE TORKCLSON.

How Various Steps Were Taken to Acquire a

"Valueless" Patent on Otiier Steps.

AN attorney, who claims to know whereof

he speaks, says in the near future cycle

manufacturers will again hear from the Tor-

kelson step patent which caused such a flurry

in the trade about two years ago, and which

flurry died out almost as quickly as it came.

The story of the Torkelson patent is one of

the romances of the bicycle industry.

In April, 1889, Mr. Torkelson, who was then

in the employ of the old McCune Cycle Co.,

applied for a patent on a bicycle showing a

number of new features, the most important

at that time being the spring forks, which

were later superseded by the pneumatic tire.

Jos. Yost, since prominent in the trade, joined

with McCune and a half ownership in all Mc-

Cune patents was assigned to him. Later

Yost withdrew and joined hands with Lozier,

forming the Lozier & Yost Mfg. Co. In '92

Yost went into business on his own account

and the Lozier Mfg. Co. retained all of the old

firm's patents.

During the eight years up to June, '97, the

patent mentioned was filed a-way among the

numerous old papers owned by the Lozier

Company, neglected and forgotten by every-

one. Then came a letter from a Washington

jiarty, expressing a desire to buy several old

patents "simply as a curiosity. Of course, they

were out of date and worth only a nominal

sum," wrote 'he.

The Lozier attorney was gifted with a re-

tentive memory and he recalled the name of

the gentleman who desired "curiosities." He
was a young attorney. Then he remembered

that he was connected with a prominent firm

of patent attorneys; also that this firm were

legal advisers of J. L. Yost. Conclusion—If

these patents are worth money to Yost, why
not to Lozier; also, if they are valueless, why
try to secure them in such a roundabout way?

Careful search through the old papers re-

vealed the pleasing fact that one of the claims

of the Torkelson patent described the ordin-

ary bicycle step used on nine-tenths of the

wheels built in this country. Substantially it

described "any locking nut for the rear axle

which has an integral extension, intended for,

and used as step in mounting the wheels."

Visions of many law suits and thousands of

dollars in royalties floated before the eyes of

the delighted attorney.

Still only half the patent was owned by his

client, and it was -his duty to secure the other

half if possible. In diplomatic language a

letter was addressed to McCune, the owner of

the other half. "A recent housecleaning dis-

closed the fact that Mr. McCune and Mr.

Lozier were joint owners in several old pat-

ents, and as Mr. Lozier desired a clear title to

everything in which he was interested and the

old patents being valueless, would not Mr.
McCime sell out for a nominal sum."

-Almost simultaneously with the mailing of

this letter came a nicely worded epistle from
Mr. McCune, proposing much the same trans-

action, only Mr, McCune desired to do the

buying. For two weeks they fenced in diplo-

matic language by mail; then Mr. McCune
came to Cleveland. 'More fencing by word of

mouth, neither side showing their hand and

then came a show down. Still neither side

would give .what the other considered a fair

price. Then came Theodore Dodge, the shrewd

attorney from .Boston, who is prominent in

the bicycle trade. He, too, wanted to buy old

patents. McCune sold his share and a few

days later Lozier followed suit. Developments

showed that Yost had discovered the true

value of the claim and had undertaken to buy

out both Lozier and McCune without disclos-

ing its true value.

Col. Dodge at once threatened to bring suit

against several .bicycle manufacturers manu-
facturing steps, also against a number of screw

machine concerns which made a specialty of

this article. It is understood that several

manufacturers are paying one cent each for all

the steps they produce and it is said that

others declined to make the "ante." At any

rate no suits were instituted against infringers.

During the past two years Colonel Dodge has

been extremely busy with a number of other

patent proceedings, and the step patent has

been allowed to take care of itself. Now it is

said that a day of final reckoning is surely

coming for all concerns -which persist in using

steps -without paying the royalty.

Unfortunately for Col. Dodge, however,' it

is evident that the use of steps is not nearly as

prevalent as it was a few years ago. Formerly

steps were furnis'hed with all ladies' wheels.

Nowadays men seldom ride the drop-frame

machines, because they can afford wheels of

their own; also it is a small expense which

manufacturers are more liable to consider than

formerly; hence steps for ladies' wheels are a

thing of the past. With the diamond frame,

there is also a decided decline in the use of

this formerly universally used accessory. With
the popular low frame, it is much easier for a

rider to mount from a stand, consequently

the majority of wheels are only equipped with

steps when the rider demands them. There is

still another factor which may decrease Col.

Dodge's income from the step patent. Ingen-

ious superintendents have found that they can

do the "dodging" by adopting an ordinary nut

and then screwing on a round step afterward.

This ans.wers the purpose and looks exactly

the same, only the step and the nut are not in-

tegral, lit was reported in a yellow journal

some time ago that 'Colonel Dodge makes
$40,000 per year from step royalties alone.

Perhaps he does. The chances are he does not

make one-tenth of that figure.

No More Narrow Chains.

The eighth-inch chain introduced this sea-

son by several chain makers and adopted by
a number of prominent cycle manufacturers

for racing and light road models, has not been

an unqualified success, and it seems probable

that this is another extreme which will not

meet with popular favor another season. The
eighth-inch chain is light and it may be strong

enough, too, but it is too narrow. It neces-

sitates a very thin sprocket, which is liable

to get out of line, and the trouble is exag-

gerated several-fold when a very large-sized

sprocket, such as are now quite common, is

used. A sprocket out of line means a hard

running wheel, to say nothing of an increased

danger that the chain will jump the sprocket

teeth. Riders who have used the narrow
chain for road use say that the jolts and jars

render it extremely difficult to keep the chain

on the sprocket, and as every experienced

rider knows a chain which jumps is very lia-

ble to cause a serious accident, to say nothing

of the wear and tear on chain and sprockets.

The narrow chain may be well enough for

racing purposes when kept tight and used

only on a smooth track, but it is impractical

for everyday use.

SOLD BY STERLING.

The " Built-Like-a-Watch " People Capture the

Washington Plum.

Washington, D. C, July 1-5.—The District

Commissioners have entered into a contract

with the Carpenter Cycle Co., of this city, to

furnish the police department with forty

Sterling bicycles and the fire department with

fifteen of the same make. When it was an-

nounced some weeks ago that the commis-
sioners were in the market for fifty-five bicy-

cles there was a scramble among outside man-
ufacturers and local agents to get in bids.

The bidding was spirited, due to the prestige

accruing to the wheel selected by the com-
missioners. The various propositions were
submitted to a committee of experts, who
finally came to the conclusion that the "wheel

built like a watch" best answered the pur-

poses for which the wheels were to be used,

and the contract was accordingly given to the

Carpenter Cycle 'Co. While the terms at

which the wheels are to be furnished are pri-

vate, it is understood that they are very rea-

sonable, and come within the appropriation

available for the purpose. With each wheel

is given a guarantee, and it is also stipulated

that the wheels are to be kept in good repair

by the company for one year.

Wants His Money's Worth.

Toledo, July 15.—M. H. H. Duvall has

asked the Common Pleas Court to en-

force stockholders' liability against the

Toledo 'Bicycle Protective Association,

James Austin, Jr., Charles E. Sutton, J,

Lee Richmond, Karl A. Flickinger and

Fred S. Terry. He avers that on June 19 last

he obtained judgment against the defendant in

the sum of $51.75 and costs in the city courts,

and asks that each stockholder in the defend-

ant company be compelled to pay his ratable

proportion of the amount claimed to be due.

He says that the company has a capital stock

of $30,000, of which he does not know how
much has been paid in.

The Weather.

Sun just a-bilin',

.Streets soft as dough.

Can't be much hotter

In the sweet down below;

Morning time it's hotter,

Evening the same;

Wisht I was a polar bear,

Or even jist a blame
Minner in a little creek,

'Swimmin' 'round so loose.

Or somethin' else of that ther kind-

Aar! What's the use?
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BEGINNING THE BOOM.

Where the Pope People Come in for Eight

Million Dollars' Worth of

Contracts.

The Electric Vehicle Co. has placed orders

for 4,200 electric vehicles. The contract, which

amounts to over $8,000,000, is given to the

Columbia & Electric Vehicle Co. The first

of these vehicles are to be delivered next

Monday, and others will follow regularly.

Mr. Rice, president of the Electric Vehicle

Co., states that by the end of the current year

he expects that more than one thousand would

be in operation. At the moment the com-

pany is short of these carriages, as it had only

about a hundred, which had to be distributed

among the various transportation companies

which have been organized as operat-

ing companies subsidiary to the Elec-

tric Vehi'cle Co. This deficiency, how-

ever, will be supplied as rapidly as possible.

The work will be facilitated by reason of the

fact that the Columbia & Electric Vehicle Co.

has purchased the New Haven Carriage Co.

When questioned in reference to the recent

reports of a general consolidation of all auto-

mobile companies, whether operated by elec-

tric or other power, Mr. Rice said that these

were untrue. The aggregate authorized capi-

tal of the Electric Vehicle Co., with its allied

and subsidiary companies, is nearly $120,000,-

000, as will 'be seen from the following list:

Electric Sfcwage Battery Company $18,000,000

Electric Vehicle Company 12,000,000

Columbia Automobile Comp.iny 3,000,000

Columbia and Electric Vehicle Company... 5,000,000

New York Electric Vehicle Transporta-

tion Company 25,000,000

New England Electric Vdliicle and Trans-

portation Company 25,000,000

Illinois Electric Vehicle and Transporta-

tion Company 25,000,000

Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle and Trans-

iportation Company 6,000,000

Total $119,000,000

The amount of capital paid in is very much
less than the above figures. In the case of the

transportation companies, for instance, only

two assessments of $5 each have been called.

While, however, there is a provision that the

original subscribers shall not be liable for fur-

ther assessments, the 'holder of the stock may
be assessed from time to time up to the full

value of the stock. The shares are issued only

as with so much paid, say, $10, and not full

paid. The organizers of the companies claim

that this method has many advantages, as it

does away with the necessity of bonds, thus

preventing any prior lien before the stock,

while at the same time there is always the op-

portunity of increasing the paid-in capital in

an expeditious way. If later further assess-

ments are called this will be, it is said, because

there is an opportunity to use the money
profitably.

Of the various companies above mentioned

the Electric Storage Battery Co. is in a way
the foundation. The Electric Vehicle Co. is a

parent company, the Columbia & Electric

Vehicle Co. the manufacturing company and

the transportation companies are operating

companies subsidiary to the 'Electric Vehicle

Co.

Under the arrangements made the entire

manufacturing is in the hands of the Colu n-

bia & Electric Vehicle Co., and the total out-

put of the plants of that company are pur-

chased by the Electric Vehicle Co., and in turn

sold by it to the various electric vehicle trans-

portation companies organized and to be or-

ganized throughout the country.

The relations of these various companies are

further explained in President Rice's recent

annual report, as follows: "On the 19th of

April, 1899, there was incorporated in the

State of iNew Jersey the Columbia Automo-
bile Co., with an authorized capital of $3,000,-

000. Of this capital $1,000,000 was issued to

this company and $1,000,000 to the Pope Mfg.

Co. The Pope Mfg. Co. conveyed to the

-\utomobile Company all its inventions and

patents and the good-will of its business, while

this company conveyed to the Automobile
Company an exclusive license for the manu-
facture of storage batteries for automobile

purposes.

"On the third day of May, 1899, there was
incorporated in the State of New Jersey a

company under the name of the Columbia &
Electric Vehicle Co., with an authorized capi-

tal of .$5,000,000, of which capital one-half

($2,500,000) was issued to the Electric Vehicle

Co. and one-half ($2,500,000) to the Columbia
Automobile Co. To that company the Elec-

tric Vehicle Co. transferred all its inventions

and patents, and the Columbia Automobile

Co. made a like transfer, reserving only its ex-

clusive license to manufacture storage bat-

teries.

"A short time previous to this arrangement

the Electric 'Storage Battery Co. purchased for

cash at par $1,940,000 of the stock of the Elec-

tric Vehicle Co., and received also for a cer-

tain valuable contract granted to the Electric

Vehicle Co. the sum of $2,000,000 in the full

paid non-assessable common stock of the Elec-

tric Vehicle Co.; by this means acquiring

nearly $4,000,000, or about one-third of the

entire capital stock of the Electric Vehicle Co.

By reason of these operations the Storage Bat-

tery Co. to-day owns five-twelfths of the elec-

trical vehicle business as controlled by the

Electric Vehicle Co. and the Columbia Auto-
mobile Co."

Old Familiar Names.

George H. Day, vice-president and general

manager of the Pope Mfg. Co., has been
elected president of the recently organized

Columbia & Electric Vehicle Co. 'Harold H.
lEanies, secretary and manager of the Pope
Tube 'Co., is vice-president and secretary. This

concern will manufacture the horseless vehi-

cles and automobiles for the Columbia Auto-
mobile Co., although the concern will be a

separate company. The position of treasurer

has not been filled permanently, but Colonel

George Pope, treasurer of the Pope Mfg. Co.,

i? acting in that 'Capacity. The works in the

carriage factory of the Pope company are pro-

gressing to completion. The new north

wing to the factory is four stories high and an-

other story is being added to the main build-

Humber's New Owners.

Jamacia Plain, Mass., July 15.—The Stanley

Motor Carriage Co., Newton, Mass., have

bought the Humber factory at Westboro, and
will employ 200 men at once.

Took a Train Finally.

Mr. and Mrs. Campbell Chittenden, a bridal

couple from Columbus, O., arrived in Cleve-

land last Saturday. They started on an ex-

tended automobile bridal tour last Wednes-

day, said to be the first of the kind on record,

but evidently the weather man was hot with

them, for they rode in the rain a good share

of the way and arrived in the Forest City in

a drenched condition. They left their vehicle

in Cleveland and continued on their trip by

the old way, on a train.

Spalding Is Experimenting.

Chicopee, July 17.—The Lamb Mfg. Co. have

received a new motor cycle, built by DeDion.
It is quite bulky and made of much heavier

material than seems necessary for such a ma-
chine, and it is expected that the Lamb coin-

pany will remodel it to a considerable extent

and make a more Americanized road machine.

The newcomer was purchased by J. W.
Spalding while abroad with an idea of taking

it apart and studying its mechanism.

Elgin to Auto-make.

Elgin, 111., July 14.—^Ten thousand dollars

has been paid as earnest money on the pur-

chase of the Elgin Sewing Machine & 'Bi-

cycle Works, long idle. The buyers are auto-

mobile manufacturers, who will start to work
next week at the factory, and who will profit

by the experience ol the defunct cycle com-
pany who believed that the naine Elgin would
sell anything without any advertising being at

all necessary.

Grout in Orange.

Orange, Mass., July 15.—^The new factory,

built by William L. Grout, for the manufacture

of the Grout motor carriage, is completed and
running this week. The inventors of the car-

riage, Fred lE. and Charles ,B. Grout, will con-

duct the business, Fred E. Grout assuming the

active superintendency of the shops. The mo-
tive power of the Grout vehicle is gasoline.

To Take on Autos.

Kenosha, Wis., July 14.—The -C. H. Sieg
'Mfg. Co. will be reorganized and instead of

making bicycles will manufacture automobiles

and gasoline engines. Owing to the changes

and fluctuations in the cycle trade the com-
pany has decided that there is more money in

automobiles. The present building will be en-

larged and more men employed.

Two in the West.

The automobile is beginning to force its

way into municipal service in western, cities.

Akron, O., is to have an electric patrol wagon
in the near future, and at Cleveland, Chief

Dickinson, of the fire department, has come
to the conclusion that the horse is too slow

for his use, and he is dickering for a horse-

less carriage.

Stearns and Horselessness.

E. C. Stearns & Co. have in mind the manu-
facture of automobiles. The company, it is

said, have one under construction at the pres-

ent time and, providing this one turns out all

right, the Stearns will consider seriously the

idea of manufacturing horseless carriages on

an extensive scale.

Riker in a Car Works.

Elizabethport, N. J., is to manufacture auto-

mobiles. The old works of the New York
and Brooklyn Car Works, shut down for

nearly a year, have passed into the possession

of the Riker Electric Vehicle Co. Work in

the new plant will be begun at once.
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CENTENARY OE THE METRE.
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Weights and Measures that America's Foreign Trade
Suffers from Non-Adoption by This Country.

IT is a hundred years this summer since a

comimittee of scientific men placed before

the French Government the metre and the

kilogramme as standards of weights and meas-

ures. Preparations are being made in Europe

for a celebration of the event as one of the

most important in science of the century.

As the "Mouvement Geographique" of

Brussels puts it, "in a hundred years the

metric system has conquered the world." By
184U the system of measures had become oblig-

atory in France, Holland and Belgium; by

1877 it had been established in every country

of Europe, with the exception of Russia and

England, throughout South America, in Brit-

ish India and Japan. In England and the

United States it has become legalized by the

side of the existing measures. No reform

probably has met with more general accept-

ance of its reasonableness and has been more
readily adopted in so far as legislation could

bring about such changes.

Rejoicings over the general adoption of the

metrical system, however, if based on the be-

lief that it has impressed itself on, the com-

mon life of the people, are premature, and

inay have to be deferred to the end of another

century before being founded on fact. Simple

as it is in theory, with its ingenious interde-

pendence of measures of length, space, ca-

pacity and weight, and, however desirable as a

common standard for the world, it has not

driven out the habit of calculating on the old

scales even in the countries where it has been

longest established.

American schoolboys learn it and may pass

glib examinations in it, but they do their

measuring still by the foot, pound and quart,

and there are no indications that they will

cease to do so, or will adopt different stand-

ards when they grow up. To the scientific

man, the chemist, electrician or engineer, the

metric measures doubtless have a real mean-

ing; in commerce and industry some of the

units are accepted as are other foreign meas-

ures, but in ordinary commercial life, as in

the cycle trade, for example, whenever a

'metric quantity is met it must still be reduced

by a labored computation to some better

known scale in order to be understood.

In Paris, where the system has probably

flourished longest without a legal competitor,

pouce, pied, livre and many other terms hold

their own, while in the provinces of France

the names of the old measures are constantly

used in daily life; a lieue is still a more definite

distance than so many kilometres. In Ger-

many, where the system was the only way out

of the chaos ol measures -arying in each of

thirty-six little States, many o't the old names
remain, as do some old measures, in spite of

laws. In 'Italy, Spain and other countries the

old measures have never gone out of use, but

•exist in fact by the side of the legal standards.

It is curious how little effect education has in

destroying these traditional and purely arbi-

trary standards of weight and measure.

There is little doubt that one great difiiculty

in the way of the real adoption of the system

lies in one of its chief merits, the decimal no-

tation, which so greatly simplifies all mathe-
matical calculations. To the vast majority of

mankind, which can deal easily with halves,

thirds, quarters and perhaps even fifths, a

number as large as ten is an abstract idea,

and even a decimal system of coinage would
be found impracticable for daily purposes

other than bookkeeping if it were not for the

breaking away from the system in fractional

coins.

It is the division of the dollar into half and
quarter dollars, of the franc and mark into

similar fractions, that make their value com-
prehensible concretely. The mind or eye that

can divide an object into ten exact parts, or

increase it to exactly ten times its size, is ex-

tremely rare. It may 'be that the next century

will train mankind to that point, and the in-

creased necessity for minute measurements in

daily life, with the increased common use of

scientific instruments and delicate machinery,

'certainly tends that way. It may be, too, that

the striving for uniformity among the nations

will become much stronger. The establish-

ment of the metric system, however, as the

one accepted standard in universal use seems
still some distance off.

CHANGES HAVE COME.

How Chasing the Foreign Buyer Is No Longer

Conducted Along the Same Old

Lines.

The changes which are constantly taking

place in the manner of introducing manu-
factured goods, like bicycles, into foreign

countries are remarkable. Som.e five years

ago there was hardly a manufacturing firm in

this coimtry who could be induced to open a

direct account abroad; the bulk of their ex-

port 'business was transacted through export

commission houses and large jobbing firms,

both of whioh would give credit and assume
all responsibilities on foreign shipments for

manufacturers. This practice has been losing

ground steadily, and at present it is difficult

to find a manufacturer of any consequence
who is not represented abroad in a direct

manner in one way or another.

Well versed merchants in the export trade

claim that, to a great extent, this movement
on the part of manufacturers is accountable

for an extraordinary increase in 'trade in. fin-

ished material. Keen competition has revo-

lu'tionized the methods of export trade in

many branches. To such an extent is this

true, that to-day there is hardly a machinery

house without a local export salesman con-

fining his transactions to export merchants
and large jobbers catering to foreign business.

The manufacturers have gone further than

dealing with local agents; their agencies or

travelers are to be found in all commercial

centres of the world. The former practice of

giving export houses the exclusive agency for

certain, territory is being abolished very fast,

as it has been found that in the long run it

injured the business of manufacturers rather

than promoted it.

Other export firms would refuse to buy
from a manufacturing concern having a com-
petitor for an agent in the same market where
they shipped, and if they could induce the

parties abroad to have the goods of another

maker, these competing exporters would go
considerably out of their way to accomplish

their end. Every year the American cycle

manufacturer is more widely known abroad,

so much so that to-day all large orders re-

ceived iby commission houses, 'bankers, for-

warders and others always mention the name
of the manufacturers from whom the bicycles

should be bought, a practice which two or

three years ago was a rare occurrence.

Manufacturers who have not cared to incur

the extraordinary expenses of introducing

their machines abroad direct, have joined one
'of the many export associations. In some
cases this method has given good results. It

is certain, however, that a wide-awake export

sales agent who is familiar with the condi-

tions abroad and in 'the leadirbg export cen-

tres of this country is even better for de-

veloping and holding the foreign trade. All

these new methods of transacting export busi-

ness have reduced the expenses of the manu-
factures, who are thus able to compete with

their European rivals.

Banking facilities are increasing, thereby

making the task easier for the American man-
facturers to sell abroad direct, and it is argued
that the time is not far off when the business

at present transacted through exporters in

bicycles and Hke manufactured products will

be even far less. It is noticeable that it is only
in the less important markets where the ex-

port commission merchants have assumed the

responsibility in the question of buying. The
importers abroad who buy largely of any cer-

tain class of goods, like 'bicycles, are as fa-

miliar with the manufacturers as the best

posted local export merchant. One only needs

to observe large deals to become convinced
of this fact. The commission or middleman's
influence is only sought when financial condi-

tions demand it; otherwise the foreign trans-

actions are direct.

One Poor Devil.

The bicycle police of Syracuse are not over
energetic. Only one scorcher has been ar-

rested by them, and his arrest was due to the

fact that he was unfortunate enough to run
down a police official.

To a Street Splasher.

Sprinkle, sprinkle, great big cart.

Up and down the sloppy mart;

Sprinkle, be it cold or hot.

Wet or dry, it matters not.

What though wheelmen wail and weep,
Keep the mud two inches deep;

Let 'er flicker in a flood

—

Streets were made for mixing mud.

Ere the golden sun is set

Make the streets so dog-gone wet
That those who, in the gloaming dim,

Try to ride will 'have to swim.

Let 'er sizzle day by day;

What are streets for, anyway?
Your job is to keep 'em wet.

And you get there, too, you bet.

Soak 'em to your heart's content.

Till some genius shall invent

Some new wiheel to sail the street,

W^ith fins and flippers and web feet.
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EVERYTHING FROM EVERYWHERE.

England comes forward with ''a resilient

chain."

English racing men favor the inch-pitch

block chain.

In the race for wealth it is rarely the fast

man that wins.

There is a good deal in a name when it

comes to a bicycle.

No English racing man has made or broken

a world's record this year.

Generally speaking, the way of the cycling

transgressor is to fry to lie out of it.

Scorchers should never forget that the best

pavements in town may lead to the jail.

The veterinary surgeon will have to begin

to study the anatomy of the auto if he is to

keep up with the times.

It isn't a half bad idea to always carry half-

a-dozen assorted nuts in the tool-bag. They
may save a long walk.

The recent tire suit between. Palmer and

Dtmlop is said to have cost the contestants

$25,000 in legal fees alone.

Ask any man, whether he be wheelman or

not, and he will tell you that dough always

comes in handy in times of knead.

The great objection to flying from the cy-

cHng ills you have to those you know not of

is that you cannot always make a return trip.

A New York woman has ridden 400 miles

in forty-eight hours on a bicycle and all the

reward she got for it was to see her name
in the papers.

If when on a tour you find your valve leaking

a temporary cure will be found in pressing

all round it a piece of damp clay, or, still

better, some soap.

The advantages of ankle action will be

largely lost unless care be taken to release all

pressure from the rising pedals as soon as

the dead centre is past.

Frank Starbuck, the racing man, is at his

home in Lewisburg, Pa., recovering from a

close call at drowning, experienced while

bathing at Atlantic City.

Utica has a Black and Yellow Cycle Club.

From its name this club would find many
members in Cuba or the Philippines—every-

one there is either black or yellow.

The town of Warren, Pa., with 10,000 pop-

ulation, has 1,480 bicycles, according to the

count returned by the assessors. This is very

near an average of one wheel in every family

in the place.

Philadelphia always lives up to her Inde-

pendence Hall. For example, the strikingly

patriotic girl who appeared there on the

Fourth as a bicycle girl wearing red, white
and bloomers.

The new Hessian special taxes on bache-
lors and bicycles look like wanton discrimi-

nation against two of the principal amuse-
ments of young women. It is a belle or-

dinance with no redeeming feature.

Perhaps the melanolestes picipes has been
raised up to take the place of the savage horse-

fly, which, it is said, will disappear with the

advent of the automobile. The kissing bug
wouldn't do a thing to a rubber tire.

That New York magistrate who refused to

fine a man who had been arrested for profan-

ity induced by the third puncture in an hour,

received through no fault of his own, possesses

more than the ordinary sense of justice.

Haddonfield, N. J., had an ordinance which
permitted wheelmen to ride on the sidewalks
during the day, but 158 sensible citizens signed

a petition that wheelmen be relegated to the

road where they belong and this has now been
done.

"You call our bull fights brutal," says Spain,

"but what about your own prize fights and
bicycle races?" Softly, Senor! There is a

distinction. We merely torture the human
animal in this country. The brutes are pro-

tected.

Hartford the other day witnessed the odd
inconsistency of a policeman riding on a

trolley car going twenty miles an hour, and
warning a cyclist who was trying to keep up
with the car that he was going faster than
the law allowed.

In a test case brought by the wheelmen of

Omaha, alleging that a recently enacted lamp
ordinance was class legislation unless it ap-

plied to all vehicles alike. Judge Gordon has

ruled against the contention. An appeal to

a higher court is intended.

No matter how carefully a bicj'cle may be
cleaned, it is a fact that women riders are lia-

ble to get their skirts stained with oil. To
remove such marks a paste made of fuller's

earth and water rubbed into the stain, and
left till dry, then brushed ofl, is effective.

Just to please the fool doctors who even at

this late day are busy finding new diseases due
to cycling, it might be well to try a course

of wheeling, scientifically adjusted to the

:-: +
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An elephant weighs considerably more than
a bicycle, to say nothing of the cost of his

keeping. It is not surprising, therefore, to

hear that the hermit kingdom of Siam has
taken kindly to the wheel.

physique and temperament of individuals, as

a prophylactic on the principle of vaccination

or inoculation against rabies.

Last year about 2,000 bicycle licenses were
issued by the auditor of Sandusky, O., but

up to the present time this year only about
400 have been issued, and most of these to

wheelmen in the outside towns.

It is enough to make a sick cat laugh to

hear discussed in apparent soberness an al-

leged plan in Connecticut to build a $10,000.-

000 boulevard across the state. Why, bless

your simple soul, those close old Connecticut

farmers wouldn't spend $10,000,000 on 10,000,-

000 boulevards in 10,000,000 years.

C. E. Cartwright, Georgetown, Mass., has

applied for a patent on a handle-bar. The
new bar is a flat piece of solid steel, strong

enough to resist bending or snapping, but

thin enough to afford considerable spring.

The inventor claims that this bar relieves the

hands from all results of vibration.

Now that a man has been killed through
being struck by a rubber golf ball, it will be

in order for some of those wise hayseed legis-

lators to jump to the front with a law making
it compulsory for every golf ball to be

equipped with a lamp and bell. The Union
must and shall be preserved, by gosh!

The editor of the Nashville, Tenn., "Amer-
ican" is onto his job. Editorially he takes

occasion to remark anent Murphy's mile:

"What did the bicyclist accomplish riding

behind an engine going a mile a minute?

His wheel was geared to 120, or about three

revolutions of the pedal to the minute."

"How would it do to send a deputation of'

aldermen to Buffalo to inspect the various bi-

cycles in use in that city, that a proper selec-

tion might be made for the policemen?" asks

the Hamilton "Spectator." It would be a

mighty good idea, provided Hamilton wants

to give its aldermen an all-summer vacation.

Spring City, Pa., has an ordinance prohib-

iting riding a bicycle after sunset unless the

bicycle is equipped with a lighted lamp. Three
of the leading town ofBcials were arrested for

doing this very thing, but their colleague, the

local squire, dismissed the cases on the

grounds that there was no legal ordinance

on the borough ordinance book, the book
showing a printed slip pasted therein, instead

of being properly transcribed as the law di-

rects. Could anything be more simple than

that?

It will be good news to American cyclists

planning to tour through Great Britain to

know that the British bobbies have now for-

saken the practice of collaring the handle-

bar of a machine, and so throwing the rider

over without a chance of saving himself. The
method now appears to be for a couple of

constables to take their stands on a road

upon the watch for the scorching brigade.

In preparing to receive a cyclist, they buckle

a couple of capes together and hold them at

arm's length across the route. The capes

"give," and it is quite possible for a wheel-

man to jump off backwards as soon as he

runs into the butifer, as we may term it.
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now ABOLT TIRES ?

What One of the Largest Makers Thereof Has to

Say Upon Handling Them.

How to handle and care for rubber tires is a

serious question to the bicycle agent. In

order to answer this question satisfactorily,

H. A. Lozier & Co. sent this series of ques-

tions to the largest makers of tires in America:

1st. What causes rubber tires to check or

crack?

•2d. Are these checks or cracks necessarily

indications of good or bad rubber?

3d. What method would you suggest to the

average rider to keep the tires in good con-

dition?

4th. At what pressure do you advise inflat-

ing the li inch tire and the 1| inch road tire

for use on smooth city streets, and what, if any

difference for rough country roads?

5th. What effect does a bright light or the

direct rays of the sun have upon the tire of a

stock machine, whether it be a part of the

machine in the crate or a sample in the show

window?
6th. What is an ideal stock room, where an

agent can keep stock machines crated until

ready to be brought into use?

7th. Should machines be left standing with

deflated tires?

The B. F. Goodrich Co., of Akron, replied

to the queries as follows:

1st. The reason for tires checking or crack-

ing is something which we have never been

able to definitely find out. It occurs in other

rubber goods outside of tires and is a mystery

to us.

2d. This condition does not in any way arise

from imperfections in the handling of the rub-

ber or anything of this kind. It will manifest

itself in high, medium or cheap stock.

3d. The only precaution necessary for riders

to take to keep their tires in good condition is

to see that they are properly cemented to the

rims, if they are the cemented-on pattern, and

in carrying them over winter to store them

in a dark place so that light or extreme heat

does not reach them.

4th. It is impossible to give any definite in-

formation as to what the proper inflating pres-'

sure should be, as this depends upon the

weight of the rider and also to a large extent

on the quality of the tire. Tires for use upon
rough or country roads should not be in-

flated so hard but what they will give readily

when they strike a stone and make a cushion

to take off the vibration. For wheels that are

ridden on brick or asphalt pavements they

can be inflated hard and this will allow their

running easily. The lighter the inflation, the

more the tire will flatten out and drag, or in

other words, appear to ride hard.

5th. A bright light or the sun's rays should

not shine directly upon tires in show windows
or anything of this kind will cause the rubber

to check or crack, no matter how good the

quality may be. For this reason we never ad-

vise the placing of tires on sample wheels in

windows where the sun can get at them, as it

is bound to aflect them sooner or later. The
tires will check just the same no matter

whether they are crated or uncrated, but when

crated they are of course less liable to be left

in any light. This is a peculiar condition and

one which we cannot satisfactorily explain

ourselves, but it is an assured fact that the

sun shining through glass has a very damaging

eft'ect on tires and will cause them to check

through.

0th. For an ideal stock room, we would rec-

ommend a basement or cellar, which is dry

and cool and also perfectly dark. The darker

the place you can store rubber in, the better

it keeps, and the same will also hold true as

regards temperature. It should average about

(ill degrees, and if these precautions are fol-

lowed good rubber can be carried for many
months without materially aflecting its dur-

ability.

7th. Bicycles or anything else fitted with

pneumatic tires should never be left with the

tires deflated. This has a tendency to weaken

the fabric, and besides the rims pressing

against the tires when deflated, and the fur-

ther fact that wheels are sometimes run back

and forth while thus deflated, will have a ten-

dency to injure the tires at all times, and when

they are not in use should be kept sufficiently

well inflated to allow them to take their regu-

lar round form.

It. R. Pollow's Death.

It was with surprise and regret that the

news of the death of H. R. Follow, of the

rising prosperous firm of Sanford & Follow,

was received in the East.

Mr. Follow was in The Wheel office only

two weeks ago, having come East for the pur-

pose of locating a branch office in :New York
in the fall, and was much elated over the good
business that Mr. Sanford and himself had

done the past year. He went home one night

feeling sick and on seeing a doctor the latter

advised an operation lor the dreaded appen-

dicitis, which was performed, Mr. Follow

sinking into death shortly afterwards.

The many friends of the late brilliant young
tradesman will be sorry to learn of <Mr. Pol-

low's death, and much sympathy is expressed

for the Follow family and Mr. Sanford, who
will continue the business, it is said.

Bill on the Coast.

Bernard I. Bill, traveling representative of

H. A. Lozier & Co., is now in San Francisco,

and is well pleased with the outlook of busi-

ness there. The Cleveland is making won-
derful sales in Los Angeles, Cal., the branch

house there being known as the Cleveland Cy-
cle Co.

Reading Will Have a Clean-Up.

Reading, Pa., July 17.—Developments the

past week show that the annual clean-up of

the Reading manufacturers will be a most
thorough one, they being determined to have

no old parts, etc., on hand at the opening of

next season. The retailers are also inaugurat-

ing a special sale, offering their second-hand

wheels and poor sellers at a sacrifice. Both
retailers and manufacturers did a fair trade last

week. The manufacturers state that the price

of high-grade bicycles will be advanced in 1900

without a doubt.

Good Enough to Keep Exclusive.

A decree has been made in favor of the

Grand Rapids Cycle Co. against the Hamilton-

Kenwood Co., as an outcome of the suit in-

augurated several months ago in the Circuit

Court of the United States for the western

district of Michigan, for infringement of the

Grand Rapids Cycle Co.'s patent, covering

their elliptical crank-hanger design. The Ham-
ilton-Kenwood Co. are enjoined from making
any further use of this design. Evidently the

"Clipper people" are jealous of this very de-

sirable feature of their wheels, and do not pro-

pose to be imposed upon.

Ball-Making Plant Will be Moved.

One efifect of the bicycle combination will

soon be noticed in Cleveland. It is stated that

the ball-making plant of the Cleveland Ma-
chine Screw Co., which "has been sold to the

American Bicycle Co., is to be removed to the

stampings plant, which is located about half a

mile from the main factory. The balls and
stampings interests are to be managed by of-

ficials appointed by the American Bicycle Co.,

while the Cleveland Machine Screw Co. are to

retain their individuality in their leading en-

terprise—of the manufacture of automatic

screw machinery.

In New America.

The Cycle Board of Trade at Honolulu,

H. I., has commenced an earnest crusade

against bicycle thieves. A meeting was held

recently at which it was decided to take active

steps toward the suppression of this form of

rascality. It was unanimously voted that a

standing reward of $25 be offered for evidence

leading to the conviction of any bicycle thief.

Also the Cycle Board of Trade pay all ex-

penses incurred in proceedings when the mat-

ter has been brought before their notice.

Caused by the Street Car Strike.

Albert Shoch, the six-day veteran, keeps a

cycle establishment in Brooklyn, not far from

the Wall street ferry. An average of about

sixty people having business in New York
have been leaving their wheels at Shoch's

place every day, not desiring to be bothered

with them on the ferry and in New York.

Last Monday Shoch's patrons increased from

sixty to 160 on account of Brooklyn street car

strike.

One More Stearns.

The Stearns people have opened up a retail

house at 303 Larkin street, San Francisco, in

charge of W. R. Loas. So far the business

done has been very satisfactory, and it is ex-

pected that a large trade will be built up in

that section of the city. The Stearns whole-

sale agency at 210 McAllister street reports

a constantly increasing business.

Judgments Against Mesinger.

On July 11 judgment was taken against the

Mesinger Bicycle Saddle Co., in New York, by
A. P. White, et al., for $208.86. On July 13

these judgments were taken against the same
concern: in favor of F. P. Forster, et al., $1,-

567.47 and $1,490.12.
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PROMINENT PATERSONIANS.

Men Who Have Helped to Make the Cycle

Trade in One New Jersey

Town.

There is no more popular wheelman in Pat-

erson than Charles B. Vaughan. Mr. Vaughan
is at present located in the Romaine Build-

ing, and is local agent for the Orient, Feather-

stone, Phoenix and Stormer bicycles. For

many years ;Mr. Vaughan was manager of the

Paterson branch of the Eldridge Cycle Co., of

Newark. He was with the Eldridge concern

four years, and last December, when the latter

retired from the trade, acquired the present

business. He has one of the most attractive

stores in the city, with a frontage of 25 feet

and running back about 65 feet. The repair

department is located in the rear, and in the

front are the showrooms and offices. Mr.

Vaughan is a member of many of the local

organizations, and enjoys an enviable reputa-

tion among the riders of his city.

A. Israel, of 201 Main street, Paterson, has

as complete a repair department as can be

found in the State of New Jersey. His estab-

lishment runs back about 125 feet, and in the

rear is a well-equipped shop, having lathes,

drills, taps and dies, and all the tools neces-

sary for turning out fine work, driven by elec-

tric power. He makes a specialty of repairing

for the trade. He handles the Eagle and

Quaker bicycles, besides several cheaper lines.

Mr. Israel carries a full line of sundries. The
business was established in 1890. Mr. Israel

has many trophies to show of his powers on

the track.

H. Van Gieson has only been established in

his present location at 4 Main street, Paterson,

seven months, but during that time he has

built up a business for the Tribune and Oxford

bicycles, which he represents, which is ex-

ceedingly gratifying. Since the famous ride

of Charley Murphy on the Tribune, Mr. Van
Gieson has had his hands full getting wheels

to supply the demand. He has been identified

with the trade for the past twelve years, and

is a skillful repairer and vulcanizer of tires.

He handles a full line of sundries, and does

quite a business in renting. Mr. Van Gieson's

customers are not confined to the city of Pat-

erson, but send work from all the outlying

towns for many miles around.

It was in 1891 that H. H. Ball, of 93 Broad-

way, Paterson, established his general sporting

goods business. Before that time he was

identified with the trade for many years. He
is local agent for the full line of Spalding

goods, from shoes to bicycles. He is also

agent for the Eastman Kodak Co. Besides

the Spalding wheel, he also carries a full line

of Crawford bicycles, thus offering intending

purchasers a choice of anything from $20 to

$75. His store is a very attractive one, and

carries as complete a stock as can be found

in any city in the State. Mr. Ball is well

known to the sporting fraternity, having been

closely identified with athletics for many
years. In the busy season he carries in stock

as many as fifty wheels, and is thus enabled

to fill orders without delay.

Martin Bredder, 100 Broadway, Paterson,

claims to carry one of the largest stocks of

sundries in his city. He is agent for the Na-
tional bicycle, and has made that wheel one of.

the most popular mounts in Paterson. His
store has a front of 25 feel and runs back
nearly 70 feet. In front are the salesroom

and offices, and a well equipped repair shop,

conducted by skilled repairers, is in the rear.

Mr. Bredder has been identified with the bi-

cycle business for the past ten years, and has

been in his present location about three years.

He makes a specialty of selling wheels on easy

payments, and in this way of taking care of

his customers has built up a big trade. He
is a member of several local organizations, and
enjoys the advantage of being personally

known to nearly every rider in Paterson.

LOZIER GOES AHEAD.

The Cleveland Magnate Is Not Allowing Grass to

Grow Under tlis Feet.

Springfield, Mass., July 17.—The Lozier
factory at Thompsonville, Conn., resumed op-

erations on a 59-hour-a-week schedule Friday,

after a brief shut-down for inventory and nec-

essary repairs. It is probable that a night

shift will be put on soon. Parts for 40,000

wheels were made this season; next season's

output, it is reported, will be the parts for

100,000 bicycles. The Lozier plant at West-
field will increase its output next season by

20,000 bicycles, bringing it up to the 50,000

mark. The Westfield Board of Trade claims

to have assurances that in case the proposed

trust ever does materialize Westfield will be

made one of the big bicycle centres of the

countrv.

'SOLAR" WELLES.

A Bright Man and a Bright Light Which tie Has

Made Famous.

Mr. R. H. Welles, treasurer of the Badger

Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis., is a Gotham-
ite this week. Mr. Welles comes East to

look over the lamp situation. The Badger

Brass Mfg. Co. was organized last year, for

the sole purpose of making high class gas

lamps, and that the company has succeeded

is proven by the sales record the first year of

80,000 and a sales record this year of 140,000.

Of these a large number go abroad, while

most of them are sold in the West. They are

sold through jobbers throughout the country.

Mr. Welles, after a careful study of the

Eastern situation, declares that the riders

here are slow to take up the gas lamp, much
slower in fact than their brother cyclists of

the West. They seem to be afraid of new
things. Outside of that, the agents give them
little help. The agents also regard the gas

lamp as something fearful and complicated, and

only the more enterprising of them have thor-

oughly gone into that phase of the lamp busi-

ness. Another hindrance to the extended use

of the gas lamp is the license required for car-

rying carbide. This license has been fixed by

the New York Board of Underwriters, the

body who control fire insurance legislation

and customs. This tax is founded on an er-

roneous idea. When acetylene gas was first

discovered, it was the custom to generate it

in tanks and then carry these tanks about to

furnish the supply which might be needed.

These tanks occasionally exploded, and they

were really a source of great danger, and

many disastrous fires resulted from them.

Since these early tank-exploding days, how-
ever, a great change has come over the

method of handling the product of the car-

bide. In all the newer forms in which car-

bide is used, only enough gas is generated to

be used at the moment, and in this way no

great quantity of the gas accumulates, and it

is therefore harmless. Carbide is usually put

up in two-pound cans, fifty cans to the case,

and any agent can safely carry a case of it.

The cans are air-tight and water-tight. Of
course, it must be remembered that the car-

bide is perfectly harmless except when it

comes in contact with water, which causes

gas generation. The amount of danger

may be understood from the following

facts: A person could take a two-pound
can of carbide, pour water over it, and
this would only generate ten cubic feet of

the gas, which in an ordinary room would not,

under any circumstances, do any damage
whatever. In fact, the handling of carbide is

misunderstood, and the danger of it has been

simply a bugaboo.

Mr. Welles speaks enthusiastically of the

product of his own concern. The Solar lamp,

as the trade well knows, is rather a large

lamp, and is considered by some finicky riders

as being heavy. The Badger Brass Co., be-

fore deciding upon the size of their lamp, its

weight and construction, made a careful study

of the lamp question and the possibilities of

acetylene gas. Mr. Welles claims with some
emphasis that any lamp which is smaller than

the Solar cannot give the best result, cannot

insure a steady and perfect light, cannot carry

enough carbide for proper generation of the

gas, and the gas if generated in a smaller

lamp has no chance for circulation. An ad-

ditional merit of the Solar is the class of

material and the workmanship applied. Both
these factors are of the best. The lamp is an

expensive one, and every part of it has been

carefully selected and experimented with.

The Badger Brass Co. feel very much pleased

over the result of their first two seasons, and

are planning a big, all-over-the-country cam-

paign for next year.

Exports Up to Date.

Exports of cycles and parts from the port

of New York, week ending July 19, 1899:

Antwerp.—S cases bicycles, $90; 1 case bicycle ma-

terial, $66.

Berlin.—1 case bicycles, $22.

Brazil.—12 cases bicycles, $443; 2 cases bicycle ma-
terial, $115.

British East Indies.—35 cases bicycles, $2,245; 2

cases bicycle material, $141.

British Australia.—5 caises bicycle material, $203.

Bremen.—44 cases bicycles, $24-10; 8 cases bicycle

material, $340.

Bordeaux.—6 cases bicycles, $225.

British West Indies.—13 cases bicycles, $624; 26

cases bicycle material, $698.

China.—2 cases bicycles, $213.

Central America.—9 cases bicycles, $578.

Cuba.—69 cases bicycles, $2,268; 8 cases bicycle ma-
terial, $366.

Dutch West Indies.

—

2 cases bicycle material, $7.

Dublin.—3 oases bicycle material, $50.

Ecuador.—^1 case bicycles, $35.

French Guiana.—6 cases bicycles, $90. ,

Genoa.—1 case bicycles, $35.

Glasgow.—47 cases ibicycles, $1,520.

Havre.—261 cases bicycles, $6,681; 162 cases bicycle

material, $5,298.

Hamburg.—84 cases bicycles, $4,062; 23 cases bicycle

material, $615.

Japan.—28 cases bicycles, $1,170.

Liverpool.—2 cases bicycle material, $420.

Lisbon.—1 case bicycles, $52.

Mexico.—15 cases bicycles, $459.

Stockholm.—4 oases bicycle material, $393.

Sundsvall.—1 oase bicycles, $40.

Siam.—114 cases bicycles, $4,961.

Turin.^2 cases bicycles, $968.

U. iS. of Colombia.—18 cases bicycles, $232; 1 case

bicycle material, $10.

Vienna.

—

2 cases bicycle material, $60.
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PRICES rOR 1900.

Doing the " Early - Bird " Act for the

Benefit of the Wise

Buyer.

The New York Sporting Goods Co., 61

Nassau street, are preparing what will be

known as "Advance Prices for 1900," which

will include revised prices on all 1899 goods

and, besides, a number of 1900 novelties.

This price-list will be ready August 1, and

wiU only be sent to dealers who write for it,

as this concern does not mail prices promis-

cuously. The Sporting Goods Co. began

business in 1897, and by persistent advertising

and push have worked up an extensive trade,

until to-day they are looked upon as one of

the large jobbers in the metropolis.

The company's policy of buying and selling

exclusively for cash will be continued, for this

means low prices to the buyer, a safe business

for the seller and satisfaction for both.

Collected and Condensed.

Samuel Clark, bicycle repairer, at Middle-

town, O., is reported to have given real estate

mortgage for $2,000.

Kleh & Hopkins, dealers in bicycles at Bos-

ton, Mass., are reported to have given volun-

tary petition in bankruptcy.

N. Lariviere's bicycle repair shop at 682 St.

Denis street, Montreal, Can., was damaged

by fire. The loss is estimated at $4,000.

John A. Hitchins, of J. A. Hitchins & Co.,

bicycle manufacturers at Boston, Mass., has

given voluntary petition in bankruptcy.

Sterne & Sehwabacker, bicycle dealers at

Indianapolis, Ind., have dissolved partnership.

E. C. Sterne will continue the business.

Fred A. Fogg, dealer in hardware, bicycles,

sporting goods, etc., at Enfield, N. H., has

just completed an addition to his store build-

ing.

Jones Hardware Co., dealers in hardware,

sporting goods, etc., at Richmond, Ind., are

erecting a new building, which they expect to

occupy about December 1st.

Charles H. Steiner, dealer in bicycle sun-

dries at Chicago, 111., has made a voluntary

assignment. The assets are estimated at $500,

and the liabilities same amount.

Callahan & Daley Co. has been incorpor-

ated at Fall River, Mass., by J. Daley, P. Cal-

lahan and J. E. Sullivan, to deal in bicycles,

hardware, etc. The capital stock is $15,000.

The B. H. Worthen Arms Co., Charles-

ton, S. C, has been incorporated by B. H.

Worthen, Geo. H. Swam and Geo, H. Peter-

man, The company will manufacture and sell

bicycles, guns, locks, etc, and is capitalized

at $2,500.

Probably Biggest in the West.

Gerhard Aussem, manager of A. D. Meisel-

bach's eastern branch, is known as the most

expert handicapper in Wisconsin. He has

organized a number of profitable meets and

several successful clubs, and is now president

of the North Milwaukee Wheelmen. This

club's second annual road race, July 29, Mr.

Aus,5em thinks, will probably be the biggest

of its kind in the West this year. There are

already 75 prizes and about twenty Chicago

cracks are expected to compete. An eleven-

mile course will be used.

Nice Kind of a King.

Buffalo should be proud of its judiciary if

all of it is like Judge King, who recently took

occasion from the bench to hold forth in this

fashion: "Bicycle riders are about the great-

est evil we have to contend with. They are

the most reckless people on the face of the

earth, and to show that I mean it, I am going

to get a gun and carry it with me, and when
one of them comes whizzing past me I'm go-

ing to shoot. I won't try to shoot him, but

I'll shoot the spokes out of his wheel, and if

the fall doesn't kill him I'll finish the job."

TIME TO ACT.

Wise Makers are Already in the Market with Next

Year's Material.

The much-talked-about scarcity of steel and

advance in prices bid fair to become a gen-

uine blessing in disguise if the manufacturers

of bicycles will only look at it in the right

light. For years they have been complain-

ing because the bicycle manufacturing busi-

ness was such a seasonable affair—four

months of rush and hustle and then eight

months of quiet. For 1900 the big dealers

at least are bound to buy early to escape a

large advance in prices, and if the jobbers of

bicycles are wise they will commence looking

around at once.

A prominent western manufacturer who
deals largely with the jobbing trade has his

1900 samples completed and men on the road

calling on the largest houses. Furthermore,

he has already closed one or two large con-

tracts, and his factory will commence running

at once on 1900 stock. Incidentally, it may
be of interest to know that with a good share

of his material already purchased he figures

that the stock will cost about $1.50 more per

wheel than at this time last season. A delay

in purchasing material will undoubtedly in-

crease this figure.

OVERMAN OPTIMISTIC.

He Is Satisfied with the Outlook and Believes

Prices May Advance.

Springfield, Mass., July 17.—A. H. Over-

man, of the Overman Wheel Co., who has

been decidedly conservative as regards the

utility of the chainless bicycle, pronounces the

Victor spin-roller gear an unqualified success

and believes that another season the making

of chain-driven wheels will be an issue

at the Overman plant. Mr. Overman is of the

opinion that bicycle prices will be no lower

next season and may be higher. The com-
pany has begun work on 100 automobiles.

Want Six Hundred.

The Buffalo Cycle Co. have begun an action

in the Superior Court at San Diego, Cal.,

against Todd & Hawley to recover $604.65, al-

leged to be due for bicycle supplies furnished.

To Launch Europe.

Manager Burwell, of the Lozier Company,

will leave this week for an extensive visit in

Europe, during which time he will do some
advertising for his firm. Two of the new
naphtha launches now built by the Lozier con-

cern will be taken along and Mr. Burwell ex-

pects to take a number of orders. The
launches are already sold to people in Eng-
land. The Loziers have now twenty-five

launches under construction and have orders

for twenty-five more yet unfilled.

LEE RICIIARDSON

Gives a Lincoln Park Policeman the Very Merry

na-na

!

One of the rules of the Chicago parks is

that bicyclists shall not ride their wheels on

the drives of the parks without at least one
hand on their handle-bar. A few days ago
Lee Richardson, the well-known fancy rider,

was riding leisurely along the Lake Shore

drive in Lincoln Park with his hands in his

coat pockets, when one of two park policemen

who were conversing together, not recogniz-

ing the trickster, called out in a commanding
tone: "Hey, there, young man, one hand on
your handle-bar!" "All right," says Lee, as

he touched a button at the centre of his bar,

removed it completely from the head of the

machine and continued his ride while twirling

the handle-bar in one hand. Lee turned his

head over his shoulder and gave the officious

cop the laugh and was joined by the officer

who had been a witness to the joke and to

whom Lee was well known.

Bicycle Insurance Wanted.

'Berry & Burriss, bicycle agents at Colum-
bia, iS. C, want to handle bicycle insurance in

Columbia, and would like to get in touch with

a bicycle insurance company.

Recent Patents.

628,453. Chainless Cycle. Anson W. Delane, New
York, N. Y., assignor by direct and mesne assign-

ments O'f on€ hundred and fifty-one two-hundredths to

Jeremiah A. Scpiven, same place. Filed March 22,

1S9S. Serial No. 674,717. (No model.)

628,476, Junction of Cycle, Motor Car or other

Frames, etc. Joseph H. Kirk and John W. Jeffs,

Birming^ham, England. Filed March 18, 1S9S. Serial

No. 674,375. (No model.)

628,548. Bicycle Support. Bryan Phelan, London,
England, Filed May 17, 1797. Serial No. 636,946. (No
model.)

628,562, Pneumatic Wheel. John E. Thornton, Al-

tringham, and James P. Lea, Manchester, England,

Filed Feb, 28, 1899, Serial No. 707,181. (No model.)

628,585. Dr^iving Mechanism for Cycles. William

Lane and Alfred Doney, Pen Argyl, Pa., assignors of

one-third to Leonidas W. Morss, Scranton, Pa, Filed

March 24, 1899. Serial No. 710,340. (No model.)

628,614. Velocipede. George T. Smallwood, Wash-
ington, D. C. Filed Oct. 10, 1892. Serial No. 448,377.

(No model.)

628,704. Bicycle Saddle. William C. Gates, Auburn,
N. Y. Filed Nov. 2, 1897, Serial No. 657,145. (No
model.)

628,723. Frame for Bicycles, etc. John A. McKee,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to himself and Douglas D,

Williams, same place. Filed Feb. 27, 1899. Serial No.

706,946. (No model.)

628,791, Hub for Wheels of Velocipedes, etc. Eu-

igene Germaine, Paris, France. Filed April 16, 1897,

Serial No. 632,443. (No model.)

628,820, Bicycle, etc. Henry A. Lamplugh, Birm-

ingham, England, Filed Dec. 15, 1897. Serial No.

662,033. (No model.)

628,839. Bicycle Gearing. Joseph N. Newson, St.

Louis, Mo., assignor of three-fourths to "Eugene A.

Neely and Heber Jones, Memphis, Tenn., and Charles

B. Lumsden, Chicago, 111, Filed Aug. 4, 1898. Serial

No. 687,689. (No model.)

628,843. Bicycle, Makael Pedersen, Dunsley, Eng-

land. Filed June 27, 1898. Serial No. 684,601. (No

model.)

628,864, Cushion Attachment for Bicycles. William

B. Spencer, Chicago, 111, Filed Oct. 28, 1897, Serial

No. 6-56,666. (No model.)

628,897. Handle Bar for Bicycles. Frederick Schra-

der, Bridgeport, Conn. Filed May 27, 1899. Serial

No. 718,527. (No model.)
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

638,704. BICYCLE-SADDLR Williab C. Gates, Autouro. H. Y.

Fli*id Nov. 2. 1897. Serial Na 657, 14S. (Wo model)

C'la'nn.— 1. The Combination with the felly or rim of the wheel

'and an inuer tube, of the tire-shoe having enlarged bases and annu-

lar projections, aide flanges and bolta for connecting the flange to the

felly or rim, there being ribs upon the flanges forming seats for the

annular projections of the shoe and means for securing the shoe at

iits -enlarged bases to the rim of the wheel, substantially as set forth.

638,791. HUB FOR WHEELStoP VELOCIPEDES, &a EoGfiKB

Oeemaine. Paris, France. Filed Aj^. 16, 1897. Serial No. 632.443.

(No modsL)

f MJHi— 1 A device of the c\a^ described comprising in com-

binatioD the clutch member carried upon the frame, a second clutch

member carried by the steering-post, an actuating-cord connected at

one end to one of said" clutch member<i^and means conuected with

the other end of the cord and adapted to be actuated to hrild it either

taut or loosened.

fiPS TQS FRAME FOR BICYCLES. &c. Jobs A. McKEE. Phils- 638,7-4=3. CLAMPING ATTACHMEBT FOR SADDLES. TBEO-

delpWi Pi 'aBElgnor to Himself and Douglas D WiUlarr-s, same plflca "OKE J. Bioos, Frome, Eoglajid, assignor of onehall to Wimam W.

ntedFebSTTsW SJno 706.946. (MO modeU Tucltor. Hartford, Conn. FUed Deo 28. 1897. Serial No. 663,864.

-* model)

(No

CUdin.— I. A seat having its side portions spaced apart by an

opening, a central seat portion in said open space; said central seat

portion and side portions being adjustable bodily in relation to each

other in a plane perpendicular one to the other aad maintaining their

parallel relation, and means for effecting such adjustment: substan-

tially as described

637,785. PNEUMATIC TIRE. PKAf^cls W 7eazib and JOHB a
Pattersom, Chelsea, Mass., aeslguors to themselves, and William HlU-

man, Mount Vernon, N. Y. Filed Apr 28, 1899. Serial No. 7li803.

(No model)

Claim.— 1. In a bicycle or velocipede in combination with a piv-

oted rear yoke and the upper and lower rear stays of a spring nithin

thp stay, a plunger working against said spring, said plunger being

in contact with said rear yoke.

627,972. MEANS FOR RESTORING AIR-PRESSURE IN PNEU-

MATIC TIRES, John F. Brady, Chicago. Ill Filed Nov. 17. 1898.

Serial No. 696,694 (No model)

Claim.— 1. In an adjustable bearing, the combitiation with a

spindle, of an adjusting bearing member screw-threaded thereon and
provided with an engaging portion, a locking device longitudinally

movable with relation to said spindle and having an engaging por-

tion to cooperate with that of the bearing member, a spring to main-

tain said locking device normally in engagement with said adjusting

member, and means for preventing relative rotation of said spindle

andJoctilUr mf mhor

627,3 14. BICYCLE-FASTENER. Andrew E. Vmh, Brainerd,

Minn., assignor, of one-half to Isaac Lederer, St Paul, Uimi. Piled

Oct 27. 1896. Serial No. 610,195. (No model)

6 2 7,574. PNEUMATIC-COSHION HANDLE-BAR AhdrctT J,

Divis, Chicago, m Filed-Feh. 28. 1898. Serial Na 672,090. ,(No

model)

Claivi. I A pneumatic-cushion handle-bal- comprising a shell

of uniform diauierer adapted to be inserted in a birycle-bead. an up-

ward eitension thereof secured thereon by a coupling connection

and provided with an internal shoulder, a handle-bar plunger-stem

monated in the shell provided with a reduced neck formiora corre-

S/Kinding abuuing shouT3^r. a Eey engaging a recess m the shell ex-

tension and plunger-stem respectively, a cylindrical-shaped diaphragm

of elastic material confined st its edges between the shell and its ex--

tension and inclosing the plunger, and an air-inlet valve at the lower

end of the shell, substantially as set forth

Cla'im.^i. The combination, with a saddle support Uavinp a tu-

bular head, ofa saddle-carrier including two sections in sliding engage-

ment with said head: a bolt attached to one of said sectiona, and

means carried by said bolt for dctachably uniting the sections to the

head and for also clamping the saddle thereto.

628,407. QEARINQ. Wiuiah W. Kenfield. Rochester, N. Y..

assignor to the Rochester Cycle Manutacturing Company, same placa

Filed Apr. 21, 1899. Serial Na 713 906. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a tire for vehicle-wheels having a pneumatic cush-

ion-chamber, a second chamber within the cushion-chamber, and an

air-supply within the second chamber at a higher pressure than in

the cushion-chamber, and a passage-way for air connecting the two

chambers with a valve adapted to admit air from the second cham-

ber into the cushion-chamber, by pressure thereon transmitted throiigh

the wall Df thB onshion-cbamber. for the purpose stated.

628,5 62. PNEUMATIC WHEEL Johh E Thorkton. Altring-

bam, and Jambs P Lea, Manchester. England. Filed Feb 28, 1899.

Serial Na 707,181. (No model)

Cl/mn—i In a pneumatic wheel the combination of a tire of

accordion shape with reentering side angles, cross-ties to give lateral

stability connected to the side and tie-stmts ctuuiected ta the rim.

anfthe penpherv to transmit the driving stress substantially as de-

scribed

Claim.-- I. The combination with a rotary member provided with

a series of balls arranged at equal distances apart around its periph-

ery, of another rotary member provided with a aeries of spools, each

having two convex bearing-surfaci^s adapted to engage with its co-

operating ball, as and for the DuroQaeaaet forth.

627,823. ELASTIC TIRE FOR VEHICLES. Frahk W. KnfflBY,

Chicago, m, assignor to the Calumet Rubber Tire Company, same

place. Filed Jan. 16. 1839. Serial No 702,249. (No modoL)

Claim.—A tire for vehicles comprising an annular channel B, an

annular. elastic body A compre-ised in the direction of ita length and

molded with a continuous closed chamber throughout its length, and

a retain!ng-ring embedded within and filling said chamber and hav-

ing its ends joined together, said ring consisting of a central web d'

having solid thickened edges d. said thickened edges extending both

above and below the plane of said web and thus forming channels on

"both sides of the ring to receive the compressed rubber of the body,

and hold the ring against lateral displacement.

628 839. BICYCLE-GEARING. JoeKPHN.NEWSOH.St Louis, Mo.,

as^or of three-fourthB to Eugene A. Neely and Hebcr Jones, Mem-

phis, Tena, and Cbaries B. Lumsden, Chicago, HI FUed Ai"- % 1898.

Serial Ha 687,689. (No model)

Claim.— I. in a bicycle, the combination of a frame and ground

wheels, a gear-inclosing boxing, a crank-shaft mounted in said boxing,

an auxiliary crauk-shaft mounted in said boxing, intermeshing gears

loosely mounted on said shafts, clutch mechanism for connecting said

gears and the shafts on which they are mounted, a spanner connect-

ing the gears on-one of said shafts with those on the other ^haiX, a

rocking lever engaging said spanner, a slide containing a cam-slot

adapted to receive said rocking lever, means for operating said slide,

and meaoafor transmitting power from said auxiliary crank-shafl to

,he driving-wheel of the bicycle, subetaatially as described-
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.—Continued.

628,897. HANDLE-BARFORBICYCLES. Frederick ScHRiDEa,

Bridgeport, Coqd. Filed May 27, 1899 Senal No 718,527 fNo

model)

Claim.— 1. A handle-bar comprifliiig two parts atn) a fltecnng

post each provided with friction -plates, each friction-plate 6f each

part of the handle-bar l)'ing between friction- plates upon the ateer

ing po9t, and aaean.s for clamping the plates together

628,843. BICYCLE. HiKAELPEDEBsKS,Dursley,England. Filed

JuDe 27, 1898. Serial No. 68i601. (No model)

628,514.
Orange. N, J.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE. WiLLUH F, 2r«BSRMAm, East

FUed May 12, 1899, Serial No. 716.500. (No model)

Clnim.^r-\. The combination with a vehicle, of a detachable elec-

tric propelling device comprising an electric motor, a source of cur-

rent and a single axle and its traction-wheels carrying the same.

628.864. CUSfllOH AITACHMENT FOR BICYCLES, WiiXUM
R Spemceb, Chicago, 111 Filed Oct .28. 1897. Serial No. 656,666. (No

model)

Chim.— l Id asafety-bicycle frame, the combination with s mov-

able fratne-plate, an axle, and a wheel-hub provided with a bearing-

cone, of a cfosa-headslidably fitted to the frame-plate and attached

to the axle, a vertical .item clampfid between the cross-head and the

bub-bearing; cone and attached to the axle at a point intermediate of

its length, guide-tubes attached to the frarae-plate and elidably fitted

on the guide-stem, and cushion devices connected with the frame-

plate and the crose-head and wholly disconnected from the guide-

stem or the tubes, substantially as described.

628,820, BICYCLE, &a Hensy A. Lahpluqh, Birmingham, Eng-

land. Filed Dec. 15, 1897. Serial No. e62.03a (No model)

Clrnm.— 1. In a bicycle, the combination with a wheel-spindle,

of a pair of disks eccentrically mounted thereon and maintained at

all times in fixed eccentric position with respect thereto, a sleeve

connecting said disks loose upon but surrounding said spindle through-

out ita length, and a cylindrical barrel or hub surrounding and hav-

ing bearincs on said Hi«ks

Claim.— 1. The combination, with the frame of a safety-bicycle

provided with a crank-axle bearing, a seat-pillar tube D', and two
lower back tubes a n, all the said tubes being connected to the said

bearing and the said tubes a a having tiieir front end -portions ar-

ranged parallel to each other; of a frame A pivoted to the .-^aid bi-

cycle-frame under the tubes a a and behind the said bearing, the upper
portion of the'frame A being formed of pairs of bars connected at
their upper ends and which straddle and bear against the tubes D
and o a, and ground-wheels carried by the lower portion of the said

frame A, substantially as described and shown.

62 8,5 85. DRIVING MECHANISM FOR CYCLEa Wiluam
Lank and Alfred Doney, Pen Argyl, Pa., assignors of ouethird to

Leonidaa W. Morss. Scrantoo, Pa Filed Mai'. 24, 1891f. Serial Na
710,340. (No model)

Claim.— 1 In a driving nicchaiiisru of the classspecllied, the com-
bination with an axle, of differential driving members carried by said

driving-axle, a second axle provided with members operatively con-

nected with and actuated by said driv-ing members, a clutch slidable

between the said differential driving members, a riug carried by the

clutch, having diagonal perforations therein and a clutch-operating

device having diagonal pins located to engage said perforations and

move the clutch, substantially as described.

Claim.— \. A bicycle-frame built dp of a series of bars arranged

in the form of triangles, the bases of which triangles form acontinu-

0U3 horizontal bar, J,he sections of said bar forward of the rear sec-

tion each formmg the common base of two triangles, each triangh

in rear of the front triangle ou the front section, having one of its

sides common to two triangles of adjacent sections, crank-axle bear-

ings located on said continuous bar, a front stay extending from the

forward-crank-axle bearing, a back stay extending from the rear-

axle bearing^ the rear-triangle base being formed in a fork to receive

the rear wheel, and a tension-brace for the rear stay, subatantially as

described

62 8,45 3 .
CHAIMLESS CYCLE. Anson W. Delahe, New York,

N. Y., assignor, by direct and mesne assignments, of one-hundred-and-
fifty-one two-bundredths to Jeremiah A Scriven, same place, Filed
Mar. 22, 1898. Serial No 674,717. (No model)

628,617. VALVE FOR INFLATIN9 PNEUMATIC TIRES. Al-

bert 0. Waelheb, Denver, Colo., assignor to Timothy Q. Aldrich, same

place FUed Mar. 17. 1898. Serial No. 674,149. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a cycle, the combination of a driving gear-wheel
having teeth on opposite faces thereof a driven gear-wheel likewise

having teeth on opposite faces thereof, a plurality of shafts provided
with pinions engaging opposite faces of the driving and driven gears

and serving to transmit power from one gear to the other, and a
plurality of bearings each normally embracing the shafts at or near
the endsthereof.soas to prevent the adjacent ends of theshafls from
spreading apart under the stress of operation, the said bearings being
freely movable longitudinally upon the shafts so as to be slid away
from the ends of the shafts to allow the ends of the shafts to be
spread apart to effect a change of the gear.

62 8,548. BICYCLE-SUPPORT Bryan Phelan, London, England.

FUedMay 17, 1897. Serial No. 636,946. (No model)

Claim.— \. In valves for inflating pneumatic tires, the combina-

tion of a sliding ferrule and a spiral spring, operating automatically

a metal vahe cap and cover, the ferrule and valve-cap connected to-

gether through a longitudinal slot in a flanged metal tube connected

\at one end to the rim and at the other end to one of the spokes, and.

within which tube is contained a seat for the valve-cap.

6 2 8,476. JUNCTION OF CYCLE. MOTOR-CAR, OR OTHER
FRAMES. &a Joseph H. Kirk and Jobn W. Jeffs. Birmingham, Eng-
land. Filed Mar. 18, 1898. Serial No. 674.375. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In a junction for the tubes of cycles and like frames,

the combination of the tube ends fitting one ftithio the other the

main blocks having oppositely-inclined faces, the supplemental blocks

having correspondingly-inclined faces resting upon the inclined faces

of the maiu blocks and adapted to be forced outward by the separa-

tion of said main ^blocks, the wedge members located between the

main blocks, and tlie screw-bolt for operating said wedge members,

substantially a,s described.
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WONDER WORKER THIS.

Generates Gears as Easily as a Coffee

Mill Turns Out Ground

Coffee.

As is rather generally known, the necessi-

ties of the bicycle resulted in some radical

improvements in the productions of bevel-

gears.

Previous to the application of bevel-gears to

bicycles, the common practice was to cut the

teeth as nearly to the correct outline as was

feasible with a rotary cutter, and then file the

tooth faces until they would roll together in a

fairly satisfactory manner. This method was

merit of the matter, the generating is dona
after the steel has been hardened. The dis-

covery and development of suitable means for

accomplishing this is claimed by the Leland

& Faulconer Mfg. Co., of Oetroit, who hold

broad and fundamental patents in this and

other countries.

The illustration which accompanies this af-

fords a comprehensive view of the detail of

their gear-generating machine.

Fourteen Million Dollars Represented.

The H. A. Matthews Mfg. Co., Seymour,

Conn., makers of stampings and pressed metal

goods, had their annual stockholders' meeting

slow and expensive, and the product was very

imperfect. The tooth curves only approxi-

mated the correct outline and the necessary

refinement was impossible.

Something different was necessary for bi-

cycle purposes. Generation was suggested.

The principle of generating gear tooth forms

correctly is thus: If two pitch surfaces are

rolled together without slipping, a tooth on

one surface will develop on the other pitch

surface a tooth which is conjugate to the gen-

erating tooth.

That plan was tried. It was found that

hardening the gears after they had been gen-

erated made them imperfect.

To-day the steel is hardened before the

generating occurs—or, rather, to state the real

on Tuesday. The year's business was shown
to be the most satisfactory for years, and

those present congratulated Manager Beecher

on the good showing and anticipate a good

end of century trade.

The goods turned out at Seymour are ac-

knowledged by all those who have been for-

tunate enough to use them, to be up-to-date

and ofttimes a few laps in advance of sheet

steel connections. The company will have a

few new wrinkles to show the trade this sea-

son—one thing especially will surprise the

parts makers and manufacturers. Manager
Beecher will in a few days have his usual com-
plete catalogue ready ifor perusal, and from

this on the works will be busy. Speaking of

the works, which are all wooden buildings

and which narrowly escaped total destruction

last March, the exterior of same would not

impress the visitor favorably, and until the in-

side of the works is visited the observer would
not rate the plant very high. But the ma-
chinery and brains to operate same are on the

inside of the not attractive exterior, ,and when
it is said that a capital of fourteen million dol-

lars was represented around the directors'

table on Tuesday it will be understood that

the H. A. Matthews Mfg. Co. of Seymour can

look pleasant for some time. "No, we were
not invited to join the trust," said one of the

officers of the company to a Wheel man,
"they undoubtedly considered us too small po-

tatoes, but we are eminently satisfied." Frank
Farrell, one of the Matthews stockholders, re-

cently received a three and a half million dol-

lar check for his stock in copper mines, which
is said to be the largest check ever drawn in

New England.

What Must Be Done.

Objection is made to the practice of requir-

ing payment in advance for goods sent to

foreign countries by American manufactur-

ers. It is said that while trade in some lines

of American manufactures, particularly bicy-

cles, has been increasing perceptibly in Aus-

tria-Hungary, the system followed by our

manufacturers should undergo material

changes if .'\mericans intend to compete in

that market.

It is contended that United States manu-
facturers should treat business men and houses

there in the same manner as they treat them
at home; that is to say, if the manufacturer

in the United States is placed in correspond-

ence with entirely responsible houses in Aus-
tria-Hungary, which show a disposition to try

an American machine and are desirous of ob-

taining a sample (not as a loan, but for pur-

chase), it will not do for the American manu-
facturer to write the prospective customer

that it is his custom not to ship to that coun-

try unless the money was first deposited to his

credit. It is pointed out that this only cre-

ates suspicion in the minds of business men
there, aside from the -fact that no good house

will entertain the idea of doing business on

such a principle.

It is further suggested that the American
manufacturer who desires to enter the Aus-

trian market send a salesman conversant with

the language and allow him to sell to the

house direct, because business men there cal-

culate just as closely as they do in this coun-

try, and are even more adverse to paying a

middleman. There is not as much risk by a

seller to be taken there as there is in the

United States, tfor there are no exemption
laws, and the financial standing of firms can

easily be ascertained.

RECEIVER'S SALE OF LETTERS PATENT
EOR BICYCLE SUNDRIES, Etc.

The undersigned, Receiver of the Place & Terry Manu-
facturing Company, of 347 Centre Street, New York City,

will at above place on Tuesday, August 1, 1899, at 2 p. m.,
receive bids for the following Patents, etc., belonging to
said Company, the acceptance of said bids beingsubject to
confirmation by the Court. A deposit of 30 per cent in

cash will be required on day of sale. Intending purchasers
can inspect the following Letters Patent, tools,dies, etc., at
above place, at the usual business hours on any day prior
to said hour of sale :

1 U. S. A. Patent No. 37,003, for Trade-Mark. 3. U. S.

A. Patent No. 25 440. for Design for Bicycle Lamp. 3. U.
S. A. Patent No. 562.319, for Bicycle Lamps. 4. U. S. A.
Patent No. 574,568, for Bicycle or Vehicle Lamp Brackets,

5. U. S. A. Patent No. 586.295, for Bicycle Lamp Brackets.

6. Great Britain Patent No. 19,300, for improvements in

Bicycle Lamps. Also certain tools, dies, etc.. connected
with and for the making of the articles patented above.

JOHN S. McMASTER. Receiver, etc..

Dated July 10, 1899. . 1 Exchange PI., Jersey City. N.J.
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Some Sunburn Cures.

One of the best cosmetics for wheelwomen
or persons upon the water is fresh cucumber
juice. This will aid in keeping the skin of the

face soft and smooth. To extract the juice

from a cucumber, first peel it, and then cut

it into thick slices and press the juice out

with a kmon squeezer. A simple and harm-

less remedy for sunburn is to bathe the face

in buttermilk.

Want Grigg Tire Address.

A foreign government has written The
Wheel, asking for the address of the makers

of the Grigg suspension tire. Any one know-
ing same will confer a favor by forwarding

the address to this office. .

lie Was a Minus Quantity.

It was after the race which he had lost

through quitting like a dog. Disgusted, she

had refused to be his'n. "And are all my
hopes built on sand?" "No, Harold," she re-

plied, "for you have no sand."

Got rtis Hands Full.

Mr. Edward A. Kirk, who does nothing by

halves, was a victim of Fourth of July fire

crackers. 'He has a badly damaged hand which

will require some time to heal.

Dusty Roads. Noisy Chains.
The Morse Twin Roller Chains run
SMOOTHLY, QUIETLY and FREELY

in DUST or MUD.

As the pendulum
swings, so the joint

of the Morse Chain
rocks.

No Rub,

No Slide.

Lasts longer, runs
easier than any other
chain made. Pendu-
lum will swing on
the Morse Joint 45
minutes and on the
pin joint about 5 sec-

onds. Large swing-
ing model sent free

to agents ordering
three chains.

Write for Illustrated Cir-

cular and Price to

MORSE CHAIN CO.,
Trumansburg, N. Y,

Kindly mention The Wheel.

4

25c

I

', 10c

J

1

IwiLw

FOR 16 YEARS
we have made a specialty of tlie manufacture of OILERS.
We make a careful study of every detail and are constantly
improving our oilers in every way possible. We make
oilers for practically the entire trade, and are confident
the QUALITY of our goods cannot be equaled at
the price. Only the best quality of elastic metal is used
The washers are of specially selected (not scrap) leather
The threads are well made and tight, not stamped on body
of oiler. The soldering is tested under hydraulic pressure,
etc., etc. A rider's appreciation of a first-class oiler in his
equipment is more than worth the slight extra cost.

CUSHMAN & DENISON,
MANUFACTURERS,

240-242 West 23d Street,

Kindly mention The Wheel. New York.

200 Teeth for 55.00.
Buy your sprockets right. We have a large assortment

of front sprockets from 17 to 33 teeth, some nickeled, some
with detachable centres, which are included; also a stock

of rear sprockets from 7 to 14 teeth. All of these sprockets

are machined 3-16 and ^ ready for the chain, and we
will send you an assorted lot aggregating 200 teeth for

$5.00. Better try a lot.

WHEELMEN'S CO., .- Indianapolis, Ind.

THEQIBSON HOUSE
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Under new management. Superior service;

central location; perfect cuisine.

WILI. W. CLARKE, Manager.

Casings 75<^ each.
A certain large tire manufacturer, who makes one of the best

Gingle tube tires in the world, doesn't believe in putting any
seconds on the market. He should be encouraged and we have
helped hira by contracting for all the tires lie makes that are
not strictly high grade firsts. He splits them for casings, and
B9 ho sells them to us cheap ho does not guarantee them, and as
we give you the benefit of our bargain and let you ha\e them at
a few cents above cost, wo do not guarantee them. Still they
are good tires and give satisfaction wherever they are sold. By
putting a tube in one of them, you have a first class double tube
tire at a price which will allow you to to make some money.

Casings, 75e each, $8.75 per doz., $70. per hundred.
Morgan & "Wright or Kangaroo Inner Tubes (guaranteed), 63c.

each. if7.2(J per doz., $58. per hundred.
Try a few before your competitor does.

Wheelmen's Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Liquid

Brazing

Crucibles!

All sizes and shapes as required

to fit any make of furnace,

made by the original makers
of brazing crucibles and the

largest and oldest manufactur-
ers of plumbago or graphite

crucibles in the world.

JOSEPH DIAON CRUCIBLE CO.,

Jersey City, . . . New Jersey.

ADLETS.
For Sale, Exchange, Etc. — Twenty-five words,

thirty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.

Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and Help Wanted.—Answers received

in confidence and forwarded without charge. Rate:

25 words, one time, 50 cents; three times, $1.00; 50

words, one time, $1.00; four times, $3.00; 75 words,

one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-

tisements: One-half inch, one time, $1.00; four times,

$3.00; one inch, one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00,

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner, patent attorney and
*- mechanical expert, 608 F street, Washington, D.
C. Established 1883. I make an examination free of
charge, and report if a patent can be had and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

BUSINESS PARTNER WANTED
By a practical man who desires opportunity to leave
present work and devote entire time to developing
chainless device which is covered by two patents;
liberal inducement to man who will supply capital.
INVENTOR, care The Wheel.

AXT" HOLE or one-half interest in established and
• * paying bicycle material jobbing business in
large city near New York. Cash .trade ; no debts

;

good opportunity for experienced party; very little

capital required. Address "Reliable," care The Wheel.

D ICYCLE MANUFACTURERS-We can put you
-*-' in communication with a man competent to
take charge of sales department or to travel in New
England; has an extensive acquaintance of long stand-
ing. Address "Competent," care The Wheel.

A GENTLEMAN OF 10 years' experience in the
-*^^ bicycle business is desirous of a change; com-
petent as traveler or agency manager. Address
'Change," care The Wheel.

A RESIDENT of New England with extensive ac-
^~*- quaintance among dealers desires to represent
a reliable house with large output. Address "Resi-
dent," care The Wheel.

T^E are in the market for bicycles in large or small
' • quantities, for spot cash. Also tires, saddles,

pedals, tool bags, lamps, etc., etc. Describe what you
have to ofler and state bottom cash price. Mead Cycle
Company, Chicago, III.—7-13.

POSITION WANTED as superintendent of bicycle
-*- factory; have had 10 years experience; Al refer-
ence. A, B. M., care The Wheel.

The Best
in all respects, be-

yond a cavil.

IF
it is that which you

want, use

WM. f . NVE'S

SPERM

TRIPLET

o
I

L
Soldeverywhere

New prices
to dealers...

William

F. Nye,

NEW BEDFORD,

MASS.

Kindly mention The WhecL
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THE two freshest rumors in regard to the American Bicycle Co. are to the effect

that H. A. Lozier & Co. will not become part of the American Bicycle Co.

unless they receive all cash. The same statement is made in regard to the In-

dianapolis Chain & Stamping Co. The Wheel is informed by a good source as

to the Lozier matter. It is impossible to confirm or deny the rumor, as, of course,

those interested very properly refuse to discuss it. The rumor in regard to the

Lozier people seems rather odd, since Mr. Lozier attended the meeting, and is

said to have subscribed for some of the company's securities. Whether he at-

tended the second meeting on Wednesday and practically "signed up" his corpor-

ation, is not certain. It was given out that every concern did this. If such is the

fact, it seems rather hard to understand how the Lozier folks could withdraw,

even if they wished to.

INDIANAPOLIS CHAJiN MAY WITHDRAW.

The rumor regarding Indianapolis Chain & Stamping Co. stands on stronger

legs. Neither Mr. Newby nor Mr. Test, of this compan}', was at the Waldorf-As-

toria meeting. It was given out that they were detained by illness. It is now a well-

defined rumor that they refused to attend the meeting, and futhermore, they would

not become part of the American Bicycle Co., unless they were paid all cash for

their plant. These men started in the chain business several years ago, and are re-

ported to have made a fortune out of their business. They have a very great bus-

iness, a very fine trade, and make a great deal of money, and it is stated that they

put their plant in at a very low figure. Should the Indianapolis Chain & Stamp-

ing Co. finally withdraw from the amalgamation, it will not embarrass the Ameri-

can Bicycle Co., as they can make or buy all the chains they need.

IT IS UP TO THE ORGANIZATION CO^IMITTEE.

Bar the work of '"signing up" on Wednesday, nothing of importance was done.

By Wednesday evening many of the makers were flitting homeward, although the

Organization Committee were in town more or less. The real work of floating

the corporation, that is the various practical steps to making it an active, operative

corporation, rests on the shoulders of this committee, and several sessions will

probably be held between now and the first of August.

CASH NOT NOW, BUT DECEMBER 1.

The manufacturers will again be called to New York on the first of August,

when their options expire. On this date they will be apportioned the securities to

which they are entitled, or for which they have subscribed; and after this prelimin-

ary business has been done, no doubt a meeting of the stockholders will be called,

and officers and a Board of Directors will be elected. Meanwhile unofficial state-

ments are made that the securities of the company will not be floated mitil probably

December, and the same unofficial rumors state that, on August first, the various

fLOTSAM AND JETSAM.

It is taken for granted, by the manufac-

turers in the A. B. C, as well as those out-

side, that the Owen bottom bracket patent

will not be used to attempt the suppression of

outside manufacturers except in case of trou-

blesome price-cutting. There is in New ler-

sey a factory superintendent who was granted

bottom bracket patents years ago. While the

patentee and those who have taken a financial

interest in his patents are inclined to keep

quiet at this time, it is known that they con-

sider their ability to combat the validity of

the Owen (Smith) patents to be considerable.

The Owen patents are now the property of

the A. B. C, and the cost of their present legal

status—that of being not too strongly ques-

tioned by the Pope Company—has been about

$70,000. That is to say, the litigation involving

these patents, including the printing of the

legal records, has been about that much, and

most of this cost, it is said, has been paid

bv the Pope Company. The immense ex-

penditure in this case is an indication of how

expensive would be an effort, offensive or de-

fensive, to carry into effect in the cycle trade

the patents of the New Jersey man. Off-hand

it would seem difficult to find the necessary

capital to do this among cycle manufacturers

not already in the A. B. C. Many of the

strong outside makers have given the A. B.

C. options on their own plants.

While no definite action can be taken until

the A. B. C. is in regular operation, the

'slate" and the "platform" or plan of cam-

paign have undoubtedly had detailed atten-

tion in the inner circle of workers, and those

factories and men that obviously would not

be missed will naturally be dropped before

the A. B. C. is very old. Tlie same breeze

that carries the statement that Burwell, of

the Lozier Company, will superintend the

Lozier, Viking and Colton factories in Toledo

conveys the intimation that two factories, not

necessarily in Toledo, will be closed soon

after they pass into A. B. C control and will

remain closed indefinitely.

While the A. B. C. is not likely to favor

any plan by which the much-touted "standard"

price of $25 for a high-grade bicycle might

be achieved, there is comfort for the rider in

the probability that the guarantees of firms in

the A. ,B. C. will be considerably better than

the guarantees of some concerns which posed

a little time ago as standard. One of these

concerns is in mind. A couple of years back

it turned out a beautiful machine, and in one

detail of frame construction set an example
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component factors in the company will not receive cash, but will receive a con-

tract calling for the payment of cash on or about December 1.

TALK OF THE PRESIDENCY.

Talk in the street seems to have pretty well decided that Air. Spalding will not

accept the presidency of the organization, although he can have it if he wants it,

as he is the logical candidate for the position. It is given out, however, by those

close to Mr. Spalding, that he is in need of a long rest, and that he will divorce

himself from business for some time to come. • The next name prominently men-

tioned is that of Col. Albert A. Pope, in fact, the colonel is mentioned on all sides

as the best possible man for the position. This is coupled, however, with the

statement that he positively declines to accept the office. The corporation, how-

ever, needs a strong bicycle name, and it is probable that Colonel Pope may be in-

duced to accept the presidency, leaving the real work of the corporation to be car-

ried on by the chairman of the Board of Directors. Should Pope simply take on the

presidency and not the active work of the corporation, the important man would

be the chairman of the Board of Directors. Who this man is to be cannot be

prophesied at the moment, though there is talk of Mr. A. L. Garford or Mr. George

Day being named for this position. Mr. Day, however, would seem to be out of

it, because of his new connection with the electrical vehicle and automobile syn-

dicate, of which he is to be the active head.

HAVE ROLLED UP THEIR SLEEVES.

The position taken by all the men who formed the American Bicycle Co.

is that it is a good thing, and that it is bound to succeed, and that they are all

to be very active workers in it. The general idea is : roll up your sleeves and go to

work to make the company successful from the standpoint of the merchant and

from the standpoint of the financier; that is, make it so profitable that it will pay

big dividends on common stock.

THEIR PROFITS THREE MILLIONS A YEAR.

As The Wheel stated last week, debenture bonds at 92^ are a gilt-edge in-

vestment, because the ten millions of bonds issued are amply secured by the prop-

erty of the corporation. It is stated, from a very official source, that the auditors

show the aggregate net profits of the American Bicycle Co. concerns, in their worst

year, to have been three million dollars, but this year the profits will be nearly four

million. On the basis of three million dollars, the company could discharge its

interest on the bonds and pay 7 per cent on the preferred stock, leaving a dividend

of 9 per cent on the common stock. With the increased profits of this year, the

company could pay, on past history, a dividend of 16 per cent. Of course, so big

a dividend will not be paid, as the first object of corporations of this sort is to at

once start a surplus fund for the further extension, protection and the like.

BICYCLE MEN WILL CONTROL.

It ma)' be safely assumed that the x\merican Bicycle corporation will be con-

trolled, not by financial interests, but by the bicycle men. In fact it was the bicycle

men who put the trust through after the eighty million dollar plan had been aban-

doned. Had they not gone to the front, the trust would have never materialized.

And now that they have taken big risks in it, it is only natural that they want to

work for and watch their interests. Signs are not lacking that the prominent bi-

cycle men, men who have been known in the bicycle trade for the past several

years as leaders, such men as Coleman, Pope, Gormully, Featherstone, Craw-
ford, Garford and others, will positively control the American Bicycle Co. Al-

ready these men have had many conferences, and are working in harmony.

It is certain that, as soon as the company has been organized, overtures will be

made to other prominent manufacturers in the trade who have not at the present

time been taken on by the company.

Among the men who were prominent in the negotiations, Mr. Auerbach, who
made a long talk at the meeting on Tuesday, receives a great deal of credit.

Mr. Youngs, president of the United States Trusts and Mortgage Co., who
was very active in the flotation, sailed for Europe last Wednesday.

{Continued from page 7.)

which has been generally followed. It went
the way of all extravagance, however—failed,

was reorganized, and to-day a high price must
be paid by riders who want parts of that par-

ticular machine.

TREND or TIRE TRADE.

With the acquirement of the United States

plant and rights for the manufacture of the

Dunlop tire, and the probable transfer to it

of the Hartford Rubber Works, Indianapolis

Rubber Co. and Peoria Rubber Mfg. Co., Mr.
Flint's Rubber Goods Mfg. Co. becomes in-

deed a factor in the tire trade, and those who
held stock in some of the "weak sisters"

which were wedded to such good concerns as

Morgan & 'Wright, when the Rubber Goods
Mfg. Co. was formed, will be correspondingly

happy. Rubber Goods stock has already risen

in speculative value from $26 to over $30 per

share, and the acquirement of these other fac-

tories should send it up considerably.

One of the two theories concerning the in-

terest Charles 'R. Flint was taking in the for-

mation of the A. B. C. was that he had at no
time shown any antagonism toward that end.

but had eagerly labored with the financial men
as soon as he was shown how profitable bi-

cjcle manufacturing was. This theory was

carried to the extremity of asserting that Mr.

Flint had raised, for the purpose of personal

investment in A. B. C. debentures and stock,

about a million dollars.

A very pretty theory, altogether, but not as

plausible as the other one, to the eflect that

Mr. Flint showed his financial intimates the

inadvisability of financing the A. B. iC. un-

less their interests in the Rubber Goods Mfg.

'Co. could be insured against a partial or com-

plete A. B. C. boycott.

'Now that Mr. Flint has become so strong a

tire factor, manufacturers inside and outside

the A. B. G. who are not close to the pot

where all rumors are boiled down will natur-

ally wonder what treatment they will receive,

a; buyers, from the new control. There is

apparently little need for discomfort in this

respect. In the first place, tire competition

is not wholly corralled, although at least one

big tire concern, which is neither in the A.

B. C. nor Rubber Goods Mfg. Co., is neverthe-

less controlled by Flint. Another assurance

is in the probability that the tire business of

the Rubber Goods Mfg. Co. will be handled

on the broadest lines. This is strengthened by

the apparent prominence of F. 'W. Morgan, of

Morgan & Wright, in the perfection and man-

agement of the company's tire department.

Mr, 'Morgan visits INew York frequently now,

and was here a few days ago.

In speaking of the tendency to get all the

tire interests under one managerial roof, a

factor worthy of consideration is the Tilling-

hast patent, owned by Colonel Dodge, and the

validity of which may be attested by the

United States Court in Boston at any time.

That patent broadly covers the making of

single-tube tires, and if it stands the present

legal test 'Colonel Dodge will be in position to

demand a royalty upon every such tire made,

or to sell out at a considerable figure to the

Flint combination.

Colonel Dodge has gone to Europe, and

will not return before September. He is ex-

tremely anxious for a decision on his tire pat-
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cnt, as every day of delay means greater diffi-

culty in collecting royalty on single-tube tires

already manufactured, but it is understood

that the number of cases preceding his is so

great that a decision cannot be expected until

September.

Of wheels within wheels there is seemingly

no end, not alone in the bicycle, tire, saddle

and tubing interests, but in practically all in-

dustrial combines in which there is Wall

Street money—^and there are few which have

not that hallmark. Stick a pin into one in-

dustrial and you produce musical eiifects in an-

other. Under the surface of nearly all of them

is the spondulix of the great bankers who, as

far as industrials go, make use of Mr. Flint.

A sample of the manner in which the indus-

trial interests are interwoven is an interference

case in the United States Patent Office which,

a few days ago, resulted unfavorably to the

plaintiffs for the second time out of a possible

four. A Cincinnati man, Roth, invented a de-

tachable tire idea which he believed was in-

terfered with by the patent rights granted by

the Patent Office to the Dunlop Company.

The Roth interest was pushed in an interfer-

ence claim by the New Brunswick Rubber

Co. The Dunlop interests won the first round.

The Board of Appeals then considered the

claim, and a few days ago confirmed the ver-

dict of the Examiner.

There remain two steps which the plaintiffs

can take successively—appeal to the Patent

Office Commissioner and to the United States

Circuit Court of the District of Columbia.

The Wheel learns, however, that the matter

will probably not be carried further. Why?
Because the 'New Brunswick Rubber Co. is

one of the properties of the United States

Rubber IVIfg. Co., which is controlled by

Charles R. Flint. The Dunlop property and

patent rights in this country now belong to

the Rubber Goods Mfg. Co., also controlled

by Mr. Flint. All of which means that there

will be no more lawyers' fees to pay in what

has been called the "Roth case."

It is said that Richard Garland, who came

to this country about eight years ago a polite

young Irishman, will not return to Toronto

to resume the Canadian management of the

Dunlop business. He interested the leading

promoter of Canadian industrials in the Dun-

lop Company's American rights, and made

some money by the purchase which resulted,

although it is said he held only one share of

stock. He is now en route to Australia, to try

a similar flotation of the Dunlop rights there,

and if he succeeds he will probably be able

to devote the rest of his life to leisure and its

disadvantages. He is married now, is several

times a pater, and became quite prominent in

Toronto in athletico-social circles. He was

president of five clubs when he left Toronto a

few weeks ago.

THE TIBINO SITIATION.

learns that the meeting was in connection

with the completion of the Albany-Pope-

Shelby combination, but it was rumored at

the time, and the rumor got into print, that

the Messrs. Lemley and their associates were

envoys of the National Tube Co., the new
steel tube combine which was completed in

New York a few days ago. Rumor invested

these envoys with instructions to say to the

Shelby people that it was a nice day, and that

the new tube combine thought some of man-
ufacturing bicycle tubing, and that the best

way to dissipate that idea was for the Shelby

people to withdraw from the manufacture of

boiler tubing.

An ingenuous but not ingenious reason for

the conference was given out by Treasurer

Miller, of the Shelby Company. The Lemleys

et al. are a well-known Chicago firm of ap-

praisers, and Mr. Miller said they had been

engaged to take the annual inventory of the

Shelby stock, material and finished product

on hand.

Another gentleman, familiar with the tube

business, thought the employment of outside

appraisers for annual inventory work .was odd.

He thought a factory manager should be bet-

ter able to judge of the value of stock than an

outsider. He stated that the Lemleys are in

the employ of the new tube trust, the National

Tube 'Co.; that the trust desires to control the

manufacture of all kinds of tubing, seamless

as well as welded, and that, consequently, it

would be desirable to secure the Shelby busi-

ness. All of which shows hnw Dame Rumor,
assisted by official know-nothingism, can twist

things about.

On Tuesday of last week Messrs. Charles

Lemley, B. W. Lemley, W. E. Coates, S. M.

St. Clair and M. Seeling, accompanied by

three stenographers, arrived in Cleveland and

registered at the Forest City house. A num-

ber of local capitalists, lawyers and steel man-

ufacturers were at once called to a confer-

ence, and among the first to arrive were Pres-

ident Miller and General Manager Thornburg,

of the Shelby Steel Tube Co. The Wheel

Charles R. Flint's Career.

In this issue appears a portrait of Mr. Flint

and as he appeared while reading a paper be-

fore the Pan-American Congress. The burn-

sides are close-cropped now, the whole face

is rougher and stronger, and the customary

coat is a sack. Charles Ranlett Flint is his

name. He was born in Thomaston, Me., in

1850, so that he is now 49 years old. His

father was a shipbuilder, which fact may
partly account for the son's predilection for

flotations. The father's business was removed

to New York, however, long before the young
man's promotive bump was developed.

Charles R. graduated from the Brooklyn

Polytechnic when he was 18 years old. Three

years later, after holding subordinate positions

in which he had opportunity to learn some-

thing of the export trade, and of crude rub-

ber, he established the firm of Gilchrist, Flint

& Co., and engaged in a general commission

business with the Spanish-Americas. In '74

he personally visited the eastern and western

coasts of South America. He again went

down in '76 and on his return was made New
York consul for Chili. When Chili and Peru

had war he resigned because of his financial

interests in Peru. In '84 he went to Brazil

to help develop the rubber trade between that

country and this. He met the president of

Nicaragua, who made him consul-general in

New York. In '92 Mr. Flint's wealth was

estimated at $5,000,000, and his family owned
the largest fleet of vessels flying the Ameri-

can flag. He was even then interested in

many enterprises, most of them being related

to South American commerce, and particu-

larly to rubber. The portrait in this issue is

used by the courtesy of the ''India Rubber

World,"

" INDIANA SMITH "

Thinks A. B. C. Should Take

ON AUTOMOBILES.

iln a corridor chat with Charles F. Smith,

president of the Indiana Bicycle Co., The
Wheel man was impressed by Mr. Smith's
talk on automobile possibilities. It will be re-

membered that Mr. Smith is building the

Waverley line of electric vehicles, as well as

Waverley bicycles.

"If the management of the A. B. C. is wise,"

he said, "it will take a good look at the auto-

mobile business. The .Waverley vehicle is

having a very flattering reception at the hands
of buyers, and while that particular machine
is displacing others by its sheer merit, there

seems to be no difficulty in selling almost any
automobile to the unsophisticated. The de-

mand is simply pressing, and the bicycle man-
ufacturers are in the very best position to meet
it profitably and with satisfaction to the

buyer.

"Yes, I know all about the incorporations
that are being made. They are very numer-
ous, and if casting a line were catching a fish

I would not urge the cycle trade to go for this

new business, but the fact is that many of
these numerous incorporations are based on
wind or mere stock-promoting ability, and
when I say that the A. B. C. could profitably

end the bicycle-making careers of several of

its factories, and devote these plants entirely

to the manufacture of automobiles, I think I

know what I am talking about."

A point that did not arise in the chat with
Mr. Smith is the possibility that undue atten-

tion to the automobile business, by the A. B.

C, might arouse, among the Wall Street

holders of A. B. C debentures and stock, an-
tagonism like that caused by the inclusion of

certain tire plants in the A. B. C. The Wall
Street men now have money invested in bi-

cycles, tires and automobiles. They plainly

will not want any one of these interests to

operate against one or both of the others. It

might be found advisable, by the Wall Street

interests, to have the A. ,B. C. sell one or
more of its bicycle factories to the Electric

Vehicle Co., which will control to a great

extent the manufacture and operation of auto-

mobiles driven by electricity.

Reverting to Mr. Smith—"Indiana Smith"
he has been called for many years, not so

much to distinguish him from other Smiths,

but rather owing to the prominence of the

Indiana Bicycle Co. For a time Mr. Smith's

health was not first-class. To-day he is ap-

parently in better health than ever. He now
wears a Van Dyke beard, which adds a grace-

ful slenderness to the appearance of a large

and heavy man. The Wheel was pleased to

learn—and mtany others will be—that Mr.
Smith has constantly widened his sphere in

the past few years. When the halcyon days

in the bicycle business declined, the manufac-

ture of the Waverley bicycle was continued,

but 'Mr. Smith saw new opportunity in auto-

mobilism and seized it. To-day the Waverley

electric vehicle is generally known. Besides

that, there is considerable Smith money in one

of Indiana's most prominent and successful

insurance companies, and there are $30,000 or

more in a gilt-edged trust and banking busi-

ness in 'Evansville, Ind. There are other

profitable deposits of Smith wealth. When
one harks back to the very early days, all this

seems quite romantic.
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"Midland, Mich., 5-24, '99.

"Grand Rapids Cycle Works, Grand Rapids, Mich.

"Dear Sirs: — In regard to my acquaintance with the

Clipper, it came about in this way: I first bought a Model
30 '97 Clipper of A. Reinhart & Co., and I rode it nearly

3,000 miles, going through New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio
and Michigan, and, in my travels, gave it some terribly

hard usage, but it always brought me home all right, and
never cost me one cent for repairs outside of the tires.

In the spring of '98 I wanted something better, and sold

my No. 30 and bought Light Roadster of Reinhart & Co This spring sold my roadster

to my son, and still ride a Clipper, as you know, and my experience is that there is

no better wheel on the market to-day than the Clipper. Would like very much to ride a

Chainless, but cannot stand the cost just at present.

"Respectfully yours,

"(Signed), WM. WETHERELL."

Mr. Wetherell is the kind of a man who will stick to a good thing just so long as it

does him good service, but would "drop a poor thing like a hot potato." We appreciate

customers like him, and want more of them.

CLIPPER PEOPLE,
Grand Rapids Cycle Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.
No. N 182. Kindly mention The Wheel.
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RIDE

50

and Pedal

ONLY 35.

IN THE HUB and

its the MORROW
Nothing in the history of cycling that has given

the rider so much pleasure and comfort as the Morro'w
Coaster and Brake, save only pneumatic tires. Do
not forget that the Morrow is positively the

ONLY COASTER and BRAKE in the World

that is safe, reliable, durable, and has behind it a broad

guarantee. It's the friend of every dealer and repair-

man in the country, because it's an easy seller, and when sold, stays sold. FITS ANY BICYCLE. Write

us for prices.

ECLIPSE BICYCLE CO., ELMIRA, N. Y., U.S.A.
"l"l"'I''r'I*'I'V'I'V"I*"I**I*"I'"r"I"rv*I"I"I'V'I'%"'I""I'V'I"I* •

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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riGLRES; THEIR SIGNINCAJ^CE.

LAST season, a certain small bicj'cle shop in Brooklyn took

in |20 to |2.5 a week in rentals. This season that income

is diminished to f5 to |10. Which means that low price, and

stability of price, have greatly rednced the proportion of ren-

ters to owners.

Last season the same shop did from |10 to |15 worth of

repair work each week. Now the income from repair work is

f2() to ISO. Which means that not all owners of bicycles are

skillful riders, and that not each and every low-priced bicycle is

put together with the loving care which is supposed to be lav-

ished upon a Swiss watch.

VALIE OE SENSATIONALISM.

WHEN Charles M. Murphy set himself the task of riding

a mile in less than a minute, he may have had some

hope of metaphorically setting the world afire, but it is doubt-

ful if he or any other man foresaw the interest that his perform-

ance has excited in scientific circles, and particularly in railway

circles.

The Wheel recently said that, whatever other virtues re-

posed in Murphy's mile, it was an advertisement for cycling

—

not because it demonstrated any new principle in cycling, or

in the particular bicycle used, but because it was a stirring, sen-

sational occurrence. Its relation to cycling was like the rela-

tion between Dewey's little frolic at Manila and American

gunnery. The warship Oregon was as good a ship before she

started her famous voyage around Cape Horn as she was after-

ward, but her builders did not receive orders from the Russian

government until after the news of that remarkable journey

had been flashed around the world.

Murphy's ride has done much more than advertise cy-

cling. It has demonstrated in a forcible, mind-shocking

fashion some scientific facts which have been well

known for some time, but which have slumbered for

the lack of just such demonstration. Builders of

bridges and other structures are guided in their work by au-

thoritative tables of air and wind pressure; but the builders of

railway trains have seemingly ignored the logic that if air,

moving at the rate of CO miles an hour, exerts a pressure

against any vertical object of from 18 to 3G pounds per sc^uare

foot—according to the authority consulted—those portions of

a railway train presenting a vertical surface to the front and

moving forward at the rate of 60 miles per hour, against still

air, will develop a similar pressure per square foot.

An exhaustive book has been written on this subject by an

American named Adams, who conducted expensive experi-

ments with a train of six Pullman cars. . Adams estimated

that the total vertical surface exposed squarely to the wind by

such a train develops at GO miles an hour an unnecessary air

pressure or resistance equal to 11,374 pounds dead weight.

That unnecessary air resistance increases the labor and ex-

pense and decreases the speed of the train about as much as the

addition of a seventh car would affect the same train con-

structed so as to obviate all unnecessary air resistance. Adams

naturally thinks that railway locomotives should be fitted with

air-splitting shields, and that the cars behind them should pre-

sent as little resistance to the air as possible, from rail to roof

and from end to end.

If Adams' book was read by one-tenth of the practical railway

train constructors of the world, it was a lucky book. No mat-

ter how many people read it, it was speedily relegated to the

shelf. It was only a cold, scientific appeal to logic. It was not

eloquent, not whirlwindish. Murphy's mile supplied that

element, and now Adams' book ought to come down ofi the

shelf.

It is not a wild guess that in a few years a saving of millions

of dollars will result from Murphy's mile. The railway com-

panies will need less coal. Travelers will save more time.

And the man who works with his hands will murmur against

another labor-saving device.

LONG cranks and high gear, in the proportion of eight-inch

cranks to 80 gear, and so on, form the substance of a

discussion that has been pervading English cycledom for a long

time, and a recent lecture before the Cycle Engineers' Insti-

tute by Compton, the long-crank-and-high-gear advocate, has

given the discussion fresh impetus. Close observers over

there have agreed that the length of crank should be one-tenth

the size of the gear. In this country the crank is much shorter

in comparison. The Englishmen also agree that for some rid-

ers a long crank and high gear is more wearisome than a

shorter crank and lower gear, though there is less muscular

fatigue, less perspiration and slower breathing; the strain being

upon the heart. It seems to us that the following will hold

good everywhere: Persons of quick movement, afoot or a-

wlieel, should use comparatively short cranks, while persons
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of slow movement should use longer cranks. In both cases

the gear should be in accord with the rider's nniscular strength

and heart action.

the sidewalks of this city. The State law allows you to do so.

Under this new law a cyclist can do almost anything on earth.

You are discharged."

THE bicycle thief is different from everyone and everything

that steals. He is sui generis, and seldom generous.

To be successful in his business he must have the cunning of

an expert pickpocket and the audacity of a hold-up man. He

must be "on the spot" and have his wits with him. In several

cities, fortunately, his enterprise has this year been equaled, if

not surpassed, by the inventions of the police department, and

while it is hard to discourage skill, selfish interests move the

cycling fraternity to hope for continued success on the part

of the police. We want the whole annual crop of bicycle

thieves, if possible, to become the guests of the Government.

Incidentally, one of the best preventives of bicycle stealing

is bicycle insurance, the provisions of which induce the policy-

holder to take reasonable care of his machine.

« # *

IT
has been and is at present the experience of the writer

that the tools filled with semi-liquid cement, intended to

repair tire punctures, are usually fit for use immediately they

are prepared. After that, unless they are used within a week,

the stuf? in the tools is found dry and of no use when the punc-

ture does occur. If the makers of single-tube tires are not ab-

solutely sure of heaven, and of the complete rout of their

enemy, the double-tube, it would seem a wise investment for

them to drop that style of tool. There should be a tube of the

right cement, and an injector. The two-in-one idea is a

vagary, and, as such, subject to evaporation.

» * »

WHEN a man completes several century rides with practi-

cally no rest, it is customary to call him a fool. There

is something in such a performance which suggests to the

mind the horrors of barbarism. And yet the man who over-

works the muscles of his body in this manner is probably in

better condition after his long ride than many of his critics

are after a hot day at the desk. The man succeeds in riding a

long distance because his nervous make-up is thick. He
doesn't feel the agony that his critics feel. His ride hurts them

more than it hurts him. The pace that kills is nervous, not

muscular.
» »

WHILE motor-pacing seems likely to supersede, for a

time, the pacing furnished by muscle alone, it will

eventually injure racing unless it can be made to appear less

mechanical. It is not actual speed, but apparent speed, that

excites the mind of the spectator. In a recent middle-distance

contest some of the riders of the motor-cycles spent much of

the time riding hands off, and gazing lackadaisically at noth-

ing. That won't do.
* * *

JUDGE SCHATZ, of Mount A^ernon, N. Y., is just such a

man as one would take him to be from his name, when he

discharged a rider arrested for sidewalk riding, with these Dog-

berry remarks: "You are charged with riding a bicvcle on

A FULL-GROWN man was about to be vaccinated. He

showed no fear. But his pulse diminished. A de-

pressed pulse, a haunting anxiety, a faulty stomach, lack of

sleep—anything that disturbs the human machinery, hinders

business. A depressed man is a poor hill-climber. The hill-

climber in trade must be buoyant.

* * *

ONCE more: With the exception of branch stores, the

cycle trade of 1900 is not likely to be affected in any

way by the A. B. C., and those who know even the first letters

of the alphabet of common sense will henceforth attend strictly

to business.

PERTAINING TO PUBLICITY.

A trade journal with a thousand subscribers often has a greater

number of readers of the sort the advertiser wishes to appeal to than

the daily paper circulating a hundred thousand copies.
—
"Printers'

Ink."

The successful man of business will not only push

matters in dull times, but also take advantage of prosper-

ous seasons and redouble his efiforts and increase his ad-

vertising. The merchant or maker who fails to take ad-

vantage of this most successful year and the good times

which promise to be, will later on be wondering why his

more wide-awake competitor is steadily forging ahead of

him. Advertise, advertise continuously, and advertise well,

and you will perceptibly lessen the efifects of competition.

If you have something which no one else makes or

something just a little better than anyone else makes, ad-

vertise it. The natural instinct of nine out of ten men is

to sell all they can as quietly as they can and never place

an advertisement of the article for fear some other fellow

will immediately commence to make it. On the face of

it sound, this becomes, when analyzed, poor reasoning.

Others will, sooner or later, hear of your success and be-

come competitors anyway, and if you have advertised and

closely associated your name with the article you will

have a tighter grip on the trade, and one which your

would-be competitor will find it extremely hard to un-

loose.

There are in the cycle trade many makers of sundries

and other articles necessary to the trade who never ad-

vertise their, products other than by personal solicitation.

A little printers' ink will go a good way toward spread-

ing the name and fame of you and yours, and not only

bring you direct mail orders, but lighten the labors and

increase the effectiveness of your traveling man. Try the

experiment! The Wheel is a good paper to begin on.

It represents all that is best in the trade.

Persistence is only good when you are in the right.

By hanging on to wrong ideas and wrong methods a man
can swamp any concern. Be sure your advertising

matter and methods are as near right as constant study and

good judgment can discern, and then everlastingly go

ahead. In the end you will win, and win handsomely.

Every dollar a maker spends with the best trade papers

is a dollar expended for increased business and a closer

connection and acquaintance with his trade. It is bread

cast on the waters, and is bound to return after many
days, with interest.

9—-'
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TOLD BY TALBOT.

Things He Learned and Things Me Would

Teach About Trade in This

Country.

Maurice Talbot, who was interviewed by

The Wheel's correspondent while on a visit

to Cleveland last week, is no'w putting up at

the Waldorf-Astoria. Mr. Talbot has made
several visits to America, and while at heart he

is a German, he would survive even in New
England. He represents Romain Talbot, a

Berlin house who have been in the trade fifty

years. In the early part of their career they ex-

ported goods to America. Now they are sell-

ing American goods throughout Europe.

Mr. Talbot comes over here twice a year, and

in the interim travels throughout Continental

Europe. They make a specialty of bicycle

material, sundries and the like, and have some
very good connections.

Mr. Talbot has some very good ideas on

business. He says the American trade was

hurt iby the class of men who was sent over

to represent it in the early days of the trade.

What is wanted now is selected people. He
says the primal law in all international con-

nections is: Be careful, more careful, and yet

more careful, meaning that one must be very

careful in making a promise, and must carry

it out to the last letter.

Mr. Talbot also pointed out that there are

no single-tube tires used in Germany; the

chief tire is a double tube, made by the Con-

tinental Tire Co., who, in fact, control the

business of the country. This would indi-

cate that there is an enormous field over there

for some of our single-tube tire people. There

is a lot of prejudice to be overcome, however.

Mr. Talbot's views are printed in extens'o in

The Wheel of Jidy 20, and any foreign trade

seeker can read them with benefit.

Mr. Talbot will sail for home on August 1.

Meanwhile he can be addressed care S. Hoff-

nung & Co., New York.

Must Pay Simonds.

In the United States (District Court, sitting

in Portland, 'Me., Judge Putnam has made
a final decree in the case of the -Simon'ds

Rolling Machine Co. vs. the Hathorn Mfg.

Co., of Brewer, 'Me. The decree is that the

Brewer concern shall pay $3,150 as damages,

profits and cost of suit.

This is supposed to be the last step in this

case, the particulars of which are well known.

The Brewer company manufactured steel balls

for bicycles and it was alleged that this con-

cern infringed on the patents on the ma-
chines used for the manufacture of these balls

and which were controlled .by the Simonds

company. It is said that the iHathorn com-

pany will never start its big factory in Brewer

again. Tliis sudden winding up of business

throws a large number of men out of em-

ployment.

Success in Siam.

Washington, D. C, July 24.—The bicycle is

met with in every street in .Seoul, the capital

of Siam, and it has even penetrated into the

interior, there being many wheelmen in Chi-

engmai and Lakhon. Europeans are not the

only residents of Siam who are devotees of

cycling; the Siamese have acquired a taste for

it, and the Chinese—in spite of their costume,

which renders cycling rather difficult—have

even followed their example. The King of

Siam is an enthusiastic wheelman, uses an

American wheel and was taught how to ride

by an American, the late lamented Lieut.

Lansdale, who lost his life in Samoa during an

uprising of the natives.

Most of the bicycles in use in 'Siam are of

American, English, or German origin. Ger-

man machines are considered too heavy for

the country, where the heat is excessive. Rub-
ber pedals are preferred, many of the Siam-

ese and Chinese riders riding without shoes

or sandals. All machines should be accom-
panied by duplicate parts. The import duty

on bicycles is three per cent ad valorem.

Twenty Pep Cent for Creditors.

Vice-Chancellor Emery has signed an order

directing Edward H. Duryee, as receiver of

the Alsdorf Company, of INewark, N. J., to

divide the proceeds among the creditors.

When the receiver filed his report and ac-

count recently objection was made to the pay-

ment of a claim of John Schoonmaker, of

Newburg, amounting to $4,778.15, on the

ground that it had been partially paid. The
matter went over till to-day, when Mr. Duryee

reported the withdrawal of the objections,

George H. Lambert, counsel for Schoon-

maker, having consented to the deduction of

$2,247.92 from the claim, leaving a balance

of $2,530.23 due him.

The total claims against the Alsdorf Com-
pany amount to a little more than $20,000.

The receiver has, after paying all expenses,

something over $4,000 with which to meet

tliem, and he says he will be able to declare a

dividend of about 20 per cent for the creditors.

For Sale at Auction.

Worcester, Mass., July 24.—The factory of

the defunct Worcester 'Cycle Mfg. Co., known

as the old Worcester Steel Works plant, is ad-

vertised to be sold for unpaid taxes by the

city of Worcester, Thursday, August 17.

The property includes 237,739 square feet of

land with buildings thereon and the amount

the company owes the city for taxes is

$1,866.24. Application has been made iby the

mortgagee, the Worcester County Institution

for Savings, to the United States Court for the

appointment of a master to sell the property

and it is expected the appointment will be

made in a few days. In the event of the sale

it is expected the 'Boston & Albany Railroad

Co. may be a purchaser, as it could use the

property for freight purposes and it would

come in handy in case the New York Central

acquires a lease of the Boston & Albany. The

plant has been idle since the failure of the

cycle company.

Saying Nothing and Going On.

Toledo, July 24.—It is known that some

rnovements are being made by the Lozier and

the Colton factories looking toward the man-

ufacture of automobiles. Both concerns have

been looking into some new designs with a

view of starting into the new line should the

A. B. C. not change the plans. Neither of

the managements deny the facts of this story,

although neither admit that such action is

being taken.

Chance for American Malters.

America has secured many an excellent

cycle-making idea from England, and a

chance to add thereto is now presented in the

form of a very clever brake and jointed fork-

end put out by the Desideratum Brake & Fork-
End Co., of Ludgate Hill, Birmingham, Eng-
land. This concern are open to offers from
American manufacturers for either the pur-

chase or working of the patent rights for this

country. Communications addressed as above
will bring full particulars of the inventions

and the owners' plans regarding same.

"The Wheel" for Sale.

In the "Cycling Gazette" of last week a

notice was published to the effect that The
Wheel and another bicycle paper had been

offered for sale to the bicycle trust or to A. G.

Spalding. This statement is absolutely un-

true, and the paper has been asked to with-

draw the statement. At no time since the

trust was first mooted has The Wheel ever

been, directly or indirectly, or in the most
remote way, offered to A. G. Spalding or to

anybody else, nor is The Wheel for sale at

the present moment.

Not Worrying About Business.

Owing to the unusual success in recent road

races of machines built by them, the great

Parisian firm of automakers, Panhard & Le-

vassor, despite the running of their large plant

twenty-four hours per day, have still uoon their

books unfilled orders to the value of I8,000,00<J

francs, one-half of which sum has teen paid

cash in advance by purchasers who will have

to wait from three to six months before their

orders for automobiles are filled.

Good People to Know.

The S. M. York Co., of Cleveland, has been

incorporated to deal in machinery and sup-

plies. The capital stock is $50,000, and the

incorporators are Daniel Bigley, Charles N.

Hess, Jessie I. Hess and Seldon Parks. The
lirm manufactures several improved articles

of machinery which are especially adapted for

use in bicycle factories and repair shops.

Home with Good News.

George S. Macdonald, who is making a spe-

cialty of exporting bicycle products abroad,

returned from a brief European trip last week.

He covered not only the Continental coun-

tries, but even pushed up to the Norwegian
territory. He reports that American bicycles

are making rapid headway, and that there are

splendid trade opportunities abroad.

New Japanese Tariff.

On July 17 began a new commercial era

in the relations between Japan and America,

the new treaty between the two nations then

going into effect. Under this new order of

things, in group 16, clause 413, it is specified

that henceforth the duty on "carriages, bicy-

cles, tricycles and parts thereof" is 25 per cent.

Clothes Make the Automan.

In an attempt to select a suitable uniform

the Automobile Club of Great Britain offered

a prize competition among English tailors.

Only one competitor submitted designs, and

he carried off the official uniform contract

at £8 per suit.

Working on Next Year's Models.

The Lamb Mfg. Co. are busy preparing to

turn the new 1900 Spalding. There will be

some notable changes from the models of this

year. The new Spalding wheels will be lighter

and the adjustments will be changed and made

more convenient.
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LAMP TALK.
Acetylene Gas Lamps Are Not Dangerous — They Are Very Popular in the West and in Europe, and Can Be

Made Very Profitable in the East — Eire Insurance Companies Are Liberal in the West and Should

Be Equally So Elsewhere—Makers and Dealers Should Co-operate in the Matter.

APIECE of coke, charged with slack lime.

That is all there is to the mysterious

stuff called calcium carbide, which is the basis

of acetylene gas.

Nobody is afraid of matches nowadays.

Matches are ten times as dangerous as cal-

cium carbide, and just about as dangerous

as acetylene gas.

A pound of calcium carbide, suddenly

dumped into water, would, inside of a couple

of minutes, liberate five cubic feet of gas.

Even in a cloud, that much gas would be

safe in a room unless it were put in direct

contact witli fire.

But who is going to dump a pound of car-

bide into water?

There is a lot of nonsense about the danger

of calcium carbide and its product, acetylene

gas, that ought to be dissipated, and nowhere

with more speed than in the minds of bicycle

agents and insurance companies.

There are insurance companies in New
England that will not insure a bicycle rider's

house against fire if the rider uses an acety-

lene lamp. A short time from now such a

ruling will be laughed at as one of the ridicu-

lous humors of a dead and moss-grown past.

It is on a par with the Oriental belief that

the bicycle itself is a product of the Evil One.

The insurance companies in the East are

equally strict with the bicycle agent, and the

result is that while in Europe and in this

country west of the Alleghanies the use of

acetylene gas is widespread, for the lighting of

bicycle lamps, residences and even streets, in

the Eastern States the use of this simple but

wonderful illuminant is, while not unknown, at

least absurdly restricted.

Astronomers use an instrument called the

spectrum for finding out what other worlds

are made of. The light from these other

worlds is caught and concentrated through a

prism upon a glass. The colors there shown,

and particularly the juxtaposition of the

colors, furnished the data by which, for ex-

ample, it was found that the moon is not

composed of fromage de Brie. The colors

produced by the light of the moon are identi-

cally the same -as the color produced by burn-

ing certain, mundane minerals before the

spectrum. By the same process it has been
found that the light of acetylene gas is identi-

cally the same as the light of the sun.

The bicycle rider, therefore, has portable

sunlight in calcium carbide. Why deprive

him of this pleasure? Why deprive the agent

of the profit that will follow the pleasing of

the rider?

Years ago, gasoline was discovered. Gaso-
line is a product of coal oil. First comes
naphtha, then gasoline, then benzine, then

kerosene. After that, the heavier products,

including vaseline, and finally petroleum resi-

duum, which will be better known to cyclists

when its efficiency and economy in preserving

roads from mud and dust is more fully dem-

onstrated.

The coal oil with which the family lamp was
filled a few years ago contained kerosene,

benzine, gasoline and naphtha. It was a

terribly dangerous mixture. Yet the fam-

ily sat around in easy familiarity with

it every night and the insurance com-
panies made no protest. But they throw fits

at the sight of calcium carbide, which is about

as inoffensive as ordinary lime. It boils and
emits a smelliferous gas when it meets water,

but that is practically all.

Years ago, when the use of calcium carbide

for home-lighting purposes was being studied,

there were some accidents, some involuntary

elevations and scatterations. That scared the

insurance companies, and, although in Indi-

ana and elsewhere whole cities are to-day

lighted by acetylene gas, and the use of acety-

lene lamps in all but the Eastern States is

universal, the insurance people are giving way
as slowly as possible.

The insurance man's fright is purely profes-

sional. He knows that calcium carbide is very

much safer than the ordinary match. He
would, if he could, stop the use of matches

ancj would force people to go back to the old

flint and tinder. The insurance man knows
very well that he cannot long delay the popu-

larity and general use of acetylene gas in

the East. —
Why not put a quick stop to the nonsense?

It is in the power of the calcium carbide man-
ufacturer, the lamp maker and the bicycle

agent to do it. Of course, if the agent acts

the dull part of a bump on a log nothing

will be done. The success of the acetylene

gas lamp for bicycles, like the success of the

bicycle itself, depends upon the promotive

ability of the agent. It is not enough to be

passive. It is necessary to do more than

merely sell. The dealer in the East must in-

troduce the acetylene lamp exactly as he had

to introduce the bicycle. He must under-

stand it thoroughly himself and must instruc':

his customers in the use of it. The agent who
will do this has a profitable business ahead

of him.

Not every rider will buy an acetylene lamp.

Not every rider would buy a machine without

mud-guards, a few years back. Not every

rider knows the value of toe-clips to-day. .

There are always some who will not be up-

to-date, and for various reasons. In the mat-
ter of acetylene lamps, the man who is not

using one is not up to the minute, and he is

distinctly missing an enjoyment, but his rea-

son for abstaining may be a good one. He
may be an old-time rider, who knows how to

get the best results out of the best oil lamps,

and he may not want to give up the additional

time and attention that an acetylene lamp re-

quires in return for its brilliancy. But the

majority will buy "the latest" if it has merit.

Thousands of riders in New England and
other parts of the East do not know the merit

of the acetylene lamp because eastern dealers

have not yet taken hold of it as they should.

It is a repetition of the history of the gasoline

stove, except that gasoline is really danger-

ous. In the West the gasoline stove is pre-

eminent. In the East it is much scarcer, and
in some New England towns gasoline is not
obtainable. —
With this article as a beginning. The

Wheel will do its part toward inducing bi-

cycle agents to take more interest in the

acetylene lamp. In succeeding issues the his-

tory of calcium carbide, its manufacture and
storage, and the merits of various lamps, will

be treated. Meantime and constantly it be-

hooves the makers of carbide and of lamps to

use every possible influence that will help in

forcing the insurance companies to exercise
the same liberality in the East that they show
in the West—the same liberality that they
once refused but now freely grant to users of

electric light.

Newly Incorporated Concerns.

The Columbia Motor & Manufacturing Co.,
Alexandria, Va. Obtaining patents for the
construction of motors and vehicles for trans-

portation by any kind of power. Capital, $5,-

000,000. Incorporators: T. J. King, A. O.
Badendree, T. Downey, of Washington, D.
C; J. R. Caton, of Alexandria; W. H.
Schrom, of Branchville.

Chapman & Sons Mfg. Co., Portland, Me.
Manufacturing motor bicycles and automo-
biles. Capital, !jil50,000. Incorporators: G.
F. Chapman, W. L. Hodges, W. J. Chapman,
W. F. Chapman, all of Stoughton, Mass.

The Garden City Cyclery, San Jose, Cal.

Sell and repair bicycles, etc. Capital, $10,000.

Incorporators: W. H. Krause, .H. M. Krause,

E. Wright, R. R. May, T Trone, all of San
Jose.

The Standard Motor Carriage Co., Port-

land, Me. Manufacturing motor carriages.

Capital, $500,000. Incorporators: C. G. Whit-

comb, S. Braintree, G. Adams, W. O. Adams,
of Reading; F. H. Bates, of Hyde Park; J. F.

Ross, of Somerville, Mass.

Admiral Bicycle Lamp Co., Columbus, O.,

incorporated with $7,000 capital stock. The
corporation will manufacture and sell bicycle

lamps and other novelties. The incorporators

are: C. C. Armstrong, G. W. Court, W. R.

Sault, O. S. Lear, R. <T>. Armstrong, W. C.

Fullington and E. B. Thomas.
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Only Five Thousand Difference.

John B. Perrene has been arrested in St.

Paul on a telegram from E. J. Magerstadt,

sheriff of Cook County, III., saying that Per-

rene was wanted in Chicago on a charge of

grand larceny. At the central station Per-

rene was charged with being a fugitive from

justice. Mr. Perrene has been in St. Paul for

two weeks. He says that he is not a fugitive

from justice and that he is willing to go back.

He says he was one of three men doing busi-

ness in Chicago under the name of the Cycle

iRepair Supplies Co. Business was very dull

and tlie firm was forced to sacrifice the stock

in selling out. The creditors were not satisfied

with the disposition made of the stock, he

says, and began criminal proceedings against

the members of the company and one of the

partners is now under arrest in Chicago. Mr.

Perrene says there is a difference of about

$5,000 claimed by the creditors.

Wants American Goods.

Jens Nielsen, o( 6 Jernbanegadc, Copen-
hagen, v., 'Denmark, writes The Wheel as

follows: "Being the largest European buyer

of American bicycles and paying cash by
order, I should feel much obliged if you would
kindly draw the attention of the manufactur-

ers to my firm, not being able to spare time

to visit the States personally, as it takes 300

days' sharp work to Ii-andle from 12,000 to 15,-

000 wheels annually." Nielsen's letterhead

bears this announcement: "15,000 bicycles im-

ported in 1898." 'He has depots and agencies

in all prominent ports on the Baltic. Cable

address, "Cyclelager, Copenhagen." New
York references. Brown Bros., bankers.

Steel Prices Up Again.

Steel billets, Pittsburg, were !f32..50 on July

5. On July 12 they stood at 33. Philadelphia

prices rose in the same iperiod from $34 to

$34.50. No change in Chicago prices.

®

WARNING.
The Electro Lamp Co. hereby warn all dealers from pur-

chasing so-called Electro lamps from anyone but this Com-
pany or its authorized agents. The Manhattan Brass Co., of
New York City, with whom we contracted for our first supply
of lamps, have been offering for sale lamps bearing our trade-
mark, at prices much below those quoted by our agents or
ourselves. Some of these lamps were rejected by us on
account of very inferior workmanship. They can easily be
recognized from the genuine Electro, from the fact that the
Aluminum shield in the reflector projects beyond the front
glass, being, in fact, pressed around the outer rim, while in

the genuine the Aluminum does not extend beyond the inside
of the glass, the outer rim being of nickel.

We have secured an injunction in Chicago, restraining a
jobber there from offering these lamps, and will immediately
proceed against all others offering for sale these counterfeit
lamps.

ELECTRO LAMP CO.,
45 Broadway, New York.

^ Kindly mention The Wheel.
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NEVER GO OUT. |
Beware of 1
Imitations and Experiments. m

100,000 in Use Prove Solars a Success. |
[«] Kindly mention The Wheel. m\
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Kokomo Korker Kompound

Kompletely Korks a Kokomo or any-

other good tire.
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KOKOI^O RUBBER CO., Kokomo, Ind.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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HERE IS THE LATEST.

Paris Tries Automobile fire Engines— Closing of

ttie Show and Statistics Tliere-

of.

Paris, July 17.—The firemen of Paris have

just made a preliminary experiment with an

autocar built in their workshops. The vehicle,

a red brake similar to the ordinary carriage

in which all their apparatus was carried, was

manned by six firomen and tested near the

Notre Dame Square. The experiment was

entirely successful, and an officer of the engine

house, where the autocar will be kept, stated

that with the other horseless vehicles in prepa-

ration, the brigade will be able to render aid

twice as quickly as under present conditions.

If all goes well the new service will be at

work for the exhibition year. The auto-fire-

engine has a petroleum motor and its speed

is 9J miles an hour. The pumping engines are

of 20 horse-power, enabling it to throw from

three to four thousand gallons of water per

minute, a quantity sufficient to cope success-

fully with any fire Paris is liable to have.

The views of Count de Chasseloup Laubat on

the future of electric motors are worth consid-

ering, especially after his recent record between

Paris and Rouen, when the whole distance

of 85 miles was accomplished on an electric

car without recharging the accumulators a

single time. Up to this time partisans of

petroleum machines have imiagined that with-

out recharging stations all over France, kept

up at great cost, it would be impossible to

establish electric automobilism on anything

like a practical working basis. The electric

carriage which has just made the trip to

Rouen and back is the one built by M.

Jeantaud for the Count in the kilometre com-
petition at Acheres. It is fitted with 80 cells

of the Fulman tj'pe (B 17), weighing about

2,000 pounds altogether, the total weight of

the machine being about 4,400 pounds. Dur-
ing the whole journey to Rouen and back

not a single stop was caused by any fault in

the working, either with mechanism or tires.

This is the first trip of the kind ever made
in France, though M. Jeantaud in 1805 went

to Bordeaux on an electric machine. In this

case, however, a number of relays were neces-

sary every twenty-five miles, on an average.

A remarkable thing to note, however, is that

the motor on the Rouen trip was the same
as that used four years ago by M. Jeantaud
on the Bordeaux trip.

The' Count now intends to lower this new
record of his, and is constructing a special

electric carriage for long trips. All the same
he considers that electricity is chiefly intended

for city purposes and trips of moderate length,

it being his opinion that petroleum will hold

its own for long distances and steam for heavy
traffic. Still, this Rouen trip is very inter-

esting as an experiment, and if in the near

future it is possible to have electric carriages

running with a single charge for a distance

of 120 miles, at a reasonable speed, they will

certainly be adopted for touring purposes, as

on most French roads towns can be found
where recharging will be possible at distances

considerably below this figure.

After a most successful run the automobile
exhibition came to a close on 'Sunday. A
tremendous number of orders for autocars
have been booked by a large number of the ex-

hibiting firms, and the works in this particu-

lar industry will be kept fully going for many
months to come, to keep up with the demand;

in fact, several exhibitors will feel a kind of

relief that a slight lull will for some time be

efifected in their booking of fresh orders. The
principal event of the final day was the ascen-

sion of four balloons. They all got clear of

the Tuileries gardens without accident and

were carried away in the direction of Melun.

Each was provided with a bicycle attached to

the ropes. M. Pepine, Prefect of Police, who
made a special visit to the exposition, showed
great interest in the balloon ascents, and was

afterwards shown round the grounds by M.
Rives, the director, and the Count de Dion.

It would be interesting to sum up a few par-

ticulars concerning this the second Salon de

I'Automobile, with a few statistics.

The heaviest vehicle was a Dion steam

char-a-banc weighing six tons, the lightest be-

ing the Victoria eombination of the Societe

Parisienne, which scarcely weighs more than

two hundred weight. The char-a-banc above

mentioned also holds the record for the pos-

sible number of passengers, there being room
for 24. The most rapid carriage is the "Jamais

Contente" with which M. Jenatzy at Acheres

attained the speed of 60 miles an hour.

Not counting electric motors, the most

powerful carriage seems to have been the

Peugeot racer of from 16 to 20 horse-power;

the weakest is a de Dion tricycle, placed in the

retrospective section—about one-half horse-

power. The carriage which has reached the

highest price is the one with which Girardot

rode from Paris to Bordeaux. It has been

bought for $10,000, to be delivered after the

Tour of France race, in which Girardot will

take part. The cheapest machine sold is prob-

ably a Rouxel voiturette for $500.

The most original vehicles in shape were

the Jenatzy carriage, the Salon cab, and the

Amiot and Peneau electric sweeper. Finally,

the most ancient vehicle, not counting the re-

production of the Cugnot carriage (1770), was
the English Pateman tricycle, 1881; the most
ancient carriage was the de Dion steam car-

riage of the 1885 model.

Yesterday afternoon Beconnais made an at-

tack on the moto-cycle hour record at the

Pare des Princes, a record previously held by
Renaux. with 59 kilos. 949 metres. He ac-

complished a wonderful performance, covering

in the hour 60 kilos. 198 metres (37| miles),

standing start. The first 22 kilos, were cov-

ered in exactly 22 minutes, 50 kilos, in 50

minutes, 60 kilos in 69 minutes 49 seconds.

This is the first time 60 kilos have been rid-

den in the hour on any system of cycle or

moto-cycle whatever.

England Moves Slowly.

As the French Automobile Club flourishes,

its English -prototype, the Automobile Club of

'Great Britain, languishes. In an effort to

make receipts equal expenses, entrance fees

and dues have now been made four guineas

and two guineas respectively.

ber of motor carriage concerns, and are now
at work upon an immense order for vehicle

frames for the Whitney-Elkins-Widener syn-

dicate who are furnishing electric carriages

for livery purposes in New York, Philadel-

phia, Washington and Chicago. As soon as

this order has been filled the firm proposes to

turn out a line of carriages under their own
name, manufacturing all parts at South Bend.
A representative of the firm was in Cleveland
recently, looking up the motor carriage plants

in that citv.

Sperry to Direct Motor Making.

The well known Cleveland Machine Screw
Co., Cleveland, are preparing to enter into the

e-xtensive manufacture of electric motor vehi-

cles. The work is under the direction of E.

E. 'Sperry, of Cleveland, who has become
electrical engineer for the company, and who
is famous in electrical fields for his inventions

in the electric street railway enterprises. For
the past two years Mr. Sperry has been ex-

perimenting with motor vehicles and in

France, where a number of his carriages have

been displayed, he had gained considerable

prominence. 'It will probatly .be several

months before the Cleveland Machine Screw
Co. will be prepared to furnish carriages for

the market.

Autos and Orioles.

The following are the officers of the new
Automobile & Manufacturing Co., of Balti-

more: President, John Kuper; vice-president

and general manager, Joseph M. Zamoiski;

secretary and treasurer, Thomas P. Amoss;
counsel, W. Irving Cross; chief electrical en-

gineer, W. W. Donaldson. The company was
incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000.

divided into 10,000 shares of >$10 each,- with

the privilege of increasing the capital stock to

$1,000,000. The purpose is to manufacture and

dispose of automobile vehicles and also to

operate them.

Wide Latitude tfere.

The Oakman INIotor Vehicle Co., a Phila-

delphia syndicate, with a paid-in capital of $5,-

000,000, was chartered in Delaware last week
to manufacture automobiles. Incidentally the

new corporation may manufacture and sell all

kinds of vehicles, whether they be propelled

bj' steam, gas or gasoline, and its charter fur-

ther empowers it to acquire territorial rights

in the acquisition of patents and in selling

the horseless carriages. The incorporators

are business men and financiers of Philadel-

phia, Lancaster and Vineland, N. J.

These Are Big People.

Studebaker Brothers, of South Bend. Ind.,

famous the world over for the manufacture of

wagons and carriages, are preparing to turn

out electric motor vehicles on an extensive

scale. For some months past they have been

engaged in manufacturing bodies for a num-

Take Your Choice.

On the probable pronunciation of automo-

bile one of the unappreciated poets of the

land turns from rhyming on Chicago sausage

makers to try this:

Faster than e'er rode Budd Doble
Smoothly sped the automobile,

And he went along so nobily

In his dashing automobile.

Swiftly over many a mile.

Riding in his automobile.

Had no need to cry out, "Whoa, Bill,"

To his docile automobile.

Thus the gay young Toby Lee
With his automobile

Through the suburbs went awheel

In his fine new automobile.
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THERE'S MONEY IN IT.

Racing Still Affords an Excellent Investment for

Both the Maker and the Dealer.

Quarter-iMile Novice—Final heat won by Joseph
Linhurt, Irvington; Thomas Resneck, Englewood,
second; C. Gardiner, Jersey City, third. Time, 35 1-5

seconds.
Half-Mile Open, Amateur—Final heat won by F. L.

Kramer, Harlem W. ; E. 'C. Hausman, Nassau W.,
second; G. VV. Crooks, Brooklyn, third. Time, 1
minute 5 4-5 seconds.
One--Mile Tandem Match Race between F. L.

Kramer and G. C. Schreibcr and A. W. Ross and
J. H. Hunter—^First heat won iby Kramer and Schrei-
ber. Time 2 minutes 39 3-5 seconds. Second heat
won by Kramer and Schreiber. Time, 2 minutes 44 2-5

seconds.

CAPTURED BY COOPER.

ONLY a lew j'cars since and all manufac-

turers featured models of their wheels

especially adapted to track use. Nowadays

only two or three concerns make special rac-

ing machines, and even these concerns make

little effort to push them.

Many manufacturers look upon this condi-

tion of affairs with satisfaction, rather than

otherwise, for they claim that money is seldom

made on racing wheels, but, if this is a fact, it

is the fault of the manufacturer rather than of

the rider. If interest in the racing game

could be rejuvenated, riders could now be

speedily taught to pay good mioney for their

racing wheels, since to all it must be evident

that the day of free wheels is passed and gone.

In the last issue of "On the Square" E. R.

Lozier makes an appeal along this line to the

dealer, which is interesting and full of valu-

able suggestions. He says:

"The bicycle trade needs new life. Not

that the number of wheelmen is depreciating;

on the contrary, it is increasing; yet there

seems to be a lack of the old-time enthusiasm.

Some of us are not fighting against this lack

of enthusiasm, but are resting on our oars,

satisfied with the business we are doing. The

bicycle to-day is used as a business institu-

tion and does not carry the spirit or fond-

ness for the sport that it has in the past. To
renew this enthusiasm, spirit and life, you

must get the wheelmen interested, and we sug-

gest cycle clubs, road races and track races.

"In almost every city amateur riders are

willing to show speed at every opportunity

offered, and locally it rests with the dealers

to get up a series of five, ten or twenty-five-

mile road races. Get the young men to train-

ing and talking about the event. The real

worth of the prizes need not be great—say a

bicycle for the first prize, then other prizes

of a $25 suit of clothes, a $25 bicycle suit, and

other prizes of tires and lamps, bells, etc. If

the agents will clique together and give these

little road races, it will arouse interest which

cannot be bought in newspaper advertising.

It will rejuvenate this interest and spirit in

riding that is fast declining in certain sec-

tions.

"Don't have one big race and have the ex-

citement all over, but have a series of races.

For instance, have the first race open to all

comers. The first ten men finishing to run

in a semi-final, two weeks later. The first

five men to ride in the final. By this method
you will be able to keep up interest in cycling

in a community for a whole month. The boys

will all be out training for the event and every

one who can ride will be acting as pacemaker
to get his champion in trim.

"In San Francisco there remain at least ten

large and active bicycle clubs. They hold their

own road races and track races at an interval

of about three during' the season. They co-

operate and have a big road race and also

track races.

"At a recent 100-mile relay race in San

Francisco, there were over G0,000 spectators

along the line. Everyone was interested, en-

thusiasm was at its height, and the winner and

main performers were heralded broadcast

throughout the State.

"This is what we mean by enthusiasm.

There is no way of regaining this spirit unless

we try, so get together with your competitors

on this subject, talk it ovei and you can see

quickly wherein it will be to your mutual ad-

vantage to give races.

"Make them amateur events, for the spirit

then incorporated is much better for all con-

cerned than if professionals are engaged.

Everyone knows that professionals ride for

money and the great majority of amateurs for

glory. It is the glory, not the money, that

keeps up true enthusiasm. Form a club, hire

your rooms, become better acquainted, etc."

While the above is unquestionably excellent

advice and would quickly rouse new interest

in the sport the average dealer will set it down
as undesirable, because he is made to bear the

entire burden of the expense. If the manu-

facturer would "chip in" it might be made a

great success. Free wheels and racing teams

have seen their day, but cycle manufacturers

could assist in the work without any great

loss by allowing agents, for example, an extra

discount where a certain number of racing

wheels were sold. This would give the agents

an incentive to push the racing interest in their

localities and all would be benefited thereby.

Mr. Manufacturer, why not feature a racing

wheel in your 1900 line, and why not make
it an inducement for the dealer to push it?

Prefers Talk and Telephone.

Speaking of putting up his own money in

match races 'Mr. Tom Cooper is quoted as

having made this sportsmanlike declination:

"I will ride Stevens a match race, but I will

not bet him $500 on the side. I get better

results by putting my money in telephone

stock. It is too much of a gamble to bet on a

bicycle race."

NIPPED AT THE POST.

tlausman Caught Napping by Kramer and Beaten

by Inches.

'Fifteen hundred persons attended the meet

at Vailsburg on Saturday and witnessed three

of the seven events on the card, the others

being postponed because of a storm breaking

while the "Jonah Handicap" trial heats were

being run. The tandem match race proved to

be too easy a thing for the Harlem Wheelmen
team to be interesting, but the half-mile race

resulted in an exciting finish between 'Haus-

man and Kramer. Hausman led coming down
the stretch, and Kramer made a tremendous

fight in wearing down the other's lead. Haus-

man was nipped right at the tape and the de-

cision went to Kramer, who, to the judges'

eyes, had a couple of inches the better of it,

iSummaries:

He Lands the Mile Open in Good Old-Fashioned

Style.

Magnificent racing was witnessed at Wood-
side Park, Philadelphia, on Saturday. The
mile open championship, the event of the day,

was won by Cooper after a magnificent spurt,

defeating Kimble, Fisher, Mertens and Wal-
thour. Otto Maya won the two-mile profes-

sional handicap, making a runaway of it.

Kusel failed in his attempt to lower the mile

record. Summaries:

One Mile Open, Amateur—Won by H. Kusel, E. M.
Burns second, L. M. Somers third Time, 2 minutes
21 seconds.
One Mile Open, Professional—Won by Tom Cooper,

Walthour second, Fisher third and Kimble fourth.
Time, 2 minutes 7 seconds.
One Mile Handicap, Amateur—Won by H. Kusel,

scratch; H. S. Emons, 40 yards, second; E. M. Burns,
20 yards third. Time, 2 minutes 33 seconds.
Two Mile Handicap, Professional-Won by Otto

Maya, ISO yards; Charles Hadfield, ISO yards, second;
McFarland, scratch, third. Time, 4 minutes 12 1-5
seconds.

NATIONAL CIRCUIT.

AUGUST.
5—Detroit, Mich., E. N. Hines.
9—Montreal, Canada, International Meet.
10—Montreal, Canada, International Meet.
11—Montreal, Canada, International Meet.
12—'Montreal, Canada, International Meet.
16—Boston, Mass., National Meet.
17—Boston, Mass., National Meet.
IS—Boston, Mass., National Meet.
19—Boston, Mass., National Meet.
23—Providence, R. I., Crescent Park Track.
26—New Bedford, Mass., H. F. Morlock.
30—Wilkesbarre, Pa., West End Wheelmen.
31—Wilkesbarre, Pa., West End Wheelmen.

SEPTEMBER.
2—Philadelphia, Pa., Associated Cycling Clubs.

26—Mineola, L. I., N. Y., Alex. Schwalbach.

GRAND CIRCUIT.

JULY.
29—Asbury Park, N. J.: A. A. Zimmerman.

AUGUST.
5—^Providence, R. I. : Crescent Park Cycle Track

Association.

16—iWaltham, Mass.: Waltham Athletic Park Co.

19—New York 'City: Manhattan Beach, Atlantic Ath-
letic Association.

22—Syracuse, N. Y. : A. E. Plughes, Secretary.

24—Asbury Park, N. J.: A. A. Zimmerman.
26-'Philadelphia: Woodside Park.

SEPTEMBER.
2—Wilkes Barre, Pa.: West End Wheelmen.
9—'New plaven. Conn.

1- Haltimore, Md. : National Colosseum.
14—Washington, D. C. : Park Bicycle Club.

OCTOBER (Western Loop)

14—Washington, D. C. ; Park Bicycle Club.

OPEN RACE PERMITS.

JULY.
25—Waltham, Mass. : Waltham Athletic Park Co.

29—Torrington, Conn. : Riverside Athletic Club.

30—\'ailsburg, N. J.: New Jersey Racing Association.

AUGUST.
13—New York City: Manhattan Beach, Atlantic Ath-

letic Association.

19—^Manchester, Conn. : St. Mary's Young Men's

Club.

SEPTEMBER.
4—^Morristown, N. J. : Independent Order of For-

esters.

1—New York City: Manhattan Beach, Atlantic Ath-

letic Association.
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FASTEST MILE 4 ONE ^ ^ THIRTY-ONE I

i ON A TRACK, I MINUTE 31 SECONDS,
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IN WASHINGTON, JULY 19th, i
IS)

HARRY ELKES Z ORIENT 1.30 I
m

WITHOUT WIND-SHIELDS, 1
m

PACED BY AN ORIENT MOTOR QUAD, fitted with International Tires,
|w

Reduced the world's paced one-mile record of 1.31 4-5 to 1.31, and beating the world's wind- 1

shield record by two-fifths of a second. •
LaJ

PROGRESSIVE Write us for AUTOMOBILE CATALOGUE and inquire

AGENTS REPRESENT
about our good things in ORIENT AUTOMOBILES and ORIENT

A PROGRESSIVE
MANUFACTURER. BICYCLES for next year's agents.

i

g
g

WHLTHaM MFG. e©.. - Waltham. Mass. I
Kindly mention The Wlieel.
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The Tynan Foot Pump.
(PATENT APPLIED FOR.)

IT FITS IN THE TOOL-BAG.

The day of hand pumps

is over. A sample of

this pump sent by mail

for 35 cents. Wholesale

rates on application.

CLOSED.

( WE MAKE RETAINERS FOR THE BICYCLE HEAD,
HUB,CRANK HANGER AND PEDAL.

\ALSO VEHICLE WHEELS,AUT0M0BILES,SULKY WHEELS ETC.

Kindly mention The WheeL

m OPEN.

i THE TYNAN PUMP CO,,

I t07 WASHINGTON STREET, PATERSON, N. J.

IMI

SS Kindly mention Tlie Wlieel. JJ
m m
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THE BOL D'OR.

Walters Rides r,020 Kilometres (638 Miles) in

Twenty-four Hours, Beating Cordang's Record

by 29 Kilometres.

Paris, July n.—To-day has been held the

sixth annual race for that classic event, the

Bol d'Or.

Walters, the Englishman, has accomplished

no mean performance. Starting at a terrific

pace he rode 51 kilometres in the first hour

and thereafter maintained an average of 42^

kilometres right to the end. This is Walters'

first attempt at a long-distance race, and it

is noteworthy that he is the first foreign

runner who has won this great classic event.

Fischer, the German, who had great hopes

of victory owing to his severe course of train-

ing, and seemed at the start to be the only one

who would be likely to cause trouble to

Walters, was obliged to abandon the struggle

at the ninth hour, owing to cramps.

Garin was second up to the sixteenth hour

when, seized by sudden fits of weakness, he

was obliged to give place to Marius, the

Marseillais. At this point Walters descends

from his machine and is shown a telegram

sent to him by Huret congratulating him

sincerely on the record he was likely to make.

Walters appeared much aflfected by this mark

of attention from the French champion. The

heat became terrific during the seventeenth

and eighteenth hours, and Walters continually

passed an iced sponge over his head. At the

twentieth hour Nawn, the American, who oc-

cupies fourth position after Garin, stops and

throws himself under the shower bath. Five

minutes later he reappears on the track as

fresh as possible. Seeing the beneficent effect

produced, Desgrange runs up to the fountain

playing on the lawn and sprinkles with it all

the riders who wish it.

An odd event takes place at the end of the

twenty-third hour. For a whole fifteen min-

utes Walters was riding alone on the track,

all the others having dismounted either to rest

or to undergo massage. In the course of the

last hour two records are broken—'Cordang's

24 hours' record of 991 kilos. 651 metres, in

23 hours 18 minutes 42 seconds, and the 1,000

kilos, effected in 2-3 hours 29 minutes 50 2-5

seconds. When the final pistol shot is fired

1,020 kilos. 977 metres have been covered.

Sticks, handkerchiefs and hats are thrown in

the air in honor of the winner, who receives

a great ovation. In his right hand he holds

a bouquet, while with his left he waves his cap

in acknowledgment of the reception he is

receiving. Then springing lightly from his

machine he regains his quarters as easily as

though he had just returned from a short spin.

Walters receives $600, Marius The $400,

Garin $300, Nawn $200, and Wattelier $100,

independently of the bonuses they will receive

from the firms whose machines they rode.

Walters rode a Gladiator, with Dunlop tires.

The following is a list of the winners of the

Bol d'Or from its foundation:
Kilos. Metres.

lS94-^Huret ; 730 946

1S95—Huret 829 498

1896—Riviere S59 120

1897—Stein 764 826

1S9S—Huret 852 468

1899—Walters 1020 977

Incidents of "Murphy's Mile."

While Charles M. Murphy was riding a mile

in 57 4-5 seconds behind a railway train, re-

cently, he noticed an undulation in the patl(-

way and a frequent snapping sound which he

thought was caused by the lifting of nails in

the planks, due to suction. The undulation, it

is now agreed by experts, was due to the

springiness of the comparatively light rails and

lightly ballasted road-bed under a heavy loco-

motive and train traveling at high speed. The

snapping sound was caused by the rapid clos-

ing of the joints between the ends of the rails

after the passage of the train.

ELKES AT BALTIMORE.

Showed Smith a Thing or Two and Broke

One Kind of World's

Record.

Baltimore. July 22.—Last night at the Colos-

seum and under N. C A. auspices Harry D.

Hikes 'defeated Henry Smith, of Baltimore, in

a 15-mile match paced race. He was paced

by Orient motor-cycles and broke all world's

records for a six-lap track. Elkes allowed

Smith a half-mile handicap and barely beat

hiim out, winning by the small margin of ten

yards. The average speed per mile was

1.43 2-5, and time for the whole 15 miles was

25.53. In connection with this race Austin

Crooks and Fred Sherer caught R. L. French

and H. Steenson in a motor-tandem pursuit

race, in one mile and a third; time 2.15. The
Orient motor quad covered a mile in 1.49,

the short turns and steep banks making faster

time impossible with such a large machine.

The amateurs also had an inning in the way
of a half-mile, Maryland championship, with

a score of points. This race is the first of a

series to consist of a quarter, third, half, one,

two and five-mile races, the winner to score

five points; second, three points; third, two

points, and fourth, one point. The man scor-

ing the most points will receive a $60 diamond
medal at the end of the season and be declared

the all-round champion. The score now
stands: William Warmbold, half-mile cham-
pion, 5 points; J. L. Hayden, 3 points; Peter

Kelly, 2 points; T. Cecil Downs, 1 point.

The races were under N. C. A. auspices

and attended by about 2,500 persons.

yielding rubber tire which is fitted to the New
York hansom.

The most important development of this

trade, however, is that merchants are now be-

ginning to realize that the tires are eminently

fitted also for the vehicles devoted to freight

carrying, on account of the great salvage in

wear and tear, and on account of the ease of

running, etc.

Mr. Marion sells these goods at the present

time mostly to carriage-repair shop people,

and is already making a big cut in New York
trade in this respect. At almost any time one

can see wagons being driven in front of the

building to be refitted with the Morgan &
Wright type of tire. The concern also sells a

kit of tools, at a price of $10, which will enable

any repair man to fit the tires.

In a short time it is expected that this

building 'will be fitted up and departmentized,

one part being devoted to vehicle tires, and

another part to a Morgan & Wright bicycle

tire department.

Passing of an Unlucky Plant.

Westboro. Mass., July 22.—The plant known
as the Humber Mfg. 'Co. cycle shops has been

sold to Amsi Lorenzo Barbour. The build-

ing was sold by Abbott Earnest Hawkley, at-

torney for the trustees, 'Arthur Robert Martin

and Frederick Goddard.

The money has been paid over and the

deeds given with a loss to the debenture of

about $20,000. The property purchased is to

be used for the manufacture of automobiles

and will employ from five to six hundred

hands.

The property comprises three acres of land

with modern buildings, and is one of the best

adapted plants for the 'manufacture of wagons

in the country. The machinery in the build-

ings can be used by the new company advan-

tageously. The Barbour company has a large

number of orders on hand, and it will take

several months to complete them.

Caught the People.

An interesting series of local races was de-

cided Saturday at Maspeth, L. I., by the Man-
hattan Wheelmen. A lively half-holiday

crowd was present, and, as several of the east-

side cycling organizations sent delegations to

the track, the excitement was almost con-

tinuous. Owing to the fields being large, a

number of the racers had falls, five teams
piling up in the three-mile tandem handicap.

Beyond smashed machines and badly shaken-

up and bruised riders there was no further

damage done.

A Vehicle Tire Man.

Up on Forty-seventh street, right off Broad-
way, is a very commodious and well-appointed

building. The man who holds down the main
desk and runs the mac'hinery is W. C. Marion,
now in the trade about fifteen years, in vari-

ous capacities, and for four or five years past

with Morgan & Wright. This 'building is the

New York depot of Morgan & Wright, and

at the present time is devoted exclusively to

selling vehicle tires. These rubber tires are

now rapidly supplanting the old-time wooden
shod wheel. They are made in various sizes,

from the slender rubber band which is fitted

to the pleasure runabout to the great big.

Stevens and the Tool Company.

The Cycle Tool Mfg. Co., of Springfield,

Mass., have brought suit in the Philadelphia

'Common Pleas Court against Robert C. Stev-

ens to recover $1,484.29. It is alleged that

Stevens was the agent of the plaintiff com-

pany, having an office at 804 Arch street, and

that during the years 1898 and 1899 the. com-

pany consigned to him bicycle parts, etc., for

which he became indebted to them in the

sum of $1,973.29, on account of which he has

only paid $489.10. It is now alleged that

Stevens is about to remove his goods, with

intent to defraud the company, and an attach-

ment under the Fraudulent .Debtors' act of

1869 was issued for the company, with bail at

$3,000.

Mr. Matthews Wants Catalogues.

Allen S. Matthews, Fort Covington, N. Y.,

is about to put in a stock of bicycles and to

do repairing in connection with his hardware

and tin business,. Mr. Matthews would be

pleased to receive catalogues from dealers in

parts, and also from manufacturers of bicycle

machinery.

Will Go Into Stampings.

George S. Davis, manager of the Lovell

Arms & Cycle Co., of Worcester, Mass., since

it was incorporated in 1893, has tendered, his

resignation, to take effect August 1. He will

go into the stamping business in Worcester.
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"READY!"
Yes, Ready !

Ready for 1900.

All ready to submit samples and to do business

with old friends and make new ones*

Every ounce of material for Snell Cycles for 1900

is bought, and Snell 1900 Models are ready for in-

spection*

Of course, this means vitality and strength and

a confidence in our goods—all largely born of the

reception accorded Snell Bicycles the season just

closing and the satisfaction they afford buyers* We
know we shall have to make more bicycles than

ever, and so WE ARE READY NOW*

SNELL eveLE ee.,
TOLEDO, OHIO, U. S. A.

Kindly mention The WheeL
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OWNERS AND BORROWERS.

How the Motor Pacing Machines Are Divided

lip Among Those Who Follow Swift

Pace.

Frank N. Bemis in the Boston "Sunday

Post," thus tells who is who and what is what

in re motor pacing:

"With the racing season half over, all the

leading middle-distance riders, except Harry

Gibson, of Cincinnati, have equipped them-

selves with motor-pacing machines. Last sea-

son they had to depend upon their managers

or the firms whose wheels they rode for the

very necessary multicycles. To a certain de-

gree this is true in the case of the motor
tandems of to-day, but this is not the fault

of the racing men, but is in accord with the

policy of the firms, which want to have some-

thing to say as to how the machines shall be

taken care of and used.

"Some of the racing men, such as McDuf-
fec, Downey, Taylor and Linton, own ma-
chines outright. They are obliged to repair

and maintain their own outfits, which difficult

work such men as Elkes have done for them
by experts. A third class hires pacing ma-
chines, as does Arthur Gardiner, from those

who have them to let. The outfits to-day in

use are as follows:

"Harry D. Elkes, one gasolene tandem, one

gasolene ciuad; loaned by manufacturer.

"C. W. Miller, Chicago, one gasolene tan-

dem; owned.

"Tom Linton, three gasolene tandems;
owned.

"Arthur Gardiner, one gasolene tandem;
hired.

"Burns W. Pierce, Waltham, one gasolene

tandem; loaned.

"Eddie McDufifec, Boston, two steam tan-

dems; one owned, one loaned.

"Major Taylor, one steam tandem; owned.
"Frank Waller, Cambridge, one gasolene

tandem; owned.

"Joe Downey, Boston, one gasolene tandem,
owned; one gasolene tandem, loaned.

'

"Earl D. Stevens, Buffalo, two gasolene
tandems; loaned.

"Harry Elkes has the fastest and most com-
plete outfit, if we are to judge by his per-
formances. The steam tandems have yet to

prove their ability in a long race. They have
covered some surprising miles, but not one
of them has yet gone through a race without
trouble.

"The gasolene tandems, however, have
proved their reliability beyond question, and
Elkes' record mile in L.31, behind a quad, at

Washington Wednesday, shows that the mo-
tors have power enough, though but two
horse-power is maintained. The adaptation
of the ordinary quad, with four riders, to the
changed method of motor pacing, proves that
there are great possibilities to be developed
along the line of larger motor cycles. Elkes
to-day has a distinct advantage in the matter
of pace, just as McDuffee and Linton had
last season."

Good Man; Good Pace.

Harry Elkes, the speedy little rider of
Glens Falls, N. Y., on Wednesday, July 19,
broke the mile record of 1.31 4-5, held by
Major Taylor, and also lowered Eddie Mc-
Duffee's wind-shield record of 1.31 2-5, bring-
ing the record down to 1.31 flat, and placing
the record without wind-shields two-fifths of a

second lower than the wind-shield record.

Elkes' mount was a 1.30 Orient and he was

paced by an Orient motor quad. Fournier

sat on the rear seat and operated the ma-
chine, while Cook steered and Steenson and

Sherer pedaled from the two middle seats.

The first third was ridden in 30 seconds flat,

the second in 31 and the third in 30 seconds

Hat. Elkes rode close to the machine all the

way and several times called for faster pace,

and states that he will bring the record below

1.30 before the season is over.

The two most important records in the

world are the one hour and the one mile, and

so long as the Glens Falls stripling holds both

these records no one can dispute his claim to

be the champion of the world. There are,

however, a number of good men who are after

both these records and claim they can lower

them, and Elkes may have to lower them

again in order to retain his title of champion.

The Orient has held both these records so

long that it is now the recognized champion.

Time-clock Checking.

'Century riders have a new topic of gossip

as well as incentive in road mileage in the

system just inaugurated by John T. Wall,

State centurion of the New York Division

of the Century Road Club of America. Cen-

turions out for a record under this plan are

sure of not having their rides disputed.

The regular course is laid out with stopping

places at convenient distances.

At each checking place is a time clock.

It is available, night or day, to every mem-

BRIGHTON ARMS
L. C. BOARDMAN, MQR. '

COISTEY ISXj-A.lvri3.
ber of the club. A key is furnished to open

the lock on the box that contains the clock.

In this way it is impossible, with accurate

clocks, for century riders to receive credit for

what' they do not perform.

Although in vogue less than a month, it is

receiving a great deal of attention from the

members of the club, nearly all of whom have

gone over the course.

Hardly a day passes without a dozen riders

being checked and on Saturday and Sunday
as high as fifty have gone the route.

It is expected that the system will be

adopted by the other divisions as the plan

becomes known.
The time stamp consists of a clock incased

in gun metal with a collapsible rubber stamp,

the imprint being made with two dials, rep-

resenting the minutes and hour, both working
automatically, and a fixed date showing the

day of the week, month and year.

When Bearings Are Too Tight.

The neglect of bearings is a very prolific

source of injury to bicycles. A loose bear-

ing causes extra friction and extra strain. The
machine runs badly and wears out much more
quickly. An overtight bearing is- almost as

bad. A bearing should be adjusted until there

is absolutely no side-play. The act of securing

the nuts, however, sometimes over-tightens

the bearing, and for this reason the wheel

should be spun after the nuts have been tight-

ened. If the wheel stops at all suddenly it is a

sure sign that the bearing is overtight, and it

should be slightly slackened. The pedals and

the head are parts that are very apt to loosen,

and both should be attended to at once. In

the case of the head the risk of a breakage is

very much increased if the bearing is loose.

One Coney Island Comedy.

At one side of the enclosure at the Prospect

Park entrance to the Coney Island Cycle Path

a man and an elderly woman were conversing

amiably. Presently the woman left her com-
panion and went to the fountain to get a drink

of water. Hardly had she disappeared before

the man was joined by a younger woman, his

wife, evidently.

She stood opposite the man and did not

speak for fully a minute. He looked up at

her smilingly and said: "Well, I hope you'll

know me next time."

"Know you?" was the unexpected reply.

"I wouldn't be seen knowing you, you—you

wretch! Who was that girl you were talk-

ing to? The bold hussy! And you were just

going out for a short ride by yourself, were

you? It's well I followed you and "

Here the man managed to get a word in

edgeways. "For heaven's sake sit down, will

you, and don't attract attention bj' making a

fool of yourself. I was only
"

"Fool of myself"—she had caught her

breath sufficiently to continue. "Fool of my-
self, is it? That sounds well coming from

you. Fool, indeed! Just let me get my hand

on that brazen-faced thing you were talking

to, and I'll
"

"Oh! for goodness sake, will you let me
explain?" said the man, in a hopeless sort of

voice.

"Explain nothing! You can't make any

excuses to me. Why did she go when she saw
me coming? Tell me that, will you? Here
she comes back again. Now, let me see you
dare to speak to her, the bold—the—the

Why, mamma, is it you?"

Too Conservative to Cycle.

Like all the rest of Europe, the Dutch ap-

parently have plenty of leisure. At least there

are plenty of people who do have leisure and

the streets and public places are filled with

holiday makers to an extent that seems strange

to one fresh from New York. Nowhere, how-
ever, in the parks or the streets of the city

are there bicyclists in any noticeable number.

A few of either sex are seen, occasionally a

soldier in uniform or even an officer with

his sword across the handle-bars, but they

are few and far between. The Dutch women,
in particular, are not graceful on the wheel,

especially as they appear to wear, one and all,

their ordinary skirts.

A girl or woman en costume has not yet

been seen. It might be imagined that the

Dutch would take kindly to the wheel, since

the roads of Holland are uniformly excellent

and it is possible to go long distances in every

direction along the dikes, but this is palpably

not the case. It is evidently not because the

pace is too rapid for them, but simply for the

reason that they are conservative and are not

readily overtaken by a novelty; in this respect

they are the very antipodes of people in Amer-
ica, who are quick to take up a thing, but are

also quick to lay it down again.
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RENTER'S REGRETS.

Over in Penn's Town the Good Old Days

of Long Ago Are Mourned

For Now.

Over in Philadelphia there is a wailing and

gnashing of teeth among the class of cycle

hirers. One of these has unburdened himself

recently to a sympathetic news gatherer:

"Probably no one connected with the bicycle

business has been 'more discouraged in the last

three months than the man 'Who lets wheels.

Not only have most of our old customers de-

serted us, but the few we have expect to hire

wheels for less than is required to keep the

machines in reipaW. Last year I never let a

single wheel go out of the shop for less than 50

cents for the first hour and 25 cents for each

hour thereafter. This year I have been obliged

to come down in my figures. If I find that a

rider is not willing to pay what I ask, I make

a price to suit him, if he or she is disoosed to

be reasonable about the matter.

"One thing, though," he continued, "'has

been in our favor. The demand for tandems

has never been so great as it is now. It has

been more active since last March than ever

before, and the rate of rental lor those ma-

chines is sufficiently high to make up, to some

extent, for what we lose on the single wheels.

The rate, however, is lower even for tandems

than it used to be. Two years ago we never

thought of letting out a $150 tandem at less

than $5 a day, and frequently we got $6 and

$7. The machine was always ke,pt in fine con-

dition, was thoroughly cleaned and oiled and

polished after every trip, and we had no

trouble in getting the price we asked for it.

At present if I get $4 a day for the best tan-

dem in my shop I consider myself lucky.

Three dollars and $3.50 are nearer the prices

I usually get, and I have rented a 'tan' for a

whole day for as little as $2.

"But, aside from the present cheapness of

bicycles, there are other considerations which

have injured our husiness by influencing riders

to 'buy wheels for themselves. It is natural

for a person to become so attached to a bicycle

as to find little pleasure in riding at all unless

he can use the same machine every time he

goes out. Of course, it is possible to do that

in the case of a rented wheel, but it often hap-

pens that the one a certain customer has

rented regularly is out of the shop when he

calls for it, and it is very difhcult to find an-

other machine that will suit his fancy. If a

wheelman is arrested for scorching or any

other reason and is taken to the station house

almost the first question asked of him is

whether the bicycle is his own. If it isn't, the

rider sometimes finds himself in an luncom-

fortable predicamient. I am sorry to say, also,

that by far too many of the wheels rented are

unfit to oflfer to anyone. They are constantly

•breaking down and causing their riders an-

noyance. Every machine hired at this place

is thoroughly inspected before it goes out,

and it should he so in all shops."

Where Wheels Are Wrong.

Editor The Wheel: Believe me, I am not

an enemy of the bicycle; I ride one myse'If,

but even so I want to protest in the name of

fair play and equity.

A bicycle either is or is not a vehicle. If

it is, then it should be subject to the laws and

limitations of vehicles. If it is not, then it

cannot claim the privileges of vehicles. The
contention of wheelmen themselves, which is

now generally granted as correct, is that the

bicycle is a vehicle. It is therefore entitled to

the use of the roads and is subject to their

rules.

But then it must stay in the road or in the

place provided for vehicles. It has no more
right to the sidewalk than has a coach and

four. That is a principle that wheelmen need

to observe, if they would not make them-

selves a public nuisance. It is a common
practice for wheelmen to dismount and push

machines on sidewalks among pedestrians.

This is especially common on the most

crowded streets, such as Nassau, Park Row
and Broadway, and it is done at the very

hours when the streets are most crowded. The
result is that pedestrians have their clothes

soiled by contact with muddy tires, and some-

times torn, and their shins scraped to boot, by

the revolving pedals. It is an abominable

practice, which is becoming more general
every day and which needs to be checked.

It is no justification to say that the riders

are dismounted. An equestrian would not
be permitted to lead his horse, from which
he had dismounted, along the sidewalk, nor
would it meet with popular favor if the driver

of a cab should descend from his bo.x and
walk upon the sidewalk, leading his horse and
vehicle with him. It is no more right, and it

is scarcely less a nuisance, for wheelmen to

trundle their bicycles among pedestrians. The
bicycle is a good thing, a splendid thing. But
it is a thing that, like all others, should be

kept in its place. R. U. P

In Memory of His Son.

Cohasset, JMass., July 22.—Col. Albert A.

Pope is to erect a memorial here to his

son, 'Charles Linden Pope, in the shape of a

$40,000 church. Work will be begun at once.

The church will be undenominational.

-.....+

HERE STANDS

W. C. MARION, Jr..

IN ALL HIS GLORY

AT THE

KINGS COUNTY MEET.

TO THE RIGHT OF HIM GEORGE W. SHANNON, TO THE LEFT

OF HIM CHARLES MCLAREN, BEHIND HIM L. B.

WHYMPER, AND IN FRONT

OF HIM

THE WHOLE WORLD.
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WHEN VOL VISIT NEW YORK.

A few Bicycle-Riding Suggestions for the Man Who

Comes to the Metropolis Without tils

Wheel.

When the average man takes a vacation

he takes it at random. When he visits a place

like New York on business, and has time to

spare for pleasure, again he acts at random.
The average man is too busy with rote to

plan his pleasures.

A great many riders of bicycles come to

New York during the riding season, and go
away again without having traversed some
of the most accessible and delightful roadways
to ibe found anywhere. Within a short time

after leaving the heart of the city, the cyclist

can look upon scenery and habitations of

historic interest.

For example: Rent a wheel in the vi-

cinity of Eighth avenue and Central Park.

Then ride down Eighth avenue to Twenty-
fourth street and west to Hudson river

—

on the asphalt all the way. Then take

the Twenty-third street ferry to Jersey City.

Recross to Cortlandt street. Bump along a

bit over granite to the Battery, and take the

ferry across the Bay to St. George, Staten

Island. Ride a mile west to Port Richmond,
and then strike of? across Staten Island, 14

miles to Tottenville. Magnificent road, with

rolling hills; swift, smooth coasts; fine wood-
land scenes; homes that were built many years

ago, and people to fit. A ride into a section

of our country rich with Revolutionary mem-
ories.

If you want, you can return by way of the

eastern shore of Staten Island, viewing the

ocean, lower >New York Bay and the Narrows
from the elevated roadway. Keep on to St.

George and ferry back to New York. This

trip, out and back, can be done in eight hours

with comfort.

Another one: Start as before, but on reach-

ing Jersey City, follow your nose due west-
good road begins just where you begin to

puzzle. Ride on it to the Hudson County
Boulevard—you can't miss it—and turning

south, continue to Bergen Point. Ferry to

Staten Island, ride a mile to St. George and

ferry back to New York as on previous trip.

Five hours for this.

A third pleasant trip: Same as No. 2 to

the Hudson County Boulevard. Then north

to Fort Lee, ferry across to 130th street, New
York, and back by wheel to the starting point.

Four or five hours.

The same ride can be shortened by using

the Hudson County Boulevard north to Hud-
son Heights, instead of to Fort Lee, and re-

turning via the shore boulevard to Weehaw-
ken. Ferry to Forty-second street, a bit of

bumping east to Eighth avenue and back to

starting point.

Another: Ride down Eighth avenue to

Forty-first street west on asphalt to within a

block of the river. Ferry to Weehawken.
Once up the bluff, ride south a block or so,

to where the boulevard turns west. At the

curve is marked the spot where Aaron Burr

and Alexander Hamilton fell. Turn back and

ride north to Hudson Heights. Then south

on the Ridge boulevard to Jersey City, east

to the ferry, by boat to Twenty-third street,

and back to starting point awheel, via Twenty-

fourth street and Eighth avenue. Four hours,

with ease. Fine views.

Another: Ride north from starting point

on the Boulevard, west of Central Park, to

110th street, west to the Riverside Drive, and
north to Grant's Tomb, overlooking the

Hudson.

The rides through Central Park and to

Fort George are short and worth while. The
dealer you rent from can easily direct you
how to reach the famous Coney Island cycle

path, which ends at the ocean's edge.

Paste this in your hat. You may want to

use it some day.

About the Size of It.

Gracious! Must the bicycle be made ac-

countable for causing appendicitis? Don't lay

another straw on the poor machine's back; it

isn't very broad and it has enough to carry

now in the accident line, without this agony
to worry over. According to a sensible prac-

titioner in this city, there is a good deal of

nonsense about that disease. In his office the

other day the servant told the physican of a

call to attend a patient who was in desperate

pain. "Did the messenger come in a carriage?

Because, if he did, it's appendicitis; if he didn't,

it's just a case of plain stomach-ache," said this

wary doctor.

They Won't Wake Up.

Motor cabs have failed in London for the

present, because it has been found impossible

to get men to manage them. A little difficulty

of that sort ought easily to be overcome. Why
doesn't some electrical genius invent an elec-

trical cabby for use in London until such time

as the English may awake to the horselessisni

of the present?

Takes Four of Them.

A. C. Harmsworth, London's millionaire

publisher, has four motor vehicles in his stud.

Three are French, of six, eight and twelve

horse-power respectively, while the fourth is

an electric victoria made in Hartford.

For Mall Use.

Ceylon has ordered four steam-driven mail

wagons. The vehicles are guaranteed to burn
oil as a fuel at an expense of less than one
cent a mile per ton of load hauled.

Exports Up to Date.

Exports of cycles and parts from the port

of New York, week ending July 25, 1899:

Antwerp.—3 cases bicycles, ^120; 3 cases bi-
cycle material, $77.

Argentine Republic.—24 cases bicycles,

$1,653; 20 cases bicycle material, $1,241.
Alexandria.—^14 cases bicycles, $450; 3 cases

bicycle material, $50.

Amsterdam.—1 case bicycle material, $20.

British West Indies.—6 cases bicycles, $375;
8 cases bicycle material, $77.

Brazil.—^1 case bicycles, $31; 1 case bicycle
material, $16.

British Australia.—45 cases bicycles, $1,510;
21 cases bicycle material, $744.

British East Indies.—52 cases bicycles,

$3,757; 25 cases bicycle material, $2,498.

Bremen.—4 cases bicycles, $180; 8 cases bi-

cycle material, $135.

Belfast.—7 cases bicycles, $492.

British Guiana.—5 cases bicycle material.

China.—5 cases bicycles, $150; 11 cases bi-

cycle material, $1,119.

Cairo.—2 cases bicycles, $80.

Chili.—2 cases bicycle material, $422.

Cuba.—17 cases bicycles, $396; 16 cases bi-

cycle material, $79.

Dutch Guiana.—9 cases bicycles, $809; 4
cases bicycle material, $87.

Dutch East Indies.—4 cases bicycles, $160.

Dutch West Indies.—5 cases bicycles, $476.

French Guiana.—6 cases bicycles, $200; 1

case bicycle material, $30.

Fiume.—21 cases bicycles, $1,104.
iHong Kong.—8 cases bicycles, $1,047.
Helsingfors.—3 cases bicycles, $225.
iHavre.—38 cases bicycles, $780.

Japan.—2 cases bicycles, $33; 12 cases bi-

cycle material, $920.
Liverpool.—19 cases bicycles, $640; 18 cases

bicycle material, $93.

London.—380 cases bicycles, $9,212; 28 cases
bicycle material, $960.

Malmo.—1 case bicycles, $33.

Mexico.—31 cases bicycles, $1,326.

Newfoundland.—1 case bicycles, $81; 1 case

bicycle material, $23.

•Porto Rico.

—

6 cases bicycles, $60.

Peru.—3 cases bicycles, $121; 1 case bicycle
material, $11.

Rotterdam.—35 cases bicycles, $3,600; 10
cases bicycle material, $338.

Southampton.—^26 cases bicycles, $829; 10

cases bicycle material, $543.

St. Petersburg.—^1 case bicycles, $75.

Stockholm.—13 cases bicycles, $1,200.

Siam.—1 case bicycles, $119; 4 cases bicycle

material, $218.

Uruguay.—8 cases bicycles, $200; 1 case bi-

cycle material, $7.

Venezuela,—6 cases .bicycles, $300.

.

Zurich.—13 cases bicycles.

Recent Patents.

C2S,939. Drive Chain. Thomas Holt, Tarrytown,

N. Y. Filed May 27, 1896. Serial No. 593,234. (No
model.)

628,964. Acetylene-Gas Lamp. Max Strakosch,

Vienna, Austria-Hungary, assignor to Julius Hof-

meier, same place. Filed April 2a, 1S99. Serial No.

714,404. (No model.)

629,032. Speeder lor Bicycles. William R. Gulick,

Bay Head, N. J. Filed May 31, 1888. Serial No.

682,195. (No model.)

629,040 Back-Pedaling Brake. Clarence A. Macy,

Rochester, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Charles V.

Grohs, same place. Filed June 21, 1897. Serial No.

641,028. (No model.)

629,049. Bicycle Crate. Herbert G. Streat, New
York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 18, 1S9S. Serial No. 670,740.

(No model.)

629,re6. Bicycle Brake. Charles A. VVardill, Na-

naimo, Canada. Filed Feb. 21, 1899. Serial No. 706,-

370. (No model.)

629,067. Roller Bearing. David Drynan, Glasgow,

and Angus R. Fulton, Motherwell, Scotland. Filed

Jan. 21, 1899. Serial No. 702,927. (No model.)

629,091. Lubricating Device. William P. Phillips,

Boston, Mass. Filed March 2, 1899. Serial No. 707,-

442. (No model.)

629,111. Bicycle Parcel Carrier. William D. McCor-
mick, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor of one-fourth to

Clarence Dunn, Lock Haven, Pa. Filed July 2, 1S97.

Serial No. 643,226. (No model.)

629,177 Cycle Driving Mechanism. Anson P.

Stephens, New York, N. Y. Filed Dec. 27, 1897.

Serial No. 663,485. (No model.)

628.178. Cycle Driving Mechanism. Anson P.

Stephens, New York, N. Y. Filed Dec. 27, 1897.

Serial No. 663,486. (No model.)

629.179. Steering Mechanism for Cycles. Anson P.

Stephens, New York, N. Y. Filed Dec. 27, 1897.

Serial No. 663,487. (iNo model.)

629,215. Acetylene-Gas Lamp. George G. Snyder

and Marcus L. West, Easton, Pa. Filed Dec. 22,

1898. Serial No. 700,034. (No model.)

629,2.30 Shield for Pneumatic Tires. Frederick

Beaven and Joseph Delphin, Chicago, III. Filed Nov.

2, 1898. Serial No. 695,506. (No model.)

629,293. Velocipede. Charles W. Hathaway, Coven-

try, England, assignor to the Triumph Cycle Co.,

Limited, same place. Filed Nov. 21, 1898. Serial No.

697,003. (No model.)

629,309. Acetylene-Gas Generating Lamp. Henry
Stearns, Sam Wilson and Ernest R. Whinnerah, Man-
chester, England. Filed March 27, 1899. Serial No.

710,733. (No model.)

DESIGNS.

31,250. Tire for Vehicle Wheels. Erastus Peter

Kelly, Alexander, Tex. Filed June 19, 1899. Serial

No. 721,148. Term of patent 14 years.

31,267. Handle for Bicycle Handle Bars. Richard

H. Mather, Windsor, Conn. Filed Feb. 17, 1897.

Serial No. 623,886. Term of patent 7 years.

31,258. Motor Casing for Vehicles. Herbert W. Al-

den, Hartford, Conn., assignor to the Columbia and

Electric Vehicle Co., same place, and Jersey City,

N. J. Filed June 20, 1S99. Serial No. 721,246. Term
of patent 14 years.
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699,S30. SHIEU) FOR PNEUMATIC TIRES, Feedeeick BEA-

VEX and Joseph Delpbin, Clilcagii, IlL Filed Nov. 2, 1899. Serial No.

696,506. (No models

THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

629.061. -ACETYLENE-GAS BURNER. Qeohge BRAYandJOBn; 52^, 1 1 1. BICYCLE PARCEIrCABJLIEB. Wiluam D. McCoRMiCK,

W.'bray. Leeds. Eut^land. Filed Oct 20. 1898. Serial No.694.10L Philadelphia. Pa., assignor of one-fourth to Clarence Duou, Lock Haven,

(No model) Pa. Piled July 2, 1897. Serial Na 643,226. (No model)

Claim.—A pneumatic tire which is formed with a flat tread ex-

teuding beyond the sides of the air>ch&mber within the tire, said flat

tread being provided with a central slit extending circurafereatially

thereof aod being of greater width than the air-chamber of the tire,

a metallic strip fitting within said slit aud having each of its ends

beveled, u clip having a slit in each end thereof to receive said bev-

eled ends of the metallic strip, and means for securingsaid ends with-

in the clip, aubstanciatly as- described

62 8,939. DRIVE-CHAIN. Thoius floLT.TaiTytown,N. Y. Filed

May 27. 1896. Serial No, 593,234 (No model)

Chi'im.—kn acetyleoe-burner consisting of a lower part having

a gas-passage and air-ports leading to the gas-passage aud an uppev

part placed above ain^qj-ound the point of ignition of the lower part,

aud having air-holes through its walla, substantially as described.

639,033. SPEEDER FOR BICYCLES. WlLLUa R. QULICK. Bay

Head. N. J.
"
Filed May 31, 1898, Serial No. 682,195. (No model)

(:7/f,i7„._The combination with a sprocket wheel provided with

outwardly-directed sprockets 10 having circular heads 11, in which

are formed semicircular recesses 12, of a drive-chain composed of

L'Uiii)ectin:^-links Ij the ends thereof being provided v\itli trans-

verse boreb. and side plates; Ki concave on the inner edges and pro-

vided with central outwardl) -directed lugs 17. aiitifriction-rollei-s 21

journaled between said lugs, said hide pieces having semicircular lus?

or projections provided with a central bore and pins adapted to pa?-

tliioiiL'li ^aiii liure and through ilie bores of the connecting-links, said

Hiitifrtction-roileis being adapted lo engage the semicircular recesses-

in the projections on said sprocket-wheel lo reduce the trictiou and

to prevent disengagement of tlie chain from the wheel. ^nNstantially

as desLril>ed

639,178. CYCLE DRIVING MECHANISM. Aksoh P. Stephens.

New York. N". Y. FUed Dec. 27, 1897. Serial No. 663,436. (No model)

Claim.— 1. The combination with the a.sle of the driving-wheel,

of an internally-toothed gear-ring and gearing between the same and

the aile, a case and a support on which the same can be turned

around with the internal gear-ring, a lever pivoted upon the case, a

pawl acted upon by the lever and engaging the exterior of the gear-

ring, and a brake supported by the case and adapted to apply pres-

sure to the gear-riog, substantially as set forth.

628,964. ACETYLENE-GAS LAMP Max Strakosch, Vienna,

Austria-Hungary, assignor to Juhus Hofmeier. same place Filed Apr,

25, 1899. Serial No. 714,404. (No model)

Claim.— In combination, tiie lamp-body having a water-compart-
ment in its upper portion and a gas-generating chamber beneath the
same, a removable bottom to said gas-generating chamber, and a
carbid-espelling piston in said chamber having a piston-rod extend-
ing up through the water-compartment to the top of. the lamp, snb-
^tantiaUy as described.

Claim.— I. The combination with the cycle-wheel and its hub.

of an axle secured to the hub and having a pinion on the axle, an
axle-box fastened to the frame and surrounding the bearing of the

axle, studs supported by the axle-bos, intermediate pinions upon aaid

studs engaging the axle-pinion, an internal gear-ring surroandingthe
pinions, a case surrounding the axle-box and gearing, aud adapted
to receive a turning motion, a lever pivoted upon the case and means
for connecting the levev and the internal gear' upon the downward
movement of the lever and for allowing them to separate upon the

upward movement of the lever, substantially as set forth.

637,597. MEANS FOR jiTTACHING SPROCKET-WHEELS TO
CRANK-SHAFTS, BuRTOK w ScoTT. Detroit, Mich. Filed Aug. 26

1898. Serial No. 689,573 (No model)

Clnivi.— 1. A bicycle parcel-carrier comprising means of securing

it to some portion of a bicycle-frame, and a resilient retaining member
secured thereto at one end, and tending to compel eugagement be-

tween its free end and the bicycle-frame wheu secured thereto, and

thereby to coii&ue an article immediately between said member and

the frame, said free end being provided with a recess, substantially

as set forth.

629,049. BICYCLE-CRATE. Herbebt G.Streat, New York, N, Y,

FUed Feb. 18. 1898. Serial Na 670.740. (No model)

Claim.—An attachment for vehicle-wheels comprising a weight

formed of longitudinal sections having grooves in their contacting

faces for reception of a wheel-spoke said weight twing longitudinally

adjustable upon the spoke and means for securing the weight-sections

together and to the said spoke, substantially as described.

639,177. CYCLE DRIVING MECHANISM. AHSOB P. Stkphkhs^

New York. N.Y. FUed Dec. 27, 1897. Serial Na 663,485. (No model)*

Claim.— 1. A bicycle-crate comprising in combination a base-

board reduced in width from the middle toward its ends, bows ofl

varying widths and lengths pivoted to the opposite edges of the base-

board at different points where the width of the base-board corre-

sponds to the width of the bows, the said bows being adapted to nest

together when turned to the plane of the base-board, us set forth.

62 9,05 6. BICYCLE-BRAKE. Charles A. Wardiu, Nanaimo
Canada. Filed Feb, 21, 1899. Serial Na 706.370. (No model)

Claim.— l. In a bicycte-brate, the comuiuation with the rotata-
bie brake-wheel, of a fixed disk, an annulus connected to said disk
and having a roUry movement with respect to the same, and brake-
bands arranged within the annulus and having one end fixed to the
disk and the other end fixed to the annulus. and means for rotating
said annulus to apply the brake-bands to the brake-wheel, substan-
tially as aod for the purpose set forth.

628,6 14. VELOCIPEDE, Geoege T Smallwood, Washington,

D. C. FQed Oct 10, 1892. Serial Na 448,377. (No model)
.

Claim.— 1. The combination of a crank-shaft of a bicvcle, said

shaft having a flattened face, a beveled key adapted to lie with its

straight side against the flat face of said shaft, a sprocket-wheel ap- Cl'iim,— 1. A driving mechanism comprising a variable gear

ertured to receive the shaft and having a recess which receives said whereby the rotation of a driving-shaft in one direction is transmit-

boveled key, and a crank secured upon the projecting end of said- ted at different speeds according to the adjustment ofsaid gear, antl

,jhaft and bearing forcibly against the outer face of the sprocJ meaus whereby said adjustmeut is controlled through the said driv-)

wheeL iog-shaft by the aid of a lelativelv backward rotation thereof, sub-

-stantiallv as described.
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THE WEEKS PATENTS.—Continued.

31257 HANDLE FOR BICYCLE HANDLB-BARa RichaBD E.

Matbeh. WlndBor. Good. PUed Feb. 17. 1897. Serial Na 623.885.

Term of patent 7 years.

6 2 8,967. ELECTRICAUY-DRIVEN VEHICLE Hekhy Van
HOKVEWBERQH. New York, N Y„ assignor to Noah C. flogei^ Green
wlcb, CoDn. FUed June 2. 1897, Serlai No 639.092 (No model 1

C/aim—The design for a baodle for bicycle handle-bars substan-

tial]}' aa showb and described.

6 2 9,040. BACK-PEDAUNO ~^RAKE. Clabence A Macy.

Rochester. N. Y.. assigoorof one-half to CharleB V, Gi-ohs. same place

Filed June 21. 1897. Serial No 641.628. (No model)

CItiini — I. Iq a braking device for cycles, the combination with

a rotary driving member, and a roUry driven member concentric

therewith, each member having a friction or braking surface, and

stationary bearing-surfaces at one end of each of the members, of

cam connections betwetn said members for causing their relative lon-

gitudinal movement when the speed of the driven member exceeds

that of the driving member, and stationary fiicUon or braking sur-

faces arranged intermediate the bearings with which the frictioo-sur-

;face3 of- both of the members engage when moved relatively lon-

gitudinally in one direction, substantially as described.

62 9 300. INCANDESCENT VAPOR-BURNER HEHMaNN Mer-

KEi>.Sl- Louis. Mu FUed Feb 4, 1899. Senal No. 704.513. (No model)

C/arm.— 1. In a burner, the combination of a cooducting-pipe,

a jeMube, a heat-conductor having communication with said jet^

tube, said heat-conductor beipg provided with a cylindrical npp^r

end, a distributing cap IocaU.d in the upper end of said heat-condue-

tor. and a gauze mantle surmounting said distributing-cap, and sur-

rounding the upper end of said heat-conductor: substantially as set

forth.

628,383. BICYCLE. LEONflARo Baubota, Toledo, Ohio, assignor

to Leonard R Gaylor. FUed Feb. 24. 1898. Serial No, 671.469. (No
model)

Claim.~l. The combiuation of a handle-bar stem slitted longi-
tudinally at its lowei- end and screw-upped at ita upjwr portion aud
divided into sections by a slot d and having eaid sections connected
by a bar-receiving loop, aud also having ita interior in coramui.ica-
tion with that of the bar-receiving loop, a handle-bar arranged in the
loop of the stem and having a worm-gear a, an externally-threaded
bolt fitted into thescrew-tapped stem and having a longitudinal bore,
the threads of said boll engaging the worm-gear a, a eteeriug-fork
tube receiving the handle-bar stem, an expansion-rod extending
through the bore of the externally-threaded bolt and having a thread-
ed portion, and an expansion-nut arranged on said threaded portion
o^the rod and adapted to be drawn into the handle bar stem, sub-
stantially as specified

t:^

J

62 9 ,0 7 d. ELECTRICALLY-PROPELLED
HuKTER. Philadelphia, Pa FUed Mar. 4, 1899.

model)

VEHICLE.

Serial No.

'

Chilli.— 1. In an electriCdl vehicle the combination of a body
provided with a seat and floor in front of and at a lower level than

the seat, and a battery-compartment built into and as a part of the

body portion immediately below the floor and forward of the seat of

the full width of the body, and a removable battery-support adapted

to said compartment.

62 9,06-4. AUTOMOBILE VEHICLE James F. T Conti. Pans.

France, assignor to the Society Chocouln et Ci&. same place. Filed Dec

15, 1898, Senal No. 699.299. (No model)
CInim.— 1. The operation of the twu auxiliary shafts carrying

the friction-rollers by a driving-shaft fixed in position, the connection

between thisdriving-shaft and the lateral au.tiliary shafts, which can

be displaced in a parallel direction, being effected by a cross-piece in-

the form of a parallelogram, two diagonally-opposed eniia of which

are connected by rods lo a fixed plate upon the driving-shaft while

the two other euds are connected bv rods to a cross-piece upon the

auxiliary shaft to be operated, this connection permitting the driv-

ing of the auxiliary shafts by the motor-shaft without the shafts be-

ing arranged in alinement.

CJiiim.—An electrically-propelled vehicle, provided with a footr

lever, a rack connected therewith, a brush geared to the' rack, a

rheostat the contacts of which are engaged bv the brush, connections
for short-circuiting the motor after the rheostat ha« been completelv
cut in, and a friction-brake set by the lever after the motor has been
short-circuited.

62 7,503. MOTOR-VEHICLE. John D. Humphrey, New Britain.

CoDn,, assignor of one-half Lo FranH H. Afford and John E, Curran,

same place, and James L Curran, Holyoke, Mass. Filed Feb. 9. 1899.

Serial No. 705.033, (No model)
Claim.— \. In a motoi -vehicle, the combination with the vehicle-

traraerthe motor, the fixed a.vie carrying the traction-wheels, connec-
tions between the motor and wheels, and means for controlling such
connections, of a swinging axle having the steeriug-wheels, a yoke
having its downturned ends attached to this axle and its center pass-

ing over the frame and carrying a gear-seguu^nl, a shaft journaled in

the frame aud having a handle, a second gear-segment fast on this

shaft, aud gearing between the tw o segments, as and for the purpose
set forth.

627,501. RUBBER TIRE FOR VEHICLE-WHEELS. ABTHUt

W. Geant. Springfield, Ohio, assignor to the Rubber Tire Wheel Com-

pany, same place. Filed Feb. 34, 1899. Serial No. 706.713. (No model

CUiim —\. In a carnage-tire the combination with a metal sup-

porting-band having flat or substantially flat surfaces, and a central

depression or groove having slightly-tapered sides the rubber band

having a tongue or projection shaped to fit into said groove, the bot-

tom ofsaid rubber being formed on each side of said tongue oi- groov?

flat or substantially flat to correspond with the flat metallic bjibd,

aud iudependeiit retaining-bands extending through said rubber i

a

proximitv to the sides of said tongue or projection, substantiall^-as-

and for the purpose specified.

6 2 5,772. AUTGMOTOR-CARRIAGE Henry F. Joel, London,

England. Filed Feb. 4, 1899. Senal No. 7C4.560. (No model)

Claim.— 1. In an automotor-carriage the combination with the

axles and carrying-springs o; such carriage having a motor-suspend-

ing frame elastically "cono^ected to&id axles and a motor thereon of

a driving-gear between the said motor and two driving-wheels on the

same axlfe adapted by means operated by the obliquity of the body

of the carriage when turning a curve to engage more firmly with that

driving-wheel which is on the outside of the curve and less firmly

with that upon the inside of the curve, substantially as described.
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J PACE I^SlRA^CE."

This Is What the Inventor Calls His Re-

inforcement for the Front

rorl<s.

The cuts herewitli represent the construc-

tion, use and application of a device made
by J. D. Lynde, Haddenfield, N. J., which,

in view of the many
accidents, would seem

to be a relief to almost

any rider by offering

nearly a sure protec-

tion against a fall by

failure of the front

fork.

Referring to the

cuts, figure 1 shows

the general construc-

tion of the Safety

Strap as being appli-

cable to all wheels.

The length of the

strap is 9 to 10 inches;

its weight 10 to 11

ounces. Figure 2

shows the application, a side view, showing
the legs A, clasped to the fork-sides E (the

clasp bands are loose and can be set as re-

quired). Generally the bolts of B can all be

put on inside of

E, but some- ^ys

times the tire D
runs so close C\

that it is safest ^o

to put them on

the outside, as

L; which, how-
ever, is not un-

comely. The
curves O O per-

mit the wheel to

be turned to

near a riglit an-

gle with the

frame, or fur-

ther than ever

required when
riding.

The strap is

made of tough colJ-rolled steel which will

bend and twist Jike a wire before it can be

broken; therefore should a collision occur vio-

lent enough to break the fork, still the wheel

would not be released. The appliance is scarce-

ly noticed, and it fits so snugly as to attract no

attention either by sight or weight, nor does

it interfere with other appendages.

f/a 2

Death of A. G. Crosby.

At the early age of thirty-nine years, 'Mr,

Anthony G. Crosby was stricken with typhoid

fever and died last week at the home of his

parents in Toronto, Ont. In 1803 his brother,

William H. Crosby, organized the Spauld-

ing Machine Screw Co., and early the next

year Anthony entered its employ as western

salesman. This was his first attempt at selling

cycle fittings, but he was phenomenally suc-

cessful from the very start. Three years later

he with his brother and Charles Mayer and

William H. Hill formed the parts-making bus-

iness of 'Crosby & Mayer Co. Mr. Crosby

continued in the Chicago territory, taking the

management of the Chicago office and it has

been owing very much to his push, energy

and great ability that the new company has

made such a gratifying and substantial suc-

cess. Mr. Crosby's personality was genial,

bright and happy and he has the faculty of

making friends everywhere. His position and

reputation in the trade as a salesman was sec-

ond to none, and his company and the trade

generally lose in him a man who cannot easily

be replaced.

Wrecked at Rocltford.

Rockford, 111., July 22.—After a brief career

in the local business field the Rockford Cycle

Co. have ceased to struggle, and the sheriff

has taken possession on judgments entered

in the Circuit Court in favor of the following:

Eugene Q. Spaulding, $100.58; Joseph W.
Hurd, $C03; P. E. Holmes, J. W. Hurd, E.

C. Spaulding, H. H. Cutting, ^M^.h\. The

defunct concern came here from Beloit last

winter and started making two grades of

wheels, the Hurd and the I^ockford. The ma-

chines had been made in Beloit previously

and bore a good reputation for workmanship

and riding qualities. This was maintained and

a large jiuniber of the bicycles were sold in

this city. Strong competition, with the con-

stant rise in materials, made it difficult for the

concern to meet expenses and after repeated

efforts to weather the storm it was decided to

go under before more liabilities were entered

into. A number of outside firms have claims

against the concern and wages and salaries

are overdue, so the affairs are in bad shape.

The Goddard & Allen Company, of Beloit.

are interested and may bid in the concern and

operate it themselves.

TACOMA TALKS.

Well Content with the Cycle Selling Season in

Washington.

Tacoma. July 20.—There may be a few hun-

dred more wheels sold here this year, but the

season is practically over. It has been the

busiest in Tacoma's 'bicycle history, and the

total number of wheels up to date handled by

local dealers goes a trifle over 2,350, against

1.550 altogether in 1898. There are several

reasons for this gain. Good times and more
money have mifch to do with it.

' Cheaper

wheels probably have more. The paths have

been improved and more homes are reached

by good wheelways. The population of Ta-

coma has increased 'by at least 5.000. All

these things have served to make the bicycle

dealers' trade a profitable one.

One prominent dealer, who has probably

sold more machines than any other, says that

by the last day of April, 1899, he bad placed

more than he did last year altogether. All

agree that had not the spring been so dull and

cold the business would have 'been phenome-
nal.

Women's machines have sold well, and it

has been hard to keep them in stock. The
general verdict is that a quarter the total

number were women's machines. The dia-

mond frame for feminine riders has not been

a success, although some of the best women
riders have them.

The chainless has evidently come to stay.

One firm has sold forty already, and others

have begun to introduce them with success.

They have given satisfaction to all their riders,

although the chain machine is so near per-

fection it 'will probably always retain many
friends.

Children's wheels have sold well this year,

and a much larger number of riders under ten

years can be seen on the streets than in 1898.

The bicycle parade and races on the Fourth

called out an enthusiasm never before reached

over the pastime in Tacoma.
The total of 2,350 given above is obtained

from the books of the dealers and is presuma-

bly accurate, for as no names were to be men-
tioned, those who furnished the information

had no object in inllating their sales. Besides

these probably 1,900 more wheels are ridden

in Tacoma, 300 of which do not pay a license.

Here Is a Great One.

At the recent London Motor Car Exhibi-

tion a wind motor bicycle was shown. The
new aspirant for freak honors is equipped

thusly: A fan, very like a ventilating fan, is

attached to the front of the head of the ma-
chine; the fan is carried on one end of a shaft

running parallel with the lower main tube of

the frame. At the lower end is a small wheel

gearing with a spur wheel fixed on the bot-

tom bracket spindle at the end opposite to

the chain wheel. By the proud inventor it is

claimed that a stift' head wind, instead of

hindering the progress of the machine, assists

in its propulsion, the power of the wind being

taken up by the fan and communicated to the

rear wheel. Until the wind is strong enough,

however, to drive the fan faster than the

wheels the rider is driving his fan all the

while, as well as his machine.

True to Their First Love.

The American Cycle & Plating Co., of

Cleveland, recently incorporated for $50,000

to succeed the business of a concern of sim-

ilar name, deny the report that they are about

to remove to Loraine, O. An official of the

company stated a day or so ago that they

had been offered a generous proposition from
a Loraine land company to locate there, but

they have decided to remain in the Forest City

and will probably continue in their present

quarters on East Prospect street. Additional

floor space has been secured and the capacity

for manufacturing wheels will be increased

considerably. This year they built in the

neighborhood of 1,500 bicycles and frames

besides conducting an extensive enameling
and plating business.

Got Braid on Ilim Now.

The fate of old timers in the trade is always
interesting, there being no other trade quite

like the bicycle trade. iFor instance, one of

the biggest, most soldierly looking, aggires-

sive looking men in the country is old Clifton

S. 'Merrill—C. S. Merrill, to fame not un-

known. He has been in Cuba, in the quarter-

master's department, and is not without some
gold braid. Recently on a furlough to New
York, he astonished all 'by his breadth of

shoulder and his fierceness of visage. Merrill

is one of the men who are rollers. They move

so quickly that they either get killed or they

land. It is like monkeying with a trolley car

—

either you get on, or you achieve an oDituary.

Straus Is Prosperous.

Alex Straus, of the Straus Tire Co., has had

some of the ups and downs of the world. Just

now he is experiencing an "up," and the many
friends of this genial man will share in the

hope that his prosperity will be permanent.

At the beginning of this season the company's

business looked up, and at this time its pet

worth is considerable. This is entirely due

to the cotnbination of good tires and other

wares and the mercantile ability of Mr> Straus.
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What Jesus Would Do.

Rev. Charles Al. Sheldon, aullior uf "In His

Steps," is at Chautauqua answering questions

as to what Jesus would do under various

worldly conditions. It was out of the famous

Chautauqua "Question Box" that this query

came, which Mr. Sheldon answered.

Question: Would Jesus ride the bicycle on

Sunday?

Answer: I can conceive of Jesus riding the

bicycle on Sunday under certain conditions;

for instance, I know certain ministers, con-

secrated, devout, earnest ministers who ride

a bicycle on Sunday to their church services,

to their missionary appointments, in order to

let the horse rest. If their purpose in going

is distinctly understood, if they are not riding

it for pleasure, if the community understand

it, it seems to me it would be a Christian

thing to do.

The bicycle is not a Sabbath-breaking in-

stitution in itself. I have hesitated many
times to ride mine on Sunday, and rather than

save my own strength on a great many occa-

sions, rather than possibly to lead some young
Christian man or woman to say: "He rides

a bicycle on Sunday; so I will," I have fore-

gone even what I might think to be my right

in the matter and save my strength. I think

Jesus might ride a wheel if He were in our

places in order to save His own strength and

the beast of burden.

Why, of Course!

"Do you know," said James Neely, a New
York cycle salesman, talking to a Cincinnati

reporter, "that a freight car only carries twice

its weight twenty miles an hour, while the

bicycle carries seven times its weight ten

miles an hour? It is probable that, with weight,

power and speed considered, nothing has ever

been invented which presents such results in

carrying and locomotive capacity as are shown

by the bicycle. It is only the question as to

whether the principle has reached its greatest

perfection in the bicycle which suggests a

limit to the accomplishment of the pneumatic

tire and ball bearing."

Lubricating the Chalnless.

Every user of the chainless will agree that

there is a point in the early career of the

gear when its chief function seems to be to

leak oil and grease. About the same time the

crank-hanger bearings need adjusting, and

the contact of the gear-teeth, each with the

others, begins to 'be apparent on account of

the loss of lubricant.

Adjustment of the bearings is simple if the

machine is constructed as it should be. The

loss of lubricant needs further study. Vase-

line would probably not exude from the gear

boxes, but vaseline has not been accepted as

an altogether satisfactory lubricant. Alex.

Scwalbach, well known as a veteran rider and

dealer, tells The Wheel that he has found

the stifTest Frazer's axle grease to be entirely

satisfactory. It sticks to the gear teeth a long

time before gravitating to the bottom of the

gear box.

iOWKST BATES WEST.
Rates to the West are lower via Nickel Plate Road

than via other lines, while the service is excelled by
none. Three fast trains are run every day in the

year from Buffalo to Chicago. The day coaches are

of the latest pattern, are elegantly upholstered and
have all the modern improvements, such as marble
lavatories, steam heat, lighted by Pmtsche gas, while

colored porters are in charge to look after the wants
of passengers, especially the ladies and children. Ves-

tibuled buffet sleeping cars are run on all trains

while the dining cars and meal stations are owned
and operated by the company and serve the best of

meals at moderate prices.

If your ticket agent cannot give you all the in-

formation you desire in regard to rates, routes, etc.,

address F. J. Moore, Gen'l Agent, Nickel Plate

Road, 291 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y. 83

RECEIVER'S SALE OE LETTERS PATENT
FOR BICYCLE SLNDRIES, Etc.

The undersigned, Receiver of the Place & Terry Manu-
facturing Company, of 347 Centre Street, New York City,

will at above place on Tuesday, August 1, 1899, at 2 p. m.,

receive bids for the following Patents, etc., belonging to

said Company, the acceptance of said bids beingsubject to

confirmation by the Court. A deposit of 20 per cent in

cash will be required ondayofsale. Intending purchasers

can inspect the following Letters Patent, tools.dies, etc., at

above place, at the usual business hours on any day prior

to said hour of sale :

1 U. S. A. Patent No. 37,003, for Trade-Mark. 2. U. S.

A. Patent No. 25.440, for Design for Bicycle Lamp. 3. U.

S. A. Patent No. 562,319, for Bicycle Lamps. 4. U. S. A.

Patent No. 574,568, for Bicycle or Vehicle Lamp Brackets,

5. U. S. A. Patent No. 586,295, for Bicycle Lamp Brackets.

6. Great Britain Patent No. 19,300, for improvements in

Bicycle Lamps. Also certain tools, dies, etc., connected

with and for the making of the articles patented above.
JOHN S. McMASTER, Receiver, e-c.

Dated July 10, 1899. 1 Exchange PI., Jersey City. N.J.

BROWN PATTERN SADDLE, 44 cents.
In 100 lots, Hard Brown Pattern Saddles. '99

patterns, manufactured by Mesinger Saddle Co. Sam-
ple for 50c., dozen for $5.50, |44 for 100.

Padded Brown Pattern, 60c. each, $6.75 per dozen,

$55 per 100. Made of best leather throughout. A
great snap.

WHEELMEN'S CO., IndianapoliB, Ind.

T«=QIBS0NnOySE
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Under new management. Superior service;

central location; perfect cuisine.

WILL W. CLARKE, Manager.

TO MANUFACTURERS-
A good oiler will not, of itself, usually sell a wheel, but it will exert a favorable influence;

and every little helps. A dealer or rider craves every "talking-point." In proportion

to the cost, nothing will give increased satisfaction equal to the "PERFECT" OILER.
They may not be able to distinguish between certain wheels, but can tell a high-grade

oiler at a glance. . . . .

"Straws show which way the wind blows," and a wheel with a cheap or inferior

oiler will be apt to be made of cheap and inferior material.

The " PERFECT " Pocket Oiler has already been adopted by the leading manufacturers

as being well worth the difference in price for really good wheels

CUSHMAN & DENISON,
"PERFECT

i
POCKET O ' tER JM

SELF-CLOSING VAL\/£ [OPENED

)

Kindly mention The Wheel.

Manufacturers,

240-242 W. 23d St., N. Y.

ADLETS.
For Sale, Exchange, Etc. — Twenty-five words,

thirty-five cents. Each additional word two cents.

Cash invariably in advance.

Situations and Help "Wanted.—Answers received

in confidence and forwarded without charge. Rate:

25 words, one time, 50 cents; three times, $1.00; 50

words, one time, Jl.OO; four times, $3.00; 75 words,

one time, $1.50; four times, $5.00. Displayed adver-

tisements: One-half inch, one time, $1.00; four times,

$3.00; one inch, one time, $L50; four times, $5.00.

PATENTS.—H. W. T. Jenner, patent attorney and
*- mechanical expert, 608 F street, Washington, D.
C. Established 1883. I make an examination free of
charge, and report if a patent can be bad and exactly
how much it will cost. Send for circular.

BUSINESS PARTNER WANTED
By a practical man who desires opportunity to leave
present work and devote entire time to developing
chainless device which is covered by two patents;
liberal inducement to man who will supply capital.
INVENTOR, care The Wheel.

TA/^ HOLE or one-half interest in established and
' * paying bicycle material jobbing business in
large city near New York. Cash trade; no debts;
good opportunity for experienced party; very little

capital required. Address "Reliable," care The Wheel.

D ICYCLE MANUFACTURERS—We can put you
-*-^ in communication with a man competent to
take charge of sales department or to travel in New
England; has an extensive acquaintance of long stand-
ing. Address "Competent," care The Wheel.

A GENTLEMAN OF 10 years' experience in the
^*- bicycle business is desirous of a change; com-
petent as traveler or agency manager. Address
'Change," care The Wheel.

A RESIDENT of New England with extensive ac-^^ quaintance among dealers desires to represent
a reliable house with large output. Address "Resi-
dent," care The Wheel.

"X^E are in the market for bicycles in large or small
• * quantities, for spot cash. Also tires, saddles,

pedals, tool bags, lamps, etc., etc. Describe what you
have to ofTer and state bottom cash price. Mead Cycle
Company, Chicago, IIU

POSITION WANTED as superintendent of bicycle
^ factory; have had 10 years experience; Al refer-
ence. A. B. M., care The Wheel.

Dusty Roads. Noisy Chains.
The Morse Twin Roller Chains run
SMOOTHLY, QUIETLY and FREELY

in DUST or MUD.

As the pendulum
swings, so the joint

of the Morse Chain
rocks.

No Rub,

ISO Slide.

Lasts longer, runs
easier than any other
chain made. Pendu-
lum will swing on
the Morse Joint 45
minutes and on the
pin joint about 5 sec-

onds. Large swing-
ing model sent free

to agents ordering
three chains.

Write for Illustrated Cir-

cular and Price to ^
MORSE CHAIN CO.,

Trumansburg, N. Y.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

CRAWFORD
BICYCLES

MAKERS
THE CRAWFORD MFG. CO.,

HAGERSTOWN, MARYL\SD.
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THE AMALGAMATION.

Clans Again Gathering— Elections Next Week— Corridor and Other

Kinds of Talk*

An election of A. B. iC. officers and direct-

ors may occur next week.

August 1 was the date upon wfiich the A.

B. C. was to have acquired ownership of the

concerns upon which options had been given.

That day, Tuesday, found the worlc in pro-

gress, but not all the transfers will be com-

pleted this week, probably. Monday found

several of the manufacturers in town, awaiting

their turn in the inner circle, where the men
who are completing the details are hard at

work. Mr. Spalding had not returned to the

city yesterday. iMr. ^Garford, seen Monday
evening, looked fresh, recuperated, dressy, at

ease.

Some of the manufacturers have with them

the consenting signatures of their partners,

and are ready to hand oyer bills of sale as

soon as they are wanted. Then they will go

home and await the call to an election meet-

ing. Other makers have sundry quibbles to

settle before they make final transfer of their

properties, and all such matters consume time.

Lozier's Canadian Plant.

There was conferring of more than ordinary

aspect in the Lozier offices in Cleveland when

"H. A." returned there from the last A. B. C.

meeting. Mr. Lozier, his son Harry and

Lawyer Gilbert were back in New York on

'Monday, and it is said that as a result of the

conferences at home Mr. Lozier will ask to

be allowed to withdraw his Canadian plant at

Toronto, which was included when he "signed

up" at the recent A. B. C. meeting. It ap-

pears that Mr. Lozier's brother-in-law, who
is interested in the Canadian plant, objected

to its sale upon any but the original terms—

cash.

"I had a little difiiculty of that sort myself

when I signed an acceptance of the original

cash agreement," said another manufacturer.

"I signed for the other fellows, as well as

myself, and when I got home there was a

little ruction. At the last meeting, when the

stock-and-cash proposition was made, I signed

for myself only. I have the other signatures

with me now, though, and am simply waiting

to be put through. Then I'll go home and

attend to business until I get further orders.

That Subsidiary Feeling.

"Sounds rather odd, eh? Well, it feels that

way. I don't know who's going to manage
this A. B. C. nor how it will be managed. I

don't know whether I will be permitted to

advertise my goods for next season or not. I

presume I will, of course. It will be only

horse sense to let each of us go right along,

doing the best we can in our own way. But

the odd feeling is there. I am not my own
boss. I am practically working for somebody

else. Where will this change in the industrial

system end, anyhow?"
The word "trouble" was toyed with by cer-

tain 'New York dailies, negatively and af-

firmatively, early this week, but there is noth-

ing in such talk. It's all over but the de-

tails—

•

Where Indianapolis Chain Stands.

barring the Indianapolis Chain & Stamping

Co. Mr. Newby had not "closed" Monday
evening, and men closely acquainted with

him said he had not yet agreed to come in.

With Mr. Test he left New York Tuesday
evening. His discomfort is simple. His

"price" was based on the original proposition

•—cash. It was, in the estimation of himself

and associates, a low figure—too low to fit the

stock-and-cash proposal. It is reasonable to

suppose that a new price will be agreed upon.

It is not improbable that, during their lab-

ors of absorption and centralization, the "com-

mittee" find time to swap opinions and sug-

gestions as to who will be what, when all's

in and the election is over. So far, not the

slightest semblance of a slate has risen to

the surface.

Mysteries Are Expensive.

This much seems certain—the bankers will

have a very small finger in the directoral pie.

There is no getting away from the fact that

certain Wall Street gentlemen, acting as

bankers, underwriters, promoters, organizers

and what not, have gotten out of the A. B. C.

a considerable sum of money (in the form of

good stock), certain tire privileges, etc., a1

very little cost or efifort on their part. There
is a feeling now among the cycle makers that

Wall Street men have the making of money
with the least effort reduced to an admirable
degree of fineness. A feature of out-door
fairs in France is a mystery called "A Glimpse
into Heaven." The glimpse costs a couple of

sous. The average man, after the glimpse,

feels that the price was high except on the

score of experience. There is said to be a

striking resemblance, after all, between the

mysteries of combined flotation and Absolute
Simplicity. The bicycle men see that now.
They hold the great bulk of A. B. C. stock,

and will now expect the privilege of managing
their own company.

Money Will Be Close.

Another thing is fairly certain: the gentle-

men who will have the task of borrowing the

funds which nearly all concerns need annually,

so as to meet expenses until the selling season
is in full swing, will Have work to do. There is

so much money now invested in industrial and
other securities that the investing field seems
to be drained for the present. Underwriters

who have put money into industrial stocks

with the expectation of selling those stocks

to investors at a profit are overburdened with

stocks and forsaken by customers. Invest-

ments of that kind are now at a standstill, and
financiers agree that money will be scarce

when the country banks call for it next month
for crop-moving purposes. The A. B. C. will

probably encounter this situation. Its securi-

ties, fortunately, are now regarded as gilt-

edged. It was not so a few months ago.

Depends Upon the Man.

Large bodies move slowly. Old axiom. It

applies to the A. B. C To harmonize in de-

tail 45 policies and systems will require a year

under the most favorable conditions. But
some men deal with essentials more rapidly

than others. It is impossible for any manu-

facturer in the A. B. C. to say positively what

he will or will not do, even in 1900. The

profitable operations of tlie retailer will be in-
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terfered with not at all—at least as little as

possible. But if a mind with Napoleonic ten-

dencies happens to occupy the executive brain

of the A. B. C, such matters as uniformity

of discount, options, etc., may be whipped into

shape with surprising quickness. It depends

upon the man. Whoever he is, his speed will

be regulated—hastened or delayed—by tlie

board. There is conservatism in a bunch of

deliberative men.

Will Stimulate Them All.

In the future, the A. B. C. managers may
find it wise and expedient to close plants. A
few may be closed immediately. But it is ex-

tremely likely that for some time practically

all of the brands controlled by the A. B. C.

will be exploited to the retail trade and general

public as vigorously as ever, if not more so.

This likelihood is the stronger since those

makers who at first expected to receive spot

cash and retire, and who have since accepted

stock instead, will do all they can to make
their respective brands successful. This activ-

ity inside the A. B. iC. will stimulate those on

the outside. For the present, then, competi-

tion will be keener than ever, and probably

in a more legitimate manner than ever.

The Dunlop Transfer.

It is understood that the nurchase of the

United States Dunlop interests by the Rubber

Goods Mfg. Co. was by means of exchange

of stock. Rubber Goods stock worth $750,-

000 is said to have been paid, under an agree-

ment that the stock is not to be disposed oi

for some time. This provision prevents the

depression of Rubber Goods stock, which just

now is having a fillip on account of the ab-

sorption of valuable tire plants, and on ac-

count of the alleged agreement by which the

company will supply the American Bicycle

Co. with tires for five years.

ON rURTHER ABSORPTION.

On the night when the flotation of the A.

B. C. was assured, it was officially announced

that there were in hand options upon a num-

ber of outside concerns, and that many of these

options would doubtless be accepted. This

suggests a point which has no doubt been

considered by the A. B. C financiers, but a

more open discussion of which will harm no-

body will perhaps result in an ounce or two

of wholesome prevention.

There is a measurable limit to the demand

for bicycles, domestic and foreign. Compare

that limit with the producing capacity. Then

juggle with this question: Will it pay to take

in more concerns?

Based on experience, the average interest-

earning capacity of the ^concerns now in the

A. B. C. is high. Is it high enough to war-

rant the buying in of many more concerns?

Does the prospective demand for bicycles

warrant it?

Every additional concern taken in must be

purchased with cash, or cash and stock. There

may be concerns now outside which, on the

basis of experience, are so valuable that in

spite of money and stock paid out to absorb

them, their acquisition should actually increase

the average profits of the A. B. C.

But will such concerns continue to be as

profitable? It is not an illogical assumption

that if many more concerns are bought in the

average profits of the A. >B. C will be re-

duced.

Fear of competition will undoubtedly also

be a factor in determining the acceptance or

rejection of options now outstanding. A basic

patent is a very good thing to wave in the air,

but actual warfare is horribly expensive

—

more so, perhaps, than buying up the enemy
who doesn't take kindly to the provisions of

a license. But will the buying up be profit-

able in the end?

The effect of a general buying-in upon the

average profits is not the only point to be

considered. There is a more dangerous pos-

sibility involved than the great excess of pro-

ducing capacity over prospective demand.
There is the danger of actually breeding fresh

outside competition by absorbing many more
of the factories which are now outside.

Whether these businesses be continued or

closed, they will cost money and will leave be-

hind them voids which, if history does not

take a brand-new course, will be filled by
new outsiders.

No theory about it. Profit invites competi-

tion. -Even the successful trusts know this.

Rockefeller knows it—and his Standard Oil

Co. is as nearly a monopoly as there is on
the face of the earth. In sugar there has

been no end of new competition. It has been
so in tobacco. It must be so in manufactured
products.

In short, to endeavor to control a market
is to indulge in a perpetual, expensive and la-

borious series of swallows.

A well organized combine of natural pro-
portions, having a good field in which to oper-
ate, can succeed as a competitor. Excessive
proportions are never the most effective. This
is true of animals, men, ships, single busi-

ness concerns and aggregations of concerns.

It is a good cud for those inside and outside
the A. B. C. to chew upon.

A CHAIN POOl, PERIUPS.

There Will Be a Meeting in New York on

Thursday.

For some time past A. R. Pope, of the Stand-
ard Ball Co., of New York, has devoted a lot

of time to 'feeling the chain market, his object
being to discover whether or not a combination
among the chain men could be effected. All

the chain concerns in the country were either

visited or written to, and the result is the an-
nouncement that a meeting of prominent chain
concerns will be held in New York on August
3, at which the entire question of amalgama-
tion will be thoroughly sifted. Among the
concerns represented are the following:

Crown Electrical Mfg. Co., St. Charles, III.

E. P. Peacock, Chicago, 111.

Indiana Chain Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Snow Cycle Chain Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Lefcver Arms Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Henry & Allen, Auburn, N. Y.

Power Mfg. Co., Bloorafield, N. J.

Stockton Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
Bridgeport Chain Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

James Duckworth, Springfield, Mass.
Thames Chain and Stamping Co., Norwich, Conn.
McKee Chain Co., Norwich, Conn.

Baldwin Cycle Chain Co., Worcester, Mass.
Keading Screw Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Chantrell Tool Co., Reading, Pa.

The list practically includes the chain in-

dustry, with the exception of the Morse Chain
Co., Trumansburg, N. Y., and Torrington
Chain Co., Torrington, Conn., and it is also

probable that these firms will be present. Of
course, the Indianapolis Chain and Stamping
Co. will not be represented; they have been,

or arc to be, absorbed by the American Bicy-

cle Co.

The matters which will be taken up at the

meeting are indicated by the following ques-

tions, which have been submitted to each of

the concerns:

I. The number of chains actually sold by you last

season, segregating the grades if any.

II. The number of chains you are capable of turn-

ing out running steadily the year round.

III. What percentage do you consider would be
saved thereby?

IV. What is the consumption in this country?

V. How many exported?

VI. How many now in the hands of jobbers?

VII. By what percentage could the export trade be
increased by proper manipulation of prices?

VIII. How many grades you think it advisable to

manufacture and your idea of the prices to be made
on each?

Should any practical results be accomplished

it will result in the regulation of product and

the material stiffening of prices for 1900.

Wise Men of the West.

Kansas City has such a funny City Council.

At a recent meeting of this august and aus-

tere body of learned legislators Speaker Bur-

rows left the chair long enough to introduce

a measure providing for a $1 tax on bicycles.

Mr. Swearingen was much perturbed over the

place for the tag, and when it was finally set-

tled that the plate should be placed on the

front post, Mr. Jewell arose witb a $5 annual

tax on automobiles if perchance any should

be caught running on the streets.

"There is no such thing as an automobile

in existence in Kansas City," said one mem-
ber, when the Jaugh subsided, "and when it

comes, that will be time enough to tax it."

The amendment was adopted, however.

Saddles Sold to All Comers.

The following letter explains itself, and for

once and all disposes of the bugaboo that out-

siders will not be sold saddles by the Ameri-
can people:

AMERICAN SADDLE COMPANY.
Cleveland, Ohio, July 31, 1S99.

Editor The Wheel:

Dear Sir—Replying to the postscript contained in

your letter of July 26, I will say that while the Ameri-

can Saddle Co. will undoubtedly make all the saddles

required by the constituent members of the American
Bicycle Co., its capacity will be in excess of such
demands; it will therefore be able and willing to take

care of such business as it may secure from sources

outside the A. B. C, and will make a vigorous effort

to obtain it.

There will be no discrimination in regard to prices,

but all, whether members of the A. B. C. or not, will

be on a common footing in that respect. (This is by

authority.) Very truly yours,

D. B. Andrews, Advg. Mgr.

Horn of Plenty—of Noise.

Foreign autocarists have found the minia-

ture foghorn alarm of the French chaufTeur

the most efficient signal of approach. The
alarm is farther reaching and more distinctive

than any other form of bell. In later day

English these alarms are known as "hooters."

Be thankful for what you have in a wheel

and console yourself with the thought that

what you have not therein would render you

miserable if you had it.
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MR. GEORGE H. DAY.
•^.•-•-•-•i

THE accompanying portrait will at once re-

call to hundreds of our readers the genial

presence and tactful personality of George

H. Day, vice-president and general manager

of the Pope Mfg. Co., who will cease to te

directly connected with the cycle trade on

August 1. For very many reasons, and es-

pecially by reason of the fact

that he is to leave the cycle-

making industry. Mr. Day is

just now particularly prominent

in the eyes of the cycling world.

Of course the limits of this arti-

cle forbid a complete biography

of Mr. Day, or anything like a

full estimate of the position he

has held in the trade.

George H. Day was born in

Brooklyn, Conn., less than fifty-

years ago, and comes of the

best oi old New England stock.

On the maternal side he is a

direct descendant of General

Israel Putnam. Leaving col-

lege in 1870 he entered the em-

ploy of the Charter Oak Insur-

ance Co., of Hartford. Mr. Day
soon became a responsible

member of the business com-
munity, his high character and

engaging .personality making
him a favorite in society as well.

In 1879 he married Miss Beach,

a daughter of the late George

W. Beach, who was for many
years closely identified with the

financial and industrial growth

of Hartford.

In 1878 Mr. Day left the in-

surance business and entered

the treasurer's office of the

Weed Sewing Machine Co..

and it was largely through his

influence that the Weed Com-
pany began to manufacture Co-

lumbia bicycles for the Pope
Mfg. Co. Mr. Day became an

enthusiastic rider, and was in-

strumental in organizing the

old Connecticut Bicycle Club,

which was for years one of the

most prominent wheeling organizations in

the country. He entered into the purely me-

chanical side of the young industry with a

zeal born of his enthusiasm' for the wheel as

well as of his desire to promote the interest

of his employers. Although an "office man,"

he has always been thoroughly conversant

with each detail of the factory work.

Mr. Day went into manufacturing with a

reputation for ability, industry and persever-

ance, which he sustained so well during his

first years with the Weed Company, that his

lack of earlier experience cost him practically

nothing. He was soon made secretary of the

Weed Company, subsequently becoming vice-

president, and then president, which latter

office he held until the Pope Mfg. Co. finally

absorbed the Weed Company. He was im-

mediately elected vice-president of the Pope
Mfg. Co., and later general manager of the

Pope factories.

For twenty-one years Mr. Day has found

in the cycling industry a field of ever-widen-

GEOJIGE H. DAY.

ing opportunity and constantly increasing re-

sponsibility. His leaving the trade will be a

source of genuine regret to all who know him.

The exigencies of business never transformed

him into one of those automatic workers with

closed lips, who have little to say. The writer

of this article has had frequent occasions to

note Mr. Day's faculty for turning instantly

from his tireless systematic work, involving

close personal attention to unending detail,

to entertain, the caller without the slightest

suggestion of "shop" in his physio'gnomy or

manner or voice.

Mr. Day's unceasing activity has been re-

flected in many ways other than in his work
as a manufacturer. He has been identified

with mimerous enterprises and is a director

in several Hartford corporations. He has

repeatedly refused nominations for political

offices. Among other things he is a full-

fledged church warden.

Mr. Day, during the past few years, has

been closely identified with the development

of the motor carriage, and the

story of his new connection

with the automobile industry is

well known.

Some idea of Mr. Day's new
interests may be gathered from

the fact that he is president of

the Columbia and Electric

Vehicle Co., vice-president of

the all-powerful Storage Bat-

tery Co. and vice-president of

the Columbia Automobile Co.

Mr. Day leaves the cycle

trade against the wishes and

earnest solicitations of all who
are prominent in the affairs of

the American Bicycle Co.

This from Helsingfors.

The city of Helsingfors, in

Finland, with a population of

about 80,000, has from six to

seven thousand wheelmen,

which shows how popular the

bicycle is in that small coun-

try. A carefully compiled list

of the wheels in favor in that

city shows that the United

States leads in the number of

makes of wheels in use, the

record showing .ten different

American makes, nine English,

seven German, five Swedish

and two French. The prices

of these various makes vary

considerably, running from $20

to $100. The demand just

now is for bright colored

wheels and the more glaring

they are the quicker they sell.

The demand for ladies' wheels

is as great as that of the dia-

mond frames. The customs

duty on bicycles entering Fin-

land is $3.40 per ma-chine, to which it is

necessary to add a further ten per cent for

the octroi tax.

Two States Compared.

New York's cycle paths are generally four

feet in width, wlhile Pennsylvania requires

that they may tie from three to six feet wide.

A mile of good cinder path costs between

$150 and $250, and the expense for repairs

is $50 a year. 'New York raised her cycle

path fund by selling license tags to wheelmen,

while Pennsylvania is to raise hers by the tax-

ation of bicycles.

Good intentions are supposed to make a

very unsatisfactory pavement.
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" Watertown, N. Y., May 19, '99.

" Mr. J. Elmer Pratt,

" Grand Rapids, Mich.

"Friend Pratt:

" I received the Chainless about three weeks ago, but

owing to this being the 'rush* season, I've had but little

chance to ride ; 300 miles is all I rode, but even that has convinced me that I could never endure

the hardships and miseries of the chain wheel. I consider that the Chainless is the only type of

bicycle entitled to the name of 'Safety,' especially in a hilly country ; no chain to climb the sprock-

ets and throw the rider into the next county. Rough, hilly or muddy roads are no longer objects

of terror to me, as that ancient relic, the chain wheel, has been displaced by the Chainless.

" Yours very truly,

"(Signed), JOS. S. LAHEY."

Mr. Lahey was a long time "making up his mind" to try a Chainless and waited nearly a year after be-

fore buying one. Few men ride as much or as hard as does "Joe Lahey," as he's familiarly called. We've
known this gentleman to ride as many as 20,000 miles in one season. He wouldn't say what he does of the

Clipper Chainless if it wasn't true.

Grand Rapids Cycle Co.,

CLIPPER PEOPLE,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

No. N 184. Kindly mention The Wheel.
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Don't Let the Moss Brow All Over You!

THERE'S A BIG TRADE WAITING. CATCH ONTO IT.

The Public demand and WILL HAVE

FREE WHEELS
They are for every class of Rider.

The Lady of High Degree,

And our Boys and their Best Girls,

The Quiet Tourist,

And the Scorching Speed Merchant
All want

FREE NA/HEELS

MORROW COASTER AND BRAKE,
WHICH save TEN MILES Pedaling
in every THIRTY MILES RIDING.

FITS ANY CYCLE

With BA.OK: - FEiD-A.rjiisrc3- br;.a.k:e.

Universally admitted to be the best and most completely satisfactory COASTER BRAKE.

ECLIPSE BICYCLE CO., ELMIRA, N. Y., U. S, A.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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REASSURE THE RETAILER.

UPON his own recommendation, a traveler for one oi

the "good" concerns making bicycles was sent up

through Connecticut a few days ago to tell the retail dealers

of that State that the operations of the A. B. C. would not

affect their 1900 relations with the manufacturer.

Other makers should do the same thing. With all respect

to its own powers of dissemination and those of its contem-

poraries, The Wheel recognizes the potency of the man who

travels. He is the direct medium, the grapevine telegraph line,

between the factor}^ and the shop of the retailer.

And the retailer wants to hear from headquarters just now.

He has been told, by announcements, official and unofficial,

that the A. B. C. is about the most harmless thing that ever

wandered into this wicked world, but he is not satisfied with

what he reads. He wants to hear something, and he wants

it to come straight from the sanctuary of the manufacturer

whose wheels he represents. Experience shows that when

agents are in an uncertain state of mind the sooner they are

personally visited the better. Uncertainty goes before a

change.

There are at least three points about which the average

dealer wants enlightenment just now.

First, as to the power and intention of the A. B. C. with

reference to the agency system. No need to go over that

matter again here. It is the traveler's turn now.

Next, as to the effect of steel prices upon the prices of

bicycles. The dealer wants to know whether any increase

in net figures to him will be restricted to the cheaper grades,

or whether the highest grades will be affected. The Wheel's

opinion is—the lower grades, and not much at that.

The old question of discounts will be sleeping badly, and

turning over uneasil}- in the agent's mind earlier this year

than ever. Somewhere, somehow, a rumor was started that

"30 per cent" would be the common slogan of A. B. C.

firms for 1900; that the A. B. C. management that is to be will

send out a recommendation that manufacturers stick to that

average. This rumor, with others, is doubtless well on its

way about the country.

The sooner you can get your travelers out the better, this

vear.

IN THE '^SIN," AND NOT SO.

FOR the editorial space-lilling purposes of the average

daily newspaper, and the New York "Sun," there are

times when any old thing goes. The unique "Sun" gives up

half a column to the statement that so far this year the number

of bicycle accidents, due to the geometrical ramifications of

that untutored savage, the novice, has been remarkably small.

The "Sun" man draws liberally upon his imagination to back

up this statement and to round out the half-column article.

It is not for The Wheel to encourage a contrary belief, but

a slight regard for historical accuracy impels a repetition of

The Wheel's remark of a couple of months ago, that nfever

in the annals of the bicycle have there been so many serious

accidents as there have been this season.

The new rider has been almost entirely responsible for this.

He has rode numerously on the crest of the boom wave that

swept into our midst this spring, and when the wave broke

there was apparently no limit to the number of things for

the novice to bump up against. Newspaper clippings that

come to this office give a most variegated aspect to the acci-

dent record. Still, no especial harm done. The new riders of

last spring are mosth' old riders now.

THE GRADE TO PISH.

IT
is one of the most natural things in the world, we think,

that a conscientious bicycle dealer should wonder a bit

when he looks over two machines of apparently similar qual-

ity but vastly different list price. Especially when the dealer

has not been in the business more than a couple of seasons.

Assume one of the machines to be unqualifiedly high grade,

including the list price. The agent's discount on it is a little

more than on the other machine, btit he wonders if the extra

labor of selling isn't worth more than the difference in dis-

cotmt. The machine of lower list and less discount is, in

this case, a beauty. Its lines are emphatically up to date.

The finish of its enamel is apparently first class. It is furnished

in two tints—black and another. It has tool-steel bearings,

neat two-piece crank-hanger, excellent pedals, and a good-

looking chain, with straw-colored blocks and blue side links,

and internal binders for head and seat-post. The saddle looks

a bit skimpy, but bears a good name. The tires are like

adamant, but the price of the whole is low—just half, in fact,

of the price of the other.
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The comparison here made is not an impossible one. It is

a specification from fact.

The actually wise dealer, the one who has had experience

and who has frequently sat on the counter with traveling

salesmen and talked matters over, knows wherein the actual

difference lies. He knows, in the first place, that not all that

glitters is good steel, accurately put together. He learned

that during or before his third year in business. He knows

that a tool-steel bearing is not necessarily a satisfactory bear-

ing. He knows how a cast sprocket wheel sometimes be-

haves. He knows the idiosyncrasies of a chain with two or

three links a few thousandths of an inch wrong. He knows

how much time was spent in assembling the higher-priced

machine, and how much on the other one.

A season's wear often tells the tale that should decide every

dealer in favor of selling the very best Cjuality that the financial

condition of the customer will warrant. A first-class machine

with apparently everlasting life may hurt the repair-shop end

of the business somewhat. There are many times when none

but a medium-priced machine should be sold. But use care.

Remember that a machine that reposes in the wood-shed after

a season or season and a half is no good to anybody—not even

to its manufacturer.

SIGXS are not lacking that some of the successful men in

the trade, particularly the minor men who have not

yet gotten very big in cycling, energetically push other lines

in the off season. There are many lines of manufactures

which are made up from February first to July first, and are

then sold during the summer months to the wholesalers. It

is well known to all big wholesalers that goods are marketed

at least six months before the consumer takes them. Thus,

one bicycle man we know of is interested in a line of toys.

These, as is well known, are sold throughout the summer,

and the season finishes up just in time to permit of his entire

attention being directed to the bicycle industry. This idea

of filling up the six months "off" period of the year seems to

be gaining ground. The successful cycle trade men of the

future may be of that class who divide their attention between

bicycles and some other line, and this may be true of the

agent as well as of the maker.

» * *

JUST now there is an arrested development in "trust" flo-

tations. Underwriters have been repeatedly caught with

stock which investors refuse to buy. It is fortunate for the

entire cycle trade that the A. B. C. has been able to practically

float itself, and that it has done so without the use of "water."

This success will improve the value of bicycle collateral when

borrowing time comes.

* -H- *

IN a trial of a first-class bevel-gear chainless bicycle, cover-

ing a few hundred miles, one of The Wheel staff found,

in addition to the undoubtedly good qualities of the machme
'—firmness, smoothness up and down hill, etc.—a tendency

after the first 100 miles or so to leak oil and grease. This

feature, the maker writes, will not exist in the 1900 machine.

Meantime, a veteran rider has found that the stiffest axle

grease serves his purpose best, and his experience may be

of value to others. ^Makers are deterred from using stiff

lubricants because purchasers usually demand a wheel that

will easily spin and oscillate. While stiff axle grease prevents

oscillation, it does not visibly slow the machine when mounted

and it sticks to the teeth of the gear much longer than cylinder

oil, which is the heaviest lubricant the makers use.

* * *

IN the near future, more than ever in the past, the subordi-

nates who are to succeed in the cycle trade must be men

capable of "carrying a message to Garcia."

T HE horse will soon cease to be the autocrat of the road

and the autocart will take his place.

,~%-»—.a^

PERTAINING TO PIBUCITY.

A trade journal with a thousand subscribers often has a greater

number of readers of the sort the advertiser wishes to appeal to than

the daily paper circulating a hundred thousand copies.
—

"Printers'

Ink."

Most trade paper advertising is mighty poor adver-

tising. The matter is hurriedly prepared and thrown at

the paper just in time to catch the next issue. It doesn't

pay to put a dollar's worth of brains in a fifty-dollar space.

A little care in the preparation of copy may double or

treble the results from your advertisements. Isn't it worth

the effort?

Too many manufacturers have the idea that advertising

in the cycle papers is merely to keep your name before

the trade. In consequence much space is tilled with

merely a business card, or a hackneyed production that

is left without change during entire duration of contract.

The manufacturer should, in his trade paper advertise-

ments, treat the reader j:ust as if he were talking to him.

He wouldn't think of handing a dealer bis business card

and walking off, but instead would be pretty apt to tell

about new improvements in his product, wax enthusiastic

over the superiority of his wheel because of good mater-

ials used, high-grade workmen employed, and the facili-

ties possessed by his factory. Well, he should do the

same in his advertiseinent: When advertisers all realize

that trade paper advertising is just a "heart to heart" talk

between dealer and maker, between maker and rider, then

trade paper advertising will be better, more inviting, more

efifective.

Advertising to-day insures a business for to-morrow.

Who ever heard of a man being lost sight of who ad-

vertised largely and well. On the other hand, the man
who crawls in his hole and hibernates is sooner or later

going to lose business, and, in all probability, eventually

go to the wall, seek a more lucrative business, or take a

salaried position where someone else has to do the worry-

ing. The man who advertises in a common-sense way

seldom has to worry about the condition of trade.

A reader is impressed—favorably or otherwise—with

every bit of advertising matter and literature leaving your

office. For this reason, time and money spent in the pro-

duction of dainty, attractive, convincing advertisements,

catalogues and booklets is money well invested. It will

return an hundred-fold.

K-«
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ALL TANGLED UP.

tVERVTHING SniPSHAPE.

By Systematic and Intelligent Work Massachusetts Is

Now Ready to Receive the League.

•.•«••.•>•«»•-••.•«••.••<••»••••»••••• »•••••••••••••<
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BOSTON, Aug. 1.—As the time draws near

it is apparent tlie Twentietli National

Meet of tlie L. A. W., to be held in this city

during the week of August U-lil, is to be a

thoroughly enjoyable affair. Its management

having fallen into the hands of committees

composed largely of the "old guard" of cy-

cling, there is assurance of a return to the

pleasures of an old-time League meet. This

does not mean that any of the attractive

features of recent national meets, such as

those at Louisville, Philadelphia and Indian-

apolis, will be omitted, but rather that those

of some former famous gatherings will be

resurrected and given more attention.

The feature of the '99 meet programme

which attracts attention upon a first glance

is the prominence given to tours and runs.

Situated more favorably in this regard than

perhaps any other city in the country with

meet aspirations, Boston will give her cycling

visitors ample opportunity during meet week

to take in the wide range of touring at-

ti-actions for which the Hub City has been

famous ever since cycling and the League

brought about the era of good roads. The

Boston park system, the Metropolitan park

system (a State aflfair in extent and manage-

ment), and the miles of iState highways radi-

ating from the city, will be the basis for a

series of tours of varied mileage and varie-

gated attractions, lasting from Monday until

Saturday evening, and with a sequel the week

following in the shape of three special per-

sonally conducted tours—to the White Moun-
tains, the Berkshire Hills, and along the

North Shore under the direction of the

National Touring Committee of the L. A.

W.
The success of the touring feature of the

National Meet was assured when that famous

tourist and League veteran, Alonzo D. Peck,

v/as put in charge of the Tours and Runs

Committee. Mr. Peck is a hard and con-

scientious worker, and it follows that what

he undertakes he does well. He has had free

rein in the arrangement of his touring pro-

gramme, and he will have the assistance of a

competent corps of League members, mem-
bers of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club and,

other Boston organizations, in the guidance

of the parties over the routes selected. Not

only will there be runs to all points of natural

and historic interest, but there will also be

trolley excursions and a tour of the famous

buildings and historic sites of the older sec-

tion of the city, where wheeling is incon-

venient or impossible.

It is fortunate that the touring feature was

given such prominence in" this League pro-

gramme, for indications are daily multiplying

that the touring element among League mem-
bers will attend the meet in a proportion not

noticed since the days of the touring en-

thusiasts of the '80s. The Hotel Committee

of the meet organization and the National

Touring Committee of the League both re-

port a surprising rush of requests for infor-

mation from this class of members. It is

partially accounted for from the fact that the

meet is held at a time and place suitable to

a large majority of vacation planners, espe-

cially in view of the marvelously low rail-

road rates from all sections of the country.

League members are waking" up to the fact

that the meet is something more than a

racing carnival, and that there is entertain-

ment provided for all classes and tastes. Re-

liable forecasts, made up from correspondence

and committee reports, indicate a very large

attendance, especially from New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland and Ohio,

not to speak of New England, which threat-

ens to come en masse.

The Race Committee has made encourag-

ing progress on its four-days' programme.

The entries of nearly all the foreign stars who
are to ride in the World's Championships at

Montreal next week have been secured, and

some interesting announcements are promised

this week concerning match races at both

short and middle distances. It will be the

first time in the cycle racing history of the

United States that competitors from all corners

of the globe—Europe, America, Australia and

South Africa—have come together in open

and match competition. The inter-state and
inter-city team contests will also be a feature.

In the former New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio,

Illinois, Michigan and Colorado will probably

participate, as well as five of the New Eng-
land States. In the inter-city contest Boston,

New York, Philadelphia, Montreal and other

cities will be represented.

The pioneers of the League members who
have been in the organization for ten years

or more are to be the special guests of the

oldest cycling club in America, the Boston

Bic}'cle Club, at a genuine, all-wool-and-a-

yard-wide clam-bake (with trimmings), at the

beautiful seashore home of one of the mem-
bers near Boston. A monster clam-bake for

all visiting members will take place at the

Point of Pines on Friday afternoon, where

vaudeville, a concert by the Lynn Cadet Band,

surf-bathing and other attractions are to be

provided for a perfect day's outing on the

beach. A mammoth lawn fete at Norumbega
Park is on the card for Saturday evening.

The "hot time" smoker on Thursday evening

in Mechanics' Hall is another feature, as is

the concert and ball the same evening in

Paul Revere Hall. These are merely details

in the long programme.
The National Touring Committee of the

League has perfected its plans for the special

White Mountain, Berkshire Hills and North
Shore tours, which will be started out the

Monday following meet week. Interest in

these tours is very great, and so many appli-

cations have come in that the limit has been

about reached. Chairman Aldrich reports,

however, that there is room for a few more in

the Berkshire and North Shore parties.

Affairs of the Globe Cycle Co. Become More and

More Confused.

Buffalo. July 27.—Creditors of the defunct

Globe Cycle Works are forcing that concern

into involuntary bankruptcy. The petition has

been filed with Referee Hotchkiss in the bank-

ruptcy court. Those who join in the petition,

with the amounts of their claims, are as fol-

lows: "Cycle Age" Publishing Co., of Chi-

cago, $180 for advertising; John S. Leng's
Sons & Co., of New York, ii;l,037.83, due on a

promissory note; R. Hoffeld & Co., of this

city, $912.22, a judgment for goods sold the

company.

The petitioners in asking for involuntary

bankruiptcy allege that the proprietors of the

Globe Cycle Works committed an act of bank-

ruptcy by allowing the Excelsior Needle
Works of Connecticut to have a preference

by withdrawing answers to two actions in the

Supreme Court whereby that concern secured

judgments for $1,314.77 and $775.

It is also averred that a number of creditors

of the Globe Cycle Co. -secured judgments and
then formed a scheme to allow the executions

in the sherifif's hands to lie dormant until some
other creditor obtained judgment, when they

were to jump in and sell the plant. It is al-

leged that this scheme was carried out and
that Emil Machwirth bought the plant for the

small sum of $4,000. The claim is made that

Machwirth was in this scheme, and that the

plan was put in operation and carried out as

soon as R. Hofifeld & Co. secured its judg-

ment.

When the three petitioners filed the petition

in involuntary bankruptcy they also secured

from Judge Coxe in the United States Court
an order restraining the sheriff and the attor-

neys for the Excelsior Needle Co. from taking

any action toward the settlement of the judg-

ments until a hearing could be had.

Newly Incorporated Concerns.

Tractor-'truck Automobile Co. Principal

office. New Jersey Corporation Guarantee &
Trust Co. building, Camden, N. J. To con-

struct vehicles to be operated by compressed
air, electricity, etc. Capital, $2,5110,000. In-

corporators: Samuel Welsh, T. Henry Dixon,

J. Bonsall Taylor, C. Berkeley Taylor, George
•H. .B. Martin.

New York Tire Company. To manufac-

ture, purchase and sell bicycle and carriage

tires; capital, $1,000. Directors: Ernest J.

Euphrat, George B. Woodworth, W. B. Park-

er, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

Creditors' Meeting Called.

The receiver of the Eclipse Electric Lamp
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., Nofman F. Thompson,
has called a meeting of creditors and all per-

sons interested in the affairs of the company
named. The date set is September 5, at 10

o'clock in the forenoon of that day. The at-

torney is I. W. Cole, 400 Prudential Building,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Back to Denmark.

Christopher Achen, of Copenhagen, Den-

mark, who has been in this country since

June 26 renewing arrangements for handling

American goods in his own counti-y and Nor-

way, Sweden, etc., left iNew York for home
on July 27.
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MORE LAMP TALK.
Continuation of the Argument that Carbide and Lamp Makers, and Eastern Bicycle Agents, Should Co-operate

in Popularizing the Acetylene Lamp—Insurance Companies Can Be forced to Show the Same Liberality in

the East that They Do in the West—The History of Acetylene Gas Development,

RESUME.
This scries of articles is in no wise antagonistic to

oil and electric lamps, but is intended to be of edu-

cational interest to those who recognize the possi-

bilities of acetylene lamps but are deterred from sell-

ing or using tliem by the restrictions of insurance

companies and by ignorance of the nature of calcium
carbide.

Previously The Wheel has shown that calcium car-

bide is far less dangerous than the ordinary match, and
that the prohibitive policy toward it in the East by
insurance companies is incompatible with their liberal

policy in the West. Insurance companies tried to

retard the use of electric lights in office buildings.

They oppose every new invention that in any way
increases their risks. Despite their opposition, acety-

lene gas, the product of calcium carbide, is now com-
monly used for lighting dwellings and streets in

many parts of this country and Europe, and their

complete isurrender in the Eastern States is a matter
of time, controllable by the producers and consumers
of carbide, gas generators and gas lamps. Acetylene
gas lamps deserve the careful study and support of

bicycle agents.

SOME ROMANTIC HISTORY.

LAST week The Wheel made some com-
parisons between acetylene and other

illuminants, in order to show the absurdity

of the fact that while the acetylene gas lamp
is having a very large sale m the West, it is

having difficulty in the East. This diffiouky

is chiefly composed of -the products of the

imagination, with practically no other basis

than the hostility which insurance companies
and. fire departments show against every new
thing that increases their risks.

Insurance companies do not protest against

the 'Use of matches, compared with which
calcium carbide, from which acetylene is pro-

duced, is absolutely harmless. Gasoline,

which is extremely dangerous, is to be found
in nearly every house, yet in New England
a correspond«nt of The Wheel is deprived

by the insurance people of the luxury of an

acetylene lamp. They tell him that if he keeps

carbide in his house or anywhere near it his

insurance will he invalidated. Fortunately

for lamp makers, dealers and riders, insurance

companies are not allowed to indulge in that

sort of nonsense in States- west of the AUe-
ghanies. How long they will be permitted

to do so in the East is for the eastern cycle

trade to decide. There must be a screw-

driver that will fit this case.

Trash While They Wait.

Until the difficulty is settled in the East;

omtil dealers are permitted to carry in stock

a reasonable quantity of calcium carbide; un-

til eastern riders are sure that acetylene lamp
d'evelopment has reached the point of ordin-

ary safety; tihat long will the better lamps

—

acetylene and oil—suffer. Riders are buying
trash while they wait.

This week, something of the history of cal-

cium carbide and acetylene. Acetylene carv

be aaid has been produced in various ways,

but it was not until Thomas L. Willson, a

cyclist and old member of the Kings County

Wheelmen, of Brooklyn, accidentally discov-

ered a comparatively cheap method of mak-
ing calcium carbide that acetylene became a

commercial possibility. That was on May 3,

1892. . ,

An Early Discovery.

In March, 183C, acetylene was described to

the Royal Dublin Society by Edmond Davy,

who was at that time professor of chemistry

to the society. He showed that when metal

potassium was made by heating a mixture

of calcined tartar and charcoal in a large iron

bottle, a black substance was frequently

formed which was readily decomposed by

water, and yielded a gas which he christened

bicarburet of hydrogen.

Twenty-one years elapsed before the matter

was given any further serious attention, and

it was not until Berthelot's researches upon
carbide, extending from 1859 to 1862, that any-

thing was definitely known as to its true com-
position and method of formation. Bicarbu-

ret of hydrogen was its fi^rst name. This was

succeeded by the name klumene, which gave

way to acetylene at a much later date.

Calcium carbide has been known as a

chemical possibility and laboratory curiosity

since 1857, when Davy, W'oehler and Berthe-

lot produced it in small quantities, but' Will/'

son, in 1892, made it marketable.

" Banana-Fat " Willson.

Previous to 1892, Willson was a member of

the Kings County Wheehnen, and according

to Elliott Mason he was very popular in the

club. He was quite poor, lived alone in a small

room, was wrapped up in scientific research,

and was eccentric. One of his- eccentricities,

that of insisting upon eating bananas while

training for the K. C. W. bicycle races, gained

for him the sobriquet of "Banana-fat Will-

son." He wasn't fat, exactly. It is said that

a fence-rail was comparable to the style of his

rotundity in those days. He isn't fat to-day.

In Canada, where he was born, and where he

now works and prospers, they liken him fac-

ially to Canada's "grand old man," Sir John
Macdonald, now deceased. Such compari-

sons are usually mere sycophancy, but in this

case the resemblance is rather striking.

A Valuable Dump-lteap.

'But to return to Willson's Brooklyn career.

In the course of time he drifted away from

that city. He vrent to Spray, N. C, and

worked at the problem of producing alumi-

mmi. One day it was noticed 'that one of the

experimental mixtures, composed of carbon

and lime, which had been thrown out, emitted

an odoriferous and combustible gas when it

came into contact with water. That was cal-

cium carbide, and wlien Willson realized that

he had discovered a commercially possible

method of producing it, aluminum no longer

interested him. He came back to 'New York
to see his patent lawyer, Mr. Dickerson.

The lawyer saw the great value of the dis-

covery, and speedily introduced it and Will-

son to the Electro Gas Co., who were and
are very prominent in the control of gas mak-
ing systems. A stock company was forme'd,and

territorial agTeements were made. Mr. Will-

son controls Canada and exports largely. The
other people formed the Union Carbide Co.,

and they also control the Electro Lamp Co.,

makers of an acetylene lamp. There has been

the usual antagonism which everything new
encounters, but as far as the Union Carbide

'Co. are concerned, the demand has always,

until quite recently, been far greater than

their ability to supply. Now they are about a

week belhind orders. The output of their

works at Niagara Falls, and Sault Ste. Marie
is about forty tons a day, and of this about

five tons a day are used in bicycle lamps. The
new Niagara plant, which is expected to be-

gin operations in the fall, will produce 100

tons a day.

To Hatch His Golden Egg.

Willson went to Canada to hatch his gol-

den egg. He selected a site on the old

Welland canal at Merritton, near St. 'Cather-

ines. He laid out plans for (turbine) water

power, erected a plant, and on April 13, 1896,

began operations. On August 15, 1896, he

had produced the first "pig" of 200 pounds
of carbide.

In December the first shipment of 30,000

pounds was made. It went to Germany.

That country, oddly, was the first to recog-

nize the full value of acetylene gas, which is

to-day used in the railway oars and stations

operated by the German government.

Until 1898 the Willson Carbide and Acety-

lene Works had orders for ten times their

capacity. The price was from $70 to $80 a

ton, about four cents a pound, about the same
price as exis'ts to-day. It iS equivalent to

paying 54 cents per 1,000 feet of coal gas.

Willson has invested about $160,000, and is

making a very fair living.

How It Is Made.

Calcium carbide is made as follows: 'Coke

or charcoal and lime are mixed in the right

proportions, after each material has been

crushed. The mixture is then placed in a

tank and swung into a furnace, which is

kept more than 'comfortably warm by a mam-
moth electric light, if it can be so called. The
heat necessary to transform the coke and lime

into calcium carbide is about 7,000 degrees

Fahrenheit. Each furnace absorbs nearly 200

electrical horse-power, which, turned into
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heat, produces in a day of 24 hours four

pigs of carbide of 500 pounds each.

There are times, in nearly every bicycle

shop, when for good and sufficient reasons

the temperature is rather high, but any in-

surance man would have to concede that the

danger mark, 7,000 degrees, is pretty hard to

reach. The onJy other danger is water, and
that danger is not nearly as great as the prox-

imity of a box of ordinary matches to fire.

Acetylene gas does not rise readily, and con-

sequently mixes easily with the air and be-

comes comparatively non-explosive. In fact,

the talked-of danger of carbide and acetylene

is largely bosh.

;V-

THE 20TH CENTURY LAMP.

The 20th Century Acetylene Gas Headli.a^ht

is one of the "scientific" lamps. It is built up

to the reputation of a concern long and hon-

orably known as a producer of bicycle lamps.

The 20th Century kerosene Jamp was and is

well known. When the demand for acetylene

light came, the 20th Century people at once

set to work. They made haste slowly. They
wanted to be right. And they finally placed

on the market an admirable lamp.

This lamp carries an eight-hour charge.

This is double the usual capacity, and re-

lieves the rider, out for a long run, of anxiety

concerning the durability of his light.

It is not possible, in a bicycle lamp, to apply

the correct principles of carbide consumption

as well as in a stationary generator, but the

efifort of the makers of this lamp has been to

secure quick, yet economical generation of

gas. Theoretically tihe water should touch

the carbide only at the bottom, and in such

manner as to generate gas only fas-t enough

to equal the consumption. In this lamp the

water is fed at the bottom of the carbide in

such a manner that the flow of water, and

consequent generation of gas, cannot be in-

creased by jarring. This comes as near as

possible to the ideal method of generating

acetylene gas.

This lamp has all the other requirements

of a thoroughly scientific acetylene lamp.

Its water lever is peculiarly convenient, being

at the back and top, within easy reach of the

rider while mounted.

While the water is fed to the carbide at

the bottom, the water does not have to flow

upward, except by capillary attraction, and

the last drop is as available as the first.

There is no c'hance of clogging of the water

valve, although it is at the ^bottom.

The carbide residimm is very easily re-

moved. It is prevented from packing by a

spiral spring, which, as soon as released at

the top of the carbide chamber, loosens the

residuum.

This lamp has the bale peculiar to 20th

'Century lamps, so that it can be easily car-

ried about, if need be, in the hand. The side-

glasses and the front lens are hinged.

It has the fish-tail burner, fine parabolic

aluminum reflector, and other features of a

first-class article. All parts are easily inter-

changeable. There is an extra air-tight car-

bide chamber, sold for a slight extra price, in

which users of this lamp can carry an extra

eight-hour charge. Tliis chamber can be

placed directly in the lamp when wanted.

JONES OBJECTED.

Because of Inability to Understand Politics in Busi-

ness a Protest Was Made.

Washington, D. C, July 27.—Local cycle

dealers are up in arras against the District

Commissioners over the awarding of the con-

tract for furnishing the police and fire depart-

ments with bicycles. R. iC. Jones & Co., local

representatives of the Olive, have, through

their attorneys, formally made a protest

against the award. They set forth that the

district advertised for sealed proposals to fur-

nish wheels to the district with a view to

selecting the best bicycle for police purposes.

The advertisement stated that the proposals

would be received until noon of July 5. The

complainants maintain that at noon on the

5th it was announced that no more proposals

would be received. The bids were opened

and the names of the bidders made public. The

same night, it is claimed, the award was made,

and the successful firm, the Carpenter Cycle

Co., representing the Sterling, was not one

of the bidders. It was asked that the matter

be reopened and a hearing be granted the

complainants.

The matter was referred to the superinten-

dent of police, and in his report he states that

the advertising was not a formal district mat-

ter, and in no wise prevented the selection ot

a wheel in 'open market. Some of the offers

were received and opened before the time set;

others came by mail and some were handed in

personally. No formality of any sort was ob-

served. It appears that the Sterling bid was

handed in a few minutes succeeding the meet-

ing of the clerks, and was placed with the

other opened papers. After rejecting all the

other bids the committee picked up the Sterl-

ing bid, and after looking it over, accepted

that make of wheel.

The Commissioners have informed Jones &
Co. that as the bicycles have already been

purchased and are now in use it is impossible

to reconsider the matter and ask for new
proposals. The Commissioners, after a care-

ful investigation, are unable to learn that in-

formation was given out which proved advan-

tageous to the successful bidder.

Orient Succeeds Itadger.

Washington, D, C, July 29.—The event of

the week in trade circles was the withdrawal

of William D. Hadger from the ranks of the

local cycle dealers. He has been succeeded

by the Orient Cycle Co., composed of J. P.

Libbey and Guy E. IMitchell, two popular

young business men. The business will be

continued at the old stand, 727 Fourteenth

street, and the Orient will figure as their

leader. Mr. Hadger has been identified with

the local cycle trade for the past twelve years

and has always given his best efforts to any

movement calculated to improve local con-

ditions and to aid the cause of cycling. He
leaves the trade with the best wishes of those

who have been associated with him during his

career as a cycle dealer.

Four from Elmira.

The Eclipse Bicycle Co. are having a very
large sale on the new Morrow htib coaster
brake. The factory is running night and day.

They Have an output of 300 hubs daily, and are

endeavoring to keep up with the demand.
This device will fit any cycle. Judging from
this it is evident that free wheels have come to

stay.

Mr. F. H. Fulton, of the Eclipse Bicycle
Co., is making a Pacific coast trip in the
interests of the company, introducing the new
hub coaster brake, and placing it in the hands
of jobbers in all the trade centres.

Mr. H. H. Fulton, president of the Eclipse
Bicycle Co., has gone to Europe on a busi-

ness trip with the object of promoting the
sale of the new Morrow brake in foreign lands.

Mr. S. A. Campbell, the well-known old-

time traveler representing the Eclipse Bicycle
Co., is making the middle West, and reports

large sales on the new Morrow hub coaster

brake.

Discharged, Not Paid.

Camden, N. J., July 31.—Before Vice Chan-
cellor Grey, counsel for Lewis A. Starr moved
for his discharge as receiver of the Kitsee

Bicycle Lamp Co. It was stated that the

concern's assets consisted of 100 lamips, which
had been sold for $65.84. The costs in the

case amounted to $41.78, leaving a balance of

$24.02, while the Secretary of State had put
in a bill for $185 for corporation fees. "That
is not bothering anybody," replied the vice

chancellor. "You may take your order for

your discharge and you may take an order
for the balance as the fee for the receiver."

Jones's Gone Up in Smoke.

Winsted, July 29.—The two-story frame

factory of L. M. Jones & Co., manufacturers

of bicycle handles, with its contents, was to-

tally destroyed by fire this afternoon, entail-

ing a loss of $22,500. The fire is supposed to

have been caused by a spark from one of the

factory chimneys. Fifty hands are thrown out

of work. Both the building and contents were
partially insured.

Hurd Hopes On.

Rockford, 111., July 31.—J. W. Hurd, for-

merly superintendent of the Rockford Cycle

Co., purchased the stock and machinery of the

concern at sheriff's sale for $1,050. It is not

announced what use Hurd will make of the

material and machinery, though it is possible

the company may be reorganized and the

manufacture of bicvcles continued.

Looking Around Rockland.

Rockland, Mass., July 31.—Representatives

of a firm of bicycle manufacturers which con-

trols a new ball-bearing invention were in

Rockland last week looking for a factory site.
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^'THtY WHOOPED \m HOLLERED."

Plenty of Good Old-Fashioned Enthusiasm Caused

by a Hundred-Mile Race at Manhattan.

»•••••••»••-•-•-•-•-••••-•-•• I- »»•»•••••••••••••••••-•••••

THEY got their money's worth. They

saw a fine race, and they came away

with a rather intimate knowledge of the pecu-

liarities and possibilities of motor-pacing ma-

chines. Their ears resounded with the whip-

like explosions of the infernal things—ex-

plosions varying in style from the epileptic

irregularity of a rag-tirae pbantasia to the

regular chuck-a-chuck-a-chuck-a-chuck, accel-

erato fortissimo produced by a machine of

this kind when it is in first-class working

order.

An excellent crowd—over 5,000 people,

probably—saw Pierce beat Elkes, Waller and

Miller in a genuinely exciting 100-mile paced

race at Manhattan Beach last Saturday. A
stifif, damp wind blew in from the sea, which

was hard on the competitors, but it wasn't

a cold wind, and the salt in it braced the

people in the stands. Repeatedly they stood

up en masse and howled in a good old-fash-

ioned style that hasn't been a feature of cycle

racing of late years.

The race was said to be for a $1,000 purse,

the winner to get 40 per cent and a percent-

age of the gate; second man to get 30 per

cent; third man, 20 per cent; fourth man, 10

per cent.

For some reason Elkes had a quad pacing

machine, with two tandems in reserve, while

the other riders had only tandem service.

Technically, this was clearly unfair to the

other riders, and it could not have made an

impression of squareness vipon the spectators;

but proI)ably it was done by common con-

sent, and, as it turned out, the race was the

more interesting for it. Elkes was in com-
petition with seasoned six-day riders; one

of them. Pierce, a good sprinter. If Elkes

had not used the quad for pace Pierce might
have passed him earlier than he did.

Recently The Wheel said that unless more
ginger could be put into some of the riders

of the pacing machines, the motor-pace idea

could not reasonably expect much popularity

in this covmtry. On all the machines last Sat-

urday the rear riders sat up and extended

their- arms downward, to better shield the

rider behind from the wind, but altogether

there was plenty of action, and motor pacing

proved to be exciting enough for all purposes.

There was only one race to be run. the 100-

mile event. It was enough. Everybody
seemed to be well pleased.

Elkes led easily up to about 40 miles, al-

though Pierce stuck close and occasionally

led at the mile ends by sprinting. Waller and
Miller were lapped in the fifth mile, again in

the eighth, and at 2.3 miles they were both two
miles to the bad. From 35 miles up to 50

some records were broken, mostly by Elkes.

The graceful Glens Falls man rode at a sweep-
ing gait throughout the first hour or so, and
kept it up beyond this, his natural limit, with

seemingly no unusual efifort.

In the forty-eighth mile, however, just after

Pierce had passed in a sprint and Elkes

started after him, the long legs of Fournier

at the rear end of Elkes' pacing quad stopped

and dangled. A chain had broken.

Elkes rode a lap alone. After that he was
incapable of good work. He retired from the

track a few minutes, and when he returned

his movement was labored. After four miles

of painful efifort he again left the track. This

time he lost two miles and fell back to third

position. As time went on he rode more
easily, but he had only covered 89 miles 1^

laps when Pierce finished the race.

Pierce rode splendidly all through and did

the last mile in 1.54 3-5. He could appar-
ently have broken the 100-mile record, 3.24.-

42 1-5—his own record.

Waller's mileage when Elkes finished was
92 2-3 miles, while Elkes and 'Miller stood at

89 miles li laps and 89 miles, respectively.

All the men finished, to get their percentage.

Miller rode smoothly and regularly through-
out. He knew his gait and stuck to it. Waller
rode with his usual eccentricity, and would
probably have included several dismounts if

his attention had not been held by his pace-
makers. They talked to him, fed him, handed
him sponges, waved hands in front of his

face and used other devices, not including a
tin rattle.

The summary:
Miles. Leaders. h. m. s.

I
EHces 01 54 3-5

i gP^---- 03 42 3-5

i
Ekes 05 30 3-5

* Ekes 07 19 2-5
5 Ekes 09 07
» Elkes 10 59 2-5
' Pl"ce 12 512-5
g £!?'':<: 14 37 2-5

I Ekes 16 25 4-5

IV 5^'== IS 19 4-5

]]
Elkes 20 OS

}i
Ekes 21 57 2-5

13 'Ekes 23 46 4-5

ii
Ekes 25 36 1-5

|5 Elkes 27 251-5
1° Ekes 29 18 4-5" Ekes 31 121-5
IS ftkes 33 04 4-5

II
Ekes 34 531-5

i'i
Ekes 36 4S1-5

il
Ekes 38 46 3-5

22 Ekes 40 39 2-5

ij
E'kes 42 33 1-5

24 Ekes o 44 35 2-5
2» Ekes 46 30 2-5
26 Elkes 48 23 3-5

il
Elkes 50 191-5

II
P;fee 52 171-5

2^ Ekes 54 03 4-5

3? Elkes 56 01 3-5
31 Ekes 57 56 4-5
32 Elkes 59 55 3-5

^3 Elkes 1 01 514-5
•j4 Elkes 1 03 50 4-5
35 Elkes 1 05 56 3-5
36 Elkes 1 OS 04 2-5
37 Pierce 1 12 101-5
38 Elkes 1 13 03 4-5
39 Elkes 1 14 114-5
40 Elkes 1 16 16 4-5
41 Elkes 1 IS 14 2-5
42 Elkes 1 20 IS 1-5
43 Elkes 1 22 22 3-5
44 Elkes 1 24 25 4-5
45 Elkes 1 26 314-5
46 Elkes 1 2S 27 3-5
47 Elkes 1 30 34 4-5
48 Pierce 1 32 40 2-5
49 Pierce 1 34 30 3-5
50 ..Pierce 1 36 22 1-5
51 Pierce 1 3S 18 1-5

52 ^Pierce 1 40 341-5
53 Pierce 1 42 29 2-5
54 Pierce 1 44 25 3-5

55 Pierce 1 4G 211-5
56 Pierce 1 4S 22 4-5
57 Pierce 1 50 261-5

58 Pierce 1
59 Pierce 1
CO Pierce 1

01 Pierce 1
62 Pierce 2
63 Pierce 2

64 Pierce 2

05 Pierce 2
66 Pierce 2

67 Pierce 2
68 Pierce 2
69 Pierce 2
70 Pierce 2
71 Pierce 2

72 Pierce 2
73. Pierce 2
74 Pierce 2
75 Pierce 2
76 Pierce 2
77 Pierce 2
7S Pierce 2
79 Pierce 2

80 Pierce 2

SI Pierce 2

S2 Pierce 2

.S3 Pierce 2

84 Pierce 2
85 Pierce 2

86 Pierce 2

87 Pierce 2

SS Pierce 2
89 Pierce 3

90 Pierce 3

91 Pierce 3
92 Pierce 3
93 Pierce 3

94 Pierce 3
95 Pierce '.

3
96 Pierce 3
97 Pierce 3
98 Pierce 3
99 Pierce 3
100 Pierce 3

52 26 3-5

54 261-5
56 26 4-5

58 36 3-5

00 47 2-5

03 031-5
05 09 1-5

07 221-5
09 3S3-0
11 59 3-5

14 02 3-6

16 14 4-5

18 23 2-5

20 29 2-5

22 29 2-5

24 52 2-5

27 011-5
29 25 4-5

31 56
34 051-5
36 14 2-5

38 312-5
40 421-5
42 .53 3-5

45 11 2-5

47 414-5
50 06 3-5

52 23 3-5

54 471-5
57 02
59 19 2-5

01 38 1-5

03 54 4-5

06 07 3-5

OS 35 3-5

10 561-5
13 20 2-5

15 4S2-5
18 09 4-5

20 32 2-5

22 51 4-5

25 10
27 05 2-5

MAC MAKES A MILE.

Makes It a Mighty Fast One, Too, Just

While tie Was Engaged in Doing

Something of the Kind.

New Bedford, July 29.—There were 3.000

people watching Eddie McDuffee when he

came out on the Buttonwood track to see if

he could not move the figures for the mile

down a notch or two. Good luck, good rid-

ing, good pacing and a good machine all com-
bined to make Mac's task a comparatively

easy one. The same motor pace and Columbia
bevel-geared chainless McDufifee has em-
ployed in all his other rides were used in this

one.

The middle distance champion rode per-

fectly. He followed his pacing machine
closely, except on the final turn for the home-
stretch, when the machine seemed to let out a

link and left 'him some four or five feet be-

hind, but he put on a great burst of speed and
caught it again, and when he crossed the line

he was riding like clockwork.

The first quarter was rather slow, being

made in 2.3s.; the second quarter was a trifle

faster, 22s., while the third was tipped ofif in

20 3-5s. The rider could not quite hold this

terrific pace, and on the last quarter dropped
to 22 2-5s.,but he had clipped 3s. and a fraction

from the record. This was the second trial

for McDufifee, 'who in an earlier attempt

made the mile in Im. 31s. flat, equaling Harry
Elkes' time.

The other races of the card were fairly inter-

esting and the finishes close. The five-mile

paced race between Harry Swift and Archie

Rawlins was won by Swift. Rawlins made a

mess of picking up his pace, and followed

Swift two miles before he could get his own
pace. Swift lapped him before the race was

over.

Crime From Germany.

Germany lias to answer for many unpleas-

ant things, but no graver charge has ever

been brought against her than the one that

in Hamburg there is a large factory engaged
in the manufacture of music bo.xes intended

to be attached to bicycles.
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MAIN OFFICE:

723-725 LIBERTY AVENUE,

PITTSBURGH, U. S. A.

AUGUST 3D.

WELDLESS GOLD-DRAWN STEEL TUBING

is a refinement in construction material. If you

are building bicycles, automobiles or boilers, or

are using a weldless cold-drawn steel tube for

any purpose, we want to talk with you. We can

interest you because we can furnish a superior

tube at the right price and give you prompt de-

liveries. Parts or specialties are not in our line

as we make tubing only, make it straight, accurate

in gauge without seam, weld lap or joint and make

it in the most modern mill by the most modern

methods from the solid steel billet. We haven't

mills scattered all over America, but we have a

capacity running up mto millions of feet. Ask

us for prices.

ATLANTIC TUBE COMPANY
P

PITTSBURGH. CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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CH4MPI0i\ Of fR4^CE.

The Winning of the Title and the History

of the Man Who Won

It.

Paris, July 18.—Splendid weather favored

the running off of the lOth championship of

France, which took place on Sunday in the

presence of an immense crowd. According to

general expectation, Bourrillon carried of? the

event in excellent shape, though lately he has

been out of form. Yet, on Sunday, he seem-

ed himself once more. The race was a very

uneventful one, though a mistake was made

in starting five men in the final.

Courbe, who came in second, ran in a re-

markably fine fashion. In his series he beat

one of the favorites of the championship, Jac-

quelin, and in the final it seemed for a mo-

ment as though he would turn the tables on

the winner.

The race was slow up to 300 metres, and the

five contestants kept close together. At this

point Courbe sprinted and succeeded in get-

ting away from the field. Bourrillon responds

in excellent style and catches him after a short

struggle. The race was over when 100 metres

had been traveled, Bourrillon plainly outclass-

ing them all. Still Courbe rode in magnifi-

cent fashion, and forced the champion to

sprint to the very end. Bourrillon passed the

post with a length and a half to the good.

The following is a list of the champions

since 1891:

1891—(5 kil.) Medingcr

1892— Cassignard

1893—1 and 5 kil Cassignard

1 5 kil Mercier

1895—2 kil Gougoltz

1896—2 kil Jacquelin

1897-1 kil Bourrillon

1898-1 kil Morin

1899—1 kil Bourrillon

A short account of Boiirrillon's career as a

cyclist is interesting:

He is from the South of France, in fact the

only one of her champions who does not hail

from the North of France. Born at Mar-

mande in 1877, Bourrillon began racing in '92

in the local races. Even at that early age of

15 giving a foretaste of those qualities which

have since placed him in the very first rank

of speed makers the world over. In appear-

ance Bourrillon is tall and well built, possess-

ed of the cunning physiognomy of the peas-

ant, greedy of gain and ever on guard against

such as would seek to exploit him to their

own advantage. In other respects he is a

very pleasant and agreeable fellow, though

perhaps rather too self confident. This can-

not, however, be considered a fault, as without

such a quality he would never have dared to

come to Paris to run on the city tracks, nor

would Paris have witnessed the many brilliant

races that he has carried off in such masterly

fashion.

The most characteristic feature about Bour-

rillon's success is the slow, almost methodical

manner in which he has raised himself to the

level of a "star." Certain of his rivals, such as

Gougoltz, Jacquelin, iHuret, have made their

debuts—so to speak—^by sudden master-

strokes, but Bourrillon has stepped slowly

and one by one up the rungs of the

ladder of racing celebrity, with admirable

certainty and regularity.

There has always been one fault in Bour-

rillon's riding which retarded his progress.

Whenever challenged in a race by an oppon-

ent worthy his steel he would go to pieces, and

a more distressing wabbler never was seen.

This happened more than a dozen times in im-

portant races. The most glaring example of

this fault was during the Grand Prix de Paris,

1896. Never had Bourrillon been seen to

better advantage than in the preparation and

the trials of this great event. He won his

trial heat by 25 metres over Dory and Farman.

In the semi-final with Jaap Eden, the latter as

usual sprinted first. In the home stretch he

attacked the Dutch crack, who fought him off

with terrible energy, and Bourrillon, yellow

streaking, completely lost that fine speed pro-

duction everyone had been admiring, wab-

bled about all over the track and covered the

line a wheel behind Jaap!

By dint of perseverance, however, Bour-

rillon freed himself of this defect which cost

him so many races and about the end of 1896

won three or four fine races, one the cham-

pionship of the world, at Copenhagen. After

a short rest he reappeared in '97 almost in-

vincible, having cultivated a final sprint which

carried him along at an extraordinary speed.

In the championship of France (which he has

just won for the second time) he simply ran

away from Nossam and Piette, winning by not

less than five lengths.

In private life Bourrillon lives very quietly:

he is a good musician, playing violin and

piano, and accompanying himself in a song

with which he often delights his friends. When
in training for the great events of the season

he rises about 8 o'clock and spends a few

hours on the track until luncheon. About 3

o'clock in the afternoon he returns to the

track for three or four hours' work. After

dinner at 8 he does not accept invitations and

except on rare occasions retires to bed strictly

at 10 o'clock. Except the foregoing he fol-

lows no special regime, contenting himself

with the rule of moderation in everything,

which is probably one of the secrets of his

victorious career.

Only at the beginning of his training does

he ride twice a day. Once in form, he finds it

sufficient to train during the afternoon alone.

Unlike Morin and other Frenchmen, he con-

tents himself with very few sprints at top

speed, and he claims this explains the remark-

able manner in which he maintains his form

during the whole season. After each perform-

ance he is carefully rubbed down and spends

his time in watching the movements of his

companions pedaling in their turn.

To go through the long list of successes M.
Bourrillon has had during the last three years,

even when battling against the best sprinters

in Europe, would take too long, but here are

some of them:

In '96 he carried ofif from Jacquelin the mile

championship of the world at Copenhagen,

and then in December beat in a match Morin,

then in the very height of his form. The
Grand Prix of Brussels, value 8,000 franc_s

($1,600), the highest prize hitherto offered in

cycling events, fell to Bourrillon in '97, as also

that year's championship of France, and the

Grand Prix de Berlin, 10,000 francs ($2,000).

In view of his last victory on Sunday it seems

certain that none of his winning powers has

vanished and he will yet be heard from in the

big events.

The Greatest Ever.

Hartford, July 30.—^Tlie biggest road race

this city has ever seen was run Saturday,

under the auspices of the Columibia A. C,
over the Windsor course, twelve miles.

There were 130 entries. Walter E. Booth,

of Southwick, Mass., won in 31 minutes and

17 seconds, with a handicap of 4 minutes and

40 seconds. Time prizes were awarded as

follows: W. R. Munroe, New Haven, first,

29 minutes and 42 seconds; I. G. Perry, Chic-

opee, Mass., second; C. Yeutsch. New
Haven, and A. C. Johnson, Chicopee, a tie

for third. The latter won the toss-up.

Through falls and collisions fifteen riders

were hurt, a few quite seriously.

Too Much Taxing.

Kansas City cycle dealers who paid the reg-

ular merchant's license tax were, by a city

ordinance, required to take out a special li-

cense to sell bicycles, for which they were

taxed $25 per annum. Refusing to pay this,

the case came to court, where it was decided

that the city had no authority to thus rob

any one class of merchants.

fIXTlRES.

L. A. W.

AUGUST.
10—E. L. Cohen, Salem, Ohio.

15—^Mahanoy City A. A., Mahanoy City, Pa.

17—Local U. No. 2 A. M. C. and B. W., Crescent

Park, R. I.

18—Macon Co. Woodmen Picnic Assoc'n, Decatur, 111.

SEPTEMBER.
4—Lobdell Cycling Club, Marietta, Ohio.

4—H. W. Foltz, Indianapolis, Ind.

4—VV. H. Little and H. L. Allison, Keene, N. H.
4—York Wheeling Club, York, Pa.

OCTOBER.
4—H. A. Keith, Brockton, Mass.

5—H. A. Keith, Brockton, Mass.

6—H. A. Keith, Brockton, Mass.

7—H. A. Keith, Brockton, Mass.

L. A. W. NATIONAL CIRCUIT.

AUGUST.
9—^Montreal, Canada, International Meet.

10—^Montreal, Canada, International Meet.

11—Montreal, Canada, International Meet.
12—Montreal, Canada, International Meet.

16—^Boston, Mass., National Meet.

17—Boston, Mass., National Meet.

IS—Boston, Mass., National Meet.

19—^Boston, Mass., National Meet.

23—Providence, R. I., Crescent Park Track.

26—New Bedford, Mass.

30-jWilkesbarre, Pa., West End Wheelmen.

31—Wilkesbarre, Pa., West End Wheelmen.

SEPTEMBER.
2—Philadelphia, Pa., Associated Cycling Clubs.

26—Mineola, Long Island, N. Y., Ale.K Sohwalbach.

N. C. A. GRAND CIRCUIT.

AUGUST.
12—New York City: Manhattan Beach, Atlantic Ath-

letic Association, J. A. Blaurock, president.

IG—Waltham, Mass.: Waltham Athletic Park Co.

17—Waltham, Mass: Waltham Athletic Park Co.

19—Philadelphia: Woodside Park, G. F. Wiese, sec-

retary.

26—Bridgeport, Conn.: Pleasure Beach, L. M. Rich,

manager.

28-Trenton, N. J.: Capital Circle, Brotherhood of

Union, James Eardley, secretary.

SEPTEMBER.
2—Hartford, Conn. : Charter Oak Park Association.

9—^New Haven, Conn.: G. H. Collett.

12—^Baltimore, Md.: National Colosseum, J. Frank

Eline.

14—Washington, D. C. : Park Bicycle Club, William

Jose, secretary.

16—Philadelphia: Woodside Park, G. F. Wiese, sec-

retary. (One-third mile professional national

championship.)

Western loop to extend from Sept. 18 to Oct. 12.

OCTOBER.
14—^Washington, D. C. : Park Bicycle Club, William

Jose, secretary. (One mile professional national

tandem championship.)
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BALD JIVIPED HIM.

And by the Time Zimmerman Got a Move on

the "$1,000 Match" Was

Lost.

When the fiiiisli of the Bald-Zimmerman
"match race at Vailsburg, N. J., on Sunday

for $1,000" came Bald "jumped" in the easiest

sort of a winner. It was the old, old story

that The Wheel had hoped never to have to

record regarding Arthur Zimmerman, that of

the champion who has been induced through

necessity, flattery or overconfidence to return

to the scenes of his former triumphs only to

be proven an "also ran."

Single pace was supplied for the "match,"

and by proper back pedaling the two men
being paced were able to refrain from

running down the pacemaker and injuring

him. W'hen the toss was made Bald won
and elected to trail Zim. Glued to the

"Skeeter's" rear wheel until half of the last

of the four laps was ridden. Bald rode, then

with a jump the BufTalonian shot past Zimmy
and was fifteen or twenty yards ahead

in a twinkling. Zimmy seemed slow getting

up the necessary steam and following, but

when he was fairly straightened out his old-

time sprint was revealed. He closed up a

good part of the gap, but the Bison's lead

was too great and the distance too small for

the total loss to be recovered, and Bald crossed

the line twenty feet to the good.

Zimmerman, after the race, talked philo-

sophically of his defeat and without trying to

detract from the performance of his opponent.

He said: "I e.xpected the jump, but couldn't

get after .him quick enough. I was hesitant

about jumping myself, because I thought Bald

would hang onto me and keep behind until

the last few yards. I was at a disadvantage in

having a small man for a pacemaker, who did

not shield me much, as I am a big fellow,

while I made a splendid wind breaker for

Bald." Zimmy said that he will look for an-

other match, but it is thought doubtful if

Bald will accept. Stevens posted $500 before

the race to cover a challenge for a match race

for that amount with the winner, whichever it

should be.

There was some good sport and some that

was poor furnished by the other events of the

day. Jay Eaton came out with a showing of

Ms old-time form and captured both of the

professional events in fast time by jumping

away from the bunch in grand style a few

yards from the tape. In the final of the pro-

fessional handicap McFarland was crowded

shamefully to the upper end of the track and

his wheel was damaged. The amateurs in the

tandem handicap made a hot race, and the

Nassau Wheelmen team, Rutz and Hausman,

won from scratch in fine style.

Good Men and Plenty.

Montreal, July 30.—Despite all of the in-

spired negative press work of the N. C. A.-

ers, a preliminary list of entries for the

world's wheel meet to be held in Montreal

August 7 to 12 was issued to-night, and shows

that the affair will have plenty of good racing

material, the amateur entries being particu-

larly strong and the nearest approach to real

internationalism ever seen in America.

Among the professional entries are: Eddie

McDuflfee, Major Taylor, Boston; Nat But-

ler, Tom B'Utler and Frank Butler, Cam-

bridge, Mass.; John T. Colgan, Trenton, N.

J.; James B, Berner and Ed. Llewellyn, Chi-

cago; Tom Linton, London, England;

Charles McCarthy, St. Louis; Charles Porter,

Detroit; A. A. MacLcan, Hugh MacLean,
Chelsea, Mass.; E. W. Corey, Fred. W. Cross,

Burlington, Vt.; Eli J. Bushcy, Shelburne,

Vt.; James J. CarJy, Worcester, Mass.

The leading amateur entries are: A. J.

Cherry, London, England; T. Summersgill,

Leeds, England; Ben Goodson, New South

Wales; A. E. George, Capetown, South Af-

rica; John Coldow, Glasgow, Scotland; Al-

bert Taillandier, Paris; Tom Grady, Glens

Falls, N. Y.; Lester Wilson, Pittsburg, Pa.

A dozen spills littered the course with

wrecks and injured men before the five miles

were finished, and Chen the officials announced
that (he race would be run over again two

weeks later. A score of riders claimed the

prizes, and the crowd was filled with 'black

eyes and bloody noses. In the mile club han-

dicap John Godwan's head was split, and

Frank Stites, as the result of a collision, had

every tooth in his head knocked out. There

was no police protection on the course, and

a general fight was in progress most of the

time.

Nice Time In New Jersey.

The road races of the Orange Wheelmen,
held on the Washington avenue course at

Orange, N. J., on Saturday afternoon, wound
up in a free-for-all fight over the refusal of the

officials to decide the five-mile open race.

There were over seventy entries, and after the

two minute and minute and a half men got

off, tlhere was a general scramble, and the

minute men, lialf-minute and scratch men
went off in a bunch without regard to the

starters, who were pushed around and run

over in the rush.

A Council as Is a Council.

The Paris Municipal Coiwicil is a body the

like of which wheelmen will not find else-

where. It has just signified its intention to

contribute a sum of three thousand francs to

cover the cost of sending representatives of

the racing amateurism of France to compete

in the world's championships at Montreal.

The only fly in the ointment is the disap-

pointment felt by the French cyclists tliat

amateurism should be thus patronized, while

professionalism, which, after all, provides the

true strength of French cycle racing, has been

totally overlooked.

Rides Lil<e a Champion.

Frank L. Kramer, the speedy amateur, here

shown, resides at East Orange, N. J., is

FRANK L. KRAMER.

eighteen years of age, height 5 feet 8 inches,

weight 140 pounds. Kramer began racing in

1897, winning right from the start. Compet-

ing with the best amateurs he won thirty firsts

and ten seconds in 1898, included in which

were the National Championship at Indian-

apolis, and the two-

mile handicap record

at the National Meet.

He started in nine

races in Madison
Square Garden last

winter, won seven of

them and finished sec-

ond in one other.

Since the opening of

the present racing sea-

son Kramer has won
seventeen firsts and

four seconds. Riding

only in meets where

other crack riders en-

tered.

Kramer rides under

the colors of the Har-

lem Wheelmen, and

on the saddle of a

Pierce wheel. In

many ways Kramer's

riding, according to

his admirers, comes

nearer filling the bill

of what the racing of

an amateur champion
should be than has the

speedwork of any

other rider since

Zim's day.

Whether or not this

be the natural exag-

geration which one's

friends are always al-

lowed to make, mat-

ters little, since
Kramer seems as cer-

tain of future honors

on the path as he is

sure of the many ones

he has won there in the past in such a con-

vincing fashion as to leave little doubt of his

ability.
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THE GENTLE ART Of GOING.

What One Concern Has Done to Make Pleasant and

Swift the Passing of the

Wayfarer.

When the liistory of the motor-cycle in

America comes to be written, the names of

"Orient" and that of "Waltham" are going to

be closely connected with the opening pages

of the story of this new and pleasant pil-

grim's progress.

If you want to read the story of the motor-

cycle before it has become musty enough to

be "historical," communicate your desire to

the Waltham Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass., and

you will be both in-

structed and interested

in the clever little mis-

sionary of the motor

which the company will

send you, and from

which some excerpts

follow:

Within a little more
than a decade, the bi-

cycle has grown from

an article of lu.xury into

an indispensable, busi-
^^

ness-like means of rapid

transit. It has so thor-

oughly acted the part

of an educator as to

clear the way for its

own actual companion

—the automobile cycle. In less time than it

took to develop the bicycle from a bone-shak-

ing possibility to a mechanically perfect nec-

essity, the motor-cycle will have occupied the

field which is legitimately its own. A few

years hence, a horse will be a curiosity, a rar-

ity anywhere, except on the farm, the race

track and in the circus. The Orient motor-

c F » P

pedals simultaneously. The rider can begin or

cease pedaling without interfering with the

action of the motor. By adding muscle-power,

of course, he saves motor-power; but the lat-

ter is very ine.xpensive.

This automobile will carry one, two or even

three persons comfortably, maintaining a

speed of from 10 to 20 miles per hour, at

the will of the operator. It will average 50

miles without renewing the

supply of naphtha, and a re-

serve tank may be added,

which will enable the rider

to carry enough for 150

miles. Either naphtha, gas-

oline or petroleum may be

used; they can be bought for

little money at any drug

store or general country

store. The dry battery used

lasts a year. The machine

will climb any grade up to

10 per cent without pedaling,

and up to 15 per cent grade with slight assist-

ance from the pedals.

No particular mechanical ingenuity is re-

quired to run this machine; anyone can learn

in five minutes to operate it. Many lady

riders have readily accjuainted themselves with

every detail of the machine and its manage-

cycle is propelled at the rider's will by a

motor, or by the pedals, or both motor and

ment. Mr. Skinner, of the Waltham Mfg.

Co., recently enjoyed a delightful trip from

Waltham, Mass., to New York City on one

of these motor-tricycles, covering the 251

miles between the two cities in 17 hours with-

out any exertion or inconvenience, and at a

total cost for transportation of 45 cents, name-
ly 40 cents for naphtha and 5 cents for lubricat-

ing oil. An excellent and very

popular feature of this ma-
chine is the ease with which

it can be converted from a

four-wheeler to a three-wheel-

er, and vice versa, in a few-

minutes, without either

trouble, expense, or mechan-
ical experience. The convert-

ing is done by simply remov-
ing two bolts, then lifting the

front fork off the axle of the

two front wheels and insert-

ing, in place of the latter,

the spare tricycle front wheel,

which is supplied with each

quadricycle without extra

charge. The four-wheeler is

admirably adapted for carry-

ing a lady passenger. The machine is geared

so that it can climb almost any hill without

pedaling. The front seat rests on easy

springs, and the steering is most simple.

PUSHED BY THE MOON.

The Lunar Orb Successfully Shoved lluret Into

first Place.

Huret, who won the Paris-Bordeaux road

race in such phenomenal time, in telling the

story of his ^^ctory gives much of the credit

to an acetylene lamp carried by the motor
carriage which paced the second man.

Huret is quoted as saying: "I was going at

a pretty good rate behind Girardot; close be-

hind me came Charron's motor, with Fischer

behind. Charron carries a powerful acetylene

lamp, which bathed me with its rays. I en-

joyed it at first. Soon, however, I began to

feel a sensation of slackness creeping over me.

So I called to Girardot: 'Faster, please.' We
increased our speed from 45 kilometres to 50.

But as we increased our speed Charron and
Fischer did the same. 'Faster still—Charron

is on us!'

"Then what I expected occurred; the light

grew feebler; my courage returned, and I

called out, 'Quicker still; we are leaving

them.' And then it seemed that Fischer was
also putting on the pace, for I saw the white

light playing on the back of the motor. I

grew nervous to exasperation; I yelled out

wildly: 'For Heaven's sake, faster!' This time,

Pognon, who Iiad the seat next to Girardot,

leaned back and called out: 'What's the mat-

ter? We are going 60.' 'Charron's on me,' I

replied. 'What's that? We've left Charron
and Fischer far behind.' 'No, I can see the

light on the back of the car—look for your-

self.'

"I believe Pognon thought I was going
crazy; but he looked, saw the panel white

with light, and burst out laughing. 'But that's

only the light of the moon!' Then I under-

stood—and that's how I was enabled to get

my lead.'
"

Queer Racing Wrangle Suit.

It seems natural for entirely too many Am-
ericans of a certain type to meet a real or

fancied wrong with a law .suit. It is not,

therefore, altogether a surprising fact that one

of these law-warring Americans should have

sought in Australia to bring a legal action

for damages against a competito'r in a race

for negligent riding, which resulted in "griev-

ous bodily harm" to the American. In

throwing the case out of court the local mag-
istrate said:

"This is the first case of the sort that has

come before the court, and it is a very for- ,.

tunate thing that it has not come up in the

shape of a coroner's inquest. Do you think
*

it is really worth while taking up time in

going on with it? I may send it to a higher

court, but I am certain that no jury would

ever give you a verdict. You have to take

the risks of racing, and unless some very

serious accident happens, it is very seldom

that the law courts are called on to decide the

disputes. They are generally referred to the I

committee which manages sports, and I

should be very sorry to see cases referred to

the law courts. It would put an end to sport.

If any man were gfuilty of such an act as was

alleged, he ought to be rubbed out for life.

These proceedings having been taken, it will

let some of these men understand that they

may be brought up under the criminal law."
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QUALITY. SEASON of
The Best in the World. 1900.

FINISH.

Of Undoubted

Suoeriority.

CAPACITY.
1,000 Pairs Per Day.

OUR LINE:
Single-Piece Only

in

Plain Varnish,
Enamels, Stripes

and Stains.

See That Joint?

It holds INDEPENDENT OF GLUE.

WRITE US

FOE SAMPLES.

K. & C. MANUFACTURING CO., Ayer, Mass.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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WARNING.

..*

The Electro Lamp Co. hereby warn all dealers from purchasing so-called Electro lamps from anyone but this

Company or its authorized agents. The Manhattan Brass Co., of New York City, with whom we contracted for our

first supply of lamps, have been offering for sale lamps bearing our trade-mark, at prices much below those quoted by

our agents or ourselves. Some of these lamps were rejected by us on account of very inferior workmanship. They
can easily be recognized from the genuine Electro, from the fact that the Aluminum shield in the reflector projects

beyond the front glass, being, in fact, pressed around the outer rim, while in the genuine the Aluminum does not

extend beyond the inside of the glass, the outer rim being of nickel.

We have secured an injunction in Chicago, restraining a jobber there from offering these lamps, and will im-

mediately proceed against all others offering for sale these counterfeit lamps.

f
®
®
I
--

®

Since the above warning was published we now beg to

notify the trade that this company has obtained from the

Circuit Court of Cook County, III., an injunction prohibiting

the sale by the MANHATTAN BRASS COMPANY of bicycle

lamps bearing the designation and trade-mark "Electro."

This Company will apply for legal relief against anyone under-

taking to sell such lamps obtained from or through the

Manhattan Brass Company.
ELECTRO LAMP CO.,

45 Broadway, New York.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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EVERYTHING FROM EVERYWHERE.
:-: +

Irish wheelwomen have taken to playing

cycle polo.

The hour motor record at present stands

at 37 miles 450 yards.

In many German schools the teaching of

cycling is compulsory.

Probably the worst cranks in the world are

those which can't be turned.

The malady which troubles the daily press

at present—cycling rumor-tism.

"Teddy" Hale has been severely bitten by

the a-century-per-day-for-a-year bug.

London's general post office has 1,000

bicycles for use by postal employes.

Scorching is injurious physically—also

financially if the policeman catches you.

Most wheelwomen wear clothing awheel

that is both too heavy and too voluminous.

Doctors are said to be the professional class

most anxious to supplant their horses with

motors.

Such a thing as a really artistic, graceful

motor vehicle has not as yet put in an ap-

pearance.

When automobiles are built for high speeds

the wheel supplants the lever for steering

purposes.

The inventor of the latest automobile may
generally be accredited with a little more than

horse sense.

Fools are advocating the wheelman's return

to the tight knee breeches of years ago as a

cycle costume.

Is there any part of the automobile that can

be substituted for the horseshoe as an omen
of good fortune?

Vienna "points with pride" to the pos-

session of an anti-Semitic Cycle Union. Now
what do you think of that?

Automobiles are being used for collecting

the mails. Thus the pneumatic tire scores

one over the pneumatic tube.

A girl never needs a chaperone after she

has reached the point in her cycling career

where she can call a chap her own.

Now that only millionaires can afford auto-

mobiles, the fan-eared idiot proposes to call

the hated plutocrats automobillionaires.

The Touring Club of France spent 190,000

francs of its own money last year in improv-

ing the already perfect French roads.

England's Cycle League, among other

things, furnishes members with free legal and
medical advice and free membership.

It's useless to attempt to tell other riders

all the great things you have done awheel.

Life is too short and the weather is too hot.

"Willie K. 'Vanderbilt was badly knocked

about in trying to back his automobile down
hill. Evidently he thinks it is a poor auto-

mobile that won't work both ways.

In a recent tour of a French cycle club a

chef was taken along so the tourists might

be sure of securing dainty dishes whenever

and wherever they might journey.

Mr. and Mrs. Warren and four little War-
rens are cycle touring in iNew Jersey. One
tricycle bears all this wealth of Warren, and

attracts a consequent amount of comment.

It is getting mighty tough when Sterling

Elliott has to defend himself and the L. A.

W. against charges of being common legisla-

tive lobbyists by proxy. To what base ends,

etc.?

An automobile inventor in Hoboken sat on
a tank of gasoline used for motive power in

his vehicle to prove his theory that the force

of dynamite when it went of? is downward.
The theory was exploded.

-\n English justice condemned a juvenile

cycle thief to "nine strokes with the birch."

The strokes were applied where they would

do the most good to the boy's morals, and the

least injury to his physique.

"Peacock Alley," as the main corridor of

the Waldorf-Astoria is called, is always inter-

esting to the student of human nature. No
body of men could enliven the Alley more
than the men of the cycle trade.

A sign in a St. Louis agency reads: "If

your dealings with us have been satisfactory,

tell your friends about it; if you are dissatis-

fied tell us about it; we are determined to

m.ake this an ideal store for cycling trading."

Albert V. Roe, a telegraph messenger boy,

has started to ride a bicycle from New York
to San Francisco. For trans-continental work
the rider is doubly handicapped, first by his

name and then by the loss of one of his arms.

An electric omnibus recently successfully

tried in Berlin weighed less than three and

one-half tons, carried twenty-six passengers,

cost $3,750, and could be brought to a stop

when going fvill speed in less than half its own
length.

A cycle dealer in a small village in Alsace-

Loraine sold a baker a machine, taking 1,000

loaves of bread, each weighing one and one

half kilograms, in return. On another occa-

sion a brewer obtained a wheel for 1,700 big

pots of beer.

Notices in French, German, English. Italian

and Spanish have been placed on the frontier

posts by the French customs authorities, in-

forming cyclists entering France that they

must obtain certificates of permission, which
will be available for three months.

Danger boards at the top of steep hills are

all well enough in daytime when, by the by.

the rider has a chance to see what he is go-

ing to ride down, but how about at night

when he can see neither hill nor warning?

Danger lamps might come in there.

The tribe of Gideon is not going to die

out, thank goodness! The two sons of "Old
Eagle Eye," George D., one fifteen and one

twelve years old, have been elected to junior

membership in the Boston Bicycle Club.

There's training boys in the way they should

go, for you!

There are sixty-one counties in Kansas

where there is not a single bicycle. This in-

formation is absolutely correct, for it comes
under oath in the assessors' returns, and pop-

ulists, you know, never swear off their tax-

able property, leaving that iniquity for octo-

puses and money devils.

Editor Charles Pence, of Kenney, 111., is

evidently a busy man. In addition to acting

as stafi of the "Herald," he runs a bicycle

repair shop, sells bicycles and deals in books
and stationery and writing materials. Still,

that's no&i'mg. There are editors in New
York who run the whole United States.

Montague ("Monty") HaJbein, the famous
Land's End to John o' Groat's cross coun-

try rider, last week swam from Blackwall to

Gravesend and back, with the ebb and flood

tides, in 12 hours 27 minutes 42| seconds.

The distance is forty-three miles, and the per-

formance is the best known.

One Hartford wise man, after much mental

labor, has figured it all out that his cycling

costs him a shade over two cents per mile.

Either the Hartford man is a very poor fig-

urer, or he rides an awfully cheap wheel or

else he blows himself in ways unknown to

the ordinary wheelman to get any such ex-

pensive cycling as he claims.

Pittsburg riders must lack either speed or

sporting blood, since a man named Neff, who
has a greyhound trotter, which his boy is

accustomed to drive in harness, and which he

wagers can beat any of the local riders mount-
ed on a bicycle. He claims the dog can trot

a mile in 2.00 flat, and wants to match him for

a race at a coming Pittsburg race meet.

Chicago cyclists will have a lively time dur-

ing the two weeks from July 29 to August 14.

Camp Harrison, at Winnetka, is then to af-

ford "all kinds of joy," according to the circu-

lar issued to the members of the Associated

Cycling Clubs, and from all indications the

camping-out season this year will be a very
bright spot in the history of the organization.

How hard the Cubans are working to learn

English appears from this advertisement in a

Havana newspaper: "This is without doubt
one of the factories of first-class bicyclettes

and of the most universal credit, and we
affirm that no other has this credit with more
merits, by the goodness, intelligency and care

employed in the preparetion and perfection-

ment of his wheels."
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'WAY DOWN SOITH IN DIXIE.

??

Past and Present in the Land of Cotton, Cinnamon
Seed and Sandy Bottom.
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To those familiar with the trade in the

South Atlantic Coast States in the early

'90s the gro'wth since then has seemed little

short of phenomenal. A country small in pop-

ulation compared to its great expanse of terri-

tory; a large part of its white population agri-

cultural and a great proportion of its total

negro; few cities or large towns, but with in-

numerable small ones greatly scattered.

Roads, and even streets, with few exceptions,

illy suited to the use of the wheel, the South

presented a field that was anything but en-

couraging for sales at the then high prices.

Later some of these apparently detrimental

points proved the salvation of the trade.

The introduction of the wheel to the South

was no easy task; your traveler, then, better

called missionary, must needs be a rider of

some ability, a repairer and an instructor, and,

moreover, possessed of a brand of patience

that would have kindled envy in the breast of

the famous Job. True, he was not troubled

with the relative merits of flush and lap-joints,

one and two-piece cranks, tangent and direct

tangent spokes, etc., but he had his troubles,

and though few they were massive.

He had to dem-onstrate that "it" could be

ridden, that it was the equal of the horse on

a level and could climb hills, and that the or-

dinary 'mortal, possessing the usual comple-

ment of legs and arms, could master its mys-

teries. Hence the salesman's debut as instruc-

tor, and iwith his coat off he has labored

many times with some unbeliever who was

willing to learn and taught him that it did

not take a Blondin to ride the wheel. There

were some wheels South then, and in all

towns so blessed there was a local ohamipion.

If he rode some other make, he or his local

records had to be "done." If not—but that's

another story.

Pedal mount and dismount, hands off, side

saddle, standing still and riding the rear wheel

were accomplishments that eame in strong;

they did much to make the "bicycle fellow

and his wheel" talked about. Repair shops

were few then, and what are now the simplest

jobs were sent North or West. The cycle

salesman's advent into the average small town

was the signal for the appearance of all the

troublesome cripples. Wheels were not the

simple ones of to-day and were therefore

much given to getting out of order.

Plenty of sympathy was offered the sales-

man for trying to sell what was variously

termed a "luxury," or "something for the

small boy," and while accepting the sympathy

the cycle seller would stand smilingly by look-

ing at some unlucky beginner attempt to step

mount only to remove a handful of spokes

with his heel, or else wildly attempt to push

a tree over with the salesman's only sample

wheel.

No trunks those days, but the pleasure of

lifting his forty or fifty pounder in and out of

the ibaggage cars and then step out of hearing

while the "smasher" expressed his opinion of

i-,-«-««»..,„#„,„,„,„,„^,..,..,..,„,..,„,..,„,,.,„,..,„,„,..,„^j„,.^

the fellow who would carry such a fool thing

about, was always part of the salesman's

"pleasures." No bus rides, except on rainy

days, and then the joy of listening to the mut-
tered curses of his fellow-passengers as his

wheel did side and rear steps, upper and
under cuts with its bars and pedals, to the

jolting of the bus.

The fruits of his day's work, if successful,

were generally the appointment of an agent on
a catalogue basis. At rare times he'd sell a

wheel, and the traveler of to-day taking his

five, ten or twenty-fiver cannot realize the

joy of those one-wheel orders or the "two-
tailed dog feeling" that thrilled his breast on

an order for three or more.

Like the "Times of Solomon" them was
days.

But to that 'missionary 'work, that digging

into the highways and byways, the dissemina-

tion o'f cycling lore through those catalogue

agents is due much of the trade existing in

the South to-day.

The advent of the pneumatic marked the

real 'beginning of cycle using and cycle sell-

ing in the points favored with good streets

and roads. The pneum'atic opened another

field, and beginning late in '92 it gradually in-

creased through '93; '94 was a good season

with a pronounced opening up of trade in the

small points. Of the heavy buying in '95 the

South did its share, travelers became suddenly

numerous, agencies were placed with any and

every kind of business, and fifteen or twenty

agents in the larger of the small towns was
no unusual thing. Troublous conditions were

created then which it has taken four years to

eradicate. With so many agents added to the

"curbstoner" and "man-in-it-for-glory," the

business 'was badly cut up, and but few good
houses icared to take cycle selling on as a

legitimate business, and any such who were

already selling bicycles were hard to hold at

it. The immense number of wheels sold that

season did much good, however; the wheel

became generally popular and the South real-

ized quickly that cycling "had come to stay."

Towards the latter part of '95 the thinning out

commenced, the "curbstoner" and his "don't-

care-for-the-profit" theories gradually disap-

peared fro'm the ranks of the agents. With
credits drawn closer the business settled down
to those with capital, and the beginning of '96

saw a much improved condition of affairs all

round. 'Ninety-six was a steady buyer,

with the trading season covering a much
longer period than any previous year. The
number of agents grew less gradually, and

houses of some business standing then realized

that the trade could be made profitable.

Through '97 the thinning out still continued

and the trade became more and more in favor

with business houses. Practically every class

of business was represented in the agency lists,

'with hardware, general merchandise, vehicle

dealers strongly represented, supplemented in

the smaller towns by a number of druggists.

Altogether the season was a good one, though
somewhat shorter than the previous year.

Early in '98 saw a vast improvement in

every way, the small towns had become good
buyers, trade 'was general and at lower prices

the cheap goods 'were noticeably cut in sales.

Tlie trade opened early and continued over a

long season. The elimination of irresponsible

handlers and the cutting down on number of

lines handled by the majority of the better

ones being prominent results that year.

When '99 opened up early there was a de-

cided tendency on the part of the dealers

towards better grades and smaller sample or-

ders. Then came the unusually hard winter,

followed by long rains, causing a heavy falling

off in the trade. Those bad conditions over

with, the buying became brisk again, and few
of the careful handlers have had any reason to

complain. The trade in many of the larger

points has fallen off considerably, but the

good general buying in the smaller ones has

made '99 so far an excellent year.

There has been avast lessening of the number
of handlers this season, perhaps not more than

one-third as many being in the game now as

played at it in '98. With this cutting down
has come a decided tendency on the part of

those remaining to confine their trade to

fewer lines. The volume of trade has probably

not been as great as in '98, but confined to a

fewer lines and to a very much smaller number
of dealers, it has been a good year for those

who held their trade well in hand. Profits,

though considerably cut by the reduction in

prices, have been realized quicker and cash

buying has greatly increased. Proportion-

ately there is probably more cash buying in

the South than in the North.

The buying season, taking it as a section, is

very erratic, owing to the great expanse of

territory and the diversified industries and
'Crops. This applies 'to States individually, one

section buying at a time that sales cannot be

made in another. Larger points buy fairly

early and steadily, the market being more
constant with them and less controlled by

crops or weather conditions. The small

points buy at different times, according to pre-

vaiUng conditions, but few, however, buy any

goods at all until the retail season is really

open, and then keep a sample or two in hand
during the selling season.

Of the States individually: Maryland and

the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia, together

with the larger points, such as Norfolk, Rich-

mond and Roanoke, were good buyers (as

buying went then in the old high-wheel and

first safety days), being affected, no doubt, by

the popularity of the sport in Washington

and Baltimore, added to the fact that the

famous old "Valley Pike" was a prime favor-

ite with riders then as it is now. Hagerstown,

Md., was a user of the wheel in cycling's first

days of popularity and the mention of the old

town will recall many a lively meet. Balti-

more has dealers of national reputation and

has always been a wheel town. The Eastern

Shore has developed a large trade and the

State generally is an excellent buyer. Out-

side of Baltimore some of the first handlers

are still in the business and are still the prom-

inent dealers. Krichton, Shannahan &
Wrightson, Pusey & Vincent had much to

do with the creation of trade in the early days

in Maryland.

The "Old Dominion" has been a good,

steady buyer, with the trade increasing from
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year to year, and the small towns well repre-

sented. Norfolk, Richmond, Roanoke and

Portsmouth were early and good buyers, Nor-

folk having at all times been, perhaps, the best

point iSouth.

"A. A.," of O'Neill & Bro., at one time

the "O. D." champion at all distances, with

his brother as a partner, is to-day one of the

largest dealers South. White, Mooney,

Quarles, Tignor's Sons, Harris-Flippen, Ash-

ton Starke, Fillippo Clarke, and the redoubt-

able "Jim" Gleason, who proved that wheels

could be sold in places where streets had

stairways, are some of those who helped build

the trade up and are still in it.

West Virginia, decidedly mountainous, has

nevertheless proved a good wheel State. Na-

ture has been kind to her and given her varied

riches, and in all points large and small, where

bicycles can be used, the trade has steadily

improved, with very few exceptions. Stamp,

Howell & Shanklin, Evans, Snider Bros. &
Brammer are among her largest dealers.

North Carolina, the "Tar Heel" State, is

perhaps the steadiest buyer of all, and early

took to the wheel, increasing her purchases

from year to year. Large in territory, with

varied resources, combined with the prover-

bial steadfastness of her people, it has proven

a profitable field. Daniel, Temple & McAdoo,
Briggs & Sons, Beck, Lloyd & Co., Womble,
Wright, Sawyer, Dowd & King, Queen City

Cycle Co., are some of her representative deal-

ers. George Fitzsimons, at one time the

Southern champion and for many years the

State champion, has lately retired from the

business, after having been prominently iden-

tified with it for many years. W. E. Shaw,

known to everyone whoever went to the

Queen City, and still an ardent cyclist, has

also joined the ranks of the high privates.

The "Palmetto" State was also an early

taker to the wheel; its trade since the begin-

ning has been excellent from year to year, and

its many towns, as well as the cities and large

ones, have been good buyers. Largely cotton

growing and with a vast number of cotton

mills, South Carolina has in the face of ad-

verse conditions in that staple held its trade

up well. Baird Bros., "Ike" of small stature

but wondrous leg powers, an old Irish cham-

pion, and who showed the way over the tape

to many a "comer" for the Southern cham-
pionship; John, the other brother, a pedaler,

too, possessed of the wit of the "Ould Sod,"

compose a firm which is one of the State's

largest. Lanneau, Bicaise & Co. are also in

the "City by the Sea." Gibbes, another large

dealer; McMaster, Richards, Bates, Brock

Bros., Sullivan Hardware Co., Montgomery
& Crawford, Floyd and Liles have been

prominently identified with the trade for many
years. "Gus" Childs, of Columbia, one of

the first points to take up cycling, and Bert

Whilden, of Charleston, another old-timer,

were numbered among the very first to at-

tempt cycle selling, but have both retired

from the business and become privates.

Georgia, a State of many small selling

points and several large ones, was perhaps the

first of the Southern States to take hold of the

wheel and up to this season has been an ex-

cellent buyer. The bad winter and long rains,

together with the low price of cotton, of which

Georgia is so great a grower, have adversely

affected the whole State to a marked degree.

Savannah and Augusta have always been and

are to-day good buyers, both possessing ex-

cellent streets and good roads. Fred. Myers,

Jr., one of the first at the game, is still in it

with Belknap at Savannah; the Lattimore

Bros.; Connerat, one of the South's speediest

at one time; Bryson, Field & Kelly, in it for

years; Oeveny, Hood & Co.; Thomas & Bar-

ton; Matthewson, Alexander, one of the fore-

most jobbers in the South; Wolcott & Drake,

Thornton, Manager .Byrd (of the "W. W.
W."), Huhn, Shinholser, and Parmalee are

all dealers at the larger points, while the many
small ones are well covered. With improve-

ment in eotton the State, with its many other

resources, all being rapidly developed, Georgia

will once again present many possibilities in

the cycling trade.

The "Land of Flowers" perhaps gave the

least hope of trade of any of the Southern

States, but it promptly upset all theories on

that line. It could boast but of little in the

matter of roads, being a decidedly sandy

Slate. Improvement was rapid, the two

large hotel systems having built num-
erous fine cycling paths at the differ-

ent resorts, and cycling in Florida as

a result is to-day one of the best patron-

ized of sports. Probably the finest beach rid-

ing in the world is to be had there; town

streets have been improved, roads, when built,

have been good ones, and though the season

is comparatively short, the State has been an

excellent buyer. Starting at Jacksonville and

St. Augustine, the trade rapidly increased until

to-day the State is a general buyer with a de-

cided increase in purchasing power on the part

of the home residents. The Bettelini Agency

(John Cunningham), McMurray & Baker,

Sabel Bros., Florida Cycle Co., Tom Harris

(Harris Bros., who also have a place at Hav-

ana), Beers, Halifax Cycle Co., Austin, Oli-

vieri & Co., Curry, Furman, Benjamin, Lowe
and many others have become prominent in

the trade. Through operations during our

little quarrel with Spain, Florida was greatly

benefited and since the ending of that it has

been the highway to Cuba, drawing much rev-

enue as a consequence. Hurt badly by the

freezes of late years, the iState has shown won-

derful pluck and is rapidly improving; '99 was

an excellent 'year.

The South, fond of all sports, took well to

racing and for three seasons the meets drew

well and the sport was very popular. Sa-

vannah had one of the first new tracks and

was for some seasons the training ground of

Zimmy, Wheeler, Murphy and others of the

old ones. Later Bald, Cooper, Michael et al.

did work there. Charleston was also exceed-

ingly prominent in the game, having one ot

the most expensiveJy constructed tracks in this

country. The old track is gone, but Baird

Bros, have lately completed a very fine board

third of a mile and made the stands, dressing

rooms, etc., in keeping with the track. Jack-

sonville and Belleaire (Fla.) also possess fine

tracks and the country is full of good trotting

tracks that afford fine speed possibilities.

The interest in the sport has, of course,

waned considerably in the South of late years,

just as it has in many other sections, because

as soon as the wheel became a matter of actual

necessity the sport attracted less attention and

to-day, except ilocally, racing will not draw.

Some fast men have come from "Dixie." Ike

and John Baird, George Adams, Fitzsimons,

were all holders at times of the Southern

championship. Hulifstetler and Bob Walthour

are possessed of national reputations; Sullivan,

of Charleston, a speedy man now; Thompson,

of Florida; White, Ferguson, Nye and Schade,

the fair-haired Virginia boy who rode finely for

several seasons, and a host of others were
prominent figures on the Southern tracks.

For the future there seems no reason why
Southern trade should not as steadily improve

as in the past. Roads in the South have been

improving steadily, for with the general use

of the wheel came a demand for better high-

ways from the farmer and in the South he is

a more powerful factor politically than his

brother in the North.

The negro, very numerous, is like his race

elsewhere imitative. He has taken to the

wheel and is creating a market for the second-

hand stock that has been rapidly accumulating

and needed an outlet.

Contrary to the general belief, the South is

an extremely good buyer of the better grades

of machines. The cheap wheel had consider-

able vogue in its first two years, but of later

years the demand has been for better ones.

Few travelers this year but have found the

dealer more inclined to take stock of the best

goods than the cheapest.

Exports Up to Date.

Exports of cycles and parts from the Port

of New York, week ending August 1, 1899:

Antwerp.—92 cases bicycles, $1,710; 1 case
bicycle material, $70.

Africa.—1 case bicycle material, $11.

Amsterdam.—Bicycle material, .$'250.

Bremen.—15 cases bicycles, $575; 11 cases
bicycle material, $496.

British West Indies.—21 cases bicycles,

$704; 14 cases bicycle material, $244.

British Possessions in Africa.—97 cases
bicycles, $9,172; 42 cases bicycle material,

$1,291.

British Guiana.—^21 cases bicycles, $814;
6 cases bicycle material, $89.

British East Indies.—12 cases bicycles,

$1,028; 3 cases bicycle material, $125.
Brazil.—9 cases bicycles, $627; 1 case bicy-

cle material, $4.

Christiania.—3 cases bicycles, $75; 1 case
bicycle material, $90.

Central America.—2 cases bicycle material,

$127.

Copenhagen.—1 case bicycles, $28; 22 cases
bicycle material, $366.

Cuba.—44 cases bicycles, $2,245; 4 cases bi-

cycle material, $47.

Dutch East Indies.—8 cases bicycles, $554.

Ecuador.—2 cases bicycles, $99.

French West Indies.—1 case bicycles, $27.

Florence.—2 cases bicycles, $200.

Glasgow.—24 cases bicycles, $660.

Genoa.—5 cases bicycles, $385; 14 cases bi-

cycle material, $497.

Hamburg.—114 cases bicycles, $5,804; 151

cases bicycle material, $4,143.

Havre.—4 cases bicycles, $527; 20 cases bi-

cycle material, .$930.

Liverpool—4 cases bicycle material, $325;
20 cases bicycles, $406.

Lisbon.—17 cases bicycles, $1,288; 1 case
bicycle material, i$15.

London.—97 cases bicycles., $3,920; 34 cases

bicycle material, $1,320.

Molde.—7 cases bicycles, $200.

Mexico.—5 cases bicycles, $185.

Newfoundland.—2 cases bicycles, $91; case

bicycle material, $17.

Oporto.—1 case bicycle material, $55.

Prague.—6 cases bicycles. $108.

Peru.—3 cases bicycles, $219.

Rotterdam.—12 cases bicycle material, $316.

St. Petersburg.—8 cases bicycles, $1,383.

Stockholm.—2 cases bicycles, $110; 1 case

bicycle material, $5.

Turin.—12 cases bicycles, $997; 3 cases bi-

cycle material, $160.

Trieste.— 1 case bicycle material, $16.

Tunis.—5 cases bicycles, $320.

U. S. of Colombia.—2 cases bicycles, $32.

Vienna.—1 case bicycles, $36; 1 case bicy-

cle material, $10.

Venezuela.— 1 case bicycle material, $10.
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READY rOR 1900.

The Snell People Promptly Declare Them-

selves as Prepared for

Business.

Probably the flotation of the A. B. C. has
been responsible for more inquietude and
more uneasiness among the cycle makers than
any single chain of events yet chronicled in

cycling history. The panicky times of a few-

years ago have not been a mark to it. Such
firms as felt sure of a place in the velvet-

seated A. B. C. carriage have dallied with
their plans, and have thought twice on the

question of material, because of a natural dis-

like to encumber the new concern with con-
tracts or supplies made by the old ones.

Those on the outside have rather waited to

see what would happen—many of them feeling

that the acceptance of the options on their

plants might be the event of any moment,
and, therefore, watched the mail-carrier for

the hoped-for envelope; others quietly left

their business and went off to the woods for

a fishing trip, as a nerve-tonicking necessity.

It has been a changing period—a period

when men have watched the papers and lis-

tened to rumors as the crowds that sur-

rounded the bulletins in war times.

Every here or there, though, you will find

a man who has gone through exciting times

before—who knows what they are—and who
also knows that when the other fellow is ru-

mor-gathering that is the very time for the

shearing of his sheep. Such men are excep-

tions, and the concerns whose destinies they

manipulate are fortunate.

The Wheel man thinks one of the con-

cerns of this sort is the Snell Cycle Co., of

Toledo.

All through these stock-marketish times

the Snell people have been busily sawing

wood, and have stolen all the available lumber
from many a competitor. The trade knows
the Snell concern is a reputable and progress-

ing one, but it probably does not know how
well ahead the Snell people are in 1900 busi-

ness. Every ounce of necessary material, ex-

cepting, perhaps, saddles, has already been

contracted for by the Snell people, and on one

or two items an advancing market already

gives them a handsome profit. But the

Snells have not stopped at the securing of

material. Snell models are already up and

ready for inspection—^ready for 'business.

Before very long the acting salesmen of

the company will have these machines on tlie

road ready for trading. They will, at any

rate, be on exhibition in Boston, during the

L. A. W. meet by the Elastic Tip Co.

To be first in the field with a coming sea-

son's models, to 'be first to announce them-

selves as ready to show goods and accept

orders therefor, stands for a superior vital-

ity and progressiveness. It would seem as if,

judged by these, the laurels were safely with

the Snell Company.

Talbot Took Them.

The Cleveland Hub Co.. Cleveland, will

manufacture a medium-priced hub for the

coming season. It will be similar in material

and make-up to their well known B. & O.

hub, only it will not be fitted with an oiling

device. This company did an immense busi-

ness last year and has manufactured hubs for

a number of prominent manufacturers and

jobbers besides shipping large quantities

abroad. Alaurice Talbot, the German jobber,

who has spent the past few weeks in this

country buying American cycle material, took
a contract to sell their hubs in Europe this

year.

Will Stay In the West.

Elyria, Ohio, July 31.—The people of Ely-

ria are jubilant over the announcement that

the factory headquarters of the American
Saddle Co. are to remain in this place. For
some time it was feared that the big plant was
to -be removed to an eastern city, but the

matter was settled in the minds of the citizens

a few days ago, when ground was broken for

a large addition to the factory building. The
new building will be 40x100 feet and three

stories high. The machinery of the Gilliam

plant in Canton has recently been removed to

the local factory.

AN ATLANTIC RIVAL.

Coming of a Concern Which Is in the Market to

Supply Cycle Tubing to All Comers.

There is a new Richmond in the field of

tube-producing and upon his visor appears

the word "Atlantic." If war there be the new
vv'arrior can safely be counted upon to break

a lance or two in fearless fashion; if peace be

the rule, then will the new comer none the less

play an important part in the jousts of compe-
tition.

Prosaically, the plant of the new Atlantic

Tube Co. is conveniently located at Grand
View Station, Pennsylvania, on the line of the

P., Ft. W. & C. R. iR., two miles west of

Beaver Falls, and covers an area of five acres.

This gigantic plant has a capacity of 6,000,000

feet per annum of finished tubing, made from

solid steel billet.

The power plant and piercing department

has been equipped with a view of more than

doubling the above output by the addition of

the necessary drawing benches. Everywhere
the plant is fitted with electric cranes and

tables for the most economical handling of ma-
terial. To all of which many new features

have been added to lessen the cost of produc-

tion.

The new company will make all sizes of

tubing, from the smallest bicycle tube to the

largest tube ever made by any similar con-

cerns. Boiler tubes and tubes for high steam

and air pressures will be made one of the

leading features of production.

The principal office will be located in Pitts-

burg, with branches in Chicago and New
York. The Chicago office will be in the Mon-
adnock building in charge of S. W. Bol-

linger.

One hundred men are now at work putting

in machinery and completing the buildings

and work is being pushed rapidly so as to

enable the mills to be in operation on Sep-

tember 15.

The Atlantic Tube Co. has a capital of $250,-

000 and as much more as may be required to

assure success will be accessible when it may
become needed. The following well-known

business men are directors in the Atlantic

Company and their names and prominence in

commercial circles are guarantees that good
judgment and proper financiering will not be

lacking: E. H. Jennings, president Colum-

bia National Bank and Pennsylvania Title &

Trust Co.; Grant McCoy, president of Penn-
sylvania Lubricating Co.; J. C. McDowell,
vice-president of Philadelphia Company; F.
M. Lowry, vice-president of Tri-State En-
gineering Co.; Roger Kemp, oil producer,
and H. G. Wasson, solicitor for various large
interests in Pittsburg.

The ofBcers are as follows: President, H.
G. Wasson; vice-president, E. H. Jennings;
secretary, Geo. A. Dickson.
The mills will be in charge of Isaac C. Rob-

erts, formerly of the Shelby Tube Co. and of
the New Castle Tube Co. The mechanical
engineer will be a gentleman of great ability
and reputation in the tube making industry.
Thus taking it all in all it seems as though the
Atlantic Company were well qualified to pro-
duce the tubing which they claim: "Is made
from the highest grade of steel, especially
prepared for us; and by the method employed
m the manufacture from the billet to the fin-
ished tubes, the steel is constantly under
milder treatments than by any other known
process, resulting in a highly condensed metal,
free from flaws and imperfection, thus enab-
ling us to guarantee an unprecedented uniform
ity, smooth finish and accuracy of gauge
throughout the entire length. Our tubing can
be forged, flanged and upset to any shape."

FIVE HUNDRED UP.

Prices of This Vehicle Are Within These

Bounds.

The Eisenhuth Horseless Vehicle Co., which
was incorporated in Maine with a capital stock
of $1,000,000, proposes to play an important
part in the motor carriage trade. It already
has contracts for 500 vehicles for an English
concern.

John W. Eisenhuth, who is a mechanical
and civil engineer, is the inventor. He claims
that his carriage can be operated more cheaply
than any other. The motor power is obtained
from dystillite, which is petroleum once dis-
tilled. Compressed air is also used. It is

claimed that the carriage cari be operated for
ten hours at a cost of six cents. In speaking
of his invention Mr. Eisenhuth said:

"I have a carriage which weighs 350 pounds
and has been in operation for several months.
I am now building a heavy truck which will

weigh 900 pounds and will have 18-horse
power. My inventions date back more than
fourteen years, when I first secured a basic
patent on an upright engine for a boat. I

used compressed air and petroleum slightly

distilled then for motive power. Experiments
demonstrated the success of the engine and I

first applied the apparatus to a carriage some
years ago. Since that time I have perfected
my apparatus. The carriage is self-starting.

The engine in operation compresses its own
air. The machinery is simple and light. The
carriage need not weigh more than 500
pounds. The trucks, which can develop 30-

horse power, will not weigh over 1,2-50

pounds."

It is the intention of the Eisenhuth Horse-
less Vehicle Co. to organize local companies
all over the United States. The parent com-
pany will be the manufacturing company.
Operating companies will be formed in the

course of a few weeks which will control the

exclusive rights to operate the vehicles in

difTerent cities and towns in each State. The
cost of vehicles will be from $500 up.
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THE WEEK'S PATENTS.

6i?'9',^ S 5 . aXEERINd DEVICE FOR TANDEM BICYCLEa Fred

L BRTiirr. Cblcago, m. Filed May 20. 1898. 3«rlal No. 681,185. (No

model)

629,5 85. BICYCLE-FRAM& Tbomas D, McCall, Mloneapolls

MiQD. FUed Aug. 8, 1898 Serial No. 688.050. (No model)
63 9,632. BICYCLE DRIVING-OEAR. CHARLES H- SPERLE. New

York, N. Y. ^ FUed Apr. 27. 1899. Serial No. 7Ii740. (No model)

Ctiiiw.— l. The combinatioD with a sprocket-wheel provided

upoD the periphery with a aeries of teeth lying in a plane oblique to

the plane of rotation thereof, of a sproctet-chaio engaging said teeth

and adapted to lie aubsUntially in the plane thereof, substantial l.v as

described.

©29,745. WHEEL-TIRR Jean F. Qommeret aod LfioH QOH-
MEBET, Troyes, France. Filed Mar. 6. 1809. Serial No, 708,098. (No

model)

Chilli.— 1. In a bicycle-frame, the combination, with a head, of

a semicircular bar forming the rear portion of the frame, a bearing

supported upon the rear of said bar outside the circumference of the

rear wheel, and oppositely-curved bars coonecting the forward poi--

tiou of said semicircular bar with said head, whereby a drop-lrame

is formed permitting the rider to mount and dismount over the front

end of the saddle, substantially as described

6 3 9,515. DRIVE-CHAIN. BRUCE J. Macdonald, Flint, Mich.

Filed July 30. 1898. Serial No. 687.340. (No model)

Claim.—1. An improved wheel-tire, composed of a series of in-

dividual rubber spheres or balls, hollowed out and provided with

internal opposing extensions, said spheres or balls fitted on a circular

metal band suitably secured to the rim of the wheel, substantially

as set forth.

639,56-4. BALL-BEARING. Loms Horn. Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor. by direct and mesne assignments, of five-sixths to Max Zeitler.

Alfred Schellong. Rudolph Eugene Drinhaus. Samuel Salter Wenzel.

and Thomas Pratt Mumford, same place. Filed Sept 28, 1898. Serial

Mo. 692,098. (No model>

Cfaivi.— 1. The combination of a flanged and recessed shell, a

slide-ring adapted to slide in said recess, a cap for the shell having

an annular recess, a slide-ring adapted to said recess, a series of ^alls

adapted to the space between the cap and the shell, and an axle on

which the balls travel, substantially aa de.'^cribed.

629,389. BICYCLE. William J. Otto, Denver. Colo. Filed July

15, 1898.- Serial No. 685.992. (No model)

Claim- 111 a bicycle, a pair of pivoted operating members, a cord

connected to each member, grooved idler-pulleys jouroaled on the

frame over which said cords run, grooved pulleys journaled at the

axis of said operating members to which said cords are attached, a

second CLCt of grooved pulleys attached to those at the said axis, drutrs'

cqnnected with the driving-wheel by suitable clutches, and cords con-

necting t>ie drums with said'second'^sel of <;i"ooved pulleys, substan-

tiallv as described.

Chihii.— l. A drive-chain for vehicles, comprising terminally-

overlapping bloct and plate links having facing sides contiguously

arranged, pivot-pins connecting transversely opposite plate-links and

mounted to tnrn in bcaiing-eyes or pin-holes of the block-links, and

packing-rings surrounding portions of the pivo^pins and having their

opposite end edges inclosed by the overlapping portions of the said

links and. relatively engaging parts of the said links, the one end edge

of each ring being let into a groove in the facing side of one Unk and

bearing at its other edge against the other link, the iniier cylindrical

surfaceof each ring being also flush with the wall of the bearing-eye

or pin-opening near to the same in the block-link.

~6 3 9 , 5 1 4 . BACK-PEDALING BRAKE. FisBER H. LlPPlNCOTT.

Philadelphia, Pa Piled Oct 7, 1896. Serial No. 608,091. (No model)

Gluhii.—In a brake mechanism for bicycles or other velocipedes

of the class recited, the cjombination of the pedal-arm and its shaft,

the sprocket-wheel screwed on said shall, and having a split hub and

arm the clutch device connecting the pedal-arm and wheel, a suit-

able frictional surface adjacent to the wheel whereby when the bicy-

cle is pedaled forward the said wheel will be carried around by the

rotation of the pedal-arm, and when the bicycle is back-pedaled, the

wheel be rotated by the movement of the sprocket-chain, and at the

same time be caused to move laterally on the shaft, by the screw-

thread into contact with said frictional surfaces; together with means

for adjusting the split portion of said sprocket-wheel to thereby regu-

late the degree of fiictioti of the sprocket-wheel upon it^ shaft, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

^-,«^
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639,667. PROTECTOR FOR CYCLE-FRAMES. Arthur r'Dbn-
BIQH, Liverpool, England. FUed May 25, 1899. Serial No 718 187
(No model)

6 2 9,40 1 . FRAME FOR BICYCLES OR LIKE VEHICLES LoUlS

B. SHY6ER. Philadelphia, Pa, aBaiguor of ooe-hall to William H, Mc-

Fadden. same place. Filed May 22, 1898. Serial No, 592.629. (No

model)

Claim.— I. A frame for a bicycle or other vehicle, consisting of

oneor more sheets or plates of vulcanized fiber or similar material,

provided with a reinforcing or strengthening rim or bead upon the

outer edges or rim thereof and being cut away upon the forward

central portion thereof, and having the edges of the cut-away por-

tion bent upon themselves to form a continuoua reinforcing or strength-

ening bead or rim, said frame being bent upon iteelf to form a jour-

nal or bearing for the steering-head provided at the top and bottom

thereof with said reinforcing or strengthening rim or bead, the free

or rear ends of aaid frame being bifurcated or forked to accommo-

date the driving mechanism and having journals or bearings for the

axle of the drive-wheel, and the crank-shaft provided with reinforc-

ing or strengthening rims or beads, said frame being secured together

by rivets inside of said reinforcing or strengthening ritnor bead, and

paid bifurcated portion, substantially as described.

Chhu.—l. A guard for protecting the tubes or other parts of
cycles from injury, consisting of felt or other suitable non-scratching
material cut into lengt>is and adapted to be wrapped around the par't
of the cycle required to be protected, and spring-clips secured to the
felt on the outside and adapted to hold it in place so as to protect
the enameled or other part from being scratched, substantially as de-
scribed.

Cfiinn.— 1. A bicycle driving-gear, comprising a pivoted lever.a

crank having driving connection with the bicycle-wheel, and a pit-

man connecting the crank and lever, the pitman having'two parallel

parts and the lover having a segment-bar lyiug between the parts of

the pitman, substantiallv as described.

63 9,73 1. SPOKE-PIN. Curtis H. Veeder. Hartford. Conn., as-

signor to the Veeder Maoulacturing Company, same place. Filed Dec
3,1898. Serial No. 698,198, (No model)

Claim.— I. A device of the character described, comprising a
clamp, a carrier adjustable transversely ou the clamp and a tappet
00 the carrier, said carrier and clamp being adapted to receive be-
tween them the rod or bar to which Ihe device i,3 applied.

639,697. SEAT-POST FOR BICYCLES. HENRY T. MiLLER, New
York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 7. 1899. Serial No. 712.174. (No model)

ClniiD.—l. A seat-post for bicycles comprising two complemen-
tary members whose inrer edges meet and are oppositely inclined,
one of said members having a cylindrical-shaped head, while the
other member embraces said head and is free to slide therealong.
and a seat-supporting lever pivoted within said head and extended
loosely through au opening in the other member, substantially asset
forth.

639,635. BICYCLE DRIVING-GEAR CUARLEs Westail, Middle-

bury, Vt, assignor of one-half to Theodore Henckels, same place.

Filed June 4, 1898. Serial No. 682,604. (No model)

Claim.—The combinatioD with the driving-wheel of a bicycle,

of a collar fast on the hub of the driving-wheel, a friction -collar

mounted within the same and designed to be thrown into clutched

engagement with the collar on the driving-wheel, a concentric pin-

ion fast on said inner collar, a stationary bearing-plate interposed

between the frame and one side of the driving-wheel, gears jonrnaled

on said plate, a pedal-lever journaled on the axle outside of the

frame, a gear-wheel fast to said lever and meshing with the afore-

said geai-3, and means for elevating the free end of said lever inde-

pendently of the lever oii the other side of the machine. j
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Recent Patents.

Washington, D. C, July 28, 1S99.—The following is

a list of the bicycle patents issued since our last re-

port:

629,335. Steering Device for Tandem Bicycles. Fred
L. Bryant, Chicago, 111. Filed May 20, 1S98. Serial

No. 681,185. (No model.)

629,389. Bicycle. William J. Otto, Denver, Col.

Filed July 15, 1898. Serial No. 686,992. (No model.)
629,401. Frame for Bicycles or Like Vehicles. Louis

B. Smyser, Philadelphia, P., assignor of one-half to

William H. McFadden, same place. Filed May 22,

1S96. Serial No. 592,629. (No model.)

629,514. Back Pedaling Brake. Fisher H. Lippin-
cott, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Oct. 7, 1S96. Serial No.
608,091. (No model.)

629,528. Tire for Bicycles or Similar Vehicles.

Aaron Silkman and Harry Sexton, New York, N. Y.
Filed Aug. 29, 1898. Serial No. 6S9,79L (No model.)

629,561. Valve for Bicycle Tires. Thomas Harrison,

Whitley, England. Filed Oct. 2, 1897. Serial No.
653,837. (No model.)

629,585. Bicycle Frame. Thomas D. McCall, Min-
neapolis, Minn. Filed Aug. 8, 1S98. Serial No. 688,-

050. (No model.)

629,622. Bicycle Driving Gear. Charles H. Sperle,

New York, N. Y. Filed April 27, 1899. Serial No.
714,740. (No model.)

629,627. Foot Grip for Bicycle Pedals, etc. Arthur
G. Tomkies, Brunnerton, New Zealand. Filed March
15, 1899. Serial No. 709,234. (No model.)

629,635. Bicycle Driving Gear. Charles Westall,

Middlebury, Vt., assignor of one-half to Theodore
Plenckels, same place. Filed June 4, 1898. Serial No.
682,604. (No model.)

629,667. Protector for Cycle Frames. Arthur R.

Denbigh, Liverpool, England. Filed May 25, 1899.

Serial No. 718,187. (No model.)

629,697. Seat Post for Bicycles. Henry T. Miller,

New York, N. Y. Filed April 7, 1899. Serial No.
712,174. (No model.)

629.745. Wheel Tire. Jean F. Gommeret and Leon
Gom'meret, Troyes, France. Filed March 6, 1S99.

Serial No. 708,098. (No model.)

629.746. Cycle Speeding Machine. Auguste E. Gros-

set, Brussels, Belgium. Filed Nov. 29, 1S97. Re-
newed June 28, 1899. Serial No. 722,186. (No model.)

Collected and Condensed.

Frank Golant's bicycle store at Tisbury,

Mass., has been damaged by fire.

The bicycle store of E. G. Steel at Water-

ville, Kan., was destroyed by fire.

E. M. Rich & Co.'s bicycle store at Hop-
kinsville, Ky., was destroyed by fire.

A, H. Cummcrow & Co., bicycle dealers at

Toledo, Ohio, have been sold out by the

sheriff.

Teale & Teale, bicycle dealers at Michigan

City, Ind., have been succeeded by Teale

Cycle Co.

Enfcema & Orlebeke have opened a new
hardware and sporting goods store at Ha-
wick, Minn.

Schenberger & Moul, agents for Cleveland

bicycles at York, Pa., have sold their business

to W. P. Swartz.

Owen McCarthy has sold his hardware and

sporting goods business at Denison, Tex., to

Hartzog & King.

L. D. Adams has embarked in a retail

hardware and sporting goods business at

Tompsonville, Mich.

C. A. Prevy, dealer in hardware, sporting

goods, etc., at Beardsley, Minn., has been suc-

ceeded by Wright Bros.

C. E. Freeman, dealer in hardware, sport-

ing goods, etc., at Pomona, Cal., has been

succeeded by C. G. George.

A. C. Smith's retail hardware and sporting

goods business at Kent, Ohio, has been pur-

chased by Kent Hardware Co.

The J. H. Carlson Bros. Co., bicycle deal-

ers at Morristown, N. J., have been suc-

ceeded by F. A. Trowbridge & Co.

Albert D. Brewster, dealer in bicycle sup-

plies at Chicago, has made an assignment.

The amount of assets is placed at $2,000; li-

abilities, $800.

Dorchester & Rose, dealers in hardware,

sporting goods, etc., at Geneva, N. Y., have

purchased the Franklin House property, and

will remodel same with a view to occupying

it with their business.

Willis, bought out the earriage house of Fish
& Co., an Indianapolis concern. They will

make a specialty of carriage implements, and
probably handle a bicycle line as well.

IT IS A DOUBLE PREVENTER.

Slipping and Puncturing by This Strip Are Made

Ou y ^V^ Impossible.

Improvements in bicycle tires have been very

rare during the past two years, consequently

the invention which is now being placed on
the market by the/Metallic Rubber Tire C-o.,

)

of 210 Centre street, New York, is such a de^

cided novelty .that it will undoubtedly attract

considerable attention from both riders and

the trade. The Metallic, is a tread intended

to be attached to all tires, having for its ob-

ject the lessening of liability to puncture and

the prevention of slipping. The tread con-

sists of a soft vulcanized strip, studded with

flat-headed rivets, driven from the inside and

clinched on and against the outside of the

yielding fabric of the tread. These rivets

then form hard biting heads, level with or

just inside the normal bearing surface of the

tread. In this way the rubber in the tread

comes in full contact with the road, while, on
account of the weight of the rider, the rivets

also take hold and make a durable bearing

surface and, it is claimed, absolutely pre-

vent slipping on any kind of road or pave-

ment. These treads can be securely cemented

to any tire, and are so put on that they cover

the bottom and side-bearing surface of the

tire. The tread can also be placed around an

inner-tube and laced on the inside, or these

rivet-heads may be placed on the outer tube

of a double-tubed tire. The rivets are really

double-headed and clinched on the outside,

which prevents their moving about in the

fabric.

tlarry Hearsey Changes.

Harry Hearsey, of Indianapolis, is a bril-

liant example of the stone w'hich does not

roll, but which, in consequence, does gather

moss. Mr. Hearsey has had a retail store in

Indianapolis now for some twelve years, and

has for the last several years done a big bus-

iness in jobbing sundries. He is also State

agent for the We^ern Wheel Works. He
has been a conspicuous success, and has ac-

cumulated enough money to invest outside

of his business. A few days since, Mr. Hear-

sey. in connection with .Messrs. Staley and

To Fill the Summer Gap.

D. C. Henry, of the Butler Co., Butler, Ind.,

was in New York this week. Mr. Henry is

vice-president of the Butler Co., and is also

interested in several other factory projects.

In the summer months he takes care of the

products of his toy factory, in which are made
baby carriages, express wagons and toy lines

of that sort. Then about October he starts on
his bicycle work. There seems to be a ten-

dency among the makers, as well as among all

classes of the bicycle trade, to look about for

something to fill up the summer gap.

Apparently a Winning Policy.

Mr. George A. Evans, who in March
bought out the old Hay & Willits Co., In-

dianapolis, has been touring the country for

recreation, and with, of course, the usual

unoccupied eye fixed on business opportuni-

ties for next season. Mr. Evans owns the

Outing Mfg. Co., who manufacture Outing
bicycles, hardware specialties and bicycle sun-

dries. He left Indianapolis several days ago,

put in some time at Buffalo, Rochester and
Pittsfield, and was in New York last week,
leaving there for Boston.

Mr. Evans has had a very good year's bus-

iness, not a big, boomy year, but a safe and
satisfactory year. On July 1 he had only 100

bicycles in stock. His factory has, of course,

slowed down, but is still supplying driftwood

orders. He has no fear of the effect of the

bicycle trust on the market, but believes that

he and other makers can get their share of

the trade, nor can he see how prices can pos-

sibly be reduced in view of the fact that the

fittings men and other equipment people are

demanding prices from ten to twenty-five per

cent higher than they were glad to get last

year.

Part of Mr. Evans' policy is a fixed aim to

run his factory all the year round, and elim-

inate the summer slow-down. To accomplish

this he is constantly on the alert for special

work. Recently this company started to

manufacture a newly-patented camp-axe.

They also do general enameling and nickel-

ing work for other Indianapolis concerns,

their own plant being too large for the firm's

individual necessities in that line.

"It's Different."

The new Century King is the name of an

acetylene gas lamp which will shortly be

placed on the market by a prominent New
England manufacturer. The new aspirant

for light honors is entirely different in con-

struction from any lamp heretofore made,

and the few experts to whom the new light-

maker has been shown are enthusiastic in its

praise. The makers claim the new lamp will

burn 50 per cent longer with a given amount
of carbide than any other lamp; or to be

more exact, 744 grains of carbide will in the

new lamp furnish the same amount of light

that 1,185 grains have heretofore in the old-

patterned lamps. In appearance the new
comer is very attractive, while owing to an

ingenious arrangement the top cannot be

tarnished. When burning the lamp never be-

comes heated.
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BILL IS A BE\CDICT.

Lozier's New York Manager, His Capabilities,

tlis Career and tlis Present

Finish.

Louis H. Bill, manager of the New York

office of H. A. Lozicr & Co., was expected

home yesterday from his honeymoon journey.

He was married at Walnut Hills, Cincinnati,

June 7, to Miss Alberta Tengeinan, and with

his bride has been visiting the Pacific coast.

Louis Bill is one of the most diligent and

most intelligent workers that ever lived. That

is saying much. There is no man in the bus-

iness of selling bicycles who is better ground-

ed in the facts and arguments that tell. He
can convince a Columbia enthusiast, for ex-

ample, that the Cleveland bicycle is a won-

derful machine. What more could be asked

of any salesman?

Bill was born in Germany. At the age of

five he came to this country, bringing with

him his mother and six brothers and sisters.

His father had died. He settled in Cincinnati.

He was adopted by the mother of a man who
is to-day his close business associate, and was

taken to rDelphos. When he was sixteen he

went to Cleveland, where he became shipping

clerk for Lozier, who was then handling the

New Home sewing machine. After two years

Bill returned to Delphos and canvassed that

section for the New Home. Then back to

Cleveland, where he was assigned to territory

in Indiana for two or three years. Meantime
he got acquainted with bicycles.

In 1894 he was sent West in the bicycle line.

He canvassed some of the larger cities, open-

ing up Lozier trade in such places as Galves-

ton, El Paso and Salt Lake City. He opened
a Lozier branch in San Francisco and became
branch' manager there during '94. Then he
was transferred to New York. He met his

bride in Cincinnati about five years ago.

Will Stand Fast.

Referring to the American Bicycle Co., the

Manson Cycle Co. write: "We have made
our plans independent of any arrangement
which the American Bicycle Co. may make
regarding the trade. While we fuUy realize

what eflect their successful organization may
mean to the trade, yet at the same time we
do not feel at all apprehensive regarding our
own future, and will say that we will be sell-

ing wheels next season, and making them in

our own factory, which we have just pur-

chased, and into which we are moving at

the present time. The factory building gives

us 4,000 square feet of space for manufactur-

ing purposes, and the offices are in the adja-

cent building. We have also contracted for

material for 20,000 bicycles for next season."

Maybe Lower Priced.

It is reported that the Fauber crank-hanger

will be slightly reduced in price this year.

The Wheel learns that W. H. Fauber, who
invented this hanger, has turned out 200,000

of them within the past season.

Chance for a Novelty.

The Wheel has received the following and
publishes it for the benefit of those who may
see in this form of advertising a possible and
profitable method of introducing goods in for-

eign markets:

Dear Sir: I and two my friends, because we
thmk and believe that not impossible, would
gone from New York to Buenos Aires upper
three saddle bicicles, if for that Bicicle and
General sport Business Houses will give free

their goods for publicity. I write to you very

certain that you will put my letter upon the

Wheel, what I know it gives help to all

Sport's Amateurs. By this my letter, too, I

advise all the factories of wheels and sundries
which we are ready for take sample of their

goods, especially necessary for our trip, for

reclame of the same houses, as I wrote before.

'With my letter also I would know what you
think to be the best road for our trip. We have
study one, and whether somebody made that

record because if not we believe make that.

I and my friends expect your answer and help
of all Sport's amateurs. Yours very truly,

Ferdinand Magnan,
154 Bleecker street. Hotel Bertini, N. Y.

tion, to be held in Philadelphia. Several ma-
terial and bicycle manufacturers in Cleveland

are favorably considering his proposition.

Not a Glittering Success.

The N. C. A. iNational Circuit meet races

at Asbury Park on Saturday were not highly

successful. Cooper was picked as a winner

in the professional events, but he was unable

to land. The race of the day was the grand

national professional championship. Those
who lined up for the final were Cooper, Stev-

ens, C. B. Jack and Lawson, of Chicago.

Cooper was well paced, but when Stevens

got ready he came away and won the $150

purse. The scratch men in the half-mile pro-

fessional handicap were unable to catch the

long-mark riders and gave up the procession

before the tape was reached. Wahrenberger
won the half-mile open easily, but the best

he could do in the m'ile open was third. A
punctured tire put liim out of the two-mile

handicap. The track was poor.

Catches the Heel.

T. B. Avery, of Binghamton, is the in-

ventor of a heel-clip which he believes is

likely to meet with the prompt and hearty

approval of 'bicyclers. A narrow bar ex-

tends backward from the pedal about three

inches, and at the end of this is the clip

against which the heel of the rider rests. It

is adjustable to a foot or heel of any size,

and can be attached to any pedal. Ladies

will find this heel-clip preferable, Mr. Avery
says, to the toe-clip in many ways.

Shows Where You Are At.

George F. Cram, 130 Fulton street. New
York, has gotten out a most elaborate com-
mercial and library map of the world, with the

recent political and geographical changes.

The map has two sides, one showing the world

and the other the United States, with State

line and territorial boundaries. The map is

invaluable for those who are interested in

foreign markets, as all points with route lines

are seen at a glance.

Ringing the Changes of Success.

In order to make production come some-
were nearer equaling demand, the Frank
Mossberg Co. have begun building a factory

at Attleboro, Mass., which factory will give

its enterprising owners 20,000 square feet of

floor space. A portion of this space will be

used to turn out several novelties destined

to share the high favor now enjoyed by the

Mossberg bell.

Exhibition Promoter Now.

W. M. Brewster, the old L. A. W. treasurer,

was in Cleveland last week inducing manu-
facturers to exhibit at the Exporters' Exposi-

Steel Prices Still Upward.

While there has been no change in the price

of steel billets in Chicago for some weeks, the

Pittsburg price increased $1, to $34, in the

week ending July 26, while the Philadelphia

price went up from $35.50 to $36. A year ago
the Pittsburg price was $14.50, or less than

luilf the present figure.

Good Man in Right Place.

Any trade reports that drift East from far

ofif Oregon still couple the name of Henry
Goodman with great Columbia prosperity.

Henry is the old Hartford man who went to

Portland, now some four years ago, and has

met with great success there.

Ready to Supply.

The Kohl & Gates Motor Co. has been or-

ganized at Cleveland to manufacture motor
carriages and gasoline motors. They are pre-

pared to furnish gasoline motors for those

who are experimenting with motor carriages.

Strong and Light.

The Richland Buggy Co., of Mansfield,

Ohio, have entered the motor carriage field

and are at work on a gasoline vehicle which

it is claimed will be extremely powerful and
very light.

Too Pretty.

They brought the scorching maiden in;

Her cheeks were very red,

The tendrils of her golden hair

Ran round her dainty head.

"Oh, is it real?" his honor asked;

The cop looked long and well

—

"It seems to me," he said, "she is

Too pretty for a cell."

tOWifiST RATflS WEST.
Rates to the West are lower via Nickel Plate Road

than via other lines, while the service is excelled by
none. Three fast trains are run every day in the
year from Buffalo to Chicago. The day coaches are
of the latest pattern, are elegantly upholstered and
have all the modern improvements, such as marble
lavatories, steam heat, lighted by Pintsche gas, while
colored porters are in charge to look after the wants
of passengers, especially the ladies and children. Ves-
tibuled buffet sleeping cars are run on all trains.
while the dining cars and meal stations are owned
and operated by the company and serve the best of
meals at moderate prices.

If your ticket agent cannot give you all the in-

formation you desire in regard to rates, routes, etc.,

address F. J. Moore, Gen'l Agent, Nickel Plate
Road, 291 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y. 83

TIRE TAPE, 1>i cents a Roll.

Large ounce rolls. Best grade of fresh, sticky
tape. Wrapped in foil. 24c. a dozen, $1.75 per hun-
dred, $8 for 500, or $15 for $1,000 rolls.

W^HEELMEN'S CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

Utmost Simplicity
Marks all the Bicycies that

Bear the Name of

CRAWFORD
Strength and

Beauty, too. They
give satisfaction.

CRAWFORD MFG. 00.
Hagebstown, Md.

Send for the Crawford catalogue
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THE AMERICAN BICYCLE CO.

Rumors Galore, but There Is^othing Official

Yet.
U, AUG "?on

'

I

""HERE is no news about the American Bicycle Co. this

A weelf. Mr. A. G. Spalding, after a brief vacation, is

again on deck in the offices of the company at the Vanderbilt

building, but he is receiving no newspaper men. There is

nothing official to give out. When there is, it will receive wide

publicity.

The Wheel is of the opinion that nothing vital has de-

veloped in regard to this company, that the work of organiza-

tion is slowly proceeding, and that all talk of disgruntlement,

details of operation, whether this factory will be closed down,

or that factory opened up, is largely market talk. We are

of the opinion that the only general order that has been

given out is: Go ahead and attend to your business. We
believe that each factory of the American Bicycle Co. is work-

ing along just the same as if it had not become part of that

company, is being operated on individual Hnes, and for in-

dividual profit. We also believe that it will be some weeks

yet before the American Bicycle Co. is formally organized.

To deal with forty-six concerns is no easy matter. To

search the records of each concern, to go into the real estate

titles, and to get the consent of a thousand and one stock-

holders in the various companies is no light task. Each man

wants to know all about it, and the work must, of necessity,

proceed slowly. We understand that this part of the business

is being pushed with all the talent and expedition that can be

bought for money, and that, at the very earliest possible mo-

ment, a meeting will be called, the company organized, di-

rectors elected, and a definite policy adopted.

Of course, the fact that no news has been given out does

not in the slightest degree interfere with the vocabularic vibra-

tions of Madame Rumor, to whom silence is death, and she

keeps on talking just the same. Here are some of the things

which she says : That each maker is wondering how much the

other fellow got; that a meeting will be called shortly; that

)
there is some dissatisiaetioii o'n tJfe part of the Monarch people;

that there is some dissatisfaction on the part of the Lozier

people; that there is some dissatisfaction on the part of the

Ames & Frost people; that the Indianapolis Chain & Stamp-

ing Co. are in; that the IndianapoHs Chain & Stamping Co.

are out; that Mr. Spalding will be president; that Colonel Pope

will be president; that Arthur L. Garford will be president;

that the bankers received four million dollars for their work;

that Mr. Spalding received dollars for his work ; that

the present concerns are buying very little material, and are

doing little outside of assembling; that there was an important

meeting at Milwaukee last week; that there was an important

meeting at the Auditorium last week, and that big Western

jobbers were assured by A. B. C. interests that they could

go right ahead and that their orders would be filled as usual.

Perhaps the truest thing that could be said or intimated

about the trust is the following from our Toledo correspon-

dent, which in fact fits the case not only in Toledo, but else-

where: "The Toledo people feel that there will be little change,

so far as the general workings of the concerns go, and all the

local factories are preparing to do their advertising and send

their men out as usual."

ONE who has been very close to the entire negotiations

preceding and attending the flotation of the Ameri-

can Bicycle Co., had the following to say on Tuesday: "The

affairs of the American Bicycle Co. are much nearer a final

completion than many think. I do not care what the rumors

are. There has been, of course, a lot of friction, but every-

thing has been cleaned up, and every man interested in the

company is working beaver-fashion, preparing his deeds and

papers. In my opinion a meeting will be called within ten to

twelve days. At this meeting the papers will be all turned

over to the trust company, the stockholders will receive their
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securities, a meeting of the stockholders will be called and

a board of directors elected, which board will immediately

elect officers.

"Only in some lines are A. B. C. bicycle makers buying next

year's materials. They are waiting for orders from the Ameri-

can Bicycle Co. As soon as the company is launched, there

will be great activity. The company will have September to

prepare for the next season's campaign. It will be a distinct

factor in next year's market, and will dictate styles and prices

to the concerns which it has bought. Already a board of

directors has practically been decided upon, though, of course,

there may be a few changes." This same insider also stated

the president would probably be a neutral Western man.

lozier Was "Turned Around."

"It will be all right if it is properly managed," said H. A.

Lozier, as he sat in a south-bound Broadway car a few days

ago. "The management is the vital thing."

"Going to Coney Island?" cjueried The Wheel man, who

got off the car at Bowling Green, close to the Battery boats.

"No. Too busy for sport. But what car am I on? Great

Scott! I wanted to go to the Imperial hotel. Well, well, this

trust business turns me around."

Whereupon he took a car back uptown.

More flint Activity.

It was rumored on Tuesday that the Rubber Goods Co.

(Flint) had secured another bicycle tire factory.

THE TIRE MARKET.

How It Is Likely to Be Affected by the Tillinghast Patent Case—Flint Versus Flint—The Chances of " Out-

side " Tire Makers—A Problem in Store for the Biggest One, Goodrich—Other Tire Talk.

As has been previously stated, Colonel

Theodore F. Dodge has gone to Eu-
rope, and will not return until September,

and the general assumption is that he knows
that no decision will be rendered until that

time in the tire-patent suit in which he is os-

tensibly at least, so vitally interested. That
decision will greatly affect, if not finally de-

termine the control of the essential features

of the single-tube .tire.

lAn interesting theory has been expressed

concerning this single-tube case. It is printed

here because the entire trade is vitally con-

cerned in every phase of the matter. The
theory is that even if Colonel Dodge loses

the suit, the right to manufacture single-tube

tires without recognizing Colonel Dodge's

Tillinghast patent will not be given freely to

the world. According to this theory, Colonel

Dodge really represents the interests of the

Hartford Rubber Works in his infringement

suit against Porter, et al, or the Reading Tire

Co. The Hartford Rubber Works have

passed, or will pass into the control of the

Rubber Goods Mfg. Co., or Charles R. Flint.

As president of the U. S. Rubber Co.

Mr. Flint already controls the National

India Rubber Co., which bought up the Read-

ing Tire Co., and is supporting its cause in

this suit.

Flint Versus Flint.

The theory has it that if the Dodge side

wins, the Rubber Goods Mfg. Co. (Flint) will

make the strongest possible use of the patent

to its finish in the year 1910. If, 'however,

the decision favors the defendant, the latter

—

that is, Porter, et al, who sold out

to the National India Rubber Co., who
sold out to the U. S. Rubber Co.

(Flint)—win appeal the case, aiming in

that way to wholly or partly prevent

the involved rights from becoming public

property. In other words, the theory is that

this suit of Dodge vs. Porter, et al, is now a

suit of the Rubber Goods Mfg. Co. against

the U. S. Rubber Co., a suit of Flint interests

against Flint interests—in other words, a

sham-battle.

According to' the well-informed man who

propounded the above theory, the present

tire situation is such that the result of the

Dodge vs. Porter suit is now of minor im-

portance in the minds of those other manu-
facturers, who have infringed the claims of

the Tillinghast patent, and who would favor-

ably contemplate accepting suit against them-
selves if the Tillinghast claims were upheld

in the case now awaiting decision. The
Tiliinghast patent is put far into the back-

ground hy the absorption of many of its for-

mer eneinies into one or the other of the Flint

aggregations, and those still "on the outside"

are more concerned with the commercial

strength of the "aggregations," their oppor-

tunities for economical production, the A.

B. C. privileges they will enjoy, etc., than in

the Tillinghast case.

The Goodrich Chances.

Among the outsiders the Goodrich people

stand pre-eminent. They now manufacture

many single-tube tires, G. & J. tires, Palmer

tires and pneumatic and solid vehicle tires.

How long will they stay out?

Germane to this query concerning the

Goodrich people is the presumption that the

manufacture of G. & J. tires will be taken

away from them, in view of the great capac-

ity of Flint's tire factories, and the reciprocal

relations now existing between the Gormully

& Jeffery Mfg. Co., as members of the A. B.

C, and Mr. Flint's tire^making aggregation.

The Goodrich single-tube business will also

inevitably be unfavorably affected by these

reciprocal relations, which will cause other

A. B. C. concerns to give to flint the patron-

age they have given or do now give the Good-

rich people. The use of Palmer tires must

diminish by the same influence. The Tilling-

hast patent stands in the back-ground as an-

other possible club against Goodrich. In any

event, the bicycle tire trade of this biggest

outsider will logically be restricted to the out-

side bicycle makers—and many of those have

given options on their plants to the A. B. C.

Vehicle Tires, Too.

So much for the Goodrich hold on the bi-

cycle tire situation. They also do a large ve-

hicle tire business. There is a not remote

possibility of their coming into legal conflict

with the Rubber Tire Co., of Springfield, O.
The vehicle tire patent of this concern was
recently declared valid in an important in-

fringement suit. The patent is broad—so

broad that after the suit mentioned the com-
pany was sold to a syndicate, of which Mr.

McMillan, of Columbus, is president. Charles

R. Flint, or his company, is said to have a

one-seventh interest in the syndicate. Elkins

(independently, not in association with Wid-
ener or Whitney) is also said to be interested.

The property was bought for $1,250,000, of

which Kelly, the original owner, got $650,000.

Use the assimiption that this syndicate will

try to annoy the Goodrich company's vehicle

tire business by means of infringement suit,

and that the Rubber Goods Mfg. Co. will try

by vigorous competition to injure the Good-
rich company's general rubber goods busi-

ness, and an interesting situation is developed

for the biggest of the "outside" tire makers.

What will or can the Goodrich people do,

in that event? One thing they can do is to

enhance their own importance by vigorous

"anti-trust" advertising, and finally, perhaps,

to "come in"—in other words, to put up such

a vigorous fight that the "octopus" will find

overtures cheaper than requiems.

Where Morgan Stands.

Reference to the valuable vehicle tire syn-

dicate in which Mr. Flint is interested brings

to mind his relations with Morgan & Wright,

who recently opened a branch in New York

City, primarily to push their solid vehicle tire.

It is not known if their tire infringes the

Springfield-Kelly tire, as it is called. Even

if it does, Morgan & Wright will probably be

pennitted to develop that branch of their bus-

iness, as it is important that the interest-

earning performances of the Rubber Goods

Mfg. Co., which controls Morgan & Wright,

be as great as possible.

Recently The Wheel contained a guess

that F. W. Morgan, of Morgan and Wright,

would in due time ibecome prominent in the

central management of Rubber Goods affairs.

This guess is contested by-the statement that

George W. Blanchard, general factory super-
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intendent of the Rubber Goods Mfg. Co.,

does not personally favor Mr. Morgan. Mr.
Blanchard was factory manager and a strong

owner in the N. Y. Belting & Packing Co.
when that company was taken in by Rubber
Goods. While Mr. Flint promoted and is

said to control Rubber Goods, the presi-

dent and manager of the latter is L. C. Mc-
Clymonds, who was president of the N. Y.

Belting and Packing Co. MoClymonds and
Blanchard are therefore in close touch, and
their positions in the Rubber Goods company
must give them considerable power. So that

the unquestionable genius of Morgan may not

acquire central power in the company. But
after all, there is much power and much sat-

isfaction in the fact of running one of the

most profitable, if not the most profitable,

concerns of the lot.

"I understand," said one of the oldest tire

salesmen representing a first-class outside

tire concern, "that the bicycle makers con-

sider themselves bound for five years to order

tires of the Rubber Goods Mfg. Co.; but

there is nothing to prevent them from selling

machines without tires. They will have to,

to accommodate dealers who will insist upon
having our tires."

ANTIPODEAN ITEMS.

What Goes on in Sport and Trade in

the llome of the Kan-

garoo.

Melbourne, Victoria, July 3.—^Editor of

The Wheel: The police court action

brought against the rider, L. Cortett, by Will-

iam Martin, the "plugger," for erratic riding,

with the intent, as Martin alleged, of (bring-

ing him down, resulted in the committal of

Corbett, who is to take 'his trial before a jury

some time this month. The magistrate who
committed him gave as his reason for so

doing the very contradictory nature of the

evidence, and would neither take it upon
himself to discharge him nor inflict a punish-

ment. Martin is at present away in the

Northern colony, Queensland, where he

doubtless is doing some racing, for in that

tropical region racing can only be pursued

during the winter. Martin will shortly be in

Melbourne, to attend at the court, after which

he goes to West Australia to race there.

In the cablegrams of last evening's paper,

Murphy, of New York, is credited with hav-

ing broken the world's record for a mile,

taken with a flying start behind pace. Mur-
phy is said to have covered the distance in

57 4-5 seconds. As far as I can remember,

"Majah" Taylor's figures are 1.31 4-5—and

these are not very slow, but there is a big

discrepancy between the two sets. We are

awaiting fuller particulars with interest. I

have waited until the last minute to see what
the morning papers had to say about the rec-

ord, and no doubt they give the truth when
they assert that Murphy negotiated the mile

in 1.27 4-5, and even this is a very substantial

cut off Taylor.

Last evening the League held a special

meeting of members in order that the new
constitution might be discussed. There was

an extremely meagre attendance, not more

than forty-five or fifty being present out of a

membership of 3,000 (in round numbers).

Wheelmen here seem to have lost all inter-

est in, and have a lack of sympathy towards

the League, which (the League) has hardly

realized expectation. Last year too much
attention was paid to racing, and little or

nothing in the way of encouraging the tour-

ing section.

It is expected that even if the new consti-

tution is workable (it not yet being threshed

out entirely) the League will hardly prosper.

This is bad, of course, as there most certainly

should be a governing body.

We are undergoing a most trying winter,

not so much on account of the cold, but of

the incessant rain. It has been phenomenal.

For the last eight weeks hardly any riding

has been practicable, the streets and roads

being in a pitiable state, proving the saying

that it is easy enough to make summer roads,

but more difficult to make roads which are

good all the year round.

This state of weather has made the cycle

trade feel the pinch in all its intensity. No
riding, no trade; and with the heavy stocks

many of the firms are carrying, it is anything

but satisfactory.

Auction sales have stopped, and we think

that with the advent of fine weather business

will look up, especially after so prolonged a

spell from riding, owing to the very moist

weather—something unique for the Austral-

ian riders. G. R. B.

THAT CHAIN POOL.

Exports Up to Date.

Exports of bicycles and material from port of New
York for week ended August S, 1S99:
Antwerp.—6 cases bicycles, $160; 1 case bicycle ma-

terial, $20.

Amsterdam.—28 cases bicycles, $636.

Asia.—1 case bicycles, $140.
(Argentine Republic.—^20 cases bicycles, $1,238; 6 cases

bicycle material, $187. i

British Guiana.—9 cases bicycles, $229; 10 cases bicy-
cle material, $181.

British Possessions in Africa.—78 cases bicycles,

$3^086; 5 cases bicycle material $189.

'British Australia.—20 cases bicycles, $1,968; 2 cases
bicycle material, $53.

British West Indies.—34 cases bdcycles, $1,445; 10
cases bicycle material, $240.
British East Lndies.—6 ceases bicycles, $44S; 2 cases

bicycle material, $147.
Brazil.—2 cases bicycles, $72.

Chili.—1 case bicycle material, $6.

iChristiania.—^1 case bicycles, $25.

Copenhagen.—^3 cases bicycles, $50; 6 cases bicycle
material, $248.

Cuba.—19 cases bicycles, $1,213; 10 cases bicycle
material, $135.
iCentral America.—6 cases bicycles, $290; 1 case bi-

cycle 'material. $10.

Dramjnen.

—

2 cases bicycles, $38.

French West Indies.—1 case bicycles. $23.

Gothenburg.—6 cases bicycle material, $389.
Glasgow.—6 cases bicycles, $404; 3 cases bicycle ma-

terial, $37.

Hamburg.—5 cases bicycles, $156; 27 cases bicycle
material, $1,736.

Havre.—102 cases bicycles, $2,789; 50 cases bicycle
material, $2,789.
iHull.—^1 case bicycle material, $148.

Hong Kong.—8 cases bicycles. $200.

London.—97 cases 'bicycles, $3,204; 7 cases bicycle
material, $181.
Newfoundland.

—

2 cases bicycles, $80; 4 cases bicycle
material, $135.

'Naples.—^1 case bicycles. $67.

New Zealand.—57 cases bicycles, $2,093; 7 cases bicy-
cle material, $25.

Portuguese Possessions in Africa.—1 case bicycles,
$99.
IRotterdam.—23 cases bicycle material, $796.

'Stockholm.—2 cases bicycles. $50.

'Southampton.—14 cases bicycles, $452; 48 cases bicy-
cle material, $2,705.

Uruguay.—3 cases bicycles, $410; 1 case bicycle ma-
terial, $12.

Venezuela.—1 case bicycle material, $5.

A Cyclists' " Paradise."

All cyclists have for years known that Long
Island, the 105 slice of sea-swept land that starts

in Long Island City and ends only in Green-

port, is a cyclist's paradise. The Long Island

railroad recently discovered this fact, and

have commenced to exploit the idea. The
latest contribution is a little pamphlet which

every cyclist should have. It tells all about

Long Island, gives time-tables, and outlines

about forty special runs, giving the details of

each run. It is a handy run-suggestor. A
card to R. B. Fullerton, Cycling Passenger

Agent, Long Island City, will bring you a

copy.

A Committee Will Try to Get Pacts—

Another Meeting Next

Week.

Last week The Wheel was given by Mr.
A. R. Pope, a salesman for the .Standand Ball

Co., of New York, the statement that he had
called a meeting of chain manufacturers,
whom he named, for the purpose of discov-
ering to what extent they would be willing to

combine their interests with reference to regu-
lation of product and stiffening of prices.

The meeting was held in a lawyer's office

on Thursday, and about seven out of a possible

sixteen concerns were represented. Several

telegrams were received from people who
were unable to be there. Mr. Pope's plan
was outlined to those present and a commit-
tee of five was appointed to gather certain in-

formation and report at a second meeting, to

be held next Thursday.

Since the first meeting, Mr. Pope has vouch-
safed no further information, and as he was
not accessible at his office this week, it is pre-

sumable that he is actively a member of the

investigating committee.

The work of that committee, The Wheel is

reliably informed, is to secure from each
chain manufacturer answers to a series of

questions as to his knowledge of the domestic
and export demand for chains, his producing
capacity, his actual output, etc,—questions

which a conservative man usually hesitates

about answering until he knows the question-

er's plan and what there is back of it. One
chain-maker told The Wheel that he would
not think of answering the questions off-

hand, and that, besides, he was about out of

patience with people who have the promot-
ing fever and nothing much behind it.

The critical attitude of chain-makers does
not necessarily show that 'Mr. Pope's plan is

unfeasible. His plan is to have certain under-
writers advance money to each chain-maker
interested, on the basis of an agreed output
and price. As The Wheel understands it, the

plan is essentially to have all the outputs vir-

tually controlled by one concern'—to have, in

effect, one jobber for all the factories. This
would seemingly involve considerable risk to

the jobber in selling, even if his payments to

the maker were very low, while the maker
would risk the loss of his identity.

It is understood that Mr. Pope is not acting

directly for the Standard Ball Co. in this mat-
ter, although a chain-maker states that a stan-

dard form of link is part of the plan, and that

the Standard people have facilities for pro-
ducing the blocks used in that work.
In brief, this is another one of those plans

which may or may not be practicable. The
Wheel will be pleased to print all the news
that comes to hand concerning it.

Sweet Sounding Bells.

The George Sweet Mfg. Co., of Dansville,

N. Y., has put 30,000 of the new Allen bicy-

cle bells on the market during the present
season and is still working to fill orders at

the manufacturing rate of 600 bells per day.

Parker and Bundy.

A. H. Parker, well known in connection
with the League chainless, is the New Eng-
land representative of the Bundy Lamp Co.,

and is traveling throughout the East and is

spreading the (Bundy) light in great style.
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''Sullivan, Ind.June 10, 1899.

"Grand Rapids Cycle Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

"Gentlemen;—I have been intending for some time to write

you in regard to the Clipper Chainless that I received from you
last spring. I have been letting my son, that looks after my bi-

cycle business, use it. He has used it over all kinds of roads

and has never had the least bit of trouble with it, and says it

is the smoothest-running wheel he ever rode. I have also let

anyone else ride it that wanted to try it, and they all say that it is the nicest wheel they ever

rode,

"I have been advertising it and having my son show it all over the country. It takes

some time to get Chainless started in a place like this; too many people are afraid of them; but,

after they see how the one I have goes through the season, I think that next year I can sell some, |5
and hope to yet this season. Yours respectfully,

"(Signed), J. P. STRATTON."
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We didn't ask Mr. Stratton for this "puff." He, like all others, has written us of his own accord

and without any solicitation on our part. We don't understand why people should be afraid of a Clipper

Chainless. We've been making and advertising them for two years. We wouldn't do either a single minute
if we didn't know they would stand the recommendation we give them. When we endorse a bicycle you'll

take no chances in buying it.

Grand Rapids Cycle Co.,

CLIPPER PEOPLE,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

No. N. 186. Kindly mention The Wheel.
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You Want a FREE WHEEL a„d

You Want the MORROW.
THE ORIGINAL AND
ONLY RELIABLE

Automatic Coaster and Brake

It costs $7*50
and is worth it* f I^lt© any Oycle.

Others are Cheapen

Ours are not cheap, but they are RELIABLE.

ECLIPSE BICYCLE CO., - - - ELMIRA, N. Y.
Kindly mention The Wheel.
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THE WONDtRflL BICYCLE MILE.

THE mile bic}'cle record, which in eighteen years has been

. reduced from 3.22 odd to 1.22 odd, would furnish an

interesting theme for the statistician and the human naturalist.

This mile record is a peg upon which might be hung an inter-

esting story. The story would start with the pioneer efforts

in the early days of the high wheel and the dirt track, when a

man who rode in 3.20 something was considered a wonder.

After that it would deal with the track improvement, and we

would find a specially-prepared surface replacing the old

"horse" track. This track specializing brought the record

down to the 2.40 mark. Thereafter we find the manufacturers

stepping in and training men up to concert pitch, training

such men as Rowe and Hendee, and these trained-to-the-hour

men made another cut of fifteen seconds, and here we step

from the "ordinary" to the solid-tired safety, from the solid-

tired safety to the pneumatic-tired safety, from the pneumatic-

tired safety to the track with banked corners, from the track

with banked corners to the pacing game, from the pacing game

to the motor-pacing game. Finally we throw away the chain,

and there you have the whole story. Between the 3.20 odd

and the 1.20 odd there has been much invention, there has

been a million dollars spent on patents, there have been thou-

sands of commercial failures, ten thousand inventors gone

astray, and scores of crackajack racing men gone to the dogs.

A PECILIAR COMPARISON.

IN connection with a tabulated comparison, the obvious pur-

pose of which is to show that the cheaper American

bicycles exported are not honest value, "The Cyclist," of

London, prints this editorial:

In publishing this comparison we do not reflect in any way upon
American machines as such; there are as good bicycles made in

America to-day as elsewhere, but the purchaser has to pay a fair price

for them, and we have no doubt 'that there are machines of an equally

rubbishy nature to the machine experimented with made in this

country and sold at equivalent rates at auction sales and such like, but

what the comparison will show is that the much-boomed "cheap"
"high-grade" wheel which has been thrown in the teeth of the English
maker is such a production that no sensible cyclist would consent

to attach himself to, while it also shows the quality which may be

expected to be found in even a moderate-priced machine of English

construction made by a reputable English manufacturer at a reasonable

yet not exceedingly low price.

Our contemporary's editorial exposes the unfairness of its

tabulated comparison. That comparison is between a non-

reputable American machine of suspiciously low price and

an English machine of moderate price. Why was not a really

trashy English machine used?

It was a shell-game comparison. It may fool some English

buyers, through the influence of English daily newspapers, but

merit will win in the end. The American bicycle, broadly

speaking, is going to drive its competitors out of business.

One trashy machine does not represent a national standard,

and a comparison between two grades is not very convincing.

A SAEE PREDICTION.

REPEATEDLY The Wheel has spoken hopefully—and,

we confess, wistftill}'—in favor of the construction and

sale by bicycle makers of automobile vehicles of the smaller

type—of the true "bicycle" type; bicycles, tricycles, tandems,

etc. Especially tricycles with "trailer" connections. Not long

ago we advised manufacturers not to wait for the development

of American inventive genius to the point where the products

of foreign brains could be ignored. We urged them to do

as many French makers are doing—put in their orders now

for the most successful motors, build machines to fit them

to, and go on with the actual selling of machines. We pre-

dicted that such machines, smaller and less costly than the

wagon type of automobile, would sell readily if the cycle trade

would use reasonable enterprise in introducing them to the

public.

One American concern—distinctively American, made up

of bright, energetic, comparatively young men—has acted

upon our suggestion. This concern has been fortunate enough

to secure the control in this country of the most famous of

the French motors. It is fitting these motors to an interesting

variety of vehicles which, properly advertised, must win the

admiring attention and shortly the enthusiastic patronage of

American cyclists.

We trust that the concern will live up to its opportunities.

Its price for a tricycle is now |450. We think it would be

enterprise to reduce this to |350, if possible. We hope the

concern has the right and the disposition to urge other man-

ufacturers to use, under license, the motor it controls. We
hope it will actually create competition for itself. Competition

is one of the requisites to interest the public in this matter.

When the possibilities of the bicycle were urged upon Amer-

ican capital, the ding-dong reply was that American roads
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were bad. So they were. But they did not prevent the sale of

the coniparati\-ely inaccessible and dangerous bicycle with the

high front wheel. They are bad to-day, in many parts, but

that fact is no more an argument against bicycle possibilities,

or the possibilities of automobiles of the true "bicycle" type,

than is the condition of roads in Patagonia.

Shall we wait for it to rain in New Mexico before we sell

umbrellas in New England? Shall we wait for a sufficient

number of people to go West and grow up with the country

before we begin selling the best and most fascinating type of

automobile to the crowded legions of the East? Why gaze

at distant geographical lines, when population is what is wanted?

There are several millions of dollars in the most thickly

populated parts of this countr}-. waiting to be spent for the

"bicycle" style of automobile. Capital and enterprise—which

means mechanical, advertising and selling ability, and com-

petition—will prove what we say.

WHENE\'ER a remarkable record is made in this coun-

try the English calmly inform us of its impossibility.

It is so in the case of Murphy's mile behind a train. This

latest reproof from our betters on the other side is the more

embarrassing on account of the irrefragable argument which

accompanies it—that at a mile-a-minute speed the ''flying dirt

and grease, for which the American locomotive is notorious,"

would have blinded any rider! How our venerated masters

over there will dispose of Taylor's mile in 1.22, done last

week on the Chicago cement track, no ixian knows. We
suffer with the pangs of anticipatory depression.

S -X- -K

IT is fortunate that the variety of materials and appurten-

ances necessary in bicycle construction is so small. x-Vn in-

crease in the cost of material does not mean as much in this

trade as in the carriage trade. A carriage authority sa^^s that

since the present selling prices were issued the net cost of

every vehicle built has risen to from |4 to |10, on account of

increased cost of materials and parts. Incidentally, he says

that of the estimated output of 800,000 buggies, carriages and

springwagons in 1899, all but 100,000 will be built by the large

makers.
« •» «

THERE is a screw loose in the Collins law. In making-

benevolent provision for the rider caught lampless on

his or her homeward way, it has created a loophole through

which the evasive ride in mobs. A representative of The

Wheel took tab for fifteen minutes, the other night, on the

Coney Island Cycle Path. One hundred and twenty-one riders

had lamps. Twenty-six had none. Altogether too great a

proportion of danger in such figures. The law needs mending.

X- * »

M ONTHS ago the chainless bicycle demonstrated its

ability to move fast. Broken records told the story

more plainly than any quantity of scientific argument. The

more recent performances on the chainless—McDuffee's mile

in 1.2S and Taylor's in 1.22—are sensational enough to arouse

the interest of every progressive American—and the suspicion

of every Englishman.

'» # *

IN contemplating the high price of steel billets, fr«m which

all bicycle parts are evolved, it is comforting to reflect that

there is no danger of a shortage of the stuff from which the

billets themselves are made. The Cjuantity of iron ore in the

open pits in Minnesota is beyond computation, and the cost

of mining it is only about five cents a ton.

* ^t *

E\'ERY device which will increase the 'reputation of a

machine for comfort deserves attention, provided it does

not involve loss' of grace or produce peculiarity which the

retailer must waste his time explaining. The right pneumatic

tire helps man)' a machine's reputation. Why not study spring

seat-posts?

••••••"•I

PERTAIMNO TO PIBLICITY.

A trade journal with a thousand subscribers often has a greater

number of readers of the sort the advertiser wishes to appeal to than

the daily paper circulating a hundred thousand copies.
—"Printers'

Ink."

The manufacturer who spends but a moderate amount of

money in trade advertising will get better results by selecting

the best or best two papers and using them liberally and con-

tinuously than by having smaller space in all the publications

of the trade. The leading papers practically cover the trade,

and when you go beyond them you begin to pay for duplicate

circulation.

The organization of the American Bicycle Co. will not

materially affect bicycle advertising, It has been proven in

the past that a brand of anything that has been advertised into

popularity must continue a certain amount of advertising or

drop i-nto oblivion. Unless the present well-known makes of

wheels are advertised just as liberally as heretofore, other and

now unknown makes will spring up, strike out boldly with a

vigorous campaign of trade and general advertising and
usurp their places. There is no such thing in business as

standing still. It is either forward or 'backward. And to re-

tain the popularity for the makes of its various subscribers

the A. B, C will have to look well to the matter of adver-

tising.

Money spent in programme, score-card and wildcat adver-

tising schemes will rarely ever return in principal, to say

nothing of interest and profit. The manufacturer who sticks

strictly to trade-paper, newspaper and magazine advertising

will be in business long after his rival who experiments with

every medium that comes along. First, find the good medium,
then stick to it in season and out of season, and the end will

more than justify your confidence.

Don't ape a competitor in your advertising. If you can't

be original—and, after all, simon pure originality is a mighty

scarce article—take an idea from someone else and improve

upon it. But whatever you do don't ibe guilty of purloining

another's idea and using it without the semblance of a change.

Don't labor too hard in the endeavor to make a good ad-

vertisement. Your copy should be free from any sugges-

tion of eflort or hard work. You'- arguments should be

natural, convincing and seemingly spontaneous. The move
of this spirit you can imbue thern with, the greater will be

their efifect. A reader will think seriously over an honest,

earnest argument when he will look askance at a smooth,

chocolate-colored yarn that has every appearance of a fairy

tale beneath the surface. "Good, easj' reading" is most ef-

fective.

gU«-«-«"i ••S
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TAYLOR TAKES IT.

The Motor-Paced Mile Record Annexed in Most Con-
vincing Fashion by Munger and the Major.

Chicago, Aug. 3.—^Goodness only knows
where the Major-iMunger-Sager-Stcarns quar-

tette would have put the mile figure to if the

Gariield track had

been any way near as

good as the men and

machines, who on the

track's uneven sur-

face smashed the fig-

ures for the mile worse
than they have ever

been smashed before.

The day was an ideal

one, still and not too

warm, when at

o'clock Munger an-

nounced that he and

Ms were ready. Profit-

ing by past exper-

iences, a triplet was

placed in readiness to

take Taylor on in case

steam failed to per-

form its part. With
Taylor tacked on be-

hind the motor and

the Major tandemed

around for a few laps

to limber and warm
up, both man and ma-

chine were declared in

perfect shape, and

after the officials had

been selected and in

the'ir places, Munger
nodded for the word

Go, and motor and

rider were off like a

flash, fairly flying

around the first turn

and to the one-quar-

ter-mile pole in 20 1-5

seconds.

Taylor's legs work-

ed like the piston rods

that drove the motor,

and, tacked behind the

flying machine, he

hung within a foot of

the whirling spokes.

The watches register-

ed 39 2-5 seconds for

the half mile, the sec-

ond quarter being

done in 19 seconds.

which is faster than any rider on a track ever

traveled for even a quarter-mile record. This

terrific clip was kept up to the three-quarters

pole, which was turned in 59 3-5 seconds. Dur-

ing all this time Taylor looked to be a part of

the pacing machine, so close did he cling to

the rear of the motor.

As the combination entered the one-half-

mile stretch the triplet team was started from

the south end of the track and they rapidly

got under headway. They rushed over the

bridge on the backstretch, the motor closing

on them in a moment's time. They would
have made a beautiful pickup, but as the

motor was going all right they took the Major

MiAJOR TAYLOR.

only at the homestretch, carrying him to the

finish in 1.22 2-5, 5 3-5 better than the world's

record.

Taylor finished strong and it looked as

though he could have gone a trifle faster. The

colored boy ma'de the turns in wonderfu'

shape. His jackkni'fe position made wind

shields unnecessary, and he lay behind W. F.

Blanchard throughout the terrible mile, seem-

ing hardly to move, so fast did he go. Watches

on the outside announced the time as 1.21 and

1.22.

A cheer went up from the 400 people who
witnessed the ride and they fairly swarmed
on the track and over to the place where tlie

official timers.were when the official time was
announced. The crowd made for the colored

wonder and escorted him to his dressing-

room, congratulating him on all sides. The
official time was as follows: Quarter, .20 1-5;

half, .39 2-5; three-quarters, .59 3-5; one mile,

1.22 2-5. The following acted as officials: L.

A. W. representative, O. C. Dennis; judges,

George Leander, Eugene Holway, T. A. Pad-
gett; timers, J. P. Bliss, James Temple, O. N.
Stenstrum, T. W. lEck.

When Representative Dennis examined the

watches they register-

ed as follows: Bliss,

1.22 2-5; Temple.
1.22 1-5; Stenstrum,

1.22 2-5; Eck, one

watch 1.22 2-5 and hi,

other watch 1.22 3-5.

Dennis then decided

1.22 2-5 as the one ac-

cepted.

Canada's Combine Talk.

Senator Cox, of

Toronto, has been

called the Charles R.

Flint of Canada, on

account of his predi-

lection for floating

"industrials." It was

Cox who led the co-

terie who bought the

American D u n 1 o p

rights from the parent

company. He has a

branch office in New
York, and is alto-

gether in the swim as

a promoter.

Mr. Cox's name has

naturally been men-

tioned in connection

with the efiforts to

combine Canadian

cycle manufacturers.

This scheme has been

in the air for some
time, and has so far

been of so buoyant a

character as to refuse

to settle into the form

of a definite fact.

The latest about the

Canadian combine is

that Senator Cox and

his friends have ac-

quired, for $250,000,

the Welland Vale

Mfg. Co.'s works at

St. Catherines, and

that the works will be

closed. The latter part

of the statement seems unlikely. Closing

-profitable factories simply encourages new
competition.

The latest about the Canadian combine is

that Senator Cox and his friends have ac-

quired, for $250,000, the Welland Vale Mfg.

Co.'s works at St. Catherines, and that the

works will be closed. The latter part of the

statement seems unlikely. Closing profitable

factories simply encourages new competition

in every line of business, no matter what it

may be.
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ACETYLENE LAMPS.

I

m

f

First-Class Oil Lamps Have Certain Advantages, but Acetylene Has Indubitable Claims of its Own — The

Acetylene Lamp Cannot Be Denied, and Those Who Fight It Are Simply Shutting Off Their Own

Profits — What Constitutes a Scientific Lamp — The Explosion Bugaboo.

RESUME.
This series of articles is in no wise antagonistic to

oil and electric lamps, but is intended to be of edu-

cational interest to those who recognize the possi-

bilities of acetylene lamps but are deterred from sell-

ing or using them by the restrictions of insurance

companies and by ignorance of the nature of calcium

carbide.

Previously The Wheel has shown that calcium car-

bide is far less dangerous than the ordinary match, and

that the restrictive policy toward it in the East by

insurance companies is incompatible with their liberal

policy in the West. Insurance companies tried to

retard the use of electric lights in office buildings.

They oppose every new invention that in any way
increases their risks. Despite their opposition, acety-

lene gas, the product of calcium carbide, is now com-

monly used for lighting dwellings and streets in

many parts of this country and Europe, and their

complete isurrender in the Eastern States is a matter

of time, controllable by the producers and consumers

of carbide, g-as generators and gas lamps. Acetylene

gas lamps deserve the careful study and support of

bicycle agents.

The Wheel of July 27 contained a number of com-

parisons showing the advantages of acetylene in

lighting power, safety, etc., over other illuminants.

There has been much ignorance on this point.

In The Wheel of August 3 the romantic history

of Cyclist Willson's discovery of a commercially possi-

ble method of making calcium carbide was stated.

It is the intention, this week and later, to print

interesting, educative .matter on the subject, and to

describe each week one acetylene lamp.

ITS STEADY PROGRESS.

CONSERVATISM is an absolute neces-

sity. Without it the world would go to

everlasting smash in a very little time.

Conservatism makes the mother keep her

children away from fire, and lack of con-

servatism occasionally results in babies burn-

ing to death.

Conservatism made the insurance com-
panies place strong restrictions on the use

of what is called the parlor match when it

first came into use. The parlor match is

many times as dangerous as calcium carbide,

but it is to be found everywhere to-day.

Insurance company and fire department

conservatism at first entirely forbade the

keeping of calcium carbide. Then, particu-

larly in the West, as public demand pressed,

conservatism gave way. It was made per-

missible to carry in stock 20 pounds of car-

bide, in a metal vessel about as strong as

an office safe. Gradually the East demanded
more liberally. In New York City, until

recently, the fire department permitted 20

pounds to be stored in any one place. Now
the limit has been raised to 100 pounds. Soon
there must be practically no limit.

Advantages Deferred.

This conservatism, which still exists to a

marked degree in many parts, has greatly

hindered riders, particularly in the East, from
enjoying the advantages of the acetylene

lamp. Some riders will insist upon using

the oil lamp, which certainly has advantages

of its own, but there is no question about the

great present and prospective popularity of

acetylene. Where the acetylene lamp has

not so far flourished the fact can be definitely

traced to the various forms of conservatism.

The restrictions of the insurance and fire de-

partment people, and the natural effect upon

all concerned, is responsible for the fact that,

in a 15-minute count on the Coney Island

Cycle Path the other evening, only 12 riders

had acetylene lamps, while 109 used oil. There

were 26 who had no lamps at all—^but that is

a different narrative.

Germany's Example.

When ultra-conservative Germany adopts

acetylene gas for its railway stations and
trains, it is time for the rest of the world to

awaken to the importance of the new illu-

minant—its cheapness, coolness, safety; the

smaller generators, pipes and burners neces-

sary, and particularly the stm-like quality of

the light. Calcium carbide and its product,

acetylene gas, should be better understood

by bicycle people, not only with reference to

bicycle lamps but in the larger sense. Dwell-

ings, shops, stores, churches, even streets, are

being lighted by this new method. When
the thing is understood in its fullest sense

then will the cycle dealer be best fitted to

intelligently discuss its advantages and dis-

advantages with his customer.

Stop imagining that some day an acetylene

lamp is going to explode in your store and
blow everything to smithereens. Equip your-

self to help out puzzled customers. You al-

ready have that equipment if you have read

the articles on this subject in previous issues

of The Wheel.
In the first place, don't handle an acetylene

lamp which has been slapped together with-

out regard to, and perhaps without knowl-
edge of, the scientific generation of this gas.

Scientific Gas Generation.

If the water has opportunity to flood the

carbide, a caking of lime and great internal

heat and actual decomposition of the gas

results, as well as an excess of gas fed to

the flame.

If the water drops on the top of the car-

bide, a similar result occurs, except that the

caking forms on top and prevents a due flow

of gas to the flame. If, however, the carbide

is not tightly confined—if there is plenty of

room for the escape of gas from itj at the

sides and in some cases from the bottom, it

makes no difference how the water is fed in.

Generally, the best way to feed water to

the carbide is at the bottom, and this is the

method employed in all of the more expensive
lamps which have been successful.

There is not one chance in a thousand of

any acetylene lamp, costly or cheap, explod-

ing. They all have two means for the escape

of generated gas—the burner tip and a hole

in the top of the water reservoir.

Bursting is not exploding. Peggy, one of

Dickens' characters, had a habit of laugh-

ingly expanding and bursting off buttons,

but she never actually exploded. Same way
with an acetylene lamp. Put in too much
carbide, turn on the water, and something
will give way. Then, if the escaping gas

comes into contact with the fire in your pipe

—which is not at all likely—you are liable to

lose a part of your mustache and an eye-

brow or two, as a well-deserved punishment
for smoking while riding a wheel. Not one
out of 10,000 acetylene lamps has even "ex-

panded."

THE SOLAR LAMP.

It would be hard to imagine a happier com-
mercial and scientific combination than the

Solar lamp. This lamp came upon the world
when the bicycle use of acetylene was young,
and it has had matters pretty much its own
way ever since.

The writer well remembers the entre of the

Solar. It was on the Chicago boulevards
that it began to create a sensation. Two

other acetylene lamps were being manufac-

tured in Chicago then, and the Solar factory

—the Badger Brass Mfg. Co.—was in Keno-
sha, a Wisconsin town not far away. A few

Solar lamps were put into use on the crowded
boulevards, and instantly they excited great

attention on account of their unusual showi-

ness at night.

In addition to throwing a peculiarly daz-

zling light forward, the Solar's body is liber-

ally perforated, and the white light, percolat-

ing through these numerous orifices and mul-
tiplying itself by reflection from the outer

nickeled surfaces, leaves on the mind the

beautiful effect of a river steamer passing at

night. In no other lamp is this effect so

strongly brought out.
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From the beginning this feature and the

unusually large, red and green side-lights

created a big demand for the Solar, and as

the lamp is thoroughly scientific as well as

beautiful, its success has been enormous de-

spite all the competition which has come in

since its start.

The Solar 'water feed was designed to be

automatic. The water passes from its reser-

voir, behind the reflector, down to a hori-

zontal wick, through which it flows to the

centre of the top of the carbide chamber.
Down through an upright tube in the centre

having numerous perforations, the water

drips to the bottom of the carbide, the drip

being regulated by a thumb-screw outside the

lamp. At the bottom of the chamber the

water passes into the carbide by capillary

attraction. Gas forms, escapes from the car-

bide into the upright tube through the numer-
ous perforations, and goes without interfer-

ence to the burner.

The theory is that if a sudden jar should

force a few drops too much of water into the

carbide, the consequent gas pressure will

automatically prevent the ingress of more
water until it is needed. While this tfieory

might be jolted a bit by further jarring of

the machine over a rough road or against

obstacles, the essential point is that under all

circumstances the wick will prevent the car-

bide from being flooded, and what little sur-

plus gas is created by a jar or two is easily

consumed by the burner.

Users of the Solar do not have to wait

several minutes after turning on the water

for the gas to work its way to the burner.

The Solar people have the water fed to the

carbide at the bottom, but in such a way that

the gas created instantly ascends to the

burner.

A new removable tip holder is now a feature

of the Solar, which lamp users will appre-

ciate. Every burner has its day, and must be

renewed.

Every Solar lamp is lighted and practically

tested before it is sent from the factory in

Kenosha—a factory once small, now great.

The Solar carriage lamps are also having

great success.

I—

TORRENTS AND TORRENCE.

Will Back Taylor Against Anyone.

In view of the often repeated story that the

outlaws have all of the fast men, and that they

can defeat any and every rider who still

acknowledges L, A. W. supremacy, a promin-

ent New York newspaper man visited The
Wheel office this week and declared he was
prepared to back Major Taylor at a mile, the

best two in three heats, against any man in

America, not barring color, age,, allegiance,

brotherhood or magnitude of acceptor's bank

roll. With so open a challenge and so con-

firmed a belief in the speechifying powers of

money it does seem as though silence on the

part of the fast brigade would no longer be

golden, nor will any pretended superiority of

color be other than brazen.

Kiser and Collett.

In the closest finish of the season, at the

meet at the Crescent Park, Providence, Kiser

defeated at a mile one of the best fields of the

year. Kimble ran second, beaten by a foot,

while McFarland and Stevens, who had held

the-position back of pace with their usual tac-

tics, ran third and fourth. In the amateur

races Collett was head and shoulders over his

field.

The Latter Won in Spite of the Former—A 100-Mile

Race with Frills.

MAN'S conceit and Jupiter Pluvius were

responsible for a number of slides,

crashes and thumps on the Berkeley Oval
board track last Saturday. When the track

was built, science was thrown to the winds
and the southeast corner was made unsafe

for hicycle riders to accommodate a cinder

foot-path. Like swerving a railway line to

accommodate a potato patch. Rain made the

curve slippery, and there was trouble.

About 2,000 people went to the beautifully

located spot north of New York City to see

thirty-seven men ride a 100-mile race. Many
of the contestants were century riders, hard-

ened to road work, but unused to the track.

They began their tussle on the whaleback

course at 4 p. m. Slips, collisions and crashes

began early. There were only nine riders left

at seventy-five miles, when the water was

coming down in torrents. After ninety miles

there were only seven contestants. The finish,

which was spirited, occurred at 9.30 p. m.

Most of the 2,000 people had munched sand-

wich suppers and remained to the end. They
couldn't very well help it, for Jupiter Pluvius

had turned the water pitcher upside down and

was beating the big base drum and spitting

fire in earnest.

The best man did not necessarily win, al-

though the winner led from fifty miles. Many
a good man retired by the tumble route. The
most serious injury occurred to Jorgen Han-
sen, of 'New Jersey, who acquired a five-inch

splinter in the calf of his leg. A surgeon re-

moved it.

The men started in five rows at 4 o'clock.

The first spill occurred in the third mile.

Eight men -down. At seven miles Van Cott

tried to leave the bunch. Dove insisted on

staying with him for a mile. This made Van
Cott tired, and he quit. Spills had been oc-

curring right along. Thirty-one men left.

At fourteen miles the rain came. More

slips. At sixteen miles there were twenty-

eight riders.

At twenty-three miles -?ove, colored, tried

to run away, but couldn't. However, he beat

G. W. Crook in a close fight for the leader-

ship at twenty-five miles, and got a special

prize. In the twenty-seventh mile diminutive

Johnny King, favorite of the raucous-voiced

spectator from Newark, gained a lost lap. In

the next mile Dove went down, with others,

and re-started.

At thirty-one miles nineteen riders were

left. Beauregard, of New England, showed

great power with his 112 gear. The rain

poured hard and riders continued dropping.

Dove and Mock went down and out at thirty-

five miles. Earl was out before forty miles

were covered.

Little King beat Beauregard, Torrence and

Hauser in the sprint at fifty miles, but he was

a lap behind and Torrence won, beating

Beauregard closely.

In the -fifty-sixth mile all but Torrence went

down. Torrence gained a lap. Thence to the

finish Torrence, Beauregard, Hauser was the

order. Torrence, Beauregard and Mock pool-

ed interests and went down in one conglomer-
ate mass in the seventy-seventh mile. At
seventy-nine miles Mock took his pains ser-

iously and pulled out. At eighty-one miles

Little Johnny King thought he heard the

whistle blow and quit work.

After ninety miles the weather cleared. It

was a procession to the finish. In the final

sprint Torrence landed first, with Beaure-

gard, Hauser, Gerken, Godbold, Frank and
Rosengreen after him in that order. The sum-
mary:

Mile.
5—\V.
10—M.
15—VV.

20—F.
25-^M.
30—VV.
35—F.
40—F.
45-^F.
50—W.
55—W.
60—W.
65—W.
70—W.
75—W.
80—W.
85^W.
90—W.
95—W.
100—W.

Leader.
P. Kuchen.
T. Dove.

, Brown.
Munz.
T. Dove.
Torrence.
Beauregard.
Beauregard.
Beauregard.
Torrence.
Torrence.
Torrence.
Torrence.
Torrence.
Torrence.
Torrence.
Torrence.
Torrence.
Torrence.
Torrence.

Beauregard's time,

Second.
Bunched.
Bunched.
W. Torrence.
W. Torrence.
J. W. Cook,
r. W. Cook.
Johli King.
John King.
W. Torrence.
F. Beauregard.
F. Beauregard.
F. Beauregard.
F. Beauregard.
F. Beauregard.
F. 'Beauregard.
^. Beauregard.
F. Beauregard.
F. Beauregard.
F. Beauregard.
F. Beauregard.

4.58.06 2-5.

Time.
1.41 2-5

24.00 4-5

36.46 4-5

50.33 3-5

1.03.57 3-5

1.17.03 2-5

1.29.34 1-5

1.45.63 2-5

1.68.16 1-5

2.13.06

2.26.10 4-5

2.43.54 1-5

2.59.54 2-5

3.14.38 1-5

3.30.36 1-5

3.46.36 4-5

4.03.41 1-5

4.23.59 2-5

4.39.27 2-5

4.67.24 4-5

Before the 100-mile race, W. F. Wahren-
berger, crack amateur of the metropolitan dis-

trict, rode an unpaced mile in 2.02 3-5, break-

ing the record. 2.04 1-5, made by Hughes, of

Denver. Bedell failed to break the half-mile

paced record.

tie Would Look Closer Than Ite Formerly Did.

It ill becomes A. G. Batchelder, with re-

membrance of short tracks, etc., yet fresh in

the minds of many to allow himself to be

quoted in this fashion concerning the validity

of Taylor's performance:

"I do not wish to attack the record," he is

declared by a "Commercial Advertiser" re-

porter to have said, "because I have no means

at hand of acquiring knowledge as to the de-

tails of the trial. I do know, however, that

the facts as published would induce me to

inquire very closely into all matters surround-

ing the performance."

That Match "Race."

It is much to be regretted that even so

careful a writer as iGeorge Stackhouse feels

called upon to say in the "Tribune": "The re-

tirement of Zimmerman from the race track

was not a surprise to those who saw him in

his contests. The veteran has listened to the

advice of his real friends. The more that the

Zimmerman-Bald race is discussed the worse

the -whole thing appears. Zimmerman's de-

cision not to allow his name to be used for

gate money purposes in the future is a wise

one."
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Sager Gear Speaks!

ONE MILE, 1:221 SECONDS.

WITHOUT THE AID OF WINDSHIELDS.

Major Taylor^s marvelous performance at Garfield Tracks

Chicago^ August 3d^ on a Stearns Chainless Bicycle fitted with

Sager Gear.

McDuffee^s chainless record of July 29th lowered by FIVE

AND THREE-FIFTHS SECONDS.

The Sager Gear as a bicycle-propelling mechanism cannot

be equaled. The record of 1:22 i does not represent what we

are prepared to show when the proper time comes.

Sager Gears are pre-eminent in smooth and easy running

qualities. Absolutely no vibration—comparison of wearing qual-

ities and strength invited.

Sager Gear Company,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

- ^- " Kindly mention The Wheel.

-»—»»»^^^*
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MAJOR TAYLOR,

mounted steams Cbainlm
..»

Sadcr 6ear
and paced by a Stearns steam motor-pacing tandem^ rode one mile on

the Garfield Park Track at Chicago, August 3d, 1899, establishing the

new world^s record for*., t^'

ONE MILE, 1:22 2-5.

SEeONO QUARTER, 19 1-5 Seconds.

THREE-QUARTERS, 59 3-5 Seconds.

This reduces the record 5 3-5 seconds, which is the greatest reduc-

tion in the mile record since the advent of the pneumatic tire*

Taylor^s performance is the more remarkable in that he was not

aided by wind shields or any other device, being simply a motor-paced

trial against time.

L C. STEARNS & COMPANY,
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

67 Adelaide Street, W., 210 McAllister Street,
; ^

TOROMO, ONTARIO. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. (

Kindly mention The Wheel.

^ -c^;»> _» .i(?..
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N. C. A. TIRNED DOWN.

Its Request for Permission to Compete at

Montreal Refused by the

I. C. A.

Supported by Secretary Donly, of the Can-

adian Wheelmen's Association, the request of

Chairman Batchelder, of the N. C. A., for a

hearing in the annual meeting of the Inter-

national Cyclists' Association, was granted at

Montreal on Tuesday.

Mr. Batchelder did not ask the I. C. A. to

consider the N. C A. as an applicant for mem-
bership at this time, but he did ask permission

to have the N. C. A. riders compete in the

championship races at Montreal this week

—

which amounted to the same thing.

The request was argued upon all morning,

although the L. A. W. delegates, President

Keenan and Racing Board Chairman Gerlach,

opposed it. The N. C. A. contention, which

was backed by Chief Consul Mears, of Ohio,

was that that body .controlled the cream of

United States racing men. President Keenan,

for the L. A. W., cited the presence in Mon-
treal of 'Major Taylor, the Butlers and other

good professional riders, and several ama-

teurs, champions in their respective states.

He declared that the L. A. W. would not re-

linquish the control of racing when its na-

tional assembly occurs, next February, and

said that the Pennsylvania division favored

racing control and could vote down any con-

trary proposition. He informed the meeting

that if the request of the 'N. C. A. was put to

a vote the L. A. W. would withdraw its rep-

resentation at the meet.

There was no vote.

There being no French delegates present,

the U. V. F. motion to recognize the 'N. C. A.

was not voted upon.

The following national cycling bodies were

present by representation: National Cyclists'

Union, of England; Canadian Wheelmen's

Association; Union Ciclista Mexicana; Union

des, Societes Francaise; League of American

W'heelmen; Scottish Cyclists' Union, New
South Wales Cyclists' Union and Algemeine

Nederlandische Wielrijdersbond. ,E. Staal, of

Denmark, was re-elected president and Henry

Sturmey, of England, secretary. The meet

for 1900 was granted to the Union Veloci-

pedique de Erance, and applications were filed

for the meet of 1901 from Scotland and New
South Wales.

The racing began yesterday (Wednesday)

and will continue to-day and on Saturday.

The masquerade parade on Monday night was

viewed by thousands. The Canadians have

arranged a most interesting series of enter-

tainments, including trips on the St. Law-
rence river, down the famous Lachine Rapids,

etc.

Mr. Sturmey, who is the "father" and sec-

retary of the L C. A., reached Montreal on

Monday on the steamer Dominion. With him

were W. Liglis, president and delegate of the

Scottish Association; T. W. G. Britten, dele-

gate of the English Association; Mr. Mohr,

of the Racing Board of France; .M. A. C.

Klingelhoefer, of the Association des Jeux
Athletiques, and H. G. Doughty and C. E.

Lyles, of the English Cyclists' Association;

.the latter a former champion of England.

From Montreal many of the riders, Ameri-

can and foreign, will go to Boston and ride at

Charles River Park during the L. A. W.

meet. As the track is much nearer to Boston

than Waltham, where the N. C. A. proposes

to hold races to "add interest to the League
meet," it is not hard to see that the N. C A.

gets a little the worst of this round of the fight

for racing supremacy. Still, the N. C. A. is

doing well. Its races at Manhattan Beach are

really national, since they attract people from

all parts who liappen to be at the Beach.

QUAKERS' MOTOR-PACED.

The Chew-Chew Machines and the Pace They Made

Both Appreciated.

Woodside track in Philadelphia caught the

Quaker City race-going public on Saturday

with a motor cycle paced race at twenty miles

between Elkes, Pierce and Linton. In draw-

ing for positions the result from the poll out

was Elkes, Linton, Pierce. Elkes was off with

the track and a lead of twenty-five yards be-

fore the others got a move on. The first mile

was covered in 1.58, Elkes leading by one yard;

the second was covered in 3.29 1-5, with Lin-

ton leading by five yards. Pierce passed Elkes

and Linton in the second lap of the third mile.

Pierce led in the third mile, in 5.07 2-5, by two
yards. Linton took the lead in the first lap of

the fourth mile, but 'Pierce came up and passed

him immediately afterward, and led by a wheel

in the fourth mile, in 6.44 2-5. Linton then

took up the pace behind Fournier's "infernal."

Pierce had a bad fall, along with his pace-

makers as they neared the finish of the fifth

mile. Linton led in the fifth mile, but Pierce

came on, having lost two laps by the accident,

which was caused by a chain snapping on his

motor cycle.

Linton led in the sixth mile, covering it in

10.07 1-5. He also led in the seventh, in

11.49 2-5. On the eighth mile Linton still led,

in 13.34 1-5. Positions were unchanged to the

end of the ninth mile. Time, 15.19 2-5.

On the last lap on the tenth mile Elkes

jumped in front, leading at the end of a few

yards; time, 17.04 2-5. Pierce went out for a

lead in the eleventh mile. Linton lost his

pace on the second lap, and so did Pierce.

Elkes went on, riding strongly, leading at the

eleventh by 200 yards, in 18.46 3-5. Elkes

opened the gap still further in the twelfth

mile. Elkes finished the thirteenth mile in

22,114-5, which is 7 1-5 seconds under Lin-

ton's world's record. Linton and Pierce stuck

together, the former leading. The fourteenth

mile was made in 23.53 3-5—7 1-5 seconds

ahead of the record.

Linton pulled away from Pierce on the sec-

ond lap of the fifteenth mile. On the fifteenth,

Elkes's time—25.39 1-5—was 1 1-5 seconds be-

hind the record. Linton lost his pace again

on the second lap of the sixteenth mile. The
race was finished with Elkes in the lead, Lin-

ton second and Pierce a bad third, the time

being 43.22 3-5.

SWIFT PniLADELPHIA.

Slow Old New York Outspeeded by a East-Moving

Quaker.

There can be no denying that Sunday rac-

ing has caught Newarkers in the most pro-

nounced fashion. Over the boards at Vails-

burg on last Sunday more than five thousand

people shouted when H. F. Kusel, of Phila-

delphia, beat out W. F. Wahrenberger, of the

Greenwich Wheelmen, 'New York, in an inter-

city pursuit race. In the contest, New York,

Philadelphia, Newark and New Haven were
represented by two riders each, but the affair

eventually narrowed down to the riders of the

first two cities named, and finally to Kusel
and Wahrenberger.

Erom the start the Philadelphia pair made
a steady gain on the riders in advance of them,

while the relative positions of the other team.-^

were slower in changing. Kusel and Good-
win, alternating in pacing at each lap, caught
Hausman and Rutz at two miles. At three

miles Ross tired out and dropped from the

race, leaving King to fight the battle alone

for Newark.

At four miles King was overtaken by Kusel
and his mate, and then ensued the speed duel

between Philadelphia and New York. For
two miles the team from the former city stead-

ily overhauled the New Yorkers, and entering

six miles Kusel sprinted away from Goodwin
to overtake Wahrenberger and his compan-
ions, who were then only fifty yards in ad-

vance of him. Jacobson was passed within

two hundred yards, and Wahrenberger was
caught at the head of the homestretch. The
latter, just as Kusel drew even with him,

sprinted away and soon had a lead of twenty
yards. The judges decided, however, that

Wahrenberger had been fairly caught, and so

awarded the race to the Philadelphia team.

One More Overman Payment.

The Creditors of the Overman Wheel Co.

have received the second quarterly payment of

$150,000 toward the discharge of the debt of

$600,000 that was due them. The remaining
two payments of about $300,000 in all are yet

to be provided for. The payment just made
was due July 1. A payment was due in Janu-
ary last, but this was put over, and has not

been provided for, and the fourth and last

payment, according to the agreement made,
is due next January. What the next step

will be problematical.

They Are the Winners.

It seldom falls to the lot of any one ma-
chine to roll up the records of races won that

the Orient 1.30 has now annexed. Whether
it is the Orient automobile pacing battery or

w^hether it is the Orient 1.30 itself, or whether

it be the greatly improved form of the riders

themselves is not easily answered, though the

chances are it is much of the first two and
so'me of the latter. At any rate, the record' is

something to be proud of.

Owner Came in and Attached.

Sheriff Creamer, of Kings County, has taken

possession of the goods of the Liberty Bicycle

Co., in Bedford avenue, near Halsey street,

on an attachment in favor of Kate Henderson,

who owns the building, amounting to $l,10ti.

The firm fixed up the academy in gorgeous

style, but as they are said to have paid no rent

the owner secured an attachment.

Better See These People.

Dealers who are looking for a profi.table

line to carry during the dull months should

correspond with A. C. Barkelew & Kent, of

26 West Broadway, New York, who have a

proposition to inake progressive bicycle deal-

ers' with a few dollars to invest.

Spectacles Replace Cycles.

The old plant of the defunct Windle Cycle

Co., of Worcester, Mass., is now occupied by

the Worcester Optical Co.
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HERE'S THE STORY.

Of course, when we tell you that Atlantic Weldless Cold-

Drawn Steel Tubing is the best tubing skill can produce

we have a reason for it.

We are not merely making a wild guess for the sake ot

saying something—not by long odds.

Atlantic Weldless Cold-Drawn Steel Tubing is made from

the finest steel, and that means a good deal— drawn cold

from the solid billet without weld, seam or joint.

It is made in a thoroughly modern mill, by improved pro-

cesses, and has an accuracy of gauge, a uniformity of

strength, a smoothness of finish that is unrivaled. No
pitting—no crystallization.

And while we have only one mill, it is a big one, and has

a capacity of a good many million feet a year, so that we
are able to guarantee prompt delivery and thorough

satisfaction in every way.

If you are going to need a high-grade tubing for bicycles,

automobiles, or boilers, or any other purpose, we want

you to write to us.

We'll have some interesting information to furnish by

return mail.

This is an opportune time to write us.

ATLANTIC TUBING COHPANY.

General Offices,
„ Branch Offices,

723-725 LIBERTY AVENUE,
CHICAGO AND NEW YORK.

PITTSBURG, PA.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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DURYEAS' DEMANDS.

The Brothers Want Some Sort of an Accounting

from the Company Purchasing Their

Patents.

Springfield, Mass., Aug. 7.—A bill in equity

has been filed by James F. Duryea, of this

city, and Charles E. Duryea, of Peoria, 111.,

against the Duryea Motor Wagon Co., of this

city. The Duryea brothers claim that the con-

tract they made with the company has not

been fulfilled, and that $3,000 in cash and

$144,000 in stock of the company have not been

turned over to them as agreed.

The company was organized in 1895. James

F. and Charles E. Duryea disposed of their

patents on motor wagons to the company

when it was organized. It was agreed that the

first issue of stock be $100,000, that the Dur-

yeas have $15,000 in cash, and 48 per cent of

the stock issue of $100,000. This part of the

agreement was fulfilled. But it is also claimed

that there was to be a further issue of capital

stock of $300,000 as the business should war-

rant it.

Of this issue it is claimed that the Duryeas

were to receive 48 per cent in stock, and also

$3,000 'in cash. It is said that this additional

issue of stock has never been made, that it

ought to have been made, and so that the

Duryeas have never had the cash and stock

which were to go with the increase of stock

of the company.

The Duryeas ask that a receiver be ap-

pointed to take charge of the patents of the

company, which are held to constitute its most

valuable asset, and that an injunction be issued

restraining the company from selling these

patents. A temporary injunction has been

granted by Judge Aiken, of the Superior

Court, restraining the company from such sale

until further notice. Notice of this injunction

has been served on the officers of the com-

pany.

The Duryeas proceed to s-ay in their bill

that they have been unable to discover any

property that can be attached in an action at

law, but that the company has certain valu-

able patents for motor engines, motors, motor

carriages, gasoline motors and gas engines,

which they are about to sell. The petitioners

ask that the amount of their claim on account

of the alleged breach of their contract be as-

certained by the court, that the receiver be

appointed to take possession of all the letters

patent and patent rig'hts, sell them, and apply

the proceeds to tlie satisfaction of this claim.

The Duryea 'Motor Wagon Co. is a corpor-

ation organized under the laws of .Maine; its

officers are: President and treasurer, -David

Allen Reed; vice-president, T. L. Haynes;

secretary, Arthur L. Fisk. The patents re-

ferred to include a long list granted by the

leading European countries, and with some

from Australia, India and Canada.

Room to Run Around.

The United States bicycle and automobile

exhibits at the Paris 'Exposition will be lo-

cated in the building at the Bois de Vincennes,

provided for the housing of the railway ex-

hibits of all countries. A space of 8,600 square

feet has been secured for the American bicycle

building. It is located in conjunction with a

special bicycle track for showing the bicycles

in operation. American builders are expected

to make the largest and most important bi-

cycle exhibit made b}' any country.

A track some two miles in length, running

around the iLake Baumesnil, in the Bois de

Vincennes, has been provided for showing au-

tomobiles and motor veliicles of all kinds in

operation. A space of 4,500 square feet in the

automobile building has been secured for

American exhibitors. According to indica-

tions, every manufacturer of vehicles with the

coming method of locomotion will be repre-

sented. The great interest shown in this sub-

ject in foreign countries at the present time

will certainly make this one 'of the most at-

tractive features of the 'Paris Exposition.

STEARNS' ELECTRIC.

Trial Trip Shows that the New Yellow Fellow is

a Winner.

Syracuse, Aug. 8.—After the most careful

and long conducted experiments E. C. Stearns

& Co. are convinced that they have the right

and proper thing in automobiles, and will at

once prepare to manufacture the go-it-alones

on an extensive scale.

The Stearns automobile will be an electric,

the machine tried having been run by a 44-

cell battery boxed in the rear of the body.

This battery has a capacity of thirty miles over

ordinary roads and can be recharged from any

direct current dynamo in three hours. 'Cur-

rent from an alternating dynamo can be util-

ized by the aid of a transformer.

The running gear of the experimental ma-

chine was made at the Stearns factory. Wheels

built after the pattern of those used on the

Stearns bicycle were used. The lever govern-

ing the current and speed is at the left side of

the seat and operated by the left hand. The

steering lever is perpendicular and works

backward and forward rather than horizontal-

ly as in most horseless carriages.

The mechanism which drives the machine

is neatly encased in an iron cylinder around

the rear axle. The wagon is enuipped with a

friction brake and foot brake, and will carry

two people. It weighs 2,240 pounds with two

men aboard. The vehicle has a capacity of

four-horse power. No attempt was made to

test it for speed. It was run through nearly

all of the downtown streets and later repre-

sentatives of the newspapers were taken on a

trial trip. Mr. Maslin said that while the

model was crude as yet, nevertheless he was

very much pleased with it.

FIRST IN THE FIELD.

Cleveland Comes Away with the Proper Idea at

the Right Time.

Cleveland is rapidly forging to the front in

matters relating to the automobile industry.

Hardly a week passes nowadays but one or

two concerns organize for the manufacture

of horseless carriages, and there are plenty

of indications that the Forest City geniuses

are farther advanced in the infant industry

than mechanics in many other cities. The
latest is an organization which will conduct an

automobile club, a factory, a rental depot and

a repair shop all in one. The iCleveland

Automobile Co., with a capital of $500,000,

has leased the immense building on Euclid

avenue, formerly occupied by the Cleveland

Athletic Club, and will combine these various

enterprises at this point.

The gymnasium floor, one of the largest in

the country, is to be fitted up as a riding

school, on the plan adopted by the Charron

.\utomobile Co., in Paris. There will be dum-
my pedestrians and imitation carriages scat-

tered around the floor and in order to be a

graduate of this school the pupil must first

manipulate a carriage at full speed and "never

touch 'em." After this the pupil will be given

outdoor lessons as a post graduate course.

The club feature will have a ladies' pa-Ior,

billiard rooms, cafe, bathrooms, etc. Club

membership will not be limited to those who
own automobiles, as there will be a "stable"

of carriages ready to go out at any minute

to suit the pleasure of members and their

families.

A large portion of the building will be util-

ized as a factory and an electric carriage which

will run fifty miles with a single charge will

be built in several styles. Colonel A. Hart,

who is at the head of the enterprise, says that

sub-charging stations will be established in

various parts of the city, and that a line of

horseless delivery wagons will be operated for

local merchants. Improvement on the 'C. A.

C. property will begin at once.

Auto Did Not Play Fair.

Dr. Playfair, the London physician, who
was 'Condemned to pay $50,000 for libel a few

years ago, was hurt in a queer automobile

accident recently. He was going up a hill,

when something gave way, and the carnage

began to roll backward down the slope. The
driver applied the power brake to the rear

wheels, forgetting that he was going 'back-

ward, with the result that the carriage stood

up on end and tipped backward, bruising Dr.

Playfair as it fell upon him.

HE IS A PIONEER.

An Energetic Southern Dealer Who Is Blazing the

Way for Motor Touring.

Frank I. Clark, of Baltimore, Md., an old

and well known wheelman and cycle dealer, is

making a novel trip on an automobile. Mr.

Clark is the Baltimore agent of the Waltham
Mfg. Co., makers of Orient bicycles, and

when he received the company's automobile

catalogue he immediately took train for Wal-
tham to investigate the new machine. He was

wholly unfamiliar with automobiles when he

arrived in Waltham, but after two days' ex-

perience had mastered the new self-propeller

and could take it with ease through any of

Boston's narrow, crooked and crowded streets.

He was so much please'd with the machine

that he was anxious to take a tour through the

country, and it was finally .agreed that Presi-

dent Metz should lend him his private ma-

chine—the first one which had been built by

the company—^and that he should take a trip

from Waltham to Washington and return,

stopping at the various Orient agencies en

route. Mr. Clark has now reached Baltimore,

and after spending a few days in taking all

his friends out for rides, he will proceed to

Washington and then return to Waltham.

The machine used is the Orient quadricycle

which was recently illustrated in this paper

and is fitted with the famous De Dion motor.

There are over 15,000 quadricycles and tri-

cycles fitted with this motor now in use in

France and the'ir practicability has been thor-

oughly demonstrated. It is an undoubted

fact that at the present time France is ahead of

America in gasoline motors, but America cer-

tainly excels in building bicycles and other
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More World's Records,
AI^IATEIR...

^nd PROFESSIONAL,

...MADE ON THE..

FAMOUS ORIENT 1.30.
AT PHILADELPHIA:

1-3 Mile, Amateur; time, 29 seconds; lowering both amateur and professional

world's records. By H. F. Kusel, on an Orient 1.30.

I to 5 Miles World's Amateur Tandem Records. Time for 5 miles, 10.07 4-5» Former
record, 10.41. By Kusel and Goodwin, on Orient 1.30 Racing Tandem.

2-Mile World's Professional Record. Time, 3.10 1-5. Former record, 3.13. By Harry
Elkes, behind an Orient Motor Quad, fitted with International Tires.

All contestants in great 3-cornered 25-Mile Motor-Paced Race at Philadelphia, Satur-

day last, rode Orient 1.30's. Orient Motor-Pacing Machines were used.

AT NEWARK, N. J.:

Kusel and Goodwin, of Philadelphia, on Orient 1.30's, won the unlimited pursuit race.

Distance, 6V8 miles. Time, 14.08 1-5. Beating Ross and King, of Newark;
Wahrenburger and Jacobson, of New York; Hausman and Rutz, of New Haven.

"ALL THE CRACKS
RIDE THE ORIENT."

Kindly mention The Wheel.

WALTHAI>1 IVIFG. CO., Waltham, Mass.
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QUALITY. SEASON of CAPACITY.
The Best in the World. 1900. 1,000 Pairs Per Day.

FINISH.

Of Undoubted

Suoeriority.

OUR LINE:
Single-Piece Only

in

Patented

Plain Varnish,
Enamels, Stripes
and Stains.

See That Joint?

It holds INDEPENDENT OF GLUE.

WRITE US

FOR SAMPLES.

K. & C. MANUFACTURING CO., Ayer, Mass.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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vehicles, so that the Waltham Company in

combining a French motor with American

construction have undoubtedly produced an

automobile which is superior to either an

American or European one.

Mr. Clark has made the entire trip without

accident, except once in riding after dark his

motor struck a water main which extended

several inches out of the ground, but even then

no serious damage was done. With the aid of a

local repair man he repaired his machine and

was soon on his way again.

The ease with which the motor cycle can

be run and the distance that can be covered

without efifort by the rider or riders make it a

very desirable machine. The pedals are mere-

ly used to start the explosions and, when carry-

ing two people, to aid the machine going up a

very steep hill. The machine is easily con-

vertible into a tricycle and will carry one per-

son up almost any hill with no aid from the

pedals, and with but slight assistance from

the pedals will climb any country hills when
carrying two people. The automobile is some-

thing entirely new in most of the places vis-

ited by 'Mr. Clark and it naturally excited a

great deal of interest. Whenever he stopped

he was immediately surrounded by a crowd

W'ho asked all kinds of questions in regard to

his curious machine. Mr. Clark is very en-

thusiastic over the future of the automobile,

and while he does not believe that it will take

the place of the bicycle, he thinks there is a

very wide field for it and expects to do a large

business with them in Baltimore next year.

Lasley Lets Cycles Go.

Washington, D. C, Aug. S.^The announce-

ment is made that John D. Lasley will retire

from the bicycle trade on the 15th instant.

"Jack" Lasley has been identified with the

local trade for the past two or three years, and

in that time has made a host of friends in and

out of the trade. He will in future devote his

entire time and attention to exploiting a pop-

ular make of cash register, for which he has

obtained the agency for Washington, Balti-

more and vicinity. Mr. Lasley will be missed

from the cycle trade. He has ever been ready

to put his shoulder to the wheel to secure con-

cessions for local wheelmen, and in trade af-

fairs he was always among the first to agitate

reforms in the local trade. It was he who
fought the "junk dealers' license law," and

while he lost his case he nevertheless made a

game fight and proved himself as ranking with

the leading business men of the national cap-

ital.

STARK'S STEAMER.

It Will Itall from Cincinnati and Will Revolutionize

Automobile Propulsion.

'Within the present month there will appear

on the streets of Cincinnati an automobile

designed and invented by a Toledo man, W.
H. Stark, who after vainly trying to get To-
ledo capitalists to take hold of it, found en-

couragement at Cincinnati. The new ma-
chine has been given a thorough test and is

said to excel anything in this line ever in-

vented. It will be a stylish aftair, after the

latest design of a four-passengered English
trap. 'No expense has been spared and the

work has been done by the very best people
in that city.

Mechanical engineers say that the new car-

riage possesses sufficient power to .climb the

steep hills of Cincinnati with ease. The mo-
tive power is steam and the motor marks a

new departure even in this power. The steam

is generated without the use of a boiler. By
eliminating this feature the inventor has made
steam practicable for the automobile as well as

for a thousand other purposes heretofore im-

practicable.

The steam is instantaneously generated and

the volume and pressure are controlled by the

amount of water admitted to the generator.

Anybody who can strike a match can start it

and the control is as simple as turning on and

of? a faucet. The volume and pressure of the

steam control the speed of the vehicle and this

is easily regulated.

The whole motor mechanism, with a water

supply to propel the vehicle with a full com-
plement of passengers, will not add to the

weight of the vehicle more than that of any

ordinary sized person. It has been estimated

that each- passenger can be propelled a dis-

tance of five miles for less than two cents..

The machine is noiseless and runs without jar

and is entirely free from offensive odor pro-

duced by the gasoline engines and the steam

never escapes to make noise.

LIKE niS NAMESAKE.

Alexander Winton Sighs for New Worlds to Conquer

Automobilishly.

"I don't like to talk about my competitors,"

said Alexander Winton to a Wheel man the

other day, "but that .Davis record breaking

trip from New York to San Francisco is about

the greatest farce that ever originated. They
started over three weeks ago and at last re-

ports have only reached Buffalo. At that rate

they will arrive in San Francisco about a year

from next January."

"Now, here is something that may interest

you," and the American champion pointed to

a large wall map of the continent and on

closer inspection the newspaper man noticed a

blue-penciled route from one coast to the

other.

"I am not doing much talking just at pres-

ent, but if everything turns out as I expect, I

shall start over that route within the next two

months, and I will guarantee it won't take me
any three weeks to cover five hundred miles.

I am rather doubtful if the trip across the

country can be made in a motor carriage, but

if it can be done I propose to do it, some time

at least."

Mr. Winton says he has talked with a num-
ber of people who have crossed the continent

by wagon or on horseback, and he has de-

cided that the best route is by way of Lara-

mie City, Montana, the chain of the Rocky
Mountains being somewhat broken at this

point. While mountains would undoubtedly
prove a serious obstacle for such a trip the

greatest difficulty would be in fording streams,

for experience has already proven to him that

anything over three feet of water will prove

fatal to the mechanism of the carriage. Mr.
Winton says he will first go to San Erancisco

by rail and make the journey eastward, and in-

cidentally he remarked that he would be glad

to hear any suggestion as to the best routes to

be taken through the Western States.

corporators: P. English, of Benton Harbor,

Mich.; T, M. Moe, A. F. Ross, F. A. Loomis,

F. English, all of Chicago.

Detroit Automobile Co., Detroit. Manu-
facturing and selling automobile vehicles, etc.

Capital, $150,000. Incorporators: F, J. Hecker,

P. A. Ducey, C. A. Black, F. W. Eddy, W. C.

'Mabury, all of Detroit.

The League Handle-Bar Co., Chicago.

Manufacturing handle-bars, bicycle sundries,

etc. Capital, $25,000. Incorporators: G. F.

Swain, H. Armel, W. O'Leary.

The_ Prescott Hose & Tire Co., Portland,

Me. Manufacturing o'f rubber hose and tires.

Capital, ii»200,000. Incorporators: J. P. Pres-

ton, of Boston, iMass.; E. L. Dwyer, W. C
Carney, of Portland,

Dart Mfg, Co., Chicago. Capital, $2,500.

Manufacturing bicycles and general machinery.

Incorporators: William B. Wiedhofft, Alfred

H. Wiedhofft, Jr., George W. Wiedhofft.

for the Poor Horses' Sakes.

Cycling has proven too much like hard

work and the Prince of Wales has given his

order for a motor victoria. The Prince has

expressed himself as anxious to see motor

power supplant horses in London traffic as an

alternative to the cruel treatment of the ani-

mals by the average English driver.

Makers of Fine Spray.

Paris has ordered three hundred electric

motored sprinkling carts to supplant the eight

hundred horse-drawn carts now in use. The

new carts eject the water in a fine spray in

place of streams.

IMPORTANT CHANGES.

Newly Incorporated Concerns.

The English Automobile & Motor Co.,

Chicago. 'Making and selling rotary engines

and automobiles, etc. Capital, $5,000,000. In-

New Rules in Applying for Patents on Machines er

Processes.

Washington, D. C, Aug, 5.—Two import-

ant changes in the rules of practice governing

the Patent Office have been made by Com-

missioner Duell, the most important of which

relates to applications for patents for machines

or processes. Heretofore under rule 41 the

inventor was entitled to include claims in the

one application for the machine or process and

product resulting therefrom. As amended the

rule requires a separate application for every

machine or process, and the resultant product

The new rule reads: "A machine, a process,

and a product are separate and independent

inventions, and claims for each must be pre-

sented in a separate application."

The effect of this change will necessitate the

filing of two applications in a process case, in-

volving the steps for producing a certain re-

sult, and the product so obtained. Under the

old practice claims were allowable in one

application concerning the various steps of a

process and usually a specific claim for the

product or object resulting was added. iNow

one application will be required for the pro-

cess and another for the product in either a

mechanical case, where the combinations or

devices contribute to produce one result, or in

a process case.

The other change relates to the oath accom-
panying applications for a patent and applies

particularly to the allegations concerning for-

eign patents. It requires the applicant to af-

firm that no patent has been issued in any for-

eign country for the same invention upon an

application filed more than seven months prioi

to the filing of the United States application.
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CRAWFORD

BICYCLES
Factory and Main Offices, HAGERSTOWN

Kindly mention The Wheel.

MD., U. S. A.
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IT'S GOT THE WOOD WHERE YOU WANT IT, AND
HASN'T GOT IT WHERE YOU DON'T WANT IT.

..The Tucker Rim..
Our factory and equipment is one of the largest

in the U. S. Our facihties are equal to any

of our competitors'. We want your business.

Why buy big, clumsy-looking rims when you can get a TUCkCf Rim

for the same money ?

THE TUCKER BICYCLE WOOD WORK CO.,

IVEN-BRANDENBURG CO.,
U. S. SELLING AGENTS.

Kindly mention The Wheel.
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URBANA. OHIO.
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HENRY M. LEUND.

A Chat with the Man Who Invented the I. & F.

Gear Generator Which Is Revolution-

izing Gear Cutting.

A tall, spare, pleasant-voiced, scientific-look-

ing man called at The Wheel office last

Saturday and introduced himself as Harry
M. Leland, of the Leland & Faulconer Mfg.

Co., Detroit. He had been invited to call

when in New York, and did so. There en-

sued one of those mutually profitable chats

which occasionally occur when manufacturer

meets journalist on common ground, devoid

of uppishncss, devoid of "graft."

Asked if one mind was responsible for the

production of the wonderful L. & F. ma-
chine for generating chainless gears, Mr. Le-

land modestly admitted his own prominence

in its development. The machine generates

the teeth in metal which has been previously

hardened, thereby obviating warped gears,

which are unavoidable when the gears are

generated first and hardened afterward.

Mr. Leland did not look at his invention

iu the light of a sudden discovery. "These

things do not come suddenly," he said.

"They are the natural, sometimes almost in-

cidental, products of minds trained in certain

channels for many years. I had spent a good
part of my life on similar work, and when
this problem came up for solution, we simply

went at it and solved it. Yes, I presume

others tried, but we can't all hit it right, you

know."

Mr. Leland worked for Brown & Sharpe

many years ago, and personally knows Mr.

Warren and other mechanical experts who
have worked upon the same problem. The
Leland & Faulconer machines are now in use

in the Pope Mfg. Co.'s factory and elsewhere.

Eager Is Expanding.

Toledo, Aug. 6.—Mr. Ed. Eager, who has

been at the head of the Viking bicycle factory,

will probably sever his connection with that

concern to devote his entire time to the sun-

dry jobbing business, vv'hich he has just en-

tered. The success of his firm in this line dur-

ing the pas't season has been phenomenal.

Mr. Eager stated to a representative of The
Wheel that he expected to put two men in

the East during the coming season and sev-

eral in the West. He has had three men out

during the present season and they have had

such excellent results that at times it has been

impossible to fill the orders. Mr. lEager stated

that the firm expect to build a large warehouse

very soon, as the present quarters are entirely

too small.

Lil<es the Pneumatic Frame.

William E. Metzger, than whom no man
is better known in western retail circles, is

a pronounced and unequivocal supporter of

the non-rigid framed wheel. In a recent letter

to Messrs. E. C. Stearns & Co. Mr. Metzger
thus goes on record:

"After several months' business and per-

sonal experience with your 'Pneumatic Frame'

bicycle, I feel impelled, from the benefits de-

rived, to express to you my enthusiastic ad-

miration for the pneumatic attachment. I

must confess that at first I had some doubts

as to the success of such a bicycle, believing

it to be only one of the various short-lived

bicycle novelties yearly put upon the market,

and it was only after acttial trial that J became

convinced of its great utility. I find that it

is adapted to all kinds of riders, and all kinds

of riding, its peculiar yet practical construc-

tion giving to the rider such a sense of se-

curity, combined with pleasure, as to make
him at once an ardent believer in the joys of

cycling. In this wheel the acme of bicycle

building has been reached.

"As a seller it has no equal, being in itself

an argument to the prospective purchaser, a

simple trial doing the rest. My success in

introducing this machine to the public has

been extraordinary, having sold during the

last thirty days fully forty Stearns Pneumatic
Frame bicj'cles. I believe that this success

can alone be attributed to the genuine merit

that this style of machine possesses. In my
opinion the pneumatic frame has come to

stay.'v'

rm. Accommodate Eastern Trade.

Mr. D. E. Davis has established himself at

2G West Broadway, this city, as the new
York representative of the Schumacher
Acetylite Lamp Co., of Chicago. The Schu-
macher people are making a specialty of the

Pony Fleadjight acetylene lamp, which re-

tails at $2 and weighs only ten ounces when
it contains a four-hour charge of carbide. It

is extremely simple in operation and has re-

markably few parts. It can hardly avoid sell-

ing rapidly.

Toledo to Be a Tube City.

Toledo, Aug. 6.—^The Toledo factory of the

Shelby Tube Co. is to be made one of the

largest and most complete plants owned by the

company. Work was started this week on two
large buildings, one of frame and the other of

corrugated iron, 60x192 feet. A steel building,

80x162 feet, has also been started. Here-

after the Shelby will pierce its own billets and
roll them by a process used only by this con-

cern. The Toledo factory will also make a

specialty of locomotive and marine boiler

work. During the dull season now on, the

force of the company has been cut down, but

the company is still employing 125 men and

this number will be increased to 200. Some
of the Shelby tubing for Uncle Sam's warship?

will be turned out at the Toledo plant.

This from llelsingfors.

The city of Helsingfors, in Finland, with a

population of about 80,000, has from six to

seven thousand wheelmen, which shows how
popular the bicycle is in that small country.

A carefully compiled list of the wheels in

favor in that city shows that the L^nited States

leads in the number of makes of wheels in use,

the record showing ten diflferent American

makes, nine English, seven German, five

Swedish and two French. The prices of these

various makes vary considerably, running

from $20 to $100. The demand just now is for

bright colored wheels and the more glaring

they are the quicker they sell. The demand
for ladies' wheels is as great as that for dia-

mond frames. The customs duty on bicycles

entering Finland is $3.40 per machine, to

which it is necessary to add a further ten per

cent for the octroi tax.

WANT ANY WORCESTER?

If You Do, Here Is a Man Who Has Some of It

for Sale.

Worcester, Mass., Aug. 5.—General Rock-

wood Hoar has been appointed by the United

States Court as master to sell the real estate

of the Worcester Cycle Mfg. Co. in Worces-

ter for the benefit of the creditors. General

Rockwood will dispose of this at public

auction on Friday, September 1. He has not

advertised the sale in the newspapers yet, but

will do so shortly in New York, Boston and

Worcester papers. The property, which con-

sists of the old Worcester Steel Works plant

on the Bloomingdale road, near the Union
station, is assessed for $106,200, and as the

company has not paid last year's taxes on

this, the city treasurer and tax collector has

advertised the property for sale Thursday,

August 17.

Whether this sale will take place or not, in

view of the appointment of a master to sell

it, is not known. It is not improbable that

an arrangement will be made whereby the city

will not sell it but will come in for its taxes

at the time the master sells it; provided he

will guarantee the amount, that is all the city

wants. The buildings are valued at $23,000

and the 2-37,739 feet of land at $83,200.

The plant is the only available asset within

the sight of creditors, whose total claims

amount to about $400,000. The plant is es-

pecially well adapted for cycle manufacturing,

and has been idle for nearly two years.

NEW STAMPING COMPANY.

A Worcester Venture that Will Become Prominent

in the Trade.

Worcester, Mass., Aug. 5.—George S. Davis,

manager of the Lovell Arms & Cycle Co.'s

store here for the past seven years, concludes

his duties Saturday and will be succeeded by

Frank Tupper, who has been bookkeeper at

the store for years. Mr. Davis's reason for

retiring is to go into business for himself,

which he has done by forming the Davis &
Buxton Stamping Co. into a Massachusetts

corporation.

The new company will manufacture from
sheet metal all kinds of cycle trimmings, and
also do stamping for the same. Mr. Davis is

secretary and treasurer of the new company
and Willard H. Buxton, of Worcester, is the

president. The latter has been superintendent

of the Matthews Mfg. Co. for six years. The
cold-stamping process of the company is

considered capable of much development as

an industry, and the members of the new
company feel they have the combination to

make the venture grow rapidly. The busi-

ness has already started, and the manner in

which orders are coming in is considered a

splendid testimonial to the future prosperity

of the company.
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"WE CAME INTO THE WORLD LIKE BROTHER
AND BROTHER;

AND NOW LET'S GO HAND IN HAND, NOT ONE
BEFORE ANOTHER."- S/iaies/caye.

Che mcb$tcr
JTdlustable Bar

The 1900 Winnei-. Solid as Gibraltar,

Any Desired Adjustment. Shelby Seam-

less Tubing PRICE RIGHT, TOO.

SHOWING SERRATiOMS

Movement of one bar upward or downward imparts a

corresponding movement to the ottier bar, the two bars being

simultaneously and correspondingly adjusted.

The Webster Bar is a combination of strength, beauty and
simplicity. We shall endeavor to see all the trade in due sea-

son. The prudent buyer will see us before placing contracts.

Chicago Ban(lle=Bar Cotnpany

CHICAGO, ILL.
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500 Gas Lamps For Sale.

BEST ON EARTH. |
i

Perfect in every detail and guaranteed. Only desire to hear i

from large buyers. Write at once for full particulars. I
Model No.
229, 5f8 in.

High.

Price, $3.50.

Wolfgang Richter,
THIRD AND GREEN STS.,

Kindly mention The Wheel.

PHILADELPHIA, i
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The Cleveland Ball and Screw Co.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, V. S. A.

Manufacturers of Strictly Higt-Grade

..TLooUSteel Balls..
|
•

All sizes up to 2 inches diameter; properly hardened and tempered 9
uniform and accurate to size, and of superior finish. •

Balls drawn to special degree of temper for use in Bicycles, •
Motor Vehicles, and all kinds of light and heavy machinery. {

We are especially well equipped to give prompt and careful S
attention to orders for large size balls. •

Correspondence invited. 9
Z Kindly mention The Wheel. ^
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comes from

SOLAR
CYCLE

LAMPS

M SUCCESS
Because they Satisfy.

Beware of Imitations and Experiments!
p Kindly mention The Wheel,
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MILTIPLEXING LIGHT.

By This New Reflector Great Results Are Gained

in Cycling and All Other Forms of

Lamps.

The Multiplex Reflector Co., of Cleveland,

was incorporated last week to manufacture

headlights and lanterns, and it is stated that

bicycle lamps will be their specialty. They

will build lamps complete, but the greatest

feature of their business is a reflector which,

it is claimed, will throw the most powerful

light ever produced. The reflector is of the

ordinary bell-shape, made of spun brass, and

the secret of its great power lies in the fact

that the inner surface is corrugated and then

silver-plated and a ray of light from the in-

side is so reflected that its light-giving quali-

ties are increased many times. The electric

bulb in the bicycle lamp is very small, hence

the lamp is comparatively light, but the mul-

tiplex reflector docs the work. A lamp for

motor carriages will also be featured. For

street-car service the company has had several

of its lamps in daily use on Cleveland roads

and they simply outshine every other head-

light ever before produced. The company

has a capital of $30,000, and has its head-

quarters in the Viaduct Power building.

Prices to Be Higher, Says Reading.

Reading, Pa., Aug. 8.—The inactivity of the

bicycle trade has at last reached this city.

Three of the largest plants located here have

closed down and will hardly resume operations

for a month or two; in the meantime all odds

and ends will be gathered together ready to

be made up into job-lot bicycles when opera-

tions are again resumed. The balance of the

Reading plants are working on half-time, with

enough orders on hand to keep them in opera-

tion until the season of 1900 opens. The

Reading Standard Mfg. Co. and the Relay

Mfg. Co. are still in hopes of disposing of

their plants to the American Bicycle Co., al-

though nothing definite has been heard from

the promoters recently. The manufacturers

unanimously agree that '99 was one of the

best seasons they have enjoyed; trade started

early and continued heavy until about two

weeks ago, when it began dropping ofif. Noth-

ing authentic can be learned relative to the

1900 models, beyond the fact that an increase

in price in wheels is inevitable. The retailers

are doing little or no trade at this time, and

are rapidly taking on side-lines to tide them

over the dull months to come before the open-

ing of the new season.

Closed for the Season.

Davis & Updegraflf, leading Cleveland re-

tailers, have closed their store for the season.

The retail business in that city has been dis-

appointing this season and other concerns will

probably follow this example in the near

future.

Luthy Ready for 1900.

The makers of the famous Luthy wheel, at

Peoria, have not permitted trust agitation to

interfere with their plant, but have quietly

arranged for a bigger season than any they

have yet experienced.

A Wheel man had evidence of this when
he journeyed over the Luthy plant the other

day and noticed a number, of recent additions

by which an output of 100 wheels a day can

easily be maintained.

Luthy's 1900 models are already constructed

and have been shown to certain favored trade

folk. The extreme high grade of the Luthy

will be strictly maintained in the future, but

the 1900 line will contain, as well, a popular-

priced model, which will likely bear the firm

name. It is a surprising model, with many

of the constructive frills and all of the trim-

ness and neat appearance which have made

the original Luthy famous.

Schultz's Good Work.

When John Wanamaker introduced the

conversational advertisement he did the world

a great favor. He opened an entirely new

field for advertising skill. He made possible

an exceptionally interesting series of leaflets

and pamphlets describing the goods of the

Excelsior Supply Co., of Chicago.

These bits of cycle trade literature have

been prepared by B. V. H. Schultz, well

known as "Bernie" Schultz, and manager of

advertising for the Excelsior people. His

work is verbally graceful and typographically

quite different from the ordinary run of such

matter. It has the restful, dignified finish that

goes with an artist's proof. It isn't shoppy

nor hand-me-down. It describes cycle fit-

tings and parts. It would be as well adapted

to books and paintings.

An Excellent Foreign Representative.

To those in need of a good nian to repre-

sent them abroad, iMr. J. Williams, 143

Station Road, iChurch End, Finchley,

London, England, would seem a most

available man. From office boy to as-

sistant manager of the White Sewing Ma-

chine Co.'s English branch, Mr. Williams has

worked and won his way. At 82 years of age,

with a perfect knowledge of French, and the

mechanics of sewing machines and bicycles,

Mr. Williams to-day finds himself in the mar-

ket through the organizing of the American

Bicycle Co. The chance to get so well-

posted a man should not long remain open to

American manufacturers.

Tell Your Wants to Tucker.

When a man comes out flat-footed and tells

you he wants your business and is prepared

to prove that he is worthy of getting it, cer-

tainly no wise man will refuse to at least give

him a hearing. This is the stand taken by

the Tucker Bicycle Woodwork Co., Urbana,

O., and all they ask is that those who want

good rims at good prices will let the Urbana

concern become aware of the fact—the result,

the Urbana people are certain, will be satis-

factory.

Getting a Good Thing Before the Trade.

E. E. Marshall, of the K. & C. Mfg. Co.,

of Ayer, Mass., is in the West calling on the

trade showing the well-known lock-jointed

wood-rims made bv his firm.

Handle-Grips Wanted.

Low-priced handle-grips are wanted by

Henry Watterson, 67 and 69 Albert Road,

Aston, Birmingham, England.

IManson Square.

The Manson Cycle Co. have cap-sheafed

an exceedingly good year by finding a new
home for their product. This paragraph is

intended merely to point out the removal of

the company to those who frequent Chicago,

and The Wheel hopes shortly to print a

more detailed description of the new factory,

which is located at Manson Square and is a

large two-storied home all painted yellow.

The Milwaukee avenue car takes you there in

fifteen minutes, and Manson Square is but a

short block from the car track.

Plenty of Prosperity.

Lebanon, Pa., Aug. 9.—The Keystone M.
& M. Co., makers of the well-known Pen'^n-

Hygienic and Xander Special bicycles, are

still working on full time with bright pros-

pects for a continuance of the good trade for

an indefinite period. Since the opening of

the spring trade this plant has been run to its

utmost capacity to fill orders, and even then

was, at times, obliged to refuse rush orders.

Arrangements are being made to increase the

output of this plant next year.

Munroe with Mossberg.

Clarence E. Munroe, for two years manager
of the Foster Cycle Depot, of Providence, R.

I., has severed his connection with that firm

to accept a position as manager of the sales de-

partment of the Frank Mossberg Co., Attle-

boro, Mass., makers of the Mossberg Chime
Bicycle Bell and sheet metal novelties. Mr.
Munroe will shortly start on a western trip

in the interest of the Mossberg company, with

a view to interesting the leading jobbers for

next year's business.

Trade Nickel-Platers.

The firm of Tillman & Eckstein, 91 Eliza-

beth street. New York, announce elsewhere

in The Wheel, and will for a long time

continue to announce, that they do all sorts

of nickel-plating. They have been established

since 1860 as polishers, grinders and nickel-

platers, and are doing work for the best cycle

trade concerns. They are seeking business

from manufacturers, agents and all who de-

sire their class of work.

Pierrez for llimself.

J. C. Pierrez, for fourteen years with the

Goodrich Rubber Co., with which concern

he 'Was prominently identified in connection

with its eastern trade, has left that company
and started for himself at 91 Reade street.

New York, where he will handle sundries,

tires, cements and kindred lines. Mr. Pierrez

has long been a figure in the trade. He
woked earnestly for his concern, and on his

own account should be a success.

Walford and Victor.

Washington, D. C, Aug. 5.—Victor bicycles

will hereafter be sold by D. N. Walford, one

of the leading sporting goods merchants in

this city. The Victor agency was in the hands

of O. A. Danzenbaker, but he has decided to

give up the bicycle business to engage in other

business. The Victor is popular here and at

the low price of $38, Mr. Walford should have

no difficulty in disposing of a large number of

them.

Changing Their Articles.

The Grand Rapids Bicycle Grip Co. have

filed notices in the office of the county clerk

providing for the changing of their articles

of incorporation to enable them to manufac-

ture and trade in bicycle grips and other bi-

cycle devices, and wood, cork and other

specialties. The capital stock of the company

has recently been increased to $18,000.
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While the LEAGUE MEET is in progress at Boston.

TiJg LEAGUE HANDLE-BAR
is meeting also—meeting with a reception at the hands of the trade, which its reputa-

tion for substantiality, finish and fashionableness deserves.

The LEAGUE BAR—better than ever this year—is now being shown to the

Eastern trade.

Write us, that we may submit samples.

LEAGUE HANDLE-BAR CO,. 2i5-217-219 S. Clinton St., Chicago, UK

a-

•J-

•5-

SARTUS BALL RETAINER.Registered Trade-Mark.

THE ORIGINAL. THE PIONEER.

Can be ordered in any size, and in any strength or metal, for all bearings in

Bicycles or Motor Carriages.

IS FULLY PROTECTED BY U. S. AND FOREIGN PATENTS.

Accuracy guaranteed and cheaper than any other retainer and separator in the market,

to its simplicity of manufacture.

owing
DURABILITY.
STRENGTH

!:!s;i:'j^t^' the sartus ball bearing co.,
37 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK CITY.

ACCURACY.
Kindly mention The Wheel.

A Foot-Power Lathe and

^ Outfit of Tools.
Our No, 5 Lathe is a right and left hand

screw cutting lathe, swings 11 inches on face
plate; 34 inches between centres. Is back-
geared and has hollow spindle. Has set-over
tail-stock and swivel tool carriage for taper-

ing and boring.

SPECIAL OFFER!
The list price of No. 5 Lathe is $90. We

will furnish the lathe with set of slide rest

tools, three lathe dogs, 5-inch chuck with two
sets of jaws, lathe arbor and set of Morse
twist drills 1-16-inch by ^inch by 32ds,

all amounting to $110, for $90 cash. Goods carefully boxed and delivered on board
cars, Rockford. This gives the best lathe made, will full equipment of tools, for

less imoney than you can buy an inferior machine.

^^~ Full Descriptive Catalogue Free on Application.

W. r. & JNO. BARNES CO.,
Kindly mention The Wheel. 254 RUBY ST., ROCKFORD, ILL.

tsLtADER^
. - \ BUFP3.

" ICyamide Potash.

JTURKI5H Emery

/ MACHINERY.

/S£wAf^\ Cff/c^oo ^^^yo/?j^

LOW 3PEED
DYNAM03. ,

NICKEL
I

ANODE3, '

LACqUER3.

MOSSBERQ TIRE BELL.

New Principle.
Patented March 28, 1899.

A Wonderful Bell.
SEND FOR CATAI,OGUB.

Sample postpaid as follows:

No. 1, Mossberg Chime, $0.75
" 2, Single Gong, - 0.50

MADE BY

FRANK MOSSBERG CO., Attleboro, Mass.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 50 'WAKREN STREET.

Wlhee CoesMermg
Tlie Matter of

You will serve your own interests

and pocketbooks by obtaining es-

timates from :::::::

The Wheel Press,
88 'West Broad^svay, Ne-w York.

Jot Down the Fact in Yotir

Memorandum Book.
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AN "IMPLIED WARRANTY."

How It Has Been Legally Decided to Exist in the Case

of Certain Claims and Conditions of Business.

In the case of the League Cycle Co. vs.

Abrahams (58 N. Y. Supp., 306) the New
York Supreme Court, Appellate Term, holds

that where a manufacturer contracts for the

delivery of an article of a particular kind, an

implied warranty arises that the article is

merchantable; but, before a buyer can recover

for a breach of such warranty after acceptance,

he nnist show that there are latent defects

which were not discoverable by due diligence,

in the application of ordinary inspection and

customary tests.

It was held also that a manufacturer's circu-

lar advertising an article of his make, des-

cribing in detail the particular merits claimed

for it, and stating that it having been sub-

jected to the most severe practical tests, the

maker was in position to guaranty it to be

all that was claimed for it—perfect of its kind

—and that he was confident it was an article

unsurpassed and unsurpassable, is not an ex-

press warranty of the quality of the article.

As to that statement the court said:

"We do not think that the statements quoted

from the circular amount to anything more

than the extravagant praise with which dealers

are prone to recommend their wares. A ven-

dee cannot rely on mere 'dealer's talk' to im-

pose on a vendor the obligations of a war-

ranty. Under certain circumstances, positive

affirmations contained in advertisements, cir-

culars and catalogues have been construed to

constitute express warranties; yet merely to

advertise an article as perfect of its kind, or

as 'unsurpassed and unsurpassable,' is not

such a representation, either as to its quality,

condition or character, as will support a "war-

ranty."

ANTI-CYCLE STRIKERS.

Five Cents Per Day Not Enough for the Hire of a

Bicycle.

Several hundred 'Cleveland messenger boys

won a strike last week in a manner which

will probably prove a bad example for youth-

ful agitators all over the country. The boys

were employed by the Western Union Tele-

graph Co. and the American District Tele-

graph Co. Their chief grievance was a no-

tice posted a short time ago announcing that

all messages must be delivered by wheel in

the future and the boys who did not own bi-

cycles must provide themselves therewith at

once. The boys all like to ride well enough,

though many of them had deep-seated ob-

jections to this form of transportation be-

cause it did not af?ord them as good an op-

portunity for perusing the pages of the latest

editions of "Tip Top," "Diamond Dick,"

"Nick Carter" and other up-to-date literature

as did the street car.

Besides destroying opportunity to indulge

in literary exercises the company only pro-

posed to pay them five cents per day for the

use of their machines, which the boys figured

woidd not pay for carbide and oil, let alone

repairs. So the boys decided to strike and

in so doing they concluded to make a good

job of it and make the position of messenger

boy a situation which anyone might feel

gratified in holding.

The list of grievances filed by the juvenile

"business agent" called for shorter hours, in-

creased pay, uniforms at lower prices, a com-
plete rearrangement of their schedule, no fines,

and bicycles optional, those owning wheels

to be paid 15 cents per day extra instead of

five. The demands fairly took the manager's

breath away and he instantly declined to

negotiate on any such terms. It was decided

to hire men to deliver messages and several

started out at once. Then the fun com-
menced.

The city police force was too busy trying

to protect street cars to pay any attention to

a lot of "kids," so the youngsters had it all

their own way. The "scabs" were followed

by howling messenger boys and their friends,

the newsboys, and for two days pandemonium
reigned. Parents of some of the boys under-

took to interfere and make their boys go to

work and there were many exciting scenes of

attempts to exercise paternal authority on the

streets, but they availed nothing. Meanwhile
the telegrams continued to come in, but the

service was at a standstill. At last the Amer-
ican District Co. decided to arbitrate, but the

boys would not yield a point, for they saw
their advantage. Finally they yielded every

point and the youngsters went back to work
with craniums expanded several inches each.

of creditors amounting to $27,039.70. The
amount on hand may be reduced several hun-

dred more by other expenses.

Revolving of the Globe.

United States District Judge Coxe, of Utica.

has sent to Referee Hotchkiss his adjudication,

which forces the Globe Cycle Co., of Buf-

falo, into involuntary bankruptcy.

The petition was made through R. Hoffel &
Co., the Cj'cle Age Publishing Co. and Leng's

Son & Co., who cite acts of bankruptcy per-

formed by the 'Globe Cycle Co., in suffer-

ing executions in favor of other creditors to

be levied by the Sherifi, which ate up the as-

sets of the firm to such an extent that the

petitioners would have been cut of? entirely.

Judge Coxe decides that the Globe is a

bankrupt and that settlement shall be made
through the procedure of the United States

bankruptcy law.

Not Much Left.

Newark, N. J., Aug. 7.—Eiwood C. Harris,

receiver of the Howard & Nichols Cycle Mfg.

Co., has filed his final report. According

thereto, the receipts since the receiver took

charge of the concern amounted to $3,627.08,

Of this he paid for claims of employes and

other expenses allowed by law $2,459.34, leav-

ing a balance of $il,169.74to meet allowed claims

Plenty in Perrysburg.

Toledo, Aug. 6.—The National Wheel Co.,

of Perrysburg, started up for business this

morning at Perrysburg, with over 75 men em-
ployed. The new concern has entirely refitted

the property of the Sheridan Wheel Co. and
enough men are at work to turn out veloci-

pedes and bicycles in quantities to suit. Not
all of the new machinery will be used for some
time, as the firm desires to break in the men
and the place gradually. The capacity of the

place is about three hundred men and they

will all be working by the middle of October.

There has been some trouble in securing the

necessary material, but the difficulty will be

removed by the end of the week.

Pittsburg Lamp Prices Regulated.

Pittsburg, Pa., Aug. 5.—^An outsider had to

come into this town to show the local deal-

ers how to run the lamp end of their business.

They were cutting each other's throats vigor-

ously, but unprofitably, until a representative

of the Bundy lamp people came and induced

them to meet and talk matters over. All the

dealers but one have agreed upon a scale

which is not quite up to list, but which allows

a fair profit.

Some Tire Red Tape.

An attachment of $1,000 in favor of the

India Rubber Tire Co., of lAkron, O., has

been made upon property of Albert Rosen-

thal, a New Haven bicycle dealer. It is un-

derstood that the attachment will force Rosen-

thal into insolvency. The suit is to recover

for goods furnished.

Maumee and Alexander.

Toledo, Aug. 6.—^W. G. Alexander has pur-

chased the entire stock of the iMaumee bicycle

works and Colonel Terry is now rid of all his

bicycle stock and has die Maumee factory for

sale. The factory is closed and will remain so

till it is sold. Captain Alexander will sell the

wheels at auction.

Puncture-Proof Tire Folks.

Henry Turner, 3603 East Marshall street,

Richmond, Va., informs The Wheel that he

desires to communicate with manufacturers

and handlers of puncture-proof tires.

For the Fiscal Year.

Exports of cycles and parts in 'May, 1899, amounted to $535,919.

was $388,747. There is also a decrease for the fiscal year ending

with that ending with June, 1898:
June

Destination. 1S9S. 1899. 1S97.

United Kingdom $2U,625 $GB,521 $2,375,675
France 63,411 41,026 262,606
Germany 161,043 61,072 1,026,346
Other Europe 76,704 50,605 1,194,988
British North America 62,133 44,128 734,493
Central American States and Britisli Honduras. 934 728 53,801
Mexico 8,046 2,219 73,117
Santo Domingo 37 4,908
Cuba 7,583 4,016
Porto Rico 223 4,120
Other West Indies and Bermuda 11,471 9,770 132,607
Argentina 9,600 34,737 42.091
Brazil 9,633 3,040 29,355
Colombia 653 1,040 24.290
Other South America 2,592 4,531 73,507
China 365 3,585 18,410
East Indies—British 7,699 2,388 18,326
Hong Kong 1,819 157 (a)

Tapan 7,887 7,592 52,179
ISritish Australasia 19,281 15.427 692.894
Other Asia and Oceanica 8,788 12,505 61,398
Africa 31,133 19,727 125,979
Other countries 485 143 217

Total $695,339 $3SS,747 $7,005,323

(a) Included in "Other Asia and Oceanica" prior to July, 1897.

In June the amount
with June, compared

Year ending June
1898. 1899.

$1,852,166 $868,190
482,680 479,381

1,724,404 1,117,352
949,502 1,365,860
614,003 582,500

8,267 6,330
68,022 48,301
1,171 253
9,214 22.614
3,359 2,912

84,393 67,840
90,229 238,788
98,482 55,04fi

15,684 9,328
48,966 54.441
27.449 26,180
90,388 142,301
7,636 8,847

88,905 117,943
309,006 255,053
73,528 82,848

197,365 200,813
1,710 759

$6,846,529 $5,753,880
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SMrTHSONIAN INSTITUTION LIBRARIES
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